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Introduction
What is known as 'Irish traditional music' has been
described as such for just over a century. It has
been practised with considerable co ntinuity as the
one time popular music of the island of Ireland a body of melody, so ng and dance and associated
activities that stylistically comes fro m the period
before recorded music and radio. It has core, distinctive features which are uniquely of the place,
but it has borrowed forms and practices from the
neighbouring islands and from Europe. In turn, it
has also contributed to these and to musics in the
'new' colonised worlds of America and Australia.
Traditional music was neither uniform nor
evenly spread over th e island at all times in the
past, but was present in respo nse to population
needs - in greater or lesser supply depending on
available talent, social conditions and political
upheaval. Certain areas stayed with it more than
others and, on account of the greater expertise so
honed, are accorded a higher status today. Styles
were built aroun d the talents of exceptional performers- aesthetes who in every place and in every
age emerge as inspirational, influential mentors.
Emigration, poverty, starvation and suffering, the
effects of war and depopulation may have driven
both the artistic and recreational practices into
dormancy at certain times, but they also facilitated
fabulous levels of achievemen t in others, notably
so in the 1990s. T raditional music has been intimately associated with t he rural poor and the
politically downtrodden in th e past- the greater
part of the Irish population for whom it had been
their major cultural resource- and it still positively
retains this cultural cachet. H owever, impelled by
confidence-inspi ring Romantic philosophy and its
consequent ideals prior to the 1900s the traditional
music of Ireland has been able to accompany ruralurban migration and upward social mobility into
all regions and class levels an d it is now solidly
representative of both itself as an art form, and of
Irishness by origin.
In the period of revitalisation of this music
over the latter five decades of the 1900s, a most

interesting observation can be made: in 'revival'
mode it found new purpose in entertaining listeners, whereas over the previous half century it
had been largely the melody and metre for dance.
This eclipse highlighted and encouraged the development of individual artistic skills and talents so
much so that the mu sic by 2011 can be said to
have never had a higher standard, and most likely
not to have ever had so many performers, or been
expressed in so many tunes. It could additionally be deduced that this was the resurfacing of
indigenous 'art' music talent within the favourable
economic climate of the first prosperous age of
modern Ireland, having remained largely dormant
following the collapse of G aelic art-music sponsorship in the seventeenth century.
With in traditional music's players there are
many degrees of competence, understanding
and sensitivity. Its popular image accommodates
everything from big- stage spectacular to street
busking and although more urban than rural,
its performance is everywhere still an easy-entry
social occasion. There is a great variety within its
practices and contexts in Ireland as we enter the
second decade of the twenty-first century: organised and spon taneous sessio ns, 'anchor' playing
in bars, casual performi ng, professional concerts,
fleadhs and festivals, competitions, and song, music
and dance classes. The music is promoted abroad
too, it is emblematic in the Irish Diaspora, and
there are several thousand widely-available, specialised albums of players of all ages and styles:
from 'straight', solo, old-style playing to modernist fu sio ns with rock, classical and various folk
musics. Instrument makers and repairers cater for
its community, with businesses supplying instruments, albums, literature and services. Institutions
and organisations promote its learning at skills
and academic levels, and knowledge of the field is
developed and promoted by research, broadcasting and publishing. All this is considerable activity
for one music form representing an island of five
million-odd people.
Vll
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In the 1960s a player might be jeered in the
street for carrying a fiddle case, ridiculed for
playing uilleann pipes, or cliched for persisting with the harp. At the end of that decade the
country had only fifty uilleann pipers and the harp
was in limbo; a player could either not afford to buy
a proper instrument or get one repaired, transport
was difficult, there were few major music events
and only a handful of recordings available to listen
to in order to learn from. Now, inside fifty years,
there are some 5,000 uilleann pipers on the planet,
1,500 of them on the books of the Na Piobairi
Uilleann organisation in Ireland, another 2,100
abroad, all highly organised with an education
structure. There are two major harping bodies, the
largest, C:iirde na Cruite, now having celebrated
its fiftieth anniversary; there is a network of harp
schools, instruments are accessible to most aspirants and are supported by services. There are both
large-scale commercial, and part-time dedicated,
festival interests in Irish music all over Europe and
the US, and embryonically in] apan, all of which
maintain a demand for professional players. In
Ireland the year does not have enough weekends
to accommodate the volume of commemorative,
fleadh and festival casual music activity, and many
events enjoy high levels of participation. Behind
this enterprise development is pushed by many
initiatives, notably by the large-scale organisation
Comhaltas Ceoltoiri Eireann, and distribution of
knowledge is facilitated by the Irish Traditional
Music Archive, a diverse, invaluable enclave of
print, recordings and visual imagery. Aside from
actual music learning and performance traditional
music has also developed a considerable academic
sphere, now represented in formal study courses
in second-level education, at bachelor and masters
level in third level institutions, and as a serious field
of study for masters and doctoral research.
The literature which underpins this activity has
several definitive works. Supreme are O 'Neill's Irish
Minstrels and Musicians, Breathnach's Folk Music
and Dances of Ireland, 6 Cannain's Traditional
Music in Ireland and Carson's Pocket Guide to Irish
Traditional Music. Educational works have been
produced too in recent decades and there are many
collections of written music, anecdotal publications, windows on other lives and eras, cameos of
Vlll

revered players, and analyses of the mu si.:: dating
back beyond two hundred years. The diction arystyle A-Z reference format of The Companion
set out to co mplement and open access to all
of these and their subject matter in 1999. Now
in the new edition it brings the idea forward hosting an additional hundred commentators and
a word count and topics list which is expanded by
a half. Considerable re-organisation of material in
response to comments by regular users sees more
convenient access to different kinds of information. Use of the internet greatly eased the process
of cross-checking and proofing; tasks which at the
time of the first edition had involved letter writing,
post or fax and the wait for replies, or repeated
visits to libraries and the archive, this time were
able to be achieved at a sitting, albeit at the cost of
dealing with sometimes a hundred emails or more
daily over many months. Even still, editing to the
book's style demanded considerable attention, even
for the smallest pieces, greatly consuming of time
which was only rendered feasible by the munificence of An Foras Feasa and the Arts Council.
This edition of The Companion significantly
covers Iri sh traditional music performance in
all Irish counties, not by any means as a precise
accounting but as a snapshot of activity which
documents scale and nature rather than detail and
personality. The book does this also for the music
in many of the co untries in which Irish music
has a cultural presence, and expands its coverage
of cultures which, while peripheral to the Iri sh
island, are related to, and are historically important for a full understanding of Irish music. Thus
Scotland, the Isle of M an, Wales, Cape Breton,
Newfoundland, Australia and Canada are explored
not only for Irish overlap or ingredient, but also
for the familiarity of their playing practice and
repertoire; England is introduced too, covered in
some depth for its music, song, dance and archival/
revival practices. Brittany is dealt with in detail as a
culture which has adopted much confidence from
Irish music revival, and for its perception as a sister
'Celtic nation' which supports many travelling Irish
musicians. France, Italy, Denmark, Norway, Finland
and Germany are examples of countries where Irish
music has carved out cultural niches and established active playing and listening communities.
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Finally, the USA and its cities are dealt with in
detail because present-day traditional music
activity owes much to Irish-American recording
initiatives and to the cultural status accorded it on
that continent.
Among the instruments, most intensive coverage
is given to the harp. Indigenous, and the oldest music
device on the island, this has generated the greatest
volume of scholarship. Song in both the Irish and
English languages is united in this edition under
the one heading in order to better convey appreciation of and enhance access to both the variety
of its forms and the breadth within these. Dance
too is brought under one itemised heading, categorised in its 'display' and 'social' roles, within which
headings is detailed an expansive spectrum of tastes
and practices. In the same way, forms of melodic
decoration and embellishment are combined under
'ornamentation'. 'Arrangement' of, and composition
involving traditional music is another fresh topic,
addressing some of the most significant contributors. Folkloric and other aspects of the 'traditional
arts' are referenced only in the contexts of their
connection to the process of music-making, but
storytelling is newly introduced at some length. A
more inclusive 'timeline' is given in this edition, too,
expanded as a unique data assembly which displays
instruments, books, processes and events in a visual
artistic and cultural patterning.
final bibliography pays tribute to the great volume of academic,
amateur and functional scholarship and discourse
within the music, itemised for ease of access.
However, a discography was considered unnecessary for this volume as, in the age of the web, one
no longer requires catalogue data in order to locate
a recording: instead, players and album titles are
listed in the text and all can be followed up online.
This is the most significant impact of the web age,
for while books are still needed and in demand,
the physical, point-of-sale recording object is now
potentially redundant. Highlighting this particular
aspect is the parallel presence of the web support
site - www.companion.ie -which provides web
links to all material itemised in the book's pages.

m

A digitised 'app' and and an e-book version of the
text are planned also.
This second edition of 7he Companion to Irish
Traditional Music has a response-generated
fresh structure and itemisation which have been
impelled by the demands of performers, researchers and university-level education. This renders it
a comprehensive document which among all specialised books on the subject gives it the greatest
practical utility for the widest variety of interests.
But behind its use value, as a panorama of people,
instruments, organisation, events, concepts and
history this work is of itself the ultimate inventory of the profound scale and intensity of artistic
endeavour and achievement in indigenous Irish
music, song and dance.
It is a tribute to those who have taken the time
to assemble careful, concise summaries of their
music field. It is also a monument to those patient
and generous inspirational players and devotees,
researchers and thinkers, organisers and promoters, exacting analysts and zealous preservationists,
to all of whose synergistic talents the popularity,
prestige and presence of traditional music at this
time is due. It is hoped that the creativity, skills,
ideas, activity and society portrayed in these pages
can not only be informative and supportive to
their traditional music world-views, but may be
a provocative springboard to fresh artistic and
intellectual inspiration. In particular, in being
a elemental catalogue of core data, this body of
information offers the potential to provide key
material for second-level education, the better to
free up third-level programme design for more
conceptual consideration. For the same reason
it should be of great preparatory and foundation
value to the numerous Irish-studies programmes,
encouraging perhaps their consideration of traditional music, song and dance in historical context
not just as activities but as motor components in
the Irish cultural psyche. These half million or so
words and images are hereby so presented to the
performers, creators, thinkers, educators and artists
oflrish music.
Fintan Vallely
August 2011
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Using the Volume
FINDING INFORMATION

by initials. For example, to reference a piece by

Information is substantially A-Z. Exceptions to this
are in instrumental music 'ornamentation' (under
which term all related fingerings are grouped), in
'song' (all forms are listed under S, and alphabetically therein), and 'dance' (both social and display
forms are detailed under many headings) . Major
categories like 'instruments' are identified first as
a list under I, then individually under their initial;
so too with 'tune types'. Regional information is
given by county, and these are listed together initially under 'Ireland'. Outside Ireland, countries go
under their initial, e.g. E for England. Major cities,
where there is a strong Irish element, are listed in
the main text under their initial letter rather than
county or country, e.g. Belfast, Chicago, London,
New York. Supplementary information, such as
publications, is often tagged on to a region or topic
where relevant in order to facilitate location of the
article concerned. When in doubt, think back to the
major category to which an item is likely to belong.
The detailed structure of inter-linkage between all
of the articles in this book is provided in the web
adjunct companion.ie

[MAO]:

ABBREVIATIONS
The convention followed in this book is to limit
the amount of space given over to repeatedly used
organisational and other titles, and to contributors'
names. Hence acronym s will be used throughout. The most common of these are listed under
'Abbreviations' overleaf.

CONTRIBUTORS
The actual writer's initials are placed in square
brackets - e.g. [EDI] - at the end of articles written
by them, and can be cross-checked against the
'Contributors' list (pp. xvi-xxii).
The contribution of a particular named writer
ends at the point their initials are inserted. Any
subsequent information is attributable to the next
indicated writer. Articles with no credit indicated
are material by the editor. All uncredited articles and
those signed [EDI] are by the editor.

QUOTATION
When quoting from this book, credit should be
given first to the author of the piece, as identified

xii

O'Keeffe, Maire, 'accordion', in F. Vallely (ed.),
Companion to Irish Traditional Music, Cork:
Cork University Press, 2011

REFERENCES
Where a published work is quoted or extensively
drawn from in th e writing of an article, bibliographic information is provided in abbreviated form;
full references are given either on pages 20-2 or at
the back of the book.

WEB ADDRESSES
1 Where they are given, these are not prefixed with
'www', this is to be assumed.
2 They are not provided where they are of undue
length - on account of the chance of error in input,
and, not least, in the interests of saving space.
However, all items and people noted in the book
have web references and such links are embedded
in the support website, companion.ie

PLACE NAMES
All place names are generally in English, and
are given in various forms by which they may be
known among musicians. Thus 'Derry' is used for
that city and county which are known on maps as
'Londonderry'. 'Daingean' is used for 'Phillipstown',
but 'Draperstown' and 'Ballinascreen' are both used.
'Ireland' is used -in the EC's current terminology
- as meaning the former 'Republic oflreland', but
also to indicate the island where this is appropriate (for instance in references to the years prior to
1921). 'Ulster' is used to indicate the nine counties
of historic Ulster; this was valid up until1921, and,
since political change does not obliterate cultural
practices, is often the most relevant term.

INDEX
The A-Z section of this book is in itself an index,
but to facilitate the location of the many thousands of references to people and bands, an index
is provided at the end of the book. Instruments
and places are too numerous to be of meaningful
value in this.
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ABBREVIATIONS
Irish National radio 1926-38.
2RN
An Chomhairle Ealaion /The Arts
ACE
Council of Ireland
AOH
Ancient Order of Hibernians
Armagh Pipers' Club
APC
C&W
Country and Western m1_:1sic
CBE
Comhairle Bhealoideas Eireann I Irish
Folklore Commission
Comhaltas Ceoltoiri Eireann
CCE
Cork Institute ofTechnology
CIT
CITM
Companion to Irish Tra9itional Music
Cairde Rince Ceili na hEireann
CRC
Vols. I-V of Breathnach's Ceol Rince na
CRE
hEireann

An Coimisiun le Rind Gaelach I Irish
Dancing Commission
Ceolas website
CS
DCU
Dublin City University
DIT
Dublin Institute ofTechnology
DkiT
Dundalk Institute ofTechnology
EFDSS English Folk Dance and Song Society
FAS
Irish National Employment and
Training Authority
All Ireland Fleadh Cheoil (Fleadh
FCE
Cheoil na hEireann)
Gaelic Athletic Association
GAA
GCSE
Second-level qualification examination
system, NI
GMIT
Galway-Mayo Institute ofTechnology
IDTANA Irish Dancing Teachers Association of
North America
Irish Minstrels and Musicians (by
IMM
O'Neill)
IMRO
Irish Music Rights Organisation
Irish Republican Brotherhood
IRE
Irish Traditional Music Archive
ITMA
ITT
Tralee Institute ofTechnology
IWAMD Irish World Academy of Music and
Dance (music dept. of University of
Limerick)
IWMC Irish World Music Centre, now
renamed IWAMD
JRSAI
journal if the Royal Society ifAntiquaries
CRG

ifIreland

MBE

NCAD
NGO
NI

British Empire Medal, the highest UK
accolade for contributors to culture and
society.
National College of Art and Design,
Dublin
Non-governmental organisation
Northern Ireland

NLI
NMI

National Library oflreland Dublin
National Museum oflreland (Dublin
and Castlebar)
NPU
Na Piobairi Uilleann
NUl
National University oflreland
NUIG
National University oflreland, Galway
(UCG)
NUIM
National University oflreland,
Maynooth
OBE
Order of the British Empire
OBU
Outside Broadcast Unit
00
Orange Order
PES
Public Broadcasting Service (USA)
PLC
Post Leaving Cert (level of courses)
QUE
Qyeen'~ University of Belfast
RE
Radio Eireann (original spelling)
RH
Rambling House website
RIA
Royal Irish Academy
RIAM
Royal Irish Academy of Music, Dublin
RnaG
Raidi6 na Gaeltachta
RSAMD Royal Scottish Academy of Music and
Drama, Glasg<:?w
RTE
Radio Telefis Eireann; Irish National
radio and television agency since 1966
SIPTU Services, Industrial, Professional and
Technical Trade Union, Ireland
SPD
St Patrick's Teacher Training College,
Dublin
SPPMI Society for the Preservation and
Publication of the Melodies oflreland
sswc Willie Clancy Summer School/ Scoil
Samhraidh Willie Clancy
TCD
Trinity College Dublin (University of
Dublin)
TG4
Irish-language television station
TMSA Traditional Music and Song
Association of Scotland
TnaG
Telefis na Gaeilge I Irish-language TV,
now changed to TG4
TTCT
Teastas i dTeagasc Ceol Tire I certificate in teaching folk music
University College Cork
ucc
UCD
University College Dublin
University College Galway (now
UCG
NUIG)
UDA
Ulster Defence Association
UL
University of Limerick
University of Ulster (at Derry city)
UVF
Ulster Volunteer Force
WIT
Waterford Institute ofTechnology
YHA NI Youth Hostel Association of Northern
Ireland

uu
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Initials within text blocks indicate extracts from a published work, website or interview.
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B
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Fleischmann, A., 'A Key to Sources
of Irish Traditional Music'- 6 Riada
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a cappella. Singing performed without instrumental accompaniment. It may be solo or group,
and may use vocal decoration, harmonies or counterpoint. Sean-n6s singing in Irish is such, as is
also traditional singing in English, and in both of
these proper appreciation depends on the singer's
technical ability within the genre, and the listener's
understanding of the genre. Such groups as The
Voice Squad and The Fallen Angels are a cappella
too, but are 'straight', unadorned singers who use
variance of voice pitches and harmony as their
colour; these are similar to so-called 'barbershop'
groups, but unlike them they mostly sing traditional songs rather than popular song.

Access Music Project (AMP). A Galway programme for people with some interest and ability
in music who wish to have further training, it has
provided opportunities for learning since 1999
under the national Community Employment
Scheme framework. Specifically devised to meet
the needs of the long-term unemployed, its participants take six nationally accredited modules in
music theory, piano/keyboard, vocal skills, rhythm
and percussion, sound engineering and communications, as well as exposure to other subjects.
Traditional music is a performance option within
it, and co-ordinator is fiddler Eilish O'Connor.
accompaniment. 1be interpretative, collaborative
and/or supportive performance which is used to
'back' a melody player. The key elements of Irish
traditional music are melody and rhythm, both

Martin Hayes accompanied by Denis Cahill [Nutan]

established by convention as ideally supplied by
the solo instrumentalist and interpretable by a
savvy listener through enculturation. However,
with the shift of music performance from smaller
to larger spaces, and with the move from playing
for dancing to playing for listening, ever since the
1920s accompaniment has been developing in
form, style, diversity and creativity, first on piano,
moving to guitar and tambourine, then to bodhran,
bouzouki and electronic keyboards.
routines. The introduction of melodic accompanying instruments has led to the establishment
of set accompaniment routines which involve
emphasising the melodic contour (or the bass or
treble end of this), working rhythmically with the
main tune structure, or playing parallel melodies or
harmonies. 1bis amounts to varying the texture of
the tune, but not interfering with the melody. 1bis
fits (loosely) with the preferred aesthetic of 'solo'
playing- i.e. melody is supreme. Such arrangement
is not written, but is developed in performance and
retained in memory. More complex arrangement
is applied too in traditional music, particularly
in modern bands as players seek difference and
uniqueness, but this too is unwritten. Arrangement
as such, in the orchestral sense, is applied by some
traditional composers, and by contemporarymusic composers who work creatively, perhaps
thematically, with traditional idiom, or who utilise
traditional music in symphonic constructs.
selF-accompaniment. All these forms co-exist,
with some instruments also lending themselves to
self-accompaniment, as most use one hand only
for melody, freeing the other for support. Harp
and piano are by definition self-accompanying
- utilising chords and often runs of countermelody. All accordions are provided with varying
degrees of chordal possibilities, and concertina has
considerable potential for chordal self-accompaniment and brief parallel or contrapuntal melody,
depending on the virtuosity, style or dexterityand intention - of the player. Fiddlers will often
utilise double stopping (sounding adjacent strings
simultaneously) as a rhythmic and/or melodic
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self-accompaniment, and uilleann pipes regulators provide the potential for rhythmic harmonic
support on dance tunes, and chordal complementarity on airs. One-time accompanying instruments
themselves now feature in melody- piano (Patsy
Broderick, P:idraig Rynne, Caoimhin Vallely,
Geraldine Cotter, Miche:ilO Suilleabh:iin), guitar
(Paul Brady, Arty McGlynn) and bouzouki (Andy
Irvine, Alec Finn, Donal Lunny, Mary Shannon)
- in styles which mix melody and harmony in
degrees specific to the player.
nature. Accompaniment may closely follow
the detail of the tune - such as the interplay of
two fiddles, one of which uses the lower octave
(bassing) or double-stop droning. It may chordally follow the sketch or contour of the tune (as in
typical keyboard, guitar or bouzouki accompaniment) or may enunciate the rhythm of the tune
- as in bodhr:in or snare accompaniment. Modern
trends mix all styles, often (as in the work ofDonal
Lunny or Steve Cooney) interweaving chordal
interpretation, melody and driving the rhythm.
'Double hand' melody instruments (whistle, flute,
pipe chanters) which can produce only one note at
a time use other devices to mimic chordal or drone
effects - such as a repeatedly-cited D which gives
a drone illusion, or cop ious rolling which provides
the continuity of a parallel, detailed backdrop to
the core melody.
See also guitar; bouzouki; piano; bodhr:in; bones.
accordion. One of the more popular instruments
used in Irish music, this is a bellows-operated,
free-reed, aerophone with both melody and
accompaniment potential. The melody notes are
articulated by buttons (or keys) operated by the
fingers of the one hand, and the 'bass' or accompaniment notes by those on the other. Depressing
a melody button moves a lever, which in tandem
with opening and closing the bellows, directs air
through a particular tuned 'reed' or set of reeds.
The reed produces sound as a result of vibration
generated by the air pressure. The kinds of accordion used in Irish music are: diatonic accordion
(or 'melodeon' with button keys), chromatic accordion (typical button-key accordion) and the piano
accordion (which uses piano keys). The button
accordions generate a different note on push and
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pull, and the piano instruments the same note for
both. The melody buttons arc located on one side
of the instrument- typically the right- and on
the opposite side are located buttons (or keys) and
associated reeds designed to produce harmonic
notes for accompaniment; accordions are designed
as self-accompanying.
button accordion. Any one note being played
may (depending on the instrument and model)
involve from two to four reeds. These are known as
'voices'. In an instrument with two reeds per note,
one of them is usually tuned slightly sharper than
the other. Smaller accordions will have two reeds
per note; larger ones (like the typical 'two coupler'
Paolo Soprani) will have four, and others may have
three. The more reeds in play the richer and more
commanding the tone; the fewer in play the lighter
the tone and the less dominant the instrument. In
an accordion with three reeds per note, one may
be tuned exactly to pitch, one slightly above, and
one below. Alternatively, the 'three-stop' Saltarelle
or Serrenellini instruments have two reeds tuned
to the same octave (one slightly sharper than the
other), the third tuned to the octave below. Larger
accordions also have 'couplers' (switches) which
can increase volume by bringing in another set of
reeds which are tuned in the same way, but often
an octave lower. In Irish music at the present time,
some players adjust the reeds to suit their personal
tastes, and in this way have altered and developed
accordion style, and improved its appreciation. For
instance, the small Hohner 'Black Dot' accordion
with two reeds per note is very popular, but since

Button accordion by Mengascini
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the ideal in traditional music is to have a clear
but non-aggressive melody, one fashion is to tune
both reeds of each note to th e same pitch, as in
the concertina.
chromatic accordion. This is the typical buttonaccordion type which is used in Irish music. It has
a full range of sem itones available, and each button
sounds a different note on press and draw of the
bellows. [EDI]
accordion in Ireland. Its earliest form was
introduced to Dublin in 1831, and it was being
advertised in variety by the mid-century; one form
was the French 'flutina', and
Top of Accordion
all forms were outside the
in out
reach of the non-wealthy.
Inside two decades, mass
production of the German
'ten-key' accordion or
'melode on' brought down
the price, opening the way
for popularisation. Thus
the accordion was rapidly
adopted into Irish music
early in the second half
of the nineteenth century.
Its arrival coincided with
the decline of the uilleann
pipes and the popularisation of quadrille dancing.
It was necessarily played
in the 'push and draw'
manner as it has two notes
on each button, giving a
staccato articulation and
bouncy phrasing accented
by the bellows work. Often
referred to as 'the poor
man's pipes', the melodeon
quickly became popular as
an instrument played for
dancers, this for several
reasons: it was new and
modern and easy to carry,
its reeds would hold their
B/C chromatic
accordion notes:
tuning for longer than the
'in' = push , 'out' = pull pipes during inclement
[from The Box, courtesy
weather, it had a bright,
Oavid Hanrahan/Ossian] clear tone, enough volume

US I CAL CH RISTMAS PRESENTS.
J ULLIEN 'S MUSICAL ALBUM for 1856, splendidly illustrated, full value for 60s., only l5s.
FRENCH ACCORDIONS, from 6s. to Seven Guineas.
RICH TONED PARIS -MADE FLUTINAS, from 28s.
to Five Guineas.
CORNOPEANS, from 40s. upwards.
EIGHT-KEYED COCOA CONCERT FLUTES , 25s.
All Modern Songs, Quadrilles, Waltzes, Polkas, &c., &c.,
Half Price.
SHADE AND SON
32, WESTMORLAND-STREET,
Seve ral Second-hand Cottage and Square Pianofortes for
Sale, from Ten Guineas upwards.
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Freeman's Journal advertisement for accordions, 22

Dec.1855 [MAO]

to cut through loud crowd noise in pre-amplification days, it was easier to learn and, importantly,
it involved no pre-playing fuss such as tuning.
[MAO]

early accordionists. The earliest documented
evidence we have of the sound of the accordion
is from the cylinder and disc recordings made in
America at the start of the twentieth century. The
first person to be recorded playing Irish dance
music on it was John J. Kimmel, and one of the
first Irish-born players to record in America was
Peter J. Conlon who had a prolific output of highquality recordings between 1917 and 1930. During
the early decades of the 1900s, the accordion came
into its own in the Irish emigrant dance halls of
America, where it was one of the dominant instruments in early dance bands, its powerful volume
and consistency guaranteeing it favour. At this
time instruments which could withstand the pressures of playing seven nights a week in humid,
hot, noisy dance halls were developed, with some
single-row models having up to six sets of reeds for
extra loudness. Baldoni-Bartoli and F.H. Waiters
were two of the most popular New York manufacturers of these. [MAO]
melodeon. This has a more guttural, staccato
sound than the accordion proper and is made in
various keys (for Irish music most popularly in D
and in G) and has only the note values appropriate to its key. Typically it h as ten buttons all in
one row, these giving a fixed scale that denotes the
key of the instrument. The single-row, diatonic,
D-melodeon scale is:
PUSH
F~ A
D F# A D F# A D
A CP E G B C~ E G B
PULL
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Melodeon by Castagnari

Melodeon players deal inventively with the lack of
notes (such as C and F naturals on aD instrument).
"The choice is to either change the key of the tune
- for instance from G to D - or to make subtle
changes to avoid the missing notes. The earliest
stylistic evidence of dance-tunes playing, and of
getting around the melodeon's limitations, is heard
on Kimmel's (c.l904) recordings. The melodeon
was largely replaced by the chromatic button
accordion after the 1930s, but is still favoured by
certain players and may be treasured for dance
playing where the choppy texture generated by
its push and pull action is rhythmically invigorating. Present-day players who have recorded on it
include Paul Brock, Bobby Gardiner, P.J. Hernon,
Johnny Connolly, Tom Doherty, Breandan Begley
and Dermot Byrne.
di erences. The older, colloquial term for all
melodeons and accordions is simply 'melodeon',
regardless of construction, for the button accordion
and melodeon are basically the same instrument
in that both use button fingering and both are
single-action (producing a different note on push
and on pull on any one button). However, the
term 'accordion' in traditional music usually means
'two-row' accordion- the chromatic button accordion. Melodeon and accordion are distinguished
properly only by style, nationality of construction
and use of terminology. The melodeon represents
'German' style, the accordion 'Viennese' style. The
melodeon normally has one row (but in the past
has had two or three rows) of melody buttons, and
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it can come in different pitches. The accordion
may alternatively have piano keys, or two or more
rows of buttons; the more buttons, the greater
the playing potential. Stylistically the melodeon
is 'open action'- its mechanism is often visible,
sometimes decorated, and its left-hand bass notes
will be mounted externally on a box-like addition.
The accordion is modestly 'closed in' and streamlined, a grille covers the levers, and its left-hand
bass notes are built in, hidden from view. The
melodeon generally has reed-engaging 'stops' on
top, the accordion generally not. Melodeons as
used in Irish music may appear style-eschewing in
design, yet have an understated chic. Accordions
traditionally have been as visually impressive as
their sonic power is commanding: highly decorative veneers and plastics, chrome grilles and
name-badges, sometimes sequinned, boldly proclaiming either the manufacturer's name (in the
manner of motor cars and designer clothing) or
(in the US) that of the player. [EDl]
makes. The most widespread use of button
accordions is in the folk musics of Europe and
the Americas. The instruments played in Irish
traditional music today are made mostly in Italy,
Germany, the Czech Republic and China (and,
latterly, in Ireland and England, but using Italian
reed-plates and other components). In the twentieth century the Italian and German models were
of most significance in Irish music. Hohner of
Germany, after 1905, were the mass producers but
there are now many specialised craft makers manufacturing instruments designed specially for the
demands of faster, more intricate playing oflrish,
Cajun, Italian, French and Newfoundland musics.
Hohner make and supply their own reeds, French
and Italian accordions use Italian reeds, and around
the town of Castclfidardo, near Ancona, Italy, are
concentrated perhaps fifty or more accordion and
reed-plate makers. Paolo Soprani (the oldest Italian
maker, set up in the 1850s, but now only a brandname of the Menghini company), Mengascini,
Baffetti (who make Saltarelle) and Castagnari are
located in Recanati; Serrenellini is further south
at Loreto. In the 1940s the grey, Paolo Soprani,
two-row button accordion became the standard
instrument in Ireland. By the mid-1950s the redcoloured model (internally different) had taken

accordion

over. With its button rows starting with BIC, Cl
C# , C# ID, DID# and GIG# , it offered great flexibility and adventure to curious and skilled players.
A three-row accordion - the Hohner 'Shand'
Marino - was produced for Scottish dance band
leader Jimmy Shand but made only a brief impact
in Ireland. Many different makes of accordion are
in use today, the choice of instrument a consequence of the desired sound, or potential. Hohner
and Paolo Soprani are still used, but Saltarelle and
Castagnari are becoming popular. Accordions have
been manufactured in Ireland from the 1960s by
Cairdfn in Co. Tipperary, and Kincora in Ennis,
Co. Clare. [EDI)
structure. Accordions as played in Irish traditional music are designed for that music, with
button notation specially disposed to suit the
decoration and tempo conventions. The typical
Irish accordion has two rows of buttons set in a
flat keyboard. The lowest notes are at the top, with
eleven buttons on the outer row, ten on the inner.
Each button has a different note on push and pull,
and there is a semitone interval between the button-rows (those for the continental and English
markets are a fourth apart, or otherwise). The 'flat'
keyboard facilitates the rolling decoration favoured
in Irish traditional music, while the 'stepped'
keyboard found on continental accordions favours
a different style of playing. The button-rows are
described by the 'home' notes of the two rows- e.g.
BIC (B and C), C# ID, etc. 1he standard models
·used in Ireland for playing most conveniently with
other instruments such as flute, pipes and fiddle
are BIC and C# ID, in each of which the player
uses the buttons differently, resulting in two basic
styles. [EDI]
playing styles. By the late 1920s, fully chromatic two-row accordions had become common
in traditional music in Ireland, and by the 1930s
the two very distinct playing styles we have today
were emerging on instruments pitched in keys of
CIC#, C#ID, DID# and GIG#- 'press-and-draw',
and 'BIC'.
press-and-draw. In this style the musician
usually played on the inside row and moved to the
outside for necessary semitones and descriptive
notes; this was known as 'inside-out'. In America
the reverse was done - an 'outside-in' system

- where the musician played on the outside row
and moved to the inside row for the semitones;
Boston accordion player Joe Derrane is one of
the best-known exponents of this. In Ireland Joe
Cooley played the press-and-draw, inside-out style
on a DID# accordion and is credited with advancing the popularity of the instrument through the
1950s and '60s.
B!C style. The button accordion pitched in B
and C (BIC) began to be played in Ireland in the
late 1920s. By the latter decades of the century it
had become the most popular of the many instruments in its family. Michael Grogan played on
it, and was one of the first to be recorded on it
by Regal Zonophone when that company began
recording in Ireland in the early 1930s. Sonny
Brogan (who played with Sean 6 Riada in
Ceolt6irf Chualann) played on a BIC also, but the
name most associated with that style has come to
be Paddy O'Brien from Newtown (near Nenagh),
Co. Tipperary who developed a method which
became the standard during the 1960s; one of its
most renowned current exponents is Joe Burke.lre
BIC system uses the full potential of the notes of
both rows on the instrument, and thus requires less
bellows-work than the old 'push and draw' system,
giving a quite legato style. However, since the 'push
and draw' system is closer to the older, rhythmic
melodeon style it has also been favoured by set
dancers, adding to its popularity. Among the noted
'push and draw' players are Jackie Daly, Mairtfn
O'Connor, Charlie Harris, Paul Brock, Tony
MacMahon and Johnny O'Leary. Some musicians
use both systems, playing B and C on a two-row
accordion as well as using the press-and-draw
system on a single-row melodeon; among these
are Bobby Gardiner and P.J. Hernon. [MAO]
sound. The 'sound' of the accordion in Irish
music has undergone major changes since the
mid -1970s. Prior to then, a two-row instrument
produced a 'wet' sound - this the result of the
reeds in each note-group being 'widely' tuned,
so creating a vibrato tone. Jackie Daly has been
credited with introducing a 'dry' sound, achieved
by tuning the reeds in each note-group to the same
pitch, making the sound close to that of a concertina.1his was first heard on]ackie Daly agus Siamus
Creagh in 1977, and numerous variations on it can
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be heard among today's younger players. From
the early 1980s the accordion has been a feature
in many of the prominent groups playing traditional music, such as De Dannan, Patrick Street,
Buttons and Bows, Altan, Arcady, Four Men and
a Dog and The Sharon Shannon Band. Major
talents arise in each decade, and those of the 1990s
include Dermot Byrne, Derek Hickey and Sharon
Shannon. [MAO]
piano accordion. This uses black and white
piano-style keys with the same note values as the
piano. Unlike the button accordions it uses 'double
action' (the same note on push and draw). Invented
by Bouton of Paris in 1852 and greatly improved in
the 1920s, there are both short- and long-keyboard
piano accordions, the former less domineering. 1h::
piano accordion's more 'liquid' note production
style tended not to be favoured in what became
the well-defined, late-twentieth-century aesthetic
oflrish traditional music. It has been used in Irish
ceili bands in the past, but like modern-day electronic 'keyboards' and their immediate predecessor
the electronic accordion (Cordovox, etc.), the
piano appearance is less favoured in present-day
traditional music. The piano accordion is, however,
the standard such instrument in Scottish music,
a legacy from fiddle-orchestras and 1940s-50s
dance bands. Like the five-row 'continental' button
accordions, and despite the existence of top-class
players (e.g. Alan Kelly, Seamus Meehan, Colette
O'Leary), the piano accordion is somewhat peripheral in Irish traditional music. [EDI]
ceilf band accordion. The accordion was for
many years somewhat emblematic in northern

Piano-key accordion
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counties. The piano-key instrument w~s more
favoured in past years, used predominantly by
bands for ceili dancing, which remained popular in
northern nationalist culture, and by ballroom and
old-time dance bands, for which it had limitless
potential. Indeed in the 1950s and '60s, Donegal
brothers Richie and Barney Fitzgerald's band was
voted the favourite band in Ireland in a national
poll run by Mitchelstown Creameries. The Fred
Hanna (Portadown), Malachy Doris (Cookstown)
and Vincent Lowe (Newry) 'ceili'bands influenced
many through BBC broadcasts and recordings. But
all played mainly for ballroom dancing, and Irish
music for them was a sideline. The same was partly
true of five-row player Jackie Hearst (Newry),
although he did for a time participate in a 'tunes'
band, The International, with piano-accordionist
Fintan Callan. Sean O'Neill's Aughnacloy, Co.
Tyrone, Inis Fail Ceili Band produced two LPs for
Ember records in the 1960s and toured the USA
frequently. They recorded in the 1980s and '90s
(40 Irish Accordion Favourites, 40 Irish Pub Songs,
etc.). From Antrim there was Wilcil McDowell
(All-Ireland champion) and Leslie Craig. Francie
Murphy of Fivemiletown played with the prizewinning Pride ofErin Ceili Band; Tom my Maguire
from Lisnaskca, Co. Fermanagh, played both the
two-row and five-row accordions. Accordion is
particularly strong in Fermanagh and its older
exponents include Larry Hoy (Derrygonnelly)
and John McGurran (Garrison), the latter a longtime chairman of Belfast CCE. Tyrone is strong
on accordion too- Billy Rushe ofDrumquin,John
O'Neill of Donaghmore (who led the Old Cross
Ceili Band), Patsy Farrell ofBallygawley, and Sean
McCusker ofDromore. Tommy John ~inn from
Derrylaughan, Coalisland (accordion and melodeon)
was a well-known session player all over Ireland.
Johnny Pickering from Markethill, Co. Armagh
was also leader of a famous band which featured
regularly on broadcasts from Radio Eireann. In
Antrim there was Dan Doherty (Loughguile),
while James McElheran (Cushendun) plays for
set dancing, and Ronnie Bamber of Cullybackey
is an instrument repairer as well as player. Today
there are many younger players, notably Gerry
Lappin (Armagh), John Hendry (Derry) and
Damien McKee (Dunloy),Jim McGrath (Monea)

acetate discs

and Annette Owens (Tempo). Accordion remains
a significant element in traditional music in the
northern part oflreland. [SEQJ
accordi on sty le an d class. The accordion's
stylistic innovations reflect players' and audiences' attitudes to modernisation, immigration,
class and national culture. The 1920s and '30s
recordings of American emigrant players such as
Joseph Flanagan, Peter Conlon and Jerry O'Brien
show that high standards of playing had been
established, and the instrument linked to the possibilities offered by a modernised tradition. 1his
first generation of players used a press-and-draw
style based on melodeon playing.
'fiddle' style. The innovations of chromatic B/C
accordion playing developed by Paddy O'Brien
in the 1940s show strong influences from the
US-based Sligo-style fiddle masters Michael
Coleman and Hugh Gillespie, an association
which consolidated the power of emigrant models
in accordion style development. The new 'on-thedraw' style was most enthusiastically adopted by
young male players in the 1950s and 1960s (who
were often part of local ceili bands) as well as by
emigrants to post-war Britain and further afield.
The style became strongly linked to the working
class culture of this group, and embraced a modernity exemplified by the powerful, smooth and
controlled musical sound, and the streamlined
Paolo Soprani accordion which was favoured. Ths
could be interpreted as this generation's rapprochement of Irish provincial rural culture with urban
working-class modernity. Despite its popularity,
the style elicited strong criticisms from intellectual
commentators such as 6 Riada and Breathnach.
press-and-draw. When the B/C chromatic
style itself was partly displaced by a revised pressand-draw style in the 1980s, that stylistic recursion
reflected the increasing valuing of regionality in the
traditional music movement, and a return to the
historicised legacies oflrish-American recordings.
With his 'dry' tuning, and the more staccato sound
of press-and-draw playing, Daly's accordion could
also blend felicitously within small instrumental
groups. Sharon Shannon also promoted this style,
and thus moved the image of the accordion further
from the generation of male, post-war emigrant,
working-class players. [CRS]

'ac Dho n nch a, Se:in . (1919-96). Sean-n6s
singer. Thrd youngest of ten children from Carna,
Connemara, close to the birthplace of life-long
friend Joe Heaney, he was encouraged by teacher
Brid Ni Fhlatharta in Aird National School to
sing and learn old Irish songs and their background. Trained as a primary teacher in St Patrick's
College, Drumcondra, Dublin in 1940, he went on
to teach in Cashel National School, Connemara
from 1943 where he established a friendship
with Seamus Ennis, who was collecting songs
and music locally. He taught in Co. Cavan from
194 7 and won a county medal with Mullahoran
football team in 1949. Twenty-five years followed
as principal in Ahascragh National School near
Ballinasloe, Co. Galway. One of the first traditional
singers to record on the Gael Linn label, he won
a gold medal at the 1953 Oireachtas and received
Gradam Shean-n6s Cois Life in 1995. On his seventy-fifth birthday in 1994, Cl6 Iar-Chonnachta
issued a special CD selection of his songs in Irish
and in English, Sedn 'ac Dhonncha: An Spailpin
Fdnach. His songs are also available on Gael Linn,
Columbia, Claddagh and Topic. [LIM]
acetate discs. Early twentieth-century, direct-recording discs made from or coated with cellulose
acetate or a cocktail of various acetates. The key
properties of these were stability of form and a
degree of softness required for 'cutting' the recording track. The acetate disc or 'soft record' was the
standard recording medium in radio and recording
studios when recording and immediate playback
was required, and for the outside broadcast units
oflrish and British radio. Acetate discs revolved
at 78 rpm, and later at 33V:J rpm, and were named
after the chemical make-up of their acetate/
shellac base which was moulded on an aluminium
core. Acetates provided a 'direct cut', unlike the
factory-made 78 disc which required an elaborate
factory-pressing process to manufacture. Basic
home-recording machines with supplies of blank
discs became available but their cost and availability limited their use among Irish musicians.
Some regional entrepreneurs in Ireland, such as
Kiltimagh popular and ceili music bandsman Liam
McDonagh, made local commercial recordings on
acetate discs in the 1950s, and fiddler Ed Reavy in
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Philadelphia recorded on such a machine. Small
numbers of his and others' acetates survive, some
at the Irish Traditional Music Archive (ITMA).
Acetates were intended to h ave a short lifespan
and were recommended to be replayed about ten
times before deterioration of the playing surface
became evident. [HAB]
See also recording; gramophone; Radio Eireann.
acoustic. The term used to describe non-electric/
electronic instruments. It is also used to describe
a performance which does not use microphone
amplification. All traditional music instruments
are 'acoustic', but in band situations, studio
recording and in sophisticated solo performances,
electronic keyboards and electric bass are often
used. 'Session' playing is by definition without PA,
and so is described as 'acoustic'. A venue may also
be described as having a good or bad acoustic relating to how music is felt to resonate within it.

ADCRG. The acronym for the formal Irish
dance adjudicators' qualification administered by
both Irish step dance organisations, each being of
equal prestige. That of CLRG is titled Ard Diploma
An Coimisizin Na Rince Gaelacha; that of CMRG
is named Ard Diploma Na Comhdhdil Na Rince
Gae!acha. A person with an ADCRG will always
also have a TCRG, and is 'qualified to adjudicate Irish step dancing on any competitive level
throughout the world'.
adharc. Ancient Irish trumpet form.
See aerophone; trumpets.

aerophone. Literally, 'instrument the tone of
which is produced by wind', aerophones are subdivided according to how the sound is produced: 1.
flutes, 2. trumpets, 3. reeds and reed-pipes.
I. f7utes. The sound is made by directing a
stream of wind against a sharp edge, the resultant turbulence producing an 'edge tone'; the pitch
of the note is regulated by the position of fingerholes, as in flute and tin whistle, or by the length
of individual pipes, as in pan-pipes. The stream of
air may be made directly at the lips (as in concert
flute, or kava!, etc.), or it may be focused by a
narrow channel in the mouthpiece of the instrument (as in tin whistle, recorder, etc.). Flutes are
blown from the mouth, but some forms use the
nose; they may be long and slender (tin whistle)
or globular (ocarina); they may be end-blown or
side-blown. Serviceable flutes may be made of any
stable material including woods, plastics, metals,
glass and ceramics. Improvised flutes have been
made from all materials, including copper waterpiping and bicycle pumps.
See flute; fife ; whistle.
2. trumpets. The sound is made by setting up
a vibration with pursed lips (as in trumpet, or
ancient-Irish horns adharc and dord, etc.) Blown
animal horns - used still in many African countries- had some currency in ancient Ireland. One
of these, preserved for many years in a wall at
Coolea, Co. Cork, and stolen from a car in Dublin
in the 1970s, was attributed to 6 Suilleabhain
Beara; it was of the kind described as 'barra bua'
in the tales of the Fianna. Today some lrish-music
players use Australian didgeridoo to produce a

Aerophones: concert flutes being played by (left} Desi Wilkinson of Gran, and CITM editor Fintan Vallely
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fixed-pitch drone with tongue, vibrato and mouthcavity effects. Trumpet notes are achieved by a
combination of'overblowing' harmonics (adharc,
hunting horn) and/or shortening and lengthening
the air column in the instrument (with a 'slide' in
trombone, via valves in trumpet).
3. reeds and reed pipes. The sound is made by air
vibrating a metal or wood 'reed'. Reeds may be (i)
single idioglot (all in one piece, as those in uilleann
pipe and bagpipe drones), (ii) double (as in uilleann
pipe chanters and regulators, and in bagpipes),
(iii) free (as in accordion, concertina, melodeon,
harmonica), or (iv) single tongue (as in clarinet,
saxophone). Among the ancient Irish wind instruments listed by O'Curry are cuis!e and pipai, these
likely relating to reed instruments. [EDI)
aesthetics. In Irish music these have been at odds
with aesthetic standards of western Europe for most
of the last three hundred years. Irish music, predominantly melodic, has led to a very refined aesthetic
sensibility in that area. The subtle placement or
emphasis on one note in a melody can bring about
a very strong emotional response for the listener
or musician who shares this aesthetic sensibility. In
the western polyphonic world, appreciation for this
subtlety is diminished in proportion to the aesthetic
preference for polyphony. The non-adherence to the
western tempered scale was common in much of
the fiddle music of Clare, Sliabh Luachra and other
regions. In the context of western music, this has
very often been misunderstood and simply confused
with poor intonation; whereas in the case of many
of these musicians, they were operating inside a
world of aesthetics that derived value from the use
of slightly flattened or sharpened notes. Familiarity
with nuanced playing styles leads to aesthetic appreciation of the variety of unique personal technical
attributes of a particular musician. The triplets of
Paddy Canny are unique to him, as are the triplets
ofTommy Peoples. They are aesthetically pleasing
to the initiated listener and may have little appeal
to those unfamiliar with the music. [MAH)

Ag Deanamh Ceol ('Making Music'). A 1970s RTE
television series produced by Tony MacMahon of
some eighty programmes which focused on different regions, age-groups and localities.

Ahern, Fr Pat. (1932- ). Fiddle; promoter, educationalist. Early influences include fiddle player
Barney Enright, a cousin from Moyvane village,
and his mother, fiddle player Margaret Walsh
from Sallow Glen, Tarbert. Ahern's brother Sean
is also a notable singer and uilleann piper. Taught
dance by the renowned Kerry dance master
Jeremiah Molyneaux, Pat Ahern studied music
with Fleischman at UCC, becoming interested
in choral work. His deep interest in and knowledge of traditional culture came to be expressed
most vividly through theatrical production, initiative and expertise. This saw him produce the first
Fleadh Nua (at Croke Park, Dublin, 1970) and
also CCE's inaugural two concert tours to North
America (1972) wherein presentation was critical.
He is best known for his setting up ofSiamsa Tire,
the National Folk Theatre of Ireland, at Tralee in
197 4 and for initiatives in dance for which he did
field work in Bulgaria in 1995. He has received
awards from CCE and an Honorary Fellowship
from the ITT in 2009. [DAK)
Ahern, Pat 'Herring'. (1953- ). Guitar; writer,
producer. Introduced to traditional music by Jackie
Daly and Seamus Creagh in Cork city in the
early 1970s, since 1989 he has played with Con
6 Drisceoil and Johnny McCarthy as The Four
Star Trio. Best known for his weekly traditional
music column for the Irish Examiner (1994-2004),
he produced It's No Secret (with Seamus Creagh,
Con 6 Drisceoil and Hammy Hamilton), Down
from Your Pulpits, Down from Your Thrones by Jerry
O'Reilly and Different State by Paudie O'Connor.
AIDA. Australian Irish Dancing Association.
Affiliated to CLRG, this links to sixty-seven
feiseanna statewide in Australia, the major event
among which is the Australian Irish Dancing
Championships held in September each year.
air. Abbreviation for 'slow air', and also used to
describe the melody of a tune.
aisling. This is a poetic song form in which a
fairy personage appears to a sleeping poet either
in an allegorical representation of the Irish
cause, or to deliver a prophetic message. It is
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Aisling Gea/

particularly associated with the Jacobite period of
Irish history.
See song in Irish, Jacobite.

Aisling Geal ('Bright Vision'). An innovative
general arts programme running from 1978 to
1980, usually in Irish, which always had a healthy
representation of traditional music. It was presented
by the Donegal poet CathalO Searcaigh. [MAG]
album. In recorded music this indicates a thematically related collection of pieces, sets or songs.
The term comes from the early recording practice
of presenting long music works such as operas as a
series of discs mounted in a hard-covered or boxed
set of bound, paper record-sleeves. With the introduction of long-play vinyl records the term may
have been no longer necessary, but persisted, and
is still used to refer to ens today.
A ll- Ireland. The All-lreland Fleadh Cheoil,
Fleadh Cheoil na hEireann. 'Going to the Alllreland' indicates attending the event, 'Winning
the All-Ireland' usually means achieving first place
in the senior (over-eighteen) competition category,
up to the 1980s the highest (visible) level of
achievement, recognition or honour in the music.
See fleadh cheoil.
All-Ireland Sean-nos Dancing Competition. This
takes place at Eigse Ui Ghramhnaigh, the Eugene
O'Growney festival which is held each August at
Athboy, Co. Meath.
allegory. The use of symbolic written, oral or
artistic imagery in order to indicate something
else, such as people, emotion, historical period
or ideology. A common device in traditional
song dealing with love or politics, it adds colour,
mystery and interest, and was (and still can be)
used to indicate partiality - to exclude those not
'in the know', or as a vehicle to express ideas. The
classic form is in aisling song and 'The Blackbird'
is the best known allegory, in which the bird stands
for James Ill, the would-be Stuart king, c.1718.
(See aisling.) The very air of a politically partial
song could be regarded itself as allegory, and as
early as 1715 some TCD students were arrested
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for whistling the air of a song about Charles II. A
century later the whistling of the tune of Darby
Ryan's 'The Peeler and the Goat' could merit jail,
and the tunes of major loyalist and republican
anthems are still hugely provocative.
symbolism. Of this song type writer Padraic
Colum said: 'the songs most characteristic of the
Midlands are the political ballads which the people
call "Secret songs" or "Treason songs". 1hey are as
full of obscure references as a symbolist poem.
Indeed their unfailing symbolism is their most
noticeable characteristic. In the songs of every
subject people there must be an enigmatic expression. But the obscurity of our political songs was
due to another motive besides the practical one
of concealing a hope or an intention; one perceives in them that bias which a French historian
has detected in the Irish mediaeval philosophers:
"The Celtic partiality for the rare, the difficult, the
esoteric, strange combinations of words and ideas,
enigmas, acrostics, occult languages, cryptography".'
(Colum, 1926: 98) The ballad 'I Planted a Garden'
is an example, the first quoted verse packed with
allegory concerning the distressed plight of early
nineteenth-century Ireland, the final one providing
a contemporary political solution:
2. Th is garden's gone wild for the want of good seed;
There's nought growing in it but the outlandish weed,
Some nettles and briars and shrubs of each kind;
Search this garden all over, not a true plant you'll find.
7. Now to conclude and

to

fini sh my song,

May the Lord send some hero, and that before long;
May the Lord send some hero of fame and renown;
We'll send George to Hanover and O'Connell we'll
crown.

Altan. Inspired by a 1983 album duet ofFrankie
Kennedy and Mairead N i Mhaonaigh ( Ceol
Aduaidh), by the late 1990s this group was the
beacon among 'straight' traditional music bands.
With flute (Frankie Kennedy), fiddles (Mairead
Ni Mhaonaigh, Ciaran Tourish and, originally,
Paul O'Shaughnessy), accordion (Dermot Byrne),
cittern (Cianin Curran), guitar (Mark Kelly, Daithi
Sproule), and joined often by Jimmy Higgin s
(bodhran and snare), they did not utilise the rock
ethos of other '80s groups in order to gain profile.

amhran

Altan: Daithf Sproule, Cfaran Curran, Mairead Nf Mhaonaigh, Dermot Byrne, Cfaran Tourish [NUT]

Typically their material comprises structured
arrangements ofjigs, reels, Highlands, Germans and
hornpipes, mediated by Ni Mhaonaigh's traditional
song. Defying sceptics, without resort to synthesised
sound, they carved a niche for themselves in the
awareness opened by The Chieftains, particularly
in the USA. A major achievement has been their
basing themselves largely in the once-unfashionable
medium of Donegal music. As they developed they
incorporated aesthetically sympathetic, outside performers such as Dolly Parton and Paul Brady into
their albums and performances; by 2010 they had a
dozen themed albums and numerous compilations.
Altan's 25th anniversary was celebrated by a performance of music and song in 2009 at the ational
Concert Hall, Dublin with the RTE Concert
Orchestra (arrangements by Fiachra Trench, conducted by David Brophy); this is released on CD as
Altan 25th Anniversary Celebration.
Alternative Entertainments (AltEnts). See under
Dublin .
Altnaveigh House Cultural Society. Altnaveigh
House was es tablished in 1996 to service the needs
of the 'minority Protestant community living in
the Newry and Mourne District Council area' of
Northern Ireland. I n 2000 its Cultural Society
was formed and has been in receipt of grant-aid
from the Arts Council of Northern Ireland and
the International Fund for Ireland to develop

traditional music song and dance within this community through classes, workshops, projects and
events. Its chairman, David Hanna, is a singer
and highland bagpiper. The Society has developed a successful stage show entitled Piping Hot,
which features Irish and highland dancing, piping
and percussion, and song. Under the direction of
multi-instrumentalist Brendan Monaghan, the
performance has featured vocalist Amy Lowry
from Bessbrook County Armagh. The show
appears regularly in the Newry area, has toured
in the USA and continental Europe, and has performed with the Cross Border Orchestra oflreland
in a collaborative initiative between musicians in
Down, Armagh, Louth and Monaghan. [MAD]
America. See USA.
American wake. A night of social activity in a
home to mark the emigration of a young person
to the United States. These events typically had
the form of a 'house dance', and were major occasions of music, song and dance. They took place all
over the island in the years after the Famine and
persisted up until the mid-1900s.
See also dance: house dance, barn dance, crossroads dance.
amhnin. Literally 'song', used particularly in reference to Irish-language song.
See sean-nos; song: in Irish.
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AncientMusiclreland.com

ancient Irish music. See medieval Ireland; instruments.
AncientMusiclreland.com (AMI). An investigative experimental music and organological
collective involving Simon O'Dwyer and Maria
Cullen O'Dwyer. They have engaged with exploration, re search into and reproduction of the
surviving ancient Irish music instruments, and
have introduced several of these to contemporary
music disciplines including traditional, classical,
rock, techno and jazz. Results of examination and
reproduction of originals have been published on
the in tern et and in the 2004 book Prehistoric Music
of Ireland. A number of ens have been released,
including Coirn na hEireann and Old to New. Most
recent is Overtone (2009), which re-presents newly
uncovered, acoustic colours in experimental tonic
settings. AMI's work has 'uniquely brought to life
early Irish music sounds which have been silent for
millennia', setting a benchmark which presents the
potential for yet more acoustical investigation of
ancient music practices and thus a better understanding of their society.

had fought in the War of Independence and Civil
W ar), An T6stal was organised nationwide, and saw
itself in an historical continuum of the 'great festivals
oflong ago - T ara, T ailteann, Carmain', in the words
of the brochure. It drew some inspiration from the
1951 Festival of Britain, but unlike that it had a
bottom-up organisation and was pitched as authentic (of the people), focusing on history, and taking
in 'national traditions' such as language, music, art,
drama and folklore, as well as leisure pursuits.
An T6stal's harp-based logo was commissioned
from Dutch designer Guss Melai, however, not
from an Irish artist, and the opening event was a
Roman Catholic mass at Dublin's Pro-Cathedral
-presided over by controversial Archbishop John
Charles McQyaid- followed by a military parade in
O'Connell Street reviewed by the Taoiseach, Eamon
de Valera; Cork had a similar cocktail of religion,
rebellion and history, as had Ennis, Co. Clare. An
T6stal committees were marshalled in small and
large towns, typically chaired by the Catholic curate,
and involving businesspeople, sports organisers and
teachers. It 'presented' rather than 'promoted', and
so included open-air step and ceili dancing and

An Chomhairle Ealaion. See Arts Council of
Ireland.
Anglo-Irish folksong. Properly the term should
be 'Hiberno-English' folksong [SEC), which indicates songs of Irish provenance composed in the
English language.
See song, 2. mixed-language song.
An Tostal- Ireland at Home. Literally taken
to mean 'muster', 'display' and 'pageant', this was
the new Irish state's second major Iri sh cultural/
arts event and, in geographical scale, a role model
for today's fl.eadh cheoil. It took place during the
post-Republic 'tourism crisis' of 1948-5 1 [Zuelow,
2009: 125] and aimed at assembling and displaying
a broad palette oflrish culture for both the Irish at
home and Irish exiles abroad. It was sparked by a
US PAA airline executive, agreed on and named by
government, and inaugurated at Easter 1953 by the
Irish Tourist Board in an effort to extend the tourist
season. Under a national director, M ajor-General
Hugo MacNeill of the Irish Defence Forces (who
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LP record sleeve of the official An T6stal album , subtitled
Ireland At Home in Music, featuring the Tulla Ceili Band
with singers Paddy Beades and Delia Murphy. Produced
by Capitol Records (Hollywood, USA) c.1954, recorded
in Dublin and sponsored by Pan American Airlines.

Antrim

traditional music where this was a feature of life,
but covered ballroom dance and all other forms
of music in concerts and revues. Typically it sponsored parades, field days, drama, Gaelic and soccer
football matches, golf, clay pigeon shooting, industrial and agricultural exhibitions and tours, aquatic
sports, motor racing, and horse jumping, and in its
opening years had lavish origins-pageants concerning St Patrick, the Danes and the Normans. The
town of Abbeyleix, Co. Laois, arcanely offered a
frog derby as its core event, claiming to have 'the
fastest and longest jumping frogs in Ireland'. By
1958 An T6stal was officially wound down for
economic reasons, but it had the effect of initiating
the Tourist Board financial support which made
feasible many of today's still-familiar events such
as the Dublin Theatre Festival.
Because An T6stal took place in the early years
of the traditional-music revival organisation CCE,
it is not surprising that Irish music should have
played some part- especially with the PR claiming
the descent oflreland's folk music from such as the
piper and harper depicted on the Monasterboice
cross. Though consciousness about traditional
music was at a very low ebb at this time and in no
way similar to what prevails today, a harper and
dancer were indeed highlighted with spot colour
in the magazine Ireland of the Welcomes - to draw
attention to them among photographs of pipers,
a choir, and a symphony. Neither the organisers
nor the event's chronicler Eric Zuelow note any
particular 'meas' for traditional music (or indeed
for art or literature either) in the programming. Yet
since An T6stal appealed to those with a hankering
for the restoration of past Irish cultural practices,
much traditional music was involved, though more
at local levels, and at least one tune, 'The T6stal
Hornpipe' was composed - by Leo Redmond of
the Austin Stack Ceili Band.
Disgruntled literary, political and artistic avantgardeists who had to duck the swing of many
batons and croziers at the time provided a metaphoric memorial to this minor mass movement.
An T6stal's symbol was a sculpture in the form of
a moving 'bowl of light' displayed on a pedestal
on Dublin's O'Connell Bridge ('a plastic flame
poking up through a hideous metal dish' [Morash,
2004]). This eternal fire was lit by President Sean

T. 6 Ceallaigh following a night of enthusiastic
celebration, sod-throwing and window-breaking by
disaffected youths for whom 'culture' and An T6stal
were a mystery. Regarding the sculpture as something of an affront, considering the hardship of the
artist's life at that time, writer Anthony Cronin
(who was later the instigator of Aosd:ina) notes that
'thinking people regarded An T6stal as the ultimate
snub to intellectualism and art'. This rendered 'the
bowl' a target for considerable derision and it was
satirised by, among others, Flann O'Brien. On one
boisterous occasion Cronin lobbed a stone into
the device, frustrating its mechanism. He was
struck from behind by a baton, and unaware of the
nature of his assailant lashed back blindly with the
portable typewriter on which he had been working
in The Bell magazine's offices, thereby inadvertently
committing an assault also on a Garda. Various
other notables of the thinking classes were present,
and one of them, Brendan Behan, transformed the
occasion into verse in ballad tradition, parodying
The Rubaiyat oJOmar Khayyam:
'Awake! For Cronin in the bowl oflight
Has flung the stone that puts the stars to flight.'
The 'bowl' was later dumped in the Lifl:ey by drunken
students (among them a successful solicitor-to-be)
in circumstances similar to those that prevailed on
the night of its inauguration. An T6stal outlived its
monument, notably so at Drumshanbo, Co. Leitrim
where it has run continuously since 1955. But its
2009 programme retrospectively accords prophetic
justice to Cronin's frustrated action, for the listed
events now include 'The Culchie Pentathlon', and
its other offerings similarly underscore that An
T6stal's primary function is less about the mind
and more about mardi-gras.
Antrim. The most north-easterly county oflreland
and, along with the eastern side of Co. Down, the
area with the strongest and most long-lasting
links and shared influence with the lowlands of
Scotland. The scenic glens of Antrim along the
eastern seashore are, perhaps surprisingly, not well
known as music districts, though Glenarm was
home to John Rea, the noted player of the hammer
dulcimer. The musical heart of the county is further
inland, in a district bounded by the northern shore
of Lough Neagh, extending west across the Bann
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river into Co. Derry and north into the basin of
the Main, Braid and Kells rivers. This district is
home to a wide variety of strong musical traditions, within and shared between the Protestant
and minority Catholic communities. This is the
catchment area of the Counties Antrim and Derry
Fiddlers Association, founded in the 1950s, the
European champion County Antrim Accordion
Orchestra and numerous highland pipe bands. 1k
area also has some of the strongest and most active
branches of CCE in NI; much song was collected
from singers in this district by Sam Henry and
Hugh Shields. The area is home to a number of
noted traditional musicians and musical families,
including the O'Briens ofPortglenone who formed
the group Deanta in the 1990s, the Boylan family
of Garvagh, singer and fiddler J oe Holmes and the
singer, fifer, whistle and flute player John Kennedy
of Cullybackey. The diversity of the music of the
district is celebrated annually at the 'Gig 'n the
Bann' festival in Portglenone. [MAD]
twentieth century. Dick Glasgow's web-documented research and promotion of music in North
Antrim gives evidence of vibrant regional music
which served communities aesthetically and practically: '40 local fiddle players .. . were active in
living memory, which indicates just how popular
traditional music was in North Antrim ... before
the TV, traditional dances were very popular, and
fiddle and accordion players would play in all
manner of Parish and Orange halls throughout
North Antrim', a time 'when traditional music
was not the property of one community alone,
but was rightly enjoyed and practised by all, as a
shared legacy and heritage as part of everyone's
culture.' The wide geographical spread of the earlyto mid-1900s Antrim fiddlers shows how deeply
ingrained in the fabric of place music and musicians were. An older generation who preceded
these was mentioned in Sam Henry's 'Songs of the
People'.The present generation includes such wellknown names as Jim McKillop, Dick Glasgow and
Kathleen Smith. [DIG]
Antrim and D erry Fiddlers' Association. This
was inaugurated on 14 May 1953 with the objectives: 'To preserve the art of country fiddling in as
pure a form as possible, free from commercialism,
and to encourage juveniles to take up and carry
14

on this art, as did their fathers before them. The
Association, as a body to be absolutely non-political
and non-sectarian. To foster public interest in folk
music generally and country fiddling in particular.
To protect country fiddlers from exploitation and
give them, as an organisation, a very large measure
of control of programmes which their committee
decide to contribute in aid of charity. Active membership not to be confined to the counties Antrim
and Derry, but open to all who are genuine country
fiddlers and wish to enrol. To become a strong and
real brotherhood in the real sense of the word in
keeping alive one of the very few remaining arts by
which the executants make their own entertainment
and at the same time give great pleasure to their
countless admirers.' There was a further rule: 'An
active member on attaining the age of70 (that is
to say a fiddler who has been performing regularly
up to that age) shall become an honorary member.
Thus we wish to encourage the young and honour
the old.' Most members were from Co. Antrim,
with some from Derry and a few from Down.
Founder members included Alex Kerr (Newtown
Crommelin) and Mickey McElhatton (Glenravel).
Drawing its membership from both religious
traditions, it gave performances in aid of charity
in Catholic and Protestant church halls and in
Hibernian and Orange halls. It is still in existence,
in its latter years meeting at the Tullymore House
Hotel in Broughshane, Co. Antrim. (]OM, SAJ]
Causeway Music. A term adopted for the tradition of fiddling on the north Co. Antrim coastal
area where some forty players are renowned in
living memory. Scottish tunes always featured in
the repertoire and ceilis in a Parochial Hall one
week and an Orange Hall the next were common
practice. Fiddle makers emerged to meet the
demand for instruments, among them Dan O'Loan
of Cushendall, Sam Stevenson of Broughshane,
John McGill of Ballycastle and Jim McKillop
ofWaterfoot. North Antrim has produced many
fine fiddle players too, such as Sean 'The Shadow'
McLaughlin of Armoy (All- Ireland winner, 1958),
McKillop himself (1976), Frank McCollam
of Ballycastle (composer of 'The Home Ruler'
hornpipe) and Joe Holmes of Ballymoney and
Stump McCloskey of Cloughmills (both of whom
were also singers). Among today's fiddlers there

Antrim
are Dominic McNabb and Chris McCormick of
Ballycastle, and Jayne Bonnar. [DIG]
see Kennedy,John; McCollam, Frank.
East Antrim Traditional Music School (EA TMS).
A traditional music teaching facility begun by
Martin Shane in 2001 to 'provide a facility for
the local, largely Protestant population, to become
re-engaged with their common traditional music
heritage without applying colour or tags'. It is
based in several locations and began on a voluntary
basis teaching harp, fiddle, flute, whistle, bodhran,
mandolin, banjo and guitar. A set tune-book acts
as a central curriculum so that when students come
together they have tunes in common. Performance
is aided by the arrangement of 'slow sessions' at
the Gasworks Museum in Carrickfergus. A democratic body, EATMS uses a web-based resource
pack (eatms.co.uk) which is open to anyone who
wishes to access it.
Feis na nGieann. Established in 1904 in
Glenarriff, Glens of Antrim by a group of cultural
enthusiasts who wished to preserve the Irish
language, traditions, songs, music and games and
pastimes. The Belfast Gaelic League's president
was Glenarm historian and Gaelic scholar Eoin
MacNeill, who took part in Glens ceilis, historical lectures and tours, Irish-language classes
and concerts. The feis was suggested by Francis
Joseph Bigga r, a Protestant nationali st, Irishlanguage enthusiast lawyer and GL activist from
Belfast. English-born Ada Me eill, who lived
in Cushendun , was a member of the founding
committee, a staunch nationalist who embraced
the Gaelic Revival and rejected her unionist
family's views. Also present were Rose Young,
from a Galgorm, Ballymena unionist family and
Margaret Dobbs, a language enthusiast and scholar
from Cushendall. The festival's first president was
Barbara McDonnell. Native speakers of Irish still
existed in G lendun, Glenariff and Rathlin at that
time, and the feis coincided with the Home Rule
movement. Pipers from Armagh led the opening,
and two-thirds of Rathlin island 's Irish speakers
were brought over by Roger Casement, accompanied by their own piper. A shinny (hurling, shinty)
game was a major feature; there were craft exhibitions and Irish dancing over two days. Poet J oseph
Campbell, who wrote the lyrics to 'My Lagan Love'

Antrim musicians Kate O'Brien (fiddle, Portglenone) and
Deirdre Havlin (Ballymoney, flute) , both members of the
band Deanta
and 'The Blue Hills of Antrim', was also involved.
The feis continues, and drew 2,000 visitors on its
centenary in 2004.
CCE. There are eight branches in the county,
in Antrim town, Belfast, Ballycastle, Dunloy,
Cushendall, Portglenone, Lough beg (near Toome)
and Rasharkin; all except Belfast have teaching
activity, either full instrument tuition from beginner
level or teaching repertoire to established learners
and preparing performers for fl.eadh competition .
teaching. In Belfast, teaching of traditional
instruments is done by many private individuals,
by the Belfast Set Dancing & Traditional Music
Society (belfasttrad.com ), the Francis McPeake
School ofTraditional Music in the city centre
and the Andersonstown School of Music in west
Belfast. In the Glens of Antrim, the teaching of
traditional instruments has been undertaken by
an independent organisation, the Antrim Glens
Traditions Group, but many young and maturing
musicians are subsequently 'brought on' by Glens
CCE in tune classes and junior sessions based in
Cushendall.
sessions. CCE branches in the county have
regular sessions, typically in local pubs where many
other musicians join in . Most notable of these
venues are: McCollam's, Cushendall; O'Connor's,
Ballycastle; The Wild Duck, Portglenone. Other
regular Antrim sessions include: The House of
McDonnell, Ballycastle; The Crosskeys Inn, near
Toome; The Skerry Inn , near Ballymena; The Tap
Room, Hilden Brewery, near Lisburn. In Belfast city
the most popular open session venues are Maddens,
Smithfield and the John H ewitt pub in Donegall St.,
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while 'paid' sessions are run in a number of other city
centre venues. A weekly session runs also in the Irish
language centre An Culrurlann, on the Falls Road.
organisations. The Antrim and Derry Fiddlers'
Association operates in mid-Antrim , the East
Antrim Traditional Music School in Carrickfergus,
and Dick Glasgow's Causeway Music enterprise
on the north coast; this includes the Jim McGill
School ofTraditional Music among its many activities. Unlike CCE generally, these organisations,
and the Belfast SDTMS, have a broad support
base, attracting participants from both nationalist
and unionist backgrounds. The Belfast branch of
CCE was broadly based at its foundat ion in the
pre-Troubles era, but that changed after the 1960s,
and, unlike the rural areas of the county, Belfast
city's traditional music scene is quite independent
of and uninterested in CCE. [SEQ]
M cFadden , Frank. (1911-76). Piper, pipe
maker. Born off the Springfield Road, Belfast, his
father, Peter McFadden, was a pipe maker, principally of warpipes, but also uilleann pipes. Peter was
friendly with Francis Joseph Biggar, MRIA, one
of the editors of the Ulster journal ofArchaeology,
and keenly interested in traditional music. The
'house piper' to F.J. Biggar, Peter named his son
after him. With the retirement from pipe-making
of both his father and R.L. O 'Mealy, Frank took
on the business, becoming adept at reed-making.
His matching of reed to chanter was superb and he
enjoyed a huge reputation. He played regularly for
the BBC on Piping, Fiddling and Singing for almost
twenty years. McFadden's style was very tight, reminiscent of O'Mealy's; this, he maintained, was the
old style of piping, and the particular style of Ulster.
He started many pipers off, supplying and perfecting instruments and teaching technique. [WIG]
McGi/1, John. Fiddler. Ballycastle, Co. Antrim.
A mu sic colleague of Frank McCollam, who
played widely for local country dances, he was a
coachbuilder who made fiddles in his spare time.
Memorably he made a copy of a perspex violin which he had seen on a Pathe newsreel - out of
material salvaged from a Canadian plane which
h ad crashed in Glenshesk in December 1943. He
also made fiddles and banjos using Irish lancewood, aircraft wreckage, tin, and mahogany from
old landaulets (small carriages).
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M cLaughlin, John (Sean). Likely the most
reputed north Antrim fiddler, from Armoy, he
made many recordings and won the All-Ireland
senior fiddle competition in 1958. He learned his
early music from Ballymoney player James Kealy,
and fought in the Second World War with the
Royal Ulster Rifles, following which he worked in
England and then at home in Armoy. A painter
too, he composed a number of tunes including
'McLaughlin's Dream', 'Golden Shadows' and
'McLaughlin's Lament'. [DIG]
O'Loan, Dan. A famous Antrim Glens fiddler,
he was a carpenter who made boats, furniture
and fiddles. He recorded for radio, and taught his
children to play fiddle and banjo. His music legacy
emerged again in his great-grandchildren, the
Bonnars- who play on O'Loan fiddles- taught by
Jim McGill, Dennis Sweeney, Dick G lasgow and
Sean Maguire, as well as by local classical tutors
Kate Keenan and Mrs Darling. [DIG]
Stevenson, Sam. Fiddler. He was born, lived,
worked, reared his family and died in the Braid
valley within sigh t of Slemish Mountain, Co.
Antrim. A founder member of the Antrim and
Derry Fiddlers' Association, he was a lifelong friend
and playing companion of such as Sean McGuire,
Jim McKillop, Dennis Sweeney and Maeve
McKeon. A maker of fiddles, violas and cellos, his
skills were renowned: violinist Fritz Kreisler once
visited Stevenson's workshop in Ballycastle with his
students to observe fiddle making. Stevenson was
in great demand as a fiddle and bow repairer, and
major players paid tribute to his work. He played
both Irish and Scottish musics, with a passion for
the latter, particularly for the slow air expertise of
Shetlander Willie Hunter. [DIG]
See also Belfast.
Aonach Carmain (Fair of Carman). Detailed
in O'Curry's On The Manners and Customs of the
Ancient Irish. A festival of sport, recreation and
commerce reputedly initiated by the Tuatha De
Dannan to celebrate Carmain, mother of the sons
ofDibad from Athens, whom they held as hostage
to guarantee freedom from pillaging by her sons.
Initiated upon her death, the event is said to have
been running fo r 580 years by the time of Christ:
'On the Kalends of August they assembled there

archival inscription

and on the sixth of August they left it.' It was
detailed in a 79-verse lyric (included in O'Curry)
which contains references of interest to music:
Pipes, fiddles, chainmen
Bone-men and tube players
A crowd of babbling, painted masks
Roarers and loud bellowers.

It is from this association that Wexford (Ir. Loch
Garman) takes its name.
Aonach Tailteann. An ancient August assembly
at Teltown (on the Blackwater river between
Navan and Kells). It is named after the mythic
Tailte, the daughter of Maghmor, king of Spain,
and Eochy, the last Firbolg king. Lughaidh the
long-handed, one of the T uatha De Dannan kings,
who was fostered and educated byTailte, instituted
the fifteen-day annual autumn Tailteann assemblies in her honour. The 1st of August is called
La Lughnasa in Irish after Lughaidh himself The
gatherings were 'attended by vast numbers from
all over Ireland, [and] said to have resembled the
Olympic games of Greece' and included dancing
(and, implicitly, music), matchmaking and the
ratification of marriages and athletic and sporting
feats. The fair was interrupted by the Danish wars,
but renewed as late as 1126 after an absence of a
century. Discontinued after the English invasion
of 1169, it was discussed as an 'Irish Olympiad'
during the Gaelic Revival in the later 1800s, and
the matter raised in the Dail of 1920. Aonach
Tailteann was finally reinstituted successfully in
1924 to affirm the diversity of culture and creative
talents of the new Irish Free State with much more
than the mix of activity of ancient times. By then,
in a modern political climate, even though it was
more about symbolic meaning than vital function,
the inclusion of women in the activities and the
embracing of religious difference can be regarded
as quite revolutionary for its time. The celebration ran again in 1928, but the final showing in
1932 was disabled on account of funding issues
and political priorities. The 1920s event is explored
in a 2007 TG4 television documentary, and in an
essay by Mike Cronin.
Appalachian dulcimer. Popularised by singer/
broadcaster Jean Ritchie, who learned to play it

from her grandfather, it is most closely associated with the accompaniment of West Virginia/
Kentucky Appalachian mountain song. Most
likely developed from European prototypes, it is
still made and played as a popular 'folk' instrument to accompany singing, mostly in America.
With a double pear-shaped soundbox topped by
a string-carrying 'beam', it is played flat across
the knees. It uses three strings (or paired sets of
strings)- the one nearest the player is fretted and
used for melody, the others are drones,
and all are sounded using either
a plectrum or
fingerpicks.
Appalachian dulcimer

Arcady. A band with a great array of virtuosity
formed in 1988 by ex-De Dannan bodhnin, bones
and percussion player Johnny 'Ringo' McDonagh.
They recorded two albums -After the Ball in 1991
and Many Happy Returns in 1995. In 1996 they
disbanded but re-formed in 2007. The current
group consists of McDonagh, original band
member Patsy Broderick (piano), Rick Epping
(harmonica and concertina), Seamie O'Dowd
(guitar),Jonas Fromseier (banjo),Maureen Browne
(fiddle) and Mairead Ni Fhlatharta (vocals). Past
members include S haron Shannon, J ackie Daly
and Conor Keane (accordion), Frances Black and
Niamh Parsons (vocals), Brendan Larrisey (fiddle)
and Nicholas Quemener (guitar). [GEC]
archival inscription. This expression denotes the
socio-cultural implications of archiving. The activities of collection and archiving are complex events
in which both collectors and performers frame
and reframe music, situating it in the contexts
of time, space and society. Performers' and collectors' presentations of music always go beyond
their immediate here-and-now contexts, implicating both past and future speech and performance
events.
traditionalisation. In Edward Bunting's Ancient
Music ifIreland, the editor recalls his encounter with
the harper Denis Hempson in 1792 at the Belfast
Festival. Hempson was 'a model of the old Irish
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school', whose music was 'unmixed with modern
refinements, which he seemed studiously to avoid;
confining himself chiefly to the most antiquated of
those strains which have long survived the memory
of their composers, and even a knowledge of the
ages that produced them.' Bunting describes how
difficult it was to get Hempson to perform; the
harper refused, in part because the old airs 'revived
painful recollections' (Bunting, 1840: 73-7).1hese
statements, accompanying Bunting's transcriptions,
exemplifY a process Richard Bauman terms traditionalisation, 'an act of authentication, akin to the art or
antique dealer's authentication of an object by tracing
its provenience .. .' (Bauman, 1992: 137). Hempson
situates himself at the end of a tradition of personal
memory and emotion, whereas Bunting presents
himself as uniquely skilled to rescue the music,
linking it both to the ancient past and to the modern
European present and future. Thus H empson's performances prove both 'that the Irish were, at a very
early period, superior to the other nations of Europe'
and also that the technique of performers such as
Hempson 'comprised as great a range of execution as
has ever been devised by the most modern improvers' (Bunting, 1840: 73). Bunting's collection presents
itself as the only link between a vanished past and the
wider world of modernity. Bunting's claim for his
archive rests upon claims made by and for Hempson,
and shows us the parallels between scholarly and
folkloric traditionalisation.
canon. As with traditional modes of transmission and performance, archiving is an act of
entextualisation as well as one of contextualisation . Musical form itself is always a product of
these wider social activities. Thus, the 'skeletal'
inscription of collectors like O'Neill implicates
past performances (implying that 'this is not all
that was performed') as well as future o nes ('you
will add your own ornamentation'; 'technique is
embodied in individual performers and oral transmission rather than in transcribed music') . Thus,
'faults noticed in a "book" player by a traditional
musician derive not from the notation but from the
training he/s he received in art music and from his/
her ignorance oflrish music' (Breathnach, 1986: 8).
Note that this approach has wide-ranging consequences for how 'tradition' is understood, for the
ontological status of a 'tune' or 'air' as something
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which perdures in time and space independent of
its perform ance, and for performance itself as a
type of embodied social activity.
The fundamental technique of modernism
is to '[posit] a category of tradition, making it
seem autonomous'. Thus, 'tradi tionalist' performers and collectors, like H empson or Breathnach,
insofar as they define themselves and their music
in opposition to 'modern' music and technique,
are themselves modernists, as are collectors and
composers like Bunting and 6 Riada, who create
musical hybrids through acts of'purification' (the
selection of what is genuin e in tradition) and/ or
musics 'that contai n tradition by virtue of being
defined in opposition to it' (Bauman & Briggs,
2003: 307). [STC)
archives. These are repositories of historical and
extant traditional music intellectual products, documentation and promotional materials, assembled
by private or institution al consent, open-market
purchase and also by historical default. 1hey do
not normally co ntain instrum ents, that domain
of physical or craft objects being the territory of
museums. Archives in music fu nction as memory
(and memorial), record, roll of achievement, catalogue of development, active resource, aesthetic
cen tre, and repository for valuable holdings. The
conscience and consciousness of a music genre,
ideally they address all dimensions from the core
to periphery and are thus both symbolic home and
key reference agency in holding together the collective consciousness and aesthetic of an art form.
Since archives are formed by individuals or, at the
public level, groups oflike-minded individuals, they
are reflective of particular ways of thinking, and
all archives will not be the same. They are seen as
vital resources in all aspects of culture and, for this
reason, have been included as one of the objectives
of various individuals, organisations and institutions
in traditional music since the beginning of conscious revival in the 1950s. 1he consensus involved
in the policy and operation of state-funded archives
is inevitably broader than the view of any one initiating participant and thus archives become vital,
all-embracing institutions. [EDI]
Ireland. One of the more urgent matters on the
agenda of the late Breandan Breathnach was the

Ardellis Ceilf Band

establishment of a national traditional music archive.
This was not achieved in his lifetime. However,
'The Irish Traditional Music Archive '/' Tais ce
Cheol Duchais Eireann' in Dublin (the ITMA)
was established in 1987. Other publicly accessible archives are at An Roinn Bhealoideas Eireann
(Dept. of Iri sh Folklore, UCD), the Ulster Folk
and Transport Museum, Co. Down, and CCE's
premises -An Culturlann - at Monkstown, Co.
Dublin. The National Sound Archive of the British
Library has much Irish material in London, BBC
Northern Ireland has recordings of traditional
music and song, as has RTE in Dublin (much of
this material is currently available through photocopying and digitisation at the ITMA in Dublin).
The National Library oflreland in Dublin (NLI)
also has many texts and images relevant to Irish
music. In 2009 the first dance facility- the Dance
Archive oflreland -was formalised at UL.
abroad. Outside Ireland, Irish communities
have established archives and collections as community and identity artistic resources, particularly
in the USA. Boston has the Burns Library Irish
Music Archive, Indiana's University of Notre
Dame has Francis O'Neill's library, New York has
the NYU Archives oflrish America, and the Ward
Irish Music Archives are established at Milwaukee.
The Library of Congress and Smithsonian Institute
in Washington DC also have significant holdings
relating to Irish music and musicians. In Britain
the Bodleian Library at Oxford has song-sheet
collections of value to song tradition in Ireland, and
the library of the EFDSS at Cecil Sharp House in
London has large holdings too. Many individuals
(e.g. Reg Hall in Britain) have personally-shaped
collections.
regional. There are smaller local archives in
Ireland also- such as those set up in conjunction
with music teaching in the colleges and universities
- which serve local purposes and contribute greatly
to music culture. Gurteen in south Sligo has a significant local style archive at the Coleman Heritage
Centre, as has Muckross House in K.illarney.
cc:E intends to make its holdings of sound
and printed material accessible through its various
existing and planned regional centres, and bodies
like Siamsa Tire in Tralee have other materials
appropriate to their region and function. While

all of such archives cover music, song and dance,
there are differences in the relative intensity of
address. Thus, while all aspects of traditional Irish
dance are catered for by the ITMA, and by CCE,
a more specific range of materials is held in the
specialist Cullinane Archive Collection of Irish
Dance at UCC in Cork. The archive of the Irish
World Academy of Music and Dance (IWAMD)
at Limerick has also a purpose-built dance and
music archive which arises out of its activities and
staff research. Many researchers and music lovers
also have substantial private collections of books
and recorded material, much of which is likely to
eventually pass to the (relatively) permanent, more
formal institutions.
See also under 1. institutional names, 2. USA;
England, 3. education .
Ardellis Ceili Band. Formed in Dublin by piano
accordionist Brian Lawler, it is named after a
townland bordering his home area of Fontstown,
in south Co. Kildare. It first broadcast from Radio
Eireann in 1957, and appeared on both Ciili H ouse
and Take the Floor. Part of the popular ceili dance
scene, the band played each Monday in the Irish
Club at Parnell Square, Dublin from 1958 to
1962. Its members then were: Brian Lawler (piano
accordion), Johnny Hug hes (button accordion),
Pat Burns (fiddle), Anne Molloy (piano), Sean
Cotter (double bass) and Paddy Dunne (drums).
When Lawler went to live in Cork city in 1964
he re-formed the band there with local musicians
Anthony O'Sullivan (continental chromatic accordion), Jim Daly (drums), Oliver Cogan (piano),
Joe Casey (saxophone/clarinet), John Bennett
(singer).
repertoire. Old-time waltzes were mixed with
Irish dance tunes as in the fashion of the times,
and the band's measured precision was dictated by
the nature of the dances. The singer typically sang
Irish ballads, these done along with the Waltzes.
As with many ceili band singers, the Ardellis'sJohn
Bennett carried his own reputation, being at that
time one of Cork's best-known hurlers, and on the
county's 1966 All-Ireland team. With this line-up
the Ardellis made many broadcasts from RTE's
Cork studios, and they followed the Gallowglass
on the final series of six Take the Floor shows in
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the early 1970s. Reflecting both the popularity and
the survival of this genre, the band first recorded a
45-rpm single (TheRakesofMaffow, 1968), then two
LPS (The Other Side of the Shamrock, 1970; The Beffs
ofShandon, 1972) and two CD collections (40 Years:
1957-1997; Golden Anniversary 1957-2007).

Armagh. This county has had a strong presence
in traditional music for much of the twentieth
century. In the ceilf era it had several nationally
known bands including The McCusker Brothers,
The Johnny Pickering and The Malachy Sweeney.
Fiddler Brendan McGlinchey, who won the Alllreland fiddle in 1962, comes from the county
town, and since 1966 the Pipers' Club has taught
several thousand instrumentalists, among whom
are several internationally known figures.
teaching. The Armagh Pipers' Club (APC),
covers uilleann pipes, fiddle, flute, concertina,
whistle, accordion, harp and banjo as well as
singing in English, Irish and Scottish Gaelic. In
2009 it established a pipe-making workshop and
educational visits for schools, both of which contribute to raising the status of traditional music in
the county. Traditional music tuition is available
in many schools, with local musicians coming in
to give lessons. CCE branches also run smaller
classes.
events. A CCE county fleadh is held each
year, and there are several other annual events, the
highest profile of which is the William Kennedy
Piping Festival held each November since 1993. A
Tommy Makem Festival developed atTi Chulainn
in Mullaghbawn where it has hosted a programme
of concerts and sessions each October since 2000.
CCE branches organise occasional concerts in
the county, and acoustic performances are held by
APC each month from October through to April
at St Patrick's Trian in the town, the aim being to
give young musicians the opportunity of experiencing live music of a high standard.
pipe ban ds. Armagh has a strong highland pipes
band tradition with many of its groups participating
in the All-Ireland, Ulster, European and World pipe
band championships. Among these are the Killeen,
based just outside Armagh city, which has won AllIrelands in Grade 2, and the Marlecoo, Battlehill,
Derrytrasna and Walker Memorial. The Boyce
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brothers stand out as performers, with Phitp Boyce
renowned as a solo performer and composer.
dance. Many ceili and set dance groups complement this scene, and in step dancing there are
several award-winning schools, some of whose
students have gone on to professional careers in
shows such as Riverdance.
CCE. There are six branches, at Tullysaran,
Blackwatertown, Ballymacnab, Derrynoose,
Forkhill and Lurgan.
Armagh is represented in the professional traditional music scene with Flook whistle and flute
player Brian Finnegan living locally. Niall, Cillian
and Caoimhin Vallely on concertina, piano/
fiddle and uilleann pipes, Jarlath Henderson and
Tiarnan 6 Duinnchinn on uilieann pipes, and Leo
McCann on whistle and accordion are among the
internationally touring players from the county. Th
Armagh Rhymers (with musicians Dara Vallely
and Peter Shorthall) are perhaps best known as
a county unit, performing mumming all over the
island and abroad.
sessions. There are many sessions in the county,
with the best often being in smaller towns. In
the south of the county these are held in Forkhill
(O'Neill's), Mullaghbane (O'Hanlon's) and
Newry (Railway Bar), Camlough, Crossmaglen,
Ballymacnab (O'Toole's), Keady (Cassie's), and
Silverbridge. In north Armagh there are longrunning sessions in Lurgan (Railway Bar; The
Ceili House), Derrytrasna (AOH), Armagh (City
Hotel; Northern Bar; Charlemont Hotel), Madden
(Long Nancy's) and Portadown (Brankin's).
Ceo/ Camlocha. Founded in 1998, this body
promotes traditional Irish music of, and in, south
Co. Armagh by organising events such as visiting
artistes programmes, workshops, concerts, festivals
and regular sessions. Thse facilitate style transfer by
giving young local musicians experience of playing
with and observing leading stylists on different
instruments, including Noel Hill, Tommy Peoples,
Seamus Tansey, Charlie Lennon, Frankie Gavin,
Neiliidh Mulligan.lre group also seeks to promote
the local music, and in 2000 published 'The Keegan
Tunes', a book and CD with the compositions oflocal
fiddle and piano player Josephine Keegan. In 2009 it
published the multimedia 'The Sweets of May- Th
Dance, Music and Musicians of South Armagh'.

·Armagh

Armagh Pipers· Club (APC). Founded in 1966
by a group of traditional music enthusiasts motivated by painter and piper Brian Vallely and his
wife Eithne. Affiliated to no national body, it
modelled itself on the Dublin Pipers' Club, and
set out to revive and promote the playing of the
uilleann pipes and traditional music in general.
From the beginning it taught classes in Armagh
city and Markethill, later in Coalisland, Co. Tyrone,
then in Monaghan. The majority of its members
play flutes, whistles, fiddles and pipes; some play
concertinas and accordions. Members have taken
part in fleadh, Slogadh, Scor and other competitions over the years, many achieving the highest of
honours; there have been concert performances all
over Europe. The APC's policy is that it does not
prepare learners for competitions- instead it gives
them skills and confidence in a community-based
environment which emphasises collective playing,
thus encouraging the less confident. In 2009 it had
210 learners (20 per cent of whom were adults)
taught by thirty-three tutors, among them several
professional stylists, most of whom were them selves taught by the club. It has an instrument loan
scheme and runs weekly sessions all year round and
monthly children's sessions. From 1980 to 1985
it hosted the week-long Bunting summer school
at Benburb, Co. Tyrone. Its major festival is the
William Kennedy Festival of Piping, held annually
in November; in 1998 it hosted an international
folk dance festival. Since 1972 it has been publishing a series of tutor books- for tin whistle, fiddle,
uilleann pipes and children's singing.
See W illiam Kennedy Piping Festival.
The Sweets of May - The Dance, Music and
Music ians of So uth A rmagh. The result of a
two-year project sponsored by the Heritage
Lottery Fund, this multimedia publication details
local dance forms, musicians and the ceilf band
era. The book has interviews and reminiscences
with players, and the DVD shows 150 dancers
from six local dance schools performing dances of
the area, many of which had been on the verge of
disappearance.
Makem, Jack. (c.1919-88). Singer; uilleann
and highland pipes, whistle, fiddle. Born Keady,
Co. Armagh. First a mill-worker locally, then a
small farmer in his home townland ofDrumeland,

Derrynoose in the 1940s, he inherited the music
legacy of his mother, Sarah Makem, and the lively
tongue of his father, Peter, who played fiddle for
dancing and also bass drum in the local pipe band.
Brother to singer Tom my (also a bagpiper), Peter
played church organ too, providing a total spectrum
of music for his neighbours; he had a flawless ear
and could read and write music. He was taught
to play uilleann pipes by a Christian Brother in
the school in Keady, and later became pipe major
in the O'Neill pipe band at Clontibret. Later he
formed a touring band which included his sons,
and with them in the late '70s recorded an LP The
Makems at H ome. Devoted to his native place, its
history and folklore, he was passionately involved
with traditional music and was keenly observant
of his community. A 'character', once, after a long
Saturday-night music session where he had been
playing the pipes, anecdote reports him opening
his organ accompaniment at the local Derrynoose
chapel with the first bar of the reel 'Rakish Paddy';
he also played this routine at the Derrynoose
wedding of step dancer Paddy Ban 6 Brain.
Hicks, Jerry. (1916-95). Singer, songwriter,
collector. Born in Cork, his family moved to the
North and he was educated at St Patrick's College,
Armagh from 1928. After graduation from Qyeen's
University he took up teaching and was appointed
to St Patrick's in 1942 where he was a colleague
of Sean O'Boyle. Passionate about language and
music, he was inspirational to many, including
David Hammond and Tony McAuley (BBC).
A schools broadcaster, he recorded a solo album
of song in Irish, Ceolta Uladh (1971), and sang
in English on Dobbin's Flowery Vale with Catha!
McConnell, Sean McAloon and Tommy Gunn. A
satirist also, he considered much of this private and
it has not been published. 'Craigavon' is reputed to
be the finest of this and 'Roving Sporting Blade'
a significant parody that reflected his passion for
hunting. He satirised local events such as the
Armagh flood, even the fleadh cheoil and its
absurdities, and, unusual for his era, accompanied
himself on guitar. A few of his pieces appear with
reminiscences in Irish and English in the booklet
Remembering ferry Hicks ( 1997).
Pickering, Johnny. (1919-64). Fiddle and
accordion player, born at Markethill, Co. Armagh.
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He played with the Malachy Sweeney Ceili Band
1943-57 before he and his wife Margaret started
their own nationally popular band in 1957. [CAV]
SeeJohnny Pickering Ceili Band.
Vallely, Peter. (1926- ). Singer. Born
Derrynoose, Co. Armagh. Reared by his mother,
a singer, he picked up songs at house sessions and
dances in childhood, but particularly from aunt
Kate McAtavey (nee Mooney)- from whom he
got 'The Banks of the Callan'- and his uncle John
Mooney, from whom he got 'At the Foot ofNewry
Mountains'. From a locality rich in song, he was
also influenced by his neighbour Sarah Makem.
He recorded for RE with Ciar:in Mac Mathuna
in Clontibret in 1956, and with Johnny Pickering's
Ceili Band. His daughter Patricia plays fiddle and
sings professionally.
arrangement. The organisation of a piece or set of
music for performance by more than one instrument or voice. The standard performance format
is unison playing, where each performer plays the
exact same notes (and, often, ornamentation), such
as with ceili band or session performance. Within
this, players may (as in the 6 Riada formula) come
in and drop out either intuitively or according to
a pre-arranged plan (accompaniment on bodhr:in
often does this also) in session or band playing.
Alternatively, individual instruments might play
one or more parts in a higher or lower octave of
the key signature (bassing), or even (exceptionally)
play a harmonic counterpoint to the tune. [EDI]
arrangement history. Whether from poverty
or aesthetics, Irish traditional music has been predominantly a solo art, from the harp players of
Gaelic society to contemporary sean-n6s singers.
The earliest developments of arrangement were
accomplished by the harpers themselves through
variation and embellishment of melody and
accompaniment of melody with the bass hand. Not
much is known about the stylistic traits of this lost
oral tradition, aside from the studies conducted by
Edward Bunting at the Belfast Harp meeting in
1792 and later. Like all collectors since, he was concerned primarily with capturing rare melodies, and
less concerned with their settings. He did, however,
attempt to catalogue the Irish vocabulary of
'graces', trills, and runs employed by the performers
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he witnessed. His manuscripts also reveal the use
of octave drones, thirds and fourths with the bass
hand underneath the melody in unison or in
downwardly arpeggiated runs. Musicologist David
Cooper has observed that when Bunting published
his own arrangements of this material for piano,
he employed strategies very much influenced by
Haydn and others popular among literate keyboard
players of the era. Fanciful introductions, unusual
keys, concluding 'symphonies', and chord progressions that ran somewhat clumsily underneath the
pentatonic melodies were characteristics of his The
Ancient Music ofIreland Arrangedfor Piano.
vamping. With the transition of the piano
from an elite instrument to required furniture
for the petit-bourgeois parlour in the nineteenth
century, the art of accompaniment appears to have
simplified into a formulaic vamping that is much
in evidence at the dawn of the 78 rpm era. Adrian
Scahill has studied this evolution closely, and while
the range of the vamp expanded over the years,
not much else appears to have changed until the
twentieth century. Meanwhile the perfection of
the Irish or union pipes by the early nineteenth
century, including a system of regulators for
chordal and percussive use by the wrist of the piper,
brought another style of solo arrangement into the
tradition.
new instruments. Ensemble playing developed
in the twentieth century as the instrumentation
of the tradition widened to include the banjo, the
tambourine or bodhr:in, and the free reed family
of instruments. The characteristic arrangement of
the early twentieth century, whether solo, in duet
or trio, full orchestra or cc~ili band, was tight unison
playing with a vamping piano. In the 'Roaring
Twenties', and after the Depression, the threeminute format of the 78 rpm 'side' produced an
enduring template for the arrangement of traditional music: three tunes played three times
each, with changes of key between major and its
relative minor and other closely related keys a
feature. Michael Coleman's recording of the reels
'Tarbolton'/'The Longford Collector'/'The Sailor's
Bonnet' in 1936 was perhaps the pinnacle of this
arrangement style, and has since become one of
the most widely played sets of tunes. Ths template
outlasted the technology of the 78 rpm recording,
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featuring on the vinyl LP and the compact disc
of subsequent decades. But the 1960s saw a seachange in almost a century of stability.
new form ula. Sean 6 Riada's public rejection
of the ceili band sound shocked the radio-listening world. In the arrangements he developed for
his band Ceolt6iri Chualann, the harpsichord
replaced the piano, and melody, counter melody,
and ostinato replaced the vamp. The core habit of
unison playing was preserved, but arrangements
were punctuated with solo interludes that featured
not only change of tune but change of time signature as well. These strategies were further developed
by Paddy Moloney and The Chieftains later in the
decade, and Triona Ni Dhomnaill also employed
and developed some of 6 Riada's techniques on
the clavinet and harpsichord with The Bothy Band
in the 1970s.
song. The era saw a number of other even more
influential developments. Already in the 1950s,
the McPeake family of Belfast were using multiple
uilleann pipes in ensemble arrangements of
folksong, but the marriage of song with the instrumental tradition took a great leap forward with
the formation ofPlanxty, a collaboration of singers
Christy Moore and Andy Irvine with the uilleann
piper Liam O 'Flynn and multi-instrumentalist and
arranger Donal Lunny. Irvine and Lunny introduced the bouzouki to the arran~ement of Irish
music, while guitarists Micheal 0 Domhnaill (a
founder member of The Bothy Band with Lunny)
and Daithi Sproule adapted guitar tunings developed by English folk guitarist John Renbourn to
the Irish repertoire.
innovations. A number of significant innovations in the arrangement of Irish music have
occurred in recent decades. Bill Whelan's use of
Balkan influences in composition and arrangement,
Cormac Breatnach's jazz-inflected improvisationbased arrangements for whistle, bass, and bouzouki,
Charlie Lennon's reinterpretation of the vamping
piano, Steve Cooney's percussive use of the nylon
string guitar, Micheal 6 Suilleabhain's arrangements for chamber orchestra, the introduction of
the rock bass and drum rhythm section by Moving
Hearts and Stockton's Wing- all these innovations expanded the palette of traditional music
inside three decades. But the combination, first

utilised by The Bothy Band, of tight unison melody
ensemble with the combined textures of an opentuned acoustic guitar bass line and a mandolin or
bouzouki ranging between melody, countermelody
and chordal accompaniment remains the defining
style of arrangement in the Irish tradition. All
this has developed within a music that, after a
century of development of ensemble arrangement,
still privileges the solo voice . Solo recordings on
every instrument continue to be released in great
numbers every year, and one of the most interesting arrangers on the contemporary scene may be
guitarist Denis Cahill, long-time partner to solo
fiddler Martin Hayes, whose style is marked by an
extreme of understatement. [MAD]
artistic consciousness. In general, Irish musicians
have tended not to regard themselves as artists, but
rather as players of the music. The artistic impulse
arises nonetheless. Some musicians take this further
and in so doing create new possibilities for the
music. Because of the artificial western distinction
between high and low art, it has been common to
underestimate these creative artistic contributions
that derive from a folk tradition. In Willie Clancy's
playing of'The Dear Irish Boy' there is a sense of
completion and almost a sense that it could be no
other way, which is the hallmark of a fully inspired
artistic creation. The artistic strivings ofTommy
Potts pushed the boundaries of the music in such
a way that it creates fertile opportunities for many
musicians long into the future. The compositions
of Paddy Fahy and Ed Reavy are subtle, nuanced,
inspired and complete in a manner that is rare in
any form of composition. Artistic consciousness
exists in Irish music almost unconsciously. [MAH]
Arts Council oflreland (An Chomhairle Ealaion;
AC). The national agency for funding, developing and promoting the arts in Ireland. Established
in 1951, the Council defined these as 'painting,
sculpture, architecture, music, the drama, literature,
design in industry and the fine arts and applied
arts generally'; traditional music as such was not
included in the concept. As an indication of both
the considered importance of the arts, and the
significance of spending public funds on them,
the first full meeting of An Chomhairle Ealaion
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in January 1952 was attended by the Taoiseach,
Eamon de Valera, and John A. Costello, leader of
the opposition. The AC is a now voluntary body
of twelve members and a chair, all appointed by a
government minister. It is autonomous, but totally
financed by and under the aegis of a government
department which in 2009 was that of Arts, Sport
and Tourism. mAC's day-to-day work is done by
a director and a staff which in 2009 was equivalent
to forty-eight full-time jobs, and advisers in all arts
sectors are brought in on a consultancy basis. The
engagement of the AC with traditional music has
been significant, but uneven.
patronisation and patronage. The early AC had
the standard European focus on visual arts and
European 'high' culture as being 'the Arts', with
little enthusiasm for traditional music other than,
initially, marching bands, which at that time were
seen as having a vital social function. The AC's
report of 1954 shows awareness of traditional
music revival efforts: 'The encouragement of our
traditional music is producing remarkable results
owing to the very earnest efforts of its organisers.' The Council supported the 1954 All-Ireland
fleadh in Cavan as 'an annual Festival held under
the auspices of Comhaltas Ceolt6iri Eireann and
consisting mainly oflrish traditional music'. In
1955 it noted 'a widespread enthusiasm for traditional music . . . clear evidence of a living tradition
in many parts of the country where younger people
take a vigorous part in reviving the rich inheritance oflrish music', and in 1956 it supported the
All-lreland fleadh at Ennis and the Cavan fleadh
at Killeshandra.This verbal enthusiasm continued
until 1957 when a standing orders decision was
made to abandon funding of traditional music altogether, thus implying that serious artistic merit lay
only in the 'art' music forms . 1h:: lion's share of arts
funding was then going to classical forms; in 1963
the AC report stated that 'in the last four years
one-ninth of [the] total expenditure on the arts'
had gone to ballet. However, in 1958 the first Co.
Tipperary fleadh at Cashel and that at Ballinagh
in Cavan were supported, as was the 1960 Boyle
fleadh.
publications. Nothing traditional was funded
again until 196 7 when Breathnach got a small
subvention for his magazine Ceol, followed by the
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Folk Music Society oflreland (FM SI) in J 971 for
the first issue of its journal; Ceolwas supported that
year also. In 1972 the FMSI was funded in order to
have 'manuscript collections oflrish music, in particular the Petrie Collection, edited', and again in
1973 Ceol was given £50, the year in which actual
amounts of funding are first reported. A year later
the FMSI received £200 for its journal [c.€4,000
in 2009], a sum which must be considered against
the great expense of actual printing at that time, a
factor which itself demonstrates the AC's valuing
of academic and historical research as components
in the artistic revival of music.
new direction. In 1975 a full-time director was
appointed for the first time (Colm 6 Briain), a
year in which the FMSI was further supported on
Petrie (£63). 1976 was the first time in twenty-one
years that the AC's reports had mentioned 'traditional music' as such. It underlined this astonishing
fact with the remark: 'There are two areas of music
making where the Council has up to now not been
able to play a significant role- traditional music
and jazz', and so began support for 'an instrument
repair workshop, traditional music classes and
lectures, as well as concerts' at the Willie Clancy
Summer School (SSWC) (£300). Also in that year,
budding professionalism was supported by backing
folk and traditional concerts at the Project Arts
Centre in Dublin ('which gave established young
Irish folk musicians such as Paul Brady, Andy
lrvine and Mick Hanly an opportunity to develop
their talents further'), and research was further
subsidised with a grant of £300 to the FMSI. A
cascade of consciousness followed, with the SSWC
supported thereafter, and £6,000 given in 1977 to
CCE 'to help with the debt on their new premises
in Monkstown, Co. Dublin, which will include a
traditional music archive'.
analysis. The years up to 1975 showed little AC
recognition of traditional music on a national scale,
a consequence of its standing orders. By this time
it was established that state funding for traditional
music came from other state agencies, particularly Bord Failte, and was often linked to the Irish
language. However, despite the political kudos of
direct state funding, appreciation of traditional
music as 'artistic' (entitled to aesthetic consideration) rather than simply 'national' (directed by
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political evaluation) was also developing rapidly.
The spark of an artistic and intellectual recognition of traditional began proper in 1967 with the
funding for Breathnach's traditional music review
Ceol, followed in 1970 by support for Claddagh
Records"production of a gramophone record of the
work of Se an 6 Riada', and in 1971 by funds for
setting up the FMSI.
transparency. The adoption of a visual presentation of relative spending by the Council in
1973 rendered the distribution of arts revenue
visible to the public too, evidencing clearly that
in that year the traditional got 0. 7% of the total
music budget of some £50,000, and 0.5% of all arts
funding. However, in 197 6 this changed rapidly,
and the fresh attitude encouraged the growth
of the 'independent sector'- local initiatives in
traditional music. By 1979 the expansion of the
appointment of regional arts officers engaged with
the practical experience of local traditional music,
and potentially provided the AC with feedback on
its needs.
traditional music o cer. 1980 was a landmark
year for the status of traditional music with the
appointment of a specialised officer, Dublin fiddle
player Paddy Glackin, to oversee a vastly increased
funding commitment which had been incurred by
taking on Bord Failte's former grant-aid traditional
music clients (the biggest being CCE) and their
extra funding. The AC then began to address 'traditional music' independently and comprehensively,
with the same intelligent rigour with which it had
been describing 'art' music for the previous twentynine years. Discussion was initiated on the setting
up of a dedicated Traditional Music Archive, and
the Willie Clancy School's application to uilleann
pipes and the teaching of instrumental skills
now appeared meritorious rather than cursory,
an attitude change of inestimable benefit to the
psyche of both the players and the many voluntary organisers throughout the provinces. 1980 had
the highest subsidy yet - 27 per cent of the total
music budget- a level that continued into 1982,
and developed in other dimensions too, now with
a new awareness of the need for 'identification of
long-term objectives' in traditional music; in 1983
the directively important decision was taken to
back a dedicated fiddle organisation in Donegal.

contradiction. A major consequence of the high
level of independent local initiatives in traditional
music was noted in the 1985 report: that traditional music's great popularity 'has meant that by
and large official financial support for its performance has been unnecessary'.This odd deduction did
not consider the fact that traditional music still had
few professional performers, or any experimental
interfaces, the hallmark of success in other genres.
'Standards' thereafter became the critical issue
for the Council, with a pledge made to focus on
education. CCE funding by the Arts Council was
suspended in 1986 with grave fallout for liaison
between the Council and the most extensive of the
private music initiatives (funding of cc£, however,
was immediately taken over by other state agencies,
and monies allocated to the Arts Council by the
state were reduced by that amount). Derry fiddleplayer Dermot McLaughlin inherited this scenario
as the incoming traditional music officer in 1986.
profession alism. In 1987, commitment to
support for both the performer and the accessibility of professionalism and excellence in the
regions was established, taking the form of backing
the concert promotion agencies Alternative
Entertainments, Music Network and the Music
Association of Ireland. The establishment of the
ITMA in that year was, however, the most significant achievement.
specialisation. In 1991 the distinct position of
'traditional music' officer was abandoned, at a time
when traditional music commanded 31 per cent
of all music spending. By 1995 19 per cent of the
AC's music budget was spent on traditional music,
and its funding was no longer being specifically
evaluated. By 1999,Arts Council funding had stabilised on a plateau of about 14 per cent, mostly
supportive of education.
interpretation. Reading the statistics up to this
point it is clear that traditional music funding had
nominally increased, but as a share of the cake
it had shrunk. The peak of its funding (1991-2)
corresponds to the strongest years of its emblematic resurgence, and was achieved in the final year
of the dedicated traditional music officership.
Between then and the abandoning of AC reports'
itemisation of spending by genre (1995) traditional
music's percentage of the music budget dropped by
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one third, and thereafter it contracted by a further
25 per cent. Traditional music's 'share' of performance allocation (via Music Network) halved too
in the eight years after the itemisation of Music
Network's contribution had ceased. 'Ih:re is a direct
correlation between visibility of resource allocation
in the annual reports and diminution of financial
responsibility to the traditional music sector.
Few, if any, people in traditional music were
aware of these statistics, but with such a differential
they were intuitively felt. Awareness of the 'fall' of
the traditional as a once-treasured genre was visible
to local arts officers. Since they had to convince the
Council of the merits of projects they applied for
aid for, they are likely to have been reluctant to
support those based in traditional music.
funds. Between 1980 and 2000 more than £4m
was passed from the taxpayer to traditional music
via the Arts Council, £1.6m of this for the archive
alone. Other substantial state funds were applied
to the music in that time also - c.£6m for instance
via Cultural Relations Commission travel grants,
and the Funds of Suitors and the Department of
the Gaeltacht's support for CCE. Independent of
this, however, the Arts Council was associated with
much significant, directive engagement. Notable in
this is fiddling in Donegal, uilleann piping, harping,
the firmly established institution that summer
schools now represent, and the creation, from the
ground up, of a substantial, functioning archive of
the music of Ireland, its Diaspora and associated
cultures. The AC contributed inestimably to the
provision of high-quality professional performance
for audiences around the country which would not
otherwise have experienced this.
reports. Re-thinking by the Arts Council took
place in tandem with a new consultative process
which produced a series of reports interlinked
by much brainstorming and political debate: the
Oireachtas Report on Traditional Irish Music (1999),
produced by Sen. Labhnis 6 MurchU led to Theo
Dorgan's Report on Submissions Received in Response to
Towards a New Framework for the Arts (2001),] erome
Hynes' Towards a Policyfor the Traditional Arts (2004),
and Traditional Arts Initiative 2005-2008.1he latter
resulted in the Deis scheme in 2005 which was the
major funding mechanism still by 2011.
See Deis; Oireachtas report.
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Arts Council of Northern Ireland (ACNI). A
non-departmental public body funded by the
Northern Ireland Department of Culture, Arts and
Leisure, ACNI is the main funding and development agency for the arts in Northern Ireland. With
the appointment of the poet Michael Longley to
the post ofTraditional Arts Officer in the early
1970s, it was the first such body to have a dedicated budget and strategy for the traditional arts in
Ireland or the UK. The modest budget of the 1970s
and 1980s was eventually augmented in the 1990s
by deployment of a Cultural Traditions Allocation
from the Department of Education and, more significantly, by the introduction of National Lottery
funding. Its most significant an d long-standing
clients have included the Northern Ireland Piping
and Drumming School, the Armagh Rhymers,
the Armagh Pipers' Club, the ITMA, the Belfast
and District Traditional Music and Dance
Society, the Francis McPeake School of Music,
the Andersonstown School of Contemporary
and Traditional Music, the 'All Set' and 'Jig Time'
education programmes, and a host of smaller
organisations such as local branches of CCE, traditional singing festivals, and a growing number
of Ulster Scots groups. The ACNI employed specialist traditional music officers over the years, a
position first occupied by poet Michael Longley
and later by writer and flute player Ciaran Carson,
fiddler and academic Martin Dowling, then fiddler
Paul Flynn. [MAD)
ASCAP (American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers). Established in 1914,
ASCAP is the largest performing rights collection agency in the world in terms of constituency,
licence fee collections, and performance royalty
payments. It is the USA's equivalent of JMRO .
[ANM]

See copyright.

As I Roved Out. Weekly traditional music
programmes run in five series, from 1953 to
1958, broadcast on the BBC Light Programme.
Initiated by Peter Kennedy and Seamus Ennis,
and produced by Harold Rogers, each featured
songs and music from Britain and Ireland (the
Irish collectors being Sean O 'Boyle and Seamus

Aughrim Slopes Ceilf Band

Ennis) and the 'field recollections' of the collectors.
Recordings of it are catalogued and available in the
BBC Northern Ireland archives and in the ITMA.
These include songs and music from many groups
and individuals including the McPeakes, Maggie
and Sarah Chambers, Liam Andrews, the Dorans,
Tom Turkington, Mickey Doherty, R.L. O'Mealy
and Tom McGinley. 'The show's signature tune, 'As
I roved out', sung by Sarah Makem of Keady, was
repeated in an orchestral arrangement by Spike
Hughes, son of the Irish song collector, Herbert
Hughes. It reached a large audience though its
producers limited the contributions by traditional
singers to snippets of barely a minute. Some songs
were then sung in full by professionals like Ewan
MacColl, Isla Cameron and Seamus Ennis or
arranged as instrumentals by Hughes. Overall it
can be said that the quality of these programmes
diminished as the producers' interest waned. The
run of these influential programmes was as follows:
1953-4 (Series 1): 25 programmes; 1955 (Series
2): 12; 1956 (Series 3): 6; 1957 (Series 4): 5; 1958
(Series 5): 4. []OM]
assonance. In song this is the repetition of emphasis on a vowel as a rhyming device rather than
an exact rhyme:
To pull wild mountain thyme,
All around the bloomin' heather.
See also rhyme; song: metres.
Athlone Folk Club. This was set up at the Jolly
Mariner cellar in the late 1970s by MC and singer
Tony Holloran and whistle player Tom McHale.
Following the latter's tragic death in 1977 it was
renamed the Tom McHale Club in his memory. It
ceased in the mid-'80s, but was re-started in 1989
as Athlone Folk Club by Eamon Behan, Yvonne
O'Connor, Gerry Reynolds, Sean Lennon, Padraig
Boland, Michael Teape and Mick McLoughlin.
A non-profit, self-financing body, it focuses on
traditional and folk musics. It runs monthly gigs
from September to June at the Palace Loft and
the Shamrock Lodge, and has hosted all the major
traditional instrumentalists, singers and bands.

in relation to the Irish. He reasons that the term
'Celtic' is not valid, but rather- since the Irish
have received many kinds of cultural and genetic
influence via maritime contact with other peoples
within and on the rim of Atlantic basin - we are
more precisely simply 'Atlanteans'.
See also sean-n6s song; Quinn, Bob.
Aughrim Slopes Ceili Band. Begun under the
direction of musician Jack Fahy of Killaghbeg
House, Kilconnell, Co. Galway (father of composer,
fiddler Paddy Fahy). Fiddlers Paddy Kelly and Jack
Mulkere, with accordionist Joe Mills, auditioned
in 1927 for 2RN radio as the Aughrim Slopes
Trio, with the signature tune 'Lament after the
Battle of Aughrim' (in reference to the local battle
site). This broadcast, and those that followed, were
anticipated with enthusiasm - they were noticed
in the Co. Galway press and, locally, those who
had wireless sets placed them on windowsills to
share the music. Records were made in 1928 and
1933, and the group also won first prize at the
1934 Thomond Feis of Limerick. Joined by garda
Jim Drury on fiddle, they broadcast again, this
leading to a contract to record three 78s, now with
teacher Josie Halloran on piano. A request by Fr
Cummins ofBallinasloe for them to provide music
for a ceili to open a Scouts' club led to the formation of a band . An engagement followed at the
Old Ground Hotel in Ennis, and thereafter they
played all over Ireland from Kerry to Donegal,
broadcasting weekly on Radio Eireann, by 1940
having a full year's engagement diary. In 1945 they
toured England, Scotland and Wales, playing to
emigrant audiences of up to 2,000. They won an

~- · 1.n'kfl
Atlantean. The term devised by film-maker and
cultural commentator Bob Qyinn to describe 'race'

Aughrim Slopes Ceilf Band: Paddy Fahy and Paddy
Kelly are centre back [GCE]
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aulas

All-Ireland ceili band competition in 1953, and
in 1956 recorded for HMV: jigs and Reels: The
Aughrim Slopes Ceili Band.
aulos. Sometimes used as a poetic term for 'flute',
but in its original form it is still found in the
Mediterranean as a paired reed instrument held in
the mouth, both pipes played simultaneously, each
fingered by a separate hand. Depictions of its use
in ancient Greece show players with puffed cheeks,
suggesting the use of circular breathing. 1k instrument is similar to the Sardinian launeddas, and to
the 'triple pipe' depicted in Ireland- most impressively on the tenth-century Cross of the Scriptures
at Clonmacnoise, Co. Offaly.
aural learning. The way in which style and accent
in traditional music are passed on. Music is an
aural experience, it is not a visual one. Traditional
music in most cultures was learned 'by ear', and
the ability to learn and teach the music aurally is
still greatly valued. Much school time prior to the
1970s was devoted to the memorising of songs
and poems, tables, maths formulae, long passages
of Shakespeare etc., so that learning music in the
same way was perfectly natural. Education now
places less emphasis on such rote learning and
memorising, and more on understanding - using
calculators, computers, TV, etc. In the world of
classical music, aural learning plays a very tiny part
- Grade 8 standard performance can be achieved
without learning anything by ear, or having memorised a single piece of music. Nowadays, however,
a vast amount of traditional music can be found
in books. The traditional musician recognises this
as a valuable source of new tunes, but knows by
experience how to add the embellishments and
variations that are necessary to make the written
page come alive as real traditional music. But more
often than not, players learn totally aurally from
listening to each other and to mentors, and to
field and commercial recordings. A 2009 statistical
survey by Mary Nugent at CCE's Scoil Eigse (as
part of ongoing post-grad research at DIT) adds
further data on learning via written systems. In this
she finds that up to 95% of young learners have
some form of music literacy, but that dependency
on the visual diminishes in favour of the aural as
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players get older, some two thirds using recordings
as primary aural source. Related to this is bimusicality (where more than one genre of music is
played) which has implications for style, for within
the limits of her sample she could note that up to
a half of learners are engaged with some form of
Classical music or song, and a lesser number with
Rock and Pop. [EJV]
See also education; notation ; oral tradition ;
recording; regional style; scale; song: song transmission; style; transmission .
Austin Stack ceili Band. Founded by Leo Redmond
(d. 1982) and featured frequently on early Radio
Eireann, it was named so after playing a function for
the Austin Stack Camogie Club. Essentially a
string band, the principal members were Edith
Cross Moore (fiddle), Se:in Fitzpatrick (fiddle),
Pat Maguire (fiddle), Pat Greene (drums and wire
brush), Tommy Breen (piccolo) and Leo Redmond
(piano). By the early 1950s the band was featured
on the Mitchelstown Creameries' RE 'sponsored
programme' and in the mid-decade was an integral
part of the Annual Dress Ceili on St Patrick's
Night at the UCD Aula Maxima, Newman House,
Dublin. A skilled arranger, Redmond composed
the tunes 'The Tostal Hornpipe' and 'The
Duckpond', and arranged his band's music for
broadcasting.
Australia. Irish emigrants and their descendants
in Australia are estimated as being 20 to 30 per
cent of the Australian population. No other region
has as much Irish emigrant ancestry. 1k first Irish
to arrive were convicts, between 1793 and c.1850,
but the biggest portion of the emigrants are likely
to have been on assisted passage schemes between
1850 and 1870; yet more arrived in the 1950s,
1960s, and again in the 1980s.lrish and lrish-style
music use and distribution in Australia follows
the same patterns as in America or Britain, but
the history of Australian-Irish immigration has
an additional distinctive effect. Central to this is
the Australian nationalist ideology which asserts a
rural and working-class core to Australian identity,
often attributing putative Australian characteristics
of rebelliousness and independence to Irish convict
and settler influence. Thus many Australians, even
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those with little direct contact with Ireland, have
no difficulty in imagining an affective link to the
place, its culture and its music.
song. Much of the corpus of nineteenth-century
vernacular song identified as 'Australian folk song'
(such as the mid-1800s' songs oflrish convict-poet
Frank McNamara) displays lrish-style features.
Most famous is the convict's lament 'Moreton
Bay', based on the 'Youghal Harbour' melodic
model, complete with internal assonances of Gaelic
prosody. 1here is, however, almost no evidence of
the survival oflrish-language song, though many
immigrants were Irish speakers. Narrative ballads
of outlawry and bushranging extol the exploits of
nineteenth-century social bandits, from convict
'bolters' like Bold Jack Donahue to later figures
such as Ned Kelly.
Being composed from the first decades of
European occupation, many of these songs show
Irish origins in their come-all-ye format, fourteen-syllable lines, gapped melodic modes and
ABBA structure. Since such attributes are found
variously in English and Scottish eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century ballads, the exact extent of the
Irish character is difficult to ascertain. In vernacular
balladry, song-styles associated with the nineteenth-century stage-Irish theatrical figure were
also important: the comic 'The Days they Taught
them French at Killalloo' is a model for several
Australian traditional songs, notably 'Drover's
Dream'. A number of vernacular songs from the
nineteenth-century project an Irish identity. The
protagonist most often describes himself as a
roving, or true born, Irishman, and the lyrics often
celebrate the freedom of immigration. A few
lament exile. One song, 'The Catalpa', celebrating
the escape from Perth of deported Fenian convicts
on an American whaler in 1876, was current in oral
tradition until the 1950s. It is to the tune of'Rosin
the Beau'. Like many other songs oflrish reference,
this has had a popular second life in the Australian
folk music revival from the 1960s onwards. Echoes
of Irish song models are to be found also in the
hillbilly-style songmaking of Australian country
music bush balladists like Slim Dusty and Buddy
Williams, popular after the 1940s.
dance music. The repertoire of Australian social
dance music is less influenced by specifically Irish

forms and playing styles, and among older rural
players of fiddle, accordion or concertina, jigs
and reels are likely to be limited to a few widely
known tunes. However, a large body of varsoviana,
mazurka and schottische comparable to those
played in Ireland have been collected, but are
closely linked to nineteenth-century European
popular dance styles. During the nineteenth
century various forms of quadrilles, notably the
Lancers, the Alberts and others, were popular, and
these persisted in social dances in rural Australia
till the mid-twentieth century. Local musicians
used a variety of tunes, some close to the polka
and jig tunes popular in Ireland. 1he popular Royal
Irish quadrilles used universally recognised tunes
such as 'The Irish Washerwoman', 'The Girl I Left
behind Me' or 'St Patrick's Day'.
Irish phases. Many popular manifestations of
Irish music circulated in the general Australian
population. However, a more focused performance
was found in communities oflrish Australians who
consciously preserved their ties to Ireland. Music
in these Irish-Australian communities is usefully
looked at in three periods.
1. Nineteenth century to Second World War. Irish
Australians then felt excluded from institutions of power, and for Catholic Irish it was their
church and its allied institutions which facilitated
their ethnic cohesion. In this period St Patrick's
Day celebrations in major population centres of
Australia aired two contrasting public musics:
the genteel and sentimental ballads (Moore's
Melodies and parlour ballads) were reserved for
'national' evening concerts, whereas step dancing
and its accompanying music took their place with
athletic events in the 'national' day sports events
and picnics. These represent both emblematic and
recreational music expressions oflrishness. Gaelic
League influence favoured Irish pipe bands too,
hosting them in Melbourne, Perth and Sydney
around the turn of the century; they also favoured
Irish music and dance. Adelaide Irish music
enthusiast Patrick O'Leary, active over the period
1890 to 1920, corresponded with Francis O'Neill,
and a number of prominent nineteenth-century
Irish-Australian musicians are noted in O'Neill's
Irish Minstrels and Musicians. Most significant of
these was 'The Australian Piper' John Coughlan,
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an active public performer since his arrival in the
colony of Victoria in 1884, and at least one of his
pupils, a violin player, continued as a locally influential teacher up to the 1930s. Throughout the
first half of the twentieth century, as generations
of Irish-born were replaced by Irish-Australians
with no direct experience of Ireland, music and
dance representations oflrishness came to mirror
the ordered constructions utilised in Ireland. Step
dancing changed from a male athletic pursuit to a
cultural one practised primarily by children. But
the changes did indicate that Irish dance music was
gaining greater acceptance as a national cultural
symbol- even if becoming less 'popular'.
2. Second World War to 1980. The early-1950s
Irish immigrants were initially mostly male, rural
construction workers. They socialised with Irish
music and dance, often associated with GAA
clubs which, with Irish pipers' associations and
the like, organised public dances. Among these
immigrants were instrumentalists, usually accordion players, who often played for local ceili bands
and in CCE activities and had some status in their
community.
CCE. The first Australian branch of CCE was
organised in Melbourne in 1970 by recently arrived
Vincent Loughnane and Kerry sean-nos singer
Eileen Begley. Its popularity generated branches
in other capital cities over the next decade, but
these were often unstable due to the difficulty of
accommodating the roles of immigrant social club,
national cultural organisation and music interest
group. Other bodies, like the Adelaide-based
Celtic Musicians' Association (1971), have enjoyed
more constancy.
3. 1970 to 2010. Running parallel, and symbiotically, were the 1970s Australian folk movement's
folk-rock style 'bush bands' and the 'session'
scene. Bush bands became a pathway for Irish
music to move beyond immigrant subculture: The
Wild Colonial Boys, The Bushwhackers and The
Cobbers in the early 1970s developed a masculinist vernacular Australian balladry linked with
predominantly Irish dance tunes, a performance
format informed by both The Dubliners' style
and ceili band expertise. The style moved from
pub-rock to cross-generational entertainment,
and through the 1980s became integrated into
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Australian country music. 'Sessions' have become
institutionalised in the folk music movement, these
held in pubs favoured by Irish immigrants, who
for the players provide an appreciative audience
and appropriate validation; in Melbourne alone
five public sessions were happening weekly at
the end of the 1990s. Such local growth of Irish
music has stimulated the development of specialist
styles in the Australian folk movement, and some
of the social patterns of session playing have been
adopted in other genres.
1985. A new wave of Irish immigrants after
1985 provided yet more con texts, audiences and
performers in Irish music; relatively well-educated
young adults- eager consumers of pub entertainment- inspired the establishment of ballad and
Celtic rock bands playing in styles from Irishpopular to Pogues, all mixed with bush band.
Following a 1996 Guinness 'Irish Pub' promotion campaign, the many Irish-theme bars that
opened (Melbourne had ten by 1997) hosted
everything from traditional sessions to 'covers '
of Irish rock groups. These have influenced new
non-Irish-Australian bands to adopt the Celtic
rock/new-age labels that reflect the influence of
the Irish-based music models. In the decade since
2000 Irish music has increasingly been seen by aficionados in Australia as a 'world' or 'roots' music.
Younger musicians taking it up are playing at a
relatively high level of proficiency. Irish emigrant
communities interested in cultural maintenance
are having less of an influence. Instead the global
mobility of young musicians of both Irish and
Australian origin fosters the spread of the music,
and Australian players make pilgrimages to the
famous Irish music festivals and summer schools.
dance. Irish dance styles in Australia also shifted
from popular recreation to national emblem. Irish
step dancing in Australia was common both on
the popular stage and in vernacular recreation
during the nineteenth century; young men had
danced it competitively to hornpipe-style tunes at
'cellar flap' dances. After the turn of the twentieth
century Irish dancing teachers applied the aesthetic
of'national' culture, and, as in Ireland, introduced
regulations. Dance styles, for instance, using
features common to Scottish dance that had been
eliminated by the rule-books in Ireland lingered
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up to the 1950s. Since then the Irish dance commission's influence has obscured older styles. Irish
dance associations are now organised throughout Australia, teaching thousands of children of
both Irish immigrants and of Irish-Australians
and maintaining a cultural link to Ireland. They
take part in the annual national competitions of
the Australian Irish Dancing Association, and in
international competitions.
social dances. Sanctioned by the Gaelic League,
these were being held in Australia by 1908, and
were used at celebratory occasions up to the
Second World War. Post-war immigrants generally indulged in mainstream popular dances,
with a couple of ceili dances performed half-way
through the evening. Irish sporting clubs still
follow this format. A set-dance revival in Australia
has followed that in Ireland; begun in the late
1980s, the dances are now learned and performed
in groups in Melbourne, Sydney and Adelaide.
Major professional Irish musicians are promoted
in Australia by Guinness tours, CCE, folk festivals and other groups. Short-term resident teachers
such as Brendan Mulkere and Maire O'Keeffe
have had, since the mid-'80s, a strong influence on
playing standards. The current popularity oflrishbased music reflects both the world-wide fashion,
and the legacy of personal and affective contact
between Ireland and Australia. [GRS]
Irish music today. Musicians playing in
Australia number in the thousands, with many
times more listeners. Both audiences and musicians are of all ages, with musicians mainly aged
thirty to sixty, perhaps two-thirds of them with
some Irish connection (in a country where up to
one-third claim Irish ancestry). Capital cities in
each of the six states and two territories have one
or more radio programmes for Irish immigrants
featuring Irish music, and have other shows
focusing on folk/Celtic/Irish music. Most record
stores sell Irish cos and Irish music is a feature
and often a focus of folk festivals. Irish music festivals are held at Gundagai in September, Sydney in
October (Fleadh Nua) and Jindabyne in January;
there are 'Celtic' festivals at Portarlington in June
and Kapunda in September. The music scene has
developed around key musicians, most of whom
are accordionists from Clare and east Galway

who immigrated in the 1960s, and is constantly
renewed by immigrating or visiting Irish musicians. Many Australian musicians make short- or
long-term visits to Ireland. CCE has branches in
Melbourne, Canberra, Perth and Adelaide, with
little overlap with the session scene. The Irish
Musicians of Sydney, formerly a CCE branch,
organises classes, sessions, concerts and festivals,
and sponsors visiting musicians. Irish pubs proliferate in every city and many towns, most featuring
live music with an Irish theme, but few encourage
sessions. 'There are dozens of bands performing and
recording Irish traditional music, most prominently
Trouble in the Kitchen (Melbourne), the Miles
to Go band (Perth) and Tulca M6r (Brisbane).
Ceili bands include Canberra's Cornerhouse and
Sydney's Jimmy Mullarkey Band.
Melbourne. The country's largest Irish music
scene is in Melbourne, with pub sessions every
night of the week, ranging from a 'slow session'
(Father Flanagan's) and CCE classes (St Philip's,
Collingwood) to large public sessions attracting
players and singers (at The Corkman under Clare
accordionist Paddy Fitzgerald; at The Qyiet Man,
led by his brother Joe, also accordion). Smaller
sessions are at The Lomond, The Drunken Poet and
The Dan O'Connell (led by Australian fiddler Dan
Bourke) and The Celtic Club (Paddy Fitzgerald).
The Fitzgerald brothers' sessions are based on a
Clare/ceili band/accordion repertoire while other
weekend sessions attract younger musicians who
favour more contemporary tunes. Teaching is done
by CCE, by Sean Kenan's fiddle school and by
numerous individual musicians.
Sydney. Sessions are held at the Irish Gaelic
Club (mainly young Australians) and Kelly's on
King (both moderate standards), and at Durty
Nellie's for advanced musicians. Weekly or monthly
sessions are also held in outer Sydney including
Hornsby, Katoomba, Penrith. Classes are available in most instruments at the Irish Gaelic Club.
Clareman Kevin Doyle of the Irish Musicians
of Sydney has organised Irish music festivals in
Sydney and regional NSW, and with Paul 'Mort'
Mortimer has sponsored visiting teachers beginning
with Brendan Mulkere and John Carty in 1983
and including Maire O'Keeffe, Eilish O'Connor,
Catherine Custy and Ruairi McGorman.
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Ca nberra. The small Irish music scene here
includes two regular sessions at King O'Malley's:
one of slower tempo, and another which is
up-tempo with more accomplished and visiting
Irish musicians (led by Sue and Pete Hobson).
Apart from occasional Irish visitors, musicians are
Australian, and mostly over thirty. Canberra has a
small CCE branch and the Irish Ambassador hosts
occasional music nights. Players include Kevin and
Jacqueline Bradley (guitar, fiddle), Peter Woodley
(flute) and Richard and Libby Conrick (concertina, flute, fiddle).
Adelaide. Sessions here include The Brecknock
(led by fiddlerTim Whelan), The Dan O 'Connell,
and The Governor Hindmarsh (with Pat Organ),
while the Celtic Music Club of SA runs classes
and beginners' sessions.
Perth. This city has several sessions, at J.B.
O'Reilly's, The Best Drop and The Mighty O!tinn,
with CCE classes and sessions weekly at the Irish
Club ofWA.
Brisbane sessions cater for beginners at the
Clarence Corner Hotel, and for others at Kitty
O'Shea's and O'Malley's. In Hobart, there is a
session at the New Sydney Hotel, and one at The
Old Liffey Schoolhouse, near Launceston. Sessions
can be found in most cities and many town s
throughout Australia, the degree of remoteness
from capital cities reflected in frequency (often
fortnightly or monthly) and inclusiveness of music
outside the Irish tradition, e.g. Scottish, Old Timey.
Visiting musicians are generally welcomed. [HEO]
authenticity. See style: style and authenticity;
regional style.
Awards. Ireland has two major, open public
awards specifically for traditional music, song and
dance. One is the TG4 television station's Gradam
Ceoil (Traditional Irish Music Awards) ; the other
is an independent award based in the industry,
the IMA Irish Traditional, Folk and Celtic Music
Awards. Various regional interests may also
sponsor smaller awards from time to time (such
as the Feakle Traditional Singing Festival's award
to Len Graham and Padraigin Ni Uallachain in
1997); others are dedicated to the memory of
major figures who contributed much in the past.
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Among the latter are the Sean O 'Boyle Cultural
Traditions Award. The Willie Clancy Summer
School has a tribute sys tem annually with an
on-stage 'this is your life' format; this has honoured
ten major stylists since 1997. Awards dedicated to
singing include Gradam Sean-nos Cois Life (by
a Dublin-based Irish-language radio station) , and
Gradam an Phlearaca, for contribution to the
culture of the Connemara Gaeltacht. The Galway
School oflrish Traditional Music (1998-2003 )
ran a Hall of Fame award which honoured Rita
and Sarah Keane, Paddy Fahey, Barney McKenna
and in its last year sean-nos singers Josie Sheain
Jeaic Mac Donncha and Johnny Mhairtin Learai
Mac Donnchadha. Perhaps unique among
'honours' is the documentary-form at television
commendation 'Si Mo Laoch broadcast by TG4.
Some awards pass from spon sor to sponsor, and
some are intermittent, dependent upon funding.
Many traditional awards are in the former category,
with a few in the second.
Longstanding. The Fiddler's Green Hall of
Fame is one of the longest-running awards, sponsored by the festival of the same name in Rostrevor,
Co. Down. It has been given to a broad spectrum of
performers: 2009 Mairtin O'Connor; 2008 Mary
Black; 2007 Sweeney's Men; 2007 The McPeakes;
2006 Catha! Hayden; 2005 Donal Lunny; 2004
Paddy Moloney; 2003 The Boys of the Lough;
2002 Ronnie Drew; 2001 Andy Irvine; 2000 The
Sands Family; 1999 Finbar Furey; 1998 Altan;
1997 De Dannan; 1996 The Dubliners; 1995
Dolores Keane; 1994 The Clancy Brothers; 1993
Liam O 'Flynn; 1992 Maire Brennan; 1991 Mick
Moloney; 1990 Joe Burke; 1989 Tommy Makem;
1988 David Hammond; 1987 Sean Maguire.
university degrees. More formal awards, from
without traditional music, have been given in the
form of honorary doctorates and cultural foundation prizes. Among the former are the honorary
doctorates awarded by the University of Ulster
to harper Janet Harbison in 1999, and by Dublin
City University in 2003 to David Hammond; the
honorary DLitts awarded to song collector Tom
Munnelly and ITMA director Nicholas Carolan
by the National University oflreland, Galway in
2007, and the honorary doctorate in music from
Trinity College Dublin awarded to piper Paddy
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Moloney of The Chieftains in 1988. Tommy
Makem was awarded three honorary doctorates from the University of New Hampshire (1998),
University of Limerick (2001) and UU (2007);
in 2002 Tommy Sands was awarded an honorary
doctorate from the University of Nevada, and in
2009 Frankie Gavin was awarded a Masters in
Music from NUIG.
cultural honours. The Chieftains were given the
Bard Failte (the Irish tourist board) Ambassador
award in 1997 for services to the image of Ireland
abroad. Outside Ireland, occasional awards to Irish
players are reported, such as Paddy Moloney's 1999
receipt of the Italian Premio Tenco award, and the
honouring of ten Irish musicians with the supreme
US folk music award. One of the latter's recipients,
Chicago fiddler Liz Carroll, had 'Liz Carroll Day'
proclaimed by the city of Chicago in 1999.
See also TG4: Gradam Ceoil; Gradam TG4.
The Irish language Gradam an Phliarrica has

been presented each year since 1994 at Feile
Phleanica Chonamara to a person or group who
have contributed significantly to cultural heritage
in Connemara. The public has the opportunity to nominate, and the actual award is in the
form of a copper fish sculpted by artist Liam
Butler. The award has been made to several musicians over the years: 2008 Sonai Choilm Learai
6 Conghaile (Leitir Mealhiin, accordion); 2007
Treasa Ni Mhiollain (Inis Mor, Arainn, sean-nos
song); 2003 Tomas Mac Eoin (An Cheathru
Rua, sean - nos song); 2002 Johnny Connolly
(Indreabhan, accordion); 1998 Michael Mhaire
Ghabha 6 Ceannabhain (Carna, sean-nos song);
1995 Mairtin Tom Sheainin Mac Donncha (Leitir
Moir, sean-nos song); 1994 Padraig Tom Photch
6 Ceannabhain (Cill Chiarain, sean-nos song).
Aosdana ('people of the arts'). State-sponsored,
this is the academy for original, creative work in
the arts. The lifetime honour of membership is
given by peer nomination and election to artists
whose work has made an outstanding contribution to the arts in Ireland in the fields ofliterature,
visual arts, architecture, choreography and music.
In music it covers composition and arrangement,
and to date has not included the creative dimension of performance as applies in traditional music:
44 per cent of its membership represents visual arts

and 42 per cent literature; 26 of Aosdana's 239
members are from classical and contemporary
musics, and just one, Donal Lunny, is associated
with traditional.
CCE awards. The organisation's major honours
given each year are: Ard-Ollamh (since 2004), the
Bardic Award (2004), Gradam an Chomhaltais
(1995) and the Distinguished Service Award

(1991).
1. Ard-Ollamh. For significant contribution to traditional culture, including Irish dance,
language, folklore and music, this is given at
the All- Ireland fleadh cheoil, and is open to
non-CCE people. It has been presented to
Micheal6 Suilleabhain (2003, the inaugural year),
Tomas 6 Canainn (2004), Charlie Lennon (2005),
Antoin MacGabhann (2006), Micheal6 hEidhin
(2007), Daithi 6 h6gain (2008) and Seamus
MacGabhann (2009).
2. Bardic A wards. Initiated in 2004, and also
given at the All-Ireland fleadh cheoil, these internal
cc£ honours celebrate excellence in the performance and teaching oflrish traditional culture. 1hey
may be given to practitioners who are associated
with the area of the Fleadh Cheoil na hEireann in
which they are awarded. Several of these may be
made each year: 2003 Anne Mulqueen, Donnchadh
6 Muineachain, Bobby Gardiner, Paddy Ryan and
Seamus Mac Mathuna; 2004 Sean 6 Se, Nora
Butler, Patsy Hanly, Antoin Mac Gabhann, Chris
Droney and Peig Ryan; 2005 Tommy Peoples,
Michael MacNamara,Jimmy McGreevey, Mairin
Ni Bhriain, Gearoidin Breathnach; 2006 Kathleen
Nesbitt,John Kennedy, Peter Carbery, Mick ~inn,
John Brady and Mona Roddy; 2007 Meaiti
Joe Sheamuis 6 Fatharta, Sean Norman, Joe
Donovan, Vincent Broderick, Micheal Mac Aogan
and Siobhan Ni Chonarain; 2008 Vincent
Tighe, Micheal6 hAlmhuin, Sean MacNamara,
Lena 6 Se, Donal De Barra and Paddy Berry;
2009 Nickie McAuliffe, Attracta Brady, Frank
McArdle, Seamus Fay, Seamus 6 Dubhthaigh.
3. Gradam an Chomhaltais. This celebrates
a significant contribution to the development
of CCE, and was initiated following the Tionol
Leo Rowsome honours (1995-7). Awarded to:
Helen Gannon 2009; Pat Beagan 2008; Padraig
6 Ceallaigh 2007; Paddy Ryan 2006; Padraig
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6 Dufaigh 2005; Larry Reynolds 2004;Joe Burke
2003; Seamus de Brun 2002; Kit Hodge 2001;
Bill McEvoy 2000; Seamus Mac Mathuna 1999;
Paddy McElvaney 1998.
4. Distinguished Ser vice A ward. Initiated in
1991 to commemorate the fortieth anniversary
of CCE, this recognises significant contribution
(often at branch or county level) to the organisation and to Irish culture.
5. Other a wards are made occasionally, or by
specific branches or regional boards. Such were
those which honoured a number of people during
its fiftieth-year celebration at the Mansion House
in 2001. Prior to the institution of the Gradam, in
1997 Willie Reynolds was honoured at Tion61 Leo
Rowsome, as was John Kelly in 1996.
UK awards. Most visible of these are MBE and
OBE which have been conferred on some musicians. But there are also highly significant peer
awards which include organisational and magazine
honours; the supreme one of these is the BBC Folk
Musician of the Year.
MBE/OBE. These British awards are part of
an honours system which applies not only to music
but to all walks oflife, in a merit ranking ofGBE,
KBE/DBE, CBE, OBE, and MBE. Evolved
over several hundred years, since 1993 they have
been democratic - open to nominations from the
public. Such honours lists are published twice a
year at New Year and in mid-June on the date of
the Qyeen's official birthday. Any citizen can make
a nomination, and an award can be made if the
required standard of merit or service is met. Thus
the honours lists contain a wide variety of people
of different backgrounds. That such nominations
in music are made by those who are moved by a
person's music renders getting proposed quite an
achievement for a traditional performer.
Irish recipients. Many such awards have gone to
musicians and singers across the genres, and some
to Scottish and English traditional performers or
aficionados. But several have been given to people
in, or who have had associations with, Irish traditional music, including The Corrs (MBE, 2005),
Bob Geldof(KBE, 1986) and Van Morrison (OBE,
1996). Derek Bell ofThe Chieftains received an
MBE in 2000, and most impressively so did Co.
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Antrim singer, tunes composer and whistle player
John Kennedy. Because of the administration of
the awards by royalty and the state, they often
find their way into British class and international
politics, and indeed can be controversial if they are
not sought or respected by a nominee.Th.Js Scottish
folk song scholar and collector Hamish Henderson
(1919-2002), a Second World War veteran who
had much association with Irish singers, refused an
MBE in 1983 as protest against the Thatcher government's nuclear policies; folk singer Roy Bailey, a
working-class socialist, returned his MBE in 2006
in protest at British foreign policy in Lebanon and
Palestine. Most famous was John Lennon's return
of his MBE in 1969 in protest against Britain's
involvement in the Biafran war with Nigeria and
its support of America in Vietnam. For this reason
the list of 'refused' and 'returned' awards is also
quite a 'Who's Who?' of music and the arts.
USA. There are several awards, administered
by various festival bodies and CCE area boards,
notably the CCE Mid-Atlantic Region Hall
of Fame, and the Cleveland Irish Traditional
Musicians' Association Hall of Fame. The major
honour nationally is the National Endowment for
the Arts National Heritage Fellowship. Thi s was
designed to 'bring to public attention the range,
the liveliness and the continuing integrity of traditional artistic styles and practices throughout the
United States, whether tribal, local, ethnic, occupational, religious, or regional in origin'. In 2010 it
also included a $25,000 stipend.
National Heritage Fellowship recipients. Eleven
Irish musicians resident in America have
been honoured with this award over the years
1982-2010. Flute player Mike Rafferty (2010);
accordionist Joe Derrane (2004); fiddler Kevin
Burke (2002); singer/researcher Mick Moloney
(1999); dancer Donny Golden (1995) with fiddler
Liz Carroll (1994); flute player Jack Coen (1991);
dancer/flute player Michael Flatley (1988);
fiddler Martin Mulvihill (1984); uilleann piper
Joe Shannon (1983); sean-n6s singer Joe Heaney
(1982). Recipients are honoured by a presentation
in the Capitol in Washington DC; a total of 368
people from all cultures in the USA have received
the awards out of its twenty-nine years to date.

B
backing. See accompaniment.
backstitch. Term borrowed from needlework
to describe a complex form of piping and flute
decoration.
bagpipe. A reed instrument on which melody
is played on a 'chanter', accompanied by one or
more drones; air is either provided through a
blowing pipe, supplied by the player's lungs, or by a
bellows. All such pipes have a bag reservoir which
is squeezed by the player's elbow to activate and
control the chanter sound.
history. Invented probably simultaneously in
places as diverse as India, China, Italy and Greece,
'pipes' of some form have been documented as far
back as 1000 BC in Syria, and the Romans used
them as an instrument of war. The pipes were
either introduced to these islands by them, or
earlier, in a rudimentary form, by Celtic culture
after 500 BC . All bagpipes produce their tones with
what is called a 'reed', this being activated by air
pressure. The simplest form of reed-pipes have no
bag- the Breton 'bombarde', Italian 'ciaramella' and Sardinian 'launeddas'. As with
bagpipes themselves, the launeddas is
blown by circular breathing, a technique in which the player uses the
swollen cheeks as an air reservoir
to facilitate continuous playing
while taking in fresh breath
through the nose.
air reservoir. The first
attempt at having an external
air reservoir was the 'bladder
pipe' in thirteenth-century
Europe; the pipe was blown
via a bladder filled with
air from the mouth, the
elastic contraction-tension
of the swollen bag giving
the player some respite to
Irish war piper from
take a breath. The idea of
Derrick's Image of
Ireland, 1591
a larger bag followed not

long after: a stitched-up sheep- or goat-skin held
under the arm, and with pressure controlled by
the elbow, it gave the player a reserve supply of
air and a chance to take a rest from blowing. By
the Middle Ages the bagpipe was popular all over
Europe. Associated with the shepherd, bagpipes
played by country people at weddings were painted
by Pieter Breughel; also in the 1500s David Teniers
has people dancing to a bagpipe; Hans Holbein
the Younger has dancing to both bladder pipe
and bagpipe. In the 1549 Complaynt of Scotland
the bladder-pipe and bagpipe are described too.
The bagpipe became an instrument of the English
court from the fourteenth to the sixteenth centuries (Henry VIII had five sets) and was the main
provider of music for festivals and weddings. In
fifteenth-century Scotland,James I was a bagpipe
player.
bellows. The idea of using bellows in place of
the lungs as an air-supply is as old as piping itself.
The first organ was constructed in 246 BC in ancient
Greece and by AD 228 bellows were being used
in organs in Hungary; in AD 826 the first western
European organ was built in Aachen, Germany.
In first-century Rome, Nero was known for his
ability on some form of 'bag and pipe'.There is
no actual literary reference to 'bagpipes' until the
tenth century, and from then until the fourteenth
century they were the loud, outdoor, celebratory
or marshalling instrument. The bass drone was
already being used in France in 1280, but hitching
a bellows to pipes was only first recorded in
drawings from Ferrara in 1521 (Marcuse, Survey
of Musical Instruments, 1975). The bellows was
established in France by 1577, where the 'musette'
was to become a popular instrument of court in the
1600s and 1700s; bellows were well established on
Irish pipes by 1770. (see uilleann pipes)
bagpipe types. Bladder pipes are still to be
found in Poland where they can have one or
two bladders; these are held against the chest. In
Albania, Siberia, Turkey, Brittany and Sicily they
are often used too, but as a toy. Most nationalities
in Europe and the Islamic world have bagpipes:
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Al/an MacDonald of Glenuig playing the Highland pipes
[BRV]

Poland has its 'koziol' (=goat), Arabic Mrica has
its 'jirbah', Galicia has its 'gaita', Bulgaria has the
'gaida', Brittany the 'biniou', southern France the
'chabreta', Belarus the 'duduk'. Asia and Central
Europe have many versions.
Ireland. The first record of some sort of Irish
pipe in Ireland is at the eleventh-century Aonach
Carmain. The next is with Irish soldiers at Crecy
in 1346 (the French-English Hundred Years War
of 1337-1453), then in a fifteenth-century wood
carving from Woodstock Castle, Co. Kilkenny
(Breathnach 1971, 69). The father of Galileo
praised the versatility of the Irish bagpipes' emotional appeal in 1581; there were pipes on both
sides at the battles of the Boyne and Aughrim in
the seventeenth century, and at Fontenoy in 1745.
In Ireland, prohibitory statutes in the eighteenth
century may have pushed the old mouth-blown
bagpipe into decline, but if they did, then that
complemented or may have contributed to the
development in the same period of the uilleann
pipes. A revival of the old Irish mouth-blown
bagpipes in the great surge of national symbolism at the turn of the twentieth century produced
the 'Brian Boru' pipes. A keyed chanter ultimately
developed out of that, but still the uilleann pipes
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remain the only indigenous pipes that h:lVe been
played with any degree of continuity in Ireland.
Scotland has five types of bagpipe, including
the classic mouth-blown highland bagpipe, and its
derivatives, the bellows or mouth-blown 'small' pipes
and 'reel' pipe. Lowland Scotland has the bellows
or mouth-blown 'border' pipes and the lowland
'small' pipes. English pipes include Lincolnshire,
Leicestershire, Cornish and Northumbrian types;
only the bellows-blown Northumbrian pipes have
been played in continuity with a established tradition, repertoire and fund of expertise.
six tee nth and seventeenth ce nturies. Pipe
authority Se:in Donnelly's work has pointed to a
chronology of bagpipe activity in Ireland beginning
only in the mid-1500s. Much of this information
relates to what are known as 'pardons' to pipers from
the English monarchy. In 1572 Sir Henry Sidney
complained of O'Mores and O'Connors raiding
Kildare and the Pale accompanied by bagpipes; in
1589 Piers Butler names two pipers supposedly
killed by himself. Irish-language literature from
the sixteenth century refers to cuisleannalcuisleannaigh; the one reference to 'pfopa' is ambiguous.
The English play Captain TlxJmas Stukely (referring
to the year 1566) mentions a bagpiper.
In the seventeenth century Fynes Moryson
describes an attack by Hugh O'Neill's forces on
a military camp near Armagh in 1601 as involving bagpipes and drums. The killing of a piper in
the same year indicated that they were considered
important to military morale, this being verified
again during the 'Wars of the Confederation'
(1641-52) [EDJ] (Donnelly, Ceof, Vol.II, 1982)
See also uilleann pipes; Scodand; Wales; England;
Brittany.
bagpipes in Irish art. Bagpipes, as distinct from
uilleann pipes, are rare in Irish painting. This reflects
both the minor role played by the war pipes in Irish
music and the limited occasions when Irish artists
painted scenes of music-making in other cultures
in which bagpipes might have occurred. Despite
their occurrence in European contexts from the
thirteenth century, bagpipes are first depicted in an
Irish scene only in the sixteenth century. A set of
warpipes is shown in Derricke's Image of lrefande
(1581); although the accuracy of the pipes themselves cannot be relied on, their use for marching
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into battle is well documented. The modern use of
the Scottish bagpipes as a marching instrument is
reflected in 'A Piper of the Irish Fusiliers' (crayon
on paper) by the Belfast artist William Conor
(1881-1968, Ulster Museum). [BAB]
bagpipe music adapta tion. Traditional dance
tunes can be played on the highland bagpipes, but
for playing along with, say, uilleann pipes, some
form of adaptation is almost always required.
Tunes in the dance music repertoire are typically
within D-D'-D" range (but with many dropping
a few notes below that, and some going above), a
range of two octaves. The Scottish highland pipes,
however, have a range of only one octave plus
one note. Thus, for dance music to be played on
Highland pipes, 1. the key may be adjusted, and
2. melodic compromises may be made to 'fit' particular tunes to the instrument. Theoretically, most
tunes can be adapted, but some are more suitable
than others.
1. Key. Highland pipes are often shown to be
in the key of A with three sharps, but are actually
in the key of D, since the G note is flattened. The
range is from G (the bottom note on the chanter)
to A (the top note). The drones are tuned to the
A note.
G A B 01 D E Fll G' A'
The scale on uilleann pipes, however, ranges from
the bottom note D to D" two octaves higher:
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Although designed to play in the key ofD, uilleann
pipes can play in G as well using cross-fingering
or pressing a key in order to obtain the required
C natural. So the C on their scale can be natural
or sharp. Therefore the full highland pipes scale
(shown above in bold) is shared within that of the
uilleann pipes. The shared note range means that
the key of G on the uilleann pipes is equivalent to
that ofD on the Highland, and that tunes in G will
be most suitable for adapting for Highland pipes.
2. R ange. Because of the limitation of the
nine-note range on the highland pipes chanter,
many dance tunes will be found to move outside
their compass. To avoid excessive restructuring it
is best to look for tunes which only occasionally
go into the second octave. It is better still if tunes
can be found that are within the one octave range.
Taking as an example a common jig, 'When the
Cock Crows it is Morn', the tune is in the key of
G (fig. 1, below) and has only a few notes in the
second octave. It can be adapted to the highland
pipes by changing as follows. Here is its simplest
form without any ornamentation.
This has to be transposed up a fifth to make it
suitable for the highland pipes (fig. 2, overleaf).
When this is done the fingering will actually be
basically the same on both types of chanter.
But since the second trio of notes in bar 6 rises
above the highland pipe's range, they have to be
dropped down an octave (fig. 3, overleaf).
As for the second part of the tune, this is not
technically realisable on the high land pipes. But
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Fig. 1: 'When the Cock Crows it is Day', basic setting in G
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Fig. 3: Transposed to D and adjusted to 'fit' bagpipe chanter
again, if the notes are dropped down, it can be
achieved. [WIG)
Brian Boru bagpipes. The name applied to
an Irish mouth-blown bagpipe that is basically
similar to the highland/Scottish bagpipe except
that the chanter is fitted with keys which extend
its range by three notes- one above and two below
- giving a range of twelve notes instead of nine.
The chanter notes range from bottom to top thus:
E B G# A B C# D E F# G# A B. The music
is, however, written in the key of A, as with the
highland bagpipe. Of these, the notes G# A B C~
D E H G~ represent the holes. The two notes
below which use keys are E and F#, the one above
using keys is B. This extra range of the chanter
enables many more popular and dance tunes to be
played in stricter tune than is possible with the
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highland pipes. To achieve this scope, in place of
the usual bottom note-hole a key is operated with
the little finger of the right hand to give F#; this,
when moved slightly further down, can operate
a second key which gives E. Since however the
normal bottom note (G on the highland chanter)
cannot be played directly with the little finger, the
ornamentation which is so characteristic of the
highland pipe chanter cannot be achieved. One of
the 'top' keys is operated with the index finger of
the left hand while the back hole is open, the other
top key is operated by the thumb of the left handthe keys are mounted on 'pillars' as on the flute.
drones. The pipe has three drones like the
highland pipes, but with the usual (middle) tenor
drone replaced by a baritone - an idea probably
drawn from the uilleann pipes. The instrument's
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tone is slightly more mellow than that of the
highland pipes. 1J1e idea of extending the range
of the chanter came from a William O'Duane
from Dungannon, Co. Tyrone, his first (unsuccessful) effort known as the 'Dungannon' bagpipe.
It was developed by the London flute-maker
Henry Starck, and became known as the 'Brian
Boru bagpipe'. The pipes were formerly used by
the London Irish Rifles Band and the Royal Irish
Fusiliers; the Royal Enniskillen Fusiliers Band
also played them for many years, as did the Field
Marshall Montgomery Pipe Band in Belfast up
to the mid-1950s. Perfected around 1910, enthusiasm for such a pipe was generated in part by
desire for an 'Irish' mouth-blown bagpipe. Such
had been referenced graphically in Derricke's 1581
travelogue Image ofIrefande, but while the notion
was complementary to both the late Victorian and
Irish senses of'national' symbolism, enhancing the
potential of bagpipes was undoubtedly the compelling reason for the innovation. [WTG]

ballad. The term 'ballad' originated in the south
of France and described a song which was performed by solo and chorus to dancing, but was
only in occasional cases narrative. The English
term applies today to a narrative lyric song which
flourished through Europe from the late Middle
Ages under different names and persists unevenly
in the modern European tradition. lJUs old international genre is verbally characterised by the
functional propriety of its oral style. In Ireland this
'old ballad' (bai!ead) enters with Anglo-Scottish
settlement in the seventeenth century and is
normally in English, though rare examples have
gone into Irish and some have influenced songs in
Irish or been influenced by them. Such influences
are difficult to establish; one may say, for example,
that the ballad 'Barbara Allen' and the song in Irish
'Snaidhm an Ghra' (the love knot) treat the same
theme oflove and death, though their relationship
remains uncertain.
old ballads. This term is used for the abovementioned English-language examples of old
European narrative lyric song. None of the old
ballads was composed in Ireland, though many,
like the 'Lass of Aughrim'/'Lord Gregory', have
a long history in the island. Perhaps their rarity

Broadside ballad singers and sellers [Hand].

in Irish is partly explained by the already existing
native genre of the 'lay' (faoi), substantially also
a narrative one. As poetry, the old ballads were
edited by F.]. Child. As song, they are made accessible by Bertrand H. Bronson, who has shown how
well and how widely versions of their tunes have
been transmitted through the English-speaking
world -but not usually, it seems, across language
frontiers. For their part the stories told in these
songs were quite adaptable to new languages. The
English ballad of'Lady Isabel and the Elf Knight'
and its continental counterparts have given rise
to much comparative research. The old ballad is
generally believed to have been a product of the
common people, despite its fondness for regal and
aristocratic characters, and to have been verbally
composed without the aid ofliteracy.lts detached
perspective in the third person is enlivened by
direct discourse, usually between two persons; gaps
interrupt its sequential storytelling, leaving only the
essentials of the story. With such effects, its poetry
is decidedly literary, and the story is fiction, decidedly - like the poetry of lyric song in Irish - not
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historical or true-to-life. Yet the singing practices
of the two languages have produced hybrids of the
most interesting diversity.
new ballads. The term 'ballad' also describes
later kinds of narrative song more diverse than
the old genre and variously labelled as the 'vulgar',
the 'street', the 'broadside', the 'new' ballad, thus
alluding respectively to its public, its place of performance, printed text, and temporal relation to
the old ballad. These new ballads profited by the
invention of printing and the spread of literacy.
They became commercial and by the eighteenth
century were copiously printed in Dublin - the
first surviving sheet in 1626 - and in Cork. The
nineteenth century was their heyday, the twentieth
a time of varied printed formats and a profusion
of media, audio and visual. The songs themselves
found varied formats and storytelling in them
merged with description and lyric effects. Still, they
were called 'ballads', which really brings back the
past since ballads in popular (not learned) usage
were simply 'good old familiar songs to sing', as
they still are today.
Alongside these commercially viable songs
(which of course could also be sustained in
domestic and similar practice without financial
motive), there survive from the early nineteenth
century onwards many local songs of familiar character. These allude to the environment or to known
individuals, using well-known Irish airs, sometimes
in pastiche form, and often by a known author,
but not achieving fame in print and probably the
better for it. Whereas the old ballads tended to
stick to airs of some antiquity that are also used
outside Ireland, the more recent traditional songs,
whether local and domestic or urban and commercial, adopted many native Irish airs. The local
songs are the most thoroughly Irish. But the older
ballads- from a mere description of their features
- should not be thought of as thoroughly foreign.
Borrowed songs of other nations cannot fail to
acquire features of the borrowers, and the old
ballads in Ireland have acquired a strongly Irish
idiom. [HUS]
transmission . Songs migrate with people or are
carried by written, printed, recorded or electronic
communications and entertainment media. The
earliest English-language songs in Ireland were
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cultural baggage carried in the minds of English
and Scottish planters; at around the same time
ballad sheets were brought in and reprinted. From
about 1750 many more songs were introduced
from Britain and distributed in small song books
to be copied and reprinted according to what sold
best. This continued, a multi-directional process
within and between all parts of the Anglophone
world, using ballad sheets, larger song books and
eventually mechanical and electronic recordings.
Migrants, permanent and seasonal, carried Irish
songs to Britain and further, and songs from other
places back to Ireland. Songs were distributed
by similar agency within Ireland. The resultant
linkages between English-language song traditions
throughout Ireland and the world have produced a
substantially uniform repertory and a broad similarity of style. (]OM]
broadsheet (ballads). A single sheet of paper
upon one side of which was a printed ballad- tales
of the famous, war news, comic verse, political and
satirical song, dramatic tales of crimes and trials
in verse, the confessions of the condemned, last
words to a loved one before execution, statements
of being wronged or of innocence. These were
sometimes fixed to walls of pubs, homes or workplaces. Sedentary occupations like weaving were
associated with ballad broadsheets- they could be
pinned or pasted up on, or opposite, a loom . Walls

Street ballad singer, c.191 0 [Irish Examine~
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of country houses in Britain have been found to
have as many as twenty layers of them. Singer
Eugene Judge from Garrison, Co. Fermanagh
(born c. 1910), recalled his mother placing broadsheets on the bedroom walls to encourage her
children to learn songs.
The printer was often also the publisher; the
sheets were sold in bulk to street peddlers -who
may have done a round in rural areas- and to singer-sellers ('patterers') who might also sell through
performing in the pubs, at fairs or in the street.
The writers might be unlettered and professional,
or students in need of funds. From the eighteenth
century comes a broadsheet of a hanging tale, 'The
Night before Larry was Stretched'- this was constantly reprinted over 200 years:
The night before Larry was stretched
The boys they all paid him a visit
A bait in their sac ks too they fetched
They sweated th eir duds till they riz it
For Larry was ever the lad
When a boy was condemned to the squeezer
Would fen ce all the duds that he had
To help a poor friend in the squeezer.

Another popular broadsheet song was 'The Rakes
of Mallow' (also played as a single reel):
Spending faster than it comes
Beating waiters, bailiffs, duns
Bacchus's true begotten sons
Live the Rakes of Mallow.

Broadsheets were known too as 'broadsides', this
denoting the fact that they were printed on one
side only; they might also be known as 'slip ballads',
on account of the long, thin piece of paper upon
which they were presented.
broadsheet history. Broadside ballads were sold
all over Europe- in Germany, France, Switzerland,
Italy, etc. They appeared in England in the early
sixteenth century and their importation to Ireland
in 1593 is referred to in an edict from Dublin
Castle in relation to 'suspicious cargoes reaching
Ireland by sea' (Shields, 1993). In Britain statistics show colossal sales- in 1849 the Rush and
Manning murder ballads each sold 2.5 million
copies, the 1840 'Courvoisier' and 'Greenacre'
examples sold 1.65 million, and the earlier, 1828,
Maria Marten piece sold 1.16 million. Late seventeenth-century London had more than 250 ballad

publishers (Chappell, Ballad Society, vol. 2, pt. 1,
1872). Laws against them dating to 1543 relate to
politico-religious orientation.
Ballads are regarded as having come to maturity
in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, belonging 'to the heroic or patriarchal age of
capitalism, where every apprentice could aspire ...
to be the Lord Mayor of London, and there was
still little social distinction between wage-earner,
shopkeeper, merchant and craftsman' (de Sola
Pinto and Rodway, 1965).1heir sales rose with the
mechanisation of labour and mass production, they
declined with the passing away of street, tavern
and fair-day culture. They were an important focus
of political agitation by the United Irish movement
at the end of the eighteenth century.
Broadsheet ballads were undermined by the new
police forces' implementation of vagrancy laws after
1829; their journalistic function was challenged by
competition from the rise of the press after 1855
when stamp duty charges were abolished, and their
entertainment value was over-ridden by the rise of
the music hall. Broadsheet ballads fulfilled journalistic, entertainment, popular fiction and religious
and moralistic roles. They tended to be comic,
realistic and unheroic. Their printing in Dublin
is documented from 1571. They included already
well-known ballads and popular song, and more
topical new material that was written by scribes
hired by the printers.
lan g uage and style. In Ireland the broadsheet
songs were for the most part in the English
language. Their format (language and content) was
disliked by the Gaelic poets who, while possibly
seeing in them a challenge both to their own art,
and their occupation, like some English-language
ballad singers in Ireland today, considered the
printed word on a page to be cold and lifeless. But
by the end of the eighteenth century Irish forms
of song - such as aisling poetry - were appearing
in widely sold broadsheets. Hedge school teachers
were often the authors of this material which was
strongly nationalistic. Their songs were often lavish,
effusive eulogies which recruited classical mythology as a source of imagery.
politics. T hese songs were one way in which
politics was brought to the urban and rural lower
classes, and confirmed political identity in an age
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before popular newspapers, but the older songs
- sometimes adjusted for local topicality- were
frequently more popular. In his 1875 pamphlet
'Irish Street Ballads', James Hand speaks of a
million copies of one edition being sold. Hundreds
of new songs appeared in print each year; 20 per
ce nt to 40 per cent of them were political. The
ballads were sold everywhere that crowds gathered,
as this comment from 1844 shows:
The announcement of a fair, a race or an
election would call them to the roads, with a
sheaf of ballads rolled in their hat or in the tail
of their coat.
The scene painted is one of great bustle, and travel
writers of the period were impressed:
On these and similar occasions of popular
excitemen t in Ireland the most remarkable
objects are the ballad singers, who are in no
country so numerous as here. In Kilkenny there
were literally twice as many ballad singers as
lamp-posts standing in the street. Their usual
stan d is in the gutter which separates the
footpath on which the foot-passengers walk
from the carriage-way; and in this kennel they
are perpetually strolling up and down. Thy are
generally provided with a number of printed
copies of the ballads which they sing, and their
principal employment consists in the sale of
these songs, which they are continually waving
in the air, with a peculiar and stereotyped
motion of the hand .. . Crowds of poor people,
beggars and rabble, perseveringly swarm around
them, follow them step by step, and listen to
them with a degree of eagerness which may
partly be attributed to the fact that the singers
proclaim their own misfortune, which they
have turned into verse, but still more to the
great delight which the Irish take in music and
singing, and in every thing new that passes in
the streets. (Kohl, 1844)
Even in the 1920s professional balladeers were
recognisable by style; their demise is associated
with change: 1t is afternoon, and business is spasmodic. A man standing in the wide street is singing
a ballad in a voice trained for distance and the open
air. He is in descent from the wandering minstrels,
and his class has been kept in being by the excitements in rural Ireland. H e belongs to a fraternity
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that was once quite a large one. Their palmy days
are now over - not solely because affairs have
become settled, but because the ha'penny newspaper has arrived.'(Colum, 1926: 426)
decline. The ballad singers and the broadside
trade remained popular until the 1880s by which
time they had been eclipsed by newspapers, and
were being undermined in Ireland by other entertainment media such as gramophone records (after
1888) and cinema (1896). By the end of th First
World War they were scarce, but still around. The
singers were still on the streets in rural Ireland in
the 1920s, as Padraic Colum cou ld note of a group
of tinkers in Cavan: 'A company of soldiers passed;
the man with the bass took off his cap, made an
obeisance, produced a broad-sheet, and began to
sing a ballad of farewell.' (ibid.: 66) The sheets continued to be manufactured by provincial printers
for sale at fairs and other gatherings until the late
1950s and in Dublin a seller of broadsheets had
a stand outside the Adelphi cinema in Middle
Abbey Street until the early 1960s. In more recent
times, broadsheet series and individual song sheets
have been published by enthusiasts, but only in the
context of the late-twentieth-century specialised
singers"community'. Printed broadsheets continue
to be a feature of rasnacht celebration in Easel,
Switzerland.
ballad groups. The Irish ballad group boom
began in the early 1960s in Dublin. From an
historical perspective one can see it as a renaissance phenomenon, an offshoot of the American
urban folk revival which had preceded it by several
years. 1here were also strong connections with the
English Folk Revival which was spearheaded by
Ewan MacColl and A.L. Lloyd. The whole idea
of arranging Irish folk songs for group performance began in New York's Greenwich Village at
the heart of the folk revival when Liam, Tom and
Paddy Clancy came together with Tom my Makem
and created a new approach to the music with a
distinctive hybrid sound of lusty vocals accompanied by guitar and five-string banjo.
Ireland. The next major 'ballad group' was The
Dubliners. Whereas The Clancy Brothers and
Tommy Makem were clean cut, if a tad on the
boisterous side, The Dubliners were a bearded ,
hard-drinking, hard-living crew, who were quickly
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adopted by the Dublin working class and then
went on to became favou rites among college and
bohemian audiences in Ireland and England,
Ronnie Drew and Luke Kelly becoming household
names. Kieran Burke played the tin whistle,John
Sheahan played the fiddle and Barney McKenna
popularised Irish music on the tenor banjo. The
Clancys and Tommy Makem and The Dubliners
set the prototype for the ballad group craze. The
boom developed in the context of the improving
national economy in the early 1960s and intensified as the country prepared for membership of
the European Economic Community. Irish society
began to experience rapid social, political and
economic changes. Young men and women who
in previous generations would have emigrated or
worked for subsistence on small farms now became
wage earners. Lounge bars developed in response,
and with the new music ofThe Clancy Brothers
and Dubliners sweeping the country there was
employment for ballad groups.
ballad-group names. New ensembles were
formed almost weekly. Some of these were Clancy
Brothers and Dubliners clones belting out the
hits of the day to a boozy backdrop of raucously
participating punters. Others developed their
own repertoires and styles . There were solo performers such as Danny Doyle, Paddy Reilly and
Bob Lynch. There were duos like Ann Byrne and
Jesse Owens, The Corcoran Brothers, The Byrne
Brothers (The Spiceland Folk), Terry Woods and
Gay Corcoran, Finbar and Eddie Furey, and trios
like The Ludlows, The Spailpfn Folk, The Emmet
Folk, The Grehan Sisters, The McKenna Folk and
The Johnstons. Some of the groups had four or
more members: The Wolfe Tones, The Pavees, We
Four, 1k Parnell Folk. Performing at the same time
were The Chieftains who played every Wednesday
night in The Chariot Inn in Ranelagh (it would be
some years before they were to go on to become
international luminaries and the standard bearers
for Irish traditional music around the world).
They too cut their teeth in the ballad boom. Many
of the groups were named after patriots: Wolfe
Tone, Robert Emmet, Charles Stuart Parnell,
James Connolly. The Emmet Folk and The Parnell
Folk played in noisy pubs like The Castle Inn and
Maher's ofMoore Street in Dublin. People talked

away, with the poorly amplified sound providing
a comforting backdrop to a babble of an imated
conversation which intensified as it got closer to
closing time. But there were always attentive audiences in Dublin's folk clubs of that time -1k Old
Triangle in Leeson Street, 1he Universal in Parnell
Square and later the 95 Folk Club in Harcourt
Street. The 95 Club moved to Slattery's of Capel
Street where it ran for over a decade.
soloists. The travelling musician Pecker Dun ne
was a colourful addition to the scene and his
'Sullivan's John' became a staple song within it
for years. Margaret Barry trod a similar course in
London, playing in the pubs with Sligo fiddler
Michael Gorman. Men dominated the ballad
scene but there were a few women performers
too, including Ann Byrne, Maeve Mulvaney, Gay
Corcoran and the Grehan and Johnston sisters.
instruments. The guitar was mandatory in
ballad groups . Almost anybody could buy a cheap
one, learn a few rudimentary chords and then they
would be 'in business'. Banjos -either tenor or
five-string - were prominent, as were mandolins,
but they demanded more skill and commitment.
The Dubliners had John Sheahan on fiddle and
other groups also had a fiddler, but while some traditional tunes were played now and again, by and
large the groups concentrated on vocal material.
Most of the songs were Irish but there were
English and Scottish ones too and a sprinkling of
American material. New songs written by composers like Dominic Behan, Ewan MacColl and Cyril
Tawney were favourites.
bouzouki and the charts. J ohnny Moynihan of
Sweeney's Men introduced the bouzouki to Irish
music in 196 7, creating the distinctive mandolin/
bouzouki counterpoint so characteristic of
Sweeney's Men and Planxty. This was an almost
bizarre time in the commercial Irish music scene,
with folk recordings regularly hitting the top of the
hit parade. The Ludlows, The Johnstons, Sweeney's
Men, The Dubliners, Danny Doyle and Paddy
Reilly shared ranking in the Irish charts with The
Beatles and The Rolling Stones.
traditional music. On the fringe of the scene
were traditional musicians such as Sean Keane,
Tommy Peoples, Seamus Ennis, Willie Clancy,
Finbar and Eddie Furey, Ted Furey, the Keenans,
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Liam Og 6 Floinn and Matt Molloy. 'Irese rubbed
shoulders with singers like Christy Moore and
Andy lrvine, a collaboration which in time would
result in the emergence ofPlanxty and The Bothy
Band. Many of these musicians - D6nal Lunny,
Andy lrvine, Johnny Moynihan, Terry Woods
and Christy Moore- went on to become seminal
figures in top Irish music groups in the 1970s and
'80s.
decline. After audience tastes changed in
Ireland many performers from the ballad group
scene left for the US in the 1970s. The era fizzled
out almost as quickly as it had begun. It had always
more enthusiasm and energy than sophistication,
and audiences were tiring of the formula as its
musical limitations became exposed. Emigrant
balladeers ended up performing in US Irish bars
in the 1980s and '90s, joined by refugees from the
Irish showband scene, now also moribund in the
homeland. Today the ballad-group tradition lingers
on in Ireland, Europe and the US. There is still a
modicum of part-time performance in Ireland, but
more so in hundreds oflrish-American bars in the

US. Performers sing in Ireland as in the US for
drinking audiences who like 'singalong' material
that they are familiar with, frequently performed
in a style modelled after The Clancy Brothers and
Tommy Makem. In Ireland as in the US, this is
often the introduction to Irish traditional music
for many people. [MIM]
See also song: in English language.
Ballinakill Traditional Dance Players. This
ensemble was based in the parish of Ballinakill
which lies between Woodford and Loughrea in Co.
Galway. It was assembled by the curate Fr Larkin
to provide music for dancing in the local school in
1926. The original members were Tommy Whyte
and Jerry Moloney (fiddles), Stephen Moloney and
Tommy Whelan (flutes), Anna Rafferty (piano).
They were the first 'ceili band' (as they later became
known) to broadcast live on 2RN in 1929 after
Seamus Clandillon heard them playing at the feis
in Athlone. Parlophone recorded them in 1930
(Dublin) and 1931 (London). They were subsequently joined by fiddle players Aggie Whyte and

Old Ballinakill Ceilf Band with (left) piper Neilus Cronin and (right) Leo Rowsome [courtesy Moloney family]
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Kevin Maloney, and recorded again in Dublin in
1938.1hey toured Ireland, England and America,
recording a total of 20 sides, many of which are
now available on comp ilati ons by Topic and
Rounder. Since 1942, new combinations of musicians have continued the name ofThe Ballinakill
Ceili Band. [VECJ

bands. In the past the bulk of instrumental music
was made in association with dancing. This was
done indoors in small spaces in homes and in barns,
and outdoors in summer on greens or on hard road
surfaces. Numbers were small, and it was only with
the move to bigger venues that there was a need,
and hence demand, for louder volume which could
be generated by multiple players. So was introduced the era of the ceili band which lasted from
c.1920-c.1960. After that, 'listening' bands took
over ensemble performance, and these continue
to the present day as the dominant professional
format in traditional music. Ceili bands did not
disappear, however, for they moved to servicing
the rise of set dancing and the lingering interest

in ceili dancing, and also into 'listening' music, the
high point of which is the All-Ireland fleadh's ceili
band competion each year. 'Bands' will therefore be
considered as 1. ceili bands, 2. groups.
1. ceilfband. 'Ihis is a group of musicians organised together on a permanent, professional or an ad
hoc basis, in order to provide music for ceili (Irish)
social dancing and/or (today) set dancing. The ceili
band in the past might (in a community) be a large
ensemble of varying composition, brought together
occasionally, or maybe a family grouping (such as
the McCuskers). Instruments used were typically
fiddle, flute, button accordion, piano, bass and snare
drum with woodblock, banjo, sometimes double
bass; uilleann pipes were sometimes played (Tulla),
piccolo (McCuskers) also and in some cases the
saxophone (Gallowglass) . The 1897 Gaelic League
ceili in Bloomsbury Hall, London may have been
the first ceili dance with the music provided by an
ad hoc group of musicians, but from this landmark
began the development of group-playing in
pursuit of the louder volume required to fill larger
venues. As dance venues expanded from kitchen

Rathnaspeck Ceilf Group at Taghmon Feis, Co. Wexford, 1934 [CCE]
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to schoolhouse, to quaysides and crossroads and
finally to commercial and parochial halls, demand
for louder music was created.
origin. Two circumstances are claimed as producing the term 'ceili band':
1. In 1918 Frank Lee organised musi cian s to
play for a St Patri ck's Day ceili at Notting Hill,
London. He eventually called his grouping a 'ceili
band ' for recordings made in the 1930s, but precisely when the term was first used is not clear.
Other contemporary Irish dance-music groups
went by such titles as 'The Ballinakill Traditional
D ance Players', 'Paddy Killoran's Pride of Erin
Orchestra', etc.
2. Following the Civil War in 1923, a group
of Irish 'Free State' army chi efs approached
pipemaker and player William Rowsome with
a request to get a group of musicians to play for
their first ceili in the Hibernian School, Phoenix
Park, Dublin, HQof the military's Irish-speaking
battalion. This was a difficult task in the social
depression of the period, but the piper got his son
Leo to bring together enough pipers and fiddlers
for the night. This resulted in the army, GAA and
Gaelic League collectively setting about organising cultural activities (GCE Bfiain Iris, 1968). With
pianist Leo Molloy, Leo Rowsome founded the
Siamsa Gael ceili group. At 14 Parnell Square,
Dublin, the Dick Smyth Ceili Trio played for
weekly dances at this time and the Siamsa Gael
played three nights a week at Clery's Ballroom.
The second major band to get together was the
Colmcille Ceilidhe, this prompting the starting of
bands all over the country. Radio station 2RN, at
the instigation of its director Seamus Clandillon,
was the main promoter of these after 1926; the
Ballinakill, Aughrim Slopes, Moate and Athlone
bands were the first to broadcast, in a series that
continued right throughout the Second World
War.
popularity. Hundreds ofbands proliferated all
over the island, varying hugely in instrumentation,
personnel, repertoire, music taste and professionalism . Some were entirely ad hoc, 'gather-up s'
built around the personality of a leader or strong
player, often an accordionist, but others had a fairly
stable core, adjusted as the pressures of emigration,
family commitments or work demanded . 'Irey had
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reached their ze nith by the 1950s, and into the
1960s those from the northern cou nties tended
to be stronger, this by dint of their mediation of
political se ntim ent for nationalists. Bands often
travelled huge distances - the McCuskers from
Armagh might play in Kerry- many travelled on
tou rs to Britain and th e US, often en tertain ing in
prestigious venues like New York's Carnegie Hall
(Tulla, McCuskers). O f all the bands, several have
been 'rated' as aesthetically tasteful and artisticamong these are Joh nny Pi ckering's, The Tulla,
Kilfenora and Aughrim Slopes. Bands like The
McCuskers were noted for their speciali sed, localflavour repertoires; The Laichtin Naofa and Tulla
were highly regarded for th e skill of some of their
players. Oth ers like The Gallowglass, from Naas,
Co. Kildare, achieved almost 'pop' statu s. Many
made reco rds, particularly in the LP era; some
of these are treasure d mu sically and are scarce
(Colem an Country, Laichtin Naofa). Others
achieved popularity through repeated radio plays.
Scottish accordion player Jimmy Shand, touring
with his band in Ireland, introd uced a tendency
for some bands to aspire to a Scottish-style sound,
this particularly towards the end of the popularity
of the ceili band and its eclipse by the semi-pop,
electric guitar-based 'showbands' in the 1960s.
[EDI]

ciilf band names. Over the years the following
330 ceili bands have been noted, have h ad major
careers or been broadcast:
Abbey; All Girls; Allow; All-Star (Boston); Annaly;
Ard Erin; Ardellis (Kildare; formed 1957); Assaroe
(Donegal); Athlone; Aughrim Slopes (Galway;
founded 1934); Au stin Stack (Dublin; 1930s);
Avoca (Wicklow); Ballinahinch (Clare); Ballinakill
(Galway; formed 1928); Ballinamere; Ballinamore
(Leitrim); Ballycar (Clare); Banba (Draperstown,
Co. Derry); Banna Beola, Na; Banna Ceili CCE
Dun Dealgan (Dundalk); Banna Ceili Cumann
na bPiobairi Uilleann (Pipers' Club) (Dublin );
Banna Ceili na hins e; Banna C eili N aomh
Padraig; Banna Ceili Thir Chonaill; Banna Cheol
na Coiribe (Corrib) (Galway); Barefield; Barrett's
(Birmingham; formed 1963); Belhavel; Big Electric;
Black Diamond (Leitrim); Blackth orn Ceilidh
Band (Down); Blarney (Cork); Bofield; Boro
(W exford ); Boyle CCE (Roscommon); Breffni;
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Brendan Hogan and the Ballinakill (Galway);
Brendan Mulhaire; Brian Boru; Bridge (Laois);
Brophy (Dublin); Brophy Brothers (Dublin); Brosna
(Kerry); Bunclody (Wexford); Castle (Dublin;
formed 1963; Castleblayney; Castleboro (Clonroche,
Co. Wexford); Castlemore (Manchester); Cat
Scan (Mayo); Cathal McAnulty; Celtic; Ceol
na gCroi; Charlie Kelly (Derry; 1940s/50s);
Chicago Irish Musicians'; Chris Connolly; Christy
Gamble (Shandon, Cork); Cianin Kelly; Clann na
hEireann; Clonmany; Clontarf (Dublin); Clougher;
Clune; Coleman Country (Sligo); Colmcille
(London); Colmcille (New York); The Comeragh;
Connaught (Chicago); Connemara (Galway);
Coolin; Copperplate; Corca Morua; Corcomroe
(Clare); Cornafean; Country; Countryside (Sligo);
Crossroads; Cuchulainn (Dundalk); Cuckoo
Lane (Tralee); Daingean Castle (Co. Clare); Dal
gCasian; Davey; Dawn; Dermot O'Brien and His
CB (Louth; formed 1954); Desmond (Kerry);
Dick Smith's (Dublin); Dick Smith's Star (Dublin);
Disirt Tola (formerly Inchicronan) (Clare); D oire
Cholmcille; Donal O'Martin; Donal Ring (Cork);
Donegore; Doon; Doonaree; Drafocht; Dublin;
Dublin Metropolitan Garda; Duhallow (Cork); Dun
Aengus (Dublin; formed 1969); Dundrum (Down);
Dungarvan (Waterford); Dysart (Clare); Eamonn
Ceannt (Dublin); Eamonn O'Murray (Monaghan);
Earlsfield Boys (Sligo); Echo; Eddie Fagan and his
Ceilf Band; Eire Og; Emerald (Slane, Co. Meath;
1950s); Emmett; Ennistymon; Erne (Newtownbutler,
Co. Fermanagh); Esker Riada; Eugene Leddy's
(Co. Cavan); Father Fielding's (Kilkenny); Feighroe
[Fiach Roe] (Clare); Ferns (Wexford); Fiach Roe
(Clare; formed 1940); Ftanna Eireann; Five Counties;
Fodhla (Dublin); Fortrill (Ardara); Forty Shillings;
Four Courts; Foxford; Frank Gilligan; Frank Lee's
Tara (London; 1930s); Fred Hanna (1940s/50s);
Gallowglass (Kildare); Galway; formed 1939; Garda;
Gardin State; Garraf Eoin; Gene Anderson; Martin
Gaffney; George McSweeney; Glencull; Glenmona;
Glenside (London); Glenview (Co. Sligo);
Glincastle; Glinside; Gold Ring; Golden Star
(Kilfenora, Co. Clare); Gorey (Wexford/Galway);
Graiguenamanagh (Kilkenny); Green Cross; Green
Gates; Green Linnet; Greens (Tipperary); Gus
McElroy Ceili Trio; Harp; Heather Breeze; Hughie
Trainor's (Armagh); In chicronan (Clare; formed

1979); lnis Cealltra; Inis Og; Inisfail; Inishowen;
lnnisfree (Sligo); Irish; Irish World Academy;
Island; Ivy Leaf; Jack Barrett (Meath); Jack Wade;
Jackie Coogan;Jackie H earst (Down);Jackie Hearst
International (Down); Jig Time; Jim Lynn; Jimmy
McNamara's (Armagh); Joe Burke's; Joe Cooley;
Johnny Pickering (Charlemont, Co. Armagh);
Johnny Reidy and the Sliabh Luachra; Keane's;
Kearney; Kieran Kelly's (Westmeath); Kilbride
(Co. Roscommon); Kilfenora (Co. Clare); Kilfenora
Fiddle (Co. Clare); Killimer (Co. Galway); Killina;
Killoran Memorial (Ballinasloe, Co. Galway); The
Kilmihil; Kiltormer (Ballinasloe, Co. Galway);
Kincora (Dublin; 1930s); Kips Bay; Knocknagow
(Tipperary); Laichtfn Naofa (Miltown Malbay,
Co. Clare); Lakeside; Leeds; Leitrim [Co.]; Leitrim
[parish] (Co. Galway); Leo Casey (Westmeath;
formed 1950); Liam Ivory; Liberty Boys (Dublin);
Lichfield; Liverpool; Longridge (Offaly); Lough
Arrow; Lough Derg (Tipperary); Lough Gowna
(Dublin); Lough Lurgan (Galway); Lough Ree;
Luton; Lynch Brothers (Meath); Malachy Doris
(Cookstown, Co. Tyrone); Malachy Sweeney's
(Armagh); Marian; Matt Cunningham; Mayglass
(Wexford) ; McCoy; McCusker Brothers
(Killcreevy, Co. Armagh); McElroy; McNiece;
McSherry; Michael Moran Shamrock (Longford/
Dublin); Michael Sexton (Co. Clare); Mick
Cronin; Miltown Malbay (Co. Clare); Moate
(Co. Westmeath); Mooncoin (Co. Waterford); Mort
Kelleher; Mount View (Derrylin, Co. Fermanagh);
Moyglass (Co. Wexford); Mrs. Crotty's (Co. Clare);
Muinebeag Melody Makers (Carlow); Muskerry;
Naomh Eanna; Naomh Eoin (Ennis, Co. Clare);
aomh Padraig; Nazareth House (Derry); New
York; Noel and Paul Frost; Noel Frost; Noel Tuohy
(Dublin); Noel Tuohy Radio (Dublin); Nollaig and
the Cuchulainn Ceilf Band; Northern Province;
6 Dalaigh's; Oak Leaf; O'Connor Bros.; Octopus;
Ogra Eireann; Old Cross; Orchard County
(Armagh); Oriel; Ormond (Tipperary); Ormond
Star (Tipperary); Ottawa; Owenmore (Leitrim);
Paddy Malynn; Paddy O'Brien (Tipperary); Pat
McNulty's Famous Ceilf Band; Paul Duff)r; The
Pete Kelly Premier Pipers' Club; Pride of Erin
(Fermanagh/ Tyrone); Pride of the North; Qpidi
Vidi; Qpilty (Co. Clare); Raheny (Dublin); Rainey
City; Raymond Smyth (Dublin); Richard Fitzgerald
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(Bundoran, Co. Donegal); Ritchie Kelly; Roddy
McCorley; R6isin Dubh (Gurteen, Co. Sligo);
Rolling Notes; Ros Glas; Sanctuary; Sean Dunphy
(Dublin); Sean Kearney; Sean Maguire (Belfast);
Sean McDermott; Sean Norman (Edenderry,
Co. Offaly); Sean Ryan and Don Coughlan
(Tipperary); Sean Ryan's (Tipperary/Drummond,
Co. Laois); Shamrock; Shangarry; Shannon
Star (Drumshanbo, Co. Leitrim); Shannon Vale;
Shannonside; Shaskeen (Galway); Sheelinside; Shop
Street; Siamsa (Dundalk; 1960s); Siamsa Gaedhal;
Silver Spear; Silver Star; Slieve Pheilim (Leitrim);
Smith's (Mayo); Sonny Flynn's (Roscommon/South
Sligo); Spailpin Mac Oireachtaigh Irish; Spalpeens;
St Albans (London); St Brendan's; St Colmcille's
(London); St Eugene's; St Fachnan's (Kilfenora,
Co. Clare); St Flannan's College (Co. Clare); St
Joseph's; St Malachy's (Manchester); St Malachy's
(Warrenpoint); St Mary's; St Michael's Junior
(Thurles); St Peter's (Dungannon, Co. Tyrone);
St Rock's (Glasgow); St Roch's; Swallow's Tail
(Sligo); Tadhg Kearney (Cork); Tain (Dundalk;
1990s); Tara (New York); Taylor's Cross; Temple
House (Dublin); Thatch (London); Tom Senier
and his Ceilidhe Orchestra; Tulla (Clare; formed
1947); Tulla Junior (Clare); Tullamore (Co. Offaly);
Turloughmore; UCC; Vincent Lowe's (late 1940s);
Waterford Comhaltas; Wee Electric; West Clare
(Kilrush; formed 1935); Western; Willie Campbell;
Woodlands.
Many of these still survive in younger transformations. Some, like the Tulla and Kilfenora, have
undergone complete transfusions of personnel, era
and age-group. [MAG]
set-dance ciili bands. The set-dance revival has
seen the development of more specialised 'setdance' bands, staffed by top musicians, who were
familiar with set dances and sometimes worked
with a dance 'caller'.These also provided music for
'ceili' dancing. The revival movement of ceili dance
in 1997/8 produced yet other bands and gave
the set-dance bands greater playing opportunity.
Individual players among these groups will often be
professional, many having other playing outlets in
small-scale sessions. Among such bands currently
are: Emerald, Tyrone; Castleblaney, Monaghan;
Ardmore; Catha! McNulty; Gold Ring; Marina,
west Cork; Michael Sexton, Clare; Killimer, Galway;
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Dan Herlihy, Kerry; Donie Nolan, Cork; Four Star
Trio, Cork; Mountain Road Band, Fermanagh;
John Gordon, Fermanagh; Green Isle; Gaoth
Dobhair; Finvola; Fodhla, Louth; John Davey,
Louth; Sean Norman; M6na Dubh, Westmeath;
Glenside, Roscommon; Cahir Sound; Congers,
Roscommon; Taylors Cross; Templehouse; Ard
Erin; Matt Cunningham; Swallow's Tail; Shaskeen;
West Clare Ramblers.
·Jistening' ceili bands. Other bands utilise the
format of the ceili band as a structure for playing
a nostalgic style of unison music (Moving Cloud,
Swallow's Tail), using it as a showcase of the talents
of their members. Their articulation of the music
and attention to the detail of solo instrumental
'voice' reflects awareness of the abiding principles
of'listening' groups, these more or less formalised
by 6 Riada's Ceolt6iri Chualann. Modernist bands
like 'Kips Bay Ceilf Band' under US accordionist
John Whelan use a ceili band format, but modern
instrumentation, producing a sound closer to a
'Celtic rock'. Their aim is to provide music for
dance- hence the term 'ceili band'- with accordion and fiddle sound. Their use of the more solidly
traditional reel and jig based material encompasses
the ethos of'Irishness' and 'traditional'.
Assessment. Certain observations can be made
concerning their role. Ceili bands provided for:
1. the social need for dance music;
2. artistic expressivity and encouragement of
music talent;
3. exploration in music and thinking about music
purpose and presentation;
4. adoption of new ideas;
5. economic support for musicians;
6. aesthetic appreciation of music.
The bands also had spin-off effects which fed into
subsequent session and recording practices. They
encouraged:
1. a productive pyramid of music talent;
2. the learning of extensive and varied repertoires;
3. consideration of expressivity in tune juxtaposition;
4. composition;
5. the survival of music and musicianship;
6. openness to older music.
decline. Ceili bands retain a status as performance ensembles, but sometimes more related to

bands

compet1t10n perfection than to provtsJOn for
dancing. Insofar as the heyday of the bands is concerned, their demise has been due to sociological,
aesthetic and technological changes, specifically:
1. most popular dancing is no longer done to
Irish music;
2. global patterns in entertainment condition
popular taste away from the local;
3. revival practices in traditional music put
superior value on the solo sound, the individual within collective playing, and the relaxed
format of the session;
4. the 6 Riada formula presents music for music's
sake - to be listened to and appreciated for
itself without the need to engage with it in
dancing. [EDI]
2. groups. Ceili bands and smaller ensembles
like the Belhavel Trio established a significant
popularity with the traditional music public all
over Ireland. But the emergence of 0 Riada's
Ceolt6iri Chualann in the early 1960s, paralleled with the extraordinary growth of interest in
ballad groups, forged a new, enthusiastic and different audience for folk and traditional music. The
Clancy Brothers made their name in the United
States in the folk underground of the Greenwich
Village coffee-club scene at the start of the decade.
Dublin was the site for a burgeoning music community centred on O'Donoghue's pub out of
which The Dubliners emerged; they, along with
The Clancy Brothers, were to become leaders in
the 'ballad boom' of the mid-1960s, introducing
traditional songs to many people for the first time.
Importantly, they also highlighted the idea of'participation'- the so ngs they popularised often had
choruses and simple story lines and listeners could
join in enthusiastically.
Form ula. Ceolt6iri Chualann's nation-wide
popularity was established through influential radio
broadcasts in the early 1960s; their formula was
reflected in Paddy Moloney's development ofThe
Chieftains, whose first LP was issued in 1963.1hey
in turn were to be hugely influential in subsequent
developments in ensemble playing of traditional
music. Their international acclaim and commercial success up to the mid- 1970s came as a result
of a series of innovative arrangements, recordings
and exposure through film soundtracks like Barry

USA all-women band Cherish the Ladies

Lyndon and 7he Purple Taxi. The McPeakes from
Belfast had already established an audience for this
approach to music through their radio and live
work in the late 1950s and early '60s, while Finbar
and Eddie Furey along with solo balladeers like
the young Christy Moo re were among the many to
leave Ireland and follow the demand to work in the
folk clubs of Scotland and England. The Johnstons,
Sweeney's Men and Emmet Spiceland were among
the more influential of the other groupings to follow
into and put their own stamp on this commercial
arena following such renewed public interest in
traditional music. These new groups understood
contemporary popular music and culture, and their
arrangements and harmonies often reflected a cosmopolitan approach. Folk club audiences grew in
response, this in turn creating greater demand for
groups, ensembles and solo performers.
professionalism. A new wave of semi-professional (and some professional) performers emerged
in the early 1970s, many of whom had learned
their trade either through the folk clubs or with
earlier bands. Foremost among these was Planxty,
formed around the charismatic presence of singer
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Munster-based band Danu: (1-r) Donal Clancy (guitar), Donnchdha Gough (pipes, bodhran), Muireann Nic Amhlaoibh
(song & flute), Benny McCarthy (accordion), Eamon Doorley (bouzouki), Oisfn McAuley lfiddle) [Calm Henry/Baylin]

Christy Moore, with Andy Irvine of Sweeney's
Men, Donal Lunny of Emmet Spiceland, and
Liam O'Flynn who had a background of serious
piping having studied under Leo Rowsome and
Seamus Ennis. 1heir music and image helped build
a yet more extensive audience, drawing committed
traditional followers, and many who were being
introduced to traditional music for the first time.
'band'. The term 'band' gradually came to replace
'group' in the popular lexicon, and new Irish formations took their cue from the success of those in
England -like Fairport Convention and Steeleye
Span. They began to experiment with rock music
and aspects of the Irish traditional music they had
heard. 'Celtic rock'- as the genre became known was the creation of such bands as Horslips, Spud,
Cromwell and Mushroom. Of these, Horslips was
by far the most popular, attracting a rock audience
open to the possibilities that experimentation with
traditional music allowed. 'O'Neill's Cavalcade'
was re-interpreted with a clarion-like electric
guitar riff- tens of thousands of young people
danced to it, and some were motivated to seek out
6 Riada's original recording of the same piece. A
brief enthusiasm for pan-Celticism saw Breton
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harper Alan Stivell attract largely the same type
of audience as Horslips. Traditional music (or one
version of it) was perceived as being trendy and
hip. Influenced by British bands like Pentangle,
and yet acutely aware of the richness of the music
tradition that surrounded them , Skara Brae, for
instance, were able to popularise a fresh approach
to traditional lrish-language song; Clannad, from
the Donegal Gaeltacht, incorporated some jazz
aspects alongside other popular music idioms,
like Planxty, honing their skills on the road, and
touring incessantly.
An international audience took to Irish music
with enthusiasm. At approximately the same
time groups like The Press Gang, MacMurrough,
Munroe, The Sands Family and The Blacksmiths
also helped expand the market for Irish bands.
The Bothy Band formed aro und a melodic core of
solid traditional instruments (fiddle, flute, pipes),
and incorporated the formidable rhythm section
of Donal Lunny (bouzouki and guitar) , Micheal
6 Domhnaill (guitar) and Triona Ni Dhomhnaill
(clavinet). By 1975, music journalists were comparing them to rock ensembles, despite the fact that
they were an acoustic band.

bands

new bands. Through the early 1970s bands such
as Na Fili, Aileach and Ceoltoirf Laighean issued
recordings, but from the middle of the decade even
more groups were to form and attempt to make
some sort of professional living from music. The
Boys of the Lough had established themselves
in Scotland in the early 1970s, combining Irish
and Scottish music, while Frankie Gavin's young
band De Dannan initially established their reputation in the mid-1970s. Inchiquin, Pumpkinhead,
Stockton's Wing, Oisin, Shaskeen, General
Humbert, Na Casadaigh, Any Old Time, Skylark,
Altan, Buttons and Bows, Relativity, Dervish,
Arcady, Bakerswell, Moving Cloud, Reel-time,
The Sharon Shannon Band, Nomos, La Lugh,
Cran, Patrick Street, Four Men and a Dog,
North Cregg, Dam], Teada, Lunasa, Sliabh Notes,
Moher, Fisherstreet, Beginish, Deanta, Grada, The
Bumblebees, At the Racket, Slide, Beoga, Buille,
are among the more prominent groups who have
formed (and in many instances re-formed or disbanded) since the 1970s.
fusion. Another attempt at exploring the
overlap of traditional and rock musics was made
in the early 1980s by Moving Hearts - their piper
Davy Spillane continuing with that direction since
their dissolution. Moving Hearts founder member
Donal Lunny pursued this route in Coolfin with
an orthodox rock rhythm section. Moving Hearts
were to re-form in 2007. Rock and 'world' music
elements combining with traditional music influences were evident in bands like Kila and The
Afro Celt Sound System. US-based traditional
musicians also formed bands, but these mostly
reflected trends in Ireland; chief among them were
Celtic Thunder, Touchstone, Cherish the Ladies,
Trian and Solas. The Irish Diaspora in Britain saw
the emergence of bands like Le Cheile, Toss the
Feathers, Michael McGoldrick Band and Flook.
Reduced investment and output by record companies reflected by the fall in sales of recorded music
has resulted in a significantly more challenging
environment for commercial traditional music
bands at the opening of the second decade of the
twenty-first century. [TOS]
groups w ith song. Afro Celt Sound System;
Mterhours; Aileach; Altan; An Tor; Any Old Time;
Arcady; Arcanadh; At the Racket; Balscadden

Sound; The Bards; Barleycorn; Beginish; Beoga;
Black 47; Blasket Sound; Bohola; The Border
Collies; The Bothy Band; The Boys of the Lough;
The Bridies; Ceide; Ceili Bandits; Ceol Gan
Amhras; Ceoltoiri Chualann; Ceoltoirf Laighean;
Cherish the Ladies; The Chieftains; Cian; Clannad;
Coisir; Coolfin; Cosc:in; Cran; Craobh Rua;
Cruinniu; Damp in the Attic; Danu; De Dannanl
Dannan; Deanta; Dervish; The Dubliners; Duchas;
Fianna; Fling; Flook; Four Men and a Dog; Four
Star Trio; Gael Sli; Gealtra; Goats Don't Shave;
High Notes; Hill 16; Horslips; Iontach; Irish
Tradition; Island Eddy; The Johnstons; Kila;
La Lugh; Last Night's Fun; Lonely Stranded
Band; Macalla; The McPeake Family; Midnight
Court; Moving Hearts; Mozaik; Mushroom; Na
Casaidigh; Na hAncairi; Na Mara; Nabac; Nomos;
North Cregg; Nuada; Oisfn; Osna; The Outside
Track; Planxty; Providence; Rattle the Boards;
Reeltime; Relativity; Rig the Jig; The Russell
Family of Doolin; Russell's House; The Sands
Family; Shantalla; Shaskeen; Shebeen; Siucra;
Sixteen Ninety-One; Skara Brae; Skylark; Sliabh
Notes; Slide; Solas; Spud; Stockton's Wing; Stokers
Lodge; Sweeney's Men; Teada; Trian; Turas; The
Wolfe Tones. [MAC]
instrumental on ly. Aengus; Aileach; Ar
Leitheidf; Bakerswell; Bowhouse Quintet; The
Bumblebees; Calico; Calua; Na Connerys; Bob
Craig and the Boys of Sandy Row; Dan Sullivan's
Shamrock Band; The Diamond Accordion Band;
Errislannan; Na Fill; Fisherstreet; The Flanagan
Brothers; The Four Star Quartet; Galldubh;
Inchiquin; Lahawns; Le Cheile; The London
Lasses and Pete Quinn; Lunasa; McNamara
Family; Moher; Moving Cloud; Patrick Street;
Puck Fair; Siona; The Star of Munster Trio; Trad
Lads; West Ocean String Qyartet. [MAC]
voice-only groups. Acabella; Anuna; Arcanadh;
The Black Family; Cantairi Mhuscraf; Cantairi
na Cille; Cantairi Oga Atha Cliath; Choir of
Gaelscoil Dhun Dealgan; Clancy and Hammond
families; The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem;
Clannad; Cor Ban Chuil Aodha; Cor Chualann;
Cor Cuil Aodh; Cor na Og; Cor Scoil Naithf; Cor
Thaobh a' Leithid; Cran; Emmet Spiceland; The
Fallen Angels; The Johnstons; MacMurrough; Miss
Brown to You; The Monks ofGlenstal with Noirin
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Ni Riain; The Press Gang; Scullion; The Shannon
Singers; Skara Brae; The Stargazers; Sweeney's
Men; We Four; The Wild Flowers. []MD)
regional style. Key among the catalysts for
widespread band formation, large-scale social
dancing activity provided encouragement for the
organisation of regionally based musicians into
formal performing groups. Commonly known
as 'ceili bands', many such ensembles assumed
strong local or regional identities through the
use of geographically related names such as Tulla,
Coleman Country and, considerably earlier, the
1909-initiated Kilfenora. Early national radio
exposure provided by live broadcasts on 2RN aided
regionally identified bands such as the Ballinakill,
Aughrim Slopes and Moate in achieving a profile
well beyond the local, overcoming the era's travel
limitations. Significantly, by 1930/1 The Ballinakill
Traditional Dance Players were also recording
a number of 78 rpm sides for London-based
Parlophone, promoting a distinctively regional
style and repertoire to a wide audience in similar
manner to the 78 rpm recordings of US origin.
In contrast to the larger band format, often synonymous with mandatory drums and piano
accompaniment, many early bands more closely
resembled intimate trios and quartets. With the
absence of sometimes-restrictive rhythmic accompaniment, the projection of stylistic features was
more easily facilitated by the increased possibilities
for musical interaction that resulted.
Frustrated with what he felt were expressive

constraints imposed by the fixed unisor. playing
then associated with ceili band performance, Se:in
6 Riada set out to establish new standards of
stylistic and textural variety within listening-oriented groups. The decades after 6 Riada founded
Ceolt6iri Chualann in 1961 saw a wave of commercial groups/bands, the musical direction of which
has not generally been strongly associated with
local identities or regional stylistic impulses. Such
groups have tended to reflect contemporary trends
in performance styles and the increased mobility,
both physical and identity-related, existent in
society. There remain, however, notable cases of
regional identification such as can be associated
with the groups Altan and Dervish, respectively
identified with Donegal and Sligo. Such regional
identification may reflect a combination of birthplace, location, musical repertoire, performance
style and a desire for distinctiveness. [OIM)
crossover. Early bands in Ireland and among the
Diaspora were primarily dance bands. The second
half of the twentieth century saw the development
of concert bands which have taken their perform ance models from classical, jazz and popular music.
Since the 1970s, a tradition ofbands which deliberately fuse elements of other music traditions with
Irish music has developed too. There are four types
of fusion: 1. with western popular music, 2. with
j azz, 3. with classical music, and 4. with other
ethnic traditions. Most of such fusion ensembles
tend to incorporate more than two genres.
western popular. These fusions mostly involve

Davy Spillane, Declan Masterson and Donal Lunny in Moving Hearts [courtesy Tony Woolgar]
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rock. It had its first flowerings with bands in the
1970s and '80s such as Horslips, Moving Hearts
and Stockton's Wing. These would mix a traditional rock combo (electric guitar(s), bass guitar,
keyboards, rock drums, occasionally brass) with
one or more traditional instrumentalists and vocalists. This kind of fusion is no longer very prevalent,
but does occasionally appear in various forms, such
as ensembles inspired by Donal Lunny (Coolfin),
and those led by certain virtuosic traditional
instrumentalists (Michael McGoldrick, Sharon
Shannon).
jazz. These fusions tend to be very subtle,
perhaps because of the conflict of improvisation
practices. Many contemporary ensembles (such as
North Cregg, Reeltime, David Munnelly Band)
involve instrumentation (snare, bass, piano and
guitar) and styles of accompaniment (swing in particular) from traditional jazz. Other bands, such as
Deiseal and Buille, more controversially embrace
more identifiable jazz improvisation. Significant
work is done in this field by Cormac Breatnach
and by Flook.
classical. This form of fusion has the longest
history in Irish music, but is less important
in band contexts. But some bands (Micheal
6 Suilleabh:iin's Hiberno Jazz and Frankie Gavin's
Hibernian Rhapsody) do occasionally feature small
string sections made up of classical musicians; the
former notably performs also with full orchestras.
other ethnic. The most recent form of fusion is
that done with other ethnic traditions. This was
pioneered with Balkan music by Andy Irvine,
and used by him in various ensembles since the
1970s (such as Mozaik). Mro Celt Sound System
is another such conscious fusion of Irish, Celtic,
Asian, Mrican and popular music, and has perhaps
been most successful. Fusion bands have always had
popular appeal but have inspired ethical uneasiness
in the traditional music community. [NIK]
See bands.
Bangor set dancers. Based in Bangor, Co. Down,
they specialise in quadrilles, lancers and Caledonian
as still danced locally at the pace traditional to the
area, in a manner probably the same as when these
dances were first introduced to this island in the
1800s.

banjo. An iconic and uplifting element of the
fleadh cheoil soundscape, this instrument was
played by Irish musicians in the USA in the nineteenth century. Its sound has been preserved on
early recordings from as far back as 1916. Today
it has many outstanding exponents, and perhaps
more than any other instrument is likely to be
engaged also with other sympathetic music forms,
particularly American Old-Time music.
origins. The banjo is a plucked, fretted lute
in which the sound is amplified by the tensioning of its strings over a bridge seated on a fine
skin diaphragm which is stretched over a circular
metal frame. The early origins of the instrument
are obscure. That its precursors came from Africa
to America, probably via the West Indies, is by
now well established. However, the multitude
of African peoples, languages and musics makes
it very difficult to associate the banjo with any
specific African prototype. From various historical references, however, it can be deduced that the
banjar, bangie, banjer, banza, or banjo was played
in early seventeenth-century America by Africans
in slavery who constructed their instruments from
gourds, wood and tanned skins, using hemp or
gut for strings. This prototype was eventually to
lead to the evolution of the modern banjo in the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.
Until about 1800 the banjo remained essentially
an Mrican American instrument, and although at
times there was considerable interaction between
whites and Mrican Americans enjoying music and
dance, whites usually participated as observers.
five-string banjo. What brought the instrument to the attention of the nation, however, was
a grotesque representation of African American
culture by white performers in black-face 'minstrel'
shows which toured Ireland just before the Famine.
Percy French played banjo in such a format c.1880.
The banjo they introduced was most likely the fivestring banjo of the minstrels and not the earlier
three- or four-string variety which was common on
the plantations. This is supported by a nineteenthcentury sketch in Captain Francis O'Neill's Irish
Minstrels and Musicians of piper Dick Stephenson
and banjoist John Dunne, where the fifth string
and peg on Dunne's banjo are clearly visible .
By this time the banjo had undergone several
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transformations of a technological nature. Instead
of tacking the skin head directly to the wooden
hoop or gourd body, banjo-makers added a thin
metal band which sat on top of the wooden rim
over the head, this secured by hooks and nuts which
fastened through 'shows' mounted around the side
of the body. The tension of the skin could thus be
adjusted . Factory-made gut strings replaced the
old home-made strings and round wooden hoops
were used as frames, instead of hollow gourds, this
giving the instrument more durability.
frets. The minstrel banjo lacked frets and, as a
result, playing above the fifth string peg position
posed severe intonation problems. It wasn't until
1878 that frets were added to the commercially
produced banjo, a development credited to Henry
Dobson of New York State. It took three decades
of animated controversy for the idea to catch on.
Some opponents deemed the innovation as sacrilegious as putting frets on a violin.
The earliest Irish banjos then were certainly
fretless. Up to the turn of the nineteenth century
banjos were plucked and strummed by the fingers.
So the evidence, though circumstantial, would
indicate that originally the banjo was used in Ireland
for rudimentary accompaniment of songs and
tunes, with perhaps some of the simpler melodies
being plucked out by the fingers. This all changed
dramatically at the turn of the twentieth century
when steel strings were invented. Influenced by the
use of the plectrum in mandolin playing,
banjo players started to experiment with
different plectra! playing styles. The idea
of tuning the banjo in fifths, just like the
mandolin, caught on around this time
as well. Many players began to remove
the short fifth string from the banjo,
and before long four-string banjos,
originally called 'plectrum' banjos,
were being manufactured. These
were full-sized 22-fret banjos
just like today's five-string
instrument but without
the fifth string.
t en or ba njo. Then
around 1915 the tango or
tenor banjo was invented,
coinciding with the popularity
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in America of the new exotic dance form imported
from Latin America, which was sweeping the
nation at the time. The tenor banjo had seventeen
or nineteen frets, a shorter neck tuned in fifths
just like the mandolin or fiddle, though not at the
same pitch, and was played with a plectrum. The
plectrum and tenor banjos became the preferred
form of the instrument in vaudeville, Dixieland
jazz, ragtime and swing. In fact the five-string banjo
languished for years, except in Appalachia, until it
was restored to popularity through bluegrass, the
1960s folk revival and the revival of old-time traditional mountain music.
performers. The first Irish banjo player to
record commercially was James Wheeler, who
was featured along with accordion player Eddie
Herborn in a Columbia recording in 1916. The
most famous Irish banjo player of the 1920s and
'30s was Mike Flanagan, born in Co. Waterford
in 1898, who emigrated to the United States
with his family at the age of ten. Like many of
the Irish banjo players of that era, he started on
the mandolin and was self-taught. In essence he
invented his own style of playing. He played for
decades in the Irish dance halls in New York City
with his brother Joe, a virtuoso accordionist. The
banjo/accordion combination was ideal for the
non-amplified, non-air-conditioned dance halls
of the day. The duo was known as The Flanagan
Brothers and they recorded prodigiously between
the early 1920s and the late 1930s. Other banjo
players to record in America in the 1920s and '30s
included Jimmy McDade of The Four Provinces
Orchestra in Philadelphia, Michael Gaffney in
New York and Neil Nolan, originally from Prince
Edward Island, who recorded with Dan Sullivan's
Shamrock Band in Boston.
tuning. There was great life and exuberance in
these early recordings, in part because the music
was designed for lively dancing, but also because at
that time the banjo was traditionally tuned higher
than nowadays- still in fifths but in the standard
tenor banjo tuning where the top string was pitched
at C. There are a few players in America who
favoured this tuning, most notably Jimmy Kelly in
Boston. Most of the young players, however, favour
the GDAE tuning which is now standard for Irish
traditional banjo players. It's not hard to pinpoint
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when this 'standardisation' occurred. Before 1960
a number of styles and instruments co-existed in
the modest fraternity of banjo players in Ireland.
Some players favoured the five-string, some the
banjo-mandolin, while others favoured varieties
of the four-st ring instrument. Some players used
a pick, while others used a thimble, most notably
a member of the famous Dunne family of travelling musicians from Limerick who played outside
the Augustinian Church in O'Connell Street in
Limerick every weekend in the 1960s.
folk revival. In the early 1960s too, the rise to
commercial success of1he Dubliners in the Irish
and English folk revival was to have a profound
effect on the fortunes of the tenor banjo in Irish
music. Barney McKenna's skill helped bring scores
of new devotees to the instrument, almost all
tuning like him to GDAE, an octave below the
fiddle. There are now hundreds of accomplished
tenor banjo players in Ireland, England and
America. Many individual and virtuoso styles of
playing are emerging with every passing year. The
instrument has come of age in Irish music. [MIM]
strings. The standard tuning for tenor banjo
in Ireland is GDAE (from the top down in the
playing position). The 'Irish' GDAE is known
as 'mandolin tuning' or 'fiddle tuning'. Another
tuning which is now popular among younger
banjo players is ADAE, a variation of the standard
GDAE tuning which facilitates a more open-tuned
effect. The strings most commonly used on tenor
· banjo are basic acoustic or electric guitar strings.
The common gauge ranges are (in inches): G:
0.032- 0.036; D: 0.024- 0.027; A: 0.016- 0.018;
E: 0.011- 0.013 (the spread indicates variety in
acoustic potential). Most banjos use wound strings
in bronze, phosphor bronze or nickel. [ENS]
banjo-specific decoration. In GDAE tuning the
melody fingering is the same as on fiddle. The most
universal form of decoration in this is the slide,
where a desired note is made with the fingering
hand by sliding up into it, as on fiddle or flute. The
other major traditional music decorations of 'cut'
and 'tip' apply, as on fiddle, but the plucking offers
other potential. The treble - one note played three
times- is distinctive for being picked out on banjo
with the plectrum in a down-up-down motion. Ths
gives the endearing characteristic banjo 'sound'.lt

is generally played on the downbeat where there is
a long note (crotchet) in a reel or a jig. It is written
like this:

Treble 1 played on banjo

And rhythmically, is played like this:

~ " V
Allq
Treble 2

triplet. This is rhythmically identical to the
treble but also involves changing notes with the
left hand. These are some forms ofTriplet:

Triplet 1
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Triplet 3

Other banjo techniques are very specific to
the instrument, engaging with both the potential
offered by rapidity and direction of plucking, and
the colouring which touching, dampening and
undercutting in fingering make possible. [ENS]
stylists. There are many virtuosic players on
this instrument, most flamboyant among them
being perhaps Gerry O'Connor of Co. Tipperary
(Time to Time). Others are more solid in style,
such as Kieran Hanrahan, Co. Clare, and John
Carty, London/Roscommon. Long established
names are Barney McKenna (Dubliners), Mick
Moloney, Limerick/USA, and Tom Cussen, Co.
Limerick (Shaskeen). More than any other instru ment the banjo leads the player to cross over to
sympathetic music forms, particularly to American
Old-Time music, such as is heard in the adventurous, stylish playing ofDarren Maloney, Co. Cavan,
Enda Scahill, Co. Galway, and also in the case of
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multi-instrumentalist Seamus Egan, Co. Mayo/
USA (Solas). Bill Whelan (Sackville String Band)
has been a major promoter of all dimensions of
banjo music, latterly through his string bands, and
players from the 78 era remain a solid influence
on such as Brian McGrath, Co. Fermanagh (At
the Racket), whose debut album Pure Banjo (2009)
adds stylistic solidity to an already extensive discography as an accompanist with bands over many
years. The banjo has had strong male associations
in the past, but women are increasingly taking it up
as indicated by competition participation. Among
the rising female stylists is Angelina Carbery of
Co. Longford. The Johnny Keenan Banjo Festival
held at Longford each September is the major
focus for banjo playing in Ireland, but other centres
include the October Scoil Cheoil na Botha in Co.
Monaghan. [ENS]
bar. 1. The shortest sub-division of all tunes,
two or more of which make up the 'phrase' as the
rhythmic units of playing. Most tunes have eight
bars in each of their parts, but some jigs may have
only four, and occasional dance-orientated 'set'
pieces may have six.
2. A drinking establishment, home to the session.
See pub.

bards. The hereditary, professional literary caste
which flourished in the Gaelic and Gaelicised lordships oflreland (and in Gaelic Scotland) from the
time of the Anglo-Norman conquest to the final
destruction of Gaelic society (c.l200-1650).
bardic poetry. The poetry produced by the
bards. Usually of one of the great bardic clans
such as 6 Dalaigh, Mac Con Midhe, 6 Gnimh,
6 hEodhasa, 6 hUiginn, Mac an Bhaird, the
bard received a thorough and intensive education
in grammar, poetry, Gaelic literature, historical,
genealogical and topographical lore, and much
else besides, in one of the bardic 'schools'. The
bards' primary social function was to eulogise and
elegise the nobility in verse, a task for which they
were generously recompensed. This afforded many
of them wealth in accordance with their high
status and prestige. Much of their 'official' poetry
- composed by and for a society with very different tastes and values to those of the present day
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-is of limited attraction to the modern reader. A
small number of poems of a more personal nature
(personal tragedies, love poetry, personal observations on contemporary events, religious poetry
etc.) have survived and are generally of greater
interest and appeal. Among the bards who earned
an enduring reputation in the Gaelic literary tradition are Muireadhach Albanach and Donnchadh
M6r 6 Dalaigh, Giolla Bhride Mac Con Midhe
(thirteenth century), Gofraidh Fionn 6 Dalaigh
(fourteenth century), Tadhg 6g 6 hUiginn (fifteenth century) and Tadhg Dall 6 hUiginn
(sixteenth century). As an integral part of, and with
a vested interest in, a distinctive native culture and
socio-political system, the bards were always considered inimical to the spread of English 'civility'.
Consequently, control - or elimination - of them
was an important part of the Tudor conquest in the
sixteenth century.
syllabic form. The bards mainly practised a
form of poetry known as 'clan direach' ('straight
verse') where the number of syllables in each line
(as opposed to the number of stresses, as in song
metres) and the number of syllables in the last
word in each line are the predominant features .
'Dan direach' also included intricate and strict
rules involving alliteration, rhyme, assonance, etc.
To compose well required great skill and erudition,
and convention demanded ritual sensory deprivation, perhaps echoing the spiritual austerities of
their pre-Christian predecessors. With the gradual
disappearance of the bardic schools, the necessary
training could not be provided, and the practice
of syllabic poetry declined during the seventeenth
century, although examples are found as late as the
mid-eighteenth century. Its practice in Scotland
continued with the survival of bardic schools in
Gaelic Scotland into the eighteenth century.
performance. The first display of a newly
composed bardic pane?;yric was an important
occasion- the bard sitting with the lord, and
the poem chanted or sung by a 'reacaire' (reciter)
accompanied by a harper. There is little evidence
concerning the musical delivery of the poetry.
When the repertoire of the old harpers was first
examined in Granard and Belfast in the latter half
of the eighteenth century, it was found to consist
mostly of song airs, very unlikely to have been

Barry, Margaret

used to provide dramatic accompaniment to the
chanting of syllabic poetry. The literary tradition
bestowed on the oral tradition a relaxed form of
syllabic poetry in the form of'laoithe Fiannaiochta',
'lays', narrative poems concerning the adventures
ofFionn Mac Cumhaill and his warrior comrades.
These first gained widespread popularity during
bardic time s, but survived in Ireland into the
twentieth century, and a few are still sung today
in the Western Isles of Scotland. The manner of
their singing was perhaps not dissimilar to the art
of the reacaire.
song metres. While the bards regarded the
popular so ng metres as inappropriate for more
formal work, it seems probable that they conceded
to popular taste on occasions of less importance
or formality. Certainly, when song metres begin
to displace syllabic poetry as the literary medium,
they emerge in very developed forms, implying
a long, established tradition of composition. As
early as the beginning of the seventeenth century,
Seathrun Ceitinn (1570-1644) was composing
with impressive skill assonantal verse with rhymes
corresponding to the stresses in each line. With the
eventual adoption by the literary tradition of song
as the medium for their art, the poets bequeathed
to the folk-song repertoire a considerable corpus
of songs that have aptly been described as 'folksongs by destination but not by origination' (Sharp,
1908). Particularly where the literary tradition was
maintained throughout the eighteenth century in
Munster and south-east Ulster, this fact influenced
in a general way the style, tastes and vocabulary of
purer folk-song composition. [EAB]
See Song.

Barry, Margaret. (1917-89). Banjo player and
singer. Born in Peter Street, Cork, her father and
uncle played banjo, her mother the harp. At age
sixteen, following the death of her mother, 'Maggie'
went on the road, singing at fairs, markets, football
matches and other gatherings all over Ireland,
but concentrating on the area between Dundalk,
Newry, Armagh and Forkhill. Self-taught, and
having learned her songs by ear, some of her lyrics
can be jumbled and 'sound-alike'. Her sources
are eclectic: she got 'The Factory Girl' from Alan
Lomax while he was collecting in Ireland, while
'My Lagan Love' was picked up through eavesdropping at the open door of a record shop. Strongest
and best known of her repertoire were 'The Blarney
Stone', 'The Hills of Donegal', 'The Wild Colonial
Boy', 'The Flower of Sweet Strabane', 'The Turf
Man from Ardee', 'The Galway Shawl', 'She
Moved Through the Fair' and 'Eileen McMahon'
-all popular, as opposed to 'traditional', Irish songs
of her times, her taste reflecting attitudes typical
of street singers everywhere. Lomax took her to
London to make a recording; there she played in
sessions with many Irish musicians, teaming up
with fiddler Michael Gorman from Tubbercurry,
Co. Sligo, who had settled there in the mid-1940s.
Recordings spread her fame, and with him she was
able to fill London's Albert Hall and New York's
Carnegie Hall. They played together until his
death in 1969, renowned for their interpretation of

barn dance. A form of 'round the hall' social
dance most popular up to the 1950s. It was generally performed to hornpipe time (4/4), but, related
to marching practice, danced to 6/8 time in north
Co. Antrim. The dance takes its name from the
practice of dancing in 'barns' (large sheds) which
was common prior to the provision of social and
meeting halls.
See under dance.
Barron , Pat. Last of the travelling dancing
masters to teach in west Clare in the 1930s.

Margaret 'Maggie' Barry with fiddler Michael Gorman
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bass, electric

'Lord Cordon', and for the complex jig 'Stray-away
Child', reputedly composed by her in memory of
her younger life, but usually attributed to him.
Another tune, 'The Drunken Hens', was composed
in memory of the disposal method she used following a failed poteen-making attempt. Her
last decade was spent in Banbridge, Co. Down.
Occasional trips were made to play in folk clubs
such as that in Armagh where she once memorably entertained the Church of Ireland bishop Dr
George Otto Simms.
bass, electric. The standard electric bass has a
fretted neck and four strings, tuned EADG, an
octave below the lowest four strings of a conventional guitar. Some forms have more strings, and
some are fretless, the latter preferred by players
in traditional music (such as John Spillane) for
the potential to undercut notes and shape pitch.
Use in Irish music is typically confined to fusion
groups (tradlrock, tradljazz), normally in a backing
role, although Spillane's work shows a different
potential, and the example of virtuoso jazz bassists
(e.g.Jaco Pastorius) suggests it could also be used
melodically. [PDG]
BBC (British Broadcasting Corporation). From
its inception in 1924, BBC Northern Ireland Radio
carried programmes of traditional music and song
and frequently used music or song in documentaries
or as atmosphere, while arts programmes carried
brief talks or single performances. To choose a few
examples: in the 1930s and '40s, Sam Henry scripted
programmes of songs on themes such as 'Songs
of the Fair', 'The Ballad Seller' or 'The Music of
County Londonderry', and David Curry presented
Irish Rhythms. Towards the end of the twentieth
century there were profiles of Eddie Butcher, Mary
O'Hara and The Chieftains, while pipe and flute
band music, festivals of traditional singing and the
Ulster fleadh cheoil have had programmes devoted
to them . In the 1970s, weekly 'folk magazine'
programmes, and others which featured concert
performances by groups such as Planxty, began to
be produced. Broadcasts for schools started in 1960;
they featured Sarah Makem, Paul Brady and The
Sands Family and described the singing town and
the singing townland.
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flute bands. In the 1950s and '60s a series called
Ulster Band presented music for marching bands
and featured mostly flute bands (playing in parts),
silver bands and pipe bands; in the late 1990s a
programme entitled Pipes and Drums presented
pipe bands, solos on the Scottish and Irish pipes
and performances by Scottish and Irish music
groups. Traditional music and song now command
few specialist programmes; perhaps this reflects
absorption into the mainstream of music rather
than a significant drop in popularity. The BBC
Radio Archive at the Ulster Folk and Transport
Museum has examples of many of the programmes.
[]OM]

policy and content. The BBC in Northern
Ireland covered traditional music and song as a
consequence of the appointment of Sam Hanna
Bell as features editor in 1945. He was responsible to Louis MacNeice, the poet, who worked
for the BBC in London. This ensured that Bell's
local programmes could be broadcast without
undue interference from unionist influence. For
the first time folklore, traditional music and song
were recorded 'in the field ' for broadcasting on the
airwaves. In the late 1940s and early'50s collecting
was done all over Ulster for the pioneering radio
series As I Roved Out, which ran throughout the
1950s. The BBC schedule today aims to cover folk
and traditional music in English and Irish through
several programmes: Folk Club, with Colum Sands,
traditional and contemporary folk music and song
with live studio guests and recordings from live
concerts (Tony McAuley (1939-2003) presented
this programme up to the time of hi s death); Pipes
and Drums, with Tommy Millar; A Kist O'Wurds ,
with various presenters, Ulster-Scots show; Culan,
Robbie Hannan, an lrish-language show with traditional music, including live performances and
interviews; Bias, Tomai 6 Conghaile and Lynette
Fay, lrish-language magazine programme with
music;Caschldr, Brian Mullen, lri sh-language show
with pop, traditional, blues and soul. [MAL]
BBC So und Archive. This contains recorded
material covering a period of over eighty years.
The BBC began its radio activities in 1922 but
initial broadcasts were live and few were recorded
for posterity. The earliest surviving BBC recording
of an Irish traditional performer that we know of

BBC (British Broadcasting Corporation)

dates from 1943 and is of the Westmeath-born
piper R.S. O'Mealy. However, in the late 1940s
the BBC undertook the responsibility of systematically recording what was believed to remain of
the indigenous folk music of England, Ireland,
Scotland and Wales. As part of this project, performers oflrish traditional music, song and dance
were documented both in Ireland and among areas
oflrish settlement in Britain.
Brian George. This Donegal man who had
emigrated to England and risen in the ranks of
the BBC in London led this undertaking. As part
of a pilot scheme, he travelled in 1947 to Ireland
to look at the possibility of intensive collection of
Irish traditional music. Here he met Seamus Ennis,
who had at that time just finished working for the
Irish Folklore Commission. It was the singers and
musicians with whom Ennis put George in contact
who convinced the Donegal man of the viability
of the proposed venture. Ennis, who was shortly
to begin employment with Radio Eireann, was
given as his first assignment the job of assisting
George and the BBC in their collecting activities
in Ireland. After a further pilot scheme in 1949,
collecting began in earnest in the summer of 1952.
Ennis was by then in the full-time employment of
the BBC. Engaged as a collector he made occasional forays into the northern part of Ireland
but it was in the more southern counties that his
activities were concentrated.
Uls ter. The job of collecting material from
Ulster was given to rwo men: Peter Kennedy, an
Englishman in the employ of the English Folk
Dance and Song Society, and Belfast-born Sean
O'Boyle. Kennedy had been involved with the
folk community in England for a number of years
and was seconded to the BBC by the EFDSS on
the strength of his previous experience. O'Boyle
was engaged not only due to his knowledge of the
Irish language but also because of his own personal
interest in and knowledge of many of the traditional performers eventually documented in their
travels. During the summer months of 1952-4
both men made a series of highly successful collecting trips across the North. It was in these years
that the bulk of what we now consider to be the
BB C Folk Music Collection of Irish traditional
music was amassed. Collecting was done on both

disc and reel-to-reel tape formats, although the
BBC eventually transferred all recordings to coarse
and micro-groove discs, the preferred archive
storage medium at that time. In all, the three main
collectors documented over 1,500 individual performances oflrish traditional music, totalling well
over one hundred hours of original material.
This includes song in English, song in Irish,
keening, lilting ('jigging'), solo, duet and all manner
of instrumental groupings, as well as dancing,
speech, folklore and local custom. Selections were
broadcast on the BBC radio show As I Roved Out.
Both Ennis and Kennedy were to continue their
collecting work in Britain, albeit on a smaller scale,
well into the late 1950s. Until recently, copies of
this material existed in disc form in the BBC
archives in London, among other BBC regional
archives, and with the English Folk Dance and
Song Society. In 1996 disc copies which had been
given to the National Sound Archive, a branch
of the British Library, were transferred to digital
format in a joint venture berween the BBC and the
ITMA.These copies are now available for consultation with full computer indexes at the premises
of the ITMA in Dublin. [GLC]
BBC TV. The 1970s folk scene was well served
on television byTony McAuley (1939-2003) who
produced the programmes Folkweave, Gig in the
Round, In Performance, One Night Stand and As I
Roved Out. These introduced audiences to groups
like Planxty, The Bothy Band, Clannad and The
Chieftains, as well as solo artists like Mary Black,
Paul Brady, Mick Hanly, Christy Moore and Arty
McG lynn. Bias Ceoil is a bi-lingual TV series currently presented by Karen K.irby and Lynette Fay
and showcases local traditional musicians and
singers and contemporary singer/songwriters. It
travels to and broadcasts from bars around the
province of Ulster. The TV series Music Traditions
on BBC's schools website celebrates music traditions of northern counties. Musicians discuss
their chosen instrument, their regional style and
individual playing techniques. It covers the south
Donegal fiddle, the Lambeg drum and the flute.
It also addresses singing, featuring such as Sarah
Ann O'Neill, Len Graham, Brian Mullen, Roisin
White, Padraigin Ni Uallachain and Rosie Stewart.
[MAL]
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Begley family

Begleyfamily. A family of nine brothers and sisters,
musicians and singers, from the Dingle peninsula,
Co. Kerry. T heir father was a singer and played
melodeon, their mother also a singer, and her father
too. The Begley household was known for song in
the 1950s, both traditional and the eclectic, available
popular repertoire of that time. House parties were
frequent, with the local emigrant wakes ('ball nights')
sometimes being held there. Eldest of the family
is Maire (Ni Bheaglaioch), singer and accordion
player, also a broadcaster with Radio Kerry where
she eo-hosts a traditional music show, Kingdom
Ceili. Seamus (accordion, song, of 'Begley and
Cooney') picked up his earliest tunes from her and,
like youngest brother Breandan (button accordion,
melodeon, song, of the groups Beginish and Boys of
the Lough), learned considerable professional style
playing jigs, polkas, slides, airs and hornpipes in the
family's dance hall at Muirioch. Seamus received
the Hot Press magazine 'Folk and Trad Album of
the Year' award in 2001 for Ragairne, an album with
guitarist Jim Murray; the duet's second album Eiri
GoLd was released in 2009. Breandan, known over
several years as the presenter of TG4's Geantrai
programmes, has two solo albums, We Won't Go
Home Till Morning (1997) and It Could Be a Good
Night Yet (2002); he has played with Boys of the
Lough since 1997. Sister Eibhlin sings, and while
in Melbourne in 1970 was instrumental in setting
up the first Australian branch of CCE. Singer and
concertina player Seosaimhin is a founder member
of the all-women group Macalla and works with
Raidi6 na Gaeltachta. She presented the RTE TV
series 1he Mountain Lark from 1993 and has two
solo albums, Taobh na Greine- Under the Sun (1996)
and Suailci Sona - Songs from a Gaeltacht Childhood
(2006). Her son, guitarist Gavin Ralston, plays a
wide variety of musics and is the author ofWaltons'
Irish Traditional Guitar Accompaniment. Caitlin's son,
Aogan Lynch, plays concertina and was awarded the
TG4 young musician Gradam in 1999.

Belfast. Once a mere village, it is recorded as
having been destroyed in 1315 by Edward the
Bruce, and in 1503 and 1512 by Lord Deputy
Kildare. For much of the sixteenth century it was
still in possession of Irish clans, but in 1612 it
was land-granted to Sir Arthur Chichester, and
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by 1660 it had but five streets, 150 houses in all,
and by 1720 all of the houses in one street were
still thatched with straw. In 1779 Arthur Young
reports c.15,000 people, in 1791 the population
was 18,320, in 1816 30,720, in 1821 44,177, in
1834 60,763 and by the time of the 1841 Halls'
travelogue c.100,000. Political and industrial transformation and their associated demographics make
for huge variety in music, in which Belfast has been
abundant. The city is also somewhat remarkable for
having had a bodhran player, Tom Hartley, as its
lord mayor in 2008-9. [EDl]
industry. The city enjoyed a cultural heyday in
the late eighteenth century, but quickly transformed
as an industrial centre. During the nineteenth
century shipyards, ropeworks and tobacco factories were established, and the linen trade developed
into the biggest in the world. The tens of thousands
who flocked there in search of work brought their
own music with them. The Falls Road became the
focus of people from the shores of Lough Neagh;
the Shankhill became home for those who moved
in from Co. Antrim. The people who worked in the
shipyards and ropeworks of Ballymacarret came
from the Hollywood hills, and Sandy Row was
populated by mill workers from the Lagan Valley.
They all had different origins, cultures and traditions, features that often clashed. A new culture
evolved in the city streets and rows of redbrick
houses, sometimes with a backward glance towards
rural themes, but with the urgent staccato bustle
of an urban pressure. The immigrant workers from
Clyde shipyards and Lancashire mills added to the
new culture, so that the songs, verses and music are
a fascinating mixture of the Irish, the Scots and
the English, along with the exuberant and gawky
elements of the mission hall and the music hall.
Hugh ~inn first collected this rich material, as
did in later years David Hammond and Maurice
Leydon. [DAH]
sectarianism. Thus while it is the youngest
of Irish cities, it was also the most industrial.
Historians note that it was marked by the worst
health statistics and some of the poorest housing
anywhere in Britain and Ireland. It was a city where
sectarian boundaries, as well as those of class and
gender, were clearly and violently maintained, and
where the culture of the shipyard, the mills and the
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churches dominated social life. In the late 1950s
and 1960s, the cultural world of the city was subtly
widening out, and the monopoly of social control
exerted in the shipyards and other workplaces, the
chapels and the social clubs began to loosen. In the
early 1960s, disagreement over opening children's
swings on Sundays opened a new division in the
culture, pitting the Sabbatarians of the conservative congregations and the Orange Order against
consumerist liberals. There was an explosion
of cinema-going and a doubling of the number
of radio licences in the decade after the Second
World War.
folk revival. Belfast's constant renewal of its
population from rural areas brought in many musicians. In the 1960s, when the folk revival took root in
the city, there were significant numbers of musicians
of quality relatively fresh from the hinterland. Many
of these were recorded in 1968 by David Hammond
for a BBC vinyl LP, Ulster's Flowery Vale. The album
compiles tracks from singers and instrumentalists
from around the North, some of whom, like fiddler
Tommy Gunn and piper Sean McAloon, came into
Belfast from Fermanagh and had been practising
their craft in virtual isolation until discovered by
a new generation of enthusiasts. The Belfast scene
also included Glenarm dulcimer player John Rea,
and the virtuoso fiddler Sean McGuire, son of a
Cavan father and Ballycastle mother, who in the
1950s began a performing and recording career
that took him to London, New York and all around
Ireland, perhaps the most influential fiddler of the
twentieth century. The McPeake family of pipers
and singers also toured Ireland and England in the
late 1950s and early '60s. Uniquely, and to many
ears controversially, the McPeakes combined two
or three sets of uilleann pipes with harp, accordion
and piano, employing tightly tuned harmonies and
complex instrumental arrangements, and famously
using the pipes as an accompaniment to singing.
McGuire and the McPeakes together produced
innovations in traditional music more commonly
associated with later Dublin-based bands like Sean
6 Riada's Ceoltoiri Chulainn, The Chieftains, and
Planxty.
mixing. The boundaries between Protestant
and Catholic musicians and instrument makers
were fluid in the 1950s and early '60s. Fifers,

flute players, fiddlers, pipers and drum-makers all
encountered each other across sectarian boundaries. The first 1960s-style folk sessions were
started and attended mainly by Protestants, the
most long-lasting of which was in Pat's Bar in the
docks. This was a milieu where, as the poet and
flute player Ciaran Carson wrote in his memoir
of Irish traditional music, 'we discovered kindred
spirits; we discovered Protestants'. Dublin musicians like Barney McKenna and the singers Robin
Morton and Cathal McConnell appeared regularly.
McConnell, renowned for his repertoire of songs
and dance music from Fermanagh, had a powerful
impact. Singing uniquely Irish material in a southwest Ulster accent, he and Morton convinced a
number of singers to abandon the American twang
ofJoan Baez and Woody Guthrie for a more locally
rooted style and delivery.
fl ute renaissance. Political strife in the 1970s
caused a contraction of this folk scene. Music soldiered on in networks of clubs and pubs behind
the barricades, but many musicians reserved
their music making for occasional, and in many
cases semi-permanent, flights down the country
or abroad. Getting out of town was a typical
response, and a matter of musical survival. Into
the 1980s, the broader Irish community of traditional musicians became exposed to 'northern
tunes' at sessions throughout the country played by,
among many others, Tara and Dermot Diamond,
Frankie Kennedy and Mairead Ni Mhaonaigh,
Desi Wilkinson and Gerry O'Donnell. Today, a
powerful and aggressive approach to flute playing
is associated with Belfast, typified by Harry
Bradley and Michael Clarkson, but the city is also
home to a number of masterful uilleann pipers. In
addition to the McPeake family, Belfast was home
to the maker and player R.L. O'Mealy early in the
twentieth century and today Robbie Hannan,John
McSherry, Trevor Stewart, Darragh Murphy and
Francis McElduff are all widely respected pipers
from and living in the Belfast area. [MAD]
sessions. Segregation of society influences and
highlights music as an identity marker but this is
constantly being renegotiated. 'Ire inter-community,
cross-community, and transnational communicative
powers of traditional music leave Belfast a strong
music scene rooted in numerous small-scale venues
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in pubs, clubs and hotels. Local sessions occur
weekly, often four or five simultaneously in different venues; fiddle is the most popular instrument,
flute is next, both played to a high standard. There
are also sessions occasionally in GAA clubs, and
those run monthly by CCE. Crescent Arts Centre
(University Road) ran regular music and dance
classes and also presented stage concerts, and An
Cultlirlann (Falls Road) does this still, concentrating on Irish-language events. Set-dancing classes
and ceilis had increased in popularity through
the 1990s; some community/club-based, others
(notably in south Belfast/Qyeen's University area)
attracting participation from a wider culture and
class spread. [RIS]
The growth of this scene prompted the initiation of fiddle- and flute-making in the city by Rab
Cherry and Sam Murray respectively, and the rise
of music and dance tuition. Ballad singing is a lot
less popular than instrumental music in the city,
but political 'party' songs still hold value in various
communities.
ceilf bands 1950-90. Ceili dancing was extremely
popular in Ulster prior to the 1970s, and especially
so in Belfast. A number of bands played for this over
several decades. Best known of the period are The
Banba, Ard Scoil, Liam Magee's, Seamus White's,
Eddie Fagan's, Billy Burns, The 6 Cathain, The
Northern Province, Johnny Maguire's, McPeakes',
The Ros-na- Ri and The Ard-Ri. The Ard Scoil in
Divis Street was a major centre for Irish language
and culture and had its own ceili band. One of its
members was accordion player Eddie Fagan who
also took part in the Seam us White band and then
went on to form his own band with Sean Qyinn
(accordion) and, at different times, John Bogues,
Tom and Etta Hickland (fiddles), Tom Ginley
(flute), Gerry Hobbs (drums), Brendan Fagan
(bass) and Brian Fagan (piano). Billy Burns's band
came to prominence through exposure on the early
UTV programme Fiddle and Flute. The 6 Cathain
Ceilf Band included a number of musicians who
had moved into Belfast from the country, among
them Sean Rodgers and Fergus McTaggart (fiddles)
and Billy Rush (accordion). The Northern Province
was formed by some members of the Belfast CCE
and included Alex Crawford, Fergus McTaggart
and Denis Sweeney (fiddles), Tommy Maguire
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and Billy Rushe (accordions), Francie McCormick
(drums) and Doris Crawford (piano). Johnny
Maguire (flute) and son, Sean Maguire (fiddler) .
Maguire put together various bands as the occasion
required, these including fiddlers Leo Ginley and
Jim McKendry, Tom Ginley (flute) and accordionists Eddie Dornan and Tommy Maguire with
drummer Gerry Hobbs.
McPeakes. This well-known piping family also
had a ceili band which was resident in the Irishspeaking club Cum ann Chluain Ard, off the Falls
Road. 'Middle' Francie and 'young' Francie played
the pipes, Hilary Galway and Seamus McPeake
played accordion, withJames McMahon (flute),Jim
McKendry and Tommy Gunn (fiddles), Tommy
McCrudden (bass), Joe McCullough (drums)
and Henry O'Prey (piano). Some members of
the McPeake band (McKendry, McCullough and
O'Prey) broke away in 1963 to form The Ard Ri
band in collaboration with Sean Qyinn and Dan
McElroy (accordion) and Gus McElroy (fiddle) all from the Co. Down Blackthorn Ceili Band. 1he
Ard Ri also had piper Paddy McCaffrey, and played
for a number of years with changing personnel
including accordionists James McElheron and J.J.
Carty.The Ros-na-Ri band was formed in 1962 by
fiddlers Denis Sweeney and Davy Rice, with Cathal
McCabe and later Olive Blaney on piano, Kieran
Burke (accordion), Tony Scarisbrick (drums) and
Sid Bates (ex-Jimmy Shand) on bass.
See also McPeakes of B elfast.
decline. Ceili dancing and ceili bands in Belfast
went into decline with the onset of the Troubles in
1969, and by the 1980s, with no regular ceilis, the
bands had disappeared. There was a small revival
in the early 1990s which saw the re-emergence of
a more compact Ard Ri band, but the golden era
of ceili bands in Belfast is now a matter of history.
During the period of 'the barricades' on the Falls
Road from 1969 to 1972, when small side-streets
sealed themselves off, there was a blossoming of
open-air 'street ceilis' as an assertion of nationalist culture. A number of ad hoc ceili bands were
created on occasion; one of these was the Jimmy
O'Neill Band, with Jimmy Cunningham on banjo
and Seamus McCullough on drums. This band
played on numerous street corners; remuneration
was refreshments only. [SEQJ

Belfast and District Set Dancing and Traditional Music Society

folk clubs. The city had a wide range of these
during the 1960s, most of which declined with the
'Troubles'. The earliest was a sing-around group
run by the Youth Hostel Association of Northern
Ireland at their HQin Bryson House, Bedford
Street, but the first to specialise in 'folk song' was
the Ulster Folk Song Society (c.1962), run by
Kathleen Donnelly. A slightly precious organisation, it was overtaken by more vigorous and
egalitarian clubs like the Belfast Folk Song Club
(c.1963-5). Around 1963, the left-leaning Unity
Folk Song Club was started. Later yet, Robin
Morton founded th e Qyeen's Folk Music Society,
which met in the famous Anatomy Theatre, with
superb acoustics but intimidatin g anatomical
visuals. About the same time The Glen Folk Four,
led pseudonymously by Vincent Hanna, held sway
in the Victoria Bar in Victoria Square. Thereafter,
clubs came and went: the Hobbit, in the restaurant of the same name at Aldersgate House in
University Road; The Walnut, The Ferryboat, and
the Imperi al Hotel on Cliftonville Road run by
some of the younger enthusiasts from Qyeen's; the
Pike Folk Song Club, Antrim Road; and 'Victoria
Square'.
Most influential was Robin Morton's Ulster
Folk Music Society, promoting traditional music
and song. Offshoots were the short-lived Salisbury
Street club, immortalised in Ciaran Carson's Last
Night's Fun, and the Stranmillis College Club.
The last and longest-lived of Belfast clubs was
the late Geoff Harden's Sunflower. At the same
time, informal sessions were springing up in pubs
such as Pat's Bar, The Duke of York, The Old
House and The Kitchen Bar. Although now in
different venues, such sessions are now the norm;
belfastfolk.co.uk has assembled much information
from this period. [JOM]

Belfast Folk Festival. Begun in 1980 as a City
Hall sponsored project, its major event then was
an open-air concert in the Botanic Gardens with
Ralph McTell, Danny Thompson, Donovan and
Freddie White. Practically every well-known band
played at the festival over the years - among them
The Dubliners, The Chieftains and De Dannan. The
festival in later years shifted its emphasis to non'headliner' groups, and garnered financial support

from Guinness, Laganside Development, the Arts
Council of Northern Ireland, the Northern Ireland
Tourist Board and the Arts Council in Dublin. It
was abandoned after 1994.
Belfast Folk Song Club. This was formed c. 1963
on the model of similar clubs in Scotland and
England. One of the first of its kind, certainly
in Ulster, it met on Sunday evenings (an innovation in the Belfast of the time) at the Continental
Rooms, Castle Street. Most of the performances
were of songs learned from books or from recordings of English and Scottish singers, such as Ewan
MacColl, Robin Hall and Jimmy MacGregor, A.L.
Lloyd or Americans like Woody Guthrie and Pete
Seeger. Few participants had any knowledge of
Irish traditional singing; many were youth hostellers whose experience had been of community
sing-songs in hostels . Hence, the norm was for
song to be accompanied and for audiences to be
encouraged to join choruses. Among those involved
were Leslie Bingham, Robin Morton and John
Moulden. The club folded after some five years as
the result of disagreements among the organisers
over 'purism'. Yet it influenced others, some more
popularly oriented, and in particular the Ulster
Folk Music Society, which moved towards an
experience of traditional form.
Belfast Set Dancing Society. Organised primarily by Mary Fox, this co-ordinated and oversaw
set-dance workshops, seminars, ceilithe, schools
and adult classes involving teachers from all over
the island.
Belfast and District Set Dancing and Traditional
Music Society. Formed in 1991 as a cross-community volunteer group, it grew out of the QUB
set dance workshop which began in 1985. It meets
on Mondays and caters for more than a hundred
dancers from different backgrounds who attend
for reasons which include cultural and social
interest and 'keep-fit'. In the 1990s it placed more
emphasis on the northern sets, particularly those
from Fermanagh and Donegal; it does versions
of 'Maggie Pickens' from Derry, Donegal and
Scotland. [MAL]
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Belfast Harpers ' Assembly

Armagh painter JB Vallely's depiction of the 1792 Belfast Harpers' Assembly; this was used as the backdrop for a
concert based around the playing of a copy of Denis Hempson's harp made by Seamus O'Kane in 2010 [BRV]

Belfast Harpers'Assembly. In December 1791, a
handbill distributed in Belfast proposed a project
to 'revive and perpetuate the Ancient Music and
Poetry of Ireland'. In response to this a public
meeting was held on 23 April 1792, three days
after the outbreak of civil war in France. It became
clear at this meeting that two of the principal
figures behind the project were Henry Joy and
Dr James McDonnell. Henry Joy was proprietor
of the newspaper the Belfast N ews-Letter; he was
uncle to his namesake, the United Irishman Henry
Joy McCracken.
The meeting agreed that an Assembly of
Harpers should be called to take place in Belfast
from 10-13 July, at which the harpers and their
music would be judged and prizes awarded. Two
committees were elected, 'a small committee to
raise funds ... and a panel of fifteen who were to
act as adjudicators'.
planning. An advertisement was placed in the
Belfast News- Letter on 1792 April 27 headlined
'National Music of Ireland'. It offered financial
reward to all participants, and stated that special
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note would be taken of'airs not to be found in any
public collection' (suggesting musical unfamiliarity as evidence of historical antiquity). It was also
agreed that the organist of St Anne's Church,
William Ware, his assistant Edward Bunting, and
John Sharpe would be asked to attend to transcribe the harp music. It was intended that an
Irish speaker should be present at the Assembly,
but in the event no such person could be procured.
Neither Ware nor Sharpe could attend either, and
so all transcription fell to the young Bunting. 'That
the intention was to maximise attendance is clear
both from the fact that the advertisement was to
be placed in all the principal newspapers oflreland,
and that it ended with the plea: 'it is hoped that
Gentlemen at a distance will encourage Harpers
to attend; and that Printers in general will copy
this article.' Despite the publicity only ten Irish
harpers, and one Welsh harper named William s,
arrived on time. Williams' music and details were
not noted down, and the only record of him is that
he died at sea shortly afterwards.
The low level of attendance has been interpreted

Belfast Harp Society

as evidence of the decline of the itinerant harper
tradition. But challenging this are the fac ts that:
1. it was exclusively through newspapers that the
event was publicised; 2. the time lapse between the
newspaper advertisement and the event was a mere
two months; and 3. the slowness and expense of
travel in that period would have made it difficult
for any harper from (for instance) Munster to have
reached Belfast on time. The fact that all the Irish
harpers who attended the Assembly were either
from the north or the midlands reflects this.
the event. This took the form of public 'rehearsals', or recitals, held each afternoon from 1 p.m.
in The Assembly Rooms at the Belfast Exchange,
North Street. The harpers sat together on a
platform at one end of the Rooms, and each took
their turn individually; they are not described
as performing together as a group at any point.
Their audience was comprised of the ladies and
gentlemen of the town who paid an entrance fee
and were free to wander in and out watching the
rehearsals as they pleased. Because the Assembly's
dates were put back by a day its finale coincided
with the Bastille Day procession on 14 July. As
recorded by an anonymous 'Belfast Lady', this
resulted in a large number of prominent Belfast
citizens having to choose between attending 'the
poor old Harpers [or any] number of Publick
dinners thro' the Town'.
association. The Grand Bastille Day Procession
consisted of two regiments of Volunteers in full
military uniform numbering 790 men. They
carried various flags celebrating 'Liberty and
Revolution' and a flag for each of 'the Five Free
ations, America, France, Poland, Great Britain
and Ireland'.1he motto on the Irish flag was 'Unite
and be Free'. 1he centrepiece of the procession was
'The Great Standard' carried in a triumphal car
drawn by four horses. Two Volunteers supported
the canvas depicting on one side the release of the
prisoners from the Bastille with the motto 'Sacred
to Liberty' and on the other a figure depicting
Hibernia carrying the motto 'For a People to be
FREE, it is sufficient that they WILL IT'.The
procession ended in the square before the Linen
Hall and 'feu de joyes were fired in Linen-Hall
street by the whole body'. An address to the
National Assembly of France was given by a Mr

William Sinclaire. These two parallel events were
to become inextricably conflated in the historical
canon. The memory of this Bastille Day Review
would come to overshadow and absorb something
of the Harpers' Assembly, which would in turn be
coloured by association with the political event.
This would contributed to the harp itself being
silenced at the very moment it was supposedly
being 'new-strung'. [SAL)
Belfast Harpers' Bicentenary. Events to mark
the 1792 Harpers' Assembly directed by Janet
Harbison, these took the form of an eleven-day
Belfast World Harp Festival in 1992 which presented some forty international artistes including
Alain Stivell, The Chieftains and Derek Bell, and
the Belfast Harp Orchestra. A three-day project
which recorded performances from the harpers
also echoed Edward Bunting's collection of music
at the original festival, and a six-month exhibition
on the original event was staged at the Ulster Folk
and Transport Museum, Cultra.
Belfast Harp Orchestra. Founded and directed
by J a net Harbison, this evolved from a 1988
concert organised to celebrate Belfast's harp
heritage. It was formally launched in 1992 for the
bicentennial commemoration of the 1792 Harpers'
Assembly, toured Ireland and the UK, and performed at Milwaukee lrishfest. It supported The
Chieftains at the Belfast World Harp Festival
and toureJ with them in Ireland, England and
the USA, recording with them a Grammy awardwinning album. In 1994 the orchestra admitted
uilleann pipes, bagpipes, Lambeg drum, bodhran,
fife, flute, Irish and 'festival' dance, and classical and
traditional song. Over the decade up to 2002 it
made numerous TV appearances including on the
BBC's Young Musician of the Year, the opening of
the Waterfront Hall and BBC's Millennia! broadcast from Belfast City Hall. It was subsumed into
the Irish Harp Orchestra after 2002.
Belfast Harp Society. Founded on St Patrick's
Day, 1808 at Linn's Hotel in Castle Street,
Belfast, it was initiated to stop the decline of the
Irish harp tradition. Subscribers, including Mary
Ann McCracken, Dr William Drennan, Thomas
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McCabe, Lord O'Neill and Edward Bunting,
successfully raised £300 to finance it. The funds
were used to employ a teacher, Arthur O'Neill, a
blind harper, who was then seventy-five and who
had played at the Belfast Harpers Assembly. He
trained specially chosen blind children to play in
the old Irish manner (left hand on treble, right
hand on bass). In addition to learning the harp,
they were also tutored in the Irish language. For
their public appearances the pupils wore special
uniforms made of dyed grey Inishowen cloth;
their wire-strung harps were supplied by Messrs
White, McClenaghan and McCabe of Belfast
at a cost of ten guineas each. The Society almost
folded in 1813 but was re-established in 1819 by
subscription from Irish expatriates in India, many
of whom were British army officers. It went into
serious decline after the death of O'Neill's successor, Valentine Rennie, in 1837 and had ceased to
exist by 1840. [SAL]

Belhavel Trio. Featuring the Westmeath piper
Ned Gorman and Leitrim players Joe (fiddle) and
Tommy (accordion) Liddy. The group was particularly well known due to their three 78 recordings
and more importantly their many radio broadcasts
on Radio Eireann throughout the 1930s and '40s.
Their music is reissued on Music and Dancingfrom
Old Ireland. [FHA]

Bell, Derek. (1935-2002). Harper and multiinstrumentalist. Born in Belfast and exhibiting
outstanding musical ability from the age of two,
he was favoured with a music environment by his
parents following a misdiagnosis of imminent
blindness. He was awarded a scholarship in composition to the Royal College of Music, London,
from which he graduated in 1957, and went on to
take a music degree atTCD in 1959. He is known
best for harp (a late vocation) but was an exceptional player on the oboe, cor anglais, dulcimer and
piano. He was harpist with the BBC Northern
Ireland Orchestra and harp professor at the Belfast
Academy of Music. He studied piano with Rosina
Lovinne and appeared as a soloist with symphony
orchestras in Ireland and Britain and as far afield
as Moscow, Budapest, Berlin and the USA. He was
introduced to The Chieftains via a BBC orchestra
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recording, joining them full time in 197 4, their
only Ulster player. Bell contributed to more than
thirty Chieftains albums, including Over the
Sea to Skye (1991), which featured Belfast-born
flautist James Galway. He maintained his career
as a classical composer and harpist, writing three
piano sonatas and two symphonies, recorded five
solo albums, and was awarded the MBE in 2000.
He died in Phoenix, Arizona, after appearing in
ashville as part of The Chieftains' fortieth anniversary celebrations. [BIM]

Bergin, Mary. (1949- ). Whistle. From Shankill,
Co. Dublin. Her mother played fiddle, her father
melodeon. She picked up the whistle at nine ,
having heard Willie Clancy play in an Oireachtas
concert in Dublin. Influenced by visiting musicians (Kathleen Harrington, Paddy Hill and
Elizabeth Crotty in particular), and by local and
fleadh sessions in the 1960s (in Blackrock with her
harper sister Antoinette, fiddlers Joe Liddy and
Sean O'Dwyer); whistle player Terry Horan also
informed her playing. She played in the Claremen's
Club in Church Street, Dublin and the Thomas
Street Pipers' Club sessions, and learned too from
observation of such as singer Niochis T6ibin in
Ring and Willie Clancy in Miltown Malbay while
on family holidays. She took part in CCE tours
of Britain with, among others, Liam O'Flynn and
Matt Molloy, and in the USA with such as Seamus
Begley,Joe Burke andJames Kelly. She worked for
Radio Eireann in Henry St., Dublin, then cc£
in Monkstown before moving to Spiddal where
she now teaches the whistle. She played with the
Green Linnet Ceili Band (Dublin: Mick Hand,
flute, Tommy Peoples and Liam Rowsome, fiddles,
Johnny McMahon, accordion), with Eamon
de Buitlear's Ceolt6iri Laighean, and for a time
with De Dannan. She has also toured with her
sister Antoinette, who performs with whistle and
uilleann pipes player Joe McKenna. She has played
much with bouzouki player Alec Finn, and now
tours with the group Dordan. Brightly ornamented
but uncluttered, her playing is distinctive with a
crisp articulation, and was the role model for two
decades of whistle players. Her first solo album,
Fead6ga Stain, in 1979, is still definitive; Fead6ga
Stain 2 came in 1989, and she has recorded several

Binghams of Co. Down
albums with Dordan . In 2000 she was awarded
TG4's Gradam Ceoil for Traditional Musician of
the year.
Berry, Paddy and Phil. Two brothers of nine
siblings in a musical family from Scar, Duncormick,
Co. Wexford. Paddy, the elder of the two, is a
prolific ballad singer and collector who has contributed significantly to the revival and preservation
of the ballads of Co. Wexford. He won the AllIreland men's English singing at Bunclody, 1959,
and works with CCE. He has three recordings
- Paddy Berry Sings Wexford Ea/lads (1985), Sing
us a Song Paddy (2000) and Sing us Another Song
Paddy (2005). He has published two collections
of Wexford ballads- Wexford Ballads (1982) and
More Wexford Ea/lads (1987). Phil's involvement in
traditional singing began with the ballad 'The May
Morning Dew', learned from his brother Paddy for
the Scorafocht competition at Gorey in 1972. He
won the All-Ireland men's English singing and also
the newly composed ballads competitions in 1989
with 'Cuchulainn's Son', written by Tom Williams.
Phi! and Paddy, and John O'Donnell ofWexford
set up the Wexford Singing Festival at Rosslare
in 1990, now the best known of such events in
Ireland. Both brothers are still actively involved in
the traditional singing of Co. Wexford, Paddy now
living in Drinagh and Phi! in Duncannon.
Binghams of Co. Down .
Leslie (1935- ) was born in Belfast but has
lived in Co. Down since 1969; his first musical
involvement was playing bagpipes in his local Boys'
Brigade band. His father played in the Lillyview
'part' flute band and his grandfather George
Bingham was in a flute band in Armagh at the
turn of the 1900s. At twenty, friendship with fiddle-repairer and music collector Brian O'Donnell
ofKilcar (who was living in Belfast) introduced
Leslie to Tommy Gunn (fiddle) and Tommy
Maguire (accordion), both from Fermanagh, and
Tommy Baxter (fiddle) from Tyrone, who played
at Belfast CCE sessions. At these he met James
McMahon of Fermanagh who played a keyed
ivory flute, and taught him his first few tunes. He
also met Peter McArdle (fiddle) and PaddyTyrrell
(flute/saxophone), both from Dundalk. Friendship

Leslie Bingham

with these guided his learning the flute, and today
he plays locally in Co. Down and in Belfast, and
also in Sligo, Leitrim and Roscommon. He has
played on both radio and TV, and is recorded on
Wooden Flute Obsession vol. 2.1hree of his and his
wife Avril's children play also.
Terry (concertina, 1960- ) was taught by
neighbour John Boyd and played in Ballydrain
accordion band. He picked up tunes at home
and from visiting players and took up concertina
at twelve, teaching himself from tapes of such as
Chris Droney made from the radio. He was influenced later by Jackie Daly in De Dannan and local
players Andy Dickson (fiddle), Dermy Diamond
(banjo and fiddle) and his sister Tara. He has
lived in Co. Clare since 1987 where he plays with
Yvonne Casey (fiddle), Michael Heinz (flute) and
Kevin Griffin (banjo). He recorded Terry Bingham
in 1992 and From Here to Clare in 2009.
Ciaran (fiddle, 1970- ) learned the rudiments
of playing from local violinist John Donnan then
taught himself from listening to family members.
Friendship with fiddlers Geordie McAdam
(Bangor) andJackie Donnan (Killyleagh) immersed
him in local sessions and style for many years, and
today he plays for local Old Time dances with
piano accordion player and neighbour Jim Martin,
and at sessions in Killinchy and Killyleagh.
Tara (1959- ) learned to play whistle at age
eight, then flute, picking up her early tunes from
Leslie and later from such as Andy Dickson,
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Gerry McCartney (banjo), Paddy Tyrrell, Tom
McHale (Roscommon) and Cathal McConnell
(Fermanagh). She also played with flute players in
the Sligo/Leitrim area during holidays with relation s. Married to Belfast banjo and fiddle player
Dermy Diamond, she lived ten years in Belfast
before moving to north Co. Dublin. Their son
Danny plays the fiddle and daughter Helen plays
fiddle and sings. They recorded Seanchairde - Old
Friends with Daithi Sproule in 2008, and Tara
is also on Flute Obsession vol. 2, Ldmh ar Ldmh Many Hands (2001) and other albums. She teaches
at the Willie Clancy and Frankie Kennedy schools
and has taught and performed world-wide.

Blessing,John. (1913-93). Flute player, singer,
storyteller. From Carrickavoher, Aughavas, Co.
Leitrim, a key figure in the history of south Leitrim
music. His style and repertoire were learned from
his father, Michael. Recorded in 1993.
See Leitrim: Leitrim, South .
bodhran. This is the hugely popular and iconic
form of percussion used in Irish traditional music.
A shallow, circular frame-drum with a skin of goathide, its form dates internationally to 3000 BC, but
in Ireland, as a drum, it is reliably traced only to
the 1830s. Drums of this type made of fish-skin
are found in Lapland, and are found all over north
Africa ('daf' or 'tar') and throughout Asia (the
Afghan 'doira'). Its present Irish form, which has
become visible only since the 1960s, is based on
the tambourine, which was popularised in Europe
and Ireland in the early 1800s. Folklore information is scarce; turn-of-the-century literature on
Irish music does not mention it at all and historical pictorial and written records point to the music
tradition in Ireland being primarily melodic.
romance. What Janet McCrickard calls the
'madhouse of theorising' about the bodhran's
origins ascribes it a mythic role as 'the traditional
Irish percussion', or 'the heartbeat oflrish music'.
John B. Keane in his novel 7he Bodhrdn Makers
invests the drum with a romantic 'tradition' which
he invents by conflating the use of tambourine in
the new-year 'Wren' ritual with the image of the
bodhran's rather modern-day playing style; the film
Titanic includes a modern bodhran in post-1970s
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Bodhran player at Athea, Co. Limerick, 1946.
[Caomhin

6 Danachair, CBE]

playing style among poor-class, Irish emigrant passengers. The use of the word 'bodhran' to describe
this Irish drum may be well established enough
to merit modern dictionary inclusion, and indeed
(momentously) Time magazine's referring to a
Siberian shaman's drum as a 'bodhran' in 2009. But
in an historical sense this is inaccurate, arguably
datable to the period of Sean 6 Riada's use of tambourine in his ensemble Ceolt6iri Chualann where
he dubbed it 'bodhran'.
tambourine Prior to the 1960s this form of
drum was known universally as 'tambourine'. This
is verifiable not only from many living souls today,
but also, for example, from the original version of
John B. Keane's play Sive, or Kerry novelist Bryan
MacMahon's earlier writing. It is also visually
confirmed by the earliest depictions of such instruments being played in Irish music contexts- such
as the 1833 painting Snap Apple Night by Daniel
Maclise (on this book's cover), and the 1842 watercolour A Sibin near Listowel, in both of which the
players are striking with the hand in tambourine

bodhran

Detail from Daniel Maclise's Snap Apple Night (1833),
depicting a Cork tambourine player

fashion, and are performing on stretched-skin
tambourines, complete with jingles. Judging
from National Museum oflreland holdings and
written commentary, the tambourine was played
seasonally throughout the island, in the early to
mid-twentieth century in conjunction with the
Wren, and became associated with more 'artistic'
use of music peripherally, gradually, and in all
areas. As Micheal 6 Suilleabhai n said to the 1996
Crossroads Conference: 'the bodhran was played
one day a year. All the old lads I talked to around
1970/71 told me: "You take out the bodhran any
-day of the year other than 26 December and you're
mad . It's like wearing shamrock on the first of
June."' However, it is indisputable that the bodhran
has evolved in Ireland in modern time into a
sophisticated instrument with specific technique,
fabulous playing standards and great international
appeal.
winnowing, sifting. The word 'bodhran' in
Ireland historically indicated a stretched-skin tray,
dish, container- or 'winnowing fan' (a device for
dipping into and tossing grain in the air for the
wind to blow away the chaff) . Irish art as early as
the late 1700s has precise images of this process,
and Estyn Evans described and sketched it in Ulster
contexts, something verified by early-1900s photographs in the Wallace Collection. As late as the
1930s such devices were also called 'dallan', but that

Winnowing with bodhran , Cashel , c. 1790

term may have referred to their use as a 'measure'
(e .g. of oats to feed a horse). Such objects were
easily made, practical and useful agricultural and
domestic tools. Another form, called 'criathar', is
pierced all over with holes, for use as a sieve. Several
of these are at NMI, Castlebar, and one example
dated 1818 is in the Ulster Folk Museum in Co.
Down. McCrickard notes the existence of this, and
of solid-skin versions also, in England, Wales and
Scotland. It is a fact that wherever there was grain
culture, the 'bodhran', 'wecht', 'dallan' and 'criathar'
are present. This is the case world-wide: winnowing fans which are identical to the Irish ones are
popular in, for instance, nineteenth-century French
art, and are actually still used in poor areas of Asia.
In France too the pierced-skin sieve was used, and
in Denmark the solid -skin device is reported by
Svend Kjeldsen to have been in use, including for
sifting ingredients in a gunpowder factory.
co ntainer. Munster poet Tomas Ru adh
O'Sullivan (1785-1848) praised the bodhran
- as a utensil- in a song based in Ballinskelligs.
Universal domestic usage of the bodhran is shown
by the Halls in 1840 who - uniquely- present
name, image, description and applications of what
they call 'borrane', but, even though they elsewhere
describe 'the Wren', they mention no music usage.
1860s Wexford writer Patrick Kennedy often refers
to and describes 'booraun', but always as a container.
The term 'bodhran'was still remembered in Ireland
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Hall's 'borrane', north Cork, c. 1839

in relation to the skin tray as late as 1955, as documented by Kevin Danaher, but he also used the
term to describe the tambourine (a transition period
where the skin tray had disappeared, but its name
had transferred to the tambourine?). Photographic
evidence of the bodhran skin tray in Ireland is seen
in one study of a woman spinning, depositing her
balls of wool in an upturned bodhran. Remarkably, a
photo from the same period in Brittany also shows
a woman spinning and, identically, storing her wool
in a bodhr:in.
See

Halls' Ireland.

bodhni11, the word. Linguistically this dates to at
least the sixteenth century (see 6 Bhar:iin, Treoir,

Dec. 2007), when it appears in a medical manuscript - Rosa Anglica - relating to some kind of
device with a skin stretched on a frame. That it is
not a drum at this point is suggested by the fact
that it does not appear in any documented music
context in the same period (as do, for instance,
harps and other instruments) but such an absence
could be status-related. There is no satisfactory
explanation of what the word actually means, but
the most popular is that it derives from or is associated with the Irish word 'bodhar', in reference to a
loud, dull or indistinct noise, related also to deafness
- i.e. acoustic phenomena. This may seem apt, but
there are other linguistic options. It would be odd
(though not impossible) that such an established
domestic utensil as a bodhr:in should be accorded
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a name which has no connection with its actu al
usage. This prompts consideration of oats- and
winnowing-related terminology - such as baighmin, which was a dish made by straining boiled
oat husks (a pierced-skin bodhr:in was to be used
for this). More likely though is a similar-sounding
term, such as 'borr:in' (Dinneen, 1927) meaning
'anger' (or 'agitation'?), directly related to the action
of winnowing, but with no intentional connection
to any acoustical or musical secondary uses.
bodhnin, drum. The term bodhr:in became
applied to the tarn bourine c.19 50s, publicised initially by Se:in 6 Riada. He had observed its use in
west Limerick, even though at that time it is documented there as being called 'tambourine'. There
are occasional indications in literature as far back as
the 1830s of the actual bodhr:in being beaten as an
improvised drum and this is not surprising, considering its nature. But it is as an improvised drum, only
mimicking the tambourine which was also known
at that time. Fundamentally, the original bodhran
was not a drum, and could not be so. The actual
bodhr:in, judging from surviving examples at the
NMI, had a skin which was tucked or rolled in over
a slight wooden rim while soft and wet, and only
became tight in drying out. 1llis can create only a
limited tension. A tambourine is, however, purposemade, with a skin stretched with great tension, and
nailed to a strong, crafted wood rim to keep it in
place. The two objects are similar, but quite different. It is easy to see how one could improvise (say,
for the Wren) drumming on an actual bodhnin, but
its dull resonance would be quite unsatisfactory for
serious music. It is also easy to see how the name
could be transferred too - after the original bodhr:in
had been made redundant by more robust crafted
tin, enamelled and plastic substitutes. But to say
that the skin-tray bodhran is the physical ancestor
of the modern
bodhr:in
drum is
superficial. The
bodhr:in
was not a
drum, and the
'Leather dish' ,
tambourine was not
c. 1925, at NMI , Castlebar
a bodhr:in.

bodhran

bodhran and tambour ine. The major relationship
between the two- the ancient device and the new
-lies in application. The actual continental tambourine had appeared in Irish society in the early
1800s, well documented in the press in a variety
of roles- primarily in music (minstrel shows from
the USA), but also in charity collection and in
decorative arts (for painting on). An Irish version
of the tambourine likely evolved from that, and the
fact that this had the size and form of the bodhr:in
tray may well be an Irish ingredient. But it was still
called tambourine, and still had the original tambourine jingles. Generally it was played with the
hand, but by the 1950s a stick was also being used
(likely borrowed from minstrels), and was adopted
by Se:in 6 Riada, thus popularising its use. Older
hand-players in Roscommon say 'the stick came in
with the bodhr:in' (Ted McGowan) - meaning that
they associate the old-fashioned tambourine with
hand playing, and the stick as something modern,
as was the use of the word 'bodhr:in' after the late
1950s.1he first described recording on tambourine
with Irish musi c appeared in the USA in 1927,
its quality suggesting an established practice, but
the single-beat sound resembles a tambourineplaying style- with the hand. The player, John
Reynolds, came from Carlow, not Kerry, which
indicates a general application of the tambourine
to Irish music at that time, not a regional, Munster
specialisation.
improvised. A final conclusion here can be
- drawn from study of the NMI collection: it is most
likely that there was no specialist frame-drum
making tradition in Ireland prior to the 1950s,
because none of the NMI bodhr:in drum examples
appears to have been originally purpose made. All
are recycled, mostly from old craft-made, woodmesh flour and winnowing sieves or wool wheels.
Killavel, Co. Sligo bodhr:in maker Sonny Davey
confirms this, reporting that Thomas McAuley,
master bodhnin maker before him, would use the
rim of a redundant sand-riddle for a frame, and
would attach pot-menders (light, tinned-metal
discs) as jingles. This suggests the copying of a
manufactured, Eastern-style instrument like that in
the Maclise picture. So too does the word of Gerry
Hallinan, born in Co. Roscommon in the 1920s,
who described how as children he and friends

made drums from a bent sally (willow) branch
over which they stretched a skin. Significantly, they
nailed on pennies as jingles.
tambour ine style. Further evidence of importation of the tambourine lies in the style of playing
it. Most rural areas prior to the 1950s report its
being played with the hand, as it was on the 1927
recording, and as is the tambourine. Sonny Davey
in Co. Sligo describes the older Pat Killoran as
playing the bodhr:in in an extrovert manner 'with
runs and graces, from the middle of the skin out
to the rim, using the tips of his fingers and nails'.
Willie Reynolds in his autobiography describes
Paddy Kelly of Ballyrnore: 'he could hit it off the
top of his head and also off his elbow', and says
that most players used fingers. All of this suggests
the !slam-influenced style currently prevalent on
the continent- in 'Tarantella' music in southern
Italy, but particularly Moorish-influenced folk
music in Spain, i.e. tambourine technique. Kevin
Danaher's 1949 photograph of a young Limerick
bodhr:in player is the first record of the stick. The
fact that it is crudely cut (as is the one in the NMI)
again suggests improvisation, but in the absence of
a sound-recording it is hard to tell. The only thing
certain about the bodhr:in is that it developed considerably in the festival, participatory climate of
fleadh cheoils and sessions which had been created
by the foundation of the revival organisation CCE.
It was given national visibility and an imprimatur by Sean 6 Riada's adopting and adapting it
as a bass percussion for his experimental radio
ensemble Ceolt6iri Chualann. [EDI]
construction. The basic requirement for a frame
drum is a frame which is resonant, and which is
strong enough to support the high tension of a
stretched skin. Today the frame is made from a
steamed laminated wood strip which is bent into
a circle and secured in a perfect circular form. Over
this is stretched a cured goatskin which, according
to the skill of the maker, will be scraped down to
provide a particular thickness and playing timbre.
The skin is tacked and/or glued in place. That is
the basic and most popular bodhr:in, on which the
tension of the skin can be adjusted- by applying
heat (to tighten) or moisture (to slacken). More
sophisticated makers include a tuning device. This
involves another movable, plywood hoop fitted
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on guides inside the frame, which is operated up
and down by a system of screws, Allen keys or
wood wedges. These adjust skin tension in order
to alter the instrument's pitch, or to compensate
for humidity and temperature changes. Playing
is done either with both ends of a knobbed stick
(cipin, tipper) or with the back of the first finger
(tipping, or 'striking').
bodhnin playing. The bodhnin is held from
behind or below with one hand (typically the left),
while the skin is struck with the other hand or
a stick. In modern playing style the skin tension
is adjusted to give pitch change, by applying the
pressure of the holding hand on the inside of the
skin. The top players have their own aesthetics and
techniques. Beating style has learned much from
Indian tablas, Arabic tar and dumbeq; rhythm
seems to be informed too by the demands of the
style of the music- from basic and direct to fantastically ornamented. Indeed in its complexity
it corresponds directly to the collective battering
patterns of set dancers, and, where appropriate, to
the detailed footwork of step-dancers.
manufacture. The drum is made widely today
by several craft makers who have evolved sophisticated construction methods and secrets. It is also
produced on a factory level by Malachy and An ne
Kearns'IDA-backed enterprise in Roundstone, Co.
Galway. Other makers include Padraig McNeela
in Dublin, who makes up to six hundred of
the ornamental and a couple of hundred of the
playable kind annually. These are sold at regular
kerbside stalls at the Willie Clancy school and
fleadhanna ceoil. Like the others, Charlie Byrne
from Tipperary is a modern maker - he began
only after his daughter had 'won the all-Ireland
[fleadh championship] on it twenty-nine years
ago'. Belfast maker Eamon Maguire began playing
and making after hearing one in Doolin in the
early 1960s. Among the other makers are Frank
McNamara in Ennistymon and Paddy Clancy in
Limerick, with Seamus O'Kane in Co. Derry best
known of the Ulster makers. Lam beg drum makers
also do bodhr:ins, typically using the redundant
skins of split Lambegs. Bodhnins are now also
manufactured at sophisticated levels of expertise
in England, Scotland, Europe, the United States
and Australia, and similar kinds of Pakistani drums
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Kathleen Grey hand-strikes the tambourine to James
Murray's flute at the Raisin Dubh in Gurteen, Co. Sligo,

2009
are imported to Ireland to cope with seasonal and
decorative demand. [EDJ]
technique. Bodhr:in performance cannot easily
be categorised into different regional styles; it is
more easily defined by referring to the manner
of performance peculiar to an individual, or to a
group of players. There are currently as many styles
of playing in existence- in and outside oflreland
-as there are players to execute them. Some insist
that the correct method involves following the
rhythm of the tune, others hold that the melody
of the tune (by way of tonal adjustment) must be
followed. Some use both methods. Certain players
make use of'motor' rhythms or rhythmic patterns
which are not so symbolically bound up with
the melody, but rhythmically add a sympathetic
accompaniment (Jim Higgins, Colm Murphy). In
all bodhr:in styles the player's rhythmic repertoire
comprises 'down strokes', 'up strokes', 'doubling'
or 'trebling' and combinations of each. It is the
unique and individual grouping of these basic but
indispensable strokes with other devices that differentiates between one style and another.
syncopation. Fundamental to jazz rhythm, this
is another method of varying time melodically
and, more importantly, rhythmically. A basic reel
rhythm would sound as follows:
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Basic jig rhythms consist of:
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The division of these groups of beats into smaller
sub-divisions can lead to further stylistic differences between performers. The jig rhythm
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can be enhanced for example to give
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(a double down stroke on the first beat of each
i>ar).
This stroke when suitably articulated is often
referred to as 'doubling', 'trebling', the 'triplet' or
the 'roll'. In the above example the additional down
stroke is played between beats 1 and 2 but this itself
is only one of the five possible placings within a bar
of 6/8. The bodhnin player's style is also governed
by the method with which the 'roll' or 'triplet' is
executed. The style of a bodhnin player is not only
concerned with the manner in which the player
personally chooses to articulate the rhythm but
also in his or her preferred performance method.
Bodhran styles cannot be clearly classified according to easily defined divisions. The terminology
used here is loosely applied, in fact each of the
styles has common fundamental traits. The most
common style ofbodhran performance is the 'two-

sided stick style'; others include the 'hand style',
the 'one-sided stick style', the 'brush style' and a
very contemporary 'two-handed style'.
two-head stick. In the two-sided stick style
the stick is held rather like a pen but closer to
one end than the mid-point. A less conventional
method is to place the middle finger in a circular
strap fixed to the middle of the stick, the fingers on
either side holding the stick in place. Noteworthy
exponents of this style are Mel Mercier and Frank
Torpey. In each case the bodhnin is held with the
opposite hand placed on the skin, dampening the
overall effect. In only some exceptional cases is the
bodhr:in held by use of cross bars or cords attached
to the back of the drum - this was a feature of the
playing of Sean 6 Riada and Peadar Mercier in
the 1960s, and of early NMI examples.
hand striking. In this the bodhran is struck
with the side of the first finger of the playing hand.
It is more often held by the crossbars at the back,
the tension of the skin being adjusted by use of the
fingers on the same hand (Donal Lunny, Seamus
Tansey, Ted McGowan,Josie McDonagh, Sonny
Davey). With both these methods the bodhran
may only have a range of two or three tonal areas
but this may be quite effective or aesthetically satisfYing to its performers and their audience if it
has sufficient rhythmic interest. Nowadays most
performers dampen the skin at the back with the
hand, giving rise to greater tonal possibilities.
one-head stick. In the one-sided stick style the
player often uses very similar rhythms to the twosided stick style but executing the same rhythms
using only one end of the stick. The brush style
is also played in this fashion, using a hairbrush,
drum-kit brushes or something similar. At present,
certain bodhran players are noted for particular
performance practices that together with many
other components fuse to give them an overall style.
There is a very fertile cross-pollination of ideas
between players. Among these stylistic devices is
the 'rim shot', a rhythmic contrast between skin
and wood sounds often found in the playing of
Johnny 'Ringo' McDonagh. This echoes the use of
wood-block as contrast by the snare drummer in
a ceili band. 'Slapping' is a method of emphasising certain beats by hitting the skin with the open
left hand (Tommy Hayes). Some contemporary
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styles make use of tonally pronounced rhythmic
runs from high to low pitch, not unlike a 'fill' on a
drum kit (John Joe Kelly).
Others make use of non- l rish traditional
rhythmic ideas such as Indian polyrhythmic
structures (Mel Mercier) and African and Latin
American rhythms. Conventional and unconventional elements stand side by side, and these
rhythmic peculiarities are crafted into the music
with imaginative effect and originality. The hand
style is possibly the more archaic, but is associated
with the instrument's northern region. John Joe
Lowry from Tynagh, east Galway, won the Alllreland competition in the early 1990s using it the
same way as in Sligo/Roscommon. Junior Davey
(from Sligo) is another All-Ireland winner. He
uses stick, as does Mossy Griffin ofEnnis. Though
the instrument has had a somewhat macho image
over much of the island, the Gurteen area is unique
for having had a tradition of women players. But
today many younger women play it, e.g. Cherish
the Ladies, Cathy Jordan of Dervish and Aimee
Leonard of the group Anam. [ERC]

Bodley, Seoirse. (1933- ). One oflreland's most
important composers, his engagement with the
country's Gaelic cultural heritage is reflected in his
extensive compositional output, in particular his
attempts to achieve a synthesis oflrish folk music
and European modernism. Bodley studied composition privately with Hans Waldemar Rosen and
music at UCD under John Larchet. He composed
his first significant work, Music for Strings, in
1952 in which he handles some unresolved dissonance within a tonal-modal setting and during
the 195Os he arranged numerous Irish airs, mostly
for the Radio Eireann Singers. He continued his
studies in GermanywithJohann Nepomuk David
at Stuttgart, where in 1959 he completed a Sonata
for Violin and Piano and his Symphony No. 1,
a work which he submitted for the DMus from
UCD (awarded in 1960). He was appointed to a
lectureship in music at UCD in 1959 (where he
remained for his entire career, retiring as emeritus
professor in 1998).
In the 1960s Bodley immersed himself in European modernism, a period which resulted in such
avant-garde works as Chamber Symphony No. 1,
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Never to Have Lived is Best, Configurations, and his
first String Quartet (1969). In the early 1970s, he
turned to exploring the possibility of evolving a
compositional idiom influenced by Irish folk music.
He embarked on a close study of Irish music,
particularly the tradition of sean-n6s, becoming
interested in the problem of transcribing the melismatic complexity and rhythmic freedom of slow
airs into conventional musical staff notation. This
culminated in his article 'Technique and structure
in "sean-n6s" singing' published in Eigse Ceol Tire
in 1973 (1, 44-54) in which he urged that all living
singers should be recorded . He also jointly founded
the Folk Music Society oflreland in 1970, being
elected its first chair.
The first important score in which Bodley's
change of stylistic direction became manifest was
a short work for two pianos entitled The Narrow
R oad to the Deep North ( 1972) where he juxtaposes
a slow melody suggesting a stylised evocation of
the sean-n6s tradition with dissonant material.
He went on to develop this stylistic duality in the
orchestral work A Small White Cloud Drifts over
Ireland (1975), which became one of his bestknown pieces, and expanded these ideas inAislingi
(1977), a substantial work for solo piano which
displays improvisatory runs evocative of the sruth
mdr employed by the ancient Irish harpers and the
deployment of grace notes in a way that recalls the
piping technique of'cranning'.
Bodley collaborated with the poet Brendan
Kennelly on three works, A Chill Wind (1977) for
mixed choir using some traditional Irish vocables,
A Girl (1978), which is a cycle of twenty-two songs
with melodic lines displaying extensive ornamentation in an Irish style, and Ceol: Symphony No.
3 (1980), commissioned for the inauguration of
the National Concert Hall in Dublin in 1981.
Symphony No. 2: I H ave Loved the Lands ofIreland
(1980) was commissioned by the Irish government
to commemorate the centenary ofPadraig Pearse
and incorporates a range of allusions to Gaelic
mythology and early Irish literature, and includes
references to Irish music within a tonal and neotonal harmonic context. His congregational masses,
written from the middle to the end of the 1970s,
draw on the congregation's natural affinity with
Irish music, in particular his Mass of Peace (1976).

Bogside Fleadh

His Trio for Flute, Violin and Piano (1986) continued his use of overtly Irish material. By the
early 1990s, Bodley's musical language returned
via a more moderately atonal style to a resumption
of his earlier stylistic explorations of his serial and
post-serial phase, particularly evident in three piano
works, News from Donabate, Chiaroscuro and An
Exchange of Letters (completed between 1999 and
2002), Metamorphoses on the Name Schumann (2004)
for orchestra, and The Earlsfort Suite (2000) for
mezzo-soprano and orchestra to texts by Micheal
O'Siadhail. His fourth String Qyartet (2007) is
pervaded by strong tonal references of a kind that
are almost unprecedented in his previous work.
Girl was recorded by Bernadette Greevy and
John O'Conor (1980) and A Small White Cloud
along with his Symphony No. 2 and second
Chamber Symphony were recorded by the RTE
SO for Lyric FM's Composers ofIreland CD series
in 2009. Bodley was a founder member of Aosdana
in 1981 and was awarded its highest honour of
Saoi in 2008; his life and work are documented in
Gareth Cox's 2010 book Se6irse Bodley. [GAC]

Bogside Fleadh. Held in Derry, August 1969,
in conjunction with the barricading of the area at
the time. Called for by socialist Eamonn McCann,
the event is of interest because like 'Free Belfast'
its agenda reflected the variety of cultural in fluences within its population, a communitas with
religious/political focus. Formerly, it was republican ballads which had always been associated with
nationalist politics in Northern Ireland, but after
the 1960s Civil Rights era came a new coalition of
interests, few of its ideologies being represented by

glorious and sentimental militaristic song. It had
indeed its own agitational songs, but also a strong
commitment to creating an alternative culture.
The traditional music revival movement and the
'fleadh cheoil' since the 1950s had already been
established as an important focus of a new type
of democratic, accessible, aesthetically oriented,
Irish music identity. Objectively this was related
to neither religion nor political persuasion and
involved both Protestants and Catholics. It was as
much a reaction against the 'parlour-Irish' culture
adopted by the new Catholic middle classes of the
Republic and Northern Ireland as it was opposed
to what it perceived as destructive, 'non-Irish',
British and American popular cultural values.
Hence the Fleadh appealed as a 'radical' format
for celebration in the Bogside.
A wide spectrum of liberal-to-nationalist traditional music and popular-ballad entertainers
took part, emotionally involved by the infective
vision of a city population under siege by unbending authority. Among them were Luke Kelly and
The Dubliners, Tommy Makem, Liam O'Flynn,
Armagh Pipers' Club, Eugene Lambert's Wanderly
Wagon and young local dance-school step-dancers. Individual pipers, fiddle, flute and accordion
players from counties Armagh, Antrim, Tyrone,
Cavan, Leitrim and Roscommon arrived spontaneously and behaved much as at any other fleadh,
doing spots on the 'official' lorry platform and
playing casual tunes in groups in the street, but
undoubtedly affected by the momentousness of
what was going on. In fact, this was not the local
people's music at all, but in an atmosphere flavoured by the presence of numerous German and

Armagh Pipers' Club musicians at the Bogside fleadh, 1969: Eithne, Brian, Niall, Fintan and Dara Vallely
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other 'revolutionary tourists', heightened by lorries
packed with relief-provisions arriving from places
like Galway, it all added to the camaraderie and the
jolly, ecstatic mood. The organisation was casual
and haphazard; the event slipped into history as
possibly greater than it was. It was remembered by
a 'commemorative' fleadh in 1994.
Bogue, Bern ard. (1860-c.1935). Born in Co.
Fermanagh, he joined the Royal Irish Constabulary
in 1881 and on appointment had postings to
counties Clare, Down, Antrim and Tyrone. Bogue
played the fiddle and whistle and in his off-duty
time wrote down tunes he heard. On his retirement
he taught the fiddle in Co. Monaghan. In 1917,
he was corresponding with another policeman/
collector- ChiefO'Neill in Chicago. His original
ledgers, with his impressive collection of several
thousand reels, jigs, hornpipes, airs and songs, have
survived; several are included in the 1996, Vol. 4 of
Ceof Rince na hEireann. [HAB]
bones. A pair of animal rib-bones held hanging
loosely from the fingers of an upraised hand and
impacted against each other in a castanet-like
fashion to give a bright idiophonic accompaniment in modern-day traditional music. Used to
the same effect as spoons, and the more casual
coin-on-bottle impulsive time-keeping, these are
the unique Irish idiophone. The only such instruments listed by O'Curry are 'crotals' and 'clocca'
which were kinds of bell; no mention is made
of bones. However, bones are referenced in his
transcription of the verses on the ancient Fair of
Carman: 'Pipes, fiddles, chainmen, Bone-men and
tube players' (although this may indicate some kind
of bone flute).
While the bodhr:in holds pride of place as the
principal percussion instrument oflrish traditional
music, the bones, although much less frequently
heard, provide the distinctive idiophonic component of the sound of that tradition. In terms of
their playing technique the bones have often been
confused with the 'spoons', and the sound they
produce is, at times, likened somewhat inaccurately to that of the Spanish castanets. The bones,
as played in the Irish tradition, are in fact unique
both in terms of the technique used to play them
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11th-century bone flutes excavated in Dublin [NMI]

and the timbral palate and rhythmic constructions
they offer to the traditional percussionist. As with
all other musical instruments the sounds produced
by the bones, and the stylistic organisation of those
sounds as music, are intimately related to the construction of the instrument itself and its playing
technique.
The length and curvature of the bones chosen
by any one performer depend on personal playing
style and hand size. The two bones are generally
of similar length, usually between four and eight
inches long. Depending on the grip employed to
hold the bones, however, there may be a preference
for two bones of different length and girth.
style. There is evidence to suggest that the
bones have played a part in music-making of
various kinds throughout the world for centuries.
This music of the bones has almost certainly never
been notated in any form in the past. It is also
extremely unlikely that the instrument ever had a
mnemonic-based language similar to the Solkattu
of south Indian percussion, for instance, or the
drum languages of most African drumming traditions. If it had, it may have facilitated the oral
transmission of the instrument's repertoire of
rhythms down to the present day. Of the few extant
traditions of bones playing, the two- handed style
found principally in North America is one of the
most significant. There the bones can be heard providing the rhythmic element in a variety of musics
including Irish traditional music. It is especially
interesting for the rhythmic possibilities inherent
in the pairing of two sets, one set in each hand of a
single performer. Cross-rhythm, counter rhythms,
interlocking rhythms and sometimes polyrhythm
characterise the style. It is the single-handed style,
however, which predominates within the Irish tradition. In the hand of a stylish virtuoso the subtle
complexity of the bones, the gently modulated,
linear articulation of time belies the simplicity of
the instrument itself.
construction. Many players in the past fashioned

bones

their own instruments, most typically from the
rib-bone of a cow or sheep. Two separate lengths
ofbone were cut from the rib or ribs, scraped clean
and then dried in the sun or slowly in an oven. This
process could take some time and the bones only
became truly dried, clean and smooth after several
months of playing and handling. Animal ribs are
still preferred by bones players today but they can
also be made from other materials such as some
woods, plastics and even slate. A small market now
exists for the instrument, and machine -finished
and manufactured sets are now readily available.
technique. Most players use one of two grips for
holding the instrument in the playing position. In
both cases a loose fist is formed, with the heel of the
hand facing the ground. It is the placement of the
first bone which distinguishes one grip from the
other. One end of this bone is held either between
the thumb and forefinger or between the forefinger
and middle finger, leaving the greater part of the
bone to hang from the fist in a vertical manner. Tk
second bone is almost invariably placed in a similar
fashion between the middle finger and ring finger.
With the elbow bent to place the forearm at right
angles to the body a smooth oscillation of the wrist
from side to side causes the bones to beat together
as they are held in this secure, but flexible, parallel
position. This 'throwing' of the lower arm away
from the body and its cyclical return cause the
bones to sound their characteristic triplet motif,
a rhythmic cell which, when mastered and played
even as a simple ostinato, captures the essential
gait of the reel, jig and hornpipe. This cell then,
when manipulated, displaced, and punctuated
by single strokes and
flourishes, generates
the syncopations and
additive rhythms which
characterise the boneplayer's art.
tonal shading. A relatively recent innovation
in playing technique is
the application of tonal
shading in performance:
Holding the bones
tightening or loosening
(Norman Legault}
the grip on the bones,

gradually or suddenly, while maintaining the necessary wrist and arm motion, gives rise to slight
changes in the tone produced by the instrument.
The tonal range available is small, yet the changes
can be executed in a variety of interesting and
effective ways which colour the rhythms and thus
enhance the percussionist's ability to make more
complex musical statements. More difficult independent finger manipulation techniques, again in
the bones-playing hand, can be used to achieve
similar results. Indeed, within the Irish tradition
the non-playing hand has remained largely redundant thus far in the development of the style. It is
not uncommon, however, to see the more flamboyant performer allow this free hand to be swept into
spontaneous movement, bringing both hands into
an eloquent dance born of the exhilaration, and the
frustration of a body caught up in musical motion.
Music becomes dance becomes music.
Irish music. The bones appeared on the national
stage at about the same time as the bodhr:in
in Se:in 6 Riada's ensemble arrangements of
Irish traditional music for the group Ceolt6iri
Chualann. The instrument had been used to
accompany dance music before this, along with
other unusual members of the idiophone family
such as the fireside tongs and the ubiquitous coin
and beer bottle combination. Ronnie McShane
was the first bones player to perform with Ceolt6iri
Chualann and 6 Riada wove his crisp and precise
rhythms into the fabric of the new sound with a
fine sensibility to orchestral colour. The relatively
high 'pitch' of the bones made them a perfect foil
for the lower tones of first 6 Riada's and then
Peadar Mercier's bodhr:in. Mercier brought both
bones and bodhr:in to The Chieftains. The combination of the two instruments, and in particular
the juxtaposition of their contrasting timbres, has
rarely been more effectively employed than in The
Chieftains' arrangements of 'The Morning Dew'
and 'The Battle of Aughrim', a dramatic combination of instruments with Martin Fay on bones and
Kevin Conneff on bodhr:in.
players. Bones playing has continued to
develop in several ways since the early Chieftains'
performances . The bes t exponents now display
greater virtuosity, rhythmic and timbral variety,
syncopation and even implied polyrhythm in their
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playing. Stylists such as Tommy Hayes and Junior
Davey, and younger players like Rossa 6 Snodaigh,
playing a two-handed style, and Cork woman Olga
Barry, continue to explore new rhythmic territories
with the instrument. However, it is probably still
fair to suggest that as yet there is really only one
bones-playing style within the Irish tradition. A
variety of approaches to the striking of the bodhran
skin using a stick, knuckles or thumb has probably
always characterised the playing of the Irish framedrum, and while we are beginning to witness the
development of distinct modern styles of playing
that instrument, the same cannot be said of the
bones. Yet as individual bones players continue to
shape their own musical gestures within the slowly
broadening sweep of a homogeneous style, diversification becomes inevitable and new distinct styles
will emerge. [MEM)
See idiophone.
borrowing. The term used for the adoption of
outside or non-local tunes, song, dance or instruments by a music culture or genre. All musics
adopt and adapt tunes, techniques and instrumentation from other genres. This happens naturally
among areas with shared culture or history (such as
Scotland and Ireland in music and song), between
dominant and dominated - and adjacent- countries, where there is cross-border social contact,
and between old and new homelands with emigrants. It is promoted by contact among musicians
and aficionados, and is particularly prevalent in the
age of choice which recordings represent. Also, in
the current climate of high uptake of the music,
high standards and strong egos prevail, especially
among young people, and for these the hunger
to learn is unrestrained by elders' convention,
leading to widespread international borrowing or
sharing of tunes . With the spread of Irish music
as a genre internationally, such cross-fertilisation
will continue and likely increase. However, it is
unlikely to make fundamental changes because
Irish music is packed with such borrowed item s
anyway (many of our 'big' reels are Scottish, many
songs are lowland Scots or northern English) and
it is the accent of the music which is critical to
style, not just repertoire.
See also style.
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Boston. The music activity of this city is remembered for the Second World War dance-hall scene
of Roxbury's Dudley Square, a four-block section
where thousands of Irish Americans and immigrants danced at 1he lntercolonial, 'The Hibernian,
The Dudley Street Opera House, The Rose Croix
and Winslow Hall. Well- known Irish performance venues in the Massachusetts capital and
its outlying region today include The Druid in
Cambridge which sponsors key performers (in
2009 such as flute player Peter Molloy [son of
Matt], Danu accordionist Oisfn McAuley, fiddler
Tina Lech and guitarist Ted Davis) . Sessions are
held at The Brendan Behan in Jamaica Plain , the
Irish Cultural Center in Canton, The Burren in
Somerville, and The Green Briar in Brighton, led
by Ahascragh, Co. Galway-born fiddler Larry
Reynold s. The latter's base is Hanafin -Cooley
CCE, the organisation's largest branch in North
America. A broader view of the music is presented
by the Gaelic Roots music, song, dance, workshop
and lecture series which is held annually at Boston
College in Chestnut Hill, directed by Seamus
Connolly; this h as hosted Joe Derrane, Mick
Moloney, Sean Tyrrell, Jimmy O'Brien -Moran
and Jimmy Noonan.
radio. Boston's most influential radio programme on Irish/Celtic music is A Celtic Sojourn,
hosted by Clonakilty, Cork-born Brian O'Donovan
every Saturday from noon to 3 p.m. on National
Public Radio affiliate WGBH-FM. O'Donovan
also organises and hosts the hig hly popular A
Christmas Celtic Sojourn, a stage show of mostly
Irish music, dance, poetry and stories presented
each December in theatres within Boston's metropolitan area.
players. Boston is the native or adopted home of
such past or present stylists as Joe Derrane, Seam us
Connolly, Paddy Cronin, Jerry O'Brien, Larry
Reynolds, Brendan Tonra,Jimmy Hogan,Johnny
Connors, Frank Neylon, Gene Preston, Billy Caples,
and Dan Sullivan's Shamrock Band. [EAH)
Bothy Band. Formed in 1974, originally named
Seachtair and assembled to play at a Gael Linnspo nsored show in Dublin. Original line-up
consisted of Donal Lunny (bouzouki, gu itar,
bodhran), Micheal 6 Domhnaill (guitar, vocals),

Bould Thady Quill, The

Bothy Band re-formation for the occasion of Paddy Keenan's TG4 Gradam Ceoil award , Cork Opera House, 2002

Triona Ni Dh6mhnaill (clavinet, vocals), Matt
Molloy (flute, whistle), Paddy Keenan (uilleann
pipes), Tony MacMahon (accordion) and Paddy
Glackin (fiddle). Without Glackin and McMahon
the group became The Bothy Band, named after
the Scottish song style of'bothy ballad'. Tommy
Peoples (fiddle) from St Johnston, Co. Donegal,
then joined; he had already played with Triona in
Brittany with Liam Weldon and the band 1691.
The Bothy Band took tunes from mostly Irish, but
also Scottish, sources, including songs in Gaelic.
Some of its Irish material had been learned from
Neilli Ni Dhomhnaill in Rannafast. 1k band's first
album, 1he Bothy Band, was recorded in 1975 for
the Mulligan label, set up by D6nal Lunny. Crisp,
powerful arrangement with a strong, unique group
sound was their hallmark. They signed to Polydor
for UK releases and played High Wycombe Town
Hall near London late in 1975 to rapturous acclaim;
so too the Cambridge Folk Festival in the summer
of1976, after which Kevin Burke replaced Tommy
Peoples. Their second album, Old Hag You Have
Killed Me (1976), was recorded in Wales; Out ofthe
Wind, Into the Sun and After Hours were recorded
live in Paris in 1978. The band disbanded in 1979
after appearing at Ballysodare Folk Festival in Co.
Sligo. Keenan went on to play with Glackin on
the album Doub/in, and Glackin and 6 Domhnaill
later recorded Athchuairt (1999). Ni Dhomhnaill
went to North Carolina and formed Touchstone
with Zan McCloud, Mark Roberts and Claudine
Langille, while Burke and 6 Domhnaill played

together and recorded Promenade and Portland.
D6nal Lunny rejoined Planxty and later formed
Moving Hearts, The Celtic Orchestra, and Coolfi.n
as well as working in a re-formed Mozaick with
Andy Irvine. Molloy joined The Chieftains, with
whom he still plays and records. The Bothy Band
re-formed on a once-off basis for TG4's Gradam
Ceoil award concert in 2002 with Manus Lunny
replacing his brother D6nal. The band's influence
continues to be seen in contemporary traditional
groups and its reputation has earned it something
of a cult status. [JOR]

Bould Thady Qyill, The. The title of a song
composed by Johnny Tom Gleeson, the subject of
which in fact had never felt the shaft of a hurley,
smoked cigarettes, drunk porter or courted women.
Thady Quill (b.1855) was the son of a seanchai,
Mary Golden, from Glounagloch South near
Rylane in the barony of Duhallow, Co. Cork.
Displaying a literary bent at an early age, he seemed
to be forever lampooning. No local personage of
any rank or station was exempt from his caustic
wit. He displayed no love for agronomic vocation,
but it is rumoured that he studied for the priesthood. Of eccentric disposition, habits like sleeping
with his clothes on contributed to his failure to
settle in any profession. Somewhat diminutive, he
was a 'dealer' at horse fairs and the like, a 'jobber'
too, and a competent road-bowl player. The song
came about as a result of his not getting paid by
Gleeson for cutting a field of corn. In lieu of cash
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Quill traded his labour for his employer's poetic
efficacy, and persuaded G leeson to eulogise him
in a ballad. So was born 'the Muskerry sportsman'
in 1888. Locally it became an instant hit, but it
remained local until Sean 6 Siochain heard it on a
visit to Wiseman's pub in Ballinagree in the 1940s.
RE broadcast him singing the song, and then in
the 1950s it was widely popularised by Joe Lynch
on a Glenside label recording. (JIC]
Boullier, Nigel and Dianna. Born in 1954, he is
from Bangor, and she (b.1955) from Hollywood,
both in Co. Down. Th:y met in 1975 through music
sessions at Fealty's Bar, a long-standing music
sponsor in Bangor, and continue to play at its Friday
sessions. Both were also influenced by the sessions
at Balloo House, Killinchy, and at the Castle Inn,
Camber from the 1970s onwards where there might
be seven fiddlers in attendance. 1h: most influential
of these was Jackie Donnan (1938-2007) who had a
wide range of fiddle tunes and lore connected with
east Down. Dianna's fiddle style was influenced by
the music of her peers and friends such as Deirdre
Shannon, Andy Dickson and Gerry O'Connor. In
1998 she wrote Exploring Irish Music and Dance in
order to encourage people to source their tunes face
to face from people rather than just from ens. A
banjo player since the 1970s, Nigel has collected Co.
Down fiddle music, and began fiddle in the early
'90s, believing it to be better suited to the local repertoire. He played the fiddle for local dancing with
Jackie Donnan from the mid '90s until the time
of Jackie's death. The Boulliers play for dancing at
weddings and ceilis as a trio with mandola player
Davy Graham as Reel and Toe.Th:y have appeared
on a number of traditional music programmes on
BBC, UTV and RTE and recorded as part of the
Galway Hooker celebration which is held each June
at Portaferry. [MAL]
bouzouki. A typical long-neck lute with its original
form dating to 3000 se, developed in Turkey as the
'saz' or 'baghlama'. It was adapted by the Greeks
to become the heartbeat of the cafe/opium-den/
brothel Greek Rembetika blues-style music
which enjoyed edge-of-life popularity in seaports
around the turn of the twentieth century. Polite
society shunned it, composer Mikis Theodorakis
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rehabilitated its image with the soundtrack for the
film Zorba the Greek. This, concurrent with the end
of dictatorship in Greece in the 1970s, restored
cultural significance to the 'music of the people',
giving it identity in the cafe and orchestral music
now familiar to millions of tourists. Originally
with three double sets of strings, it progressed to
four in the early 1950s. One was brought from
Greece by English singer Anne Briggs in the
mid-'60s; she passed it on to multi-instrumentalist
Johnny Moynihan of Sweeney's Men, Planxty and
De Dannan. The original Greek bouzouki has a
half-melon profile body and a long neck, but it
was nativised by its pioneering Irish proponents
Andy lrvine and Donal Lunny, who popularised
a version of the instrument for Irish music developed by luthier Stefan Sobell.
Irish bouzouki. The 'Irish bouzouki' is closer in
form to the Renaissance period English cittern or
the German Waldzither. It has four double, guitarlength metal strings, a short neck and a more easily
managed, flat back; there may be up to twentysix fixed frets for forming the notes. Playing is,
as guitar, melody picked with a plectrum, and/or
strummed or plucked chords. While lrvine and
some others use the instrument melodically, it is
used most often for accompaniment.
tunings. 1he original Greek bouzouki has three
courses (pairs) of double strings tuned DdAadd
(uppercase letters indicate the lower
octave); in later years, a fourth course
of strings was added, and it was then
tuned CcFfAadd.The bouzouki as it
developed in Ireland most commonly
uses GDAD and ADAD, both of
which are suitable for chord playing;
GDAE tuning, the same as fiddle,
is suitable for melody playing. The
Bouzouki
preference is for strings of the low
octave to be used in each course e.g. GGDDAAEE. High octave
(thin) strings and low octave
(thicker) strings are also
sometimes mixed in the
' courses according to the
taste of the player or the
demands of their customary playing contexts. When
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higher octave strings are used, they are positioned
as the lower of each pair, such as gGdDaadd or
aAdDaadd.
styles. As with other accompaniment instruments, different styles have developed on bouzouki.
These are usually determined by the style of the
music which the bouzouki player is accompanying. A percussive technique is associated with
such as Donal and Manus Lunny. A lighter, but
still rhythmical, style is used by players like Alec
Finn or Mick Conneely (also a fiddler), both of
whom use a traditional Greek style bowl-backed
instrument with three courses of double strings
tuned DJAadd. The other dimension ofbouzouki
playing is accompanying song, demonstrated particularly in the playing of Andy lrvine and Manus
Lunny. Dance music in the past was rhythmically guided and controlled by the integrated
movement of dancers. However, in modern time
this role has fallen to accompanying instruments,
making the accompanist somewhat the backbone
of group playing, and their rhythmic sense critical.
Today the bouzouki is commonly used in place of
guitar or piano in Irish traditional music, where
its accompanying style can thus drive or colour
the music sound. The bouzouki can also provide a
melodic accompaniment in addition to the percussive element.
mandola. Other instruments similar to the Irish
bouzouki have been introduced into Irish music as
alternatives to the bouzouki - the mandola and
the mandocello. These can be confusing, even to
players, on account of tunings. The instrument
commonly referred to as a 'mandola' in Ireland is
the octave mandolin, tuned GDae, an octave above
a mandolin; a tenor mandola is correctly tuned
CGda. A mandocello, on the other hand, is tuned
an octave below a standard mandola, CG DA.
However, very much like the tenor banjo, it is
common for these instruments of the mandolin
family to be tuned GDae in Ireland (same as
fiddle), which suits musicians and the music
better. So also has the tuning of the bouzouki been
adopted to suit the music and the musicians. The
prefix 'Irish' as added to the instruments' names in
fact denotes these adaptations. [NIC]
See also mandola.

bow. Used to sound notes on the fiddle, it is
constructed from horsehair stretched from end
to end of a piece of light wood. It sounds fiddle
strings by being pulled and pushed at right angles
across them (sideways motion causes squeaking) .
Horsehair's microscopic structure lends itself
to retention of the sticky wood resin, or 'rosin',
that is applied to the bow. When moved across
a string the bow alternately grips and releases it,
so producing a note related to the length, thickness and tension of the string. The pitch of the
note played is not affected by the speed of bowing.
White horsehair is favoured in the western world,
but Hungarian and other fiddlers can be seen with
dark bows. Older bows were arch-shaped, baroque
bows were almost horizontal, modern bows have
an upward bend at the ends to distribute tension
evenly and have a 'frog' mechanism at the handling
end to adjust the hair tension. The bow is first
depicted and written about in the tenth century
and is assumed to have originated in Arabic countries in conjunction with horse cultures. However,
Eugene O'Curry reasons that there was some
kind of bow in use in ancient Ireland a century
prior to its introduction from the East to Europe.
Some bowed zithers - for example in Korea - are
sounded with a simple stick of fuchsia wood, and
a similar practice has been observed occasionally
with Irish country fiddlers.
See also fiddle.
box. An abbreviation for 'squeezebox', the colloquial generic name for all such instruments, this
coming from the box shape allied to the push
and pull action of accordions, melodeons and
concertinas.

Boyce,Jackie. (1952- ). Singer, piper, instrument
maker. From Comber, Co. Down, now living in
Dromahair, Co. Leitrim. His background was in
bands, wherein his father was a singer and his four
uncles played Scottish pipes. His grandmother
played melodeon and sang; theirs was a ceili house.
Meeting John Flanagan of Corofin sharpened
an interest in singing; 1960s and '70s sessions in
Castle Inn, Balloo House and at Ma Boyce's developed his talent, and hearing Joe Holmes and Len
Graham led him to collect Napoleonic ballads and
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local songs from which he published Songs of the
County Down. His style is 'Ulster' (a fact underlined on one occasion by criticism from a fl.eadh
cheoil umpire), influenced by Geordie Hanna
and Len Graham, but also by Frank Harte and
R6isin White. In 2008 he recorded Our Ship She
Lies Ready, a collection of emigration ballads, with
Co. Derry singer, Jim McFarland. He makes and
exports bellows and pipe bags for most types of
bagpipes throughout the world.
See Down.

Boyle , Finbar. (1951- ). Singer, commentator. From Dundalk, Co. Louth, as a teenager,
hearing The Dubliners germinated his interest in
traditional singing, and local sessions in Mark's
Bar gave hi~ a contiguous, supportive resource
and platform. He taught for four years following
college at St Patrick's, Drumcondra, then worked
with Dublin City Libraries prior to joining the
Department of Folklore in UCD where he spent
ten years. He became involved with the Tradition
C lub at Slattery's, Dublin, c.1971 performing there
regularly himself, and was one of the organisers of
the Dublin Folk Festival in the later '70s. He wrote
reviews, critiques and commentaries on traditional
music for In Dublin magazine over several years
and researched music for RTE's Sunday Folk radio
show. Highly regarded for his detailed familiarity with all traditional musics, he programmed
the Temple Bar Trad Festival from 2006 to 2008.
[]MD]

Boys of the Lough. Formed in 196 7 by Robin
Morton (song, concertina, bodhnin), Cathal
McConnell (song, flute, whistle), and Tommy
Gunn (song, fiddle, bones) . They had played
together for two or three years and adopted the
name Boys of the Lough fo r the Aberdeen Folk
Festival around 1968 . Coincidentally it was at
that festival that they first met Aly Bain from
Shetland, with whom they were very impressed.
G unn left early in the band's history, and in 1968
Morton and McConnell joined with Bain and
Mike Whelans, the latter being replaced by Dick
Gaughan in 1972. In 1973 multi-strings instrumentalist D ave Richardson replaced Gaughan;
Morton continued to play and basically manage
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the band until 1979 when he was replaced by
Tich Richardson (Dave's brother). The latter's
tragic death in 1985 brought in Rathcoole (Co.
Dublin) piper and singer Christy O'Leary. Cork
guitarist/pianist John Coakley joined in the late
1980s, Chris Newman (guitar) also played with
the band, and currently Breanndan Begley (accordion, song) is a member. The group began with a
local, regional Irish ethos, expanded to incorporate
Scottish music, and currently are based more in
Irish material. McConnell's personality continues
to define the band's ethos, his attitude to meaning
in song, accent and repertoire a constant in three
decades of professional playing.

Bradley, Paul. Fiddle-maker, fiddler. From
Bessbrook, Co. Armagh, he taught himself fiddle
from listening to local players, and moved on
to study violin making at the Newark School,
Nottinghamshire. Making and repairing fiddles
in Galway since 1998, he also workshops fiddle
at UL and SSWC. He can be heard on the 1998
album Atlantic Roar.
Bradshaw, Harry. (1947- ). Radio producer,
researcher, record producer. Born Bray, Co.
Wicklow. In 1965 he took up employment in
recording at Dublin's Eamonn Andrews Studios,
then at film and sound work, while taking night
classes in telecommunications and electronics.
He joined RTE in 1968, where he did sound for
Micheal 6 Suilleabhain's early RTE recordings,
and N6irin Ni Riain's 1978 SeinnAililiu.Associated
with The Long Note radio programme, he became
its producer in 1978, in this series devoting time to
making field recordings of musicians throughout
Ireland and to documentary features on traditional
music subjects. He also produced a folklore series,
Folk/and, Music of the People and- his best-known
achievement - The Irish Phonograph series, featuring 78 rpm recordings from the 1920s and '30s and
presented by Nicholas Carolan. The two also collaborated on the 1986 John McKenna- His Original
Recordings. He produced the 1988 album Bunch
of Keys which has the contents of nine acetate
discs of uilleann piper Johnny Doran which were
originally recorded in 1947; the 1990 Grave/1#1/ks
has Donegal fiddler Mickey Doherty. Both were
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published by Comhairle Bhealoideas Eireann. In
1989 he started his own label Viva Voce to market
re-mastered 78s; the]ames Morrison- The Professor
fiddle album was his first release, next was Fluters
of Old Erin, then Michael Coleman 1891-1945,
Packie Do/an and a Flanagan Brothers reissue. He
worked half time on a joint RTE/ITMA project
which transferred and catalogued the bulk ofRTE
radio's traditional music archive tapes into a 300-cD
catalogue designed to make the material easily
accessible to the public. He was employed also by
the 'Ceol' commercial music-heritage project in
Smithfield, Dublin 1999-2001. He left RTE in
2003 and set up his own independent production
unit providing specialist recording and remastering
facilities and has produced a wide variety of titles,
many in traditional music, for record companies
and broadcasters.
Brady, Paul. (1947- ). Singer, songwriter,
musician. Born in Strabane, Co. Tyrone, Brady
combines a distinctive voice with a rare proficiency on guitar, piano, mandolin, bouzouki
and whistle. His early musical influences ranged
from John McCormack through Seamus Ennis
to Chuck Berry. He studied classical piano to '0'
Level, and on moving to Dublin as a student in
the mid-1960s he became involved in traditional
music. He joined The Johnstons in 1967, moving
to London with the group in 1969 and later, in
1972, to New York. While in America, he recorded
With Andy McGann (solo), Andy McGann and
Paddy Reynolds (duet) and John Vesey. He joined
Planxty on his return to Ireland in 197 4. On the
demise of Planxty, he formed a duet with Andy
Irvine in 1976 and recorded the highly regarded
album, Andy Irvine and Paul Brady. In 1977 he
recorded with Matt Molloy and Tommy Peoples.
His first solo album Welcome H ere Kind Stranger
was recorded in 1978. Hard Station (1981) marked
a shift to rock music, while retaining many of the
characteristics of his earlier work. It also marked
a development of his songwriting skills. This was
followed by True for You (1983), Back to the Centre
(1985), Full Moon (1986), Primitive Dance (1987),
Trick or Treat (1991), Spirits Colliding (1995),
Nobody Knows, BestofPaul Brady (1999), Oh What
a World (2000), 7he Paul Brady Songbook (cD and

DVD, 2002) and Say What You Feel (2005). The
Missing Liberty Tapes was recorded live at Liberty
Hall in Dublin in 1978 but not released until2001
on his own PeeBee Music label. Welcome Here Kind
Stranger has been re-released on CD by PeeBee
Music. Describing himself as 'musically bilingual',
his performances feature a mix of his contemporary compositions and the earlier repertoire of his
traditional roots. [PAA]
brass fiddle. See fiddle ; tin/brass.
brass instruments. See saxophone; trombone.
Breathnach, Breandan. (1912-85) . Uilleann
piper, collector, publisher, writer and organiser, born
1912 in The Liberties, Dublin; his father, Padraig
Walsh, was a silk weaver. 1k single most important
activist in Irish traditional music in the twentieth
century, he became interested in highland pipes in
his youth and subsequently, through his acquaintance with the Ports family of The Coombe, took
up the uilleann pipes. He worked as a civil servant
and devoted his leisure hours to music.
tunes co llection. His life's work gradually
evolved out of the habit of noting down tunes from
musicians, and, motivated by the need to identifY
collected tunes, he began an examination of all
available collections. He invented an index system
which allowed him to assign a unique code to any
tune, and using this, he classified and ordered a
huge body of Irish traditional dance music. Thus
he was the first person ever to be in a position to
realise the sheer extent of the material. His own
estimate, in the early 19ROs, was that the Trish tradition included over 7,000 individual dance tunes.
By identifYing duplicates and variants he could
find the earliest occurrences of tunes and trace
their history through printed and manuscript collections and recordings. The index which he made
of his material enabled him to identifY unpublished items, and those that differed substantially
from previously published versions. Collections of
this material, starting in 1963, have been published
in four volumes as Ceol Rince na hEireann.
Such work began as a private hobby, but awareness of its importance saw him seconded from
his post in the Department of Agriculture to the
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Department of Education, where he could devote
all his time to it: 'moving from pigs to jigs' as he
put it. Hi s project was then transferred to the
Department of Irish Folklore in UCD. While
engaged himself in the study of the dance music,
he initiated a pilot scheme to send song collectors
around the country to assess the extent of traditional song material still to be found. 1his resulted
in the recording of the largest body of traditional
songs ever collected in Ireland.
initiati ve. Prior to the publication of Ceol
Rince, Breathnach initiated a tune-sheet Tacar
Port, and in 1963 he started the magazine Ceol,
which appeared intermittently until his death. It
too usually carried transcriptions of music or songs
from important sources. In 1971 he published Folk
Music and Dances of Ireland, a handbook of Irish
music with accompanying cassette, and started
a recording label, Spol, which issued one EP of
traditional music and one of a recording of the
correct Cois Fharraige pronunciation of Irish.
In 1968 he was instrumental in founding N a
Piobairi Uilleann, of which he was chairman until
his death, and in 1971, with Hugh Shields, Tom
Munnelly and others, he founded the Folk Music
Society oflreland. Anticipating the explosion of
interest which occurred in the 1980s, in 1978 or
thereabouts he was enthusiastic about initiating set
dancing in the Na Piobairi Uilleann premises at
Essex Street in Dublin. In tandem with this activity,
he collected, lectured and contributed articles to a
variety of publications, including The Irish Times,
An Piobaire and Soundpost, with Ceol becoming a
standard guide through the currents and eddies of
the traditional music revival in the 1960s and '70s.
His 1983 booklet Dancing in Ireland remains an
outstanding reference point in traditional dance,
and his most thorough document on Irish music,
Ceol agus Rince na hEireann, was published posthumously in 1989.
voice. Trenchant, outspoken criticism of what he
regarded as phony, shallow or inferior was a regular
feature of his comment, along with generous praise
for anything he regarded as 'sound'; in everything
he wrote he was direct, informative and often witty.
The subjects he covered were as diverse as the use
of notation in the transmission of Irish music, a
comprehensive index of the tunes of Jackson the
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eighteenth-century Limerick piper and the works
of Captain Francis O'Neill. His death in 1985
deprived his associates and the music world of an
entertaining companion, a tireless organiser and
facilitator and a brilliant scholar who was utterly
generous in sharing his huge knowledge of Irish
music. 'Sharing' was central to him- illustrated
contrarily by his anecdote of the piper who called
for his pipes upon his death-bed and, taking out
the reeds, bit and destroyed them.
impact. Breathnach inspired and encouraged
many others. The ground-breaking studies ofWillie
Clancy and Patsy Touhey and the first ever collections of Irish set-dances owe much to him, and
many projects that he had envisaged or was promoting before hi s death have since been brought
to completion by his associates. Such was the establishment of the ITMA, the publication of books
Ceol Rince na hEireann IV, The Music of] ohnny
O'Leary, the Goodman collection, the songs ofTom
Lenihan, the Seamus Ennis Tutor and The Music of
Seamus Ennis. Listening to younger pipers, and pondering the lineage of their tunes or style, Breand:in
Breathnach might typically assess that the music 'the thing'- would be 'safe for another sixty years'.
With some 5,000 pipers playing in 2010, largely as
a result of his insight, determination and promotion
activity, 'the thing' is seen to have had secure passage
into its second millennium. [TEM]
See Ceol Rince na hEireann; Na Piobairi Uilleann.
Breatnach, M:i.ire. (1956- ). Fiddle, viola, whistle,
keyboard, singer and composer. Born in Dublin to
bilingual parents she was reared in a home with
a strong music ethos. At the age of six she began
taking violin lesso ns at the School of Music, and
attendance at the all-lrish Scoil Mhuire placed
her in a milieu of confident traditional players
and group formation. She played with Cormac
Breatnach and Niall 6 Callan:iin as Meristem
at the end of the 1980s, and a career break in
1990 after nine years' lecturing at the College of
Music led her to play and record with Mary Black,
Sharon Shannon, Christy Moore, Donal Lunny,
Dolores Keane, Ronnie Drew, Bill Whelan and
for R iverdance. She recorded Angels' Candles in
1993, Voyage of Bran in 1994 and Celtic Lovers in
1996. Her song 'Eist' from Angels' Candles has been

Bringing

widely performed. Mythically themed, her albums
involve her own airs and dance tunes and utilise
traditional instruments. Aislingi Ceoii/Dreams
and Visions in Irish Song (2002) is of traditional
and new songs in Irish, and Cranna Ceoil/In Full
Measure (2009) has fourteen newly composed
slow airs. Her material has been recorded by other
players and she has made TV and radio signature
tunes, much film and theatre music, some involving orchestra. 1his includes music for In the Name
ofthe Father and Rob Roy.
Brehon laws. A set of social governance statutes
similar in function to modern legislation which
date to early Ireland and were originally handed
on orally. Similar to Welsh statutes of the times,
these were revised in the fifth century AD to
accommodate Christianity, and were committed
to manuscript in the earliest form oflrish between
the sixth and tenth centuries, a reference-style
documentation which also demands orally transmitted knowledge. These works were translated by
John O'Donovan and Eugene O'Curry in the later
nineteenth century.
See Gaelic music status; medieval Ireland.
Brennan, H elen. (1944- ). Dance authority. Born
in Dublin, she grew up in Athenry, Co. Galway
where she learned Irish dancing from Annie-May
Fahy (sister of fiddle player Paddy Fahy) whose
dancing had come from renowned Cork dancer,
Freddie Murray. She moved to live in Drogheda,
and had her interest in dance sparked by Breandan
Breathnach with whom she researched for his
Folk Music and Dances of Ireland. She picked this
up again for MA research at QUB in 1994 - on
Connemara old-style (sean-n6s) dance- and went
on to publish lhe Story ofIrish Dance, the first fulllength book on Irish dance, in 1999. As a dance
authority she has given many papers and contributed to numerous specialist publications; she issued
an album of upbeat, mixed-genre song, Mirrors of
the Soul, in 2009.
Breschi, Antonio. (1950- ). Piano; arranger. Born
in Florence, he began playing piano at age three,
covering classical and jazz, and influenced both by
paternal Italian and maternal Spanish flamenco

it All Back Home

associations. He came to Irish music in the 1970s,
and incorporates it into his eclectic arrangements
which are loosely classified as 'Celtic'. He has
worked with Mairtin O'Connor and Tommy Hayes
on his stylistically themed music blocs, producing
albums and shows which integrate Irish, Arabic,
flamenco, jazz, Latin and Basque musics in what
he dubs 'ethnic piano'. Though typically working
with a great variety of artistes in Ireland, Italy and
Spain, he is best known for his collaborations with
singer Ronnie Drew, with whom he performed and
recorded. Impelled by the Irish dimension to his
work, he changed his professional name to Antoni
O'Breskey in the 1990s. I lis work is summarised
in his compilation album 7he Colours of Music: 25
Years, recorded from 1975 to 1999.
Brian Boru bagpipes.
See under bagpipes.

Bringing It All Back Home. A television series in
five one-hour parts, commissioned by the BBC in
association with RTE in 1990, transmitted in 1991.
Its thesis is that Irish traditional music influenced
American rock, country and folk musics. This the
programme established by tracing early emigration from Ireland to the USA. It also documented
the ongoing influence of those genres on Irish
music from the earliest migrations of the Irish in
the eighteenth century to America and to Britain.
Primarily a musical exploration, the programme
is performance-driven, involving some seventy
musicians, and edited down from as many hours
of recording. It included Appalachian fiddler Ricky
Skaggs playing with Paddy Glackin; De Dannan
on stage with a New York klezmer band; piper
Davey Spillane and The Everly Brothers; Mary
Black and Dolores Keane singing with Emmylou
Harris; and an interview with the avant garde
American composer John Cage about his work
Roaratorio which used Irish traditional musicians. A one-hour cut, Irish Music and America -A
Musical Migration, was broadcast in the US in
1994. An album, also entitled Bringing It All Back
Home, contains selections from the series and a
book of the same name by Nuala O'Connor was
issued in 1991 by BBC Enterprises.
See also King, Philip; O 'Connor, N uala.
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Brittany. The peninsula of the French land-mass
which juts out into the Atlantic with the bay of
Biscay on its southern shores, the English channel
to the north. Superficially, Brittany shares many
of the social values, language and organisational
structures of the rest of France (itself a highly
diverse entity) but there are quite fundamental
cultural differences which set it apart from France
per se, most importantly the Breton language and
the folk-music tradition within Brittany itself.
Its most significant cultural division is based on
the linguistic divide. In Basse Bretagne, Breton,
a Celtic language, is still spoken together with
French. In Haute Bretagne, French, together with
Gallo, is spoken. (Gallo is a Romance language
akin to French, often described as a 'rural patois'.)
The Breton language is indigenous only to the
area known as Basse Bretagne but its continuing
use is close to the hearts of many cultural activists
throughout Brittany.
popularity. Although France is generally rich in
different regional forms of traditional music, it is
arguably only in Brittany that music is not a thing
of folklore and remains, or has increasingly become,
a popular part of everyday social activity. Traditional
dance music, both vocal and instrumental, and
the circle dance in the context of the festou noz
('fest-noz', lit. 'night dances') are the most popular
representations ofPan-Breton identity today.
historical. Up until the 1940s vocal music
was by far the most common accompaniment to
dancing at any social gathering in Brittany, be it
a pardon (pattern), a wedding, harvest festival or
the more intimate context of a veillee or musical
evening. Any form of ceremonial parade - notably
a wedding procession - was usually led by one or
two musicians. In Basse Bretagne this may have
been the bombardelbiniou koz (old bagpipe) cornbination, a clarinet (Treujenn-gao!) or on rare
occasions a fiddler. In Haute Bretagne the viel!e or
hurdy-gurdy was more likely. Bombarde and biniou
duets, the oldest version of the couple sonneurs, are
still in demand for weddings. Music and dance
competitions provide targets of achievement and
standards, and are popular both with the public
and among musicians themselves. In all there are
more than seventy each year, many of them annual
events since 1949.
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Les Freres Morven delivering Ka Ha Diskan song near
Huelgoat, Brittany, 2005

da nce. Younger people now know more traditional dances than the older generation. This is
because of changes in lifestyle, greater ease of communication and a comparatively new perception of
Breton music as a genre in itself. }olk-dance classes
are held in practically every community in Brittany,
teaching a pan-Breton repertoire of dances. They
cater for an ever-increasing fest-noz-going public;
this in turn encourages yo unger musicians. They
also cater for older Bretons who had never before
had the opportunity to learn different dance steps
from outside their own locality.
singing for da ncers. Kan ha diskan an d other
vocal chants a repondre are without doubt the
basis of Breton traditional music. Still relatively
popular, though under some pressure, this older
way of leading the dance in Basse Bretagne and
Haute Bretagne - by singing rondes or dans-tro
for dancers - takes several different forms. Most
Breton dances are originally intended to be danced
in a ring, usually in a clockwise direction leading
to the left. Kan ha diskan (literally singer and
descant or counter-singer) functions as a verse/
echo discourse. The lead singer is called the kaner
and the singer (or sometimes singers) who reply
to his or her refrain is/are called the diskaner(s).
The diskaner sings the response chevauche to the
kaner; this means that s/he overlaps on the last
phrase, which could be as little as one word. S/he
sings the same word s as the kaner, but may well
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improvise on the melody - good improvisations
are usually mutually acknowledged. There are no
breaks in the so ng, it is continually pushed forward
with impressive momentum. The tunes used may
be attractive, but they also have a distinctly functional role related to the dance itself.
repertoire. There is a body of well-known
tunes; dancers will recognise the genre of the dance
immediately from the prelude, which is a slow
version of the dance tune played to invite people
on to the floor. It has no rhythmic indicators and
is an excellent vehicle for vocal improvisation. In
times past most songs and tunes in the sui te of
dances were given names, just as in Ireland, but
in recent decades musicians will describe their
tunes as sets of a particular dance-genre only. The
contents of kan ha diskan are generally folk tales
about market days, erran t tailors and sailors and
the like, but they can also be local social commentaries. Most singers ofkan ha diskan are men, but a
new generation of women is increasingly emerging
- the legendary singers Soeurs Goadec, who were
still active in the early 1980s, set a strong precedent for female kan ha diskan. The song fo rm is
performed in the Breton language and only with
the genres which originate in the area known as
Les Monts D'Arre.
language activism. Recen t co mpositions tend
to be mostly instrumental. This indicates a decline
in spoken Breton in the Basse Bretagne region
and is a cause of concern among Breton-language
activists. There are cons iderably more mu sicians than singers , the musicians being younger.
In general the younger singers of kan ha diskan
are committed Breton language activists. Their
enthusiastic and energetic efforts mean that kan ha
diskan is being taught to young people in Diwan
schools (where the Breton language is the teaching
medium ), and the bi-lingual classes which are
found in some schools in th e private and public
sector of L'Education Nation ale.
instrumental music. This is a mixture of recently
composed and older melodies. All groups will play
music from Basse Bretagne for the dan cers, and
stick to the kan ha diskan formula, emulating the
power and drive of the voices. They are increasingly
common at festou noz, this causing some chagrin;
they have largely replaced the sonneurs and singers.

This trend goes back to the 1960s and the influence of Alan Stivell.lt is also influenced by groups
from the other 'Celtic' countries.
style. An understanding of the aesthetic values
of the vocal tradition is regarded as essential to
the ability to play instrumental dance music with
authenticity and competence. The strident timbre
of the voices and the use of a traditional vibrato
known as a chevrement (goat-like sound) are essential guidelines for instrumentalists who wish their
style to be 'traditional'. Musicians who speak the
Breton language are favoured by language activists
over those who do not. Players make a distinction
between the purely instrumental tune repertoire
(airs a sonner) and the older vocal repertoire (airs
a chanter), even though these dance songs are also
played as purely instrumental pieces.
bombarde and biniou. The word sonneur is used
essentially for players of the bombarde and biniou
koz- the couple sonneurs being the ultimate traditional dance musical ensemble in Brittany. The
bombarde and biniou koz (old bagpipe) are the
oldest form of musical accompaniment for the
dance in Brittany. Some form of bombarde and
biniou combination was in use in most parts of
continental Europe until the seventeenth century at
least, but Brittany has became a repository for it.
bombarde. This is a small oboe-like instrument
with a penetrating sound. It is finge red like a tin
whistle with an extra hole to allow one note below
the stated key (usually B flat, sometimes Cor D ).
Typically it is played in duet with the biniou, this
pitched an octave above with its drone an octave
below. Bombarde and biniou h ocket - call and
respond - swapping parts: this originated in
giving players the time to relax breathing in order
to sustain playing for longer periods, but it is now
a stylistic feature. Both instruments have a strident
high-pitched sound and are ideal for leading the
dance in outdoor situations, the bombarde taking
the role of the kaner and the biniou the diskaner.
Although the biniou plays continuously during the
dance, it is always the bombarde player who introduces the melody and leads the refrain.
highland pipes. In the 1950s the biniou braz
(big biniou) or Scottish bagpipes (first introduced
in the early 1900s) supplanted the smaller instrument for a while, but this trend has been reversed
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in recent years with the bagpipes finding a permanent home with the bagadou, a typically Breton
form of the pipe band founded in the 1950s.
popular dance forms. During the 1970s and
'80s, individual researchers such as Jcan-Michel
Guilcher and organisations such as Les Cercles
Celtiques and Dastum comprehensively documented well over a thousand regional dance forms,
including local variants of widely popular dances.
This verifies that up to and including the immediate post-war years most people in any given locality
knew only one set of movements and steps, those
of the local traditional dance. This does not apply
to imported dances from metropolitan France and
elsewhere, where people followed the fashions of
their youth. Although known 'good' dancers introduce variations on the theme, the general form of
the dans (tro or ronde, literally dancing in a ring or
round) is very old, and in many cases goes back to
at least medieval times.
There is much evidence to suggest that Breton
traditional dances were adopted by the French
court from the early Middle Ages until at least
the reign of Louis IV. This challenges the idea that
peasant dances are but impoverished versions of
courtly dances. In the course of the resurgence in
traditional music after 1980, certain forms have
attained more widespread popularity. These are
mostly those which were still in popular use up
until the 1970s, and were the main sources of
tune repertoire for both the bagadou (bombarde
and bagpipe bands) and Celtic folk revivalists like
Alan Stivell.
With the exception of keynote events to celebrate one particular dance form, or a truly local
event, six dance types dominate in the average
fest noz. These may differ in emphasis or frequency of performance, depending on whether
the event is held in the Haute Bretagne or Basse
Bretagne regions, but they are generally present at
the majority of festou noz. These dances include
the suite gavotte, the suite plinn, the ronde Loudeac,
the an dro and laridi. All Breton dances are originally intended to be danced in a ring, but due to
the huge numbers of people who attend the contemporary festou noz, space becomes a problem,
and the dancers often form a twisting serpent. In
addition, modern practice often ignores the older
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social etiquette of male-female balance. All of
the traditional dances currently popular in today's
pan-Breton festou noz were originally regional or
highly localised dance genres.
modern trends. Since the early days of the
1970s with the influence of Alan Stivell and the
plethora of Irish groups visiting Brittany, Breton
music has undergone some major changes in performance and treatment of the music. Every other
form of music has flirted with the traditional 'raw
bar' and many traditional musicians have in their
turn flirted with other musical forms. But the most
significant and tangible change is the group phenomenon, and the introduction of new instruments
to the pool. Notable among these is the present use
of the simple-system wooden flute - introduced
from Irish traditional music. Brittany now has a
number of virtuoso players such as Jean Michel
Veillon, Herve Guillou, Stefan Morvan and Jean
Luc Thomas. [DEW]
broadcasting.
See BBC; Downtown Radio; radio; Radio 2RN;
Radio Eireann; TG4; Ulster Television.
Brock, Paul. (1944- ). Accordion, melodeon.
Born in Athlone, Co. Westmeath. His parents
encouraged him in music, and by the early 1950s
he was playing a single-row melodeon, inspired
by visits as a boy to his uncle's radio/music shop.
Records (78s) and wireless programmes such as
Ceolta Tire, As I Roved Out and A job of]ourneywork
were influential, complementing the strong Irish
music tradition of the midland counties that had
hosted the birth of CCE, the first of the Alllreland music gatherings, and the second such
fleadh at Athlone in 1953. Fiddler Frank Dolphin,
originally from Ballysodare, Co. Sligo, taught him
his early repertoire and technique, and visits to
his aunt's home in west Clare grounded Brock in
Clare music too. He won All-Irelands in the latter
half of the 1950s and was Hohner National Senior
Champion also in 1960. Through the 1960s and
70s he mastered the single-row, two-row, three-row
and five-row button accordions, and his collaborations with Frankie Gavin resulted in their 1986
Gael Linn recording Omos do f oe Cooley. In 1989,
he formed Moving Cloud along with fiddle players
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Manus McGuire and Maeve Donnelly. Also featuring Kevin Crawford and Carl Hessian, this has
produced several recordings: Moving Cloud (1989,
1994), Sound of Stone (1993) and Foxglove (1998);
Mo Chdirdin is his 1992 solo album . In 2004 he
re-formed as The Brock McGuire Band, and, ever
inventive, on Humdinger in 2006 with Enda Scahill
he explores the interplay of melodeon and banjo.
Broderick, Vincent. (1920-2008). Flute, composer. Born at Carrowmore, Bullaun, Loughrea, Co.
Galway. One of seven children, influenced by his
mother Ann, he and brother Peter began playing
on flutes given to them by a local priest. By their
teens they were accomplished players, performing
for house dances in their area, and often in the
company of the Rolands, Paddy Carty, Kathleen
Harrington, J oe Leary and J oe Cooley. A prolific
composer, Vincent has made many tunes, and in
1954 won the All-Ireland flute with one of these
- played on a copper-pipe flute he had also made
himself. He moved to Dublin in the early 1950s
where he played in the Pipers' Club and various
bands - including the Kincora and the Eamonn
Ceannt. He took part in many CCE tours abroad,
and taught flute and whistle. His compositions
were published by CCE as The Turoe Stone in 1992,
and this work earned him the TG4 Composer of
the Year Award in 2003.
Brogan,John. (1878-1928). Piper and pipe maker,
born in Castletown Geoghegan, Co. Westmeath, he
was a travelling mason and worked in Hollywood,
Co. Down, where he met and married Margaret
Hickey in 1900. They moved to Emmet Street,
Harold's Cross, Dublin in 1903 where their home
became associated with music. Brogan played on
a Coyne set of pipes which he had bought in a
pawnbroker's in London and restored. Upon his
death his widow gave them to James Ennis, who
in turn passed them on to his son Seamus. Peter
Browne plays these now. [FHA]
Brogan , Sonny (Patrick). (1907-65). Born at
Prosperous, Co. Kildare, he began playing on a single-row accordion, eventually moving to a two-row
Paolo Soprani. He played in the Lough Gill
Qpartet with Jakes Cawley (flute), Sarah Hobbs

(fiddle) and Bill Harte (accordion) with whom
he recorded 78s for HMV. Central in the Dublin
traditional scene of the mid-twentieth century, in
1959 Sonny played for Sea.n 6 Riada's theatre production and became part of his Ceolt6iri Chualann.
In the early 1960s he played with the group on two
Radio Eireann series, Reachaireacht an Riadaigh and
Fleadh Cheoil an Raidi6, and a solo of his playing
was included in the recordings for 6 Riada's radio
series, Our Musical Heritage. Known for his keen
ear and memory for tunes, Brogan became one of
Breandan Breathnach's major contributors for CRE
1. He played in the Pipers' Club Dublin where he
was regarded as an authority on tunes, settings and
style. With his own idiosyncratic interpretations
of traditional tunes on the two-row accordion, he
featured also in Breathnach's series The Man and his
Music in 1963. [MAO]
Brooke, Charlotte. (c.1740-93). Translator, writer,
song collector. Born at Rantavan, Co. Cavan, the
youngest of more than twenty children, she was
educated by her father (whom she looked after for
ten years), novelist and playwright Henry Brooke,
and grew up in a literary atmosphere. Th:mgh from
an Anglo-Irish family she was, unusually, a competent Irish speaker, having been inspired to learn
after hearing one of her father's staff read from a
manuscript. She translated song lyrics by Carolan
(the first of these to be done) and the poem
'Tiagharna Mhaighe-eo' for Walker's Historical
Memoirs of the Irish Bards in 1786. Aided by
Walker and such antiquarians as Charles O'Conor,
Sylvester O 'Halloran and Charles Vallancey, she
edited a scholarly collection oflrish verse translations - 'Heroic Poems, Odes, Elegies and Songs'
-which was published as Reliques ofIrish Poetry in
1789. This was a primary anthology with annotation and explanation, the first collection of English
translations oflrish lyrics to be presented together
with the Gaelic originals. Her intention was to
'throw some light on the antiquities of this country,
to vindicate, in part, its history, and prove its claim
to scientific as well as military fame'. The 'Reliques'
complemented two other significant 1765 worksEvan Evans's Specimens of the Poetry of the Ancient
Welsh Bards and Thomas Percy's Reliques ofAncient
English Poetry.This association marks her not only
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as the first collector of song in Ireland, but as part
of the consciousness which laid the foundation
for folk and traditional music revivals. Though
her translations are considered to be somewhat
morally sanitising, and not without political
opinion (Ni Mhunghaile, 2009), she took a principled stand against James MacPherson's laying
claim to the Fianna tales being Scottish, and her
Reliques became important in the establishing of
the integrity oflrish poetry in the face of dismissal
by English sceptics. Reliques of Irish Poetry was
republished by the Irish Manuscripts Commission
in 2010, edited by Lesa Ni Mhunghaile.
Brooks A cademy. One of the most prominent
groups involved in the teaching and promotion
of set-dancing, Brooks Academy was formed
in 1982 by Terry and Kay Moylan as a result of
their participation that year in the first set-dance
workshop run, by Joe and Siobhan O 'Donovan, at
the Willie Clancy Summer School. It based itself
at the premises of Na Piobairi Uilleann by invitation of NPU chairman Breandan Breathnach,
and went on to collect and publish sets in different parts of Ireland. It was chiefly responsible for
making several sets known to a wider public in
the 1980s and early 1990s, including the Lancers
set, the Sliabh Luachra set and the West Kerry
set . Five collections of sets have been published,
edited by Terry Moylan and Eileen O'Doherty,
and six cassettes containing music arranged for
specific dances, produced by lrene Martin. Brooks
has also published the innovative collection Irish
Traditional Step Dances by Michael Tubridy- the
first ever printed collection oflrish solo dances. Th
Academy is currently directed by Terry Moylan,
Irene Martin, Jerry O'Reilly, Mary Friel, Eileen
O'Doherty and Terry Cullen. [TEM]
Browne , Frank. (1909-98). Singer, storyteller
and farmer, from Ballanagare, Co. Roscommon .
Music and song were always an important part of
Frank's life and he played the flute in his younger
days. He had a repertoire of well over 100 songs,
drawn from many different sources. 1hese included
other local singers and musicians, members of his
own family, popular publications such as Ireland 's
Own, and chance meetings with strangers on the
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bus on his frequent trips to Dublin in later years
to perform at venues such as the Tradition Club
and the G6ilin Singers' Club. His songs have been
recorded on a number of commercial compilation
recordings, including a UNESCO -produced co
of music from the National Folklore Collection,
University College Dublin, on which he performs
one of the Child Ballads in his repertoire. [BAN ]
Browne, Peter. (1953- ). Uilleann pipes, flute,
whistle; producer, broadcaster, and lecturer. Born
Ranelagh, Dublin, he began playing at six, numbering among his tutors Seamus Ennis, Willie
Clancy and Leo Rowsome. He played in groups
such as Raftery, 1691 and The Bothy Band and
recorded two LP S in the 1980s with Philip King
later combined as a co, Seacht N6imead Chun a
Seacht. H e has toured abroad, especially in France,
Germany and the USA. As a broadcaster, he commenced working in RTE in 1975 as producer and
presenter, working on a number of traditional music
programmes, including The L ong Note, Airnedn, Mo
CheoiThu, Ulster Folk, Teach a' Cheilidhe, Sounds
Traditional and The R olling Wave, and also a series
of documentary tribute programmes on musicians
Padraig O'Keeffe, Denis Murphy, Seamus Ennis,
Liam Weldon, Tommy Ports, Johnny O 'Leary,
Paddy Keenan and Derek Bell. He has also
produced several cos of rare recordings of traditional musician s from the RTE sound archives:
Padraig O'Keeffe, D eni s Murphy, Elizabeth
Crotty, Willie Clancy, Labhras 6 Cadhla and
Seam us Ennis. He has played as a session musician
with such as Mary Black, Paul Brady, Mick Hanly,
The Dubliners and The Chieftains and also as a
guest soloist with the RTE Concert Orchestra,
the RTE National Symphony Orchestra and the
Ulster Orchestra. His study of traditional music in
Irish radio from 1926 to the 1960s was the subject
of his 2007 MA research at DIT.
Bru B o ru. A Regional Resource Centre of
Comhaltas Ceolroiri Eireann in Cashel, C o.
Tipperary. Sited at the base of the Rock of
Cashel, it was purpose-built as a cultural centre,
grant-aided in part by the Department of Sports,
Arts and Tourism. It offers tourist-oriented performances of traditional mu sic and dance in a
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medieval Irish society', 'Music-related imagery on
early Christian insular sculpture', 'Representations
of musicians in John Derricke 's "The image of
Irelande"', 'Celtic Chant' and 'Liturgical sources for
the veneration oflrish saints'. She has contributed
entries on tiompan and Celtic chant to the New
Grove Dictionary of Musical Instruments, and is
working on books on 'Music in Medieval Ireland',
and 'Folk Music Instruments oflreland'. She was
guest editor and contributor to a special Irish issue
of Early Music (May 2000), a comprehensive assay
of medieval music in Ireland. She has been a senior
research fellow in music at NUIM, and is currently
Research Associate at the Centre for Medieval and
Renaissance Studies, TCD.
Dance and tambourine sculpture at CCE's Bru Boru ,
Cashel, Go. Tipperary

300-seat theatre, as well as an interactive exhibit
of Irish history and culture. Bru Boru is the base
of a touring traditional music and dance ensemble,
and is host for FETAC-accredited courses in traditional music and dance performance. The director
ofBru Boru is currently Una 6 Murchu. [BRK]

Buckley, Ann. Researcher, lecturer, writer on the
history of music in Ireland, medieval studies, iconography, ethnomusicology and the anthropology
of music. She was the co-ordinator of a project
on music in medieval Ireland at the University
of Notre Dame, Indiana. She is founder member
and co-ordinator of the International Research
Group on Music in the Medieval Celtic Regions,
is a member of the editorial board of the journal
Music in Art, and is on the board of advisors at
the Research Center for Music Iconography,
City University of New York. She has lectured
widely in these islands, in Europe, America and
Canada, and has broadcast with RTE and the
BBC World Service among others. Her publications concern music and instruments in Medieval
Ireland covering topics as diverse as tiompan, stylistic analysis of uilleann piping, archaeological
investigation of musical instruments, Jew's harps,
'A Viking bow from eleventh-century Dublin',
'Musical instruments in Ireland from the ninth to
the fourteenth centuries', 'Harps and lyres on early
medieval monuments', 'Music as symbolic sound in

Bunting, Edward. (1773-1843). An Armaghbern organist who was employed to notate the
music played at the 1792 Belfast Harp Festival.
There he lived with the McCracken family and
associated with many of the members of the
United Irish Society who had initiated the event.
Bunting was so taken by the group of ageing
harpers at the festival that he subsequently chose
to devote a large proportion of his time to the collection and publication of Irish music. He toured
Mayo in 1792 with Richard Kirwan, founder of
the Royal Irish Academy, collecting a number of
airs . In the same year he also gathered material
in the counties Derry and Tyrone, visiting the
harper Denis Hempson at his home in Magilligan.
Bunting met Arthur O'Neill in Newry late in 1792
and visited Denis Hempson and D6nal Black in
1795 or 1796. His first publication appeared in
1796 with sixty-six tunes.
·fieldwork'. Bunting was the first Irish collector
that we know of to gather music from musicians
'in the field '. He also had some impressive ideas
about publication - planning to print Irish texts
with accompanying tunes and English translations.
To that end Patrick Lynch, an Irish scholar, accompanied him on his 1802 tour of Connacht. Bunting
later employed James Cody to collect both music
and texts in Ulster. Bunting's plans to include the
Gaelic texts were not successful, however, as the
1809 publication contained seventy-seven airs,
twenty of which were accompanied by English
texts.
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arrangemen t. Also, in making piano arrangements of tunes for publication Bunting provided
versions of the tunes that lacked authenticity
in relation to their original repertoire. He was
aiming his publications at a particular market
- the amateur musicians among the middle and
upper classes. Certainly the printed music would
have been of little use to the musically non-literate traditional musicians and harpers who were
his sources. After 1809 Bunting does not appear
to have undertaken any major tour or collection.
Most of his time was now devoted to arranging
tunes he had already collected or that he received
from correspondents. His final collection was
published in 1840 and contained 151 tunes plus
an elaborate introduction. Bunting wished to
revise and re-edit his two earlier volumes, but,
due to ill health, did not manage to do so. He is
buried in Mount StJerome Cemetery in Dublin.
[COM]

manuscripts. These are part of a collection
of private papers and prints which belonged to
Edward Bunting and which are currently preserved
in the library of the ~een's University Belfast.
The manuscripts consist of various volumes and
unbound sheets containing musical notations and
song texts.
B untings books. These were issued as three
separate volumes, published in 1796, 1809 and
1840.
For more information see Belfast Harpers' Assembly.
Milligan Fox. The Bunting collection was rediscovered in 1907 by Charlotte Milligan Fox who
was then secretary of the Irish Folk Song Society.
Dr Louis MacRory of Battersea, a grandson of
Edward Bunting, entrusted Fox with certain
papers which had belonged to his grandfather. On
MacRory's recommendation she later retrieved
additional papers from Lady Florence Deane,
a granddaughter of Edward Bunting who lived
in Dublin. Fox used the papers as the basis for a
number of articles for the journal of the Irish Folk
Song Society and for her book Annals of the Irish
Harpers. On her death in 1916 Fox bequeathed
the Bunting papers to the Library of Queen's
University Belfast. The library purchased a further
selection of Bunting items from Lady Florence
Deane in 1917.
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Title page of Bunting's first collection, 1796

value of the collection. The Bunting Manuscripts
are an important source of music and lore from the
Gaelic harp music tradition. They provide information on harp structure, tuning, ornamentation,
repertoire and playing technique as well as details
and stories of the harpers and their lifestyle. Other
music genres are also present in the manuscripts,
including Irish traditional music, military and art
music, all of which help to provide an insight into
the music life of the time. In addition to this there
is also a large number of song texts in both Irish
and English.
disorder. Although the Bunting collection is
such a large and important source, very little of
the music is readily accessible as only a relatively
small number of the tunes can be found in the
Bunting publications. There are still hundreds of
items which remain unedited in the manuscripts.
This is perhaps due to the fact that these are disorganised and are often only a collection ofjumbled
loose sheets from different sources and eras. The
collection is termed the Bunting 'manuscripts' but
there are approximately eighty different handwritings in evidence. Bunting appears to be the
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common denominator rather than the sole collector: he probably did gather much of the material
himself but he was also the person for whom
the copyists or collectors worked or to whom
correspondents sent their contributions. The
extant Bunting Manuscripts are also incomplete:
approximately half the tunes in the Bunting publications are not found in the manuscripts in draft
notation form. As it is highly unlikely that only
the tunes in the printed works would have been
lost, it is impossible to quantifY the total amount
of material missing. It is perhaps fanciful to hope
that the absent documents are still in existence
and could be rediscovered. But such a find would
undoubtedly provide further insights into music
life in Ireland in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries [COM]
Bunting's books. 1. A General Collection of
the ANCIENT IRISH MUSIC Containing a variety
of Admired Airs never before published and also
The Compositions of CONOLON and CAROLAN
Collected from the Harpers &c in the different
Provinces of IRELAND, and adapted for the PianoForte, with a Prefatory Introduction by EDWARD
BUNTING (London, Dublin 1796).
2. A General Collection of the Ancient MUSIC
OF IRELAND, Arranged for the Piano Forte; some
of the most admired MELODIES are adapted for
the VOICE, To Poetry chiefly translated from the
Original Irish Songs, by Thomas Campbell Esqr.
and OTHER eminent POETS: To which is prefixed
A Historical & CRITICIAL Dissertation on The
Egyptian, British and Irish Harp by EDWARD
BUNTING. Vol. 1 (London 1809).
3. THE ANCIENT MUSIC of IRELAND, Arranged
for the PIANOFORTE. To which is prefixed a DISSERTATION ON THE IRISH HARP AND HARPERS,
including an account of the OLD MELODIES OF
IRELAND by EDWARD BUNTING (Dublin 1840).
[COM]

Volume I. Published in London, this contains
a short preface and brief history of the Irish harp,
an index of the titles of the songs in English and
sixty-eight airs arranged with minimal accompaniment. There are no words set to the airs.
Volume Il. Also published in London, this has
an illustrated historical dissertation on the harp

which opens with a quotation from Shakespeare's
Twelfth Night. An index with both English and
Irish titles heralds seventy-seven airs arranged for
the pianoforte, twenty of which have words set
to them. The words are either part of the original
Irish collection which have been translated into
English or are commissioned poetry.
Volume III. Published in Dublin, and dedicated
by permission to the young Queen Victoria who
had ascended to the throne in 1837, this contains
a hundred pages arranged in six chap ters with
learned dissertations upon the Irish harp and
related topics written by various authors, including George Petrie. It also includes Bunting's
outline of the characteristics of Irish music and
techniques of playing the Irish harp, an index of
Irish song titles and one of English song titles and
their Irish translation followed by their author and
date if known, and where and from whom they
were procured. There are 140 airs in very polished
pianoforte arrangements, five of which have words
set to them. [SAL]
In 2010 the New York based Irish pianist J.J.
Sheridan issued a recording of interpretations of
all the tunes from the 1840 edition.
Burke,Joe. (1939- ). Accordion. Born Kilnadeema, Loughrea, Co. Galway, he plays fiddle,
pipes and concert flute, as well as being best known
for his contribution to the style of playing Irish
music on B/C accordion. His mentors were Paddy
O'Brien, Kevin Keegan and Joe Cooley, but he has
been influenced by the fiddle recordings ofMichael
Coleman and the playing of Paddy Fahy. Leader of
the Leitrim (Co. Galway parish) Ceili Band which
won the All-Ireland at the 1959 fleadh cheoil, he
himself won the senior button accordion title in
1959 and 1960. He recorded the last 78 to be made
in Ireland for Gael Linn in 1959. From 1962 to
1965 he lived in America, playing professionally
and regularly with Andy McGann, Catherine
Brennan Grant, Larry Redican and Paddy Killoran.
During this time he recorded A Tribute to Michael
Coleman with Andy McGann and Felix Dolan.
On his return to Ireland he played with Sean
Maguire, recording Two Champions (1971) with
Josephine Keegan on piano. His first solo album
Galway's Own foe Burke followed in the same year.
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From 1988 to 1992 he lived again in the USA,
in St Louis. Other recordings include: Traditional
Music of Ireland (1973), with Charlie Lennon on
piano; The Funny Reel (1979), with Andy McGann
and Felix Doran; The Tailor's Choice (1983); Happy
to Meet and Sorry to Part (1986); The Leg of the
Duck (1992); The Bucks ofOranmore (1996) with
Charlie Lennon on piano. Living for many years
in his home place at Kilnadeema, he is married to
accordion and guitar player Anne Conroy. He was
presented with the AIB Traditional Music Award
(forerunner of the TG4 Gradam) for his music
in 1997, and in 2003 he was honoured by CCE's
Gradam award. The music artefacts and recordings which he collected during his life have been
donated to NUIG, Galway where they are held in
hard copy and digitised formats. [MAO]
Burke, Kevin. (1950- ). Fiddle. Born in London
of Irish parents from Co. Sligo, he was taught
music and sight-reading by a classical teacher at
the age of eight, but was influenced by recordings
of Coleman, Morrison and Killoran played by his
parents in the home. He took part in sessions in
early teenage years, then played with the Glenside
Ceili Band in London-Irish dance halls, often
for set dancers, and performed with them for
their 1966 All-Ireland fleadh win. Meeting Arlo
Guthrie influenced his music taste and led him to
the USA where he recorded with him, later playing
with Christy Moore before replacing Tommy
Peoples in The Bothy Band and recording on three
albums with them. With its break-up he recorded
Promenade (1979) with Miche:il 6 Domhnaill
and toured in the US with him before settling
in Oregon and making a second album, Portland
(1982). He played and recorded with Paul Brady
and Andy Irvine, becoming - with Irvine and
Jackie Daly- the mainstay of Patrick Street. He
made three albums during the 1990s with Open
House (with clog-dancer Sandy Silva) which mix
Irish, Appalachian, Central European and LatinAmerican music genres. A prolific recordist, his
talent is expressed on different guestings and combinations- In Tandem (2006) with guitarist Jed
Foley,Across the Black River (2007) with Cal Scott,
and four albums with Scottish fiddler Johnny
Cunningham and Breton Christian Lemaitre as
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The Celtic F iddle Festival. His outstanding fiddle
solo album is the 2001, Smithsonian Toss the
Feathers.

Burns Library Irish M usic A rchives. Boston
College, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts, USA.
Founded in 1990 in collaboration with visiting
professor Miche:il 6 Suilleabh:iin. The Irish Music
Archives (bc.edu) began as an offshoot of the epic
fiddle festival, 'My Love is in America', organised
by 6 Suilleabh:iin at Boston College in 1990.
Situated in the John J. Burns Library of Rare Books
and Special Collections, the archive augments one
of the largest Irish studies collections in North
America, and reflects the nineteenth-century Irish
origins of the university. Irish music in America is
a primary collecting focus of the archives, and is
represented by published and unpublished recordings, manuscripts, photographs, correspondence,
artwork, music instruments, posters, books, sheet
music and artefacts. Also known as the Irish Music
Center, the archives record and eo-sponsor live
events at the university, such as the Gaelic Roots
Music, Song, Dance, Workshop, and Lecture
Series. Extensive collections include the Philip J.
McNiff Irish Music Collection, Boston College
festival recordings, Seamus Connolly Papers,
Comhaltas Ceolt6iri Eireann North American
Archives, Frederick M . Manning Collection of
John McCormack, Myron Bretholz Irish Music
Collection, Johnny and Mary Muise and Janine
(Muise) Randall Collection of Cape Breton and
Irish Music and Mary O 'Hara Papers. Digital initiatives complement on-site access. The archives
work closely with the university's Center for Irish
Programs, Music Department, and the O'Neill
Library, which offers a circulating collection of
published Irish and Scottish music materials.
Seamus Connolly, Sullivan Artist-in- Residence at
Boston College, has played a key advisory role in
the archives' formation and development. [BES]
Butcher, Eddie. (1900-80). Singer, farm labourer
and road worker from Aughil, Magilligan, Co.
Derry. The most accomplished of four singing
brothers from a singing family in a singing locality,
his repertoire exceeded 100 songs, several of which
he composed entirely and others in part. His life,
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Singers at an Eddie Butcher commemorative concert in UU , 2003 (1-r): Peta Webb, Chris Myles,
Jackie Devenney, Len Graham, John Campbell, Brian Mullen and Jimmy McBride.

singing style and songs were documented by Hugh
Shields in articles in Ulster Fo!k!ife and Ceol, in the
books Shamrock Rose and Thistle and Narrative
Singing in Ireland, and in broadcasts from Dublin
and Belfast in the 1960s. These latter made him
well known and towards the end of his life it was
his delight to be visited by singers, who spent many
hours listening, singing and learning. Among those
whom he deeply influenced were Len Graham,
Frank Harte and Andy Irvine, and through them
many others. Some of his recordings are still available. They allow us to hear a robust singer, accented
in the almost Scottish way of north Derry; a style,
deceptively simple, cloaking a voice of some range
which is well controlled, and with a seemingly flat
delivery which is nevertheless very dramatic. He
is recorded on A dam in Paradise: The Songs ofEddie
Butcher. His song is presented in Hugh and Lisa
Shields' 2011 book All the Days of his Life: Eddie
Butcher in His Own Words . []OM]
Butler,Jean. (1971- ). Dancer. Born at Mineola,
Long Island, USA. Her mother originates from
Co. Mayo. At the age of four, Butler started taking
lessons in Irish dance with Donny Golden. She
competed successfully in regional, national and
international championships in Irish dance . Later,
she performed with The Chieftains at Carnegie
Hall and went on tour with them. Producer Moya
Doherty invited Butler to dance in the intermission entertainment Riverdance, with Michael
Flatley, at the Eurovision Song Contest when it

was broadcast from Dublin in 1994.1h performance was expanded into a full-length show with
Butler and Flatley as the leading dancers. After a
year of global touring, Flatley left the show, and
Butler teamed up with Colin Dunne. In 1996,
she moved on to other projects such as the show
Dancing on Dangerous Ground, which she produced
together with Dunne. She has been Artist-inResidence at the IWAMD, University of Limerick,
where she took a master's degree in contemporary
dance. Butler has also worked in drama, film and
journalism, and has made a nvn,]ean Butler's Irish
Dance Masterc!ass. [HEW)
Byrne,James. (1946-2008). Fiddle. Known as 'An
Beirneach M6r', the most highly regarded Donegal
fiddler of modern time, he was born at Meenacross
in Glencolmcille, south-west Donegal where he
learned music from his father, from cousins Paddy
Hiudai Byrne and son Anthony, and neighbour John McGuinness. I n the days before pub
sessions, these would play in kitchen sessions with
local musicians like Mick Carr ofMin an Aoiridh
and John McGinley. Such 'big' nights were a time
of greater emphasis on solo playing: a group of
fiddlers would typically play together for a time
to warm up, then drift into solo breaks, trying out
and discussing new and odd tunes and variations.
Dancers were part of many of these occasions,
when the furniture would be cleared out, the musicians seated on the table, and highlands, mazurkas,
waltzes and eight-figure quadrilles were worked
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through, with occasional lancers and a cotillon,
ending on a final step known as the 'breakdown'.
After the dancing the playing would continue,
music for listening to, with jigs, reels and single
jigs as well. This wealth of experience in Byrne's
youth rendered him something of a fund of tradition, with stories of his area and of musicians, and
a vast repertoire of local music which he played in
the way he learned it and passed on with generosity. This reputation was reflected in the tribute paid
to him at his funeral by fifty and more musicians
including Frosses singer Rita Gallagher, Altan
accordionist Dermot Byrne, Tommy Peoples,
Danny O'Donnell and Byrne's local fiddle class of
children. Some of the rare music from his home
county was recorded on The Brass Fiddle (1987)
and on a 1995 solo album The Road to Glenlough
with Dermot McLoughlin, Dermot Byrne, Peter
Carr and Sean Byrne.

Byrne,Joe(SeosamhOBroin). (1951- ).Flute;
singer, songwriter, music teacher, historian, publisher. A native of Achadh M6r, Ballyhaunis,
Co. Mayo, he grew up and lives in an area with
a rich music heritage, the fourth generation of
flute players among the Byrnes. His father Joe
(1895-1980), grandfather James (1855-1943)
and great-grandfather Domnick (1797-1860) all
played flute and step danced; dancer Jean [Byrne]
Butler is also of this family. The Lavins, his paternal
grandmother's people, were also musicians, singers
and dancers as were the Morleys and O'Garas of
Cill M6ibhi on his mother's side.
research. A former national school principal,
and a prolific communicator, his publications began
with his founding and editing of the annual Gl6r
Achadh M or magazine in 1988, and the compilation
of the essay collectionAghaidhAchadh M or (1991).
This work developed as research into specific
regions of Mayo for music, song, dance, spoken
word and local personalities and artistes. Byrne has
edited and published some twelve audio and print
collections (as Dreoilin Community Arts). These
include: Songs ofPast and People- Singers and Songs
from East Mayo (Vols. 1 & 2: 1994, 1995); Boscai
Singil- Ten Melodeon-Style Accordionists from East
Mayo' (1994); Fidifeiri- 22 Mayo Fiddlers (1995);
Verses From The Woodlands- Poems, Songs and Lore
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of Willie Grady (1997); Cantan agus Cotillion le
Nan Morris, Foxford (1997); Fif agus Fideog- 20
Old-style Fluters ofMayo (1999); Songs and Stories
- Mickey Gallagher (2001); Goifin as Leitir Fhinin
-Music and Songfrom Tuar Mhic Eadaigh (2004);
Ceol agus Cantan as Dumha a' Chaisil- Thomas
B. Ryan, Flute & Batty Sherfock, Songs (2007);
'Plansctai Bhead.in' (2007); Ceol agus Ealaion Music and Musingsfrom Mayo [6 ens and book]
(2009). In other media Byrne has produced and
presented bilingual programme series on traditional music, history, lore and Gaelic language. He
has been a regular broadcaster on mid-west local
radio since 1989, and occasionally on RnaG (the
series I gCeartfar an Cheoi[); he has also done TV
presentations for RTE and TG4 (including the
2008, Mayo 'Canuintf Ceol'). His major, ongoing
research project concerns Co. Mayo place names.

Byrne, Packie Manus. (1917- ). Whistle; storyteller. Born near Killybegs, Co. Donegal, he grew
up on a small, isolated farm in an area where
singing, dancing and storytelling were the principal forms of entertainment and every house
had a fiddle. Like many of their neighbours, his
parents were singers and storytellers, arts passed on
to Packie who already had made his name by the
time he left school at fourteen and was working
on the family holding. He went to England c.1931
where he travelled and worked on the railways and
in building, as a 'steeplejack, actor, dance-musician,
circus hand and salesman'. In the 1950s a bout of
TB restricted his activity for some three years
during which time in Ireland he developed his
traditional music and song, taking part in music
festivals and ballad competitions. An invitation to a
folk festival in London in 1964launched Byrne as
a professional, and over the following twenty years
he developed a formidable reputation on the folk
club and festival circuit in Britain. He performed
traditional ballads and comic songs, played whistle
and told stories, recording much material, some of
it with USA singer and harpist Bonnie Shaljean.
He retired back to Ardara, Donegal in 1987 where
he published his autobiography, Recollections of a
Donegal Man (1989), a comic stories collection My
Friend Flanagan (1996) and A Dossan of Heather
(2001).

Byrne, Patrick

Byrne, Patrick. (1784-1863). Harper. Born blind
at Magheracloone, near Carrickmacross, Co.
Monaghan, he was enrolled in 1820 as a pupil in the
school of the Irish Harp Society in Belfast (which
had been set up following the Harpers' Assembly
of 1792).1his institution records that he graduated
in 1821 having acquired 'considerable proficiency
on the instrument (60 tunes)' . He moved to
London where he played in various houses of the
nobility, and in 1829 his efForts earned him the
Shakespearian Club of Stratford on Avon's silver
medal. He based himself in Scotland from 1837 to
1845 and there played for Qyeen Victoria, receiving a warrant as 'Irish Harper to Prince Albert'.
In Edinburgh he was photographed in April1845
by David Octavius Hill and Robert Adamson in a
series of'Calotype' images which are the first photographs of any harpist worldwide and the first of
an Irish musician. Byrne returned to Ireland in the
peak years of the Famine (1846-7) where he was
employed by the Shirley family of Carrickmacross
as their harper. Bunting collected two pieces from
him: 'Nurse Putting the Child to Sleep' and 'Rose
McWard '. 'An Chuilfhionn' and 'Brian Boru's
March' were also in his repertoire. In 1855 Byrne
was presented with 'a purse of gold collected from
the inhabitants of his native town'[MlM] as a mark
of respect; he died in Dundalk on 8 April, 1863 and
is buried in Carrickmacross in 'bully's acre'.

Patrick Byrne of Carrickmacross in the first photo of
an Irish musician, Glasgow, 1845 [Glasgow University
Library]
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c
Cairde na Cruite. (lit. 'friends of the harp', CNC).
A harping organisation founded in 1960 at the
suggestion of Cearbhall 6 Dalaigh (president of
Ireland 1974-6).1ts aims are to promote interest in
the Irish harp through teaching, concerts, publishing arrangements of harp music and commissioning
works from Irish composers. 6 Dalaigh was its
first chair and Eibhlin Nic Chathailriabhaigh was
secretary for many years. CNC runs a harp-hire
scheme, organises courses, workshops and master
classes throughout Ireland and its members have
set up harp schools in Derry (1970s) Wexford
(1983), Nobber (1991) and Mullingar. Cairde
members adjudicate and teach also at the annual
Pan Celtic, Keadue and Granard harp festivals the society maintains close contact with Scotland
and Wales - and play and teach world-wide. An
illustration of its success is seen from the fact that
while in 1963 CNC had difficulty in finding the
necessary six harpers to perform its commissioned
A.]. Potter piece Teach Ldn le Cruitiri, by 1992
some forty were available for the bicentennial of the
Belfast Harpers' Festival. 1he society has published
1he Irish Harp Book (ed. Sheila Larchet Cuthbert,
1975); Sounding Harps, Vols. I-IV (eds Grainne
Yeats, Mercedes Bolger, 1990-8); My Gentle Harp
(eds Mercedes Bolger, Elizabeth Hannon, 1992).
CNC marked its fiftieth anniversary in 2010 with
performance and reappraisal. [CRY]
Cairde Rinnce Ceili na h-Eireann (CRCE). A
voluntary body initiated as Comoradh an Cheid
('commemoration of the 100th') in 1996 in order
to mark the centenary of the first (Irish) ceili (held
in London, 1897) with ceili dancing throughout
Ireland in 1997. In response to high levels of interest
in the dance, however (as a social, not competitive,
art form), it was decided to formalise CRCE as an
organisation to promote it. A revival organisation
with associated zeal, it operates through regional
affiliated clubs, running ceili dancing classes and
workshops, and social- dan ce, fior-cheilithe at
which alcohol is not permitted. Supported by the
Arts Council, the organisation addresses itself to
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'native group dancing ofJ reland .. . danced to traditional Irish music'.lt hosts courses and exams for
ceili dance teachers who currently run two-month
dance courses in primary and secondary schools for
several thousand children annually.

Cairdeas na bhFidleiri. (lit. 'fiddlers' alliance',
CNF). Established in 1979 to promote the
playing, appreciation and educational advancement of Donegal fiddling, the only organisation
in Ireland founded to foster the regional music
tradition of a single instrument. The organisation's
main event is the hosting of the October Donegal
Fiddlers' Meeting in Glen ties (begun 1983) and
the Donegal Fiddlers' Summer School in Gleann
Cholm Cille (begun 1986). Ongoing activities
include fiddle masterclasses and concerts at regular
intervals. CNF prioritises Donegal fiddle style,
its associated history and folklore, in support of
which it has issued recordings of seminal Donegal
fiddlers, a multi-media production on traditional
Donegal house dances, and a number of printed
tutorial collections. It has also produced an on-line
publication of extensive research on the fiddle
playing and house dance traditions of south-west
Donegal. [CAM]
Calico. A 1990s band with Diarmaid Moynihan
(uilleann pipes, whistle), Tola Custy (fiddle ),
Donncha Moynihan (gu itar), and later Deidre
Moynihan (vocals, fiddle) and Pat Marsh
(bouzouki).They recorded two albums, Cefanov a
Square as a trio in 1998 and then Songdogs in 2000.
Their music was a combination of traditional Irish
and Breton, but in their second recording they
introduced self-composed material and added
contemporary songs. [NIK]
Cambrensis, Giraldus ('Gerald ofWales'). An
Anglo-Norman court servant, Gerald de Barry by
name, sent to Ireland in 1185 out of which trip
he drew up an ethnographic-style report which
was published as Topographia Hibemica in 1188.
From this can be deduced something of the Irish
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character and customs of the time, although it is far
from favourable. His description of harp playing is
however widely quoted, being the only and earliest
such account.
See harp: status, style and understatement.
Campbell, John. (193 3-2006). Storyteller, singer;
Jew's harp. Born at Mullaghbawn, Co. Armagh,
the death of his father in 1933 resulted in him
spending much of his early life in his grandfather's
house, in the company of the older generation of
south Armagh storytellers who would gather there.
The 1940s publication At Slieve Gullion's Foot by the
local folklorist Michael J. Murphy (1913-96) made
a huge impact on him as a young boy. Campbell
later became a close friend ofMurphy and accompanied him on many field -recording trips for the
Department of Folklore at UCD. In the mid-1980s
Campbell began performing with Co. Antrim traditional singer Len Graham who had moved to
live in Mullaghbawn in the early 1980s, and with
him recorded two albums: Ebb and Flow (1998)
and Two for the Road (2001). Camp bell also made
a solo eo, On the Hip ofS!iabh Gullion (1989), and
was co-author of Ihe Ring ofGullion (2001) on
local south Armagh traditions and lore. In 1986,
the Newry and Mourne District Council honoured
him with its Arts Personality Award and in 1991,

John Campbell performing at Mullaghbane Golf Club,
1999

in recognition of his general contribution to the
arts, he received an Entertainment, Media and
Arts Award in Belfast. [LEG]
Canada. Irish settlement began in Newfoundland
in the early seventeenth century and spread west
to Quebec and Ontario during the nineteenth
century. By 1871 the Irish were the second-largest
ethnic group (after the French) in the country and
today approximately four million Canadians claim
at least partial Irish ancestry.
instruments. The fiddle is the predominant
'traditional' instrument across the country, usually
accompanied by the piano or, particularly in
western Canada, by the guitar. The button accordion is very popular in Newfoundland and ~ebec
and the diatonic harmonica and, occasionally, the
Jew's harp also feature in some parts. Rhythmic
accompaniment may be provided by the use of the
spoons, or in the case ofFrench-Canadian fiddlers,
by rhythmic patterns done with their feet. Tune
tilting, known as 'mouth music' in the Maritime
provinces and as 'turlutage in ~ebec, was standard
practice when an instrument was unavailable. In
the past, traditional instrumental music has been
strongly linked with dance traditions, both the step
dance and the square dance, but today it is sometimes difficult to find fiddlers or accordionists who
are willing and able to accompany dancing.
repertoire. The primary influence on the traditional instrumental music repertoires of English
and French Canada appears to have come from
Irish and Scottish traditions. 1his is apparent in the
tune types and melodies and, in some regions, in
the style of performance. Canadian and American
tunes also feature prominently. The reel is the
most common tune type and there is a tendency
to absorb related tune types such as hornpipes,
played in 2/4 metre. In French-Canadian and
native fiddling styles, it is common practice to cut
a beat in the last bar of a phrase, thus propelling
the music forward. The playing of slow airs is virtually unknown outside Cape Breton, but waltzes
are played throughout the country, often as performance pieces intended for listening rather than
dancing. Tunes are usually played in sets of the
same tune type and are combined without regard
for tune style or origin. Hence a single set may
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consist of Irish, Scottish, French-Canadian and
American tunes. 1here are conventions of combining different tune types into a set- for example the
strathspey-reel set prevalent in Cape Breton and
the clog-jig-reel set popular in the Ottawa Valley.
composition, transmission. Tune composition
is widespread and occurs in many styles, so it is
not uncommon for a French-Canadian player
to compose a reel in convincing Irish style. Until
the 1940s, the lumbercamps of Quebec, Ontario,
New Brunswick and the north-eastern United
States played an important role in the transmission of tunes, songs and dances. Even today, the
transmission of tune repertoires is still primarily
aural since many older players do not read music
and few printed tune collections are widely available
(except in Cape Breton).lt is common practice to
learn tunes from recordings, some from commercial
sources and others privately taped at house parties
or fiddle contests. In the past, instrumental teaching
usually occurred in an informal setting and on an
irregular basis, but now formal structured lessons are
the norm. Students learn to read music and incorporate techniques from classical music practice.
style. The development of a pan-Canadian
'old-time' style of fiddle playing has been largely
attributed to Maritime fiddler Don Mes ser
(1909-73), whose regular programmes on
Canadian radio and television over a forty-year
period had a tremendous impact on fiddlers nationwide. Qyebecois fiddler Jean Carignan (1916-88),
himself a devotee of the recordings of Michael
Coleman and James Morrison, is well known for
his blending oflrish and French-Canadian styles.
Accordionist Philippe Bruneau (b.1934) has been
most influential in the popularisation of Qyebec
accordion style.
festivals. The principal venues for traditional
music in Canada are dance halls, fiddle contests,
agricultural fairs, house parties and local pubs. Folk
festivals which feature contemporary folk music
as well as traditional musics from many countries
are annual events in many communities. Notable
Irish festivals include: the Newfoundland Irish
Festival; the Winnipeg Irish Fest; and the annual
Irish festival held in Chatham, New Brunswick.
In the cities of Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto and
Vancouver, CCE operates branches which sponsor
100

many events, including a monthly ceili. There are
numerous Irish dance schools across Canada and
Irish dance feiseanna are held in many centres.
song. The impact of Iri sh song in Canada is
evident in the large number of Irish ballads and
songs in the English-language song repertoire,
particularly in Newfoundland , lrish-settled areas
of Quebec and Ontario, such as the Ottawa
Valley and the Peterborough region, and in the
Miramichi region of New Brunswick. Large
numbers oflrish songs turn up in Canadian song
collections and Canadian song texts set to Irish
melodies are also common. The 'Come-all-ye'
ballad, popular in Ireland, is the usual setting for
Canadian songs and ballads about the sea, life in
the lumbercamps and tragic historical events. This
song type consists of four-line stanzas with seven
stressed syllables to each line and is most often
in 6/8 metre with a structure of ABBA. Another
borrowing from the Irish tradition is the speaking
of the last word or phrase of a song, a convention characteristic oflumbercamp singers and also
noted in Newfoundland. 1he singing style varies
from region to region but in general employs little
or no ornamentation. Qyebec singer 0.]. Ab bott's
recording, Irish and British Songs from the Ottawa
Valley, is one of the finest examples of this style.
The influence of Iri sh song is also evident in the
compositions of contemporary Canadian songwriters such as Stan Rogers (1949-83) . Notable
collectors of Canadian English-language song
have been: Helen Creighton (Maritime provinces); Edith Fowke (Ontario); Edward D. Ives
(New Brunswick); Elizabeth Greanleaf, Maud
Karpeles, MacEdward Leach and Anita Best
(Newfoundland). [JOT]
Irish music today. Irish music is found here not
only where there are people oflrish ancestry, but
also among a new age group of folk music enthusiasts. It is played not only by older generations,
but by many young people who learn in family and
community activities in the major cities. Much of
this activity follows the freelance or independent
model, as in Ireland, Britain and the USA.
CCE has a strong presence with fourteen
Canadian branches which are organised by region.
Canada East: Kingston; Mississauga, Ontario;
Montreal; Newfoundland Bay de Verde; Ottawa;
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Ottawa-Meadowlands; St John; St John New
Brunswi ck; Sudbury Ontario; Toronto-West.
Canada West: Calgary; Saskatoon; Winnipeg.
There are many events in all parts of Canada,
some formal, most informal, including residencystyle gigs, such as that in Bowmanville each Friday
at Walsh's Village Inn with bodhnin teacher and
uilleann piper Steafan Hannigan. Events and
listings in traditional music are published in the
quarterly magazine Irish Connections Canada.
Toronto. This city has an active traditional
Irish music community which not only has
sessions on almost every night of the week, but
has a summer school and dance- teaching and performance. Session venues are typically bars, and
are linked to certain days of the week, as is the
case in all cosmopolitan communities: McCarthy's
(Gerrard St.); McVeigh's (downtown); The Ceili
Cottage (Q].1een St. East); Muckish Iri sh Pub;
Dora Keogh's (Danforth Ave .). CCE ho st the
city's longest-running session at The Tranzac (on
Brunswick Ave.). Among the initiators of this
music activity are Pat Simmonds (accordion, fiddle
and guitar, New Zealand/Galway), Ena O'Brien
(accordion, Galway), Patrick Ourceau (fiddle,
Paris/New York), Brian Taheny (fiddle, Sligo),
Debbie Quigley (pipes/whistle, Co. Down) and
Karen Light (whistle). These act as session leaders
and are joined by local musicians, and the same
players are also the nucleus of instrumental skills
teaching to all age groups in the city.
summer schools. Two of these run for a week
annually, geared to introducing children to all
aspects oflrish culture, including language, singing,
dancing, whistle and fiddle. Seventy took part in
2009, many of them also continuing with ongoing
classes. Another annual school at Goderich each
August teaches all instruments, particularly
fiddle. The only Gaeltacht outside oflreland is at
Kingston, where lrish-language weekends are held
throughout the year with attendant music.
dance. This is a major cultural activity in
Toronto with many competitive step-dancing
schools. These others teach young and old people
recreationally, and perform for display. Ceili and
set dance are also taught in Toronto, Mississauga
and Whitby, and monthly ceilis with called set and
ceili dances provide for social dance.

uilleann pipes. These are celebrated by the
'Chris Langan weekend', a festival in memory of a
noted uilleann piper, pipemaker and composer held
each May by CCE. Other groups promote Irish
music too, such as the F lying C loud Folk Club and
Hugh's Room. Canada overall has a hundred and
more uilleann pipers who are affiliated to NPU in
Ireland.
media. Five local radio stations in Toronto
play varying amounts of traditional Irish music
and promote events: Atlantic Ceilidh, Thursdays,
CIUT 89.5FM with Pat Simmonds; Ceol agus
Craic, Saturdays, CHKT 1430AM with Eamonn
O'Loughlin; Songs from Home, Sundays, CHIN
1540AM with Hugo Straney; Frankie Benson,
Sundays, AM740, and The Long Note, CKLN
88.1FM with Colm O'Brien.
Ottawa. irishmusicottawa.ca is a host site for
many activities, including music and dance lessons,
ceilis with the Ottawa Ceili Band and shows.
Teaching is a feature of activity in Guelph, while
in London the Irish Folk Club (LIFC) holds a
monthly session at the Duchess of Kent; Morrissey
House has a Wednesday session, and the Black
Shire has a Sunday session. [MOL)
Cape Breton Island. Part of the eastern Canadian
province of Nova Scotia renowned for its unique
style of fiddle playing. The area, originally inhabited by Mi'qmaq Indians and French Acadians,
has become home to many ethnic groups over
the years, the largest influx of immigrants being
highland Scots who settled in the island in the
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Family
names such as MacDonald, MacNeill and Ran kin
remain common in Cape Breton and connections with Scotland are also immediately obvious
from place names such as Glencoe, Inverness and
Iona. The Gaelic language, music, song and dance
brought here by these Scottish settlers flourished in
the isolation offered by Cape Breton Island.
Sco ttish style. In Scotland, however, at the
source of the tradition, dramatic change was
occurring as the music first declined in popularity
and later was revived in a new context, dependent on its separation from the dance. Cape Breton
thus existed as a 'marginal survival' (B. Nett!
and H. Myers, Folk Music in the United States:
An Introduction, Detroit, 1976), maintaining the
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tradition which had disappeared from the original
centre in a distant geographic location. Inevitably
the Cape Breton situation itself became susceptible
to change as external influences began to infiltrate,
most noticeably from the beginning of the twentieth century onwards. These changes bore little
resemblance to those shaping the contemporary
Scottish tradition and so the musics of Scotland
and Cape Breton, while stemming from a single
past, developed as two distinct identities.
pipes, fiddle and piano. The fiddle and bagpipes
were the two instruments transported to the island
with the first settlers, both being used chiefly to
provide music for the dance. The combination of
solo fiddle with piano accompaniment, occasionally supplemented by guitar, is the representative
sound of Cape Breton today. The fiddle quickly
established itself as the preferred instrument as the
pipes became associated with military styles and
contexts. In recent times, however, there has been
a return to the old style and repertory of piping,
this promoted by people such as Alex Currie,
Barry Shears, Paul MacNeill and Jamie Maclnnis.
The earliest fiddle style was believed to have been
highly influenced by piping and by the Gaelic
language; indeed one of the greatest compliments
given to fiddlers was that they 'had the Gaelic' in
their music. The style, epitomised in the playing
of individuals such as Mary 'Hughie' MacDonald
and Donald Angus Beaton (1912-82), was characterised by a number of left-hand embellishments,
the frequent use of drones and double stops and
various techniques involving the bow. The most
common of these was the 'cut'- the division of a
long note into several smaller values of the same
note by replacing a single bow-stroke with several
separate strokes. Many fiddlers chose to maximise
on volume and drone potential by retuning the
fiddle, often to E'AEA (known as high bass);
others often performed in pairs or teams.
change. As the twentieth century progressed,
the fiddle style began to change, in many ways
to accommodate the developing piano-accompaniment style. The piano itself had replaced the
simple drone accompaniment provided by pumporgan which became popular from the early 1900s.
A basic chordal accompaniment gradually became
more busy and complex so that the style today
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involves the entire range of the keyboard, much
syncopation in the right hand, octave movement
in the left hand, chromatic runs and glissandos.
Consequently the fiddle style became less involved,
using fewer drones and embellishments in favour
of a clearer tone, eliminating modal inflections to
bring the tuning in line with the piano. Winston
'Scotty'Fitzgerald (1914-87) and Angus Chisholm
(1908-79) were among the players responsible for
introducing these new stylistic traits into the tradition. Their influence, and that of players such
as Buddy MacMaster and Carl MacKenzie, is
evident in the playing of many of today's younger
fiddlers.
repertoire. 1he repertory of the Cape Breton
fiddler is drawn from a wide variety of sources,
old and new, oral and literate. In performance the
integrity of the melodic line must be maintained
at all times; tunes are performed 'correctly' and
no practice of spontaneous variation is accepted.
Traditionally many tunes were borrowed from the
piping and 'puirt-a-beul' or mouth music traditions. The music of Scotland's 'Golden Age' (from
fiddlers such as Neil Gow and William Marshall)
forms a substantial part of the repertory. Local
compositions are also highly significant- most
fiddlers compose or 'make' tunes - and names
such as Dan R. MacDonald, Jerry Holland and
John Morris Rankin are known well beyond Cape
Breton. In recent times the repertory has become
markedly more eclectic, with tunes from Shetland,
French-Canada and the United States appearing
alongside Scottish and Cape Breton tunes. Irish
tunes are popular.
Irish influence. While the Irish represent 30 per
cent of the population make-up of the island, Irish
music has mainly been associated with one small
area known as 'The Northside'. 111is includes the
town of North Sydney which is the entry point to
orth America for the ferry from Newfoundland,
an area well known for its connections with Irish
music. Players from The Northside such as Joe
Confiant, Johnny Wilmot, Tommy Basker and
Robert Stubbert were important in promoting Irish
music and passing it on to subsequent generations.
Today, musicians such as Brenda Stubbert and the
members of the Barra MacNeill family are heirs to
that tradition. With the exception of double-jigs
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the Irish repertory and style were not hugely significant throughout the rest of Cape Breton until
recent times. Contact firstly with Irish-American
musicians and, later, with Irish musicians through
the festival circuit, along with increased performance opportunities in Ireland, have led to a greater
sharing of music ideas. The first Irish celebration of Cape Breton music took place in 1993 at
University College, Cork and was recorded on the
CD Traditional Music from Cape Breton Island. An
organisation which promotes and encourage music
links between the two islands, the Cape Breton/
Ireland Musical Bridge, was initiated at the Music
Department in UCC to develop this.
dance. The repertory and to a large extent the
style of the Cape Breton fiddler is dictated by the
requirements of the dance. Dancing exists both as
a solo tradition and at a social level where square
dances are performed to groups of jigs and reels.
For the solo step-dancer a strathspey and reel are
required.1his tune combination forms the core
of the Cape Breton fiddlers' repertory even in the
absence of a dancer. The strathspey, characterised
by its dotted rhythms and Scotch snaps, gradually
accelerates in tempo, making the transition into
the reel a seamless one. The strathspey and reel
group is often augmented by other tune types such
as the air, march or slow strathspey. These precede
the strathspey proper so that the strathspey-reel
combination culminates the medley. Traditionally
the entire group of tunes was based around a single
tonal centre; today's players often prefer to change
key at some point. [LID]
step dancing. This is a percussive and commonly
improvised vernacular dance form connected to
the fiddle tradition, in which solo dancers perform
steps in both strathspey and reel time. The genre
is close-to-the-floor in nature, and the dancers
dance lightly, neatly, and keep good timing and
'drive'. It reflects the island's main ethnic composition of descendents of Scottish (highland),
French (Acadian) and some Irish settlers, and the
intimacy of its connection to the everyday sociability. The dance's steps also feature in the many
local versions of 'square sets' - developed forms
oflate nineteenth-century North American quadrilles and lancers. Square sets have several figures
which are danced in jig and reel time, and - as

Natalie M acMaster and Donnell Leahy in Masters of
Trad ition [courtesy Dianne Fitzpatrick, DLL Management]

in the Mabou or Inverness County sets - these
may sometimes have more than the customary four
couples. [MME]
revival. In 1971 the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation produced a documentary entitled
7he Vanishing Cape Breton Fiddler prophesying the
demise of the local tradition. In reaction to this, a
number of events were organised in an effort to
halt the decline and classes were established to
encourage the younger generation to take up the
music. The success of these ventures is still evident
today. Scores of young players continue to play the
fiddle and what was once primarily regarded as a
male instrument now has many female exponents.
Summer courses are offered annually at the Gaelic
College at St Ann's and more recently at the Ceilidh
Trail School of Celtic Music in Inverness. Besides
catering to local students, such courses also allow
visitors to the island to experience the music firsthand. The house-party or ceili remains the popular
event for informal music-making and dancing in
Cape Breton. Dances happen on a regular basis at
various halls - notably those at Glencoe and West
Mabou- throughout the island.
concerts. Outdoor performances are held
throughout the summer months in communities
such as Glendale, Big Pond, Broad Cove and Iona.
Such events are highlights of each community's
social calendar and are important homecoming
occasions for the many Cape Bretoners who live
in other parts of Canada and the United States.
Typically the concerts feature mainly local Cape
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Breton talent - fiddlers, dancers, pipers and singers,
representing both the local English-language song
tradition and the Gaelic song tradition which
enjoys popularity as part of the wider language
revival. The first important local celebration of
Cape Breton music in a more international context
was the Celtic Colours Festival held in October
1997 when Cape Breton fiddlers such as Natalie
MacMaster and Ashley Maclsaac performed in
a line-up that included performers from Ireland,
Scotland and Qyebec.These players, along with
others such as the Rankin Family and the Barra
MacNeills, have done much to promote and popularise music from this area at an international level
and to establish it firmly within the commercial
world of'Celtic' music. In doing this, the intrinsic
value of the music is rarely compromised although
the visual and performance contexts are often dramatically different from what is familiar in Cape
Breton. [LID]
older stylists. Numerous Cape Breton players
have been of influence in both Irish and Scottish
music. It has been noted that the Cape Breton
piano style is related to that practised by Dan
Sullivan's Shamrock Band (USA), on account of
the same session venues in Boston being patronised
by Cape Bretoners in transit to their island and
by Irish musicians living in the city. Among the
stylists, Jerry Holland was supreme, but others in
turn influenced him, some with Irish antecedents,
many not. Women today dominate the fiddle/piano
music scene- such as Brenda Stubbert, Natalie
MacMaster,Jennifer Roland and Tracy Dares- but
the earlier role models were mostly male:
Basker, Tommy. (1923-99). Cape Breton harmonica player whose attitudes to life and music
have influenced many younger musicians both in
Cape Breton and in Ireland. He learned from his
father, Alex Basker, and first recorded on 78 discs
with fiddler Johnny Wilmot (1952). He recorded a
solo en, The Tin Sandwich (1994). Although many
modern harmonica players use blues techniques
(tonguing and single note), this player makes his
embellishments more with throat than tongue.
Conf iant, foe. (1899-1986). Cape Breton
Irish fiddler with unique settings of both Irish
and Scottish tunes. With powerful tone, free
bowhand and profuse finger embellishments,
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he was renowned for spontaneous variation. He
influenced both his nephew Johnny Wilmot and
Robert (Bobby) Stubbert. Born on The Northside,
he learned his fiddling from his uncles Henry
and Billy Fortune. He played frequently with
John Willie Morrison (piano) and Alex Basker
(harmonica).
Fi tzgerald, Wins ton 'Scotty'. (1914-87). Born in
White Point, a remote fishing village in northern
Cape Breton. He was the most influential twentieth-century Cape Breton fiddler and recording
artist, known for his 'clean' style, confidence,
swing and impeccable settings of Scottish tunes.
His father, George, was the grandson of James
Fitzgerald, a pioneer settler from Ireland . His
mother, Mary Paquette, came from Madeleine
Island of Acadian (French) lineage. Recordings
are still available and his tunes are published in
Winston Fitzgerald, A Collection of Fiddle Tunes
(1997). Hugely influential, his most recognised
protege was Jerry Holland.
Fortune, Henry. (c.1870-1930s). Cape Breton
Irish fiddler. His people came from Ireland to
Cape Breton via Newfoundland and lived in the
Bras d'Or area ofThe Northside. He played with
a long bow, separating notes with grace notes. He
influenced both Johnny Wilmot and Joe Confiant
(grand-nephew and nephew). His repertoire and
style were uninfluenced by books and recordings
or by the local Scottish tradition. He believed that
it was not possible to play both Irish and Scottish
styles and tried to discourage Johnny and Joe from
playing Scottish tunes.
Holland, f erry. (1955-2009). Cape Breton
fiddler. Born and raised in the Boston area, he
learned music from his father and from friends
in both the Cape Breton and Irish music communities. Main early influences include Winston
Fitzgerald, Angus Chisholm and Bill Lamey. He
moved to Cape Breton in the mid-1970s and
developed into a renowned composer and recording artist who was held in high regard in Ireland.
Stubbert,Robert(Bobby). (1923- ). Fiddle. He
introduced many of the Irish tunes presently played
by Cape Breton players. Influenced by Johnny
Wilmot, Joe Confiant and Winston Fitzgerald.
His daughter, Brenda Stubbert, is a well-known
fiddler, composer and recording artist.
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Tom as, Otis. (1952- ). Fiddle, luthier, composer
('The New Land'). Born Providence, Rhode Island,
he has lived in Cape Breton since 1976. His music
has been recorded by Touchstone,Jerry Holland,
Cherish the Ladies, Maire O'Keeffe and Seamus
Egan. His playing and composition style is predominantly Irish but reflects Cape Breton and
Appalachia. He makes violin, mandolin, guitar,
cello and harp which are stylistically original but
based on traditional design.
Wilmot, Johnny. (1916-93). Fiddler. An exceptional Cape Breton fiddler who made 78 and LP
recordings of both old-style, Sligo- influenced
Irish dance music and strathspeys and reels in the
Scottish tradition. A nephew ofJoe Confiant, his
best-known composition is 'Hughie Shorty's Reel'.
[PAC]

Celtic Colors. Established in 1997, this international festival takes place each October all over
Cape Breton. It now includes over 300 events, a
mix of concerts and community events (workshops, suppers, etc.) with tickets sales of c. 18,600
and an estimated economic impact of c. C$5m
annually. Volunteers (some 1,500 in 2008) make
the event feasible. It is a decentralised event,
taking place in venues in communities all over the
island. These range in size from a 2,000-seat arena
to 120-capacity community halls; they include
churches, schools, fire halls, theatres, cultural
centres and convention centres. The communities
range from urban (such as Sydney, pop. 30,000)
to remote rural villages with but a few homes and
no facilities other than the venue. The audience is
equally balanced between local and off-island, and
includes people from all provinces and territories
of Canada, every US state and twenty-one other
countries. 111e festival programming is guided by
the artistic vision of the mission statement, selection of artists is based upon the two main criteria
of quality and Celtic origin, and most concerts
include both Cape Breton and visiting artists.
Many Irish artists have taken part over the years,
including Sharon Shannon,Altan,
Bumblebees
and The Brock Maguire Band. In 2009 the festival
was based around an Irish theme, and was designed
to be reciprocal to the Cape Breton Festival which
was hosted in UCC as part of the Eigse na Laoi
series in 1993. [LID)
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Newfoundland. A former British colony and an
island off the east coast of Canada, it has a rich traditional music heritage with strong links to western
Europe. During the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries the Newfoundland cod fisheries attracted
many migrants from Europe, including the Irish,
English, Scottish and French. Initially, migrants
stayed only for the summer months but eventually
English and
some began to settle permanently.
Irish settled primarily on the east coast, while the
Scottish and French chose the west. Many of these
brought their music and customs with them, which
contributed to the folk music of their adopted
home. Today, singing is still a strong element of the
region's folk music tradition, particularly ballads
and sea shanties, and is a feature of mummering.
Many of the songs used, and indeed the mummering tradition itself, can be linked with the east
coast oflreland.
music. The instrumental tradition features
fiddle and accordion music. Originally, the fiddle
was the main instrument used to accompany
dancing at house 'times', square dances in the
parish hall and weddings. Later, however, the
three-stop accordion replaced it due to its durability and volume. The main dance tune types found
today in Newfoundland folk music are:
1. the Single, a tune in 2/4 time and equivalent
to an Irish polka,
2. the Double, a tune in 6/8 or 12/8 and similar
to an Irish jig or slide, and
3. the Treble, a tune in 4/4 and equivalent to an
Irish reel.
Some Irish tunes have been adapted and renamed,
e.g. the Irish polka 'Maggie in the Woods' is known
as 'Mussels in the Corner'.
styles. There are different fiddle styles which are
usually based on locality: 1. East Coast, 2. Portau-Port, 3. Codroy Valley, 4. Northern Peninsula,
and 5. styles influenced by old-time and Canadian
fiddle music. The regional styles are further
enriched by an array of personal styles. The East
Coast fiddle style refers to the fiddle music in the
Avalon Peninsula and has a distinctly Irish sound
with much of the repertoire having Irish roots.
The Port-au-Port style is associated with places
such as Black Duck Brook and Lourdes, and has
a distinctly French sound with traces oflrish and

m
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Canadian influences, with the fiddle players often
using clogging as a percussive accompaniment. 1h:
Codroy Valley style is particularly evident in the
Codroy Valley in western Newfoundland and is
re miniscent of the Cape Breton fiddle style. The
Northern Peninsula style has traces of French,
Scottish and to a lesser extent Irish influences. The
old-time fiddle style developed in Newfoundland
du ring the twentie th century due to improved
communications, such as radio, and the availability
of recordings of Don Messer and Jean Carignan.
Unlike the other styles, this style has no association with a specific area in Newfoundland and has
traces of 'down east' or 'old style' Canadian and
American country influences.
contexts. Today, fiddlers play at summer festivals, formal sessions, dances and house 'times',
and many of them record. However, the fiddle's
function is no longer solely for music for dancers,
as it is now more associated with listening, particularly in St John's. That city indeed has hosted the
Feile Seamus Creagh summer school (in honour
of the Irish fiddler) since 2010 [BRO]

Canny, Paddy. (19 19-2008). Fidd ler, from
Glendree, Tulla, Co. Clare. Renowned for distinct
east Clare style, his music has a characteristic
'lonesome' touch, something that he felt had developed in his own playing. One of three brothers,
all of whom played fiddle, he was influenced by
his father Pat and local fidd lers Pat McNamara

Paddy Canny with Maire Ni Chathasaigh on the occasion
of their TG4 Gradam awards in 2001 [courtesy TG4}
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and Martin Nugent. In his youth he wa~ a popular
player for house dances and in 1946 he was one of
the founders of the Tulla Ceili Band. He toured
America with Dr Bill Loughnane, playing in
Carnegie Hall. He made numerous live radio
broadcasts in the late 1940s and 1950s; his playing
of'Trim the Velvet' was used as the signature tune
for Cianin Mac Mathuna's]ob of}ourneywork programme for several years and he made television
appearances in the 1960s. In 1959 he recorded AllIre/and Champions Violin with Peter O'Loughlin, P.
Joe Hayes and Bridie Lafferty (re-released on en
by Shanachie in 2005 as An Historic Recording Of
Irish Traditional Music, and re-mastered by Clo Iar
Chonnachta in 2009). Canny left the Tulla band in
1967 and in 1997 recorded a solo album. [MAO]

Cape Breton Island. See under Canada.
Carlow. Irish music in Carlow was documented
as far back as 1770 in a chapter of O'Neill's Irish
Minstrels and Musicians which dealt with the Byrne
family ofShangarry, Myshall, at the foot of Mount
Leinster. Jimmy Byrne (1770-1852) and his three
sonsJohn,James and Thomas are held to have had
a considerable influence on the pipe playing of
many generations, including that of the Rowsome
family. Michael Flatley draws notice to Carlow too
in modern time, for his mother, Eilish, and grandmother were noted step dancers there.
More modestly in the 1900s Margaret Kane
(1900-88) established a reputation as an accordion player in her family's household which hosted
music and set dances around Ballinree. She came
to national prominence after 1953 when she won
the Hohner All-Ireland Accordion Competition,
and later featured on RE playing Miss McLeod's
and Bonnie Kate's reels as the introductory and
closing tunes for a programme. One of the regulars
at the Kanes' Sunday afternoon outdoor gatherings
was Mick Spruhan (1913-78) who was the first
person to teach the button accordion in the area
ofBagenalstown; he and Tom Nolan (fiddle) based
themselves in the local primary school. Spruhan
was a friend of John Murphy of Drumphea
(b.1905), a member of another inspirational
family (his children played fiddles and flute) who
played in the Bunclody Ceili Band. Mickey Byrne
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(1925-2008), from another music family near
Bagenalstown, taught the whistle, fife, melodeon
and flute in Carlow town and county, and played
at Lawlor's. John Reynolds is perhaps the most
nationally significant local figure for being the first
person to record on the tambourine, in the USA
in the 1920s, striking the drum in a single beat in
accompaniment to flute player Tom Morrison.
CCE. Its first branch was established at
Bagenalstown in Co. Carlow in 1957; others
followed at Borris, T ullow and Garyhill, and in 1971
one was formed in Carlow town where foundermember Micheal Kehoe is still on its committee;
one branch is currrently listed. Teaching in these
produced a generation of young local musicians;
Gaelscoil Eoghain Ui Thuairisc and Scoil Muire
Gan Smal. brought teachers of various styles from
all over the country. In 2000 fiddler Dave Sheridan
became an influential figure in Carlow town, promoting the image of both county and Leinster
provincial fleadhanna and attracting players from
other counties. Post-fleadh concerts and sessions
enhanced the image, with, for instance, Kila and
Dervish featuring in concerts following the 2006
Leinster fleadh. As with other fleadhs, considerable influence was exerted by the presence of
musicians, particularly in the vicinity of the main
venue, Carlow Institute ofTechnology, where the
skills ofthe twelve Leinster counties were concentrated in performance and rehearsal.
teaching. Instruments are taught in group
formats, and one-to-one by such as Sheridan,
and by Mary Hutton, Eoin 6 Meachair and
Ciaran Somers (flute). This, and concerts and
sessions, are co-ordinated by a local website
irishmusiccl asses.com. Bands have been seen as
the key to attracting youth interest, and to this end
Ri Ra, with song, music and dance, was formed by
audition from among young local musicians to play
as support group for Carlow fleadhanna events. Its
enthusiasm has also contributed to music promotion and learning among teenagers, as has Caladh
Nua, whose members are from Carlow, Kilkenny,
Dungarvan and Ballymacarbry.
sessions. Carlow town has several regular
venues including those at the Seven Oaks Hotel,
which has run since the 1970s, and at Teach
Dolmain. Brennan's in Graiguecullen and Lawlor's

of Bagenalstown are key venues in the county.
Since 2001 the Folk Club has been a venue for
major performers such as Tommy Peoples, Matt
Molloy and Maire Ni Chathasaigh who favour its
quiet ambience. One of the key organisers is Dave
Sheridan whose involvement in CCE has helped
attract musicians to live locally. Traditional music is
heard on Carlow local radio KCLR 96FM too, on
Martin Bridgeman's two-hour Sunday night show
Bias Glas, which covers a wide span of folk music
of England, Scotland and Brittany. [LIB]
carol. French carole. Originally a song to accompany dancing, but later, by common usage, it came
to refer to old, Christmas-season religious songs.
See also song: in Irish: origins: carole.
Carolan, Mary Ann. (1902-85). Singer, concertina player. Born at Tinure, Drogheda, Co. Louth,
her father was Pat Usher, a concertina player. He
played formidably even up to the time of his death
in 1962 at age ninety-four; he also had a large
song repertoire. Mary Ann's brother Pat played
fiddle and also sang. Her repertoire had Irish and

Mary Ann Carolan [Feile na B6inne]
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Scottish songs, the latter including some of the
classic Child pieces, such as 'Jock o' Hazeldean'
which she sang in Scots dialect. She also sang the
formidable Burns song 'Highland Mary' and local
scribe John Shiel's scathingly satirical 'Wedding of
Sweet Baltray'. She is recorded on Topic.

Carolan, Nicholas. (1946- ). Archivist and collector, researcher, broadcaster, writer and editor.
From Drogheda, Co. Louth, he is eo-founder and
director of the ITMA in Dublin, and general editor
of its publications. He is best known as researcher
and presenter of the RTE radio series 1he Irish
Phonograph (1983-6) and television series Come
West along the Road (1995 to date), and the TG4
television series Siar an B6thar (2001 to date). A
frequent lecturer on Irish traditional music, from
1977 to 1992 he was secretary of the Folk Music
Society oflreland, and from 1985 to 1998 lectured
on Irish traditional music in the School of Music,
Trinity College Dublin. Among his published
work is an edition of the 1724 first collection of
Irish music, A Collection of the Most Celebrated
Irish Tunes (1986, 2nd edition 2010), A Short
Discography ofIrish Folk Music (1987), A Harvest
Saved: Francis O'Neill and Irish Music in Chicago
(1997), and the article on Irish traditional music in
the New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians
(2001 edition). His editing and documentation
work includes the cos 1he Columbia Library ofFolk
and Primitive Music: Ireland (1998), 1he Songs of
Elizabeth Cronin 1-2 (2000), Seoltai Seidte/Setting
Sail: Ceolta Eireann 1957-61 (2004), and the DVDS
Come West along the Road 1-2 (2005, 2007, 2010).
He has acted as consultant for a wide variety of
other publications and projects, among them Aloys
Fleischmann's Sources of Irish Traditional Music
c.1600-1855 (1998) and Ceol, the Smithfield centre
for Irish traditional music, Dublin (1999).
Carolan, Turlough. (1670-1738). Harper,
composer. Born Nobber, Co. Meath. Referred
to variously as Turlough O'Carolan, Turloch
O'Carolan, 6 Carolan, O'Carolan and (perhaps
most commonly) Carolan. At age four he moved
with parents to Alderford, Co. Roscommon, where
his father worked for the Mac Derm ott Roe
family. Turloch was educated by them and when
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Turlough Carolan (frorn the painting by J.C. Timbrell, 1844]

he was blinded by smallpox at age eighteen, Mrs
Mac Dermott Roe arranged for him to learn to
play the harp. She supported him until age twenty-one when she provided for him a helper/guide,
horse and stipend and he began an itinerant career
in the manner of the times. Carolan, like other
harpers, was treated with respect and given hospitality in many of the 'big houses', of both native
aristocracy and newer landowners. He appears to
have been considered an adequate, but not remarkable, harper, having come to the instrument at too
late an age, but he quickly established a reputation
as a composer. 1his gave him a status superior to
his fellow harpers. After an eventful and musically
prolific life, he died at Alderford.
the music. Carolan's music reflected the contemporary taste of his day, particularly the styles
ofltalian composers Geminiani and Corelli whose
influence can be seen in his pieces. One collection
of his music was published during his lifetime, but
his reputation as composer continued to grow after
his death. During the eighteenth century the following collections of his music, or in which his
music featured prominently, were published: A
Collection of the Most Celebrated Irish Tunes ,John
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and William Neal (Dublin, 1724);Aria di Camera,
Dan Wright (London, c.1730); Compositions
by Carolan [title page missing] (Dublin, 1742
or later); A Favourite Collection of the So Much
Admired Old Irish Tunes,John Lee (Dublin, 1780);
The Hibernian Muse (London, c.1780); A General
Collection of the Ancient Irish Music, Edward
Bunting (Dublin and London, 1796).1his trend
continued in the nineteenth century, most notably
with Edward Bunting's inclusion ofCarolan pieces
collected from harpers in 1809 and 1840. It continued into the twentieth century, culminating
in Carolan: The Life, Times and Music if an Irish
Harper (2 vols), D6nal O'Sullivan (London, 1958,
1984). 1his included all the extant tunes known at
that time. It is an indispensable and comprehensive
work of considerable scholarship, but nevertheless
is considered to be flawed in some aspects. It seems
probable that most of Carolan's tunes were settings
of words which he composed himself. The single
exception was 'Plear:ica na Ruarcach' with words
by poet Aodh Mac Gabhrain (Hugh MacGauran,
d. 1710). According to O'Sullivan, the words of
only seventy songs have survived. Most of these are
included also inAmhrdin Chearbhalldin (The Poems
of Carolan), Tom:is 6 M:iille (Irish Texts Society,
London, 1916), but while this is a useful source,
it also contains much that is not by Carolan. The
words as they have survived do not always match in
a satisfactory way the tunes as they have survived.
This, coupled with the fact that many of the tunes
have a very wide music range, gives rise to the suggestion that the words may not have been sung but
rather recited over the music. O'Sullivan included
in his collection a total of 213 tunes.
influences. Three disparate influences coalesce
in Carolan's music, producing a phenomenon
unique in the history of Irish music: (i) the music
of the Irish harping tradition, the roots of which
descend to the depths of antiquity and which was
to die out by the end of the eighteenth century,
(ii) the traditional songs and dance music, and,
very importantly, (iii) the music by the great
Italian composers of his day, in particular that of
Arcangelo Corelli (1653-1713). Carolan therefore
falls comfortably into no convenient musicological category and becomes an enigmatic and most
interesting music figure. It could be argued that his

tremendous influence on both his contemporaries and later harpers contributed to the eventual
demise of the itinerant harpers in Ireland. It is not
known how Carolan or the other harpers played
their music. Theirs was an entirely oral tradition
being handed down from master to pupil. Nothing
was ever committed to paper. All present-day performances of Carolan's music must therefore be
in 'arrangements' of some kind or other. Carolan's
tunes do not display pretentiousness, possessing, as
O'Sullivan's book says, 'a kind of puckish joyousness ... with here and there a sunbeam captured
from the perennial sunshine ofltaly'.
Carolan music played on baroque instruments
can be heard on the Douglas Gunn Ensemble's
Carolan, Agus Ceolta Eile and Carolan music played
on various instruments can be heard on the compilation collection The Legacy ifTurfough O'Carolan;
also on Derek Bell's and Maire Nf Chathasaigh's
recordings. [DOG]
In 1991 Aloys Fleischmann stated that the
detailed references in his planned Sources of Irish
Traditional Music (published 1998) should make
it possible to help evaluate whether or not Carolan
was actually the composer (or the arranger) of much
work which is attributed to him. [AF] Fleischmann
considered Carolan's 'longer Italianate tunes resulting from his hearing Corelli and Vivaldi played
in the houses of the gentry whom he visited are
so clearly mutilated that they frequently make
little sense'. He cites eight tunes which, because
they appear elsewhere so close to Carolan's dates
(1670-1738), suggest that they were extant pieces
known by Carolan and arranged by him, but
not composed hy him. Among these are 'Miss
McDermott' (which appeared as 'The Princess
Royal' in Scotland in 1738); 'Bumper Squire }ones'
('closely similar to "The Rummer", No. 189 in the
7th edition of John Playford's The Dancing Master
(1686)'); 'John O'Connor' ('identical with "Bob
in the Bed", in John Johnson's A Choice Collection
if200 Favourite Country Dances, London, 17 40');
'Carolan's Concerto' ('main features of this ...
evident in "The Ridotta", in C. and S. Thompson's
Complete Collection of 120 Favourite Hornpipes
(London, c.1775)'). Fleischmann considered
that many of Carolan's tunes had probably been
lost (and absorbed by folk repertoire?) and that
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' Piearacha na Ruaircaigh- O'Rourke's Feast' by Carolan.

many others were wrongly attributed to him, but
acknowledges that this is an area requiring research;
SandraJoyce's current work at UL may throw light
on this issue. [EDI]
Further observations on Carolan's music, verse
and times by Nicholas Carolan, Emily Cullen,Joep
Leerssen and Lesa Ni Mhunghaile are presented in
Liam P. 6 Murchu's 2007 Amhrdin Chearbhalfdin/
1he Poems if Carofan: Reassessments; aspects of his
art sightlessness and society are explored by Brian
Keenan in the 2001 novel Turlough.
In 2008 the New York-based Irish pianist].].
Sheridan issued a CD recording of all 214 tunes
from 1he Complete U0rks ifO'Carolan, on piano. A
selection of twenty-four of the finest pieces of the
work attributed to Carolan is recorded by harper
Maire Ni Chathasaigh on The Carolan Albums
(1994).
Carroll, Liz. (1956- ) Fiddler, composer, born in
Chicago. Her father, from Brocca, Tullamore, Co.
Offaly, plays accordion, and her mother, daughter
of fiddle player Tom Cahill, is from Ballyhahill,
near Shanagolden, Co. Limerick. Liz started
fiddle at nine, taught by Sr Francine at school.
Her interest in Irish music was gleaned from
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her parents' involvement in the Iri sh-American
community. She had access to all the city session
repertoire of players such as Kevin Keegan, Eleanor
Neary, Johnny McGreevy and Joe Cooley. She
step-danced as a child with the Dennehy School
(Michael Flatley's alma mater), and visited Ireland
while playing fiddle for their dancing in competitions. She won the under-18 All-Ireland Fiddle
in 1974 and the Senior in 1975. Her performing
in Washington DC for the Bicentennial celebration in 1976, followed by tours with the Green
Fields of America and a State Department tour
of Africa, introduced her to the possibility of life
as a professional musician. She now teaches and
performs, in the 2000s particularly with guitarist
John Doyle, but occasionally with her old group
Trian. Equally known as a composer and an outstanding player, she has made more than 200
tunes; her solo albums have a rare high percentage of her own material, and musicians and bands
such as Sharon Shannon, Kevin Crawford, Darol
Anger, Daithi Sproule, Solas, Battlefield Band and
Dervish have recorded many of these. In 1994
she received a National Endowment for the Arts
National Heritage Award, in 1999 she received the
remarkable accolade of having a 'Liz Carroll Day'
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Chicago fiddler Liz Carroll with US President Barack
Obama, guitarist John Doyle, Taoiseach Brian Cowan,
White House, 2009

proclaimed in her honour by the city of Chicago,
and in 2009, she was asked to play for President
Barack Obama on St Patrick's Day.
Carson, Ciaran (Prof.). (1948- ). Writer, organiser, flute-player. Born in Belfast, his father played
airs on accordion and sang; Ciaran began playing
with him on harmonica at the age of nine, moving
on to whistle at twelve. His first experience of traditional music was in clubs like Salisbury Street
where the emphasis was on singing; this developed
an interest in dance mu sic, prompting his taking
up flute and travelling to sessions and fleadhanna
all over the island. This interest led to his position
as traditional arts officer with the Arts Council
of orthern Ireland (ACNI) in 1975, succeeding
poet Michael Longley's three years at the same
work. In the course of twenty-five years in the
job he established a credibility for the ACNI in
traditional music: he was regarded by musicians
and organisers as having a feel for the genuine
in music, song and dance. Such sponsored events
as Beleek, Portru sh and Downpatrick singers'
weekends became hallmark occasions which contributed significantly to recognition and valuing
of a song tradition. The 'You and Yours' concert
tours throughout his term brought musicians to
diverse venues all over his jurisdiction; other grant
aid to such as Forkhill and Derrytresk festivals
boosted awareness and learning of singing, piping
and particularly of set-dancing. Under his direction the ACNI consistently contributed to music
events south of the border which were felt to have

importance for and relevance to northern counties,
such as the Willie Clancy and South Sligo summer
schools and the ITMA. One of Ireland's major
poets, his 1986 Pocket Guide to Irish Traditional
Music remains an important introduction to the
heart of music practice and his 1996 Last Night's
Fun carries this further in de-mystifYing prose. He
left his position in 1998 to concentrate on writing.
'The author of nine poetry collections, he has won
several literary awards, including the Irish Times
Irish Literature Prize and the T.S. Eliot Prize, and
since 2006 has been the director of the Seamus
Heaney Centre for Poetry at QUB.
Carty, D es. (1920-96). Fiddle, banjo; teacher.
Born in Tallaght, Co. Dublin, he spent most of
his life teaching fiddle, tin whistle, banjo and
mandolin locally and in neighbouring areas; his
dedication and efficacy as a teacher are seen in the
numbers playing and teaching music in the area.
He had a broad repertoire which included marches,
set dances, waltzes and many little-known Scottish
tunes as well as the standard canon of jigs, reels,
polkas and slides. The 'Des Carty Sessions' autumn
festival and the Des Carry Music School honour
his memory.
Carty,John. (1962- ). Fiddle, banjo, flute. Born
in London, his main inspiration came from his
Roscommon father, John P. Carty (flute, fiddle,
sax). He became involved from an early age
with London Irish Music Circle, was taught by
Clareman Brendan Mulkere in the early 1970s
and was exposed to a wide variety of music styles.
He won the All-lreland banjo title in 1982, played
and taught fiddle in Australia for a year, returned
to session playing in London before moving to
live permanently in his father's home near Boyle
in 1991. Increasingly drawn to the playing of an
old er generation of musicians mainly from the
south Sligo area, his interpretation of their music
is highly original. He has made numerous recordings for television and radio and tours in Europe
and America. His first album ( 1he Cat that Ate the
Candle, 1994) was mostly on banjo with Brian
McGrath on piano, and led to a solo fiddle album
(Last Night's Fun) with Shanachie in 1996, featuring some of the classic selections of such musicians
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as Michael Coleman, Lad O'Beirne and Paddy
Killoran. Yeh, That's All It Is followed in 2000 with
McGrath and Arty McGlynn,At It Again in 2003
(now also with Alec Finn and Francis Gaffney).
Deeply concerned with the aesthetics and styles
of traditional music, he is popular in the US and
tours with a Flanagan Brothers-style band, At
the Racket. He has guested with The Chieftains
and De Dannan, produced Brian Rooney's debut
albu m, and teaches banjo and fiddle at summer
schools and workshops. In 2001 he led music
with Matt Molloy and Arty McGlynn in Johnny
Gogan's film The Mapmaker. He was awarded
TG4's Gradam Ceoil in 2003. [GRD]

Carty, Paddy. (1929-85). Flute player. Born at
Rafford, Loughrea, Co. Galway, he was a most
creative player whose music continues to inspire
and influence. One of the first players to use
a keyed flute, he began on a normal eight-key
instrument with open holes, changed to a metal,
keyed Boehm system and eventually settled for a
Radcliff model with holed keys which incorporated characteristics of both, but enabled him to
play in any key while keeping a fingering system
akin to that of the simple-system flute with which
he was already familiar. Self-taught, his music
has an unhurried and lyrical 'Carry' flow which is
untroubled by technical difficulty. He won several
All-Ireland titles in the early 1960s and continued
to play regularly in and around the Loughrea area
- particularly at Moylan's pub - until his death.
He recorded Paddy Carty, Traditional Irish Music
accompanied by Mick O'Connor on tenor banjo in
1976, and Paddy Carty & Conor Tul!y- Traditional
Music ofIreland in 1985 (with Tully on fiddle and
Frank Hogan on mandola), issued on cassette in
1989, CD in 2009.
Casey, Bobby. (1926-2000) . Fiddle. Annagh,
Miltown Malbay, Co. Clare. Self-taught under
his father's (John 'Scully' Casey) influence and
tutored by Junior Crehan. He had all of Scully's
music by age thirteen and played house and crossroads dances, American wakes, sports meetings,
parish concerts and ceilis, and in public houses
on fair days. His contemporaries were John Joe
Healy (concertina and fiddle), Paddy Galvin,
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Paddy Carty. Note the keyed instrument [CCEJ

Mike Downes (fiddle), John Fennel! (flute), Paddy
McNamara, Josie Mooney, Miko Doyle, Josie
Hayes, Miko Reddan, Pat O'Brien, Martin Talty,
Willie Clancy; also Paddy Canny, P. Joe Hayes,
Martin Rochford, Dr Bill Loughnane, Se:in Reid,
the Prestons, McNamaras, Paddy O'Brien and Joe
Cooley. Casey played in the early years with Willie
Clancy (then fiddle and flute) and with him moved
to Dublin where they played with John Kelly and
Joe Ryan before going to London. Clancy returned
to Clare but Casey remained and married there in
1954. He played with piper and concertina player
Tommy McCarthy all over England; their families
were close, both living in Kentish Town. A pivotal
stylist, Casey's music society in Camden Town

Casey, Nollaig

included Michael Falsey, Paddy Taylor, Roger
Sherlock, Martin Burns, Jimmy Power, Seam us
Ennis, Sean Maguire, Maggie Barry, Brian Rooney,
Michael Gorman, Andy Boyle,Jimmy Dunleavy,
B. Mulhearn, Paddy Breen, Kit O'Connor, Tom my
McGuire, Matt Regan, Raymond Roland, Lucy
Farr, Jim Minogue, Liam Farrell, J ulia Clifford,
Danny Meehan,John Bowe, Brendan McGlinchey,
P.]. Crotty, Kevin Taylor, Felix Doran and Mick
O'Connor. He has a solo LP Taking Flight; a tape,
Casey in the CowhoUJe, was recorded in August
1959 in Junior Crehan's byre by Sta Crehan on a
Grundig reel-to-reel and issued by Tony Crehan
in 1991. He can be heard also on Paddy in the
Smoke and Clare Fiddlers. He played in Londonbased band The Thatch and on Bringing it All Back
Home.
Casey, Karan. (1968- ). Singer. From Ballyduff
Lower, Co. Waterford, she had an early grounding
in both traditional and classical and sang jazz as
a student in a Dublin bistro. She moved to New
York in the 1990s to study jazz singing, but opted
for professional traditional performance with the
band Solas wi th which she spent four years and
recorded three albums, the first in 1996. Her debut
solo album, Songlines, was released in 1997 and
four more of both traditional and contemporary
songs followed: 1he Winds Begin to Sing (2001),

Karan Casey [courtesy Louis DeCarlo)]

Distant Shore (2003), Chasing the Sun (2005), and
Ships in the Forest (2008), in addition to a children's
album and contributions to many other artists'
projects. She tours in North America, Europe
and Japan, performing with her own band as well
as with such diverse musicians as Tim O'Brien,
Karen Matheson, The Michael McGoldrick Band,
Lunasa and the Vallely brothers. She has numerous
awards, including a Grammy for her collaboration
with Paul Winter, and she has sung with Mick
Moloney, Liam Clancy, James Taylor and Peggy
Seeger.

Casey, Nollaig. (1954- ). Fiddle; composer. From
Co. Cork, she began playing fiddle at age ten, when
she was already proficient in piano and tin whistle.
At the age of twelve she learned uilleann pipes
with Micheal 6 Riabhaigh at the Cork School of
Music, and the Cork Pipers' Club. She played classical and traditional music in her teens, winning
several all-Ireland fleadh, Sl6gadh and Oireachtas
fiddle and singing titles, an RTE Radio Young
Composer award in 1972 for traditional music,
the RIAM's Vandeleur Scholarship, and the Feis
Ceoil's Arthur Darley prize. She graduated from
UCC with a BM us at nineteen, played professionallywith the RTE Symphony Orchestra (1977-80),
then with Plan.xty with whom in 1981 she played
Bill Whelan's 'Timedance' for the Eurovision. She
went on to play in D6nal Lunny's Coolfin, and
with the RTE Concert Orchestra, and performed
a 1997 D6nal Lunny commission to commemorate the 150th anniversary of the Great Famine.
credits. With the same orchestra she also played
in a 2003 Shaun Davey commission for the Special
Olympics. In 2006 she made her Carnegie Hall
debut as soloist in a Concerto for Violin and Irish
Fiddle by Evan Chambers. Her own compositions
have been heard widely in Ireland and in Europe.
She performed her own piece for string orchestra at
a St Patrick's Day concert in Bucharest in 2005, and
another, 'Lios Na Banriona', was a signature tune
on ITV. Other television credits include themes
for RTEffG4's Suit, RTE Radio 1's Causeway and
1he Irish Collection (1996-2002), and RTE's 1he
Championship (2001-9). She has performed solo
on some twenty film scores, including Dancing at
Lughnasa, Waking Ned (1998) and Hear My Song
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Cash, John

(1992). Casey has recorded and worked with a wide
variety of artistes including Van Morrison, Sinead
O'Connor, Nanci Griffith, Ricky Skaggs, Rod
Stewart, Moving Hearts, Indigo Girls, Spandau
Ballet, Christy Moore, Liam O'Flynn, Sharon
Shannon, Maura O'Connell, Dick Gaughan,
Paddy Keenan, Mairtin O'Connor and Maire Ni
Chathasaigh. She was a lead performer in Dan Ar
Braz's gold disc-winning Heritage des Celtes project
for the close of the 70th Festival de Cornouaille,
Quimper, Brittany, and has recorded two duet
albums, Lead The Knave (1989) and Causeway
(1995) with Arty McGlynn, a solo album, The
Music of What Happened (2005) and a quartet
The Heartstring Sessions (2008) with Maire Ni
Chathasaigh, Arty McGlynn and Chris Newman.
Cash,John. (1832-1909). Uilleann pipes. Born in
Wexford, he was an itinerant tinsmith and horse
trader who was regarded as the king of the travellers ofLeinster, and learned piping from an uncle,
James Hanrahan ofTipperary. A tune which Cash
played, 'The Streams of Poulaphouca', was transcribed from him and included in The Feis Ceoil
Collection of Irish Airs (1914). Francis O'Neill
wrote about him in Irish Minstrels and Musicians,
and Cash was also the subject of a song 'Cash, the
Piper'. His playing for dancers was much admired
and his wife Polly Connors was a well-known
dancer. He is thought to have influenced his son
James (1853- 90), known as 'young Cash', and
great-grandsons Johnny and Felix Doran. J ames
surpassed his father's musical accomplishments and
was regarded as one of the best pipers in the southeast with a style thought to have been adopted by
the Rowsome family in Wexford . (JIO)
Cassidy,Jane. (1955- ). Singer, broadcaster and
writer. From Kilkeel, Co. Down and living in
Belfast since 1980, she has two albums, Waves of
Time (1982) and The Empty Road (1985), featuring Ulster songs in English as well as self-penned
traditional-style lyrics. A performer on the folk
clubs and festival circuit in Europe, with husband
Maurice Leyden she has written and performed
theatrical shows which combine Ulster folk song
and history, and in 1995 she recorded one element
of this, the story of Mary An ne McCracken. She
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produced and presented the folk and traditional
programme Folkal Point for Downtown Radio for
four years.
Cavan. Historical references identify a popular
practice of music in Cavan as far back as Arthur
O'Neill's tour in the 1760s where he found the
appreciation so fulfilling at Colonel White's of Red
Hill and Norris Thompson's that he stayed there
for seven years. Moving on through the county's
gentry, he reports that he needed no harp for 'there
was scarce a house ... but there was one', and he
listed twelve men and two women by name who
were players. [EDI)
The harp has for long been replaced by the fiddle
in Cavan, in common with the rest of the island,
with a particular style that might be described as
having a clean and crisp rhythm, clear emphasis
on beat and matching the 'lifty' heel-toe style of
dancing performed in the sets there. Old fiddle
players used a lot of bow, rather than fingers; they
liked intricate tunes. Most highly regarded of the
Cavan fiddlers were Patsy Cooke (Mountnugent),
Eugene Leddy (Butlersbridge), Packie Fay
(Killeshandra), Francie McCaul (Doogary),Johnny
Coyle and James Harry Mclnerney (Mullahoran).
Among these,]ames Harry emigrated to New York
where he made a cylinder recording of'The Cavan
Reel'. Dr Brian Galligan, one of CCE's founders,
was perhaps the most dominant figure in Cavan
music and dancing, but the best-known fiddler
associated with the county is Sean Maguire, whose
father John was from Mullahoran parish, then rich
in fiddle-playing. Ed Reavy is Cavan's other name
in fiddling, one of traditional music's most prolific
composers.
Cavan musicians today. Vincent Tighe, from
Munterconnaught, first learned the fiddle from
local players Peter Gibney and Michael Caldwell
and later took up the accordion. He spent some
thirty-five years in England, mostly in Coventry,
where he played at sessions and fl.eadhs, organised the Shannon Ceili Band and played at ceilis
in Irish centres all over England. He returned to
Munterconnaught in 1978 where he ran the Carrick
Ceili Band. Interested in accordions from an early
age, he is a skilled repairer and tuner, teaches
the instrument and leads monthly local sessions.

Cavan

Other Cavan players are Mattie Lynch (accordion),
Jimmy Mclntyre, Tommy Reilly, Michael Caldwell
and Patsy Cooke (fiddlers). Antoin Mac Gabhann
is one of Cavan's best-known fiddlers and is prominent in CCE. Martin Donohoe (accordion), from
Cavan town, learned from John Donohoe, who
taught the Breffni Boys Marching Band. Now
with a strong individual style, he was introduced
to traditional music by Pat McCabe of Monaghan
and promotes the music of the Cavan/Fermanagh
area under the auspices of their county councils
and the Peace and Reconciliation Council; Padraig
McGovern of Ballymagovern, west Cavan, is an
All-Ireland winner on the uilleann pipes; his family
learned their music from teachers such as Frank
Kelly of Ballinamore, Vincent Tighe, P.J. Flood
and John Morrow.
sea n-n6s dance. Tommy King is a noted
flute player, perhaps better known as one of the
top sean-nos dancers, and flute player Paddy
McDermott of Killeshandra has taught and
brought forward a culture of musicians in the
Cornafean area.
Seamus Fay. A singer of Drumconnick, he
is a third-generation lilter, having learned from
his mother and she from her mother. Winner of
four All-Ireland titles, he has a large repertoire
of complex tunes which he can lilt at ease; he
recorded much of this on en in 2004. P.J. Flood,
Belturbet, learned uilleann pipes from Jack Wade
in Clones. Playing a Keenan set with a Rowsome
· chanter he taught a dozen young pipers locally as
well some 100 pupils on other instruments. He
himself was influenced by fiddlers John P. Reilly,
Tommy Geehan and Con McGerty. Peter Maguire
(uilleann pipes), Mullahoran, learned from Matt
Kiernan, himself having taught Brian and Ray
McNamara from Co. Leitrim. Martin Gaffney
(flute, accordion) from Killeshandra, learned from
Cissie Fitzpatrick and Tommy Curran (a piccolo
player who had a marching band); other influences
were fiddlers Packie Fay,John P. Reilly and Bobby
Hands. He plays with the Killeshandra Wrenboy
Group and has recorded with Gene Anderson of
Carrick-on-Shannon. Philip Clarke (piano accordion, piano) Mullaghboy, Kilnaleck, teaches and
organises the Breffni Ceili Band. Eddie Clarke
(harmonica player), one of Cavan's finest musicians

and internationally known, recorded with Clare/
Drogheda fiddler Joe Ryan.
ceilf bands. Several of these have come from
the county, of which the best known was Eugene
Leddy's (Bu tlersbridge) which was set up in the
late 1930s and was popularised nationally from
1942 on by RE broadcasts. The band is featured
with the Ballinamere Ceili Band (1947-72) on
a live LP from the Irish Club, Parnell Square,
Dublin, and tracks recorded from them in Cavan
in the late 1950s are on a New York-produced LP
Ceili Bands ofIreland- 1he Ballinamere Ceili Band
ojTullamore and Eugene Leddy's Co. Cavan Ceili
Band. The Breffni Ceili Band, formed by Paddy
Galligan in the 19 50s, was one of Cavan's other
better-known dance groups. [AMG]
CCE. The fleadh cheoil has been a major
feature of Cavan music activity since the 1950s,
the national strength of the early CCE there
indicated by the All-Ireland being located there
in 1954. Much traditional music in the county is
initiated by the organisation there today, notably
through the work of its energetic and nationally
visible leading activist, accordion player Martin
Donohoe, director of the annual, Nyah festival. 1his
activity led to the All- Ireland being competitively
awarded to the county town in 2010 and 2011.
CCE has nine branches - at Ballinagh, Cavan,
Cootehill, Crosskeys, Glengevlin, Muincille,
Muintirconnaght, Mullahoran and Virginia.
Mag uire, Johnnie. (b. 1892). Tin whistle,
piccolo, flute, fiddle. Born at Callanagh Kilcogy,
Co. Cavan, his father played fiddle, his mother (a
niece of the uilleann piper Mahon ofFinea) sang,
but his greatest music influence was fiddler James
Mclnerney whose son James was a contemporary of Coleman in the US and made at least one
commercial recording. Other players influencing
Maguire were flute players from the Co. Cavan
Doyle and Donaghy families. He moved to Belfast
in 1918 and while his main instrument was whistle,
he played piccolo in several e<~ili bands. Ceol (No. 1,
196 7) carries transcriptions of his music.
McEntee, Patrick. (1939-86). Fiddler. Born
at Corragarry, Co. Cavan. He joined CCE on its
foundation in 1951 and worked with Dr Galligan
to establish it in Co. Cavan. He frequently played
for dancers and was a member of the first group
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ceilf (ceilidh)

who were awarded the Teastas i dTeagasc Ceolta
Tire (TTCT) certificate. He was county chairman
of CCE from 1978 until his death.

CCE. See Comhaltas Ceoltoiri Eireann.
CD. See recording: compact disc.
ceili (ceilidh). 1. In Northern counties the term
denotes a social visit, e.g. 'going on a kaley', kayleying, making one's kayley. 2. 1hroughout the country
it means 'social dance' with what are taken to be
indigenous, old Irish dance forms, these compiled
by a process of revival, reconstruction and composition in the years following the Gaelic Revival
after 1897. 3. In Scotland the term indicates an
on-stage concert or social night involving music,
song and dance performance.
history. The first Irish ceili was held on 30
October 1897 (Feile Samhain) in Bloomsbury
Hall, London. In pursuit of new activities for the
London Gaelic League, Scottish ceilidh evenings
in London were visited. It was decided to use the
Irish equivalent, ciili, for a London Irish social
evening based on the structure of the Scottish
evenings. The London Gaelic League were already
using the term seilgi for day-outings.
Following what was believed to be an old tradition, it was a piper, Tomas 6 Gearachain, who
opened the proceedings at the ceili, followed by
songs by Micheal 6 Suilleabhain and Norma
Borthwick and Scottish and Welsh singers and
musicians. MC 6 Fathaigh (songwriter Francis
Fahy) strictly controlled admission, which was by
invitation only. He also decided what songs were
permissible; 'Phil the Fluter's Ball' was unacceptable on account of being 'stage Irish'. They were
very conscious of breaking new ground and the
need to create a good image. Dancing consisted of
'Sets, Qyadrilles and Waltzes to Irish music'.Tinse
figure dances, now referred to as ceili dances, were
not known at the time. Another landmark 'ceili'
was the occasion of a performance by Frank Lee's
'Tara' ceili band at the Sarsfield Club, Notting Hill,
London on St Patrick's Night, 1918.
The ceili phenomenon spread from London
to Ireland and other countries. Subsequently the
ceili became commercialised and came to consist
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more of figure dancing (known as ceili dances) and
fewer songs and music performances. The extreme
popularity of the ceili gave rise to the need for specialist groups of musicians, which became known
as ceili bands. During the 1950s and '60s, ceili
bands attracted such crowds of dancers as to fill
the largest halls in Ireland, City Hall, Cork and
Mansion House, Dublin being packed to capacity
weekly.

ceili bands. See bands: ceili.
Ceilf House. (Teach a' Cheilidhe). A long-running
Radio Eireann and RTE Radio 1 programme featuring mainly the music of ceili bands, as well as
smaller ensembles, duets, trios and singers. Prior
to the early 1950s, programmes of traditional
music including ceili band music were broadcast
in the style of formal radio recitals introduced by
a rostered station announcer. An evolution took
place in the middle to late 1950s and in May 1959
the first programme using the title Ceili House was
broadcast. The presenter was Scan 6 Murchu , a
native of Galway from near Headford, who was
himself a Radio Eireann announcer, actor and
newsreader. He developed a personality-driven
style of scripted presentation and his voice and particular sense of humour became synonymous with
the programme. Although he was not a traditional
music expert or exponent, he was an enthusiastic
devotee oflrish music, games and language.
popularity. Each week, always on Saturday
nights, the programme featured a ceili band and
an instrumental soloist. It also had a singer who
might sing purely traditional or more popular Irish
material or ballads. Thanks to rural electrification,
and in the absence of competition from television
(which did not come on stream until the late 1950s
and early '60s) the programme was estimated
to have had up to one million listeners weekly.
Anecdotal reports tell of Irish emignmt workers
in London climbing lampposts in order to gain
better reception for the signal broadcast from
Ireland. Ciili House programmes were initially
broadcast live from RE/RTE studios in the
O'Connell Hall and Portobello in Dublin, and
occasionally from Union Quay in Cork. Later the
show was pre-recorded in studio and frequently put

Celtic music

together from material available from commercial
recordings and the station's own traditional music
recordings. In the mid-'80s however a decision was
taken to broadcast again before live audiences at
venues outside the studio, such as pubs, halls and
festivals in all parts oflreland, with occasional trips
abroad to Britain and the USA.
staff: Following Sean 6 Murchu's death in
1982, the programme was presented by Dublin
actor, singer and entertainer Breandan 6 Duill
(1935-2006). Peter Browne presented it next,
from 1994 to late '9 5, and was followed by Co.
Clare banjo player and former member of the
group Stockton's Wing, Kieran Hanrahan. Other
presenters have included for short periods Ciaran
Mac Mathuna, Niall T6ibin, Liam Devally, Eoin
6 Suilleabhain, Diarmuid 6 Muirithe and
Brendan Balfe. For an initial short period Cii/i
House producers were rostered from the Radio
Eireann Music Department, including people
such as orchestral conductors Dermot O'Hara
and Colman Pearce. After this, for many years,
the programme was the responsibility of Ciaran
Mac Mathuna, and, since the mid 1980s, the
main producer has been Peter Browne (with Tom
McGrane and Donncha 6 Dulaing occasionally
during that time). In more recent years, Ceili House
has included archive slots, tribute programmes
to celebrated musicians such as flute player and
composer Vincent Broderick, and summer series
of music and song by younger players and singers
under the title The Bloom ofYouth. [PEB]
ceirnin. The Irish word for record. Ceir = wax,

ceirnin =wax disc. Derived from Victor's record
master-making process which involved electroplating a wax 'master' disc.
See recording.
Celtic Colors. See Canada: Cape Breton Island.
Celtic Flame mu si c festival 199 7. Held in
Dublin, Cork, Limerick and Galway, this was a
major tourist-oriented event organised via the
Tourism Council, by the Irish Tourist Board in
London, in an effort to expand the season. More
than a third of its £300,000 budget came from the
Department for Tourism and Trade,£75,000 came

from the European Regional Development Fund
and the balance from Guinness and other sponsors.
The artistes were assembled by MCD in Dublin,
making it a thoroughly tourism/commerce music
festival, a new level of rationalism for Irish music
in Ireland. Headline performers included Paul
Brady, Sharon Shannon, Mary Coughlan, Eddie
Reader, Begley and Cooney, Altan, Frances Black,
Dolo res Keane, D6nal Lunny, Brian Kennedy and
Mairtin O'Connor. Parallel with it all were 'pub
trail' and other acts that included Bumblebees,
Nomos, Stockton's Wing, Tamalin and Kila.
Celtic music. In exclusive terms this should mean
the popular traditional music and song issuing
from the Celtic countries (and their associative
diasporic communities) where a Celtic language
is or was once used in everyday communication.
Ireland, Scotland, Wales, Brittany, the Isle of Man
and Cornwall are such, but the term as used is not
strictly geographically situated. Nor is it limited to
a specific music genre. It has evolved as something
of a catch-all category that can range from meditative music to easy-listening or avant-garde rock.
Typically its core includes Irish, Breton, Scottish
and North American musics and their instruments,
a diversity which prompts the concept embodied
in the French word 'Celtitude' (ways of being or
feeling 'Celtic'). In addition to the artistic value of
the musics concerned, however, the term 'Celtic'
has also much to do with branding, sales convenience and professional intent.
postmodern. Celticism or Celtitude are postmodern concepts, in essence made up of elements
taken from Indo-European linguistic inheritance,
selection from history and folklore, mythic
anecdotes of 'otherness' (usually as defined by the
intellectual elites of the old colonial centres) and
music genres and sub-genres. All of these, drawn
together, provide the possibility of a pro to-ethnicity
couched in a windswept flux. For many (mostly,
though not exclusively) of European and North
American origin, latent Celtic consciousness can lie
anywhere on a continuum which ranges from ideas
to actual things Celtic- from obsession with Celtic
imagery such as landscape, history, and mythology
to behaviour patterns. It can thus encompass a
range of cultural expressions from druidic rituals
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to business strategies, from comfort to the occult.
Within this, ethereal notions of cultural continuity
and participation in transmission of a world-view
can exist side by side with verifiable 'hard' data
such as Indo- European linguistic inheritance and
demographic movements.
m usic. Since c.1970 the most conspicuous
makers and promoters of music based on an
inclusive pan-Celtic agenda are to be found on
the European continent. Breton harpist and singer
Alan Stivell has been described as the 'godfather
of Celtic music', and Galician piper Carlos Nufi.ez
has described pockets of 'Celtic music' in Brazil.
1be festival InterCeltique de Lorient is, essentially,
a 'Celtic music' event, indeed the largest of this
kind; the Pan Celtic Festival in Ireland addresses
a similar ideal. The term may also be used to
avoid specific reference to Ireland in mixed-music
contexts, but is certainly used to mean 'Irish' music
in many international presentations oflrish music.
It is thus in music that Celticism and the Celtic
has its most significant or tangible expression.

Ceol. 1. Irish for 'music', usually denoting instrumental music and often indicating a session.
2. Ceol, a journal of Irish music, published and
edited by Breand:in Breathnach. Begun in 1963, it
was originally supported through private subscription and advertising, but in later years financial
assistance was received from the Arts Council.
Its aims were the promotion of Irish traditional
instrumental and vocal music and the cultivation
of their practice in a traditional manner. To this
end Ceol published articles on every aspect of traditional music, featuring extensive tune and song
transcriptions, biographies of noted performers
with selections from their repertoire and reviews
of the then currently available commercial publications of traditional music, both recorded and
printed. In all, eight volumes containing twentytwo numbers were issued. Publication ceased with
the death of the journal's editor, the final volume
having already been in preparation prior to his
death. [GLC)

[DEW)

Ceol Centre, Smithfield (Chief O'Neill Centre).
Opened in 1999 and located at Smithfield, Dublin,
this was a high-tech, multi-media facility offering
both fixed-exhibit and audio-visual explanation
of Irish traditional music. In various discrete
departments in a large, multi-chambered, purpose-built premises, it covered history, song and
singing, instruments, dance and lore of the music.
A 180-degree screen cinema featured specially

Celtic artistes. In its easy-listening, 'mood'
music format, this has a dreamy, non-specific but
Irish/Scottish flavour, and is marketed as 'relaxing',
'evocative', etc. Such albums may rework existing
material by traditional Irish artistes and enjoy a
large sale in the US where the Narada company
produced many compilation and re-licensed collections - including the playing of such as M:iire
Ni Chathasaigh,John Whelan andJoanie Madden
- while the Mercury label's 'Secret Garden' features
Davy Spillane. Traditional players sometimes use
the term also, to capitalise on the large pre-formed
audience: Sean O'Driscoll's solo album is titled
Celtic Music; Shanachie's 90 per cent Irish song
collection is Celtic Love Songs; Green Linnet's, with
similar composition, is Celtic Women in Music and
Song. But none of these players would describe
themselves as playing anything other than 'traditional' or 'Irish' music.
informatio n. Writing on the subject tends to
be equally equivocal, with Man~id Sullivan's 1999
series of biographies and interviews (Celtic Women
in Music) at the performance end of the scale, and
Martin Stokes and Philip Bohlman's 2003 Celtic
Modern at the academic.
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A mu ral of Breandan Breathnach being painted at the
Ceol Centre in Smithfield, Dublin, after its opening in

1999

Ceol Rince na hEireann

commissioned performances, documentary on
music and musicians and sociology and topography of the music regions. Harry Bradshaw was
the major consultant to the scheme. This superb,
brilliantly conceived and implemented project was
closed inexplicably after two years, its building
converted to apartments. Subsequently, following
several rounds of negotiation, it was agreed that
the equipment and contents be put on permanent
display at Dundalk Institute ofTechnology. This
did not materialise. The whereabouts of Ceol's
fabulous, futuristic mediation of past and present
seem likely to remain a veritable Tu ten Bradshaw's
tomb- the subject of mystery, wonder and speculation, a loss to heritage and a slight to both the
music it celebrated and the studied genius which
created it.
Ceol Chairlinn. A winter school held at Carlingford, Co. Louth each February. Initiated by fiddler
Gerry O'Connor and Sean 6 Roideain in 2005,
this aims to extend school-style availability of traditional music teaching to south Ulster and the
north-east of the island. It runs with c.lOO students
and 10 tutors, covering fiddle, flute/ whistle, song,
dance, pipes and accordion.
Ceoldnima. Music theatre (opera) in the Irish
language, which may use traditional music. This
genre was conceived as a mediation of indigenous
Irish music and classical music during the late nineteenth century climate of nationalism and Gaelic
Revival. Integration oflrish drama and Irish music
has been done intermittently since the mid-1900s
- notably with 6 Riada's scoring of traditional
tunes for the 1962 film of Synge's Playboy of the
Western World- but ceoldnima proper, as original
song with music or arrangements integrated with
text, inspired by Gaelic League ideals, arose in the
post-Feis Ceoil period. This work included such as
Muirgheis (1903) by Kerry-born Thomas O'Brien
Butler, Eithne by Robert O'Dwyer (1909, written
for the Oireachtas) and Sruth na Maoile ('The
Waters of Moyle') by G.M. Palmer with words
by Rev. Thomas O'Kelly (performed at the Gaiety
Theatre, Dublin, in 1923). Other such works by
classical-tradition composers followed during the
twentieth century, including radio ceoldnimai by
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Robert O'Dwyer's ceoldrama 'Eithne', 1910 [courtesy
Princess Grace Irish Library, Monaco]

Eamonn 6 Gallchobair (1906-82). A more recent
revival of the art form has been in education, in NI
primary schools, where for many years Irish was
taught by resourceful teachers under the guise of
music and drama; An Cumann Scoildr:imaiochta,
which holds an annual competitive festival dating
back to the 1920s, provided a platform for such
music drama through the medium oflrish. Siubhan
6 Dubhain in Co. Down, whose masters dissertation was on ceoldnima, has continued the genre
with ceoldnima works based in local and national
history and mythology, using traditional songs and
dance tunes. [SID)
Ceo/ Rince na hEireann. The authoritative and
prestigious series of published collections of Irish
dance music from the major scholar and collector of traditional music of the twentieth century,
Breandan Breathnach. The volumes which have
appeared to date have enjoyed unprecedented popularity and the series has spawned numerous other
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publications. The Ceol Rince series, as it is known
informally among musicians, is published by An
Gum, the Irish state publishing company, attached
to the Department of Education. Breathnach - a
lifelong civil servant- worked in the company at
one time. He was an officer in the Department of
Agriculture when he submitted his first collection to An Gum in 1958, published in 1963 as
Ceol Rince na hEireann. The music in the volume
was collected from Breathnach's friends, musicians largely resident in Dublin in the 1950s.
He recruited literate musicians to transcribe
tunes, including fiddlers Se:in Keane and Eithne
Ni Chiardha, paying them two shillings per tune.
The book was a new departure in the publication
oflrish dance tunes in that the transcriptions presented in it showed a new respect for and insight
into the styles of playing of the performers, reflecting Breathnach's 'insider' status as a performer
himself and perhaps also- if marginally- the influence of Bartok's seminal collections of folk music.
campaign. On the strength of this pioneering
book, Breathnach launched a national campaign to
collect traditional dance music, under the auspices
of the Department of Education, in the mid-1960s.
The first fruits of the large collection assembled
during that campaign appeared in Ceol Rince na
hEireann II in 1976. After Breathnach's retirement from the civil service in 1977 he produced
one further volume in the series, this time containing transcriptions from the commercial recordings
which had appeared in considerable numbers in the
folk music revival from the 1960s onward, a revival
to which his first volume had made a notable contribution. This volume, Ceol Rince na hEireann
III, appeared in 1985, the year of Breathnach's
death. In 1997 a further volume - the fourth in
the series - appeared, edited from Breathnach's
national collection by Jackie Small. This is devoted
to music from a previously untapped source for
publication - the manuscript collections of dance
music held in private hands around the country.
A fifth volume, drawn again (as was Ceol Rince
na hEireann If) largely from field recordings
made during Breathnach's collecting campaign or
donated to it, was published in 1999 and further
volumes are planned. (]AS)
See also Breathnach, Breandan.
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Ceolta Tire. Weekly Radio Eireann radio programme which became synonymous with the
growing popularity of traditional music from
1955 to 1970. Presented by Cianin Mac Mathuna
and broadcasting much live material, it and A
Job of]ourneywork were hugely influential in an
era where radio dominated communications and
where there were few commercial recordings of
traditional music. His field recording trips yielded
notable performances by, and established national
reputations for, musicians like Elizabeth Crotty,
Junior Crehan, Fred Finn, Peter Horan and John
Doherty. Mac Mathuna collected extensively in
counties Clare, Galway, Kerry and Cork and also
in Leitrim, Sligo, Wexford, Donegal, Tyrone and
Antrim. 1housands of these recordings, with others,
have been re-mastered and indexed in a joint RTE
Radio and ITMA project. [HAB)
See also Mac Mathuna, Ciaran.
Ceoltas. A popular misspelling of 'Comhaltas',
the popular abbreviation for CCE, which by 2009
was being officially mooted as the organisation's
brand name. A variant, 'Ceolthas', appears too, in
in early CCE documentation (e.g. the record of
its first Central Council meeting in 1951), and is
often still heard, not unreasonably assumed (in an
oral sense) to relate to 'ceol'.
Ceoltoir. 1his is Ballyfermot College of Further
Education's Higher National Diploma in Traditional
Music Performance in Dublin (bcfe.ie). Founded
in 1994, this developed in 1996 to a Certificate in
Progressive Traditional and Folk Music Performance
and then to the present two-year HND level. The
course includes vocal and instrumental taught
modules as well as others in music theory, regional
styles, sound engineering, music industry, arrangement and production, composition and traditional
music from other countries. Designed for those
with experience in the music, the emphasis is on
performance, supported by outside guest lectures
and workshops by leading figures in the music.
Former students have gone on to perform with
bands such as The Chieftains, Slide, Lord of the
Dance, Grada and Kila. The course co-ordinator is
flute player Paul Me Grattan.
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Ceoltoiri Chualann. This was the name adopted
by musicians brought together initially to provide
music for Bryan MacMahon's play The H oney
Spike when Sean 6 Riada worked as musical
director at the Abbey Theatre, Dublin, at the end
of the 1950s. The musicians continued to meet for
musical evenings at 6 Riada's home in Galloping
Green in sou th Dublin where they adopted the
local place-name 'Cualann' as a handle. 1hey first
came to national attention in 1961 when they were
heard on two Radio Eireann series, F/eadh Cheoi!
an R adio and R eacaireact an Riadaigh; they 'went
public' in a Shelbourne co ncert during the Dublin
Theatre Festival that year. As a recasting of the
familiar, 6 Riada's reinterpretation and arrangements offered much new appreciation of traditional
music sound. Ceoltoiri Chualann's music was well
received, espec ially in more formal music circles,
and with 6 Riada's determination thi s led to
concert performances, a film soundtrack in 1961
for The Playboy ofthe /#stern World and an influential series of commercial recordings issued by Gael
Linn. The 1969 live recording 6 Riada sa Gaiety
marked the zenith of the group's decade of achievement. Playing in the group were Scan 6 Riada
(harpsichord and bodhran), Scan 6 Se (singer),
John Kelly, Scan Keane and Martin Fay (fiddles),
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Paddy Moloney (uilleann pipes), Michael Tubridy
(flute), Scan Potts (tin whistle), Ronnie McShane
(bones and bodhran - later replaced by Peadar
Mercier), Son ny Brogan and Eamon de Buitlear
(accordion). Other albums include Ceo! na nUasa!
and 1he Battle ofAughrim. The group's final performance was at Cork City Hall in 1969. [HAB]
See 6 Riada, Sean.

chanter. The melody-producing part of all
bagpipes.
chapbook. A simple pamphlet typically with
pages of c.9 x 10 ems, made with from one to four
double-folded sheets of cheap paper. A woodcut
image might adorn the title page, print quality and
spelling was often poor, and such booklets (among
adult and children's stories, anecdotes, short stories
and rhymes) often contained songs. A forerunner
of the popular press (c.1850-75), chapbooks were
issued from the late 1500s on. They were hugely
popular in the eigh teenth century, supplied by
printers who were eager to service the mass market,
and were accessible by the poorer classes, costing a
halfpenny or penny. Since popular titles could sell
thousands of copies, like the ballad sheets which
preceded them and with which they competed

6 Riada (standing) with Ceolt6irf Chualann , 1965: (1-r) Paddy Moloney, Ronnie McShane,
Michael Tubridy, Sean Potts, Sonny Brogan, Sean Keane, Martin Fay [RTEJ
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for sales, they exercised influence in popularising
and disseminating song lyrics. Though printed
on cheap, unstable paper, many chapbooks have
survived and are held in the major archives. Many
of their song lyrics live on too in the Irish, British
and American aural repertoires.

Cherish the Ladies. An Iri sh - American , all
women band first bro ught together in 1983 by
Mick Moloney and sponsored by the Ethnic Folk
Arts Center and the National Endowment for the
Arts. Named after a jig title, th e band has been
led by flute and whistle player Joanie M adden and
has played all over the world, driven as much by
her extraordinary charisma as by the talent of the
players . They have been given numerous folk and
traditional music awards as well as being successful in the commercial music PR rankings. Pushing
the boundaries of traditional-music performance,
like other mediated high-visibility artistes, they
have played with such as James Taylor,Joan Baez,
Emmylou Harris, The Clancy Brothers, Tommy
Makem and The Chieftains. They have worked also
with various symphony orchestras, one of which
collaborations with the Boston Pops Symphony
led to a Grammy nomination in 1999. Now with
fourteen albums, the band occ upi es a high ly
symbolic role in Irish -American cultural life: at
the 1996 O lympics in Atlanta, they represented
Irish music and culture at the Cultural Olympiad,
their work was nominated as a top 'Album of the
Year' by The New York Tim es, Washington Post, The
Village Voice and other US presses. They have made
numerou s TV and radio broadc as ts - on CBS
mainstream shows, on National Public Radio in
the US and on both RTE and BBC and on RTE
radio and television overseas.
Chicago. Irish traditional music has flourished in
Chicago since the mid-1800s and is currently well
represented in the city's cultural life and throughout the surrounding metro region.
There are two annual citywide Irish music fe stivals, three active CCE branches (Chicago Irish
Musicians' Association- founded 1956, Francis
O'Neill- founded 1976, and Murphy-Rochefounded 1997), two large multi-arts Irish cultural
centres (Irish-American H eritage Center, Gaelic
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Park), six weekly Irish music radio programmes,
eighteen Irish step-dance schools and close to 30
pubs featuring Irish music and sessions including
Chief O'Neill's, The Galway Arms, Murphy's, The
Poitin Still, The Celtic Knot, Tommy Nevin's, The
Abbey, The Ballydoyle, The Grafton, The Carraig,
The Fifth Province and H ealy's. The spring Chicago
Feis has been held continuously since 1945 and is
supplemented by four other area feiseanna including the Chicago Pat Roche Feis, which celebrates
th e legendary Clare-born step dancer, dance
teacher, radio host and organiser of the Harp and
Shamrock Orchestra, whose 1930s D ecca recordings featured fiddler John McGreevy, uilleann piper
Joe Shannon and pianist Eleanor Kane Neary.
performers. Starting in th e late 1990s the
Chicago scene surged with a fresh wave ofhomegrown players in their teens and twenties expanding
the core of older musicians (and often tutored by
them), along with newcomers from Ireland and
other parts of America. Active traditional Irish
musicians associated with Chicago during the early
2000s include fiddlers Liz Carroll, Kathleen Keane,
Martin Hayes, Cathleen Rice-H alliburton,John
Cleland, Liz Knowles-O'Hare, Brendan Bulger,
Frank Burke, C hris Bain, D evin Shepherd, Clodagh
Boylan, Cleek Schrey,John Daly, John Sh ine and
Jessica Ziegler; uille ann pipers Kieran O 'H are,
Brendan McKinney, Isaac Alderson, Pat Broaders,
Sean Gavin, Pat Cannady, Sean Ryan; flutists Noel
Rice, Laurence Nugent, Siobhan M cKinney,John
Creaven, Pat Finnegan, Albert Neary, Michael
Flatley,Jr, Kevin H enry and Pat McPartland; tin
whistlers Johnny H arling, Sean O 'Hare, Mary
Mayer-McHugh, Maggie H enry; banjoists
Bernadette and Pauline Conneely; piano accordionists Jimmy Keane, Joe Cullen; button accordionists
John Williams, Patrick Cloonan,Jimmy Thorn ton,
Joe O 'Shea and Jimmy Coyle; pianists Marty Fahey
and Richard Roche; guitarists D ennis Cahill, Jim
D eW an, Matt Sundstrom,Jimmy Moore; harpist
Marta Cook; bodhran players J ackie Moran, Kevin
Rice and Mike Austin; drummer Tom Masterson,
Jr; singers Aine Meenagh an, M aureen O'Shea,
Catherine O 'Connor, Kathy Cowan and Paddy
H oman. D ozens of recordings were issued on local
and national labels by several of the above individuals as well as Chicago-based traditional Irish
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groups such as Anish, Bua, Bohola, Baal Tinne,
Errigal, Broken Pledge Ceili Band. [LAM]
See also USA: Chicago.

Chieftains, The. In 1963 Garech Browne, a
member of the Guinness family, invited uilleann
piper Paddy Moloney to form a group to record
a once-off album for his company, Claddagh
Records. Moloney involved three of his colleagues
from Ceolt6iri Chualann - Martin Fay (fiddle),
Sean Potts (tin whistle) and Michael Tubridy
(flute ) - and Castletowngeoghan bodhran player
Davey Fallon. Poet John Montague, then a director
of Claddagh, suggested a collective title 'The
Chieftains'. Now in existence forty-eight years,
the band has recorded some fifty albums and film
scores, with several dozen involving individuals
and groupings of Chieftains members . The band
is firmly established as a definitive and commanding sound in Irish music internationally.
bodhnin. Fallon was succeeded by the late
Peadar Mercier on bodhran and he in turn was
replaced by Kevin Conneff. At different stages
Sean Potts and Michael Tubridy resigned, Sean
Keane (fiddle) joined in 1968, Derek Bell in
1974 and Matt Molloy in 1979. Today step dance
performances typically augment The Chieftains'
performance and during one period dan cer
Michael Flatley was featured regularly on tours.
recordings. Following the release of its first
album, the band increased its popular appeal
through concerts and television appearances, leading
to the recording of a second album in 1969. In 1970
they played support to Fairport Convention at the
National Stad ium , Dublin, achieving great acclaim.
Despite difficult periods, the band has steadily
developed its profile with a programme of touring
abroad, thi s being particularly strong under the
managership of impresario Jo Lustig. A successful
1975 concert in the Albert Hall, London directed
The Chieftains down a full-time professional road
and touring now involves the whole world.
diversion. The Chieftains have a policy of
engaging in some way with the music of their
host nations, notably with that of China in 1984.
They have received major recording and entertainment awards. Activiti es of the band include
concerts, recordings, radio and television; they

have been featured in film, ballet and theatre productions, these usually involving leader Moloney's
arrangements and compositions. Association with
well-known singers in other fields has been one of
The Chieftains' best-known ventures- Chinese,
rock, country, jazz and orchestral. Particularly
tenacious has been their 1990s association with
Galician music, notably that of piper Carlos
Nunez. Yet the group consistently can be defined
by having a solid and unchanging central core
repertoire that evolved in the 1970s, thu s both
identifYing continued demand for unadulterated
Irish traditional music and suiting the priorities
and private musicianship of the band's talented
individual members. [BIM]
albums. The band have a prodigious output of
albums - two in the 1960s, ten in the 1970s, nine
in the 1980s, fourteen in the 1990s and five in the
new century up to 2009.
awards. Their first award was a Canadian
'O scars' Genie in 1983 for film music for 1he Grey
Fox. Thirteen Grammy nominations followed
in the period 1989-98. They achieved a total of
six Grammy wins during six years of their most
prolific recording period, two in 1993 (An Irish
Evening and Another Country), one in 1994 (The
Celtic Harp), in 1996 (Have !Told You Lately), 1997
(Santiago) and 1998 (Long}ourneyHome).

Child, FrancisJames. (1825-96). Known for his
monumental publication of 1he English and Scottish
Popular Ballads, between 1882 and 1898, in which
he categorised what we would now call the 'great',
'classical' or 'traditional' ballads of Scotland and
England, many of which have survived in and
are part of, the Irish repertoire. Although recent
scholarship is rapidly altering the situation, comparatively little has been known about the wider
aspects of this man who was described in his
obituary in the B oston Daily Globe as America's
'most distinguished, scholarly master of the English
language and of English literature'.
Harvard. Born in Boston, the son of an impoverished sail-maker, he worked his way into Harvard
College in 1842, graduating top of his year in 1846.
After holding a number of tutoring posts he specialised in early English literature, studying in
Europe 1849-51, where he became acquainted with
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the works of the Brothers Grimm. The University
of Gottingen was later to award him an honorary
PhD in 1851, the year he returned to Harvard to
take up the post ofBoylston Professor of Rhetoric
and Oratory. During this period he published
English and Scottish Ballads (1857-9), a workmanlike enough collection, but was to be spurred
on to higher things by the remarkable collection
of Danish ballads, Danmarks Gamle Folkeviser
(1853-90), edited by Svend Grundtvig; this was to
be both the model and inspiration for Child's own
great work. The American Civil War, marriage and
a family, together with heavy teaching duties, took
up most of his time until1876, when he became
Harvard's first Professor of English (a post he held
for the rest of his life), with time for research which
he pursued in Chaucer, rhetoric, Shakespeare,
Anglo-Saxon and the ballads.
collection. Eventually he settled on a plan to
publish a collection of all the popular ballads in
the English language. It was to be comprehensive,
giving every independent copy and variations, both
in print and manuscript, having proper prefaces
and relating the ballads to those in other languages
and traditions. In order to carry out this enormous
task he not only built up a comprehensive collection of ballad books and manuscripts in all
languages in Harvard library (where he happened
to be secretary of the Library Council) but also
enlisted the willing co-operation of scholars from
all over the world. By 187 4 most of the preparatory
work had been completed, together with his theory
of popular ballads, based mainly on Grundtvig, the
Brothers Grimm and Herder.
ballads. The end result was his English and
Scottish Popular Ballads (1882-98), comprising five
volumes issued in ten parts (although he did not
live to see the final parts through the press). Within
these thoroughly researched and immaculately presented volumes were 305 individual ballads and
their variants that he thought worthy of inclusion,
each with a preface which not only discussed the
ballad in question, its origin and 'historical' background, but related it to similar ballads in over
thirty other languages. Despite contemporary criticism his canon remains remarkably firm to this day,
with only a handful of'missing' ballads competing
for late entry and it remains the standard reference
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for all work in the field. Perhaps more sericus is the
claim that Child remained an 'armchair scholar'
who was not only something of a romantic but held
to a number of unjustifiable prejudices in a field
of which he had no actual first-hand experience.
The great north-east of Scotland collector Gavin
Greig (1856-1914) was to complain in 1913, for
example, that Child 'knows nothing of the inwardness, nor of the atmosphere of the ballad and has
to make up for his ignorance by perambulating the
continent, telling us more about the ballad there
than he can of it in Scotland', but even if the entire
scholarly apparatus of The English and Scottish
Popular Ballads comes one day to be discounted,
his meticulous and painstaking collection of both
printed and manuscript versions of virtually every
ballad in existence in his day is an accomplishment
which deserves both the admiration and gratitude
of scholar and singer alike. [JAO]
choral song. The history of choral singing in
Ireland has its origins in church music, and particularly in hymn singing, which play an important
role in Anglican and non-conformist worship. PostReformation hymns were mainly metrical psalms,
and it wasn't until the mid-eighteenth century that
devotional congregational singing became widespread in Protestant churches. It was an integral part
of Methodist worship in particular, and John Wesley
provided detailed instructions for hymn singing in
1761. 1h:: standard Anglican hymnal Hymns Ancient
and Modern was published in 1861, but it was with
the Gaelic Revival at the end of the century that Irish
hymns, claiming ancient sources (such as 'St Patrick's
Breastplate' and 'Be Tlnu My Vision'), gained universal popularity. Post-Catholic Emancipation Ireland
indeed saw the development of congregational
singing around rosary-based devotions, with a particular emphasis on Marian and Eucharistic hymns
sung in English. 1he musical content of the Roman
Catholic Mass, the principal form of worship, was
largely Latin Gregorian chant.
societies. The four-part, chorale arrangements
of psalms and hymns laid the foundation for the
standard Irish choir, and this led to the formation of choral societies -larger choirs which could
include oratorios and other substantial works in
their repertoire. By far the most popular work for
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large choirs was Handel's Messiah, which could be
performed at Christmas and Easter. Today, according to the Arts Council's report 'Raising your
Voice', there are more than 10,000 people singing
in over 400 groups across Ireland. The male-voice
choir, a musical and social outlet for the working
man, was particularly widespread in the North. At
one stage, each of the Belfast shipyards had its own
male choir - the Harlandic, the Queen's Island
and the Victoria - and the decline in that form of
choral singing can be directly related to changes in
the social and economic profile of the city. [SID]
chordophone. Any stringed instrument wherein
a note is produced by the agitation (by plucking,
bowing or striking) of a stretched string.
pitch
of the note produced is directly proportional to
1. the length of the string, 2. the diameter of the
string and 3. the tension of the string: the longer,
thicker and looser the string, the lower the note,
and vice versa. Strings may be made of metal or
gut (occasionally of horse-tail hair) in Europe, but
in Asia they are often of tightly wound silk and in
African countries may be of horse or other animal
tail-hair, sisal or other plant fibre. The sound may
or may not be amplified or modified by a soundbox. Chordophones are subdivided into 1. bows,
2. harps, 3. lyres, 4. lutes and 5. zithers. 'Bows' are
various kinds of simple hunting-bow-style struckinstruments held to the mouth and sounding like
the Jew's harp. Harps have their strings at an angle
to the soundbox, while lyre s have their strings
parallel to the soundbox. These are important in
Irish music history, as are lyres which have been
depicted on early Christian crosses in Ireland. In
Asia and Europe the lyre developed a neck and
'peg box' to hold the string en ds, becoming the
lute. Plucked and bowed lutes include bouzouki,
cittern, mandolin, guitar, banjo and fiddles. Zithers
are played in many forms around the world; one
branch of them developed into dulcimers- struck
chordophones- and then (when mechanised) into
such as the piano and harpsichord.

m

chromatic. Literally meaning 'coloured', suggesting that the notes on the diatonic scale are
'flavoured' or made more interesting by selective
use of the accidentals (sharps and flats) . The term

is applied to the scale as used on piano where all
the notes are 'regularly' separated by intervals of a
semitone, making it possible to start a scale on any
note and to play in different keys. Thus a chromatic
scale has twelve notes, e.g.
DE1E F1 F!lG

G~A

RB Cq a

The term 'chromatic' is also used to describe an
instrument's potential. Two-row accordions have
a fully chromatic scale, as do keyed concert flutes:
on each of these the player can play notes and
semitones in sequence. Tin whistle and one-row
melodeon have 'diatonic' scales but the fiddle has
fully chromatic potential.
See also diatonic; key; scale.
Chtiirt Chruitireachta, An. Annual harp festival
organised by Cairde na Cruite (Friends of the
Harp) . The residential summer school commenced
in 1985 and is held annually in An Grianan,
Termonfeckin, Co. Louth.
school was founded
as a realisation of one of the central aims of Cairde
na Cruite: to promote interest in the harp and facilitate its teaching. Grain ne Yeats, Mercedes Garvey
and Eibhlin Nf Chathailriabaigh helped found the
summer school. The purpose of the festival is to
integrate the harp fully into Irish music in addition
to developing the musical ability of students. It is
currently funded by the Arts Council. An Chuirt
Chruitireachta hosts some of the leading harpists as
teachers, including Maire Nf Chathasaigh, Helen
Davies and Anne-Marie O'Farrell. The festival is
organised by Aibhlin McCrann . In addition to
classes, song and dance workshops, lectures, concert
performances and exhibitions take place. [HELl

m

Church Street Club. Probably the longest-running
session in Ireland, the club was formed in Dublin in
1956 around a nucleus of Sligo/Leitrim musicians
who had moved to Dublin. The MC at gatherings was generally John Egan, who had played the
flute in the Kincora Ceili Band from 1942 to 1947.
Other regulars in the 1950s included flute players
John Brennan and Dessie O'Connor, Leitrim fiddler
Tom Mulligan, Bill Harte,John Ryan (concertina),
John Kelly, Sonny Brogan and piper John Clarke.
The musicians, particularly Egan, were dedicated to
fostering the music through playing and learning at
sessions, and visiting musicians were encouraged to
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play a solo or to join in. Many young musicians like
Tony MacMahon and Barney McKenna and even
much younger individuals like Peter Browne were
regular participants in the late '50s. 1h: session was
held in a room above a bookmaker's in Church Street
until the early 1960s when its popularity forced a
move to the adjacent Boys' Brigade Hall. This was
the height of the club's reputation, with the country's finest musicians stopping by and playing. lh:re
followed a peripatetic existence when the popularity
of the session waned and the venue changed many
times, from Bru na Gael to the Midland Hotel
to the King's I nns Pub on Henrietta Street and
McGovern's ofSmithfield (now The Cobblestone).
The 'Church Street Session' eventually established
itself in Hughes' of Chancery Street where John
Egan presided with warmth and humour until
his death in 1983. The session continues there on
Tuesday evenings with the anchor position of John
Egan taken by fiddler Pearl O'Shaughnessy, who
continued a tradition of encouraging regulars and
visitors to learn, to appreciate, or simply to enjoy
themselves by participating. [EOD]

Cinnamond, Robert. (1884-1968). Singer. From
near Lough Neagh in Co. Antrim this highly
regarded source singer had a remarkably mixed
repertoire - Child ballads, political song, local
lyrics and Anglo-Irish love song- and an original,
high-pitched singing style. He is recorded on Ye
Rambfin' Boys ofPleasure.

circular breathing. A technique of breathing
for wind instruments which allows continuous
playing without pause for breath. It is used by
many bagpipe players, but particularly by Sardinian
'launeddas' (triple pipe) players whose instrument
does not have an air reservoir. Players using the
technique can play for an hour or more without
pause for normal breath. The musician breathes
deeply before beginning playing, then re-breathes
through the nose at intervals. Wind is 'stored' in the
puffed-up cheeks and used to keep the instrument
going while a fresh breath is taken through the
nose. Glass-blowers also use the same technique.
C IT (Cork In stitute of Technology). Cork
School of Music offers the possibility of studies in
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traditional Irish music performance under the supervision ofJohnny McCarthy and Se:in McKiernan.
The student may major in traditional performance
while studying the mandatory modules within the
BMus course. Other traditional-music modules are
available throughout the course from introductory
to advanced studies, including instrumental and
song traditions. A master's programme in Irish
traditional music performance is also offered.

cittern. A modern, lrish-music version of the
cittern totally unlike either its original ancestor- the
ancient Greek kithara- or the slender RenaissanceEuropean forms known as English guitar and
Portuguese guitar. 'Cittern', as we know it, is a term
of convenience, like the uilleann pipes, an instrument-maker's adaptation to suit the music. Luthier
Stefan Sobell of Northumberland developed for it a
shorter neck than the bouzouki, a deep pear-shape
like the Irish bouzouki and a stable, flat-back body
like the guitar. Notes are formed by fingering spaced,
raised frets with one hand and plectrum-plucking
strings with the other. It produces a deeper, bassnote sound like one of its ancestors, the Arabic ud
(oud), or lute, but shorter string length also gives
it a sharper sound than bouzouki and less afternote resonance. lh:re are four or five pairs of strings
tuned according to the preference of the player GDAD/A, GDGD/G, GDAE/A,AEAE/A- and
there is a range of two octaves over the open strings.
The shorter neck and string length and its five sets of
strings combine to make it suited to melody playing,
while still retaining an accompaniment potential
similar to the bouzouki. The bouzouki-guitar is
another development of this which combines the
familiarity of guitar shape, neck and fingering with
tone ofbouzouki. Ciar:in Curran, Fin tan McManus
and Garry 6 Briain are leading players.
Claddagh Records. Founded in 1959 by nineteenyear-old Guinness heir Garech Browne along with
Dublin medical doctor Ivor Browne (no relation),
initially to produce a record of their uilleann pipes
teacher Leo Rowsome.lt was to become one of the
most highly regarded traditional music record labels.
Also involved in the early days of the company were
New York-born poet and writer John Montague
and, for a short time, Dun Laoghaire-based record-
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shop owner Liam MacAlasdair. Claddagh's second
release was the debut recording of The Chieftains,
who took their name from John Montague's collection Death ofa Chieftain (1965). Paddy Moloney,
piper and leader of The Chieftains, worked as label
manager for Claddagh from the mid-1960s until
his band turned professional in the early 1970s.
With Moloney and Montague, Garech Browne
pursued an adventurous recording policy throughout the 1960s, releasing ground-breaking albums
by the traditional singers Sarah and Rita Keane,
Dolly MacMahon, Maire Aine Nic Dhonnachdha
and Se:in 'ac Dhonncha. Sliabh Luachra fiddle
players Denis Murphy and Julia Clifford were
recorded for the seminal The Star above the Garter.
London-based flute player Paddy Taylor, Dublin
fiddlerTommy Potts and Sean 6 Riada all featured
on Claddagh releases. The commercial backbone of
the label was provided by the increasingly popular
Chieftains records, of which Claddagh issued a
total of thirteen originals. Two volumes of solo
piping compilations (The Drones and the Chanters)
were important in helping the growth of interest in
the uilleann pipes; Donegal fiddle music was celebrated in the release of The Brass Fiddle; harp player
Derek Bell recorded the music of Carolan. While
traditional music was the main area of interest for
Claddagh, it also released spoken-word recordings
oflrish and Scottish poets and some classical music
albums (6 Riada, Frederick May, John Field).
In 1984 the company opened a retail outlet in
·Dublin's Temple Bar area and the shop continues
to be a meeting place for traditional music enthusiasts. In 1997 chairman Garech Browne formed
a second company, Claddagh Media. Fronted by
David Kavanagh, this co-exists with the original
company which continues to be managed by
Jane Bolton. Claddagh's best-selling albums have
been: The Poet and the Piper (Seam us Heaney with
Liam O'Flynn), Claddagh's Choice, The B est of The
Chieftains vol. 1, The Chieftains Live, The Chieftains
5 and Carolan's Receipt. [TOS]

clfuseach. An alternative name for cruit, harp.
Clairseoiri na hEireann . (CNE, The Harpers'
Association). Set up in 1983 by J an et Harbison
with Breandan Breathnach and based for many

years at Cumann Pfobairi Uilleann in Henrietta
Street, Dublin. At its height, it had over 400
members and contributed to the revival of harping
in Ireland in the late twentieth century. It was
absorbed into the Harp Foundation in 1994.
claisceadal. In traditional singing, an a cappella
group, doing arranged songs in Irish. This was a
popular community-music activity in the mid1900s, with a popular ensemble run by Sean
6 Tuama, another in Cork by Pilib 6 Laoghaire,
and Seamus Ennis being a member of yet another,
An Claisceadal, which was directed by song publisher Colm 6 Lochlainn. Best known today is
C6ir Chuil Aodha, begun by Sean 6 Riada. An
tOireachtas competitions for claisceadal have
brought together many names which are well
known in Irish-language activities.

Claisceadal an R adio. An early-1960s, Saturdayevening Irish song programme on RE. It alternated
from week to week with other music programmes
including 6 Riada's Reacaireacht an Riadaigh.
Clancy Brothers and T ommy Makem . ('The
Clancys'). A seminal ballad-group, comprising
Clancy brothers Tom (1924-90), Paddy (1922-98)
and Liam (1935-2009) of Carrick-on-Suir, Co.
Tipperary and Tommy Makem (1932-2007) of
Keady, Co. Armagh. Tom Clancy, originally a
trained actor, joined the RAF with brother Paddy
during the Second World War. They emigrated
to Canada in 1950, moved to Ohio and then to
New York City. Working by day in a factory and
acting in the Cherry Lane Theatre in Greenwich
Village, they began to put on midnight folk
concerts of blues artists such as Sonny Terry and
Brownie McGhee and the Reverend Gary Davis,
to help pay the bills. In addition, Tom acted in
television shows and newly arrived brother Liam
played guitar. Among their many productions
was O'Casey's The Plough and the Stars. Liam met
Tommy Makem while helping Diane Hamilton on
one of her song collecting trips and Makem took up
singing with Liam, Paddy and Tom at the White
Horse Tavern while recuperating from an accident.
In folk enthusiast Kenny Goldstein's kitchen they
recorded The Rising ofthe Moon (1959)- an album
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The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem [courtesy Roxanne O'Connell]

of republican songs - for a new label, Tradition
Records; an engagement in Chicago followed.
While their music skills were rudimentary
- Liam on guitar and Paddy playing harmonica
- they built a large following with their stagecraft
and enthusiastic interpretations of old Irish songs.
In New York they played at the Blue Angel, where
they came to the attention of the bookers for
the Ed Sullivan television show. On one of their
appearances, they were given an unprecedented
twenty- minute slot because of the las t-minute
cancellation of another act, an opportunity which
launched their professional career. Dressing in
their hallmark Aran sweaters (sent by the Clancys'
mother for the New York winters) they belted out
songs with gusto and entertained audiences with
relaxed, informal and humorous delivery.
fresh material. Their songs were a break
from the old Irish-American standards -'The
Jug of Punch', 'Shoals of Herring' and 'Leaving
of Liverpool' attracted a new audience in both
the US and in Ireland and brought a new consciousness to Irish mu sic: 'it became respectable
again for so -called respectable people to sing
working-class songs' (Liam Clancy). Chronicler
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Pete Hamill described th eir treatment of song
as turning negative feeling aro und, providing an
alternative lifestyle that wasn't stifled by Victorian
platitudes. Ths re-colo nisation oflrish song found
for the Clancys and Tommy Makem a large following in the folk movement in the US and further
afield. Their success and image found sympathetic
resonances in Ireland too in the revival period of
traditional music, that synergy bringing them to
the front stage of popular mu sic-making. Their
style and presentation has been mimicked by
hundreds of groups in the years since. Peripheral
as they might have been in their early years to the
revival of traditional dance music, they became the
entry point to that music for exploratory music
minds and many musicians today can attest to
them as being their first introduction to traditional
music. When Makem left to follow a solo career in
1969, Bobby Clancy joined th e group until Liam
left in the mid-'70s.ln 1977, brothers Tom, Paddy
and Bobby were joined by their nephew Robbie
O'Connell and continued to tour the US three to
fo ur times a year. When Tom died, Liam rejoined
the remaining brothers and O'Connell, who continued to tour until 1997. They made a further
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three albums and two videos, bringing their total
of recordings to well over forty. [ROO]
Clancy, Liam (William) (1935-2009). Singer,
actor and author, the last of the eleven children of
Robert and Johanna Clancy of Carrick-on-Suir,
Co. Tipperary. His early years are documented in
his memoir The Mountain of the Women: Memoirs
ofan Irish Troubadour. Young Willie Clancy's first
love was acting. While studying in Dublin he met
actor-manager Cyril Cu sack, who suggested to
him that he change his name to Liam. In 1955, a
song-collecting trip with Diane Hamilton around
Ireland and Scotland introduced him to Tommy
Makem and in 1956 they joined Liam's brothers
Paddy and Tom in New York acting on stage and
in television and on their first recording. In the
mid-'70s, Liam commenced a solo career, moving
to Calgary, Canada, where a television programme
he hosted led to a reunion with Tommy Makem.
As Make m & Clancy they went on to perform for
thirteen years in the US, Canada, Ireland, England
and Australia, recording a number of albums with
several hits, including 'The Band Played Waltzing
Matilda'. In 1990 Liam rejoined the Clancy
Brothers and in 1992 they were joined by Tommy
Makem for the Bob Dylan 30th Anniversary
concert. In 1997, Liam, his son D6nal and nephew
Robbie O'Connell toured as Clancy, O'Connell &
Clancy, recording two albums. Liam continued to
tour, mainly in Ireland, and in 2008 released a body
· of new work, The Wheels of Life: Live at the Bitter
End (eo with guests Odetta, Tom Paxton, Shane
McGowan and Eric Bibb), The Yellow Bittern (a
feature-length documentary) and a retrospective
collection, The Essential Liam Clancy. [ROO]
Clancy, Willie. (1918-73). Piper. Born at Miltown
Malbay, Co. Clare. His mother, Ellen Killeen, was
from an Ennistymon singing family; she sang and
played concertina (his versions of the 'Concertina
Reel' and 'Lark in the Morning' came from her).
His father, Gilbert, who came from Islandbawn,
four miles east of Miltown, also sang and played
concertina and flute and had learned much from
the legacy of blind piper Garret Barry (d. 1900).
Willie began on whistle at age five, then played
flute until he lost his teeth. He learned step dancing

Willie Clancy, 1966

from dance master, fiddler and tambourine-player
Thady Casey and had songs from his mother and
father- these of great advantage to his air playing.
Although familiar with the pipes through hearing
his father speak ofBarry, Willie first saw a set only
when Johnny Doran played locally at the races of
1936. Two years later he got bag, bellows and a
Leo Rowsome chanter from Felix Doran. He took
advice from Hugh Curtin of Clochan M6r (also
taught by Garret Barry), finally getting an 1830s
set of Kilrush-made Maloney Brothers pipes. He
took tuition too from Leo Rowsome in Dublin and
would always cycle to hear Johnny Doran when
he was in the area. Local Tom Looney got him a
Coyne 'C' set in 1942; these he eventually traded in
against a new Rowsome set. In the early 1940s he
was influenced by pipers Seamus Ennis, Br. Gildas,
John Potts and Andy Conroy (all tight-fingering
stylists) and by 194 7 he was skilful enough to
contemplate taking part in the Oireachtas competition, in which he came first. A carpenter by trade,
economic necessity saw him move to Dublin in
1951, then to London in 1953, where he renewed
his acquaintance with Ennis. While there too he
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located a Coyne 'B' set for £5 in a junk shop and
returned to Miltown after the death of his father
in 1957. In that year he recorded for Gael Linn
on a 'Bb' chanter belonging to Sean Reid and later
was to play on Reid's custom-made, narrow-boredrone Rowsome set. His marriage to D6irin Healy
in 1962 was itself a music event, being followed by
a music honeymoon in the home of singer Se:in 'ac
Dhonncha in Ahascragh, Co. Galway. At the end
of the '60s he was involved in the setting up ofNa
Pfobairf Uilleann. Tom Looney supplied him with
his Taylor concert set of pipes in 1969. A skilled
reed-maker, Willie had planned to begin making
pipes and had just acquired the necessary equipment by the time of his death.
Willie Clancy's piping style was gay and lively;
his approach was serious, always mindful of the
lore of the music. A jocose singer, his repertoire
included 'The Gander', 'The Family Ointment' and
other quasi-sexuallyrics which matched his boyish
humour. An avid learner, he studied recordings of
the Kerry piper Mid Cumb:i 6 Suilleabh:iin and
was passionately interested in sean-n6s singing
and the Irish language. In 2009 RTE released The
Golden Ring, a CD of sixty-five archived recordings
of Clancy selected by Peter Browne with extensive
biographical notes. Other CDs include The Pipering
oJWillie Clancy (vols.I &II), 1994. His 1967Topic
recording The Minstrelfrom Clare was re-issued on
CD in 1994.
See also Willie Clancy Summer School.
Dance Music of Willie Clancy, e. A book of
152 tunes from the repertoire of the uilleann piper
Willie Clancy. Its transcriptions present each piece
exactly as played by Clancy at one sitting (after the
practice established by Breathnach in Ceol Rince
[).It also has biographical details and analysis of
Clancy's playing along with related charts and
diagrams. The book broke new ground in being
the first collection oflrish pipes-music to be published, the first to present an extensive sample of
the repertoire of a superb traditional musician,
and the first to present an analysis of the music
played. The background to the work is that with
Clancy's untimely death in 1973, the growing
pipers' organisation Na Pfobairi Uilleann (NPU)
lost a major role model and living link to tradition. The collection's editor-to-be, Pat Mitchell,
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also lost a personal friend and mentor. In recognition of Clancy's contribution to national culture
he set about assembling a collection of the piper's
repertoire as an active memorial to the man and
his music. Aimed at pipers in the first instance, the
work actually had a much broader appeal and has
been distributed worldwide, its popularity indeed
demanding two reprints of the original, and a
second edition, with some minor additions and
corrections, published in 1993. [PMI]
See notation .
Clandillon, Seamus. (1878-1944). Born near
Gort, Co. Galway, a mixed-language area, he went
to school at St Flannan's College, Ennis, then to
UCD in 1899, where his interest in Irish matters
was sparked by a friend starting a college Gaelic
League branch. By 1901 Clandillon was teaching
Irish classes with Patrick Pearse. At college he
was interested in choral singing and at home in
Gort he had always collected songs. An arranger
and publisher of songs, he married Maighread Ni
Annag:iin, a si nger and Irish-speaker from Na
Deise, Co. Waterford and a prize-winner in the
1901 Oireachtas . In 1904 they published a song
book Londubh an Chairn and, later, Songs of the
Irish Gaels (1927). In a critical review of Londubh
an Chairn in the Irish Statesman, D6nal O'Sullivan
called it an insult to Irish music. Between October
and November of 1928 this resulted in the longest
libel case in Ireland up to then. The jury was
divided and each side was awarded its costs.
singer. In 1911 Clandillon won an Oireachtas
Gold Medal for song and was in demand as a
singer. He accompanied himself on piano and
took part in many cultural events in the early
years of the century, including the Mansion
House concert for returning prisoners in 1916
when he sang 'Seanachuirt na nDeis'. It was he
who brought the so ng 'The Palatine's Daughter'
to public knowledge (sung later by Se:in 6 Se). In
1926, as director of 2RN, in cramped surroundings
in Little Denmark Street, Dublin, lack of finance
often saw him singing selections on air himself.
He engaged musicians and early ceilf bands to play
live, so beginning a policy of promoting traditional
music which 2RN's successor, Radio Eireann, continued. In February 1934, he went to work for the
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Department of Health. Clandillon made eleven 78
records for Parlophone and HMV, singing with
piano accompaniment, this style being in keeping
with the ideas of the time.

Clannad. Comprised of Maire Brennan (harp,
song), P6l Brennan (guitar, song, percussion,
flute), Ciaran Brennan (guitar, bass, song), Padraig
Duggan (guitar, song, mandolin) and Noel Duggan
(guitar, song); 'Enya' Brennan, Maire's sister, joined
in 1979. Formed in 1970 through playing at the
Brennans' father's bar, Leo's, at Gweedore, Co.
Donegal, they began with local festivals, then
moved to playing in Germany in 1975. Already very
well known, respected and successful in Ireland and
Europe, they gained a yet larger audience through
their performing of the signature tune for the 1982
TV series Harry's Game, this reaching number five
in the British record charts and gaining them an
Ivor Novello award. Their 1984 Robin of Sherwood
track gained a British Academy Award for best
soundtrack. Enya went solo in 1982 but the group
continued to play on a quieter schedule. Clannad
created a particular 'Celtic- hush' style of popular
music that made great use of electronic enhancement, this adding a hallmark mystical quality to
the band's interpretations and arrangements of
original and traditional Irish-language Donegal
song. The influence of this is heard in other performers' styles, notably that of Aoife Ni Fhearaigh
and in many 'Celtic'-style recordings today.
Clare. This county in many ways is definitive of
modern-day traditional music. It was the first to
begin music tourism, a consequence of its scenic
coastline and a tourist reputation which had been
established since the nineteenth century. It hosted
the first summer school also, one which remains the
most iconic, and on account of that event's figurehead is seen as at the centre of uilleann piping. Ths
alone renders it something of a Mecca in matters
of taste and style. Today there are large numbers of
young people learning, and about seventy uilleann
pipers there are affiliated to NPU.
CCE. There is a regional centre here in Ennis
at Cois na hAb hna, and a performance centre
at the St Andrews Teach Ceol (house of music)
at Ennistymon. Teaching is carried out by the

nineteen CCE branches, by the Maoncheoil an
Chlair and other music schools and by many independent performer-teachers.
iconicity. Doolin village is emblematic on
account of Micho, Gussie and Packie Russell, a
family grouping who embodied traditional music
in instrumentation, style, reputation and mythology. Miltown Malbay is synonymous with Willie
Clancy and piping, Mullach with Junior Crehan,
Feakle with Martin Hayes, Tulla with Paddy
Canny - the latter three representing the voice
of the fiddle. The concertina is indeed also iconic
of the county, not least because of the widespread
teaching and performance of Noel Hill and Mary
McNamara, in addition to legendary stylists
Elizabeth Crotty and Paddy Murphy, but also on
account of many young expert players. Singing
too has been inscribed on memory, researched and
logged by Tom Munnelly, and celebrated through
the 1990s in the Ennistymon singers' festival,
latterly in diverse events and the Ennis Singers'
Club. Set dance in the county is marked by a 'battering' style which was greatly inspirational across
the island through its television presentation.
National broadcasting has contributed significantly to such iconicity, particularly through
RE and RTE productions by Ennis-born Tony
MacMahon, an influential commentator, stylist
and directive critic. Clare is the symbolic conscience, memory and stylistic embodiment of
traditional music in everyday life more so than any
other county. Its balance of rural and urban living,
its population's ease with tourism as an economy
rather than exploitation, render it the ideal music
homeland: sea, scenery, scene and style.
youth. There are a large number of traditional
music teachers in the county, all of high repute as
performers. These operate in a variety of contexts
including music institutes, personal music schools,
and private teaching. The vibrancy of the traditional music culture among very young people (age
twelve to eighteen) is attested to by the presence
and quality of regular 'youth' and 'teenager' music
sessions (four in 2009). As non-competitive gatherings, these socialise very young musicians into
traditional music-making processes and contexts.
The popular cliched associations of Clare with
music and set-dancing are in various degrees true,
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as the music experience can be seen in a variety of
performance contexts - associated with tourism,
formal concerts, sessions in 'superpubs' and low-key
rural pubs, house parties and spontaneous, selfmade entertainment.
song decline. Like every other part of Ireland,
Clare has experienced urbanisation, and consequent fracturing, of rural communities. Yet there
are still places where traditional patterns of musicmaking remain common as part of local social life,
in the form of recitation, song, dance and instrumental performance. Singing, however, has not had
the same fortunes as instrumental music-making,
for while there are many 'singing circles', a certain
impoverishment of style and repertoire can be
noted. There is an almost complete separation of
singing and instrumental music (excepting parts
of the south-west). Despite the centrality of song
in popular music, it is not a practice in traditional
music which seems to capture the imagination
of young people. This is likely related to the fact
that since traditional singing is not taught in the
way that instrumental music is, and has no space
in weekly sessions, there are few opportunities to
acquire the taste for or repertoire in it.
strength of music. The superior strength of
retained and revived music traditions in Clare is
likely the result of the interaction of various factors,
among them:
1. the critical mass of older musicians and stylists,
who as role models could mentor younger
musicians;
2. the influence of certain teachers who democratised the playing of the music by passing it on
to large numbers of adults and children over
decades- such as Frank Custy in north Clare
- or who concentrated on passing on particular repertoires and styles to local students (e.g.
Mary MacNamara in the east);
3. the local broadcasting culture (Clare FM) with
a strong emphasis on traditional music programming since 1989;
4. the survival oflinks between music and community in many parts. This gives a more solid
base from which other developments could
spring forth (e.g. the foundation of the Willie
Clancy Summer School in Miltown Malbay);
5 . a certain geographic isolation, as Clare has
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water on three sides and has no major industrial
urban centre: Ennis, the capital town, retains
the function and feel of a market town;
6. the formal structural support for traditional
music. The county council has had active traditional arts officers, the chamber of commerce
initiated the building of Glor, and the foundation of Maoincheoil an Chhiir was in part
an initiative of a community development
organisation;
7. the proximity of the IWAMD at nearby UL
has influenced a significant number of Clarebased musicians to explore the academic
dimension of traditional music; such a formalisation of the study of oral traditions generally
elevates the status of those traditions and their
practitioners, and draws attention to them
from the wider world of ideas;
8. the self confidence in and comfort with
cultural identity- partly engendered by the
'Celtic Tiger' experience.
Ennis. The capital town of Co. Clare, it is the
music centre of the county also with established
sessions in some fifteen of its pubs, many of which
host music several times a week. These cater to
a variety of tastes - from the frenetically paced
where young players in their twenties predominate,
to the more reflective which attract venerated older
musicians .
The town has three venues with commitment
to traditional music: Glor is a concert venue and
exhibition space, originally conceived as a venue
to be dedicated exclusively to traditional music,
but which has had to move to a broader-based
cultural centre model in order to survive commercially. Maoincheoil an Chl:iir is a centre for the
teaching of Irish traditional and classical music;
established in the 1990s, it was the first teaching
centre in the country to combine the two. Cois
na hAbhna is a performance space for traditional
music, with archive, library and bar; it is the centre
of CCE in Clare.
Mecca. Ennis continues to attract young players
from outside the county who move there for the
music. It also has the:: feel of a genuine county
town, where musicians from the outlying towns
and villages of the county regularly come for music
events and regular sessions. Since most parts of
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Clare are no more than thirty minutes away, Ennis
is a unifYing feature in Clare county music. The
Fleadh Nua each May is a key event which draws
participation from all over the country, while the
Ennis Trad Festival in November is a major performance showcase, with a programme of sessions
over five days in some twenty locations which
attracts large numbers of young musicians. [PAC)
Festivals. The range of these illustrates the
breadth of interest and motivation, and the spread
over the year is indicative of the high levels of
awareness, appreciation and active engagement.
February- Micho Russell Festival, Doolin; Set
Dancing Weekend, Ennistymon;
March- Corofin Traditional Festival;
April -The Doran Pipers' Weekend, Miltown
Malbay;
May- P.]. Hayes Remembered, Feakle; Fleadh
Nua, Ennis;
July- Willie Clancy Summer School;
August- Merriman Festival, Killanena; Feakle
Traditional Music Festival; Kilrush Traditional
Music and Set Dancing Festival (since 2009
replacing Eigse Mrs Crotty);
eptember - Nell Galvin Weekend, Moyasta;
Tulla Traditional Music Festival; Dan Furey
Weekend, Labasheeda;
October - Willie Keane Memorial Weekend,
Doonbeg;
November- Ennis Trad Festival; Clare Traditional
Singing Weekend, Spanish Point. [PAC]
Clare style. Some approaches to Irish music
favour energy, excitement, wildness and drive,
as in the dance music of west Kerry or music in
part of Donegal, and emphasis might often be
placed on authentic replication of playing styles.
In the transmission of music in Clare from the
older players to the younger players, however, a
great emphasis was placed on playing from the
heart, from an emotional centre, and throughout the county there seems to be a strong taste
for the melancholic. This preference in Clare has
led to choosing slower tempos, and an emphasis
on playing music with a strong emotional core. In
Co. Clare there are two predominant fiddle styles:
East Clare and West Clare. West Clare could be
generally said to cover the geographical areas of
west Clare and north Clare, extending from Loop

Head to Liscannor. The East Clare style is largely
concentrated in the Slieve Aughty region which
extends from Whitegate/Mountshannon up to the
Galway border and westward to T ulla.
The best known musicians to exemplifY the
West Clare style during the mid to late twentieth
century were John Kelly,Joe Ryan,Junior Crehan,
Bobby Casey and Patrick Kelly. Broadly speaking,
the use of finger rolls is most predominant in this
style. These musicians were less under the influence of the 1920s recordings of Coleman and
Morrison and were less inclined to be restrained by
the notion of the tempered scale. The bending of
notes and the intentional shading of both flat and
sharp were commonly used to evoke a 'draiochl. In
east Clare there is a preference for tunes in minor
keys; its fiddle playing has two different strands.
One strand is a rhythmic pulse and syncopated
style with very rhythmic bow patterns suitable
for dancing, as exemplified in the playing of Bill
M alley, Michael Dinan and P. J oe Hayes. TI-e other
strand is more distilled and more adherent to the
tempered scale, with a tendency to play in minor
keys, as in the playing of Paddy Canny, Martin
Rochford, Martin Woods and Vincent Griffin. The
overall style of east Clare music can be described
as having a slower tempo and being more lyrical
in nature. There is no absolute uniformity in any
of these styles, however. They are largely defined
by the most popular musicians whom local musicians emulate. The East and West Clare styles have
influenced all of the fiddle players in Co. Clare.
Tommy Peoples lived in Clare for many years
and his unique interpretation of Donegal music,
driving and tight, has woven its way into modernday fiddle playing in Co. Clare. What we hear in
Clare today is the meeting of these East and West
Clare styles with a wider world of contemporary
Irish fiddle playing. [MAH)
style elements. Clare music is a rich blend of
lively dance music and carefully crafted music for
listening. The favoured dance tune type is the reel.
Reels with catchy phrases in the last few measures
('Over the Moor to Maggie', 'Woman of the
House') have been popular for set dancing as they
offer dancers an opportunity for solo 'battering',
percussive flat-foot steps which complement and
highlight the recurring motif The Caledonian, the
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lancers and the plain sets are favourites. The Clare
musical style employs artful ornamentation of the
melody- preferring, instead of staccato triplets, the
five-note roll. The duration and emphasis of the
separate notes of the roll are finely adjusted according to desired effect, often depending on whether
the roll begins on the strong or weak accent. The
alternation oflegato passages and deft 'tipping out'
of phrases is an aspect of Clare style noted by Sean
6 Riada in the early 1960s in his Radio Eireann
lecture series Our Musical Heritage. This technique
can be heard in the recorded music of Clare musicians born before 1935, such as Bobby Casey,John
Kelly,Joe Ryan, Willie Clancy and Paddy Murphy.
The notable melancholy tinge of Clare music may
be traced to emotive/expressive dance tunes derived
from songs or laments, such as the jig 'Sheep in
the Boat' (inspired by 'Anach Cuan', composed by
Junior Crehan) or the hornpipe/set dance based
on 'Sean 6 Duibhir a Ghleanna'. Another source
of the mood-filled Clare tune is the abundant use
of the Mixolydian mode ('Yellow Tinker'- Gmix;
'Bunker Hill'- Dmix), and the Dorian mode
('Humours ofTullycrine' - A Dorian; 'Porthole in
the Kelp'- D Dorian). An interesting feature of
Clare music is a cluster of difl:erences between the
listening music
styles of East and West players.
of east Clare tends to cast tunes in lower keys than
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the west; uses more frequent double grace notes
as opposed to the single grace or 'cut'; employs
unique dynamics (in which swells in volume
accompany the arch of the melody); and favours
a slower tempo. The playing of the late Bodyke
fiddler Martin Rochford exemplified the east Clare
art of 'drawing the sweetness from the tune'. A
tune played twice by Junior Crehan illustrates his
perception of East vs. West Clare styles. [CALl
concertina. This instrument had replaced the
uilleann pipes as the popular instrument in rural
Clare by the early 1900s. Clare immigrants in
British cities sent concertinas home to families in
remittance parcels; this was of particular impact
later in the 1950s as it popularised Anglo-German
concertinas made by Jeffries, Wheatstone, Lachenal
and Crabb.
dialects and players. From 1890 to 1970, concertina playing in Clare developed within four
musical 'dialects' corresponding for the most part
to the set dancing 'dialects' of rural Clare.
1. South-west. This was highly rhythmical and
melodically simple, with single-row fingering technique on Anglo-German instruments. 1he plain
set danced to polkas predominated in the area
prior to the adoption of the Caledonian. Because
of the influence of travelling teachers like fiddler
George Whelan from Kerry, the music of the area
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'Bobby Casey's Jig ' showing stylistic difference: {left} west Clare style, (right) east Clare style;
recorded by Cathy Sky at Mullagh, Co. Clare, 3 March 1992 [transcribed with Dan Leonard & Pat Sky]
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was linked to the polka and slide repertoires of
Kerry and west Limerick. Hence, older concertina players like Charlie Simmons, Solus Lillis,
Elizabeth Crotty, Mattie Hanrahan, Frank Griffin,
John Kelly and Marty Purtill played a variety of
archaic polkas and single reels. The Caledonian
set, however, facilitated more complex double
reels which were favoured by players like Tom
Carey, Sonny Murray, Tommy McCarthy, Bernard
O'Sullivan and Tom my MacMahon.
2. Mid-west. In the area from the Fergus Valley
in the east to Quilty on the west coast, this dialect
was shaped explicitly by the rhythmical complexities of Caledonian set dancing, as well as by the
American 78 rpm recordings ofWilliam]. Mullaly
during the 1930s. Home to celebrated players like
Noel Hill, Miriam Collins, Gerard Haugh, Gerdie
Commane and the late Tony Crehan, the region
still uses dancing master Pat Barron's steps and
dance figures. That concertina style uses complex
cross-row fingering and intense melodic ornamentation, and has a large repertoire of dance tunes .
The most outstanding concertina master here in
recent times was Paddy Murphy from Bealcragga
near Connolly. Influenced by the recordings of
Mullaly, he pioneered a cross-row fingering system
which facilitated the use of alternative scales for
tunes in unfamiliar keys (many of which he and
peers in the Fiach Roe Ceili Band learned orally
from the fiddling of the local postman Hughdie
Doohan, who could sight-read the music from
O'Neill's 1001 Gems) .
3. North. There were three concertina communities situated along the perimeter of the Burren:
Doolin, Bellharbour and Kilfenora/Kilnaboy. With
the exception ofPackie Russell (whose innovative
style also explored cross-row fingering), most of the
older players in north Clare favoured melodically
simple music and single-row fingering, accentuating the inside or G row of the Anglo-German
concertina. The overriding feature of this dialect
was its emphasis on rhythm for set dancers. This
indigenous 'lift' was endemic in the music ofPeadai
Pheaitin 6 Flannagain, James Droney, Brody
Kierse, Biddy McGrath and Michilin Connollan. It
can still be heard today in the playing of Chris and
Ann Droney, Mairtin Fahy and Mick Carrucan, all
of whom are extolled by Clare set dancers.

4. East. This was concentrated on the ClareGalway border at Slieve Aughty, around Clooney
and Feakle and above the Shannon in Cratloe and
Kilfentenan. German concertinas were popular here
in the early 1900s, played mainly by women who
seldom played beyond the confines of their own
kitchens. The region's archaic repertoire and ethereal
settings are found in the playing ofJohn Naughton
of Kilclaren and in the recordings of Connie Hogan
of Woodford. Mikey Donoghue, Bridget Dinan
and Margaret Dooley represented a similar style
around Tulla and Cratloe. Concertina music of
Cratloe and Kilfentenan survived until recent times
in the playing of Paddy Shaughnessy and John
O'Gorman. The most prominent exponent of east
Clare concertina music today is Mary McNamara,
who carries the style and repertoire of masters like
John Naughton and Mikey Donoghue.
repopularisation. Clare concertina music has
experienced a surge of interest since the 1980s,
not least as a result of Scoil Samhraidh Willie
Clancy and Eigse Mrs Crotty, which created
forums for major performers and students. But
in attracting large numbers of learners, they have
contributed to the decline of regional concertina
dialects. Competitive performance and commercial
recording have spurred the growth of a 'modernist' generic style and a meticulous imitation of
professional performers. Emphasis on such technical accomplishment has generated prodigiously
ornamented tune settings and the introduction of
non-local repertoires; it has also led to separation
of'performance' music from 'dance' music.
wome n players. Among those sustaining
the older dialects of Clare are Jacqui McCarthy,
Florence Fahy, Breda Green, Louise Pyne and
Francis Droney. Foremost among an innovative corps of 'modernist' performers are Noel
Hill, Padraig Rynne, Hugh Healy and John
MacMahon, whose technical genius has propelled
the concertina music of Clare well beyond the
limits of its former communal dialects. Despite
this, like their predecessors in the early 1900s,
women continue to dominate Clare concertina
music. Among its celebrated female exponents
are Yvonne and Lourda Griffin, Brid and Ru th
Meaney, Dympna Sullivan and Lorraine O'Brien.
Longevity is common among female concertina
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players in Clare - Margaret Dooley and Bridget
Dinan both lived well over 100 years and Susan
Whelan of Islebrack celebrated her centenary in
1991 by playing a few tunes on a new Czech concertina. The oldest musician in Clare by the end of
the 20th century was Molly Carry (b.1896) from
Lissroe, K.ilmaley. [G£0]
song. The vibrant instrumental tradition of
Clare has overshadowed a robust song tradition
which flourished there until the 1990s. Manuscripts
of the Folklore Commission collectors working in
that county are liberally scattered with songs in
both languages. The spread of song in Irish for the
first three-quarters of the nineteenth century is
outlined in Marion Gunn's A Chomharsain Eistigi
(Dublin, An Clochomhar Tta, 1984). Less well
known is that a very extensive range of classic and
broadside ballads in English, along with a broad
sample of local songs, were also in the repertoire
of Clare singers. Field work in the 1970s and '80s,
mainly by the Department oflrish Folklore, UCD,
resulted in several hundred songs and ballads from

Clare being added to the archive of that department. As in other counties, the poorer land of the
western seaboard has been more fruitful for the
song collector than the richer land of east Clare.
Song style is relatively unornamented, a factor not
uncommon in areas with a preference for narrative
song. Younger singers in the county today mainly
seek outside their county for repertoire and ignore
(or are unaware of) Clare's rich song heritage .
Ennistymon and Feakle both have hosted annual
festivals of traditional singing. [TOM]
Clare Festival of Traditional Singing. Feile
Amhranaiochta an Chlair, known also as 'the
Ennistymon singers' weekend', this song festival
was initiated in 1990 by a local committee including song collector Tom Munnelly. It ran in June
each year at Ennistymon until 2002, thereafter at
Spanish Point, and, since 2004, it takes place there
in November. The festival presents lectures, recitals,
and seminars and a major singers' concert. The provision of spaces and time for open singing sessions
is considered vital, and all manner of traditional

Pat Joe and Martin Hayes, 1998 [Nutan]
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song has been embraced in its programmes, the
interest being in process and traditions. [EDI]
Clare FM. A local radio station established in
1989, its director from 1989 to 1994 was Caimin
]ones, a native of Clare who was formerly with
RTE's Cork Local Radio. He believed that while
traditional music was a minority specialist interest
in Clare, that minority was bigger than in most
other counties and would guarantee a substantial
audience for traditional music programming. The
schedule for the first five years had 1211z hours of
this per week, and JNLR listenership surveys over
twenty years supported ]ones' belief, showing that
the station's traditional music programmes had generally more than twice - and often four times - the
average radio audience. At the centre of this programming are live evening shows, 7-9 p.m., with a
different presenter each night. Currently these are
Joan Hanrahan ( Cuisle an Cheoi[), Claire Keville
(Music in the Glen), Paula Carroll (The Wednesday
Session), Ronan Burke (Thar Droichead Sal[) and
Pat Costello (The Wheels of the World), with each
presenter pursuing their own particular taste. The
common threads in these are: 1. a focus on Co.
Clare music, particularly music in the community,
often featuring musicians without national profile
or commercial recordings; 2. a relaxed presentation style with much direct contact with listeners;
3. the building up of an extensive archive oflocally
recorded Clare musicians; and 4. documentary and
themed series.
past presen ters. Since 1989 these have been
Aine Hensey (1989-95), singer Tim Dennehy
(1989-2004), Austin Durack (1989-2002), Kevin
Crawford (Lunasa, 1995-9), Matt Purcell (1997-9),
P.]. Curtis (musician and raconteur, 1995-6 ),
fiddler Maire 0' Keeffe (1997-8), writer Ita Kelly
(2002-5) and bouzouki player Eoin O'Neill (2004
to present). The profile of many of these in music
activity has given Clare FM high credibility in the
music world. Its provision of an average of 10 to
14 hours of traditional music weekly marks it as
unique in the commercial radio world too, considerably in excess of that provided by the nationally
targeted RTE's English-language channels.
coverage. Clare FM's franchise area is Co. Clare,
but coverage extends to south and west Galway,
Tipperary, west Limerick and west Kerry, where

it has sizeable audiences also. Programmes have
been streamed live since 2000, and are archived
on its website Clarefm .ie, available to listen to and
download for a week. This feature has created an
international online audience, with on-air feedback
from listeners around the world, 60% of it in the
USA and Canada. Airplay on Clare FM is thus an
important route for Irish music to US listeners.
impact. This can only be assessed anecdotally, and the role of local radio in traditional
music broadcasting over the 20 years of its existence is otherwise undocumented; it has not been
researched academically or in media surveys,
and is seldom more than cursorily referenced in
policy documents by traditional music bodies. Yet
the feedback to broadcasters on this exceptional
service suggests that it has not only served an
existing community, but has developed a new one,
and linked all of these by provision of a forum,
performance space and self-confidence. [PAC]
Maoin Cheoil an Chiair (Clare Music Education
Centre) . Set up in 1993, by 1998 it had 500
students, with twenty teachers offering between
them over thirty courses of study. Traditional and
classical lessons take place side by side, with specialist teachers for each discipline. No diluting
of one form or another is entertained, but many
students find no trouble in crossing between the
styles. Based in Erasmus Smith House in Ennis- a
large college building dating from the 1770s with
an auditorium in the form of a modern, acoustically fine chapel- it was financed by a grant from
the European LEADER scheme (designed to
combat rural decline), as a model for a new style
of music school suitable for areas where there is an
existing local music culture. The initiative for such
an all-inclusive music school was taken in 1992 by
Fr Harry Bohan of Shannon, Co. Clare, who in
consultation with Micheal 6 Suilleabhain set up
planning and development committees. 1h: school
opened in 1993 with Andrew Robinson as director;
he was succeeded in 1998 by Colette Moloney.
activi ties. The school provides supplementary
short courses in piping, harp, flute, recorder, banjo
and traditional fiddle. It has a traditional music
recital series, Fidil Beo, and has hosted many Co.
Clare and visiting performers. It promotes regular
orchestral, choral and solo concerts, and runs
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student concerts which take place throughout each
term. First-prize-winning groups in the National
Sl6gadh competition have been produced by the
school, as well as high results in Leaving Certificate
and other music examinations. A model for future
such developments, M aoin Cheoil an Chlair is a
limited company and a registered charity. Its four
shareholders are Rural Resource Development Ltd,
Clare County Council, the Sisters of Mercy and
County Clare Vocational Education Committee.
The board also includes representatives of various
musical interests in the county including CCE and
the Willie Clancy Summer School. [ANR]
Carro /1, John. (1835-1900). Piper. Born in
the parish of Miltown Malbay, Co. Clare. He and
his brother Michael were well known for their
flute playing from an early age and through his
acquaintance with blind Inagh piper Garret Barry,
John moved to the pipes. An associate of piper
Tom Hehir,John played on a Moloney set.
O'Brien, Patrick. (c.1773-1855). Piper. Born
in Labasheeda, C o. Clare. He went blind in his
twenties, and after failing to find a sponsor in
Limerick, became a street musician. Usually positioned at the corner of Hartstonge St and the
Crescent, he was the subject used for the painting
'The Limerick Piper' by the artist Joseph Patrick
Laverty.
Whelan , George. Fiddle . Fro m Kerry, thi s
blind player taught around Kilmihil, Cooraclare
and Doonbeg c. 1880. His repertoire is reputed to
have had flings, slides, set dances and reels, rich in
12/8 tunes and Kerry 'style'. Fiddler Patrick Kelly
of Cree, Co. Clare inherited his style through his
father, fiddle master Tim Kelly. Whelan's material
was collected by Batt Scanlon.
See also Cois na hAbhna.
Clarke, E ddie. (1945-2004). Harmonica, song.
Born in Virginia, Co. Cavan, he learned to play in
the 1950s as a result of a Hohner harmonica promotion in his school. His first tunes were marches,
these played by the school group which led the
parade at the first fleadh in Cavan in 1954. His
father played fiddle and accordion, but Eddie's
influences were Ceolta Tire and j ob ofjourneywork
on Radio Eireann and being exposed to playing
for dancing. Not until 1965 did h e expand his
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repertoire, when he finished teacher training in
Drumcondra and took the time to follow traditional music. He played around the Pipers' Club,
John Egan's Club, O'Donoghues in Dublin (he
knew about them from th e radio) and meeting
Sean Welsh from D onard, Co. Wi cklow introduced him to technique, as did the late Paddy Ban
6 Broin. Like his mentor Paddy Ban, he plays the
chromatic instrument, holding the button in and
releasing it for semitones. He played withJoe Ryan
and John Kelly, winning the Oireachtas duets and
recording the album Crossroads with Ryan in 1972.
He took part in the 1976 Smithsonian I nstitute
Bicentennial Festival of American Folklife with
fiddler Maeve D onnelly, singer Maighread Ni
Dh6mhnaill and bouzouki player Sean Corcoran,
and with them recorded th e album Sailing into
Walpole's Marsh and with Joe Ryan, a fine singer
also, he participated in the G6ilin Singers' Club.
Unheard, a collection of his recordings, was issued
with a comprehensive biography in 2009.
classification of instruments. All music instruments of the world- from ancient to pre-electronic
-can be classified according to a system set out by
Erich von Hornbostel and Curt Sachs in 1914.
This breaks music-making devices down to four
major categories: 1. aerophones, 2. chordophones,
3. membranophones and 4. idiophones. Another
category - 5. electrophones - is often used to
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classify electronic instruments and - 6. corpophones- is used also to indicate use of the body as
an instrument (as distinct from the voice). I nside
the system a Dewey code number can be allocated
to any instrument, pinpointing fairly accurately
what the instrument is and how it is played.
The system is useful analytically for the increasing spectrum of instruments used in traditional
European musics, but is of particular value for
cultural blocks like India (which has hundreds of
different indigenous instruments), and is quite different in intent and utility to the classical orchestral
division of'brass', 'wind', 'reed', 'strings' and 'percussion'. Other systems are used by other cultures:
for instance, the older Chinese system focuses on
the materials in the instrument- stone, wood, silk
and metal- and is concerned with timbre; a more
modern Chinese system emphasises playing techniques and divides into blown, bowed, plucked and
struck; an Indian system breaks instruments down
by the categories strings, wind, metal percussion
and skin percussion. All systems have a reason and
most can be applied to instruments used in Ireland.
But since all Irish traditional music instruments
and the Irish music system are quite European, the
standard six-category European system (as above)
is applied in this book.

clavichord . A fifteenth-century key-action,
plucked-string chordophone, similar to the
virginal, but usual! y much more compact, its
table-top design and general appearance evoking
the modern keyboard. Its strings are parallel to
the keyboard, two strings per note. lt is played by
Mfcheal 6 Suilleabhain on 'Jockey to the Fair'.
An electronic version, the clavinet, was played by
Trfona Nf Dhomhnaill in The Bothy Band.
Cleary, Nora. (1927-88). Singer. The Hand,
Mullagh, Co. Clare. Her cottage on the Miltown
Malbay road was a renowned gathering place for
singers and musicians. She sang a mixture of old
ballads, broadsides, local and topical songs, some
composed by herself. Her repertoire was recorded
for the Department oflrish Folklore. [TOM]

Cle Club. A traditional music and song club held
at Liberty Hall in Dublin. It was set up following

the 2003 restructuring of the space in Liberty Hall
as a means of reviving the role of that venue in the
cultural life of the city. Flute player Des Geraghty,
then president ofSIPTU, suggested that the place
be a welcoming location for all the arts, with
emphasis on community and trade union-based
traditional music and song. The Cle Club was
so founded to correspond with the opening of a
new theatre and bar. Its members included Sally
Corr, Tom Crean (singer, Tradition club), Seamus
Dooley, Nora Geraghty (banjo), Jimmy Jordan,
Jimmy Kelly (singer), Mary Maher,Jerry O'Reilly
(singer, the Goilin club), Manus O'Riordan
(singer), Noel Pocock (piper) and Kathleen Smith
(fiddle). Founded as it was by trade unionists, the
club looks to Sean O'Casey's view of the ITGWU
founder James Larkin as one 'who would put a rose
in a vase as well as a loaf of bread on the table'.
Hence, all 'singers, musicians, poets and dancers,
dabblers and aficionados should all be welcome'an open-door policy. A wide range of people from
all age groups and from different traditions have
taken part, including well-known singers, musicians and poets. Among these are: R6isfn Elsafty,
Niamh Parsons, Peadar 6 Ceannabhain, John
McEvoy and John Wynne, Liam O'Connor and
Sean McKeon, Mary McPartlan (singer, Gradam
TG4), Thorn Moore, Paudie O'Connor and John
O'Brien, Gerry O'Connor, Cathal McConnell,
Vinnie Caprani, Peter 'the Racker' Donnelly,
Sibeal Davitt, Joe Aitken, Geordie Murison,
Fintan Vallely, Noel O'Grady, Damien Dempsey
and Andy Irvine. In 2009 the Cle Club initiated
the Larkin Hedge School, and in 2010 relocated
to a nearby bar.

Clifford, Julia. (1914-97). Fiddle. Born in
Lisheen, Co. Kerry, Sliabh Luachra player Julia
Clifford spent most of her life in England. Despite
her exile, she kept in touch with and exercised a
strong influence on the music of her native area,
through recordings and regular visits. She was an
inspiration to succeeding generations of musicians
and to women players in particular. Daughter of
Bill 'the Weaver' Murphy, she and brother Denis
Murphy were pupils of Padraig O'Keeffe, the
Sliabh Luachra fiddle master. She made a number
of recordings: Kerry Fiddles (with Padraig and
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Julia Clifford playing with her hallmark Stroh fiddle at the
Olympia Theatre, Dublin, 1993 [courtesy Derek Speirs]

Denis), Ceof as Sfiabh Luachra, The Star ifMunster
Trio (with her husband Johnny Clifford on piano
accordion and their son Billy on flute). [PAA]

... to encourage and support our musicians and
writers, and to help to bring their arts to a national
audience'. Managed by Deirdre Ni Thuathail, its
music catalogue is of great interest, the result of a
plan 'to record the musicians of Connemara, and
in particular its sean-n6s singers ... to ensure that
their rich tradition would be available to future
generations'. Its remit has been extended to include
traditional music and Irish-language song from all
over Ireland, as well as Cajun, country and Cape
Breton. The 1995 album Ceilitiradh celebrates its
first ten years, and Caise Ceoil the next five up to
2000. The 2010 compilation marked twenty-five
years of music publishing during which it issued 182
different cassette and CD albums and 350 books.

CLRG. The Irish Dancing Commission.
See Coimisiun le Rind Gaelacha, An.

Clinton, John. (1809-64). Flute-maker,
composer, performer. Dublin born, he was professor of flute at the Royal Academy of Music
in London, he composed for his instrument and
published original and arranged music for it also.
His flute designs were innovative, and a CD of
his music was recorded on surviving examples of
these by Alabama music professor Andra Bohnet
as 'Clinton on Clinton' in 2004. Canadian flute
player and researcher Adrian Duncan was part of
the project which was triggered by Australian flute
maker Terry McGee at the Boxwood Flute Festival
in Nova Scotia in 2002.
Clin ton's Gems of Ireland. An 1840 collection of
200 tunes including airs, jigs, planxties, slip jigs and
a small number of reels and hornpipes. Its cover
proclaims: 'Gems of Ireland containing the most
popular of Moo re's Melodies, all the national airs
and the celebrated melodies of Carolan, Connollan
& al., collected from the most authentic sources
and arranged for the flute by J C Clinton .. .'. 11-ese
include 'The Irish Washerwoman', 'St Patrick's
Day', 'The Lamentation for Owen O'Neill' and
'Peter Street'. Arrangements involve many thirdoctave notes. [SIN]

Cl6 lar-Chonnachta. The largest private Irishlanguage publishing company in Ireland. It was set
up by Michei16 Conghaile in 1985 to be 'guardian
and patron oflrish language and Gaeltacht culture
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CMRG. Association oflrish dance teachers.
See Comhdhail na Muinteoiri le Rinnce
Gaelacha, An.
Coen, Fr Charles. (1933- ). Born Woodford,
Co. Galway to a musical family, he emigrated to
America in 1954 where he became a priest. In
197 4 he was first in All-Ireland fleadh concertina,
flute and tin whistle and in 1978 won the singing.
'Father Charlie' has been an inspirational figure
in the New York music scene. He recorded 'The
Branch Line' with his brother Jack (flute, Green
Fields of America) in 1976.
Coimisiun le Rind Gaelacha,An. (CLRG).Th e
major step ('Irish') dance organisation. It was set
up by Conradh na Gaeilge (the Gaelic League) in
the late 1920s to establish standards for teachers
and adjudicators of Irish dance. It met in 1930,
researched and presented a report in 1932, out
of which it established a standard for teachers,
later for adjudicators, published a handbook of
ceili (social) dances Vir Rinnce F6irne) and established Oireachtas an Rince as the supreme Irish
dance showcase. It operates grades and competition systems for assessment and development of
talent. All dancers go through its grades system Certificate and Diploma examinations (Scrudaithe
Teastais agus Dioplomai Rinceoiri) . The TCRG
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qualification applies to teachers and the ADCRG
to adjudicators. The Certificate and Diploma
grades have twelve levels in addition to a preliminary grade. Each must be passed before a dancer
may attempt the next grade and a certificate is
awarded for each of these. A dancer who passes
all twelve grades receives the Diploma of the
Irish Dancing Commission. Grade examinations
are different to competitions in that each dancer
is individually examined and receives a detailed
written assessment. CLRG's teachers teach solo
and group step dance to many thousands of mostly
female young people who achieve ranking through
the gradings and competitions which are held at
some seventy feiseanna worldwide; forty-eight of
these events are in Ireland, ten in the US, six in
England, two in Scotland and Germany and one
each in Austria and Italy. There is dance teaching
also in South America and South Africa. CLRG
works through nine regional councils which cover
Ireland, North America, Australia, New Zealand,
England, Scotland and mainland Europe. A split
in CLRG in 1969 led to the formation of a second
governing body- Comhdhail na Muinteoirf le
Rinnce Gaelacha (CMRG), which operates its
own events and (equivalent) qualifications.
See dance; step dance.

Coir Chuil Aodha. Choir founded by Sean
Riada in 1964, its original purpose was to
sing at liturgical services in Cuil Aodha church.
Shortly after its inception it started also to sing
as a 'claisceadal'- traditional singing group- and
some of the choir's first puhlic performances were
at An tOireachtas. In 1964, encouraged and aided
by an tAthair D. 6 Concubhair, 6 Riada began
arranging the Mass for choir and organ (for congregational singing) as the Second Vatican Council
was ending. Outside Cuil Aodha, this was first performed in Maynooth College, Dr Tom as 6 J:.laich
the celebrant, and later recorded in the Dominican
Priory ofTallaght, Dublin. Since 6 Riada's death
the choir has been directed by his son Peadar. Many
illustrious names from the world oflrish sean-n6s
singing and poetry have been associated with C6ir
Chuil Aodha and it has presided over many occasions of historical importance. Recordings: Aifrean
1, 1967; Aifrean 2, 1976; Go mBeannaiotar Duit,

6

1987; Ceo/'s Cibeal, 1974; 6 Riada Retrospective,
1987; Bringing It All Back Home and Amidst these
Hills, 1992; Wind's Gentle Whisper, 1995. [PEO]

Cois na hAbhna. The Co. Clare regional archive
of CCE, located at Ennis, it is both resource centre
and library oflrish traditional music, song, dance
and folklore relating to Clare and neighbouring
regions. It is seen as a focus of research in the local
Munster styles of the area. Its holdings include:
sound recordings in 78 rpm and all subsequent
forma ts; printed material in the form of ballad
sheets, sheet music, tutors, song books, music and
dance studies, histories, periodicals, programmes,
catalogues, magazines, PR materials and newspaper cuttings; images in paintings, prints, and
photographs; audio-visual media on video and
nvn; old instruments and other material artefacts.
Specific collections include:
1. The Culturlann Archive: from CCE's Dublin
HQ,recordings made and collected by Seamus
Mac Mathuna over the period from the late
1950s to the 1970s.
2. The Vaughan: private recordings by Joe
Vaughan of Miltown Malbay during the
1960s.
3. The McNamara: recordings by Martin
McNamara of Scariff, 1960s-'70s.
4. Field recordings: collected locally since 1991.
The archive has publicly accessible audio-visual
stations, backed by an index and cataloguing programme, and is developing a recording studio. It
has produced a number of publications, ens and
nvns of significance to local music, history, events
and performers.
Coleman, Michael. (1891-1945). Fiddler. Born
and brought up on a small farm in the Killavil
district of south Sligo, his father, James, was a
noted flute player and one of his brothers, Jim,
was also well regarded locally as a fiddler. Highly
talented from an early age, Michaellearned from
listening to the many fiddle players in the Killavil
area whose distinctive local way of playing has
become known as the Sligo style. After short spells
working locally, then in the English midlands, in
October 1914 he set out with five companions for
America where he stayed with an aunt in Lowell
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Ceolaras Coleman at Gurteen, 2008 , archival and performance centre dedicated to the Sligo fiddler

near Boston before moving to New York, where
he spent the remainder of his life. His recording
career began in 1921 and his reputation became
established through his 78 rpm records made for
several different labels.
crash. The financial crash of 1929 and the
resultant Depression were a severe blow to his professional music career, but he was able to resume in
1936 and his final recordings were made for radio
in January 1945, a year before his untimely death
in New York. Coleman's records are now regarded
as classics of their kind and are among the finest
examples of recorded folk music in the early
twentieth century. They were sent back to Ireland,
where they gave inspiration to players, many of
whom learned and credibly reproduced his style
and repertoire. Listened to all over the country,
his articulation, phrasing, bowing and dynamics
became a 'standard' style. Through his prowess he
exercised direction on repertoire too, and some of
his particular sets are still being played. A collection of his recordings and a detailed account of his
life were issued by Gael Linn/Viva Voce. [HAB]
style. Michael Coleman played in both his
local Killavil style and also in a deeply personal
style. He shared music not only with other Sligo
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musicians in New York who received the same
early musical rudiments as he, but also with
players from such places as Donegal, Mayo, Cork,
Longford, Galway and even Canada. He learned
music too from pipers, flute players, accordion
players and other fiddle players. It is impossible that his style could be considered as being
limited to that of his locality, yet he has been and
always will be regarded as the epitome of south
Sligo fiddle music. His earliest influences include
his brother Jim (1883-1936), Philip O'Beirne
(1871-1929),James Gannon (1844-1934) and
Mattie Killoran; later, in America, he met Sligo
fiddle player John Dowd (b.1860). Coleman was
evidently astounded by Dowd's playing, deeming
him the best that he ever heard. He also took great
inspiration from Sligo uilleann piper Michael
Anderson (1860-1947) in America. What makes
Coleman's style so immediately distinctive is his
unique sound and timbre, which Tom Connolly,
a close friend of his, described as 'celestial'. His
music was also brimming with both subtle and
provocative variation, continually intriguing the
listener. His gramophone records are reported as
having inspired all major fiddle stylists in some
way. Among the fiddlers who have paid tribute
to him are many of the older generation - Bobby
Casey, Mairtin Byrnes, Padraig O'Keeffe, John
Kelly,Joe Ryan, Andy McGann, Denis Murphy,
Fred Finn, Paddy Cronin, Tommy Potts and the
Dohertys. (JES]
Coleman Traditional Society. Following Killavil
fiddler Michael Coleman's death in 1945, a
'Coleman Memorial Fund' was first formed in
Batty McDonough's of Ballymote in 1958. Dick
O'Beirne, nephew of fiddler Lad, was the instigator
and secretary, Peter Horan was also on the original
committee, as was Paddy Maguire of Ballymote
(original treasurer), father of fiddlers Seamus and
Manus. All committee members put in £5; other
money was raised by appeal and subscription in
Ireland, Britain and the US. This resulted in a site
for 'clubroom, library and museum' being bought at
Killavil in 1959. This was not developed and at the
beginning of the 1970s the corn mittee was restarted
as the 'Coleman Traditional Society' (CTS). On
7 September 197 4 a memorial slab to Michael
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Music marker for the vil lage of Gurteen, Boyle Road

Coleman was erected at Mount lrwin townland,
close to the original Coleman home, and in the
years following a commemoration ceremony involving a music tribute to famed and cherished local
musicians was held at the site. Ever growing, and
promoted in radio broadcasts by prominent local
musicians, this event developed as a music weekend
that was driven by the vigorous energy oflocal flute
player Seamus Tansey. Ths took on significant commercial proportions and finished in 1981.
revived. The Coleman Traditional Society was
again revived in 1991, when, on the advice of then
parish priest Canon Towey, in pursuit of funding
for a centre, the CTS changed its name to Michael
Coleman Heritage Centre Ltd. A Coleman
Festival was begun in 1992 and a site for erection
of a replica of Coleman's family's old home was
purchased at Knockgrania; this was completed in
1998. In addition, a Coleman Centre was planned
for the nearby town of G urteen; it was to incorporate local, regional and national music educational
needs and also the development of music-related
tourism. Building of this was completed in 2000.
The Coleman Heritage Centre has been actively
organising classes and a summertime music performance programme. It has a considerable local
archive and has produced several albums and
videos of music by local players and its pupils have
begun to appear on All-Ireland winners lists.
Cole's collections. See Ryan's M anunoth Collection.
Coleman , W illie . (1910-82). Fiddler. Lived
at Carnaree, Ballymote, Co. Sligo. Composer of
'Willie Coleman's Jig' and several reels. [JUN]

collection. The process of noting and/or recording
songs, music and dance either for posterity or with
a view to publishing for use by performers in the
present. The practice arose from the awareness of
'folklore' which was first mooted in the eighteenth
century, and has generated national museum, art
gallery, archive and library holdings. Collectors in
the past noted by hand the words and melodies
of songs, the melodies of dance tunes and the
footwork and spatial movement of dancers. They
also sketched their subjects, and, later, photographed
them. With the invention of recording, collection
was done by recording on to, first, wax cylinders,
then acetate discs, reel-to-reel tape, then cassette
and, later, DAT tape and digital formats. Collectors
moved in tandem with technology and now record
moving pictures in analogue and digital formats.
See also archives; Irish Traditional M usic Archive;
M uckross House Collection; tradition.
collectors. See Breathnach; Bunting; C linton;
D onnella n ; F leischma nn ; Forde; Goodman ;
G r ier ; G unn Book; Hudson; J ackson; Joyce ;
O 'Farrell; O 'Neill ; O 'Sullivan; Petrie; RiceWalsh MS; Roch e; Ryan .
C ollins, D a niel Michael. (1937- ). Fiddler,
dancer, record company owner. Born in Harlem,
New York, son of a Galway man. As a boy he
took lessons from Kerry-born 'Professor' James T.
McKenna and Mayo-born fiddler/accordionist/
composer John McGrath; Sligo fiddler Michael
Coleman, Kerryman Paddy Cronin and New
Yorker Andy McGann were key music influences.
He restored Francis O'Neill's 1903 Music ofIreland
to print in a popularly affordable soft-cover facsimile edition in 1963 and in 1973, with a policy
of recording 'authentic' performers, with Richard
Nevins he founded Shanachie Records, which
became a keystone outlet for Irish musicians in
both the US and Ireland. [DOM]
See also Shan achie.
Collins, Kathleen . (1940- ). Fiddler, da ncer
and dance teacher. Born to Irish parents in New
York (sister to Dan), she studied fiddle with Mayo
emigrant fidd ler and composer John McGrath
and dance with Kerry-born 'Professor' James T.
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McKenna. She was US Senior Open Dancing
Champion in 1959, got her TCRG dance teacher's
qualification in 1961 and an ADCRG in 1976. She
was an All-Ireland senior fiddle winner in 1966
and trio winner (withJoe Burke and Carl Hession)
in '67. She won the Fiddler ofDooney and Fiddler
of Oriel in 1969. In later years she became a
leading New York ceili and set dancing teacher.
Her fiddling shows the influences of both the New
York Sligo greats and east Galway stylists Aggie
White and Paddy Fahy, typified on her eponymous
Shanachie solo LP, with pianistJimmy Mahon (en
also) and her 2009 CD My Book of Songs.

Collins, Tim. (1966- ). Concertina; teacher. He
was born in Listowel, Co. Kerry, and reared in Co.
Limerick. His granduncles Paddy, Jack and Tadhg
were musicians, and his father played banjo. He
started button accordion at age eight, learning
from his father; at ten he took music classes
with Celia Reagan in Templeglantine, later with
Con Herbert, and at thirteen started concertina,
influenced by Paddy Murphy, Chris Droney and
Noel Hill. He taught music in Tuar Na Fola, and
joined the Kilfenora Ceili Band in 1994, recording with them on four albums. His own debut
album is Dancing on Silver (2004), and he has a
2007 collaboration, Reed Only, with piper Brian
McNamara. His 2003 MA dissertation at UL
was on east Galway musician Jack Mulkere and
the Aughrim Slopes Ceilf Band. He was Culture
Ireland Visiting Professor in Irish Studies at NYU
in 2007 and his doctoral research at NUIG is on
Clare concertina.
come-all-ye. Irish-composed narrative song in the
English language, a song type so named from the
typical opening line: 'Come all ye ... loyal sailors/
fellow Irishmenlfrisky young fellows/dry-land
sailors/sprightly sporting youths', etc. The purpose
of the expression is to obtain order to begin singing,
to indicate who the song might be of interest to,
and/or to set the cultural scene for the song's plot.
Come-all-yes are usually explicit; often revelling in
gory detail, they deal with real people, places and
events. They borrowed their plot structures from
Britain, but gradually developed their own Irish
idioms. A form of early journalism, they typically
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set a scene, introduce characters and plct, develop
a story and conclude, often with a moral or reflection. For example, 'The Maid of Agahadowey':
Come all ye young men inclined to ramble
To some strange country your friends to see
Come pay attention to what I mention
And soon you'll hear what has happened to me
I left the parish of Agahadowey
Which causes me here in grief to stand
And ponder deeply on the days I sported
Down by the banks of the bonny Bann.

Come West along the Road. The longest-running
television series of Irish traditional music; it has
been broadcast from 1994 to date by RTE. The
series takes its title from a well-known traditional
reel and is an invitation to 'the west', traditionally the Irish region of the past. It is researched
and compiled, presented and edited by Nicholas
Carolan, director of the ITMA (who has also
presented its ongoing Irish-language version Siar
an Bothar since 2001 on TG4, the national Irishlanguage channel). Devised and first produced
by Tony MacMahon , the series has since been
produced by a number ofRTE directors including
currently Niamh White. In some 170 programmes
to date, over 2,000 performers have been presented
and contextualised from across the varied spectrum
of Irish traditional music. The series has brought
older viewers performances often forgotten or
never seen, and introduced new generations to
significant musicians and music of the past, and to
the social and technological history inherent in the
material: townscapes and countryside, dress and
hairstyles, houses and furniture, and the development of the medium of television itself. Footage is
drawn chiefly from the holdings ofRTE's TV programme library for the station's first three decades,
from 1961 to 1991, but also from the archives of
other television stations such as Ulster Television,
from independent producers, and from film and
newsreel archives in Ireland and abroad. Three
RTE DVDS of highlights from earlier series have
been published. [NlC]

Comhaltas Ceoltoiri Eireann (CCE). The largest
body involved in the promotion oflrish traditional
music, it is organised throughout Ireland and
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abroad in a network of local branches. Its aims
and objects are
1. to promote Irish traditional music in all its
forms;
2. to restore the playing of the harp and uilleann
pipes in the national life oflreland;
3. to promote Irish traditional dancing,
4. to promote and foster traditional singing in
both Irish and English;
5. to foster and promote the Irish language at all
times;
6. to create a closer bond among all lovers oflrish
music;
7. to co-operate with all bodies working for the
restoration oflrish culture;
8. to establish branches throughout the country
and abroad to achieve these aims.
Its constitution directs that it is non-political
and non-denominational and membership is open
to all who sympathise with its aims and objectives
(and who keep its rules). Membership is therefore
open also to non-musicians.
structure. The basic unit is the branch, which
can be established by any group of at least five
adults. Branches annually elect governing committees and two delegates to the appropriate county
(within Ireland) or regional (abroad) board. The
forty county or regional boards elect delegates to
their provincial councils, of which there are four in
Ireland (Leinster, Munster, Connaught and Ulster)
and one in each in North America and Britain. Tl:e
provincial councils elect two representatives to the
ard chomhairle (central executive committee) of
CCE, which represents the primary policy-making
body in the organisation and meets four times a
year. All branches are invited to send two delegates to an annual general Congress, the governing
body of the movement, at which the officers for
the organisation are elected and financial reports
approved. This democratic organisational structure
is defined by a written constitution. CCE in 2009
had c.35,000 members. [BRK]
functioning. Branches, regional/county boards
and provincial councils operate in a bottom-up
pyramidal structure overseen by a central executive council. A regional/county board is formed
where more than three branches are active; this
is administered by annually-elected voluntary

personnel: chair, vice-chair, secretary, treasurer,
PRO and two delegates from each branch. The
provincial council has also chair, vice-chair, treasurer, secretary, two auditors and two delegates from
each county board. As a higher authority, this has
ultimate responsibility for running most events in
the province and can discipline a county board.
The central executive council (CEC) in turn has a
president, general secretary, five vice-chairpersons,
national treasurer, national registrar, competitions
officer, music officer, PRO and also two delegates
from each provincial council. In addition it has the
chairpersons of the provincial councils. The CEC
appoints permanent trustees in whom is vested
the organisation's property and to whom falls the
responsibility of instituting any necessary criminal
or civil proceedings on behalf of the organisation.
The CEC meets three times each year to direct
the policy of the organisation between annual
congresses and to decide upon the venues for the
All-Ireland fleadhanna. The grass-roots membership ratifies this democratic structure at the annual
congress which is attended by the members of the
central executive council, two delegates from each
branch and two from each county board. Congress
elects a president, treasurer, secretary and registrar
and considers amendments to the constitution and
other policy and financial matters.
branches. In 2009 the CCE website listed 347
branches, although it is clear from fleadh cheoil
entries that there are also others; indeed, individual branch websites say that there are 'over
400 branches'; this is verified by fleadh cheoil
competition statistics . The greater number of
the branches are in Ireland (c.300), with a larger
density in Cork/Kerry/Clare, and lighter on the
east coast (Wicklow, Wexford, Louth). However,
some branches - notably in Dublin where there
are few - are exceptionally large, teaching several
hundred learners, and highly active, while others in
rural areas may be very small. CCE's official website
maps these in a visual format which is an impressive
display of co-ordinated, voluntary music-administration activity. In 2009 the internet-indicated
distribution was: Antrim 6, Armagh 6, Carlow
0, Cavan 9, Clare 17, Cork 25, Derry 9, Donegal
7, Down 5, Dublin 10, Fermanagh 10, Galway 6,
Kerry 26, Kildare 3, Kilkenny 3, Laois 6, Leitrim 6,
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Limerick 15, Longford 1, Louth 2, Mayo 16, Meath
6, Monaghan 7, Offaly 7, Roscommon 8, Sligo 8,
Tipperary 13, Tyrone 8, Waterford 5, Westmeath 6,
Wexford 2, Wicklow 3.
headquarters. Central to the organisation is its
headquarters in An Culrurlann, at Belgrave Square,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin (opened in 1974). Here
are located the central bureaucracy and archive
and from here are organised most major activities. CCE also has regional cultural premises: Cois
na hAbhna, Ennis, Co. Clare; The Boathouse,
Wicklow; An Ceolann, Lixnaw, Co. Kerry; Dun
na Si, Moate, Co. Westmeath; Bru Boru, Cashel,
Co. Tipperary; Dun Uladh, Omagh, Co. Tyrone;
Teach Cheoil, Dunloy, Co. Antrim; Teach Cheoil,
Ennistymon, Co. Clare; Teach Cheoil, Corofin,
Co. Clare; Teach Cheoil an Chreagain, Derry;
Rockchapel, Co. Tipperary. In 2000 it took over
the running of Ceolaras Cholmain, the Coleman
Heritage Centre, at Gurteen, Co. Sligo and a new
premises - Clasach - was opened in 2009 near
Clontarf, D ublin.
sta . The organisation has a permanent, fulltime director general, a position held since 1968
by Labhras 6 Murchu. Since that time it has had
several other key staff: runai oifigeach (general
secretary, for many years Kit Hodge), timire
cheoil (music director, for many years Seamus
Mac Mathuna), an administrator and projects
officers. The position of director general is a permanent appointment not part of CCE's constitution.
The incumbent of that position may also stand for
an elected office.
funding. Members pay an annual fee, a portion
of which is sent to headquarters for running
costs. Additionally, CCE solicits various forms
of business sponsorship, particularly in conjunction with running fleadhanna ceoil. Teaching costs
may be subsidised (notably by making buildings
available) by local education authorities as part
of their community remit, and certain seasonalschool teachers' fees can come from a variety of
external sources, including The Arts Council and
the VEC. Beginning in 1967, CCE has received
considerable finance from the state, but many local
initiatives - such as that at Clasach in Clontarfinvolve members in major fund-raising projects.
Much of the direct state funding comes from the
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Irish-language budget, and a variety of community
development opportunities aid capital projects.
[EDI)

library. CCE has music collections, standard
reference works on Irish music, song and language
and past fleadh programmes and event memorabilia
which are held at Monkstown . It also houses the
tape recordings collected by former music officer
Seamus Mac Mathuna; additional holdings are
off-site. The library is open to researchers. Libraries
are also operated at several of CCE's regional
centres such as Cois na hAbhna, Ennis, and
Ceolaras Coleman in Gurteen, Co. Sligo. [BRK)
archiving. CCE has amassed a large quantity
of materials relating to traditional Irish music,
dance and language since 19 51. Archiving and
field recording activity increased greatly during
the 1970s and '80s, led by Seamus Mac Mathuna,
resulting in a core body of audio recordings, most
on 1,4" tape. There are c.20,000 original audio
items, 8,000 photographs, 1,000 video items and
many documents and books, including a full set
of Treoir. The archive also has full master tapes
for CCE 's seventy-one commercial recordings ,
and has several hundred other commercial LP
and cassette recordings. Significant local collections of field and other recordings have also been
developed, notably by Frank Whelan in Ennis,
Co. Clare and Vince Hearns and Gregory Daly
in Gurteen, Co. Sligo. These are added to the
common catalogue which was begun by Seamus
Mac Mathuna. The contents of the central collection are available locally through dedicated
computer workstations. Digitisation of audio and
graphic materials was begun in 2003, with much
of the initial transfer work done by Donal Liddy of
Co. Westmeath. This is the basis of the electronic
archive comhaltasarch ive.ie which permits one to
search for and play archive items from the consolidated catalogue. Digitisation is ongoing, and
performed in each of the regional resource centres
which are equipped with visual and audio equipment for the recording of prominent musicians
and singers from their areas. Fleadhanna and other
CCE festivals have been videotaped since 1989 by
Willie Fogarty, these the basis of weekly twentyminute broadcasts for the CCE website. [B RK)
hon ours. CCE offers honours for major
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contribution to traditional music promotion and
performance. At the highest level is Ard-Ollamh,
associated with the All-Ireland fl.eadh cheoil, which
celebrates an individual's lifetime contribution of
National significance to traditional music. The
Gradam CCE award is also for major contribution,
but more regionally focused, and the Bardic Award
celebrates major contribution to performance.
See also awards.
regional cen tres. Established over the years,
these eight centres of varying scale have largely
grown out oflocal initiatives, but were formalised as
part of a national strategy in the 2006 development
programme, An Rod Seo Romhainn: 1. Clasach, at
Clontarf, Dublin; 2. An Culrurlann, at Monks town,
Dublin; 3. Cois na hAbhna, at Ennis, Co. Clare;
4. Dun Uladh, at Omagh, Co. Tyrone; 5. Bru
Boru, at Cashel, Co. Tipperary; 6. The Mullingar
Regional Centre, in Co. Westmeath; 7.1he Oriel
Cultural Centre, at Dundalk Gaol, Co. Louth;
8. Ceohiras Coleman, at Gurteen, Co. Sligo.
history. The political climate of the 1920s discouraged relaxed social life throughout Ireland,
civil war disrupted organised activities, and in the
early years of the new state, legislation on dancing
became one of the agencies which contributed to
breaking the link between much local music-making and social dance. Despite a proliferation of ceili
dancing and a multitude of bands to cater for it,
in parallel with the decline of the Gaelic League
which promoted that form of dance, radio and
records brought different standards and genres into
music-making, and new, 'popular' forms of music
and dance from outside the state were competitively
available. These undermined dancing to traditional
music. Eventually, deprived of that active purpose
in the community, traditional music declined.
revival. Concerned individuals continued
to play the music, but even though the Gaelic
League's feiseanna and Oireachtas held competitions in music, this was considered unrepresentative
of and intimidating to rural music-makers: 'what
countryman, at that time, would travel to the city
with his instrument under his arm?' (Rooney, 2008).
'Shyness' and class were real issues in cultural confidence. Musicians met at various times to address
this decline, but the spark for organisation was the
Dublin Pipers' Club which had re-formed in 1936.

After 1948, discussions that included Jim Seery,
Jack Naughton and Leo Rowsome led to a decision
being taken to meet in January 1951 with the coiste
(committee) ofFeis Lar na hEireann- Cait Bean
Ui Mhuimhneachain, Eamonn 6 Muimhneachain
and Garda Supt. O'Sullivan (the latter and
6 Muimhneachain on account of midlands GAA
involvement) and Micheal Mac Carthaigh of the
Gaelic League [CMU]- in order to form a national
music organsation. This resulted in a meeting on 4
February 1951 in Mullingar which issued an invitation to musicians all over the country to attend
a music gathering in conjunction with the feis on
the next Whitsun weekend, June 1951.
Following the success of this, on 14 October of
the same year, at Cumann na bPiobairi's premises
- Arus Ceannt, 141homas Street, Dublin - an
organisation was formalised as Cumann Ceoltoiri
Eireann. 1hose minuted as present at this meeting
were: 'Messrs. Leo Rowsome, P. McElvaney, 1hos.
Rowsome, A. Connick, PJ Maunsell (Cumann na
bPiobairi Uilleann, Dublin), Mrs. K Moynihan,
Rev. Bro. Redmond, Mr. E Moynihan (Mullingar),
Mr. W. Reynolds (Athlone), Mr. P. Kelly (Donegal),
Mr. M. McCarthy, Tipperary'. K. Moynihan (Cait
Bean Ui Mhuimhneachain) was elected chair,
Willie Reynolds vice chair, Arthur Connick secretary, Thomas Rowsome assistant secretary, and
James Seery treasurer.
Eamonn 6 Muimhneachain (Moynihan) and
Padraig N. Chnoic (Paddy Hill) originally came up
with the name 'Cumann Ceoltoiri Eireann'. When
representatives of the Federation oflrish Musicians
(the professional musicians' organisation) pointed
out in early 1952 that its name translated as
'Cumann Ceoltoiri Eireann', a sub-committee
of Irish speakers devised the title 'Comhaltas
Ceoltoiri Eireann' which was duly adopted. The
first fl.eadh cheoil was inaugurated at Monaghan
town in 1952. A constitution for CCE was adopted
at Mullingar on 15 September 1956, in the same
year that northern counties became involved, and
in 1960 provincial councils were set up.
studies. The first major analytical study of
CCE is Meabh Ni Fhuarthain's 2011, NUIG
thesis 'Comhaltas Ceoltori Eireann: Shaping
Tradition, 1951-1970. CCE's own (c.1970) publication Comha!tas - GCE (Bliain- Iris, vol. 1,
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CCE touring group, 1997 (courtesy CCEJ

no. 2) gives historical background to personalities.
Mick O'Connor's history of the Dublin Pipers'
Club identifies and places the historical figures,
and Mackie Rooney's book Eamonn Murray Monaghan Troubadour and Mountainy Man, gives
valuable contextual detail.
idealism. As in any cultural field, this is central
to CCE.lt addresses itself to 'culture', this involving things other than music- in particular the Irish
language, on foot of which CCE gets its major government funding- but traditional music remains
central to its public image (increasingly, the term
'Traditional Arts' is used). As a pioneer body in
the 1950s-60s, a period unfriendly to traditional
music, it dealt at a national level with the indifference, dismissiveness, criticisms of 'inferiority' and
hostility that unaffiliated musicians in many parts
of the island were obliged to face in their everyday
lives. Therefore it could offer focus, confidence and
credibility to those then involved in the music. Tir
atmosphere of its early years was urgent; 'revival'
was seen as a mission to pass on valued traditions
and to ensure their survival and enhancement for
posterity. CCE's 2006 development plan enshrines
these values in such slogans as: 'The traditional arts
should be an enriching part of the lives of Irish
people everywhere' [5] and 'Every child has the
right to the traditional arts' [23].
socio-political interventions. The democratic
political structure has a strong centre: the full-time,
waged staff from which may also be elected executives of the organisation. Disagreements between
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these and the 'grass roots' on matters of a broader
cultural/political nature have in the past led to
internal dispute and resignations. This is no different to what prevails in all large organisations
and political parties, but the flexibility of one of
the points in CCE's constitution has precipitated
political problems in the past: 'development of an
environment conducive to the Aims and Objects
of the organisation'. While this covers the use of
the various media, it is also interpreted broadly to
include the social/political environment of'lrish
cultural ethos', this incorporating on occasions
political ideals and opinions. Thus the organisation caused controversy when in 1971 it cancelled
the All-Ireland fleadh as a protest against internment of nationalists in Northern Ireland and
again when it issued statements (and a Treoir editorial) taking a stand in the national referendum
on abortion in 1983. Director-general Labhr:is
6 Murchu, concurrent with his employment by
CCE, was until2011 also a senator for the Fianna
F:iil political party, originally sharing with country
and western promoter Paschal Mooney a portfolio
of'Spokesperson on Arts, Heritage, the Gaeltacht
and the Islands', but in 2009 more broadly with
two Fianna F:iil colleagues shared the Cultural and
Educational Panel. Such a position is not felt by
CCE to be compromising of its national cultural
ideals, for under his directorship over almost thirty
years, CCE has expanded its remit, successfully
lobbying for state and other funding.
operation. CCE sees young people as the key

C6mhra na dTonn

to keeping the music in circulation ('mol an 6ige
agus tiocfaidh si'- 'praise youth and it will respond'
has been their motto). Consequently its branches
endeavoured to organise instrumental classes and
c.lOOO of these are reported, some branches overseeing several in their locality. Since the 1950s the
fl.eadh cheoil competition structure has become
CCE's merit scale, and striving for the recognition
that this offers has improved general playing standards hugely and has also attracted new participants.
CCE's programme of international concert tours
(begun 1972), publications and recordings has
contributed to a professionalism throughout traditional music, which is its major visible evidence
today - players such as Paddy Glackin, Mary
Bergin,Joe Burke and Liz Carroll (for instance) all
cut their teeth in CCE activity, won their trophies
and graduated to being independent spirits in
the music business. This professionalism in the
indigenous music genre contributes hugely to the
international image oflreland and so tourism promotions can utilise traditional music heavily.
public relations. CCE employs all the paraphernalia of the commercial-music world in pursuit of
its aims: tours, television programmes and summer
schools, teacher training, PR, albums, videos,
lectures, seminars and courses. Its journal Treoir is
its internal information outlet and morale-booster.
Some 3,000 hours of archive tape document the
music collected from older players since shortly
after 1951. The Culturlann administrative base
deals with PR, information, training, education and
recording. CCE's expansion has occurred almost
paradoxically in a time-frame that has seen great
social change and a population shift from mainly
rural to urban. It survived the introduction of television and other mass-entertainment media and
weathered fundamental amendments to national
legislation on social, moral and political affairs
often believed to be inimical to the music . One
major development (1998) was the joint introduction with the Royallrish Academy of Music
of a graded traditional Irish music examinations
syllabus (the RIA withdrew from this in 2003).
statistics. The fiftieth-anniversary year of 2001
was used by CCE to re-focus in a 'renewal' process.
This resulted in a five-year development programme which had education and organisational

efficacy at its core, these linked to a network of
eight regional resource centres. In 2009 CCE
reported c.36,000 members [JMA], c.400 branches,
eight major buildings and a significant presence in
Ireland and in Irish Diaspora areas. Considering
the specialist nature of music performance, this
compares favourably with the scale of the other
major Irish-identi ty cultural organsiation, the
GAA, which in the same year had c.800,000
members in 2,319 branches.
funding. As a participant-based organisation
with membership and assessment fees, CCE is in
the first instance supported by membership levies.
Local business and other sponsorship is applied to
events, and, as with all major cultural bodies, state
intervention is considerable. [EDI]
See award s; competition; education ; funding
of tradition al mu sic; fleadh cheoil ; g rades;
6 M urchU, Labhnis.
C omhdhail Muinteoiri N a Rin d Gaelacha
(C MRG ). (The Congress of Irish Dance
Teachers.) The smaller of the formal step dance
teaching organisations, its members are all qualified
teachers (TCRG) or adjudicators (ADCRG). It has
twenty-four branches in various parts oflreland as
well as in England, Scotland, Europe, America and
Australia. The organisation is administered by an
executive appointed by annual convention.
Comhra na dTonn. A collective of musicians
which included Maire McDonnell Garvey (fiddle),
Dan Healy (flute) and Ciaran 6 Raghallaigh
(fiddle). Set up to disseminate music which they
collected and have played over the years, it is
named after the deserted village of Aughris on
the north Connacht coast. The published material
is of folklore and music interest: A Traditional
Music journey 1600-2000 (music in a past age),
Cdmhrd na dTonn (on collectors and customs),
Under the Shadow of the Summerhills (traditions
in B allaghaderreen) and P.J. Giblin's Collection
ofTraditional Irish Dance Music. ens include The
Gib/in Legacy (2005), Cdmhrd na dTonn, The Wyndy
Turn and Whispering Strains from the Past.
See McDonnell Garvey, M fue .
comic song. See song: song in English , comic.
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Commane, Gerard

Commane, Gerard. (1917-2005). Concertina.
Born in Ballyknock, K.ilnamona, Co. Clare, 'Gerdy'
started playing the concertina in 1926. He was
predominantly self-taught, learning tunes from the
Jilting of his father. He was also a drummer with
the Tullassa Pipe Band during the 1930s and '40s.
He performed for many years at Clare festivals and
concerts, including Scoil Samhraidh Willie Clancy,
the Fleadh Nua and Eigse Mrs Crotty. A distinctive feature of his performances was the regular
inclusion of a suite of Carolan harp pieces that he
adapted for concertina. He is also credited with
the revival of'The Kilnamona Barndance', a tune
which he learned as a young boy from his father.
His contribution to traditional music in Co. Clare
was acknowledged at the Fleadh Nua festival at
Ennis in 2000, when he was presented with an
award by CCE. His first venture into the recording
world was in 1999 at the age of eighty-two, with
fiddle player Joe Ryan. His music can be heard on
the resulting recording Two Gentlemen of Clare
Music, (Curragh, 2000), as well as on the recordings
of Isao and M as aka Moriyasu: Paddy and Bridget
and Iheir Great Friends, Vols. 1 & 2. [TIC)
commentators. All branches of the arts have intelligent consumers and aficionados. Occasionally,
someone of exceptional initiative among these will
apply themselves to commenting on a particular
genre. In a world dependent on media this has been
of great significance in traditional music revival.
Its set of journalists and broadcasters include such
as Mickey and Cormac McConnell, both singers,
writing reportage of fleadhanna ceoil in The
Irish Press and provincial press in the 1960s. Bill
Meek wrote on the music in a column in Ihe Irish
Times later, as did Fintan Vallely, Mic Moroney
and latterly Siobhan Long. Paddy Glackin had
a column in Ihe Sunday Times for a period and
both the Irish News and Belfast News-Letter have
had traditional music columns- the latter by Neil
Hawthorne running longest for any paper on these
islands, from 1970 to 2000. The Sunday Tribune ran
a weekly column by Vallely from 1997 to 2002, Ihe
Examiner, formerly the Cork Examiner, had longrunning columns by guitarist Pat Ahern (Four Star
Trio) and the Cork Evening Echo had Paul Dromey
reviewing and previewing over many years. Such
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specialised commentary has been discontinued
in all the press except Ihe Irish Times, which runs
Long's weekly column and regular features, with
traditional music presence restricted otherwise
to album reviews or major artiste features. This
kind of coverage is valuable not just to individual
artistes and bands, but also to the genre, for it
creates visibility which may be of value in funding
and educational decision-making.
See also radio ; televisio n , and under journalist
names.
C ommins, Verena. (1970- ). Button accordion
and piano player, her PhD research at the Centre
for Irish Studies, NUIG is on the culture economy
oflrish traditional music.
competition. This plays a significant, though
sometimes controversial, role in music education
and promotion. It continues to serve as a primary
vehicle of motivation, it impacts upon the process
of musical transmission, and it promotes a form of
music assessment which affirms an elite minority
of participants.
One of the earliest significant examples of
organised traditional music competition in Ireland,
the 1897 Feis Ceoil in Dublin, included some
traditional music categories while placing strong
emphasis on classical music competitions; An
t-Oireachtas has sponsored the prestige sean-nos
singing competition since 1897 also. In 1902, the
Dublin Pipers' Club played host to a competitive
piping festival and the years that followed saw the
initiation of numerous regional feiseanna, illustrating early twentieth-century recognition of
competition as an effective medium for revivalist
cultural promotion. The first recorded public performance ofMichael Coleman took place at Sligo
Feis Ceoil in 1909, whileJames Morrison is said to
have participated in the New York Feis in 1919, an
indication of the valuable performance opportunity and motivation for skill development offered
by competition. The advent of the fleadh cheoil
from 1951 onwards saw a move towards a national
system of evaluation, reflecting a CCE concern
with developing standards of traditional music
performance nationwide. Unease that a national
system of assessment would negatively impact

competition

upon regional styles has surfaced on occasion. An
alternative understanding that homoge neity as
it arises has perhaps less to do with institutional
direction and more to do with stylistic fashions
of the day fits more co mfortably with the general
reality of flexibility pertaining to marking scheme
guidelines. Rece nt trends have seen increasing
numbers attrac ted into fleadh cheoil competitions, partly a by-product of the growing number
of young learners. With the tran smissio n value
of competition decli ning in relative importance
among older players, the se nior age group struggles to attract similarly large numbers, a notable
excep tion being the Senior Ceili Band co mpeti tion. A compe titio n sys tem gains credence and
authority partly f rom how it is perceived by the
music com munity and wider public, an authority
open to constant co ntestation, given the subjective
nature of music assessment. The presently strong
level of entries tends to sugges t a solid level of
support for the existent competition system, while
recen t examples at Ennis Trad Festival and Feile
Oriel of placing adjudicators behind a screen to
avoid visual recognition of competitors illu strate
some desire to improve the perce ived fairness of
adjudication. The most recent competition nationally is for bands, Siansa Gael Linn, which is geared
towards stimulating the development of new style
in professional groups. [OIM)
standards. After the fo unding ofCCE, competition became the major standards-setting medium
in traditional music. Fiddle, flute, accordion and
ceili band play-offs became like sporting events,
particularly at All-Ireland level, with adjudication
meticulously obse rved (sometimes commended,
often disputed) by expert aficionados. While
recordings and touring are more the ge neral
markers of standards today on most instruments,
on account of professionalism, PR and playing
opportunity, the ceili band competitions still retain
huge interest, most likely because they are a team
affair, literally representative of their 'place'.
categories. For the fleadh cheoil, competitions
are held in ove rall categories , in each of which
there are (generally) four age-group levels: under
12, 12-15, 15-18 , and over 18. The catego ries
are mostly instrumental, but also include song
and dance : 1. fidil (fiddle); 2. bosca ceoil (button

accordion); 3. fead6g mh6r (flute); 4. fead6g ([tin]
whistle); 5. cairdin piano (piano accordion); 6. consairtin (concertina); 7. pib uilleann (uilleann pipes);
8. cruit (harp); 9. organ beil (harmonica [form
unspecified]); 10. bainseo (banjo); 11. maindilin
(mandolin); 12. piano; 13. mileoidean (melodeon);
14. bodhran; 15 . pib mh6r (highland pipe s);
16. rogha ghleas (other unspecified instruments);
17. drumai (kit drum); 18. tionlacan (accompaniment [on unspecified instruments]); 19-22: slow
airs on fiddle, uilleann pipes, flute and whistle;
23. ceol beirte (duets); 24. ceol trir (trios); 25. buion
cheoil cheili (ceili bands); 26. grupai ceoil (groups);
27-30: buion cheoil mhairseala (marching bands)
- cairdin, fead6g mh6r (band flute), rogha-ghleas
(other instruments), pib (bagpipes); 31-2: amhriin
Ghaeilge (singing in Irish): mna (female), fir (male);
33-4: amhrain Bhearla (singing in English): mna
(female), fir (male); 35. feadail (whistling [mouth]);
36. portaireacht (lilting); 37-38: amhrain nuacheaptha (newly-composed song) - Gaeilge (in
Irish), Bearla (in English); 39. comhri Gaeilge
(conversation in Irish); 40. rince (dance): full set,
mixed; 41. rince: full set, women; 42. half set.
cost. CCE competition costs are covered by fees
which are related to age and to membership or not
ofCCE: under 18- €2, over 18- €4 per person for
CCE members, and under 18- €10, over 18- €20
for non-members.
assessment. C apitalising on the growing interest
in traditional and folk musics, new contests were
started in the years after the fleadh cheoil was initiated, notably in the fiddle, where passions could
run as high as at a boxing match. 'Ire most notable
of these (the Co. Sligo Fiddler ofDooney and the
Co. Monaghan Fiddler of Oriel) began in the
1960s. Song competitions too were popular in the
1960s and '70s: at their lowest level, in the form
of popular entertainment, parish-hall 'talent' competitions; at the highest, such as the John Player's
and the All- Ireland fleadh singing in English,
closely scrutinised for signs of preference or preju dice. Adjudicators cannot but be themselves and,
as performers (generally) with particular tas te,
could easily make bad judgements. Competitors
could be criticised too for working too vigorously to rehearse what they could anticipate as
judges' preferences. But as a method of generating
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enthusiasm for learning, for local music solidarity,
community support and even inspiration to others,
as well as a rugged grounding in stage confidence
for aspiring professionals, the competition can
be viewed as valuable for many. The introduction
of a grades system in traditional music removed
the strain of competition from many young performers, making it possible for them now to be
assessed on what they have achieved in learning,
rather than striving for perfection and conforming to a set of rules in a tribunal setting while
under peer and public scrutiny. The reality-TV,
gong-show format has been used by TG4. This
fantastically exaggerates the competition ethos
by not only putting performers under immense
strain, but gratuitously winding it up to create and
then sate a ruthless and anti-artistic mob-audience voyeurism. Such is more like popular sport
and while it may be a good honing process for
career musicians, would appear to run counter to
the sense of taste, subtlety, emotion and pleasure
which are, arguably, the aesthetic objective of onegenre music performance.
competition sta tistics. These show the scale
of involvement by players from outside Ireland.
Interpreting the All-Ireland Fleadh at Clonmel,
1994, indicates that 77 per cent of contestants were
from Ireland, 23 per cent from outside. But 2009
figures show a perhaps surprising change in that
68 per cent were from Ireland, and 32 per cent
from outside. This might suggest a diminishing
interest in the All-Ireland competition in Ireland,
but because 18 per cent of all competitors were
from the US and Canada and 13 per cent from
England and Scotland, it is likely indicative of
more enthusiastic application in Irish communities
abroad. Even allowing for the influence ofpolitical
affiliation, Northern Ireland counties were much
more poorly represented than southern counties
(9 per cent versus 59 per cent of entrants).
As for winners, the trend is for Ireland to enjoy
more success. At Lis towel's All-Ireland in 1995, of
the total of first-, second- and third-prize winning
individuals and groups, c.90 per cent were from
Ireland, 7 per cent from England, 2 per cent from
Scotland and 2 per cent from the USA. Breaking
this down by achievement level shows roughly
similar patterns in all levels: First-prize winners:
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(circa) 90 per cent from Ireland, 7 per cent England,
2 per cent Scotland, 2 per cent USA. Seconds: (c.)
90 per cent Ireland, 7 per cent England, 1 per cent
Scotland, 3 per cent USA. Thirds: (c.) 90 per cent
Ireland, 7 per cent England, 2 per cent Scotland,
1 per cent USA.

All- Ireland awards (First, Second and Third)
2009. Clare - 40; Cork - 33; Galway - 30;
Limerick - 30; Mayo - 28; Kerry - 25 ;
Monaghan - 20; Sligo - 19; Offaly - 17;
Dublin- 14; England - 14; Tipperary- 12;
Donegal-11; Meath -11; Cavan -11; USA -11;
Wexford- 10; Down - 9; Kildare- 9; Laois- 9;
Tyrone - 8; Waterford - 8; Scotland - 8;
Westmeath - 7; Armagh - 6; Leitrim - 6;
Longford - 5; Roscommon - 5; Antrim - 4;
Derry - 4; Fermanagh - 4; Wicklow - 3 ;
Kilkenny- 2; Spain- 2; Italy- 2; Louth- 1.
All-lreland First awards 2009. Clare - 20;
Cork- 10; Sligo - 10; Kerry- 9; Galway- 8;
Limerick- 8; Dublin- 7; Donegal- 6; England- 6;
Mayo- 5; Meath- 5; Offaly- 5; Monaghan- 4;
Tipperary - 4; Waterford - 4; Kildare - 3;
Leitrim - 3; Tyrone - 3; USA - 3; Scotland - 3;
Antrim- 2; Down - 2; Fermanagh - 2; Laois- 2;
Roscommon - 2; Westmeath - 2; Cavan - 2;
Italy- 2; Armagh - 1; Derry- 1; Kilkenny- 1;
Wexford -1; Wicklow- 1; Spain- 1.
These 2009 figures from the Tullamore AllIreland show that 92 per cent of all prize-winners
were from Ireland, 3 per cent England, 1.5 per cent
Scotland, 3.5 per cent USA. Breaking this down
by achievement level: First-prize winners: (circa)
91 per cent Ireland, 4 per cent England, 2 per cent
Scotland, 3 per cent USA; Seconds: 91 per cent
Ireland, 2 per cent England, 2 per cent Scotland,
5 per cent USA; 1llirds: 94 per cent Ireland, 3 per
cent England, 1 per cent Scotland, 2 per cent
USA.
The figures show a diminished level of achievement for England and an increase for the USA.
The relationship between numbers of entrants
and success rates is quite interesting. For while
Northern Ireland counties achieved 8 per cent of
all awards, commensurate with their entrant level
(9 per cent), southern-Irish counties received a
disproportionately large number of awards overall
(83 per cent) when compared to their entrant
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numbers (59 per cent). England's and Scotland's
total of 13 per cent of entrants made 9 per cent of
awards, but North America's 18 per cent of entrants
got just 2 per cent. Carlow took no awards, Louth
had one, while each of Kilkenny, Spain and Italy
had two. The number of awards per county has
nothing to do with population density, for Dublin
(1,200 people per sq. km) had just 3.2 per cent of
awards compared to Clare (33 per sq. km) which
took 9.1 per cent. The top six award-winning
counties are in the west - Clare, Cork, Galway,
Limerick, Mayo, Kerry.
taste. At the adjudication level the All-Ireland's
overall results suggest an acceptance of taste or
standards applicable in Ireland as the standard
of what is to be sought for in the expression and
interpretation of traditional music. While it could
also indicate a prejudice against American players
(accent, in music, is likely of no less significance
than in language), it may also reflect the different level of application of musicians in Ireland.
One aspect of the latter is the easier, and more
taken-for-granted, availabili ty of sessions, something which applies too in England and Scotland.
Another aspect of this is the ready availability in
Ireland (and in Scotland) of acculturating playing
and listening opportunities such as radio and TV.
But results seem to indicate that: 1. just as goes
for accents in language, the political/geographical
home base of the Irish Republic is important to
the survival of what we know as traditional music,
and 2. close proximity to the island, frequency of
visiting, similarity of overall cultures (particularly
TV culture), incidence of people of Irish descent
in England and Scotland - all give greater access
to traditional music and make it more a part of
overall, everyday cultural life.
composers and composition. Traditional musicians in the last half of the twentieth century
generally distinguished between two types of
tunes in the repertoire: 'traditional' tunes and
modern compositions. The individual composers of the great body of tunes handed down from
the previous century (via oral transmission, early
sound recordings and published manuscript collections such as those ofRoche and O'Neill) are now
lost to history. The early to middle decades of the

twentieth century- marked by war, economic crisis
and massive emigration -appear now to have been
a time of collection and preservation of traditional
music on both sides of the Atlantic. Beginning in
the late 1950s, a sense of solidity and confidence
about the survival of traditional music returned
and with it the freedom to innovate and compose.
In the context of the rapid transmission of tunes
in the growing fl.eadh cheoil milieu of the 1960s
and '70s (considerably aided by radio broadcasts
and cheap, portable tape recorders), the boundary
between the traditional and modern repertoire was
often blurred. In the typical modern-day informal
music session, tunes are often transmitted from
one player to another without any information
regarding origin or attribution. The gap between
the tune and its origins is widened further by the
circulation of commercial recordings with minimal
textual information (sometimes inaccurate or
poorly researched) about the tunes recorded. The
result has been that many of the compositions of
important composers of the 1950s and 1960s, such
as Sean Ryan, Ed Reavy and Paddy O'Brien, were
either not until recently properly attributed, or
else were regarded as 'traditional'. The situation is
not without its difficulties and ironies given commercially driven concerns abou t accurate copyright
control.
dance tunes. Composition of dance tunes is
now widespread and it is more and more common
to find dedicated practitioners who have penned
at least one of their own. In the first instance,
musicians compose by subjecting given tunes to
improvisation, reinterpretation and alteration.
The key of the tune may be changed, for example,
opening up new possibilities of phrasing and ornamentation. A tune might also be set in a new time
signature, giving an old jig new life as a reel, a polka,
an eastern European groove, or giving a military
march or dance-hall waltz a traditional sensibility.
Or again, a two-part tune may be ramified into a
much longer four- or five-part concerto like the
piping jig 'The Gold Ring' or the reel 'The Bucks
of Oranmore'.This process is clear in the case of
the reel 'Bonnie Kate', which survives as a simple
two-part tune as well as in Michael Coleman's
more lengthy and elaborate rendition.
composers. Most musicians compose tunes
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only rarely, often as the result of a half-conscious
process. But a growing number today are devoting
considerable energy towards cultivating the process
and inventing new tunes. Generally, contemporary
composers direct their creative energies towards
the full melodic possibilities of the eight-bar structure of dance tunes, moving beyond the rhythmic
emphasis and repetitiveness traditionally perceived
to be required for dancing. Ed Reavy, one of the
most prolific of recent composers, described this
process as one of building on an interesting or
unique succession of phrases towards a logically
and aesthetically complete tune. Others, notably
Leitrim fiddler Charlie Lennon, attempt to yoke
the melodic innovation to traditional structures and
practices so that, for example, the long-established
bowing and phrasing strategies of north Connacht
fiddling may be employed to good effect in the
new tunes . Other composers are more concerned
to explore the technical limits and possibilities of
their instruments than with musical forms. The
compositions of fiddlers Paddy Fahy (Loughrea,
Co. Galway) and Liz Carroll (Chicago) often have
a distinctly violinistic sensibility, for example. Pipes
and flute players also have developed repertoires
that are particularly, though not exclusively, suited
to their instruments.
innova tion. By contrast, some composers are
so fascinated with melodic possibility that they
suspend the requirements of the eight-bar structure altogether. One thinks of Dublin fiddler
Tommy Potts's rendition of the reel 'My Love is
in America', which takes the simple statement of
the first eight bars of the tune and expands it into
an intricate, run-on sentence full of digressions
and ramifications. Alternatively, Tyrone bouzouki
player Fintan McManus's reel 'The Guns of the
Magnificent Seven' misses a solitary beat in its
third part and, by falling short of the required full
eight bars, re-configures the relationship between
melody and rhythm. This strategy is so provocative that in some circles the missing beat has been
filled in to return the tune to a strict dance format.
Another recent fashion has been to expand the
context of phrasing beyond the traditional four
or eight bars to some higher multiple of four, a
strategy that allows for more grandiose thematic
or dynamic development. Recent compositions by
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Micheal 6 Suilleabhain, Bill Whelan and D6nal
Lunny, working within the time signature and
phrasing decorum of the slip jig, slide, or polka,
bear the long lines and extended development
more reminiscent of the music of Corelli, Vivaldi
and Carolan than of the modern dance tune.
motivation. Composers are often motivated
by social rather than musical factors. Many compositions mark special occasions or particular
circumstances, from weddings and birthdays to
the purely accidental or uncanny happenings of
life. Cuz Teahan was famous for composing tunes
in honour of musical friends, attempting to match
the tune to the personality. In the professional
realm, the musical and commercial pressures of the
recording studio and the concert stage have also
become a strong impetus towards composition.
With the co market now saturated with recordings of traditional material, recording artists rely
increasingly on their own creative abilities. Recent
cos by the groups Altan and Deanta, for example,
feature tunes created specifi cally for the project,
sometimes during the recording process itself.
While compositio n h as flourished, criticism and
pedagogy of modern tune-making can hardly be
said to exist. Communities of traditional musicians
tend to vote collectively with their fingers. In a
largely unspoken process of selection, a minority
of tunes possessed of that special combination of
playability and aesthetic interest gradually fold
themselves into the traditional repertoire, while
the vast majority of new compositions languish in
printed collections, on commercial ens, or in the
repertoires of isolated practitioners. [MAD]
competitions and prizes. In 2001 Gradam Ceoil
TG4 first recognised composers of traditional
dance tunes and song with the introduction of
its Gradam an Chumad6ra (Composer's Award)
with winners selected by a panel of music peers.
Criteria for consideration for this category are that
the work of these composers has to be regarded as
part of the tradition, regularly played at sessions
and recorded by other artists. A monetary prize
and a commissioned art piece are awarded and the
award ceremony is broadcast on TG4. Recipients
to date have been Paddy Fahy (2001), Brendan
Tonra (2002), Vincent Broderick (2003), Richie
Dwyer (2004),Josephine Keegan, (2005), Charlie
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Lennon (2006), Jim McGrath (2007), Peadar

6 Riada (2008) and Con Facia 6 Drisceoil (2009,
for song). University College, Cork's Traditional
Music Society's annual Trad on Campus festival
has included a composition competition in its
programme since 2001; compe titors submit a
recording of their work which is also performed
live before the judges in a concert setting. The
World Fleadh in 2009 included a composition
competition, and there are various local initiatives
in song which include traditional balladry. [LID)
contemporary. Traditional music has been a
rich source for many twentieth-century and contemporary Irish composers, but its use has not been
without controversy and ongoing debate among
traditional musicians, composers and musicologists. The emphasis on the symbiosis of traditional
art forms and nationalism following the foundation
of the state in the 1920s resulted in two strands
of composer types emergi ng: 1. those such as
6 Gallchobhair who remained within traditional
tonal structures, and whose work, mostly through
classical style arrangements, could also be regarded
as a preservation of much traditional music and
song, and 2. those such as May and Boydell who
embraced the current broader European trends.
The pattern continued with composers later in
the century, but while traditional dance music
could become integrated into th e more simple
structures of rock and popular styles, achieving
commercial success, its role in the structural complexity of more intricate composition has always
been uneasy. It could be argued indeed that Irish
composers have never successfully absorbed it into
classical type structures. However, some contend
that although they are no t consciously drawing
upon traditional music, its essence - especially
that of sean-n6s song and the related sounds and
patterns of spoken Irish - still infuses their music.
In the work of many contemporary Irish composers the use of ornamentation, asymmetric rhythmic
and melodic patterns, and a stringent linearity
combined with lyricism, could point to traditional
influences; others have found inspiration in Irish
myth and legend, or use traditional instruments
in their work. It is interesting to note that, with
the developments in electro-acoustic music since
the 1980s and the current explosion of new music

software, Irish composers are now experimenting
with elements of traditional music and subjecting
them to processes of synthesis as a source of inspiration for new sounds. [ElF)
concertina. A typically six-sided, bellowsdriven, button-operated, free reed instrument,
this is played with the fingers of both hands. The
English concertina was developed c.1830 from the
mouth-blown Symphonium, a kind of keyed harmonica, which was patented in 1829 by Charles
Wheatstone in England. The type most used in
Ireland, however, is the Anglo-German concertina,
the ancestor of which was invented by Carl Uhlig
in Chemnitz, Saxony (south-east Germany, on
the Czech Republic border) in 1834. Originally
called a 'new type of accordion' by Uhlig, it was
renamed the 'German concertina' by London merchants in the 1840s, in order to make a favourable
comparison with the much more expensive, but
popular, six-sided English instrument invented
by Wheatstone. In its earliest form the German
concertina was square ended, with one or two
rows of keys, each of which had the same diatonic,
push-pull arrangement of notes as a harmonica (a
different note is produced on the push than on the
pull). But by the early 1850s German makers were
producing them with six sides to mimic the shape
ofWheatstone's instrument. They mass-produced
them in factories, and shipped them all over the
world.
Ireland. Tutors for the German concertina
were sold in Dublin as early as 1853, and imported
German instruments were being advertised for
sale by Dublin music instrument merchantJoseph
Scates in 1854. Another Dublin agent, John Bray,
was selling both German and English concertinas by 1860. In that year, a German model could
AN ELEGAN {' CHRISTMAS OR NE W YEAR'S GIFT
(THE CONOERTINA)

MAY be seen

in grut variety at the Manu-

facturer's,

JOSEPH SCATES,
26, COLLEGE-GREEN,
Importer or P ianofortes, Harmoniums, Concertinas, by
Wceetetono ; Flntinas, Accordeone, and the new Bell-Metal
Harmonica.

Concertina advertisement in The Freeman's Journal, 23
Dec. 1852
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German concertina, now usually shortened to 'Anglo'.
Although Co. Westmeath native William Mullaly
played an Anglo-German instrument in the 1920s,
the arrival of significant numbers of higher-priced
Anglo-German instruments in rural Ireland did
not occur until after the Second World War. Until
then the German concertina was the typical form
played.
popularity. A British non-commissioned officer
in a Dublin garrison played a German concertina
for his dancing men in 1854, the earliest known
instance of its use in Ireland. The German
concertina was an immediate success in both cities
and countryside, and period documents show that
the instrument had attained a country-wide
distribution by the last two decades of the late
nineteenth century. It was sold not only in music
instrument shops, but by hardware stores, jewellers,
and ship chand lers. They were also distributed as
prizes in charity bazaars, athletic competitions and
music co ntests. In rural areas, raffles were held at
house dances for the purposes of raising capital; a
German concertina was a common prize. The
concertina was adopted by both the urban working
class and rural small farmers. In 1868 two Clare
men were arrested for playing 'Fenian' tunes on it
to a large crowd; in Dublin, children in a workhouse
played one in a minstrel band in 1872; street
musicians, often
desperately
poor, used
them

be had in Dublin for six shillings, and by the end
of the decade they sold for as little as three. In
contrast, an English concertina made in Dublin by
Joseph Scates sold for three and one-half guineas.
English . Wheatstone's English conce rtin a
was fully chromatic, with a double-action (it
produces the same note on the push as the pull).
Hand-crafted, it was greatly favoured by the elite
aristocracy, who were typically the only ones able
to afford it. Giulio Regondi, a classical guitarist
and child prodigy, learned to play the English
concertina and brought it with him to concerts in
Belfast, Derry, and Wexford in 1835. 1h:>ugh much
music was published specifically for it, no significant inroads into Irish traditional music were made
by it, although it is occasionally seen today.
Anglo-German. By the early 1860s in London,
the overwhelming popularity but rather low quality
of imported German concertinas caused English
craftsmen to
build a hybrid
!,'.
instrument
with a
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Push and Pull note system on C & G Anglo concertina [courtesy Mick Bramich & Dave Mallinson Publications, 1996)
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to busk and beg, and complaints of such usage in
the press were common. An arrest of an unlicensed
publican in 1877 Dublin documents the presence
of the concertina in urban bars by that time.
dances. German concertinas played a part in
the popular dance fashion of the Irish countryside in the late 1800s. 1hey were favoured for their
relatively loud volume, push-pull jaunty rhythm,
and case of use, and were commonly played solo.
The same instrument was popular too for similar
activity in rural England and Scotland, and as far
away as Australia, ew Zealand, and among the
Boers of South Africa. The nature of the polka,
schottische (fling) and waltz tunes composed
in each country reflect the strong influence of
concertinas and accordions. The Gaelic League
condemned the use of the concertina and banjo in
music-making as it did the 'foreign' dance forms.
Reflecting this attitude, Francis O'Neill ignored
both instruments in his writings.
instrument key. Both the German and AngloGerman concertinas which were played in Ireland
and elsewhere before 1910 were typically 'two-row'
(diatonic, with the option of playing in both C and
G), although three-row fully chromatic versions
had been available since the 1870s. Two-row instruments were adequate for dance situations where
only one instrument was used. Playing in the keys
ofD or A with a fiddler or piper demanded extra
notes (Ol and Gll), available only on the upper third
row of chromatic models. Three-row fully chromatic
Anglo-German concertinas in the 'home' keys of C
and G are those most frequently used today.
decline. Usage of the Anglo concertina declined
precipitously worldwide in the early twentieth
century, the victim of several factors, among them
the advent of newly chromatic popular music from
America (ragtime, blues and jazz), which caused
great problems for the simple, two-row diatonic
instrument played by most people at that time. In
Ireland, the Gaelic League's relative favouring of
indigenous instruments (pipes, fiddle) also tended
to discourage use of the concertina, as did the
advent of the gramophone. So too did the move of
dancing from small houses (where the music of one
concertina would suffice for the needs of dancing)
to larger public places (where several instruments
were required for volume) after 1935. Related to

the latter, since nineteenth and earlier twentiethcentury concertina players tended to play in the key
of C on two-row German models, they were out
of step for group playing with accordions, fiddles,
and pipes. In particular, playing in the keys of D
and A required fully chromatic three-row models
that were slow to be adopted in rural areas. Only
a few concertina players, mostly in Co. Clare, kept
up the concertina into the mid-twentieth century.
Acquisition of higher-quality Anglo-German
instruments, especially three-row ones able to play
in the keys of D and A, was a prime factor in the
concertina's survival and revival. [DAW]
dialects and players. The concertina had its
heyday in Ireland in the later decades of the nineteenth and the early part of the twentith century.
It appears to have been very popular in all parts of
the country, and although it is known that it was
used for both traditional music and the popular
music hall song and minstrel shows, there is little
evidence of actual playing styles in this period.
The earliest concertina recordings were made in
the US in the 1920s by William J. Mullaly from
Westmeath . By the mid-twentieth century the
instrument had fallen into decline in most parts of
the country but managed to remain popular in the
county of Clare, where there were sufficient concertina players for a number of different local styles
to develop. This was partly due to the influence
of strong individual players, and partly to external
factors such as the types of dances preferred in different areas. The style of Elizabeth Crotty, Sol us
Lillis and John Kelly in south-west Clare was very
direct, rhythmical and melodically simple -well
suited to the polkas and single reels used for the
plain set; so too the players of north Clare - as in
the playing of Chris Droney- favoured a relatively
unornamented style. The best-known player in an
east Clare style is Mary McNamara, who has a
very relaxed, yet bouncy, rhythm with little of the
ornamentation heard in the fiddle playing of that
area. It is the mid-west Clare region, however, that
has provided iconic players such as Paddy Murphy,
Noel Hill, Gerard Haugh and Miriam Collins.
indi vidual stylists. As on every other traditional instrument, styles in the modern era have
been more influenced by exceptional individual
players. Increased mobility and communications
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have meant that learners can experience all sorts
of influences other than those of their locale. The
player who has had the most influence since the
1970s has been Noel Hill, who was greatly influenced by Paddy Murphy, whose style in turn owed
a certain debt to Mullally's 1920s recordings .
Murphy exploited the full scope of the three-row
Anglo concertina and developed a style of ornamentation that is still very popular today. 'I1e 1990s
upsurge of interest in the concertina throughou t the country, and indeed the Irish Diaspora,
increased the variety in concertin a styles. Players
such as Niall Vallely, Mfcheal 6 Raghallaigh and
John Williams developed and pushed out to new
and diverse techniques and repertoires while others
such as Mary MacNamara, Tim Collins and Edel
Fox have invested their creativity in exploration of
the indigenous Clare styles.
modern styles. The concertina wasn't as well represented in the repopularisation of Irish music in
the 1960s and 1970s as other instruments. While
Sean 6 Riada seems to have liked the instrument
and his band Ceoltoiri Chualann had two concertina players among its members (Michael Tubridy
and John Kelly), it features little on his recordings.
Tubridy did play concertina on some of the early
Chieftains albums, and Topic/Free Reed released a
series of LPS in the mid-1970s which documented
older-generation concertina players mostly in Co.
Clare - including a solo record by Chris Droney.
But it wasn't until Noel Hill's duet album with
Tony Linnane in 1979 that there was a widely
disseminated Irish concertina recording, and only
with Hill's 1988 The Irish Concertina was the second
solo concertina collection to be heard. The H ill/
Linnane album had a great influence on you nger
concertina players and was a major factor in the
large increase in the numbers learning the instrument during the 1980s. This album's popularity,
and hi s teaching activities, rendered Hill stylistically influential. His playing, while building largely
on the styles of C o. Clare predecessors such as
Paddy Murphy, introduced a level of flamboyance
and technical agility that wasn't always associated
with concertina playing. He broadened the scope
and use of ornamentation as well as expanding the
repertoire to tunes that would hitherto have been
avoided by concertina players. Prior to the mid-'90s
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there may have only been two solo Irish concertina
albums, but since then, recordings by such as Mary
McNamara,John Williams, Niall Vallely, Mfcheal
6 Raghallaigh,Jacqueline McCarthy and Padraig
Rynne have opened up the instrument. Even after
Michael Tubridy's departure from The Chieftains,
none of the major professional bands in the 1970s
and '80s featured concertina, but since the mid-'90s
several prominent groups feature it, among them
Solas, Nomos, Slide, Providence and Buille.
Playing styles have now become more diverse, and
the instrument has become mu ch more visible in
the mainstream of traditional music. [NIV]
concertina-specific decoration. Most older concertina styles used minimal ornamentation. Many
of the rolls and grace notes which are used on the
fiddle, flute and pipes don't fit easily on it, but
one which is specific to concertina is the use of
repeated notes instead of rolls. This was common in
the playing of mid-1900s musicians like Elizabeth
Crotty:

''2 jJJJfflJ 1jJJJ QJJijJJJ FIB ijJJJqyJ
ex. 1 'The Maids of Mount Cisco' (Elizabeth Crotty)

The other common ornaments in the playing in
that era were various grace notes. These typically
involved the use of the button above that of the
main note in the tune - most often a second or
third above the note:
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ex. 2 Grace notes

Sometimes the note below would be used (ex. 1,
bar 4 above) . Passing triplets were (and still are)
also very popular:
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ex. 3 'Green Groves of Erin ' (William J. Mullaly)

There was an emphasis on maintaining a strong
rhythm for dancing; this was often reinforced by
the use of octave playing (the simultaneous playing
of the same note in another octave) - a feature
unique to the concertina:

Conneely, Patrick
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ex. 4 'The Spike Island Lasses', B part
(Elizabeth Crotty)

The use of chords was less co mmon, but nonetheless musicians like John Kelly tended to use a
combination of octaves and various chords- sometimes full triads, but more often thirds, fourths or
sixths. Grace notes later became a more common
ornament, probably in imitation of uilleann piping.
These are usually played by a button adjacent to the
melody note. Paddy Murphy was one of the first
players to employ a wide range of ornamentation
in his playing. He used various grace notes, double
grace notes and rolls. Some of the rolls are similar
to those used on the accordion and others appear
to be more similar to piping crans:

11
ex. 5 'The Mason's Apron' (Paddy Murphy)

'M I n @J fJ ro 11
ex. 6 The Flogging Reel (Paddy Murphy)

These crans were particularly favoured by Noel
Hill and have become very common in modern
concertina playing. Hill has employed a wide
range of ornaments, a lot of which are influenced
by piping techniques: grace notes, crans, bellows
shakes, vibrato-type effects, drones and chords.
In recent years many players have developed new
forms of ornamentation as well as variants on older
techniques. One example is the one-note triplet,
in various forms - sometimes using two or three
fingers on the one button, or rhythmically tapping
a button on the opposite end of the concertina.
[NIV]

stylists. William J. Mullaly - We stmeath
1884-1959; Elizabeth Crotty- Clare 1885-1960;
John Kelly - Clare/ Dublin 1912-89; Packie
Russell- Clare 1920-77; Chris Droney- Clare;
Paddy Murphy- Clare 1913-92; Noel Hill Clare (b.1958); Mary McNamara- Clare; John
Williams - Chicago; Niall Vallely - Armagh
(b.1970); Michea.l 6 Raghallaigh- Meath; Tim
Collins - Limerick; Aogan Lynch - Cork; Edel

Fox- Clare; Tony O'Connell- Limerick; Padraig
Rynne - Clare. [NIV]

Conlon, P.J. (1894-1947). Melodeon. From
Miltown, Co. Galway; both his parents played
the melodeon. He was one of the first Irish-born
melodeon players to record commercially, and
between 1917 and 1930 his solo records show
exceptional skill with a strongly rhythmic, driving
style. He also recorded duets with the Sligo fiddler
James Morrison. His recorded material, like that
ofJoe Flanagan in the same period, demonstrates
how well adapted the instrument had become in
Irish traditional music by the turn of the twentieth
century. [MAO]
Conneely, Patrick (c.1800-51). Uilleann pipes. A
blind professional piper and singer, he was known
as 'The Galway Piper', and could claim to have
been selected by other Galway pipers to compose
a melody and perform it for Daniel O'Connell
on the latter's visit to Clare in 1829. Conneely
enjoyed the friendship and patronage of James
Hardiman 'the historian of Galway', as well as
other local patrons, and in October 1840 he was
the subject of an extensive article by George Petrie
in the Irish Penny journal with an accompanying
portrait engraved from a watercolour by Frederic
William Burton. This publicity appears to have
propelled Conneely to national fame, for there
followed a period of popularity which included
performances as far away as Dublin. The piper represents an interesting interface of Anglo-Ireland
and native Ireland, for being at ease in any social
stratum, he was a perfect informant, and his music
became the focus of interest for five collectors:
Petrie, William Forde, Henry Robert Westenra
(Third Baron Rossmore) and brothers William
Elliot and Henry Philerin Hudson. More than
180 melodies, including some of his own compositions, were transcribed from his playing and
singing and several of these were published by
Henry Hudson in The Citizen or Dublin Monthly
Magazine between April 1842 and its demise in
1843. Conneely's life and music were the subject
of Jimmy O'Brien Moran's 2006 doctoral thesis
at UL. [JIO]
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Connellan, Thomas and William

Connellan, Thomas and William. (born c.1640).
Harper composers. These brothers were born
in Cloonmahon, Co. Sligo. Their dates are not
precisely known, but they spanned the years
1640-1720, a period of great political and social
upheaval in Ireland. Most of the Catholic landowning class lost their lands and property to
English and Scottish settlers in the aftermath of
the Cromwellian war (1649-53), and the Treaty of
Limerick at the end of the Williamite Wars (1691)
marked the end of the system of patronage which
had supported harpers such as the Connellans.
At the Belfast Harp Festival of 1792, which was
attended by the remnants of this harping tradition, Bunting collected nine tunes attributed to the
Connellans. Some tunes of Scottish origin were
associated with them also in the lore of the harpers
and musicians; these kept their memory alive. In
his account of the times of the Irish harpers, taken
down around 1810, Arthur O'Neill (1734-1818)
includes 'Lochaber' as one of Thomas Connellan's
tunes. According to O'Neill: 'Thomas Connellan's
celebrity was great in Ireland and it would seem
that he was no less popular in Scotland.' Council
records suggest that Thomas Connellan was made
a burgess of Edinburgh in] anuary 1717.
styles. The Gaelic harping tradition, baroque
music and courtly music of the period are all in
evidence in the Connellan tunes, and from the
small repertoire of their music which has survived
we glean a tantalising glimpse of Gaelic harping at
a time of major social and cultural transition, fifty
years before T urlough Carolan. 'Ire brothers' music is
presented on Kathleen Loughnane's 2009 en, and is
a window onto the Irish harping tradition of the late
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. [KAL]
Connemara Qyartet. Micheil 6 hEidhin (piano
accordion), Tomas 6 Ceannabhain (uilleann pipes,
Aird Mhoir, Carna), Padraig 6 Ceannabhain
(flute), Donal Standun (banjo, Spiddal). This group
recorded on CCE's first LP Rambles of Kitty and
won the £500 prize for the Fiddler of Dooney's
highly competitive group award in 1975.
Connolly, Seamu s. (1944- ). Fiddler; born
Killaloe, Clare. He took up the fiddle at age twelve
and won a total of eleven All- Ireland awards,
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including both senior and under-18 fiddle titles in
1961, senior fiddle in 1963 and senior ceili band
with the Leitrim Ceili Band (Co. Galway) in
1962. He was Fiddler of Dooney winner in 196 7
and four-times Oireachtas duet winner with flute
player and uilleann piper Peadar O 'Loughlin. A
long-time member of the Kilfenora Ceili Band, he
formed the lnis Cealtra Qyintet with O'Loughlin,
Tipperary accordionist Paddy O'Brien, fiddler
Paddy Canny and pianist George Byrt. He toured
the USA with the first CCE North American tour
group in 1972 and emigrated to Boston in 1976. He
directed Gaelic Roots Summer School and Festival
1993-2003 at Boston CoUege, where he holds the
Sullivan Millennium Chair in Irish Studies. His
music is in print in the 2002 tune book Forget Me
Not and his recordings include The Banks of the
Shannon (1973) with Paddy O'Brien and Charlie
Lennon, Notes from my Mind (1988), Here and 7lxre
(1989), Warming Up (1993) with Martin Mulhaire,
Jack Coen and Felix Dolan and The Boston Edge
(2004) with Joe Derrane and John McGann.
Widely known as a teacher and performer, he has
organised his college's concert and ceili programme
with well-known Irish players, in addition to developing the new Irish archives for the Burns Library.
He now lives in Maine, USA. [DOM]
Conradh na Gaeilge. See Gaelic League.
Co nran, Michael. (1814-60 ). Born either at
Parsonstown (Birr), Co. Offaly or nearby in Co.
Laois, and died in Thurles, he was the author of
the second major study oflrish music, The National
Music of Ireland, containing the History of the Irish
Bards, the National M elodies, the Harp, and other
Musical Instruments ofErin, published in Dublin,
1846, and London, 1850. He was organist at St
Mary's, Mulberry St. and at St Patrick's churches
in Manchester, and, as music instructor, led amateur
choral singing and musical appreciation initiatives
at Manchester Mechanics Institution from 1835 on.
As a conductor he produced Saturday concerts in
the Athenaeum at low admission prices, and in 1848
staged a complete oratorio performance ofHandel's
Messiah. He was a member of the Gentlemen's
Concert Orchestra and leader of the Hargreaves
Society orchestra 1841-3 in the city (RB, p. 49).

Conran, Mic hael
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'Celia Connellan' , sixteenth century, composed by Thomas Connellan (arr. Kathleen Loughnane, 2009)
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Conway, Brian

His study of Irish music refined the same
material as had already been covered by Joseph
Cooper Walker, but presented it in a more chronological way, and added the authority of one with
inside music knowledge. However, he repeats
many of Walker's quotations - on repression of
the bards and on bagpipes - and indeed reproduces his predecessor's confusion of the meanings
of 'Golltraidheacht' and 'Geantraidheacht'. The
National Music was compiled and presented as a
lecture series in 1842 at the Manchester Mechanics'
Institution, such lectures being the norm for selfdevelopment in the pre-media age.
Conran's book ranges from Celtic history
through ancient instruments and the bards, viewing
all forms of music on the island as the corpus 'Irish
music'. Aspects of literature and poetry are considered, music systems and scales, harp music and
harping revival, political repression of music, and
archaeological evidence for old instruments. Like
Walker he provides no evidence for his assertions
concerning both flute and drum, and restricts his
documentation to perceived authenticity- 'old' or
'ancient' instruments, many of which were originally for court, ceremonial or other ritual use. His
note that by this time the Irish form of bagpipe is
'falling into disuse' (p. 121), attributing such demise
to 'a more general taste for the higher species of
music', is at odds with the actual popularity of
the uilleann pipes at that time, but may have been
gleaned from the Halls' comment on the decline
of respect for the piper in Co. Clare which had
been published a couple of years earlier. Conran's
take on music includes much of a general and classical nature (similar in tenure to Bunting's early
comments) but, unlike Bunting's, is a somewhat
elite view, and out of touch with his own time. It
lacks both Walker's enthusiasm and source value,
and the first-hand analysis of Bunting's 1840 harp
commentary. Since the book (like that ofWalker)
carries no reference to vernacular music, it is of
peripheral interest today, but is useful for its resume
on the attempts to revive the harp over previous
decades, and, not least, for its documentation of the
use of old music by composers in arrangements and
new works. For Conran it is not the source music
which is of greater interest, but its development,
and the imbuing of that with 'national feeling',
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something - in his opinion - not achieved by
Beethoven in two 1816 volumes oflrish arrangements (p. 267), but admirably displayed by Th:>mas
Moore (who borrowed from Bunting's collected
material) assisted by John Stevenson in achieving
'a high appreciation' for Irish melodies (p. 269).

Conway, Brian. (1961- ). Fiddle. Born in the
Bronx, New York, he is a leading exponent of the
New York Sligo style. Both his parents played the
fiddle and came from Co. Tyrone: his father,Jim,
from Plumbridge, and his mother, Rose, from
Newtownstewart. The Conway home often held
Friday night sessions with such as Paddy Reynolds,
Louis Qyinn, Vincent Harrison, Andy McGann,
and Martin Wynne, the last two of whom became
mentors and friends to Brian. Absorbing their
tunes and techniques, he developed his own style
and won All-Ireland junior fiddle in 1973 and
'7 4 and the senior award in 1986. His recordings
include The Apple in Winter (with fiddler Tony
DeMarco and guitar and bones player Caesar
Pacifici), his solo debut First Through the Gate, A
Tribute to Andy McGann (with Joe Burke and Felix
Dolan), his second solo album Consider the Source,
and Pride ofNew York (with flute and whistle player
Joanie Madden, accordionist Billy McComiskey
and pianist Brendan Dolan). A teacher also,
Conway was inducted into CCE's Mid-Atlantic
Hall of Fame in 2006 and has anchored the weekly
session in Dunne's ofWhite Plains, New York for
many years. [EAH]
Conway, Ollie. (1922-2009) . Singer and dancer.
Mullagh, Co. Clare. A dancer of great natural
ability, both solo and in a set. The rhythm and
fire of Conway's expertise was highly regarded in
west Clare where he was one of the county's most
popular singers of traditional songs. He can be
heard on The Lambs on the Green Hills and on the
2010 album Ollie Conway. [TOM]
See Clare: song.
Cooley, Joe. (1924-73). Accordion. From
Peterswell, Co. Galway, a builder by trade, he
was a profoundly charismatic figure in traditional
music - whether at home in Clare, or in exile in
Britain or the USA. Both his parents played the

Cooley, Seamus
melodeon and most of his older brothers were
musicians. Growing up, the Cooley house was a
popular gathering place - dances were held there
almost every evening, the music provided by the
family. His playing was deceptively simple and
straightforward, but with a remarkable 'lonesome'
quality which infatuated followers, inspired dancers
and made a legend of the player in his own time.
Always on the move, he worked in Clare, then
London and emigrated to the USA in 1954, where
he went on to live in New York, Boston, Chicago
and San Francisco. He played with Paddy O'Brien
ofNenagh in the Tulla Ceili Band, and again with
him in ew York, and much of his music-making
over the years was with brother Seamus. Dancers
were particularly drawn to Joe's music. Cooley
returned to Ireland in 1972. Such was his attraction that his many admirers would travel from all
over the country to hear him in the year prior to
his death. The definitive (and only) collection of
his music - Cooley- which contains a track with
brother Seamus, was produced by Gael Linn in
1975. Some tracks were recorded with brother
Jack on bodhnin and Des Mulkere on banjo just
three weeks before his death. Tony MacMahon,
deeply touched by Joe Cooley's playing, recalls in
the sleeve-notes the accordionist's travels: 'The two
Joes [Cooley and fiddler Joe Leary] had played all
over Clare and Galway in the early 1950s, travelling dusty, icy or rainy roads on a motorcycle, the
fiddle slung over Cooley's back, the accordion tied
to the fuel tank.'
San Francisco. Joe Cooley arrived in San
Francisco in 1965 having spent much of the
previous decade in Chicago. He played and taught
until1972, giving a valuable fillip to music in the
area. Thirty years later his pupils Patricia Kennelly,
Miliosa Lundy and John Lavel still maintained
his east Galway style. His music associates were
accordionist Kevin Keegan (Eyrecourt, Galway),
flute player and fiddler Joe Murtagh (Miltown
Malbay, Clare), harmonica player Larry Fitzgerald
(Enniscorthy, Wexford), accordionist Maureen
Costello (Tubber, Clare). Cooley, Keegan and
Murtagh played at dances, fairs and festivals as
the Gniinneog Ceili Band. Cooley appealed to a
wide cross-section of music enthusiasts - many
of them had no connection with Ireland or Irish

America. His relaxed and uncluttered personality
had enormous appeal to freedom-seeking hippies
who formed part of California's cultural mosaic in
the late 1960s. His death left an emotional void in
San Francisco's Irish-music community. [GEO]
Cooley, Seamus. (1929-97). Flute player. Galway,
London, Chicago. Seam us Cooley was born into a
famous music family in the Peterswell district, Co.
Galway. By age ten he was playing tin whistle and
concert flute, and, largely self-taught, he acknowledged Jim Fahey of Derrawee, Co. Galway as a
mentor. But probably the greatest single influence on his music came from his brother Joe, with
whom he played in a duet and in several famous
ceili bands, including the Tulla, which he joined at
age sixteen. In 1949 he emigrated to London with
Joe, where he was a central figure in a milieu which
included piper Willie Clancy, fiddlers Michael
Gorman, Bobby Casey and Martin Byrnes, flute
player Roger Sherlock and accordion players Eddie
Bolger and Raymond Roland. In 1955 Seamus
returned to Ireland, living at Longwood, Co.
Meath, where he played regularly with fiddler Jim
O'Leary. In 1957, the two came first in duets at
the Dungarvan All-Ireland Fleadh Cheoil where
the Tulla band also took a first. All through this
period, Seamus Cooley's association with the Tulla
Ceili Band had continued; he was in their United
States tour which followed in 1958 and recorded
there with them. Remaining in the US, he joined
brother Joe in Chicago, the two of them becoming
fixtures there during the 1960s, playing regularly
on radio, at Jack Hanley's House of Happiness and
The Kerryman's Club. Together they founded the
prize-winning Glenside Ceili Band and over three
consecutive years Seamus took firsts in senior flute
at the Chicago fleadh. Until the early 1980s he
continued to be one of the most popular and active
musicians in the Chicago Irish community, playing
regularly for the Irish hour at Hoban's tavern on
Sunday evenings and at ceilis and concerts around
Chicago. In the mid-1970s he performed at
folk festivals with his wife, Mary McDonagh, a
sean-n6s singer from Leitirm6r, Co. Galway and
with fiddler Johnny McGreevy. In 1975 Seamus
recorded with McGreevy on the LP McGreevy &
Cooley and as a soloist on Hollow Poplar. In 1985
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Cooney, Steve

Seamus Cooley returned to Peterswell, Galway,
where he played in later years with accordionist
Peter Gardiner.

Cooney, Steve. (1953- ). Australian guitarist,
composer, producer and educator, based in Ireland
since 1980. Best known for the unique and influential guitar style he developed, initially to accompany
local musicians and singers in the Kerry Gaeltacht.
In demand as band member and session musician
on guitar, bass, didgeridoo, etc., but perhaps best
heard in solo and duet work (e.g. with Laoise Kelly,
Tony MacMahon, Martin Hayes). As producer
and musician, he has worked on more than 100
albums, mainly traditional music, also ens and
books of traditional rhymes and stories in Irish
for young children. He developed a new system
of teaching music to children, the subject of his
PhD studies at the University of East London. His
album with Kerry accordionist and singer Seam us
6 Beaglaioch, Meitheal (1996), won the 1997
National Entertainment Award for traditional
music; other awards include the Dramaiochta Cuil
Aodha (composition), and the 2007 Creative Arts
Award at the Fiddler's Green Festival, Rostrevor
and 1992 Gradam na Feile. Deeply concerned with
musicians' rights, he was the major force in setting
up FACE in 2003.
See also FACE.
copyright. The intellectual property right that a
composer or 'creator' has to their compositions.
Copyright arises out of the idea that a composition is unique, artistically and creatively original
to the composer, as with books and other texts.
Copyright is paid for by 'royalties' and thereby
provides a means of remuneration for composers when their original works are either played by
other people or performed in public broadcasts.
This contributes to personal security and welfare
of the composer, thereby encouraging and ensuring
artistic and intellectual creation. An original work
is in copyright for seventy years after the end of the
year in which the composer dies.
control. Copyright gives composers or their
heirs control over granting permission to use tunes
or songs, so facilitating payment for their public
performance by themselves and others. All music,
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including traditional music, is subject to copyright,
and when this expires all material becomes 'public
domain'. Much of the old repertoire of traditional
music is anonymously composed and outside copyright control, therefore 'public domain'. However,
in recognition of the individual variation ideally
occurring in playing of such old tunes, Irish copyright practice regards the player as 'arranger' and
so enables new performers of old works to claim
'Traditional Arrangement by the player' (Trad.
Arr.), entitling them to a 100 per cent royalty for
such performance and public broadcast.
agencies. Owing to the inefficiency of largescale self-administration of copyright, most
composers exercise their rights collectively, through
administrative societies like IMRO, AS CAP, PRS
and MCPS. Royalties are collected for all aspects
of the listening/consumption of all musics. These
are broken down to 1. live performance (gigs,
concerts, festivals, etc.) and public broadcast (radio,
TV, shops, etc.); 2. permissions given by composers
to performers to record their material on albums,
video, etc. (both of these are administered on
behalf of, and benefit only, composers); 3. a broadcasting, 'record-performance' royalty that benefits
the recording companies only. In Ireland three
bodies administer all of this- IMRO, MCPS and
PPI. For the purposes of applying copyright law
in relation to music, a 'music user' is defined as the
company or organisation in whose premises or on
whose nerwork music is performed or broadcast.
This includes live venues, festivals and ambientmusic. It includes radio and television and also
includes shops, shopping centres, public houses,
hotels, buses, phone-lines etc., which use PA or
otherwise relay music to their public. [ANM)
See also AS CAP; IM RO; MCPS; PPI; FACE.

Corcoran, Sean. (1945- ). Bouzouki; singer,
song collector. His singing was strongly influenced
by local performers such as Mary Ann Carolan
whom he began recording while still a schoolboy.
Professionally he carried on this work for many
years as a folk song collector, initially with Breandan
Breathnach, with whom he was assistant editor
of Ceol. He studied ethnomusicology with John
Blacking at QUB and in his fieldwork has covered
every aspect oflrish traditions, including sean-nos,

Cork

instrumental music, Orange drumming and fifing
and traditional dancing. With a specialisation in vocal
techniques and the importance of ideology in music,
he is known internationally as a lecturer. He plays
with the group Cran and has recorded with them
and also with Eddie Clarke. His collecting work
for the ACNI resulted in the production in 1986
of the Here's a Health book and cassette document.
In 2009 he scripted, researched and presented the
four-partTG4 documentary on nineteenth-century
music collectors, Ha Bailithe6iri Ceoif, and published
a song instruction book and CD.

Cork. This city and county have significant associations with traditional music, not least for the impact
of Sean 6 Riada in his teaching at UCC and his
influence in west Cork. The city had Ireland's first
uilleann pipers' association, marking it as to the forefront of revivalist consciousness in the late 1800s,
and today the county has the greatest number of
pipers outside of Co. Dublin. Cork county has
8 per cent of the island's population (c. 448,000),
but its large area disperses this in a density similar
to Meath and Wicklow. The concentration here
of twenty-five cc£ branches (like neighbouring Kerry which has twenty-six), second largest
in ireland, renders music somewhat emblematic,
reflecting a rich association with song in particular.
Traditional music sessions became commonplace in
Cork city in the 1970s. Mirroring the situation that
pertained in other urban centres, the music began
-to attract younger musicians and audiences, many
of these having benefited from teaching by the
Cork branch of CCE at the Country Club Hotel
and at the Cork Pipers' Club. One of the strongest
session groupings was focused on Jackie Daly and
Seamus Creagh at The Phoenix on Union Qyay.
Other venues in the city included The Gables, The
Malt Shovel (later An Spailpin Fanach),
Lobby
and, later, The Corner House and Sin E.
The session tradition remains strong throughout the county. Musicians from around the county
sought out sessions in the Baile Mhuirne/Cuil
Aodha!Baile Mhic Ire triangle and in the crosscounty area of Sliabh Luachra. While singing was
strongest in the former and the music and dance
predominated in the latter, all of these sessions
incorporated the three complementary strands of
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music, song and dance. Throughout the county,
the polkas and slides typical of the Sliabh Luachra
tradition had a strong influence. Traditional music
courses in UCC have also contributed to the
presence of young musicians from all over Ireland
and abroad. These students became active on the
local scene and were the driving force behind such
innovative festivals as Eigse na Laoi. From the late
1960s, folk clubs also began to emerge parallel with
these local music traditions. While initially catering
for the English and American definitions of folk,
they gradually developed a more Irish flavour as
the '70s progressed. They provided opportunities
for local and visiting musicians to interact and gave
many players their first experience of public performance. The establishment of Cork Folk Festival
in 1979, with an exceptionally elastic classification
of'folk', has continued this process. [PAA]
CCE. Many of the city's and county's bestknown players learned from dedicated teaching
by such as Micheal 6 Riabhaigh at the Cork
Pipers' Club. The county has 25 branches of CCE
at Adrigole, Ahignagh, Ballincollig, Ballinspittle,
Bantry, Bishopstown, Carrigaline, Cork city,
Douglas, Dunmanway, Fermoy, Freemount,
G lanmire, Imokilly, Kiskeam, Kilnamartyra,
Mayfield, Milford, Millstreet, Mitchelstown,
Newcestown, Rockchapel, Rosscarbery, Skibbereen
and Youghal. [EDI]
Cork city. City song reflects urban, industrial life and jobs, quite the opposite to the rural
experience. The relative modernity of this city is
seen in the songs, where the richest lyrics relate
to the twentieth century. Between the first and
second world wars, as a consequence of the
increase of the industrial proletariat, the urban
Cork ballad begins to show signs of individuality.
Being rich in indigenous sporting pastimes, this
milieu inspired the ballad-making process which
diverted occasionally to sample the bitter-sweet
fodder of local and national politics. Of the plantation of Gurranebraher, Churchfield, Togher and
Ballyphehane by Cork Corporation, the workingclass voice was a record:
They came from the Marsh, they came from
Knapp's Square
They came from Fair Lane and the devil knows
where
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Cork

And now they're in Churchfield, it's ever so high
Like the angels in heaven far up in the sky.
This new voice represented a fresh agenda and a
world-view at variance with the earlier Cork bards
such as John Fitzgerald, Denny Lane, Richard
Milliken and Daniel Casey who had sported the
bourgeoisie's new-found affection for romantic
nationalism. Didactic songs of revolution like
Patrick Galvin's 'James Connolly' are scarce; songs
of class-defiance and irony emerge most strongly:
Now 'twas when the Gas Restrictions came in force
Sure it didn't trouble us in Gurrane of course.
industry. The pervasive influence ofTin Pan
Alley flavoured Cork's urban representation too.
New comforts like 'the wireless' affected the
cultural process. Shades of Al Jolson's 'Sit Upon
my Knee, Sonny Boy', for instance, are difficult to
ignore in TadhgJordan's proletarian paean, 'Come
back Henry Ford to our Land':
Oh come back, Henry Ford to our land
When you were there you gave us a helping hand.
The emigrant Cork workers who made up the masses
at Henry Ford's motor foundry in Dagenham,
Essex, took with them their ways, sporting pastimes
and songs aboard the MV Innisfallen across the
Irish Sea. Several accounts of local people being
terrorised by 'flying cannon-balls' are attested to,
because, to the uninitiated, the Cork game of road
bowling must have proved a terrible sight in that
new cultural milieu, as the 'Dagenham Yanks' (as
the Cork Ford workers were called) 'scored' along
the Essex boreens. One of Cork's fine contemporary writers, Gus McLoughlin, captures the
Second World War period from this perspective
in the song 'The Foundry Man':
Half-hour on and half-hour off, it's how they
worked the shift
Till your eyes were red and your feet they bled and
your lungs near came adrift
But Paddy from Cork could handle the work and
though hard he handled his pay
'Tis little he spent for most of it went across the
Irish sea.
womens voice. Cork ballads give several perspectives. The song 'Salonika' provides a rare
female perspective on the First World War, being
a diatribe between a 'sepera woman' (receiving
separation pay from the British Government) and
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a 'slacker woman' (married to the equinlent of a
modern-day draft dodger):
And when the war is over what will the slackers do
They'll be all around the soldiers for the loan of a
bob or two.
Recalcitrant females emerge in two other songs.
An interesting piece, 'The Gaol of Sunday's Well',
projects an earlier female voice above the walls
of the prison at Sunday's Well (now serving as a
heritage centre):
The magistrate next morning called me a Jezabelle
I told him that I wasn't and that he could go to hell.
1be heroism and idealism of the War oflndependence was not confined to men and there is a song
celebrating the famous Mary Bowles of Clogheen
who rode on horseback up Blarney Street, a
machine gun slung over her shoulder:
Never yet was known a lady, not yet was known a
queen
To match the deeds ofMary Bowles, the Pride of
sweet Cloghccn.
sa tire. Sean O'Callaghan emerges strongly in
Cork's northside during this period, with a gift of
versification which he practised with great dexterity after every hurling match, drag hunt or bowling
tournament. Songs like 'The Boys ofFairhill', 'The
Killeens Hunt', 'The Armoured Car' and 'Lloyd
George' are among his work. Typically, he conveys
in 'Lloyd George ' a swaggering defiance of the
Catholic clergy's refusal to grant absolution to
republicans during the War oflndependence:
Now the Bishops they tell us, you won't be forgiven
Unless you're a Free Stater you can't get to heaven .
urban renewal. From the 1970s onwards a
new coven of writers emerged, confident enough
to mediate contemporary events in the local style.
Pat Daly is every bit as fond of Cork, apparently,
as John Fitzgerald, the bard of the Lee, and in his
song 'As I went a Walking', the dinnseanachas or
topography of cultural urban hot-spots is invoked
to great musical effect:
As I went a-walking out in Blackpool
Huddlesome, Ruddlesome, Rancy-0!
I heard the song of shuttle and spool
Huddlesome, Ruddlesome, Rancy-0!
The present state of ballad-making presents a
hopeful picture where a localised cameo is still represented despite the vicissitudes of global culture.

Cork

The sporting songs ofDenis McGarry immortalise bowl-playing legends like Mick Barry almost
to heights reserved for Connie Doyle and Christy
Ring:
When he travelled North to Armagh Town
He met those sportsmen all
Who shook that mighty hand of steel
Mick Barry from Waterfall.

Jerry O'Neill and John Maguire represent a comingof-age of the Cork ballad, where intrinsic subaltern
elements are embraced but sifted though the sieve
of philosophy:
We don't need budget tourists or botanic cranks
What we want are full busloads of opulent Yanks.
(Jerry O'Neill)
As the shamrock- laced shroud was torn down by
the crowd
And our vigour and confidence bubbled,
Back in Jun e '63, ah sure how could we see
That our world and our country were troubled.
(John Maguire)

Latterly too, Con 6 Driscoll brought considerable renown to the city for his satirical and comical
songs which earned him the 2009 TG4 Gradam
for composition. (JJC]
Meagher, Ned. Flute and tin whistle, singer.
Born at Mallow, Co. Cork, he was involved in
all levels of CCE- Craobh Phrionsias Ui eill,
Cork city, eo-founder of Cork County Board and
Comhairle na Mumhan, of which he became
honorary president. Munster representative on
-the Ardcomhairle of CCE for a number of years,
he was instrumental in introducing CCE scholarships for students entering the B.Mus faculty at
University College, Cork.
O'Callaghan, Sean. Early twentieth-century
Cork songwriter who sang the praises of the
triumphs of his locality: hurling matches, drag
hunts and bowling tournaments, this in songs like
'The Boys of Fairhill', 'The Kileens Hunt', 'The
Armoured Car' and 'Lloyd George'. These were
popularised in particular by Jimmy Crowley.

Cork Pipers' Club. Founded in 1898, centenary
year of the 1798 rebellion, it is the oldest of the
pipers' clubs. The driving forces behind its formation were John Smithwick ('Sean') Wayland, aided
by Alderman William Phair, the first chairman. The

first meeting was in 1898 at 10 Marlboro Street;
all available city pipers and interested parties were
present. The club's aims were to promote Irish
music and dance, language and culture. It sought to
bring together musicians - especially pipers - and
all those interested in its aims. Wayland and Phair
sought out and introduced many pipers to the club,
including Robert 'Bob' Thompson, Shane O'Neill,
Jimmy Barry and Michael 'Cumba' O'Sullivan.
The club's activities included classes in uilleann
piping, war piping, tin whistle and dance; these
were held on several evenings each week. The
piping tutors included Robert Thompson and
Wayland; dance tutors included Theo Corkery and
later Cormac 6 Caoimh. Annual concerts were
held at the City Hall, Cork at which the club's own
members performed along with invited guests;
they provided the music also for the Pioneer
Qyadrille Club, the club's social gathering, several
nights weekly. The club also started the Brian Boru
Pipe Band which performed to a high standard
and played throughout the south-east and in other
parts of Ireland.
female players. A feature of the Pipers' Club
was its large number of female players - May
McCarthy and Mollie Morrissey being the best
known, both of them uilleann pipers, whistle
players and dancers. McCarthy was invited to play
in England and Wales, and later had her own ceili
band with which she toured in Ireland. Tadhg
Crowley was another of the celebrated pipers, who
with his brother Denis kept piping alive in Cork
in the lean years of the 1930s and '40s. Wayland's
departure for Australia was the first in a sequence
of events that led to the eventual wind-down of
the club from 1930.
revival. Revived again in 1963, primarily due to
the efforts of the late Micheal. 6 Riabhaigh (who
had been taught by Crowley), piper Sean Scanlon
and dancer and dance teacher Cormac 6 Caoimh,
membership grew rapidly. Large numbers of
young musicians attended classes, and meetings at
the North Mall each Saturday were followed by
sessions. Activities included an annual concert held
at the Cork School of Music, at which some of the
great pipers of the time performed, including Leo
Rowsome and Willie Clancy. An annual excursion
to Tralibane, Ban try, Co. Cork, the birthplace of
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Captain Francis O'Neill, was held, as well as visits
to Mitchelstown and Cill na Martra. In 1974 the
club moved to Grand Parade, later to Dyke Parade.
Following the death of Mfcheal 6 Riabhaigh
in 197 6, his students became the new organisers and promoters. Cork Pipers' Club classes are
still running, taught by students, and students of
students of the original club, in an unbroken tradition of uilleann piping in Cork that has run for
well over a century. [MAM]
wes t Cork. The Sullane Valley and the
upper Ruachtai Valley contain the parishes of
Ballyvourney and Cluain Droihid, the lowlands
of Inches and Grousemount, and Tooreen in the
parish of Kilgarvan. These are recognised as an
important source of poetry and music. Though
isolated and mountainous, the area is just off
the main Kenmare-Cork road, often travelled
when Kenmare was an important port. With St
Gobnait's shrine it has also been an important
place of pilgrimage. The Irish language survived
in the area, partly because of its isolation, but
more because of its rich cultural heritage, which
surpassed anything the English language had to
offer. Because of the Famine, the introduction of
national schools, and church and state policies, it
began to decline towards the end of the nineteenth
century. With cultural revival and the growth of
nationalism it got a new lease of life, however. The
poet and the seanachai were important people; a
very strong oral tradition existed, this nurtured
by the custom of scoraiochting - congregating
in certain houses where stories, songs and poems
were performed and which supplied artists with
an appreciative audience. The Gaelic tradition did
begin to wane, however, when fewer people were
proficient enough in Irish. And so, as English
became more fashionable, the poets, storytellers
and singers were obliged to compromise. 'Ire result
of this was, first, bi-lingual song, and then - as at
present- mostly songs in English.
songwriters. The area has many well-known
songwriters whose work is still sung. From Cluain
Droihid came George Curtin in the first half of the
twentieth century. An able composer in Irish and
English, he is credited with 'Na Cloganna', 'The Pup
Came Home from Claidach', 'The Man that Came
Home From Pretoria', 'Mick Sullivan's Clock', 'The
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Gander', 'Ger Foley's Boat' and 'An Gandal'.Then
from Tooreen, Kilgarvan came the Cronin brothers
Patsy and Johnny, who wrote 'That Beauty Spot
Glanlea'. John Twomey- Johneen Norah Aoidh
(born c.1880)- wrote 'Connie's Big Campai gn',
'The Tailor Ban' and 'Boduram's Ball'. An Irish poet
from Grousemount, Kilgarvan around 1880 was
Pead Bui (Padraig 6 Tuama), who wrote 'Gleann
Carn', 'Tureaill Pheig a' Bhreatha' and 'Amhr:in
Phead Bhui'. In the same period, from Soreathan
na nGabhann came D6nal 6 Mullain (who
composed 'An Poc Ar Buile' and 'An Budget'). Sean
Eoin 6 Suilleabhain ofDoire An Chuillinn wrote
'Taimse 'gus Maire' and 'An Laca Bacach'. Padraig
Mac Suibhne (b.1900) (pen-name 'An Suibhneach
Meann') wrote 'An Peidhleacan', 'An tEmergency
Leine', 'An Mh6in' and 'Bogfadh-sa Rod'. Padraig
6 Crualaoi (pen-name 'Gaedhail na nGaedhal', born
c. 1870) wrote 'An Cruach Tui', 'Abha an tSullain',
'Cat Dhiarmuid na Bearnan' and rwo books: Saothar
Dhdmh Scoi/e Mhuscra i and Fi/iocht Phddraig Ur
Chrua/aoi. Diarmuid 6 Tu am a, Screathan (b.1934)
wrote 'Maidin Aiseach' and 'The Pedigree Chum'.
Danny Tom Lehane (born c. 1920) wrote 'The
Mountain Rover', 'The Hole Below Kilgarvan',
'The Sow That They Failed to Kill', 'Krudger's
Mare', 'The ESB' and 'Bat Connell's Grand New
Stall'. Amhlaoibh 6 Loinne ('Free Connai', born
c.1870), ChUil Aodha, wrote 'A Thailliur na Deise'
and 'Nuair a Casadh me Suas go dti 'n Town Hall'.
Diarmuid 'ac Coilir wrote 'Mo Theaghlach'. D6nal
6 Liathain wrote 'The Ancient Priceless Horn',
'An P6sadh', 'An Peint', 'Im Long me Measaim
Trann an Taoide', 'B6thar na Siochana' and most
of'Bimis Ag 61'. From Ball.ingeary Maire Bhui Ni
Laoghaire wrote 'Cath Ceim an Fhia', 'A Bhurcaigh
Bui ar gCeim' and 'Maidin Alainn Greine'. Seoirse
Sheachtar wrote 'An Capaillin Ban'.
poetry. The area was remarkable for its poetry
and song, in schools, in houses and pubs. Central
to the tradition was An Daibh Scoil (the Bardic
School, first meeting in 1926) which is held every
year and where many poets have a chance to air
their work. 'An Poc Ar Buile' was heard first here.
The Bardic School generated a huge interest in
songs and in composition. Competitions at the
Oireachtas have also been an incentive. Many
of the songs are dialogue: 1. Amhrain Saothair

Cotter, Eamonn

(work songs), 2. Luibini, and 3. Ceapoga. These
songs are written by a group together. For instance,
Paitf Thaidhg Pheig 6 Tuama (b.1890), Donal
6 hEalafthe (b.1934), Diarmuid 6 Riordain
(b.1900), Maidhcf 6 Sttilleabhiin (b.1910),Johnny
Eoin a'Bhab 6 Suilleabhain and Sean 6 Duinnin
(b.1922) made between them 'An Cruach Tobac',
'An Poitin', 'An Rast1r', 'An Muileann', 'Tig m6r
Ard', 'De Bheatha's a' Phaitf' and others. [DOL]
Muskerry Gaeltacht (Gaeltacht MhUscrai). In
west Co. Cork, this area borders on Co. Kerry. The
part of it which is in the parishes ofBaile MhUirne,
Uibh Laoghaire, and Cill na Martra has been well
known for its prolific poets. Their compositions
took in songs of purely local interest as well as some
of the 'amhrain mh6ra', or 'big songs', which came
to be known to a wider audience throughout the
country. 'Amhrain mh6ra' might be defined as songs
with an eight-line verse and an air of great range
which demands a lot of skill from the singer. Much
of the output of poets from before the middle of
the eighteenth century has been lost, or survives
as words without airs. But that of later poets is
still often performed today, having been passed
down largely by word of mouth. Some twenty of
the major Irish songs of this lineage are part of the
Muskerry repertoire; their dates of composition,
background data and composers follow:
'An Goirtin Eornan'; 'Ar Bhruach na Laoi', by Sean
Miistir 6 Conaill, Cill na Martra.
'Cath Cheim an Fhia'; 'A Mhaire Ni Laoghaire',
by Maire Bhuf Nf Laoghaire (1774-c.1847)
and Donncha Ban 6 Loinsigh, Beal Atha an
Ghaorthaidh.
%nhran Phead Bhui (Nil Mo Shliinte ar F6narnh)';
'An Cailin Aerach', by Pead Bui 6 Loinsigh,
Baile MhUirne and Kilgarvan.
'Abha an tSulain'; 'Ceide Ghlas Laoi na Seol', by
Padraig 6 Crualaoich (1861-1949), Baile
MhUirne/Macroom
'Aisling Gheal' (reverdie), composer unknown.
'Bruach na Carraige Baine', composer unknown.
'Faiche Bhrea Aerach An Cheoil', composer
unknown, in praise of Kinneigh, near Bandon,
Co. Cork.
'Carraig Aonair' (lament), composer unknown,
Irish name for the Fastnet Rock off the Co.
Cork coast.

'An ChUil Daigh Re', in praise of Gaortha, south
ofMacroom/'Na Gleannta' ('An Gleanntainin
Aoibhinn'), of a place around the Lee and
Bandon rivers.
'Baile MhUirne', by Donnchadh 6'Laoghaire and
Micheal 6 MurchU, Cuil Aodha, 1900.
'Cois Abhann na Sead' (aisling, reverdie).
'Reidh-Chnoc Mna Duibhe'.
'An Gamhain Geal Ban' (love song), west Cork,
around Bantry.
'Bean Dubh an Ghleanna' (love song). [EIN]
M cCarthy, May. (c.1890-1961). Uilleann
pipes. Born in Cork city of Tipperary parents. A
member of the Cork Pipers' Club from an early
age, she and her brother were taught uilleann and
war pipes by Sean Wayland. An accomplished
dancer, whistle player and pianist too, she played
all over Ireland and in Wales and England. She
was a member of Cumann na mBan, intensely
interested in the promotion of Irish culture, and
led a ceili band.
corpophone. Use of the body in creating music.
While some genres utilise cheek-, thigh- and
chest-slapping and percussive interference with
vocal pitch, the most common form of this in Irish
music is hand-clapping, though musicians frown
on it. Foot-stamping is related to it, but since it
involves the striking of a clad foot on an external
object, the floor, it is technically an idiophone.
Cotter, Eamonn. (1959- ). Flute player, flute

maker and teacher. Born in Ennis, he now lives
in Kilmaley, Co. Clare. He is a former member of
both St Flannan's and the Tulla Ceili Band whom
he toured with in the 1980s. He recorded his first
solo album Eamonn Cotter: Traditional Music from
County Clare, in 1996. His repertoire is largely
drawn from the playing of Clare musicians such
as Bobby Casey, Willie Clancy, P.Joe Hayes, Paddy
Canny, Peter O'Loughlin, Tom Eustace, Sonny
Murray and others. He also studied classical flute
and holds a diploma from the London College of
Music. He has been a member of Shaskeen since
1989 and has recorded many albums with them
including Mind the Dresser and Walking Up Town
recorded in 2009. [GEC]
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Cotter, Geraldine

(2008), Cera/dine Cotter's Tin Whistle Tu:or (Ossian
Publications, 1983) and Seinn an Piano (Ossian
Publications, 1996), the first tutor for Irish traditional music on piano. A member of the group
Shaskeen, she has featured on the television documentaries Ceard an Cheoil and Canuinti Ceoil, and
has recorded on some twenty albums, including
the solo Piano+ (2002).

Geraldine Cotter, (pictured with her brother, flutemaker
Eamonn Cotter}, has published a piano tutor for use in
traditional music, Seinn an Piano (Play the Piano) [CCE]

Cotter, Geraldine. (1957- ). Piano, tin whistle;
teacher and researcher. From Ennis, Co. Clare, she
has taught piano at UL from 2002. Her playing
has been largely influenced by her Clare background, particularly the music of Peter O'Loughlin,
Sonny Murray and Willie Clancy. Her publications include Rogha - Cera/dine Cotter's Choice

Coyne, Eamonn. (1927-93). Fiddler. Born Co.
Roscommon, he emigrated to Liverpool as a
young man and remained there until his death. As
a teenager in the late 1940s he began playing at
ceilis run by the local Gaelic League and was one
of the founding members of Liverpool CCE in
1957. He played with the Liverpool Ceili Band
-formed to compete at fleadhanna and to play at
the weekly ceilis- and continued with it until his
death. The band won Oireachtas titles in 1962, '63
and '64, the All-Ireland too in the latter two years.
Eamonn toured Ireland with them several times,
adjudicated competitions all over Britain, taught
with Liverpool CCE for several years and was
made its honorary life president. Father of a wellknown music family, he was one of CCE's active
organisers- regional delegate, a music sub-committee member in Britain and congress delegate.
He is remembered by a Feile Cheoil in Liverpool.

Liverpool Ceilf Band: Eamonn Coyne is second from left, Charlie Lennon is third from right
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crack. Uplifting and enjoyable conversation, fun.
Often used to describe a combination of good
music and drinking among a wide spread of friends
not normally together- all in the circumstance of
an occasion of great relaxation. Such might be a
session at the end of the working week, a chance
coming together at a reception or album launch, a
funeral, or a regular annual music event. 'Having
the crack', 'great crack', 'mighty crack', 'no crack at
all' are how the word might be used in conversation.
'A cracker', in Belfast, might refer to an exceptional
person, event, session or night. The word 'crack' is
in everyday use in Ulster, Scotland, England and
the USA and would appear to have become widely
popular in the southern part oflreland only since
the 1970s, where up until then the term 'gas' or
'geas' was the popular word for the same concept.
craic A modern-Gaelic translation of the English
word 'crack', disliked by many musicians on account
of naive grammatical mis-usage, and suggested by
Caoimhfn Mac Aoidh to be most typically found
on Irish-bar posters 'linked by "agus" to the word
"ceo!', as a device to sell "6/".There is no objection
to the use of this spelling when it is used in writing
in the Irish language. Reaction occurs when it is
represented in italics in written English as if it
were a 'borrowed' word from Irish, since the form
'craic' appears to be a transliteration of the original
English word 'crack' into Irish. Since the concept of
'crack' was never by any means unique to traditional
music, the use of'craic' in English-language writing

The new 'craic' word - here correctly used on the sign
for The Electric Bar in Derry city

relating to that music is inaccurate. The spelling
'craic' does not appear in any Gaelic dictionaries
until1977 (6 Domhnaill's), and its converse does
not appear in the earlier 1959 de Bhaldraithe or
1904 Lane English-Irish dictionaries. In Scottish
Gaelic, 'crac' is translated as 'conversation' in the
modern MacLennan dictionary (1979) but not
so the inverse; 'cracaireachd' is translated as 'conversation' in the earlier, 1900, MacAlpine Scottish
Gaelic dictionary.
See also crack.
Craiceann. (Lit, 'skin', 'hide'). The Inis Oirr
International Bodhran Summer School. This dedicated school held on the island oflnniseer, off the
Galway coast, has been held annually in June since
2001. Devised by Micheal6 hAlmhain, its teachers
have included most famous players - including
Johnny McDonagh, Tommy Hayes, Mel Mercier,
Jimmy Higgins, Frank Torpey, Helen McLoughlin,
Robbie Walsh, Junior Davey, Eamonn Murray,
Stiofan 6 Broin, RolfWagels and Neil Lyons. It is
arranged around a series of master classes given by
leading bodhran players and teachers, and includes
workshops and lectures on bodhran history and
making, Irish dancing, lilting, bones playing and
sean-nos dance (craiceann.com).
cran. See under ornamentation.
Cranitch, Matt. (1948- ). Ftddle-player, teacher.
From Cork, he first came to prominence in the
1970s as a member of Na Fili, and has won AllIreland Fleadh Cheoil titles, the Ftddler ofDooney
(1969) and Oireachtas Crotty Cup. He is the
author of 7he Irish Fiddle Book (1988; 2001) and
has contributed to other books on Irish traditional
music. He has played with groups including Na
Fili and Any Old Time, with each of which he
made a number of recordings. Currently, he plays
with Sliabh Notes, and is with them on three
albums: Sliabh Notes (1995), Gleanntdn (1999)
and Along Blackwater's Banks (2002). Among his
other recordings is the slow air collection Eistigh
Seal (1984, 2005). He has also presented lectures,
master-classes and workshops on diverse aspects
of Irish music at festivals and conferences. An
authority on the Sliabh Luachra fiddle style, much
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of his research relates to that region, and in 2006
his doctoral thesis at UL dealt with this and with
P:idraig O'Keeffe. A long-time consultant for
TG4's Geantrai series, as well as for the Gradam
Ceoil awards concerts in the period 2000-7, he is
also an advisor for the Arts Council Deis scheme,
and was appointed to the board of the ITMA in
2007. In 2003, he received the UCC Hall of Fame
Award in recognition of the contribution he had
made to Irish traditional music.
Creagh, Seamus. (1946-2009). Fiddler, singer.
From Killucan, Co. Westmeath, he grew up on
a farm and first learned the fiddle from a neighbour, Larry Ward. Travelling to Dublin brought
him to O'Donoghue's where he heard Ted Furey,
Seamus Ennis,John Kelly,John Ryan and others.
The sound and informal conviviality of traditional
music captivated him, luring him back to absorb
the ambience and tunes. He spent time in London,
busking and working on building sites like many of
his age at the time. He returned to Dublin, but now
playing guitar with a ballad band, The Dragoons.
In the mid-1960s he went to Baltimore, Co. Cork
where he worked on the new slipway, then moved
on to nearby Sherkin Island where he delivered
the post. He developed a passion for and skill at
playing in the Sliabh Luachra style with slides
and polkas from listening to and playing with
Jackie Daly, making an iconic LP with him and
Colm Murphy in 1977 (Seamus Creagh andjackie
Daly). He learnt much music from Aidan Coffey,
Matt Cranitch, Dave Hennessey, Mick Daly, the
Maidhchis from CUil Aodha, Eo in 6 Riabhaig and
many others who gave him tunes and songs. These
became his repertoire, bringing him eventually to
Newfoundland and back. Creagh's personality and
musicality left a comforting resonance wherever he
performed and stayed, on many shores and islands
from Aran to Japan. His recordings in Ireland and
Newfoundland and his many students in different parts of the world are his testimony, as is the
memory of the sensitivity with which he played
slow airs. In addition to numerous tracks, his
album recordings include the en reissue of Seamus
Creagh and ] ackie Daly, It's No Secret (2001, with
Con 6 Drisceoil and Hammy Hamilton), Island to
Island (in Newfoundland), Came the Dawn (solo)
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and the didactic Seamus Creagh - Tunes For Practice
(2009). He plays on Colm Murphy's An Bodhrdn
(1996), on Paddy Keen an's Na Keen Affair (1999),
with Tom:is 6 Canainn (Irish Airs) and with
Newfoundland band Tickle Harbour. [MDE]
Crehan, Martin (Junior). (1908-98). Fiddler,
concertina player, singer, storyteller. Born Bonavilla,
Mullach, Co. Clare, he began playing at the age of
six, learning concertina first from his mother, later
teaching himself fiddle with direction from Scully
Casey. In his younger years he played with this
'master' for house and crossroads dances, strawboy
nights, wren balls, American wakes and 'swarrys'.
He grew up among the last of the Gaelic speakers
of west Clare and learned music from the last of
the travelling players; at his most formal he played
along with pipers Willie Clancy and Martin Talty
in the Laichtin Naofa Ceili Band. Refu sing to
emigrate along with many of hi s contemporaries, his name eventually becam e synonymous with
music revival, his home an open calling house to
musicians and learners from all over the world.
President and treasurer of Scoil Samhraidh Willie
Clancy- at which he taugh t for twenty-five years
-in 1988 the Arts Council honoured his lifetime's
contribution to the arts with the presentation of a
portrait by Briain Bourke.
Junior Crehan was born into an era when music
was an essential ingredient in the social fabric; he
lived through its decline in challenging political
and economic times, enduring clerical hostility and
state dance-hall control. In hi s words, 'The Dance
Halls' Act closed our schools ofTradition and left
us a poorer people.' He was with the music in its
competitive struggles with the gramophone, radio
and then television, and as a member first ofCCE
and later the Willie Clancy Summer School, he
was active in its regeneration. He is noted for the
composition of a dozen or so tunes. Best known are
'Caisle:in an 6ir' (hornpipe), 'Farewell to Miltown'
(reel), 'The Mist Covered Mountain' Gig) and the
slow air 'Lament for the Country House Dance'.
He was featured in many publications, notably Dal
gCais and Cara magazines; he was the subject of
an RTE radio documentary by Julian Vignoles in
1984 and was broadcast often on television. He
had no solo recording, but can be heard on many

Crosbhealach an Cheoil 1996 - Tradition and Change

compilations, among them the Funduireacht An
Riadaigh album collection. He was well recognised
in his own time- receiving presentations from the
Arts Council on both his eightieth and ninetieth
birthdays and made 'Clare man of the Year' in 1989.
Dal gCais vol. 3, 1977 carries a thorough interview with him; Bialoideas (1999, the journal of
the Folklore Department, UCD) has an extensive
biography by Tom Munnelly.

Cronin, Bess {Elizabeth). (1876-1955). Daughter
to Maighread Nf Thuama and Sean 6 hiarlaithe, a
school teacher in Barr d'Inse, Cui! Aodha, she was
reared in her aunt's and uncle's house in An R:ith,
in Reidh na nDoiri. Her family were noted for
song and poetry, making her an interesting source
for collectors in the 1940s and '50s - among them
Jean Ritchie, Alan Lomax, Robin Roberts, Brian
George and Seamus Ennis. She featured regularly
on BBC radio in the late 1940s and early 1950s.
She did not give public performances but her repertoire ensured that she was widely influential. She
had songs in both Irish and English and was particularly known for the richness of her Irish. She
married Se:in Proinsias, son of Donal Proinsias
6 Cr6infn. Of her five sons, Donnchadha was
Professor of Irish at Carysfort Teacher Training
College, Dublin, while Se:in was a folklore collector who wrote for 1he Irish Press and 1he Kerryman
newspapers under various pen names. Tre untimely
death of her only daughter Joan reputedly broke
· Bess's heart - she herself died the following year.
But for her, it is believed that many older songs
would have been lost- indeed the tune of'Lord
Gregory' comes from her, as does the comic song
'The Kangaroo'. She can be heard on OSS CD 15,
and on ens issued with D:iibhi 6 Croinin's and
icholas Carolan's book The Songs of Elizabeth
Cronin, Irish Traditional Singer. [PEO, PAA]

Cronin, Paddy. (1925- ). Fiddle. From Kerry, he
began learning from P:idraig O'Keeffe at about
nine years of age. He progressed quickly and within
some years, was playing with another of P:idraig's
great pupils, Denis Murphy, who taught him many
tunes. He also became familiar with the music of
Michael Coleman and James Morrison through
their 78 rpm recordings . In 1949 he left Ireland

and, with the exception of three years in Chicago,
he spent the following forty-one years living and
working in Boston. He played extensively there,
and was invited to make a number of 78 rpm
recordings by the owner of the Copley record label,
Justus O'Byrne DeWitt. He made many return
visits to Ireland, usually to coincide with Fleadh
Cheoil na hEireann, and was recorded a number of
times by RTE for radio and television. In 1990 he
moved back to live in Ireland. Highly rated for his
very individual style of playing, his music exhibits
characteristics of the Sliabh Luachra tradition, as
well as other elements and features, primarily from
the Sligo style. In 2007, he was awarded the TG4
Gradam Saoil. [MAC]

Crosbhealach an Cheoil. (Crossroads Conference). A series of conferences planned to cover
major issues in traditional music. It was initiated
by Cormac Breatnach and Fintan Vallely and was
planned and organised from the beginning by
a committee which also included Liz Doherty,
Hammy Hamilton and Eithne Vallely. Each of
the organisers was then outside of traditional
music's established organisational structures; all
were musicians.1he first event, subtitled 'Tradition
versus Change', was in 1996. The second, on education, was in 2003. A third was planned on music,
Diaspora and style.
Crosbhealach an Cheoil 1996 -Tradition and
Change. Held at the Temple Bar Music Centre in
Dublin, 19-21 April1996, the conference received
the official patronage of President Mary Robinson
and was supported by An Chomhairle Ealafon/
The Arts Council, the Arts Council of Northern
Ireland, the Irish Music Rights Organisation and
music departments in UCD, NUIM, UCC, TCD,
IWMC-UL and QUB. Over the weekend 350
people took part and sessions of music followed
debate on each day with organised music, set
dancing and singing also. In its discussion and
presentations the conference covered:
1. Tradition and change: who we are and the
way we were, sensitivity toward and respect
for the past, innovation and development,
professionalism.
2. Education and organisations: state support,
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the music Diaspora, political identity in music,
gender in music practice, the oral tradition.
3. Commercialisation: history and myths,
music fashions, revival and revitalisation,
commoditisation.
Tony MacMahon and Micheal 6 Suilleabhiin
gave keynote addresses at the opening event
chaired by singer/writer/publisher Robin Morton.
Cathal Goan (Telefis na Gaeilge) chaired the final
open session and Tom Munnelly gave the closing
address.
6 Suilleabhain. His theme was 'Crossroads
or Twin Track?' R aising a series of questions, it
looked at change within traditional music and its
community, cited the bodhran and the music of
Tommy Potts as case studies of change. It identified a process of change as having begun with the
revival in the 1950s, and remarked on Potts' consideration of some of his playing as 'experimental'.
6 Suilleabhain held that traditional music could
not recreate the music of the past masters because
of their different era and mind-set and he introduced the term 'trad-pop' as a final questioning of
traditional music's commercial popularity today.
MacMahon. He perceived a superficiality in
new-found interest in commercial traditional
music. He illustrated in a lengthy audio excerpt
from A River of Sound what he felt was the
remoteness of- in particular 6 Suilleabhain's
- modern interpretation of the music. He introduced the term 'aural carpet' to describe the
large-scale unartistic use and reception of Irish
music, saw commercial music's modern interpretation as 'scrubbed clean' of historic voice to
appeal to ignorant audiences, holding that technically brilliant younger musicians today often
lacked basic feeling. He defended the uncredited
components of traditional music artistry. His view
was that traditional music was being mined for
ideas by commercial music and expressed concern
that future generations would lose 'the way' in the
economic, popular tumult.
other speakers. Forty others - most of them
musicians and singers- addressed the gathering: Pat
Ahern, Fenella Bazin, Margaret Bennett, Georgina
Boyes, Deasun Breathnach, Barry Burgess, Nicholas
Carolan, Sean Corcoran, Matt Cranitch, Catherine
Curran, Martin Dowling, Martin Gaffuey, Paulette
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Gershen, Reg Hall, Willie Hammond, Robbie
Hannan, Janet Harbison, Aine Hensey, Harry
Hughes and Muiris 6 R6chain, Mick Moloney,
Cathy Larson Sky, Caoimhin Mac Aoidh, Riobard
Mac G6rain, Dermot McLaughlin,John Moulden,
Tom Munnelly, Barra 6 Cinneide,Joe O'Donovan,
Maire O'Keeffe, Lillis 6 Laoire, Paschal Preston,
Rina Schiller, Therese Smith, Sally SommersSmith, Seamus Tansey,JanetTopp-Fargion,Joanne
Trew, Rionach Ui 6gain, Desi Wilkinson.
funding. An Chomhairle Ealaion; Arts Council
of Northern Ireland; the Irish Music Rights
Organisation; Arial Slattery (Rathmines); the
British Council.
proceedings. Full resumes and speaker profiles
are published on www.imusic.ie; contributors'
papers are published in the book Crosbhealach an
Cheoif- The Crossroads Conference (1999).

Crosbhealach an Cheoil 2003 - Education and
Traditional Music. Held at the Magee campus of
University of Ulster, 25-27 April2003, this was
organised by an independent committee which
involved several of the organisers of the 1996
conference and all were involved with third-level
traditional music: Colette Moloney, Liz Doherty,
Fin tan Vallely, Therese Smith, Eithne Vallely, Desi
Wilkinson and Paul McGettrick. In its discussion
and presentations the conference covered:
1. The variety of teaching contexts: past to
present, learning from neighbours, parents,
peers, organisations, summer schools, aurality/
orality, travelling musicians, the written note,
recordings, video, digital technology and the
internet- negatives and positives.
2. Goals of teaching in music: artistic and creative
purpose, aesthetics, fl.eadh cheoil standards,
competitions, adjudication, the professional as
role model, contradictions, closed versus open
mind, examinations, grades.
3. Teaching for the future: methodology,
pedagogy, failures, satisfaction, why we teach
music, problems in teaching singing, training
the teachers.
papers. Thirty-six papers and presentations
were offered, some in parallel sessions in two
venues within the college. Ten invited speakers
were among these, in addition to the two keynote

Crowley, Jimmy
speakers. These and the twenty-four others were
chosen to provide the maximum representation
of the experience of teaching traditional musics
today. Keynote addresses were by Philip Bohlman
(University of Chicago, author of The Study of
Folk Music in the Modern World), and Caoimhfn
Mac Aoidh (Donegal, flddle-music teaching
pioneer, author of Between the jigs and the Reefs). A
display of poster presentations offered summations
of activity by private, public and summer schools,
colleges, etc. involved in the music.
par ticipation. Debate was arranged in twelve
thematically-focused sessions, involving thirty-six
papers from Irish and international speakers. Ftfteen
of the papers were from the south of Ireland, six
were from the USA, five from Northern Ireland,
four from Scotland, two from Norway and one each
from Canada, England, the Isle of Man and France.
One hundred and fifty delegates were present on
the opening night and the level of participation
at any moment on the debating days was 90-100.
Delegates came from Ireland, Northern Ireland,
England, Scotland, USA, Sweden, Israel, France
and Canada. They represented academic interests (university and teacher training, postgraduate
research), traditional music (instrumental teaching,
grades, competition, presentation and performance)
and school music teaching. Eight bursaries for
attendance were awarded to students of traditional
musics in Ireland, England and Scotland.
speakers. Alistair Anderson, Margaret Bennett,
-philip Bohlman, Barry Burgess, Frank Claudy,
Sean Corcoran, Mick Coyne, Matt Cranitch,
Pierre Crepillon , Cinzia Curtis, Aihhlin Dillane,
Martin Dowling, Janet Harbison, Caoimhfn
Mac Aoidh, Seamus MacMathUna and Siobhan Ni
Chonaniin, Karen Marshalsay, Anthony McCann,
Marie McCarthy, Paul McGettrick, Mel Mercier,
Jo Miller, Colette Moloney, John Moulden, Tom
Munnelly (in absentia), Bob Newton, Frode
Nyvold,Jimmy O'Brien Moran, Conall 6 Grada,
Muiris 6 R6chain, Stan Reeves, Tess Slominski,
Sally Sommers Smith, Gunnar Stubseid, Barry
Taylor,Johanne Devlin Trew, Eithne Vallely.
music. A concert by twenty-two young musicians and singers from Armagh, Belfast, Tyrone
and Fermanagh, all of them taught music in
modern contexts, was held at the Verbal Arts

Centre, hosted by local traditional singer and BBC
presenter Brian Mullen. This was organised in a
manner which presented for comparative evaluation three major transmission methods: dedicated
teaching in organised classes, local, aural influence
and peer learning and the challenge of professional role models. On each of the conference's
three nights a club-style venue at Sandino's hosted
casual performance of music and song at which
some thirty of the delegates performed.
funding. Awards for All - Arts Council of
Northern Ireland, the British Academy, the Irish
Music Rights Organisation, Dundalk Institute of
Technology, Arts Council of Ireland, Irish Music
Magazine, Brian Bourke, J.B. Vallely, Malachy
Kearns and J oe Mulheron .
publication. A website supported the event and
a detailed programme with titles and summaries of
all papers and biographies of speakers is available.
crossroads dance. The term used to describe social
dancing out of doors on the roadside, an expansive,
public and free space.
See under dance.
Crotty, E lizab eth . (1885-1960). One of Co.
Clare's most renowned concertina players,
Elizabeth Markham was born in 1885 in Cower,
two miles from Cooraclare on the Kilrush Road.
She was the youngest of a large family. Her mother
played fiddle and her older sister concertina. In
1914 'Lizzie' married close neighbour Miko Crotty
and moved from her homeplace at Markham's
Cross to Kilrush. There they ran Crotty's pub in
the square, which became a famous music 'house'.
Mrs Crotty became a household name among
traditional musicians through frequent airing on
Cianin Mac Mathuna's radio programmes in the
1950s- notably for the reels 'Wind that Shakes
the Barley' and 'Reel with the Birl', these played on
her Lachenal concertina. When CCE was formed
in Co. Clare in 1954, Mrs Crotty was elected
president of the first county board and held that
position until her death. She is buried at Shanakyle
cemetery, Kilrush. [MAO, MIT)
C rowley,Jimmy. (1950- ). Singer, songwriter,
bouzouki player. Reared in Castletreasure, Co.
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Cork, his father was a wood machinist, his mother
a weaver. He followed his father into the furniture trade as a cabinetmaker and later a carpenter.
Influenced by local uilleann piper John Harris and
introduced to unaccompanied singing, his visits
to Miltown Malbay and Dun Chaoin, Co. Kerry,
in the late 1960s developed his interest, as did
meeting Willie Clancy, Denis Murphy, Niocl:is
T6ibin, Seamus Ennis and Se:in de h6ra . He
formed a folk group, The Die-hards, with Michael
Harris and Dee McCarthy and, inspired by the
Folk Club at the Group Theatre, Cork, he formed
Stokers Lodge to perform a Cork urban repertoire.
He recorded The Boys ofFairhill, Camphouse Ballads,
Some Things Never Change and ]imi mo Mhile St6r
(for Gael Linn), more recently My Love Is a Tall
Ship (2000). Touring the world after 1977led him
to study his craft and culture and to take an Irish
and Leann Duchais degree at UCC in 1997, write
a ballad opera ('Red Patriots'), edit]immy Crowley's
Irish Songbook (1986) and spend several years as
a columnist with The Examiner newspaper. His
interest in song as a vehicle for the emotions, wit
and ideas has directed much of his work: 'Sex, Sea
and Sedition' (1999) explored post-modern ballad
humour, and his 2009 Captain Mackey's Goatskin
and String Band released 'Soldiers Songs: The Irish
Abroad and Soldiering' in 2009.
Cruinniu. A discursive seminar organised in 2006
by Gl6r (Ennis). It brought together performers,
composers, producers, presenters, promoters and
others working in and around Irish traditional
music. The focus of the event was on the tensions
between being a practitioner and/or a working professional in a global marketplace. This prompted
discussions on issues such as quality of performance,
stagecraft, presentation, marketing, understanding
of technology and awareness of audience trends
and wants. The contributors to Cruinniu included
Katie Verling, Ronan Browne, Gary Shannon, Liz
Doherty, Toner Quinn, Paddy Glackin, Paddy
Moloney, Dermot McLaughlin, Philip King,
Caoimhin 6 Raghallaigh, Paul Flynn, Muiris
6 R6chain, Garry West and Joanie Madden.
Cruinniu na bhFliuit (The Flute Meeting, CF).
A celebration of traditional Irish flute playing,
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run in the west Cork Gaeltacht village of Baile
Bhuirne. Held biennially, CF was initiated in
2006 by Hammy and N6irfn Hamilton, the initial
impetus provided by the lack of focus on the flute
in summer schools and general music events. CF
has three days of classes, lectures, seminars, and
recitals, culminating in a concert by the contributors and invited guests. Student numbers
are restricted to forty, ensuring small classes, and
a scholarship scheme sponsors talented young
players. Attendees are mainly Iri sh, but with
some from the UK and continental Europe, and
a small number from the US, similar to other
schools. Teachers have included T ara Bingham,
Harry Bradley, Paul McGrattan, Jean Michel
Veillon and Catherine McEvoy, with lectures
and seminars given by Hammy Hamilton, Gary
Hastings, Harry Bradshaw, Fintan Vallely and
Mick O'Connor. The organisers- Hammy and
N6irfn Hamilton, Conal 6 Gr:ida and Siobh:in
Ni Laocha- are grant supported by local business,
the Arts Council, Ealain na Gaeltachta and Cork
County Council. [HAH]
cruit. See harp.
cruitire. (lit. 'harper') Harper accompanying the
reacaire as he delivered the words of the old Gaelic
court's file. The separate role survived until all three
functions gradually merged in response to a combination of repression and social change, whereupon
the harper became composer, poet and musician.
See Gaelic Ireland.
crwth. An early form of bowed instrument which
has had its most recent historical association with
Wales.
See under Wales.
Cullinane Archive Collection of Irish Dance
Material, Cork. A private collection started by
John Cullinane in the 1960s. It contains 3,000
items of Irish dance material collected in Ireland ,
England, North America and Australasia and is
the largest such archive in the world. It contains
mixed hard copy and electronic media and has
been the source of six books and some fifty articles
on dance by Cullinane alone. It comprises: 600
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original photographs dating from 1890, eighty
recorded interviews dating from the 1970s; videos;
feis programmes; a collection of early feis medals
and certificates; early documents and manuscripts
from the Irish Dancing Commission, including
minutes and hand-written minute books from the
1930s, as well as unpublished theses. It also has
copies of 400 published articles on Irish dancing
and original copies of all major publications/books
on the subject.
culture. All aspects of any society constitute its
culture. Ireland has many sub-cultures under the
'national' mantle. Two interpretations of 'culture'
are involved in traditional music: 1. beliefs, social
structures and material characteristics which define
continuity in a racial, religious or social group, and
2. enlightenment and standards achievable through
intellectual and aesthetic education: the intellectual
and artistic content of civilisation.
Culture is not absolute, it is learned, and is seen
most clearly when compared to other cultures.
People assess, claim and reject various 'cultural'
artefacts in pursuit of defining their own culture for instance, popular Northern Ireland Protestant/
unionist belief ascribes traditional music as
'Catholic culture' (despite its shared heritage) .
Irish traditional music means most to people on
the island of Ireland and in Irish communities
abroad. Within this, it means most to those who
see themselves as Irish and/or who play it. People
·from abroad identify with the music for a variety of
reasons: some on account of Irish ancestry, others
because of its artistic merits, yet more because they
experience the music as being fundamental and
satisfying, removed from the self-absorbed and
draining complexity of consumer-oriented, massproduced commodity musics. Because of its readily
identifiable 'sound' and its being ideologically bolstered by the prominence given to Irish music (and
to song in particular as a carrier of language) by
the early Gaelic League (the Gaelic Revival) in
the nineteenth century, for most Irish people traditional music, song and dance spring to mind as
prime hallmarks oflrish 'culture'.
Cumann Cheol Tire Eireann. See Folk Music
Society oflreland.

Curran, Murt. (b.1902). Step dancer and dance
teacher. Born at Shambough, New Ross, Co.
Wexford, he began work as a farmhand and learned
Irish through the Mile Bush Sinn Fein Club
around 1919. House dances at weekends introduced him to dance; the lancers and Wexford sets
were the fare, music provided by melodeon and
fiddle. A remarkable figure at 6'2" in size 12 shoes,
his first performance was at a local hurling club
concert. Interned in the Curragh Camp later, he
taught dancing to his comrades and was himself
taught fiddle. He began teaching formally in 1924,
continuing in Crane St. Studios, Liverpool, when
he emigrated in 1926. He danced for Maud Gonne
MacBride at the Irish Hall in Gay St., gave public
exhibitions at the Argyle Theatre Music Hall in
Birkenhead, eventually promoting his own concerts
in church halls with ceili dances four nights a week.
He became involved with Fianna Fail in Liverpool
and returned to settle in Leighlinbridge, Co.
Carlow in 1931 where he continued teaching
dance. He also taught in Cloone parish, Co.
Leitrim and 'danced on radio' with the Cloone
Ceili Band. With the formation of the Irish
Dancing Commission he became an adjudicator
(while working as a labourer in England) and performed at Gaelic League functions. He danced on
RTE television with Kerryman Liam Tarrant on
Bring Down the Lamp and on Ag Dianamh Ceoi!
and later worked as an advertising model. His published memoirs detail an eccentric and lonely life
of interwoven dance, political incident, migration
and travel.
Curry, David. (1899-1971). Violinist, arranger,
conductor. In 1938, Curry, a violinist with the BBC
Northern Ireland Orchestra and a cousin of Charles
Curry (a fiddler and one of the founders of the
Antrim and Derry Country Fiddlers' Association),
was asked to arrange traditional Irish dance tunes
for a section of the orchestra. These were widely
broadcast in NI, on the UK Light Programme
and BBC World Service in an extremely popular
series of programmes called Irish Rhythms. In
1949 the BBC Northern Ireland Orchestra was
re-formed following the Second World War and
Curry, appointed its conductor, continued the
series using full orchestra. For many, this slightly
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stilted example was their first introduction to Irish
music. Some of it can be heard in the BBC Archive
at the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum. David
Curry's Irish Band recorded music in strict tempo
for dancing on 78s published by the Columbia
Company. Some of these were re-issued in the
1970s and as recently as 1990 on LP and cassette,
mainly with the title Irish Rhythms. [)OM ]
Curtin, George. Songwriter, west Cork.
See 6 Tuama, Micheal.
Curtis, P.J. (1944- ). Broadcaster, record producer.
Born in the Burren, Co. Clare in 1944, he has
worked also as writer, music historian and lecturer.
He was involved in the setting up of the Mulligan
label in the mid-1970s (which recorded 1h Bothy
Band), and since then has produced some sixty
albums with such as Maura O'Connell, Scullion,
Freddie White, Mary Black, Dolores Keane, D avy
Spillane, Stockton's Wing, Sean Tyrrell, Arcady
and Altan. A frequent broadcaster on traditional
musics, he has won national awards for his radio
work on RTE Radio 1, BBC NI, C entury Radio
and Lyric FM, and in 1994 wrote Notes from the
H eart- A Celebration of Irish Traditional Music.
Since 2006 he has lectured on Irish music at the
Centre for Irish Studies, NUIG.
custom. Song and music practices are core elements
in traditional custom. They are closely associated
with a number of particular occasions and festivals.
In former times the traditional caoineadh or keen
was observed in Irish-speaking areas in the form of
an extempore lament. Religious so ngs were sung,
generally by older women in a community, often
during Lent and at times of mourning. Other occasions particularly associated with music and song
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include house dances, the American wake, patterns,
fairs, boat races, harvest time and Sunday afternoon
gatherings . Music and song feature in the observance of the traditional calendar and music is essential
to the mumming and wrenboy customs. Changes
in society, including com mercialisation of aspects
of music and the development of academic disciplines such as folkloristics and ethnomusicology,
have arguably contributed towards more formalised
customs in traditional music and song. [RIU]
Custy, Frank. Fiddle. Born Dysart, Co. Clare. A
hurler in his younger years, he trained as a teacher
in Dublin and was introduced to tin whistle by a
pupil, Sean Conway, in 1963. He learned , aided by
colleague Mrs Connolly in Toonagh school and by
Se an Reid, M artin Mullins and Jack Mulkere. He
then taught whistle in his school and began session
and group playing in 1964, which produced the
Dysart Ceili Band . A pioneer, he began teaching
night classes in the Toonagh old school in 1964,
branching further afield to Ennis and Kilfenora.
The Dysart band's popularity and their broadcasts
on Radio Eireann's Ceili H ouse helped form a new
generation of players. He succeeded in establishing
classes in Ennis VEC in 1969 and was involved
with the award-winning St Flannan's College Ceili
Band. A committed teacher, he has also been one
of CCE's strongest activists in the revival of music
in Co. Clare, fo unding its Toonagh branch in 1966
and starting the Bi Linn project with the GAAthis providing playing and dancing occasion for
young muslCJans.
cut. A key form of ornamentation of melody
which involves separa ting two like note s by
momentarily playing a higher note.
See under ornamentation.

D
Dal gCais. Subtitled 'Clare: its People and Culture',
this substantial magazine was first published in
1972 under editor Harry Hughes of Miltown
Malbay. Modelled on The Capuchin Annual, it drew
somewhat on Treoir's interview format and the
analytical rigour of Ceol, addressing the local and
national spheres of traditional music. It was started
through private subscription and advertising, and
set out to stimulate a positive appreciation of the
past through its writings. To this end, contributions concentrated on local music, history, folklore,
culture, politics, wildlife, archaeology and biography, with occasional creative writing in the form
of essays and poems. Traditional music, song and
dance have been featured to some extent in every
issue but more prominently from no. 3 onwards.
In later issues much of this type of material was
drawn from the annual Scoil Samhraidh Willie
Clancy. The bulk of articles were initially sourced
locally but, as the journal's profile heightened, contributions from all parts of the country made up
an increasing portion of each issue. The journal
is heavily illustrated with both line drawings and
photographs, many of which are of traditional
musicians. Eleven volumes of Dal gCais have been
published. [GLC]
D aly, Gregory. (1952- ). Flute player and
researcher. Born at Lifford, Co. Donegal, he
learned music from an older generation of musicians from the Leitrim/south Sligo area, such as
Packie Duignan, Brian McGovern, Peter Horan,
Jim Donoghue, Fred Finn, Jackie Coleman and
Sonny McDonagh. In London in the 1970s he
came in contact with musicians as diverse as Brian
Rooney, Bobby Casey, Dermot Grogan and John
Carry. Returning to live in south Sligo in 1990
he began work as an archivist with the Coleman
Heritage Centre, Gurteen, where he has done
much research on the music of the region and
has written and lectured on the subject. In 2003
he made a film documentary on Peter Horan
and the music of the south Sligo area, and in
2008 another on traditional music in general for

a new exhibition at the Coleman Centre. He has
also produced a number of ens, including Brian
Rooney's The Goc(fother (1999). Others were done
for the Coleman Centre: Archive Music from the
Coleman Centre Vol. 1 (2000), Balfymote to Brookfyn,
selections from Paddy Kifforan and}ames Morrison
(2002), Michael Coleman - The Enduring Magic
(2004), Coleman Centre Archive Vol. 2 (2005), As
vve Got Them, a selection offlute andfiddle musicfrom
South Sligo (2005), Two Sligo Masters, John Vesey
and Eddie Cahill (2006 ), Dermot Grogan, a selection
ofhis music (2009).

Daly,Jackie. (1945- ). Accordion, concertina,
born at Kanturk, Co. Cork. His mother sang and
his father played melodeon, mostly polkas and
waltzes, and only at weekends. At the age of seven
Jackie began to play harmonica and tin whistle,
then melodeon, learning his father's repertoire.
At the Sunday evening platform dances held at
Knocknacolan crossroads - run by dancer Bill
Sullivan- he heard accordion player Pat Cashman,
and fiddlers Sean Lynch and Jim Keefe. From
Ballydesmond, and a former pupil of Padraig
O'Keeffe, the latter taught Jackie tunes and eventually he joined the players. Working in Holland
took him out of music c.1968-73, but back playing
for a year he won the All-Ireland on accordion in
1974. Playing then with fiddler Seamus Creagh,
their 1977 Jackie Dafy agus Seamus Creagh became
one of the most influential recordings in the music
of the 1970s: Daly's style in particular was experienced as radical and fresh. The Sliabh Luachra
style's popularity outside its own area owes much
to this duet. An exemplar of the 'press and draw'
C# ID accordion style, his repertoire is rooted in
the nearby Newmarket area of Co. Cork, with
slides and polkas dedicated to local, known players.
He has been cen tral to many of the most highly
regarded groups in Irish music- De Dannan, Reel
Union, Kinvara, Patrick Street, Buttons and Bows,
and Arcady, recording on four albums with De
Dannan, six with Patrick Street, three with the
Maguire brothers in Buttons and Bows, and one
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with Arcady. He has composed several hmes, and
has two solo albums,]ackie Daly (1977, 1989), and
Many's the Wild Night (1995). He has also recorded
duet albums with fiddle players Seamus Creagh
and Kevin Burke. [MAO]

Damhscoil, An. A poetic assembly, in former
times seen largely as a forum for examining
concepts of cultural unity. Originally associated
with a formal poetic tradition in Irish, it arose from
Comhdhail Dhroim Ceat in Derry in the sixth
century, where discussions took place on the shared
traditions and cultural unity between Ireland,
Scotland and the Isle of Man, with an emphasis
on aesthetics and language. For centuries the
Damhscoil was dependent on the patronage of the
taoiseach (native Irish leader). When the system of
the bardic tradition and patronage came to an end,
so did the Damhscoil. By the seventeenth century,
the old order in Ireland had all but disappeared.
13ardic poetry survived longer in Munster than
in other areas and poetry courts were held. Poets
such as Eoghan Rua 6 Suilleabhain and Aogan
6 Rathaile were among those who continued the
tradition of poetic composition. Much of their
material was passed on orally and a great deal of
folklore survives relating to their lives and compositions. A revival of the Damhscoil has taken
place in a number of areas. Damhscoil Mhuscrai
in Co. Cork, established in 1924 with an emphasis
on poetry, echoes some of the activity of the earlier
Damhscoil and of the bardic court. [RIU]
See Gaelic Ireland; Cork.

dance. The history of this is intimately bound
up with the development of instrumental music,
and Ireland shares a common dance evolution
with Europe, variously affected by migration and
conquest.
history in Europe. It is likely that dance evolved
before or independently of music as we know it
today. The human body rhythms of heartbeat and
breathing are echoed in the basic components of
western dance: a metrical beat mimics the pulse,
the upper body responds to melodic phrases with
'the free-flowing arc of[the] breathing'(BQ1976).
Within historical time the melodic phrase has been
the basis of European dance, not percussive beat.
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The earliest social dances were circular and linear
chain dances, these dating to 1400-1200 BC Crete;
of these the 'ring' dances - which used a sacred
tree or stone as central focu s - are most likely the
oldest. By the middle ages, the chain dance was
called the carole, this in two forms: linear dance
called forandole, associated with the Mediterranean,
which produced dance 'figures', and ring dances
called branle, typically in northern climes.
farandole. In early forms of dance the music
was sung by the participants in simple, compound
double or triple time, with a reg ular pulse.
Performed outdoors, the dance pattern at its most
rudimentary was indiscriminate, taking a labyrinthine course (as in 'leading a fine dance'). Out of
this developed the use of highly symbolic 'arched'
figures with raised hands under which dancers
passed: 'threading the needle', '/'Escargot and 'the
arches' (all figures represented in contemporary
European traditional and folk dances). These fell
out of popularity in the fifteenth-century courts
either because high head-dresses and pointed
hats became fashionable, or for religious reasons,
but remained popular in rural entertainment. The
dance then became known as hey (hay, heye or
haye) with a changing of the dancers' location in
relation to each other. This pattern is reflected in
part of the 'eightsome reel' or lancers.
bran/e. (French: bran/er- to sway; English braul, brawl). These were performed in an arc or
circle, central to them was rhythm, the branle double
relating to the eight-bar phrase, the ballad metre,
while the branle simple corresponds to a six-bar
phrase. These and other branles became the basis
of French folk dance by the sixteenth century and
exhibited many regional variations.
couple dances. All this dance was, however, 'in
line'. Couple dancing possibly arose first in twelfthcentury Provence, either as a break-up of the line
into pairs in procession, and/or in response to the
'courtly-love' concept in the song of the period's
troubadours. By the fourteenth century, couple
dance had become the norm in northern Italy
(and up to the late eighteenth century important
upper-class dance was done in couples with other
dancers looking on). This is known as estampie, a
transitional form which gave structure to dance a beginning, middle and conclusion - but it also
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broke up the chain of community which earlier
forms exercised. From this, 'court dance' emerged,
as distinct from 'folk dance'. Those who had the
leisure time to consider the arts of relaxation were
more likely to be at court, and so it was there that
development in dance took place. In fifteenth-century northern Italy, the facility of smooth floors
in palaces had prompted the development of riseand-fall footwork, a feature of many later dances
up to modern times. The addition of heels to shoes
in the mid-seventeenth century had other effects,
as had the French court fashion of walking with
the toes turned out after the seventeenth century.
gro up dances . Louis XIV's centralised court
system during the seventeenth century kept an
eye on courtiers through social pursuits like dance.
He appointed dancing masters to develop a series
of organised social/spatial dances; these drew on
folk dance for inspiration and so developed the
minuet. In this period English court balls involved
French branles as well as English country dances
(the latter spreading to France as the corruption
contredanse and revived in the US in the 1980s as
'contra-dance'). French cotilfions- a 'square' dance
for four couples - moved to England, to America
and to Ireland, as did the later quadriffes ('sets').
English country dance revived under Henry VIII
and Elizabeth I in England; it is reputed to have
been brought to France by the exiled Charles II.
On his return in 1660 he brought back French
dance. Mary Qyeen of Scots is said to have brought
French court dance to Scotland in 1561 but there
were of course other traders and travellers. [BQ]
Ireland. Haye, rinnce fada, and rinnce mdr are
the three names used to refer to dance in old literature: haye was a chain dance, rinnce fada had
movements similar to English country dance (it
is recorded as having been performed to welcome
James I on his arrival at K.insale in 1689), rinn ce
mdr, or trenchmore, was a 'long dance' (noted by
Playford in 1651). In 1265 a poem on New Ross's
fortifications talks of 'carolling' (probably dancing
to singing), and in 1413 dancing is described
in relation to a Christmas visit by the mayor of
Waterford to the O'Driscoll seat at Baltimore, Co.
Cork (Breathnach, 1977). The first reference to
dance in the Irish language is 1588, when Tom:is
Dubh, tenth Earl of Ormond, talks of 'raingce

timcheall teinne ag buidhin tseinbmhir treinneartmhuir' (a dance around fires by a slender, swift,
vigorous company) . Of the Irish words for dance,
'rinnce' first appears in 1609 and 'damhsa' ten years
later. Descrip tions of music and dance together
come from 1602 at the court of Elizabeth I:
'We are at frolic here in court; much dancing in
the privy chamber of Country dances before the
queen's Majesty, who is exceedingly pleased therewith. Irish tunes are at this time much liked.'
country dance. This was the name given to the
fashionable dances done by leisured classes in the
English court, by those who had time to develop
choreographies. 'Withie' and 'sword' dances are
recorded from 1669. But the common people in
Ireland are more likely to have been dancing more
free-form, simple dance, to fiddle and pipes. In
1670 Richard Head reports: 'Th eir Sunday is the
most leisure day they have, in which they use all
manner of sport; in every field a fiddle and the
lasses footing it till they are all of a foam.' Jew's
harp (or trump) were also used to make the music.
In 1674 John Dunton reports at a wedding: 'a
bagpiper and a blind harper that dinned us continually with their music, to which there was
perpetual dancing' (MacLysaght, 1950).
occasions. The 'cake dance', for couples, is mentioned in 1682 and continued into the last century,
but as well as courting and recreation, dance also
had important social ritual functions, these exercised by forms of group dances derived from
ancient chain and ring dances, similar to those in
other parts of Europe. Rinnce facia is described
as being performed on May eve and other occasions of celebration. Dancing was seasonal and
ritual: associated with important times of the year
(Bealtaine, Lughnasa, Samhain, Imbolg) and with
rites oflife (births, weddings, wakes). That Arthur
Young in 1780 could report 'dancing is universal
among the poor' suggests a bustling socialisation
in a growing population which entertained itself.
Breathnach (1983) and Brennan (1999) document
the history, detail and process of this early dance
activity, yet conclusions about pre-seventeenthcentury dance in Ireland are speculative. But even
though O 'Curry notes that there is no Irish word
for 'dance' (because the documentary evidence of
dance is from the seventeenth century on), and
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because of its popularity elsewhere, as depicted by
painters like Peter Breughel in sixteenth-century
Holland (where dancing to bagpipes is seen at
weddings), it is reasonable to assume that it was
practised similarly in Ireland.
Irish dance forms. For descriptive purposes in
this book, dance is broken down into two distinct
sub-groups: 1. display dance and 2. social dance.
Although social dance has the older history, since
the metres and steps are shared with display dance,
this will be dealt with first.
1. display dance. A spectator and/or competitive practice, this might also be called 'art' dance,
since the objective is for the dancer to perform
designed, learned, detailed articulated footwork.
There are three forms of it, distinguished by particular contexts, categorisations, stylistic features
and aesthetics:
i. step dance (so-called 'Irish dance' or 'Irish step

A dancer busks among Irish emigrants as they arrive on
the quay in Sydney, Australia, 1866 [P. O'Farrell, 1987]
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dance', taught, and as in Riverdance, performed
in costumes). In Northern Ireland it may also
be called 'festival' dance. It includes 'show' or
'b ig-stage' and professional dance;
11. 'old style' step dance (taught, and without
costumes) and, related to this, a free-style
form, typically referred to as 'sean-n6s' dance.
These forms will be dealt with individually in due
course. Display dance functions primarily as an
expressive and satisfYing art form, either for an
individual or group, and demands training and
rehearsal; it is danced as an art, rather in the way
in which musicians play for their own or listeners'
satisfaction. However, the steps learned in any of
these forms can be used in any kind oflrish social
dance.
The primary solo Irish step dance types are the
reel, jig and hornpipe. Other dance types include
the treble reel, slip jig, single jig, light jig and the
solo set dances which are specific dances choreographed to specific pieces of music. With the
exception of the solo set dances, all the above mentioned Irish dances are choreographed to tunes
within the reel, jig and hornpipe categories. The
treble reel, jig, hornpipe and solo set dances are
performed with hard shoes enhancing the percussive nature of these dances, while the reel, slip jig,
single jig, and light jig are danced with soft shoes
(pumps), emphasising the graceful, airborne ethos
of these dances. [EDl ]
dance metres. These are typically of the same
name as the kind of tune they are danced to, as
the tune-types originally took their type-name
from the dances. Time signatures: reel 4/4; jig:
1. double jig 6/8, 2. light jig 6/8, 3. single jig 6/8
or 12/8, 4. slip jig 9/8, 5. slide 12/8; hornpipe 4/ 4;
polka 2/4; barn dance 4/4.
reel. This dance is performed either solo or in
a group. It is danced to tune types of the same
name (reels) in 4/4 time.1hey are believed to have
been played in Ireland for the first time in the late
1700s. Reels are danced solo by both male and
female dancers in competitive contexts of step
dance, exhibitions, and as a vernacular form. They
are danced with either hard shoes for a percussive
rhythmic sound or soft shoes to display lightness
and gracefulness. Male and female dancers perform
hard-shoe reels; these are commonly named treble
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reels. Reels are also danced percussively in a closeto-the-floor style in places such as north Kerry
and Connemara; this style is named sean-nos or
'old style'.lt is predominantly female step dancers,
wearing soft shoes, who dance soft reels. Within
step-dance teaching and performance, reel steps
are generally structured within eight bars of reel
music and each step is choreographed and performed commencing with the right foot followed
immediately by a repeat of the whole step commencing with the left foot (total sixteen bars). A
reel performance will consist of a sequence of these
step dances. Reels are also danced as group dances
in: 1. the competitive contexts of step dance: in
ceili dances, invention dances and figure dances;
2. exhibition contexts: abstract figure dances, invention dances, set dances (quadrilles) and stage-show
choreographies; 3. social contexts: sets (quadrilles)
and ceili dances.
j ig. A dance performed either solo or in a
group; it has many variants- double, light, single,
slip/hop.
double jig: This is generally a solo percussive,
hard-shoe step dance performed by both males and
females in competitive and exhibition contexts to
jig tunes in 6/8 time. These tunes are structured in
two eight-bar sections, each section repeated twice
(AABB).The characteristic pattern of the double
jig is two groups of three quavers. Generally a jig
step is structured within eight bars of music and
each step is choreographed and performed commencing with the right foot followed immediately
by a repeat of the whole step commencing with the
left foot (total sixteen bars). A double jig performance will consist of a sequence of these step dances.
The jig has generally a lively tempo but the speed
is reduced for advanced competitive step dancers
to display the virtuosity of their footwork. The
double jig is also associated with solo set dances
- traditional and contemporary. Solo set dances
are musically irregular in structure and specific
dances are choreographed to fit these structures.
Traditional solo jig set dances include 'St Patrick's
Day' and 'The Three Sea Captains'. Contemporary
solo set dances include 'Planxty Drury' and 'The
Hurling Boys'.
light jig. A solo light-shoe step dance performed by both males and females in competitive,

exhibition and social contexts to jig tunes in 6/8
time. The tempo of the light jig is lively and, similarly to the double jig, a light jig step is structured
within eight bars of the accompanying music and is
repeated to the opposite side (total sixteen bars).
single jig. A specific solo light-shoe step dance
performed by predominantly females to single
jig tunes in 6/8 time or 12/8 time. Musically, this
can be similar to a slide and is danced in some set
dances (quadrilles). The single jig differs from the
double jig in that its characteristic rhythmic pattern
is a crotchet followed by a quaver in lieu of the
three-quaver pattern of the double jig. Likewise,
a single jig step is structured within eight bars of
the accompanying music and is repeated to the
opposite side.
slip jig (or hop j ig). This is different from the
other jig dances. It is a light-shoe step dance performed today predominantly by female step dancers
in competitions, exhibitions or stage-show choreographies to slip jig tunes in 9/8 time. Similarly
to the other jig types, the slip jig step is structured
within eight bars of the accompanying music and
each step is choreographed and performed commencing with the right foot followed immediately
by a repeat of the whole step commencing with
the left foot (total sixteen bars). Unlike the other
jig types, musically the slip jig is in single form; its
two-part, eight-bar music structure is not repeated.
Its characteristic rhythmic pattern is three groups
of three quavers. It is often referred to as 'the queen
of step dances' to indicate the required gracefulness
of the dance. Historically, however, the slip jig was
also a couples dance performed by both male and
female dancers.
Lively jig music is also used for group dances,
such as ceili dances, figure dances, invention dances
and stage-show choreographies. Soft shoes or hard
shoes may be worn for these.
hornpipe. A dance performed either solo or in
a group. Historically, the hornpipe was introduced
to Ireland at the end of the eighteenth century via
England, where it was performed by professional
dancers between acts in plays; the hornpipe also
has maritime associations . In Ireland the hornpipe
was developed by dancing masters as an exhibitionistic, solo, percussive step-dance genre. The
hornpipe is danced to tune types of the same name
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in 4/4 time with a characteristic dotted rhythm
and with accents occurring on beats one and three.
It is danced in competitive step-dance contexts,
exhibitions, social contexts and commercial stage
shows. As a solo percussive step dance, it is performed today by both male and female dancers;
historically it was predominantly associated with
male dancers. Exceptions include step dancers in
north Kerry, where both male and female step
dancers performed hornpipes (see Foley, 1988) and
Cork city, where in the 1920s women commenced
performing hornpipe percussive solo dances. In its
solo format, the hornpipe is generally performed
to lively hornpipe music, but a reduced tempo is
also required for competitive step dancers who
wish to illustrate their virtuosity of footwork.
Hornpipe step dances are generally structured
within eight bars of music and each step is choreographed and performed commencing with the
right foot, followed immediately by a repeat of the
whole step commencing with the left foot (total
sixteen bars). A hornpipe performance will consist
of a sequence of these step dances. There are also
hornpipe solo set dances, traditional and contemporary. Solo set dances are musically irregular in
structure and specific dances are choreographed
to fit these structures. Traditional hornpipe solo
set dances include 'The Blackbird', 'An Suisin
Ban' ('The White Blanket') and 'The Garden of
Daisies'; contemporary solo hornpipe set dances
include 'Kilkenny Races' and 'Bonaparte's Retreat'.
Hornpipes are also danced in groups, particularly
in some set dances (quadrilles), at exhibitions and
in stage-show choreographies. [CAF]
i. step dance. A precise technical, rhythmic, performance genre danced by either male or female,
with kinesthetic activity occurring predominantly
in leg movements. Such 'Irish step dance', as a
display or 'art' form, is distinguished from the
related forms of so-called 'old style step dance' and
'sean-n6s' dance. It may be performed either solo
or in a group.
nature. Although similar movements and
motifs may overlap between the different dance
types within step dance, certain movements will
be specific to particular types. Each step dance
consists of an eight-bar choreographic structure
which is symmetrically repeated for another eight
184

'School' dancers at Milwaukee Irish Fest, 2000

bars of the music. Thus a complete performance
of a step takes sixteen bars. A dance performance consists of a number of these choreographed
step dances performed sequentially, which may
be commenced and concluded with a specifically
choreographed lead step.
history. References to Irish step dance date back
to the closing decades of the eighteenth century.
Arthur Young, in his Tour ofIreland 1776-79, is the
first to mention the existence of dancing masters.
These dancing masters travelled around rural
regions oflreland teaching step dance and other
contemporary social dances such as the minuets,
country dances, cotillions, and later sets (quadrilles)
to the agricultural community. From references to
step dance we find that the performance practice
was one which was earthy in style, confined to
personal space, and dominated by men. References
to performances on half doors, flagstones, and tops
of barrels are evidence of this confinement of space.
Indeed it was an aesthetic value that step dancers
have the ability to perform within a confined space,
thus requiring a neat performance directly under
the dancer's centre of weight.
contexts. The performance of step dance, like
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group dance, up to the early decades of the twentieth century would have taken place at house dances,
weddings, fairs, roadside gatherings and patterns,
on pilgrimage days, feast days and holy days. From
the 1920s, step dance schools emerged in the cities
and larger towns oflreland. Dance competitions
gradually became the primary context for the performance and assessment of step dance. The age
group of performers fell to include children from
five to young adulthood. Also, a gender shift in
performers, female dancers predominating, affected
the development of Irish step dance choreography and performance. Further, in lieu of the prior
confined spatial movements, larger stage platforms
required a greater use of space, a factor which contributed also to choreographic choices.
dance organisations. These include the teaching
and standards-based bodies and exploratory, innovatory and practice-based associations. Irish step/
display dance is more highly organised than social
dance. Its major organisations in Ireland - with
international remit - are An Coimisiun le Rind
Gaelacha (CLRG), the biggest (with a monopoly
on numbers of step dancers and registered teachers
world wide), and Comhdhail Muinteoiri Na Rind
Gaelacha (CMRG). There are other small associations, including CRN (Cumainn Rince Naisiunta)
and FDTA (Festival Dance Teachers' Association),
which act independently from either of the larger
organisations. The exploratory, innovatory associations are Dance Research Forum Ireland an d
Trath na gCos. International bodies affiliated to
CLRG are AIDA (Australia), RTME (Europe),
TIDANZ (New Zealand), IDTANA (USA), and
NAFC (USA).
dance qualifica tions. In Irish 'step' or 'display'
dance there are a range of levels possible, most
related to the grades within the umbrella organisations (CLRG or CMRG). Above that there are
examined awards for teachers - the TCRG - and
for adjudicators- the ADCRG, both of which
titles are shared by both sponsoring bodies. CLRG
also offers a qualification in ceili (social dance)
teaching, the TMRF. [EDI]
Coimisiun le RincfGaelacha (1he Irish Dancing
Commission, CLRG). Under the auspices of the
Gaelic League, this is the primary organisation for
Irish step dance. Since its emergence in 1929 An

Coimisiun centrally controls Irish step dance and
Irish step-dance competitions on a global basis.
Irish step dance is taught by teachers registered
with the organisation, and only those step dancers
registered with these teachers may compete in
CLRG's network of competitions. Competitions
are organised on a local, regional, national and
international basis, and in turn are organised
according to dance type, dance competence, age
group and gender. Currently, registered teachers
exist in Ireland, England, Scotland, Wales, the
USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and Mrica.
Competition is both the primary step dance event
and the main motivating factor in Irish step
dance.
regulation. Step dancers, teachers and adjudicators are required to follow the rulings of the
CLRG both in the classroom and in competition . Concerning the latter, the rulings are explicit
regarding registration of competitions, syllabuses
of competitions, grades, adjudication, prizes and
musical accompaniment. For instance, registered
competitions must be adjudicated only by current
registered adjudicators with the CLRG. Also,
for registered competitions, organisers 'must not
without the prior consent of the Regional Dancing
Authority use a record-player or tape recorder to
provide musical accompaniment for competitors'.
music. Experienced musicians capable of
playing the required accompaniment for every
competition to the satisfaction of the adj udicator is the requirement. Indeed, when required
the CLRG may issue guideli nes relating to issues
such as music speeds, fees payable for registration
of competitions, the level of difficulty of steps in
lower-grade competitions, types of steps not permitted in any grade or dance, and footwear and
types of costume and ornamentation permitted or
forbidden. In these registered step-dance competitions the rulings of the CLRG are paramount. The
repertoire in Irish step dance is determined largely
by competition requirements and standards.
ceilf dances. Since those team or ceili dances
in Ar Rinncidhe F6irne (the official text book of
the CLRG) are the only permissible dances in the
ceili dance competitions, these dances make up a
large part of the group dance repertoires in the
schools. Ceili dances other than those in the official
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book are inadmissible in competition, thus effectively marginalising some regional dances while
institutionalising those selected in Ar Rinncidhe
F6irne . However, within the World Dancing
Championships, the dance drama competition
allows for choreography outside the prescribed
text-book dances. It is a requirement that these
choreographies especially created for the competition represent some aspect oflrish culture.
solo. Within the solo dance competitions, the
constantly developing repertoire combines familiar,
traditional movements with more innovative ones.
It is the creative balance of these two factors tradition and innovation - which allows for the
gradual development of this art form . The 'step'
within these genres is the basic dance choreography: a choreography which consists generally of
eight bars. Although similar motifs and elements
may be found in all step dances of a particular
genre, no two step dances are the same. It is the
unique creative combination of motifs within
a step dance, both visual and auditory, which
differentiates it from other step dances in the reperto ire. Each teacher choreographs his/ her own
step dances. Thus the repertoire within particular
dance genres constantly, but subtly, changes and
develops over time.
awards. Being placed high in competition
awards recognition to the dancer, the school of
dance, the country of the dancer, and the technical movements within the dance. The actual prizes
come in the form of cups, shields, belts, plaques,
statuettes or medals. Although no ruling regarding clothing is specifically stated, the concept of a
school costume and a solo costume per dancer is
the norm. Hand-in-hand with the technical development in step dance is a gradual development
in dance clothing and footwear as dancers and
teachers alike look for different ways of expressing themselves both visually and/or percussively.
[CAF)

competitions. These vary very much in size, but
the basic structure is extremely similar in all countries. Dancing competitions are referred to as feis
(pl. feiseanna) and larger, more prestigious events
as Oireachtas. Competitions can vary from small
local events lasting a few hours to the All-Ireland
Championship/Oireachtas lasting 110 hours over
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six days and the World Championships/Oireachtas
lasting eight days. Competitions are held in: solo
reels, light jigs, single jigs, hop or slip jigs, heavy
jigs, hornpipes, solo set dances, couple or two-hand
dances, three-hand dances, ceili or figure dances,
newly composed figure dances, dance drama/
choreography.
age and gender. The majority of competitions
are for teenagers but range from under-five years
to 'adult competitions' with no upper age limit.
The latter, very popular in America, are confined
to those who commenced dancing as adults. A
large majority of competitors are females. Males
and females usually compete within their gender
except at major events where separate solo championships are held, and ceili and figure competitions
are divided into mixed (male and females on the
same team) and unmixed.
numbers. Individual competitions vary in size
from two or three to over 200 competitors in solo
competitions and up to sixty ceilf teams with some
500 competitors. A single competition can take
up to six hours to complete. Non-championship
competitions are usually for a single dance. Solo
championships consist of two or three dances
including one light and one or two heavy dances,
of which one is usually a solo se t dance piece.
Solo dancers may perform two or three (but not
more) pieces at a time, usually to prescribed metronomic speeds. Solo set dances, due to preference
for different speeds, are performed individually.
Non-championship events may utilise a single
judge but championships mu st have a minimum
of three judges (or as many as seven at the W orld
Championships).'Ih: team of three to seven judges
may judge either a single dance or all dances in the
championship. The final result is achieved by each
judge awarding points (first 100 points, second 75
points, third 65 points, etc.), eliminating discrepancies between marking standards by different judges.
Competitions are usually divided into three or four
categories. Terminology varies geographically but
they approximately correspond to: beginner, nonprize winner or novice, and open or championship
level (bun grad, mean grad, ard grad) .
feiseanna. These events with Irish dancing competitions were instigated in 1898. The All-Ireland
Dancing Championships were first organised by
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the Irish Dancing Commission in 1933 and have
been held annually since. Other major, prestigious
events include the Great Britain Championships,
British Nationals, Australian Championships and
North American Championships. The latter have
been held annually since 1969 in a different city in
North America on the 4th of}uly weekend. They
run for three days, utilising four different halls in
the same hotel, and attract some 2,500 dancers
from various countries. The World Championships
were instigated in 1969. They are held annually
in Ireland and attract around 2,000 competitors.
Entries are strictly limited. Dancers must qualifY at
their own regional Oireachtas in the four provinces
in Ireland and at other major designated qualifYing
Oireachtaisi in England, Scotland, Wales, Canada,
USA, Australia and New Zealand. Regardless of
the location, the prerequisites for qualification to
the 'Worlds' are strictly legislated for and numbers
of qualifiers are rigidly controlled in an effort to
contain the event.
registration. The Irish Dancing Commission
(ID C), established by the Gaelic League in 1929,
produces an annual register of qualified ceili dance
teachers (TMRF), ceili and step dancing teachers
(TCRG) and adjudicators (ADCRG) . Since 1943
qualifications have been obtained by examinations, held at varying intervals in Ireland, England,
Scotland, Australia, New Zealand and North
America. The TCRG exam consists of: written
examination of thirty ceili dances published in Ar
Rinncidhe Foirne; practical teaching of solo step
dancing and ceili dancing; execution of a variety
of solo dances; music test on identification of solo
dances and set dances by name, time signature and
bar structure. ADCRG candidates must be qualified teachers and undergo an additional judging
session and oral interview. Once qualified, teachers
and adjudicators pay an annual fee, register with
and agree to abide by the rules of the IDC.
exam ina tions. The IDC commenced registration in 1933 with thirty-two teachers and
twenty-seven adjudicators in Ireland only. Prior to
1943 qualification was by achievement in competition; the IDC introduced an examination system
in Ireland in that year. The first exams held in
America were in 196 7, in England and Australia in
1969, and in New Zealand in 1973. Subsequently

the IDC changed from a national to an international body.
teachers. In 1997 the IDC registered some
1,200 teachers and 367 adjudicators; 370 teachers
and 110 adjudicators were from North America.
By 2010 North America had 502 teachers and 152
adjudicators who covered 41 different US states. In
1997 participation in Irish dance outside Ireland,
Britain, the USA and Australia came only from
Holland, Germany, Belgium, Brazil, South America
and Kenya. By 2010 the increasing globalisation
of Irish dancing could be seen in the development of performance groups and teaching in Italy,
Switzerland, Norway, France, Hungary, Czech
Republic, Slovakia, Austria, Poland, Denmark,
Argentina, United Arab Emirates, Taiwan, Japan,
Singapore, Mexico, Russia and Chile. Teachers
reside as far south as Invercargill, South Island,
New Zealand and as far north as Fort McMurray
in Alberta and Fort St John in British Columbia.
Dance teachers' associations have existed in Cork
since 1895 and Dublin since 1925, and they
registered teachers prior to 1933. Since 1969 a
separate teachers' organisation, An Comhdhail,
also organises examinations and conducts registration. Its activities, however, are largely confined
to Ireland, England and Scotland. The IDC and
An Comhdhail co-operate with each other and
recognise each other's qualifications. [JOC)
dance schools. The largest dance schools in
Irish music are concerned with 'display' or choreographed step dance. These schools cover both
individual dance (which suits the exceptionally
talented) and group dances; all learn the fundamental footwork. The group dances practised
are traditional in ethos, or by association, but are
essentially modern choreographies applied to older
forms. The types engaged with are traditional set
dances (as opposed to set dancing or quadrilles),
ceili dances and contemporary set dances. The
traditional set dances are done to a set piece of
music which has particular, defined dance steps.
The limited number of these include 'St Patrick's
Day', 'The Humours ofBandon', 'The Garden of
Daisies', 'The Job of J ourneywork', 'The White
Blanket' and 'The Blackbird'. The ceili dances are
from the social dance repertoire, and take 'processional', 'long', 'square' and 'round' forms.1hey
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include 'The Walls of Limerick', 'The Waves of
Tory', 'The Humours of Bandon' and 'SixteenHand Reel'. Contemporary set-dances are 'dances
to a specific set piece of music, but without a
specific set of dance steps'. Dance teachers may
organise highly technical 'variety-packs' or mixedtime musics with rigid beat and minimal emotional
diversion, and choreograph their own set of dance
steps. Among these forms some older dancemaster pieces are danced, such as 'The Blackthorn
Stick', 'The Hurling Boys', 'The Kilkenny Races',
'The Blue Eyed Rascal', 'King of the Fairies' and
'Planxty Davis'. The kinds of choreographies and
music-mix in such as Riverdance and Lord of the
Dance are complex, sophisticated developments
from this kind of practice.
Festival Dancing. Competitive Irish step
dancing in Northern Ireland has an additional structure of competitions and classes
which are under the auspices of the British and
International Federation of Festivals for Music,
Dance and Speech and/or FDTA (the Festival
Dance Teachers' Association). The Federation was
established in 1921, having evolved from another
organisation called the Association of Competition
Festivals, established in 1904. The Festival Dance
Teachers' Association was established in 1971 and
its first FDTA Festival took place in Ballymena
in 1972. Festival dancing was influenced by
Patricia Mulholland, and it represents a unique
Irish step-dance aesthetic with a strong dialectical relationship with music, expressive features and
observable artistic influences from areas such as
ballet. The dance is researched by Una Scullion in
her 2003 UL MA dissertation 'Musical Bodies:
The Art of Expression in the Festival Tradition of
Irish Step Dance'. [CAF]
dance costumes. Associated with formal, display
step dancing, these evolved from the desire to wear
a distinctive Irish dress, an idea that had some
vogue at the turn of the twentieth century under
the influence of the 'Celtic Revival' .1he wearing of
Irish costume was encouraged as one manifestation
of the growing spirit of national consciousness. At
the height of this, 'Irish costume' might be worn
on special occasions - such as the Gaelic League's
annual Oireachtas exhibitions. Alongside the new
interest in national costume, Irish dancing was also
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Margaret Conneely of the McBride School of Dancing,
Galway, in a costume featuring a box pleat and Celtic
motifs [MAR]

being revived, and soon it became cu stomary to
wear distinctively Irish costumes for dancing in
competition. Such costumes were devised from
knowledge gained from archaeological, philological and antiquarian research. One source was
Eugene O'Curry's Mann ers and Customs of the
Ancient Irish, which included descriptions of the
'leine' (a sleeveless, tunic-style linen garment) and
the 'brat' (cloak) worn in early Christian Ireland.
And so, from the turn of the twentieth century,
many female dancers have worn costumes derived
from these. In support oflrish industry, such early
dancing costumes were made in Irish fabrics wool, linen, poplin and bainin (homespun, woven
woolen cloth).
colour;. Favoured colours were green, white and
saffron. Celtic- or 'Kells' -style hand embroidery
next became a feature of such dancing costumes,
as did Irish lace collars and cuffs. Over the years,
pleated and circular flare-style dresses have been
popular, and in the first half of the twentieth
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century female dancers in some areas of Ireland
wore kilts. Rural dress of the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries -which had much claim to
be an Irish national costume - had some influence on the development of dancing costume,
but not as much as might have been expected.
Nationalist-minded people did not necessarily
want to be associated with presentations of rural
dress which were, even then, often regarded as
being too 'stage Irish'. Costumes currently appear
in many colours, including black, red, purple, green,
blue and white.
style. Dresses with a 'box' or inverted pleat are
favoured by dancers, and the brat has become a
much smaller, neater accessory garment. Popular
fabrics include synthetic velvet and Trevira.
Machine embroidery and applique now decorate
large areas of costumes; common motifs include
Celtic interlace, birds, hounds, snakes, Irish harps,
the 'Tara' brooch, the 'Claddagh' ring, tore neckpieces, Celtic monograms, crests, round towers
and shamrocks. Designs based on Irish legends
have become increasingly popular. Other motifs
include dancing shoes and musical instruments. At
the beginning of the century some male dancers
wore long-tailed coats over shirts matched with
trousers. Knee-breeches- commonly worn by boys
at the time -were used by many male dancers until
the late 1930s and early 1940s. But since Punch
magazine and comic postcards regularly featured
'Paddy' wearing knee-breeches, the Gaelic League
·discouraged the wearing of a form of dress in which
the Irish were so negatively caricatured. During
the Celtic Revival the kilt was popularised as a
national costume for men. By the mid-1940s this,
teamed with jacket, shirt, tie, knee-socks and brat,
became the usual outfit for male dancers competing at feiseanna. Such kilts and jackets were made
in Irish tweed or wool; more recently gabardine
and velvet have been used.
modern des ign. Riverdance has had considerable impact on fashions, making new concepts of
costume design possible for dancers. Dresses in the
new idiom are lighter than traditional costumes;
popular fabrics include velvet and chiffon. Where
embroidery is used, the motifs are less complicated
and decorate much smaller areas of the dress. The
new fashion popular for male dancers consists of

long trousers instead of kilts, with stylish shirts
worn with or without a tie, and sometimes a cummerbund and/ or a jacket or waistcoat. [MAR]
dance grades. The certificate and diploma grades
in Irish display dance have twelve levels in addition
to a preliminary grade. Each must be passed before
a dancer attemp ts the next grade, and a certificate is awarded for each. A dancer who succeeds
in all twelve grades receives the Diploma of the
Irish Dancing Commission. Grade examinations
are different to competitions in that each dancer
is individually examined and receives a detailed
written assessment. All dancers go through the
grades system- certificate and diploma examinations (Scrudaithe Teastais agus Dioplomaf
Rinceoirf). The teachers cover choreographed
solo and group step dance and are regulated by
the TCRG qualification, and adjudicators by the
ADCRG.
ii. 'sean-n6s' step dance. The term sean-n6s ('old
style') step dancing is used to refer to the traditional style of solo step dance mainly performed
in the Connemara Gaeltacht (Irish-speaking area)
of west Galway. Unlike the style of the modern
dancing schools, there is freedom of arm movements, the steps do not follow a prescribed pattern

Old-style step-dance teachers Joe and Siobhan
O'Donovan
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and the stepping is close to the floor. The use of the
term as applied to step dance in Ireland is relatively
recent. It derives originally from an initiative based
in Connemara in 1975 when local activists held
a series of fringe events during An tOireachtas.
One of these was an exhibition of'old-style' solo
step dancing by local people. The term 'damhsa ar
a' sean-nos' ('dance in the old style') was first used
at this event. Sean-nos had been accepted as a term
to describe the intricate local style of solo unaccompanied singing and its connotations would
be readily understood both inside and outside the
Gaeltachtai.
fringe. The presentation of sean- nos dancing
at the 'alternative Oireachtas' was an important
element in the organisers' desire to highlight one
of the distinctive features of Connemara culture
whi ch was unrecognised by and possibly even
unknown to the authorities of the Gaelic League.
The programme of the official Oireachtas had never
allowed for the inclusion of this type of popular
dance, even though it was to be commonly found
at social gatherings in Connemara. Prior to the
1970s the local term for the indigenous dance style
was simply an bhatrdil (the battering) and it was
on the verge of extinction. Such was the enthusiasm engendered by its new public presentation
that many local people began to see the sean-nos
dance as a badge of cultural identity and a source
of pride.
learning. Central to an understanding of the
local attitude to sean-nos dancing is the notion
that it is not formally taught. A dancer in this style
will always say in reply to the question 'Where did
you learn to dance?' 'Phioc me suas e' (I just picked
it up) . Counterposed to this is the concept of what
they call damhsa foghlamtha (formally-learned
dance) - which means the costumed, dancing
school form - ever more athletic and balletic
solo dance which is nowadays the 'official' style
promoted by the extensive international network of
Irish dancing organisations. The emphasis placed
by dancers in the sean-nos style on the individuality of each dancer's performance is the keynote to
its practice. 1he process by which a dancer acquires
the necessary skills in the sean-nos style can be
compared to the development of a singing style
in an area where the song tradition is strong. The
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learner will consciously or unconsciously abstract,
absorb and mentally proces s the di stin gui shing elements of the local style and will go on to
practise and perfect the art through performance,
whether public or private.
the da nce. By far the most popular dance tempo
in Connemara is the reel, and most dancers will
ask the musician to play 'Mi ss McLeod's reel'.
The most distinctive and characteristic sean-n os
foot-movement is called timedif (literally, 'timing').
This percussive effect, which is produced by using
the heel, takes up four quavers or half a bar of the
reel and is the basic element in many sean-n6s
step patterns. Each count takes one quaver in 4/ 4
time.
Start with feet together, side by side, heels
slightly raised.
Count
1. Strike the tip of the right heel on the floor.
2. Step down onto ball of right fo ot.
3. Strike the tip of the left heel on the floor.
4. Step down onto ball of the left foot.
The weight or balance of the body shifts from
the ball of one foot to the other. On count 1 it is
on the ball of the left foot; on count 2 it moves
back to the right, then back to the left on count 4.
The form or structure of the dance is not rigid.
Many dancers start with a gabhdil timpeaff (a lead
around) for eight bars, then the steps begin. The
custom in other areas of dancing - a step first off
the right foo t for eight bars and repeating the step
off the left foot (doubling)- is not followed in the
Connemara area. Some typical step elements are
'kicking' the floor with the tip of the right or left
toe once or twice to the rear of starting position,
'stamping' with either foot in an emphatic fashion,
'side-step' movements in which the dancer moves
to left or right, a 'shuffiing' movement in which the
ball of the foot 'brushes' the floor while the dancer
moves the foot forward and 'brushes' it again while
re turning it to the starting position.
variation. Any or all of the movements detailed
or referred to above may be used in any combination by an individual d ancer. The repertoire
of a dancer will not remain static and steps will
be created as inspiration strikes, whether in the
privacy of the dancer's own home or in the heat of
a competitive performance.
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The use of arm movements is not subject to
prescriptive direction. Some dancers maintain the
arms by the sides where they move slightly as the
body changes position. Flamboyant arm movements, where the arms are raised to shoulder height
or even higher, are relatively rare and are used more
commonly by male dancers, who still outnumber
female dancers in this tradition, although the gap
has been closing in recent times.
The dancer in the sean-n6s style does not
attempt to 'cover the floor'. Most steps are danced
'in place'. Traditionally, good dancers were said to
be able to 'dance on a plate/dance on a sixpence'.
A recent Oireachtas champion has been known
to dance on a dartboard. Although well-known
dancers will still be called on to perform during a
night out in a pub or at a social function whether
public or private, it is undoubtedly the case that
the main dance-arena is now the com6rtas ar a'
sean-n6s (sean-n6s competition.) Tre highlight of
the sean-n6s dance calendar takes place during the
Plearacha festival each September in An Cheathru
Rua. [HEB]
2. social dance. The primary function of this
is as a medium of communal self-entertainment
and social exchange. 1here are three main forms
associated with traditional music: ceilf dance, set
dance and old-time dance. The oldest of these as a
specific form is set dance; ceilf dance is a mixture
of old and new choreographies built around old
steps; and old-time dance is a version of ballroom
dancing which involves waltz, quick-step, two-step,
polka and other music as well as Irish dances and
music. All three forms evolved into popular recreational entertainment, although other factors
contribute to their survival today. Even though
they are social dance by design, because of the
altered role of traditional music, song and dance
in Irish society today, both sets and ceilf dance
are sometimes performed on stage, and in competitions by expert dancers. Their performers are
often dressed in matching clothes, this somewhat
blurring the boundary between them and display
dance proper. However, the level of training and
articulation in footwork will not be the same as in
display dance per se. [EDI]
ceilf dance. This Irish social dance genre is based
on old forms as recalled and collected by late-1800s

dance masters. Its choreographies are a combination of antiquity and modern interpretation, and it
is performed to jigs, reels, hornpipes and marches
played on traditional instruments. It is very close
in spatial form to English country dance.
In 1897 Irish figure (ceili) dances were unknown,
so, ironically, sets and quadrilles were performed at
Irish-language and other 'national' functions. In an
effort to change this, Patrick Reidy, a London dance
master who was familiar with figure dances from
his native Co. Kerry, was employed to teach these
to the London Gaelic League, who subsequently
promoted the newly discovered figure dances at
their ceili events. Members of the London Gaelic
League travelled to west Cork and Kerry to collect
such figure dances and these were published in two
books in London: A Handbook of Irish Dances by
O'Keeffe and O'Brien (1902) and A Guide to Irish
Dancing by Sheehan. 1he figure dances were taught
and performed with great discipline and so were
more acceptable, image-wise, to the Gaelic League
than the less rigidly performed sets or quadrilles.
Sets fell into disfavour and were denounced in most
Gaelic League circles as, in any case, 'un-Irish'.
Initially, figure dances were viewed with scepticism.
The 1901 Oireachtas set up a committee to investigate their origin and four- and eight-hand reels
were disallowed at the Oireachtas up to 1913. In
1924 Elizabeth Burchenal, an American anthropologist, published National Dances of Ireland in
New York. Sean Og 6 Ceallaigh was the first to
use the term 'ceili dances' when he published figure-dance descriptions in a Dublin newspaper. Tre
Irish Dancing Commission published a description
of these ceilf dances in three books ofAr Rinncidhe
Foirne (1939, 1943, 1969). [JOC]
types ofceilf dance. Thirty of these are described
by CLRG in its official h andbook Ar R inncidhe
F6irne. They were progressively published in three
sections.
Book 1 (1939) : 'Walls of Limerick', four-hand
reel, eight-hand reel, Morris reel, high-caul cap,
sixteen-hand reel, eight-hand jig, 'Harvest-time
Jig'.
Book 2 (1943): rince facia, 'Bridge of Athlone',
'Siege ofCarrick', Antrim reel, Glencar reel, 'Three
Tunes' (Co. Armagh), 'St Patrick's Day', 'Trip to
the Cottage' (Co. Armagh), An rince m6r.
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Ardellis Ceili Band: Paddy Dunne (drums), Pat Burns (fiddle), Sean Cotter (bass), Brian Lawler (piano accordion),
Johnny Hughes (button accordion), Albert O'Donoghue (song), Anne Molloy (piano) [BRL]

Book 3 (1969): Haymakers' jig; Fairy reel, Duke
reel, Cross reel, 'Waves ofTory', 'Rakes ofMallow',
'Gates of Derry', 'Sweets of May' (Armagh),
Bonfire dance.
Ceili Dance itself declined after the early 1960s,
but has undergone a revival movement which is
organised through Cairde Rince Ceili na hEireann.
[EDI]

ceilf dance era. With the establishment of the
Gaelic League in 1893, dancing, together with
Irish literature, music and song, became a part of
the agenda for revival oflrish as a spoken language.
In October 1897, the league established the first
C(~ili, a social dance event, in Bloomsbury Hall,
London. Although sets were danced at this ceili
they were later excluded from ceilis in Ireland and
abroad on grounds that they were foreign in origin.
Particular group d<t.nces were therefore selected
and disseminated, and these became known as
ceili dances. A fee was paid to attend and live
bands played for these formal 'ceilis'. Sets declined
in practice but continued to be danced privately
in some rural localities in Ireland in spite of the
Public Dance Halls Act of 1935 which required
the proprietor of a public dance to have a licence
(in many instances house dances were interpreted
to be public dances); couple dances such as the
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'Stack of Barley', the highland fling and the waltz
were also danced at these house dances.
fashion. This ceili dance gained momentum all
over the island during the 1940s, and increased up
to the mid-'50s, something of a 'golden era'. Public
demand resulted in the inclusion of old-time
waltzes and, to a lesser extent, barn dances and
military two-steps to lighten the physical burden
of five to six hours of strenuous ceili dancing each
night. Thus many ceilf functions were advertised as
'Ceili and Old Time', creating demand for provision of music for this more varied programme. Ths
was not favoured by the Gaelic League which had
already forbidden set dancing at its events, and so
it continued to promote the ceili-only format as a
'fior-cheili'. Many new bands were created to cater
for this new fashion and promoters demanded a
more professional approach by bands, some of
which might travel several hundred miles per night
to fulfil engagements. Dancers expected the music
to commence promptly at the advertised time, and
to provide almost non-stop music for from four to
six hours per night, mostly in very crowded halls.
low fees. Performance fees were generally less
than those pertaining at that time for other musicians, making ceili band personnel poor relations of
the dance scene: promoters chose to regard them
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as performing for the love of the music (a disingenuous borrowing from Gaelic League ethos).
As a result, income had to be augmented by day
jobs, which saw many ceili musicians working 'by
day and by night'. This, combined with constant
travel in mostly unsuitable vehicles, led to a very
unsociable lifestyle.
dances. The three most frequently performed
ceili dances were 'The Walls of Limerick', The
Siege of Ennis', and 'The Haymakers' Jig'. Other
popular dances were the two- hand reel, 'The
Harvest-time Jig' and 'The High Caul Cap'.
During an average ceili, the most popular dances
would be repeated three or four times per night,
and bands required a repertoire of at least twenty
selections each of reels and jigs. Each selection
generally consisted of three separate titles, usually
incorporating key changes. The three most popular
major keys for ceili music were G, D, and A, with
tunes in minor keys incorporated for variety. Most
ceili band musicians learned and played by ear, and
it was highly unusual to see music manuscripts on
ceili dancehall bandstands.
decline. The social changes which began to take
place after the 1950s involved access to other forms
of music through radio and recordings. Popular
taste changed rapidly, and by the mid-1960s ceili
dancing was in serious decline. 'Ire new generation
of dancers demanded to hear the popular songs
and music of the day performed at dancing venues.
This need was fulfilled by the rise of a new form of
dance ensemble, the 'showband'. This new era drastically reduced the attendances at ceili functions.
This period has been researched in Brian Lawler's
1999-2004 audio archive study, The Golden Era of
Ciili Music and Dance, done in conjunction with
the ITMA. [BRL]
ffor-cheilf. (pl. fior-cheilithe). A 'true ceili' at
which only ceili dancing takes place, associated
with the Gaelic Leage's 'de-Anglicisation' policy.
The distinction was common in the mid-1900s
when many dance nights advertised as 'ceili' might
also incorporate the popular 'old-time' dances like
waltzes or quick-steps; such were typically called
'ceili and old time' however. After the demise of
these in the 1980s-90s the term came to apply
to a ceili night which excluded the repopularised set dances (quadrilles, which pre-date the

formalisation and reconstruction of ceili dances).
The term therefore indicates a narrow historical
time-bloc between nineteenth-century French
popular dance's heyday in Ireland and its revival
in the later twentieth century. That is the space,
however, in which the modern Irish state was
begotten, thus marking the fior-cheili - contentiously - as having at least as much to do with
ideology as social and psychomotor impulse. Such
events also prohibit 'old-time' dances such as the
waltz.
ideology. The promotion of these dances today
is sponsored by Cairde Rinnce Ceili na h-Eireann
(CRCE), whose website points to the set-dance
revival as having caused true ceili dance to be 'abandoned', specifically noting the impact of initiation
of set-dance tuition at Scoil Samhraidh Willie
Clancy in 1982, conducted by J oe O'Donovan, and
the promotion of sets by CCE during the 1980s
and '90s. It believes that 'a large percentage of the
people who learned and dance sets do not know
that they are not Irish in origin'. Blamed also is the
'influence of the media, which brought imported
music, song, dance and ideas to the country ... the
showband era, which brought foreign music and
dance'- a somewhat restricted analysis of social
and economic transformation. [EDI]
set dance. A popular, social-dance form which
originated in France as 'sets of quadrilles', it was
spread first to England and Scotland and then to
Ireland by military personnel and various travellers.
The dance was further developed by eighteenth-

Dancing in the set at Dan O'Connell's of Knocknagree,
Co. Kerry, 1997
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century dancing masters who first taught it in its
original form to the upper classes in city assembly
rooms and balls, and in the big country houses,
and later, by applying Irish dancing steps and Irish
music to the original French dance movements, to
the ordinary people who danced them in houses
and barns, or outdoors in summer. 1he new dances
were done to the music of the local area, using
familiar steps, and in this way sets of quadrilles
came to be danced to the tunes of polkas, slides,
reels, jigs and hornpipes wherever those music
forms were popular. Different versions of quadrilles
emerged in different localities and among different
classes. [EDI]
France. The movements of the sets can be
traced back to 1723, to French folk dances called
cotillions. These reached England by 1770 and
were seen in Ireland by traveller and writer Arthur
Young between 1776 and 1779. Many forms of the
cotillion declined, but one variation, the quadrille,
developed separately to become the most popular
dance of its time in Paris. Described by a dancing
master named Hansel in 1775 as a 'Minuet en
quatre' or 'Minuet en huit', it reached England,
Scotland and Ireland around 1816. Dozens of
quadrilles existed. At popular dances a selection of
any four, five or six quadrilles were chosen by the
MC for each dance and certain favourites became
fixed into sets of quadrilles. These are grouped as
follows:
first set. This was the most popular set of quadrilles.lt is similar to many of our quadrille sets of
today, the Down quadrilles, the plain sets (Clare),
the Corofin set (Clare), the Fermanagh quadrille
set, the Valentia set (Kerry) and the Newmarket
plain set (Cork) being closest.
second set. Known as 'The Lancers' (1820),
this is said to have been composed for a Dublinbased cavalry regiment of the British army. Many
of the lancer sets danced in Ireland today bear a
close resemblance to this original, most notably
the Down lancers and the Clare lancers. Most
other lancer sets have some typical lancer features,
such as a line-up, grand chain and dancing in the
corners.
third set. Called the Caledonian, it is found
in Clare and Down, but is different in each. The
Clare example was brought by nineteenth-century
194

Scottish military or workers and is found also in
Scotland.
In all of these the original footwork and body
carriage has been substituted by Irish step dance
practice.
sets in Ireland. Irish sets evolved from these and
from other quadrilles that are no longer popularly
danced . Today, most of the sets are named after
their local town or area. An exception is the 'Jenny
Lind' or 'Ginnie Ling' set, various versions of
which are danced throughout Cork. It is named in
honour of a nineteenth-century popular Swedish
singer, Jenny Lind. Historically, 'set' dancing has
been frowned upon by religious authorities of all
denominations. It was banned too within the ranks
of the Gaelic League in the early twentieth century
and the new 'ceili' dances were substituted as social
dance and promoted at local community dances.
Though set dancing therefore declined, nevertheless it survived, particularly in the Munster
counties. [PAM)
dance ·masters'. The seventeenth century witnessed a widespread practice of country dances
which were danced socially by all classes of people
in Ireland. These were required to be learned, and
so from the beginning of the eighteenth century
a system of dance teachers - dancing masters
- evolved, who were prominent figures on the
cultural scene in Ireland.
The famous dancing masters who taught
the more difficult solo steps also taught group
dances for the sake of including their less skilled
pupils. These would include such as Dan Furey,

Dancing master showing his steps with his best pupil
[London Illustrated News, 1868]
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James Keane, and Michael and Celine Tubridy
of Co. Clare. Patrick Reidy and Tomas Sheain Uf
Shuilleabhain (who were O'Keeffe's and O'Brien's
sources for their 1902 Handbook of Irish Dances)
also taught group dances, as did Cork's Joe and
Siobhan O'Donovan in more modern times.
Dublin-based teachers of social dance included
James P. Cassidy, who published a dance manual
in 1810, and Talbot Legget-Byrne, who published
one in 1899. Teachers who played a significant role
in teaching social dance in the twentieth century
included Nan Quinn (Co. Armagh), Connie Ryan
(Co. Tipperary), Dan O'Connell and Dan O'Keeffe
(Co. Cork) and Marry O'Malley (Co. Clare). Many
teachers continue to teach these dances including, among many others, Betty McCoy (Dublin),
Pat Murphy (Co. Mayo), Timmy McCarthy (Co.
Cork), Mick Mulkerrins (Co. Meath), Tom Qyinn
(Co. Armagh) and the teachers associated with the
Dublin-based group Brooks Academy. [TEM]
revival. Set dancing enjoyed a remarkable
revival all over Ireland throughout the late twentieth century, attributable to the work of individual
set-dance teachers, and also to CCE and the GAA
network of set-dance competitions since the 1970s.
The pioneering dancing masters since the 1970s
include Connie Ryan ofTipperary (who travelled
the world teaching sets) and Joe and Siobhan
O'Donovan of Cork, the first set-dancing teachers
at the Willie Clancy Summer School. Along with
the local people who passed on the revived sets,
these have greatly inspired the present dancing
generation, which is now catered for by summer
schools, festivals, workshops, ceilfs and classes
worldwide. Set dance has many organisers and
teachers in Ireland and in Britain; foremost among
these are Brooks Academy in Dublin, and the
Belfast and District Set Dancing and Traditional
Music Society. [PAM]
set-dance bands. Demand for live music for
dancing grew in the wake of the set dancing renaissance of the late 1970s and early 1980s. Many
musicians had never before played for dancing, and
some adapted better than others to this demand,
particularly in the matter of pace and tune type.
Ceilf bands such as the Tulla and the Kilfenora,
which had been in decline for some time, received
a new lease of life. In other cases, bands were

formed with the express purpose of providing
music for set dancers. Among these were The
Templehouse and The Moving Cloud. The ceilf
band format remained largely unchanged, with
'traditional' instruments, such as fiddle, accordion,
flute and banjo accompanied by a rhythm section
of piano and drums, the upright piano of old generally being replaced by its electronic counterpart.
However, with developments in amplification
technology, large bands were no longer essential.
Smaller outfits, such as the accordion/guitar duo
Begley and Cooney, were accepted with enthusiasm by dancers. The relative decline in set dancing
activity which began in the mid-1990s led to a
corresponding reduction in demand for live bands.
However, the more established bands still remain
popular. [PAA]
recordings. Music designed for set dancing
includes Na Pfobairf Uilleann's Music for the Sets
and Scadna's Set Dances of Ireland. Set dancing is
heard vividly on Tony MacMahon and Noel Hill's
album I gCnoc na Grai. Terry Moylan, Pat Murphy,
Eileen O'Doherty, Joe O'Donovan and Willie
Hammond have all published detailed instruction
on set dance.
social dance practices. Houses, barns and crossroads - where Irish music was played and sets
danced - had been the main venues for social
dance in Ireland prior to 1935. Indeed these still
operated into the 1950s, especially for the 'wren'
and American wakes. Such dances fulfilled a social
need, but required no high reason to exist- they
were held for the fun of it, and 'house' dances might
often be, in a subsidiary role, fund-raisers, generally 'benefits' to help out a family in crisis, but they
could also be in support of political groups. The
locations of such dancing became the names for the
type of event; thus we have 'house' dances (of which
an 'American wake' was one occasion), 'barn' dances,
and, in good weather in daylight (generally) 'crossroads' or roadside dances and 'platform' dances.
house da nce. Such social dances in people's
homes would be held for a variety of reasons
including emigration leave-taking, weddings and
other celebrations, but primarily in response to the
desire of people to socialise through music. One
such is described on the occasion of an American
wake in Connemara during the 1920s:
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People were speaking of a dance, but a stranger
would wonder whether there was room for a
dance between the dresser and the fire on the
hearth, between the table and the meal bins.
Crania drew out the partners for the girls,
arranged the dance, and induced a quiet man
to play on the flute. The figures in the dance
were complicated, but even the swinging of
the partners was accomplished with safety.
After some rounds of dancing, songs were
given. English words were most in the fashion.
Some of the songs were in the Irish tradition,
some had been brought home by the workers
in Scotland or England, and some had come
from America ... The night wore on with dance
and song, with challenge and repartee. Crania
left us and stayed in the upper room for a while.
When she returned she was in wild spirits and
set about forming another dance. The orchestra
was changed for this. She brought down a fiddle
and a young man undertook to play. Only the
wildest spirits were in this dance that was on
the skirts of the creeping day ... we heard the
stamp of the awakened horse and the rattle of
the harness as the conveyance was made ready
for the journey. The dance fluttered out ...
(Colum, 1926: 175)

barn dances. Such a social dance night could
accommodate more people than a house dance,
and was held in a barn, hayshed or farm outhouse.
Since they were not specialised buildings, they

Upstairs barn at Drumsill in Co. Armagh which was
a seasonal dance venue in the 1930s and '40s; the
McCusker Brothers played here
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were numerous in every locality, and by the 1940s
there might be a choice of events to attend in any
one area. Music was provided by one or more local
players, and often by ceili bands during that ensemble's heyday. The McCusker Brothers band often
played at such gatherings in their locality during
the Second World War, but the style of music was
not exclusively Irish. Padraic Colum provides a
description of one such event on a farm:
Before the dance the people kept in separate
groups.1l1e young girls sat near the fire, and
the men stood in the shadow. A couple of old
people sat on the settle. There were nearly forty
people in a room fourteen feet by twelve. After
some dancing in the kitchen we shifted to the
barn.The floor was damp but the dances went
on with great energy- jigs and reels, and then
the 'jazz' dances from America. A few years
before I had heard the priest denounce the
'half-sets' that were danced then as importations
from the back-lanes of Scotland. He would be
bound to have something more vigorous to say
about these 'jazzings' that are so much more
gross. But, since the guerrilla warfare and the
civil warfare what the clergy say is not so well
marked or attended to. Anyway, they overdid
their condemnation of dances and sports in
which boys and girls came together. Fifteen or
sixteen years ago there would have been very
few dances in this part of the country, and that
because the priests were opposed to them. Now
there are dances every night. And they begin
early- almost before the day's work has been
finished. (Colum, 1926: 10)

crossroads dances. These were social dances
held out of doors during the summer on wide
roads (where the ditch on either side acts as a kind
of seating area) and at the extra space afforded at
crossroads. With the advent of metalled roads,
presumably this gradually replaced the dancing in
the open air on green swards which is depicted
and described in seventeenth- and eighteenthcentury writing and painting. Before the advent
of halls the crossroads was a key social space, and
ideal for social exchange, leading as it does to and
from four distinct places. The space that the open
road provided might be suitable for several dancers
to participate in quadrilles, and in fine weather it
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Joseph Tudor's c. 1750 image of dancers doing a free-form figure outdoors, on grass, in summertime, to the music
of a pastoral piper {Chapelizod , Co. Dubl in); most such early images are out of doors [private collection]

provided an experience which was more exhilarating than the airless confines of a small kitchen
or dusty barn. The 'crossroads' dances could be
impromptu, and done on the dry road surface, or
might take place on a platform of wood or concrete
located at the junction. 'Dancing at the crossroads'
may not always have been done at an actual crossroads, but outdoor dancing was such a common
happening that it could be referenced in mid1900s political satire about the then Irish taoiseach
Eamon de Valera's preference for homespun, selfsufficient economics and social mores. De Valera's
1943 St Patrick's Day address had actually spoken
of'the contests of athletic youths and the laughter
of comely maidens', but this was redisposed
- likely by satirist Flann O'Brien - as 'comely
maidens dancing at the cross-roads' and is now
a modern myth. It was real enough not only for
writer John Waters to parody in the title of his
1991 bookjiving at the Crossroads, but also for an
Ulster Westminster MP John Taylor to recruit in
1993 as a supposed hallmark of his non-unionist
constituents.
platform dan ces. Summer dancing in the early
part of the twentieth century was very often done
on a specially constructed 'platform' or outdoor
dance-floor. These were initiated by the Gaelic
League for both social dance and other functions,
universal throughout the island, and indeed were
in all European countries. For instance, an outdoor
dance platform was assembled at the beginning of
each summer in the town of Coalisland, Co. Tyro ne
through the 1930s, on which dancing would take
place several times a week. Kerry accordionist Terry

'Cuz' Teahan wrote of the concep t in Chicago
where, in the late 1930s:
At Gaelic Park [47th and California], they
had three platforms. One was for the plain
set, which they dance all over I reland and is
danced often in Galway. In Chicago it was
known as the Mayo set. "Ihe other two were
the C lare platform and the Kerry platform ...
and of course there were plenty of musicians in
Chicago for the music.
(The Road to Glountane, 1980: 17-18)

There is no date mentioned, but the context in the
preceding and subsequent paragraphs suggests late
1930s and early 1940s.
J ackie Daly heard some of his earliest music at
such a platform in the early 1950s at Knocknacolan
crossroads, near Kanturk, Co. Cork, and the
memoirs of musicians in the first half of the 1900s
all involve platform dances. Over the same period
Aerfochts, organised by the Gaelic League, and
political rallies would also utilise similar structures,
somewhat the equivalent of today's 'gig rig'.
Much romance is invested in the concept today,
but in its time people were likely so familiar with it
that they would take it or leave it. This is suggested
in travel writer H. V. Morton's 1920s description:
In Tipperary and Kerry there are dancing platforms at the cross-roads. Many of them are
made of concrete and must be very hard on the
feet of the dancers. There is one just outside
Killarney, over the bridge towards Muckross. I
went there one Sunday night, which is the great
dance night, in the hope of seeing a few jigs. I
found about twelve hulking youths sitting on
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Dancers at a staged enactment of a platform dance at Foley's Glen, Co. Kerry, 1959 [Kennealy Archive]
the stone wall near the platform, but not one
girl. The segregation of the sexes is a remarkable feature of the Irish countryside. The girls
go about together and the boys loiter in glum
groups at street corners or the end oflanes; and
both seem a bit sad about it.
One of the boys had a fiddle, and another
had a concertina. When I spoke to them they
became as shy as colts. '11-x: girls, they said, were
a bit late for the dance, and if they did not turn
up soon they would have to give up the idea
of dancing. They kept looking up the road in
search of the reluctant maidens. The fiddler sat
on the wall and played a marvellous jig. He said
the name was 'The Job ofJourneywork'. Still the
itchy music chaired no partners to the dance.
I felt sorry for the youths who were dying to
step out on the concrete. They noticed, with a
brightening of eye and a smoothing of tousled
hair, a number of girls coming slowly towards
them down the lane. Here were the partners!
But the girls walked right past, and the boys
just nodded and smiled at them in a sheepish
way. No one suggested that they should join
the dance. "Then a priest cycled past and they
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all took off their caps. I wondered whether
the priest's presence had stopped the dance;
but that was not likely, because I have been
told that most priests approve of cross-roads
dancing. The boys cast a miserable glance in the
direction of the departing girls, the fiddler put
away his instrument, the other musician closed
his concertina, and sadly the group melted
away. (Morton, 1946: 141)

See also M eath: Flathouse dance board.
Gaelic League ( GL). Tied to its promotion of
ceilf dance, during the 1930s this major cultural
organisation took a strong lead in moral campaigning on dance in Ireland, in the same period in which
the Catholic Church had a similar condemnatory
stance. Divisive in its own time, and quite amazing
compared to twenty-first-century social norms,
this took the form of large public rallies which
were similar in vigour to the temperance crusade
of the previous century. This was an unstable and
economically depressed period in Ireland, when
the Irish fascists led by General Eoin O'Duft)r (the
'Blueshirts') were organising. One such GL parade
in Co. Leitrim in January 1934 underlines the significance of this movement for public attitudes to
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Irish music. The Irish Weekly Independent (6 Jan.)
reported that it attracted 3,000 supporters on the
streets, and messages of support from Cardinal
MacRory, President de Valera and Douglas Hyde
were read out. 1he campaign was against what was
called 'jazz' (the then-modern, 'popular' music). It
demanded legislation to 'exclude under-16s from
dance halls ', an end to 'all night dan ces', and it
abhorred as degrading 'young ladies smoking in
public'. Hyde's letter of support said that 'all games
and dances should be Irish as well as the language'.
The Catholic prelate wrote that he knew 'nothing
about jazz dances except that ... they are suggestive and demoralising'. De Valera urged the locals
to 'restore national forms of dancing' and to return
to 'the reasonable hours which have always been
associated with Irish entertainment'. 1he presiding
Canon Masterson declared that jazz was a 'menace
to their [the Irish people's] very civilisation as well
as their religion', and that 'After the Treaty of
Limerick every vestige of national life was swept
away, except for the Irish faith and Irish music.'
Relating this to the traditional enemy, he held that,
'The man who would try to defile these two noble
heritages [music, language] was the worst form of
traitor and the greatest enemy of the Irish nation.'
The internationally quoted cleric P. Conefry said
that jazz dancing was 'far worse than drunkenness
and landlordism' and urged the government to
'put down jazz'.1hus was indigenous music placed
in a crib alongside Catholicism, Irish language,
temperance, Land Leagueism, Gaelic games and
nationalism.
fallout. The existence of such a campaign does
not indicate national support for it, rather it was a
tendency in society which was resisting change. For
at the same meeting it was made clear that many
GAA clubs were also the target of the criticism, as
was the national broadcaster 2RN itsel£ Indeed the
minister for finance was castigated too, by the GL's
secretary, for having 'a soul buried in jazz ... selling
the musical soul of the nation for the dividends of
sponsored jazz programmes. He is jazzing every
night of the week.' Such buzz-words resurfaced in
some of traditional music's revival-years rhetoric,
but it did not stop the modernisation oflreland;
nor did it prevent such thoroughly traditional
musicians as J osie McDermott in Roscommon

not only playing the heathen 'jazz', but doing so
on a saxophone. 1he debate is of a pre-information
period when the excesses of poorly informed, xenophobic zealotry damaged intelligent appreciation
of indigenous music and identified it with social
backwardness and a totalitarian clergy. Indicating
the power and persistence of such uncorroborated small-mindedness, however, more than two
decades later Donegal fiddler Neillidh O'Boyle
repeated similar sentiments about 'jungle music'
in an interview on national radio. Three decades
later too, a similar type of cri ticism was made
against showband dances. Traditional music as
such did not begin to question such criticism until
the fl.eadh cheoils of the 1960s were similarly criticised for being occasions of drunkenness and loose
morals. [EDI]
public dance. From the 1920s parish halls were
built in small towns and villages, and larger, more
sophisticated dance halls also emerged in the
cities. Dance was becoming commercialised but it
remained an important social and leisure activity.
Closed-couple dances such as the fox-trot, the
waltz, and the two-step were the popular social
dances of the day; a fee was paid and live jazz bands
played. "Ihese social dances eventually gave way to
jive, waltzing, the twist, the hucklebuck, and the
showband era of the 1960s. Influenced by popular
music from Britain and the US, these bands played
in dance halls all over Ireland. The 1960s saw the
emergence of disco - dancing to recorded music
rather than a live band -where couple dancing gave
way to individual expression, and to a freer body.
Amid these developments, ceilis continued to be
held as social dance events; today ceili dances and
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Dance advertisements from The Clare Champion,
1959, showing the still-popular ceilf dances, but being
encroached upon by showbands

set dances are danced at ceilis to live music for the
most part. Set dancing underwent a revival from
the 1970s and publications of set dances followed .
disco dancing. This leisure dance activity took
place at public, paying dance venues: the 'disco'.
The characteristic music was loud with a strong,
rhythmic pulse; it was dance music rather than listening music. Music groups of vocalists, guitarists,
drummers, etc. combined to produce verse-chorus
popular songs. The amplified, even beat of these
sing-a-long songs established the dance rhythm
for disco dancers. The first discotheque opened in
Dublin in the late 1960s; a disc jockey (DJ) played
selections of western 'pop' recorded music, from
singles (45 rpm records) and LPs, superseding the
live music of the earlier showband era. Popular disco
songs included 'Dancing Qyeen' (ABBA, 1975); 'I
Will Survive' (Gloria Gaynor, 1978); 'Y.M.C.A.'
(The Village People, 1978). 1k film Saturday Night
Fever (1977) with John Travolta was a significant
influence in the popularisation of the new music
and the associated dance form. Unlike the partnering dances of the previous generation, disco
dancing had no formal, codified steps or series of
movements; disco dancers, male and female, danced
energetically in a free-style manner to the strong,
rhythmic pulse of disco music. D isco dancing has
continued through to the present. [CAF]
See Roche, Frank.
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Dance Halls Act. (Public Dance Halls Act 1935).
R adio had begun to introduce new sounds to the
Iris h people after 1926, and records of all kinds
of music were being sent home by emigrants.
Awareness of modern music and socialising forms
spread to rural Ireland, compellingly attractive to
young people. Within a poor society they tended to
undermine traditional moral and political control
systems, this perceived as weakening the developmental power of the new state. Alternative dance
venues- small commercial 'halls', themselves often
not much bigger than barns, but specialised- grew
up, gradually providing for newer music types, such
as that played by the Flanagan Brothers in the
USA. As with house dances or barn dances, the
proprietor may not have been favoured by church
or law. But more importantly, those attending
such dances could not be conveniently morally or
legally supervised by clergy or Gardai (police).1h:
'foreign' dance genres like two-step, fox-trot and
shimmy-shake were gaining fashionable currency
in Ireland and undermining the Irish dances upon
which the Gaelic League (and the ideology of the
state) depended for cultural direction. Control was
sought over private commercial dance halls as well
as house and barn dances.
Clerical opposition to dance had been a
European universal from the 17 40s, and in this
spirit Catholic clergy damned what they called
'all-night dances'. These modern dances were, they
said, 'imported from other countries and are, if not
absolutely improper, on the borderline of Christian
modesty' (Irish Catholic Directory, 1924), and, more
stridently, were 'importations from the vilest dens of
London, Paris and New York, direct and unmistakable incitements to evil thoughts and evil desires'.
In addition, there was some concern among the
authorities about the hazards of overcrowding in
unsupervised premises, and about organisations
such as the IRA running events to raise money.
control. The issue became a battle for control.
Religious and political forces combined to demand
licensing of dancing . Intensely conservative
lobbying was engaged in by the Church beginning
as early as 1925, resulting in the Public Dance Halls
Act, 1935. Under this, dancing required a licence
which would only be given to persons approved
of by a district judge - but effectively by the local

Dance Research Forum Ireland

clergy in many cases - and failure to comply was
a criminal offence. Over-zealous, vigilante-style
enforcement of the Act by some clergy damaged
social, non-commercial house dancing in places,
and this, combined with the clergy opening their
own halls for commercial, morally policed dancing,
gradually shifted the social dance from private
space to public. Many argue that this destroyed
music, and terminally discouraged players. But
its new circumstances evolved the 'band', the ceili
band in particular, as the mainstay of music for
dancing in Ireland, so opening a new chapter in
Irish music history.
Demands of dancing in large spaces did alter
the performance style of music, for it no longer
required solo or duet playing. It sacrificed rhythm
to beat, impersonalised the musicians, prioritised
music-making over social occasion and obliged
musicians to learn other - and extensive - repertoire and forms of music which were demanded
by the modern venue. It also suppressed the concertina which in its popular form was best solo,
or with fiddle, and not easily suited to ensemble
playing. Accordion became important, for volume
and versatility, thereby diminishing the status of
the subtlety inherent in, say, expert fiddle playing.
Dancers were thus separated from the process of
music-making; standards of appreciation declined;
musicians lost their local value and importance,
and became discouraged. As a result, many abandoned playing in a new, competitive era in which
supply was greater than demand. 1his period was
marked by intense political passions in the country,
and licensing decisions could be controversial, as
could the hiring of particular ceili bands.
dance 'bans·. The Gaelic League favoured a
de-Anglicisation policy in matters cultural. It
gradually set aside all surviving round, country
and imported sets dances at its functions; it facilitated revival of older dances and the making of
new dances. This attitude coincided with religious
denunciation of the perceived more-open sexual
demonstrativeness of twentieth-century dance
forms. In 1939 An Coimisiun an Rinnce (The Irish
Dancing Commission) published instruction for
the approved choreographies of'Siege of Ennis',
'Walls of Limerick', 'Sweets of May', etc. Although
sets were considered inappropriate by the dancing

commission, they continued nevertheless, surviving in a gloriously rebel spirit to the present day
(on account of their total indigenisation and local
meaning), particularly strong in areas like north
Kerry and Clare, boosted in the 1980s by revival.
In their original courtly form they have also been
danced with continuity in some Orange and parish
halls in east Co. Down. [EDI]

Dance Lexie Dance. An award-winning, smallbudget, short film released in 1996 by Raw Nerve
Productions in Derry, a community employment
and development initiative. The story uses understated wit to address the paradox of a Protestant
parent being requested by his ten-year-old
daughter (Lexie) to help her learn Irish dancing
after she sees Riverdance on TV. Eventually he
buys her the dancing kit: a Teach Yourself Irish
Dancing video, dancing shoes and the embroidered
dress, and after much practice the girl goes on to
successfully perform at the Derry Feis. The film
was nominated for an Oscar in 1998, and for many
awards in Ireland, Europe and America. [MAL]

Dance Research Forum Ireland (DRFI). Established by Dr Catherine Foley at the Irish World
Academy of Music and Dance, University
of Limerick, in June, 2003. It is a non-profit,
international, interdisciplinary, inclusive and
all-embracing society for dance research and scholarship in Ireland and abroad. The Forum provides
platforms for presentations, discussions and critical
reflections on issues relating to dance and welcomes
dance scholars and practitioners, both from Ireland
and abroad, from all scholarly traditions interested
in dance. To date, three international conferences
have been held: at UL (2006); at the ITT, Tralee
(2008); and at the Firkin Crane, Cork (2010). Two
student symposiums have been held at IWAMD
(2007; 2009). Proceedings from the international
conferences have been published by DRFI. [CAF]
Proceedings of the 1st International Conference
2006, Dance Research Forum Ireland, Limerick,
2007, ed . Catherine Foley. Includes lrene
M organ: 'At the Crossroads: Irish Step-Dancing
Costuming: From the Local to the Global';
Elizabeth Venable: 'Bigger, Brighter, Better: Irish
Dancing Costumes and the Impact of Economic
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Growth'; Sharon Phelan: 'Dance in Kerry: Cultural
Conflict in Modern Ireland'; Catherine E. Foley:
'Maintaining, Redefining and Challenging Dance
Boundaries: Irish Traditional Dance within
Third-Level Education'; Orlaith M . Ni Bhriain:
The Institutionalisation oflrish Competitive Step
Dance'; Darrah Carr: 'ModERIN: A Crossroads
for a Crossroads'; Terry Monaghan: 'Dance and
Politics: Surface and Underflow'; Erin Tisdale:
'At a Crossroads: Dance and Irish Culture,
the Relationship between Preservation and
Documentation'; Kathleen Keenan: The House
Dance Tradition of Donegal: The Highland';
Natasha Joyce: 'Slipjigus Masculinus (Male Slip
Jig): Extinct, Endangered or Dormant'; Maria
O'Connor: 'An Ethnochoreological Study of Achill
Cleamairi in the 21st Century'.
D ance A rchive of Ireland. Based in th e
Glucksman Library at UL, this was established in
2009 with seed funding of €140,000 from the Arts
Council. It resulted from initiatives carried out by
Dance Research Forum Ireland. The archive, which
spans ballet, contemporary, traditional, popular and
world dance genres, is based on an extensive but
fragmented body of dance archival material which
had previously been difficult to access. [CAF]
Tnith na gCos. This is an annual traditional
dance festival of workshops, concerts and seminars
established in 1997 by Catherine Foley at the
IWAMD, Limerick. Literally 'time of the feet'
or 'foot-time', the festival's objective is to bring
together dancers, dance academics and dance
enthusiasts from local and global communities . Central to the festival is the promotion and
development of an awareness oflrish and international dance practices, the provision of a 'sharing'
platform for dancers, and the audio-visual recording of diverse dance practices for educational,
archival, research and performance purposes. The
festival has featured sean-n6s, competitive, regional
traditional and set dancers from Ireland, as well as
exploring such as Flamenco, Nigerian ceremonial
dance, Kathak, Russian folk ballet, Scottish step
dancing and Brazilian Capoeira. [CAF]
D ami . Formed in Waterford in 1995, this band
had Tom Doorley (flute, whistle) Muireann Nic
Amhlaoibh (voice, flute, whistle), Eamonn Doorley
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(bouzouki), Benny McCarthy (button accordion),
D6nal Clancy (guitar), Oisin McCauley (fiddle)
and Donnchadh Gough (bodhran, uilleann pipes).
The band went through a number of changes, but
retained an original sou nd on its six album s. Their
mainstream style involves Irish dance tunes with
distinctive flute, bouzouki and bodhran stamp.
Song is a mixture of folk an d sean-n6s, demonstrated profoundly by Deise singer Ciaran
6 Gealbhain in the early days, and the band was
popular in the USA and Europe. [NIK]
Davey, Shaun. (1948- ). Composer. He worked
originally as an art historian but has been known
as a composer since 1977. His major works include
1he Brendan Voyage, 1he Pilgrim, Granuai!e and The
Relief if Derry, all of which use elements of tradi~
tional music. Much of his work has been enriched
through sensitive collaboration with uilleann piper
Liam O'Flynn; generally it augments orchestras with
unusual features such as pipe bands, drum corps,
folk ensembles and choral groups, solo traditional
singers and musicians. Such dramatic presentation
reflects the epic themes to which he seeks to give
musical expression. Typically, his approach when
scoring for full orchestra is to consider views of
individual instrumentalists. Given the nature of his
execution, Davey's work cannot be considered as
falling within what is generally understood by the
term 'traditional', yet he has contributed seriously to
a broader musical ethos to which traditional roots
are elementally essential. [BIM ]
Davey's 'Special Olympics Suite' (done with
percussionist Noel Eccles) was a most dramatic
production performed before some 80,000 people,
the music framework for the opening ceremony of
the Dublin Special Olympics held at Croke Park
GAA stadium in Dublin in 2003. This brought his
earlier material forward: 'conceived as a series of
large-scale crossover works featuring Irish traditional soloists, singers, symphony orchestra, pipers
and massed choir'. The more popularly known
film and TV work includes the 1998 film Waking
Ned Devine, and the 2005 theme for the BBC TV
series Ballykissange!.
Davey, Sonny (James). (1909- ). Bodhnin maker.
Born at Kiltycreen, Bunninadden, Ballymote, Co.
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Sligo, he was taught fiddle by his sister, who had
been taught by their uncle. A founder figure of
bodhnin (tambourine) making, his is uniquely the
area where this form of drum appears to have had
an historic and consistent music role of some note.
He made his first tambourine at age twelve (known
then as 'tambourine', not bodhran), having learned
curing 'from a Donegal man' and began making
the drums in the 1920s after a visitor offered him
£4 for one, having heard him play it with fiddler
Fred Finn in Bunninadden. He used nanny-goat
hides and killed his own goats: 'Out of a big goat I
got three bodhnins, from a medium one I got two,
from a kid I'd get just one.' He played in groups
at social gatherings, crossroads dances, and work
meitheals. In the Rising Sun Ceilf Band he played
with Peter Horan, Seamus Tansey, Fred Finn and
Mickey Hunt and made its snare and bass drums.
He also played fife in Killavel fife and drum
marching band (five or six fifes, two cymbals, a
'kettle' drum) during the 1920s and '30s, at 'flapper'
sports, and for the 'wren' at New Year's.
D avis, Thomas. (1814-45). One of the founders
of 1he Nation (the newspaper of the Young Ireland
group) in 1842 along with Charles Gavan DuffY
and John Dillon. They decided to enliven the
pages of the new journal with poems and songs on
'national' subjects. Failing to find suitable material,
they determined to supply it themselves, and Davis,
although never having written verse before, proved
a skilful song-writer. While also penning songs of
the emotions, his main subject matter was the
events and personalities of Irish history, treating
of every period from the mythological age up to
the struggles of the United Irishmen, and including the exploits of the 'Wild Geese' regiments in
European armies. Disdaining the sentimental tone
ofThomas Moore's Melodies, his verse resembles
more the material written for the songbooks published by the United Irishmen, employing many
of the same motifs, and making similar appeals
for unity among all the inhabitants of Ireland,
whatever their origins. Several of his poems entered
and remain in folk tradition, including 'The West's
Asleep', 'Tone's Grave', 'The Flower of Finae' and
'A Nation Once Again'. [TEM]

de Barra, Cormac. (1973- ). Irish and concert
harpist from Dublin. Studied with his grandmother
R6isin Ni She and Leone Paulson (USA) . De
Barra's repertoire traverses both traditional (Bared)
and art music styles (Double Strung). He has worked
with Anne-Marie O'Farrell, Hazel O'Connor and
Maire Brennan in a diversity of musics. [HEL]
de Barra, Domhnall. (1945- ). Accordion, whistle,
flute, concertina, bodhnin player and singer. Born
Athea, on the west Limerick-north Kerry border,
he had music from both sides of his family. The
music of his childhood was for set dancing, this
colouring his rhythmic style and melodic fluency.
He learned whistle first at age eight from neighbour Dave Connors, then moved to accordion,
which put him in demand for local house dances.
At nineteen he emigrated to Coventry where he
played sessions, organised music classes and started
a ceili band. In his twenties he played with the
Shannon Ceili Band in Coventry, and also in the
Birmingham and Liverpool bands. He returned to
Ireland in 1972, working as CCE regional organiser, teaching and playing locally with musicians
from the Athea/Carrigkerry area as Ceolt6iri
Luimni. His Domhnall de Barra Ceili Band plays
for ceilis all over the south-west. Twice elected
president of CCE, he recorded an LP of west
Limerick tunes with Tuam guitarist Treasa Ni
Cheannaigh, piper Eoin 6 Cionnaith and fiddler
Seamus Glackin.
de Burca, Nan T o m Teaimin . Sean-n6s and
ballad singer. Fom Carna in Connemara, she won
the women's singing competition at the Oireachtas
in 1977 and subsequently spent sixteen years in
London where she sang with country music band
Silver Dollars. She won the women's competition
at the Oireachtas in 1986 and returned to Ireland
in 1994. She won the women's competition again
in '98, together with Corn Ui Riada; she won the
Ui Riada again in 2000. Her daughter Tara Burke
McDonnell is also a singer. Nan's songs can be
heard on Traditional Songs from Connemara (2001)
and 1he Home I Left Behind (2007).
decoration. A process which is also known as
'ornamentation' or 'embellishment', it is that part
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of the creative process whereby the individual adds
to or 'decorates' the tune by adding ornamentation
of various types. The forms of decoration are listed
under 'ornamentation'.
De Dannan. One of the twentieth century's most
significant bands, this Co. Galway-based ensemble
led by fiddler Frankie Gavin, and with distinctive and pioneering bouzouki player Alec Finn,
maintained a unique, 'clean' sound close to solo
melody. Formed in Spiddal in 1974 out of session
gatherings in Hughes's pub, the original line-up
had Gavin on fiddle and Finn on bouzouki, with
Johnny (Ringo) McDonagh (bodhnin), Charlie
Piggott (bouzouki, banjo) and Dolores Keane
(vocals); their first album De Dannan was produced
by Donal Lunny in 1975. Keane was replaced by
Andy Irvine in 1976; Johnny Moynihan replaced
Irvine in 1977. On the 1978 album Selected jigs,
Reefs and Songs, Tim Lyons had joined, later J ackie
Daly, then Christy O'Leary in 1979. De Dannan's
albums are marked too by rotation of singers and
singing styles, each association unique and memorable. Star Spangled M oily (1978) was done with
singer Maura O'Connell and Irish-American
vaudeville songs, Mist Covered Mountain (1980)
featured sean-nos singers Sean 6 Conaire and Tom
Phaidin Tom and 'Hey Jude' (1980) controversially
adapted a Beatles song to traditional style. Ballroom
(1987) had Dolores Keane, Songfor Ireland (1988)
was with Mary Black, Half Set in Harfem (1991)
featured klezmer music and American gospel
singers. Hibernian Rhapsody (1996) explored the
rock group Queen's classic anthem, and Welcome
to the Hotel Connemara (1999) offered a complete
album of 'interpretations' of classic rock songs .
E leanor Shanley, Jimmy McCarthy, Tommy
Fleming and Andrew Murray have also sung with
the band. Tim Lyons, Mairtin O 'Connor David
Munnelly, Derek Hickey and Aidan Coffey have
played accordion, and Colm Murphy (bodhran)
and Brian McGrath (piano/banjo) formed part
of the latter-day line-up. In 2008 an ethical and
legal issue arose between Frankie Gavin and Alec
Finn concerning the use of the De Dannan name.
While Finn had patented this, Gavin adopted it for
his new aggregation Hibernian Rhapsody appearing
as 'Frankie Gavin's De Dannan'. (]OR)
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de Grae, Paul. (1953- ). Dublin-born guitarist,
author and researcher, based in Kerry since 1980,
where, through playing with local musicians, he
developed a personal style of guitar accompaniment, using a tuning (DADEAE) devised by
English singer and guitarist Martin Carthy. In
1989 he published Traditional Irish Guitar, the
first such tutor, dealing with both accompaniment and melody playing; a revised edition, with
companion CD featuring double-tracked guitar,
appeared in 1996. He has recorded with Jackie
Daly, Eoghan O'Sullivan and Gerry Harrington,
Paudie O'Connor, Eoin Duignan, and Tom and
Kerry Barrett, and has a particular interest in the
music of Sliabh Luachra. He workshops in Ireland
and the USA, and is currently researching Francis
O 'Neill's source material.
D eis. An Chomhairle Ealaion!Ihe Arts Council
of Ireland (AC) introduced a three-year initiative
for the traditional arts in 2003. Directed by Liz
Doherty, and covering the years 2005-8, this prioritised 'traditional arts' within the Council's overall
activities. Its ambition was to stabilise existing
key activists and consolidate a basic infrastructure while allowing scope for new ideas, projects
and partnerships; €3m was allocated for its first
full year. Deis was the first (and thus far the only)
tactical scheme introduced under that initiative.
proposal-based. Practically, Deis engages
directly with traditional artists to encourage
one-off or short-term projects relevant to their
genre. Applications are accepted year-round, it
is open to individuals, groups and organisations
whose proposals cannot be met under other AC
funding programmes, and there is no upper or
lower limit to the amount that may be requested.
Thus it is reasoned that a greater communication
between the Arts Council and the traditional arts
community will be established, while the financial intervention would benefit sustainability and
development.
access. In order to promote awareness of the
scheme, advice to interested practitioners was
provided at festivals and events around the country
and a panel of advisors was set up to aid the
preparation of proposals. Peer support is central
to the scheme, with both the interim advisors

Denmark

and the final assessment panels drawn from the
traditional music community. In its first three
years Deis funded over 220 individual projects to
the value of over €1.5 million. In 2008 the Arts
Council commissioned an external evaluation of
the Deis scheme by Margaret O'Sullivan and Trish
Murphy of Arts Projects Ireland. The evaluation
findings provided guidance regarding the future
of the scheme, and informed practical measures to
support traditional arts in Ireland. [LID)
Deiseal. Established as a con tinuum of the
band Meristem, this featured Cormac Breatnach
(whistles), Niall 6 Callanain (bouzouki) and Paul
O'Driscoll (double bass); they were joined later
by Richie Buckley (saxophone), Conor Guilfoyle
(percussion) and Mirabelle De Nuit (vocals).
Dublin-based, they produced two albums: The
Long Long Note (199 3) and Sunshine Dance
(1997). They were perhaps one of the most successful at fusing traditional music with jazz forms,
the second recording being the more adventurous,
incorporating jazz scatting by De Nuit, Buckley's
jazz counterpoints and solos, and Guilfoyle's tabla
and jazz drum-kit as accompaniment to traditional
tunes. [NlK)
Delaney, Dinny. (1841-1919). Uilleann pipes.
Born at Ballinasloe, Co. Galway and blind from
infancy, he became a major reference point for
Irish pipers. In his early days he played with and
was reputedly taught by pipers Wills, Costello
and Rainey, all of whom then circulated around
Ballinasloe. From 1860 to 1890, in the pre-dance
hall era, he travelled over a large area in an ass
and cart, playing at house parties, fairs, crossroads
ceilis, festivals and weddings. He was also a regular
competitor in feiseanna throughout Ireland in
the early 1900s, winning more than twenty first
prizes. In later years he played on a Kenna set
acquired in 1873. In 1916 he was arrested by the
RIC at the Mountbellew fai r for playing 'seditious tunes', thus earning him the title thereafter
of'The Rebel Piper'. A professional, he also played
for any members of the gentry willing to pay him.
An Ediphone cylinder recording of hi s rollicking
style was made at the third Feis Cheoil held in
1899.

Dempsey, Sean. (b.1910). Uilleann pipes. Born
in Co. Kildare, he lived at Firhouse, T allaght, Co.
Dublin. He played 'The Rakes of Kildare' with
Leo Rowsome in Irish Hearts, the first Irish sound
movie in 1934. Taught by Rowsome, he broadcast
regularly throughout the 1940s and often played
abroad at festivals. He was passionately interested
in flying and was the first Irish person to be station
engineer at Shannon Airport (1941). H e played
at the World Folk Dance and Music Festival at
Berlin's Sports Palace in 1936 during the controversial Olympics of that year. The Rory O'Connor
Dancers performed for him; a chair could not be
found so he played while sitting on the back of one
of Hitler's storm-troopers. 'Sent for' afterwards,
his pipes were reputedly studied and admired by
Hitler, Goering and Goebbels.
Denmark. Observation of the map of Denmark
shows that this relatively small Scandinavian
country is surrou nded by vigorous music cultures.
In the north lie Norway, Sweden and Finland and
their strong traditions in Hardanger fiddle, nyckelharpe and kantele. To the south lies Germany and
the tradition of Alpine folk music. In the east are the
Baltic states and their rich song traditions, and, too,
the huge range of music expressions in Russia which
range from balalaika music to Tuvan throat song. To
the west lie England, Scotland and Ireland, which
have all influenced traditional Danish music in the
past. However, in recent times there is no doubt
that currents in Irish music definitely have had the
strongest impact on Denmark's music culture.
Danish- Irish music scene. Popular commercial
Irish groups have been very influential over the
years and have had a direct impact on the development oflrish music in Denmark. 'Ire Dubliners
left their stamp on the folk scene all over Europe;
in Denmark they inspired the formation of many
groups, of which Paddy Doyles, McEwan's Export
and De Gyldne L0ver were the best known in the
period. Common to these group s was that their
repertoire would also contain material from the
Scottish tradition. D e Gyldne L0ver put their
own stamp on the Irish ballads, managing to do
congenial ballad-translations. Several of these
translated ballads found their way to the top of
the Danish charts.
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instrumental. When the ballad-group wave
started to flatten out in the middle of the 1970s,
instrumental-orientated groups like Planxty, The
Bothy Band, De Dannan and Moving Hearts
became the next inspirational sources for the
Danish-Irish music scene. This led to the formation of a new wealth of groups, of which Ash Plant
was the first; Trad Lads and Moving Cloud had
the strongest vitality. Moving Cloud has produced
three albums in co-operation with D6nal Lunny.
Over the years, Danish-Irish musicians have also
recorded and toured with Irish musicians in ensembles like ErrisLannan, Humdingers and Cr6n:in. A
recent addition to the Danish-Irish music scene is
the young group Kasir, influenced by Flook and
Michael McGoldrick. A small number of DanishIrish musicians have established themselves in the
Galway area, where they make a living from playing
Irish traditional music on a full-time basis.
comment. Singer Alan Klitgaard was the
founder of Paddy Doyles. From the mid-1970s
and for more than twenty-five years Klitgaard
also worked as editor and presenter of folk music
for the Danish national radio (DR). He produced
several albums, was the editor of the folk magazine
Folk & Musik, as well as being the main author and
editor of the encyclopedia Po!itikens Fo!kemusik
Leksikon. Klitgaard is still very active as raconteur,
musician and writer.
local musics. Danish spi!!emandsmusik is instrumental dance music and the equivalent of Irish
traditional music. The tunes consist of two parts,
each of them eight-bar units, and each being
doubled. The tunes are of diatonic nature and in
time signatures 2/4,3/4,4/4 and 6/8. The original
orchestration would typically be two fiddles,
clarinet, double bass and now and then trumpet or
trombone.~ majority of Danish traditional music
would be of continental-European origin and not
related to Irish traditional music. The exception
is the music from the island Fan0 on the west
coast of Jutland, which is considered Denmark's
oldest unbroken and most distinctive music and
dance tradition, built around the two types of
dances called Sonderhoning and Fannikedans. The
Fan0 community, based on fishing and navigation,
had tunes and dances from Ireland, Scotland and
Holland brought to the island by sailors. Liam
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O'Flynn has had a particular interest in Danish
traditional music for a long time, and recorded and
performed with the Fan0 quintet ULC. According
to him, many of the Fan0 tunes are very suitable
for uilleann pipes and might have been pipe-tunes
back in history.
education. A limited number of professional
musicians in Denmark teach Irish music. Several
local music schools offer programmes in folk
music, and tuition in Irish traditional music can
be integrated in those. The Car! Nielsen Academy
of Music in Odense offers taught BA and MA
courses in Nordic folk music, in which it is possible
to integrate modules in Irish traditional music.
Ethnomusicology can be studied at the universities in Copenhagen and Aarhus. A small number
of Danish-Irish musicians have completed the
MA in Irish traditional music performance at the
University of Limerick.
events. Weekly pub-sessions in Copenhagen
and Aarhus have taken place since 1979, and
many music clubs and culture houses are open
to presentation of various forms of popular Irish
music. Three festivals are specially important for
the presentation oflrish traditional music - those
at T0nder, Skagen and Copenhagen. T0nder (since
1974) presents a large amount oflrish traditional
music every year, as does Skagen (since 1971), but
the Copenhagen Irish Festival (since 1978) has a
programme entirely dedicated to Irish traditional
music. Other regular festivals do also present Irish
music to a certain extent.
orga nisations. There are several organisations promoting and supporting folk music, but
the Danish Folk Music Association, FMS, is the
only one promoting Irish traditional music. The
Danish Folk Council, FFS, has its focus on Danish
traditional music, but would also offer support to
Danish-Irish music where this can be justified. The
Copenhagen Irish Set Dancers and Aarhus Set
Dancers promote Irish traditional music during
the year. [SVK]
Dennehy, Tirn. (1952- ). Singer, poet, broadcaster. Born in Ballinskelligs in Co. Kerry, raised
there and in Cahirciveen. His parents inherited
songs and stories in Irish. His mother, Nora
Kelly from Cill Rialaigh, sang constantly. Living

Derry/ Londonderry (county and city)

in Dublin in 1979, he was one of the founding
members of the Goilin traditional singing club,
and upon his move to Clare he applied himself
to prese nting traditional music programmes on
Clare FM radio. A prolific songwriter, one of his
lyrics, Farewell To Pripyat (1986), was recorded by
Christy Moore. He has six albums: A Thimbleful of
Song, A Winter's Tear, Farewell to Miltown Malbay,
1he Blue Green D oor, Between the Mountains and the
Sea and Old Boots and Flying Sandals. [LIM]
Derrane, Joe. (1930- ). Accordion. Born in
Boston, Massachusetts, his father, Patrick, was
from the Aran island oflnis Mor, and his mother,
Helen (nee Galvin) was from the Four R oads
area of Roscommon. A legendary figure among
accordionists, especially D /C~ players, Derrane
made 78 rpm solo recordings as a teenager for the
Copley label in the years following the Second
World War; these represent the pinnacle of Irish
button-accordion playing in the USA at that time.
Derrane also recorded with his teacher and mentor
Jerry O'Brien (1899-1968) of Kinsale, Co. Cork.
Those archival recordings were reissued by Rego
as single cos: Irish A ccordion (solo) in 1993 and
I rish Accordion Masters (with O'Brien) in 1995 .
From the 1940s to the mid-'50s, Derrane performed in the ballroom sce ne of Dudley St in
Roxbury, M assachusetts, but when that waned he
concentrated on piano accordion and then electric
keyboards with mostly non-Irish bands before he
retired. A gap of almost thirty- five years on the
DID button accordion had passed before New
York journalist Earle Hitchner convinced him to
make a comeback at the 1994 Irish Folk Festival in
WolfTrap, Virginia. In response to his favourable
reception there, Derrane recorded Give Us Another
in 1995, R eturn to Inis M or in 1996, 1he Tie 1hat
Binds in 1998, and three albums for Mapleshade:
Ireland's Harvest (with Frankie Gavin, 2002), 1he
Boston Edge (with Seamus Connolly, 2004) and
1he M an Behind the B ox (2006). In 2004 he was
awarded the US government's highest honour for
folk and traditional arts, the National Heritage
Fellowship. Derrane's seventh recording, Grove
Lane (2010), features seven of his own tunes,
including the barn dance 'Grove Lane', named for
the street on which he lives, 'Waltzing with Anne',

named for his Longford-born late wife, and 'Tango
Derrane'. [EAH]
Derry & Antrim Fiddlers. See under Antrim.
Derry/Londonderry (county and city). The only
region with a contested name, this is the fifth
most densely populated county on the island, with
a large concentration in the city straddling the
border. As a most-vigorously disputed political
space Derry has had long associations with music
of every kind, and has produced many notable performers in all genres; during the Second World
War years it was coloured by jazz associated with
the USA base there. The city and regional place
names are appended to many tunes, not least 'The
Londonderry Hornpipe', 'The Derry Reel', and
'The Londonderry Air'. Many songs still sung
have been collected in the county and preserved in
Sam Henry's collection, and set dancing is strong,
particularly in the sou th of the county where ceili
dance once dominated during the Second World
War.
harp. The south of the county contains the
Sperrin mountains, an area rich in folklore and
song where the town of Dungiven has historic
links to harping. A small field there is known as
Harpers' Walk after its once being the site of a
school for harpers. The 6 Cath:iins are associated
with the county, best known among them being
Ruaidhri Dall (c.1570-1650), who composed
'Tabhair Dom do L:imh', Toal6 Cath:iin, associated with the ballad 'Finvola, The Gem of the Roe',
and Echlin (1720/29-c.1790) who also played a
baroque repertoire. The so-called 'Downhill' harp
which was played on by Denis O'Hampsey at
the Belfast Harpers' Assembly in 1792 (a copy
of which is used by Ann Heymann) was made
in south Derry by Cormac 6 Ceallaigh/Kelly of
Ballinascreen in 1702. In 2009, Heymann and
Dungiven player Nodlaig Brolly featured in a
documentary film made around instrument makers
Seamus O'Kane ofDungiven and Mike Billinge of
Cork who were reconstructing this as a centerpiece
in exploring the era and music of the wire-strung
harp in Ireland, Scotland and Brittany. The film's
ceremonial recitals, held in the Belfast Assembly
Rooms in November 2009, and in Derry 's
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'Derry Air, The'

Culturlann Ui Chanain, also featured sean-nos
singer Treasa Ni Cheannabhain (Connemara),
harpers Laoise Kelly (Mayo), Bill Taylor and
Alison Kinnaird (Scotland), Alan Stivell (Brittany),
Bonnie Shaljean (USA), Paul Dooley (Clare) and
Caoimhe Cooke (Antrim) and small piper Allan
MacDonald (Scotland). The county's association
with harp continues, with Lucy Kerr winning the
All-Ireland senior fleadh title in 2006.
city musicians. Well-known names from the
city are prominent in the greater international
world of the music, including Altan singer and
guitarist Daithi Sproule (USA), piper and writer
Tomas 6 Canainn (Cork), fiddler and organiser
Dermot McLaughlin (Dublin) and songwriter,
pianist and arranger Phil Coulter.
sessions. The city has several sessions, notably
Peadar O'Donnell's, Gweedore Bar, Sandino's and
Tinney's; The Don Bar, Creggan Hill and The
Anchor Inn.
players. There are many well-known resident
players including Marcas 6 Murchu (flute), Paddy
McCafferty (fiddle), Joe McLaughlin (pipes),
Peter Tracey (fiddle), the Carlin family and Padai
6 Mianain. City and county performers have
achieved All-lreland senior awards, among them
John Hendry (piano accordion, 1976),Jon Williams
(men's song in English, 2001),Joe Mulheron (new
ballads, 1979), Brian Lavery (1990) and Mark
Lavery 1998 (fiddle, 1998); Claire McNicholl of
Bellaghy was the 2009 All-Ireland senior whistling
winner.
uilleann pipes. Piping has been prominent here
over many years, with several All-Ireland fleadh
winners: Fin bar McLaughlin in 1975, J oseph
McHugh in 1977 and Brian Stafford in 1979; the
NPU has a dozen players affiliated.
CCE. There are seven branches in the county,
several in the vicinity of the city- Derry, Foyle and
Waterside- and others at Dungiven, Bellaghy,
Loup and Draperstown/Ballinascreen. These are
engaged in teaching and session performance, and
in Derry city's Culturlann Ui Chanain, the lrishlanguage centre, opened in Great James Street in
2009 - a home to various kinds of performance.
festivals. Traditional music features in several
festivals in addition to the county fleadh cheoil,
such as the Blathanna Festival, Limavady Folk

m
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Festival and Feis Doire Chomcille.
Roe Valley
Folk Festival has a mix of folk music, dance and
traditional sessions with performers from both
Ireland and Scotland, and in a span of genres from
traditional instrumental to ballads and folk song.
song. A general sense of this is celebrated by
the Danny Boy Festival at Dungiven, but for many
years in the 1990s singer J oe Mulheron's Derry
Singers' weekend was one of the major singing
events. Among the prominent singers are Tony
Black, Denis Heaney, Risteard MacGabhann,
singer and radio presenter Brian Mullen and songwriter Jim McFarland (who lived for many years at
Ashbourne, Co. Meath),].P. and Michael Sweeney,
Frank Gallagher and songwriter Joe Mulheron.
county musicians. These include several notable
families - the Boylans of Garvagh, the Laverys
and Henrys, the O'Kanes of Dungiven; Maureen
McCrystal and Amanda Millwinney, Maureen
McGlone, Ciaran Maynes (flute), Brendan and
John Henry, Maurice Bradley (fiddle), Gino
Lupari (bodhran, Magherafelt), Kate O 'Brien
(fiddle) and Paul McSherry (guitar) of Deanta;
singers Francie and Ann Brolly. Bands include
Cinnie (Mulholland brothers from Magherafelt)
and 6ige (O'Kanes and Dillons from Dungiven).
sessions. With music and with set dancing, these
are held in many towns, including Magherafelt
(Mary's/Bryson's), Limavady (Owen's), Portstewart
(Smyth's), Maghera (Walshe's Hotel), Bellaghy
(The Seamus Heaney and Bellaghy Bawn),
Ballyscullion (Ceilidh House), Draperstown
(Reagan's) and Lavey (McGurk's).
academic. Magee College of UU in the city
covers traditional music in its School of Creative
Arts, and hosts concerts and a weekly session on
Thursday lunchtime by the Trad. Soc. The university hosted the 2003 Crosbhealach an Cheoil/
Crossroads Conference, Fiddlefest in 2006,
the Foyle Piping Festival in 2009, and 'Trad on
Campus Day' in 2008 and '09. UU at Coleraine
synchronises with this and also has a weekly session
in The Anchor Bar (Portstewart). [LJD]
'Derry Air, The'. One of the country's bestknown tunes, this is variously known as 'Danny
Boy', and, as George Petrie first titled it in his 1855
Ancient Music of Ireland, 'The Londonderry Air'.

DIT (Dublin Institute of Technology)

It had been given to him as an air without words
by Jane Ross of Limavady, who said she noted it
from a fiddler there in 1851. Song collector Sam
Henry, from Coleraine, Co. Derry later suggested
her source may have been a blind itinerant fiddler
Jimmy McCurry ofMyroe.The tune is reputed to
have been composed by the blind harper-chieftain
Rory Dall6 Cahain (c.1550-1660), composer of
'Tab hair do m do Lamh' (Give me Your Hand), after
whom it was known as '6 Cahain's Lament'. His
descendant, harper Bridget 6 Cahain, played the
tune and taught it to her pupil Denis O'Hampsey,
another blind harper, from Craigmore, Garvagh
in the Roe valley. Born in 1695, he lived in three
different centuries until his death in 1807, and
carried the tune to other parts of Ireland and to
Scotland while on his peregrinations. He is not
credited as having played it in its known form at
the Belfast Harpers' Assembly of 1792, but Co.
Derry song researcher Hugh Shields held that one
of Bunting's published pieces in 1796 titled 'Aisle
an 6igfear' is similar, a view which had been supported by Anne Geddes Gilchrist in the EFDSS
journal of 1934; she suggested that Ross notated
it wrongly in 4/4 instead of 3/4 time, so altering
the perceived melody. Fortuitous accident or no,
songwriters failed to fit words to it until Margaret
Weatherly heard the tune again in 1912 being
played in Colorado by gold prospectors (reputed
to be Irish, from the Roe valley). She sent a copy
of it to her brother Fred, a prolific songwriter, in
Somerset, and he fitted his already-written lyric
'Danny Boy' to it. Several hundred gramophone
recordings established the tune's universal popularity and Ireland rugby supporters affirm its author's
noble intentions. [JH]

Des Carty Music School. See under Dublin.
diatonic. Literally 'two tones', this term refers to
the major and minor scales in which there is an
uneven progression of whole tones and semitones.
This is in contrast to the 'chromatic' scale which
has a note series based on semitones only. The term
'diatonic' is also used to describe an instrument's
potential: melodeons, tin whistles and pipes have
a diatonic scale, and can be played only in a limited
number of keys. Thus, because the scale of D has

Fll and Ol, a diatonic harmonica or ten-button
melodeon in the key of D has the scale D E Fll G
A B Ol D . Because it does not have notes F and
C natural it cannot be used to play tunes in the
keys of C and G, but since a lot of dance music is
in the key ofD, the instrument is nevertheless very
useful. Melodeons are also made in the keys of G
(which has cq ), and C (which has F q and Cq ).
The diatonic melodeon differs from the two-row
button accordion - called chromatic accordion which, like the keyed flute, has a chromatic scale.
Harmonicas follow the same pattern.

diddley-dee. Trite or dismissive term used
typically in a culturally supremacist manner, or
colloquially to denote traditional music. It derives
from the characteristic sound of the simplest form
of lilting.
dissonance. As a mingling of slightly clashing
pitches, tunings or rhythms this is often heard in
traditional music, particularly in sessions where
strict attention to tuning is not always possible,
where players from different stylistic backgrounds
play together casually, or where inexperienced
players play with more experienced. Professional
performers may use it as a stylistic device, but it
is not generally a feature of any organised playing.
In less sophisticated ceili bands, where players all
play the same repertoire but do not have the same
versions of tunes, or use the same ornamentation
or regional-style rhythm, the constancy of such
clashes may have either a pleasing effect or the
opposite. 6 Riada likened the sound of such to the
buzzing of a bluebottle in an upturned jam-jar. But
such roughness in traditional playing (especially
at a fleadh where people will not always know
each other, or playing in new settings abroad)
can have charm and elemental memorability. For
many players it is preferable to what is perceived
as anodyne or saccharine in the unison sound of a
highly rehearsed ceili band or a fiddle orchestra.
DIT (Dublin Institute ofTechnology). The
Conservatory of Music and Drama (formerly the
College of Music, centred in Chatham Row and
Rathmines) offers full-time degree and master's
courses in Music. Its Traditional Music programme
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OkiT (Oundalk Institute of Technology)

under Odhnin 6 Casaide includes the MA in performance, the BMus in performance, the BM usEd
and foundation courses. These courses are taught
by leading performers, including guitarists Steve
Cooney and Gavin Ralston, Kevin Glackin (fiddle),
Tom Doorley (flute), Kieran Hanrahan (banjo),
Peter Browne (pipes), Seosaimhfn Nf Bheaglafoch
and Antainne 6 Farachain (sean-nos),John Regan
(accordion), Tommy Hayes (bodhnin) and Grain ne
Hambly and Denise Kelly (harp). These follow the
teaching legacy in this college of Leo Rowsome
and Nancy Calthorpe. Performance is underpinned
by academic understanding, with emphasis placed
on ensemble work, master classes, concerts and on
collaborative ventures with DIT's Early Music,
Orchestral and Drama departments. Research
master's and PhDs are also catered for.

DkiT (Dundalk Institute ofTechnology). DkiT
initiated an honours-level degree in music in 2003
under contemporary composer Eibhlfs Farrell.
1he course, devised by her with flute player Paul
McGettrick, gives equal time in the first two years
to both traditional and classical music histories
at academic and performance levels. In the final
two years students can specialise in traditional
music at the academic level, or can specialise in
traditional music performance. A postgraduate
master's in Traditional Music Studies, academically
slanted, was approved in 2010. Research-based
master's and PhD studies in traditional music
have been ongoing since 2003, these undertaken
by some major performers including fiddlers Gerry
O'Connor, Oisfn Mac Diarmada andJesse Smith,
concertina player Jacinta McEvoy, banjo player/
guitarist Sean McElwain and step dancer Seosamh
6 Neachtain.
Doherty, John. (1900-80). Fiddle. The Doherty
family are the most popularly known fiddling
family in Donegal and colloquially are known as
'the Simeys'- a nickname deriving from Simon,
one of the patriarchs of the family. They were
highly skilled tinsmiths and travelled throughout
central and south-west Donegal making essential kitchen and farm utensils. At night, they also
taught fiddle to interested children and provided
music for house dances and other functions.
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John Doherty [EOD]
Simon was a player of high repute, and his son
Mickey (Mickey Mor) had an equal reputation.
His bowing was legendary, folklore maintaining
that, when in good playing form, the bow moved
so quickly that the tip whistled. Mickey's children
who survived childhood were all good fiddlers, but
it was the youngest, John, who has become most
widely known. He was born in a shed on the main
street of Ardara directly next door to John 'the Tae'
Gallagher's house, listed in the baptismal register
as 'Johannes', where his parents' occupation was
given as 'Vagrantes'. The young John's primary
influence was his father, but he had a great admiration for the Scots fiddlers James Scott Skinner and,
to a lesser degree, William McKenzie Murdoch .
John was playing in earnest by his early teens and
had blossomed significantly by his mid-twenties.
But even though for most of his adult life there
was no great national interest in Donegal-style
fiddle playing, he was nevertheless the most highly
esteemed player for house dances along his travelling routes in the centre of the county. By the 1950s
some collectors had visited him and reported on
his prowess; by the 1970s his commercial recording
had made him the most influential of all Donegal
fiddlers. While his style may be considered as

Donegal

archetypal Donegal fiddling, it was, however, curiously unique. It had many of the hallmarks of most
of the sub-regional Donegal styles, but was highly
complex and personal, and as he made clear, was
consciously developed. Such was the impact of his
dynamic playing that he remains the most influential Donegal fiddle player, and he is the credited
source on many of the late twentieth-century flood
of Donegal-style recordings. [CAM]
Doherty, Liz. (1970- ). Fiddle; lecturer. Born in
Buncrana, Co. Donegal, she was taught fiddle by
local music and dance master Dinny McLaughlin.
In 1991 she was awarded the Mary V. Harte
Memorial Prize for first place in BM us exams and
the Se:in 6 Riada Memorial Prize for first place in
final-year traditional music exams, both at UCC;
her 1996 PhD research at UL was on the Cape
Breton fiddle tradition. From 1994 to 2000 she
lectured in Irish traditional music at UCC, and
in 2007 was appointed Irish traditional music
lecturer at UU, Derry. She has also held visiting
and guest lectureships at RSAMD, Scotland;
La Corufia, Spain; and National University of
Australia, Canberra; and in 2001 she was appointed
Edwards Distinguished Visiting Professor of the
Arts, Marshall University, West Virginia, USA.
As a Traditional Arts consultant she has worked
on projects with Roscommon and Longford local
authorities and with European organisations. From
2005 to 2008 she was the Traditional Arts consultant with the Arts Council of Ireland, responsible
for setting up funding schemes such as Deis and
Turas. She was a member of the board of the
ITMA 1994-7 and ofTG4's Gradam Ceoil panel
(2005-9). She was external examiner in music at
DkiT 2003-6, and in 2009 was elected chair of
ICTM (Ireland) and appointed external examiner
at UL. Her publications include Dinny McLaughlin
- From Barefoot Days: A Life of Music, Song and
Dance in Inishowen (2005) and Crosbhealach an
Cheoii/Ihe Crossroads Conference (co-editor, 1999).
As a fiddle player she has performed and recorded
with Nomos and the Bumblebees, and also with
Fiddlesticks (a fiddle group she established originally in Cork). Known for her strong Scottish and
Cape Breton influences, she has two solo albumsLast Orders (1999) and Quare Imagination (2002).

D olan, Felix. (1937- ). Piano, flute, accordion.
Raised in a music-loving household in the Bronx,
New York, his mother, Bridget, was a melodeon
player from near Castlebar, Co. Mayo, and his father,
Felix, from outside Manorhamilton, Co. Leitrim.
Felix had taught himself the accordion by the age of
ten, then piano. At nineteen he joined a local AOH
twenty-piece, all-accordion band and began accompaniment on the piano with them for informal
sessions. He played for dance at feiseanna, with
Paddy O'Brien, and with Paddy Killoran who had a
regular spot playing for Clare set dancers in Qieens.
Meeting his future wife, step dancer Joan Lynch, led
Felix to play at regular rehearsals for the McNiff
school of dance with fiddler Larry Redican, with
whom he was a founding member of the New York
Ceili Band (with Andy McGann, Paddy Reynolds,
fiddles, Paddy O'Brien, accordion, Jack Coen and
Mike Dorney, flutes, Jerry Wallace, piccolo). In
1965 Felix accompanied fiddler Andy McGann and
accordionist Joe Burke on the seminal A Tribute to
Michael Co!eman, and has recorded also with such
artists as Bobby Gardiner, Paddy Reynolds, Charlie
Mulvihill and James Keane,Joe Derrane, Seamus
Connolly, Martin Mulhaire and Jack Coen, Brian
Conway and, most recently, Catherine and John
McEvoy. Since the 1980s Felix has been an important figure at local and international concerts and
festivals, and toured with the American Masters
of Celtic Music. He performed twice at the White
House - in 1995 with Billy McComiskey and '97
withJoe Derrane- and was honoured by induction
to CCE's Hall of Fame in 1997. [BRD]

D onegal. This county is similar in size, population
and mix of terrains to Kerry, and like that county
retains an lrish-speaking Gaeltacht area. As with
Kerry too, Donegal is associated with not only
song traditions in Irish and in English, but also a
distinctive fiddle style and repertoires. In 2002 it
had some 17,000 Irish speakers (about three times
that of Kerry), but although it has strong historical
associations with piping, this is poorly represented
today, with less than half as many playing there as
in Kerry. CCE is not strongly represented in the
county (around a quarter of the number of branches
that Kerry has), suggesting a more individualistic,
independent or regional music thinking. [EDI]
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fiddle. The fiddle style is often perceived as
having more in common with Scottish playing
than with other Irish styles.
concept of a single
'Donegal style' (while a useful label in sparking a
revival of interest in the county's south-western
fiddle tradition during the 1980s) is misleading,
however, as the county boasts several pockets of
distinct regional styles and repertoires. Nonetheless,
certain characteristics - including faster tempo,
driving, accented rhythm, tune types such as the
highland, strathspey, mazurka and schottische,
and Donegal versions of standard tunes (such
as 'Drowsy Maggie', 'Rakish Paddy' and 'The
Swallow's Tail') - set the music apart from that
of the rest of the island, as does the fact that the
fiddle dominates.
The county also has a strong song tradition in both Irish (Gaeltacht areas) and English
language (lnishowen); Cor Thaobh a' Leithid, an
lrish-language choir directed by sean-nos singer
Dominic Mac Giolla Bhrfde, builds on this.
Dancing - competition style, ceilf and sets - is
also popular in various parts of the county and a
couple dance tradition (done to mazurkas, highlands, germans, etc.) has recently been revived by
dancers including Anne Connaghan and Connie
McKelvey from Glenties.
teaching. A strong network of teaching is
provided by organisations (CCE, the VEC and
Oideas Gael), independent music schools and
teachers, and music projects such as the lnishowen
Music Project (Culdaff), Simply Music (Buncrana)
and the Ceol sa Ghleann project (Glencolmcille).
Cairdeas na bhFhidleirf holds an annual summer
school in Glencolmcille (August), a fiddlers'
weekend in Glenties (October) and an on-going
series of mentoring programmes.
CCE. The county has nine branches including
Ballyshannon, Clougheneely, Frosses, Letterkenny,
Mac Giolla Bhride, Meenacross and Tannery.
festivals. The county has successfully hosted
national events such as Fleadh Cheoil na hEireann
(Buncrana, Letterkenny) and Oireachtas na
Gaeilge (Letterkenny) and regularly hosts a
number of traditional music, song and dance
festivals and events including Scoil Gheimhridh
Frankie Kennedy (Gaoth Dobhair), Ballyshannon
Folk and Traditional Music Festival, Cup ofTae
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Festival (Ardara), Ar Ais Arfs (Buncrana), Con
Cassidy Weekend (Teelin), Scoil Samraidh James
Byrne (Glencolmcille), the Mick and Michael Carr
Memorial Traditional Music Weekend (Carrick),
lnishowen Singers Circle festival (Clonmany)
and year-round programming by Tionsnamh
Lugh (Dunlewey). Other festivals and events
include traditional music, song and dance in their
programming - such as Earagail Arts Festival
(county-wide), the McGlinchey Summer School
(Clonmany), Donegal Bay and Blues tacks Festival
(in Ballyshannon, Bundoran, Pettigo, Ballybofey,
Leghowney, Rossnowlagh, Gleann Choilm Cille,
An Carraig, Cill Chartha, Ardara and Glenties)
and the Folk, Blues and Bluegrass Festival (Kilkar).
Performance spaces around the county programme
traditional events periodically - An Grianan
Theatre (Letterkenny), the Regional Cultural
Centre (Letterkenny), Balor Theatre (Ballybofey),
Mac's Backroom Bar, McGrory's (Culdaff), Ionad
Culturtha (Dunlewey). Regular sessions are held
around the county (e.g. Donegal town, Falcarragh,
Gortahork, Annagry, Fintown, Dunkineely,
G!encolmcille, Raphoe and Dungloe). Among the
more renowned sessions are those held in Hiudaf
Beag's (Bunbeg), McGrory's (Culdaff), the Glen
Tavern (Glenties) and Cui a Dt1in (Teelin).
media. Donegal fiddle music has been well documented by the BBC and RTE and, in particular,
through the work of Cairdeas na bhFhidleirf, and is
accessible through recordings and in the new project
'A Musical Landscape' (on donega lfiddlemusic.ie).
Cartlann Cheol Thfr Chonaill', housed in Aislann
Chill Chartha, holds key recordings of Donegal
fiddle music, as does the ITMA in Dublin. Raidi6
na Gaeltachta has regional coverage of and broadcasting from Donegal; this is both representative
and stimulating, keeping the lrish-speaking northwest linked linguistically and artistically with the
Gaeltacht regions of the rest of Ireland, particularly in relation to sean-nos singing. Regional radio
station ICR (lnishowen Community Radio) also
broadcasts a weekly traditional music programme
hosted by Jimmy McBride.
books. Publication s on the fiddle tradition
include Between the j igs and the R eels: 7he Donegal
Fiddle Tradition (Caoimhin MacAoidh, 1994);
The Northern Fiddler: Music and Musicians of
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Donegal and Tyrone (Alien Feldman and Eamonn
O'Doherty, 1979); Dinny McLaughlin: A Life
of Music, Song and Dance in Inishowen (Liz
Doherty, 2005); 'The Donegal Fiddle Tradition:
An Ethnographic Perspective', in Donegal: History
and Society- Interdisciplinary Essays on the History
of an Irish County (eds W. NoJan, L. Roynane,
M. Dunlevy, 1995); 'Donegal: A Voice in the
Wilderness or the Voice of Reason?' (Caoimhin
MacAoidh), in 1he Local Accent: Selected Proceedings
from BLAS, 1997. The song tradition has also
been documented by Lillis 6 Laoire in numerous
articles and in On a Rock in the Middle ofthe Ocean:
Songs and Singers in Tory Island, Ireland (2007), by
Jimmy McBride in 1he Flower ofDunafJ Hill and
More Traditional Songs Sung in Inishowen (1988)
and (with Jim McFarland) My Parents Reared
Me Tenderly and Other Traditional Songs Sung in
Inishowen (1985). A number of research projects
on Donegal song and singing have also been
undertaken by undergraduate students at UCC
and UL.
stylists. Past fiddlers include John Doherty,
Neillidh Boyle, Con Cassidy, Hugh Gillespie,
James Byrne and Proinsias 6 Maonaigh; today
there are Tommy Peoples, Dinny McLaughlin,
Mairead Ni Mhaonaigh, Ciaran Tourish, Liz
Doherty, Brid Harper, R6isin McGrory and
Martin McGinley. Other performers include
accordionist Dermot Byrne, multi-instrumentalist
Manus Lunny, singer-songwriter Kevin Doherty,
·singers Lillis 6 Laoire, Dominic Mac Giolla
Bhride, Gearr6idin Breathnach, Grace Toland;
bands of renown include AJtan, Clannad, Fidil and
Aileach. Others associated with the Donegal music
and song traditions include Maighread and Triona
Ni Dhomhnaill, Paul O'Shaughnessy, Dermot
McLaughlin and Jim McFarland. [LID]
Ar Ais Arfs A traditional arts festival held at
Buncrana, Co. Donegal from 2006 to 2008, devised
as a three-year project to celebrate traditional
music talent from Buncrana and the Inishowen
peninsula. Organised by a voluntary committee
ofMichael Gallanagh, Liz Doherty, Tom Byrne
and Jim Woods, its performers included Cianin
Tourish, Dermot Byrne, Kevin Doherty, Liz
Doherty, Jimmy McBride, P. V. O'Donnell, Paul
Rodden,Jim Woods and Tom Byrne. These were

presented in recitals, workshops, sessions and
themed concerts ('The Best ofBudgen', 'Buncrana
Welcomes', 'The Emigrant's Return' and 'The Next
Generation'). Outside performers had links in some
way to the region: Jerry Holland, Frankie Gavin,
Four Men and a Dog, Moonlighting, the Pyros,
Barley Bree, the Inishowen Singers' Circle, Henry
McCullough and Dezi Donnelly. In 2008 Micheal
6 Suilleabhain performed Francesco Walks, a piece
commissioned by the festival, featuring twelve local
fiddlers, accordion players and pipers with singer
Grace Toland. [LID]
D on egal f iddle styles. The distinctiveness
of Donegal fiddle style can be summarised as a
concurrence of Scottish influence, strong volume
and bright ringing tone, staccato bowing with
note-for-note bow-direction changes, and crisp
triplets rather than rolls. Players such as Dinny
McLaughlin of Inishowen and the late Jimmy
Heuston of Drumkeen, Dermot McLaughlin of
Derry as well as the Glackin brothers of Dublin
all play with cracking triplets. Triplet playing
indeed is highly developed by Tommy Peoples of
St Johnston, east D onegal, who uses this ornament
with an aggressive, almost explosive sound played
both on beat and back beat. Rolls are popularly
considered to be absent in Donegal fiddling, but
in fact most of the Teelin players, and those in east
Donegal, like the late Neillidh Boyle ofDungloe,
are prolific in their use. Despite the fact that all
of these characteristics are recognised as being
common in Donegal fiddling, the notion of a single
'Donegal style' would still be accepted by very few,
if any, Donegal players . It is more accurate to say
that a number of sub-areas of the county- related
to watersheds of physical geography which determined areas of socialisation prior to the relatively
recent arrival of public transport- have local styles.
All of these are still alive in an oral tradition, and
older players are able to document generational
changes and consistencies. The sub-regions of the
county which are considered as having recognisable styles are Inishowen, east Donegal, Rosses and
Gweedore, Croaghs, Teelin, Kilcar, Glencolmcille,
Ballyshannon and Bundoran.
;listening" da nce music. Up to the 1940s the
house dance was the major form of entertainment
in Donegal. Fiddle was the primary instrument for
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dance music (though augmented in its absence by
the trump or Jew's harp), and fiddlers played an
important social role. Players who were considered
'good' by dancers and listeners were held in high
standing, and their services were sometimes called
upon to help the needy with 'penny dances', and
to subvent educational costs with 'schoolhouse
dances'. From the 1950s onward, the music was
being performed almost entirely for listening.
devaluation. Attention gradually came to focus
on regional differences in styles, this leading to
an almost competitive evaluation of them, some
being perceived as better than others. This has
always caused tension over adjudication decisions in All-Ireland competitions, and leads to
the conclusion that the favouring of'an caighdean'
('Sligo' or 'Coleman' style) over, say, Donegal or
Sliabh Luachra is actively killing them off. In this
most competitive atmosphere, only 'pride of place'
can keep 'Donegal' or other Irish regional styles
alive. 'D1e ascent of Altan's international popularity in the 1990s has hugely boosted confidence
in Donegal style; acceptance elsewhere has given
Donegal communities confidence in their basic
fiddle 'accent'. With the resurgence of set dancing
from the late 1980s, communities have moved
a step further by also identifYing and retrieving
local dance customs. Consequently there has been
a demand for fiddlers and other musicians who
are conversant with the local styles and rhythms
which suit these.
in fl uential fiddlers. Up to the mid-twentieth
century, Co. Donegal had some of the most influential players in Irish music. These have affected
succeeding generations both within and beyond
the county (in particular the Glackin brothers),
and internationally (through Altan). The county's
many local styles of playing include, from the
north-west, Neillidh Boyle (highly personalised
and aggressive), Danny O'Donnell, Proinsias
6 Maonaigh and Mairead Ni Mhaonaigh. The
south-west has been a particularly strong area
and home to the late Cassidy brothers Frank,
Johnny and Paddy, to Con (their cousin), to Mick
McShane, Connie Haughey,Jimmy Lyons,James
Byrne,John Mh6sai McGinley, Frank McHugh,
Francie-Dearg and Mickey-Ban O'Byrne.There
are also John, Mickey and Simon Doherty, and
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their brothers Charlie and Hughie who are less
well documented. Glencolmcille, Teelin, Carrick
and Kilcar have produced John Gallagher and
James Josie McHugh; the Croaghs have Vincent,
Jimmy and Columba Campbell and their father,
Peter. Younger players include Tommy Peoples,
Seamus Gibson, Cathleen and Martin McGinley,
R6isin and Damien Harrigan. [CAM]
Donegal song. The county has huge variation in its songs and singing styles. This reflects
factors such as remoteness and the retention of
older forms, the survival of the Irish language, the
Ulster plantation in the east, and seasonal travel
to Scotland for work. The county can be usefully
considered as having south-west, central, and
Inishowen regions.
south- west. The strands of song tradition in
south-west Donegal reflect the historical demography of the area, and so old ballads of Scottish
and English origin exist side by side with Ossianic
lays. These are the few extant examples of sung lays
in Ireland; they were collected in the 1940s from
Seamus 6 high ne of Mfn na Saileach, and from
Micheal 6 highne of An tAtharach. The Irish
language and its traditions had a vigorous existence
through the nineteenth century. Condai Phroinnsis
Mac Cuinneagain (1832-1920) is remembered
as one of the outstanding Teelin singers of that
period, particularly so for his edification of the
community in the 'ceartu ceoil' song competition, held in the neighbouring Kilcar parish . A
weekend Eigse has been held in his memory,
the location of his grave in Carrick graveyard
recovered and marked . Maire Johnny Johndy Ni
Bheirn and, more recently, Anna Nf Dhonnagain
are other locally acclaimed Teelin singers. Local
teacher Alphonsus Mac a' Bhaird exercised great
influence on the repertoire during his years in
Teelin and subsequently in Carrick school. His
children, D6nall, Maire and Fionnuala, are also
singers although not living locally. Others are
Christine, Deirbhile and Yvonne Nf Churraighin
and Anna Nic Bhriartaigh, while Kitty Seain Mhic
Cuinneagain is regarded as a fund of older songs
and airs. In Taobh Istigh de Chnoc- known as
'Glen'- today's singers are John 'Ac Uidhir and
his wife Teresa, who sings an unusual version of
the well-known 'Pill Pill a Run 6'.1he area had
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several poets in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and among the more impressive of them
was the Kilcar man Seamus 6 Doraidheain. His
eulogy for Sliabh Liag, in nine eight-line verses,
a tour de force of mythical hyperbole, challenges
that of Eoghan 6g Mac Niallais's shorter 'An
Mhaoineach', which praises Ard a' R:itha. More
famous yet was Brid Bhan Ni Eochaidh, from
Teelin, whose so ng of longing for the 'teach
mor' of her home place, and of blunt rebuttal of
her husband's overtures for compromise, is the
most popular song in the area today. It is closely
followed by Padraig 6 Beirn's 'Mo Mhaire'. Gaelic
songs and singing survived decline, and have been
boosted since the mid - 1980s by Oideas Gael,
whose courses and workshops draw language- and
song-lovers from diverse parts.
central. An Ghaeltacht Lair, which includes the
Croaghs mountain area, is hugely symbolic here,
but despite having had a population of more than
two hundred in 1911, today it is almost deserted.
Once a storehouse of Gaelic language, lore and
song, and frequented by the travelling fiddler
tinsmiths, the Dohertys, the Croaghs'best-remembered song stylists were Anna Nic a'Luain,Johnny
'Ac a'Luain from Eadan Ionfach, Eoghan Phadraig
'Ac a' Luain (collected by Seosamh Laoide) and his
children P:idraig, Conall and M:iire. Other singers
are Maire Rua Ui Mhai (nee Nic a' Luain) and her
daughter Bridie Mhic Fhloinn. Among the local
poets was Tadhg 6 Tiomanai - Tadhg na mBan
as he was known, because of his romantic exploits
around the turn of the eighteenth century. The
author of many fine so ngs, their sexual explicitness
led to their gradual exclusion, and they were either
amended or omitted in Enri 6 Muirgheasa's 1915
collection. Another poet was Peadar Breathnach
(1825-70), author of the locally well-known and
often-commercially recorded 'Amhran Pheadair
Bhreatnach'. Fiddlers Vince and Jimmy Campbell's
mother is from the Croaghs, and indeed traditional
music and song are still strong locally. [LIO]
Inishowen. This is the peninsula in northeast Donegal where a strong folk song and ballad
singing tradition exists. Until the very recent past
many older singers gathered regularly to sing.
Many of them have now passed on, but some of
their songs have been recorded and preserved.

Local, narrative, love, humorous, historical, rebel
and Child ballads were the most common forms
of song. Corny McDaid, Jimmy Grant, Jimmy
C. Doherty, Maggie McGee, Mary Anne Canny,
Jimmy Houten, Denis McDaid, Paddy McCallion
were among the best known of the older singers.
Dan McGonigle, Margaret McEleney, Mack
Devlin, Charlie, Michael, Roseanne and Pat
McGonigle, Bridie and Joe Doherty, Annie Hirrell,
Mary Gill still meet to sing songs. They provided
a large body of song, recorded by several collectors, including Tom Munnelly of the Folklore
Department, UCD, but mainly by Jimmy McBride
ofBuncrana. He formed the Inishowen Traditional
Singers' Circle, thus providing a forum for these
old singers where they could meet regularly to
exchange and discuss their varied repertoire. The
formation of the annual seminar on folk song and
ballads in 1990 gave the older singers an added
interest. The McBride collection, with more than
500 songs, is held by the ITMA, Dublin. Some
of these lyrics are published in My Parents R eared
Me Tenderly (Jimmy McBride and Jim McFarland,
1985) and The Flower of Du naif Hill (McBride,
1988). [JIM]
Tory Island. An Irish-speaking island off
north-west Donegal, nine miles from the nearest
point on the mainland. Habitation dates from the
Neolithic period. Among the substantial early
Christian remains is the impressive Tau (T -shaped)
cross which stands at the head of the main pier
in the western village. A considerable body of
myth and history clings to such sites, notably the
tales of Balor of the Evil Eye and Colm Cille (St
Calumba). Tory has a vigorous tradition of music
and dancing. It is rich in song in both languagesmost famous songs include 'An Chrubach', 'Thug
me Ruide', 'Amhran na Scadan', 'Is trua nach
bhfuil me in Eirinn', 'Na Buachailli Alainn' and 'An
Cailin Gaelach'. Favoured instrument is accordion
- Pol Mac Ruairi, Patsy Dan Mac Ruairi, Dennis
Duggan and Eamonn Mac Ruairi among its senior
players, Bernard 6 Tuathalain, Mairtin 6 Dugain
and Hugo 6 Baoill somewhat younger; Jimi
Antoin Mac Fhionnaile plays fiddle and banjo.
Early twentieth-century hotel-keeper Seamus
Mac a' Bhaird- a highly regarded dancer- greatly
influenced music and dance. He also made a
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number of songs, including the comic music/song/
dance performance An Maidrin Rua. Eamonn
Dooley Mac Ruairi, also a poet, made 'Amhr:in
na Scadan', which has become an island anthem.
Singers of the recent past include Kit and John Tom
6 Mianain (d. 1960s), their cousinJimi Sheamuis
Bhain (1897-1991) and his brother, Padraig na
Faiche Mac Ruairi. All are still vividly remembered.
Today's older singers include Eamonn Mac Ruairi,
Seamus and Willie 6 Dubhgain, Teresa Mhic
Claifeartaigh and sisters Grainne Ui Dhubhgain,
Hannah Mhic Ruairi, Sorcha Ui Bhaoill, Kitty
Gray. They and their cousin Mary Meenan have
a large repertoire of songs in both languages and
strongly characteristic styles. Younger members
of the community Nabla Ui Bhaoill, Maire Mhic
Giontaigh, Mary John Rogers and Anne Marie
Nic Ruairi continue the singing tradition. Public
policy in the 1970s led to a decline in services
and morale, with ten families settling in mainland
Falcarragh in 1981. Lobbying turned the process
around, and at present the island's future seems
assured. Tourism, with an emphasis on the island's
uniqueness, is now being developed as a mainstay
of local economy. The effects on the music are
not yet clear. The island and its music culture are
detailed in the 2005 ethnograpy On a Rock in the
Middle of the Ocean by Lillis 6 Laoire. [LIO]
Grant, Seam us. (1934-2005). Fiddle. A prominent fiddle player from the Inishowen peninsula
who lived at Clonmany. His mother played the
fiddle and his father the single-row melodeon;
both were heavily involved in music-making in
the local parish. Seamus played at house dances
from the age of fifteen until these began to die
out in the 1950s, and he was a founder member of
Clonmany Ceili Band c.1970. He was influenced
both by the local style and by music he heard from
Scotland on the radio, through recordings and
from printed collections; William C. Honeyman's
The Young Violinist and Duet Book was a favourite,
as was the music of J ames Scott Skinner. Grant
played lancers, schottishes, hornpipes, polkas and
various named dances such as 'Maggie Pickins',
'Shoe the Donkey' and 'Kitty O'Connor'. His 'listening tunes' included highlands, strathspeys, airs,
marches,jigs and reels. A CD of his music, recorded
just weeks before his death, was released in 2009
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with tunes demonstrating his eclectic repertoire.
His style is rhythmic and dotted, similar in some
respects to that of Pat Mulhern, another esteemed
local player. Lyrical too, his style is quite measured
and this space between the notes is further emphasised through a clarity of the melodic line which
is uncluttered by (although not entirely devoid of)
left-hand ornamentation. [LID]
McHugh, lames Josie. (1917-79). Fiddler. Born
at Kentucky, Ardara, Co. Donegal. He learned to
play the fiddle from his father and from John
Gallagher with whom he spent his earlier playing
days. He joined the Forthill Ceili Band, formed in
1948, with other local musicians playing informally.
Mter it broke up in 1954 he took up playing again
with John Doherty and they went on to record for
television and radio on both sides of the border.
Literate in music, a large percentage of his repertoire came from the Scott Skinner collections.
McConnell, Alec and Mickey. Fiddle. Born
c.1880, these brothers were extremely influential
musicians and tinsmiths who travelled around
south-west and central Donegal, centring their
activities around Ardara. In-laws of the Dohertys,
they would have regularly played and traded tunes
and techniques with them. Alec was considered the
better musician, but Mickey also played bagpipes,
these for outdoor performances at harvest and
hiring fairs, the two almost exclusively playing
together. [CAM]
Nic a' Luain, Anna. (1884-1954). Singer. Born
Nic a'Bhaird, and known locally as Anna John
Chiot, she was a monoglot Irish speaker and a
noted carrier of traditions of all kinds. She lived
all her life in the townland of Cruach Thiobraid
at the foot of the Blue Stack mountain in central
Donegal. Her repertoire, which included 250 songs
in Irish, was collected by Sean 6 hEochaidh in
1947-8. [LlO]
Donnan,Jackie. (d.2009) . Fiddle. East Co. Down
player in a Protestant community with recreational
pursuits peripheral to both mainstream regional
life and typical traditional music society. He perceived his music as being in the rhythm of the
dance, a quality picked up when he first began
playing in the 1950s at socials that ran from 9 p.m.
to 3 a.m. In his teenage years his area had a deep
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appreciation of the older music, played at harvest
celebrations, and at regular weekly and fortnightly
socials, notably at Ardmillan, where quadrilles
were still being danced and taught at the turn
of the millennium. The people of his hinterland
of the Ballinahinch/Dromara area learned their
steps from a French dancing master known as Dr
Albert; others carry on his teaching still: 'People's
whole lives revolve around dancing.' He recalled
Willie Savage (b.l881, from a long line of fiddlers)
and his son playing together several nights a week.
Savage himself could describe his own grandfather
playing with fiddler John Simpson (1830-1917)
in earlier times for big-house servants' dances;
Simpson's grandson Bobby Geddes played accordion for dancing until1987. 11-e matching of tunes
to dances is held to be critical in Donnan's area and
tradition; he disliked the late twentieth-century
fashion of 'hell for leather' reel playing, where
players skip a final beat and 'jump off one part of
the tune on to the other'.
D onnellan, Rev. Luke. ( 18 78-19 52). Collector,
physicist, composer and pianist. Born near
Crossmaglen, Co. Armagh, buried at Loughgall
where he spent his final years. A collector who
embraced new technology, Donnellan was deeply

interested in Irish and classical music. Reputed to
have been a superb pianist in his younger days until
an accident damaged his left hand, an outcome he
attributed to God's wish to prevent him becoming
too proud, in 1916 he had an orchestral composition, 'Overture to the Irish Pilgrimage to Lourdes
1913', published by Piggott in Dublin. While stationed in Dromintee, and later Crossmaglen, he
collected 150 songs in Gaelic on thirty-one phonograph cylinders, most of them from south Armagh,
a quarter from Connemara singers. The Armagh
singers included members of the McKeown family
of Lough Ross, Alice Cunningham of Monegilla,
Mrs Hearty of Cregganbane, Mrs Murphy, Mrs
Callaghan and the McCrink Brothers from
Carrickbroad, Dromintee. Seamus Ennis's first task
at the Irish Folklore Commission was the transcription of their words and melodies . Donnellan
is reported to have travelled 'around the country by
car' to collect the material, both this and possession
of a phonograph marking him as technically eager
and financially unrestricted.
publishing. His writing is published in the
County Louth Archaeological journal: 'Carolaniana'
(ii, 1, 1908); 'Oriel Songs and Dances' (ii, 2, 1909);
'Eibhlfn a Ruin' (ii, 4, 1911); 'Traditional Irish and
Highland Airs' (iii, 1, 1912); 'Eibhlin a Ruin' (iii,

Luke Donnellan's transcription of 'Miss McDonald's' [courtesy Dept. of Irish Folklore, UCD]
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2, 1913); and a reply to a short critique of a 1911
article by Grattan Flood (iii, 1, 1912). With the
initials 'L.D.' he is assumed to be the eo-writer
(with 'J.Q') of 'Words and Music of Uir Chille
Chreagain' (ii, 1, 1908). 'Oriel Songs and Dances'
is most enduring, with 106 melodies, mostly reels
from the south Ulster region. All but three of these
pieces are also in a larger collection in a handwritten book which has 235 reels, 21 hornpipes, 21
marches and quicksteps and 8 'long tunes'. The
marked dearth of jigs is likely due to missing pages,
suggested by the numbering of reels (the initial
three pages of which are missing).
science. Aside from music, Luke Donnellan
spent some time as an amateur physics researcher.
In 1925, he submitted a patent application for an
electro-chemical apparatus that provided 'a means
of recording instantaneously at a distance the
action of light on a receiver' (television technology). He donated all of his papers on the subject
to the Catholic bishop of Derry, a fellow enthusiast, who subsequently forwarded them to John
Logie Baird, the Scotsman credited with the
invention of the first workable television receiver.
Much of Donnellan's unpublished song collections are researched and documented in Padraigin
Ni Uallachain's A Hidden Ulster: People, Songs and
Traditions of Oriel (2003). Donnellan also collected
a number of handwritten Gaelic manuscripts
which now are deposited variously in Armagh
Diocesan Library, St Malachy's College, Belfast
and An Roinn Bhealoideasa Eireann at UCD.
His music was analysed and edited for publication
by Gerry O'Connor in 2008 as a master's research
project at DkiT. [GOC]

Donnelly, Des. (1933-73). Fiddle. A spirited
and subtle fiddle player from Lacca, Fintona, Co.
Tyro ne, he spent many years playing in Manchester.
A founder member of Manchester CCE, he
won the All- Britain fiddle competition in 1972
and 1973 and is featured on the album entitled
Remember Des Donnelly. He died in an accident in
1973. His nephew, Dezi Donnelly, carries on as an
outstanding professional traditional music player.
Donnelly, Sean. (1951- ) Piper, researcher, writer.
Born in Ballyfermot, Dublin, he learned highland
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pipes with the Fintan Lalor pipe band at the age
of fifteen, and developed an interest in the uilleann
pipes some years later. Learning to play these with
NPU he met Breandan Breathnach, and under his
influence began research into th e pipes and the
early history of Irish music. A graduate in Irish
from TCD, he is one of the foremost scholars in
traditional music research and he is widely quoted
in literature on the harp and pipes. His work is
published in a wide variety of journals, particularly Ceol, Ceol na hEireann, Common Stock Qournal
of the Lowland and Borders Pipers' Association),
Piping Times and various county historical societies' publications.

Donnybrook Fair. Once held in August each year,
this is typical of the letting go and communitas
with music, song, dance and drinking which have
been the historical role of fairs and religious feasts.
Among equestrian, merry-go-round and acrobatic
diversions, the Halls reported a moralistic German
tourist as having written:
yonder a tent crowded with lads and lasses,
tripping it on 'the light fantastic toe'; or gazing
in admiration on some heavy-legged bog-trotter, footing a hornpipe to the music of a pair
of bagpipes, or the notes of a drunken scraper
on three strings; while thickly studded round
may be seen tents crowded with the drinking
and the drunken- the painted 'Jezebel', or the
half tipsy youngster .. . while in the distance in
various directions may be seen the waving of
the shillelah and heard the brawling of a party
daring some other to the deadly strife ... misery
and madness, devilment and debauchery ...

This was the mix of activity enshrined in the contemporary lines on this event:
Such crowding and jumbling
And leaping and tumbling
And kissing and stumbling
And drinking and swearing
And carving and tearing
And coaxing and snaring
And scrambling and winning
And fighting and flinging
And fiddling and singing.

However, the Halls found none of those excesses

c.1839, only 'crowds of people amusing themselves',

Doran, Johnny

including 'several tents filled with dancers and gossipers ... we did not encounter a single intoxicated
person of either sex' (Halls, vol. 2: 338).
Donoghue,Jim. (1910-90). Tin whistle. Born
at Drimacoo, Monasteraden, Co. Sligo, he was
unique in his use of the Clarke 'C' whistle, which
he began to play at the age of ten. The tone he
produced could be as strong as that of a concert
flute, and was achieved by his 'humouring' of the
wooden fipple with a heated hacksaw blade. He
was of the next generation to Michael Coleman
and shared his repertory but was heavily influenced
by Jim Coleman (fiddle) with whom he played for
many years. He also cited musicians such as Paddy
and Peter Sherlock, John Drury, Eugene Giblin
and Peter Horan as influential, as well as Fred Finn
(fiddle). He recorded for television and radio in
the 1980s, and is featured on Music from Coleman
Country (1972). He was often partnered in his
later years by bodhr:in player and neighbour John
Leyden, and cou ld play bodhr:in expertly in the
local style himself. He was a major influence on
the flute player Seamus Tansey. [GRD)
Doran, Felix. (c.1915-72). Uilleann pipes. Brother
to Johnny, and grandson of the famed John Cash. A
travelling player, he was taught initially by Johnny,
and like him played at markets, fairs and races,

Felix Doran and his son Michael playing on the Slaney at
the 1967 All-lreland fleadh at Enniscorthy [CCE)

including in Dublin's Moore Street in the 1930s.
He lived in a horse-drawn caravan, and dealt in
horses, then scrap metals, eventually ending up in
the transport business in Manchester. A noted raconteur, and a popular figure in Clare, he treasured
meeting places where people could appreciate his
fine legato style, repertoire and finesse. A flamboyant executant of'The Fox Chase', in 1963 he won
the All-lreland uilleann pipes at Mullingar. By
then wealthy, he commissioned a set of all-silver
pipes from a German engineer and at the end of
the decade was a popular figure holding court with
these, particularly at All-Ireland fleadhanna. He
died in Manchester in 1972, and was buried in
Rathnew, Co. Wicklow, after an immense funeral.
His son, Michael, and Neillfdh Mulligan played at
his graveside; Michael, and Doran's nephew John
Rooney carry on his playing style. He is recorded
on Topic: the Last of the Travelling Pipers.
Doran,Johnny. (1908-50). Uilleann pipes. One of
the famous Doran family of travelling pipers and
brother to Felix. Born at Rathnew, Co. Wicklow,
his father was John D oran, also a piper, descendant
of nineteenth-century Wexford piper John Cash
and his wife Polly Connors, a noted step dancer.
His parents lived for some time in England before
settling off New Street in Dublin, which Johnny
used as the hub of economic peregrinations in the
1930s. These took him through the midlands to
Clare and Donegal - among many other places where he played at fairs, races, hurling and football
games. Second World War rationing confined him
to Dublin again until1945 when he resumed travel,
working for some time as a bricklayer's assistant
with Roscommon piper Andy Conroy. Wintering
in Dublin over 1947-8, he was heard busking by
Sean McBride who engaged him to play at a Clann
na Poblachta election rally in Phoenix Hall, but his
commitment to play at the party's final meeting
in College Green was frustrated by the collapse
of a wall on his caravan at Christchurch, which
seriously injured him. While partially paralysed in
hospital he was visited by John Kelly, Willie Clancy
and Andy Conroy.They coaxed him to play 'The
Fermoy Lasses' reel on the chanter while Clancy
worked the bellows and Conroy the bag. Through
John Kelly of Cape! Street, he was recorded by
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Kevin Danaher of the Folklore Commission in
194 7; these recordings are the source of his album
The Bunch of Keys. He resumed travelling after his
release from hospital but, unable to walk and seriously weakened, he eventually died, and was buried
at Rathnew. His playing was regarded by Breandan
Breathnach as intensely personal and emotional,
highly skilled and utterly unselfconscious. This
gave him a powerful charisma, his regulator playing
being particularly impressive for its constant
overlay of rhythms on chanter melody.
double jig. See jig.
double stopping. A fiddle technique, this is the
stopping of two strings with the fingers to sound
two notes simultaneously.
See ornamentation .
Douglas Hyde Summer School. Held at Ballaghaderreen, Co. Roscommon, this school was
set up in 1996 to provide tuition and education in
traditional music, based on the ideals of Douglas
Hyde, Gaelic League activist, song collector and
fist president of Ireland. Financed by the local
district development agency and businesses, and
by the Arts Council, Roscommon Co. Council and
VEC, the Hyde school in 2009 had c.400 students
and twenty-three teachers at classes in St Nathy's
college and other venues. It teaches flute, whistle,
fiddle, button and piano accordion, bodhran, concertina, sean-nos song, harp, banjo, guitar and
- reflecting its mentor's legacy - comhrd gaeifge
(conversational skills in Irish). Reflecting the local
popular history of tambourine use, the bodhran is
a feature of concert performance and classes here,
taught by Johnny McDonagh and Junior Davey.
Teachers also include Paddy Ryan, Brendan
Larrisey and John McHugh (fiddle), N6irin
(Gavin) Ni Shuilleabhain (whistle). The school
engages with the music history of its region, and
has walks or visits to areas of significance- such as
to the Cois Tine heritage centre at Kilmovee, and
Ceolaras Cholmain at Gurteen. A Gradam (award)
has been made to significant local music figures
since 2002; to date this has been presented to Pat
Finn (whistle, Liverpool Ceili Band), Frank Jordan
(flute), Peter Horan (flute), Paddy Ryan (fiddle),
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Maire McDonnell Garvey, Seosamh MacGabhann
(fiddle, historian) and Matt Molloy.
Dowling, Martin. (1960- ). Fiddle player
and historian. Born in Chicago, his father from
Tullamore, Co. Offaly, his mother from Gurteen,
Co. Sligo. As a child he heard albums of Sean
Maguire, The Dubliners and the early Chieftains.
From age seven to fourteen he took classical violin
lessons and played in the Youth Orchestra of the
Milwaukee Symphony. His uncles - highland
piper Christy Dowling and fiddler Michael
Dowling - introduced him to the O'Neill and
Breathnach collections. He played sporadically
with other musicians and Irish dancers at events
sponsored by the Shamrock Club ofWisconsin
and the Milwaukee Irish Fest. While studying
at the University of Chicago, he joined poet and
bodhran player Michael Donaghy in the band
Samhradh Music which performed regularly in
the Chicago area. He later formed the band Boxty
along with Christine Plochman while studying in
Madison, Wisconsin, and in 1994 moved to Belfast
where he served as the Arts Council of Northern
Ireland's Traditional Arts offlcer (1998-2004).
He worked on research fellowships on the history
and sociology oflrish music at University College
Dublin from 2004 to 2006, and was appointed
lecturer in Irish Traditional Music in the School
of Music in Qyeen's University of Belfast in 2007.
Recordings include A Thousand Farewells (Cottage
Music, 1997) with Christine D owling and Daithi
Sproule, and On Oiche Go Maidin (Outlet Records,
1998) with Jason O'Rourke, Davy Maguire, Paul
McSherry and Kevin Doris.
Down. This is a county of huge variety in politics
and religion, and, consequently, traditional music
activity. The area however has had the most significant survival of traditional music practices
among Protestant communities, seen in the retention of quadrille (set) dance in certain community
and other halls, and in a notable fiddle tradition.
Prior to the watershed years of the early 1970s
music-making in Down involved considerable
mixed-religion participation, but this was weakened
by political events of the Troubles. Yet musicians
as such remained aloof from partiality, and there

Downtown Radio

have been long-run ning 'mixed' sessions in Bangor,
Newtownards and other towns of north and east
Down. These include Baloo House, Fealty's of
Bangor and Lisbarnett House near Comber.
players. Fiddler Jackie Donnan was the last
of such older players, a committed musician
who performed often at recitals and in sessions.
Closely associated with him and his repertoire
have been Nigel and Diana Boullier (banjo and
fiddle), Denis Calvert (whistle), Geordie McAdam
(fiddle), Richard Parkes (highland pipes), Robbie
Hughes (flute, pipes), singer Jackie Boyce, and the
Bingham family of Comber (flutes, fiddles, concertina). Piper Helena Rowsome, daughter of Leo,
has made Bangor her home for many years, and
piper Robbie Hannan comes from Holywood and
was for many years curator of music at the Ulster
Folk Museum there. The repertoire in east Down
includes tunes played also in Scotland, but, as in
other parts of the country, 'standard' session tunes
are also ubiquitous.
south. The Mourne mountains divide the
county physically, marking off the more prosperous
sea coast of south Down and the hilly hinterland
villages to Rostrevor and Newry, home to such as
the Sands family and singer R6isin White. Session
venues have included many small local bars in such
as Hilltown, but also regular venues in: Mullan's of
Downpatrick; The Cove, Newry; The Coach Inn,
Dumigan's, Ftddler's Green- Portaferry; Maghera
Inn, Qyinn's - Newcastle; Peter Moran's Cottage,
Finnis (Dromara); Brandy Bar, Castlewellan.
piping. Down has twenty-eight pipers affiliated
to NPU, reflecting the historic association of the
north-east with piping in the nineteenth century.
CCE. Ftve branches at Ards, Kilkeel, Newcastle,
Warrenpoint and Newry cover much music activity
and festival contribution music, but there is additional activity in the county's overlap with the
urban complexity of Belfast, where CCE is represented also. The uilleann pipes and set dance are
particularly strong in this Belfast hinterland. The
Down fleadh rotates annually, and the major county
festival is the Fiddler's Green held at Rostrevor
since 1987. This operates the longest-running
honours award in folk and traditional music on
the island. The county has had a share of its musicianship celebrated by All-Ireland awards: Cianin

Burns on concertina (1983), Ursula Byrne on fiddle
(1993), Niall McClean on fiddle slow airs (2007)
and Emer Walsh on mouth whistling (2008).
Bodhran winners include Paul Phillips (2003)
and Sean O'Neill (2006). In 2009 two Newcastle
performers won All-Irelands- Terry Cowan in
new ballad composition and Niall McCrickard
in under-18 bodhran. The county town of Newry
achieved some visibility too for its music-making
in 2010 in that the young local group Ioscaid won
the All-Ireland final of the Siansa Gael Linn youth
band competition at the National Concert Hall
in Dublin.
See also Belfast; Binghams of Co. Down.
Songs of the County D own. A collection of
songs, ballads and verse by singer and song collector Jackie Boyce. This 2004 compilation of Co.
Down songs, published by Ballyhay Books, gives a
wide and varied perception of life and changes of
the times. Songs dating from the era of Napoleon
Bonaparte or the United Irishmen up to the
present show the emotions and everyday living of
the authors. Subjects covered by over 130 songs are
wide and range from love to emigration. Politics
are significant - Orange and Green. There are
songs about shipwrecks, fishing tragedies, songs in
the Ulster-Scots dialect, songs of humour, of sport,
songs of praise - of people, place and whiskey.
Some of the material has been collected from
today's singers, others from old recordings; but the
greater number are from publications which span
more than two hundred years, long out of print
and almost impossible to obtain.
Downtown Radio. An independent NI commercial radio station which began broadcasting
in 1976 with coverage in all of NI, with a policy
of inclusion of folk/traditional music. Its Folkal
Point has been one of the longest running such
programmes (from the station's inauguration until
2007). Its first presenter was Jackie Dixon, who
was the organiser of various outside events such
as the traditional and folk concerts at the 'Qyeen's
Festival' in Belfast during the 1970s and '80s, the
Walnut Folk Club in Belfast and Donaghadee
Folk Club in the 1970s. J a ne Cassidy hosted
Folkal Point 1991-5, and Maurice Leyden ran it
1995-2007 with an emphasis on Ulster singers.
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Bobby Hanvey (who collected and recorded singers
for the Outlet Archive Series in the late 1970s)
has hosted another show, The Ramblin' Man, for
twenty-eight years, using music and song in his
interview presentations; singerlsongwriterTommy
Sands' Country Ceilidh show has now run since
1977 with a policy of presenting local musicians
and singers in outside broadcasts. [MAL]

to describe the music of, say, Neillidh O'Boyle,
Seam us Ennis, Joe Cooley and Ellen Galvin . Of
it, Breand:in Breathnach has written that it is
most often associated with tunes in minor keys,
but, again, skill and artistry are required to draw it
out. Sliding into C-naturals and F -naturals may be
part of the process, as indeed is subtle undercutting, 'micro' rolling and relaxed tempo - allowing
the tune to lead the playing rather than the player
'driving' the melody. 'Caisle:in An Oir' (hornpipe),
'Ballinasloe Fair' (reel) and 'Paddy Fahey's Jig' are
tunes which facilitate the sensation .

Doyle,Martin. (1951- ). Flute maker. From
Bray, Co. Wicklow, and now working in Co.
Clare, he makes flutes for Irish music and headjoints for classical flutes. He was inspired to make
instruments by his father who customarily made
whistles out of the bark of sycamore trees, and
by the playing of Mick Mori arty. A metal-turner
and toolmaker, Doyle had occasionally made parts
and repaired his own instruments, this developing the skills base and confidence necessary to
making flutes. He began with pipe-maker Johnny
Bourke in 1982, specialising in flutes by 1984.
Collaboration with French maker Michel Bonamy
led him to modify and improve old designs; he has
made some thousand keyed and unkeyed instruments over twenty-five years. A feature of his flutes
is a baroque foot system where a section of the
bore tapers out towards the bottom to enhance
the bottom D. His work was noted in a 2008
BBC radio documentary The Sounding Post, and
in 2009 by The Music Tree, which focused on both
the material African black wood and Doyle's flute
making. In 1985 he won the Crafts Council of
Ireland medal and in 1993 the RDS Californian
Gold medal. He plays with the band Rune. [HBR]

Drew, Ronnie. (1934-2008). Singer. Born in
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin he worked in a
variety of jobs before radio programmes such as
Balladmakers ' Saturday Night and Ceolta Tire, and
the singing ofDominic Behan sparked an interest
in Irish music. While in Spain teaching English
in 1955 he learned Flamenco style on guitar, and
back in Ireland in 1958 he played with Barney
McKenna (banjo) in stage productions with John
Molloy. Playing in sessions in O'Donoghue's introduced them to Luke Kelly, Ciar:in Bourke (song,
whistle) and John Sheahan (fiddle), and together
they formed The Dubliners ballad group. He went
solo in 197 4, sporadically playing with the band
up until 1996. His show Ronnie I Hardly Knew
You played at the Edinburgh Fringe festival and
in Europe and the USA. He sang in a variety of
genres, and in later years performed with Antonio
Breschi, in 1995 recording Dirty Rotten Sham e
with him, songs written for him by El vis Costello,
Shane McGowan and Bono.

draiocht. A 'spell', or enchantment. The term is
sometimes used in music to convey a sense of emotional expression or 'carrying away'. The quality is
referred to often as 'lonesome'- a suffusive, heartfelt pain evoked by the music, particularly by that of
certain players. While the music of east Co. Clare
and Galway - particularly the compositions of
Paddy Fahy- may be described so, it is very often
only the individual player who will be recognised
as achieving it. The term 'lonesome' is used also in
other areas- notably Co. Tyrone- and fiddler John
Lough ran aspired to it as his sense of aesthetic. It is
generally associated with older players, and is used

drone. A continuous note which plays behind
the melodic line and associated primarily with
instruments of the pipe family. The feature is often
mimicked on other instruments. On the fiddle this
is achieved by sounding an open string with the
bow while the melody is being fingered on another
string; on the flute the effect is simulated by constantly referencing a non-melody note; on the harp
a drone effect is achieved by striking an unused
lower string at intervals behind a melody line and
leaving it to resonate; on accordion and concertina a held note may be possible depending on the
bellows action required for the melodic line.
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Droney, Chris. (1926- ). Concertina stylist,
from Bell Harbour, north Co. Clare; his father
and grandfather also played concertina, and Chris
learnt by ear and parental example around the
age of eigh t. His first public performance was
at fourteen, at John so n's dance hall in Kinvara
for which he was paid a fee of half a crown. He
went on to play in several bands and won ten AllIreland Fleadh titles in 1956 and in each year from
1956-67. H e was a founder ofThe Bell Harbour
Ceili Band in the 1940s, an ensemble terminated
by emigration. He played with The Kilfenora, with
the old Aughrim Slopes o n occasions and with
The Ballinakill, and with The K.incora in Dublin.
He played also with Kitty Linnane's group with
Tommy Peoples and Paddy Mullin s, latterly
with The Four Courts Ceili Band. A dancer, his
hallmark was to join dancers for a set or solo step
during the night. Widely celebrated and travelled,
he recorded '1he Flowing Tide' on LP with Topic
in 1974 (now on en), 'The Fertile Rock' in 1995
and 'D own from Bell Harbour' in 2006. His son
Francis won the All- Ireland concertina awards
also, in 1985, and his grandchildren play also. In
2004 his contribution to music was honoured by a
CCE Bardic Award.
Dublin. As the capital oflreland, with more than
a million living in its environs, many of whom are
from all parts of the island and abroad, it would
be expected that this city should represent much
in traditional music. The major national cultural
organisations have their headquarters here- CCE
at Monkstown, the NPU, Conradh na Gaeilge
and the GAA in the city centre. The ITMA is
located beside Government Buildings, close to its
major sponsor and the largest fund er of traditional
music, the Arts Council. Traditional music has its
own small niche in the panoply of arts and music
activities at all levels in the city, with a network of
session venues which favour music strongly, these
typically owned or run by musicians or music
aficionados . Dublin has had sporadic festivals of
traditional music since the 1970s, the most recent
manifestation being that in Temple Bar. Concerts
have declined in popularity since the 1990s, as
have sessions, the fallout from social legislation,
depressed economics, travel cos ts - and fashion.

The longest-standing session venue, O'Donoghue's,
retains its reputation, even if not a favoured place
among musicians; Hughes's remains a constant
hub, and The Cobblestone is revitalised for both
live, session and 'club' style performance. Liberty
Hall hosted the Cle folk and song club for several
years, and the Goilin is the long-running, dedicated singers' session; its organisers host the Frank
Harte festival each autumn.
CCE. This is the HQ town of the organisation . It has its base in the suburbs where much
organisational activity for th e island and the
international outreach is located. The city has
a dozen branches, including Craobh Naithi in
Dundrum, a huge branch with intense teaching
and performance, Ceoltoiri Chluain Tarbh on the
northside which teaches 280 learners and which
hosted major fund-raising 'Clasach' concerts at
the National Concert Hall over several years. An
Culttirlann at Monkstown is the hub for southside
branch activity with sessions and concerts as well
as holding the organisation's archive and offices;
on account of the nature of the city, branches may
share facilities. Other braches are at Kinsealy,
Raheny, Lucan, Navan Road and Beaumont.
style. Traditional music in Dublin has the
comfort of large numbers of players of all ages,
a feature which allows difference to emerge and
crystallise. Thus the lure of the city for public performance and energetic competition with other
music forms - especially at youth level - has
produced much in the way of experimental fusions
and crossovers, not least the 'hip-nos' project at
Ballymun. All regional styles are found, with individuals from no region showing preference for any
of the four main dialects of instrumental playing.
piping. Somewhat paradoxically perhaps for a
modern city, the uilleann pipes as an ins trument
are immensely strong in Dublin. Almost 700 pipers
are affiliated to the NPU, an organisation which
now operates a rigorous promotion and teaching
of its sponsored instrument, greatly aided by public
funding which, along with considerable individual
zeal and dedication, has improved the fortunes of
a dying instrument by a factor of 60 inside four
decades.
Alternati ve Entertainments (AltEn t s). A
multi-disciplinary arts organisation at Tallaght,
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Co. Dublin which was created 'in response to a
cultural vacuum'. With local South Dublin County
Council backing it was initiated in 1982 by Tom
Moran and Liam Morrissey 'to kick start music',
to seed and promote artistic activity in the locality.
The Arts Council began supporting AltEnts' traditional-music activities in 1987, initially mostly
for one-off performances, and then gradually for
teaching and ongoing performance. Provision of
scholarships to the Des Carry Music School is
seen by AltEnts as vital, for without it, according
to director Liam Morrissey, 'there simply would
be no traditional music activity in this [Tallaght]
area'. AltEnts provides music performance for
local schemes and functions, including the arts and
health project 'Ceol & Slain re' which was initiated
in 2009. Since 2004 the organisation has also run
the Des Carty Sessions each October - a festival of
traditional music featuring musicians from around
the world as well as leading Irish players. In pursuit
of a policy of highlighting the work oflocal players
as teachers and artistes, AltEnts has also produced
ens by banjo player Tom Moran, singer Dick Flynn
and, as an example ofTraveller culture, the singing
of Anne McDonagh.
Des Carty Music School. Run by Alternative
Entertainments at Tallaght, Dublin, its principal
aim is to introduce students to the sense of fulfilment which playing music can bring. Formed in
1997, the school also aims to continue the pioneering work ofTallaght musician Des Carty who
for over fifty years was the chief music educator
in the area, and under whose tutelage fine local
musicians such as Paul Kelly (fiddle, mandolin)
and Tom Moran (banjo) began their music careers.
The emphasis is on the importance of live performance and the school encourages new musicians to
participate in social music gatherings. Classes use a
liberal teacher-learner method and cater for all ages
and abilities; and teaching develops as individuals
progress. The school provides three ten-week terms
annually and augments these with performance
experience through recitals and concerts. Primarily
a traditional-music facility, the school has also run
workshops and courses in jazz and popular music.
Dublin Pipers· Club. Irish music, and particularly piping, has always survived and flourished well
in inner-city Dublin, and there the Pipers' Club has
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been responsible for passing it on to the present day.
The origins of the club are tied up with the national
literary revival which focused interest on all aspects
of culture. 1his began during the closing decades of
the nineteenth century and heralded the birth of
the Gaelic League and the Feis Cheoil (Dublin).
Examination of the Dublin Pipers' Club minute
book (1900-4) reveals the cross-fertilisation of
various interests coming together to promote Irish
music. Many patrons had dual membership of the
Gaelic League, and later of the Irish Volunteers,
and many were Gaelic propagandists and ardent
nationalists. Perhaps the most famous was Eamonn
Ceannt- 1916 Proclamation signatory and leader
of the Easter Rising - who was secretary of the
Pipers' Club until he retired on his marriage to the
treasurer, Aine Brennan.
'troubles·. It is through the Pipers' Club that the
development oflrish music in Dublin can best be
traced over the entire twentieth century. It became
defunct on a number of occasions; in 1906 it was in
financial difficulties and in 1911 was in a 'moribund'
condition. The last entry signed in the second
minute book of the Dublin Pipers' Club dated 14
October 1913 is a request from Padraig Pearse via
Eamonn Ceannt for pipers to play at a feis in aid
of St Enda's Irish-language school. Also from the
minute book we learn that greater political affairs
had a profound effect on music. From 15 January
1914 until2 November 1921 there is no documentary evidence of the club's existence, but Breandan
Breathnach established that it was re-formed in
Thomas Street in 1919, but put out of existence by
the activities of the Black and Tans who raided it
on one occasion. (Organisations and bands associated with Irish activities were frequently the target
of the authorities.) The Fin tan Lalor Pipe Band and
the Cork Pipers' Club were raided during the same
period, and William Keane, the Limerick piper, had
his house burned by Black and Tans.
In an article, 'The Origin of Ceili Bands' (Treoir,
1968), Leo Rowsome states that, after the 1916
insurrection, the Pipers' Club continued to meet at
his father's house in Harold's Cross. A letter from
the Irish Union Pipers' Club in November 1921
announced the resumption of its public activity at
132, Thomas Street and exhorted its members to
support them. The letter was signed by Chas. J.B.
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Kenny and John Fleming (hon. secs). A roll-book
of this period, 1921-2, with a list of members, is in
the National Library. Rowsome also recalled that
the Civil War put an end to all music gatherings,
including the 'friendly sessions' of the Pipers' Club.
It disrupted the Oireachtas competitions too; no
instrumental competitions were held in 1922, and
in 1923 there was a very limited number of events.
In 1924 it was held in Cork with disappointing
entries - no entries in the 'uilleann piper' or 'pipelearner' competitions. Sean 6 Tuama has written
that many people also felt that there was no longer
a need for the Gaelic League or specialist music
organisations at that time; people believed that
in fact the country was in safe hands and culture
would receive due recognition from a native government (The Gaelic League Idea, 1972). The first
flush of enthusiasm from the cultural revival had
run its course.
defunct. From 1925 to 1936 the Pipers' Club
in Dublin ceased to exist. But, as with the situation after 1916, the music continued in the homes
of musicians, notably those ofWilliam Rowsome
and John Broga n (pipe maker, Harold's Cross),
John Potts (the Coombe) and James Ennis of
Finglas.ln 1936 it was Leo Rowsome who brought
things together again and revived the club from
among thirty of his pupils in Schoolhouse Lane,
offMolesworth Street, after a performance of the
Siamsa M6r band in the Phoenix Park.
With Rowsome as its chair, Cumann na Piobairf
was key to the setting up of 'Cumann Ceolt6iri
Eireann' in 1951, then CCE. The Pipers' Club as
a focus for organisation of traditional music was
thereafter eclipsed by the rapid growth ofCCE, but
it continued its classes and sessions, and through the
1960s it was the premier music venue in Dublin.
With the opening in 1976 ofCCE's 'Cultlirlann' at
Belgrave Square, Monkstown, it moved again and
is now a CCE branch - Craobh Leo Rowsome,
Cumann na bPiobairi. The club continues to teach
the uilleann pipes and other instruments.
revival. But for the endeavours of the Gaelic
League in founding the first Dublin Pipers' Club,
and the early Oireachtas competitions which
provided both a forum for playing and a challenge, the resurgence in the playing of the pipers
and the revitalisation of the art of pipe making and

reed making might not have materialised. In each
decade of the twentieth century predictions were
made that the pipes would follow the fate of the
harp. These have been proved wrong. Continuity
with the old pipers was achieved through Nicholas
Markey, the Pipers' Club's first tutor, and through
its mentor Leo Rowsome's family. This has guaranteed the preservation and passing on of piping
techniques and styles surviving from the nineteenth century. [MJO]
Dublin street song. The 'popular' music of the
day, the songs are characterised by sarcasm and
irony, satire and humour. They come from various
sources - some are broadside ballads, others from
the music hall, still more are adaptations of other
songs. There is a political repertoire relating to
national politics; another to trade union politics;
much of the material is of the twentieth century;
much has been spread by recordings and song
sheets or books. Perhaps most famous is 'Molly
Malone', almost equally so Seamus Kavanagh's
'Biddy Mulligan', popularised on record by
comedian Jimmy O'Dea:
I'm a buxom fine widow, I live in a spot
In Dublin they call it the Coombe
My shop and my stall is laid out on the street
And my palace consists of one room.
In the songs the lives of the poor and the grafting

workers are invested with a private dignity; they
ridicule their own absurdities or, tongue in cheek,
glamorise wretchedness, and obstinately hold on
to a political identity 'agin' the authorities. Peadar
Kearney (author also of 'Amhran na bhFiann',
the national anthem) wrote the perennial 'The
Liffeyside', with all these hallmarks, still sung by
Dublin ballad groups:
Oh Twas down by Anna Liffey,
My love and I did stray
Where in the good old Liffey mud,
The seagulls sport and play
We got the whiff of ray and chips,
And Mary softly sighed:
'YerraJohn, come on, for a "one-and-one",'
Down by the Liffey side.

Harry O'Donovan's 'Charladies' Ball' has a classic,
music-hall-style sophistication:
We had one-steps and two-steps
And the divil knows what new steps
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We swore that we never would be done again - be dad!
We had wine, porter and lemonade
We had cocktails and cocoa and all
We had champagne that night
But we had real pains next morning
The night that we danced at the Charladies'ball.
The canals of Dublin - built as major commercial routes: the Grand opened in 1791 as a link to
the Barrow after thirty-five years of work, to the
Shannon in 1805; and the Royal, begun in 1789proved the object of much ridicule, the minute scale,
placidity and slowness of their endeavour a source
of amusement in 'The Cruise of the Calabar':
Now when huggin the shore oflnchicore
A very dangerous part
We ran aground on a lump of coal
That wasn't marked on the chart.
'Dicey Reilly' is one of the more popular pieces to
survive well into the twentieth century, promoted
by the 1960s ballad boom. In living memory
incomplete, it was given three extra verses by Tom
Munnelly who rehabilitated it, The Dubliners and
Luke Kelly in particular having much to do with
its subsequent popularity. 'Finnegans Wake' has
been made internationally famous by both James
Joyce and The Dubliners, but pieces like 'The
Forgetful Sailor', with the structural hallmarks
of Gaelic ancestry, remain superb pieces for solo
performance:
She calmly watched the neighbouring ship
Then suddenly became exclaim ant
For there upon the gilded poop
Stood Mister Doyle in gorgeous raiment.
The political song is strong on satire, sending up
the police force in particular with such as Louis
Tierney's 'Are you there Moriarity', and, earlier, in
Brian O'Higgins"The Limb of the Law', wherein
the force's attempts to learn Irish are ridiculed:
'Mo l:imh' is 'my foot' and 'mo chluas' is my hand
'T:i me ag foghlaim'- I'm learning, you see
If! keep on like this an Inspector I'll be ...
I'm getting so big that I don't know the cat
My head is two sizes too big for my hat.
Trade union leader James Connolly, defender of
the rights of the worker, is revered in the repertoire
'James Connolly, the Irish Rebel', and Cork poet
Patrick Galvin's 'Where oh Where is the Citizen
Army?'; Brendan Behan's 'The Oul'Triangle' reflects
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on life in Mountjoy prison; Peadar Kearney's
'Whack Fol the Diddle' is bitingly sarcastic about
English opposition to Irish independence, his
'Sergeant William Bailey' scorns the recruiting
sergeant; 'Mrs McGrath' scorns war:
'Oh Mrs McGrath!' the Sergeant said
'I'll make a soldier out of your son Ted
With a scarlet coat and big cocked hat
Now Mrs McGrath, wouldn't you like that?' [EDI )
Dublin Irish Traditional Music Festival. Started
in the 1970s by a committee which included Renee
Lawless, Eilis Moore and Diane Hamilton, this
was the first such festival in Dublin. It sponsored
some sixty artistes and bands in its first year, these
spread over c.100 venues in a three-week period.
An indication of the popularity and freshness of
the music at that time, the event was self-financing, but the organsiation was totally voluntary. 'Ire
second year of the event drew financial support
from the Arts Council of Ireland and the ACNI.
The third festival in 1979 was the final one, and it
was revived briefly in 1991.
Seam us Ennis Centre. A traditional-music and
cultural centre in the village ofThe Naul in the
north Co. Dublin region of Fingal, it celebrates
the genius of local uilleann piper Seam us Ennis.
Various forms of commemoration of Ennis began
in 1990 and by 1993 were formalised as Scoil
Sheamuis Ennis, a late-autumn school held over
the October bank holiday. 1he project evolved to
envisage a centre dedicated to his memory; this
was opened in 2001, effectively a non-urban focus
for uilleann piping and traditional music. It hosts
classes and recitals, and is marked on the village's
main street by a three-quarters-size bronze of the
piper by sculptor Vincent Browne. Largely the fruit
of the initiative of Se:in Mac Philbin, the ideas of
celebrating Ennis and of such a centre followed the
separation ofFingal from Dublin county in 1995 as
part of the examination and consolidation of local
cultural identity. 1his has a diverse pedigree in that
Fingal has the oldest Irish connection with football,
strong associations with the 1798 rebellion and
much evidence of practice of traditional music: ceili
bands, mumming, harmonica, accordion and flute.
The building had historic associations with music
too: travelling Irish-language teacher Miche:il
6 Maol:iin (used by O'Casey as the model for

dulcimer
'Maguire' in his Shadow of a Gunman) held music
lessons there in the nineteenth century and it was
a dance venue in the 1900s. During reconstruction
the discovery of dance-tune and song-air manuscripts in the roof-space revived the memory that
the building had also been the practice space for the
local fife and drum band prior to the Civil War.
Skerries Traditional Music Weekend. An education-focused event held in the north Co. Dublin
seaside village of Skerries, this has taken place in
mid-May each year since 2002. Its workshops,
held at local schools, in 2010 covered fiddle, banjo,
mandolin, whistle, concertina, accordion, flute,
guitar, uilleann pipes and singing; piano accompaniment was introduced in that year for the first
time. Twenty-one tutors took these classes, and two
others covered set, sean-n6s and two hand dancing.
An interactive 'outreach program' for primary-level
schools involves music and song demonstration and
discussion; recitals by leading stylists, a concert
and sessions in local bars are the public features
of this event which is supported by Fingal County
Council, The Arts Council and local businesses.
Dubliners, The. A seminal ballad group formed
from skilled musicians in O'Donoghue's bar,
Dublin in 1962, The Dubliners were Barney
McKenna (banjo), Luke Kelly (banjo, vocals),John
Sheahan (fiddle), Ciaran Bourke and Ronnie Drew
(vocals). Their professionalism, arrangements,
Dublin-flavoured repertoire and singing ability
made them popular players in Dublin and all over
Ireland, and among Irish communities abroad by
1966. They were at once popular and traditional:
with McKenna's banjo they gained respect from
a 'traditional' audience, while Drew's uncompromising Dublin accent and 'iron-on-gravel' bass
delivery, as well as the formidable power of Luke
Kelly's passionate vocals, strongly identified the
group with the city. They helped to bring Dublin
into the picture of traditional music revival, and
forced consideration of street song as a valid part
oflrish culture. Their organised informality was
iconoclastic, their irreverence for sacred cows
embodied not only in delivery but song choice
- 'Seve n Drunken Nights', 'Black Velvet Band',
'Never Wed an Old Man', 'Take Her up to Monto'.
The Dubliners popularised the banjo and crossed

class barriers, and it was through them that many
of today's traditional players first witnessed the
power of acoustic music-making.
Duchas. Literally meaning 'tradition' and 'inheritance', 'nature'. It is the title of the renamed Masonic
Hall at Edward Street, Tralee, Co. Kerry, a traditional arts centre administered by Co. Kerry CCE,
the outcome of a project begun in 1976.
Duignan, Packie. (1922-92) . Renowned flute
player, dry humorist and popular local character
born in Collier's Road, Arigna, Co. Roscommon.
He worked in the coal mines of Arigna until
the early 1970s. He began by playing the Clarke
whistle, particularly affected by the music of John
McKenna, often playing selections of his 78 record
tunes. His diaphragm-driven rhythm on flute was
classically associated with McKenna, but is popularly considered to reflect an indigenous style of
playing. He recorded an album with fiddler Seamus
Horan in 1978, made several radio and television
broadcasts and played with the Shannon Star Ceili
Band for about fifteen years after 1958. In later
years he played mainly with Seamus Horan and
Kieran Emmett. One of his casual groupings he
referred to humorously as 'The Underprivileged
Ceili Band'.
dulcimer. (hammer dulcimer, teadchl:ir). A trapezoid, zither-like instrument with strings arranged
in courses, stretched typically across two bridges
(treble and bass), creating three playing areas.
Courses consist of at least two strings tuned in
unison, normally struck with hammers of wood,
wire or, rarely, whalebone. 1he treble bridge divides
the strings in the ratio 2:3, creating an extended
diatonic system, based on fifths. The name, from
the Latin 'dulce melos', was used first in the early
Renaissance, but hammer dulcimer is known from
at least the eleventh century AD in the Near East;
it is presently found all over the northern hemisphere. Unlike the chromatic layout of the central
European hackbrett, dulcimers used in Ireland are
somewhat smaller in range. Dimensions vary, but the
soundbox was particularly deep on some old instruments found in Ulster. Dulcimers used in Ireland
were frequently made locally or were of Scottish
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or English origin,
with modern
American models
popular since
the 1970s. The
dulcimer is no
longer common
in Ireland, and is
more associated
with so lo performance. Recent
attribution of the
term 'tiompan' is
Hammer dulcimer being played problematic, for
with wood beaters
this may have been
a generic term for
some fretted instruments. Dulcimer as we know
it probably arrived in Ireland in the eighteenth
century to counties Antrim and Down through
trade and family links with lowland Scotland; it is
still chiefly associated with the north-east, particu larly the southern glens of Antrim.
players. Recorded examples of Irish players
are scarce. Best known is John Rea (d.1983) of
Carnalbanagh, Co. Antrim. His repertoire was
entirely traditional, including Scottish strathspeys and marches, and tunes by 'Piper' Jackson of
Limerick. Other players like Jack Duff)r ofLisburn,
Co. Antrim, and Andy Dowling of Clonmeen,
Rathdowney, Co. Laois, performed popular songs
from the pre-war years when the dulcimer had
something of a heyday. In recent years, players in the
United States have drawn much of their repertoire
from Irish dance tunes and eighteenth-century harp
pieces. Dowling's playing is in a tradition probably
begun with the importation of dulcimers through
Dublin in the nineteenth century- corresponding
to a boom in the instrument in England. [BAC]

Dunne, Colin. (1968- ). Born in Birmingham to
Irish parents, he is a leading figure in the world of
Irish traditional dance and also works in theatre
and contemporary dance. He was a lead dancer
and choreographer for the commercial Irish stepdance shows Riverdance and Dancing on Dangerous
Ground. He has won numerous awards, including
nine World Championship titles in Irish step
dance and an Irish Post award in recognition of his
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achievements in Irish dance. He was also nominated
for aUK Critics' Circle National Dance Award in
2007 (best male: modern dance) for his performances in Fabulous Beast Dance Theatre's production
of 1he Bull at The Barbican, London . His first fulllength solo show, Out ifTime, premiered at Glor
Irish Music Centre in January 2008. Dunne has
an MA in contemporary dance performance from
UL where he tutors on the IWAMD's BA and MA
dance programmes. [CAF]

Dunne, Padraig (Pecker). (1932- ). Song, banjo.
Born at Castlebar into a Wexford travelling family
he was nicknamed 'Major Peckard', then 'Peckard',
after a stable owner for whom he rode horses at
New Ross. His father, 'the fiddler Dunne', taught
him to play, and he began playing on a fiddle
which he had made himself. In the fashion of the
Dorans with uilleann pipes, he busked at hurling
and football matches all over Ireland, and played
also in England, America, Australia and France.
Best known for his composition 'Sullivan's John'
which was made famous by Sweeney's Men and
The Dubliners, he also penned satirical lyrics such
as 'The Myxomatosis Rabbit' and 'The Old Morris
Van'. A legendary 'character' of Irish music, he
appeared in the film Trojan Eddie with Richard
Harris and Stephen Rea, and recorded Travel/in'
People from Ireland with Margaret Barry in 1976
(LP, en) and 1he Very Best ifPecker Dunne (2001).

Padraig (Pecker) Dunne [Derek Speirs]

Dwyers of Beara

Dwyer Morris, Kathleen. ( 1919-2002). Fiddle.
Born at Curlisheen, Riverstown, Co. Sligo, she
learned melodeon from her father at seven, and
changed to fiddle at ten. She was taught to play and
to read music by Mark DuffY ofHighwood before
he left to live in Dundalk. At fifteen Kathleen had
lessons in Sligo from a Mr Franklin, but disliked
this formality and book dependence. No records
were permitted in the family home to avoid 'influence', and the young Dwyer took part in feiseanna,
travelling to Collooney, Ballymote and Collaney by
bike. She won the Feis Ceoil and Feis Sligeach on
the one day in (c.) 1935 and played also with Fred
Finn and Peter Horan in the winning Ballymote
Castle ceili band. She made ten fifteen-minute
broadcasts of traditional music with RE in the late
1950s, just after the first of which she was introduced to Kathleen Harrington and pianist Bridie
Lafferty. They recorded a record the following day
(each disc cost £2) on which Dwyer played solo,
and they did a set of reels together. She shared an
RE broadest with Leo Rowsome, and in Ballinafad,
1955, was recorded by Cianin Mac Mathuna with
Clare concertina player Garda Joe Leahy who
worked in Boyle. Married to Jack Morris in 1951,
they ran the Ceili House Bar in Boyle from 1958.
Her daughter Ann Conboy plays accordion, and
son Gerard plays flute. Their bar became a routine
meeting place for major names in music - Joe
Burke, Sean McGuire, Josephine Keegan and
Denis Murphy among them -and the kitchen was
resonant with flutes and fiddles. The All-Ireland
and other fleadhs in Boyle saw the Glenside, Tulla
and Liverpool ceilf bands rehearse in the bar, and
local musicians played there throughout the year,
among them Josie McDermott, May Harte, Fred
Finn, Peter Horan, Dick Brennan, Joe O'Dowd,
Seamus Tansey, the Hunt brothers, John Henry and
the McDonough brothers fro m Ballinafad. [PR]
Dwyers of Beara. John, Michael, Richard and
Finbar. Musicians and composers, from Caolrua,
on the Beara peni nsula, Co. Cork. Their father
played fiddle and wrote poetry, and he and their
mother played accordion, the family's life suffused
with music.
Michael. (1942-97). He played accordion,
fiddle and tin whistle, and was a prolific composer

of tunes and slow airs. He won the All-Ireland on
whistle in 1965, and was a regular performer at
the Tradition Club in Dublin. His music is published on the CD Na Daoine atd I mithe, and he is
celebrated by a festival in his name each June at
Allihies in west Cork.
Richard. A singer, he plays accordion, fiddle and
guitar. In 1964 he moved to London, singing and
playing guitar in showbands. In 1972 he moved to
Boston, then in '78 to New York where he played
with such as Andy McGann, Brian Conway,Joanie
Madden and Eileen Ivers. His compositions are
widely played, and greatly unacknowledged, and
were released on the 2000 CD In a Creative Mood.
Living in Ireland since 1996, he was awarded the
TG4 Gradam for composition in 2004.
Finbarr. He also plays fiddle, piano and guitar
but has a most distinctive accordion style. He played
in London in the late 1960s in Cam den Town, with
such as Raymond Roland, Liam Farrell, Bobby
Casey, John Bowe, Mairtfn Byrnes and Paddy
O'Brien (Tipperary). He retired from playing at
the end of the 1980s, but resumed in 2006; many
of the thirty-odd tunes which he composed are also
standards. In 2010 he and John jointly received the
TG4 composition award. A performer in several
genres, including C&W, one of those who inspired
him was Nenagh composer and accordionist Paddy
O'Brien. Interviewed in the Clare Champion in
2010 he stated a belief 'that the art of composition
is imagination', making a link with literary creation,
while also stressing the relevance of triggers to the
imagination that exist in nature.
John. (1933- ). Fiddle. Joining the Gardaf in
1955, in Dublin he attended the Church Street and
Pipers' clubs where he was influenced by George
Rawley,John Kelly, Tommy Potts, Sonny Brogan,
Bill Harte, piper John Clarke and fiddler Jack
Derwin. In 1959 he played in the Shannonside
ceili band with Jim Masterson (father of piper,
Declan), and 1970-4 in the Castle ceili band. Based
in Wexford after 1964, then Ring, Co. Waterford
in 1972, he became chair first of the county board
of CCE there, then of the Munster Council. Now
in New Ross, Co. Wexford, like his brothers he is a
well-known composer. His tunes include 'The Fall
of Dunloy', 'John Dwyer's Reel' and 'The Catha
Mountains'. [MAO]
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E
Early, Sgt James. Flute. Born Carrickavoher,
Aughavas, Co. Leitrim, he was a contemporary in
Chicago ofFrancis O'Neill, and source of many of
his collected tunes.
Ediphone. A brand name of the earliest form of
sound-reproducing machine. In an international
climate of stimulating competition in the field, at
New Jersey in 1877, Thomas Edison succeeded in
recording, and playing back, 'Mary Had a Little
Lamb' through a cylinder 'talking machine'. This
was achieved by capturing vocal sound waves in a
funnel; the vibrations thus caused were picked up
by a sensitive diaphragm to which was fixed a sharp
needle. This scored an impression of the vibrations
in an up-and-down (hills and valleys) fashion, on
a rotating, soft-metal-foil-coated cylinder. The
needle assembley moved forward horizo ntally,
lathe fashion, on a fine screw-thread, as the cylinder
rotated. In this way the groove cut in the metal was
'wrapped around' the length of the cylinder. Because
of its varying depth in response to loudness of the
source sound, this 'sound-groove' was a physical
representation of the fluctuations in volume and
tone of the recorded sound. So was born sound
recording and reproduction. Wax-coated cylinders
were then used to improve reception quality, and
an electric motor was used to generate the steady
rotation required . As the technology improved, not
only was it possible to record/replay
the spoken word, but it was then
applied to the singing voice.

Menestral Rocaille, 1903, phonograph [courtesy Musee
du Son, St Fargeau]
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entertain ment Thi s was displayed to great
excitement as a scientific item in itself. Demonstrations of it in Grafton St., Dublin were advertised
in the press in 1878, with wonder at the fact that
the machine could record and play back speech 'In
Every Known Language' (Carolan, p. 77 in Clune,
2007). While early acoustic recordings of mu sic
instruments sounded feeble and withdrawn, the
human voice, being able to project into the acoustic
horn, reproduced more strongly. For collectors of
folklore and music the machine was a revolution.
By 1890 the available four-inch Ediphone cylinders could give three to four minutes of recording
time; a six- inch gave nine minutes . These could
be slowed down or speeded up; collectors could
analyse and tran scribe for posterity 'in peace
and quiet'; springs were perfected so that heavy
electric motors were no longer required, replaced
by a simple clock-style winder. In 1896 machines
became available for domestic use; blank cylinders
were withdrawn from the open commercial marker
in 1913 due to competition from other means of
reproduction, but were still in demand, and so were
still manufactured up until the 1930s and can still
be bought. The Ediphone cylinder recorder was
relatively expensive and was not commonly found
in Ireland. It was used by individual enthusiasts
and by the Irish Folklore Commission to record
music, song and folklore for transcription. Since
folklore collectors tended to record, transcribe and
scrape clean (in much the same way that radio and
television stations often did so electronically with
tape in the years since), comparatively few cylinder
sound recordings survive. Among these are recordings of music and voice from Co. Waterford, made
by Richard Henebry for the Berlin Phonogrammarchiv in Berlin, and recordings made by Francis
O'Neill in the US in the process of assembling his
music collections. [EDI]
pre-recorded cylinders. These offered everything from minstrel songs and opera to stage-Irish
sketches. A galvanic, electrolytic process made it
possible to make tough 'masters' in copper from
which fresh wax or tough plastic copies could
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A French electronic reader for wax cylinders designed
with a record-player stylus to transfer old recordings
to digital format with high accuracy [Musee Du Son, St
Fargeau, France]

be reproduced on a mass scale. These were sold
in large quantities to an audience for whom the
main interest was amazement. Uilleann piper Patsy
Touhey was among the earliest musicians to spot
the potential for recording professionalism, for
he made and sold cylinders of his own playing.
Competition from flat recording discs spurred
Edison to continue refinement of the cylinder, and
his four-minute 'Blue Amberol' series introduced
in 1912 was the peak of the cylinder's capabilities,
with a frequency response of200-3,000 cycles per
second. By 1914 the cylinder's battle with the flat
disc had been lost and Edison ceased cylinder production in 1929. Ediphone cylinders can now be
'translated' to digital format, and so Touhey's music
is now available on en. [1-lAB]
See also Feis Ceoil; recordings.
education. Prior to the 1970s there was almost
no public acknowledgement of or provision for
traditional music education in Ireland. With the
revival, however, the numbers playing increased
rapidly, this generating not only a demand for performance teaching, but for ancillary information
abut the music's history, structure, aesthetics and
sociology. 1his led certain performers to explore
the music within the scientific investigative discipline of ethnomusicology, so developing a pool
of expertise. "This catered to the demand for thirdlevel teaching of the music which was generated
by the music's rise in popularity as a casual music
performance and entertainment option. In 2010
traditional music is established in Irish cultural life,
and there are four main levels of education associated with it:
1. Performance learning and teaching.
2. Teaching and learning about traditional music,

song and dance performance and history, typically as part of education at second level.
3. Post-second-level performance.
4. Third-level specialised teaching, learning, performance and research.
1. performance. This is widespread in Ireland
and abroad, and takes place in both informal and
formal ways. The essential feature is the use oflistening, for the music's style cannot be accurately
represented in writing: informally, the traditional
method is aural, where an interested and capable
young person in a community picks up the art by
exposure to it, by hearing it done around them.
People also learn aurally by listening to recordings. Since the 1950s there has also been formal
teaching of song and music, in either one-to-one
or group classes, done by individual performers of
status or initiative, or by specialised organisations.
Formal teaching will involve aural teaching, but
also some form of music literacy. No assessment is
required in any of this teaching, but learners have
the option of taking part in competitions, or taking
grades examinations. 1he former is demanding and
competitive (like a sports game), the latter more
benign (like a school exam).
An extension of this is the workshop or masterclass, where a stylist works over a number of hours
or days with one or a small number of performers
in order to develop their playing. A further development is the 'school', either summer or winter, at
which stylists or specialised teachers work with a
group of players over a long weekend or a week, for
several hours each day, in the course of an overall
event which also provides experience of other
instruments and players, field-specific lectures
and a variety of non-formal playing opportunities. There are several such schools in Ireland and
internationally.
See aural learning; competition; fiddle ; grades;
masterclass; schools; workshop .
2. second level. Irish traditional music is on the
post-primary music curriculum in both parts of
Ireland. In the South it has been on the Junior
and Leaving Certificate syllabuses since the late
1970s; in the North it is an option within music
on the GCSE syllabus.
Irish Certificates. The Junior Cert. and Leaving
Cert. examinations are the two main second-level
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education targets. In the course of revisions over
the years, traditional music has been gradually
integrated into their syllabuses, marking recognition that the study of the genre is seen as of core
value in education. 1he performing, composing and
listening requirements of the music syllabuses are
the framework through which traditional music
is experienced at Junior and Leaving Cert.levels.
Through experiential engagement with and within
these strands, music teachers and students cover a
wide range of specified interrelated areas, including: regional performing styles, the structure of
dance music, instruments and instrument-specific
ornamentation, the influence of Irish traditional
music on other music genres (fusions), Irish contribution to the folk music of North America,
English-language and sean-nos singing, soloists
and groups, the ceili band, modern developments,
collectors and publications, the dance forms,
harping and twentieth-century traditional-music
composers.
In addition, with a requirement to choose an
elective subject at Leaving Certificate level, music
students can go on to expand the focus on Irish
traditional music through performance, listening or
composition. Performance offers the opportunity
of: 1. solo or ensemble work, 2.learning 'approved'
traditional instruments, 3. devising, rehearsing and
presenting an ordinary or higher level programme
for examination, and 4. proficiency in the use of
ornamentation. The listening elective develops
analytical and appraisal skills in response to music
extracts which students themselves select, and
composition involves a deeper experience.
Achieving and sustaining the essential experiential engagement with the music is dependent
upon several factors. Important in these is that
there can be a sense of continuity and interrelationship of experiences as the student moves from and
through Junior Cert. and into Leaving Certificate.
The pedagogical responsibility of the programmes
is to ensure that the experience oflrish traditional
music in the curriculum is sensitive to, and reflective of, the processes of transmission which are
basic to its other, everyday contexts. Effectively, the
teaching/learning experience does not utilise only
'hard' resource materials, but also engages the vital
human aspect, through the visiting musician. This
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can holistically integrate listening, performance and
composition, thus encouraging an experience of traditional music among music teachers and students
alike which honours the wider social practices of
the Irish traditional music community. [THJ]
'traditional' option. Use of traditional instruments in Certificate examinations began only in
the 1970s, with uilleann piper Mick O'Brien who,
in the schools inspectors' estimation, was the first
such performer in the Irish education system. He
used pipes in both his 1977 Intermediate Cert. and
1979 Leaving Cert. practical performances. [EDI]
GCSE (NI) . Music became a compulsory
subject in the Northern Ireland educational system
with the introduction of the curriculum for foursixteen-year-olds. Prior to this, some form of music
was generally taught in the majority of primary
schools from ages four to fourteen by class teachers,
and in secondary schools by a music specialist. 1his
teaching might vary from choral music to creative
music, school band, school orchestra or traditional
music, depending on the particular interest of the
teacher. Most secondary schools have a qualified
music teacher who looks after full-class teaching
during the first three years, GCSE music for years
4/S,A-Level music for years 6/7- as well as having
responsibility for the school choirs, band, orchestra,
recorder ensembles etc., and directing the school
musical.
The Old 0- and A-Level syllabuses were
entirely concerned with classical music. Education
boards provided orchestral tuition by peripatetic
teachers to selected pupils free of charge with a
support system of Education Board bands and
orchestras. The 1980s saw an examination of the
music curriculum throughout the UK with a
growing interest among music educationalists in
'ethnic' musics. When the GCSE exam was introduced in Northern Ireland in 1988, the syllabus
was broadened to include traditional music (along
with pop music, etc.) . Prescribed set works over
the next few years included recordings by The
Chieftains, De Dannan and Sharon Shannon.
This exam also includes a solo/ensemble performing and composing element, both of which
can be in traditional music. Many schools now
have traditional music ensembles, sometimes
teacher-directed, at other times organised by the
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pupils themselves. Many schools employ traditional music teachers to provide tuition for pupils
who choose to avail of it. At A-Level, traditional
music is only in evidence in the general listening
section of the exam, which can embrace all forms
of music. While students may perform traditional
music, the emphasis in the exam is still firmly on
art music as a basis for pupils to continue their
music studies at university. [ElV)
overview. Second-level music is compulsory
in Northern Ireland's 238 secondary schools. It
is an optional subject, however, in schools in the
South, and 73 per cent of these offer it as a subject
(in 1997 this figure was 25 per cent). Not all of
these schools will bring it to examination level.
spread of this provision is uneven, which is visible
in a comparison of each county's national percentage share of second-level music provision relative
to its proportion of the country's students. This
shows that (in diminishing order) counties Galway,
Tipperary, Donegal and Limerick are best provided
for. Kerry, Longford, Monaghan, Clare, Mayo,
Laois, Wicklow, Waterford, Offaly, Meath are satisfactory in this regard, but Co, Cork is slightly
below, as are Roscommon, Sligo, Carlow, Kilkenny,
Cavan, Leitrim, Westmeath, Louth, Wexford and
Kildare. Dublin is bottom of this table, with 27o/o of
the country's second-level students, and less than
24o/o of music education availability at that level.
There are no publicly available statistics on how
many of these music students take the traditional
music option in performance. From these figures it
can also be seen that some of the counties that are
strong on traditional music practice are also strong
on music education in schools (Galway, Tipperary,
Donegal, Monaghan, Clare, Mayo, for instance).
But such as Sligo, Roscommon, Cavan, Louth and
Dublin, which have very strong traditional music
practices and traditions, are poor on school provision. This indicates that traditional music does not
depend on state provision, and is not necessarily
considered by its community as part of education.
Qyite strong opinions are held by some in this
regard who say that formal education in traditional
music would be alienating. But the consensus is
that, since the music is a major cultural resource
and is of value, it is positive to provide for it in
education. The expected formality in its school
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teaching is somewhat balanced by the fact that,
since many music teachers in the education system
have no knowledge of traditional music, practitioners are brought in to fulfil that part of the
curriculum, as peripatetic teachers, and local and
state arts initiatives provide for (often influential)
schools recitals by high-calibre performers.
3. post-second level. Other formal education
music options provided are certificate and diploma
levels for music performance. Such are administered by the Further Education and Training
Awards Council (FETAC), whose courses provide
for all kinds of music performance in Cavan
and Mayo. A specific FETAC 'Certification for
Performance Skills in Traditional Music, Song
and Dance' has been hosted since 1996 at Bru
Boru, Cashel, Co. Tipperary, designed by Una
6 MurchU, Tomas 6 Canainn (UCC), Tomas
Mac Anna (former artistic director of the Abbey
Theatre), Michael O'Meara (FAS),John Williams
(RTE) with Margaret O'Connor (FAS) and
Micheal 6 hEidhin (former Dept. of Education
music inspector). The major specific post-secondary traditional music course is Ceolt6ir, which is
based at Senior College, Ballyfermot, Dublin.
4. third level. There are some 240 further
education facilities in Ireland, most providing
for practice-based subjects in all areas, including
music, and a smaller number for academic education. Music is provided for at both academic and
practice levels. Academically, it is catered for by
the universities and institutes of technology, and
certain other colleges such as teacher training
colleges. Music is provided in eight out of the
island's nine universities, all except TCD incorporating traditional music and its performance at
undergraduate level. It is provided for in just five
of the state's fourteen Institutes of Technology.
Teacher training colleges St Patrick's in Dublin and
Mary I in Limerick teach traditional music also as
part of their programmes. Only the University of
Limerick offers an undergraduate degree in traditional music per se. All other colleges offer it
variously as compulsory and optional modules
or, as with DkiT, as a specialised honours degree
option. Some universities (for instance UCD and
TCD) offer taught master's programmes which
include significant modules in traditional music,
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and UL and D kiT offers a taught master's in traditional music. NUI G has an intermittent one-year
Diploma in Irish Music Studies.
See also under individual colleges.
standa rds. Degrees and qualifications at all
levels of higher education and training in music up
to PhD level are overseen by the Higher Education
and Training Awards Council (HETAC). It ratifies
these, sets standards, validates, monitors quality and
fairness, and delegates degree-awarding powers to
institutes.
funding. Degree and research programmes in
the Irish third-level education sector are generally funded by the Higher Education Authority
(HEA), the planning and policy body for higher
education and research in Ireland. It is the advisory
and funding authority for the universities, institutes of technology and some other institutions.
teacher training. Music teaching is provided
within the state's general education system, with
certain colleges offering standard teaching-based
degrees. Others offer specialisation in teaching,
typically not related to any one form of music. Such
are Mary Immaculate Teacher Training College,
St Patrick's Training College, Drumcondra, and
St Mary's University College, Belfast, all of which
have tuition in traditional music as part of their
teacher training programmes. However, specialised
tuition is provided in relation to traditional music
by a variety of music agencies. Part of the reasoning for the specialist courses is that it is felt that
since traditional music involves more than just the
technical issue of performance, a training and environment in which the music's values, associations
and aesthetics are presented intensively and in
context are vital. It is also considered that teaching
of a given form of music is best done by one who is
at least knowledgeable about it, if not an established
performer. Such is the ethos of the teacher training
courses which are offered by CCE (TTCT), NPU,
APC, IWAMD and the Irish Harp College.
colleges. Traditional music, including both
taught (undergradutate and postgraduate) and
research degrees, is provided for at the following
colleges:
Cork Institute ofTechnology (CIT)
Dublin Institute ofTechnology (DIT)
Dundalk Institute ofTechnology (DkiT)
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National University oflreland, Galway, Centre for
Irish Studies (NUIG)
National University oflreland, Maynooth (NUIM)
Queen's University, Belfast (QUB)
Trinity College, Dublin (TCD)
Tralee Institute ofTechnology (ITT)
University College Dublin (UCD)
University of Limerick (UL)
University of Ulster, Derry (UU)
University College Cork (UCC)
Waterford Institute ofTechnology (WIT)
[EDI]

See also under individual institution initials.
postgraduate performance. Study at this level
in traditional music and dance has been historically academic, coming out of the disciplines of
musicology, folklore and, more recently, ethnomusicology. However, performance has been gradually
incorporated into higher degrees- in such colleges
as DIT (Dublin), DkiT (Dundalk), UCC (Cork),
UL (Limerick) and UU (Derry). 1he only dedicated, degree-level performance programme for
traditional music today is provided by the MA
in Irish Traditional Music Performance at the
IWAMD (since 1999). Since 2009, the IWAMD
also offers a practice-based PhD with the option
of traditional music performance as a core part
of the programme. The inclusion of traditional
music at the centre of postgraduate education
raises a number of practical and ethical questions, particularly in the wider European context
where educational institutions such as the Finnish
Sibelius Academy's Folk Music Department and
the same department of Sweden's Royal College of
Music have played leading roles in music revivals.
Problematic for institutions that are focused on
developing high standards in performance practice,
however, are the perceptions of the traditional
music community which they are attempting to
serve. Critics within the latter may not appreciate
the value to the individual and community of a full
educational term devoted to music performance,
and often appear to suspect that the institutions
have a stylistic and aesthetic agenda which favours
third-level classical music values and is dismissive
of traditional-music values. lNIK]
education textbooks. There is a dearth of allround textbook-style literature on Irish traditional
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music. Most of those who are appropriately knowledgeable and have the necessary communication
skills and educational training do not see themselves as having the time to take on such a task. Ths
is, debatably, a serious oversight for two contrasting
reasons. 1. In the new climate of commitment to
provision of traditional-music education at second
and third level, the vacuum of directive texts will
frustrate students and potential future perform ers and/or researchers. 2. Weakness in educational
material will fail to satisfY the pedagogic standards
required in modern education. Overlying both of
these points is the likelihood that as the keenness
for a 'fresh' art form (such as traditional music has
been in its revival years) wears off, or as familiarity
sets in, intellectual exploration at other levels will
be blocked by the absence of appropriately pitched
analytical material. Micheal 6 Suilleabhain's analytical methodology (for instance) though already
published in collections, is worthy of a more
expansive treatment as an independent educational resource. Such would stimulate the carrying
forward of this level of thinking, and prod investigation of the many presently unresearched issues
in the musicology of traditional music.
primary level. There are many publications
suitable for this level, but the routine kind of
information which should be common knowledge
by the time a young person enters a second-level
school is not catered for by a textbook as such.
Diana Boullier's Exploring Irish Music and Dance
(1998) is close to this need, but expensive and
bulky as a hardback. Jacinta McEvoy's 2009 DVD,
en and book set Dancin Time (the result of MA
research at DkiT) is the first resource developed
(in eighty-eight years) to meet the needs of primary-level students in Irish! folk dancing. 1his may be
a useful model for instrumental music.
second level. The most comprehensive of the
all-round information sources on traditional
music is Breathnach's 1971 Folk Music and Dances
ofIreland, which is both introduction and reference
work. Ciaran Carson's deceptively sized, lyrically
written Irish Traditional Music (1986) is less musicologically specific, but is a succinct, comprehensive
introduction. 6 Canainn's Traditional Music in
Ireland (1978) is a breezy, lecture-style, information-rich, partly investigative, broad-spectrum

overview. These three works together provide the
comprehensive picture. There is just one specifically designed second-level textbook in the music
which is appropriate to semester-based coursework
- Harry Long and Arthur Sealy's Irish Music and
Aura/Awareness (2006). In singing, Armagh Pipers'
Club's Sing a Song and Play it (1971) has been a
long-running, educationally planned resource in
teaching singing and about song suitable for first
and second levels; Sean Corcoran's song tutor Sing
Out: Learn Traditional Irish Song (2008) is a fresh
approach, a new-concept, web-linked learning
introduction to traditional singing.
third level. For graduate-level resource information the 1999 edition of CITM has been used
widely as a textbook, and this present edition has
responded to that uptake by radically expanding
its variety and presentation of information. A
text for use in Irish music in the USA has also
been designed by Sean Williams (2010). Other
texts suited to graduate-level project work are
such as Anne Clune's D ear Far-Voiced Veteran,
Liz Doherty's Dinny McLaughfin: Inisho wen
Uncovered, Terry Moylan's ] ohnny O'Leary ofS!iabh
Luachra, the biographical essay collection Blooming
Meadows, Padraigin Ni Uallachain's Hidden Ulster,
Hugh Shields' Narrative Singing in Ireland, Lillis
6 Laoire's On a Rock in the Middle of the Ocean ,
among many others. A number of other significant research-based books are also in progress,
and should provide yet more material necessary at
degree and research levels.
bibliography. The printed materials index at
the end of this book gives a comprehensive list of
literature at all levels on all aspects of traditional
music, song and dance. Many of the materials in
this are available in archives and in libraries, but
a significant amount of the literature is relatively
modern and still in print, or easily available second-hand on the web.
Focus: Iri sh Traditional Mu sic. By Sean
Williams, this is a 'standard' textbook written for
outsiders to Ireland, especially North American
college students. It introduces ideas of musical
texture and contexts for music, has two chapters
on history, links Irish music with the other 'Celtic'
nations, Irish America, instrumental music, songs
in Irish, songs in English, and contemporary music
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Egan,John
(New Age, punk, etc.). Includes a en with James
Kelly, Daithi Sproule,James Keane, Laoise Kelly,
Joanie Madden,Joe Heaney, Mick Moloney, Eilis
Ni ShUilleabhain and others.
Dear Far- Voiced Veteran: Essays in Honour
of' Tom Munnelly, ed. Anne Clune. 2007. This
eclectic text contains much important educational
material concerning aesthetics, collection, music
contexts, song and lore of music . Its chapters, by
leading commentators, include: Nicholas Carolan,
'Introduction'; Ciaran Carson, "'Fishing for Eels",
Poem for Tom Munnelly'; David Atkinson, 'From
Text to Work: Reconceptualizing Folk Songs as
Texts'; Margaret Bennett, 'History, Heartbreak
and Hope: Recording the Story behind the Song';
Se6irse Bodley, '"Bean an Fhir Rua" as Performed
by a Master of Conamara Traditional Style, Sean
Mac Donncha of Carna'; Angela Bourke, 'Songs
in English from the Conamara Gaeltacht'; Caoilte
Breatnach, 'Twenty Years Too Late: Collecting in
the Kinvara Area'; Nicholas Carolan, 'The Talking
Machine Comes to Ireland'; Jim Carroll and
Pat Mackenzie, 'A Simple Countryman: Walter
Pardon of Norfolk'; Len Graham, 'Meeting
Child on the Road'; Patricia Lysaght, 'From the
Kingdom to the Banner: Tadhg 6 Murchu as a
Folklore Collector in Southwest County Clare in
1942';John Moulden, 'What Did We Sing Before
There Were Folksongs'; Terry Moylan, 'Collecting
Sets in the Early Days of the Revival'; Padraigin
Ni Uallach:iin, 'A Drogheda List of Melodies:
Implications for the Song Tradition of Oriel';
Eamonn 6 Br6ithe, 'Gluaiseacht na gCarabhat i
Sliabh gCua: An Stair agus an Bealoideas'; Seamas
6 Cathain, 'Connoisseurs of Song'; Padraig
6 Healai, "'Nuair a Bhi an Slanaitheoir ag Siul
ar an Talamh": Scealta Minithe Craifeacha sa
Traidisiun Beil'; Lillis 6 Laoire and Sean Williams,
'Singing the Famine: Joe Heaney, "Johnny
Seoighe" and the Poetics of Performance'; Miche:il
6 Suilleabhain, '"Traditional Ears": Perception and
Analysis in Irish Traditional Music'; Stan Scott,
'Brown Ale and Black Tea (Traditional Singing
in North India and Ireland) '; Hugh Shields,
'Textual Criticism and Ballad Studies'; Therese
Smith, 'Borders and Boundaries: Discord in Irish
Traditional Song'; Se:in Spellissy, 'Luibheanna
fee Arainn -The Healing Herbs of Aran'; Barry
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Taylor, 'A Problem for the Public- Sean 6 Riada
and Irish Traditional Music'; Rionach ui 6gain,
'Thar Farraige Anonn - Seamus Mac Aonghusa
in Albain, 1946-1947'; Fintan Vallely, 'Encomium
on A Reluctant Academic (on the achievements of
Tom Munnelly)'.
Egan, John. (1903-89). Flute. Born at Sooey,
Co. Sligo, he learnt his first music from J ames
Doyle, a flute player from Lacka, Riverstown, his
local parish. In the early twentieth century his
background was music-making for dancing each
week in a neighbour's house. Sets, schottisches,
barn dances and an occasional waltz would be
danced; music was provided by flute players and
fiddlers, one of whom was John Joe Gardiner who
introduced him to the flute. Work took Egan to
Donegal and London before he finally settled in
Dublin in 1937.1bere he played with the members
of the Kincora Band, and other Dublin-based
musicians including Sonny Brogan, Bill Harte,
Frank O'Higgins, John Kelly, John Stenson and
Tom Mulligan. As a barman, he could not attend
the normal Wednesday music activity of the Pipers'
Club. Hence, with John Brennan, Tom Mulligan
and others he established St Mary's Traditional
Music Club in Church Street. A fe stival is held
in his honour at Ballintogher, Co. Sligo each
October.
Eigse Darach 6 Cathain. A sean-n6s singing
weekend held each October at Rathcarn, Co.
Meath in memory of the local sean-n6s singer.
Dance classes are held throughout the event.
Eigse Dhiarmuid 6 Suilleabhain (Dhiarmuidin).
A festival held annually since 1992 on the first
weekend of December in Baile Bhuirne/Cuil
Aodha, west Cork, in memory of the singer
Diarmuid 6 Suilleabhain who died in 1991.
Organised initially by a committee composed of
his extended family, it now includes other locals,
and though originally conceived as a singing
event, instrumental performance is now important. Performers were initially personally known
to the family, and from among 6 Suilleabhain's
extremely wide acquaintance. The weekend events
include formal singing sessions, recitals, lectures
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and teaching workshops in instrumental music and
dance (since 2001), culminating in a large concert
with an extended list of performers on the Saturday
night. An album of 6 Suilleabhain's singing
(Bruach na Carrige Bdna) was produced by the
Eigse committee in 1995, and in later years other
recordings followed: a compilation ofEigse concert
performances (Eigse Dhiarmuidin) in 2001, and an
archive recording oflocal singer John Connell (The
Maid ofBal!ingarry) in 2005.1he event is attended
by up to a thousand people, mainly Irish, many
local, with small groups coming from European
countries and the US. 1he funding is sourced from
the Arts Council, Ealain na Gaeltachta, Udaras
na Gaeltachta, Cork County Council, Raidi6 na
Gaeltachta and local businesses. [HAH]
embellishment. One of the terms used for decoration in the playing of all tune types on all instruments.
See ornamentation .
embouchure. Term used in connection with
flute-blowing to describe 1. the shape of the lips
as employed in blowing, 2. the actual hole which
is blown into on the flute.
emigration. This has been a feature oflrish life for
centuries, of difierent significance in difierent eras.
It was less an issue at the end of the twentieth and
opening years of the twenty-first due to improved
economic conditions in Ireland, easier travel and
instantaneous personal communication methods.
But in the nineteenth century, and notably after
the Famine, except in the case of those with means
or who were interested in and able to travel, it was
something more profound.
Writing on the farewells at Cork of emigrants
going to Falmouth for Australia, the Halls (c.1839)
report:
The hour of departure was at hand - the
police had torn asunder several who at the last
would not be parted- and as many as could
find room were leaning over the side speechless, yet eloquent in gesture, express ing their
adieus to their friends and relatives on shore
... Shrieks and prayers, blessings and lamentations, mingled in one great cry from those on
the quay, and those on shipboard, until a band

stationed in the forecastle struck up 'Patrick's
Day'. 'Bate the brains out of the big drum, or
ye'll not stifle the women's cries!' said one of the
sailors to the drummer.
(Halls, 1841 vol. 1: 28-9)

reasons. Padraic Colum illustrates social reasons
as an impetus to emigration:
The young people get tired of staying in this
shut-in, unlovely little town. The girls get tired
of it sooner than the young men. There is no
chance for them economically, and, what is
more oppressive at the moment, no way of
entertaining themselves is being offered to
them.1he girl behind the counter in a little
shop gets dissatisfied with her meagre wages,
gets discontented with her employer's pettiness, gets filled up with the tedium of a place
in which there is no public place to sit in or
walk in, no hall in which to have a dance. In a
while, as she herself says, she 'hoists her sails for
America' ... The young men are only auxiliaries in Ireland's army of emigrants- the young
women form the real force. And most of the
young women leave the country for the reason
that there is no social order in it to which they
might become attached. (Colum, 1926: 43)
See also song: in E nglish; emigration.

England. Traditional music in England has undergone a considerable revival since the mid-1950s.
This has not followed the same route as that in
Ireland, especially with regard to the nature of
political motivation. Nevertheless a sense of identity
and nationalism does pervade it, with, as in Ireland,
the guiding motivation being concern for the perceived indigenous art form. England also has a
similar nineteenth-century history of antiquarian
and idealistic collection, preservation and rationalisation of folk music, song and dance traditions
which continue to inform and inspire practices
today. Much Irish music and song, with mostly
Irish diaspora associations, are performed in
England but are also heard at folk festivals (see
London) .
dance. English folk dance does not have the
same solo artistic identity which Irish dance has
evolved. But it has similar variety, and no less
enthusiastic or numerous participation in its social
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forms. English country dance ceilidhs follow much
the same format as do the Irish and Scottish, and
their spatial choreographies or figures are quite
similar also. English dance is broadly divided into
three main types - social, solo and ritual.
social dance. This is performed almost entirely at
barn-dance or ceilidh occasions, or in specialised or
dedicated dance clubs. Events are generally organised by individuals or small groups oflike-minded
people and held on a regular basis in village halls,
schools, colleges, pub and hotel function rooms.
This activity is more a feature of the revival of
interest since the mid-1970s than an unbroken tradition.1he first complete evening of English music
for English dances was probably as recent as 1971
when the revivalist band Oak played with dance
caller Mark Berry. A caller is always employed to
instruct dancers, so that anyone may participate in
what is felt to be essentially a democratic activity.
fig ures. Such dances most often have a live
band for the music, though smaller ones may
sometimes use recordings, the practice with dance
clubs. Social dances are based around learned or
handed-on sets of figures or manoeuvres (like
'right hand star', 'cast out', 'arches', 'swing partner'),
of which there are dozens, which are formed into
a set sequence which is repeated between eight
and twelve times in the course of the whole dance.
Each such set sequence of figures will have a name.
Dancing is done by couples, or with the dancers
in sets (squares, circles, longways lines, etc). Some
dances are taken from past village traditions, but
many have been created by callers in the almost
forty years since the country dance revival started.
times. Couple dances are done mainly to waltz
(3/2), and slower polka or schottische uses 4/ 4
tunes to foster a little intimacy, whereas the set
dances are done mainly to jigs (6/8) and faster
polkas. Hornpipes (8/ 4) are less popular, except in
Gloucestershire, as are schottisches and rants, all of
them requiring more complex stepping and more
energy. Marches and waltzes make up the remainder of the repertoire. The reel is extremely rare in
English music, particularly in the south. Some traditional village dances do survive in more remote
villages, and continue to be held where there is a
tradition of such entertainment. These tend not to
use a caller, as all villagers know the dances.
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solo dance. A 'display' or artistic form of dance
where footwork is supreme, variously known as
step dance, clog dance or tap dance, this falls into
two fairly distinct genres. One is that which is performed informally in pubs in the course of a social
evening for entertainment or enjoyment. This is
found in East Anglia, Devon and Cornwall and
other relatively remote rural areas, and tends to be
free-form in nature. The other is subject to strict
rules regarding the types of steps and sequences
employed. It is performed in formally organised
competitions which are a feature of some folk festivals, such as that at Dartmoor, and in some areas
where there had previously been a tradition of such
dancing, particularly the north-west.
ritual da nce. This means a dance form which
has a set structure and tradition s linked to place.
The most popular and common form is Morris
dancing. Others are varieties of sword dances,
known as 'rapper' and 'longsword', as well as the
dance elements which are essential components
of many 'folk play' activities like mumming or
pace egging, and in specific local traditions like
Padstow's 'Obby 'Oss or Helson's May Day celebrations and similar events elsewhere. But while
most of these are essentially revivalist activities, the
Morris of Bampton in Oxfordshire remains the
one truly traditional ritual dance in that it has an
unbroken record of annual performance which goes
back to the distant past, probably to the 1600s.
country dance. Country dances were highly
popular as far back as the late 1600s, when John
Playford could successfully market eighteen
editions of a book- The English Dancing Masterwhich provided music for 105 dances. Still actively
practised in more remote areas where they are
passed on in the community by practice, country
dances have been the subject of major revivals,
first in the 1950s when the EFDSS popularised
the American square dance and, second, in th e
mid-1970s when bands like Oak, Old Swan Band,
Flowers & Frolics and New Victory Band rediscovered traditional English dance music and began
running dances. Their popularity was such that by
1980 one might have the choice of several local
weekend dances. Enthusiasm has waned somewhat,
with mainly the older generation who revived it
still participating (dancers in their sixties or older)
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and, until recently, few younger people showing
much interest except at folk festivals. [RST]
Morris dance. This is a catch-all term which
generally includes the forms Cotswold (central
south-west), Border (Welsh marches), Molly
(East Anglia), Clog (north-west), and Fluffy
(Lancashire) Morris. All share a broad similarity,
but are markedly different in choreographic, music
and social details. Morris was danced by 'sides' (like
teams) of men in the past, but some are mixed
gender in revival times. The dance is learned and
rehearsed, and performed as a display. Typically
the dances feature several figures (called 'corners',
'sidesteps', 'gypsies', 'capers', etc.) interspersed with
choruses (usually some form of'hey'), each using
one eight-bar musical phrase, sixteen in total. A
dance with five figures would thus use five repetitions of a sixteen-bar tune- not an enduring time.
They are most often danced by six dancers in a
longways set, though eight or more can be found
in northern areas. The music is usually provided by
one musician (more in some revivalist sides) playing
a melodeon/accordion or fiddle. Tunes are polkas,
jigs or hornpipes, usually drawn from traditional
sources. Costumes vary from simple white shirts
and trousers with coloured ribbons and leg-bellpads
(Cotswolds) to extremely colourful and elaborate
full costumes (north-western clog Morris) . Many
southern Morris traditions feature handkerchiefs,
which emphasise hand movements, while others
employ sticks, which mimic sword dance practice.
history. The Morris came to the attention of
the early folk music collector Cecil Sharp, who
noted that it 'is not an easy dance'. It was learned
and passed on by example, but as far as can be
ascertained , despite common assumptions, the
Morris has no connection with any ancient pagan
ritual. The evidence is that it evolved among
ordinary working men, participation in it involving culture, kudos and money-making. The dance's
traceable history in England runs to the middle
of the fifteenth century, showing greatest activity
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. There
was a significant revival from the 1960s through
to the 1980s, but relatively few of these revivalist
sides remain. The only truly 'traditional' example
is the Morris of Bampton in Oxfordshire, with
an unbroken record of annual performance going

back for probably at least 400 years . A few sides
(Abingdon, Chipping Camden, Heddington
Quarry) may also be considered as traditional
since their revivals were brought about from living
memory by existing side members, only after temporary lapses in annual performance. [RST]
instrumental music. As in other European countries fiddles and forms ofbagpipe dominate older
English traditional music, with local musicians
to be found in proportion to local entertainment
needs. No great symbolism was attached to music in
the way it was in Ireland or Scotland, but there are
significant regional repertoires and styles with historical depth and which were retained with passion.
Much of the rural music-making up until about
1875 involved church bands which, as well as providing music for religious services, would also play
for village social occasions; individual musicians
also worked in a semi-professional capacity, typically also servicing the gentry and middle classes
as music and/or dance teachers. Prior to 1875,
poverty in the English countryside limited musical
instruments, which were an expensive, craft-made
item. But a rise in agricultural wages at this time,
coinciding with mass-production of instruments in
Europe, made fiddles, melodeons and the famous
'half-crown concertina' much more accessible and
common, boosting popular music-making.
disappearan ce. The 1914-18 war, however,
wiped out many of the village musicians. This,
and changing fashions, in particular recording,
meant that few players maintained the music
traditions, but they did keep them alive until the
1950s when the new wave of revival retrieved and
repopularised repertoires - but only on a small,
dedicated, specialised scale. Aside from this, in the
same period, social and cultural changes, recording, radio and later TV removed the widespread
popular engagement with traditional instrumental
music. Accordingly, what is thought of as 'traditional English music' is actually what was popular
in the seventy-five-year period up to 1950. That
repertoire contains many older tunes, often with
deep roots and significance, espec.ially in relation
to the song airs many of them are derived from.
Selections of these have been reintroduced from
old published music collections, some dating to the
eighteenth century, and much music from outside
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English Traditional music session in The Horseshoe pub, Bampton-in-the-Bush, Oxfordshire where sessions took
place for virtually a four-day weekend in the '60s, '70s and '80s; now usually just the Saturday, Sunday and Monday
evenings: (front , 1-r) Martin Brinsford (sax), Rod Stradling (melodeon), Norma Waterson (singing), Martin Carthy
(guitar); the village has the only traditional Morris dance 'side' with an unbroken tradition of performance which goes
back c. 300 years

The Old Swan Band, an English Country Dance Band, playing for a ceilidh , c. 1980: members are (1-r) Richard
Valentine (piano), Danny Stradling (hidden, tambourine), Martin Brinsford (drums & mouthorgan), Paul Burgess ~iddle);
Fi Fraser (hidden, fiddle), Rod Stradling (melodeon), Jo Fraser (low whistle) [courtesy Rod Stradling, Musical Traditions]
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England is played today, notably Irish and Scottish
and, latterly, French. Today's folk musicians also
engage with well-researched historical material,
some of which is related to English settlement and
exchange with the Normandy region of France, as
seen in the fiddle repertoire of Chris Wood.
ch urch bands. These were popular features of
English rural life from the seventeenth century
onward, being derived from the earlier traditions of having town musicians (waits), generally
bagpipers. The instruments played in these bands
were fiddles, violas, cellos, woodwinds and horns,
with, later, melodeons, concertinas and banjos. Ths
established the practice of communal performance
and familiarity with 'part' playing, a feature quite
alien to Irish traditional playing.
sessio n playing. Fiddles and melodeons
dominate folk music sessions in England, but more
or less any other instrument is permitted. Thus an
English folk festival session may, in addition to
fiddles, have accordions, melodeons and concertinas, and lower-voiced brass like euphonium and
trombone, while flutes, tin whistles, tenor banjos,
uilleann pipes and so on will be rarely seen. This
suggests a preference for harmony or 'parts' over
melody, a legacy of church singing practice. A
development, however, is the return to popularity of various forms of English pipes, iconically
associated with Northumbria, but with elements
of history and different forms in most regions.
Musically, virtually every variation of time signature finds a place in today's English session, though
reels are not often played. Hornpipes take their
place (usually plain rather than dotted), and the
unusual3/2 northern hornpipes are starting to find
their way into the south of the country. [RST]
fiddle. The fiddle has always been the mainstay
of English instrumental music throughout the
country. An indication of its early currency is
seen in John Playford's 1651 tunes collection The
English Dancing Master, which advertised that
the music was 'to be played on the Treble Violl or
Violin'. The period of the publication of its subsequent seventeen editions up to 1728 was that in
which country dancing spread out from court and
theatre to the new middle class, suggesting a strong
relationship between the tunes and the popular
dance form. Though by the twentieth century the

fiddle's use had much declined, its surviving dominance in instrumental music was challenged in the
1980s and '90s by the melodeon. Something of a
revival in the third millennium introduced younger
players, and, possibly owing to the visibility of role
models like Eliza Carthy (who has championed
English fiddle music), many of these are female;
Chris Wood too has been exploring English music
roots over two decades. But there are almost no
earlier role models for English fiddlers, since the
playing tradition had effectively ceased before the
advent of sound recording.
fiddle players. The only player who was much
recorded was Stephen Baldwin of Gloucestershire
- whose music was largely unavailable for many
years until re-issued by Musical Traditions
(MT334); other fiddlers of reputation are extensively documented by Pete Cooper on his website
petecooper.com. Today the fiddle is used with virtually every type of English folk music, both as a
band or session instrument and for song accompaniment, though rarely as a solo instrument except
to play for Morris dancing. Ths may be due mainly
to the English reserve regarding 'putting oneself
forward' as a soloist, since it is rare to find English
soloists on any other instrument either (in contrast
with Irish music). Due to recent re-publications of
old rune books, and the work of the Village Music
Project [V] on musicians' manuscripts, a great deal
of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century English
music is now available, almost all of which is scored
for the fiddle. Thus there is now much more fiddlespecific music to be played, and hundreds more old,
forgotten tunes are re-surfacing. [RST]
accordion. The accordion in England is represented by four distinct types of instrument: the
two-row melodeon (quite ubiquitous), the one-row
melodeon, the piano accordion and (though rare
today) the three- or five-row button accordion.
two-row melodeon. Known as 'Vienna accordion'- or usually just called 'melodeon'- this is
almost invariably tuned diatonically rather than
chromatically, with fairly 'wet' voicing, and is generally in the keys of D and G. Instruments in C
and F are sometimes found, and mainly used for
song accompaniment. The melodeon is the instrument of choice in the session and band, despite
the fact that more than two played together can
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create an undesirable dissonance. This is because
of the practice in English music of harmonic coloration (by basses and chords) which should make
the melodeon ideal, were it not for the fact that
there can be poor concurrence between players
in the shaping and placing of chords. Thus it is
not uncommon that a session with several chordplaying instruments (melodeon, accordion, banjo,
guitar, piano) can easily degenerate into a jarring
heterophony, whether the musicians know the
tunes or not. The Irish preference for minimalist chord usage in general, and for limiting the
number of chord players to one in bands, makes
for better performances.
style. The diatonic melodeon is unusual in that
there will often be several different ways to play
any particular musical phrase (depending on the
expertise of the player). This has resulted in three
quite different melodeon styles being heard in
England: 1. the straight 'push and pull' style which
treats the two-row instrument as if it were two
separate one-rows, 2. the 'cross row' continental
style which tends to make even a simple English
polka sound like a French tune, and 3. the combination of the two, which allows the players to
make their own judgements about what is the most
appropriate way to approach a phrase or a whole
tune, especially with regard to use of chords.
one-row melodeon. Typically a Hohner model,
this is the instrument of choice for many traditional players. It has not been favoured by revivalist
performers although, as in Ireland, this is now
beginning to change. Significant players like Katie
Howson,Jeanie Harris and Dan Qyinn have been
influential in this shift, together with the availability of high-quality modern instruments from
Castagnari and Martin.
piano accordion. Like the three- and five-row
instruments, this is rarely played by younger revivalists, and tends to be associated with pre-1970s-style
dance bands and a few Morris dance sides. [RST]
E nglish folk song. 1be subjects of English folk
songs cover the whole range of human feelings and
experiences, and are dealt with in such broad terms
as to make them both timeless and universally
relevant: love, lust, marital bliss, loss, work, travel,
sport, hardship, war, industry, the sea, fighting,
agricultural life - and murder. The function of
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the songs was primarily entertainment, but they
also acted as observation on the local and national
events of their time. Poaching and transportation
songs, for instance, reflected how the seizure of
commonage by the landed gentry affected the rural
poor. The songs are at once social documents and
diversion, acknowledgement and celebration of life,
and sometimes death. While some songs are inseparable from their given locations, the majority were
adaptable enough to have taken root wherever they
landed. An outstanding example is the ubiquitous
'Unfortunate Rake', which appeared in locations
all over the English-speaking world from London
to Laredo in a host of occupational guises, but
usually concerning somebody (of either sex) dying
of a sexually transmitted disease. 'Ire centuries-old
'Classic [Child] Ballads' form an important part
of the English repertoire. Referred to by some
as the high-water mark of the tradition, they are
the oldest songs to have survived orally and have
provided inspiration for playwrights, authors and
poets such as Chaucer and Shakespeare.
style. There is little evidence of the existence
of regional or community singing styles, with the
possible exception of that of Travelling people;
recorded examples show English folk singing to
be largely unornamented, unaccompanied solo
performance. There is no way of knowing for
certain if this was always the case or if it is a misleading impression given by the fact that by the
time recording equipment became available, the
practice was waning and singers were 'recalling'
songs rather than singing them in a living continuity. The earliest sound recordings of English
traditional singers were made in the first decade of
the twentieth century by Cecil Sharp and his contemporaries, mainly in the south of England, and
the most extensive were made in Lincolnshire by
Australian composer Percy Grainger who between
1905 and 1909 recorded 435 songs on wax cylinders. The fact that one of Grainger's singers
- Joseph Taylor, who was featured on several commercial records by HMV and billed as a 'genuine
peasant folk-singer'- had a style which showed
traces of ornamentation suggests that there likely
was an earlier decorated style.
recordings. By far the largest single collection of recordings of traditional singers in Britain

England
and Ireland is of those made during the project
embarked upon in the late 1940s by the BBC, to
'seek out and record as much as possible of what
remained of our folk music heritage in the various
parts of the country'. Songs were recorded from all
over Britain, and the collectors sought out known
singers such as the Copper family of Sussex (who
sang together in harmony) and East Anglian farmworker Harry Cox who at that time sang some fifty
songs in a somewhat flat, emotionless style. He
also had much to say on what the songs meant to
him and his fellow workers: once, having just sung
'Betsy the Serving Maid' (which tells of a servant
sent to America to keep her apart from the son
of a wealthy family) he spat out: 'And that's what
the buggers thought of us.' Most of the recorded
singers were from rural backgrounds, but some were
found living in the towns and cities; one of these,
Cecilia Costello, a Birmingham woman originally
from Co. Galway, is remembered for her beautiful
and unique revenant ballad, 'The Grey Cock'. Two
decades after the BBC project ended, however, rural
carpenter Walter Pardon emerged on the scene, the
last singer to have a large, locally acquired repertoire. As a young man he had witnessed the dying
embers of his local song tradition which was by
then confined to his family's Christmas parties.
He began writing down these lyrics in the late
1940s, memorising the tunes on the melodeon,
and so contributed some 200 versions of songs to
the national storehouse. Though some singers did
also supply information on where and when their
songs were sung, this has been insufficient to give
a comprehensive picture of how the song traditions
functioned. For instance, though public houses had
been popular venues in some areas, Norfolk fisherman Sam Lamer could say that while there were
indeed weekly sessions in his local, 'the serious
singing was done at home or at sea'.
in fl uence. The work done by the BBC collectors not only provided a comprehensive archive
of what remained of English singing traditions,
but also fuelled an interest in the performance of
folk songs which led to the 'folk song revival'. This
was a largely grass-roots movement which took
the form of hundreds- eventually thousands- of
clubs run and performed at by amateurs drawn
together by their love of the songs. Sections of this

revival led by performers such as A.L. Lloyd and
Ewan MacColl (who regarded 'folk' as 'the people's
music') were left-wing. One such early organisation was the Workers' Music Association which
established Topic Records, a company specialising
in records of folk song and music by traditional
and traditionally influenced singers and musicians. Some revivalists were content to perform
songs in the manner in which they had been found
in the mouths of traditional singers, but others
experimented with instrumental accompaniment,
group harmonies and the use of such electronic
devices as were common in pop music. The revival
also greatly encouraged research and collecting,
leading to the publishing of new song collections
and academic works and many ground-breaking
media presentations, particularly on radio. In spite
of its social and cultural importance and the energy
and knowledge of many of its enthusiasts, English
folk song did not achieve full recognition by the
arts establishment and remains mainly a 'fringe'
pastime, though still practised in folk clubs and at
folk festivals. [JIC]
North umbrian pipes. Associated with Northumbria in the north-east of England, particularly
with the Tyneside area. Bellows blown, they are
similar to the Scottish 'small' pipes but difFer in
having a closed-end chanter. This delicately toned
instrument has four drones and a chanter with
double reed. Staccato fingering is the typical style
- a 'pipping' sound- and the chanter has seven
finger holes, and also up to seven keys. The drones
have individual, sliding on-off controls; three of
them are used at a time, depending on the key
of the melody. The instrument dates as far back
as the seventeenth century and may be a copy of
the French 'musette'. Billy Pigg, Pauline Cato and
Kathryn Tickell have been among the best-known
exponents of these pipes in the twentieth century.
They can be heard on Kathryn Tickell's Borderlands
and Pauline Cato's By Land and Sea.
Cornish bagpipe. Extinct for some 200 years,
these pipes were reconstructed in the 1980s by pipe
maker Julian Goodacre. Like the Italian 'zampogna'
(bagpipe) they are mouth blown, have one drone
and use two chanters with flared, bell ends. The
style of these pipes was derived from observation of
a c.1510-30 carving in Altarnun Church, Bodmin
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Moor, Cornwall. This shows a piper playing a
bagpipe with two long chanters of slightly different lengths and small bell ends. Each of the
three-hole chanters is fingered with a separate
hand, one supplying the top half of the octave, the
other the lower half. Both chanters can play the
tonic note, so if one is covered with the fingers, the
player can create a constant drone with the melody.
The chanters are pitched to D in the octave below
the concert uilleann pipes D, giving a tone which
is described as 'deep and wondrous'. [EDT]
English Folk Dance and Song Society. The
EFDSS was formed in 1932 by the amalgamation of the Folk Song Society (founded 1898) and
English Folk Dance Society (founded 1911), its
remit was 'the collection of Folk-Songs, Ballads
and Tunes, and the publication of such of these as
may be deemed advisable'. Rule X gave the committee 'the power to elect a limited number of
Honorary members from amongst distinguished
foreign authorities on the subject of Folk Music'.
The first honorary secretary was Kate Lee, a professional singer and pivotal worker. She went on
to 'discover' the Copper family. Lucy Broadwood,
daughter of a well-known music family, took over
in 1904. Scots-born, and with an intense affinity
for all things Scottish and Gaelic, her appointment resulted in the journal of the Folk-Song
Society printing and discussing Scottish, Scottish
Gaelic, Irish and Manx songs (as well as English,
Canadian and French). There were, however,
members who wanted the society to restrict its
interests to 'English' folk song, but attempts by
Ralph Vaughan Williams and Cecil Sharp to
implement this were rebuffed. Cecil Sharp, who
had come on the scene relatively late compared to
collecting pioneers such as Frank Kidson, Sabine
Baring Gould and the Broadwoods (father and
daughter), took up folk song 'as a profession' and
rushed out English Folk-Song: Some Conclusions in
1907. He was determined to use 'real' English folk
song to counter the tide of both trashy music-hall
song and what was mistakenly called 'National
Song', and especially to have it introduced into
English schools. Influential members of the society
saw him as pushy and opportunistic (he was particularly despised by Lucy Broadwood), and it is
hardly surprising that in 1911 Sharp founded the
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English Folk Dance Society (EFDS), dedicated
purely to English dance.
amalgamation. He kept the society under strict
control, following his personal orthodoxy, and
fought bitterly with those he considered 'heretical' such as the 'evolutionary' Mary Neale, until
his death in 1924. In 1930, the EFDS negotiated
with the Folk Song Society to amalgamate, but
insisted that the word 'English' should be retained.
The first issue of its journal appeared the same
year, but despite having 'English' in its title, the
editor, Frank Howes, emphasised 'our belief in the
value of the comparative method in all questions
of folk-lore and in the international significance
of national folk-art' . International dance festivals
were held, and articles were to appear on a wide
variety of British and European dances- Catalan,
Polish, Italian, Manx, etc. The journal also continued to publish folk song articles from outside
England - Irish, Scottish (lowland and Gaelic),
Manx, Appalachian, Canadian, Maltese, Albanian,
etc. 1his international thrust continued and, significantly, the title of the journal was altered in 1965
simply to the Folk Music journal. As will be clear,
the society throughout its existence took a great
interest in matters Gaelic and Irish, with major
contributions from Lucy Broadwood onwards. Nos.
23,24 and 25 (1920-1), for example, were devoted
entirely to collections oflrish folk songs, and such
an interest continues to the present day. [IAO]
EFDSS archive. This is the only comprehensive
library and archive in England devoted to traditional folk arts- the Vaughan Williams Memorial
Library (VWML). At its core is the work done by
Cecil Sharp (1859-1924) in collecting thousands
of traditional songs, tunes and dances in England
and the Appalachian mountains. Subsequent
collectors, including Percy Grainger and Ralph
Vaughan Williams, deposited their published
works and manuscripts (or copies), contributing to
the current collection comprising over 20,000 items
of literature, 10,000 sound recordings, 20,000 photographic images and 500 runs of periodicals. By a
gradual process of professionalisation (accelerated
over the years since 1984 under the work oflibrary
director Malcolm Taylor, OBE) the multi-subject
and multi-media library has become a major source
for singers, musicians, academics and students of
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all kinds seeking information about English and
related folk culture world-wide.
publishing. EFDSS publishes a range of song
and dance publications and produces English Dance
& Song magazine quarterly and Folk Music journal
annually. Collectors in Ireland published their work
in the early journals (such as Lucy Broadwood in
1907 and 1933 and Martin Freeman, 1920-1). Tre
sound library houses thousands of recordings of
Irish singers and musicians, notably those recorded
in the 1950s for the BBC by Peter Kennedy, Sean
O'Boyle, Seamus Ennis and others, including some
in Gaelic.
access. 1he 2007-9 Heritage Lottery-funded
Take 6 project has involved digitising six important manuscript collections (Janet Blunt, George
Butterworth, Francis Collinson, George Gardiner,
Anne G. Gilchrist, the Hammond brothers),
piloting materials in primary schools, regenerating
interest in the areas where the songs were collected
and also making them available for public use via
the internet. It is planned to make many more MSS
available in this way. EFDSS has a commitment
to inclusiveness, celebrating diversity and promoting equality, and to creating outreach projects that
promote use of the VWML through educational
and cultural activities. Cecil Sharp House itself is
a focus for creativity through its varied programme
of concerts, dances, classes, workshops, lectures,
visual art events and all activities relating to traditional folk arts. [PEW]
Doe Rowe Collection. Audio, video and photographic material concerning English folk
traditions, with a large quantity of written and
printed documents, including ephemera and newspaper cuttings. Tre collection is constantly updated
by what it calls 'serial fieldwork'- regular contact
with individuals, groups and events in traditional
music. Under ongoing digitisation (itemised on
docrowe.org. uk) the collection is held in Sheffield,
with restricted access, but hosts open days. It was
begun as a personal interest by singer David (Doe)
Rowe (born in Torquay, Devon) with an education in fine art, and a teaching background in film,
drama, music and traditional culture. Influenced
by 1950s BBC radio broadcasts, he began collecting local folklore and folk song material. A
performer in folk clubs from 1963, a meeting with

BBC's Charles Parker (who, with Ewan MacColl
and Peggy Seeger, was working on BBC's Radio
Ballads 1957-64) instilled a deep respect for the
oral tradition, and the importance of recording
technology to it and the vernacular 'folk arts'.
Padstow. Rowe documented the May Day
Padstow ritual over several years, sparking for him
an interest in seasonal events and popular cultural
traditions. In 1964 he founded the Devon Tradition
Group to research and collect West Country traditions, history, songs and stories. He was a founder
member of Park House Convention (1972), a
group linking the oral tradition to contemporary
artists. After a stint as teacher and media adviser
with Inner London Education Authority and
Hackney College, he moved to Sheffield in 1979
to join CECTAL (the Centre for English Cultural
Tradition and Language, now the National Centre
for English Cultural Tradition), helping to design
and implement indexing schemes and classifications for its archive collection. In 1985 he became
director of the London History Workshop
Centre, and since 1991 has concentrated on his
own archive. Rowe is a committee member of
the Folklore Society, the Oral History Society
and the Traditional Song Forum. In 2002 he was
awarded an honorary doctorate in music from the
University of Sheffield for his research work into
vernacular culture and traditional music, and in
2005 was awarded the English Folk Dance and
Song Society's gold badge for his documentation
of traditional song and dance. His publications
include work on folk customs, dance, mumming
and seasonal rituals.
Folkworks. This is a not-for-profit organisation for the promotion of traditional music and
traditional music education in north-east England.
Started in 1988 by concertina player Alistair
Anderson with Ros Rigby, it has been engaged in
promotions and education. Folkworks' performances and tours throughout the UK have often
featured Irish music along with other traditions of
these islands and abroad. But it is perhaps in education that the body has made the largest impact,
especially through its summer schools for adults
and children which are held every year in Durham.
It has also worked extensively through primary and
secondary schools in its region, it has established
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year-long, extra-curricular programmes in traditional music for children and adults, and was
pivotal in the design and implementation of the
BA in Folk and Traditional Music at Newcastle
University which was established in 2001.
Folkworks is now a part of the North Music Trust
at the Sage in Gateshead, a significant centre for
music performance. Although Folkworks' emphasis
has traditionally been Northumbrian music, it has
promoted Irish music too, and has used Irish tutors
for its workshops and summer schools. Its model
for a residential children's summer school has now
been adopted by the CCE-sponsored Meitheal
school each year in Limerick. [EDI]
Newcastle University. A four-year undergraduate degree in Folk and Traditional Music
was established here in 2000 as a collaboration between the university's music department
(ICMUS - the International Centre for Music
Studies) and Folkworks (an educational charity
for traditional music, dance and song, based at
the Sage Gateshead). The first degrees were conferred in 2004. It is the first performance-based
degree programme in folk and traditional music
in its traditional and revived forms to be offered
in England and Wales and although there is an
emphasis on the music of Britain and Ireland, its
remit covers a broadly defined 'folk' music. Staffed
by well-known experts in the field of traditional
music performance and composition - including
Vie Gammon (song), Alistair Anderson (concertina), Desi Wilkinson (flute, song), Sandra Kerr
(song, concertina), Kathryn Tickell (pipes, fiddle)
and Catriona MacDonald - it also has a strong
academic focus, with half the modules devoted
to music skills and history, ethnomusicology and
popular music studies. Research degrees in traditional musics are also offered. [DEW]
Hill, lames. (c.1814-60). Fiddler and composer.
Born at Dundee, Scotland, he moved with his
family when he was ten to Newcastle. His years
of prolific tunesmithing were between 1840 and
1850. His compositions include 'The High Level
Bridge', The Low Level Bridge', 'The Bee's Wing',
The Hawk' and 'The Steamboat' hornpipes, all
played by Irish musicians.
Stradling, Rod. (1943- ). Singer, melodeon
player and music publisher. He began playing in a
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skiffie group at school in the late 1950s, strummed
protest songs on early-'60s Aldermaston CND
marches, and attended the Singers' Club 1961-3.
He ran the Fighting Cocks folk club in Kingston
1964-8, then the influential King's Head folk club
in Islington. He took up melodeon in 196 7 and
spent much time visiting and playing or singing
with traditional performers. This led to the formation of the group Oak in 1970 with his wife Danny,
Tony Engle (ofTopic) and Peta Webb. Moving
to the south-west in 1973, his weekly session in
Cheltenham produced the Old Swan Band which
played a leading role in the English country (folk)
music revival. 1ley staged the first English Country
Music Weekend in 1976, a movement which continues to this day. He has played melodeon with
several dance bands and has a deep interest in
songs and singing. In 1998 he republished the then
moribund paper magazine Musical Traditions as an
internet journal (mustrad.org.uk), now with almost
two million readers per year. Also in 1998 he published the first Musical Traditions Records CD, and
now has a catalogue of 59 ens of traditional source
performers, including one of Sarah Makem.
For Irish music, see London.
Ennis, Seam us (Seamus Mac Aonghusa).
(1919-82). Uilleann piper and tin-whistle player,
singer, story-teller, music collector, broadcaster.
Born Jamestown, Finglas, Co. Dublin. One of
the country's most important traditional music
figures of the twentieth century, his influence is
seen widely and in varied ways. He inherited music
from his father James Ennis, a civil servant with
the Department of Agriculture, also a piper and
a champion dancer from The Naul. His mother
was Mary McCabe from Co. Monaghan. Secondeldest of three brothers and three sisters, Ennis was
educated at the Holy Faith Convent, Glasnevin,
later at Belvedere College, then through Irish at
Scoil Cholm Cille and Col:iiste Mhuire; his Irish
was perfected with visits to Rosmuc, Connemara.
His father had learned from Nicholas Markey
of Meath (tutor to the Dublin Pipers' Club and
pupil of Billy Taylor) and broadcast with the
Fingal Trio for early Irish radio 2RN. Seamus's
childhood was filled with their music-making.
Visitors to the home included Dublin piper Liam
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Andrews, Drogheda player Pat Ward, fiddler Frank
O'Higgins and flute player John Cawley.
radio. The young Ennis was given technical
instruction and sight-reading tuition by his father,
began playing on a Brogan set of pipes at age
thirteen, and by his early twenties was extremely
proficient. He sang in An Claisceadal, an Irishlanguage choir directed by Colm 6 Lochlainn, and
through him was introduced to Prof 6 Duilearga
of the Irish Folklore Commission. Following
a commercial course he go t a job with Colm
6 Lochlainn's Three Candles Press in Dublin from
1938 to 1942, there becoming proficient at music
transcription. He worked for the Irish Folklore
Commission between 1942 and '47, moving to
Radio Eireann as Outside Broadcast Officer
between 1947 and '51, where he produced documentary programmes, including some on sean-nos
singing. In 1951 he teamed up with Brian George
of the BBC as part of a collection scheme that
covered Ireland, England, Scotland and Wales, this
work taking him to London. For BBC Radio he
collected and presented the pioneering Sundaymorning programme As I Roved Out (1951-c.l960).
Married in 1952 to Margaret Glynn, they had two
children, Catherine and Christopher. He finished
work with the BBC in 1958.
performance. Back in Ireland he freelanced with
Radio Eireann, travelled in Ireland and abroad,
playing and lecturing. In the 1970s he played fiddle
as part of the Halfpenny Bridge <2.!-tartet with
Liam O'Flynn, Se:in Keane and Tommy Grogan
(accordion). In 1975 he moved to his grandfather's
farm at 1he Naul, continuing his touring up to the
time of his death in 1982. In all his endeavours
in music he reached high standards, and his collections are a source heavily relied on by students
of traditional music. He is regarded as an icon of
modern piping, with a clean, crisp style structured
by a finesse of technique that avoids obscuring the
essential elements of the tune. His cran was distinctive, so too his 'ghost D' double-note illusion, and
he could reach into the third octave on his chanter.
His knowledge of the Irish language and of singing
gave him a strong advantage in the playing of slow
airs, for which he was justly famous; his hallmark
was the 'shiver' (fore-arm trill) on the high E and F.
He is remembered in his prime as a tall, handsome

Seamus Ennis [RTE)

man of independent character, witty, erudite and
frequently charming. He made many recordings,
possibly most representative being The Return from
Finga!, produced by RTE in 1996. His uilleann
pipe tutor was assembled posthumously from his
notes by Wilbert Garvin and Robbie Hannan and
published by NPU in 1998. [PEB)
collector. Seamus Ennis worked for the Irish
Folklore Commission as full-time collector of
music and song, 1942-7. In addition to music and
song, he collected much folklore including stories,
legends, beliefs and proverbs. His contribution is a
core element of the National Folklore Collection,
UCD today. As a musician, singer, storyteller
and linguist, his fieldwork underlines a particular rapport with the tradition bearers who shared
music, song and lore with him. A combination of
fac tors contributed to his outstanding success as a
collector. 1hese included his own talent, his father's
input into his musical education, his work in music
typesetting with Colm 6 Lochlainn and his
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Epping, Rick

knowledge of, and acquaintance with, Irish music
and musicians. His work illustrates the central role
of music and song in Irish rural life at the time.
His transcriptions reflect his approach.
His methodology in collection and transcription was in keeping with collecting in the 1940s.
Equipped for the most part with pen, paper and
ink, he saw the transcription of melodically highly
ornamented songs and tunes as a significant
challenge. Occasionally, he worked alongside collectors with the Irish Folklore Commission, such
as Sean 6 hEochaidh and Liam Mac Coisdeala
and was then able to borrow an Ediphone recording machine from them, as a temporary aid to
his fieldwork. Later, he worked with Caoimhin
6 Danachair of the Commission and travelled in
Ireland making recordings on disc. Ennis collected
for the Commission in Counties Galway, Donegal,
Clare, Cork, Kerry, Limerick, Cavan, Mayo and
also in Scotland. Colm 6 Caodh:iin was one of
his finest sources, giving Ennis over 200 items of
song, music and lore. Elizabeth (Bess) Cronin of
Baile Bhuirne, Co. Cork was another. His diary
illustrates other interests such as swimming, while
also communicating a sense of the entertainment
associated with music, dance, song and occasions
such as house parties. The bulk of his collection
- including the correspondence, field notes and
diary - is in Irish and is generally written in the
language and dialect of the area in which he was
collecting. [RlU
Ennis's music is documented in Pat Mitchell's
2007 The Dance Music of Siamus Ennis, and his
work detailed in Rionach Ui 6g:iin's 2009 Going
to the Well for Water.
Epping, Rick. (1949- ). Harmonica. Born in
California, he was playing traditional music by his
early teens, and played withJoe Cooley and Kevin
Keegan there, with Pumpkinhead and Johnny
Moyninhan in Ireland. He won the All-Ireland in
1975 and worked with Hohner harmonica in the
US from 1987-2005. He lives now in Sligo and
teaches at SSWC.
ethnic music. One of a number of terms used
to indicate 'folk' or 'traditional' musics. But while
'folk' indicates origins among the plain, or untitled,
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unlettered, working people, and 'traditional' indicates a process of handing on, 'ethnic' implies
race- which may not be a valid umbrella term for
such a music. It is certainly imprecise in relation
to Irish music. An extension of this is reference to
the music as 'the ethnic repertory', dismissive, if
not disrespectful, towards the aesthetics, artistry
and emotions of the performers.
ethnomusicology. The study of music in society.
One definition of music is: 'a complex of activities,
ideas and objects that are patterned into culturally
meaningful sounds recognised to exist on a level
different from secular communication' (Merriam,
1980). Ethnomusicology deals not only with the
situations and the circumstances of where music is
made, but takes an academic, analytical perspective
which seeks to understand why and how music is
produced. A by-product of world exploration and
colonialism, it is a discipline which is implicitly
'White' in its original ethos, for it began by seeing
itself as studying the music of non- Europeans.
Its history is therefore burdened somewhat by
being unobjective: it looked 'at ' the music of the
'other'. Known as 'comparative musicology' in the
beginning, it changed hugely over the course of
the twentieth century, by now regarding all music,
including jazz, popular music and classical music
as part of its remit. Yet it is still bound up with the
notion of non-mainstream identities in music, and
with the idea of 'tradition', and in Ireland many
of those involved in the subject - as represented
today by the ICTM -are concerned with Irish
traditional music.
Darwinism. When this logical natural ordering
was revealed in the 1880s it was fashionably applied
to musics of other people. It tended to see either
that Western music was highly developed and
superior, or that the more 'underdeveloped' a race
of people, the earlier the stage of evolution their
music was at, the closer to the ultimate truth in
music it was - to the very source of music. Such a
utopian dream gradually dissipated as the idea of a
'world-wide diffusion' of music took over, and so a
search for specific origins, in different areas, developed. This introduced the idea of studying music in
society, the ethnological context: the circumstance
in which it was played , not just what was being

exhibition/display piece

played. 'Ethnomusicology' resulted, involving ethnology and musicology, social process and sound,
this bringing the social sciences together with the
art.
sound revolution. Initially, early music collectors- much in the manner of Bunting- were
obliged to transcribe music and songs from their
sources by hand. This was a potentially flawed
and subjective process, even if vital in its day, with
results limited by the aesthetic sense, political,
moral and social attitudes, linguistic experience
and music skill of the collecto r. The invention of
sound reproduction, however, made the recording
of music and its transcription potentially flawless,
and facilitated both scientific standards of analysis
and second opinions.
method. Typically an ethnomusicologist
begins with an idea or observation, then plans
and designs research in order to fully understand
it, gathering music and social data. This is studied
and analysed, and interim conclusions drawn. The
information will be collated, presented as a paper,
thesis or publication, following which it may be
tested against or compared with other studies. As
a result of this process further deductions may be
made and theory established. Ethnomusicology
can: 1. supply information on technical production of sound, 2. give information on behaviour in
specific circumstances (hand and finger, diaphragm
and body, mind and movement, how they are used,
what tone they produce, rules for musicians, and
rules for listeners), and 3. can relate the music to
other social, political, economic, linguistic or religious behaviour.
Social life is about regulation of human behaviour in order to h elp a society survive; creative
life, of which music is a major part, is to make
the process of survival satisfYing. Ethnomusicology
acknowledges this overlap of interest; it is an
analytical bridge linking social scrutiny and the
aesthetic.
See also ICTM; Society for Ethnomusicology.
Eurovision Song Contest. A popular-music,
Europe-wide competition for song begun in 1956,

presented through the medium of television, and
structurally dependent upon telecommunications. Ireland has taken part since 1965.1hough
primarily a popular music spectacle, traditional
instruments and influences have been a feature of
many of the entries over its history, particularly
of songs from eastern Europe, the Balkan region
and former Yugoslavia. The idea of a traditional
motif or instrumental break worked into the performer's backing track was used successfully by the
Turkish winning song, 'Everyway That I Can', in
2003, the Ukraine winner, 'Wild Dances', in 2004
and in 'My Number One' for Greece the following year. Many countries have also made a point
of featuring traditional costumes; for example
the Armenian artists, Inga and Anush, in 2009 .
The most successful interval act by far in the contest's history is acknowledged as that presented
in the show's broadcast from Ireland in 1994 Riverdance. Since then, national as well as modern
dance has featured prominently on the Eurovision
stage. In 1996, Eimear Quinn won the contest
for Ireland with Ihe Voice, backed by a traditional
ensemble which included Conor Byrne (flute),
Cora Smith (fiddle), Niall 6 Callamiin (bouzouki),
Ronan Kennedy (keyboards) and Aimee Leonard
(bodhnin). Ireland was also represented in 2007 by
a totally traditional band, the Sligo-based Dervish,
with 'They Can't Stop The Spring'. Ireland holds
the record for Eurovision wins - seven, including
four in the 1990s. (JUV]
exhibition/display piece. A term occasionally used to describe a piece of music which can
display to the maximum all potential features of
an instrument, or which tests the player's ability
to implement these. The term may apply to a particular tune by design or ascription. 'The Mason's
Apron', James Hill's 'High Level Hornpipe' and
'Lord Cordon's Reel' are such pieces- designed on
and composed for fiddle. 'The Fox Chase' or 'The
Gold Ring' are such for uilleann pipes, and tunes as
diversely challenging as 'The Galway Rambler' reel
or the jig 'An Pis Fliuch' can be exhibition pieces
on flute.
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FACE (Fili, Amhninaithe & Ceoltoiri na
h-Eireann). A performing rights organisation
inaugurated in 2001 following a meeting in the
Liffey Arts Research Centre in Kildare. The idea
of Australian-born guitarist Steve Cooney, FACE
was sparked by the refusal of management at a
Dublin Castle gig to provide water for musicians,
but reflected considerable existing dissatisfaction
with IMRO. FACE saw itself as a democratic
forum among poets, songwri ters, tunesmiths
and musicians in Ireland which would look after
their rights and make provision for their family
responsibilities through facilitating pension and
health care schemes, basic venue rights for artists,
and ensuring the efficient, transparent and due
repatriation of royalties. Performers at FACE's
initial fund-raising 'benefit' indicate its breadth of
appeal, for among them were Andy Irvine, Laoise
Kelly, Kevin G lackin, P aul McGrattan, Mary
Black, Cormac Breatnach, Triona Ni Dhomhnaill,
Seosaimhin Ni Bheaglaioch and Vinnie Kilduff
Dissatisfaction with poor representation of traditional music by IMRO (and with its CCE deal
which was done without consultation with either
IMRO or CCE members) impelled a move of
better-known, conscientious performers towards
campaigning for access to, and participating in,
IMRO's offices. They were also aware that even
though traditional music was highly regarded internationally, with successful bands, tour companies
and tourism all benefiting from its good will, little
benefit trickled down to professional and semi-professional, traditionally based musicians in Ireland.
They aimed for full representation for working
traditional musicians on the board ofiMRO (at a
time when musicians made up some 95 per cent of
its membership), and pledged to investigate royalty
collection, promote digital logging systems and a
dedicated Irish-music radio station, expand the
role ofiMRO, increase traditional music funding,
implement IMRO's Irish-language policy, simplifY
registration of tunes, address incorrect registration,
and to give members more power. Spearheaded by
exhaustive lobbying ofiMRO members by FACE
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(wh ose members were also voting members of
IMRO ) this resulted in D6nal Lunny and Liam
6 Maonlai being elected to the IMRO board in
2001. In 2004 FACE successfully used the proxy
votes of its members to maintain their writer/
musician representation on the IMRO board.
FACE also engaged in some key, on-theground issues, among these the challenging of
Clare County Council over buskers' rights at the
C liffs of Moher, and in 2006 TG4 in relation to
traditional musicians' copyrights and moral rights.
Operating as a co-operative society FACE has
been a vigorous pressure group. 'Ire power changes
which have ensued at IMRO led to greater respect
for its traditional-music members and, with the
formation of the Musicians ' Union of Ireland
(MUI), FACE's ongoing activity receded. At its
peak FACE (face.ie) represented some 300 of the
top names in professional and semi-professional
traditional music performance.

Fahy, Francis. (1854-1935). Songwriter and
poet. Born at Kinvara, Co. Galway, he was one of
a fam ily of eight children who had survived ou t
of seventeen siblings. At age fifteen he became a
teacher in Kinvara Boys School, the same year as
his first play was performed at Kinvara Courthouse
as a fund-raiser for the dependants ofFenian prisoners. A poem, 'The Exile', was published in The
Nation the following year, and he went to join the
civil service in England in 1873 where he lived
in London. Hugely energetic, and enthusiastically
engaged with Irish identity, he was one of those
who founded the Southwark Literary Club which
aimed to foster passion for Iri sh culture among the
children oflrish emigrants. 1his became the Irish
Literary Society, and later, the Irish Texts Society.
From 1896 to 1908 Fahy was president of the
Gaelic League in London and wrote many poems
and songs concerning Ireland, these often nostalgic, but all celebrating the value of Irish cultural
and artistic heritage . Among the most memorable are 'The Ould Plaid Shawl', 'The ~een of
Connemara', 'The Old Bog Road ', 'Little Mary

Farr, Lucy

Cassidy' and the original version of'Galway Bay',
all of which had great currency in Irish popular
entertainment in the twentieth century. His publications include The Child's Irish Song Book (1881),
The Irish Reciter (1882), Irish History in Rhyme
(1882) and Irish Songs and Poems (1887). In 2001,
sean-n6s singer Caoilte Breatnach and the local
Francis Fahy Society published a documentation
of the poet's life in the form of an album, The Ould
Plaid Shawl, with a range of Fahy's songs performed by a variety of artistes.

Fahy, Paddy. (1926- ). Fiddler, composer. Born
at Kilconnell, Co. Galway. His father Jack was
a noted fiddle player and the initiator of the
Aughrim Slopes Ceili Band, and his mother could
play accordion. They had a great interest in music
and gave their children access to all instruments.
Paddy began playing at the age of five, specialising in fiddle; his sisters were prize-winning
step dancers. A hurler of renown in his youth,
he learned a large repertoire rapidly, his interest
benefiting greatly from music and set dancing in
the large ballroom that was part of their home,
Killaghbeg House. In later years the house was
host to sessions among local musicians. Composer
of some sixty pieces with a distinctive, profound
lyricism, he is considered the doyen of east Galway
style. He does not name his tunes, and has not to
date published or recorded them himself, but they
have been transcribed. Seven of them appear in
the CRE series, and several are widely played, are
on a large number of commercial recordings, and
greatly uncredited.
FairofCarman. SeeAonach Carmain.
Fallen Angels, The. A voice-only group formed
in 1987 by Joan McDermott and Eilish Moore, it
made numerous TV and radio appearances including the The late Late Show, Pat Kenny and Gerry
Ryan shows. The repertoire mirrored the musical
styles of each band member: traditional song,
contemporary songs by Irish songwriters such as
John Spillane and Jimmy McCarthy, as well as
songs from well-known international songwriters such as Sting, Prince and James Taylor.Their
original harmonies were basic chords using third

and fifth intervals; with five singers in the band
it was inevitable that two voices sang the same
harmony an octave apart. In 1996, on their second
album with arranger Anth Kaley, they introduced
second, seventh and ninth intervals, and in order
to create and maintain movement, counter-rhythm
was used extensively. The band toured Ireland, UK
and Europe, appearing at the Cambridge Folk
and Fairport Convention Reunion festivals and
at the St Patrick's Day event in Germany, 2009.
The present line-up is Suzanne Bushnell, Hailey
Murphy and Joan McDermott. Former members
include Eilish Moo re, Maire Bhreathnach, Mandy
Murphy, Frances Black, Bridget Heffernan, fde
Tynan, Hailey Murphy, Anne Kinsella, and Ursula
Connolly. In 2000 they were commissioned to
rearrange the Irish national anthem for Keltia
Musique's album Les Grands Airs Celtique. The
band has two albums, The Fallen Angels (1992) and
Happy Ever After (1996).
Fallon, Martin. (d.1980). Fiddle, uilleann pipes.
He began playing the tin whistle at the age of
nine, and started playing with the Carroll family
of Einlaghmore, out of which grew the Kilbride
Ceili Band which took first in the 1945 and 1946
Roscommon feiseanna. Moving to Clonaslee, Co.
Laois in 1949 he formed new music associations
-in the late 1950s playing pipes with Sean Ryan,
Danny and Bernadette Coughlan, Dinny Lyons,
John Brady, Maureen Kenny, Brendan McMahon,
Tom Carey, Jim McGrath and Ellen Flanagan.
Competitions, ceilis and radio and television
broadcasts followed for the band until its break-up
in 1968. By 1963 Fallon was mostly playing fiddle,
and was adjudicating at all levels. In 1970, with Pat
O 'Meara (piano), Tom Ahearn (fiddle), Tony Coen
(fiddle), Joe Smullen (flute) and Ellen Flanagan,
Denis Ryan, Jim McGrath, Maura Connolly and
Eugene Nolan, he formed the Bridge Ceili Band
which won that year's All-Ireland, and also those
in 1973 and 197 4. Radio and television broadcasts
were made, as well as an LP in 1976.
famine song. See song: in English; famine.
Farr, Lucy. (1912-2002). Fiddle, song. Born
Baunynauve, Ballinakill, Co. Galway. Her father
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fear an tf

at the Willie Clancy School's concluding concert
each year, have a more serious approach, and give
summary biographies which illuminate the performer and critically inform the audience.

Feile ChomorthaJoe Einniti. Festival commemorating singer Joe Heaney. Begun at his homeplace
in Carna, Co. Galway in June 1986, and organised
by poet and teacher Micheal 6 Cuaig and singer
and lecturer Peadar 6 Ceannabhain.

Lucy Farr, photographed by Nutan in 1997 for The
Blooming Meadows

played melodeon and flute for house dances, her
brother played flute and sang; an aunt played
fiddle. A fiddle player in her youth, in her young
adult years work and family took precedence over
music-making, and she emigrated to London in
the mid-1930s. In her fifties she returned to fiddle
playing and singing, performing all over England
with Reg Hall's 'Rakes'. A composer of several
tunes, she was always present in the emergence of
London's pub music scene and the revival of traditional music there in the 1960s. She continued
to play, compose and record traditional music up
to the end of the 1990s. Her life is documented in
7he Blooming Meadows (1998), and she has a solo
album, Stepping It Out.

fear an ti. Literally 'man of the house', this is the
'master of ceremonies', the 'presenter' who typically
introduces the performers and provides continuity
between acts in concerts of all kinds. The expression 'master of ceremonies' or 'Me' is also often used
('emcee' in hip-hop culture), as is the more international term 'compere'. The role also extends to ceilf
dances where a singer may have to be introduced,
a raffle run to raise funds, or announcements made.
The role requires particular communication skills,
and usually a sense of humour. Different occasions
demand different talents: thus, storyteller John
Campbell could keep an audience alive with wit
between acts; others, like Muireann Ni Dhuigneain
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Feile na Boinne. Music festival in Drogheda
begun in 1976 as a focus for the town's traditional
music, reflecting its diversity of cross-over northern
identity. It featured players like John Kelly, Joe
Ryan, Sean Corcoran, Sarah Ann O'Neill, Geordie
Hanna, Nioclas T6ibin, Darach 6 Cathain, Paul
Brady and Andy Irvine in its heyday.
Feile na Samhna. Known prior to 2005 as 'Feile
Rena', this is a teaching- based festival set up at
Summerhill, Co. Meath as a memorial to local
music teacher, concertina player Rena Traynor.
Feile Patrick Byrne. Festival at Carrickmacross,
Co. Monaghan celebrating the local nineteenthcentury harper.
See Byrne, Patrick.
feis. (pl. feiseanna). Literally 'entertainment for
the night', but in relation to music it is an abbreviation for 'feis cheoil', music festival, which typically
involves competition and classical music. The step
dance organisations also use the term 'feis' for their
competition festivals; the first of these was held at
Macroom, Co. Cork in 1899.1he original Gaelic
term 'feis' indicated an event which also celebrated
politics and law-making, a usage still applied by
Irish political parties for whom the annual congress
is usually termed 'ard-fheis' (great gathering).
Feis Ceoil. A development of the Gaelic League
(Conradh na Gaeilge), itself an 1896 product of
the Irish National Literary Society, whose president was then Douglas Hyde. The Feis Ceoil arose
out of a gathering of people under the guidance
of Dr Annie Patterson, its aim to 'promote the
general cultivation of music in Ireland, with
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particular reference to Iri sh music'. Songwriter
P.J. McCall was one of its leading figures; it also
involved collector P.W. Joyce. From offices at 19,
Lincoln Place, Dublin it organised the first Feis
Ceoil in 1897 with a total of thirty-two competitions run over a week at the Rotunda Buildings.
As part of the same event, concerts were held
each night at University College Dublin (now
the National Concert Hall) . The event was held
in Belfast in the years 1898 and 1900, and has run
in Dublin without a break until the present time,
interrupted only by the 1916 Easter Rising which
caused a postponement of a few months and by the
threat of foot-and-mouth disease in 2001. Other
disruption was caused in 1913 when so me of the
executive committee resigned over the use of the
word 'kiss' more than once in a choral piece.
Its performance/competition was inaugurated
in furtherance of the promotion of the collection,
preservation, study and advancement of old Irish
music. In its first year the piping competition
involved seven players, but the greatest interest
for traditional musicians was the competition
'Discovery and vocal or instrumental performance
of Ancient Irish Melodies hitherto unpublished'.
These could be lilted , whistled, sung, played or
noted in manuscript. From 1897-1900 some 10
per cent of these were recorded on wax cylinder
for transcription from such as Brigid Kenny,
Dublin ('The Independent Hornpipe'), Teresa
Halpin, Limerick ('Death of Staker Wallace',
air), Michael DaffY, Clare ('Tullagh Reel' ['Paddy
Ryan's Dream']), Daniel Mar key, Drogheda ('Reilly
From the Co. Cavan', air),John Ferguson, Wexford
('Drocketty's March'). Out of these collections,
and amid competition (the desire being to avoid
overlapping of material) with other works such as
Petrie's, Joyce's, O'Neill's and Roche's collections,
the Feis Ceoil collection of eighty-five tunes was
published with source notes in 1914, republished
as 1he Darley and M cCall Collection in 1984. This
early zealous effort to preserve had disappeared by
the 1920s, and despite the presence of a piping
competition, the Feis since then involves largely
non-traditional music.
The Feis Ceoil is now known as the ESB Electric
Ireland Feis Ceoil. Currently its traditional music
content is reduced to various competitions in harp.

In his 1978 article on the event, Breathnach regards
the competitors of 1897 to 1900 as the 'last in a
line of professional performers. Then in their sixties
and seventies, they would have acquired their skills
and repertoire from musicians born in the previous
century.' Although most of the recorded cylinders
were 'wiped' for re-use, a surviving forty-six given
to the Folklore Commission in 1955 (recorded
1899, half of them of useful quality) survive to
provide a narrow window to the nineteenth, if not
the eighteenth, century.
Fermanagh. By the time of the 1911 census this
area's Co. Leitrim border still had a 10 per cent
Gaelic-speaking population, and elsewhere in the
county it was 1 per cent. It has been one of the
outstanding regions of community practice of and
respect for traditional music, song and dance . It
is noted in compositions by the harper Turlough
Carolan who is reported by D6nal O'Sullivan and
Joan Trimble as having had a set of patrons in the
county, among them the Maguires ofTempo and
some 'new' important families- the Arch dales and
Coles of Enniskillen. For the Maguires he made
'Brian Maguire' and 'Constantine Maguire', 'Kitty
Magennis' for a family close to the Maguires, and
'Madam Cole' and 'Mrs Archdale' for the others.
'O'Carolan's Farewell' was composed by him on
leaving his friend Robert Maguire's house for the
last time. Arthur O'Neill's memoirs also describe
visits to Castle Archdale where he was told tales
of Carolan and other harpers.
dancing. But as the eighteenth century progressed the music of fiddle and pipes took over
from harp to satisfY changed needs and the demand
for dance music. In 1867 1he Impartial Reporter
noted how: 'lads and lasses danced nimbly to
whom pipers and fiddlers played fast and furious'.
John Gunn's mid-nineteenth century collection of
dance tunes indicates some of the music played
then: tunes still familiar today as well as many
local titles. From Corrastistune, near Derrylin, he
was the first of a long line of fiddle players of that
family whose direct descendant John McManus
of Knockninny, Derrylin and his son, Pat, still
play; bouzouki player Fin tan McManus is of the
same extended family. Fiddle players associated
with the Gunns still play many tunes passed on in
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the family, and to be found in The Gunn Book, and
share a flamboyant bowing style.
M cConnells. The home of this well-known
family from Bellanaleck was a centre for traditional
music and song all through the 1950s and 1960s.
Sandy played whistle and sang; he also made comic
and satirical songs, an ability passed to his sons
Cormac, Sean and Mickey.Their sister Maura collected music in Fermanagh, and brother Cathal is
internationally known as a flute player and singer
with The Boys of the Lough.
Du y and H ay. Also in south Fermanagh, in
the Derrygonnelly and Boho areas, a strong music
tradition with its own tunes and style of playing
was preserved and passed on by flute player Eddie
Duffy ofDrumcroohan (1893-1986) and fiddler
Mick Hoy of Blaney. DuffY played for dancing
with another fluter, neighbour Felix McGarvey; he
learned his tunes from flute player William Carroll
ofDrumbeggan, who was reputed to have been able
to play for house dances on his own. This music
dates to the latter part of the nineteenth century
and includes such pieces as 'The Three Scones
ofBoxtie', 'Jig Away the Donkey', 'The Hawk of
Ballyshannon' and some unusual settings of wellknown tunes such as 'Paudeen O'Rafferty' and
'Lannigan's Ball'. Mick Hoy, who learned many of
his tunes from another local fiddler, Andy Cassidy,
was part of a well-known music family; his brother
Larry played with the Assaroe ceili band. Many of
Mick's hallmark tunes- 'The Boys ofTwenty Five',
'Swing Swang', 'It's a Hard Road to Travel' and 'Jig
Away the Donkey'- have been recorded by Cathal
McConnell and The Boys of the Lough.
migration. Players from Fermanagh who
moved to Belfast in the 1940s and '50s became
the core of the traditional scene there, best known
of them being 'the Feadleys' (flute player James
and singer Paddy McMahon) and Sean McAloon
(pipes and fiddle), all from Roslea, and Tommy
Gunn from Derrylin, another descendant of John
Gunn. James McMahon, who played a remarkable fully keyed, ivory Drouet flute was also a fine
composer, noted for the reel 'The Banshee' and
jigs 'McMahon's Favourite' and 'The Ivory Flute'.
When Robin Morton began collecting songs in
the 1960s, Paddy McMahon introduced him to
singer John (Jock) Maguire ofRoslea, who became
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the subject of Morton's Come Day, Go Day, God
Send Sunday, a book and LP of John Maguire and
his songs. Morton also formed the internationally known band The Boys of the Lough in 1969
with Cathal McConnell and Tommy Gunn. Also
of repute was Sean McAloon, uilleann piper and
pipe maker with a reputation gained during years
spent living in New York, Dublin and Belfast. He
was recorded by Morton, and also with fiddler Joe
Corrigan on a home recording which is the basis
ofNPU's archive disc, Sean MeA loon.
Pride of Erin Ceilf band. Based in the north of
the county at Ederney, this became Fermanagh's
most successful ensemble prior to The Boys of
the Lough. Started in the early 1960s, it ran into
the 1980s, winning two All-Ireland titles. Led by
fiddler Sean Nu gent, it also had his brother Packie,
and Felix Kearney (uncle of Arty McGlynn) and
Francie Quinn from Co. Tyrone. They made two
LPS in the 1970s, Fermanagh Ceili and Harvest
Time in Ireland. A composer, Nugent's work has
been published as a book and eo, The High Hills
ofLargy (2007).
Leitrim border. Paddy Tunney from Belleek
became a key figure in Fermanagh traditional
music from the 1950s onwards, as did fiddler John
Joe Gordon, whose early playing influenced Ben
and Charlie Lennon over the border in Leitrim.
The Garrison, Belleek and Derrygonnelly areas
of south-west Fermanagh have this county and
Donegal as their hinterland, thereby sharing much
in music. Some of this is presented on the 1999
album Dog Big and Dog Little (named after two
hills on the Leitrim border). This has Ben Lennon
(fiddle) from Rossinver in Leitrim, Seamus Qyinn
(fiddle) Derrygonnelly, Gabriel McArdle (singer
and concertina) Kinawley and Enniskillen, and
Ciar:in Curran (bouzouki) also from Kinawley.
They perform many local tunes and songs including
'Edward on Lough Erne's Shore' and the unusual
'Jimmy Duffy's Barndances', the latter named after
a melodeon player, brother of fluter Eddie Duffy.
singing. A noted figure in the strong Fermanagh
song tradition was Willie McElroy (born 1904 near
Roslea, and 'hired' at Fivemiletown Hiring Fair);
Cathal McConnell has recorded his 'Welcoming
Poor Paddy Home', 'The Fair of Enniskillen',
'Farewell to Ballyshannon' and 'Leaving of Donegal'.
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Bobby H anvcy recorded Willie in the kitchen of
McGrath's pub in Brookeborough in 1977 for an
Outlet LP, The Fair ofEnniskillen.
K eith Summers. This so ng enthusiast, an
accoun tant from Suffolk, came to w ork in
Fermanagh in late 1977 and, over five years, recorded
many singers around Tempo and Newtownbutler:
Maggie (Murphy) Chambers, Big John Maguire,
the Connolly family, James and Paddy Halpin,
James McDermott, Philip McDermott, Red Mick
McDermott and Patsy Flynn, as well as Packie
McKeaney from Derrygonnelly. With the help of
Peta Webb, Ken Hall and Danny Stradling, these
recordings were released as a remarkable double
album with MT, The Hardy Sons ofDan, in 2004.
Heres a H ealth. Sean Corcoran collected in the
area too, his work published in 1986 as a booklet
and cassette collection of so ngs and stories from
around Derrygonnelly and Boho. This has local
singers Vincent Duffy (Rossgor), Mick Hoy
(Blaney), Rose and Tommy Johnson (Artgart),
Eugene Judge (Tullyrossmearn), Ben McGrath
(Monea), Annie McKenzie (Boho), Bridget
Magee (Belcoo), Jimmy M ag uire and Eddie
Stinson (Derrygon nelly) and Cassie Sheeran
from Knockmore, Lower Lough Erne. Racon teur
Ben 'S ketch' McGrath also recites the local poem
'The Gauger Outwitted' by Peter Magennis on
this. Sketch's son, Jim McGrath, an accordionist,
formed the band H owden's Leap with Seamus
Qyinn, Fintan McManus and Gabriel McArdle
in 1986; the band was named after the escape of a
local poteen distiller on Knockmore mountain, as
documented in Magennis's lyric. Singing remains
a vital part of Fermanagh traditional music, best
represented today by G abriel McArdle and Rosie
(McKeaney) Stewart.
Gordon,Johnloe. (1928-2002). Fiddler, born at
Drumcally, in south-west Fermanagh within a mile
of the border with Leitrim; his exceptional early
playing was captured by Ben and Charlie Lennon
whose house in Rossinver he regularly visited. Ben
Lennon recalls that: 'in August of 1957 ... during
holidays in Kiltyclogher, my brother Charlie and I
decided to call and see John. I had the loan of an
old Philips reel to reel recorder. We set up shop in
the local hall where th ere was a piano. John was
in his glory.' This recording was published in 2005

(along with some early RE tracks) as The Humours
of G!endart. A music, song and dance weekend in
his honour was begun at Belleek in 2007, with
fiddle, singing and sean-nos dance presentations
set in a weekend of music sessions.
celebration. I n 2002, flute player Cyril Maguire,
responding to a suggestion by Catha! McConnell,
produced a book and cos on the county's music Hidden Fermanagh. It focuses on the Derrylin area
where John McManus (and The Gunn Book) and
Cathal McConnell were the main sources, and the
Derrygonnelly area, associated with the tunes of
Eddie Dufl.Y and Mick Hoy. It contains much lore
on the lives and stories oflocal musicians, with 109
tunes and thirty-three songs transcribed by Sharon
Creasey, and twenty-eight local musicians playing
local material. The county's current practice of traditional music draws on this substantial history,
and so is rooted in a continuity which passes back
through flute and fiddle players, pipers and dancers,
to harpers in the sixteenth century. There is much
music and song, represented in the playing of such
as Jim McGrath, Charlie Woods (fiddle), Gabriel
McArdle and Francie Rasdale (whistle), the regular
Friday night session in Blake's of the Hollow pub in
Enniskillen; local players and singers teach at summer
schools in Ireland and internationally. [CYM]
CCE. Ten branches are listed in the county,
at Beleek, Cleenish, Ennsikillen, Derrygonnelly,
D errylin, Irvinestown, Lisnaskea, Newtownbutler,
Roslea and Tempo.
Magee, Johnny. (1923- ). D ancer. Born at
Beleek, Co. Fermanagh, he began dancing at the
age of five, learning from his uncle who, being too
stiff to dance, would demonstrate the steps with
his fingers. His father had been a drum major in
a military band (conscripted while working in
Scotland during the First World War), his mother
sang and lilted for dancing in country hou ses.
'Battering' was a fashion in step dancing in his
childhood; their neighbour's house had a flag floor
with a number of old pots buried beneath a slab
to facilitate this. Music and dance were hugely
popular in the local Callagheen and Glenalun
townlands in those years, the dance moving then to
Brallagh AOH Hall, but still involving reel dancing
(two facing two, women and men, solo dancing on
the spot- the 'sean-nos' style). The Fermanagh set
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was danced too- a jig set danced straight through,
and usually done in cramped country houses as a
half set. Lancers and two-hand dances were performed and singing was a popular and important
part of the entertainment - Johnny can recall a
night when several singers sang twenty-six songs
each. His younger brother Paddy is also a dancer,
and plays whistle, bagpipes and mouth organ. H e
learned accordion too from Mrs Dick of Roscor
who played concertina; another neighbour, Fanny
Dundas, who played melodeon also taught him
tunes. Local entertainment nights were focused
around 'shillingy raffles' and 'sixpenny raffles'house dances to raise rent money, or to trample in
the 'blue till' damp-proofing clay in house floors.
The Magee brothers' speciality, the 'clap dance', was
taught to them by their uncle Johnny.
M cMahon, lames. Flute. From Roslea, Co.
Fermanagh, he lived in Belfast and was an important figure during the revival at CCE's Belfast
Derryvolgie Avenue sessions. He played on an
ivory flute (there is a tune named after it, 'The Ivory
Flute') and composed several tunes, best known of
which is 'McMahon's Reel'. His pieces are anonymously part of the music's repertoire all over the
island. Several of the tunes appeared in print in
Fonn magazine and many in the Liam Donnelly
collection. His father Mick was a renowned flute
player in the 1920s.
Murphy, Maggie (Chambers). (1923-2006).
Singer. Born T empo, Co. Fermanagh, as a young
girl she was obsessed with song, a reputation added
to by the sound of her voice often heard over the
fields as she returned from work in the evenings.
Her repertoire contained much th at was local; her
style was straight-ou t and unaffected. She sang
with a rare joy, her repertoire embracing the old
and the modern without prejudice and uncluttered by idealism. A significant and empowering
contributor to many of the singers' weekends
she attended each year, she was recorded - and
described vividly - by Peter Kennedy in the
1960s, and can be heard on his Folksongs of
Britain and Ireland from the mid-1960s. H er
solo album is the 1996 Linkin' Oer the Lea.
Rushe, Hugh. (1895-19 79). Tin whistle.
Born at Clonee House, Ederny, Co. Fermanagh,
he was also a so ng collector, hi s first source
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those sung by his mother. In early youth he played
in th e Ederny flute band with Frank Maguire and
Johnny McPhelimy. In later years he was clo se
to, and influenced, singer and flute player Catha!
McConnell, Pat Gallagher (fiddle), Len Graham
and Joe Holmes.
festival dancing. A practice of competitive
Irish step dancing located primarily in Northern
Ireland.
See dance: step dance.
Fiach Roe Ceili Band. Founded by K.ilmaley, Co.
Clare, concertina player Paddy Murphy and others
in 1940 in the climate of popularity of the ceili
band. Instruments for the ensemble were bought in
Crowley's music shop in Cork with money borrowed
from the local parish priest, Fr Roche. The band
enjoyed considerable popularity for some eighteen
years through its involvement in ceilis and competitions. Its line-up changed over the years, but included
musicians such as fiddlers Hughdie Doohan, Fred
Markham, Jo hn J oe Cullinane, Tom Eustace ,
Joe Ryan and Michael McMahon, flu te players
Mickey Hanrahan, J immy Kennedy and Peadar
6 Lochlainn, piano accordion player John James
Markham, concerti na players Paddy and Martin
Murphy, and drummer Mickey Dillon. [TIC)
fiddle . This is a term used to describe an array
of bowed, stringed instrum ents, but in the Irish
context means the standard orchestral violin which
is the most popular instrument
played today in traditional dance music.

'Electric ' fiddle
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history. The earliest evidence of bowed instruments in Ireland is an eleventh-century bow
excavated in Dublin. This is also the earliest
example of a medieval bow anywhere in Europe.
A twelfth-century carving in Co. Kerry depicts a
bowed, six-string lyre. The earliest reference to the
word 'fiddle' in Ireland is by O'Curry in relation to
a seventh-century account of the Fair of Carman:
'Pipes, fiddles, chainmen, Bone-men and tube
players'. The local predecessor of this kind of
bowed instrument may have been the timp:in, an
Irish/Celtic instrument with from three to eight
strings, sometimes also plectrum plucked. The
eight-string 'ocht-tedach' psalterium or nabla was
a Celtic instrument from the seventh to eleventh
centuries. The cruit or crwth (Welsh) and crowde
(English) is a small harp-lyre which was plucked,
then later bowed; it had a neck, fingerboard and
six strings - four of them fingered, two acting as
resonators - and it was played on a table or the
knee. 'Cionnar cruit', and 'kinnor' are mentioned
in a Gaelic poem from AD 620; this had ten strings,
was played with a bow or plectrum, and like the
cythara or canora of the middle ages it is an early
relative of the guitar.
The modern-day violin -fiddle - has no connection with the earlier, described and excavated
pre sixteenth-century forms. It emerged in Italy
in 1550, the result of evolutionary experimentation there with medieval fiddles. Mentioned in
writing as 'vyo llon' from 1523, its depiction in
familiar form appears in frescoes in Italy from
1530. Originally it had three strings - like the
present-day Hungarian 'folk' violin- and in other
cultures may have had more . The Romanian 'folk'
fiddle has five to seven extra sympathetic resonating strings; the Hungarian 'Gypsy' fiddle has an
extra drone string, the Norwegian 'Hardanger'
fiddle is smaller and uses four 'sympathetic' resonating strings. The shape of the fiddle was arrived
at by creating indents in its profile to permit the
dipping of the bow on outside strings, this a consequence of having a curved bridge.
popularity. In 1674 Richard Head, writing on
Ireland, reported: 'in every field a fiddle, and the
lasses footing it till they were all of a foam'; there is a
late seventeenth-century Cork reference to teaching
children fiddle. In 1721 an advertisement for John

Twelfth-century carving on St Finan 's Church, Lough
Currane, Waterville, Co. Kerry (from Ann Buckley's 'Early
Music of Ireland', p.169, in Early Music, May, 2000)

Neal's shop in Dublin began: 'There is fidles to be
had ... 'Old instruments were offered for sale by
him, this indicating popularity. In 1742, Laurence
Whyte wrote: 'In Beahan's days (our Governor for
life), John played the Flute, and Billy played the
Fife, Some play'd the fiddle, others vamped a base.'
The first Irish maker recorded was also John Neal,
in 1729. Harper Arthur O'Neill mentions in his
memoirs that fiddles were plentiful at Ardara, Co.
Donegal in 1760, and in Fermanagh in 1770. In
the 1750s there were 'plenty of pipers and fiddlers'
in the Rosses, Co. Donegal, and that in 1782 at a
music night he witnessed 'Gentlemen fiddlers 20'.
violin. The 'fiddle' of Irish and Western art
music, it is used also in classical music in north
Africa in Algeria and Morocco, sometimes played
vertically on the knee. American folk fiddlers in
Oklahoma, etc. play it off the chest, or on the
knee - this is adequate for the range of notes they
utilise (in the 'first position') and is considered
more comfortable and aesthetically 'correct'. In
the 'first position' it is possible to move from low
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G to B" with the fiddle held by the hand gripping
the fingerboard. The chin rest was introduced in
1820 to facilitate gripping the instrument with the
chin, so freeing the hand to move into advanced
positions to achieve a greater range of notes.
Older Irish players may still play 'off the chest',
and their fiddles will have no chin-rest, but most
players today hold the fiddle under the chin. The
instrument has four strings, tuned G D' A' E"; it
is varnished to stop powdered bow-rosin affecting
the wood and so dampening tone. It is played with
a horsehair-strung bow impregnated with wood
resin ('rosin').
vintage. The fiddle came before the uilleann
pipes in Irish music, but after the bagpipes. It is
extremely flexible for pitch, ornamentation, colour
and articulation. This makes it applicable in all
cultures. The instrument has been wildly popular
in Scotland since the seventeenth century where,
with instrument technology pushing the music
potential, lavish strathspeys were developed to
demonstrate virtuoso expertise. Reels were developed on it too and may have come to Ireland with
the fiddle. Much Irish music has been composed
on the instrument, but the compass of most tunes
as played suggests that the uilleann pipes have been
the standard for more than two centuries. [EDl]
styles of playing. The term 'style' means either
the way in which one musician plays, as distinct
from another, or alternatively, the distinguishing
features of playing which identifY musicians from
a particular area. In the past, regional styles were
confined primarily to their own geographic areas.
However, with the advent of mass communication, recordings and competition, the differences
between the regional styles may have become
less obvious and the boundaries more diffuse.
Since music in all styles is now readily available
to everyone, a particular style may no longer be
confined to its own specific region.
elements of style. Traditional music is essentially
melodic, and relies for much of its character on the
ornamentation of the melody line. On the fiddle,
this is achieved by a combination of fingering
ornamentation (normally with the left hand) and
bowing ornamentation (normally with the right
hand). In addi tion, the bowing itself is a fundamental feature of fiddle-playing. It is with the bow
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that particular note patterns and note sequences
are grouped and played together, and that certain
notes may be accentuated and emphasised. The
bow has a significant eflect on the sound produced
by the fiddle, and also imparts to the music the
appropriate rhythm and articulation, especially in
the case of dance music. Tunes which can exploit
these features creatively tend to be fiddle favourites
and so repertoire becomes a feature of style.
fingering ornamentation. The 'roll' is probably
the most widely used ornament in fiddle-playing.
Two auxiliary notes, one higher in pitch and one
lower, decorate the main note, usually a dotted
crotchet. All the notes in this sequence are usually
played in the same bow stroke (fig. 1). At normal
playing tempo, the effect created by this ornament
may be rhythmic as much as melodic, depending
on the interpretation of the player.

@D13ij?b
Fig. 1 The C roll on fiddle

bowing ornamentation. Another major form
of ornamentation is 'trebling'.Three notes of the
same pitch, played in a triplet pattern, are used
in place of a crotchet (fig. 2) . The notes, which
are bowed separately, are played with very short
bow-strokes, thereby creating an effect which is
primarily rhythmic. Depending on the particular
emphasis of the player, this ornament may have
percussive qualities (the use of the word 'treble' in
this context differs completely from its use in the
term 'treble clef'). The extent to which the various
kinds of ornamentation are used and the ways in
which the bow can create distinctive rhythmic
nuances and colour vary from player to player and
from one style of playing to another.

-

Fig. 2: The triplet

£{]]
The treble

repertoire. This can also be considered to be
an element of style for many reasons. One is that
tunes composed on a particular instrument lend
themselves to becoming part of the specialised
repertoire for that instrument in a given region.

fiddle

Also, specific types of tunes and dance-rhythms
may feature more prominently, or indeed only, in
particular regions. 1he personality of the musician,
the very soul of the performer, contributes much to
the creative process, and so may also be regarded as
having a major influence on the style of playing.
regi onal fiddle sty les. The main regional fiddle
styles are generally considered to be those of
Donegal, Sligo, C lare and Sliabh Luachra. These
four areas are situated along a line from north to
south, close to the western seaboard. It is impossible to be definitive in listing all the features of
each style, because not every musician in a particular region plays the same way. Even within
each region, there may be noticeable differences
from one area to another. However, the styles of
most of the players will have many similar features,
so much so that such playing can be considered
to constitute a regional style. I n this regard, the
analogy with spoken language may be helpful.
Speakers in a particular dialect will not all speak
in exactly the same way with identical accents and
vocabulary. However, their speech will have many
characteristics in common, and be recognisable as
being the 'language' of a particular dialect and geographic area.
D onegal. A distinctive feature of the Donegal
style is the use of single-note bowing, with short
bow-strokes. Ornamentation is achieved primarily

Mickey Ban and Francie 'Dearg ' O'Byrne, near Kilcar,
Co. Donegal, 1977 [EOD]

with the bow-hand, trebling being used to a much
greater extent than rolls. The tempo is generally
fast, which adds to the overall staccato-like effect
of the style. One of the finest exponents of this
music was John Doherty, whose recordings provide
an excellent insight into this style. The repertoire
of the region includes a number of tune types, such
as highlands and strathspeys, not usually played
elsewhere in Ireland, but having an obvious connection with Scotland.
Sligo. In the Sligo style, the pace is still fas t, the
playing is rhythmic but with the bowing smoother.
Rolls as well as trebles are features of the ornamenration. The fiddle music of this region is probably

The Donegal version of the reel 'Rakish Paddy', also known in Scotland, as 'Caber Feigh' [LID]
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more widely known than any other, mainly from
the playing of Michael Coleman, Paddy Killoran
and J ames Morrison. Many of their 78 rpm recordings, made in New York in the 1920s, '30s and '40s,
were sent home to Ireland by those who emigrated
to America. The remarkable music on these records
became a model of playing for many to emulate,
and in a sense, this style became the 'standard'.
The music of Coleman, in particular, has been a
source of influence not only for fiddle players, but
for others as well. His settings of tunes feature in
the repertoire of many musicians.
Clare. The slower tempo of the Clare style
allows the player to concentrate more on the
melodic aspects of the music. The bowing is more
fluid, and extensive use is made ofleft-hand ornamentation such as rolls. Frequently a distinction
is made between the music from the west of the
region and that from the east. 1h West Clare style
is well represented by the playing of Bobby Casey,
Junior Crehan, John Kelly, Pa trick Kelly and J oe
Ryan. The East Clare style is very much associated with the playing of Paddy Canny and Martin
Hayes, whose music has been an inspiration to
many, including those who play in other styles.
Sliabh Luachra. On the Cork!Kerry border near
the source of the river Blackwater, Sliabh Luachra
is renowned for slides and polkas. The direct and
rhythmic style of playing these has influenced the
playing of the other dance tunes. As the music is
frequently played for the dancing of sets, it is lively
and exuberant. Ornamentation is achieved mainly
with the left hand, while the bow-hand provides the
characteristic rhythm. A particular feature is the use
of open strings to provide a drone-type rhythmic
effect. To a greater extent than in the other regions,
the repertoire of players here generally includes a
number of slow airs. The recordings of Padraig
O'Keeffe, Denis Murphy and Julia Clifford all
contain marvellous examples of this style. [MAC]
personal styles. A combination of instrument,
technique, temperament, early instruction, musical
approach and physique all result in a performer's
personal sound and style. In the case of the fiddle,
bowing and bow techniques (rhythm and rhythmic
nuances), ornamentation (grace-notes, triplets,
rolls, slides, or lack of these), variation (melodic and
rhythmic), tone (timbre) and repertoire (tunes, tune
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settings and tune types) distinguish one playing
style from another. The distribution of these and
their emphasis within tunes come together to yield
individual, regional and sub-regional styles. It is
now clear, through the study of commercial and
field recordings, that the phenomenon of dividing
styles into counties has become hackneyed, and it
is almost impossible to generalise county styles of
music. Because of personal styles and approaches,
regional styles are constantly in flux so any definite
branding of county style is contradicted if one
examines it close enough. This is evident when
comparing the recordings of the Sligo fiddlers
Coleman, Morrison and Killoran, or the Donegal
fiddlers Neillidh O'Boyle and John Doherty.
personal triplets. In understanding and notating
triplets it is important to appreciate rhythmic
emphasis. The general way which triplets have
been notated in Irish traditional music publications has been to have the three notes shown as
having equal length in time, with a small '3'written
above or below (see fig. 1). This practice helps keep
music publications uncluttered and more direct,
but in Michael Coleman's playing, for instance, the
emphasis used in triplets is rhythmically closer to
fig. 2, where the first two notes are played quickly
and the last note is held the longest. This has
already been noted by such as David Lyth (1990)
and Liz Doherty (2005).
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

This triplet is unique to Coleman's playing: none
of the other recorded Sligo fiddlers used it, and it
is not found on any of the early fiddle recordings
from the other Irish music regions. This can be
seen in fig 3 where the snatch of playing of'Tom
Steele' combines unique slurring and trebling. An
up- bow slur, from the note before into the first
note of the treble, gives this triplet a character
distinct from the other types. Its 'popping' sound
is comparable to the staccato style triplets which
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Fig. 3: Triplet use by Michael Coleman
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are heard on early uilleann pipe recordings, suggesting that Coleman may have been mimicking
the style of either of the uilleann pipers Michael
Anderson or Johnny Gorman which he had heard
in his early years.
individuals. As for regional and sub-regional
styles, these are more likely to reflect the impact
and lasting influence of one or two very influential
personal styles that have retained some stylistic
similarities from a particular heritage. It should
be appreciated that many of the techniques used
by fiddle players in one area have been and are
still used by the major stylists in other regions of
Ireland. But it is the particular placement, execution and treatment of these that establish difference
between one approach or style and another. The
single bowing style of John Doherty that is generally labelled as 'the Donegal style' is found on early
wax cylinders ofTomas 6 Higin ofWaterford.
On the other hand, the wax cylinders of Edward
Cronin from Tipperary are evidence of a Munster
style of fiddle playing and some of the same timbre
qualities can be heard on the much later recordings
ofPadraig O'Keeffe from Sliabh Luachra. (JES)
external influence. Thus, some areas do not fit
into the general classification of'Donegal', 'Sligo',
'Clare' and 'Sliabh Luachra', and there are also
players whose music may not belong to a particular regional style. For example, Paddy Cronin was
a pupil of Padraig O'Keeffe, but spent about forty
years living in Boston. His distinctive music has
elements of both the Sliabh Luachra style, which
he learned at home, and the Sligo style, which was
more prevalent in the United States during his time
there. Sean Maguire has had a major influence on
many fiddle players because of the exceptional
quality of his playing. His flamboyant style has
many of the Sligo characteristics and much of its
repertoire, but it is uniquely difFerent at the same
time. Tom my Ports, a native of Dublin, played
music with a distinctly individual voice. His playing
includes influences from outside the tradition as
well as from within, as is exemplified by his unusual
versions of tunes, combined with extraordinary
interpretation. For many musicians, their greatest
sources of influence and inspiration are those whose
music and playing they most admire. In the past,
this usually meant local players, and perhaps a

visiting fiddle master who taught in a particular
area. However, with increased ease of travel and the
widespread use of recording, sources of influence
are no longer confined to the same locality.
recor dings. This increased availability of commercially recorded music on CD, as well as on radio
and television, has made music in all styles and
genres, including those from outside the genre,
readily available to everyone. These factors have
contributed to the emergence of individual or
personal styles of playing in which elements from
some or all of the regional styles may be included.
The result is a way of playing which is immediately
recognisable as being that of a particular musician.
Fiddle-players such as Kevin Burke, Liz Carroll,
Seamus Connolly, Seamus Creagh, Frankie Gavin,
Paddy Glackin, Martin Hayes, Sean Keane,James
Kelly, Maeve Donnelly, Brendan McGlinchey,
Connie O'Connell, Tommy Peoples and many,
many more all have very distinctive styles of
playing. However, the influence of the various
regional styles is audible to a greater or lesser extent
in their music. [MAC]
variation. Cylinder recordings from the early
twentieth century show evidence of performers
using time signature changes as forms of variation.
Fiddle player Edward Cronin (b.1838) recorded
the jig 'Banish Misfortune' and used a technique
whereby he changed the ending phrase of both
the first and third parts from 6/8 to 4/4, creating
what can best be described as a quadruplet effect.
Piper Patsy Touhey (1865-1923) also used this
same technique on a number of occasions, one of
which was in the jig 'The Humours of Glin'. Both
are indications that the practice was being used at
least as far back as the 1800s when these men were
learning their music. Both examples were recorded
prior to the popularity of piano accompaniment,
the introduction of which into mainstream Irish
music could be one possible reason for the general
absence and decline of the technique. This rhythm
change lends itself primarily to the solo player, and
would not be suitable for group performance or
for playing for dancers. Examples of modern-day
musicians using this type of variation are Mairtin
O'Connor on his album The Connaughtman's
Rambles and Sean Keane on his albums Gusty's
Frolics and jig it with Style.
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standardisation. Many of the earliest recordings of Irish music from the 1920s and '30s have
been regarded as powerful and provocative and
there has been much speculation that the influence of these records may have standardised styles
within Irish music. Whether or not this is true
makes little difference because those early players
have been substantially credited as influences by
many of the popular players of the 1940s, '50s,
'60s, and '70s. But this is not to say that those
records were their only source of inspiration. Great
players do not copy any particular style note for
note, but use their innate musicality to judge for
themselves what they want to bring into their own
playing. For these, the record is not a substitute, or
mechanical mentor, it is just one additional source
for learning techniques, expanding repertoires, or
simply enjoying music.
bowing. 'If the bowings essential to dance tunes
are not used, it is well known that the tunes are
deprived of their natural beauty and are rendered
uninteresting to an audience' (P.J. Giblin). Bowing
is the most critical element of style within fiddle
or violin playing. Most fiddlers maintain that two
instruments are involved - the fiddle and the bow.
Bowing dictates two vital things in fiddle playing
-phrasing and tone: 1. 'up' and 'down' bows control
phrasing; a player can play separate bows (one note
per bow) or slurred bows (more than one note
per bow); 2. the bow is used to generate dynamic
effects. In traditional Irish music, the important
concept of variation in tunes is often thought of as
an exclusively melodic alteration. This is only partly
true, for another form of variation occurs which is
distinct from the melodic - in the use of the bow.
The rhythmical bounce that is heard in so many of
the old recordings is a distinctive feature in many
styles in traditional Irish music. The mechanics of
such rhythmical bowing can best be described as
'circular', as opposed to a plain, horizontal, back
and forth bowing motion. In this 'circular' bowing,
the bow hand or bow arm activates two essential
movements. One of these guides the bow back and
fo rth across the strings while the other creates a
circular motion executed by a combination of hand
and forearm. Such bowing features are the key to
creating a 'pulse' in Irish traditional music. (JES]
fiddle teaching. In traditional music this puts
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less emphasis on technique than on acquiring a
fluid, relaxed but rhythmic sound. In the past, most
fiddlers learned to play by watching and listening to
another player, and working it out for themselves.
Methods of holding the fiddle and bow were not
regarded as important in themselves, and a wide
range of possibilities existed. Nowadays the influence of classical techniques on traditional fiddlers
is very much more obvious as children are being
taught in classes, and many traditional fiddlers
have also studied classical music to some extent.
After the tin whistle, the fiddle is the most accessible instrument for the learner- it is inexpensive,
and unlike flute or uilleann pipes, can be purchased
in any music shop in a variety of sizes.
features. The characteristic features of Irish
dance tunes make the fiddle a very suitable instrument. Cuts and rolls are easily executed, triplets can
be bowed legato or singly to get the same effects as
the pipes. Regional styles are often distinguished
by bowing style. ln general, northern fiddlers
favour a 'single' (one note per bow motion) bowing
style, giving a strong rhythmic feel to the music;
a smoother style with notes bowed in groups is
popular in other areas.
learning. Nowadays most fiddlers are taught
in classes, progressing from simple airs, through
polkas, jigs, hornpipes to reels. Teaching is either by
ear, with learners using a tape recorder to help them
remember, or through some system of notation.
Great emphasis is placed on listening in order to
acquire what is not in the notation . Music must
be memorised. Playing with other musicians (flute
players, etc.) in a session situation helps playing,
and also helps learners to extend their repertoire.
Initially the fiddle is one of the more difficult
instruments to learn as, unlike most other instruments, the notes are not 'fixed'. Only by careful
listening can the learner acquire the ability to play
in tune. A beginner will find daunting the technical problems of fiddle and bow, learning tunes, and
possibly learning to read music notation, all at the
same time. A year or two of tin-whistle playing is
considered a good preparation for fiddle. [EIV]
sound v. sight. In Ireland, the standard fiddleteaching practice, based in repertoire, melodic
variation and ornamentation, has typically been
'by ear'; reference to staff notation, tonic solfa and

fiddle

tablature systems- such as that devised by Padraig
O'Keeffe- are used to a much lesser degree.
hold. The teaching of physical hold on the
instrument has been evolving increasingly towards
classical technique. Older players had a tendency to
grip the bow some distance up the stick away from
the bottom or 'frog'.1he classical grip, however, is
in much more common use today. Likewise, while
older musicians often played with the palm of the
fingering-hand flat against the neck, the modern
tendency is to extend the wrist outward. In the past
too, the instrument was typically held between the
chin and the chest, but today the use of shoulder
rests is growing in popularity, and the use of chin
rests is almost universal.
strings. One common difference in the modern
violin set-up, however, is the strong tendency
among traditional fiddlers to use a lower bridge
-the arch of which has been flattened out. This
reduces string height on the fingerboard, greatly
enhancing the ability to change between strings
rapidly, and facilitating double stopping - the
playing of two strings at once. Irish fiddlers almost
universally use steel core strings- or strings with
synthetic cores which have the same tensile characteristics as steel strings - due to the response
requirements for rapidly executed grace notes, fast
tempo and bright tonal quality. [CAM]
tuning. In Irish music the standard tuning
GDAE is generally used, though there have been
exceptional cases of altered tuning (e.g. AEA£) to
achieve drone effects, as in Patrick Kelly's recording of the 'Foxhunter's Reel'. Most of the music
can be played in first position on the instrument,
and the keys generally in use are G, D and A- and
related minor keys, since fiddles play the same repertoire of tunes as flute, pipes, etc. However, there
are some tunes in R, probably composed by fiddle
or accordion players; these have an important place
in traditional music repertoire. [EIV]
e Brass Fiddle. The title of a 1987 en of fiddle
music from Donegal featuring Vincent Campbell,
Con Cassidy, James Byrne and Francie Byrne.
It was so named from the idea of fiddles being
made from sheet tin-plated steel by Travelling
tinsmiths like the Dohertys, and their in-laws the
McConnells, who were some of the most influential fiddlers in Co. Donegal for at least a century.

London fiddler Treasa Heanue [Nutan]

Their skill in working with thin-gauge sheet metal
- typically tin plate - in times of high demand for
fiddles was recruited for fiddle construction too. A
skilled maker could turn out a fiddle body in two
hours; to it was fixed either a home-made neck
and fingerboard, or more commonly, a discarded
neck from a damaged timber fiddle. Two designs
were used. For a more discerning customer, a
metal fiddle would be made to the exact shape and
dimensions of a full timber fiddle, with F-holes
chiselled in the belly. For the less demanding, the
body was the same general size as a full timber
fiddle, but with a guitar or figure-eight profile, and
circular sound holes drilled in the belly.
dull tone. Metal fiddles are typically dull in
tone and low in volume - features that made
them attractive for very small houses in the nineteenth century where playing a full-volume, timber
instrument at night, with an extended family all
under one roof~ would not have been acceptable.
They were also popular as the first instrument for
a learner. Further, in a remote area like Donegal,
there was poor access to expert repairers of wooden
fiddles; robust, and insensitive to damp, a damaged
tin fiddle could also be fixed conveniently. Many
tin fiddles made by the Doherty, McConnell and
Irwin families survive, and are prized by their
owners. A single brass fiddle - that generally
viewed as the icon of the Donegal fiddle tradition -was made, probably under the guidance of
the Dohertys, by Frank and Paddy Cassidy from a
drum recovered from the sea at the foot of Sliabh
Liag near Teelin. While the 'tin fiddle' is quite
likely to be unique to Donegal, or even to the
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Dohertys and their relatives in particular, a brass
fiddle is nevertheless remembered in Co. Offaly.
Since travelling tinsmiths were active all over the
island at the turn of the twentieth century, it seems
possible that they were made elsewhere too. Brass
and tin fiddles are made in the Magh Ena Fiddle
School at Ballyshannon, Co. Donegal. [CAM]
An Ceo/. A series of tutors/tune collections
with accompanying tape recordings of the fiddle
repertoire which is taught in the Donegal Fiddle
Summer School. Published by Cairdeas na
bhFhidleiri and containing some 300 tunes, Vols.
1 (1986) and 2 (1989) were transcribed and edited
by Caoimhin Mac Aoidh and Vol. 3 (1993) was
transcribed ·by him also, co-edited with R6isin
McGrory. All are re-issued with a new Vol. 4 as a
single publication with accompanying ens (2010).

Fiddlerof Dooney. Named after the famous poem
by W.B . Years, the fiddle competition was initiated
in 1965, and continues to the present day despite
some interruptions over the years. Generally held
in Sligo town, and in association with the Sligo
Live festival since 2007, the competition was temporarily relocated to Riverstown in 1970. That year
brought the tragic death of Leo Rowsome while
adjudicating. Previous winners of the senior competition are: Gerry Forde (1965), Seamus McGuire
(1966), Seamus Connolly (1967), Kathleen Collins
(1968), Matt Cranitch (1969), Manus McGuire
(1970), Paddy Glackin (1971), Tony Smith (1972),
Brid Harper (1988), Cathal Hayden (1989),
Brenda McCann (1990), MacDara 6 Raghallaigh
(1991), Liz Kane (1992), Enda McNamara (1993),
Barry McLaughlin (1994), Fergal O'Neill (1995),
Tara Breen (2006), Laura Beagon (2007), Bronwyn
Power (2008). [OIM]
Fiddler of Oriel. A fiddle competition based
in Monaghan town, the concept of former Gael
Linn organiser Padraig 6 Baoill. It ran between
1969 and 1983, was revived again in 1995, and has
taken place intermittently until the present day. It
has been won by Kathleen Collins (1969), Tommy
Peoples (1970), Ant6in Mac Gabhann (1971, '72),
Johnny Cormac (1973),Joe Ryan (1974), Gerry
O 'Connor (1975, '79, '80, '82), Jim McKillop
(1976), M:iirtfn Byrnes (1977), Eddie Kelly (1978),
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Tony Linnane (1981) and Anthony Dawes (1983).
The competition lapsed in 1984 but was revived
as part of Feile Oriel, a traditional music festival ,
in 1995, offering £1,000 in prize money to the
over-17 fiddler, £100 to the under- 17, and £60 to
the under-16. Prizes of £60 and £100 were also
arranged for under-14 and under-17 singers in
Irish and in English. 'Ire covering festival had fiftyseven music-session events in public houses most of
which had no previous connection with traditional
music. Co. Galway fiddler Liz Kane won it in 1995
and '96, Deirdre Moynihan in '97. On its re-launch
in May 2009, it was won by David Doocey.The
Feile Oriel festival again had a range of activities
and was subsidised by the Arts Council, Monaghan
Arts Office, Monaghan County Council Heritage
Office, Monaghan Town Council and European
Union Peace Ill Funding. [SME]

Fiddler's Green. A festival of folk and traditional
music at Rostrevor, Co. Down, which began as a
one-day event in 1987, progressed to a weekend,
then to full week. In 2009 it had some 200 events
including outdoor ceilis, an open-air stage, art
exhibitions, and a genre-spread of folk, blues,
country and classical presented in lunchtime and
evening concerts. Its Hall of Fame award is the
longest-running of such (twenty-four years), and
celebrates 'lifelong achievement in Irish music'.
The award object was designed by Rostrevor artist
Jim Sherry.
Fidleir na Midhe. Annual competition run each
April since 1978 by Trim CCE at Dunsany GAA
club in memory of local fiddlers Tommy Doran
and Tom my Clancy.
field recording. The audio or audio-visual
recording of performances or speech in the home
environment or typical performance locales of the
subject.
See collection .
fife. Ancestor of the modern flute, forerunner of tin
whistle, with a parallel bore, six holes and no keys. It
was played in most European and American armies
up to the twentieth century to accompany marching
and signal orders. In Ireland, it was commonly

fife and drum bands

Short flutes , from bottom: C fife proper (Sweetheart,
2002); B-flat band flute , D piccolo, F band flute (nineteenth century); note the fife's classic 'cigar' shape

made from elderberry (boor-tree) or boxwood,
and is often cigar shaped (thicker in the middle
than at the ends), with metal ferrules . Associated
in the twentieth century with the Orange Order
and Ancient Order of Hibernians, and played in
accompaniment to the Lam beg drum, it previously
had a wider politico-musical tradition throughout
the country. 'Ire pitch of the lowest note is between
a and .J3i,. Hard to blow, this dictates a staccato
style which may have influenced an Ulster style of
whistle playing. The ornamentation used is triplets
and grace notes. A notable player is John Kennedy
ofCullybackey, Co. Antrim.
There was a similar repertoire among Orange
and Hibernian players, except for a sm;Jl number

Flute maker Skip Healy plays one of his own make of B
flat band-flutes

of political or 'party' tunes. Dance tunes transposed to hornpipe time were exclusively used with
Lambegs, and simplified to suit the limitations of
the fife. The fife has been ousted by the whistle in
the general music tradition and is now little played,
though since the turn of the century it has been
revived, particularly as a feature of Ulster-Scots
music-making. In the marching tradition it has
been marginalised by changing drumming practices, and the rise of flute bands which use 'short'
flutes pitched to B or B!..The AOH fife tradition
is now extinct and fifers are rare in all but the midAntrim area. [GAH]
Fifing is a sizeable, popular sub-culture in the
USA, centred on Connecticut, with a museum,
sophisticated organisation, instrument-makers,
revived repertoire, a literature and mass fleadhstyle 'musters', all of which link the instrument to
the historic Civil War period.

fife and drum bands. These, or others using small
flutes or mixed-keys of flutes, were commonly
associated with political organisations all over
Ireland, particularly from the early 1800s until the
1930s. Their technology is relatively simple and
the cost of construction or procurement of instruments is low - the poor person's band perhaps. The
small flute which replaced the fife in the nineteenth century as the most accessible instrument
for such ensembles, was made of imported, hard,
black wood and the tuning was more standardised
-either in B, B~ or the slightly later and larger
variant ofF. These flutes are more easily blown, and
the inclusion of several keys added the easy availability of semitones. There are still many examples
of these instruments around, but because of their
pitch they are generally not used for recreational
playing. John Blessing of Aughavas, Co. Leitrim,
who recalled playing solo for a house ceili on a
small flute, made a distinction between the usage
of the small 'B,' in the local marching band and the
concert 'D' used by his father at house dances (as
do flute players today). Different genres of music
were played on them. For instance, his bandmaster, a man called Fitzpatrick, taught him to play
'in the third octave using cross-fingering, Scottish
marching tunes, harmonies and everything. But
you needn't ask him to play a reel.'
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fill. Term used among older flute players for
getting a strong, clear, consistent tone. The suggestion is that the instrument must be 'filled' with
wind - partly true, because a rich sound does
involve some measure of strong breath. But clear
flute tone also depends on good embouchure, a
leak-proof instrument and, above all, either the
player being totally familiar with its idiosyncrasies
or having a good-quality instrument to begin with.
Still, talk of'filling' the flute persists.
film. Irish traditional music appears from time to
time in film, sometimes as theme, often in snatches.
Its use follows certain learned assumptions - such
as slow airs indicating sadness or loneliness; use of
uilleann pipes on these means tragedy, heartbreak,
despair. The jig signals happiness, light-heartedness
or 'divilmaycare'; the reel or polka shows abandon
and marches mark political intent. Tune types rather
than particular instruments are used to convey
emotions, although flute/whistle have similar significance to that used in romantic classical music
- meaning 'carefree', while fiddle is 'serious'. Early
European film and TV placed great weight on
indigenous music, with some Russian film packed
with folk music. Early Irish film tends to use ceili
band music in a cliched way (appropriate for the
time perhaps), but modern films tend to use strictly
traditional, even if (as in Titanic) inaccurately presented. Among the better-known films are: A ran if
the Saints (1932), Barry Lyndon (1975),Dance Lexie
Dance (1996), Dancing at Lughnasa (1998), Darby
O'Gill and the Little People (1959), Finian's Rainbow
(1968), Fled Ceoil (1966), Hear My Song (1991),
Into the West (1992), Mise Eire (1959), O'Donoghue's
Opera (1965) [The Dubliners], Ride with the D evil
(1999), Rocky Road to Dublin (1967), Taxi Mauve I
Purple Taxi (1977), 7he Boys and Girls from County
Clare (2003), 7he Clash if the Ash (1987), 7he Dead
(1987), 7he D evil's Own (1997), 7he Field(1990), 7he
Grey Fox (1982), 7he Matchmaker (1997), 7he Quare
Fellow (1962), 7he Quiet Man (1952), 7he Brothers
McMullan (1995), 7he Road to Perdition (2007), 7he
Wind that Shakes the Barley (2006), 7he Year if the
French (1982), 7his Is My Father (1998), 7hree Wishes
for jamie (1987), Titanic (1997), Traveller (1982),
Treasure Island (1990), The Mapmaker (2001),
Tristan and Isolde (2006). [MAG/EDI)
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Finland. Interest in Irish music beg:m to rise
here in the late 1960s, and the 1970s saw the first
popular Finnish group playing Irish music. During
the 1980s a Finnish-Irish music community was
obvious, and at present Irish music in Finland is
considered a component of cosmopolitan life.
Performance is centred in the capital, Helsinki, in a
few pub concert and session venues. It can be found
too in similar venues in most of the larger towns Turku, Tampere,Jyvaskyla and Oulu. Distribution
is related to the presence or otherwise of a branch
of the Finnish-Irish Society locally, and whether an
area has folk music traditions of its own. The Irishmusic community is small, but the music is of a
reasonable standard, due to a combination of good
teachers, the ready availability of all Irish recordings and publications, and performance in Finland
by the best Irish players at the Irish Festival and
other folk festivals each year. Fiddle and guitar are
the most popular instruments, the former related
to traditional Finnish music which is dominated
by fiddle and accordion. The guitar is the result of
popular music and the influence of Finnish-Irish
group Korkkijalka, from 1979 until the late 1990s.
Several of this group taught, and one has imported,
Irish pipes, flutes, bouzoukis and whistles. Flute,
tin whistle and singing are popular; there are a
few harpists, pipers, banjo and harmonica players.
Much of the instrumental Irish music is based in
Helsinki while in the provinces guitar- and mandolin-backed ballad singing are more common.
teaching. The average Finnish player is aware
of Ireland's regional music styles, and may be able
to recognise some of them, but essentially their
style is mixed. The Haapavesi Folk Institute is the
main teacher of Irish music. Most teaching is by
Irish players at a summer school; stu dents of the
Sibelius Academy and Conservatory of Kokkola
can get tuition by request. Otherwise, Irish music
is learned from recordings, tune collections such as
O 'Neill's, and from other musicians. The influence
of Kevin Burke and M att Molloy is strong- Burke
having left his imprint through playing live, Molloy
through his recordings. The typical player oflrish
music has a large collection of albums and will
record performances. They travel long distances
to learn, and spend time in Ireland at sessions,
concerts and fleadhs, and with musicians.

Finland

pub bands. A typical Finnish-Irish group will
have a singer, guitar(s), bass, drums and one or
more melody instruments. While there are no
Irish-speaking Finnish singers, some do imitate
the language as heard on recordings, and many of
the popular pub-songs have been translated into
Finnish. Groups will also play a mix of Celtic or
European styles and tunes. By 1999 there were
already twenty or so such embryonic groups,
perhaps a dozen competent enough to perform in
public. Many Finnish traditional musicians play
some Irish tunes or are interested in Irish music,
but often this is done from sheet music and is
misinterpreted, e.g. jigs appear as waltzes. Perhaps
half of Finnish-Irish musicians also play Finnish
music. Some players have neither formal music
training nor interest in other cultures' traditional
music. The influence of Finnish music can be heard
in phrasing and emphasis; fiddlers with a strong
classical background tend to over-use vibrato and
classical bowing. Reels are the most popular tunes.
The neighbouring cultures of Sweden and Estonia
also have independent Irish-music communities,
and there are folk music exchanges between these
and Finland. But while the average Finn will recognise Irish music, they cannot distinguish between
Finnish, Estonian and Swedish tunes.
Finnish folk music. Western and eastern
cultures meet and mix in Finland, so its folk music
combines styles and influences from different
cultures and centuries. 'Pelimanni' is the Finnish
word for traditional musician, 'Mestaripelimanni'is
a title of honour and status given to master fiddlers,
accordionis-ts, singers and other musicians. The
music can be regarded as having two components:
1) the eastern (Karelian) tradition (very old and
mainly vocal), and 2) newer styles in the rest of the
country, excluding Lapland (the Sami peoples of
Lapland have their own distinct traditions).
eastern tradition. Vocal and instrumental music
similar to that in eastern Finland can be found in
all neighbouring areas on the Baltic coast (in the
present-day Republic of Karelia, Russia, Estonia,
Lithuania and Latvia). Fiddling in this tradition
is very strong along Finland's west coast. Central
to this is the town of Kaustinen with a traditional
music institute engaged in research, concert promotion, teaching and publishing of recordings and

books. Dozens of mestaripelimannis are based
in the town and its environs, and here Finland's
largest folk music festival is held annually. The
folk music movement reflects the diverse origins
of Finnish music, with some specialising in or borrowing from the Karelian tradition and its Baltic
relatives, others immersed in the Finnish Swedish
culture, and some in the music of Kaustinen itself.
Most people, however, mix styles and tunes from
these different cultures.
folk music education. The Sibelius Academy
offers a degree in traditional music or dance, but
ethnomusicology can be studied in the universities of Helsinki, Tampere and Jyvaskylii. Some
schools offer one- or several-year courses in traditional music (Kaustinen and Raakkyla, famous folk
music towns, both have their own schools). In some
areas, kantele is played in primary schools. There
are also primary and secondary schools that specialise in music, but their emphasis is on western art
music. Festivals run throughout the summer; the
largest of these are Kaustinen Folk Music Festival,
Kihaus in Raakkyla, Pispalan Sottiisi in Tampere
andJutajaiset in Rovaniemi. 'IIr Sibelius Academy
organises gigs and concerts throughout the winter
months. Students at the Sibelius Academy's folk
music department receive lessons in singing or in
their main instrument, and one or more additional
instruments. Degree courses usually take six to seven
years, due to the emphasis on students' performance
and work with their own music. During the first
two years, group playing is compulsory, there are
also lessons in traditional music theory, transcription, history, instrument-making and repair, sound
system management and studio work. All subjects
are taught from a traditional music base. Students
have access to studios, and the department has its
own traditional music CD series.
instruments. The native instrument is the
kantele, a box zither, but most popular are the
accordion (five-row, two-row and piano) and the
fiddle. Just as accordion replaced the uilleann pipes
for dance music in Ireland, so too in Finland. It and
the fiddle have taken the place of the quieter, native
'kantele', but the kantele has become more popular
too, with a strong culture of artistes, groups and
researchers who have dedicated their career to the
instrument and its music. Many of these compose
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new music for the kantele. There have been many
kinds of flutes and whistles in Finland, but that
in use presently is the wooden, simple-system
instrument; this, as in Brittany, borrowed through
influence from Irish music. Mandolin, clarinet,
Jew's harp, harmonium, double bass, harmonica,
Estonian bagpipes and jouhikko Qouhikantele) are
also played. Groups and studios will use keyboards,
synthesisers and samplers and there is a peripheral 'new-age' use of didgeridoo, marimba (thumb
piano), djembe and ud. Composition is strong in
present-day folk music, with traditional music used
as a base for personal and original music.
tune types. The non-eastern dance music has
polska, menuetti, polkka, sottiisi, poloneesi, hambo,
masurkka, marssi, valssi and jenkka. Karelian tradition has many types of songs and vocal music
including the itkuvirsi (a kind of lament). The
Sami culture has joiks.
revival. Finnish traditional music has a very
small audience, with perhaps a couple of dozen
low-selling albums produced annually. Only
Varttina (on the Green Linnet label) have successfully competed with popular/rock music. Th::re
are two bi-monthly, semi-commercial folk music
magazines and several smaller, local publications.
Revival began in the late 1970s, and in 1983 the
Folk Music Department of the Sibelius Academy
was established. Many of the best-known traditional bands have been formed in the academy.
Popular and commercial revival of traditional
music began in the late 1980s, however, and traditional music has gained a small but stable dedicated
audience, with the level of general awareness considerably greater than it was in the 1970s. [JOV]

Dannan. He is noted for his playing of ~ix-string
Greek bouzouki and the guitar, and with Johnny
Moynihan and Andy Irvine is jointly credited with
pioneering bouzouki in Irish music. His 1995 solo
album is Blue Shamrock, and he has contributed
exceptional interactive accompaniment on many
albums, notably, along with Johnny McDonagh on
bodhr:in, on Mary Bergin's whistle recordings .
Finn, Fred. (1919-86). Fiddle. Born Killavel,
Co. Sligo, his father, Michael (fiddle), was a contemporary ofMichael Coleman. Renowned for a
humorous personality, Fred drew much from the
abundance oflocal fiddle players, but was also interested in flute and fiddle combi nation. Although
his repertoire included all the great Coleman
favourites, he did not allow his style to become an
imitation of Coleman and his easy, relaxed playing
is instantly recognisable. He played for many years
with Peter Horan (flute) in a highly regarded duet.
He made many recordings for radio and television
in the 1970s and '80s. Records include an LP with
Peter Horan (CCE 1988,2008 posthumous) and
Coleman Country Ceili Band (USA, 1972). He
features on the LP Music from Co!eman Country
(1972) and was recorded for the UCC archives by
Sean 6 Riada in 1969. [GRD]
Finnegan, Tony. (1934-2003).1he prime mover
in the O'Carolan Harp, Cultural and Heritage
Festival and Meath Harp School at Nobber. He
was president ofCCE in 2003 and is honoured by
a Meath County Council-sponsored harp tuition
award for Meath Harp School students to participate in An Cht1irt Chruitireachta atTermonfeckin.
[JAM]

Finn, Alec. (1944- ). Bouzouki, guitar. Born in
Yorkshire of Galway parents, his holiday times
were spent visiting the Williamstown area there.
His mother played Irish music on piano, generating his interest in music, and his love of the Irish
countryside led him to come to live with his aunt
in Ireland at age sixteen. He moved to Dublin
in the late 1960s and developed his interest in
blues, rock and traditional music, mixing with The
Dubliners, Sweeney's Men, Skid Row and Phil
Lynott. He moved to Galway and met Frankie
Gavin, with whom he was a founder member of De
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fior-cheili. 'True ceili'. A social dance occasion at
which only ceili dancing is permitted.
See dance: social dance: ceili.
Flatley, Michael. (1958- ). Flute, step dance.
Born in Chicago of Irish immigrant parents.
His father Michael, from Gurteen, Co. Sligo,
was an active promoter of traditional music in
Chicago, and served in the 1970s as chairman
of the Irish Musicians' Association, based on the
south-west side of the city. His mother, Eilish,

fleadh cheoil

and grandmother were noted step dancers from
Co. Carlow. As a youth Flatley studied dance in
the Dennis Dennehy school in Chicago, and on
summer trips to Gurteen assimilated the distinctive
style and repertoire of south Sligo flute -playing.
In his teenage years he began to display his multifarious talents, winning dozens of regional and
national dancing competitions and two All-Ireland
flute awards. His dancing during this period was
marked by athleticism and impeccable timing; his
flute playing bore the distinctive trademarks made
famous by Seamus Tansey and Matt Molloy: fast
pace, embellishments featuring runs of triplets and
frequent octave jumps, and overblowing. In the late
1970s and early 1980s he directed his own school
of dance in Chicago. In the 1980s he became associated with The Chieftains, appearing regularly on
their concert tours, and moved to Beverley Hills
to pursue a career in film. Flatley gained European
and world-wide popularity following a performance at the 1994 Eurovision Song Contest, which
led to his starring role in the Broadway-style
dance show Riverdance.This in turn prompted his
creation of Lord of the Dance, a title shared by a
dance piece of his old Dennehy School days in
which he played a Jesus Christ role. [MAD]

fl.eadh cheoil. Literally 'feast of music', referred
to generally as 'flead h', plural 'fleadhanna ceoil',

or simply 'fleadhanna', and as a borrowed word in
English, often 'fleadhs'. A non-commercial festival
of traditional music devised and run by cc£, the
first was held in Monaghan in 1952. Its purpose
is to give those interested in playing and listening to traditional music a chance to do both in
the favourable environment of a village or town,
usually one which has a strong affinity for the
music. For participants, the fleadh is largely spontaneous, but it has a high degree of organisation,
and central to it are competitions in which people
of all ages compete in many instrumental, song and
dance categories. Awards are trophies, medals and
certificates. Solo and various multiple categories
are catered to, the object being to provide a competitive edge and sufficient social interest to keep
young people involved. Ideally, the pubs in the host
town become centres for casual music-making
sessions and in good weather these also take place
on the street. While in the 1950s-'70s the fleadh
was so hugely popular that it attracted unwelcome
attention from alienated city and country youth,
today it is a largely calm affair, with not even the
biggest attracting unmanageable crowds. 'Ire year's
major fleadh is the All-Ireland which can draw
over 100,000 people on its August weekend each
year. Provincial fleadh anna are titled by the name
of their province, e.g. 'the Munster'.
origins. Why or by whom the term 'fleadh'

Young musicians at the 1999 Enniscorthy All -lreland fleadh
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was introduced has not yet been identified. Willie
Reynolds, a member of the original CCE central
body, could not remember when asked in the early
1990s; CCE literature does not document it, and
the incoming chairman of the organisation's council
in 1952, Eamonn Murray, did not mention it in his
detailed reminiscences. It is very likely that, as with
the title of the organisation itself, responsibility for
finding an appropriate term for a music-celebratory event was entrusted to a sub-panel of those
fluent in Irish. That would suggest that it was
arrived at by consensus among Eamonn Murray,
Sean Mac Cinna, Paid Mac Cionnaith, Seamus
Mac Donncha, Eamonn 6 Muimhneachain and
Patrick Hill. The celebratory term 'festival' is used
by Murray in his writing as a back-translation, but
the Irish word for that off the shelf would have
been 'feile' or 'feis'. Using the culinary term 'fleadh'
suggests a more graphic imagery or vivid imagination, perhaps a consciousness of robustness and
'consumption'. Either way, 'fleadh' is now established as meaning 'festival' and is applied to other
cultural celebrations such as film and dance.
frequency. This event has been, and remains,
CCE's most important public event. Between
county, provincial and regional levels, thirty-eight
of them were held in Ireland in 2009, four in
England, two in the US and one in Scotland. The
All-Ireland is the biggest, from CCE's statistics
drawing in up to 200,000 visitors and musicians.
Dance is part of CCE activities too, organised
through the Coiste Rince which runs courses,
exhibitions and competitions.
first fleadh. The 1951 inaugural music event
at Mullingar (not yet called a 'fleadh cheoil') was
a small affair, opening with a conference that led
to a concert and ceili dance; competitions were
easily accommodated under one roof. The fleadh
was subsequently planned as an annual event
that would provide a platform for performance,
and an occasion of listening to the music, each
equally important. It developed both inspiration
for younger players to learn, and a supportive,
educated and appreciative audience which valued
the traditional style of the playing. By the time
of the Ennis All-Ireland in 1956, today's familiar
pattern had already emerged: thousands were
attending, sessions were reported as spilling over
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from the venues onto the pavements and into the
pubs, and sets were danced on the streets late into
the night. [EDI)
Fleadh Cheoil na hEireann. All-lreland
venues by year: 1951 Mullingar (not actually
called a 'fleadh' but the template for such events
that followed); 1952 Monaghan; 1953 Athlone;
1954 Cavan; 1955 Loughrea; 1956 Ennis; 1957
Dungarvan; 1958 Longford; 1959 Thurles;
1960 Boyle; 1961 Swinford; 1962 Gorey; 1963
Mullingar; 1964 Clones; 1965 1lmrles; 1966 Boyle;
1967 Enniscorthy; 1968 Clones; 1969 Cashel;
1970 Listowel; 1971 fixed for Listowel, postponed
due to the introduction of internment in August
1971. Competitions held in conjunction with the
Fleadh Nua in Dublin in May 1972; 1972,'73,'74
Listowel; 1975, '76 Buncrana; 1977 Ennis; 1978
Listowel; 1979, '80 Buncrana; 1981, '82 Listowel;
1983, '84 Kilkenny; 1985, '86, '87 Listowel; 1988
Kilkenny; 1989, '90, '91 Sligo; 1992, '93, '94
Clonmel; 1995, '96 Listowel; 1997, '98 Ballina;
1999,2000 Enniscorthy; 2001, '02 Lis towel; 2003,
'04 Clonmel; 2005, '06 Letterkenny; 2007, '08 , '09
Tullamore; 2010 Cavan. [MAC)
See also competition: fleadh statistics.
Fleischmann,Aloys. (1910-92). Composer, professor, researcher. Born in Munich, raised in Ireland,
and a graduate ofUCC, he was professor of music
there for forty-six years from the age of twentyfour in 1934. Founder of the Cork Symphony
Orchestra and its conductor for fifty-six years
(for this recorded in the Guinness Book ofR ecords),
and eo-founder of the Cork Ballet, he was also
deeply involved in the Cork Choral Society, and
founded the Cork International Choral Festival.
His interest in traditional music directed its inclusion in courses during his career, this involving first
Pilib 6 Laoghaire, then Sean 6 Riada and Micheal
6 Suilleabhain. It also thematically conditioned
his ballet and orchestral composition. A member
of the RIA and of Aosdana, his major project and profound memorial - was the 'Sources of
Irish Music' project, an attempt to catalogue every
traditional tune recorded in Irish manuscript and
printed collections. Begun c.1950, this appeared in
print posthumously in 1999.
See Sources oflrish Traditional Music.
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The Moneymusk fling

fling. 1. A dance and dotted-rhythm tune-type
related to the hornpipe, the term derived from the
Scottish 'highland fling'. Flings came to Ireland as
popular dance in the late nineteenth century, and
were played also by touring musicians in the twentieth by such as Jimmy Shand. The dance would
typically be performed at 'ceili and old-time' dance
nights. Roche's collection, which has six tunes in
this style, some of them of Scottish origin but
many 4/4 melodies, can produce the rhythm if the
accentuation is changed. 2. The highland fling, a
solo dance form, the national dance of Scotland.
Since the advent of the third millennium it has
been promoted by Ulster-Scots cultural initiatives
in Ulster.
Flood, William Henry Grattan. (1857-1928).
Writer, researcher, organist. Born in Lismore,
Co. Waterford, he was educated in music by a
private tutor and obtained a general education at
Mount Melleray College. He played piano and
organ, and became organist of St Peter's proCathedral, Belfast at age nineteen. He attended
All Hallows College, the Catholic University,
then Carlow College, where he studied for the
priesthood. Returning to secular life he taught
music in Clongowes, St McCartan's (Monaghan)
and St K.ieran's (Kilkenny), becoming organist at
Monaghan, Thurles and finally Enniscorthy cathedrals. A prolific and energetic writer with a wide
range of interests, he researched and wrote on Irish
and European musics, and on the local history of
counties Wexford and Waterford. His major work
was A History of Irish Music, published in 1905,
with editions in 1906, 1913 and 1927 reprinted
later and online at libraryireland.com. Other works

were Story of the Harp (1905), Story of the Bagpipe
(1911) and Sketch ofIrish Musical History (c.1919).
He edited Moore's Irish Melodies, Spirit of the
Nation and the Armagh Hymnal, he wrote the contribution on Irish music for the 1905-10 edition
of Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, and
was a composer of masses and hymns. He was
given an honorary doctorate of music by the Royal
University in 1907 (now National University of
Ireland).

Flook. An innovative, high-energy flute-centred
band formed in 1995 by three flute players, Sarah
Allen (London), Brian Finnegan (Armagh) and
Michael M cGoldrick (Manchester), who teamed
up for a short tour under the banner 'Three Nations
Flutes'. The stimulation of this collaboration led
them to invite guitarist Ed Boyd (Bath) to fill out
their sound, and the following year they released
an album, Flook.' Live.', recorded at Sidmouth Folk
Festival in Devon. In 1997 Michael McGoldrick

Flook, c. 1997 (1-r:) John Joe Kelly, Brian Finnegan, Ed
Boyd and Sarah Alien
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moved on to other projects, and bodhr:in player
JohnJoe Kelly (Manchester) joined the band. This
line -up stayed together unchanged for the next
eleven years. In that time, Flook released three
albums, Flaifish (1999), Rubai (2002) and Haven
(2005), and established themselves as a major
player on the folk scene in Britain and abroad.
In 2006 they won the 'Best Band' category of the
BBC Folk Awards.
flute.
'And are you a tradesman?' asked the policeman .
With ponderous gravity the man replied, 'Well,
no, sir, I am not a tradesman. I am a musician, a
strolling musician. Sir, l play upon the flute. '
(Colum, 1926: 483)

'Flute' in Irish music refers to the wooden concert
flute, the one-time standard orchestral instrument
with open finger-holes, sometimes chromatically
keyed, often not. As a generic term it refers to a
wide range of mouth-blown aerophones. It is likely
that interest in, and development of skills on, the
concert D flute were sparked by the widespread use
of small B-flat 'band' flutes in the many marching
bands of political and temperance movements in
the 19th century. This leaves a legacy of flute skills
and taste in north Connacht (courtesy of the Land
League) and in north-east Ulster (courtesy of religious politics). [EDI]
principle. The basic sound produced in all
flutes is an 'edge tone'. This is created by having a
stream of air from the lips 'split' by a sharp edge,
so generating turbulence and setting up sound

waves in the air column in the body of the instrument. The pan pipes make sound in this way- a
wooden cylinder is pressed against the player's lips
and a tone produced by blowing against the far
rim -like making a note by blowing on a bottle
neck. A similar technique is used on the eastern
European 'kaval' type of instrument where the
player blows across the top end, giving this the
name 'end-blown' flute. More sophisticated is the
standard concert flute which one holds sideways,
and blows against the sharp far side of a specially
cut embouchure hole; this is a 'transverse' flute. In
a tin whistle the edge tone is produced by blowing
down a duct which guides the air onto a sharp
edge; the duct is created by almost filling the top
of the tin whistle tube with a wooden plug, or else
creating a channel in moulded plastic; these are
'duct' flutes. In pan pipes, notes are produced by
blowing on difFerent lengths of pipes; these are
bound in a bundle or strip - the longer the pipe,
the lower the pitch, the shorter the pipe, the higher
the pitch. On transverse flutes and whistles such
different lengths of pipes are sim ulated by having
finger holes positioned at precise intervals; the
position of the highest open hole on the instrument is the efFective length of the instrument, and
this length determines the pitch of the note. Once
the edge tone is produced, the notes of a scale are
made by opening or closing finger holes which
have been cut at calculated distances.
materials. Flutes can be made from any rigid
material, and historically have been made from
nature's ready-made tubes like bamboo or, in

Flute Session, 12 July 2009 in Friel's, Miltown Malbay
(1-r): Fintan Vallely, Eamon Cotter, Tara Bingham, Catherine McEvoy [Frank Brunei]
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Siobh{m Ni Chonaniin and Jack McMahon playing in a
Miltown Malbay session

Ireland, elder wood or boor tree or sycamore bark.
Neither of these make durable instruments. More
permanent and precisely pitched flutes demand
drilling out the instrument in a particular manner
from a hardwood. The most typical indigenous
wood so used was box, but flutes have also been
made from holly and from apple wood. Flutes used
in traditional musics have been made of wood, and
whistles typically of metal. Today, however, some
modern flutes and whistles are made of tough
plastics, and whistles can be of wood also. [EDI]
history. The history of the flute in western
music is marked by two great revolutions in design.
Up to the late seventeenth century, the flute had
been a simple, one-piece, cylindrical-bore instrument with six finger holes and no keys of any type;
this was known as the renaissance flute. A group of

wind instrument makers and players, many from
the Hotteterre family who were associated with the
French court, began around this time to improve
the design of several types of wind instrument,
including the flute, the recorder and the oboe. The
flute which they produced had several important
features which set it apart from the renaissance
instrument. It was now made in initially three,
and then four, pieces; the bore was now conical,
tapering downwards from a cylindrical head joint.
It also had a key on the foot joint, which provided
the first semitone of the scale. These features
improved the flute by giving it a much stronger
and clearer tone, better tuning, an increased range,
and with the aid of the key and a series of crossfingerings it became a fully chromatic instrument.
This type of flute, known as the baroque flute, was
in general use until towards the end of the eighteenth century.
keyed flutes. Around this time, makers began to
provide keys for the other semitones of the scale,
which had previously been cross-fingered, and by
the first decade of the nineteenth century, the eightkeyed flute, which had keys for all the semitones,
and two keys to extend the range downwards to C,
had become standard. Ths type of flute remained in
vogue throughout much of the nineteenth century,
but was eventually made obsolete by the second
revolution in design, which was mainly the work
of the German flautist and flute maker, Theobald
Bohm. His flute, which in its present form first
appeared in 1847, was designed on acoustic principles. He changed the bore, making the head joint

Aoife Granville (right) conducts a flute class
at Cruinniu ha bhFiiuit, west Cork, 2010
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tapered and the body cylindrical. He placed the
tone holes in the scientifically correct places, and
then designed the 'Bohm System' of keys to control
them. 1his flute is now, with little modification, the
standard flute for all kinds of music, from classical,
through popular, to jazz. Traditional and folk musicians, on the other hand, have always preferred the
older, 'simple system' wooden flute in its various
forms, and nowhere is this seen to greater effect
than in Ireland. Irish players have always favoured
the eight-keyed flute and, latterly, distinctly Irish
adaptations of it.
flute types. These fall into two distinct groups,
the pre-Bohm simple system flute and the modern
simple system flute.
pre-Bohm flutes. These come from two categories of designer/manufacturer:
1. The German flute makers were a generally
anonymous group who produced factorymade instruments of low to middle quality
from about the last quarter of the nineteenth
century to the early decades of the twentieth;
there are no makers of note in this group, and
the instruments generally carry no maker's
stamp.
2. The English makers have a much bigger
reputation among Irish players. From about
1820 on, they began to produce flutes which,
because of their design, incorporation oflarge
finger holes and a fairly wide bore, had a 'big'
sound, loud and with a clear but reedy tone.
Best known of these makers was the London
firm of Rudall and Rose, who operated from
1820 until they were taken over by Boosey
& Hawkes in 1955.1here were many other
makers in London in the same period who also
produced excellent-quality flute s but whose
reputations have been somewhat overshadowed by Rudall and Rose.
From the traditional player's point of view, flutes
from this period, even those by the best makers,
have several drawbacks, most importantly that they
were built to play in a different pitch. Since concert
pitch in nineteenth-century England could be as
high as A=455, this causes problems of tuning and
tone when modern players try to play the instruments at today's lower frequency of A=440. Tonally,
however, they are unsurpassed. Some of these
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problems are solved by the slightly later English
flutes, generally known as 'Pratten's Perfected',
since the original design was sponsored by Robert
Sydney Pratten, the leading flute player of his day.
These flutes have bigger finger holes and an even
wider bore, and in general play slightly better at
modern pitch and have much better tuning. They
have an even bigger, more up-front sound.
modern simple sys tem flute. Since the type of
flutes discussed above essentially ceased being
made over a century ago it became very difficult for
Irish traditional players to get hold of good instruments. 1his situation resulted, by the late 1970s, in
the production in Ireland of flutes based on the old
designs, and by the 1980s the balance had changed
to the extent that newly made flutes were at least as
popular with players as the best-quality old instruments. This process continued in the 1990s and
now the majority of players use newly made instruments. Initially these new makers produced copies
of the older eight-keyed examples. At first these
were keyless, with the same capability for playing
Irish music as the tin whistle, but soon fully keyed
instruments were being made. These have become
a standard instrument in the Irish tradition. Most
modern makers today also offer flutes with up to
the standard eight keys.
new designs. Although some makers still
offer copies of'classic flutes', many produce flutes
to their own design, which are considered to be
as good, if not better, than the best nineteenthcentury instruments. The movement to produce
new flutes based on the old simple system spread
quickly from Ireland, where the first instruments
were produced in 1977, initially to England and
America, but eventually to France, where the
increasing popularity of this type of flute in Breton
traditional music encouraged their manufacture.
The growing traditional music market has also led
to the appearance of'mass produced' simple system
flutes, generally manufactured in quantity in thirdworld factories.1bese are without exception of very
poor quality.
Irish music. The flute, as played in Irish traditional music, is an import with a relatively short
history in this country. Fragments of flutes and
whistles dating to the eleventh century have been
excavated in Dublin, Cork and Waterford, and
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sycamore fipple flutes have been recorded as being
made by children in Antrim. 'Irere appears to have
been no tradition of transverse flute making or
playing in Ireland before the eighteenth century
when the flute first began to appear in the hands
of wealthy amateurs. During the eighteenth and
much of the nineteenth centuries, the flute was
an immensely popular instrument throughout
Europe, and huge numbers of instruments were
manufactured on the continent and in London.
Although there are indications that it was already
being played in traditional music by the late eighteenth century, it was not until the nineteenth that
it became more widespread, and only quite late in
that century did it become common. 'Ire flute was
rarely if ever used by the professional players for
accompanying dance.
cost. Initially the cost of imported instruments
would have dictated that only the more affiuent
amateurs could afford them, but this situation
changed as the nineteenth century progressed.
Firstly, a significant upturn in the economic conditions in Ireland from the middle of the century
meant that more people were able to acquire
instruments; secondly, and coincidentally, musical
instruments of many types, including flutes, began
to be mass produced around this time, rendering
flutes available at reasonable cost to a population
with more money to spend.
regions. One of the imponderables in the
history of the flute in Ireland is its strong association with certain parts of the country. Although
it was, and is, played in every county, it has a very
strong heartland in the north Connacht counties
of Sligo, Leitrim and Roscommon, with south
Fermanagh, east Galway, Clare and west Limerick
also having a reputation. Although present in the
music for over 200 years, the flute did not achieve
the same level of prestige or popularity as the pipes
or fiddle, and this is reflected in the comparatively
low number of older recordings by flute players.
popularity. Since the beginning of the revival
in the early 1950s, however, and in particular after
1980, the flute has enjoyed a rise in reputation and
popularity, and is now a very common instrument
throughout the country. This can be attributed
in part to the effect of the recordings of virtuoso
players such as Matt Molloy, Seamus Tansey and

others. But the major factor is undoubtedly the rise
of flute-making in Ireland, and the finesse with
which these instruments are made today. [HAH]
Leitrim style. This is usually associated with
flute player John McKenna of Arigna, near
Drumshanbo, who recorded extensively in the
early part of the century. The prestigious nature
of his records is best illustrated by a one-time
neighbour, Tommy Gilmartin: 'Around his native
area, no matter what the cost, if you were to sell
the last cow, you'd buy one of his records ... there
would be no work done that day till it be heard.'
[DEW] McKenna's music was learned from local
flute players, and since he was almost a contemporary of Coleman, the present perceived Leitrim
style of playing may pre-date the present popularly perceived Sligo style. It is reminiscent of an
older flute-playing aesthetic, likely at one time to
have been common to the whole Sligo/Leitrim
region. Harry Bradshaw's research (1988) reveals
that, unlike Sligo at the turn of the century where
the fiddle was emerging, the flute was still the
dominant instrument in Leitrim. When the local
settings of tunes - then played with McKenna's
idiosyncratic flare- began to arrive back in Leitrim
on 78s, local pride ensured that the status of the
instrument remained the same, or was elevated.
McKenna has been, and largely continues to be,
the reference point for Leitrim's musical identity.
McKenna 's style. His was a driving, puffing,
extrovert style, comparatively sparing in the use
of rolls. Variations are less elaborate than those
which now characterise popular conceptions of
Sligo music, but there was subtle lengthening of
notes, short melodic phrasing, and less ornate,
legato rolling. This is suggestive of a more primal
characteristic of the flute- as used for Irish dance
music - than the continuous sound quality of a
bowed instrument or pipes. Most north Leitrim
flute players- such as Packie Duignan and Mick
Woods - have cited McKenna as their major
influence. The Leitrim player will push out notes
with the diaphragm and articulate with the tip
of the tongue. In the 1970s, both Duignan and
Woods made records, further establishing the
north Leitrim style. Another local player, John
Blessing, had a style which was described by
Michael McNamara as being uninfluenced by any
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Co. Leitrim flute player John McKenna sculpture at
Tents, by J.J. McTiernan

commercial recordings. He describes his articulation of notes as 'taken out with the nick of the
tongue'. Going on to describe Blessing's father's
playing, he said: 'he could give a great furl o' wind
to it, tongue and fingers' (1988). John Blessing
had learned music informally from his father, and
formally from a bandmaster, the latter's influence
leading him to utilise third-octave notes. He and
Michael McNamara both play with a great sense
of urgency and unfettered wildness; they articulate
notes with the tongue individually when coming
to the end of a phrase, and even more emphatically at the end of a tune: this is fifing technique.
McNamara describes this: 'We phrased short and
emphasised the rolling' (1990). South Leitrim
style, according to him, stems from the playing of
John Blessing.
Sligo style. The current style of Sligo stems
from the influence of the emigrant fiddlers of the
1920s whose settings and arrangements of tunes
were sent home on 78 rpm records to be learned
by the new generation of players. It was confident
music, mirroring the America of its day, and it
was listened to and learned also by the era's older
players.
technique. Sligo flute playing is heavily 'rolled',
it is done at a fast pace, phrases tend to be long, and
variations are introduced by subtle melody changes.
Articulation is done both with the fingers and the
tongue, but frontal articulation with the tongue is
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much less emphatic than in Leitrim playing. An
emp hatic puff from the diaphragm commonly
accents each new phrase, and most of the ornamentation is left to the fingers. Phrases are ornate,
the tone smooth and even. These basic principles
are best explained by listening to the great variety
among players like Roger Sherlock, Matt Molloy,
Peter Welsh, Harry McGowan,Josie McDermott,
Peg Needham (McGrath),James Murray, Seamus
Tansey, Peter Horan, Patsy Hanly,Jim Donoghue,
Catherine McEvoy, Bernie Flaherty and many
others. There is of course considerable individual
interpretation - Seamus Tansey's playing is particularly florid and dramatic, making great use
of a full-chest, pulsing dynamism -yet there is a
general 'legato' feel to today's Sligo playing, with
lots of descending rolls and triplets.
reputation. Michael Coleman's national image
was undoubtedly developed by his 78 rpm records
which were played all over the country, but the
establishment of the Coleman Country Ceili Band,
radio broadcasts made from its recordings, and the
Coleman Country festival, contributed hugely to
the Sligo area's iconic status in traditional music.
But because many of the principal musicians of the
1960s-'70s revival were flute players, ironically the
focus on the area then shifted from the fiddle to
the flute, with which the area is now most associated. In those years too, and indeed in recent times,
the area appears to have more flutes than any other
instrument, but today the status of the instrument
and its practitioners has been greatly enhancedmainly through reflective professional players like
Tansey and Molloy. However, flute's lowly image
lingers, among older players in particular. Perhaps
harking back to the status inherited from his
childhood in the Coleman years, Peter Horan, for
instance, who also plays fiddle, considers fiddle to
be the superior instrument. [DEW)
makers. The instrument now widely known as
the Irish flute was first so designated in 1990 in
7he Irish Flute Player's Handbook. Until the mid1970s Irish traditional flute players played original
nineteenth-centu ry simple system flutes, which,
although the Bohm flute had been introduced
in the 1840s, continued to be made, mainly for
amateur use, up until the early twentieth century.
The increase in demand for such instruments,
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largely the result of the 1960s traditional music
revival, was the inspiration for the manufacture,
originally by uilleann pipe makers, ofkeyless copies
of these flutes. By the late 1970s several makers
not from a pipe-ma!Gng background had appeared,
specialising in the flute, and from the late 1980s
there was a great increase in demand. Ths was met
in turn by yet another increase in the number of
makers, not just in Ireland, but anywhere there
was an appreciable group of people playing Irish
traditional music, notably the USA, the UK and
Brittany. The following list leans towards inclusiveness, and contains all makers who are at least
semi- if not fully professional, who make the 'Irish'
flute as their main instrument, are active, and are
considered as flute makers by the ultimate juryflute players.
The makers: 1homas Aebi, Phil Bleazey, Michel
Bonamy, Casey Burns, Forbes Christie (Windward
Flutes), Copley & Boegli, Jon Cornia (Cochran
Flutes), Eamonn Cotter, Michael Cronnolly,
Arie De Keyser, Martin Doyle, Rob Forbes, John
Gallagher, Seth Gallagher, Alan Ginsberg, Michael
Grinter, Hammy Hamilton, Skip Healy, Marcus
Hernon, Hervieux et Glet, Hevia, Parrado y Aragon,
Holmes-McNaughton, Mark Hoza (Kything
Flutes), Louis Jourdan (La Flute en Chantier),
Eugene Lambe, Glen Le Bot, Yvon Le Coant,
Gilles Lehart, Geert Lejeune, Solen Lesouef,
Terry McGee, Stephane Morvan (Skopavel), Sam
Murray, Peter Noy, David O'Brien, Patrick Olwell,
George Ormiston, Desi Seery, Ralph Sweet, Chris
Wilkes, Paul Windridge, Pete Worrell. [HAH]
See under individual names.
flute status. It is reasonably certain that fluteswhether side-blown or front-blown fipple whistles
- have been a feature in rural Ireland for a considerable number of years. However, they do not
feature significantly in any reference to Travelling,
professional performers in the last two centuries.
This suggests that their status was unremarkable, or
simply low, probably because of the sheer number
of people involved in playing them. In an area of
relative poverty, but with a vigorous culture such
as that in the west of Ireland before the Famine,
one could deduce that a simply constructed
instrument such as the 'boor-tree' flute might be
common currency among the people. Writing

about the latter half of the nineteenth century,
Francis O'Neill said of it in 1913: 'No one but a
born musician, or one who had no other outlet for
his musical instinct, was likely to learn to play the
flute. The lame and blind, driven to the practice of
music as a profession, invariably chose the union
pipes or the fiddle as the most available instrument to touch the sensibilities of the people.' He
added that fluters 'seldom took to the road, and
that only "conspicuous excellence" would get them
any notice'. The flute player had low status in a
low-status profession.
fuarawn fl utes. The flute's status did rise in the
area in modern times. To understand its former
low status, however, it is useful to consider some
of the more primitive flutes that are remembered.
Both Josie McDermott and John Blessing could
recall flutes made out of 'boor-tree' (elder) and
'fuarawn' (hogweed - similar in its noded stem
structure to bamboo). According to them, this was
a hit and miss operation: 'a bit of a gimmick to
see if they would come right'. These were made
by the older people and given to children as toys
in order to encourage discovery of the rudiments
of music-making (similar introductory practices
are observed in other cultures also). The concert
flute and Clarke's 'C' whistle were already familiar
to both these men in their youth. McDermott
describes the making of a 'fuarawn' flute, and when
and where it might be played:
There was an ol' yoke that grows in the fields
with a white flower on it ... used to grow three
or four feet high and there was sections in
it, and when you cu t into one section ... you
could make a rou sing whistle out of it ... You
cut it at the notch, and leave the other end free,
put four or six holes in it and one for blowing
into. Sometimes the notch at the end .. . if you
humoured it right, if you put the hole at the
right distance away from it ... it might work
out. Usually you wouldn't get them long enough,
I used to make them like an ol' fife, about the
key ofB or thereabouts, it could be slightly up
or slightly down . .. they'd be false, it's seldom
you'd get them pure right. It would be blown
like a flute or a fife. That was the fuarawn. There
was a fife and drum band in every parish at that
time and teachers would be adding to them.
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All the young lads would go and some of them
would learn nearly nothing and more of them
would be fairly good. In the fields if you were
out and there was a crowd at the hay, you'd be
nearly bound to come across one flute player
that could play a bit, so of course if you came
across a su itable fuarawn, there'd be a flute
made for him and that'd be it. [DEW]

native flutes ? In living memory the boor-tree
flutes and fuarawn whistles respectively were
sometimes modelled on the newly procured Clarke
whistles pitched in C and the small flutes pitched
in B or B~ . The suggestion that the se types of
primitive flutes made of native material were used
to play dance music even before the eighteenth
century cannot be dismissed, and this is of importance when looking at the development of a local
aesthetic of flute-playing in Sligo, Roscommon
and Leitrim. O'Neill writes: 'No musical instrument was in such common use among the Irish
peasantry as the flute. From the "penny whistle"
to the keyed instrument in sections it was always
deservedly popular, for unlike the fiddle and
the bagpipe it involved no expense beyond the
purchase price.'

Bird bone flute, recovered in Germany, dating to c.

any micro-cracks or leaks, the practice makes a
flute easier to 'fill', and is the traditional method of
maintaining an instrument in good playing order.
Further, flute players in the early years of revival
eschewed the use of keys; even their presence was
considered superfluous and it was common to see
the key-holes bound up with tape: the aesthetic
was to have a crude, keyless instrument, evocative
of the boor-tree flute. It is only since the end of the
1970s that there has been something of a 'technical renaissance', and in that time it has become
prestigious to have a fully keyed instrument and to
use all the keys. 1his is the technical equivalent of
'shifting to the bridge' or using a chin rest in fiddle
playing. [DEW]
flute band. Originating in eighteenth-century
military practice, these were popular in political
organisations all over Ireland in the latter half of
the nineteenth century. Existing only on a small,
mostly competition scale in the sou th of Ireland
(CCE has competitions for them), they are most
popular now in Protestant society in Northern
Ireland. There are two distinct kinds:
1. First Flute· bands. These use small 131. flutes
with a tapered bore, simple system fingering, with
one or more keys, accompanied by snare drums
and bass drum. They are divided according to
relative supremacy of music into (a) 'Melody' flute
bands, with emphasis on flutes, simple musical
arrangements, small compliment of drums; these
are competition oriented; (b) 'Blood and Thunder
Bands'/' Kick the Pope' bands, with a wilder style
of playing, greater emphasis on drums; repertoire
reflects a more political music genre.

33000 BC.

boor-tree flutes. These are made by removing
the soft pith from a suitable length of elder wood
with, for example, a knitting needle. 'Ih: final result
is a thin flute about ten inches long. If the spacing
of the six holes is modelled on a standard tin
whistle, and if soaked in water for a considerable
period, it will sound a pleasing breathy and reedy
note. This is the type of tone favoured by whistle
player Jim Donoghue. Also related to a history of
boor-tree flutes is the common local practice of
soaking timber concert flutes in water. While this
is damaging to the wood, nevertheless, by sealing
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Mullaghduff flute band from Co. Donegal playing for
ATE 's The Pure Drop at Crosskeys, Co. Antrim in 1996

folk club

2. 'Par( bands. Descended from 'First Flute'
bands, perceived as more respectable with many
sizes of flute (usually Bohm system), from J3i, bass
to B!. first flute, playing in complicated arrangements, the repertoire includes much classical
material and demands a high degree of musical
competence. Flute bands are historically important
since they are the most likely vehicle for the introduction of flute into recreational music. [GAH]
Flynn, Patricia. (1951- ). Singer. Born at
Dromintee, Co. Armagh, her mother was a
singer. She lived in England in the 1970s, returning to work in Portadown, then settling in 1980
at Mullaghbane. She began singing publicly in
1981, drawing on a repertoire of mostly local
songs, many learned from Mick Quinn . With a
rich, 'round', passionate vocalisation, she has also
absorbed much from Sarah Ann O'Neill, Roisfn
White and Geordie Hanna. Her solo album Stray
L eaves came out in 1993.
Foley, Catherine. (1956- ). Dancer, musician and
ethnochoreologist; born in Cork city. Her father,
Patrick Foley (Glenville, Co. Cork), was a singer
and melodeon player; her paternal grandmother,
Abbey Lane, was a co ncertina and fiddle player.
Both parents danced. A qualified Irish step-dance
teacher (TCRG), Catherine is an associate with
LAMDA in acting. Her PhD on lrish traditional
dance in north Kerry was completed at the Laban
Centre for Movement and Dance at Goldsmiths'
College, London, in 1988. She was the first person
to complete a doctorate in the field oflrish dance
and to document Irish traditional step dance in
Labanotation, the universal movement notation
sys tem. She has taug ht music and dance at
primary, secondary, undergraduate and postgraduate levels within the education system and has
worked as a collector of Irish traditional music,
so ng and dance for Muckross House, Killarney
(1980-5). Foley desig ned and directs both th e
MA Ethnochoreology programme and the MA
Irish Traditional Dance Performance programme
at the Irish World Academy of Music and Dance,
University of Limerick. She established Tnith na
gCos, the annual traditional dance festival at the
Irish World Academy, in 1997, and is the founder

of Dance Research Forum Ireland (established in
2003) and chair of the society. She choreographed
(2005) and later published (2007) a newly commissioned set dance, The Sionna Set, and has given
step-dance and set-dance workshops internationally. She contributes to international conferences
and seminars, and publishes in her disciplinary
field of ethnochoreology. A former board member
of the ITMA, she is an adviser for the Deis scheme
at the Arts Council, and lectures and teaches at the
University of Limerick.

folk club. A forum for 'acoustic', participatory
music and song in Britain, influenced by post-Second World War radicalism there and in the USA
but based in a structure begun in the nineteenth
century by such as Cecil Sharp. The movement
gained momentum after the Second World War; at
its peak in the 1970s there were up to a thousand
of these scattered all over England, Scotland and
Wales. They represented many different interests,
some conservative, but generally liberal or socialist- a political identification with 'the song of the
people', the working people, both rural and urban.
Typically a club might be started by a group of
friends or close associates; they would negotiate a room in a local bar, meet weekly, or perhaps
monthly, pay a small entrance fee, and sing or play
for each other, perhaps together. Funds collected
on the door and by the obligatory raffle generally allowed a visiting performer to be paid once
a month; this both created a professional cadre of
performers and contributed to the self-esteem and
experience (and ultimately the standard of performance) of the club's members. The earliest such
club was set up in Bradford in 1956; others, like
the Singers' Club in London, attracted huge followings. Out of them came a generation of British
performers like Martin Carthy, Nic }ones, Dick
Gaughan, Maddy Prior and Norma Waterson.
As they declined, the 'folk festival' emerged, and
although more about consumption, it has tended
to fulfil the same function.
Ireland. Some folk clubs were formed in Ireland
- in Dublin, Belfast, Downpatrick, Armagh ,
Carrick-on-Shannon and Middleton, for instance.
In Dublin of the 1960s-'70s the ballad venues
were pubs like The Castle Inn (Christchurch), and
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Maher's ofMoore Street. Folk clubs were ne Old
Triangle in Leeson Street, ne Universal in Parnell
Street, The 95 Folk Club in Harcourt Street.
Drogheda song collector and singer (and member
of the group Cran) Sean Corcoran, with Mick
Moloney and Paddy McEvoy, ran the latter, they
themselves playing as The Rakish Paddies. When
Moloney joined The Johnstons, Scottish singer
Mary McGannon took his place; The 95 Club
moved later to Slattery's of Capel Street. Folk clubs
might often be more like a session, such as that
in Armagh run by Matt Hughes but, unlike most
sessions, always involved singing. As a movement
this was never very extensive, and its peak did not
last long - rather the Irish traditional movement
had a superior organisation, agenda, seductive
popularity and annual calendar. Its most important
event, the 'session', was at the centre and the fleadh
cheoil was its festival. Irish folk clubs tended to
be music-based, while the British scene was overwhelmingly about song. While sessions continue
to dominate in Ireland, with mostly music, British
folk clubs are still song-based, but many Irish
instrumental players tour in them each year.

folk festival. Found throughout the western
world, perhaps greatest in England, Wales and
Scotland, this evolved out of the folk music
movement and its organisations, a process begun in
the late nineteenth century. Fairport Convention,
The Watersons and many other groups made
their names on this circuit, which occupies most
of the summer months. Festivals vary in policy.
'The National' is built around the 'small', important, stylistic and traditional singers, and for that
is perhaps the most prestigious. Sidmouth is the
largest; others, like Wadebridge, Whitby, Beverly,
Farnham, Orkney, Shetland all have local flavour.
The largest are organised professionally, catering
for the floating community of those interested
in folk and traditional musics who may travel
hundreds of miles to attend. But most others are
locally and voluntarily run, part of community
cohesion, and representing a useful boost to local
economies. A major feature of these is the uniquely
British Morris dancing in which scores of teams
of gaily or outrageously bedecked dancers display
on the streets for the duration of the events. The
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evening-time of most festivals features people (all
age groups) taking part in one or more 'English
country dancing' social dances (called a 'ceilidh',
and visually very similar in its figures and movements to Irish ceili dance). Folk festivals in Ireland
by contrast have all been organised around bigger
professional groups -The Chieftains, The Boys of
the Lough, De Dannan, etc.- and most are commercial. The voluntarily run fleadh cheoil is more
the Irish equivalent of the folk festival.
See England.

folklore. 'This represents the unwritten lore of
a culture or community, and includes verbal and
non-verbal material such as music, songs, stories,
belief, custom, riddles, proverbs and material folk
culture like vernacular architecture. Folklore is typically handed down from generation to generation
by word of mouth or demonstration. ne term was
coined by British antiquarian William Thorns in
1848, one consequence of a heaving philosophical
polemic which had dominated the previous century
and a half. Quite a dramatic birth for a term so
casually and often dismissively used today.
The development of the concept is argued by
Gelbart (2007) to have been initiated with regard
to Scottish music and cultural identity following
the Union of the [Scottish and English] Crowns
in 1603. Scottish nationality became invested in a
Scottishness in music forms in publications by Allan
Rams ay (Scots Songs, 1719; 1he Gentle Shepherd,
1725) and James Oswald (Curious Collection ofScots
Songs, 1740).1he issue became fashionable enough
for William Thomson (Orpheus Caledonius,
1725) to make a career, but was hugely complex
and divisive. The consequent Enlightenment-fired
exploration of the merits of 'nature' and 'pastoral'
existence developed as a compelling discourse in
which James MacPherson's 1760 controversial
publication on Ossian (Fragments ofAncient Poetry
... ) and Thomas Percy's 1765 Reliques ofAncient
Poetry became texts which influenced the German
philosopher Gottfried Herder. Within the debate
John Gregory's 1766 Comparative View ... extolled
the merits of home-grown Scottish music as
having' ... a species of Music well fitted to inspire
that joyous mirth suited to dancing, and a plaintive Music peculiarly expressive of that tenderness
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and pleasing melancholy attendant on distress in
love; both original in their kind, and different from
every other country in Europe ... it is the preferable Music' (33n). The Scottish model greatly
influenced Ireland, as seen in the work of Walker
(1786), Brooke (1789) and Bunting (1796 etc.).
Folklore Deptartment, UCD (Delargy Institute
of Irish Folklore). Formerly Roinn Bhealoideas
Eireann, the Department of Irish Folklore,
University College Dublin, is the successor to
Coimisiun Bhealoideas Eireann (the Irish Folklore
Commission), which was established in 1935 to
collect and preserve the folklore oflreland. One of
the founder members of the commission, Seam us
6 Duilearga, was first professor of Irish Folklore
in University College Dublin.'Ih: commission was
disbanded in 1972. During the lifetime of the commission, full-time, part-time and special collectors
worked throughout Ireland, documenting all aspects
of folklore and folk tradition in many forms, including manuscripts, illustrations, Ediphone cylinders,
acetate discs, wire recordings, tapes, photographs
and film. Sean 6 Suilleabhain, archivist with the
commission and later with the department, was
author of A Handbook ofIrish Folklore, which was
written primarily as a guidebook for field collectors, and which is also used as a basis for indexing
the material. Two full-time collectors of music and
song, Liam de Noraidh and Seamus Ennis, spent a
total of seven years in the field.
indexing. In 1972 Comhairle Bhealoideas
Eireann (the Folklore of Ireland Council) was
established to index and publish material from
the collections. Its publications to date include
the audio-cassettes The Bunch of Keys (1988),
which consists of recordings of the piper Johnny
Doran made by Caoimhin 6 Danachair in 1947,
The Gravel T#llks (1990), which comprises recordings of the fiddle player Mic key Doherty, made by
Caoimhin 6 Danachair and Sean 6 hEochaidh in
1949, a book Binneas thar Mean (1994), containing music and song collected by Liam de Noraidh,
and a book and audio-cassette, The Mount Gal/an
Garland (1994), consisting of the music and songs
ofTom Lenihan recorded by Tom Munnelly.
teaching. The department offers undergraduate
and postgraduate courses in Irish and Comparative

Folklore. There are ten staff members including one full-time collector, Tom Munnelly, who
lives in Clare. Other staff members also undertake
occasional field work. The department is open to
the public on weekdays, 2.30-5.30 p.m.The Folk
Music section of the department, which is situated
in Earlsfort Terrace, Dublin 2, includes a library
as well as manuscript, sound, photographic and
video archives, documenting various aspects of
traditional music, song and dance. As director of
the section, the late Breandan Breathnach instigated a number of collecting schemes in various
parts of Ireland, and also acquired donations of
manuscripts, broadsheets and other items. Among
the collectors appointed under these schemes were
Micheil 6 Domhnaill, Proinsias Mac an Leagh,
Sean McCann, Sein Corcoran, Angela Bourke and
Fionnuala Carson. [RJU]
See also mummers.
folklorists. Many collectors of folklore included
song and music in their fieldwork for the Irish
Folklore Commission. Generally these transcriptions consisted of song lyrics and titles of airs
and tunes. With the arrival of the tape recorder,
collectors recorded songs and music for which
they transcribed lyrics and accompanying lore.
During its lifetime (1935-70), the Irish Folklore
Commission employed two full-time collectors of
music and song- Liam de Noraidh (1940-2) and
Seamus Ennis (1942-7) . Folklorist Tom Munnelly
worked as full-time collector with the Department
of Irish Folklore and later with the National
Folklore Collection, collecting Anglo-Irish song
for the most part but also folklore. [RJU]
folk music. 'Folk' music, song and dance are
related to the term 'folklore'. It is held that 'folk'
music: 1. has continuity, in that it passes from generation to generation without great change, 2. it
permits variation by the individual, but is controlled by the community, and 3. it utilises selection
by the community as to what they wish to retain,
or what they consider worthwhile. In Ireland the
term 'traditional' is used in place of 'folk'. This,
the ITMA considers, emphasises transmission,
rather than origin and circulation. Bruno Nettl
(1965) emphasises the process of change: 'folk and
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Folk Music Society of Ireland (Cumann Cheol Tfre Eireann)

traditional music ... is music that is accepted by all
or most of the people in a cultural group as their
own ... folk music is composed by individuals,
but ... subsequent to the original act of composition, many persons make changes'; this he sees as
'communal re-creation'. None of this definition can
be taken as indicating a rigid category however, for
the same words can be used to describe material
which folk music per se might wish to exclude. Tie
term 'folk' indeed can be shown to be dependent
on its binary opposite- 'classical'- in order to have
meaning, as argued in Matthew Gelbart's 2007
work The Invention if 'Folk Music' and Ylrt Music'.
See also folklore; tradition.
Folk Music Society oflreland (FMSI, Cumann
Cheol Tire Eireann). A voluntary society established in 1971 by Dr Se6irse Bodley (chairman), and
committee members Breandan Breathnach, Tom
Munnelly, Sean 6 Baoill, Proinsias 6 Conluain,
D r H ugh Shields, Caitlin Ui Eigeartaigh and
others, 'to encourage an informed interest in traditional music, to preserve this music and to sustain
its traditions, and to promote the study of traditional music'. The main activity of the Society has
been the organising of over thirty annual series of
lectures and recitals (1971-2001), and occasional
seminars and conferences, dealing with Irish traditional music and the traditional music of other
countries. I t has also advised researchers and
answered queries, and under the editorship mainly
of H ugh Shields published a newsletter Ceol Tire
(nos. 1-33, 1973-89) and a journal Irish Folk Music
Studies/Eigse Cheol Tire (vols . 1-6, 1972-2001),
and a series of printed studies and cassette recordings. For a period from the early 1980s it received
funding from the Arts Council/An Chomhairle
Ealaion, and shared an office with Na Piobairi
Uilleann at 15 Henrietta Street, Dublin. Changes
in Irish social life and patterns of entertainment in
the late 1990s, the ready availability throughout the
country oflectures and specialist recitals at festivals
and summer schools, the large number of academic
courses being run in third-level education, and the
enormous increase in the publishing of traditional
music altered the music world in which the Society
came into being and it ceased most of its activities
in 2001. [NIC)
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foot-stamping. Tapping the foot, or both feet, is
a feature of all traditional musicians' performance,
if not a vital organic metronome. It is a key feature
of the remarkable performance of the McDonagh
brothers of Ballinafad, Co. Sligo, as evidenced on
the CCE album of their music recorded in the
1950s, where a beats pattern is established to pick
out a substantial part of the rhythm of the tunes.
These men beat steel-shod or hob-nail boots on a
rough flagstone floor, each player often using both
feet. Some players today carry this on: Clare fiddler
Martin Hayes beats a pattern with his feet on a
piece of wood taped under his seat while playing
the fiddle; Co. Leitrim flute player Gregory Daly
has always used such a double-foot motion, citing
the example of old players; accordionist Bobby
Gardiner blends Mel Mercier's bodhd.n and
dancers' feet as a powerful effect in the music on
his album The Clare Shout. Players practised this
more in the past, a kind of dancing while sitting
and, where done expertly, extremely effective selfaccompaniment.
battering. The custom among Cape Breton
musicians is to beat the floor with both feet, and
indeed for the audience to do likewise, a practice
certainly related to the deep, active association
there of music and step dancing. Set dancers in
Ireland too - particularly with 'the battering' in
Clare dancing- set up a substantial accompaniment sound, a kind of counterpoint, which greatly
enlivens the overall music; this is dramatically
heard on MacMahon and Hill's album I gCnoc na
gGrai where they play for - but are percussively
accompanied by- the Cooraclare set dancers from
Clare. Such interaction with otherwise sacred and
harmonically unadorned melody may be the reason
why there is no historically recorded or appraised
percussion tradition in Irish music. For modernday hard-shoe step dancers, as well as sean-n6s
dancers, the use of hard leather and steel-tipped
footwear sheathing the feet amounts to a profound
instrument. Riverdance's appeal was deeply associated with the idiophonic music of the dancers'
feet, with a greater rhythmic detail and complexity emerging from Michael Flatley's feet than was
provided by the backing musicians. The ultimate
take on the 'foot-idiophone' in Irish music was the
1950s radio show Din foe, whereon each week the

Four Star Trio

people of Ireland were treated to - and savoured
-courtesy of the Rory O'Connor Dance School,
'dancing on the radio'.
Forde-P igo t Collectio n . A major MS collection held at the RIA, Dublin which contains the
eighteenth-century ].E. Pigot manuscripts, among
which are those of the Co. Cork collector William
Forde. These had been passed to the care of P.W.
Joyce after Pigot's death, and he presented them to
the RlA in 1910. Compiled c. 1840-50, the sixteen
volumes of music in the collection include twelve
assembled by Forde and four by Pigot. Pigot's work
alone has c.3,400 melodies, song airs and dance
tunes. [AGB]
Forde, W illiam. (1795-1850). Musician and antiquarian. From Cork, he wrote about all kinds of
music and devoted the last ten years of his life
to that of Ireland. In 1845 he issued a prospectus for a printed collection of music, calling for
250 subscribers to pay one guinea each. This did
not succeed; he was still collecting at the time of
his death. Researcher Caitlin Ni Eigeartaigh has
studied his MS and notebooks, and estimates the
collection to have up to 1,900 airs, mostly of songs.
She holds that half are from printed sources, 420
from other MSS, and 500 taken first-hand. The collection is unique for Forde's method of organisation
whereby he brought together the available versions
of each piece and began to compare them by
rhythm and phrase-length.The work also includes
jigs, 6/ 8 marches, Carolan tunes, a rince fada, reels,
country dances, pipe pieces, Ossianic airs and caoineadh tunes, as well as English, Scottish, Manx
and Shetland melodies.
Leitrim. Forde seems to have been particularly
impressed by what he found in Leitrim when he
visited the area. In an 1846 letter to John Windele
(1801-65), the Cork antiquarian, Forde describes
his experiences and his encounter with Hugh
O'Beirne, a piper from whom he wrote down
approximately 150 tunes . He acknowledged to
Windele that his book on Irish music would be
limited if he did not become 'intimate with our
music as it is in Connaught'. He was enthused by
the fact that he was staying in the room where
Turlough Carolan composed his first piece, 'The

Fairy Queen'. Forde's extensive collection of tunes,
writings and lectures are today housed in the Royal
Irish Academy. Patrick Weston Joyce included
some of this work in his 1909 publication, including eighty-seven of the tunes Forde had transcribed
from the playing of O'Beirne. [BRM]
ForeFront. A television production company
established in Cork in 1988 by father and son partnership, Joe and Tony McCarthy. In addition to
production and post-production work, ForeFront
makes television programmes, mostly for RTE
and TG4. Among these in Irish traditional music
are: Geantrai, a series based on the pub session;
Gradam Ceoil TG4 (TG4 Music Awards) annual
gala concert and presentation ceremony (2000-7);
Fleadh Cheoil, an annual series of programmes
on Fleadh Cheoil na hEireann; A is ling Gheal Ui
Riada, a documentary to mark the seventy-fifth
anniversary of 6 Riada's birth; Abair Amhrdn, a
six-part series on popular Irish songs; SCOR, on
the annual GAA talent competition; Ihe R eel Deal,
a series featuring young traditional music performers. [MAC]
Four M en and a Dog. A band formed by Catha!
Hayden Gino Lupari (bodhran), Mick 'the Black
Dog'Daly (song), D6nal Murphy (accordion) and
Brian McGrath (mandolin, banjo).lts debut was
in Murphy's Bar, Dungiven, Co. Derry, in 1990,
followed by a performance at the Belfast Folk
Festival the same year. One of the most successful Irish traditional groups, its first album, Barking
Mad, was given the Folks Roots magazine 'Best
Album' award in 1991, the first Irish band to achieve
this. A 'live' band, they are noted for high-energy
spontaneity, and personnel changes over the years
have seen many noted names take part, including
Gerry O'Connor (banjo), Arty McGlynn,James
Blennerhasset (bass), Rod McVeigh (piano) and
Conor Keane (accordion). Other albums include
Shifting Gravel (1993), Dr A's Secret Remedies
(1994), Long Roads (1996), Maybe Tonight (2001),
Wallop the Spot (2007).
Four Star Trio. A Cork-based group formed in
1989 by Johnny McCarthy (fiddle, flute) , Con
'Fada' 6 Drisceoil (accordion, song) and Pat
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Fox Chase, The

'Herring' Ahern (guitar, bass mandolin). With a
special interest in the music of Sliabh Luachra, it
covers music for set dancing and is heard on the
1997 album, The Square Triangle.

Fox Chase, The. Also called The Fox Hunt, this
performance piece for pipes is reputed to have
been developed from the air 'An Maidrin Rua'
by nineteen-year-old Edward Keating Hyland
(1780-1845), of Cahir, Co. Tipperary. It involves
the use of the regulators to mimic the sounds of
the chase and associated zoological utterances.
Henry Hudson included it in his 1842 manuscript,
and O'Neill has it in his Music ofIreland collection,
1903, and in Irish Minstrels and Musicians. The
music first appeared in print in O'Farrell's Pocket
Companion for the Irish Union Pipes, 1806.
See Hyland, Edmund.
Fox, Mary. (1960- ). Set dance teacher. Born
in Maghery, Co. Armagh, her introduction to set
dancing was a workshop in Monaghan run by Joe
and Siobhan O'Donovan in 1983, an experience
which changed the course of her life. In 1987 she
took over the two-year-old set dance workshop
at QUB, and moved with it in 1990 to Ashley
Hall on Windsor Avenue. Initially she used the
Monaghan sets emanating from the O'Donovans
but also drew o n NPU publications, and herself
learned much from attending workshops elsewhere, collecting a repertoire of different sets as
she went, including the original Armagh quadrille
and lancers sets. Fox observes that the older sets
are more sedate and staid in con trast to the fast
and furious pace of polkas and reels. Her current
repertoire has a mix of all these. [MAL)
France. Irish music has been a popular sub-culture
since the 1980s in this country where it is typically
found in pub and cafe settings, particularly around
the major cities like Paris, Lyon, Lille, Marseille
and Toulouse. Currently there are many all-French
bands playing Irish and Irish-style music; among
these have been outstanding musicians- Vincent
Blin, Patrick Ourceau and Michel Ferry, flute player
Herve Cantal and piper Denis Kersual. Brittany
has many individuals (e.g. PatrickMolard and Jean
Michel Veillon) and groups playing Irish music.
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Various Irish musicians have lived and played in
France and Brittany, some professionally, and can
be heard in the cities.
orga nisations. Throughout the 1980s, Irish
music and dance were promoted through, for
instance, L'Association Irlandaise, with music and
set-dancing classes at La Mission Bretonne in
Montparnasse. A Parisian branch of Na Piobairi
Uilleann promoted uilleann piping. There is also
L'Association Franco Irlandaise de Lyon (AFIL),
and the teaching-based tradschool.org . There are
several less formal associations in France involved
in Irish music tuition, covering instruments (fiddle,
flute, pipes, tin whistle, accordion, concertina,
banjo, mandolin, harp, bodhnin, bouzouki and
guitar), singing and dancing. They teach through
workshops and slow sessions, and often invite a
major player to host such teaching for a weekend.
numbers playing. 1l1is is certainly no less than
500 in 2010, but may be as high as 1,000. There
are at least ten times that number involved in Irish
dance.
instruments. All instruments are played, in
order of popularity perhaps: fiddle, flute, whistle,
low whistle, uilleann pipes, accordion (mainly
01 ID, some B/C and the French/Breton G/C
system), Anglo concertina, tenor banjo (GDAE,
rarely CGDA), mandolin, Irish harp (nylon
strings), bodhran, Irish bouzouki, guitar (regular,
Drop-D, DADGAD), piano and acoustic bass.
Singing in English is popular, as are set and step
dancing, but singing in Irish is rare.
bands. These include Faolan, Dirty Linen,
Comas, Garlic Bread, Shelta, Doolin, Dun and
Transat. Two ceili bands are based in Paris- Dusty
Feet and Rolling Note- and another, Beltaine, in
Nantes.
events. Irish music 'weekends' are held in
Brittany (Mesquer, Batz, le Bono and Tremeve),
these built around a series of sessions in appointed
bars. The longest running of these is 'An Seisiun'
on the first weekend of July at Mesquer which
began in 2001. Festival events with Irish music are
common, such as the major Festival Interceltique
at Lorient in Brittany; the Tocane summer school
which is run over several days annually takes on a
festival ethos on account of the people it attracts
to its host village.

France

sessions. These are the norm in performance,
not just in Irish bars, but also in French cafes
where the proprietor favours the music. The accordion player Dominique Renaudin runs a website
(do mren.free.fr) which lists these, and he also
maintains the IrlandeTradFR mailing list, begun in
1999 as 'A French-speaking list dedicated to Irish
and related traditional music'. Similar lists exist
also in other places, including Brittany, Normandy
and Paris. On a regional basis Irish music is found
in: the north (Lille), Normandy (Caen, Alens:on),
Paris and suburbs, centre region (Chartres, Orleans,
Tour, Poitiers), Brittany (Rennes, Brest, Qiimper,
Lorient, Nantes), south-west (Perigueux, Bordeaux,
Toulouse), south-east (Marseille, Toulon, Gap),
east (Lyon, Nancy, Strasbourg).
venues. These tend to be Irish bars, and are found
in all major cities. North: Lille (Tir na Nog). Centre:
Limoges (L'Irlandais), Orleans (Pub St Andrews),
Issoudun (Atelier de la Biere), Clermont-Ferrand
(Le Still), Tour (Buck Mulligan's), Poitiers (Le
Local, Cafe du Clain, Buck Mulligan's). Brittany:
Rennes (La Trinquette, Westport Inn, O'Connell's,
Troll Farceur, Ar Beniguet, Kilkenny), Brest
(McGuigan's, Le Triskel, Tir na Nog, Th Dubliners,
The Tara Inn), Qiimper (An Poitin Still), Lorient
(The Galway Inn, The Qiay Street), Nantes (Buck
Mulligan's, Le Dockyard, Molly Malone). West:
Caen (Les Caves Timel), Le Havre (Restaurant-bar
de la SRH), La Rochelle (Corrigan's). South-west:
Toulouse (Dubliners), Bordeaux (O'Rowlands).
South -east: Marseille ( O'Brady's, Connolly's
Corner), Nimes (O'Flaherty's). East: Grenoble
(Druid's Pub), Lyon (Antidote), Metz (Irish Pub),
Nancy (Le Medieval, La Taverne de l'Irlandais),

Strasbourg (La Lanterne), Reims (Bar l'Escale).
Paris venues include The Quiet Man, Ty Jos,
Connolly's Corner and Carr's.
in fo rmation. There are scores of French band
and personal si tes relating to Irish music, and
some have detailed information based on Irish
publications. La Musique Ir!andaise by Erick
Falc'her-Poyroux and Alain Monnier is a short
analysis, and online a major thesis in French can
be read on falcher-poyroux.info.
schools. Individual musicians and groups of
players are accustomed to bringing over specialist
players or teachers in various genres of music. This
is done also in Irish music, and arising out of this
is a major event- Tocane Saint-Apre's 'Rencontre
Musicale Irlandaise' which celebrated its twentieth
year in 2010. Because of the high calibre of teaching
at such events, learners in France are often more
familiar with major names in Irish music than are
Irish learners.
Many people have been involved in Irish music
for a long time, as performers, session players,
teachers, organisers and instrument makers. These
are most often French born, with no connection to
Ireland. Public occasions for performance include
ceilf dances, weddings, trade exhibitions, tourism
promotion or Fetes de la Musique. Some players
visit Ireland, and have done so regularly since the
1970s, some visiting the summer schools each year,
and bringing their children to take part in these
over several years. [EMD]
Tocane summer school (France). Officially titled
'Rencontre Musicale Irlandaise Tocane Saint Apre'
(RMI), this teaching event has been run in the
Dordogne region of France annually since 1991. It

Fiddle recital by massed learners, Tocane, 2003
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Tocane fiddler Philippe Giraud , one of the initiators of
Rencontre Musique lrlandaise in the Dordogne region
of France

arose out of an invitation to Dundalk fiddler Gerry
O'Connor by banjo player Claude Fossaert, with
fiddler Philippe Giraud and musicians associated
with the Irish-music band Banshee. In the manner
of similar initiatives in France with other music
forms such as jazz, O'Connor was asked to bring
together a group of musicians to spend time with
the French players and help them improve their
music skills. Teaching was done in the first year
by O'Connor, with singer Eithne Ni Uallachain,
flute player Desi Wilkinson, accordionist Brendan
Begley, accompanist Garry 6 Briain and Parisbased set dancer Avril Andrews. This was so
productive that it was re-run the following year
when the organisation of tuition was passed to
Dublin set-dance teacher Irene Martin. She formalised the assembly of the 'mentor-teachers', and
in Tocane a committee involving also Helene Le
Breton, Patrick Jochmans, Philippe Giraud and
others developed both a local logistics organisation
and a school structure. Martin's policy of inviting
different, well-known teacher-performers each
year developed sustainable interest through variety;
this made the school greatly attractive as a calendar
occasion for France's many Irish music players, and
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the event swelled to around 150 students and a
dozen or more teachers annually. These now cover
song, uilleann pipes, fiddle, flute and whistle, accordion, concertina, banjo, guitar, harp, set dance and
sean-nos step dance; on the tenth anniversary in
2001 a double-en album of teacher-performers
was produced.
Tourism interests in the region have recognised
the economic and cultural value of the event,
and RMI has access to Tocane's extensive public
facilities, with teaching done in the local technical
school. Concerts are able to exploit the acoustics
of venues such as stone-vaulted fourteenth-century
churches, restaurants and village squares which are
set in hilly landscapes of wheat fields, vineyards,
maize and sunflower crops. The public-performance ethos is reflected in the fact that RMI features
recitals by the teachers, has evening sessions of
many hours' duration nightly, and culminates
in a concert given by students. With a policy of
making accessible the greatest range of skills, the
school rarely has had the same teacher twice, and
so over its first two decades has introduced some
150 of the major stylists oflrish traditional music
to teach mostly younger French players from all
parts of their country; this attracts many other
French players and also French and Irish aficionados. It has opened up a valuable social and music
travel route for many of the Irish players who have
established strong ties with the region and return
annually for holidays and tours to coincide with
RMI; there is reciprocal music-travel to Ireland
by French affiliates. From 2006 to 2008 Culture
Ireland grant-aided RMI as a significant and
influential Irish cultural showcase, but this ceased
in 2009. The event is now financed by learners'
subscriptions, local volunteers, and local and
Irish fundraising. Rencontre Musicale Irlandaise
celebrated its twentieth anniversary in 2010 by
bringing back the inaugural teachers O'Connor,
Wilkinson, Begley and 6 Briain.
Frank Harte Festival. Organised by An Goilin
Traditional Singers' Club, this was begun in
2006, the year after the singer's death. Its aim is
to honour the memory of one who likely was the
most extraordinary singer of his generation. Held
in September, its format is singing sessions, song

free reeds

Singer Frank Harte of Dublin

workshops, lectures on aspects of song or Frank
Harte's life, a major concert, and visits to locations
connected with songs, and of interest to singerssuch as Kilmainham Jail or the Liberties. Guest
performers have included major names in singing,
as well as some of Harte's colleagues - Mick
Moloney, Triona and Maighread Ni Dhomhnaill,
Len Graham, Jim McFarland, Nell Ni Chroinin,
Luke Cheevers, Allanah Henderson, Barry
Gleeson, Eamonn 6 Broithe, Robbie McMahon,
Michael Ned Qyinn, Karan Casey, Sd.n Garvey,
Niamh Parsons and Graham Dunne, and the
groups Four Star Trio, Cran and North Cregg.
Frankie Kennedy Winter School. Established in
1994 to commemorate the Belfast-born flute and
whistle player and founder member of the band
Altan, Frankie Kennedy. Promoted on an international basis, it is held annually in Gweedore
over the week immediately following Christmas.
It centres on teaching: flute, whistle, fiddle, pipes,
accordion, guitar, bouzouki, bodhran, local couple
dances, and singing in both Irish and English.
Classes are graded from beginner to masterclass levels. The school also features afternoon
recitals, evening concerts, sessions and lectures.
An on-going video archival project documents
the teachers and guests of the school yearly, and
a recording of flute players has been produced to
augment the event's purpose. (CAM]
free reeds. Generic name for harmonicas, accordions, melodeons and concertinas, strong melody
instruments in Irish music all through the twentieth

century. The origins of their kind of 'free reeds' lie
in south-east Asia as far back as 1000 se, survivors
from which era are the Thai and Chinese chengs
(tuned, hollow-cane, mouth-organ reed-pipes).
These were probably known about in Europe for
centuries - for instance 'free reeds' were used in
organ reed-pipes in the 1700s. In Berlin in 1821
Christian Buschmann (who also bred the Alsatian
dog), in pursuit of the development of an organtuning device using free reeds, accidentally created
the mouth-organ out of the cheng's principle. In
1822 a bellows was added, then paired reeds fixed on opposite sides of the reed-plate- which
would sound on press and draw, then buttons and
keys. The device was first called akkordion by the
Viennese Cyrillus Demian in 1829, and piano-keys
were applied by Bouton of Paris in 1852.
operation. The sound is produced by the vibration by air of a slip of spring- tempered metal
which is fixed at one end. Such is a 'free' reed
(free to move at one end while attached to a reedplate base at the other). The free reed is fixed
in an opening in a metal plate which is of only
minutely larger all-round size than itself- so that
it is free to move backwards and forwards through
the opening. Thus this 'reed' practically blocks the
opening in the base plate, but when air is forced
against it, it yields at the free end and is pushed

A stripped-down harmonica showing the free reeds riveted at one end , free to vibrate through the gap in the
reed-plate at the other; the differing lengths correspond
to the pitch of the note; on right is a free reed unit from a
piano accordion (there is one of these for each note on
the instrument); note the reed on right which fits in the
gap (one end free, one end riveted in position) and on
left the leather flap which acts as a valve to prevent wind
passing through the paired reed which can thus only be
activated when wind is passed through in the opposite
direction (as in push and pull on accordion, blow and
suck on harmonica)
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forward through the opening. At a certain point
its tension causes it to spring back, and the rapid
recurrence of this motion produces vibration and
sound. The pitch of the sound produced is related
to: 1. the thickness of the metal in the reed, 2. the
shape of the reed (whether parallel-sided, tapered,
etc.), and 3. the length of the reed. 1he reed will
sound only when blown from one direction.
See also accordion; concertina; harmonica;
melodeon.
Freeman, Alexander. (1878-1959). Born in
Upper Tooting, London. He studied at Oxford and
married Harrier Eda Peoples from Donegal; she
was attached to Gaelic organisations in London,
playing fiddle in their concerts, and spent many
years working for the Irish Folksong Society,
assisting Donal O'Sullivan with its journal. Also
a musician, Freeman joined the IFSS and was on
its publishing committee from 1920 to 1939. He is
said to have learned Old Irish under scholar Kuno
Meyer. The Freemans spent time in Ballyvourney
in 1913, returning for a term in 1914. He notated
some 100 songs there, these published with words
and music, translations and notes in the journal of
the Irish Folksong Society, nos. 23-5, in 1920-1.
This collection was described by Donal O'Sullivan
as 'incomparably the finest collection in our time
oflrish songs noted from oral tradition'.
French, Percy. (1854-1920). Singer, songwriter,
born at Cloonyquin House, between Elphin and
Tulsk, Co. Roscommon . His father was high
sheriff of the county, his mother a daughter of
Rev. William Alex Percy, rector of Kiltyclogher,
Co. Leitrim. Percy and his eight siblings were
educated by tutors, and through their 'big-house'
library. He edited a family magazine, The Tulsk
Morning Howl, as a youngster, and attended
Kirk Langley school, then Windermere College
(England), and Foyle College, Derry. He studied
Civil Engineering at TCD where interest in
theatre and music led him to purchase a banjo. His
first song - 'Abdullah Bulbul Ameer'- was published hastily with a borrowed £5, its 200 copies
sold out at 1s. 6d., but without copyright was
bootlegged by a London publisher and became
hugely popular all over the Anglophone world.
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Working later with Dublin publisher John Pigott
he eventually restored copyright.
minstrelsy. In Trinity he scaled the walls to
live the night-life, and on eventual graduation was
employed by the Midland Railway, the idleness of
the job leading him and fellow apprentice Charles
Manners to practise duets with bones and banjo.
Their first performance was busking on the train
as black-and-white minstrels for Punchestown
Races crowds in 1881. In the same year he became
inspector of drains to tenants for County Cavan
Board ofWorks. Stopping at his friend Rev.James
Godley's at Carrigallen, Co. Leitrim, the chance
hearing of how a local flute player had paid hi s
rent arrears led to the song 'Phil the Fluther's
Ball'. Continued satirical correspondence with the
Godleys about his 'appointment to the sewers of
Cavan' created 'Inspector of Drains'; life in Cavan
gave him 'Slattcry's Mounted Fut '. A talented
painter, he started a sketching club, and formed
the Kinny Pottle Komics minstrel group (named
after Cavan town's stream). He was first editor
of The Jarvey, a Dublin satirical journal in 1889,
writing as 'Willie Wagtail'. It collapsed in 1890
due to public preference for London publications,
but not before he had used it to promote Ireland's
first musical comedy, Knight of the R oad (1891 ),
which he had eo-written with William Collisson.
solo. He started performing solo after 1892
with a programme of recitations, sketches, ingenious drawing of caricatures, and songs with banjo
accompaniment. His humour was perceived as
laughing with the plain people rather than at
them. He was successful in England where he
was favoured by the monarchy, and moved there
in 1906. He toured Ireland also, ridiculing the
pomposity of royalty and blue blood. His most
famous song, 'Are Ye Right There Michael', concerned the engine driver Michael T alty of the West
Clare Railway which ran from Ennis to Kilkee- it
might stop to deliver a parcel, or reverse back to the
station for a latecomer. Typically, on an Irish tour,
he might do twenty-seven venues over a month.
Such strain contributed to his early decease at age
sixty-six.
uptake. French's songs demonstrate a great
play on place names, anecdotes overheard and
incidents experienced; his people were ordinary

funding of traditional music

people- never the gentry. Many of his songs have
been adopted by traditional singers, his themes
sometimes parodied in other songs (Dick Hogan's
repertoire and Wonders of the World album have
several). Percy French's best-known songs include
'The Darlin' Girl from Clare', 'Come Back Paddy
Reilly', 'Gortnamona', 'Mountains of Mourne',
'Whistlin' Phi! McHugh', 'Donegan's Daughter'.
Some 130 of these survive, most documented in
Brendan O'Dowda's biographical 7he World ~fPercy
French, and recorded by him on CD.
fret. A raised strip of wood or metal placed hori-

zontally at intervals on the neck of guitar, banjo,
mandolin, bouzouki, etc. to mark the finger-positions for the various notes, and to facilitate the
playing of these with a bright sound. Such instruments used in Irish music have fixed frets, the
concept being known since the sixteenth century.
Movable frets (of tied gut) are used on instruments such as Turkish saz, this to facilitate dealing
with key and mode changes in music played in
'natural' tuning where notes will be slightly different depending on the key being played in. Fixed
frets have been used on guitar and mandolin since
the late eighteenth century. Older instruments
like Appalachian dulcimer are fretted to play a
diatonic scale, but guitars, etc. are fretted to play
a chromatic scale. Frets are begun furthest from
the instrument body, the first giving the semitone
above the open string; the number of frets depends
on the instrument. Frets arc critical in guitar
playing- their height off the fingerboard is important to the style of music being played and also to
the comfort or taste of the player. On Indian sitar
and Asian zithers, a combination of high frets and
varied finger pressure is used to 'bend' the note to
produce the desired note colour; this technique is
used to varying extent too by guitar players.

From Glen to Glen. The longest-running music
series on UTV, it was broadcast from 1964 to
1983. The line-up was a tried and tested variety
format: Leo McCaffrey, Sheila O'Flaherty, Tom
and Leo Ginley (flute and violin), The McPeake
Trio- Francis Senior, Francis Junior and James.
Brian O'Donnell was the programme advisor and
Derek Bailey was the director. It evolved into a

format that embraced traditional and folk music
to reflect interest among the younger audience.
Len Graham eventually became presenter and
music advisor in 1982 following the death of
Brian O'Donnell in 1981. Local musicians were
always to the fore and archive material was used
of]ohnny Doherty,John Rea, Margaret Barry and
Seamus Ennis. Part of the effort of the programme
involved the construction of a bar set in the studio
to give more ambiance. [MAL]
funding of traditional music. This is a preoccupation of all performers, parents of learners and
organisations. At the personal level learners and
players must provide for instruments, learning aids
and funds for travel, subsistence and accommodation; this is raised by work, family subvention,
small gigs and professional playing. Outside of
this, however, the actual 'world' of traditional music
is an extensive multi-layered and compartmentalised synergy of dedicated and specialised people,
systems and accountable organisations woven into
other cultural and state structures. These require
considerable funding for administration, communications media, functions, logistics, events,
teaching and performance assessment. Day-to-day
funds at this level come from a variety of sourcespersonal, private, public and commercial.
I. personal funding. Organsiations levy their
members with a fee to cover administration and
other costs, the scale of this depending on the
group's class and income base, and, in particular,
on the scale of involvement or dedication required
of individual members. The major organisations CCE and NPU - have a fees structure related to
their overall make-up.
cc:E levies a set subscription which encourages family participation (€6 for under-18s, €12
for over-18s, and €20 for a family); this is paid
locally to a branch. With c.30,000 members spread
over these categories, cc:E in its 2007-8 accounts
reported receipts of c.€100,000.
NPU affiliates its members directly, at €45
waged, and €19 unwaged; with 3,574 members its
affiliation fees are c.€140,000.
Funding also comes in to CCE in the way of
competition fees (to offset adjudication and space
rental) which are in various categories from €2 to
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€20: in 2007-8 its 7,000 All-Ireland and 25,000
county and provincial competitors, together with
sponsorship, produced a revenue of c.€165,000.
Summer school fees (to offset teaching and rooms
costs) contribute substantially too: the Willie
Clancy fees are, allowing for family rates, c €130
for each of 1,200 learners; CCE Scoil Eigse fees,
at an average of €100, yielded c.€80,000 in 2007-8
for participation by 800 students. Even working on
low estimates, it can be seen that both these organisations, in addition to the costs associated with
maintaining music performance and instruments,
provide substantial monies from their personal
membership resources.
2. private funding. 'This takes the form ofbequests
and/or events backing. It may cover prizes bestowed
by music aficionados, but such a level of commitment
by traditional music lovers is, reflecting the music's
poorer social associations, of a much lesser scale
than that in classical music. The Arts Council has
remarked in various reports that, despite wealth at
the top end, there is poor commitment in traditional
music to private bequests for 'prizes', scholarships
and bursaries, interventions which are the mainstay
of skills improvement in classical music.
Of note in this category is the inestimable commercial value of the huge amount of voluntary
organisational and teaching labour contributed
annually by many thousands of individuals.
3. public funding. The major source of this
for those organisations outside CCE is the Arts
Council. It is the biggest provider to the ITMA,
and to the Willie Clancy School, and maintains a
large number of other non-organisational initiatives and festivals through the Deis scheme. CCE's
public funding comes from governmental sources
-in 2009 €3m was provided by Ciste Na Gaeilge,
the Irish- language unit of the Department of
Community, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs. In the
past, other agencies such as the 'Fund of Suitors'
and Bord Failte (the tourism board) have provided
funds. Local authority arts committees also subsidise events for all organisations in their own areas,
sometimes with aid from the AC itself.
4. commercial sponsorship. All local festivals
and schools raise funding from local businesses,
especially those in 'hospitality' products, notably
bars and restaurants. Larger agencies such as the
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major drinks groups provide sponsorship, typically
requiring considerable advertising (for instance the
All-Ireland fleadh was known officially for a time
as 'the Guinness All-Ireland fleadh'. Dissatisfaction
with the association with drinks companies has
discouraged this practice, but sponsorship continues in the (questionable) form of quantities of
drinks being provided to publicans to sell and then
contribute the proceeds to local organisers. [EDI]
See also Arts Council; Oireachtas report.
Fureys, The. Group based in the multi-instrumental Furey family from Ballyfermot, Dublin:
George Furey (b.1951, song, guitar, accordion,
mandola, whistle), Finbar (b.1946, pipes, song,
banjo, whistle), Eddie (b. 1944, guitar, mandola,
fiddle, mandolin, harmonica, bodhrin, song), and
Paul (b.1948, accordion, melodeon, concertina,
whistle, bones, song). Their father, Ted (fiddle), was
a solid institution in O 'Donoghue's bar for many
years. Finbar and Eddie played as a duo in folk
clubs and festivals in Scotland and England, played
with the Clancys in 1969, and then in Europe. Paul
and George formed The Buskers in 1971 with Scot
Davey Arthur (b.1954); Fin bar and Eddie joined
with Paul and Davey in 1980 as Tarn Lin. When
George joined them in 1981 they formally became
'The Fureys and Davy Arthur'. Specialising in a
mix of ballad-style sentimentality, their music was
unselfconsciously popular, but Finbar's flamboyant pipes solos represented the highest standard
of music virtuosity yet in any of the popular balladsong bands. Their 'When You Were Sweet Sixteen'
made Britain's Top 20 in 1981. They remain popular
both live and recorded, and like the Clancys and
Dubliners, have been the introduction point for
many players into traditional instrumental music.

The Fureys, Berlin concert, 1970s

G
Gaelacadamh, An. Begun in 197 6, this musicteaching scheme was set up in Co. Galway to
conserve, encourage and promote Irish language
and culture in Connemara and the Aran Islands. It
aims to develop interest among young people in all
forms of music. It operates from Spiddal as a hub,
and reaches as far as Carna and the Aran Islands,
with a total of twenty-four classes. Sean-n6s song
is taught by active singers, among them Treasa
Nf Mhiolbiin, Tomas 6 Neachtain (Spiddal),
Pat Phadraig Tom 6 Conghaile (Spiddal), Maire
Pheter (Indreabhain), Peatsaf 6 Ceannabhain
(Rosmuc), Joe J ohn Mac An Iomaire (Cill
Chiarain), Maire Chuilin (Carna), Johnny
Mhairtin Larry (Carna). In 2004 the body lobbied
successfully to have a music teacher employed at
Scoil Phobail Mhic Dara, Carna, Co. Galway. All
instruments are taught by An Gaelacadamh, and
while classical and traditional were taught side by
side originally, classi cal is now self-sustaining.
Gaelic Athletic Association (GAA). The largest
sporting organisation in Ireland, this was founded in
1884 as part of the regenerative cultural movement
in Irish politics which also saw the foundation of
the Feis Cheoil and the Gaelic League. The GAA
dedicates itself to 'Gaelic games', identified as
hurling, football and handball. Strongly nationalist,
in varying measure its social dimension embraces
all things Irish, notably language, music, song and
iconology. It has c. 200,000 players over all of the
island of Ireland, organised into c.2,500 clubs,
attached to which are a large number of other
people such as officials and social-club members
(who include former players and helpers); 411
of the clubs are in Northern Ireland, 583 in geographical Ulster. GAA clubs have been a focus for
much traditional-music activity such as ceilis in the
past and the organisation has promoted set dancing
among its non-footballer members through the
Sc6r competition. Set dance is of iconic significance in some clubs, and it has often been featured
as a half-time display during major games, including the all-Ireland football final. Local GAA clubs

may also facilitate the teaching of traditional music
and step dance.
See also Scor; song in English, GAA.
Gaelic League (GL) (Conradh na Gaeilge, CnG).
1he main body promoting the Irish language. Set
up in 1893, its headquarters are in Dublin. A classless organisation, it is by its nature educational and
has been a widespread forum of adult education;
its aim is the recovery of Ireland's past to make
that a dynamic in the present and future; music
and music heritage have always been within its
remit. It was the instigator of and still organises
the annual Oireachtas competitive event. Begun
in 1897, this featured the Dublin Musical Society,
enlarged with Gaelic Leaguers, performing choral
song in Irish. Solo singing was featured from
the start- with names such as Vincent O'Brien,
Seamus Clandillon and Annie Patterson prominent
in the early years. The pattern became varied and
extended- thirteen competitions in the 1902 programme leading to the song-book series Cfdirseach
na nGae! under the editorship of Brendan Rogers
and J.H. Lloyd and in consultation with Carl
Hardebeck and Grattan Flood. Songs harmonised and arranged for 'chorus singing', by Robert
Dwyer, were published as having been sung at the
1902 festival.
sea n-n6s song. At the 1903 CnG Ardfheis
(annual conference) it was decided to take up
sean-n6s song in an organised way: 'that Traditional
singing (old Irish Style) should be encouraged at
future Oireachtais or Feiseanna'. Special conferences supported by Padraig Pearse, Alice Milligan,
Edward Martyn et al. were organised in 1910 and
1911. The Feis Cheoil was almost coeval with the
Oireachtas and the bigger feiseanna (Feis Matthew,
Feis Shligigh, etc.) all drew on a stream of consciousness released by 'An Conradh', which led to
smaller feiseanna being organised by its branches
throughout the country. 1here was a certain tension
between the sean-n6s and the bel canto singing
styles and two separate traditions and so almost
two separate sets of competition evolved- Sorcha
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Ni Ghuairim, say, representing the former, Maire
Ni Scolai the latter.
composition. Competitions in composition
were initiated at the 1901 Oireachtas and concerts
were major points in the calendar of CnG itself,
its branches and sub-organisations. Owen Lloyd
had his 'Band of Harps' at the 1900 concert, which
also featured Tomas Rowsome on the pipes. They
appeared along with dancers who had first entered
competitions in 1898 and were then coming to the
fore. The St Patrick's Day concerts, organised by
branches of the League, became showcases for all
the best talent- John McCormack, for instance,
being featured in 1907 (with A.P. Craves's 'When
I Rose in the Morning') andJoseph O'Meara with
'The Foggy Dew'. Conradh na Gaeilge is administered from 6 Harcourt Street, Dublin. [PAO]
dance. Conradh na Gaeilge played the key role
in formalising, categorising, revising and repopularising and in many cases creating ceili social-dance
forms in the late 1920s. Though primarily concerned with the language and literature, dance
benefited under CnG's patronage and dancing
classes were held at most branches. The London
one (founded 1894) organised the first ever Irish
ceili in 1897, dance was introduced in the second
year of An tOireachtas in 1898, and dance was
part of the first feis, which was organised by the
Macroom branch of CnG in 1898. In 1902 the
London branch of CnG collected and published
two books of Irish figure dances and, with Irish
dancing becoming popular throughout Ireland by
the 1920s, both Cork and Leinster had their own
teachers' associations. That in Cork was founded in
1895 and the Leinster Dance Teachers Association
(LDTA) in 1924. But through the early decades of
the twentieth century it was CnG which organised almost all of the feiseanna. Problems with
the running of the dancing events led to the 1928
CnG congress setting up a sub-committee for
dancing- Coimisiun an Rince- in 1930. As An
Coimisiun le Rind Gaelacha it remains the main
body organising Irish formal step dance today.
CnG also took a pro-active role with the Catholic
church in campaigning against perceived 'foreign'
dance and music forms.
See dance: social dance.
value. The Gaelic League was strongly associ-
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ated with traditional dance music in its formative
years in the late 1800s as the vehicle for social
dance. It and other language initiatives such
as Gael Linn, RnaG and TG4 in the twentieth
century successfully preserved and promoted
singing in the Irish language, as well as ceili dance.
As for instrumental music, CnG itself can be said
to have promoted its continued usage in the early
twentieth century, on account of its being the
dominant popular music, and the form used for
the ubiquitous ceili dances. This certainly helped
stave off the decline of such as the uilleann pipes,
for it provided an outlet for musicians in the semiprofessionalism of playing for dancing. CnG thus
made possible the continuation of popular indigenous music practices longer than was the case in
other states, so that when the post-Second World
War revival began, many living stylists were there
in place to be learned from. However, the social
conservatism with which indigenous music had
come to be associated on account of CnG politics
and moralism may have been a serious disincentive to intellectual or artistic valuing of the music
as a genre fit for education or artistic expression,
which may have been a factor in the early Arts
Council's sidelining of it. Radical change in CnG
policy after the 1960s was ofli ttle consequence to
the music, for by then its once-huge membership
had dwindled, and music had its own campaigning
organisation (CC:E) and an artistically driven community of practice; step dance too had developed
its own independent teaching and promotional
structures. [EDl]
Gael Linn. An Irish cultural organisation founded
in 1953 by Donall 6 Morain as a result of a
proposal made by him to An Comhchaidreamh
- an inter-university group of graduates and
undergraduates which had a common agenda of
promotion of the Irish language. They developed
a self-help promotion deal with the then government which gained grant aid matched pound for
pound with Gael Linn's own promotions. First of
these was a football pools, which continued until
the advent of the National Lottery, the present
major casual-gambling structure in Ireland.
Irish language. Gael Linn's other major project
was the (then new) introduction of three-month
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A depiction by John Derricke of musicians in performance at McSweeney's feast in 1581. The harper (cruitire) is
seated on the ground, the reciter (reacaire) declaims vigorously. Breathnach notes the pair of professional farters at
right (bruigead6ir0, indicating diversity of entertainment practices.

Gaeltacht scholarships for children. In 1957 it
began making short films, these aimed at the pretelevision cinema-going Irish public. Early items
were Mise Eire and Saoirse directed by George
Morrison with soundtracks by Se:in 6 Riada.
Louis M arcus directed later works including such
as Capallogy (about the horse business) and Peil (on
hurler Christy Ring). Treir busiest output however
was weekly newsreels in the Irish language from
1959 on. Produced by Colm 6 Laoghaire, these
achieving ratings of0.25 million viewers by virtue
of distribution by the Rank organisation. my were
rendered redundant, however, by television in 1962
with the setting up ofTelefis Eireann.
music. Gael Linn's music performance involvement began in 1959 with the setting up of Cabaret
Gael Linn, a Dublin-based touring ensemble built
around harpist Kathleen Watkins which offered
cabaret-style performance to regional hotels
during the tourist season; it also organised major
concerts. Recordings began in 1957, the first of
these being 78 rpm singles of Se:in 'ac Dhonncha.
Earliest of the LP catalogue (CEF 1) featured
accompanied singer Tom:is 6 Suilleabh:iin on

side A, with the Radio Eireann Light OrchestraCeolfhoireann Eadrom Radio Eireann -on side B
playing arrangements oflrish slow airs and such by
Se:in 6 Riada and Seoirse Bodley. CEF 2 was the
Mise Eire soundtrack on 45 rpm, CEF 3 featured
singer Se:in 6 Siochain; other albums had Martin
Dempsey (all songs were in Irish).
6 Riada. Gael Linn gradually increased their
involvement in the traditional, producing such as
6 Riada's work with Ceolt6iri Chualann (Playboy
of the Western World, Ceol na n Uasal, etc.), by 1970
recording Clannad's second album (CEF 041).
Their lrish-language policy dictated that they
record many of the great Irish-language singers
such as Seosamh 6 hEanaf, Darach 6 Cath:iin
and Caitlin Maude; this policy continues to be
their ethos, broken finally in 1997 with the introduction of the Fonn label on which Len Graham
and P:idraigin Nf Uallach:iin became their first
English-language singers with When I f.tas Young/
Nuair a Bhi Mi Og. In addition to a hundred pieces
from their earlier 78, 45 and EP period, Gael Linn's
catalogue now has in excess of 180 albums, plus
another fifteen compilations drawn from these.
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Gaelic music. Position and merit relating to
poetry and harping in the millennium from c.600
to 1600 are explored in detail by Walker (1786,
1818), and are referenced by Conran (1848), by
O'Neill and by Flood in relation to music and
musicians. O 'Neill deduces that the specified roles
of poet and musician were quite distinct, and that
the term 'bard' only properly related to supreme
knowledge, musicians being a distinct category
(O'Neill, 1913: 19).
status. The highest levels of social importance
in the Gaelic social order, next to royalty, were
occupied by poets (Ollamhain Re Dan, or Filidhe
[fili]) who were artistic interpreters and chroniclers
of profound events, and providers of interpretative lamentation. At the second level were the
breitheamhain (legislative bards, judges) from
which office the term 'Brehon laws' is derived.
The seanachaidhe were the third order: antiquarians of their time, historians and genealogists. The
fourth order were the oirfidigh, musicians, classed
according to what instrument they played; these
were dominated by the Ollamh Re Ceol- doctor
of music (ibid.: 17-20). It is very likely, however,
that there were always non-professional musicians
and singers, as today, both in the Gaelic era and
the years following it, true 'folk' performers. 'This
hierarchical and symbolic level of thinking and
(or?) application of revived knowledge determines
and conditions many modern customs, such as
the presence of poets or traditional musicians of
status at important rituals like funerals, weddings
and state occasions. Hence - variously - Sean
Dempsey's uilleann pipes performance at the
1936 Olympic Games, N6irin Ni Riain's singing
at the funeral of Sean McBride, Sharon Shannon's
and others' 1996 playing for a state reception
on the symbolic US aircraft-carrier ]FK at Dun
Laoghaire, poet laureate Seamus Heaney's reading
at the 2009 funeral of traditional music broadcaster Cianin Mac Mathuna, and fiddle player
Liz Carroll's playing as soloist at USA President
Obama's St Patrick's Day reception.
forms. By the final century of the Gaelic period,
the sixteenth, the roles of'bard' proper and harper
had become conflated into the one performer.
However, in earlier times the grading of musicians
from poorest up to 'Ollamh' was done according
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to ability and accomplishment. Among the criteria
for assessing this was ability in the three major
temperaments or classes of music: suantraighe,
geantraighe and goltraighe. Conran indentifies the
old Gaelic forms of music as amorous, festive, rural,
martial and dirge, which implies overlapping of the
earlier three categories. These forms of music, he
deduces, became invested in the one persona of the
bard by the end of the Gaelic era. [EDI]
geantraf, goltraf, suantraf. Ancient terms referencing three strains of music -joyful, sad and
sleep-inducing. The terms appear in Cath Maige
Tuired, an account of an epic confrontation
between the Tuatha De Dannan and their enemies,
the Fomoire:
1hen Lug and the Dagda and Ogma went after
the Fomoire, because they had taken the Dagda's
cruitire, Uaithne. Eventually they reached the
banqueting hall where Bres mac Elathan and
Elatha mac Delbafth were. 1here was the crot
on the wall. That is the cruit in which the
Dagda had bound the melodies so that they
did not make a sound until he summoned them
... Then the crot came away from the wall, and
it killed nine men and came to the Dagda; and
he played for them the three things by which
a cruitire is known: suantraigf and genntraigf
and golltraigi. He played golltraigf for them so
that their tearful women wept. He played genntraigf for them so that their women and boys
laughed. He played suantraigf for them so that
the hosts slept. So the three of them escaped
from them unharmed - although they wanted
to kill them.
(translated by Elizabeth Gray) [HEY]

See medieval Ireland.

Galligan, Bernard (Dr). (1920-79). Flute,
whistle, accordion. Born at Corstruce, Ballinagh,
Co. Cavan, he was a founder member of CCE in
1951 and president of that organisation 1954-6. A
colourful and warm personality, besides practising
as a GP from the 1950s until the early 1970s in
Cavan town he was also a prime mover in Cumann
Rinceoiri Eireann and in the establishment of the
Breffni Historical Society. His son Pete, a fiddler,
died while performing at Rossport, Co. Mayo in
2008.

Galway

Galvin, Ellcn (Mrs). Fiddle. Born c.1870 at
Moyasta, Co. Clare. A player with a complex,
highly developed fiddle style, her music suggests
the influence of piping. She used the effect of
droning strings, dissonance and intricate ornamentation. By virtue of her age and relationship to
pre-Famine mentors she is an important musical
link with the past, but not being widely broadcast on radio or making commercial recordings
eliminated her from having significant stylistic
influence on present-day fiddling. Her mid-1950s
recordings are part of the RTE collection at the
ITMA in Dublin. [HAB]
Galvin, Patrick (1927-2011). Songwriter, poet,
playwright, born in Cork city. He joined the RAF
at sixteen, an experience that sharpened his iconoclasm. Highly political, as a singer-songwriter his
best-known lyric was the ballad 'James Connolly'.
Much recorded, his 1956 Irish Street Songs was the
first Irish-tradi tional vinyl disc.
Galway. The second largest county, this has a low
population density, with greatest numbers in the
towns, and most in Galway city. Yet the county
has the highest fleadh-award success rate and a
significant number of pipers and harpers. In the
city during the 1970s music was mostly around
Eyre Square, Forster Street and Lower Salthill.
Today this has greatly expanded, with the city
having the highest traditional music content of
any city or town in Ireland. Reflecting this, many
nationally and internationally known musicians
live in the city and region, among them Sharon
Shannon, Frankie Gavin, Mairtin O'Connor and
Brian McGrath. Both third-level colleges, NUIG
and GMIT, have traditional music societies which
contribute to this local practice through both their
own weekly sessions and participation in the city
scene, particularly in summer months when many
get work playing in seasonal sessions.
venues. At the heart are a series of public houses
-The Crane, Tigh Ceili and Taaffes- which host
sessions all year round, several of them twice a day.
Others have daily sessions, or a few times each
week; these include Monroe's Tavern, Arus na
nGael, 1"he Qlays, Tigh Neachtain, the Western
Hotel, Rabbitt's Bar, Roisin Dubh, Cooke's, An

PC1can and Fox's Porterhouse. Some of these
premises have a music tradition, and each of them
contributes to the city's atmosphere -with music
often drifting out on to city-centre streets at any
time of day. The Crane has the longest tradition
and an international reputation: Pat Conneely's
and Sean Ryan's Sunday morning session there
celebrated thirty years in 2009.
Festivals. The Galway Sessions, begun in 2003,
is the major event, arising out of the Fonn summer
school of the 1998-2003 Galway School oflrish
Traditional Music. A week-long June festival, this
draws in all the venues which provide sessions
throughout the year. Themed, it provides variety
through style and focus, hosts ceilis, album launches
and headline concerts with local, Irish and international artistes. A specific traditional arts focus is
part of the Seachtain na Gaeilge and St Patrick's
Day festivals, but events as diverse as the annual
Cuirt literary festival (since 1986), the Galway Early
Music (since 1996), Spirit of the Voice (since 2004)
and the one-off2009 Volvo Ocean Race stop-over
festival all embrace traditional music. Galway has
had dedicated festivals in the past, notably an earlywinter fiddle event around Frankie Gavin 2005-6.
Most enduring, since 1978, is the Galway Arts
Festival which in mid-July each year stages traditional-music lunchtime recitals and concerts.
shows. The Galway folk theatre Siamsa ran
from 1988 to 2006, the longest-running show in
the city; the annual summer Trad on the Prom, with
contemporary traditional music, song and dance,
began in 2005, and Music at the Crossroads runs at
The King's Head.
Galway county. The county fleadh, held in a
different town each May, brings together mainly
local players, while festivals such as the CooleyCollins at Gort each autumn since 1984 draws
people from outside to honour local musicians
Joe Cooley and whistle player Kieran Collins;
this event has music sessions, set dancing, instrumental competi tion s and workshops. In the
spring Spiddal celebrates local se an -nos song
and dance along with showcasing students of An
Gaelacadamh and NUIG in Eigse an Spideil,
while a Mummers Festival with competitions in
folk drama has run at New Inn each January since
1978. Kinvara's Fleadh na gCuach (the Cuckoo
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Fleadh) each May bank holiday weekend has a
full programme of sessions, concerts, workshops
and related events. In Letterfrack the Conamara
Environmental Education and Cultural Centre
(since 1984) organises Bogweek in May, Seaweek
in October and the Inishbofin Summer School in
July, all with a strong element of traditional music.
Tareis na Feile Bride in February is a weekend of
traditional music singing, sean-n6s dancing, workshops, concerts and sessions. Clifden Arts Week
each September (since 1977) hosts a range of traditional music events in its programme. Inishbofin
has a weekend Community Arts Festival.
CCE is active throughout Co. Galway with
sixteen branches at Ballinasloe, Carna, Corofin,
Dunmore, Headford, Inis Oirr, Kilnadeema,
Knocknacarra, Lackagh, Loughrea, Milltown,
Moycullen, Oranmore, Renvyle, Williamstown.
These hold music sessions and some run classes.
Individual branches run or co-operate closely
with local organised events. Loughrea host the
Broderick-Carty summer school each July (in
memory of Peter Broderick and Paddy Carty)
and a Patsy Touhey weekend, and they contribute to the annual Feile Raifteiri in memory of the
eighteenth-century poet. Moycullen hosts a spring
workshop at Easter each year, Renvyle's Seisiun
has run since the 1970s, and Williamstown runs
the Mickie Timothy Traditional Music and Set
Dancing Festival in August each year.
instrument makers. The city has several, most
of whom are part of the session scene, among
them Michael Vignoles (pipes, bodhran, flutes),
Sam Murray (flute), Paul Bradley (fiddle) Kieran
Moloney (stringed instruments) and Paul Doyle
(guitars, mandolins, strings). In the county
are Paddy Cafferky, Craughwell (harp), Tom
Cussen, Clarinbridge (banjo), Kuros Torkzadeh,
Ballindereen (violins) and Malachy Kearns,
Roundstone (bodhr:in). Others involved in repair
work include Charlie Harris, Brendan Mulhaire
and Anders Trabjerg.
teaching. An Gaelacadamh promotes instrumental music and sean-nos song teaching in all
of Connemara, and CCE has classes attached to
its branches in the major towns. Many top musicians teach here also, independently or through
the schools, and may host workshops at summer
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schools. Among these are Mary Bergin, Noel
Hill, Brendan Larrisey, Enda Scahill and Liz
and Yvonne Kane. The Galway School of Irish
Traditional Music with Mick Crehan, Harry
Bradley, Grace Dalton, Verena Commins, Colm
Naughton,Julie Langan and Eamonn 6 Broithe
made an impact also from 1998 to 2003 with
classes and workshops. Galway VEC's School of
Music also covers traditional. Adult opportunities
are given by Mary Lovett's Dusty Banjos since
2002, and by the Access Music Project among
the unemployed since 1999. A diploma course in
the music began at NUIG in 2008 in liaison with
fiddler and composer Charlie Lennon's studio
at Spiddal. The Joseph Browne Spring School
of traditional music (since 2007 in memory of a
talented young musician) in Gort in February each
year is a weekend of master classes, instrumental
classes, lectures and concerts. On Inis Oirr since
2001, Craiceann, the bodhnin summer school,
takes place each June -five days of masterclasses,
workshops, recitals and concerts. Joe Burke and
Anne Conroy-Burke also run a music school in
Kilnadeema, Loughrea from September to May.
archives. NUIG holds several collections of
traditional music interest: the Joe Burke Archive
(donated in 2006, with documents, photographs
and recorded music); the Ritchie-Pickow Archive
(a photographic and music collection, the work
of the American folk-singer and collector Jean
Ritchie); the Seosamh 6 hEinniu Collection
(held at Aras Sorcha Nf Ghuairim at Carna); the
de hide Manuscripts (collected by Douglas Hyde
in Connacht and elsewhere, with poetry and
songs from the oral tradition); An tAth. 6 Riain
Collection - poetry and songs collected by 6 Riain
among Irish emigrants in Sydney c.1920s. An tAth.
6 Murchu Collection - poetry and songs collected by 6 Murchu, a native of Co. Sligo, among
Irish emigrants in Philadelphia, early twentieth
century.
dance. In the 1990s the popularity of set
dancing generated the Galway International Set
Dancing Festival over eight years, at which the
organisers ran ceilis in Salthill and published a
magazine. The Western Hotel, Monroe's Tavern,
Club Arus na nGael and the Claddagh Hall now
have regular set dancing. Various classes are held

Galway

in the city and county, and since 2007 Tony Ryan
has run the Galway Bay Set Dancing Festival. In
Rosmuc the an nual Com6rtas Ch6ilin Sheain
Dharach has been taking place since 2002, a
weekend of workshops and culture with a focus
on sean-n6s dance.
singing. A hallmark of Connemara cultural
identity, it is hosted in several singing clubs and
sessions which come and go in the city, such as
recently at Na Fonnad6irf which ran until 2008.
The county hosts the major sean-n6s festival Feile
Joe Einniu each May in Carna, and also, since
1988, An tAmhran Beo, an annual concert of traditional singing in Irish and English run as part of
Cruinniu na mB:id at K.invara in August.
media. Much traditional music activity is
heralded in local media, most emphatically by
radio, on Galway Bay FM, since 1989, which has
a dedicated show, presented by Ita Kelly for its
first decade, latterly by Kevin Rohan. Connemara

Community Radio in Letterfrack, broadcasting to
north-west Connemara, has a weekly programme
of traditional music presented by Michael 0' Neill
and Helen King. Additional profile for traditional
music is given by local city and county arts initiatives, with for instance singer John Faulkner
as Musician in Residence in 2009; he gives talks,
workshops and concerts in schools and venues
throughout the city and county. The Galway
'Ensemble in Residence', the Contempo String
Quartet, since 2003 have diversified by working
with traditional musicians M:iirtin 6 Connor,
Catha! Hayden and Garry 6 Briain. [IKE]
east Galway. With the Slieve Aughty
Mountains to the south, the river Shannon,
Lough Derg and the river Suck to the east, and
an imaginary westerly boundary arching from
Ballinasloe down to Gort, geographical description is more informative than defining the area's
style musically.

l~
.::::. •'
~

Kilnadeema band (Co. Galway) 1918, on the occasion of Eamonn de Valera's election rally in that year;
the small dog died in a Black &Tan house-burning the following week [courtesy Joe Burke]
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history. Galway had a strong piping tradition in
the nineteenth century, leading Francis O'Neill to
state that Galway was more the 'Mother ofPipers'
than Virginia was the 'Mother of Presidents'.
Blind piper Dinny Delaney, born in Ballinasloe
in the mid-nineteenth century, is the earliest east
Galway musician of whom cylinder recordings
survive. Loughrea-born PatsyTouhey was the first
east Galway musician to make a commercial disc
recording in America (his family moved to New
York when he was three years old). He recorded
his own Ediphone cylinders for sale, but moved
on to make 78s in 1919, these released in 1923
after his death. The first commercial recordings
made in Ireland by east Galway musicians were
the 78s made in 1930 by the Ballinakill Traditional
Players. Their sound was sweet and rhythmical,
and by carefully choosing, learning and committing to manuscript discrete settings of tunes, they
achieved a unison phrasing and flow quite novel
at the time, but a method and sound which later
became the standard for all ceili bands.lts melodious combination of flutes and fiddles, and absence
of drums, bears only slight resemblance to what we
now associate with the ceili band 'sound' (the title
'Ceili Band' first appeared on their 1938 recordings). The neighbouring Aughrim Slopes Ceili
Band was formed in roughly the same period.
composers. Music was highly regarded in
east Galway, and through the musicians of the
Ballinakill and Aughrim Slopes Ceili Bands the
area became synonymous with music, attracting broadcasters and collectors such as Breandan
Breathnach, further solidifYing its reputation. The
region boasts a large number of musician-composers: Paddy Kelly (fiddle), Tommy Whelan (flute),
Tommy Coen (fiddle), Vincent Broderick (flute),
the Mulhaires, Eddie Kelly, Lucy Farr and Fr Kelly.
However, the composer whose music most readily
answers to the label 'east Galway style', is fiddle
player Paddy Fahy from Kilconnell. His compositions (estimated to exceed sixty) are untitled and,
though unpublished until 2009, have permeated
the repertoire and remain distinctive. Flute player
Paddy Carty was another prominent and original
musician from the area, and fiddle player Conor
Tully is a highly regarded exponent of east Galway
style residing in the region. Flute players Jack
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Coen and Mike Rafferty emigrated to America
in the late '40s, establishing a strong east Galway
dialect still present in New York today. As music
disregards county boundaries, characteristics of
what is regarded as east Galway style can be heard
in nearby east Clare and north Tipperary, where
Paddy O'Brien and Sean Ryan composed melodically intricate tunes, and the use of more unusual
keys (possibly an influence of the concertina) can
be heard in the music of Paddy Canny and Martin
Rochford of east Clare.
style. The Ballinakill Ceili Band had a significant influence on many players in the region and
represents one perception of east Galway style, but
the music of Paddy Fahy and Paddy Carty offers
another, this strongly tied to repertoire. It favours
minor keys over major ones, a significant factor
in the overall Irish music tradition where 65 per
cent of the repertoire is in major keys. The minor
keys tend to be the more unusual keys of G and
D minor and the major keys favour C, F and J3i,
major, which are not as bright (or as common) as
D or G major.
The music is typified by a roving modality
within the tunes, modulating between major and
minor without ever fully resolving into one or the
other. It comprises tunes that are intricate and
technically demanding to play, melodically rather
than rhythmically situated, yet still maintaining
a strong inner pulse within the melodic line. The
label 'east Galway style' can also be attributed to
standard tunes played at a slower tempo than is
usual for traditional Irish music, and that incorporate a slight 'bending' (microtonal alteration) of
some notes, to achieve a 'lonesome' or 'plaintive'
quality. Another common feature attributed to east
Galway style is the tendency to convert standard
tunes into minor keys, altering the feel of a tune
and sometimes transforming them beyond recognition. This is exemplified in the reel 'Pigeon on
the Gate' (on Bridging the Gap by Sean and Kevin
Moloney).The standard setting of this tune is in
E minor, but the east Galway version is closer to
G minor, although the complete absence of the
third (B flat or B natural) leaves the tune suspended in neither a major nor a minor key. This,
combined with the characteristic alternation of
the leading note between F sharp and F natural

Gannon, John Joe

creates a completely different atmosphere within
the tune. It is noteworthy to trace the lineage of
this version, particularly in light of how comfortably it sits within the east Galway repertoire. The
unusual setting has two potential sources, both
dating back to the 1930s and mediated via radio
broadcasts- Frank O'Higgins, a fiddle player from
Westmeath, and Donegal fiddle player Neillidh
Boyle (who changed tunes from major into minor
keys to achieve melodic colouring). But whatever
its history, the variant on the tune is now established in the tradition.
instrumentation. There are many reasons for
the decline in piping in Co. Galway (and indeed
nationally), but the accordion both played a part in
it and has become the pipes' successor. Despite a
strong association between east Galway style and
fiddle and flute music, the region is also home to
a number of accordion stylists- Joe Cooley from
Peterswell, Joe Burke from Loughrea, Raymond
Roland from Castledaly and Kevin Keegan from
Kiltormer (to name a few). Of them, it is the
BI C instrument played by Joe Burke (and also
Paddy O'Brien), along with the keyed flute, that
is most likely to have enabled the more unusual
compositions of Paddy Fahy to enter mainstream
traditional Irish music.
mix. The term 'eas t Galway style ' describes a
collection of many individual styles, yet the term
'regional style' will continue to be used due to the
vital role music has been given in people's locating
of themselves. Through the popularity of his compositions, Paddy Fahy has become a 'star', a cultural
icon responsible for the popular idea of east Galway
style. But the fact that he is not typical of the many
musicians who have come from the area demonstrates deficiency in the concept. In the present
day, as with all regional styles, its musical realisation is as likely to occur outside the area as within
it. However, context and ethos are still important
factors in music performance, and locally east
Galway style is well represented at sessions such
as that at The Hill Bar in Kiltormer. (VEC]
fiddle. Fiddle played a major role in the
makeup of the two famous east Galway bands
that recorded gramophone records in the 1930s,
the Aughrim Slopes and the Ballinakill. The
ornate, fluid style that one becomes aware of on

those recordings typified only one fiddle style of
that region. Distinguished among the many players
of that time were Jack Mulkere and Jack Fahy
(the father of tune composer Paddy Fahy), of the
Aughrim Slopes and James Moloney and Tommy
Whelan of the Ballinakill band.
In contrast, the less-imitated style of the
Travelling people was also unique in itself in and
around Galway county. For several generations
the Rainey family influenced musicians in many
east Galway townlands and parishes. Field recordings of their music cap tured by Tony Knowland
reveal a fiddle style and expression not found
on any gramophone disc of Iri sh music. Unlike
fiddle style s where rolls and other ornaments
were frequently employed, they would consecutively repeat single notes. This gave their rhythm a
jagged fluency. The most distinctive characteristic
of the Raineys' playing was the constant droning
of strings, indicating the use of a very low, flat-cut
bridge. Another player of note was Martin Byrnes
of Ahascragh. He absorbed and communicated in
his rebellious style much of what was being played
by the local musicians, the travelling musicians and
also by the Sligo fiddlers that he listened to on the
78 records. (JES]
Kearney, Patrick (' Packeen). (1870-1941).
Uilleann pipes, war pipes, tin whistle. Born at
Shanbally, Williamstown, Co. Galway. A stonemason, carpenter and general handyman, for most
of his adult life he was a popular musician and
entertainer at all social functions in his area.
6 hEidhin, Risteard. (1944- ). Sean-n6s singer.
Born at Cill Chiarain where he learned singing
from his mother, Aine Geraghty in Cill Chiarain
NS. He was influenced by prominent local
sean-n6s singers Dara Ban Mac Donnchadha,
N6ra Ghriallais and Johnny Mhairtfn Larry. His
sister Maire Nf hEidhin won Corn Uf Riada in
the mid-1960s. Risteard won the Oireachtas men's
competition in 1988 and 1996, the major awards
at Feile na hinse and Fleadh Cheoil na hEireann
also in 1988. [LlM]
Gannon,JohnJoe. (1915- ). Accordion. Born at
Ballybrown, Streamstown, Co. Westmeath, into a
musical family. His house was the centre of many
concerts which involved such figures as Felix Doran
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and his own uncles, Tom and Peter. He later joined
Billy Whelan on banjo, mandolin and fiddle to
play for dancers. In 1936 he joined the Moate Ceili
Band which had William Adamson on fiddle and
piano accordion, Bill Donnelly on piano and piano
accordion, Eddie Egan on fiddle, Billy Whelan on
the banjo-mandolin and Willie Davis on concertina. Later Paddy Gavin, Paddy Donoghue and
Michael Kinkeade (fidd les) and Willie Jordan
joined up. 1he Moate travelled throughout Ireland
and to London in 1938. Moving to Dublin in 1949
John Joe joined the Kincora Band; he is featured
on Gael Linn/CCE's Seoda Ceoil 2 with Seamus
Ennis, Seosamh 6 hEanai and Sean Keane.

Garda Ceili Band. Formed from members of An
Garda Siochana, the police force of the original
Irish Free State which took over policing duties
from the RICin August 1922. Policing in Dublin
had remained the responsibility of the DMP
- the Dublin Metropolitan Police -who were
not incorporated into the main force until1925.
From this division came the Dublin Metropolitan
Garda Ceili Band, an ensemble of serving policemen which included musicians like Leitrim fiddle
player Joe Liddy and Cavan-born accordionist
Terry Lane. 1he band played at ceilis, broadcast on
Radio Eireann and recorded 78s for HMV during
the 1930s under the direction of Superintendent
C. O'Donnell Sweeney. Individual members of
the force throughout the country pursued their
interest in traditional music in their own area. The
Garda Band, a military-style marching band, was
formed to supply music at formal occasions and
was augmented by players from the ceili band.
Like the RIC , garda members were posted to
unfamiliar areas of the country and so acted as
agents of style dissemination. Piccolo was prominent in this ensemble's sound, and the inclusion
of piano solos marked it as different to other ceili
bands. The fact too that it was not set up specifically to play for ceili dances is noteworthy: it was
aimed at playing for listening, and so - similar
to orchestras, and pre-dating the McPeakes and
6 Riada- could focus on arrangement.
album

Gardiner, Bobby. (1939- ). Accordion player,
lilter, teacher. From Aughdarra, Lisdoonvarna,
Co. Clare, he began playing music at the age of
nine. His grandmother, mother and aunt played
concertina and melodeon, uncles Tom and Peadar
played fiddle, Mick played melodeon; concertina
players Maggie Flanagan of Ballinalacken and
Mickaleen Conlon influenced his style as well. His
first two-row accordion was a D/Dll instrument
but he changed to B/C, developing a distinctive
sound, and playing with the Kilfenora Ceili Band
and with dance bands led by Malachy Sweeney
and Jack Wade. He recorded two LPS in the USA
in the '60s, but returned to live in Tipperary, where
he tours with the Cashel-based Bru Boru group.
He has three solo albums: Bobby Gardiner at Home
(1979), The Best of Bobby Gardiner (1982) and The
Master's Choice (1989). His 1986 The Clare Shout is
a creative mix of accordion, percussion and dance.
[MAO]

Gardiner,JohnJoe. (1892-1979). Fiddle, flute.
Born at Corhubber, Ballymote, Co. Sligo, in an
area intense with music. His father Seamus was a
fiddler and fife and drum bandmaster; his mother
Ellen was a dancer. Their home was a popular ceili
house throughout the early part of the twentieth
century. He cited flute player Willie Snee as his
chief influence but, self-taught, he had begun
playing flute and fiddle while sti ll very young.
Musicians of the locality and travelling players
affected him too, playing and singing in the houses
and streets ofBallymote. Gardiner held that he had
a hand in teaching three of the most significant
emigrant fiddle players of this century- Michael

m

A Musical Celebration: An Garda Siochdna 75 Years

includes a swing setting of reels by Pat Fitzpatrick
on traditional flute. [HAB]
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John Joe Gardiner [Mick O'Connor, CCEJ

Gavin, Frankie

Coleman, Paddy Killoran and James Morrison.
He was involved in early republican politics and
before moving to Dundalk in 1929 he had worked
as assistant to northern nationalist politician Cahir
Healy. In Dundalk he exerted an important influence both as teacher and performer, helping to set
up the Dundalk branch ofCCE in 1957, and initiating the Siamsa Ceili Band with his wife Maureen
on piano. An inspirational musician, he continued
to play until shortly before his death, and can be
heard on Ceol Tire and Fluters of Old Erin.

garland. An eight-page, double-fold chapbook,
often containing rep rints of English songs and
long recitations. The term was sometimes used to
denote a broadside. For the better-off, these had
a woodcut on the front page, and from two to six
songs on themes running from patriotic to popular
and topical. Chapbooks of songs were popular, and
were being printed and sold as 'popular press' in
Ireland by the 1760s, more so in Belfast, and were
exported for sale to America.

Garvey, Scan. (1952- ). Singer and musician,
born in Cahersiveen, Co. Kerry. He attended
primary and secondary schools there, worked in the
civil service in Dublin, then lived three years in An
Spideil making musical instruments. There he came
under the influence of scan-nos singers like Tom
Phaidin Tom 6 Coisdealbha, Tom as 6 Neachtain,
Johnny Mhairtin Learai,Joe John Mac An Iomaire
and others. A student of modern Irish and folklore,
he can be heard on On dTalamh Amach- Outfrom
the Ground, (1998), where he sings and plays banjo,
mouth organ and flute, and on 1he Bonny Bunch of
Rose. He was honoured by the TG4 Traditional
Singers' Award in 2006. [UM]
Garvin, Wilbert (1938- ). Scottish Lowland and
Highland pipes; Brian Bon1 and uilleann pipes,
piano and pipe organ. He is a founder member
of NPU and writer for An Piobaire, a founder
member of the Scan Reid Society and regular contributor to its j ournal also. He wrote and illustrated
the book 1he Irish Bagpipes: 1heir Construction and
Maintenance (1978, 2000), was the instigator of
the Cooperation Ireland Project 'Piping in Ireland:
A Celebration ofTwo Traditions', and was joint

editor (with Robbie Hannan) of 1he Master's Touch,
the Seamus Ennis pipes tutor. He is a member of
the board ofNPU and plays with the music groups
Ceol na gCapall and Ailsa.
Gaughan, Dick. (1948- ) . Scottish singer, guitarist and songwriter of part-Irish ancestry, possessor
of a distinctively powerful voice and guitar style,
passionately committed to both the great traditional Scots songs and his own and others'
radical songs on contemporary social issues. His
debut album was released in 1972; Coppers and
Brass (1977) was the first whole album of Irish
(and Scottish) tunes played on guitar; A Hanciful
of Earth (1981) was rated 'album of the decade'
(1980s) by both readers and critics in the magazine
Folk Roots. He has also been a member of The Boys
of the Lough, Five Hand Reel and (as founder)
Clan Alba.
Gavin, Frankie. (1956- ). Fiddle, flute, whistle;
born at Corrandulla, Co. Galway. His father played
fiddle, his mother fiddle and concertina. Frankie
began playing whistle at the age of four, fiddle at
ten, encouraged by his brother Scan who played
accordion. Together the family played for US
president John F. Kennedy at Salthill in 1963 . A
junior All-Ireland winner on whistle and fiddle, he
is self-taught on piano, pipes and accordion. He
took up flute at fifteen, and shortly afterwards in
1974 founded the group De Dannan; he has been
central to its influential music style and arrangements since. This he describes as 'tightly percussive
melody lines set against a flowing, contrapuntal
background'. Solo albums include Croch Suas E
(1983) with flute, fiddle, tin whistle and accordion;
Irlande (1994) live with Arty McGlynn and Aidan
Coffey;]igs and jazz (1993) CD and video with
Stephane Grappelli; Om6s do foe Cooley (1986) with
Paul Brock and Charlie Lennon; Traditional Music
of Ireland (1977) with Alec Finn; Frankie Goes to
Town; Island Wedding with the RTE Concert
Orchestra. In 1996 he presented RTE's Miltown
Sessions traditional music series for television.
Ever innovative, Gavin has recorded with performers of many different genres of music, including
gospel, blues, jazz and rock. He was awarded the
(now TG4) AIB musician of the year award in
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within the constraints of a television production. Because of th e variety of locations, different
regional and local styles are comprehensively represented. Up to 2004 the presenter was Breand:in
6 Beaglaoich; thereafter this role was undertaken
by one of the musicians or singers featured in
each programme. With more than 180 individual
programmes made, the series has acquired significant archival importance, in addition to the more
immediate entertainment value. All programmes
have been made by ForeFront, with Joe McCarthy
as producer, Tony McCarthy as director, and Matt
Cranitch as music adviser. [MAC]

Frankie Gavin [Nutan]

1996 and an honorary Masters in Music by NUIG
in 2009. His 2000 solo release Fiercely Traditional
brought his music back to his roots, and with the
band Hibernian Rhapsody- with singer Michelle
Lally, accordionist Derek Hickey, guitarist Tim Edey
and Carl Hession on keyboards he recorded The Fu!!
Score in 2008. In 2009 he toured under a new name
as 'Frankie Gavin's De Dannan' to the chagrin of
original De Dannan band mates. [EDl,JOR]
geantrai (geantraighe). Ancient term for the
music of happiness.
See Gaelic music.
Geantraf. The award-winning annual series of
programmes of Irish traditional music performances, on air since 1996 when Telefis na Gaeilge
was laun ched. For the first three years the programmes were made in a studio environment in
a number of centres - Cork, Tuam, Ennis and
Waterford - with different presenters in each
location. Thereafter, they were recorded in pubs
throughout Ireland, with some made in England,
Scotland and the US. The aim has been to capture
the spirit of a live session, in so far as this is possible
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gender. The influences on music performance and
reception became a focus for attention in relation
to traditional musics in the second half of the
twentieth century. The impetus for such interest
has included the feminist critique, a broadening
of focus in western musicology, and cross-cultural
analyses in ethn omusicological studies. Gender is
a culturally ascribed category (like 'class', 'caste' and
'ethnicity'), the breadth of which can vary greatly.
Gender influences music-making on various levels
and to different extents; in some cultures, specific
music genres (often those with ritual associations)
are performed by and/or for one gender only.
In the transmission of music traditions, various
extra-musical aspects are communicated- such as
behaviour expectations and evaluation processes.
Some of these are gender-related. It is important
too to differentiate between the conceptual level
and the level of performance practice, for in Irish
music these two are different.
The Irish dance music is conceptualised as a
male genre, but there is evidence of female performers and teachers at different points in history
and at present. Such a 'male' conceptualisation
is influenced stro ngly by that which pertains in
the western art music tradition. Gender concepts
of the German classical period and those of the
French upper classes are reflected in the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Irish 'dancing
masters', and so have contributed to gender-related
images in the Irish musical tradition. Evidence of
the tran smission of gender-related concepts can
be found in the historical status-change of musical
instruments. Fiddle, accordion and pipes have all

gentlemen pipers

changed their gender associations over history.
Fiddle, which was seen as a male instrument in
its use in country dances in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, became regarded as 'suitable'
for female performers with its change of gender
associations in the western art music tradition.
Concertinas, which entered the Irish tradition
in the nineteenth century as low-status 'women's
instruments', have changed their status and gender
associations since the mid-twentieth century with
the inclusion of accordions in ceili bands. Uilleann
piping is still predominantly male, although bagpiping is increasingly involving females.
legislation. Other major factors affecting male
and female musical performance derive from
Dance Halls legislation, which by shifting musicmaking to public stage concentrated it in fewer
hands, those of males for whom it was acceptable
to be 'out'. At various points in Irish history too,
condemnations of the clergy have had effects on
the music traditions, e.g. the nineteenth-century
clerical discouraging of 'caoine' performance, a
traditionally female song genre. Underlying all of
this has been the impact of suffragette and then
feminist thinking in popular politics and the consequent changes in attitudes and legislation which
in the latter part of the twentieth century have led
to a much higher visibility of females in music performance. [RJS]
aesthetics. Standards - in the minds of both
players and listeners - in traditional music have in
the past been judged by fleadh cheoil wins, with
the senior competitions in particular seen as definitive. In terms of participants' genders, these have
been male defined. There is often a difference in
ethos between male- and female-produced music,
so that dominance of one in the competition field
is likely to create a standard which favours that.
Male dominance is declining steadily, however,
and as more females take part in competitions
each year, their share of firsts is increasing. This
means that there is a levelling out of music opportunity and talent across the genders, but it may
also indicate the infusion of a female ethos into the
adjudication sensibility or aesthetics - an alteration of standards. All-Ireland fleadh competition
results indicate a 10 per cent shift in this over the
last decade and a half:

1994: Male firsts at senior level- 72 per cent;
Female firsts, senior level- 28 per cent
2009: Male firsts at senior level- 62 per cent;
Female firsts, senior level- 38 per cent
Fuller statistical analysis of fleadh results also
shows a steadily increasing female participation
and success in competitions today, with banjo and
bodhran now being the only areas in which males
totally dominate.
awards. The result of opinion rather than
objective analysis of a given performance, these are
more likely to show cultural blind-spots or preference, but the volume of statistics is as yet small.
The TG4 Gradam Ceoil (since its inception as an
AIB award in 1995) has gone to thirteen males and
two females (a ratio of 6.5: 1). This may be a telling
figure, despite the fact that the potential choices for
it are all long-established and are, arguably, equally
meritorious. TG4's Young Musician honour (since
1998) should be better able to illustrate attitudes,
since by definition it deals with new players. It has
been given to eight males and four females, a ratio
of 2: 1 which tallies with CCE's fleadh winners'
ratio of c. 2: 1 since 2000. The TG4 Singer's Award
(since 2001) has had a similar balance, with six
male and three female recipients. Gender issues in
traditional music are raised in Helen O'Shea's 2008
book, 7he Making ofIrish Traditional Music. [EDI]
gentlemen pipers. A retrospective description
originally coined by William H. Grattan Flood in
his 7he Story of the Bagpipe (London, 1911) and
taken up two years later by Francis O'Neill who
so titled a chapter in his work Irish Minstrels and
Musicians (Chicago, 1913). Grattan Flood used the
term to refer to persons of the landed or moneyed
classes who performed on the union pipes,
applying it to the pipers Jackson, MacDonnell
and Colclough. O'Neill expanded the category
and listed twelve pipers under the heading, including such as Lord Edward Fitzgerald, 'Sporting'
Captain Kelly, Larry Grogan and Lord Rossmore.
The phrase most probably arose from the perceived contrast in the early twentieth century
between the class then generally in possession of
the union pipes- the peasantry and labouring class
- and those who had been known to play them
a century or more earlier. The 'gentlemen pipers'
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were highlighted almost as exceptions to custom,
as middle- or upper-class persons who exceptionally took an interest in a lower-class instrument.
However, this reading of the situation hides the
truth that at their introduction in the mid to late
eighteenth century, the union pipes were an expensive instrument designed for, and played by, only
those who could afford them. Only as they declined
in popularity among that class did cast-off (and
sometimes gifted or commissioned) instruments
find their way into the hands of'traditional' musicians, and became the tool with which the early
development oflrish music was forged . [TEM]
interes t. While it may be that idleness or
freedom from the pressures of earning a living gave
these men the leisure time to practise and perfect,
nevertheless they were also interested in the music.
Their class was also interested or involved in it as
popular music, as listeners, as indicated by references to pipers being hired in such as the rakish
1830 memoirs of]onah Barrington:
Three or four of the Bacchanalians lay fast
asleep upon chairs - one or two others on the
floor, among whom a piper lay on his back,
apparently dead, with a table-cloth spread over
him, and surrounded by four or five candles
... his chanter and bags were laid scientifically
across his body, his mouth was quite open, and
his nose made ample amends for the silence
of his drone.
(Personal Sketches ofHis Own Time)

Gentlemanly engagement during the nineteenth
century is reflected in the cross-class interest in old
Irish music which resumed in the late twentieth
century, having waned through the earlier part of
that century. The 'gentlemen pipers' also indicate a
continuity of engagement with indigenous music
dating back to before the demise of harping.
Their adoption of piping reinforces the idea that
'culture', and especially appreciation of and regard
for music, requires consideration, education and
sustenance, is learned, and involves choice and
rejection. 'Traditional' music in the present day
has, however, emerged considerably from class and
political stigmatisation within this island, among
the neighbouring islands, and in the western world
as a whole. [EDI]
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Geoghegan,John . (born c.1720). Piper, collector. Author of The Compleat Tutor for the Pastoral
or New Bagpipe.

German . A variant of the nineteenth-century
popular continental 'schottische', the German
schottische, was adopted as a couple dance in
Co. Donegal. As with the Scottish version, the
highland 'schottische', the term schottische was
eventually dropped within the local tradition and
the dance and related tune came to be known
simply as 'Germans'. Although the dance is no
longer part of the Donegal tradition, a number of
Germans still exist within the instrumental tradition. These are in 4/4 time and are similar in tempo
and articulation to the barndance. As is the case
with many of the less common tune-types within
the Donegal fiddle tradition, these are referred to
simply by their tune-type rather than by individual
titles (see example on facing page). [LlD]
Germany. German audiences and musicians have
been most visibly acquainted with traditional Irish
music since the 1960s. But this continues an earlier
trend, which saw German radio broadcast Nazi
propaganda in the Irish language to neutral Ireland
during the Second World War, with a German
male-voice choir singing Irish songs phonetically.
In the nineteenth century many Germans had
supported the Fenian cause and tenors sang Irish
nationalist songs; earlier, in the Middle Ages Irish
missionaries took part in Gregorian chant on the
European mainland.
role models. In the 1970s, The Dubliners,
Clannad, the Furey Brothers and The Sands
Family visited almost every part of Germany
and the annual Irish Folk Festival tour brought
over Irish artists such as Micho Russell. Many
Germans, deprived of their own traditional music
by the industrialisation and urbanisation of the
nineteenth century, became quite addicted to Irish
music, particularly to The Dubliners' ballad folk
style. Famous groups in the German folk music
revival, such as Liederjan or Fiedel Michel in
West Germany, and Folklaender in East Germany
started playing Irish music before launching
careers in traditional German songs and tunes.
Some veterans of the 1970s are still in the music
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business: mandolin player Rainer Zellner went on
to author a mandolin tutor and to form the Music
Contact agency, best known for its annual Irish
Spring concert tour; uilleann piper Peter Pandula
formed the Magnetic Music label and agency,
based in Doolin, Co. Clare which administers the
Irish Folk Festival tour annually. In the 1980s,
new wave and punk music rather than folk music
struck a chord with most people. However, Irish
theme pubs started to attract young people, and
The Pogues, with their blend of traditional music
and rock music, became the role model for countless German folk rock groups. The 1990s saw a
renewed interest in traditional Irish music. More
and more artists were travelling to Ireland - to such
as the Willie Clancy Summer School in Clare and
the Frankie Kennedy Winter School in Donegal.
Sessions and workshops became commonplace in
Germany too.
performers. Some German groups achieved
a good reputation: harpist Thomas Loefke from
Berlin and his group Norland Wind, featuring twin brothers Noel and Padraig Duggan
of Clannad fame; Iontach from Cuxhaven; An
Tor from Frankfurt/Main; Whisht! from Bonn;
DeReelium from Hanover, where Irish singer
Geraldine MacGowan of Oisin fame once owned
a pub and provided a home away from home. In
recent times, the group Cara established themselves as the most successful Irish music group

from Germany, playing both traditional music and
writing original songs and tunes. Cara also toured
Ireland and the United States to critical acclaim.
Their fiddler and singer Gudrun Walther and their
guitaristJuergen Treyz also recorded an album with
traditional German songs and tunes, after having
been repeatedly asked what actual German music
sounded like. 1heir interpretation, however, cannot
shake off the influence of a decade spent playing
Irish music.
There have probably never before been so
many German musicians playing Irish music as
today, and to a high standard. Whereas in the past
German groups playing Irish music had not been
very popular with music critics, reviews are now
sympathetic. Critics point out that the idea that
Germans could not play authentic Irish music is
now a dated preconception. The band Iontach's
multi-instrumentalistJens Kommnick, who never
had any doubts about playing traditional Irish
music, puts it simply: 'Do you have to be black to
play the blues?' [THK]

Giblin, P.J. (born c.1880). Fiddler, collector. Born
at Cloonfower near Castlerea, Co. Roscommon,
he lived in Charlestown, Co. Mayo. He liked all
kinds of music - including classical and church
music - and studied violin and piano in London.
On returning to Mayo he collected tunes in
Connacht, his aim to produce two books: one of
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tunes as he heard them, and another of his own
compositions. Printing costs in the Depression
years prohibited this, and so one volume was issued
-his Collection ofTraditional Irish Dance Musicfor
the Violin. Published in Germany in 1928, this is a
book of 151 tunes, twenty-six of which are Giblin's
own compositions. The book, with a partner CD of
eighteen of the tunes, was republished in 2005 .

Gillespie, Hugh. (1906-86). Born near Ballybofey,
Co. Donegal; his father played fiddle. Learning to
play around the age of thirteen, the playing of his
uncle J ames had the most influence. He emigrated
to the US in 1928, there meeting Michael Coleman
almost immediately and becoming close friends,
with Coleman encouraging him, and teaching him
Sligo technique. Gillespie worked with Edison, but
also fitted in daily broadcasts with Coleman on
sponsored programmes, and recorded first in 1937
(with guitarist Mark Callahan), then in 1938 and
1939 (with guitarist Jack McKenna). He played
club venues in bands, first with his accordionist
cousin, Jim Gillespie, later with the Star of Er in
Orchestra and the Four Provinces Orchestra, before
returning to Ireland to farm in the 1970s. His style
is described on his 1978 Topic compilation album
as 'singing'; it is not Donegal but neither is it the
Sligo of his mentor. His sound was coloured by
playing in the US among Paddy Killoran, J ames
Morrison, Frank Quinn, Dan Sullivan, John
McGettigan and the Flanagan brothers.
Glackin, Paddy. (1954- ). Fiddle, born in Dublin.
His father Tom, from Maghery, Dungloe, Co.
Donegal, was a renowned fiddle player, teacher and
motivator in traditional music; Paddy's maternal
grandmother, from Mayo, played accordion. He
began playing at the age of six, influenced by visits
to Reelin Bridge, Ballybofey, with his father to
record Johnny and Mickey Doherty. He studied
music at the Dublin College of Music, learned traditional fiddle with Jim Carroll and played in the
Clontarf, Dublin CCE session and in the Pipers'
Club. He won fleadh awards in the late 1960s, The
Fiddler of Dooney in 1971 and the All-Ireland
senior fiddle in 1973, and went on to play with
Ceoltoiri Laighean, then with The Bothy Band's
predecessor Seachtar in 1975. A composer of tunes
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in his younger days, he worked in traditional music
programming in RTE in the 1970s, was the Arts
Council's first traditional music officer (1985-90),
and _presented several series of The Pure Drop on
RTE television.
recording. Glackin's busyness in music is well
represented by LP albums: with Ceoltoiri Laighean
The Crooked Road (1973) and The Star of Munster
(1975), followed by his debut solo Glackin (1977)
and Doublin with Paddy Keenan (1978). In the
following decade his diverse music associations
are seen in his inclusion on Gael Linn'sAn Fhidil,
Vol. 2 (1980), on John Cage's Roaratorio (1980),
the trio with flute player Mick Gavin and piper
Mick O'Brien, The Flags ofDublin (1980), and the
duet with keyboards player Jolyon Jackson, H idden
Ground (1980). A second solo, In Full Spate (1991)
was with Donal Lunny; Siidean Si (1995) is his
classic duet with piper Robbie Hannan, and Reprise
(2001) his duet with MicheilO Domhnaill. He has
played on numerous other albums, including with
Mick Hanly, Micheil 6 Suilleabhain,John Reagan
and Triona Ni Dhomhnaill. He lectures on traditional music at the Willie Clancy Summer School
and has been a board member of the ITMA.

Glasgow. This city's Irish traditional music-making draws on historical connections with Ireland
through immigration and the sharing of song,
dance and culture.
sessions. The longest-running session for Irish
traditional music is held in Sharkey's Bar in the
Gorbals, initiated by the late Jimmy McHugh,
and maintained by his son Brendan (fiddle) and
grandson Patrick (button accordion). The Victoria
('Vickie') also had a long-standing session with residents accordionist Laurence McElhinney, fiddler
Graham Wright and Bill Wright (bouzouki), now
located in the south-side Ivory Bar with Kerry
accordion player Padraig O'Neill. Regular sessions
are held in the Ben Nevis (Kelvingrove), Trader Joe's
(city centre) and the Lismore (Partick), sessions
which have a mixture of Irish and Scottish tunes
and participants, many of whom are students and
graduates of the RSAMD Scottish Music course.
teach ing. Individu al and gro up classes, and
beginners' sessions, in Iri sh traditional music
are given on several nights at Glasgow Fiddle

G6ilfn, An

Workshop (GFW).This began by teaching fiddle,
but now runs adult classes in different traditional
instruments and song at Stow College. RSAMD's
Musicworks project which aims to make music
available to all young people across Scotland runs
traditional music classes from a base in Glasgow
for several communities within the city and beyond.
Traditional music projects with Scottish and Irish
music and song run in Bridgeton and Sighthill,
with tutors from the RSAMD.
CCE. The Johnny Doherty, St Patrick's, St
James the Great and Irish Minstrels are the four
branches in Greater Glasgow and the surrounding areas which serve the city. 1he Irish Minstrels
branch is the oldest, based at St Roch's Secondary
School, Royston, and like the other branches has
classes in all instruments for all ages. Other musical
teaching organisations are South Side Fiddlers,
Glasgow Fiddle Workshop and Platform.
events. Celtic Connections in January, Partick
Folk Festival in June and the West End Festival
each summer are the main venues for major performance of traditional music. Regular events
include the New Dawn Folk Club, in St Andrew's
in the Square, and Partick Folk Club in the west
end, while the Jimmy McHugh memorial concert
each January presents a range of musicians from
Ireland, Scotland and abroad. [FRM)
See also Scotland.

Glasgow, Dick. (1951- ) Fiddle player and
music teacher, born in Edinburgh and living in
Glentaisie, Armoy, Co. Antrim since 1993. His
maternal grandfather was from Donegal; the
paternal grandfath er and great-grandfather were
Scots, both fiddlers. Glasgow worked in Meath
and Tipperary in 1969 where he became involved
with Irish music. Around 1990 he set up home in
north Antrim where he has worked as a full-time
musician and peripatetic teacher of traditional
music in local 'controlled and maintained' primary
schools. Widely travelled in Ireland, he ran a folk
club for several years and plays in a number of
weekly sessions in Ballycastle and mid-Antrim.
Associated over the years with the Counties
Antrim and Derry Fiddlers' Association, Antrim
branches of CCE, Willy Drennan's Ulster Scots
Folk Orchestra, and in duet with his wife Sabine

(harp), he also plays concertina, mandolin and
banjo and promotes the Co. Antrim tradition in
hammer dulcimer. [MAD)

Gleeson, Johnny Tom. (1860-1924). Song
composer. From the barony ofDuhallow, Co. Cork,
he was the author of numerous songs including 'The
Battleship Sinn Fein' and 'The Aughabullogue Feis',
and a poem to the Muskerry Hounds, 'The Wild
Bar-a-Boo'. His national fame, however, comes
from his majestic lyric 'The Muskerry Sportsman'
(aka 'The Bould Thady Qyill'), a seeming eulogy
which is in fact a fantasy. He worked to great effect
that most sarcastic ofliterary devices- singing the
subject's praises most eloquently, while simultaneously exercising disdain. [JIC)
Glencolmcille Harp Festival. Ireland's first traditional harp summer school, this was run in west
Donegal from 1986 by CNE, from 1994 by the
Harp Foundation, and, after 2010, by the Irish
Harp College.

Goilin,An. Traditional singers' club in Dublin. It
takes the spelling of its name from the Irish 'goilin'
(a small sea inlet), but its meaning originates in
the Connemara expression for singing, 'gabhail
fhoinn'. It was begun at the Pembroke Inn, Dublin
in 1980 by Tim Dennehy and Donal de Barra as
an effort to gain a weekly space for performance
of song, which at that time was either tokenistic or impossible in the instrumental-oriented
sessions which had developed. A Friday-night
event, it has had a nomadic existence, moving
to Thomas House, Thomas Street, to The Four
Seasons in Bolton Street, to The Brazen Head in
Bridge Street, back to The Four Seasons in Bolton
Street, to Corbett's ofWerburgh Street, to Tom
Mulligan's of North King Street, to The Ferryman
on Rogerson's Qyay, to The Trinity Inn on Pearse
Street, to Bowes of Fleet Street, thence to Tom
Maye's of North Frederick Street. It is currently
in the Teachers' Club on Parnell Square, is run
by an ad-hoc committee and has a programme of
guest performers every third week with every third
guest being a sean-nos singer. This is financed by a
nominal subscription charged to those in attendance throughout the year.
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albums. The club has also promoted the production of song broadsheets and albums - three
by Tim Dennehy, two by Barry Gleeson, The
Croppy's Complaint (a collection of 1798 songs and
music from the Four Star Trio, Jim McFarland,
Sean Tyrrell, Frank Harte, Eamonn 6 Br6ithe,
Jerry O'Reilly, Sean Garvey, Aine Ui Cheallaigh,
Tim Lyons, Raisin White, Barry Gleeson, Terry
Timmons and Luke Cheevers). It also launched
The Age ofRevolution in the Irish Song Tradition by
Terry Moylan, and an album of archive recordings
from Jim Carroll's and Pat Mackenzie's collection
entitled Around the Hills of Clare. Following the
death of Frank Harte in 2005, the club embarked
on the organisation of an annual festival of traditional singing dedicated to his memory. The
success of the club generated others around the
country, notably in Cork, Ennis, Sligo, Skibbereen,
Galway and Derry.
Goldsmith, Oliver. (1728-74).1his noted poet
who was born at Pallas, Co. Longford played the
flute, an instrument (reputedly) now located in the
ITMA. A life-size sculpture of him- titled 'The
Traveller'- stands in Ballymahon. Little is known
of his music powers, but Graham's Statistical
Account of Shrule notes his early sharpness. Once,
when he was seven, and disfigured after a bout of
smallpox, he took to the floor energetically during
a country dance. The fiddler, who reckoned himself
a sage and wit, remarked, to guffaws of laughter:
'Aesop!'The well-read young Goldsmith turned
the tables with a smile, uttering the lines: 'Heralds
proclaim aloud, all saying I See Aesop dancing, and
his monkey playing.'
goltrai (goltraighe). Old Irish term indicating
music of lament.
See Gaelic music.
Goodman, Rev. James. (1828-96). Collector,
uilleann piper, born at Ballyameen, Dingle, Co.
Kerry. Protestants of English extraction, his father
and grandfather between them had been Church
oflreland curates in Dingle for some eighty years,
and James himself declared that his family could
claim to be more Irish than the Irish themselves
('ipsis Hibernicis Hiberniores'). His qualities and
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circumstances brought him close to the people
who played and sang for him, an unusual thing
in his day. He grew up speaking their native
language, singing their native songs and, probably,
playing what he called the 'Irish' (now uilleann)
pipes from earlier than has been supposed. Irish
music for him was 'leisure'; several manuscripts
formerly owned and some written by him, now in
the library of University College, Cork, show that
he had been early on the lookout for songs in Irish.
He is remembered for his music collection, a work
which contains melodies of many kinds- classical,
popular and foreign -but Irish music for him was
a special category which he not only admired but
responded to at a deep emotional level.
study. From 1846 to 1851 he studied Arts
and Divinity in TCD and was ordained in 1853.
He worked for the Protestant missions to Irishspeaking Roman Catholics (the movement
later referred to as 'Souperism') in west Cork at
Skibbereen, Creagh and Ardgroom. In 1867 he
became rector of Abbeystrewry parish, in 1875
Canon of Ross, and, while remaining rector in
Skibbereen, he also occupied the professorship
of Irish at Trinity from 1879, dividing his time
between Skibbereen and Dublin. In the college his
students oflrish were mainly ordinands preparing
for the missions to Catholics as Goodman himself
had done, but they also included Synge and Hyde.
By all accounts he was not a coercive proselytiserit is clear that he was motivated by strong personal
belief in the benefits of voluntary conversion.
methodology. Goodman's collected music is
noted in three oblong volumes 1-3, dated 1860-6,
and in one other volume in different formatnumbered 4- which is in fact the oldest. Features of
this early volume suggest that his fiancee, Charlotte
King of Ventry, entered material in it, mostly parlour
music, but also some well-known traditional pieces,
including a few also written by James. 'Siubhail a
Run' suggests collaboration between the spouses Charlotte writing the music and James the title and
words (his only song air with words)- making his
usual elegant distinction between Gaelic and roman
script for the two languages.
Volumes 1 and 3 have many items noted from
oral sources, whereas Vol. 2 contains almost wholly
copies taken from print or manuscript. In Vols 1
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'The Traveller' reel, as noted by Goodman [courtesy Hugh Shields and ITMA]

and 3 he uses symbols to indicate the status of many
items, whether from printed sources or musicians.
Most of these refer to printed sources, but among
the rest the letter 'K' marks over 500 items which
he transcribed from 'Munster pipers etc'. Piper
Tom Kennedy is the source of some, but not all, of
these 'K' tunes. Only in about half-a-dozen places
is Kennedy named - three times, in Vol. 4, as a
source of music (each time a song air). Goodman's
notations are competent, written from performance, most often in the common major keys of D
and G, or copied in more varied keys from sources
already published. He counts note and rest values
correctly as a rule, but he shows little concern to
distinguish quaver and crotchet rests. His aberrations hardly disturb strictly measured dance music
and marches, since these fall readily into a regular
scheme. But with songs and slow airs- being less
strictly measured- it is difficult at times to discern
Goodman's metrical intentions.
Most nineteenth-century collectors did not
bother to represent rubato style or metrical peculiarities in their tunes, but Goodman writes some
bars as if deliberately to show irregularities of metre.
A 3/ 4 piece may suddenly develop a single 6/8 bar
of like time value, for example two dotted crotchets instead of a minim and a crotchet, as if a song
of ambling gait momentarily became a jig. Such
aberrations are too common to be just dismissed
as errors. Goodman is ready to absolve the sinful
bar, though his interpretation of what it does may
surprise us. The musical variety in the collection

reflects his own tastes, and for traditional musicians his 'K tunes'- representing native musical
practice in Munster or perhaps preponderantly in
Corca Dhuibhne- are of most interest.
words. Songs in Irish seem to stir him most
deeply, though they have no words beyond their
titles any more than those in English. This bewildering fact conflicts with his preface to Vol. 3:
'When noting down an air I always made it my
business to take down the original words as well.'
And what follows shows that Goodman has the
piper's concern to 'give that expression to the
music which the words require', while also declaring himself 'possessed of a multitude of Irish
songs' enabling him to remember the airs. In these
volumes, however, he never matched the missing
words he says he wrote with the surviving tunes,
for no space is allotted for words. They were, most
likely, rough copies which, like the rough copies of
the music now preserved only in fair copies, no one
bothered to keep. It is worth noting that few nineteenth-century Irish collectors of songs took down
words for the melodies they collected. Goodman,
though disappointing us, thus appears innovative
in making even half an attempt. The situation is in
a sense reversed in the case of the Fenian and other
narrative lays, for Goodman copied many verbal
but no musical texts of the lays into his literary
(not musical) manuscripts . Perhaps the musicality
of lyric genres seemed more apt than the declamatory style of lays, just as the 'Irish cry' would
seem dissonant and formless in a context of songs.
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Keening was certainly practised in the district, as
Mrs Thompson, the land steward's wife, reported
of a group of Catholic women raising the cry at
a Protestant burial service for converts who had
been brought up as Catholics. Goodman, on the
other hand, collected formal death laments, some
of them placed in historical context by naming the
poets or those who were mourned. But the most
abundant lyric category is certainly the love songs,
sung to impressive tunes in varied strophic forms,
most often in phrases AABA or with repetition
AABA, BA. These songs often have a narrative or
discursive support in speech which rarely finds its
way into writing or print (an t-udar). Goodman
does not include it any more than he includes the
words of the songs.
tunes. The instrumental music is still more
abundant, in Vol. 1: 'jigs, reels, hornpipes, marches
or slow airs in endless variety'. Generally speaking,
the shorter the dance forms, the better they are,
whereas the thirteen parts of the 'Drogheda
Jig' are, to say the least, a pi ty. He cannot resist
comment (preface to Vol. 1) on the two descriptive pieces, the 'Fox Hunt' and 'that strange piece
Allisdrum's March', few versions of which were
then known. He writes out both of them from
the mythical piper-figure 'K' at the end of Vol. 1,
with a commentary in Irish, on sounds of the
chase and of battle and lamentation respectively.
Goodman remains elusive to us partly because we
know him little as a person. Facts most reliably
recorded, like the prizes at college in Hebrew
and Irish, are usually least informative. The photograph of him printed and reprinted shows a
degree of seriousness heightened by the costume
of his vocation. It is at variance with the word
picture of his homecomings to Ballyameen with
a musician, ready to set up a session of dancing; at
variance also with the Goodman brothers' game
of running and then leaping into a sitting position
with their legs dangling over 'the Top of the Cliff'
recalled in the title of one of his reels. A more
recent rector of Abbeystrewry remarked that he
imagined Goodman as 'a hearty evangelical type'.
If he was, it hardly shows in his music. But music is
not a medium for such display, nor was Goodman
probably given to it. There is still a lot to learn
about this versatile and unusual man.
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access. During his lifetime his collection of
melodies remained unpublished, though not
unknown. After his death, it was deposited for
safe-keeping in the library of Trinity College
Dublin, where it remains today. Goodman was
written about, his musical labours in print were
needed, and consulted by a few in manuscript. Th::
first serious interest was shown in the 1960s by
Breandan Breathnach, who seems to have concluded that Goodman was way ahead of other
nineteenth-century collectors of traditional Irish
music. Unfortunately Breathnach did not live to
realise his edition, but the work was undertaken by
Hugh Shields, with the ITMA as publisher, and
the first volume, Tunes of the Munster Pipers, was
published in 1998. [HUS)
gradam. Irish for 'esteem', 'mark of honour' or 'distinction', it indicates the level of regard in which
a subject is held; in the twentieth century it was
adopted as the term for accolades or honorary
awards. cc£ also uses the term to describe its
earned music gradings.
Gradam an Phleanica. An award presented each
year since 1994 at Feile Phlearaca Chonamara
to a person or group who have contributed significantly to cultural heritage in Connemara. The
public have the opportunity to nominate, and the
actual award is in the form of a copper fish sculpted
by artist Liam Butler. The award has been made
to several musicians over the years: 2008, Sonaf
Choilm Learaf 6 Conghaile (Leitir Meallain,
accordion); 2007, Treasa Nf Mhiollain (Inis M6r,
Arainn, sean-n6s song); 2003, Tomas Mac Eoin
(An Cheathru Rua, sean-n6s song); 2002,Johnny
Connolly (Indreabhan, accordion); 1998, Michael
Mhaire Ghabha 6 Ceannabhain (Carna, sean-n6s
song); 1995, Mairtfn Tom Sheainfn Mac Donncha
(Leitir M6ir, sean-n6s song); and 1994, Padraig
Tom Photch 6 Ceannabh:iin (Cill Chiar:iin,
sean-n6s song).
Gradam Shean - no s Cois Life. An award of
honour inaugurated by the Sean-n6s Cois Life
festival in Dublin. It is given annually to someone
who has made a special contribution to traditional singing in the Irish language. The festival

Gradam TG4

was begun in 1992 and the award was instituted
in 1993.1he recipient is given a bronze medallion
by artist Clfodna Cussen; this depicts a scene from
the mythical story Iomramh Bhrain (the Voyage
of Bran). Recipients have been: 2010, Maidhc
Dainin 6 Se (Corca Dhuibhne); 2009, Micheal
6 Conghaile (CIC, publisher of sean-nos song);
2008, Maire Ni Cheochain (Cui! Aodha); 2007,
Eibhlin Ui Dhonnchadha and Seam us Mac Craith;
2006, Rionach Ui 6gain; 2005, Tess Ui
Chonghaile; 2004, Maire Pheter Uf Dhroighneain
(Spiddal); 2003, Padraigin Ni Uallachain
(Armagh); 2002, Mairead Mhic Dhonncha; 2001,
singers from Tory island; 2000, Paidi Mharthain
Mac Gearailt (Chorea Dhuibhne, Kerry); 1999,
Dara Ban Mac Donnchadha (Conamara); 1998,
Proinsias 6 Conluain (RE/RTE); 1997, Eilis
Ni Shuilleabhain (Cui! Aodha); 1996, Treasa Ni
Mhiollan (Arainn); 1995, Sean 'ac Dhonncha (Co.
Galway); 1994, A.ine Bn. Uf Laoi; 1993, Micheal
6 Ceannabhain (Carna).

Gradam TG4. An honours scheme taken over in
1998 by TG4 to mark achievement in traditional
music. Initially established by Mary McPartlan as
the Allied Irish Banks Traditional award in 1995,
it was a one-category honour, given to Mairtin
O'Connor in that year, to Frankie Gavin in '96
and Joe Burke in '97. Its being taken over byTG4
marked the station's prioritising of music in its
broadcasting remit. Administered by an independent panel of selectors which operates by discussion
and consensus, the award is given annually to
personalities in the categories of: Hall of Fame,
Composer, Singer, Musicians' Award, Young
Musician and Traditional Musician of the Year.
The panels in the first decade included Meaiti Joe
Sheamuis 6 Fatharta, Fintan Vallely, Pat Ahern,
Kevin Crawford, Ann Mulqueen, Aine Hensey,
Breanndan 6 Beaglaioch, Robbie Hannan, Mu iris
6 Rochain, Claire Keville, Liz Doherty, Mary
Bergin and Caoimhin 6 Raghallaigh. 1k winners
are presented on stage with their music associates
in an annual gala concert in a major concert hall
which is broadcast live on TG4.
1. Hall a/Fame (presented to 'a musician whose
influence on the world of traditional music has
been profound and who has encouraged, influenced

and promoted traditional music in a positive and
unselfish way for many years'): 2001 - Paddy
Canny, Co. Clare (fiddle); 2002- Peter Horan, Co.
Sligo (flute); 2003 - Johnny O'Leary, Co. Kerry
(accordion); 2004- Tony MacMahon, Co. Clare
(accordion); 2005- Peadar 6 Lochlainn, Co. Clare
(flute, fiddle); 2006 - Sarah and Rita Keane, Co.
Galway; 2007 - Paddy Cronin, Co. Kerry (fiddle);
2008- Joe and Siobhan O'Donovan, Co. Cork
(dance); 2009- Roger Sherlock, Co. Mayo (flute);
2010- Sean Potts, Dublin (whistle); 2011- Ben
Lennon, Co. Leitrim.
2. Composer. 2001 - Paddy Fahy, Co. Galway;
2002 - Brendan Tonra, Co. Mayo; 2003 -Vincent
Broderick, Co. Galway; 2004 - Richie Dwyer, Co.
Cork; 2005 - Josephine Keegan, Co. Armagh;
2006 - Charlie Lennon, Co. Leitrim; 2007 - Jim
McGrath, Co. Fermanagh; 2008- Peadar 6 Riada,
Dublin; 2009- Con (Fada) 6 Drisceoil, Co. Cork;
2010- John and Finbarr Dwyer, Co. Cork; 2011 Liz Carroll, Chicago.
3. Traditional Singer (in Irish or English):
2001 - Ciaran 6 Gealbhain, Co. Waterford; 2002
- Len Graham, Co. Antrim; 2003- Frank Harte,
Dublin; 2004 - Rosie Stewart, Co. Fermanagh;
2005 - Maighread Ni Dhomhnaill, Co. Donegal;
2006 - Sean Garvey, Co. Kerry; 2007 - Dara Ban
Mac Donnchadha, Galway; 2008- Iarla 6 Lionaird,
Co. Cork. 2009 - Sarah Ann O 'Neill, Co. Tyrone;
2010- Catha! McConnell, Co. Fermanagh; 2011
- Muireann Nic Amhlaoibh, Co. Kerry.
4. Musicians' award (Gradam na gCeoltoiri,
begun 2006 for 'preservation and dissemination of traditional music'): 2006 - Proinsias
6 Conluain, Co. Tyrone (RE, RTE); 2007- Ciaran
Mac MathUna, Limerick (RTE); 2008 - Harry
Bradshaw, Co. Wicklow (RTE); 2009 - Reg Hall,
Kent; 2010- Muiris 6 Rochain, Co. Clare; 2011Micheal 6 Suilleabhain.
5. Young Musician: 1998 -June Ni Chormaic,
Co. Sligo (flute); 1999 - Aogan 6 Loingsigh,
Cork (concertina); 2000- Meabh O'Hare, Belfast
(fiddle); 2001 - Conor McKeon, Dublin (pipes);
2002 - Liam O'Connor, Dublin (fiddle); 2003 Ciaran 6 Maonaigh, Donegal (fiddle); 2004- Edel
Fox, Co. Clare (concertina); 2005- Sean McKeon,
Dublin (pipes); 2006 - Michelle Mulcahy, Co.
Limerick (pipes); 2007- Fiachna 6 Mongain, Co.
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Mayo (accordion); 2008 - Martin Tourish, Co.
Donegal (piano accordion); 2009- Conor McEvoy,
Co. Meath (fiddle); 2010- Aidan O'Donnell, Co.
Donegal; 2011 - Padraic Keane, Co. Galway.
6. Traditional Musician of the Year: [AIB >]
1995 - Mairtin O'Connor (accordion); 1996
- Frankie Gavin (fiddle); 1997- Joe Burke (accordion); [TG4 >] 1998- Tommy Peoples, Donegal
(fiddle); 1999- Matt Molloy, Roscommon (flute);
2000 - Mary Bergin, Dublin (whistle); 2001
- Maire Ni Chathasaigh (harp); 2002 - Paddy
Keenan (pipes); 2003 -John Carry (fiddle); 2004
- Sean Keane (fiddle); 2005- Jackie Daly (accordion); 2006- James Kelly (fiddle); 2007- Liam
O'Flynn (pipes); 2008 - Martin Hayes (fiddle);
2009 - Charlie Harris (accordion); 2010 - Sean
McKiernan; 2011 -Noel Hill, Co. Clare.
grades. A schematic, examined, non-competitive

system of achievement in music learning which
formally acknowledges a performer's progress
incrementally, and provides an academically
valuable complement to the personal satisfaction of
music learning. An attempt was made in the 1980s
by the Tara Irish Examining Board to formulate
such a system in traditional music, but a qualification therein which was equivalent to the various
grades available in classical music performance was
not formalised until the 1990s. Traditional musicians view such assessment with suspicion- seeing
in it a conflict between style and technical ability.
Yet many do not favour fleadh competition which
is almost exclusively restricted to childhood-toearly-twenties age groups and is felt to put undue
strain on many learners. Such competition among
peers was effectively the only non-personal incentive to development until the advent in 1997 of the
London College of Music grades scheme. This was
followed in 1998 by a joint CCE/RIAM grades
syllabus. Both of these recognise that the competition format is not suitable for all; they both also
render traditional music skills assessable as valid
music knowledge in primary and post-primary
schools levels. Fleadh ratings remain the public's
metre of merit, but grades have now become the
measure of improvement for many young players,
and have state educational and international recognition. [EDI]
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LCM grades. London College of Masic, the
external examination board of Thames Valley
University, London, first introduced a syllabus
for graded examinations and diplomas in Irish
music in 1997. These are offered at preliminary,
and Grade 2, 4, 6 and 8 levels, in addition to a
solo and ensemble leisure play stream of four
levels. Diplomas are also offered in Irish music
performance, teaching and research at DipLCM,
Associate, Licentiate and Fellowship levels. All
graded and diploma examinations are offered on
an external basis at centres throughout Britain
and Ireland. The examinations are validated by
Thames Valley University and mapped onto the
National Framework for Educational Awards by
the Qyalifications and Curriculum Development
Agency. Candidates who hold grades 6 or 8 in Irish
music may submit these results for credit when
applying for university courses through UCAS. In
2008-9, LCM grades were taken by 1,320 learners
at nine levels all over the island oflreland, including in co unties Armagh, Antrim, Clare, C ork,
Dublin, Galway and Sligo.
Fees for the LCM assessments at the various
levels are: 1. Preliminary €46; 2. Elementary
€54; 3. Transitional I Key Stage 3. €59; 4. PreIntermediate €64; 5. Intermediate €69; 6. Upper
Intermediate €81; 7. Advanced €88; 8. Proficiency
€103. [COM]
SCT CCE's Scrudu C eol Tire, a collaborative
traditional Irish music examinations syllabus, was
introduced in 1998 by CCE and the Royal Irish
Academy of Music; the RIAM withdrew in 2003.
In its first year 300 took the exam. The grades are
evaluated in three levels of an 'elementary cycle',
through five levels of 'junior cycle' to four of a
top 'senior cycle'. Knowledge of aspects of music
other than performance is incorporated in the
schedule, and emphasis is placed on learning by
ear. In 2008-9, SCT grades were taken by c.3,700
at all levels.
At the three elementary levels fees are €23; in
the junior cycles 1, 2 & 3- €30; junior 4- €38;
junior 5 - €45; senior 1 - €53.50; senior 2 - €60;
senior 3 & 4- €69. [ED!]
appraisal. Grades are arguably the single most
important development in traditional-music education over the years since their inception. They

gramopllone
also mark the 'coming in' of traditional music to
formal education recognition. One of the banes
of traditional-music learning has for long been
identified as the high-pressure competitive scene
which can create friction between children encouraged by over-zealous parents and mentors. The
positive aspects of competition - such as focus
on performance excellence, and appropriate and
tasteful tune selection - are often lost in the hothouse atmosphere of contentious competition and
often-inconsiderate adjudication. It has long been
observed that potentially good young musicians
can and do lose their enthusiasm and drop out
on account of this. Grades not only afford young
players an objective evaluation of their playing, but
also give access to useful academic credits.
LCM evaluation. The methodical post-exam
evaluation of grades-examination results at a
central level also ensures a form of quality control.
The exams are, however, quite demanding. Because
they award marks for general and detailed knowledge of the music as well as performance skills,
they encourage diversity in tune choice. At the
lower levels, basic aural skills such as identification of tune type, rhythm and instrument, and
also the ability to sing or play back simple phrases
heard for the first time, feature on the curriculum. Learners are also examined on the range of
tune signatures employed in the music, and more
advanced levels demand a knowledge of regional
and personal styles. Exam candidates receive a
detailed evaluation of their performance which
concentrates on the positives, while also pointing
to areas that could be improved. In most circumstances the learner need be conscious of no
interaction other than that between themselves
and the examiner. [EIV]
Graham, Len. (1944- ). Singer, collector. Born
Glenarm, Co. Antrim, an area with which he has
always had a close affinity despite family migrations in the course of his early life. He picked up
local Derry and Antrim song initially from his
parents. His mother Eveline Robinson - a cousin
of hammer dulcimer player John Rea- sang and
danced old set dances; she had been familiar as
a child with the Irish language from the last of
the Irish speakers in the Antrim Glens, and had

heard keening women at funerals. Through his
father, Len attended gatherings of the Derry and
Antrim Fiddlers' Association, this introducing him
to a wider repertoire. Hiking all over Ireland from
his teenage years brought him into contact with
all the music traditions of the island. In 1964 he
met singer Joe Holmes, this beginning a friendship
that was to last until the latter's death in 1978.
Magilligan singer Eddie Butcher was another close
associate in singing, as were eventually Geordie
Hanna and Sarah Ann O'Neill from Co. Tyrone.
He recorded Chaste Muses, Bards and Sages with
Holmes in 1975, and After Dawning in 1978, a
solo Wind and Water in 1976, Do Me justice (1983)
and Ye Lovers All (1985). He started the group
Skylark with Gerry O 'Co nnor, Garry 6 Briain
and Andrew McNamara in 1986 and for many
years performed with Mullaghbane, Co. Armagh
storyteller John Campbell. His major collecting
project has been a field-recordings series, 'Harvest
Home'. He has been the source of songs for many
of the better-known Irish groups and singers on
the international scene - including Altan, De
Dannan, The Chieftains, Battlefield Band, Boys
of the Lough, Cherish the Ladies, Dick Gaughan,
Andy Irvine, The Voice Squad, La Lugh, Dolores
Keane and Triona Ni Dhomhnaill. In 1992 he was
given the Se:in O'Boyle Cultural Traditions Award
and, in 1997, his and P:idraigin Ni Uallach:iin's
contributions to the Irish song tradition were recognised in an award from the Feakle Traditional
Singing Festival. In 2010 he published a study
with memoirs and songs of his old song partner:
foe Hofmes - Here I am Amongst You: Songs, Music
and Traditions ofan Ulsterman.
gramophone (from the Greek 'gramma', writing
and 'phone', voice). The home machine for playing
back pre-recorded, flat-disc music recordings, it
was invented in a climate of close international
competition and dispute in 1887 by Emile Berliner,
a German immigrant to the US. From its public
availability in 1897 it became known as the 'gramophone' in Europe, 'Victrola' in the US. Because
such playback machines involved a mechanical
apparatus with a wound spring, it fell to bicycle
shops to market and service them, and also their
successors, radio and then television outlets; this
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Granard Traditional Harp Festival

(right): 'Suitcase'
gram ophone
(above): needles at
NMI, Castlebar

pattern is stili obvious in smaller towns. 11-e spring
continued in use up to the middle of the twentieth
century, with electric motor machines gradually taking over after an interim period in which
gramophones might have both a spring and an
electric motor. Fully electricity-powered machines
became the norm with the move to micro-groove
records and the necessary dropping of the steel
gramophone needle.
See also recording.
Granard Traditional H arp Festival. The oldest
Irish harp event of its kind, it is held in April
an nually at G ranard, Co. Longford. Initiated by
James Duncan, it was first run in 1781 for only a
three-year period but was reinstated for its bicentenary in 1981. The festival is directed by cc£ with
the objective of promoting the harp, the history of
harp and traditional music in general. It takes the
form of competitions and recitals, and workshops
in traditional harp, song, dance and story-telling.
Six competition categories are run, five of which
are for solo harp at varying age groups. A duet
prize is offered also in which one instrument must
be a harp; players may perform on gut-strung or
wire-strung instruments. The fes tival attracts harp
enthusiasts from Ireland and abroad (USA, UK
and, in the past, players from France, Argentina and
Brazil). Supported by Longford County Council,
cc£ and local businesses, the event attracted some
hundred participants in 2009. [HELl
graphic representation. The term used for written,
or visual, systems of music transmission. There are
several types of these, the major one being 'standard'
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music notation. Another is the ABC method used
in web-based information, a form which is used
by many music teachers in traditional music. 11-ere
is also 'solfege', or Tonic Solfa, devised as an aid
to learning singing in schools in the nineteenth
century. Individual teachers - such as Padraig
O'Keeffe - have also devised their own practical systems with which their pupils are or were
familiar. Some musicians, such as Steve Cooney,
use an image-based record, similar to that used by
John Cage, the 'graphic score'. Instrument tutor
books will often use sketches and other kinds of
image to instruct new beginners. Among these is
a black-out system to indicate closed and open
holes on whistle, flute or pipes, or pressed buttons
on accordions- but these are of practical use only
to absolute beginners. All sys tems are equally
valid, each applicable to its own circumstances, the
primary purpose being to teach an instrument or
pass on a tune, or the tunesmith's intentions.
See also notation ; O 'Keeffe, Padraig; C oo ney,
Steve; transmission .
g raphic score. A form of music notation which
uses a combination of non-traditional symbols and
text to convey information about the performance
of a piece of music. It was first used by avant-garde
composers who found standard notation inadequate
and ineffective to their needs. In a certain sense
each graphic score is designed for a specific piece of
music, and information about the symbols and text
used may be provided by the composer. Graphic
scores are often intentionally ambiguous and a performer may have to imagine the type of music and
sounds represented by various symbols. [LMO]
Gray,John. (1936-92). Fiddler. Born at Corglas,
Co. Leitrim, he was taught by hi s father, and
was part of a family band while a teenager.
He played with John P. Reilly's band at ceilis
throughout Leitrim, Cavan and Longford. With
Dr Galligan of Cavan he set up the first Cavan
CCE at Killeshandra. In 1958 he emigrated to
Manchester where he played with Des Donnelly
and Felix Doran. He returned to live in Drogheda
in 1969, where with Roger Ryan, Br Forrestal,Jim
McGlynn, Andy Synnott, Paddy Joyce and Tom
Kavanagh, he founded the local CCE branch.
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Green Fields of America. An Irish-American
music/cultural group named after a song and
formed in 1978 by Mick Moloney. It brought
together step dance, songs and instrumental music
performed by a fluid cast of musicians and dancers
which has included such as Seamus Egan, Eileen
Ivers, Donny Golden, Jean Butler, Liz Carroll,
Jack Coen and Michael Flatley. Two albums were
released, Green Fields ofAmerica: Live in Concert
(1989), and, two decades later, Green Fields of
America.
Green Linnet. 1. The name of one of the major
apoleonic songs. 2. An independent record label
started as Innisfree in 1973 by Lisa Null and
singer-songwriter Patrick Sky in New Canaan,
Connecticut. In late 1975 Wendy Newton, who
had been an activist director of the World Affairs
Center, joined the company, and in 1978 she
became sole owner. At that point its two imprints,
Green Linnet (Irish traditional) and Innisfree
(usually folk), were consolidated into just Green
Linnet. Red bird was the name of its folk-oriented
singer-songwriter series, while Xenophile was
founded in 1992 as an international music imprint.
Among the Irish musicians who recorded for
Green Linnet were Altan, Mick Moloney, Eileen
Ivers, Cherish the Ladies, Martin Hayes, the Irish
Tradition, Lunasa, Kevin Burke, and Moving
Cloud. In October 2003 a protest mainly about
royalties was mounted by several Green Linnet
artists and sympathisers across from the company's
headquarters in Danbury, Connecticut. In May
2006 the assets of Green Linnet were acquired by
Digital Music Group Inc. Today the Green Linnet
imprint joins the Mulligan Records and Compass
Records imprints of the Nashville-based Compass
Records Group, now one of the largest independent record companies for Celtic traditional music
in the world. Irish artists who have appeared on
Compass include Solas, Mick Moloney, Paul Brady,
Liz Carroll and John Doyle, Billy McComiskey,
Karan Casey, Martin Hayes and Dennis Cahill,
and Grada. Among prominent Mulligan reissues
by Compass are the thirtieth-anniversary edition
of Kevin Burke's 1978 solo album If the Cap Fits
and all five original Bothy Band releases. [EAH]

Greentrax. A major Scottish traditional record
company, set up in 1986 by Ian Green as a platform
for previously unrecorded Scottish traditional musicians and singers. A founder member of Edinburgh
Folk Club, and a former member ofTMSA and
Edinburgh Folk Festival committees, Green originally ran Discount Folk Records, a small mail-order
and festival-stall source for difficult-to-obtain folk
albums, but used his police pension lump sum to
develop Greentrax. They produce many prominent artistes and bands in Scottish music - Aly
Bain, Eric Bogle, Dick Gaughan, Jean Red path,
Isla St Clair, Tony McManus and the McCalmans.
They launched debut albums for such singers as
Catherine-Ann MacPhee, Kathleen Maclnnes and
Margaret Stewart, fiddle composer I an Hardie, and
bands Burach, Deaf Shepherd, Robin Laing and
Shooglenifty. Canadian artists include Natalie
MacMaster, Slainte Mhath, the Cottars, Eileen
McGann, Buddy MacMaster, Alex Francis MacKay,
Brenda Stubbert and Margo Carruthers. Now with
375 titles and world distribution. The label has
expanded its remit to performance projects with
Scottish Television, some with The Dubliners and
Christy Moore. In 2005 Ian Green received the
'Hamish Henderson Services to Traditional Music
Award' at the Scots Trad Awards ceremony, and
was brought into the latter's Hall of Fame. In 2006
he was awarded an honorary Doctorate of Music
from the RSAMD for his services to the Scottish
music recording industry. Irish artistes recorded by
Greentrax include Niamh Parsons, Kevin Mitchell,
Mary Burke, Jimmy Crowley, Ceolbeg, Alec Finn
(and Kevin MacLeod) and North Cregg. [FRM]
Griallais, Nan; Nora; Sarah. From Muiceanach
Idir Dha Shaile, the Griallais sisters belong to
Connemara's most remarkable singing family of
eleven sisters and one brother. The sisters have
lived and worked for many years in England and
in America. Each has won Corn Ui Riada for
sean-nos singing at the Oireachtas, a feat not
equalled by any other family. Nora won the trophy
three times ('87, '89, '93) and is one of only three
sean-nos singers ever to have done so, the other
two beingJosie She:iinJackMac Donnchdha from
Carna and the late Niocl:is Toibin from Ring, Co.
Waterford. All three are recorded by RTE. [LIM]
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Grier, Stephen. (1824-94). Piper, fiddle player
and collector. A native of Abbeylara, Granard, Co.
Longford, he lived at Bohey, Gortletteragh, Co.
Leitrim. His collection of over 1,000 tunes was
compiled in 1883; sixty-four of these appear in Ceol
Rince na hEireann 4. Grier's work was passed on
to his protege William Mulvey, who, with his son
Edward and Michael McGuinness ofBornacoola,
appears in a picture of pipers at the 1912 Dublin
Feis Cheoil. A notable feature of Grier's collection is the wide variety of tune types and range of
modes . The prominence of dance music and the
absence of a bass clef both indicate a musician of
the 'folk' tradition. The work includes c. 300 reels,
200 jigs, fifty hornpipes and forty slip jigs. Other
dance pieces include eighty waltzes and some 160
tunes in other rhythms - primarily quicksteps and
polkas. There are more than forty marches, seventy
and more instrumental pieces. As yet unpublished,
it was brought to public attention by Fr John
~inn, parish priest of Gortletteragh, Co. Leitrim
who is also responsible for highlighting the unpublished manuscripts of Alex Sutherland. [BRM]
Grinter, M ichael. (1953- ). Flute maker. From
Melbourne, Australia, he played baroque recorder
and took up instrument making in 1982 under
the guidance of maker Fredrick Morgan, learning
how to measure older instruments and create new
models based on them. He came to Irish traditional
music through his wife Helen who sang and played
whistle and concertina with local musicians who
played Irish music in the 1970s and '80s. Scarcity
of good flutes led him to make his own, and to copy
Rudall and Rose models, and by 1992 he was supplying them to order. Still a noted recorder maker,
he is best known for his simple-system flutes for
Irish music, some 750 of which he has made over
sixteen years. He uses a modified Rudall model
with a system of interchangeable middle sections
to render the instrument in D, C and E-flat pitches
without compromising performance. He has collaborated closely with individual flute players to
develop his designs, and works both in Victoria
and in Ennis, Co. Clare. [HBR]
G rogan, Dermot. (1958-2006). Accordion, flute.
Born at Derrytavrane, Kilkelly, Co. Mayo, an area
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rich in music, he worked on construction sites in
Manchester and on tunnels in London, sustained
by music and replenished by holidays in Mayo. He
played with fiddlers Brian Rooney, Dezi Donnelly
and John Carry, and accordionist Peter Carberry;
with Bobby Casey, Noel Hill, Gregory Daly and
accordionist Jim Philbin he provided the music for
a wedding scene in the 1999 film ofTim O 'Grady's
I Could Read the Sky. Highly regarded for his ability
and regional accent in flute playing, he led many
sessions in New York, and performed at concerts
and festivals there, including the all-flute recital at
NYU's 2003 'West Along the Road' conference.
He is remembered by sessions in J.J. Finan's of
Charlestown, now run by his sister Bridie; his only
recording is on Wooden Flute Obsession, vol. 2, and
he was honoured by the USA CCE's Mid-Atlantic
Region Hall of Fame in 2007.
Grogan,Michael (c.1885-1959). Accordion. Born
near Mullingar, he lived in Glasgow and Dublin
where he became well known through frequent
radio broadcasts and many 78 recordings, thirtyeight sides of which were issued between 1931
and 1946 (one re-issued on Farewell to Ireland;
another on Reg Hall's pioneer 1976 anthology
taken from 78 rpm discs entitled Irish Dan ce
Music, and on Music and Dances from Old Ireland.
[FHA] Grogan's 78 recording of reels, 'Accordeon
and Irish Tambourine', with Patrick Carberry
(Dublin, 1938) is most interesting for being one
of the scarce early recordings of what we now call
'bodhran'. [ROOJ
group. Small-scale music ensembles which often
have a mix of music and song. 1he more common
term today is 'band'.
See bands.
g uitar. The universally popular in strument of
the lute family, the origins of which go back to
fifteenth-century Spain. The guitar's modern
form, with six strings, flat waisted body with
round soundhole and fretted neck, dates from
the nineteenth century; strings were originally of
gut, replaced in the twentieth century by nylon
(for classical and flamenco guitars) and steel
(for other types). Although long establi shed in

guitar

A selection of forms of guitar

Iberian traditional music, the guitar was a relative
newcomer to Irish music, and for many years was
not completely accepted. Despite universal use in
accompaniment, it remains an outsider in CCE
competitions. It is the steel-strung guitar that is
almost exclusively used in modern Irish traditional
musiC.
first use. It was first used as accompaniment
to Irish traditional music on recordings made
in America in the 1920s. On these the guitar
playing is clearly influenced by the swing band
jazz style of the era: typically, the guitar is played
with a plectrum, rather than the classical thumband-fingers, and there is some use of syncopation
and passing chords. In Ireland, the guitar became
popular for ballad song accompaniment in the
1960s, in a thumb-and-fingers style influenced by
the American folk music revival; it was used to
a much lesser extent for accompaniment of Irish
dance music, whose practitioners were not closely
involved in the so-called 'ballad boom'. Later in
the 1960s and 1970s, groups influenced by popular
music appeared, and used the guitar in a more
rhythmic, syncopated strumming style, played with
a plectrum on steel strings (despite the obvious
example of flamenco music, contemporary players,
with the exception of Step hen Cooney, rarely use
the nylon-string guitar for Irish music). In this
phase, the use of the guitar paralleled that of the
bouzouki, and in some ways the playing styles are
similar. [PDG]
guitar arrival. The guitar did not make a significant appearance in Irish traditional music until
the 1960s when the Clancy Brothers - themselves
influenced by the guitar-based accompaniments of
the American folk revival - quite suddenly inspired

a new music scene in Ireland of folk or ballad
groups using guitars. The huge ballad boom of the
'60s which permeated the Irish hit parade and Irish
culture in general was, like the contemporaneous
rock boom, guitar-based. This was an era in which
the older, truly-traditional song and instrumental
music of Ireland became more popular and were
simultaneously subjected, for the first time, on a
wide front, to a process of chordal and rhythmic
accompaniment. It was not a comfortable process.
The vast majority of guitarists attempting to put
accompaniment to the music were of a very low
level of musicianship, very few of them had any
deep acquaintance with Irish traditional music:
this, for them, was a completely new thing, and
there were no models to imitate.
chords. As happened with American traditional
music in the 1920s and '30s, guitarists attempted to
make the system of three chords per key go as far as
they could. But with the interesting musical developments and experiments of The Beatles and others
in rock music, Irish and British guitarists were
not happy to rest there. Guitarists such as Mick
Moloney, D6nal Lunny and Paul Brady, who were
already in the hit parade in popular folk groups
by the mid-'60s, were soon producing music that
showed a deep love of traditional music combined
with a knowledge of contemporary pop, and the
inspiration of American blues and rock guitarists.
In the 1960s and for much of the '70s, the guitar
continued to play a very minor part in instrumental
dance music playing, whether in formal or informal
settings. But on recordings and in folk clubs it was
increasingly central to song performance.
beat. The application of chords, harmony and
extrovert performance to a tradition that had not
had the former two elements at all and little of the
third was a radical shift. But it could be argued
that an even more radical change was wrought too
-typically, it appears, without much consideration. This amounted to almost invariably putting
a regular beat and regular interlinear spacings to
traditional songs which were sung with guitar.
Many of the 'hits' and widely popular songs of the
era were highly rhythmic. They were either 'singalong' (often with choruses) to begin with, or were
pressed into that mould. The Clancy Brothers' style,
itself marked by a vigorous and rousing delivery
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imitated from the politically inspired folk groups
of the American scene, was particularly influential
and can still be heard in the performances of pub
'ballad' groups throughout the world. But it had
little in common with the often sensitive or introverted nature of much traditional singing.
new options. By the late 1960s Irish guitarists were coming under the influence of English
players such as Martin Carthy, Bert Jansch and
John Renbourn. These presented much more
varied and complex options for guitar accompaniment, and also were applying them to
substantial, old traditional songs very far in mood
from pub sing-along. Skara Brae and Clannad,
which centred much of their music in Donegal
songs taken straight from the unaccompanied
tradition, were certainly influenced by Jansch and
Renbourn and their group, Pentangle. Paul Brady
of The Johnstons was already using a G tuning in
some of his work, but the English guitarists' use
of alternate tunings opened the ears of Micheal
6 Domhnaill and Daithi Sproule of Skara Brae,
of P61 and Ciaran 6 Braonain of Clannad, and of
Mick Hanly (among others), to the way in which
non-standard tuning could be used to produce
results which were difficult in standard tuning, to
bring a wider palette of colour and broad variety of
fragmented chords and drones to accompaniment
of traditional song.
DAD GAD. The 1970s group The Bothy Band
presented vocal and instrumental performance
at the highest standard. Central to this were the
guitar arrangements of Micheal 6 Domhnaill
and his use of the DADGAD tuning which he
had learned from recordings of Bert J ansch. His
concerts and recordings with fiddler Kevin Burke,
the playing and recordings of his Skara Brae colleague Daithi Sproule, the intense, sensitive and
non-metronomic approach to song accompaniment of Scottish singer-guitarist Dick Gaughan,
and the virtuoso playing of French guitarist Pierre
Bensusan all did much to spread the DADGAD
tuning as a staple of'Celtic' guitar.
t une accompanimen t. The only widely used
accompanying instrument in traditional dance
music for the first half of the twentieth century
was the piano and that was mainly for ceili dances.
When guitars became widely available in Ireland
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in the '60s there was little to inspire guitarists
in what had gone before. Tentative efforts were
normally based on the vamping style of most
piano accompaniment, but basically guitars were
not welcome in traditional sessions. The folk
rock approach to chords in standard tuning was
a strait-jacket difficult to escape from, and it was
really only with the use of alternate tunings that
avenues to sympathetic harmonic accompaniment
seemed to open at the end of the 1960s and beginning of the '70s. Again DAD GAD and Micheal
6 Domhnaill's use of it to accompany jigs and reels
in The Bothy Band were a great leap forward . But
no standard style has developed. Other tunings
used are dropped D (DADGBE) - used notably
by Arty McGlynn and John Doyle (combining
many of the virtues of standard and DADGAD),
DADH AD, and DADEAE. Dennis Cahill is one
well-known guitarist who has stu ck to standard
tuning and developed his own unique style featuring fragmented chording and subtle rhythms.
Another approach to standard tuning is the individual style on nylon-strung 'classical' guitar, both
highly rhythmic and richly harmonic, developed
by Stephen Cooney. [DAS]
melodic style. The flexible approach demanded
in accompaniment has led to considerable variety.
Classical guitar arrangements of Iri sh melodies
(usually airs and the simpler dance tunes) have
been around for some time, as has the finger-picking style known as 'Celtic guitar' pioneered by such
guitarists as Davey Graham and John Renbourn.
But to play traditional Irish melodies on guitar
in a manner compatible with traditional practice
requires some subverting of the nature of the
instrument, ignoring much of its harmonic potential: in a sense, treating the guitar as a banjo with
sustain. This generally involves using a plectrum,
as very few guitarists can achieve the requisite
speed and articulation using finger-picking (Tony
McManus is one who can). Techniques of phrasing
and ornamentation which are vital to traditional
performance on any instrument are necessarily
adapted from more established instruments, primarily banjo and fiddle; guitar-specific techniques,
such as string-bending, use of partial chords, bass
drones, etc., are also used. Its relatively small tone
means that the guitar cannot compete as a melody

Gunn Book, The

instrument with more traditional instruments in
group situations, and therefore the use of guitar
for melody playing is limited; however, the work
of Dick Gaughan, Paul Brady, Arty McGlynn and
others shows that Irish melodies can be played
effectively on guitar in a traditional manner.
rhythmic style. Because of its limited function
in melody, use of the guitar as a rhythm instrument presents its greatest opportunities, but also
its greatest challenges. Its full sound, when played
chordally, its pitch range below that of traditional
melody instruments, and its percussive possibilities,
all make it an effective rhythm instrument. The
challenge for guitarists (who typically have learned
to play in another genre) is to recognise the subtleties concealed in the simple time signatures oflrish
melodies, and to respond to the particular rhythm
of the melody player(s) rather than imposing their
own pulse.
harmony. For guitarists, as for accompanists
in general, the two key issues are rhythm and
harmony. Rhythm is by far the more important of these, a fact which can confuse guitarists
accustomed to think in terms of chord sequences.
From the melody player's perspective (which takes
priority) a few, or even many, incorrect chords are
insignificant if the rhythm is adequately supported.
Rhythmic competence is attained through careful
ear-training and a habit of actually listening to
the melody player. IdentifYing and emphasising
the main beats is simple - the rhythmic subtleties
lie in what happens in between, and the guitarist must be careful not to blur the rhythm with a
strumming pattern which is incompatible with the
intermediate beats. Though unharmonised in its
original form, Irish music (like Bach's solo violin
partitas) abounds in implied harmonies, which are
sometimes obvious, sometimes subtle or ambiguous. A chord sequence is a static, inflexible concept;
the guitarist should instead devise an accompaniment based on a moving line, where each chord
or partial chord leads on to the next in a dynamic,
linear manner, echoing the arc of the melody itself.
An effective way to do this is to start with a simple
bass line and then add layers of harmony on the
higher strings. Typically, repetition in the melody
allows scope for variation in the chosen harmonies,
or chords.

decoration. Decoration techniques for guitar
are necessarily adapted from those for established
traditional instruments. Traditional decorations
such as cuts, triplets and rolls can readily be played
on guitar, and their expression can be varied by
picking (plucking) some notes and forming others
with the fretting hand using 'hammer-on' (fretting
a higher note after a lower one is played) and/or
'pull-off' (the reverse, where the fretting finger is
removed to sound a lower note). Trese decorations
can be used with other, more instrument-specific
techniques such as string-bending, sliding up to a
note, vibrato, partial chords and bass drones.
electric guitar. Used for rhythm or melody
playing, this relies on amplification of string
vibration through electronic pickups (mounted on
the guitar) and a separate amplifier to which the
guitar is connected by cable or radio link. While
the sound is created by contact with a tuned string,
this is slight, and what is heard is its electronic
modification, the guitar's own construction (solid
or hollow body) having relatively little influence.
There are significant cultural and logistical barriers
to the electric guitar's more widespread use, yet
its greater volume, range of timbres, and sustain
make it potentially more suitable than acoustic
guitar for melody playing of Irish music (it has
been used effectively by Arty McGlynn, Richard
Thompson and others). Many acoustic guitarists
now use electronic amplification (via built-in or
attached pickups), usually just to produce a louder
natural sound, but some are experimenting with
more exotic sounds, and this seems likely to be a
more acceptable innovative path than the use of
fully electric guitars. [PDG]

Gunn Book, The. A manuscript of dance tunes
written down by Co. Fermanagh fiddle player
John Gunn in the mid-nineteenth century. The
collection has forty-three pages with 105 reels, 28
hornpipes, 41 jigs and 4 miscellaneous pieces. A
single, hand-bound collection, it is handwritten
with a dipped ink pen, with a fine cursive style
of handwriting in the tune titles; it shows all the
signs of a trained and well-practised hand. This
MS contains tunes that are familiar still today, as
well as many that are not; local names and references are common in the titles. John Gunn lived
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in the townland of Corrastistune, near Derrylin,
and is the first of a long line of fiddle players from
that family. His descendants still play, among
them John McManus (mother Katie Gunn) of
Knockninny, Derrylin, whose son, Pat, also plays
fiddle; Fintan McManus, bouzouki and guitar
player, and composer, is related too. The fiddle
players associated with the Gunns still play many
tunes found in The Gunn Book (more often than
not being unaware of that) and share a flamboyant
bowing style. [CYM]
Gunning, Carmel. Whistle, flute, singer. From
Geevagh in south Sligo, she was encouraged to
play from a young age by her father, Tom Nangle,
who lilted and whistled tunes for her. By 1969 she
was singing in a band typical of its era, Carmel
and the Chrystals, playing for dances locally at
Kcadue, Geevagh and Boyle. She won the Alllreland tin whistle slow airs competition in 1976
and then the senior Sc6r instrumental title. In the
later '70s and '80s she played regularly with such
as P.J. Hernon, Mick Shannon and Joe O'Dowd in
sessions at Sligo Trades Club in Sligo town. Her
first solo recording, The Lakes of Sligo, introduced
her Sligo-style whistle and unaccompanied singing
to a wider audience. Taking the CCE TTCT
diploma established her teaching status, leading
her to open her own school of music in 1985,
annual teaching at Scoil Eigse, and to the role of
whistle tutor on the MA and BA programmes at
UL. Gunning has played all over Europe, in the
USA, Australia and Japan, giving master classes in
association with festivals and concerts. Since 1998
she has hosted the Carmel Gunning International
Summer School of Irish music held each year in
Sligo town. Many of her past pupils have had stylistic success, including Liam Kelly of Dervish,
June Nf Chormaic, Loreto Clarke and Orlaith
McAuliffe. Her stylistically diverse solo albums
include The Lakes of Sligo (1995; with Altan guitar
player Mark Kelly and Robbie Walsh, bodhran),
Around St]ames's Well (1995; with Neil Mulligan,
pipes, and Vincent Harrison, fiddle), Carmel Sings
Country (2002), The Sligo Maid (2004; with Charlie
Lennon, piano, and Junior Davey, bodhran) and
Corran Hill (2008). She also performs tracks on
Lamentfor the Birds (2005, with writer Jack Harte)
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and on The Sound ofColeman Country (2006; with
P.J. Hernon, Peter Horan, John Dwyer, Collette
Gaffney, Colm O'Donnell, Verona Ryan, Kevin
Henry,Junior Davey, Hazel Shannon and Declan
Folan). In 2006 the Coleman Heritage Centre at
Gurteen published The Mountain Top, Gunning's
collection of sixty locally and nationally popular
tunes with sources information.
Gunn, Tommy. (1912-2001). Fiddler, Wter, dancer
and singer. Born near Derrylin, Co. Fermanagh,
an area rich in music, particularly so on fiddle
and flute. These have been the main source of his
style and repertoire; his father too played flute. In
his early twenties Tommy moved to England for
fourteen years, and served as a soldier in the Far
East during the Second World War. In 1951 he
settled in Belfast. During the 1950s he played at
fieadhanna, was familiar with Co. Clare and met
Paddy Canny on several occasions. In the 1960s
and '70s he was a major figure in traditional music
circles in and around Belfast where the Gunns'
kitchen was a landmark among sessions. With
Robin Morton and Cathal McConnell, he was
one of the founder members of the Boys of the
Lough. A person of immense vitality and warmth,
he contributed to
three recordings:
Ulster 's Flowery
Vale, Good Friends
-Good Music and
Celtic Mouth Music.
A sign of the times,
his son Brendan,
also a fiddler, once
observed that the
last title shared the
same advertising
space in a Sunset
Strip, Los Angeles
music store with
Snoop Doggy
Dog, The Rolling
Stones and Oasis.
After 1977Tommy
lived and played
in Killyleagh, Co.
Down. [DEW)
Tommy Gunn dancing a step

H
half set. 1. In dance, a performance of set dance by
half the usual complement of four couples (eight
people), in which the two couples face each other.
2. An incomplete set of uilleann pipes which has
only chanter and drones, typically used by beginners, or by a player awaiting delivery of, or the
funds for the purchase of, regulators.

Hall, Reg. (1933- ) Melodeon and vamp piano
player, researcher, writer, lecturer and record
producer. He began playing in the Irish community
in London with Michael Gorman in The Bedford
Arms in the mid-1950s, and has since associated
with most of the local Irish musicians of his generation. He partnered fiddle player Jimmy Power
for over twenty years, including fourteen with him
in The Favourite, and he is still an active musician,
having been resident in The Auld Triangle at
Fins bury Park for nearly a decade. He has produced
many LPs and cos oflrish, English and American
traditional music, frequently in collaboration with
Bill Leader and Tony Engle, and he favours field
and location recording over the social and acoustic
sterility of the recording studio. Paddy in the Smoke
(1968, 1997) presents audio snapshots of some of
the outstanding musicians around at the time;
John Kimmel (1977), Irish Dance Music (1995),
Past Masters ofIrish Dance Music (2000) and Past
Masters of Irish Fiddle Music (2001) draw on his
collection of rare 78 rpm discs from the 1900s to
the 1940s; Round the House and Mind the Dresser
(2001) features tunes for the old country-house
dances; The Sligo Champion (2001) looks at the
course of Irish music thro ugh the life of Michael
Gorman; and long-serving fo unders of the music
scene in London are represented on ue Sailed away
from Dublin Bay: Liam Farrell and Joe Whelan
(2002) and 1he Spirit of Tfest Clare: Bobby Casey
(2007). As the compiler of 1he Voice of the People
(1998), he has made available on twenty cos 500
recorded performances oflrish and British traditional music, many of which had never previously
been heard. He is currently the editor of a second
series based largely on field recordings made in the

1950s, which will include a four-eo set of Irish
music recorded in London, and his book, A Few
Tunes of Good Music: A History of Irish Music and
Dance in London, 1800-1980, is due for publication
in 2010. In 2009 he received the TG4 Gradam
Ceoil award for his services to Irish music, and was
honoured by Scoil Samhraidh Willie Clancy.

Halls"Ireland. A travelogue researched c.183 9-40
by Samuel Carter (SC) and Anna Maria (Mrs SC)
Hall (published 1841-3 in 3 vols). With words,
sketches and engravings, it is an extensive, objective (b ut not without wonder and moralism)
ethnographic-style collection of commentary on
the natural features, agriculture, industry, culture,
customs and people of all counties of Ireland. It
covers items relating to uilleann pipes and fiddle,
with sketches of pipes and tin whistle players, and
has the earliest combined depiction and description of the 'borrane', a skin tray from which today's
bodhran took its name.
See also under bodhnin.
Hamilton, Colin (Hammy). (1953- ). Flute
player and maker, singer, researcher and writer.
Born Belfast, he was one of the many introduced
to traditional music through the folk/ballad revival
of the 1960s. Self-taught on tin whistle and flute,
he studied human physiology at QUB, then did
postgraduate studies in ethnomusicology under
John Blacking. His MA study covered 'the session'
in Irish music. He moved to Cuil Aodha, and in
1979 set up the first professional workshop devoted
to making flutes for Irish traditional music. He
became flute tutor to the Music Department of
UCC in 1983, in 1990 published the seminal Irish
Fluteplayer's Handbook, and released the album 1he
Moneymusk. He was a Fulbright Visiting Scholar
at UCLA in 1995, and was a eo-founder with Paul
McGettrick of the Irtrad-L intern et discussion list.
His PhD thesis on the role of commercial recordings in Irish traditional music was completed at
UL in 1996. His research is in the history of traditional music, and organology. Publications include:
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John Rea: A Prqfile of the Hammer Dulcimer Player
(1977); The Irish Fluteplayer's Handbook (1990);
'Designing a Flute for Irish Traditional Music',
in Ireland's Musical Instrument Makers (1990);
'The Simple System Flute in Irish Traditional
Music' ,journal of the British Flute Society (1991);
'Traditional Music: National Symbol?', 1he Cork
Review (1992); 1he Role of Commercial Recordings
in the Survival and Development ofTraditional Irish
Music (1994); 'Musical Connections: Tradition and
Change', Proceedings of the 21st World Conference
ofISME, Auckland, NZ; 'The Reinvention of the
Simple System Flute', The Woodwind Quarterly
(1995), vol. 8; 'The Simple System Flute in Ireland',
journal of the British Flute Society (2007), vol. 26,
no. 3. He was one of the organisers of the 1996
Crossroads conference on traditional music, has
given numerous papers at music conferences, and
was a founding committee member ofCruinniu na
bhFliuit at Coolea, Co. Cork.

Hamilton, Diane. (1925- ). Song collector, eofounder ofTradition Records (by her full name
Diane Hamilton Guggenheim LangstaffMeek).A
member of a prominent US family, she changed her
name to Hamilton, and in 1955 travelled to Ireland
to record Irish folk singers. Having met Tom and
Paddy Clancy in New York, she visited their family
in Co. Waterford and continued her collection
tour with their brother Liam. They visited Sarah
Makem in Co. Armagh, a meeting which introduced Sarah's son Tommy to Liam Clancy and
contributed to the formation of the famous ballad
group. Using a portable reel-to-reel recorder, with
Catherine Wright she collected songs and music
in Ireland, out of which was selected material for
the 1956 LP The Lark in the Morning, featuring
Paddy Tunney, Sean 'ac Donnchadha, Tommy
Makem and Padraig O'Keeffe (now on Rykodisc) .
With Paddy Clancy she set up and ran Tradition
Records whose catalogue had the Clancy Brothers
and Tommy Makem, Alan Lomax's Negro Prison
Songs, Seam us Ennis's Bonny Bunch of Roses, and
various seminal blues and folk artists including
Odetta and Etta Baker.
Hammond, David. (1928-2008) . Singer, raconteur, film producer, educator. Born in Belfast
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of Derry and Antrim parents through whom he
heard songs of the country, he went on to teach
at Orangefield Boys Secondary School in Belfast
where Van Morrison was among his pupils. Their
home was a calling house for relatives from the
country, neighbours, workmen needing their tin
cans boiled and street musicians. While in his teens
Estyn Evans led him to recognise the oneness in
all this variety; influential friendships with collector Hugh Qyinn and, a few years later, with Sean
O'Boyle, added to this. Both were obsessive by
nature and teachers by trade and ably passed on
information and skills: 'Both believed that songs
and music had their origins in the heart, that it
was in another heart they were intended to lodge.'
A believer in the ordinary and the extraordinary,
the wonder of the commonplace, Hammond was
always a collector and singer. He maintained these
interests in the course of his early years as a teacher
and later, while a producer in radio, then television,
first with the BBC and then as an independent.
His 1950s production As I Roved Out for BBC
radio was an important ground-breaking series in
the music revival. His short film, 1he Boho Singers,
is a unique view of Fermanagh singers, musicians
and dancers (BBC NI).
film. His films are of great ethnographic value,
about '"ordinary" people: farmers, weavers, factory-workers- "the plain people of Ireland"'.This
ethos was carried into his BBC education production Over to You, and also coloured his casual
and on-stage singing with passion and intensity.
His cultural ambit was wide, the literary dimension seen in his being a director of Field Day, the
theatre company and cultural movement founded
in 1980 by Brian Friel, Stephen Rea and others.
He left the BBC in 1986 to form his own company,
'the mischievously-named Flying Fox', which has
produced city and country folklore related material,
including The Magic Fiddle (C4), and films on
Yehudi Menuhin and Stephane Grappelli, Seamus
Heaney, the painter Neil Shawcross, Brian Keenan
and the Belfast shipyard. He produced several
albums, including Ulster's Flowery Vale, Green Peas
and Barfey-0, and a double LP ofJohnny Doherty.
As a singer he was widely known and travelled in
Ireland and the USA, where he was a close friend
of the Clancys, and took part in the Paddy Clancy

Harbison, Janet

tribute concert in New York in 1999. His recordings include the street-song collection I Am the
Wee Falorie Man (Tradition), Belfast Street Songs
(Request), Irish Songs of Freedom (Request), The
Singer's House, with Donal Lunny (Mulligan), Songs
of Belfast (Mercier Press). He compiled and presented many radio broadcasts for RTE and BBC on
traditional music themes, all available for consultation in their archives, and was awarded an honorary
doctorate by Dublin City University in 2003. [KB]
Hanly, Patsy. (1947- ). Flute. Born at Kilrooskey,
Co. Roscommon, this legendary player is considered a stylistic authority on his instrument in north
Connaught. He grew up with music, his father and
grandfather both playing flute in the local Kilgefin
fife and drum band. Self-taught, Patsy began on
whistle and moved to flute, learning tunes off a
neighbour's gramophone, from Sligo fiddlers
Coleman and Killoran, then, later, flute player John
McKenna and fiddler James Morrison. Influenced
by Lanesboro fiddler Larry Kelly, he learned too
from Tipperary fiddler and composer Sean Ryan,
from Peter and Kevin Carberry in Co. Longford,
Packie Duignan of Arigna and Peter Horan from
Killavil. He played with local ceili bands the Killina
and the Foxhunters, and recorded with the Laois/
Kildare Bridge Ceili Band. He won the All-lreland
flute in 1972, 'by accident' as he says himself,
having had to be 'rounded up' by a cc£ official
at the county fleadh to enter. He also plays fiddle,
and used to play accordion too until he 'gave it up
for Lent one year and never went back to it'. He
has toured Ireland, Britain and the US on many
occasions in the 1970s-80s with CCE, has toured
Ireland with Music Network, and broadcast on
radio and TV. He has played at IWAMD student
seminars and been a guest on many albums with
such as The Boys of the Lough and The Bridge
Ceili Band. He can be heard also on the The Flute
Players of Roscommon Vol. 1 (2004).
Hanna, Geordie. (1925-87). Singer, raconteur.
Born at Derrytresk, Co. Tyrone, on the southwestern shore of Lough Neagh, his father played
fiddle and sang. His style adheres to no 'Ulster'
standard. is a local and family inheritance (similar
to that of his sister Sarah Ann O'Neill), but

accentuated by a highly individual artistic intensity. Described by John Moulden (Topic, 1978)
as entailing 'a breaking up of the tune and words
into short phrases delivered with great force. It
is also distinct in the placing and shape of the
decoration. This results from the shortness of the
phrases and allows a highly meaningful performance without any over-statement.' Repertoire and
style were mutually influential for him and Sarah
Ann. A winner of the John Player and Bellaghy
song awards in the 1970s, with Sarah Ann he travelled to fleadhanna all over the island, was featured
singer at such as Feile na Boinne, and toured with
CCE in the US. His early tragic death left a great
void in Irish singing, he was recorded on Topic
(1978) and an annual song weekend at Derrytresk
commemorates his contribution to singing.
Hannan, Ro bbie. (1961- ). Uilleann pipes.
Born in Belfast and raised in the nearby town
of Hollywood, Co. Down, he took an interest in
traditional music in his early teens and started to
learn the pipes at the age of fifteen. The Fermanagh
piper Sean McAloon was a great source of encouragement and the piping of Seamus Ennis, Willie
Clancy and Tommy Reek were influential in his
playing. Other influences have been his interest in
Co. Donegal fiddle playing and the Irish-language
song tradition. His recordings include two solo
albums and a duet album with the fiddler Paddy
Glackin. A graduate of QUB, where he studied
Celtic languages and literature and Law, he presented The Long Note on RTE Radio 1984-5 and
has presented a number of traditional music series
on RTE Raidio na Gaeltachta and BBC Radio
Ulster. He was appointed curator of musicology in
the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum in 1995
and since 2008 has held the position of head of
folklife and agriculture in the same institution. He
has been chair ofNa Piobairi Uilleann since 2006.
H arbison, Janet . (1955- ). Harper, composer,
teacher, stage producer, she was born in Dublin
to an eclectic musical family. Both grandmothers (Clare and Galway) were musicians and music
teachers, and her Co. Tyrone fa ther played classical
piano. She started on piano at five, playing for ceilis
at Colaiste na Rinne by age ten, and was influenced
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in traditional song by Maire Ni Ceilachair. She took
up harp at twelve with Mairin :Ferriter in Sion Hill
school, going on to win major harp competitions
between 1979 and '81 at the Feis Ceol,All-Ireland
Fleadh, Granard and O'Carolan Harp Festivals,
the Oireachtas and also at international events; she
was the first harper to tour internationally with
CCE from 1980. Her dedicated harp work began
with researching the music of the Bunting collection at UCC and at the Institute oflrish Studies at
QUB. From 1986 to 1994 Harbison was Curator
of Music at the Ulster Folk Museum, during which
time she was involved in GCSE traditional music
curriculum consultation, and, in 1992, organised
and directed a year of festivities commemorating
the Belfast Harpers' bicentenary. She also set up
Clairse6iri na hEireann (the Harpers' Association,
1987), Belfast Harps agency (1986) and the
Belfast Harp Orchestra (1992). Grammy Award
winner with 1he Chieftains in 1993) and the Harp
Foundation (1994), and involved in an intensive
array of harp, peace and cultural initiatives until
2002, she moved to family roots in Castleconnell
where she set up The Irish Harp Centre, the Irish
and National Harp Orchestras (professional and
youth training orchestras). The kaleidoscopic
credits of this prolific performer and organiser
include achievement and awards in the diverse
fields of music, long-distance swimming and
sailing, and her engagements include performance
for US president Bill Clinton, and her accompanying Irish president McAleese on her 2003 state
visit to China. Harbison's numerous publications
and recordings include six volumes of a harp tutor,
original solos and orchestral scores, session tunes
and Carolan and slow airs collections. In 2010 her
enterprises culminated in the formation of the
internationally accredited Irish Harp College.

Hardebeck, Carl Gilbert. (1869-1945). Organist,
arranger, teacher, collector, publisher. Born in
London and blind from birth, the son of a wealthy
German but naturalised British father, the early
death of his Welsh mother intensified his passion
for music and by age seven he was setting Shelley's
poetry to music. From the age of eleven he spent
thirteen years at the Royal National School for the
Blind, where he was trained in music. A Catholic,
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he came through a Methodist education provided
by a generous endowment from his jeweller father,
this designed to develop his independence through
music. By twenty-three he was an organist and
pianist, and qualified as a teacher; this led him
to open a music store in Belfast. Failure at that
saw him teaching music from his home on the
Limestone Road, playing organ eventually in St
Peter's Church on the Falls Road. He won first
prize for a composition at the first Dublin Feis
Cheoil in 1897, and was influenced in his ideas by
the thinking of Samuel Ferguson, James Clarence
Mangan and Standish O'Grady.
collecting. He had himself taught Irish in order
to understand the musi c, mastering phonetic
principles and poetry, obsessed with the antiquities of Gaelic culture. He collected songs in
Donegal, working by repetition of phrase, much
in the manner of contemporary collectors, but
quite amazingly using a Braille board, frame and
stylus. His training in plainchant was of considerable value in this interpretation (Irish music used
the same modes). He published Gems of Melody
in 1908 to high acclaim, was eventually appointed
to the chair oflrish Music in UCC in 1918, and
also as headmaster of the Cork Municipal School
of Music.
disfavour. Hardebeck's nationalist beliefs
enge ndered local Anglo-Irish hostility, however,
impoverished him and forced him to return
to Belfast in 1923, then to Dublin in 1932.
He engaged with Dublin music society in the
nationalist climate of the times, winning several
composition prizes at the Feis Cheoil and adjudicating singing and music competitions. He
supported himself initially by teaching Irish and
traditional music in the Dublin Municipal School
for two years and arranged Irish traditional music
for various instrumental and choral groups and for
An Gum, the government publisher. Eventually
reduced to poverty, he was supported by the publishers of The Capuchin Annual, who organised a
pension for him. As a component of the Gaelic
Revival his influence was strong in Belfast, where
his Gaelic choir involved singers drawn from the
Catholic middle class, so passing on an ideological
passion linking national music and national identity
(Alien: H istory Ireland, vol. 6, 1998). [EDI]

harmonica

Hardebeck's music. Along with Robert O'Dwyer
and Eamonn 6 Gallchobhair, Hardebeck took
a radical, parochial approach, which built on
the work of the collectors of the nineteenth
century who had aimed to preserve and develop
a characteristically national music. His piano
arrangements of traditional tunes are fingered and
phrased in such a way as to imitate the style of
performance on the fiddle for which many were
originally composed. H e aimed to make the lefthand accompaniments elaborate and virtuosic,
frequently emulating harpsichord music of the sixteenth century. Hardebeck himself played his own
arrangements of Irish melodies on a Schiedmayer
harmonium on which he made ample use of the
percussion stop. He was the first classically trained
composer to acknowledge the irregular metre of
Irish traditional music in his art music arrangements, which as a result feature frequent time
signature changes. He produced several influential arrangements, many published as early as 1908.
Examples include an arrangement of Una Bhdn for
voice and piano and an arrangement for orchestra
of The Lark in the Clear Air, produced in 1938 and
published by Boosey & Hawkes. Upon his death in
1945 the Irish National League of the Blind cornmended 'the important contribution which the late
Dr Hardebeck had made to Irish culture, music
and art'. This contribution he made as a sightless
person, with sufficient impact to be regarded as one
of the innovators in the revival of Irish music in
the first half of the twentieth century. [CME]
Harden, Geoff. (1943-2006). Folk club organiser. Born in Benenden, Kent, he moved to Belfast
in 1966. A journalist and sound engineer for the
BBC in London and Belfast, he played a critical
role in establishing a folk music scene in NI. He
started the Sunflower Folk Club in Corporation
Street, Belfast in 1979. He eo-founded the Ulster
Federation of Folk Clubs to make it financially
viable for more folk musicians to tour the increasing number of folk clubs, and compiled the Ulster
Folk Magazine which had news, interviews, reviews
of concerts and albums. In the early 1980s he successfully lobbied Belfast City Council for finance
to organise the first Belfast Folk Festival, and
later the Black Mountain Festival; he helped to

establish the Mid Ulster Folk Festival in 1982.
His wide knowledge of music and enthusiasm for
live performance led to his appointment to Belfast
Community Arts Initiative, where he covered a
broader spectrum of music genres as project coordinator in 2000. [MAL]
See Northern Ireland music archive.
harmonica. Known colloquially as 'mouth organ',
and in blues music as 'blues harp' or 'harp', this is
the simplest of the free-reed instruments. In its
earliest versions the reeds were set in pipes, like
tuning-pipes for guitar; later the familiar 'flat
box' shape was developed. Based on the principles established by Buschmann in 1822, it was
first manufactured by Hotz of Knittlingen in
1825, by Messner ofTrossingen in 1827, Glier of
Klingenthal in 1829- all eventually overshadowed
and absorbed by clock maker Matthias Hohner
ofTrossingen who began production 1857 and
gradually built up a monopoly. Hugely popular in
the last century, the instrument is also made to the
German design in China.
keys. Modern harmonicas come in different
types and keys in order to facilitate playing in blues
or jazz. The longer the instrument the greater the
range of notes; each hole in the blowing side has
two reeds pitched to adjacent notes of the scale;
one is sounded on blow, the other on suck. The
'chromatic' harmonica has two tiers of blowing
holes, the upper row providing semitones which
are activated by pressing a sprung knob with the
thumb. The ten-hole mouth organ is similar to the
ten-key melodeon- with bellows added; the chromatic harmonica is like a two-row accordion.
The system on aD diatonic illustrates:.
BLOW D
Fll A D Fll A D Fll A D
sucK e a c# e g b c~ e g b
Of all the instruments used in traditional music,
it is now probably the least popular, but up to
the 1950s this was not the case. The instrument
was an exceptional music-maker; testimony
to that is the number of old people
around the country who
recall playing it
(Templepatrick,
Co . Antrim
fiddler Kathleen
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Smith's grandmother played it up until her death
in her nineties, in 1998).
types. Where traditional music is concerned,
'harmonica' as a term covers several very different
kinds of instrument:
1. The 'diatonic' (or blues harp) is the simplest
construction. Playing it involves either having a
selection of appropriately-pitched instruments,
or bending or slurring notes to compensate for
absent sharps and flats. The diatonic is pitched
in different keys.
2. The 'octave' has the same scale set-up as the
diatonic, but bending of notes is not possible.
It has a double set of reeds for each note of
the scale, these an octave apart (e.g. G and G') .
This gives a very full, rich sound - rather like
a melodeon.
3. The 'tremolo' also has a double set of reeds for
each note of the scale, but the second set is
tuned slightly sharp to the primary set- giving
a 'tremolo' effect rather like an accordion sound.
New models of these have a full scale.
4. The 'chromatic' has a button or slide mechanism which is used to get sharps and flats.
Chromatic harmonicas can be played in any key,
but they are also made in a variety of popular basic
keys of G, D, A (and 'Fil to G' by Hering only for
traditional playing). 1he slide button is pushed in
to achieve sharps and flats, these manipulated to
make very effective rolls.
Tremolo and octave harmonicas are fixed in key,
so, for instance, playing on a D model will have 0
only - so one has to pick one's tunes carefully. In
addition, older models of the tremolo have some
notes of the scale missing and unavailable in the
lower octave, but Suzuki and Tombo models have
full scales, and in choices of keys. Hohner, Tombo,
Suzuki, Hering and Lee Oskar are major makes of
the instrument.
style. In the hands of a good player the diatonic
or 'blues harp' can be exciting for traditional music,
for the playing will involve slurring and bending
notes, a technique in itself. Tremolo and octave
remain the most popular in Irish music, however,
and instruments are chosen to match the key of a
tune (i.e. a G tune will be played on a G instrument).
Harmonica players in traditional music use all varieties of the instrument. Eddie Clarke (chromatic),
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Hohner
chromatic
harmonica

Brendan Power (chromatic and diatonic), Rick Epping
(diatonic and octave), Joel Bernstein (chromatic
and diatonic), Mick K.insella (chromatic), Mark
Graham (chromatic and diatonic). John and Pip
Murphy ofWexford, and their late father Phil, use
diatonic, octave and tremolo; Phil played tremolo,
and also chromatic in a vamping style. Phil's exploration expanded the melodic possibilities of this
instrument by retaining one of the lower reeds, and
to play in a lower octave he sometimes used the
larger chromatic. For solo work, John Murphy also
plays ten-hole, single-reeded diatonic 'harps' of the
type favoured by American blues musicians. AllIreland prize winners Austin Berry and Noel Battle
use tremolo, as do Rory 6 Leorach:iin and Tom
Clancy. [MlK]
harmonica stylists. Style is diverse on this
instrument on account of its many forms and uses.
Technique directs certain playing characteristics
which are shared across the genres of music in
which it is used- Irish, country, folk, Cajun, blues,
jazz. Some players will spread themselves across
several genres, and share associated techniques.
Some top players speciali se in the instrument.
others do not. Andy Irvin e, for instance, primarily
known as a highly original singer-songwriter and
bouzouki player, is one of the earliest recorded,
on tracks with Paul Brady, and later with Patrick
Street. Thus the list of stylists includes both strictly
traditional Irish players and others who are also
expert in the genre, but are all masters of the
instrument. CCE regognises the 'mouth organ'
(organ beil) as a 'traditional' instrument in its
competitions, but when many of the old-timers
use the term 'harmonica', they mean a chromatic
instrument. This terminology seems to have been
standard usage in Britain as well, though never in
the USA, where the terms are interchangeable.
The distinction in usage may have disappeared in
Ireland as well, for the All-Ireland senior awards
have been achieved on a variety of instruments.
These outstanding players include Noel Battle,
Mullingar (1967, '85 and 2001-4, tremolo), Austin
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Berry, Roscommon (1996-8, tremolo) and Paul
Moran, Corofin (2000, 'country-tuned' diatonic).
Other exemplary payers of repute include the late
Eddie Clarke, Cavan/Dublin, an innovative chromatic player, Mick K.insella, Dublin (diatonic and
chromatic, fluent in traditional styles, blues and
jazz) and Don Meade, New York (chromatic, 1987
All-Ireland). Phil Murphy (1969-71 All- Ireland)
had a classic tremolo style, the legacy of which
contributed much to the harmonica's instrumental integrity in traditional music. His influence is
central to a strong family and regional association
with harmonica in south Wexford, maintained
by his sons John (All-Ireland 1973) and Philip
('Pip', All- Ireland 1980, '82). International players
have established reputations in 'Irish' harmonica, notably Joel Bernstein fro m Seattle and Jim
Conway, Chicago (both diatonic and chromatic),
and Brendan Power, New Zealand, who plays
Irish, blues and jazz on specially tuned diatonic
and chromatic instruments. A significant niche too
has been carved by American-born Rick Epping,
who teaches the instrument at SSWC. [DOM]
harmony. The decoration of melody, the idea of

harmony dates to the ninth-century Christian
church. Loosely it involves the simultaneous
performance of 'parts' (sympathetic melodies
accompanying and interwoven with the principal
one- counterpoint), but strictly it involves the use
of particular chords. Fundamental to orchestral
and other forms of music, it has not been considered important to traditional musics, Irish in
particular where melody has been dominant, in
fact the hallmark of the genre. Yet such celebrated
virtuosi as Michael Coleman and James Morrison
frequently used harmony in various forms of
'backing' in the 1930s and '40s. And in recent times
traditional music in Ireland has developed strong
connections with harmonic structure through
accompaniment.
solo tradition. Historically, much of Irish traditional music has been solo, and in the absence
of evidence of the use of multi phonics, harmony
did not play a part, particularly among singers.
However, the development of certain instruments
has introduced a harmonic element into what are
seen as solo performances. The introduction of

drones and regulators to the pipes is such a development. As to whether the early harpists employed
a structured accompaniment to the tune is unclear,
but taking the nature of the instrument, it seems
likely that due to its resonance, some overtones
were apparent, thus giving it harmonic qualities.
So too the use of intentional and unintentional
double stopping by fiddle players can give a
similar harmonic effect. Octave playing employed
by certain styles of fiddling is in itself a harmonic
construction and one widely accepted and admired
within the Irish music tradition. While sean-n6s
singing is viewed for the most part as being a solo
performance, there are also examples of group
activity within the song tradition of Ireland - in
the form of work songs and luibini, for example and in the wake tradition where there was wide use
of group performance in the caoineadh. In all of
these forms, while harmonic construction is rarely
intentional, through variation, ornamentation,
modulation and pitch and timbre differences in
voice production, harmonic properties were introduced to the music.
modern trends. As folk music could be classed
as being part of a communicative process, text
and melody could be seen to take precedence over
harmony as a method of communication. In the
modern world, however, the use of harmony has
become somewhat of a pre-requisite to most types
of music presentation. Folk music is not exempt
from this influence and today a traditional musician
is as likely to- and be expected to - utilise some
form of harmony in performance as play a pure,
melodic unaccompanied form. The refinement of
western art music over the years has conditioned
audiences, through the establishment of harmonic
form and structure, who have come to expect
certain criteria to be satisfied in all music to which
they listen. In the case oflrish traditional music,
while certain forms and measures are required- for
particular dance forms, for example- we also have
come to expect a sense of harmonic grammar.
pitch. The establishment of pitch is perhaps one
of the primary considerations taken for granted
in the performance of many traditional musicians
today. As to whether th e 'primitive' traditional
musician had any concept of pitch, be it A=440Hz
or otherwise, we cannot be certain, but to expect
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all traditional musicians to possess perfect pitch
would be unrealistic. This is borne out by older
instruments still in existence which vary enormously with regard to pitch- the uilleann pipes
in particular. Through this variation it could be
presumed that pitch did not play such a primary
role in the music of an earlier era, and furthermore,
as instruments such as the pipes were susceptible
to pitch variation due to climatic change and other
conditions, the concept of fixed pitch becomes
even more vague.
tonality. With an established pitch for a particular instrument, the concept of tonality then
becomes relevant to the music being performed.
While intonation and tuning may be considered
today, it is again in relation to conditioning and
the establishment of the diatonic scale. However
- as in the case of many forms of folk music traditional Irish music does not always comply
with the requirement of the diatonic structure and
there are many examples where the music presents
features outside this formula. The frequent use of
pitch-bending in certain notes, of micro-tonic
ornamentation, or of glissando movement by
sean-n6s singers, all question the relationship of
the music to the diatonic restrictions. Because
present notions of harmony have developed primarily within the diatonic structure, the application
of harmony to some traditional music can thus be
somewhat confused.
scales and modes. We therefore can assume that
the texture of Irish traditional music has altered
through time due to developments in instrumentation, in musical form, and harmony - as well
as other external influences. The music has been
adapted to receive many of these features, and in
doing so, certain facets of it must have been lost.
It seems likely however that the fundamental
construction of the music has remained intact,
and evidence of this can be found in the retained
closeness of the music to modal structure. While
much of the music fits smoothly into the major or
minor modes, there are also many examples which
do not, and this calls for an alternative classification to that of the major or minor. To this end, we
see that much of the music can be interpreted as
belonging to an earlier modal system, this often
comprised of the amalgamation of what we now
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know as the major and minor (both harmonic and
melodic) modes . The ease with which many traditional tunes weave their way between major and
minor is an important feature of the music. Some
tunes classed in A minor for example can intermittently introduce the sharpened third, thereby
causing confusion as to whether the piece is in A
minor or A major.
alternatives. A solution often used in the
accompaniment of such a piece is to omit the
third from the accompanying harmony. The tune is
then free to change from major to minor without
conflict with the harmonic accompaniment. To
assist this process, alternative tunings are often
employed to accompanying stringed instruments
such as the guitar. The common use of'open D',
'open G' or 'dropped D' tuning is employed by guitarists accompanying traditional music specifically
to emphasise the root and dominant while playing
down the importance of the mediant in either
the major or the minor modes. This confusion is
evidenced among many of the early piano accompanists on recordings of such as Michael Coleman,
Denis Murphy or Paddy Cronin. Another feature
of the earlier style of piano accompaniment is
the conventional use of the 1-4-5-1 harmonic
structure with the pianists generally using the
simplest harmonic construction, that ofTonic, to
Sub-Dominant, to Dominant, and back to Tonic.
With time, however, keyboard accompaniment has
developed a more imaginative harmonic dimension,
again often largely influenced by the modal qualities of the music. Along with this, more elaborate
harmonic constructions are being used today in the
form of added sevenths, ninths, thirteenths, diminished and augmented chords etc., as distinct from
the earlier restrictions of major or minor chords in
root position or first or second inversion.
tradition. Over the past twenty years or so the
concept of harmony in the world of traditional
music has become so much part of the tradition
that it is now expected of performers. Groups
such as Planxty, The Bothy Band, De Dannan
and Clannad have all contributed to bringing
the music to another level of presentation, one in
which the concept of harmonic accompaniment
is the norm. Today, not even the use of guitars
and bouzoukis can fulfil the expanding harmonic
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horizons of some, thus the bass and drums have
been re-introduced, so too orchestration - all of
which gives the whole notion of harmony another
dimension. While some may argue that harmony
is the ruination of the music, it is possible that due
to its adoption many more are now willing to listen
to the music who might otherwise have ignored
it. 'This repeats a pattern begun in the 1970s when
such groups as Horslips made the music attractive to new audiences . But while the acceptance
of some form of harmonic accompaniment is unavoidable in the traditional music of today, it should
be viewed as a feature of presentation or colour. Its
application should not alter the fundamental true
form, rhythm, melody or structure, and dance tunes
should remain faithful to their specific dance types.
Harmony in this music is accompaniment. [JMC)

harp. This instrument is the national symbol of
Ireland, imaged on government stationery, Garda
caps and coin currency; Ireland is the only country
to have a music instrument as its symbol. The
harp's history has constantly motivated exploration, retrieval and ingenuity among harpers and
harp enthusiasts through the twentieth century
and into the twenty-first. It and its music have
been painstakingly researched, instruments have
been reconstructed and new harps based on models
that survive from earlier centuries have been made.
Music collected from the last of the old order of
harp players has been revived to suit these as well,
and techniques of playing to deliver the more
modern dance-music repertoire have been perfected. But because the harp's tradition was broken
there was a rupture in the passing on of skills, and
players today are all in many ways also innovators,
as each puts their own stamp on the instrument.
instrument history. Irish Celtic crosses from
the eighth, ninth and tenth centuries show harplike, stringed instruments of various shapes and
sizes, but none of these could be called 'harp' in
the technical sense. Two other depictions on stone
show triangular-frame harps, one of which is
on the outside wall of twelfth-century Ardmore
Cathedral, Co. Waterford, the other on a fifteenthcentury tomb in Jerpoint Abbey, Co. Kilkenny (but
this latter may possibly represent a harp of greater
antiquity than the fifteenth century). The earliest

Irish positive depiction of the familiar triangularframe harp is on the late eleventh-century shrine
of St Mead6g (breac Maed6ic).That the harp is
represented on such a shrine suggests that it was
by then already well established as an important
instrument. (see medieval Ireland)
ancient prototypes. Harps and lyres are not
by any means restricted to Ireland, or indeed the
'Celtic' countries. This kind of instrument's oldest
records date to the 2500 BC Mesopotamian graves
ofUr, and various forms had travelled to Syria by
2000 BC, and to Palestine where they were used in
Hebrew temple orchestras. In ancient Greece harp
was played by males and females, finger plucked
for ritual use, plectrum plucked (a harder sound)
for dancing. Harps are still used all over north to
central Africa, in Burma and Afghanistan. Since
lyres too are found from the Black Sea to the
Atlantic, it is likely that the early Celtic ancestors had adopted or become influenced by them.
It is possible that the actual triangular harp may
have had a pre-Christian Celtic association in
Ireland and therefore deliberately was not depicted
in carvings - the psalterium may
have been portrayed instead as a

The 'Bunworth' harp, so called after its
owner the Rev. Charles Bun worth
of Baldaniel, Co. Cork (d. c.1770),
rector of Buttevant, five
times umpire of the
competitions of
the Munster
bards held at
Charleville,
Co. Cork and
Bruree, Co.
Limerick. The
harp was made
in 1734 by John
Kelly of Ballinascreen
(Draperstown), Co. Derry.
lt passed from Bunworth to
Thomas Crofton Croker, and
in 1854 was sold to a collector in
London. lt is now in the Museum of
Fine Art, Boston [CBE]
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Twelfth-century triangular frame-harp carving from
Ardmore Cathedral, Waterford [GRY]

symbol of Christianity. Or it may be that the
Danish incursions of the ninth century AD brought
the actual triangular harp here.
Irish form. The triangular shape of the Irish
harp today was set by the eleventh century, its
particularly robust, heavy construction most likely
developed to suit the climate. There are three kinds
of older Irish harp:
1. that of the fourteenth to early sixteenth
century - 70 cm high, thirty strings, referred
to as the 'small low-headed Irish harp';
2. the 'large low-headed Irish harp' with 30-45
strings from the late sixteenth into the seventeenth century. It has four survivors - the
Otway and O'Fogerty harps have thirty-five
strings, the Fitzgerald- Kildare instrument has
thirty-nine, the Dalway (or 'Cloyne') has fortyfive, with an additional seven which probably
sounded sympathetically;
3. the 'high-headed Irish harp', used by later
itinerant harpers - instruments like that of
Turlough Carolan. Six of these survive- the
Bunworth, Carolan, Mullagh Mast, O'Neill,
Dounhill and Sirr.
Two kinds of harp are played today: 1. the wirestrung harp or cl:iirseach, and 2. the modern,
gut-string or 'neo' Irish harp. Harps come in many
different styles of construction, some modelled on
the low-headed, some on the high-headed older
models; others use cl:iirseach design. [EDI]
wire-strung harp. Known also as 'Gaelic harp'
(cl:iirseach), this form of the harp has had a long
historical association with Gaelic-speaking Ireland
and highland Scotland. Featuring brass, iron and
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possibly precious metal strings, uniquely resonant,
and part of an oral tradition spanning well over a
thousand years, it was originally known as crott
and cruit- a possible synecdoche for the instrument's neck- and later as cl:iirseach, a probable
metonym since the fourteenth century for its broad
soundbox. [ANH]
The earliest surviving Irish harp is the so-called
'Brian Boru' (Trinity College Dublin), dating
probably from the late fourteenth century. This
is the instrument portrayed on Irish coinage. In
form it is typical of the long line of wire-strung
harps produced over a period of at least 800 years
until the early nineteenth century. They varied in
size from small knee-harps to those over five feet
tall. The number of strings, of brass and steel wire,
could be as high as forty-five, though the average
number was thirty to thirty-six. It was a solid,
heavy instrument, often intricately carved and
painted, sometimes inset with jewels.
performers. The harper (cruitire) was an important figure in Gaelic society, second in stature only
to the poet (file). In a chief's household, poet and
harper provided poetry and mu sic as required; a
performance could be a recitation of the chief's
pedigree or his great deeds, the occasion a dinner
entertainment or the ritual mourning of the dead.
Poet and harper were joined by the reciter (reacaire)
who chanted the poems to harp accompaniment.
This kind of performance was still current in the
early seventeenth century, though relatively rare.
By then, for the most part, the harper performed
alone, travelling between the great houses of both
Gael and Gall, performing (and often composing)
both words and music. The chanting of the poems
was eventually tran sformed into conven tional
singing. By the end of the eighteenth century only
a few travelling harpers remained.
playing style. In the early days harpers began
studying in childhood, probably in harp schools
similar to the bardic ones. Such schools certainly
existed in Wales, and there were strong links
between the Welsh and Irish harp traditions, particularly in the twelfth century. It is not known what
music the early Irish harpers performed, because
the tradition was wholly oral. They used long, carefully shaped fingernails to strike the strings, using
a complex technique of string damping in order

harp
to combat the instrument's long-lasting resonance;
without such damping, the music would sound distorted and confused. From the many comments
written about the Irish harpers - ranging from
Giraldus Cambrensis in the twelfth century to the
German traveller ].G. Kohl in the nineteenthwe learn that the music was quick and lively, yet
sweet and plaintive, with a strong contrast between
the magical, bell-like sound of the treble and the
booming resonance of the bass. Players used few
harmony notes, but had a wide variety of ornamentation, and they could vary their sound from being
barely audible to fortissimo.
music of the wire-strung harp. Irish music collections from 1724 on include harp tunes dating
from the sixteenth century and later, but none were
written down in any authentic way until Edward
Bunting began to collect from harpers attending
the Belfast Harpers' Festival of 1792. He subsequently made several collecting tours, noting other
harp tunes, but not for the most part writing down
the bass line, a serious omission. Bunting also wrote
down everything he could learn about traditional
harp style and technique and listed many of the
ornaments and musical terms used by the harpers.
He noted that the harp was tuned in a basic Ionian
(Doh) scale of G, with two strings tuned to tenor
G. All this is preserved in his manuscripts and
published collections. In spite of the efforts of
Bunting and other collectors, much harp music has
disappeared, but some went into the repertoire of
other instruments, notably big melodies such as
'An Chuilfhionn'.
harper-com posers. Ancient Irish literature
abounds in tales of harpers and the magical power
of their music, but more concrete references are
to be found in the various annals kept by learned
monks.1hese are usually about the deaths of prominent musicians, but there is nothing about their
mUS!C.

I 500s. Around this period lived the four Scott
brothers. John and Harry wrote lamentations noted
by Bunting in 1792. A third brother, Darby, was
harper to King Christian IV of Denmark. Another
court harper was Cormac McDermott, who was
employed by both Elizabeth I and James I. Ruadhrf
Dall 6 Cathain travelled extensively in Scotland,
and is best known for his piece 'Tabhair dom do

Lamh'. Another harper of the period, Nicholas
Dall Pierse, was credited with 'compleating the
harp with more strings than ever before his time
were used'.
1600-1750. The harper Cearbhall 6 Dalaigh
is said to have written the celebrated song
'Eibhlfn a Ruin', while the best-known piece by
Maeliosa 6 Riain is 'Marbhna Luimnf' (Limerick's
Lamentation). Cornelius Lyons, harper to Lord
Antrim and a friend of Carolan, composed 'Miss
Hamilton', and wrote variations to many other harp
airs. He was unusual in being able to read music.
Very unpopular among his fellow-harpers was
Daithf 6 Murchadha, because of his self-important manner. A fine performer, he had played for
Louis XIV and was harper to Lord Mayo, for whom
he wrote the well-known song 'Tiarna Mhaigh Eo'.
William and Thomas Connellan were credited with
the composition of over 700 airs, of which only a
few survive, including 'Maire Nfc Ailpfn' and 'Mallaf
San Seoirse'. By far the best-known harper-composer was Turlough Carolan 1670-1738), whose
music has become immensely popular internationally, nowadays played on instruments other than the
harp. Over 200 of his airs survive, with, in many
cases, the words that went with them.
1750-1850. Most of our information about the
later traditional harpers comes from the Memoirs of
Arthur O'Nei/1 (1734-1816), which were recorded
by Edward Bunting. In these O'Neill names
upwards of fifty professional harpers, as well as
some amateur players. A good player himself, he
gave much information and music to Bunting. He
was principal teacher of the Belfast Irish Harp
Society from 1808 to 1813. One of the finest
players of this period was Charles Fanning, who
played baroque style music, in particular pieces
by Carolan. At the end of the eighteenth century,
Rose Mooney was one of the few remaining female
itinerant players. A fine musician, though often
badly behaved, was Echlin 6 Cathain, who spent
much of his life in Scotland, where an account of
his life was written and some of his tunes were
noted. Also active at this period were Daniel Black,
famous for his singing, and Dominick Mungan,
noted for his 'whispering notes', while Thady Elliot
was disgraced for playing Carolan's lively 'Planxty
Connor' during mass in Navan cathedral. Unique
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was Denis Hempson, who lived in three centuries
(1695-1807), the only player at the 1792 festival
who still used the finger-nail technique. He preferred the old music, and had some unusual harp
tunes and studies in his repertoire. He travelled
widely in Ireland and Scotland.
1800s. There were just a few nineteenth-century
harpers, mostly graduates of the harp schools set
up in Belfast and Dublin after 1800. The only one
worth noting is Patrick Byrne. While playing 'Brian
Boru's March' in 1868, the sound of his harp was
described in much the same terms as Cambrensis
had used seven centuries earlier. The magical music
had not changed, but the public now sang to a different tune; there was no longer an audience for
the ancient wire-strung harp. [CRY]
The harp will be considered in its two distinct
forms: 1. clairseach, wire-strung, and 2. gut-strung
or 'neo' Irish harp.
I. clairseach. From early in the nineteenth
century the old wire-strung harp or c!dirseach
faded, however, and was gradually replaced by the
lightweight instrument of today, strung with gut
(or nylon), fitted with semitone levers and played
with the finger pads. This became the familiar Irish
harp as we know it, and is now played all over the

world, in countries as disparate as the USA and
Japan. However, at Gr:iinne Years's invitation
Jay Witcher began to make copies of old Irish
wire-strung harps in the 1970s, thus sparking the
instrument's revival, and since then the number
of its players and makers has steadily increased,
particularly in the United States. Years's writings
and recordings have provided a means of education
and popularisation, Ann Heymann has pioneered
research and reper toire in North America, with
Paul Dooley and Siobh:in Armstrong promoting,
playing and recording in Ireland. Playing and construction standards continue to rise and differences
in approach have emerged so that the 'wire-strung'
harp idiom now encompasses a wide scope oflrish
traditional/historical music . The Historical Harp
Society's Scoil na gCl:iirseach (founded 2003),
provides comprehensive tuition in an annual
summer course. [C RY/ANH]
clairseach construction None of
the common names 'cl:iirseach',
'cruit' or 'Irish harp' distinguish it from the gut-,
nylon-or / ~

~{)
I
/ U{;:=_
~~

Clairseach con struction
and jointing
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carbon fibre-strung lever harps, so 'early Irish harp'
or 'Gaelic harp' (meaning harp of the Gaelicspeaking peoples) is more appropriate. Surviving
instruments have a robust triangular frame that
includes a quadrangular soundbox, hollowed and
shaped from a solid log, often willow, leaving a
soundboard ranging in thickness from a quarter to
three-quarters of an inch. The bowed forepillar is
substantially built with a broadened section along
the outside, forming a 'T' cross-section. The neck
features a metal band along each side, through
which tuning pins pass from the player's right
to the left. The neck is centred so that strings are
not absolutely vertical, but fan out slightly to the
player's left. This alignment creates a neck torque
that on early harps is countered by metal straps or
other reinforcement at the jointure of the neck and
forepillar. The three-part frame is joined by mortise
and tenon joints and held together by string
tension alone. The number of strings on earlier
low-headed harps vary in number from twentynine to thirty-six, with the important exception
of fifty-two on the 1621 Cloyne harp, indicating
chromaticism. Later high-headed instruments
have from thirty to thirty-eight strings, showing
that attempts at chromaticism had been abandoned. Throughout the seventeenth and into the
early eighteenth century, the chiirseach's triangular
frame changed from low-headed to high-headed
to accommodate additional and longer bass strings
-a reflection of changing patron tastes and perhaps
the abandonment of denser precious metal strings.
High-headed harp developments include a mortise
and tenon configuration that puts the pins of the
longest bass strings through an extended forepillar
well able to take the additional tension.
·crot( and ·cruit'. Though the term cruit for
harp still remains in modern usage, this Old
Irish term stems from c. AD 600, and refers to a
metal-s tringed musical instrument with tripartite associations. While it is as yet impossible to
determine a precise form, many think the term was
used as a generic reference to any stringed musical
instrument and that it originally referenced the
lyre before visual evidence for harps in Europe.
However, a gilded plaque on the early eleventhcentury shrine of St Mogue (Meadog) shows
prototypical cl:iirseach elements of a thickened
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T-formation forepillar with zoomorphic symbolism, metal bands on a curved neck and bellied-up
soundbox; such characteristics suggest a long
development and cultural entrenchment. Images
of stringed instruments associated with the biblical
King David are found carved on stone crosses in
both Ireland and Scotland. The Irish stones all
portray various lyres or psalteries, correctly depicting the Middle Eastern idea of David's kinnor,
while Scottish stones on the Christian Pictish
fringe, where looser doctrinal conventions existed,
portray triangular-frame harps. One such image
on the Dupplin Cross, c.AD 820, features a large
floor harp whose shape suggests the use of gut or
horsehair strings. However, the lack of early triangular depictions in Ireland does not preclude a harp
usage there; stronger and more conservative Irish
doctrine may simply have inhibited the portrayal
of a native instrument. In 1862 Eugene O'Curry
used a name from a passage in Cath Maige Tuired,
an account of an epic confrontation between the
Tuatha De Dannan and their Fomoire enemies,
to assert a quadrangular shape for the early crott,
and most scholars since have agreed . 1h: pertinent
incantation contains linguistic material dating to
the Old Irish period (c.AD 600-900) , and the allegorical information it contains strongly implies the
subject crott to be in fact a triangular-frame harp.
playing technique. Traditionally the wire-strung
harp rested slightly left of the player, the left hand
sounding the shorter treble strings and the right
hand accessing the longer bass strings. 1h:mgh the
fingernails actually strike the strings, the finger pads
actively damp specific strings and maintain contact
for feel and stability. In 1662, an Irish priest named
John Lynch writes that only the 'ruder' performers
then played with fingernails, and Bunting reports
that of the ten harpers at the 1792 Belfast meeting,
only the oldest, Denis Hempson (O'Hampsey),
used fingernail technique. A cyanotype portrait of
Patrick Byrne, the only Irish harper to be photographed, shows fingernails of a length that meets
the ends of his fingers - long enough to affect the
sound, should he have chosen to do so. Bunting
also identifies a variety of figures and graces for the
left/ treble hand and octaves/chords for the right/
bass hand. Along with speciftc fingerin g, some
of the terminology corresponds with that found
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in Scottish piobaireachd tradition, and Bunting's
recorded techniques can also be compared with
those found in the medieval Welsh harp tablature
preserved in the seventeenth-century Robert ap
Huw manuscript. Uilleann pipe and Irish harp
scholar Sean Donnelly has found a sixtee nthcentury poetic reference to chrunnluthann that
may support the harp/pipe connection proposed
by several scholars, and also a seventeenth-century
literary analogy showing acute English sensitivity
toward the contrast that skilful damping can effect
upon musical sustain.
tuning. Chiirseach tuning was mostly diatonic
save for two consecutive tenor G strings. Termed
comhluighe ('lyi ng together'), 'the companions'
or 'the sisters', these two strings were tuned first
and provided a tuning foundation. Their recorded
usage spans a thousand years, from the Old Irish
period to th e last professional chiirseoir, Patrick
Byrne in the nineteenth century. Another tuning
feature is tead leagaidh ('falling string') and tead
leagtha ('fallen string'), where a single string serves
as double bass FF in all natural tuning or EE in one
sharp tuning. Thus, one can conclude a primary allnatural diatonic tuning or G mixolydian/C major
scale. However, information given by both Bunting
and harper Patrick Byrne shows that harpers at
that time routinely used a mostly ascending circular
fifth tuning schedule to create a G major scale an obvious reflection of changing musical taste.
It is likely that medieval tuning practice similarly
utilised the cycle of fifths, but with perhaps an equal
number ascending and descending to derive a G
modal centre. It is both interesting and relevant that
surviving medieval Welsh harp tablature uses double
bass CC, DD and FF- but never EE. [ANH]
2. gut -string or ·neo- Irish' harp. Today, both the
'neo-Irish' (strung with gut/nylon or carbon fibre)
and 'Irish' (wire-strung) instruments are us ed,
but the bulk of the music is made on the former.
The modern-day traditional style was sparked by
the harp revival of the 1950s and the subsequent
transformation. Several individuals played pivotal
roles in this, among them M:iirin and Raisin
Ni Sheaghdha who promo ted singing to harp
accompaniment, as did Mary O 'Hara and such as
Kathleen Watkins from the early 1950s onwards.
Shelia Larch et Cuthbert, M ercedes McGrath and

Gr:iinne Yeats were founding members of Cairde
na Cruite, and Nancy Calthorpe, Denise Kelly
and Aine Ni Dhuill have been important in harp
teaching in Dublin. The styles can be summarised
as 1. Neo-Irish, and 2. Traditional Irish.
neo-Irish style has two strands- 'art music' and
'traditional music'. They differ principally in terms
of technique and approach, but repertoire is also a
key marker of the stylistic diversity.
art music style. In this the players use a hand
technique derived from European concert harp
playing. The neck of the harp rests at the top of
the shoulder or above if possible. The repertoire
is a combination of newly composed art pieces,
arrangements of song airs and instrumental tunes,
music of the harper composers and a limited
number of dance tunes. Most of the repertoire is
published in harp tutor books and the published
arrangements remain the authoritative version
with little improvised ornamentation or variation applied in performance. Performance may be
done either from memory or by sight. Harpists
such as Shelia Larchet Cuthbert and Anne Marie
O'Farrell have been influential in the dissemination of this.
traditional music style. Players in this generally have quite a relaxed hand posture and often
hold the harp quite low against their shoulder.
The repertoire is traditional dance tunes, music
of the harper-composers and slow airs. Their
playing feature s the standard aesthetic processes
of ornamentation, variation and rhythmic expression associated with mainstream Irish traditional
instrumental music. Traditional music-style players
often play in genre-specific ensembles where they
may provide harmonic accompaniment to other
melody instruments and where the hallmark is
performance from memory. M:iire Ni Chathasaigh
and Janet Harbison have been seminal figures in
the development of traditional- style harping
which is also promoted by key players Kathleen
Loughnane, Laoise Kelly and Gr:iinne Hambly,
Michael Rooney and Cormac De Barra.
teaching. Cairde na Cruite (Friends of the
Harp) has played an important role in the promotion of the Irish harp since 1960, dedicated to the
integration of the wire-strung and neo-Irish harps
with mainstream Irish music and to facilitating the
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provision of teachers of the Irish harp. The Irish
Harp Centre in Limerick, run by Janet Harbison,
offers year-round harp lessons and annual summer
schools. CCE offers harp lessons through its
branch classes and has harp competitions. Irish
harp is included in summer schools - Scoil Eigse,
the Willie Clancy, Granard, O'Carolan Festival
(Nobber) and Meitheal among others. DIT
Conservatory and the RIAM offer Irish harp
lessons and promote the art music style of Irish
harp playing. The RIAM, DIT and the Associated
Board offer graded music exams in the Irish harp,
the syllabus for which is aligned with the art music
style of playing. CCE offers Irish harp exams as
part of its own grades exam system.
competitions. These are an important outlet for
harp students, with a variety of events run annually:
Fleadh Cheoil na hEireann, An t-Oireachtas,
Siemens Feis Ceol, and the Granard, O'Carolan
and Pan Celtic festivals.
harp makers. The growing popularity of the
harp is catered for by the availability of instruments which are now made by Irish-based makers.
Prominent among these are Paddy Cafferky
(Galway), Larry Egar (Cork), Colm Meachair
(Dublin) andJan Muyllaert (Meath). Larry Fisher
(Canada) is also serving the Irish-harp market, and
several leading international harp-making companies also produce Irish (or Celtic) harps, most
notably Salvi, Aoyama and Camac. The making of
wire-strung harps was encouraged from the 1970s
onwards, largely through the efforts of Gr:iinne
Yeats who commissioned American harp maker
Jay Witcher to make a replica of the seventeenthcentury Sirr Harp; Paul Dooley also began making
wire-strung harps in Clare in the late 1900s. A
rage of string types used in contemporary harping
includes gut, nylon, carbon fibre and metals including gold. [HEL]
harp style. The earliest string-music accounts
involve 'goltraighe', 'gentraighe' and 'suantraigh'
or literally 'crying', 'laughing' and 'sleeping' time
measure (possibly relating to poetic metre with
which the crott/cruit and later cl:iirseach is intimately associated). Harpers enjoyed a privileged
position, receiving land, stock and protection free
of rent and military obligation from their chieftain patrons in return for helping the patron fulfil
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ceremonial, ritual and social obligations by accompanying the intoning of clan genealogy and praise,
lament and heroic poetry, in addition to performing instrumental preludes, laments and salutes. We
learn from Scottish tradition that further duties
included travelling with the chieftain on journeys,
acting as envoy and playing the household to
sleep.
style change. Growing English ambitions in
the sixteenth century began to usurp land and
power from the chieftains and to destroy the
Gaelic social fabric, and the subsequent loss of
support caused the .fili to disappear rapidly; but
in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries some cldirseoirifound employment at English
and Danish royal courts and received discernible favour from English nobility. The change in
Irish land ownership meant that most harpers
were forced to seek new patronage, adopt a new
lifestyle and change their repertoire, adopting a
new musical idiom - the playing and singing of
folk and popular music. Ireland's famous harpercomposer Tu dough Carol an found much success,
basing many of his pieces on continental dance
forms appropriate to each patron's generation.
Nevertheless, music tastes of the landed ascendancy
continued to change throughout the eighteenth
century, focusing on performing 'amateurs' of their
own class (particularly keyboards and violin) and
on other instruments that could better express the
increasingly popular chromaticism. The cl:iirseach
that was anachronistic at the end of the eighteenth
century found itself in the early nineteenth century
replaced by the harp known today as the 'Irish
Harp'- one patterned after continental gut-strung
models with semitone pitch-changing systemsand it passed into history as a museum piece, a
national symbol and a memory. [ANH]
modern harp status. Irish traditional music is
orally transmitted, incorporating within it both
the formal courtly traditions of the harp and the
'music of the people'. No other instrument symbolises both the continuities and discontinuities of the
Irish music tradition so thoroughly. It is the oldest
instrument within it, having been played here for
more than a thousand years, and therefore the one
which appears to have changed the most. It is only
through an understanding of the full, knowable
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gamut oflrish music since the earliest times that
we can come to any just appreciation of that which
is essential and immutable within the tradition: the
Irish 'aesthetic' which informs both the harp and
dance-music traditions.
Irish aesthetic. From earliest times there seems
to have been a distinctively Irish aesthetic, with a
deep impulse towards ornament, and the exaltation
of the subtle over the obvious, expressed in all art
forms. It would seem that the idea of'art which
conceals art' was as central to the approach of a
twentieth-century uilleann piper such as Willie
Clancy, or sean-n6s singer such as Maire Aine
Nic Dhonncha, as it was to the creator of an illuminated initial in the Book of Kells, or the art of
the harpers as described by Giraldus Cambrensis
in the twelfth century:
The movement is not as in the British instrument to which we are accustomed, slow and
easy, but rather quick and lively, while at the
same time its melody is sweet and pleasant. It
is remarkable how in spite of the great speed
of the fingers the musical proportion is maintained.The melody is kept perfect and full with
unimpaired art through everything ... with a
rapidity that charms, a rhythmic pattern that
is varied, and a concord achieved through
elements discordant. They harmonise at intervals of the octave and the fifth .. . They glide
so subtly from one mode to another, and the
grace notes so freely sport with such abandon
and bewitching charm around the steady tone
of the heavier sound, that the perfection of
their art seems to lie in their concealing it, as
if'it were the better for being hidden. An art
revealed, brings shame.' Hence it happens that
the very things that afford unspeakable delight
to the minds of those who have a fine perception and can penetrate carefully to the secrets
of the art, bore, rather than delight, those who
have no such perception ... When the audience
is unsympathetic they succeed only in causing
boredom, with what appears to be but confused
and disordered noise.
(Topographica Hiberniae, 1185;
trans. John}. O'Meara, 1982)
stylistic values. Although the musical forms
favoured by the harpers in the construction of a
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number of those pieces which have been preserved
for us by Edward Bunting were very different
from those popular among most of the traditional
musicians of today, the musical value-system
has remained the same (see illustration 'Scott's
Lamentation', p. 332).
Dance music dominates the current repertoire;
its subtleties often escape the attention of the uninformed. The tunes will appear to the casual listener
to be played at the same volume throughout, when
this is not in fact the case. It may be illuminating to imagine first the music of Beethoven as a
landscape painting, the main features shaped by
broad-brush crescendi and diminuendi (macrodynamics, to coin a phrase) stretching over several
bars, melodic variation generally speaking being
quite obvious to the listener. By contrast, imagine
Irish music as the art of the miniature, where
all dynamic variation takes place within the bar
(micro-dynamics) and melodic variation is of a very
subtle kind. The sean-n6s singing and instrumental slow-air traditions, currently less prominent, are
conservative in temper and have a direct stylistic
connection with the music of the harpers. Many
airs and 'pieces' preserved by the pipers show harplike stylistic features and may have been learned
by them directly from harpers. It is interesting to
note that the uilleann pipes (like the harp, a gentleman's instrument, and expensive to buy) came to
prominence at about the same time that the harp
went into decline. Pipers have certainly inherited
some of the prestige of the harpers within the tradition, and the most highly regarded of them tend
to gravitate towards the performance of the older
music in a consciously conservative manner.
decline and revival. The old Irish harp had
practically disappeared by the early nineteenth
century, there being no longer any teachers competent to provide the long training in the complex
and sophisticated techniques necessary to the performance of its demanding repertoire. By the late
nineteenth century only the Neo-Irish harp dominated, popular as accompaniment to the voice in
suburban drawing-rooms and largely confined to
that milieu. In the 1950s it was still played mainly
by harpists with little knowledge of the old harp
tradition (Grainne Yeats was very much a lone
voice crying in the wilderness at that time) and
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certainly no knowledge of, or interest in, the music
of the oral tradition, a situation which still obtained
in the early 1970s. Pioneer in this milieu was (this
writer) Maire Ni Chathasaigh, whose primary
music influences were sean-n6s singing and the
uilleann pipes (from the Cork Pipers' Club), but
who had an affinity with the harp. Challenged by
the idea of establishing a style of harping which
would be recognised by traditional musicians as
'authentically traditional' she sought to develop
techniques- particularly in relation to ornamentation - which might lead to this.
reclamation. Ni Chathasaigh's objective was to
reclaim the music of the harpers for the oral tradition by re-interpreting their music in the light of
her own knowledge of that tradition. Workshops in
Ireland, Britain and the USA from the mid-1970s
onwards have passed on the techniques developed;
arrangements and fingerings have been made available in book form (The Irish Harper, 1991).1hose
arrangements can be heard too on the 1985 solo
album The New-Strung Harp, the first harp album
to concentrate primarily on traditional Irish dance
music (see illustration 'The Gander in the Pratie
Hole', p. 337).
The survival of Irish traditional music is
dependent on the transmission of information
and techniques from one generation to the next:
performers of the past who have preferred to keep
their technical secrets to themselves in order to
maintain their own status have diminished themselves and deprived succeeding generations of their
own particular acquired and self-generated pool of
knowledge. The fact that hundreds of harpers have
been influenced by Ni Chathasaigh's techniques
and approach (learned in many cases at fourth or
fifth hand) is an immensely gratifYing indication
of the positivity of sharing accumulated and intelligently deduced instrumental knowledge. The
harp's presence is now felt everywhere. It is a glue
which binds together the Irish musical past and
present. [MA )
harp symbolism . The harp has featured in
Ireland not only as a music instrument but also as
a symbol of national identity. From later medieval
times the harp and its music were closely identified with Ireland, a thirteenth-century French roll
of arms providing the earliest evidence for its use

as a symbol of Ireland. The introduction of a harp
on King Henry VIII's Anglo-Irish coinage in 1534
confirmed it as a national symbol, although the
form depicted on these coins was not itself specifically Irish. I t was incorporated into the English
royal coat-of-arms in 1603 (where it remains representing today's Northern Ireland) and continued
to be used on Anglo-Irish coinage until the nineteenth century. As the symbol of Ireland under
British rule, the harp appeared most often in the
crowned 'winged-maiden' form first used in the
seventeenth century and bearing little relationship
to the Irish harp as an instrument of music. Harps
of this type are found not only on coins but widely
in other contexts including on public buildings of
the eighteenth century, such as the Custom House,
Dublin.
eighteen th and nineteen th centuries. The emergence of nationalism in the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries focused attention on
the harp as an important emblem oflrish culture.
Bunting's publications arising out of the Belfast
Harp Festival (1792), a brief revival of interest
in harp playing (although not of the true Irish
harp) in the early nineteenth century, antiquarian
interest in the early Irish harp, and its symbolic
use by the United Irishmen which was echoed in
Moore's Irish Melodies combined to make the harp
one of the major symbols of romantic nationalism.
The crowned 'winged-maiden' harp of British rule
was replaced in this context by images based on
the early Irish harp, and by the mid-nineteenth
century the Trinity College (or 'Brian Boru') harp
was widely adopted as the model for the harp as
a symbol of national aspirations. By the second
half of the nineteenth century the harp, along
with round towers, shamrock and wolfhounds had
become a ubiquitous symbol of national identity,
appearing on buildings and monuments, publications and craftwear, and varying in form from the
realistic to the most freely imaginative. Despite
a revival in playing a modernised form of Irish
harp, the early twentieth century saw a decline
in the popularity of the instrument as a symbol.
But following the foundation of the Irish Free
State in 1921 the harp was officially adopted as
the national symbol, being modelled directly on
the Trinity College harp, and it has appeared on
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Irish coins and government publications since that
time in a form which has remained substantially
unchanged. It was first used as a commercial sign
for Guinness stout in the 1850s (also modelled on
the Trinity College harp, but facing right instead
of left as it usually does as a national symbol), and
it still forms the basis for the logo of a number of
Irish companies and organisations. [BAB]
harp in politics. With the formation of the
United Irishmen in 1791, the harp, already established as a symbol of Irish sovereignty, became
the organisation's seal. They added the inscription:
'It is new-strung and shall be heard.' Thus by the
beginning of the nineteenth century and with the
mid-century rise of the Young Ireland movement,
the harp became established as the symbol oflrish
nationalism. With the division of Ireland into the
Irish Free State and Northern Ireland in 1922 the
harp was the emblem on the new Irish national
currency, where it replaced the British monarch's
profile. It also appeared on police uniforms: in the
South as the ensign of An Garda Siochana, and, in
the North, beneath a crown, as the cap badge for
the Royal Ulster Constabulary. [SAL]
The $8 bill of an issue of colonial American
currency in 1775 used the symbol of a harp with
thirteen strings over the motto 'Majora minoribus' (greater in harmony with smaller, 'we stand
as one'). This represented the unity of the colonies
in the War oflndependence with Britain and is
reflective of both the significance of symbols, and
the influence of this movement on the United
Irishmen.
harping conventions. The 'Contention of the
Bards' was held at Bruree, Co. Limerick in 1730,
an early regrouping of harpers. By the late 1700s,
however, a new climate of antiquarian concern
about language, folk song, music and dance as
attributes of national distinctiveness inspired
enlightened members of the upper classes to set
about trying to revive harping or preserve it for
posterity.
To this end, in 1781 John Dungan, a wealthy
Granard, Co. Longford businessman living in
Denmark, affected by the awareness of'national'
music imparted through hearing of bag-piping festivals in Scotland, donated twenty-three guineas as
prize fund to encourage participation and talent at
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a harp 'Ball' (festival) in his home town. Present at
the first Ball were harpers Charles Fanning, Arthur
O'Neill, Paddy Carr, Paddy Maguire, Rose Mooney,
Charles Byrne and Hugh Higgins. The following
year they were joined by Ned McDermott Roe
and Kate Martin, in the final year by Laurence
Keane and James Duncan. Thereafter the event
was dormant for two centuries until revived in
1981. These festivals developed public awareness
of the plight of the harping tradition and created
an audience which valued the harpers' art. In July
1792 the Belfast Harp Festival was organised by a
committee which included Dr James McDonnell
of Glenariff, and United Irishmen members
Thomas Russell, Samuel Neilson and Henry Joy
McCracken. Their aim was to 'revive and perpetuate the ancient music and poetry oflreland'.The
only recording method available in their day was
graphic representation of the music, and to this end
Edward Bunting was commissioned to transcribe
'the most beautiful and interesting parts' of the
harpers' performances. Fanning, O'Neill, Duncan,
Higgins, Carr, Byrne and Mooney attended, as
well as Denis Hempson, Donald Black and other
harpers. [EDI]
Annals of the Irish Harpers, e. First published
in 1911 this book was compiled and written by
the Irish composer and musicologist Charlotte
Milligan Fox following her discovery in London
in the early 1900s of lost manuscripts belonging
to Edward Bunting. In compiling The Annals, Fox
edited material from the unpublished MSS into a
narrative of Bunting's life and work, with memoirs
and essays about the Irish harpers of his day, their
harps and their music. It remains one of the most
accessible introductions to the music and historical tradition of the harp in Ireland. It has been
prepared for republishing with a new introduction
by Sara Lanier.
Harp orga nisa tions. Harping is organised
by several associations: CairJe na Cruite (1960;
see p. 98), The Harp Foundation (1983) and the
Historical Harp Society oflreland (2002).
Harp Foundation, e. Formed in 1983, it arose
out of summer schools organised in Kinsale and
Cork and led to the establishment of the Irish
Harpers' Association (Clairse6iri na hEireann)
in 1986. Originally run under the auspices ofThe
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Harpists at Cairde na Cruite's annual An Cuirt Chruitireachta, Termonfeckin, Co. Louth
Pipers' Club in Dublin, in 1986 it moved with its
mentor Janet Harbison to Belfast, where in 1993
the organisation became 'The Harp Foundation'.
It covers all aspects of harping, organises educational and recreational activities (summer schools
and festivals, concerts and tours for visiting professional artists). It has a harp bank to facilitate
beginners and visiting harpers. The foundation
runs the Belfast Harp Orchestra- a national harp
ensemble- and the Glencolmcille Harp Festival in
July each year. It also runs festivals in the Mournes
and in Co. Antrim. It operates a certificate system
of merit in teaching, and its teaching methods are
oral.1he educational work of1he Harp Foundation
has evolved into The Irish Harp College (2010).
Historical Har p Society of Ireland. An organisation founded in 2002 by Siobhan Armstrong
dedicated to reviving the playing and building of
the clarsach, the early Irish (wire-strung) harp. It
operates through tuition, recitals, harp rental and
an annual summer school - Scoil na gClairseach
-held in Kilkenny [irishharp.org]. Its board indicates an association of diverse interests: Daibhi
6 Cr6inin (NUl Galway), Barra Boydell (NUIM),
Philip Edmondson (Kilkenny School of Music),
John Elwes, Sean Donnelly (NPU).

harpsichord. Member of chordophone family of
instruments whose strings are plucked with keyoperated plectra rather than (as in piano) being
struck with hammers. Technically a zither, it can
most easily be visualised as a mechanised harp,
with two or three strings sounded for each note. Its
strings run away from the player, at right angles to
the keyboard, like a grand piano. 1he oldest dating
to Florence in 1515, this is in effect the same
instrument as virginal and spinet. Sean 6 Riada
initially played it along with Ceolt6iri Chualann
as a sound close to that of the harp; Micheal
6 Suilleabhain has also recorded on it.
Harrington , Kathleen . (c.1903-84 ). Fiddle.
A major figure in Irish music, she was born at
Ballymote, Co. Sligo, into a musical family, the
Gardiners. Encouraged by her father Seamus, her
older brother JohnJoe and sister Mary played first;
after his death Kathleen,James and Lucy took it
up. Throughout their youth in the Ballymote area
the Gardiners were much in demand at house
dances and ceilis. At age fifteen Kathleen went
to work in Kielty's drapers in Boyle, then to
London and Liverpool where she and sister Lucy
played music with the McNamaras. There too she
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joined Cumann na mBan and during the War of
Independence organised music and dance fundraisers, herself and Lucy playing in a trio with
Kerry player Kathleen Corcoran. She married volunteer Sean Harrington in 1923.1he exigencies
of politics silenced the fiddle and brought different work responsibilities that saw them live in
Birmingham, Barnsley, Glasgow, Belfast, Lurgan
and Boyle, settling eventually in Dublin in the
early 1930s. In 1935 she took a trophy at the Fr
Mathew Feis.
broadcasting. She auditioned for 2RN with
her brother John Joe on flute, impressing Seamus
Clandillon and Vincent O'Brien; this led to many
radio broadcasts, and they made several records
with both IRC and HMV, many of which were
for export. A popular and enthusiastic musician,
she won other competitions - one, a duet with
piper Sean Seery. Her home hosted visits from the
major names in twentieth-century music- Paddy
Killoran, J ames Morrison, Martin Wynne and his
sister, Dick O'Beirne (brother of Lad), Batt Henry,
Michael Anderson, Dick Brennan, Mickey and
Tommy Hunt, Frank O'Higgins, Elizabeth Crotty,
Joe Dowd, Fred Finn, Tom Horan, Seamus Tansey,
Sean Maguire, Sean McAloon. A founder member
of the Kincora Ceili Band in 1937, she was a proactive organiser and worker for the Dublin Pipers'
Club, not missing a meeting in twenty years. One
of her greatest achievements in the midst of a busy
playing life was her role in the setting up of CCE,
at the beginning of which she travelled all over
the country, coping with a huge burden of voluntary secretarial work. Supportive to brother John
Joe Gardiner, she worked with the Siam sa band in
Dundalk, adjudicating too at fleadhanna. She was
affectionately known in CCE as both 'auntie Kate'
and 'the ~een'.
Harrison, Vincent. (1929-2009). Fiddle player,
born at Dromahair, Co. Leitrim. His interest in
Irish music began at a very early age. His mother,
Mary Travers, was a fiddler who often played with
John McKenna before he emigrated to America.
Music was such a part of Vince's early life that
the first time he came into possession of a few
shillings as a boy he bought Michael Coleman's
recording of'Boys of the Lough'. From that time
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on he was one of Coleman's true admirers. In
1953 Harrison emigrated to New York where he
established himself within the Bronx music community. Sligo fiddlers Lad O'Beirne and Martin
Wynne were among his closest friends and were
of prime importance to his musical development.
Although very few commercial recordings are
available, one home recording of Harrison with
Martin Wynne on fiddle and James O'Beirne Jr
on piano is regarded by enthusiasts as classic fiddle
playing. He also made one 78 record with piper
Andy Conroy and flute player Martin Feeney in
1955. The last twenty years of his life were spent in
Clontarf, Dublin, where he was generous with his
music and was never shy in helping along younger
fiddle players, imparting his wisdom and sharing
stories of New York in the 1950s and '60s. (JES)
Harte, Frank. (1933-2005). Singer, collector.
Born in Dublin and lived at Chapelizod, an architect attached to Bolton Street College. Introduced
to traditional song through a ballad-sheet seller in
Boyle, he made collecting and singing of ballads
his life mission. He amassed a large archive collection of song of all types and became a voice of
authority on the song tradition, consulted by many
well- and lesser-known singers for lyrics, and for
support, knowledge and warmth, without preference or conditions. Among these were Christy
Moo re, Andy Irvine, Karan Casey, Niamh Parsons
and Rosie Stewart. Seeing himself as a 'story teller
in song' he was a hugely energetic and passionate
figure in the Irish song revival, a regular participant in the diverse singing festivals, sessions and
'weekends' in Ireland, England, Scotland and the
US where he also delivered lectures and talks on
songs and singing.
recording. A contributor to national radio, he
recorded extensively, with early albums 1hrough
Dublin City, D ublin Street Songs, We Shall
Overcome, Daybreak and a Candle End, and And
Listen To My Song (1975). His hallmark set of
minutely researched recordings- concerning 1798
( 1he Croppy's Complaint, 1he First Year of Liberty),
Napoleon (My Name Is Napoleon Bonaparte, 2001),
the Great Famine (1he Hungry Voice, 2004), and
Irish labour ( 1here's Gangs of them Digging, 2005)
-were his compelling historical project, and were
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achieved in his later years in collaboration with
D onal Lunny, the last released posthumously.
These carried extensive commen taries and lyrics
in accompanying text booklets; his earliest writing
is Songs ofDublin. His belief in song was typically
expressed by him in the lines of poet Brendan
Kennelly- 'All so ngs are living ghosts I And long
for a living voice'. For his contribution to singing
he was awarded TG4's Traditional Singer of the
Year Gradam in 2003, and an an nual festival was
initiated in his honour in Dublin, 2006.

Hayden, Cathal. (1963- ). Fiddle, banjo. Born at
the Rock, near Pomeroy, Co. Tyrone, in an area still
with much traditional music. His father John played
the banjo and fiddle, and his mother the piano;
both grandfathers were fiddle players. Cathal's first
instrument was a tenor banjo in a family environment suffused with music. His father often invited
musicians from all parts of the island to sessions
in the family home, a tradition now carried on by
Cathal's brother Stephen at the family pub on the
last Saturday of each month. As a child Catha!
was brought to fleadh cheoils where he learned
from other musicians and competed from the
age of twelve. He went on to win the senior AllIreland banjo in 1983 and '84, and the fiddle in
'85. Hayden's first solo album, Handed Down, was
recorded in 1980, with his close friend and mentor,
Asty McGlynn on guitar- who also produced his
second, Catha/ Hayden, in '99. He joined Arcady in
1988, and in 1991 formed Four Men and a Dog.
Over the years he has played with fellow Tyroneman McGlynn, with whose music he empathises,
incorporating rock and bluegrass into his style. H e
has played with Mairtfn O'Connor, Alan Kelly,
Paddy Keegan, Maighread, Triona and Micheal
6 Domhnaill and Donal Lunny, performing all
over the world. He arranged music for a production of Marie }ones's 1990 play The Blind Fiddler
of Glenadauch, and is on many albums as soloist
and group player.
Hastings, Rev. Gary. Flute. He grew up on
Belfast's Woodstock Road and learned to play
bagpipes in the local Boys' Brigade band. This
lapsed, but he took up music again, playing the
whistle, then learned th e flute amid the passion

of revival years while studying Physics at UU
in Coleraine. There he was a friend of Ciaran
Curran of Altan, Brian Mullen and Padraigin Ni
Uallachain, and met singers like Len Graham and
Jackie Devenney, Eddie Butcher and Joe Holmes.
He spent time in Fermanagh in these years,
meeting Seamus Quinn, Mick Hoy, Eddie DuffY,
Jim McGrath and, significantly, Cathal McConnell
who was the greatest spur to his playing and led
him to join the Shaskeen Ceili Band. He retuned
to Coleraine to do Irish Studies, part of which was
folklore, in the course of which he researched the
playing of the Lam beg drum and interviewed its
players. These included John Kennedy and Willie
Nicholl, and whistle player Willis Patton. From
these he transcribed 120 tunes, including 6/8
pieces played in hornpipe time. He went on to
study at the Church of Ireland Training College
in Rathmines and subsequently was posted to
Westport, Co. Mayo for many years, latterly to
Galway. Modest about labels, he and his friend
Fr Seamus Qyinn continue to play music actively,
seeing themselves as 'ordained musicians' rather
than 'musical priests'. He was a regular player at
sessions in Matt Molloy's, and in 2003 his research
on Lam beg was published as With Fife and Drum,
the first music ethnography of the Lam beg and
flute music tradition in Ulster.

Hayes,Martin. (1962- ). Fiddle, born Feakle, Co.
Clare; his father P.Joe was fiddler with the Tulla
Ceili Band for fifty years. Martin began to play
at the age of seven, absorbing the music of local
ceili bands, and listening to Coleman, Morrison
and Paddy Cronin on records from a young age.
He learned much from such as Feakle concertina
player John Naughton, radio programmes like
The Long Note, and in Galligan's bar at Crusheen
he had the opportunity to hear performers like
Seamus Ennis. Fiddlers Kathleen Collins and
Tommy Potts were an influence too, the latter
often visiting the family home; his uncle Paddy
Canny was also inspirational. At fourteen he began
playing with the Tulla band- in Ireland, England
and America. Meeting Johnny McGreevy, Liz
Carroll, Michael F latley and Seamus Connolly
there drew him to the US to play in 1984, first
traditional, then Celtic rock with guitarist Denis
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Cahill. Reverting to traditional he recorded with
Green Linnet (Martin Hayes, 1992) and moved to
Seattle in 1993, since then travelling constantly in
Europe and the US. He considers fiddler and piper
Martin Rochford to have been intensely in touch
with what music is about, and felt similarly about
Junior Crehan, Micho Russell, John Kelly and
Padraig O'Keeffe. In his own music he minutely
explores melody; his albums stick to one mood and
his slow-fuse technique develops sensory structures
in ornament and stylistic, melodic and dynamic
variation. He teaches at the Willie Clancy Summer
School each year, has several iconic solo albums
and has contributed to many group recordings. His
later recordings include Under the Moon (1995),
The Lonesome Touch (1997), Live in Seattle (1999)
and Welcome Here Again (2008). He was awarded
TG4's Musician of the Year Gradam in 2008.
H eaney,Joe. See

6 hEanai, Seosamh

hedge schools. Eighteenth-century 'unlicensed'
schools, so called because of their clandestine
nature, often held in the open air in remote places.
Irish higher, secular education took place in bardic
schools, these lasting until the mid-1600s. In
Christian time there were also monastic schools
- these lasting from AD 450 until destruction by
Danes in AD 700, but again established after 900
and surviving until Henry VIII's dissolution of
the monasteries in 1539. In 1310 the Statutes of
Kilkenny had forbidden the education of the native
Irish, but this was not of great consequence in
Gaelic Ireland outside the Pale. Despite legislation,
monastic schools flourished in Ulster - Donegal,
Tyrone and Fermanagh -but the Irish nobility
sent their children abroad for university education
all through the 1600s to some twenty universities (Irish Colleges), e.g. Louvain, Salamanca,
Lisbon, Douai, Antwerp, Paris, Prague and Rome;
students had to be of a certain standard to enter
these institutions.
illegal. Education for the native Catholic Irish
in Cromwellian Ireland of the late 1600s was
illegal, teachers being forbidden to teach under
pain of transportation to Barbados. In the 1700s
the ban was continued under the 'Penal Laws' and
so the 'hedge' school evolved, its teachers heroes,
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education a political act. The schools were held in
crude buildings, financed by the pupils' parents, and
staffed by itinerant teachers, many of them educated
on the continent and described in Cromwellian
records as: 'Popish Schoole Masrs., trayning ... in
Supersticion, Idolatory and the Evil Customs of
the Nacion'.They taught the Classics, Latin, Greek,
French, English, mathematics and other aspects
of the humanities. Often the only local education facility prior to the National Schools system,
they did not discriminate in religion, as novelist
William Carleton reports. Strongest in remote,
mountainous areas - in Munster they had a high
reputation - some were sophisticated, some crude,
existing in towns too. They were most numerous
up until 1782 when the Education Act allowed
for the licensing of schools though only at the
discretion of the Protestant clergy. Hedge schoolmasters might well be poets too, and celebrated
are Donnchadh Ruadh MacNamara, Cratloe, Co.
Clare (c.1740), Brian Merriman ofFeakle (c.1770),
Eoghan Rua 6 Suilleabhain, Meentogues, Co.
Kerry (b. 17 48). Hedge schools continued until
Catholic Emancipation in 1829, and were eclipsed
by cheaper education, under the National Board
of Education, in the national schools which were
to contribute decisively to the displacement of the
Irish language (the teaching of which the hedge
school teachers had championed). It is estimated
that by 1824 there may have been 9,000 hedge
schools in Ireland.
See also under song: mixed language.
Hempson, Denis. Denis (1695-1807). Harp.
Referred to also as O'Hampsey, he was born at
Craigmore, Garvagh, Co. Derry and was blinded
by smallpox at age three. He was taught harp
locally by Bridget O'Cathan, and also by Connacht
players John Garragher, Loughlin Fanning and
Patrick Conner. The generosity oflocal big families
provided him with a harp, and at eighteen he
embarked on his first tour which took him through
Ireland and Scotland for a decade, greatly enriching
his knowledge as an entertainer. At fifty he went
on another such trip, in 17 45 where in Edinburgh
he was brought by one Col. Kelly of Roscommon
(who had known Carolan) to play with four
fiddlers for Charles Edward Stuart ('Bonny Prince
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Charlie'). Hempson was supremely confident about
his talent, passionate about the old Irish repertoire
and sceptical of Carolan's classicism. He toured
Ireland again, playing in the houses of the gentry
and nobility and in the major towns, eventually
getting married in Magilligan, Co. Derry at the
age of eighty six [IMM 89-90]. He was the oldest
harper at the 1792 Belfast Harpers' Assembly
where he played on 'the Downhill harp' which
had been made by Cormac 6 Ceallaigh/Cormac
Kelly ofBallinascreen (Drapers town) in 1702; this
is now in the Guinness Museum in Dublin, a copy
of it is used by Ann Heymann, and a new copy was
made by Seamus O'Kane in 2009, featured in a TV
documentary 'Banrion an Cheoil'. [HEL/EDI]
Hempson is thought to be the last early Irish
harper to play with 'long crooked nails'. Bunting
reports him to be musically conservative and
faithful to the tradition, collecting from him many
significant pieces. The importance of three of these
cannot be overstated, as they offer a glimpse of
three entirely different styles belonging to an earlier
time: Feaghan Ghleis, a tuning prelude; Scott's
Lamentation or Cumha Caoine an Albanaigh, a
technically demanding cumha for 'Ih::Jmas Purcell,
Baron of Loughmoe in Co. Tipperary; and Burns
March, a pedagogical piece. [ANH]

Henebry, Rev. Richard. (1863-1916). Born
Portlaw, Co. Waterford to an Irish-speaking
family of 'strong farmers', he was ordained in
1892, studied Celtic philology in Germany and
was appointed Professor of Celtic studies at the
Catholic University in Washington DC. He was
later Professor oflrish at University College, Cork
from 1909 until his death in 1916. An ignored
figure in the traditional music revival, his contribution has been important. A traditional fiddle player
and a piper in later life, he was drawn to attempt
to analyse the structure of the music, although he
had no formal musical education. This resulted in
two publications, a small work entitled Irish Music
(1903), and the posthumous A Handbook of Irish
Music (1928). Henebry's approach in these works
is typically idiosyncratic, and yet they must be
ranked among the earliest works of ethnomusicology, which was only in its infancy at the time.
Such analysis has fallen out of fashion among

ethnomusicologists today, and few, even among
Irish music academics, have read his works.
recordings. One of Henebry's more important contributions to Irish music is the collection
of wax cylinder recordings which bears his name
and which is now housed in UCC. This collection
consists of two distinct parts.
First there is a series of cylinders, American
in origin, recorded by Capt. Francis O'Neill in
Chicago prior to 1905. Henebry and O'Neill
had met in Chicago, and Henebry merits several
mentions in O'Neill's own publications. The cylinders, sent to Henebry as a birthday present in 1907,
consist of recordings of some of the best known of
the Chicago-Irish musicians of the day, including
the pipers Patsy Touhey and James Early and the
fiddle player James McFadden. Some of them were
re-issued on the NPU cassette, The Piping ofPatsy
Touhey (1986).
Secondly, there are the cylinders which Henebry
himself recorded as part of a scheme which was
funded by UCC, run with Karl Stumpf's Berlin
Phonogramm-archiv (1905) and with UCC's
Music Department, where Carl Hardebeck was
professor (his name appears on many of the boxes
housing the cylinders). Almost all of this section
of the collection was made in the Deise region of
Waterford, and as such comprises what are in all
probability the earliest field recordings of Irish
traditional music and singing. 'lhese survived in
a bad state of preservation and almost none of
the recordings of the singers was in an audible
state. The instrumental recordings are better, and
are almost entirely of the Kilkenny-born, but
Waterford resident, fiddle player Tom Higgins.
Though of poor quality, they were transferred to
tape by the British Sound Archive.
Collaboration between the ITMA and the
Berlin Phonogramm-archiv in the early 2000s has
resulted in fresh Ediphone cylinders and digital
copies being made available from the galvanos
(masters) which had been donated to and preserved at the ITMA.
The American material represents a very
important resource, as it is all that survives of
the extensive collection that O'Neill amassed,
the remainder having been lost or destroyed. It is
important too among the very few non-commercial
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recordings of this period from both Ireland and
Irish America: indeed the McFadden/Early duets
are in all probability the earliest known recordings
of ensemble playing in Irish traditional music.
Henebry suffered from TB for almost all of his
adult life and it was this that caused his death at
the age of fifty-three. Had he lived, we might have
seen him amass a great collection of field recordings, since coming from the traditional background
that he did, he was one of the very few academic
researchers of the period who seems to have really
understood the traditional player and singer.
Henebry was eccentric and despite his undoubted
linguistic and musical talents (he spoke thirteen
languages and played many instruments, some
of which, including his pipes, he made himself)
managed to make many enemies in the course of
his life. His outspoken nature and complete lack
of diplomacy contributed to preventing him from
reaching his full potential. [HAH]
Hennelly, Patrick. (1896- ). Uilleann pipe maker,
Chicago. Born in Seefin, Co. Mayo, he emigrated
to New York City in 1924, moved to Philadelphia
in 1925 and to Chicago in 1928. Until the 1970s he
was the only twentieth-century maker of uilleann
pipes in North America. He experimented with
exterior designs, materials and internal dimensions; he made many of his tools himself. As a
child he had made simple reed whistles in the
European shepherd-boy fashion, then played fife
in a marching band in Castlebar where he served
his time with a coachbuilder. There he learned
to read music, studied wind instruments, woodworking tools, crafting and turning. Meeting
pipers Tom Ennis, Billy McCormick and his son,
Hugh, Edward Mullaney, Mike Joyce, Hughie
McCullough and Charlie McNurney in Chicago
developed his knowledge of pipes and piping lore;
John Ennis (Tom's father), Joe Sullivan and John
Flynn taught him reed-making. He used the Taylor
model as his blueprint and began making full sets
in the early 1930s. After the Second World War he
continued making new sets and doing repairs, and
teaching aspects of pipe making. In 1976 his work
gained him a National Endowment for the Arts
research project award, and he was a featured artist
at the Smithsonian Festival of American Folklife.
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Examples of his work can be seen in A Manualfor
the Irish Uilleann Pipes by Patrick Sky. [LAM]
Henry, Johnny. (1922-97). Fiddle. Born at
Doocastle, Co. Sligo, he began to play fiddle at age
ten, learning from Sarah Tuohy, she originally from
Foxford, Co. Mayo. Later lessons came from locals
Pat Kellegher, and P.J. Giblin of Charlestown.
Sunday night sessions at Bartley Meehan's house
in the Curragh in the 1940s were his hey-day;
memorable influences were Paddy Meehan
(flute), Packie Batty Gallagher (flute), Paddy Jim
Frank (flute), Pat Kellegher (fiddle),John Michael
Cawley (fiddle) and Michael Joe Ryan (flute). His
brother Kevin is a noted flute player in Chicago,
his sister Verona in Sligo a fiddler, his 1998 recording a window on younger days in Co. Sligo.
Henry, Sam. (1878-1952) . Song collector and
amateur polymath, officer of Customs and Excise
Office, unionist councillor in Coleraine, Co. Derry.
He became interested in traditional songs through
his contact with people whose old age pension
claims he assessed when pensions were instituted in
1908. He instigated and was the principal editor of
the Northern Constitution newspaper's series 'Songs
of the People' and was the author of numerous
articles (on natural history, topography, folklore
and other subjects, many of which included his
own photography) in Irish and provincial newspapers. He lectured widely and was a pioneer
broadcaster on the same subjects as well as upon
his song collection. So popular was he in these roles
that a person listed in Who's Who in Ulster (c.1939)
listed among his hobbies 'Listening to Sam Henry'.
Enormously proud of his song collection, he said
his choice of epitaph would be 'He put an old song
in their mouths'. Henry left a substantial unpublished collection of songs and information relating
to them and their singers and this is currently being
edited. The major published collection of his work
is Huntington, Herrmann and Moulden's 1990
Sa m Henry's Songs of the People. []OM ]
See also Sam Henry Collection.

Hensey,Aine. (1959- ). Radio presenter. Born in
Dublin she began a career in journalism in 1978,
first working for pirate radio in Galway. She joined

highland

RTE in 1979 to present traditional music programmes The Heather Breeze ( 1979-81) and Sunday
Folk (1981-5). In the same period she was also a
PRO for Gael Linn, working with Sl6gadh and
youth projects. In 1989 she began presenting traditional music programmes for Clare FM, with them
producing The Humours of Clare, an album of Clare
musicians. She joined Raidi6 na Gaeltachta in 1995
with the largely traditional, weekend Beal Maidine.
She was a host for RTE 1 's Sounds Traditional
(1996-8), and went on to present its Friday Late
Session. She has been a contributor to and MC/host
at many music events, including Crosbhealach an
Cheoil and TG4's Gradam Ceoil awards.

Hernon Family. P.J. (accordion), Sein (tin
whistle/banjo) and Marcus (flute; composer, flute
maker). From Carna, Connemara, their father
played single-row accordion, their mother was a
sean-n6s dancer and granduncle Peaitfn Connelly
from Feenish Island played melodeon. Seamus
Ennis was a regular visitor to the home and the
brothers also came into contact with Willie Clancy,
Joe Einniu and Sean 6 Conaire. Among their
influences were the major musicians of the revival
years, including J oe Derrane, Paddy O'Brien, P. J oe
Hayes and Paddy Canny, and they listened to the
earlyTulla and Kilfenora bands on 78 rpm records
and on radio.
P.J. Hernon. He won the All-lreland accordion in 1973, and has played and recorded with
the bands Shaskeen (1971-6) and Swallow's Tail
(1994-2001). He moved to Sligo in the early 1980s
where he began teaching music, and in the following decade presented music programmes on RnaG
and TG4. He recorded Pj Hernon (1978/'99) and
First House in Connaught (1985) and eo-produced
numerous cos for the Coleman Heritage Centre at
Gurteen. His BIG Accordion Tutor was published on
DVD by Waltons in 2005. Brother Sean has recorded
also (Nora Bheag) and plays tin whistle and banjo;
he also played in London in the 1980s and 1990s.
Marc us He rnon. Self-taught on flute, his
playing earned him All-Ireland awards at all levels.
He played in the London session scene in the
1980s and 1990s, often as a duet with banjo, fiddle
and flute player John Carty. With P.J. he was part
of the band Feenish on its albums Rabharta and

The Grouse in the Heather, the latter a compilation
of his tunes. On Gael Linn they also recorded Beal
a' Mhurlaigh, and went on to form the Tribes Ceili
Band in 2007. Marcus now plays with melodeon
player Johnny Connolly and makes flutes. [MAO]

H eymann , A nn. (19 51- ) . Gaelic harper and
researcher. The first modern authority to approach
the clairseach idiomatically, she has applied rigorous
historical and traditional standards to recreate specialised fingernail and damping techniques. Born in
Minneapolis, Heymann played tin whistle in a ceili
band before becoming fascinated with the extinct
clairseach tradition. In 1974 she obtained a Castle
Otway harp replica and taught herself to play
traditional music using long fingernails and a righthanded bass, the opposite to modern practice. Mter
twice winning the Bun Fleadh harp competition,
she moved her focus to the Bunting manuscripts,
and to medieval Welsh harp tablature which
details related techniques . With husband Charlie
Heymann as vocalist and multi-instrumentalist the
couple investigated a range of material including
Bardic poetry, lament and Irish harp compositions. Study of the tonal disparity associated with
the relatively short basses of the medieval, lowheaded harp led them to follow clues offered in
Irish mythology and to the discovery that monofilament, high-carat gold and silver wire gave the
harp an exceptional voice; she was the first modern
musician to use such strings. Heymann continues
to spearhead the revival of the wire-strung harp
by recording, performing and teaching at venues
such as Scoil na gClairseach, the Historical Harp
Society oflreland's summer school. Her historical
interpretations are heard on Queen ofHarps (1994)
and Cruit go nOr- Harp ofGofd(2006).
highland pipes. See bagpipes; Scotland.
highland. Properly called the 'highland schottische', this is a couple dance introduced to Co.
Donegal in the mid-1800s by migratory workers
returning from Scotland; the associated tune type
survives independently of the dance.
the dance. Outside of Ulster, the highland is
more commonly referred to as either a fling or
a schottische. Older fiddlers believe the origin
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The Highland Man (Highland)

of the term 'highland' stems from its appearance
in popular printed music collections describing
tunes as a 'highland schottische'. Today, only one
dance is generally done to a highland, this corresponding to what was called in lrish-speaking
areas of North Donegal the 'highland beag' (little
highland). Two other forms of the highland did
exist and are now virtually extinct - the 'highland
garbh' (rough highland, a couple dance), and the
'highland Gaelach' (Irish highland), done with one
male and two females. [CMA]
the tune-type. The 'highland' as a tune-type
remains popular within the Donegal fiddle music
repertoire. It is in 4/4 time with an accent on the
first beat of the bar, which is usually of crotchet
value. The tempo is more relaxed than that of
the reel. It is characterised by the use of dotted
rhythms articulated in a subtle manner and not
in the jagged fashion popular in Scotland. This,
combined with the tempo chosen, creates the
swing peculiar to the highland. While a number of
new highlands were composed in Donegal it was
also common for popular reel tunes to be broken
down into highlands. Many highlands are based
on existing Scottish strathspey melodies. Tunes
such as 'Neil Gow's Wife', 'Maggie Cameron' and
'Brochan Lom' all exist as highlands in Donegal.
In some cases the same title is retained; otherwise
a new name is created e.g. 'Miss Lyall Strathspey'
is known as the highland 'The Cat that Kittled in
Jamie's Wig'. [LID]
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Hill, Noel. (1958- ). Concertina. Born at
Caherea, Ennis, Co. Clare, both his parents played
concertina, as did both sets of grandparents and
their siblings. He learned from his mother at
around the age of nine, and picked up the parental
repertoire rapidly. His uncle Paddy introduced him
to the playing of Paddy Murphy and Willie Clancy,
his reputation and interest intensified, and by the
age of seventeen he had already recorded the album
Inchiquin with fiddler Tony Linnane, guitarist Tony
Callanan and banjo player Kieran Hanrahan. The
latter two's departure to form Stockton's Wing saw
Noel and Tony play as a duo, recording the seminal
Noel Hill and Tony Linnane in 1978 with Matt
Molloy and Alec Finn. Another outstanding album
followed in 1985 -I gCnoc na Grai- recorded in
Dan O'Connell's bar with Tony MacMahon and
a group of Clare set dancers. His first solo album,
1he Irish Concertina (1988), is a definitive document
in the instrument's playing. He recorded Music of
Dreams (Aisfingi Ceoil) with MacMahon and Iarla
6 Lionaird in 1993, and in 2005 recorded The
Irish Concertina 2. He teaches at the Willie Clancy
Summer School and in Europe, and has played all
over Ireland, Europe, the US and in China. In 2011
he was awarded TG4's Gradam Croil.
hip-nos. An emerging experimental synthesis of elements of traditional song with hip-hop
music style and rap culture, it gives a central role
to sean-nos and Irish-language song performance set to a contrapuntal crossbeat of one or all

Holmes, Joe

of rap poetry, bodhrin and popular-ballad song.
It is one element of a cross-cultural movement
among younger open-minded artistes whose major
resources are their voice and music talent, and
often a great facility with technology. It includes
typical rap/hip-hop from various urban and ethnic
cultures. 'Hip-Nos' was the title of a loose, pioneering festival curated by Ray Yeates at the Axis
Arts Centre, Ballymun, Dublin in 2008; it involved
Donegal artiste Gearoidin Breathnach and other
singers and rap poets, Ballymun bodhrin player
and rap artiste Daniel O'Donnell (d. 2009), and
Cape Town hip-hop group Black Noise, the event
'a collaboration between sean-nos singers and
dancers and South African, Irish and American
rappers and breakdancers'. Similar in spunky ethos
to punk rock's 1970s reclaim of ballad-singing, it
marks the staking of a claim on indigenous Irish
artistry by those least likely to be engaged with it
- younger urban, avant-garde, post-modern musicians- in collaboration with a matched eagerness,
openness and generosity of spirit from traditional
artistes. Hip-nos was presented with additional
singers , and with touring potential, at Dublin's
Vicar Street in autumn 2009.
Hitchner, Earle. Commentator and critic. He
writes on Irish traditional and other roots music for
the Wall Street journal and is the 'Ceol' columnist
for the Irish Echo, the largest of the Irish-American
weekly newspapers. He has written liner notes for
sixty-five albums on such labels as Sony, RCA,
Compass, Clo Iar-Chonnachta, Rounder, Green
Linnet and Shanachie, and was appointed seven
times to nominating committees for the annual
Association for Independent Music awards
between 1993 and 2003 . His radio show from
1984 to 1989 in the greater New York City area
presented more than 150 musicians live in the
studio, and he has been consultant on or featured
in four film documentaries on Irish traditional
music that were broadcast on US public television. He is a member of the advisory board of the
City University of New York Institute for IrishAmerican Studies, Lehman College.
Holmes,Joe. (1906-78). Singer, fiddle player. Born
in Killyrammer near Ballymoney, Co. Antrim . He

got a fiddle at the age of twelve from his brother
Harry, who had brought it home from France at
the end of the First World War in 1918. Two years
later his first job was carrying the red danger flag
in front of a steamroller for a north Antrim road
contractor. This brought him around many of the
Co. Antrim villages and towns and into contact
with local musicians and singers. At that time the
steamroller would also tow the wooden caravan in
which the workers slept; Joe always brought the
fiddle with him. His grandfather was also a fiddler,
as was his brother; his mother was a singer, and Joe
inherited many of her songs.
open house. Their home was a popular 'ceilihouse' frequented by travelling musicians such
as Armoy singer and fiddler John McAfee, one
of the contributors to Sam Henry's Songs of the
People newspaper column. Fiddler Adam Elliott of
Kilraugh ts and many others played there, local girls
sang, and four- hand reels and sets of lancers were
often danced in the kitchen. Events like lint-pullings, country dances and 'churns' were the regular,
seasonal occasions for music and dance at which
he officiated. Another was the Christmas rhymers,
when a group went round the houses performing
a mummers' sketch. O ther visitors to Joe's family
home were Paddy McCloskey (who contributed to
Peter Kennedy's Folksongs of Britain and Ireland)
and Felix and Johnny Doran, the Wexford pipers,
on their way to the Lammas Fair in Ballycastle.
This sort of ceili-ing with song and dance was
common to many houses in Co. Antrim regardless of religious background.
travel. Unmarried, most of Joe's social life
was spent travelling around on a motorbike with
the fiddle strapped on his back, sharing tunes
and songs and playing for dancers. He played
for quadrilles, four- and eight-hand reels, polkas,
schottisches, lancers and mazurkas - this might
account for similarities between his repertoire
and that of Denis Murphy and Julia Clifford, as
observed when he visited them with Len Graham
in his latter days. Many of his tunes were the same
but under different titles - for instance, P:idraig
O'Keeffe's 'Farewell to Whiskey' was Joe's 'Neil
Cow's Farewell to Whiskey'. Some of his music
has passed on to a younger generation of fiddlers;
Frankie Gavin recorded his 'Peacock's Feather'.
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recording. Much of his wealth of music and
song, including Child ballads, was recorded by
his singing partner Len Graham whom he met
at an Antrim and Derry Fiddlers gathering in
Dunminning near Ballymena in 1963 when Len
was nineteen and Joe was fifty- seven. Holmes had
stopped singing in the late 1940s just after the
war, but contact with Graham got him involved
again. They struck up a unique si nging partnership
which lasted until Joe's death. Unison singing, a
co mmon feature in the northern song tradition,
led to their recording two albums as a duo- Chaste
Muses, Bards and Sages (1975) and After Dawning
(1978). Joe can also be heard on the recordings
Early Ballads in Ireland (ed. Hugh Shields and Tom
Munnelly, 1985) and Graham's field recordings It's
ofMy Rambles (1993).Joe Holmes's songs are now
sung and recorded by many of a younger generation of singers, including the groups Dervish, Boys
of the Lough, Altan and The Voice Squad, and by
solo singers like Triona Ni Dhomhnaill and Len
Graham himself. His life and song are recounted
in Len Graham's 2010 book f oe H olmes - H ere I
Am Amongst You: Songs, M usic and Traditions of an
Ulsterman . [LEG]

Holohan, Michael. (1956- ). Born in Dublin,
he studied music at UCD, the Dublin College of
Music and QUB, going on to win numerous composition prizes, and Arts Council awards for master
classes with Messiaen, Boulez, Xenakis, Berio and
Lachenmann in France. Many of his compositions draw strongly on old Irish music themes
and often use traditional-music motifs, sensibility
and instrumentation . In expression of this he has
worked closely with Mick O 'Brien, Sean Corcoran,
Padragin Ni Uallachain, Simon O 'Dwyer,Joe Ryan
and Jim McArdle. His music has been performed
in Ireland and abroad, and h as been broadcast
by RTE and BBC among other networks. His
orchestral works premiered by the RTE Concert
Orchestra include Cromwe/1 (1994, for symphony
orchestra [SO]; trad. tune quoted 'Sweet Duleek
Gate'); Building Bridges (1995, for SO); Leaves
of Glass (1995, for SO); Ihe L ost Land (1996, for
soprano, uilleann pipes, dancer and SO; trad . tunes
quoted 'An Raibh tu ag an gCarrraig', 'Thugamar
fein an Samhradh Linn', 'Caislean an Oir').
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works. A member of Aosdana, he has collab orated with poets Seamus H eaney, Richard
Murphy, Dermot Healy, Susan Connolly and Paul
Durcan, and with the playwright Donal O 'Kelly
on R unning Beast in 2007 (as part of the government's 400th Commemoration of the Flight of
the Earls). Commissions include the AXA Dublin
International Piano Competition 2003, James
Joyce Centenary 2004 and the Beckett Centenary
2006. A former chairman of th e Association of
Irish Composers and the Droichead Arts Centre,
Drogheda, his other traditional-mu sic-related
works include: Ihe L egend of Fraoch (2006, with
Simon O'Dwyer); Caoineadh na dTri Mhuire and
Seacht Sua/chi(2005 , with Sean Corcoran); Gabhaim
Molta Bride and D eus Meus (2005, with P:idraigin
i Uallachain); What the Yew Tree Told Me (2005,
Wicklow pipes, Simon O 'Dwyer) ; Raglan R oad
(2004, flute, oboe, clarinet); The R oad to Lough
Swi!!y (2003, with Mick O'Brien, uilleann pipes
and string orchestra); An Fear as Fingal (2002, [re
Seamus Ennis] with Mick O'Brien);A Snail in my
Prime (1999, spoken voice, with Bronze Age horns
[O'Dwyer], uilleann pipes [Peter Bro wne]); Ihe
Purple Mountain (1999, using Bronze Age horns);
Ihe Dream OfAengus (1997, using guitar, uilleann
pipes and Bron ze Age horn s [e o: O ver tone,
2009]); 7he Battle ofAughrim (1997, trad. arrangements); Dark Loch na Car (1995, fiddles [Joe Ryan,
Helen Leahy], concertina [Jim M e Ardle] and
SO); Macehead (1992, using Bronze Age horns
[O 'Dwyer], uilleann pipes [Browne] , co ncertina
[Me Ardle] and percussion ensemble) .

H op jig. See under dance: display dance: jig.
Horan , Peter. (1926-2010). Flute and fiddle .
Born Killavil, Co. Sligo. He inh erited a rich
musical tradition from hi s m other, Margaret
Davey (fiddle, melodeon, concertina), but due to a
predominance of fiddle playing locally in his youth,
his flute playing remained largely free of influence.
Consequently he developed a uniqu e style and
technique but his fiddle style was much influenced
by Michael Coleman and his tune selections are
very representative of the south Sligo tradition. He
began playing flute in duet with Fred Fmn (fiddle)
in 1959, their unacco mpanied playing becoming

hornpipe

H oran , Seamus. (1932- ). Fiddle, button accordion. Born Creevalea, K.illargue, Co. Leitrim. Early
influences included his father, J ames (melodeon),
and local players Joe Gallagher (fiddle) and Dan
McGowan (flute). He played with the Shannon
Star Ceili Band in the early 1960s which included
James Early (fiddle) and Packie Duignan (flute).
He partnered Duignan on a fiddle and flute duet
album (Topic, 1978) and played with the Coleman
Country Ceili Band in the early 1970s. His impressive north Leitrim fiddle style has influenced many
younger local musicians. [GRD]
hor n. See in struments; trumpet .
Peter Horan (back left) playing with Seamus Tansey,
accompanied by Josie McDonagh on tambourine [Nutan]

legendary. He made many recordings for television and radio and toured America several times
in the 1970s. Records include an LP with Fred Finn
in 1988 and an LP with the Coleman Ceilf Band
(US, 1972). He features on Music from Coleman
Country (1972) . An important link between past
and present traditional music in Co. Sligo, he currently teaches flute at the Tubbercurry summer
school and plays locally. In 2002 he was awarded
TG4's Hall of Fame award for lifetime contribution to traditional music; in 2005 he released a CD
with fiddler Gerry Harrington, and in 2008 his
album with Fred Finn was re-released on CD by

CCE. [GRD]

hornpipe. I. A primitive, double-reed instrument dating from the thirteenth century, examples
described in eighteenth-century Scottish sources
and in Wales, where it is called a pibgorn.
2. A dance and related music originating around
the middle of the eighteenth century and with
maritime connections (through ship's companies
carrying a resident fiddler who provided music for
dancing). The later common-time version of the
tune-type made its way to Ireland where it was
adopted by the dancing masters as a show piece.
Because of the heavy stepping involved, it was
deemed unsuitable for female dancers and for a
number of years it remained solely the domain of
the male.
hornpipe today is used in solo dancing
and also in certain set dances.
tune-type is characterised by a relatively slow tempo and the use of
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dotted rhythms. It is performed in a deliberate
manner with a definite accent on beats one and
three of each bar. 1hree accented crotchet beats generally mark the end of a part. Hundreds of examples
are contained in O'Neill's and Cole's collections.
The hornpipe most likely came from England in
the late 1700s. There it had taken its present form
by the 1760s and was a figure dance, its older forms
in 3/2 time, and was performed between acts of
plays, usually by professional dancers. In Ireland it
became the supreme display of intricate footwork.
Well-known composers of hornpipes include Ed
Reavy, Sean Ryan,James Scott Skinner, Paddy Kelly,
Paddy Fahy and perhaps most notably James Hill
ofNewcastle. [LID]
See also under dance: display dance.
Horslips. A 'Celtic rock' band which combined traditional music melody with rock backing. Formed
in 1970, it had Barry Devlin (bass, voice), Declan
Sinnott (lead g uitar, voice), Charles O'Connor
(fiddle), Jim Lockhart (flute, fiddle, keyboards),
Eamon Carr (drums, voice). Their motifs were the
heroes and tales oflrish mythology; hinting at traditional flavour, their 'Flower of the Flock' reached
many ears on that account. Crossing between two
worlds they were perhaps aliens in both, but while
they made the British Top 40 with the album The
Book of Invasions: A Celtic Symphony, they were
regarded suspiciously by traditional music which,
in the process of revival, tended to legitimate itself
amid hostility by damning the superficiality of
what was seen as 'tune dabbling' and according of
supremacy to backing- the reverse of the priorities of traditional musicians. Their albums continue
to be re-released long after their 1979 break-up
- the definitive collections being Happy to Meet
Sorry to Part (1973), and a compilation, Horslips
History, covering the band's work from 1972 to
1979. Horslips were part of an interface between
the brash popular-music-dominated world and
the small and understandably often embittered
world of traditional music which was doggedly
pursuing status and state recognition in the late
1960s and early 1970s. The band mediated traditional music by adopting some of its catchier
melodies, dressing them in a music formula understandable to the children of a generation which
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-especially in urban centres- had moved on from
traditional music as its medium of entertainment.
Broadcasting this to a huge audience through
records and live performance resulted in further
interest: many devotees were drawn to 'The Pure
Drop' (as others had been several years previously
through the Clancy Brothers and The Dubliners)
and ultimately began themselves to play 'straight'
traditional music. Horslips retired in 1980, but
resumed playing in 2009.
house dance. A social dance held in someone's
private home. This could be either organised or
impromptu. It was the most common form of
dance occasion in rural Ireland prior to the introduction of large entertainment venues and the
availability of motorised transport.
See under dance: social dance.
Howe, Elias. (1820-95). Music publisher and
fiddler. Born Framingham, Massachusetts, a
member of the family who invented the sewing
machine; another wrote 'Battle Hymn of the
Republic'. He taught himself ftddle from a
printed tutor, worked as a ploughboy and learned
tunes from local players, noting their tunes in a
copybook. Loaning this to his friends to help them
learn tunes suggested the idea of a tune-book to
him; he published it as The Musician's Companion
in 1840, but he was obliged to sell it himself doorto-door as music stores resented the competition to
their lucrative single-tune sheet music. Success led
him to open a music shop; he collected more music
and published a variety of popular tune and tutor
books, among them Howe's Accordeon Instructor
(1845; it sold 100,000 copies),Accordion Without a
Master (1851), Howe's Schoolfor the Flageolet (1858),
Howe's Schoolfor Violin (1860), Howe 's One Tlxmsand
Jigs and Reels: Clog Dances, Contra Dances, Fan cy
Dances, Hornpipes, Strathspeys, Breakdowns, Irish
Dances, Scotch Dances, &c. &c., for the Violin, Flute,
Clarionet, Cornet, Fife, Flageolet, or any treble instrument (c.1867), Songs ofireland(1882). His business
became centre to a large network of brass and
dance bands who appear to have used it as a contact
address. His contribution to Irish music, however,
was the publication with William Bradbury Ryan
of Ryan's Mammoth Collection of tunes.

Hudson, Henry
collections. Following on the success of his
Companion, Howe continued collecting tunes
from musicians, adding these to ones cut and
pasted from large numbers of other tune books.
By 1888 he claimed to have 200 publications.
A full-time publisher by 1860, he was the most
prominent instructional tune book publisher in the
United States, and had produced ambitious works
by 1890. The first of these was his One Thousand
jigs and Reels, but the Quintuple Musician's Omnibus
(c.1864) is the largest collection of tunes that has
ever been published anywhere. In seven volumes,
each with c.600 tunes, but totalling 6,500 pieces,
ranging from operatic arias to Irish jigs, his music
was presented simply, for treble instruments such
as violin, flute, clarinet, cornet, fife, and flageolet.
Relevant to Irish music repertoire (as a publisher)
was the c.1849 Ryan's Mammoth Collection which
well pre-dates (and demonstrably influenced)
Francis O'Neill's work, a book of a thousand tunes
which is still in publication after 150 years. [PAS]
See Ryan, William B .
Hoy, M ick. (1913-2000). Fiddle player, raconteur,
singer. One of Derrygonnelly, west Fermanagh's
greatest cultural resources, a wit and authority on
local tradition, his singing - like his air playing
- has a fine artistry in glottal stop and variation.
His music style is a blend of the very local and
of the Coleman legacy, biting and uplifting, his
repertoire learned in part from his accordionist mother, and from renowned local flute player
Eddie DuffY. As a youth he got himself hired as a
labourer at Derrygonnelly Fair by a fiddle player
in order to learn the instrument, eventually playing
in ceilf bands through the 1930s and '40s. Catha!
McConnell plays many of his tunes with Boys of
the Lough.
See Fermanagh.
Hudson, Henry. (1798-1889). While studying
with Edward O'Reilly, at the age of fourteen he
began his 'collecting' oflrish music when he transcribed his teacher's music manuscripts in 1812.
The house in which he was reared - the Hermitage,
in Rathfarnham, Co. Dublin- was later to become
Padraig Pearse's school, St Enda's. Hudson became
a state dentist, and lived for many years at no. 24

Stephen's Green, Dublin. His collection comprises
seven small books which became separated when
the Hudson library was sold off c.1901 to Nassau
Massey, a bookseller in Patrick Street, Cork, who
then sold them on. The Hudson Collection comprises some 870 tunes, songs and 'snatches'; it
ends with a version of 'Danny Boy' in five flats.
One volume contains 113 melodies composed by
Henry Hudson. The first three volumes contain
370 tunes . Of these, Vol. 3 was sold to Captain
Francis O'Neill and is housed with the rest of
the O'Neill Collection in the Hesburgh Library
at the University ofNotre Dame, Indiana. Vol. 2
became the property of piping enthusiast and
bookworm Seamus 6 Casaide and was purchased
by the National Library oflreland after his death.
The other five volumes are housed in the Allen
A. Brown Collection at the Boston Public Library
and include Vol. 1 of the above set of three, as well
as the volume exclusively dedicated to Hudson's
original compositions, and another set of three
volumes which contains the complete collection
of 870 tunes rewritten as his General Miscellaneous
Collection. Hudson's copying was begun sometime
between December 1841 and January 1842 and a
number of the tunes were published in The Citizen
or Dublin Monthly Magazine in the early 1840s.
To refute a statement by Edward Bunting to the
effect that the 'last airs having any Irish character
were Jackson's' (i.e. composed by Walker Jackson,
d.1798), Hudson set about composing tunes and
published thirty-eight of them, labelled as traditional airs, in The Citizen. He was delighted to
hear of Bunting's jealousy of the music and when
Bunting declared only one melody to be 'not
Irish', Hudson took this as a tacit admission that
the others had been accepted as genuine. Hudson,
however, never publicly admitted his trick, and
some of the tunes have appeared in other collections such as Petrie's. As with many of his fellow
amateur collectors Hudson thought nothing of
borrowing tunes from published and MSS sources
and so we find, along with his own fieldwork, tunes
attributed to Walker's Irish Bards and Metzler's
Magic Flageolet among the published sources, and
'from Miss Woodroofe's Book' and 'from F. M .
Bell' among the manuscript sources. No doubt he
continued to collect tunes for a number of years
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Hudson, William Elliot

but there is no noticeable change in his handwriting towards the end of the manuscripts, suggesting
that he did not do much after the 1850s. With
the deaths of his older brothers, he inherited the
family estate at Glenville where he remained until
he died. [JIO]

H udson, W illiam Elliot. (1796-1853). With his
brother Henry, with a certain degree of anonymity, he embarked on the editing and presentation
of music in The Citizen (later the Dublin Monthly
Maga zine). William provided funding for the
magazine and the following account suggests he
also made a literary and editorial contribution.
However, it seems most likely that Henry was
the music editor of The Native Music of Ireland
from notes in his manuscripts. A number of
William's compositions survive, the best known of
which is the music for 'The Memory of the Dead'
('Who Fears to Speak of'98'). A brief synopsis of
William's life can be derived from his obituary,
written by John O'Daly, which appeared in Vol. 5
of the Transactions of the Ossianic Society in 1856.
Having described William Hudson's very successful legal career, O'Daly continues:
Amongst his other accomplishments, W .E.
Hudson early displayed a taste for mu sic and
a musical talent of the highest order. 'That he
had acquired a practical and theoretical knowledge of that science far beyond his compeers
was often tested, and especially by Dr Russell,
a highly gifted clergyman, and himself a great
theorist. This gentleman, aware of the acuteness of W.E. Hudson's ear in distinguishing
sound, put him to the severest proofs, without
a single instance of failure; this induced him to
test, through young Hudson, the accuracy of a
theory which he held, that every natural sound,
such as the roaring of a furnace, the howling
of the storm, thunder, water falling in unison,
were all one and the same note - the great 'Pl of
nature. Day after day for nearly three months
Hudson accompanied Dr Russell from place to
place to catch what he called 'natural sounds';
and so elated was he with the proofs given of
the perfection of his own theory that it required
the utmost vigilance of his physicians to prevent
his intellect from becoming impaired.
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In after years W.E. Hudson was the composer
of aTe Deum and several chants, none of which
were ever published; he likewi se composed
a variety of songs but his naturally modest
and retiring habits prevented putting himself
forward, and thereby caused his fame, either as
a literary character or as a musical composer,
to have a much more limited circulation than
would be expected in th e case of a person so
highly gifted. When 1he Citizen was tottering in its fall, its publishers made a desperate
effort to restore its vitality by bringing it out
in a new form and under a new name, as the
Dublin Monthly Magazine. In this struggle Mr.
Hudson len t the assistance of hi s purse and
talents, and chi efly owing to his exertions, it
revived for a while. Besides contributing to it
in a literary way, he brought out in it a collection oflrish airs, the finest published since the
days of Bunting.
Mr. Hudson was the founder of the Irish
Archaeological Sociery, and also the Ossianic
Society for the preservation and publication of
ancient Irish Manuscripts. Also the success of
Library oflreland and 1he Spirit of the Nation,
are in a great measure due to Mr. Hudson. His
death, which occurred on the 23rd of Jun e,
1853, may be truly regarded as a heavy blow
and irreparable loss to the best interests of our
Society.
William Elliot Hudson's name appears in many
manuscripts and notices of the time and his circle
of friends and acquaintances included Thom as
Davis and James Clarence Mangan. (JIO]

Hughes, Harry. (1947- ). Editor, organiser, born
Foxford, Co. Mayo. Educated there and at UCG, he
undertook postgraduate study at Louvain, Belgium
and from 1970 taught English and history at St
J oseph's Secondary School, Spanish Point, Co.
Clare. His father played melodeon and the village
had the Foxford Ceili Band in the early 1960s. He
was the initiator of the Da! gCais annual, and has
been its editor since 1972. The publication arose
out of meeting piper Martin Talty who introduced
him to the great names in west Clare music. Since
1973 he has been one of the main organisers of
Scoil Samhraidh Willie Clancy.

Hyland, Edmund Keating

Hummingbird. Production company established
in 1987 by Philip King and Nuala O'Connor to
produce music documentary programmes. Now
one of Ireland's leading independent producers
of arts and music programming, its core activity
remains documentary and studio Irish- music
material. Its associated company Hummingbird
Records has produced four programme-generated
album s: Bringing It All Back H ome, A River of
Sound, Meitheal and Suit. The company has succeeded in developing and sustaining relationships
outside the domestic broadcasting market which
have enabled the distribution of its material into
the UK, the US and other territories. To date it has
been nominated for a Grammy Award and won
an Em my Award for Irish Music and America: A
Musical Migration in 1994.
Hunt, Michael. (1904- ). Fiddle. Born at Lisananny, Ballymote, Co. Sligo, brother of flute and
pipes playerTommy. Local fiddler Philip O'Beirneone ofMichael Coleman's first and most important
teachers- was an early influence on his playing, and
indeed Hunt could recall seeing Coleman playing
and dancing in the family home. Hunt learned step
dancing from dancing master George Leonard
(Dublin), giving many exhibition performances
in the 1930s and '40s. Influenced by recordings
of Coleman, his repertoire is typical of the south
Sligo area, with many intriguing older versions of
common tunes. He recorded for radio, and lived all
his life in the family home, a fund of knowledge on
a century oflocal music and related matters. [GRD]
Hunt, Tommy. (1908-94). Uilleann pipes, flute,
tin whistle. His father Tom played flute, concertina
and melodeon; neig hbours included such people
as flute player Mrs Doyle, Paddy Killoran (fiddle),
Jim Coleman (fiddle) and John J oe Gardiner
(fidd le, flute) . Introduced to pipes by local piper
John Anderson who also made his first set, Tommy
favoured the 'tight' style of piping and was much
influenced by Patsy Touhey. Piper Johnny Doran
was a regular visitor to the family home in the
1930s. Tommy played a sim ple-system concert
flute for many years but changed later to the
Bohm, at which he excelled. He had an extensive
repertoire of old and new tunes, which he added

to up to his death. Together with Dick Brennan he
recorded a 78 rpm disc at Jury's Hotel, Dublin in
1933, he recorded for radio and gave many concert
performances but never entered any form of competition. [GRD]

Hyde, Dr Douglas. (1860-1949). [Duglas
de hide]. The first president oflreland (1938-45),
he was a founding member of the Gaelic League
in 1893, with an interest in Gaelic language and
culture which stemmed from his acquaintance with
older Irish speakers in his native Roscommon. This
knowledge contributed to his belief that Ireland
had a culture which was capable of independent
existence and not simply as a provincial aspect of
the British Empire. His work with Irish-language
poetry and song helped to establish song as an art
form worthy of the same consideration as anything
else in European culture. Hyde's major translated
work, 1he Love Songs of Connaught (1893), brought
the vast body of song poetry in Irish to a much
wider audience. An accomplished linguist, fluent
in at least six European languages, he was the
first professor of Modern Irish in UCD, a post he
held from 1909 to 1932. He has been commemorated by the annual Dr Douglas Hyde (traditional
music) Summer School at Ballaghaderreen, Co.
Roscommon since 1996, and the Douglas Hyde
Conference (Comhdh:iil an Chraoibhin) each
October at Ballaghaderreen, on Irish culture,
heritage, history, society and music. [HAH]
Hyland, Edmund Keating. (1780-1845). Piper,
composer. Born at Cahir, Co. Tipperary, he lost
his sight in his youth and was apprenticed to a
piper with whom he rapidly achieved renown. He
is said to have composed, at the age of nineteen,
the programme piece 'The Fox Chase', which is
still played today and survives in a dozen different
versions. His reputation attracted the attention and
patronage of Sir John Stevenson, who taught him
music theory, and through this association Hyland
became well known in Dublin music circles. His
fame as a performer led to him being selected to
play in 1821 at a command performance in Dublin
for George IV. In recognition of Hyland's talent,
the king commissioned for him a new set of pipes
to the value of 50 guineas. [TEM]
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ICTM (International Council for Traditional
Music). This is one of the two largest, and most
international, organisations for the study of traditional music and dance in culture. Its aims are 'to
further the study, practice, documentation, preservation and dissemination of traditional music,
including folk, popular, classical and urban music,
and dance of all countries'.
Founded in London, England in 1947, as the
International Folk Music Council, the ICTM
is currently an NGO in Formal Consultative
Relations with UNESCO. It is organised around
an executive (president, vice-president, secretary
general, executive assistant and members), national
committees (in thirty-three countries), and liaison
officers (in a further forty countries). The secretariat is currently based at the Australian National
University in Canberra. National committees
hold annual symposia or conferences focusing on
a specific theme.
world conferences. ICTM hold s biennial
world conferences - the five most recent were
held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (2001), Fuzhou and
Qyanzhou, China (2003/2004), Sheffield (2005),
Vienna (2007) and Durban, South Mrica (2009).
At these fora ICTM members and members of
the public present papers and discuss a wide range
of issues. Because of its broad membership base
(academics and practitioners from the disciplines
of ethnomusicology, anthropology, ethnochoreology, etc.) the organisation operates study groups
of members in common areas of scholarly study.
These are numerous, some currently dealing with
such as minorities, gender, technology and ethnochoreology. Such are fundamental to a large
organisation - they meet regularly and publish
their findings. On a periodic basis ICTM organises themed, focused colloquia which involve
intensive discussion by a relatively small group of
invited scholars from related fields. In 2008 these
addressed Musical Exodus: Al-Andalus and its
Jewish Diasporas (held in Cambridge, UK), and
Indigenous Music and Dance as Cultural Property:
Global Perspectives (in Toronto).
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publications. The main scholarly publication is
1he Yearbookfor Traditional Music, a peer-reviewed
journal with articles, reviews, and reports for the
international membership. A biennial bulletin has
the calendar of events, and reports from study
groups, national committees and liaison officers.
Also, in each decade the Council publishes a
directory which lists individual and institutional
members, contact details and areas of interest. The
Council also edited the UNESCO Collection of
Traditional Music, a CD series focusing on the
traditional music of a given country; Rionach Ui
Ogain edited the Ireland CD in this series in 1997.
[THS]

ICTM Ireland. The Irish co mmittee of the
International Council for Traditional Music.
Formed in 2006, it provides a research forum for
scholars and students of Irish music, as well as
researchers of other music cultures who are based
in Ireland. ICTM Ireland also promotes collaboration between academic institutions, both North
and South. The society holds its annual conference
each spring and is developing a publication of proceedings. Activities are facilitated by an elected
committee whose members mainly work in higher
education institutions in Ireland.
issues. The inaugural symposium 'A National
Ethnomusicology', with Anthony Seeger (UCLA)
as the keynote speaker, addressed the significance
of ethnomusicology in small nation states, such as
Ireland, exploring the significance of anthropology,
folklore and cultural studies in developing a unified
national voice. In 2007, with Philip Bohlman
(University of Chicago, president of the SEM)
as keynote speaker, the society looked at current
and historical representations of Irish music in a
symposium, 'Irish Popular Music and Dance in
History'.The 2008 'Fieldwork' symposium, with
keynote speaker Rionach Uf Ogain (UCD), paid
tribute to folklore collector Tom Munnelly. The
symposium looked at cross-cultural approaches to
fieldwork, insider and outsider views of traditional
music, and the undertaking of fieldwork from a

lnishowen singing festival
distance and within virtual communities. At the
2009 'Recording' conference at UCD, Suzanne
Ziegler of the Berlin Phonogramm-Archiv discussed the lineage and significance of Irish wax
cylinder recordings which are held at the archive;
she also formally repatriated data concerning
Richard Henebry to the ITMA. The conference
discussed recording, archiving, access, copyright,
ethics, fieldwork, and technology. ICTM Ireland
also holds student conferences. [SUM, THS]

idiophone. Self-sounding, fixed-pitch instrument.
The term applies to cymbals, rhythm sticks and
instruments such as bones, spoons, wood-block and
castanets. It is also the generic term covering items
as diverse as Jew's harp, bells, xylophones, wind
chimes, tambourine jingles, music-boxes, bottleclicking and table-tapping with coins. Idiophones
may be stamped on the ground, shaken, struck
with a striker, struck against each other (bones),
scraped (Latin music's 'guiros' scraper) or plucked
(Jew's harp) . Idiophones play a part in ancient
Irish music, but mostly in early Christian use,
O 'Curry noting crotals and clocca (religious bells),
craebh ciuil and crann ciuil (possibly small, beaterplayed bells on a branched holder). In modern time
Charlie Pigott recounts in the book The Blooming
Meadows how, when leather and steel-clad shoes
were worn, the dancers might loosen the toe-piece
to create a buzzing which could be manipulated
in the 'slide' motion to articulate grace notes and
decoration in the tune being played. Modern-day
step and sean-n6s dancers utilise heel and toe
'clicks' and loose metal fittings, and clog dancers
in northern England create percussion too with
hard shoes. Spoons are still played, if occasionally, in Irish music, notably by Tommy Hayes,
and Mel Mercier is an outstanding exponent on

Ancient Irish idiophones, 'crotals' [from Ledwith, 1792]

bones. The Jew's harp or 'trump' was an extremely
popular instrument all over the island, particularly
in the Blues tack Mountains area of Donegal. It
was played by storyteller John Campbell, and is
featured in the repertoire of Antrim singer Len
Graham.

IMRO (Irish Music Rights Organisation). The
collection agency for public performance royalties
due to Irish composers, players and publishers,
including those involved in traditional music.
Through membership pledges, internal balloting
and conferences it is owned and run, composed
of and directed by all its composer/publisher
members, and includes many people involved in
the playing, composing and publishing of traditional music. IMRO is run by an internally elected
board through a full-time, paid staff and director; it
is a non-profit organisation, limited by guarantee.
It administers the performing rights of its members
by the granting of licences to, and the collection
of royalties from, music performance venues and
broadcasters; it then distributes such royalties to its
members. IMRO is therefore only concerned with
live, public performance, and with airwaves and PA
broadcast of recorded performances. A member
of CISAC (the International Confederation of
Societies of Authors and Composers), IMRO was
created in 1989 as a response to a growing need for
a national society in Ireland to administer performing rights on behalf of Irish composers, authors
and publishers. Until then, these rights had been
administered by the UK-based Performing Rights
Society (PRS). IMRO also represents foreign
composers, authors and music publishers through
reciprocal agreements with similar societies around
the world. [ANM]
Currently the IMRO board has four significant members who are associated with traditional
music: Chair- Keith Donald (ex. Moving Hearts)
and composer/writer board members - Paul Brady,
Eleanor McEvoy and Christy Moore. [EDI]
See copyright; FACE.
lnishowen singing festival. As the 'Inishowen
International Folk Song and Ballad Seminar',
this has run annually at Ballyliffen, north-east
Donegal since 1990 to promote the Inishowen
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innovation

(Co. Donegal) song tradition and to bring it to
a wider audience. Themes discussed to date have
been the Scottish, Northern Irish and Donegal
connections in the folk-song and ballad tradition, love songs of Britain and Ireland, songs of
emigration, traveller songs, narrative songs in the
Irish tradition, songs of the sea, songs of war and
rebellion, and humour in traditional song. The
seminar- effectively a festival - presents about
twenty singers and speakers annually from a wide
spectrum of the song tradition at home and abroad.
Dozens of singers from the local area and many
others from all over the country attend, and several
from Scotland and England, most singing in the
informal sessions.
lnniseer bodhnin school. See C raiceann.
innovation. A term loosely used to denote new
direction or change, particularly in connection
with traditional music. It is described in Webster's
(1971) dictionary as 'something that deviates from
established doctrine or practice' and 'differs from
existing forms'; to 'innovate' is to 'introduce as, or as
if, new; to introduce novelties; make changes'. 1he
concept of innovation can be interpreted as both
contradictory and complementary to the dynamic
idea of'tradition' as expressed in the popularly used
term 'living tradition'.ln essence social evolution, a
battle between reverence for the past and the compulsion to explore and change, in traditional music
it can be seen in two forms:
1. players draw on the past, but constantly move
forward with history adopting and adapting
other instruments and/or music genres within
their experience (Davy Spillane, D6nal Lunny,
Eileen lvers, Mel Mercier);
2. players search for artistic engagement within
the established instrumentation, repertoire, aesthetic, style or melodic centre (Liz
Carroll, Martin Hayes, Maire Nf Chathasaigh,
Caoimhfn 6 Raghallaigh, Tommy Potts,John
Carry).
These meanings are not rigid, and indeed there
is quite an overlap, for both approaches cannot
avoid being informed by the variety of cultural and
economic experiences of their exponents. No clear
lines can be drawn to confine artistic temperament
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or virtuosic skill. In the final analysis the matter is
probably reduced to 'taste', with both categories
recognised as having 'musicians' musicians' . This
produces the view of traditional music as a mosaic
or marl (rather than a blend, or mix) with many
different colours and textures, skills and intuitive
ability, each from its extremity gradually shading
into the others, the whole mass interacting with
other musics and cultures of the world which
themselves are going through the same process.
See C rosbh eal ach a n Ch eoil; style : style and
authenticity.
instruments. Irish traditional music uses mainly
wind and string instruments (aerophones and
chordophones), with a small number of drum
and self-sounding forms (membranophones and
idiophones).
1. ancient ins truments. These include aerophones and idiophones. Assessable only where they
survive, unlike medieval instruments, they do not
appear in oral knowledge until close to the turn of
the first millennium, and graphic images are not
seen until late in that millennium. Many of those
which are made of non-corroding metal (bronze)
have been preserved in nature and found by chance;
all are aerophones and idiophones (blown or struck
instruments). Some examples made of wood have
been preserved by river-mud or bog action. The
instruments are best understood by period.
Neolithic. 2137-1909 BC. It is rare that anything
new and baffiing is presented in organology. One
such find is what may be Ireland's oldest surviving
music instrument, a set of wooden pipes which were
found during an archaeological
survey of a proposed building
site at Charlesland, Co .

A selection of
Bronze Age horns [SIO]

instruments

Wicklow in 2003. Six cylindrical pipes made of
yew were located at the bottom of a Julacht jiadh
(a wood-lined trench, thought to have been used
for cooking or beer making). Each pipe has a 'male'
socket carved at one end upon which something
else (possibly a tone generator) was fitted. Carbon
dating established their age at between 2137 and
1909 BC. One interpretation is that they are a set of
harmonic flutes which were once 'bundled' or fixed
together as one instrument, and that the missing
parts could have been fipples fashioned from a
softer material. Dubbed 'the Wicklow pipes', this
object is a lone survivor in the world and may be
vital to understanding the nature of a music scale
at the end of the Stone Age.
Late Bronze Age. 1100-600 BC. Some 104
complete or fragmentary examples of cast bronze
horns survive from the Irish Bronze Age. There
are two distinctive types. The first has a large open
blowing aperture in its side, and the second has a
more conventional arrangement at one end. Horns
occur throughout the island but are concentrated
in the north-east and south-west. Tle largest single
find, of twenty-six horns, was made in Dowris, Co.
Offaly in the mid-nineteenth century. This hoard
also contained thirty-nine bronze crotals or hand
bells. The Bronze Age horns oflreland are thought
to be indigenous to the pre-Celtic people and no
other examples occur excepting a fragment in
Scotland and a drawing from England. 1be collection is unique, being the largest such of prehistoric
metal wind instruments, and amounting to some
40 per cent of the world 's total of such objects.
Studies of original horns - and of reproductions of them - which began in the mid-twenrieth
century have established that they are the product of
advanced bronze casting technology and a hitherto
unrealised level of musical sophistication. Horns have
now been successfully introduced into contemporary
musical tradition too, and recent experimentation has
shown that overtones can be played
on a continuous fundamental
through the use of circular
breathing. In effect, an

A side-blown horn

musical colour has been rediscovered. Original horns
may be viewed at the National Museum oflreland,
the Ulster Museum and regional museums around
Ireland.
Middle Iron Age. 300 BC-AD 300. Eight sheetbronze long horns or trumpets were found in
Ireland in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
Of these, the whereabouts of only three are now
known. 1be Loughnashade horn with its distinctive
decorated disc at the end of the bell (used as the
ITMA logo) is one of four which were recovered
in 1794 during drainage of Loughnashade near
Emain Macha, Co. Armagh. Another complete
example is the Ard Brinn horn, found in a mound
in Co. Down in 1801. A third fragment, thought
to be from Roscrea, Co. Tipperary, also survives.
The Ard Brinn original may still be played and
has been shown to produce a surprising number
of notes in accurate harmonic series. A reproduction of the Loughnashade possesses a distinctive
powerful voice which evokes images of ceremony,
parade and war. The reference to great horns being
played as part of a healing ceremony in the legend
'T:iin Bo Fraich' is likely to mean this kind of horn.
It has also been deduced recently that the reproduction of the Loughnashade horn (trumpa creda)
can contribute in a very real way to a pipe band.
This is made possible by playing a continuous B!,
along with the drones and also because the horn is
designed as a marching instrument.

Decorated end of a Loughnashade trumpet [SIO)
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Early Medieval. 500-1000. Two wooden horns
survive from early Christian Ireland. The River
Erne horn was found in river mud near Enniskillen
in 1954. It survives complete, though not in playing
condition. Most remarkably, an image of two such
identical horns being played along with other
instruments also exists, in an illumination from the
Canterbury Psalter c. 700. 1he Bekan horn was discovered during turf cutting in the Bekan bog, Co.
Mayo in 1794. 1he original is almost complete and
an accurate reproduction has been made. It is in the
form of a long shawm, played with a beating reed
and without finger holes. As in the Iron Age horns,
the notes are harmonic series created by the long
conical bore of the instrument. The sound is comparable to that of a bassoon. Both this and the Erne
horn are fashioned from yew wood and banded
with sheet bronze ribbon. They are extremely rare
examples of early medieval instrumentation. [SIO]
See medieval music; trumpet.

Instruments used today in traditional music [courtesy
John Loesberg and Derek Speirs]

2. modern instruments. Irish music in the years
since the sixteenth century has utilised bagpipes,
fiddles, harps, uilleann pipes, whistles and flutes.
Of these the oldest surviving instruments are harps;
trumps (or 'Jew's harp') dating to the thirteenth
century have been found, however. Uilleann pipes
from the late 1700s still survive in playing order.
Concert-style flutes are referenced as far back as
the eighteenth century, and many of these survive;
accordions and concertinas do not appear in Irish
music until after the mid-nineteenth century. The
major instruments used today for Irish music
melody playing are fiddle, flute, tin whistle, uilleann
pipes, accordion, concertina, melodeon, banjo and
harp. Less popular are mandolin and harmonica
(although the latter did enjoy major visibility up
to the 1970s). Dominant accompaniment in struments are guitar, bouzouki and piano/keyboards.
Mandola and cittern are increasingly used also, and
synthesiser appears in many recordings. Percussion
used is drum kit and wood block in dance bands,
bodhran (and sometimes bones or spoons) in
other situations. Occasionally Jew's harp is heard.
African, Asian and Arabic portable instruments
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such as djembe (drum), tablas and ud (oud, lute)
are also creeping in. Mary Nugent's 2009 Scoil
Eigse research verifies the visible patterns, showing
the whistle as most popular (for more than a fifth
of young learners), with both fiddle and flute two
thirds of that number, accordion and concertina
half of those, and pipes yet lower at a quarter of
the latter. [HAH]
instrument makers. There are at least 130 makers
specialising in the manufacture of traditional
instruments, most of these in Ireland, but many in
the US, Britain and Germany. All supply to Irish
traditional musicians both in Ireland and abroad.
Some are highly organised, some are small-scale
craft workers producing instruments to a very high
standard; most are professional and full-time. Thse
makers are spread throughout the island. Some
towns have more than one maker:
accordions - Co. Limerick and Co. Clare
banjos - Clarinbridge and Castlemaine
bodhrans - Thurles, Newcastle (Co. Galway),
Ballingarry, Kilkenny, Belfast, Dublin, Doolin,
Roundstone, Markethill, etc.
bouzouki - Galway and Dublin
fiddles- Belfast, Galway, Cork, Dublin, Navan,

Ireland

Ravensdale, Mayo, Carrigaline, Sligo, Donegal,
Co. Down, Limerick (there is a violin-making
course at Limerick School of Music)
flutes - Kilmaley, Swinford, Bray, Coolea, Newry,
Kinvara, Ennis, Miltown Malbay, Belfast,
Glencar (Co. Sligo), Dublin
guitars - Rathfarnham, Dundalk, Newtownards,
Passage East, Castlegregory
harps - Craughwell, Cork, Clonakilty, Limerick,
Rathfarnham, Kenmare
mandolins- Kilkenny
uilleann pipes- Ken mare, Belfast, Daingean Uf
Chuis, Glencar, Bray, Malahide, Miltown
Malbay, Newcastle (Co. Down), Newry,
Kinvara, Dublin
whistles- Ennis, Doolin, Finglas, Dublin.

M usical Inst rumen ts of the A ncient Irish. Part
of Eugene O'Curry's monumental, 1873, threevolume lecture series. Some 180 pages relate to
history of the development of music, music in
early Ireland, song-verse structure and description, analysis, derivation of and possible forms of:
1. stringed instruments played with the fingersthe cruit, the psalterium, the nable, the organum,
the ochttedach; 2. stringed instruments played
with a bow - the timpan, the fiddle; 3. wind
instruments - bennbuabhal, corn, cuisle feadan,
buine, guthbuine, stoc, sturgan, pipai; 4. percussive instruments- crotals, clocca; 5. undetermined
instruments - craebh ciuil and crann ciuil.
The instruments are dealt with in relation to
earlier civilisation. Detailed too is analysis of
scales and modes, heavily footnoted and side-indexed. O'Curry targeted two kinds of subject for
this material: the musical archaeologist, whom he
expected to reproduce every note faithfully, and the
artist, who he saw as using the melodies to build
out of in the manner typical of'art' music. However,
he was critical of both categories at the time: 'It is
unintelligible how Irish musicians should neglect
such a pure fount of original melody as exists in
the unpublished airs of Ireland.' He attributed a
'peculiar sweetness and beauty of melody' to Irish
and Scots Gaelic airs, something he did not find
in English music.
See aerophone; chordophone; crwth; idiophone;
O 'Curry, Eugene.

in strument websites . All instruments used in
Irish music are covered extensively on websites too
numerous to list. The quality of comment ranges
from superficial to technical, and practically every
issue is dealt with.
web site companion.net links
this information precisely to individual items in

m

The Companion.

internet tuition. The capacity of the internet
to send and receive files on a global basis almost
instantly was recognised by musicians of all genres
as a means of exchanging tunes and ideas, the basis
of tuition. Only text files could be sent initially,
restricting the exchange of music to tablatures and
abc formats, but very little of this was done on a
commercial basis. With the addition of sound and
video files to the internet palette, it became much
more feasible to attempt tuition on a commercial
basis, and in Irish traditional music, Scoiltrad, a
company founded in 2000, was first to offer interactive tuition, where students purchased sound
files of tunes, learned them, and then sent back
sound files for assessment. Since the demise of
Scoiltrad in 2004, the availability of video mess aging has added new potential, that of live
one-on-one tuition. A few well-known musicians
now offer classes using peer-to-peer protocols (e.g.
Skype) with success. Generally however, despite
the advance of technology in this regard, this type
of tuition remains a minor means of transmission
of traditional music, even among communities of
musicians outside Ireland. [HAH)
See also websites.
lonad na nAmhnin. (The Song Centre). Based at
Limerick's IWAMD, it began in 1995 with the
purpose of promoting research and encouraging
wider listenership in the area of songs.
Ireland. The subdivisions of the island are important to understanding both the organisation of
traditional music and the location of, and sharing
among, its regional styles and instrumentation.
smallest unit is the townland, which is incorporated into thirty-two counties island-wide; these in
turn combined into four historic provinces.
townlands. The smallest local sub-division of
the country, they range in size from just a few to
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hundreds of acres. The island of Ireland has some
64,000 of these immensely colourful, culture-,
politics- and history-imbued places, and they are
the key to all rural seanchas, postal addresses, repute,
sport, music style, song lyrics and reportage prior
to the 2009 proposal to obliterate local memory
by augmenting or replacing them with emotionless postcode grid references. Like counties, they
often have rivers and streams as natural boundaries, but their huge variety in size relates to former
clan power and occupation, to fertility, topography,
political loyalty, etc. Townlands are grouped into
'civil parishes', each of which has 20-35 of them,
c.2,500 in total. Ultimately, townlands are grouped
into counties, the major administrative units, and
these are also used by cultural organisations - for
instance, CCE, like the GAA, is organised on a
county basis.
Townland names may be taken from some local
feature such as industry, vegetation, fauna, weather,
function, cultural association, terrain, occupation,
past battle, politics, tragedy, injustice, personal
name or family name; their names themselves are
history. In almost all cases the townland name is a
translation (sometimes crude) from the Irish, and,
where not, it marks association with a particular
landlord, that itself being part oflocal history. Like
counties and major towns oflreland, the townland
names are of great significance in the naming of
tunes, and thus we have - among hundreds of
examples- 'Knocktoran Fair', '1he Humours of
Ballymanus' and 'Kate of Garnevilla'.
See also place; style and authenticity; tune names.
Another set of divisions is applied by churches
-that of dioceses- with subdivisions into parishes.
While these have significance in terms of local
life, they are not of particular significance in tune
nomenclature or event organisation.
counties. This is the significant administration
and organisational unit for all Irish local government and cultural affairs. There are different ways
of viewing the counties and their historic significance on the island of Ireland. Since partition of
the island has only been in existence since 1921,
regional differences based on the two political
entities of'Ireland' and 'Northern Ireland' have
not formed, in particular because of: (a) the closer
identification of the northern Catholic population
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with traditional music, ceili and set dancing, and
(b) the distancing of the northern Protestant community from traditional music.
The counties overall are: Antrim, Armagh,
Carlow, Cavan, Clare, Cork, Derry, Donegal,
Down, Dublin, Fermanagh, Galway, Kerry, Kildare,
Kilkenny, Laois, Leitrim, Limerick, Longford ,
Louth, Mayo, Meath, Monaghan, Offal y,
Roscommon, Sligo, Tipperary, Tyrone, Waterford,
Westmeath, Wexford, Wicklow.
political states. These, and the counties they
contain are:
Northern Ireland (also referred to, colloquially, as 'Ulster'): Antrim, Armagh, Derry/
Londonderry, Down, Fermanagh, Tyrone.
Ireland (the modern EU term, but usually referred
to as 'Republic of Ireland'): Carlow, Cavan ,
Clare, Cork, Donegal, Dublin, Galway, Kerry,
Kildare, Kilkenny, Laois, Leitrim, Limerick,
Longford, Louth, Mayo, Meath, Monaghan ,
Offaly, Roscommon, Sligo, Tipperary,
Waterford, Westmeath, Wexford, Wicklow.
historic provinces. Ulster, Munster, Leinster,
Connacht. These and their counties are of more
relevance in music, among them Ulster comprising
not only all the counties of present-day Northern
Ireland, but three of the counties of the Republic.
Ulster: Donegal, Derry, Antrim, Down, Armagh,
Monaghan, Tyrone, Fermanagh, Cavan.
Munster: Clare, Limerick, Kerry, Cork, Tipperary,
Waterford.
Leinster: Louth, Meath, Longford, Westmeath,
Offaly, Laois, Kilkenny, Carlow, Wexford,
Wicklow, Kildare, Dublin.
Connacht: Sligo, Leitrim, Roscommon, Mayo,
Galway.
Irish bars. In the last two decades of the twentieth
century Ireland's long-dormant colonial aspirations
(once expressed in religion) have found expression in the export of national identity as cultural
artefact. If Italian-ness in Ireland was expressed
by chip shops staffed by specialised immigrant
workers, lrishness is now demon strated by Irish
bars in continental Europe. This concept is not
new, as for the Irish it was already in existence
within the ethnic mosaic of the USA and in many
British cities. Irish bars developed fully in the final

Irish Traditional Music Archive

two decades of the twentieth century. my became
a booming business all over Europe, some private,
some financed by major European brewers, many
franchised through deals with the supplier of their
iconic, desired commodity- Guinness.
names. Their exotic titles are harvested from
existing romantic trend-setters in Ireland, and
from among the populace of nineteenth-century
Irish popular song and fable - Mulligan's, Dicey
Reilly's, Kitty O'Shea's - these labels the secular
equivalent of the fashion in pre-1980s Ireland to
name houses and B&B establishments after Latintitled religious figures - San Giovanni, Santiago,
Sancta Maria. Critical to the 'Irish pub' is decor
-hard benches, stressed pine furniture, causticdipped and worm-perforated, package-ornaments
that include obsolete and valueless indifferent
book-club editions, household and farmyard
utensils - bricolage hoarded in anticipation of the
boom by a thousand junkshops nationwide. Often
the factory-compiled, containerised product of an
architect's central 'bar-bliss' master-plan, the 'Pub
in a Box' is marketed as a concept, dressed as promoting 'Irishness', but of course of principal value
to the beer producers' international market-share
within business expansionism. Irish bars' drink
prices can sometimes be - by Irish standards, and
by local standards too - outrageously exorbitant:
the amount that is paid for Bushmills, Jameson,
Powers, Paddy, Guinness and Smithwicks are the
'gatekeeper' prices designed (somewhat paradoxically) to exclude the fighting classes.
music. Yet these bars are still a cultural interface
of some importance, for they are necessarily run
by Irish personnel, and also feature Irish muzak
during the daytime. They have become useful sites
of communication visited by working Irish exiles,
lost, disaffected, unemployed, lonely or curious
Irish travellers - and by non- Irish curious and
imaginative locals who are seeking themed diversion. With its 'authentic' ethos, 'traditional' music is
very often the leavening in the institution's absurd
image-mix, and some pubs are valued sponsors
for developing talent. All permutations of tonal
and melodic quality are perpetually peregrinating throughout mainland Europe - the good, the
bad and the rowdy; Ireland's musicians on tour are
very often the ambassadors who influence whether

or not people from abroad will visit the island as
tourists. Some of the wandering Irish troubadours
are of the jigs and reels variety, more are Dubliners/
Fureys/Clancys sound-alike balladeers; some
are Christy Moore fans, others parade Horslips
memorabilia, U2 impressions, mainstream pop
and big-name rock covers. But all are part of the
mainstream thinkers' experience oflreland abroad.
Each version oflrishness may have its own distinct
and clearly defined constituency at home, but in
Europe all can end up comfortable bed-partners
in Ireland's only imperial institution.
See pub .

Irish dance. See dance: step dance .
Irish Harp College. Formalised in 2010, this
evolved out of the Harp Foundation and the developmental harp education work ofJanet Harbison.
Based in aural/oral methods, it applies modern
educational goals structure with two phases of
tuition, each of which has four levels. The first
phase brings learners to basic solo and session
ability, and the second deals with specialist skills,
aesthetics and repertoire.
Irish Harp Orchestra. Launched in 1999,
this semi-professional company of twenty-four
artists mixes a core harp base with traditionalmusic instruments and dancers. Evolved by Janet
Harbison from her Belfast orchestra, it presents
programmes in Europe's most prestige venues
including the Amsterdam Concertgebouw, and
the Munich and Koln Philharmonic Halls.
Irish Traditional Music Archive (ITMA). (Taisce
Cheol Duchais Eireann). A national public archive
and resource centre for all with an interest in the
contemporary and historical art forms of Irish
traditional song, instrumental music and dance.
It was founded in 1987 with the primary aims of
collecting, preserving and organising the materials oflrish traditional music, and of making these
materials and related information as widely available as feasible to the general public. The Archive
documents performers and performances of Irish
traditional music within the island of Ireland ,
among the Irish Diaspora, and among non-Irish
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performers worldwide, and it also collects representative materials on other national music
traditions, especially those most closely linked to
Ireland.
multimedia. The Archive now holds the largest
multimedia collection in existence of the materials
of Irish traditional music: currently over 90,000
items - commercial and non-commercial sound
recordings, books and serials, ballad sheets and
items of sheet music, programmes and flyers, manuscripts, photographs and other images, video tapes
and DVDs, melodies in digital form - and a mass
of other materials such as posters and artefacts. It
also holds the largest body in existence of information about the music- over 500,000 content items
- organised on unique computer catalogues.
access. The materials and information held are
made fully available for reference to all visitors
to the Archive, free of charge. Current opening
hours are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday to Friday,
and one Saturday each month. Guidance to the
collections is given, and general information and
consultancy on the music, in English and Irish.
An information service is also provided directly
by phone, post and fax and through the internet,
and remotely through exhibitions and publications.
These publications include seminal volumes on the
historic Edward Bunting and James Goodman
manuscript collections. Materials and information are also disseminated by the Archive through
its extensive co-operation with the performing,
teaching, broadcasting, publishing and archival
activities of others, including RTE Radio and
Television, TG4 Television, the journal of Music,
Na Piobairi Uilleann, the Ulster Folk & Transport
Museum, Gael Linn, Viva Voce Recordings, etc.
It is a member of many international and national
archive and library networks.
sta . The Archive currently has a core staff of
ten, with other part-time workers. Its operations are
directed by a board of twelve with performing, collecting, broadcasting, archival, financial, marketing
and management experience. Users of the Archive
include singers, musicians, dancers, private-interest
visitors, students at all levels, teachers, researchers
and writers, librarians, broadcasters and publishers, arts administrators and the general public, a
significant number of whom come from abroad.
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funding. This is received from the Arts Council/
An Chomhairle Ealaion in Dublin and also from
the Arts Council of Northern Ireland in Belfast,
and from individual donors, especially through
its support group Friends of the Irish Traditional
Music Archive. It receives project funding from
sponsors such as the Heritage Council, Cairde na
Cruite, the Temple Bar Cultural Trust, the Ireland
Newfoundland Partnership, and Enterprise Ireland,
and it receives support in kind from publishers. It
has been enabled to grow to its present flourishing
state by the support of hundreds of private donors
of materials and information, notably by private
field collectors who have generously donated their
collections for the benefit of the traditional music
community. The Archive is a company limited by
guarantee, and as such keeps audited accounts and
makes annual returns to the Companies Office. It
is also recognised by the Revenue Commissioners
as a charity.
location. Since 2006 the Archive has occupied
new premises at 73 Merrion Square, Dublin 2,
a heritage building allocated to it by the state
through the Office of Public Works. It has there
public rooms equipped for listening to, viewing,
reading and studying items from the collections
and accessing its databases; an audio and video
recording studio; specialist rooms for the preservation, processing, copying and cataloguing of audio,
video and print materials; reception and administrative areas; and specialist storage areas.
web. Extensive detail on the ITMA, its collections, services and personnel, is on itma.ie. To
mark its twenty-first anniversary, a programme was
initiated to make the computerised catalogues and
sample digitised materials avai lable worldwide on
the internet via this website. [NlC)
lrvine, Andy. (1942- ). Singer, songwriter, bouzouki and guitar player, born in London; his father
was from Glasgow, his mother from Lisburn.
Introduced early to stage and film, Irvine pursued
these up to 1964; his first music interest was for
stage and, influenced by his mother, jazz. He
learned classical guitar, taught at one point by
Julian Bream, and, influenced by Lonnie Donegan,
was playing skiffie at fifteen; this led to folk song
and Woody Guthrie, whose harmonica style he

Italy

was taught by Jack Elliot when he was seventeen. Arriving in Ireland in 1962, he played in The
Brazen Head, The Coffee Kitchen in Molesworth
Street and in O'Donoghue's, with Ronnie Drew
and Luke Kelly. He researched old Child ballads
in the National Library, there introduced to Sam
Henry's Songs of the People by Sean Corcoran, so
building a diverse repertoire. In 1966 he toured with
multi-instrumentalist and singer Johnny Moynihan
and with Joe Dolan, eventually forming Sweeney's
Men, which made No. 2 in the charts and toured
on the showband carnival circuit. He left again in
1968 to travel and busk in Bulgaria, Romania and
Yugoslavia. Playing mandolin and harmonica, he
developed an interest in Balkan rhythms.
Planxty. Returning in late 1970, lrvine played
solo and toured with D6nal Lunny. With Christy
Moore, Lunny and Liam O'Flynn he formed the
influential and popular band Planxty. They toured
and recorded between 1972 and 1975, making
three albums with Polydor: Planxty (1972), The
Well Below the Valley ( 1973) and Cold Blow and the
Rainy Night (1974). The record companies sold 'a
few million' recordings and the band got virtually
nothing. Irvine toured with Paul Brady (1976-8),
making a unique and influential album with Brady,
D6nal Lunny and Kevin Burke; he also toured solo
and with Mick Hanly. Planxty was re-formed in
1978 and made three albums; Irvine made a solo
album, Rainy Sundays Windy Dreams (Irish and
Balkan rhythms/tunes plus his own compositions),
then Parallel Lines with Dick Gaughan. Irvine was
a long-standing member of Patrick Street with
Burke, Artie McGlynn, Jackie Daly, with James
Kelly, Declan Masterson and Gerry O'Beirne
presiding, later Ged Foley and John Carthy. He
continued his solo career, touring constantly
and intermittently recording Rude Awakening
(Green Linnet, 1993) and two independently
issued albums, Rain on the Rooj(1998) and Way
Out Yonder (2002). He formed a new line up of
Mozaic with D6nal Lunny, Reins van der Zalm,
Bruce Molsky and Nikola Parov, recording Live
at the Power Station (2004) and Changing Trains
(2008). He has also produced the debut recording
of Danish singer Marianne Green- Dear Irish Boy
(2010)- and was part of a Planxty reformation in
2004, appearing on the co/ovo Live 2004. [JOR]

Isle of Man. See Man, Isle of.
Italy. It is a marker of some significance that the
2009 All-Ireland senior uilleann pipes winner was
Italian Martino Vacca from Rubiana, Torino. Yet
Irish traditional music was quite unknown in Italy
until LPS by Planxty and The Bothy Band arrived
at the end of the 1970s and generated a passion in
some musicians. The popularity has been stronger
in Milan and in two cities of the Ligurian coast,
Genoa and Savona. But one of the very first Italian
musicians to play Irish music to a high standard
- fiddler Marco Fabbri - came from Rome; he
had spent several years playing with musicians in
Belfast. Indeed links remain strong, for musicians
from the latter city teach and play over an autumn
weekend in Rome annually.
Milan. Irish music was popularised also by
the playing of the late-1970s band Celtag which
had fiddler Carlo Galantini and guitarist Luigi
Fazzo. They joined Birkin Tree in the '90s, a band
established by piper Fabio Rinaudo and fiddler
Daniele Caronna; with Massimo Giuntini from
Arezzo, Rinaudo had been one of the first Italians
to play uilleann pipes. Irish music, and everything

Italian zampogna player Gianni Perilli
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ITI (Institute of Technology Tralee)

Irish, had something of a boom in the mid -1990s,
boosted by Guinness promotion, the introduction
oflrish-style pubs, and Bord Failte PR. A consequential interest in music and dance followed,
and over the St Patrick's Day period an 'Irlanda
in Festa' was successfully promoted in every major
Italian city. Today these survive only in Bologna
and Florence, and are much smaller. Music for
the large concerts at these events was provided by
bands like Birkin Tree, Inis Fail from Saronno and
Whisky Trail from Florence.
fashion. Other genres of music have largely
pushed Irish music aside, but there are still a
number of excellent musicians, and regular sessions
are still held- for instance, in Milan on Thursdays
and in Genoa on Sundays the Racana Pub in Milan
hosted monthly sessions from 1986 to 2006, and at
one point there were up to three sessions weekly
in Rome. Some musicians have moved to Ireland,
among them Riccardo Di Nonno (accordion and
banjo) who lives in Belfast, Ivan Berto (bodhnin)
and Daniel Ponte (mandola) who now live in
Ennis, and Michel Balatti (flute) and Francesco
Bettoni (guitar) who lived in Galway.
musicians. There are not many young players
in the Irish traditional milieu, but their standard is
high. Among these is uilleann piper Martino Vacca
(he and two others taught by Mikie Smyth at UL),
who was the first Italian to take part in an AllIreland fleadh, and indeed to win a first. In this age
group also are the talented twenty-two-year-old
flute player Tommaso Tornielli from Pavia. Filippo
Gambetta (accordion), Claudio De Angeli (guitar),
Daniele Bicego (pipes) and Ivan Berto (bodhnin)
make up the Genoa-based Irish band CaReelOn.
There are many non-professional bands, among
them Red Box and Carraig Dun (Milan), Crann
Ull (Piedmont), Comunn Mor (Genoa), Beanda
and Brentana Contraband (Veneto), Fiddler's
Elbow (Emilia) and Jolly Beggars (Tuscany).
festivals. The most important of these for
learning Irish music is the San Benedetto
FolkFest, which began in 1999 with teachers such
as Tiarnan 6 Duinnchinn, Brendan O'Hare and
Paul O'Shaughnessy. A similar festival, the Rome
Irish Fleadh, ran up until2007, and others involving performance only are held at Bondeno ('Eire'),
Ostiano, Bobbio and Busto Arsizio.
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style. Unlike the interesting Irish music collaboration with the musics of Brittany and Asturias,
there has been little crossover between Irish and
Italian traditional musics, and few musicians
attempt to mix Irish music with other genres either.
An exception is Massirno Giuntini, who performs
his own compositions, mixing acoustic instruments
and electronics, and Birkin Tree, who have played
and recorded a eo-performance with a jazz trio.
instrument makers. There are many violin
makers in Italy, but there are also two uilleann pipe
makers - Daniele Bicego in Zerbolo, near Pavia,
and Andrea Morandini in Angrogna, near Turin
-and Valerio Gorla in Garbagnate makes guitars,
bouzoukis, mandolins and mandolas. Italy of
course is home to the almost iconic Paolo Soprani
accordion, but it has been replaced now by the
Castagnari, which is made in Castelfi.dardo, a region
world-famous for its button accordions. Nylonstrung harps are made by Salvi in Alessandria,
and by Michele Sangineto in Villasanta who also
produce wire-strung instruments. The one Italian
maker of Irish-style flutes, Vincenzo Di Mauro,
now lives in Galway. [DAB]

ITT (Institute ofTechnologyTralee). It offers
undergraduate courses in Irish traditional music
and ethnomusicology as part of the BA in Folk
Theatre Studies. These modules cover the overview,
song, ensemble playing, ethnomusicology, the
anthropology of Irish music, and fieldwork; performance tuition in Irish traditional music is
offered to students of the programme. The course
focuses on the arrangement and composition of
music for folk theatre performances. Run by ITT
in collaboration with Siamsa Tire, the National
Folk Theatre oflreland, the programme has access
to the facilities in both bodies, and students take
part in ITT's Music Society. [SUM]
See also Siam sa Tire.

IWAMD Irish World Academy of Music and
Dance. The third-level musicology, traditional
music, and ethnomusicology institution based at
the University of Limerick.
See UL.

J
Jackson, Walker. (d.1798). Uilleann pipes, fiddle.
Born at Ballingarry, Co. Limerick, he was a noted
composer of high-quality tunes and airs. He was
described in 1787 by Ferrar as: 'a native of the
county of Limerick and a good musician, who has
composed a number of excellent pieces of music,
which are much admired for their harmony and
expression'. Most active in the latter eighteenth
century, he has always been popularly confused
with another Jackson - supposedly of Ballybay,
Co. Monaghan- a 'linen lord', sportsman and
benevolent landlord. That individual may be the
Jackson referred to in the songs 'Jackson andJane'
and 'The Boys ofMullaghbane'. Many ofWalker
Jackson's tunes are still favourites among today's
musicians, notably 'Jackson's Morning Brush' and
'J ackson's Coggie'.
Jackson·s tunes. Thirteen of his pieces can be
found in a volume entitled ]ackson's Celebrated
Irish Tunes, first published in 1774, and reprinted
in 1790. Interestingly, this features both treble
and bass clef, as was customary for any music
publication of the time. This arrangement for
accompaniment indicates piano, and not as one
might expect, the regulators of the pipes. Of the
thirteen tunes which appeared in print over two
hundred years ago, six are still very popular with
musicians today and remarkably these have varied
very minimally from the settings first published.
Almost another seventy tunes are accredited to
Walker Jackson in the oral tradition oflrish music.
However, there is not sufficient evidence to substantiate the claim thatJackson actually composed
all the tunes bearing his name. Indeed, a slip jig
called 'Cummillum' that features in his collection predates his time and is commonly known as
'Drops of Brandy'. On the other hand, a double jig
in the same collection called 'Jackson's Nightcap'
is played very widely but no reference is made to
Jackson in its most frequently used name, 'Strike
the Gay Harp'. It is impossible to ascertain just
what other tunes Jackson composed, given the oral
tradition and the very nature of traditional music.
Jackson's importance lies in 1. the fact that in the

oral tradition no other early musician has as many
tunes associated with his name, 2. his collection
was the first such publication. Many Jackson tunes
occur in other music collections of primary importance- e.g. O'Farrell's Pocket Companion, Bunting's,
Goodman's, various of O'Neill's, Roche's, and the
four Breathnach works. And 3. the collection was
extremely important for featuring instrumental
music only. [SIN]

Japan. Among Japan's total population of nearly
128 million in 2008, the Irish residents officially registered by the Immigration Association amounted
to slightly more than 1,000, a figure which has not
drastically changed for years. However, the number
oflrish pubs has been steadily increasing, and it is
estimated that there are more than eighty of these
throughout the Japanese archipelago. In some of
those one will find Japanese musicians playing
Irish traditional tunes.
Tokyo. A Tokyo branch of CCE was founded
in 1991, at a time when only a handful of people
knew about it. Since there were no Irish pubs then,
musicians gathered in small theatres or restaurants
to create sessions . Tokyo CCE has now about
fifty members and organises music and dancing
classes as well as events like 'Shamrock Festival'.
Since more dancers than musicians have been
attracted, however, most musicians in the capital
area are not attached to the organisation. Sessions
are held regularly at pubs such as The Morrigan's
(Yotsuya), Warrior Celt (Ueno), The Dubliners

Japanese lrish-music players busking in Galway, 2000
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(Shinjuku, Shinagawa and Shibuya), Seamus
O'Hara (Meguro), Clann (Meguro), County Clare
(Tachikawa) and Hill ofTara (Nakano). Such bars'
territory has also extended to the suburban areas
of Tokyo (for example, McCann's in Kawasaki,
The Green Sheep in Yokohama, or Bar Almanac
House in Ichikawa). In addition to CCE classes,
some offer tuition in competition dances and on
instruments such as Irish harps, tin whistles, flutes
and fiddles.
western Japan. Though Tokyo has always been
the centre for promoting Irish culture in Japan
(St Patrick's Day parades were organised in nine
Japanese cities in 2009, among which Tokyo's
parade was the largest in scale), the western part of
Japan or Kansai area has also allured musicians and
dancers. Several classes for group and solo dancing
are held there regularly. In one such dancing class in
Osaka, music is often provided live by local musicians who also play in a session afterwards in the
Garakucha-do cafe-restaurant. The largest session
spot could be the pub The Field in the historical
city of Kyoto. Musicians also play periodically at
places like Fiddle Club (session and music classes)
in Osaka, the cafe Woodnote in Kyoto, or favoured
Irish pubs such as Galway (Nishinomiya), Gnome
(Kyoto) and Murphy's (Osaka). Some of those
west-Japan musicians gather annually at 'Irish
Camp' festival in Shiga (Takashima).
economics. Musicians enjoy sessions in other
parts ofJapan such as: Aomori (Paddy's Irish Pub
& Restaurant), Yamanashi (Bull & Bear), Ibaraki
(Kells), Nagoya (Caledonia), Fukuoka (The Celts)
and so on. Experienced session musicians sometimes give lessons to beginners on a variety of
instruments. Some of the Japanese musicians have
gone on to form semi-professional or professional
bands, and have begun to play in live performances
or concerts. Irish professional musicians such as
The Chieftains or Altan, as regular visitors to Japan,
attract large audiences. Irish music ens are available
in major record stores, but nowadays most people
will shop online direct from Ireland. It is estimated
that more than 300 musicians and 400 dancers
enjoy Irish traditional music as a pastime. Many
of these who are now in their forties or fifties have
inconspicuously sustained lrish-related cultural
activities in Japan for a long time. [RlY, TAY]
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Jew's harp. See trump.

jig. The jig is first mentioned in Ireland in 1674,
in a condemnation of tavern frolicking by the
archbishop of Dublin who derides the dancing
of'Giggs and Countrey dances'. Still called 'gigg'
in America in the 1770s, where it was danced
at balls alongside minuets, reels, country-dances
and marches, by all accounts this was the most
popular, and typical, Irish dance form, and there
are numerous nineteenth-century images of the
jig being danced. Thus the term 'Irish jig' has
become something of a metaphor for traditional
music. Four distinct variants of the jig exist within
the Irish music and dance traditions: the double
jig, single jig, slide and slip jig (or hop jig). Most
common among these is the double jig. The terms
as used by musicians may not match the expectations of step dancers, however, particularly with
regard to rhythm and tempo.
double jig. This is the tune-type implied when
the term jig is not qualified by a more specific label.
The most common dance tune after the reels, many
Irish traditional jigs are native in origin (unlike the
reel which is often of Scottish descent) and date
from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 1h:
tunes are usually constructed in two parts of eight
bars, each of which is doubled, creating the form
AABB. Exceptions to this include tunes where the
parts are not doubled (AB) and tunes involving
more than two parts (AABBCC, etc.). The double
jig is in 6/8 time and is characterised throughout by the rhythmic pattern of groups of three
quavers. The final bar often ends with a crotchet,
this allowing a quaver as the upbeat to the next
part. While the jig tempo is generally lively when
played solo, competitive dancers usually call for a
greatly reduced tempo in order to execute their
complicated footwork.
single jig. The single jig is in either 6/8 or 12/ 8
time. It differs from the double jig in that the predominant rhythmic pattern is crotchet followed by
quaver. The single jig is associated with a specific
soft-shoe solo dance still performed in competitions today, usually by female dancers. A fast
version of the tune is referred to as a slide and is
used in the dancing of sets.
slide. The slide is a tune type associated with
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Chrismas Eve (single jig)

the jig family, in particular the single jig. A slide is
in effect a fast single jig. It is in 6/8 or 12/8 time
and the predominant rhythm involves the alternation of crotchets and quavers creating the feeling of
long and short. Slides are essentially dance music
and the long-short rhythm of the tune is echoed
by the movements of the dancers. The tune-type
is used in the dancing of sets and, along with the
polka, is particularly associated with the music and
dance traditions of Sliabh Luachra, where it is the
brisk tempo of 12/8 tunes that dominates.
Breandan Breathnach's rule of thumb was
to identifY the tune-end: 'a three - quaver group
followed by a crotchet or dotted crotchet marked a
tune as a jig, while an ending of two dotted crotchets
indicated that it was a slide' (Moylan, 1994). Some
double jigs lend themselves to being played at brisk

tempo and can double as slides (and slides played
more slowly as double jigs). It is how the tune is
played that matters. The most notable collection of
Kerry slides appears in the Terry Moylan edited collection]ohnny O'Leary q[S!iabh Luachra (1994).
slip jig. In 9/8 time, the slip jig is distinct from
the other types. It is usually in single form, i.e. the
eight-bar parts are not repeated. 'Ire overlap in terminology between this and the hop jig is explained
below. The slip jig continues to be danced in competitions, usually by females and in soft shoes.
[LID]

918 jigs. This category of tunes includes 'slip'
jigs and 'hop' jigs and has been the subject of much
debate. Typically musicians regard them all as 'slip
jigs', even though there are two quite distinctive
forms.
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Padraig O'Keeffe's Slide

vintage. Fleischmann's 1998 collection, covering
the years 1600-1855, shows some 382 examples of
this metre of tune, or 5.5 per cent of the 6,841
pieces annotated. Bunting's 1792 collection shows
only two tunes in 9/8, his 1809 collection has one,
but in 1840, just prior to the Famine, he has ten,
or 7 per cent of his melodies. Petrie's 1850s collections show 11 per cent of the dance tunes in 9/8
time, and overall in his collection of both song airs
and dance tunes 3 per cent are in 9/8 time. Shields'
edition of Goodman, vols. I and Ill (1840s-'60s),
includes twenty-five 9/8 tunes (including song

airs), c.5 per cent of the tune body; O'Neill's 1907
collection has forty-five of the 9/8s (4.5 per cent),
and Breathnach's and Small's 1963-99 CRE series
lists fifty-two such 9/8 tunes (4.3 per cent). While
earlier collections were more concerned with
melody and music analysis than metre, nevertheless
they confirm that 9/8 metre has been in Irish music
for some time, with perhaps a peak of popularity
prior to the Famine.
'hop' or 'slip'jig? 9/8 time is a nominal categorisation, for in both playing practice and printed
collections there are two distinctive dance-based

~~ Rffi[Jjf Dlffi[JjJJJ iffi[Jjf WfFrfEEfr
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The 'jig-type' of 9/8 tune 'Whinny Hills of Leitrim '- the 'jig' type- a 'hop' jig?
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The Boys of Ballysodare' a 'swing ' type 9/ 8 tune - a true 'slip' jig?

tune types indicated, described as either 'hop' or
'slip' jigs -or both. It is not clear which is which,
or if there ever were two distinct types. By origin
the term 'hop jig' was a dance, not a tune, and in
dance the terms 'slip' and 'hop' today both indicate
the same type of solo, 9/8 dance. In 1902, O'Keeffe
and O'Brien refer to it as a 'hop' jig, which was then
'usually danced by one or more couples, each couple
dancing independently of the other couples'. This
accommodates fiddler Michael Gorman's view,
that 'the hop jig is used for ... country dancing, and
the slip jig is used for ... individual dancing- step
dancing', but he adds the question of two forms.
The most extensive source of such tunes, O'Neill's
1907 Dance Music qf Ireland, lists them together
as 'Hop or Slip Jigs'- as a result of which it is
often assumed that the terms mean the same thing.
The tunes are indeed in two categories, rhythmically distinctive: one is played with a 'swing' (this
cannot be done with the other); the other type is
more 'rugged'- like an extended double jig. The
first might be dubbed the 'swing type' (this is the
typical solo dancer's graceful slip jig), and the other
(perhaps the original hop jig?) the 'jig type'. In the
examples shown 'The Whinny Hills of Leitrim' is
the 'jig type' and 'Boys of Ballysodare' is the 'swing
type' . Both types can be played in a set together,
but this is only ideal if one begins playing at a slow
tempo, for the 'swing type' can be played exceptionally fast, but the 'jig type' is less suited to rapid
tempo.
This distinction is speculative, and is contradicted by (for instance) the nature of what is played

in Sligo as 'Coleman's Hop Jig', a tune in the classic
'swing type' 9/8 rhythm. Analysis of the 9/8 time
found in older collections may well reveal information about the relative prevalence of the two forms.
In Petrie's collection just one of the fourteen 9/8
tunes is the 'swing type' and Goodman has five of
his twenty-five 9/8s as the 'swing type'. O'Neill
(1907) has ten of the 'swing type', and indeed his
opening two 9/ 8 tunes display the classic difference : no. 411 'The Rocky Road to Dublin' is the
'swing type', and no. 412 is the jig type. Among his
'swing type' are also the classic 'Boys ofBallysodare',
'The Foxhunters', 'Hunting the Hare', 'Another Jig
Will Do', 'A Fig For a Kiss', 'Cahiramee', 'Comb
Your Hair and Curl it', 'The Rakes of Solohod',
and 'The Dusty Miller'.The CRE series contains
ten of the 'swing type'. Such a rhythmic difference
within 9/8 tunes is no more remarkable than the
variety of dance forms which share 4/4 time, yet are
utterly distinctive (such as the visual similarity, but
playing difference, between a reel and a hornpipe),
and likely relates to the tunes' original function or
applicability- possibly in dance, or in an earlier life
as song airs. Terry Moylan distinguishes between
the two in a different manner, seeing the relationship as one of rhythmic structure, that 'hop-jigs are
to slip-jigs as slides are to double jigs ... in each
case the three-quaver group is typically changed to
a crochet+quaver group; this change doesn't usually
apply to all the notes, but the more it does, the
more the tunes take on the character of a hop-jig
or a slide'. Perhaps reflecting this shifting nature,
and the consequent ambiguity, Breathnach titled
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Jigtime Programme

the 9/8 tunes collectively (by feel perhaps?) as
'poirt luascaigh', literally 'swinging jigs'.
Jigtime Programme. This arose from the convergence of discussions, reports, challenges, handbooks,
suggestions and, most importantly, a pilot study in
schools in the Belfast area that was financed by
the Arts Council of Northern Ireland.Jigtime was
conceived in 1990 with the aim of introducing to
children at the upper end of the NI primary school
cycle an appreciation of the enjoyment, accessibility, diversity and informality of the traditions of
music, song and storytelling. Intended as a key
component of the Cultural Heritage theme of the
school curriculum, it had its own support material,
was class based, and involved the teacher in preparation and follow-up work. Surveys of teachers and
others in the educational field tended to confirm
the view that the school music curriculum by itself,
with its very limited traditional music content
and uneven application, could not meet the challenge of providing schoolchildren with a broad,
positive view of their musical and oral traditions.
Similarly, most teachers acknowledged their own
lack of expertise in the area and supported the idea
of a group of accomplished traditional performers
bringing live music and song to the classroom.
performers. The Jigtime group was established to fulfil this need, and consists of a singer,
a storyteller, a fiddler, a piper and a flute player.
Performance takes one of two forms, depending on
the wishes of the school. Most common is an hourlong group performance for a class or year group
of sixty to eighty. More advanced is a series of four
hour-long, weekly visits by the individual performers. Music and song from the various regions, styles
and eras are represented, while instruments, history
and development, folklore and the wider European
and American context of the music are discussed.
Particular emphasis is placed on the local regional
music, notably song, and fife and drum music.
Students are involved in song learning, beating
time to the various rhythms, and tuning instruments. They are encouraged to ask questions. The
programme is aimed at children across the religious spectrum; by 1999 it had been done in more
than 600 school groups of all kinds, these including many paired Catholic and Protestant schools
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under the Education for Mutual Understanding
scheme. Other groups are also working in this area,
most notably the Derry-based Different Drums,
the Armagh Rhymers and All Set, a Belfast-based
set dancing group. All receive their funding from a
variety of sources- European support programmes
such as the Physical and Social Environment Subprogramme and the Peace and Reconciliation
Fund, the Department of Education for Northern
Ireland, Co-operation Ireland, the Cultural
Traditions Programme, the Arts Council of
Northern Ireland and its National Lottery fund,
Belfast City Council and the Northern Ireland
Community Relations Council.Jigtime is administered by uilleann piper Tom Clarke, All Set by
dancer and flute player Mary Fox, Different Drums
by Roy Arbuckle. [TOC]

Job offourneywork, A. Title of a Radio Eireann
bilingual traditional music radio programme run
from 1957 to c.1969 and presented by Ciaran
Mac Mathuna. It took its name from the set dance
of the same name. Like its sister programme Ceolta
Tire, it made the names of many top-class players,
notably Fred Finn and Peter Horan. A series of
job of]ourneywork recorded in the US in 1962
was titled American journeywork; it popularised
such names as Andy McGann and Larry Redican.
A journeyworker is the equivalent of a skilled
labourer.
See also Ceolta Tire; Mac Mathuna, Ciaran.
Joe Burke archive. Music artefacts and recordings collected by accordion player Joe Burke and
donated to NUIG, Galway. It is held in hard copy
and digitised format at the NUIG library.
Joe Mooney Summer School. Held annually in
Drumshanbo, Co. Leitrim, this is built around the
legacy of flute player John McKenna. Sponsored
by CCE, ir offers classes in accordion, concertina,
fiddle, flute, whistle, uilleann pipes, banjo, harp,
piano accordion, bodhran, traditional singing and
set dancing. It has afternoon lectures on history
and research topics in traditional music, evening
recitals, concerts and ceilis. The school was established in 1989 upon the death of Senator J oe
Mooney, chair of the Connacht council of CCE,

Jordan, Frank

who had been involved in music organisation and
cultural activities all his life. Having begun with
eight teachers and eighty pupils in 1989, by its
tenth year it had twenty-four teachers and some
500 pupils. It is funded by the Arts Council,
Leitrim County Council, local businesses and
students' fees.

Johnny Pickering Ceili Band. Started and run by
a fiddle and accordion player Johnny Pickering and
his wife Margaret in 1957.1he Co. Armagh band
played extensively across Ireland and England,
made numerous broadcasts on Radio Eireann,
and recorded an LP and several 'sides' for the
Monaghan-based Shamrock label. Notable among
the many musicians who passed through the band's
ranks were Sean Maguire, Brendan McGlinchey
and J ackie Hearst. Pickering died in 1964 but the
band kept going under the same name for another
eleven years. [CAV]
Johnston, Neil. (1943- ). Journalist. Born in
Ballymena and reared in Omagh, he worked for
the Tyrone Constitution before moving to Belfast in
1968 to write for the Be!fost News-Letter. He joined
the Belfast Telegraph where he became a features
writer. Upon hearing Leo Rowsome's Classics of
Irish Piping LP which was sent in for review in
1976, his previous interest in showbands, rock and
roll, and the blues was diverted to a passion for traditional music: 'A "life changing" impact'.Johnston
was so struck by 'the beauty and starkness oflrish
music that was on my own doorstep' that he successfully lobbied for a dedicated folk column, which
ran fortnightly from 1980 and continued (with an
interruption of three years when the column was
condensed within a What's On section) until he
retired in 2006. His commentary was empathetic
and witty, his engagement with the music, song
and the people who performed evident. He was
also the Telegraph's correspondent for the annual
Festival at Queen's, and through this and the
column his writing charted the progression of folk
and traditional music in Northern Ireland from
1972 until 2006. A full set of Johnston's columns
has been presented to the ITMA. His contribution
to Irish music was marked by awards from CCE
on its fiftieth anniversary, the Forkhill Festival of

Traditional Singing, and the Ballyshannon Folk
Festival. He composed the first Irish rap song in
praise of the bodhnin player: 'Wrap it Up' was sung
by bodhnin player Gino Lupari of Four Men and
a Dog on its first album, Barking Mad.

Jordan, Frank. (1923- ). Flute. Born at Fairymount, Co. Roscommon into a family and an area
rich in music; his grandfather Thomas had been a
flute player of repute. His maternal granduncles
played concertina, as did his mother, and Frank
began on whistle at eight. Self-taught, he played
with his brother Tom, a flute player, and his sisters;
their neighbours the Semples played too, Frank
the concertina and his son the flute. They had a
'rambling house' where they listened to the gramophone (the first in the area), records of Coleman,
Killoran, Morrison and Gillespie. A neighbour,
Mrs Keenan (concertina) and her daughter (accordion), and flute player John Gaffney played in
house sessions for dancing in the Jordans', as did
other musicians, among them just one fiddler, Kate
Hardiman. In the summer months they played
nightly in different homes, often until five or six
in the morning, rendering working life somewhat
fraught . A turf-cutting boom during the Second
World War provided waged labour and disposable
income for attending dances where waltzes, quicksteps, ceili and set dances were done. At nineteen
Jordan began playing for jior-cheili dances with the
Peadar Noone ceili band, and in 1947 he went to
England to work near Nottingham. Here he met
a Belmullet fiddler through whom he got an exColdstream Guards Rudall and Rose flute (flutes
were cheap and plentiful at that time in England).
He moved to Birmingham in 1953 where he
was later a founder of CCE, and joined the
Birmingham Ceili Band. They won the Oireachtas
and other fleadh awards, and such music travel
brought Jordan all over England, to Liverpool and
London. He played in a Birmingham pub with
Ballyhaunis accordionist Pat Gildea and Limerick
fiddler Johnny Lynch from Friday to Sunday for
five years, a time when Irish music was hugely
popular there, with music in several bars all week.
Back in Ireland in 196 7 he played with the Killina
band, and with John Carlos, Pat Gildea andJimmy
Carney formed the Foxhunters band. A widely
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Jordan, Peggy

travelled session and fleadh player, Jordan went on
to play with accordionist Mick Lohan and fiddler
Tom McGowan as 'The Woodlands'. [PR]

Jordan, Peggy. (1918-2000). Music promoter,
concert organiser. From Dublin, she initiated
Dublin's first folk club - the Coffee Kitchen- in a
Molesworth St basement c.1962. She later ran a club
in the International Bar and became instrumental
in the Irish folk music revival through organising concerts in The Embankment, Tallaght, and
The Abbey Tavern, Howth, among other Dublin
venues, from the early '60s onwards. An innovative approach was her hiring of Dublin cinemas for
late-night folk music concerts which commenced
after the final film. Those at the Grafton Cinema
in particular proved highly popular and influential.
Through such initiatives Jordan gave platforms
to performers such as Barney McKenna, Paddy
Maloney, Peggy and Pete Seeger, Seamus Ennis,
Willie Clancy, Seosamh 6 hEanai, the Clancy
Brothers, the McPeake family, early incarnations of
The Dubliners, and to her daughter, Mary Jordan,
a folk singer and spoons accompanist. Peggy's fine
house in Dublin's otherwise reserved and respectable
Kenilworth Square was a Mecca for folk musicians
and hosted eclectic gatherings of the cream of'60s
traditional and folk musicians, poets, painters and
other artists. A charismatic promoter and a patron
of folk and traditional music, she made a significant
contribution to the emergence of professionalism in
folk and traditional music, and to the development
of these genres as popular art forms . [HBR]

Joseph Browne Spring School. Supported by
the Arts Council, this was initiated in the schools'
mid-term break of February 2007 at Gort, Co.
Galway in memory of a young local fiddle player
and teacher, Joseph Browne from Knockmeal,
between Crusheen and Gort. Tutors have included
D6nal O'Connor, Nicky McAuliffe, Gerry
O'Connor, Eileen O'Brien, Cora Smith, Fionnuala
O'Keeffe and Tara Breen (fiddle), Tommy Keane
(pipes), Marion McCarthy (whistle), Catha!
McConnell (flute), Anne McAuliffe, Jack Talty
(concertina), Martin Q!inn (accordion), Angelina
Carberry, Mary Shannon (banjo) and Garry
6 Briain and Marie Q!igney (piano).
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Journal of Music, The. A bi-monthly print and
online music magazine, founded as ]MI- Th e
journal ofMusic in Ireland- in 2000 by fiddle player
Toner Q!inn, with the aim of publishing in-depth,
accessible writing on music life. After forty-nine
issues as ]MI, in April 2009 the magazine was
relaunched without 'Ireland' in its title to accommodate a broader international focus. 11~ magazine
has, from the start, taken a multi-genre approach,
publishing articles, essays and reviews across traditional, classical, contemporary, jazz and popular
music, with the core aim of increasing dialogue
among practitioners. In its early years in particular,
it concerned itself with tackling divisions between
classical and traditional music in Ireland. ]MI
became web-only format in 2010.
co ntributors. A key editorial trait of the
magazine is the employment of musicians and
composers as writers. These have included Martin
Hayes, Miche:il 6 Suilleabh:iin, Bill Whelan ,
Aibhlin McCrann, Dermot McLaughlin, Iarla
6 Lion:iird, Niall Keegan, Adrian Scahill and
Lillis 6 Laoire, as well as many contemporary
composers, jazz musicians and music educators.
This editorial policy is reflected in the magazine's
staff, who are also practising musicians, composers
and writers.
content. This strikes a balance between genres,
and places an emphasis on ideas and debate.
Between 2001 and 2007,]MI published several
articles on music and Irish nationalism, in particular by composer Patrick Zuk, which provoked a
significant debate. In 2004 it established a partnership with the ITMA whereby it publishes listings
of recent publications provided by the Archive, and,
from 2006, an archival image with text from its collections. In 2008 the journal initiated a traditional
music column by Ciaran Carson, and published
writing by Tony MacMahon. Composer John
McLachlan and cultural critic Barra 6 Seaghdha
are among its most regular contributors, with
over 100 articles and reviews between them. The
magazine has regularly highlighted issues such as
music education in Ireland, cultural debate in the
mainstream media, and the status of contemporary
composers and traditional musicians in society.
resources. The magazine's endurance can be
attributed to several factors: it received Arts

Joyce, Patrick Weston

Council fimding from its first issue onwards, latterly
also from Udaras na Gaeltachta more recently; it
was founded in an environment where there were
several resource organisations which could give
it practical support, e.g. ITMA, Contemporary
Music Centre, Improvised Music Company, Music
Network and the Forum for Music in Ireland;
while traditional music was already quite buoyant,
the contemporary music and jazz scenes in Ireland
saw significant growth from 2000 onwards and
this fed into the magazine's growth; its musically
inclusive approach meant it was able to draw on a
wide range of writers and readers; it made extensive use of the developing technologies of em ail
and internet; and it used professional editorial and
design staff. Based in Bray, Co. Wicklow initially,
in 2006 it relocated to An Spideal, Co. Galway
where in 2009 it had a staff of four: Toner Qyinn
(editor), Simon O'Connor (art director), Benedict
Schlepper-Connolly (assistant editor) and Simon
Doyle (websi te developer). [TOQ]
Joyce, Patrick Weston. (1827-1914). A major
collector of traditional music, he was born at
Ballyorgan in the Ballyhoura mountains, Co.
Limerick, an area rich in music and song. He grew
up at Glenosheen, a place mentioned by him in
his publications, and at eighteen spent four and a
half months in teacher training at Marlborough
Street Training College in Dublin. He taught
in Glenroe National School from 1846 for four
years, then in the Mechanics' Institute, Clonmel
and the Boys' No. 1 Central Model School in
Dublin. In 1856 he was appointed to a team to
improve the Irish education system, returning to
his school as headmaster in 1860. He took a BA
at TCD the following year, his MA in 1864, and
in 1870 was awarded an honorary doctorate. His
final position was principal of the females' section
of the Training College, Marlborough Street from
1860 to 1893. Highly conscious of the value of
academic scholarship, he became a member of the
Royal Irish Academy in 1863, the Royal Society of
Antiquaries in Ireland in 1884, and was president
of the latter 1906-8.
collecting. ]oyce began transcribing the music
of his home area from memory in response to
the work of the Society for the Preservation and

Publication of the Melodies oflreland, encouraged
by George Petrie, its president. He contributed
freely to Petrie's collection, The Ancient Music of
Ireland (1855), but after Petrie's death published
the material himself in four collections. In Ancient
Irish Music (1873), with 100 tunes, harmonised by
].W. Glover,Joyce's passion for the music is seen
in his advocacy of collection, encouraging 'those
who are gifted with sufficient musical knowledge
and taste' to notate tunes 'before they are extinguished for ever'. Irish Music and Song (1888) has
just twenty tunes, but explains that the significance
of this work is that it was the first publication to
have the lyrics aligned syllabically with the music
notation. Joyce notes that the airs of the songs in
this collection are generally older than the words
and although most of the authors of the words
are known, the origins of the air cannot be traced.
Irish Peasant Songs in the English Language (1906)
is the smallest of his works, with six tunes, set
to the old Irish airs to which they were sung; all
contain several verses in English, and have notes
on origins.
major work. Old Irish Folk Music and Songs
(1909) is Joyce's largest and most enduring publication. It has more than 800 items, of 'hitherto
unpublished' airs and songs, many of which are from
the manuscripts of other collectors. Some 300 items
are from Goodman (d.1896), and 100 are from each
ofWilliam Forde (d.1850) and John Edward Pigot
(d.1871). An indication of the breadth of ]oyce's
engagement with Irish culture is indicated by other
publications -A Handbook of School Management
and Methods ofTeaching (1863), A Child's History
ofIreland (1898),A Social H istory ofAncient Ireland
(2 vols, 1903) and The Origins and History ofIrish
Names ofPlaces Vo/s.l-3 (1869, 1883, 1913). Several
ofJoyce's original music manuscripts survive- three
in the NLI and one in UCD. As a collection, these
1. preserve the music of Co. Limerick, an area not
generally covered by other contemporary collectors,
and 2. are a remarkable record in that Joyce was
the first Irish traditional-style musician and native
Irish speaker who we know of to have collected
and notated Irish music.Joyce's MSS are particularly
significant as the majority of their contents do not
appear in his published collections, and appear to
have been compiled largely post-1909. [LMO]
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Keane family. From the townland of Laragh,
Caherlistrane, Co. Galway, this family has been
strongly influential in Irish traditional singing.
Matt Keane played Jew's harp while his wife,
May Costello, was from a family of singers and
musicians and collected song; her large repertoire
included 'Lord Donegal', an obscure version of an
old ballad 'Lord Lovell' not found in Child's collection or in Irish sources.
Sarah and Rita. Of the Keanes' children, Rita
(accordion) and Sarah (fiddle) became best known
as a cappella singers; unusually for the Irish tradition they performed in unison, with a vocal
effect not unlike that of Bulgarian part singers,
or the Lewis Gaelic choirs. Cianin Mac Mathuna
featured this haunting singing on his radio programmes in the 1960s, leading to the recording
of the sisters' first LP Once I Loved (1969, en in
2007). Enthusiastic performers, they went on to
make At the Setting of the Sun in 1985 (en also)
and in 2006 they were awarded the TG4 Lifetime
Achievement Award in recognition of their contribution to traditional music and song.
ceilf band. Sarah and Rita played with family
members for dancing at local entertainment events
like weddings, going on to play as the Keane
Ceili Band up to the 1960s. The band included
Brendan Burke, the father of John Burke of the
Saw Doctors, and the band continued in the next
generation, as a 'group', until the 1980s. Brother
Matt's wife played fiddle, and their children, born
at Castlehackett, played music from an early age.
Best known of these nationally are singers Dolores
and Sean.

series of All-Ireland awards for song in both Irish
and English. She sang with De Dannan 1974-5 ,
her first experience of singing with accompaniment,
before moving to England to work as a researcher
on Prince Edward Island song for BBC's Canadaemigration documentary Passage West.
Singers' Club. She married guitar, bouzouki
and mandolin player John Faulkner, and with him
was a regular guest-host at the Singers' Club in
London, at this time playing in Reel Union. Her
debut solo album There T#ls a Maid was done with
that band in 1978, joined by Peadar Mercier and
Mairtin Byrnes. The second, Brokenhearted I'll
T#lnder, in 1979, was also with Faulkner and Reel
Union and had an iconic track of Hebridean mouth
music done to uilleann pipes drone. She played
with Planxty in 1983, with De Dannan again in
the mid-1980s, and with The Chieftains on their
Bonaparte's R etreat in 1989. She and Faulkner made
Farewell to Eireann (1980) and Sdi!Og Rua (1983).
Subsequent solo albums included L ion in a Cage
(1989), with the powerful anti-apartheid title track
on Nelson Mandela, and Paul Brady's profound
The Island. Solid Ground in 1993 had Mairtin
O'Connor and Jackie Daly on accordion, Sean
Keane on flute, and Emmylou Harris. Her compilation, The Best of Do/ores Keane, was released in
1997. Her recordings continue to have a profound
impact on singing style and repertoire in Ireland.
Most enduring have been 'Rambling Irish Man',
which came from Joe Holmes via Len Graham,
and 'May Morning Dew', learned from aunts
Sarah and Rita. Like her brother Sean, her recordings span traditional and contemporary song.

Keane, Dolores. (1953- ). Singer, flute player.
Born at Castlehackett, Co. Galway, into an intense
family tradition of music; both her parents played,
as did their siblings. Best known for her singing,
she was also taught to play flute and whistle by
her uncle Paddy. Her singing and repertoire were
picked up through the family and in the locality,
developed by performing at fleadhanna ceoil in the
late 1960s when her reputation was initiated with a

Keane, Sean. (1946- ). Fiddler. Born in Dublin,
but parentally influenced by Clare and north
Midlands traditions. He attended the Municipal
School of Music in Dublin and became a teenage
member of the Castle Ceili Band. On winning a
Fleadh Cheoil an Raidi6 competition at seventeen he was recruited by 6 Riada into Ceolt6iri
Chualann. He joined The Chieftains in 1968 and
has recorded three solo albums. He was awarded
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the TG4 Gradam Ceoil, for Traditional Musician
of the Year, in 2004. [ElM)
Keane, Tommy. (1953- ). Uilleann pipes. Born
in Waterford city, he began playing whistle c. 1970
and took up pipes having met local piper Tommy
Kearney. He developed his piping at the Willie
Clancy Summer Sch ool, learning skills from
such as Pat Mitchell and Liam O'Flynn, influenced by recordings of Clancy, Seam us Ennis and
Tommy Reek. He lived in London for much of the
1980s where he played with T ommy McCarthy,
Bobby Casey and Roger Sherlock as well as beign
involved in National Theatre music productions .
As a professional session musician he played with
Elvis Costello on the Pogues album Rum, Sodomy
and the Lash, with Clannad, Ralph McTell and
the Thatch Ceili Band in London, with which he
won an All-Ireland in 1986. He moved to Galway
in 1987 where he provided music for the Druid
and An Taibhdhearc theatres. He toured in the
USA with Liam Clancy, in Russia with Shaskeen
and in Zambia with the Sergeant Early Band. He
plays with Alec Finn on his Blue Shamrock and is
a regular teacher and performer of the pipes at the
Willie C lancy Summer School and international
piping tiondil (annual gatherings). The Piper's Apron
was his 1991 debut album, and The Wind Among the
R eeds is a duet CD with his wife, concertina player
Jacqueline McCarthy. He has toured with Tony
MacMahon, Seam us Tansey and Iarla 6 Lion:iird,
and played with the Irish Philharmonic Choir and
Orchestra at the Point, Dublin and Carnegie Hail,
ew York.
Keegan, Niall. (1968- ). Flute. Born in St
Albans, south -east England, he began playing
the flute at an early age in London. MA research
into flute style at UCC in 1992 led to performance and recording collaborations with Miche:il
6 Suilleabh:iin in th e 'H ibern o-jazz' format.
With Sandra Joyce (song, bodhr:in) he directed
Folkworks' summer school at Durham and he is
now course director on UL's MA in traditional
music performance. H e recorded the solo album
Don't Touch the Elk in 1999, and his ongoing
PhD research is on 'Creative Transformations of
Traditional Irish Music'.

Keegan,Josephine. (1935- ). Fiddle, piano. She
was born in Dundee, Scotland, and moved with
her family to Co. Armagh just before the First
World War in 1939. They moved to Mullaghbane
in 1950 and she was educated at Glasdrummond,
Bessbrook and Newry. Trained as a teacher in St
Mary's, Belfast, she taught locally at Silverbridge,
then in Scotland and England before retuning to
play music in Ireland in the 1970s. She was taught
initially by her parents to play, read and write
music. She began learning both her instruments at
the age of six, and went on to study classical music
on them, something which she believes benefited
her playing of each genre. She won many competitions at feiseanna - such as Feis Beal Feirsde and
also the Feis Cheoil in Dublin, where she won the
Gold Medal in 1955, the same year as she won
the Oireachtas Gold award . This was followed by
frequent broadcasts on RE, on BBC radio and on
BBC and UTV television. Piano tended to overshadow her ability on fiddle, as she accompanied
many major names in traditional music, but c. 1976
she refocused on the fiddle, making a total of five
solo albums double-tracked with her own piano
between 1977 and 1982. A prolific composer of
tunes, she published a book and CD of these as The
Keegan Tunes and subsequently received the TG4
Composer's Gradam in 2005; in the same year she
was also honoured by Boston College for her contribution to Irish music. A collector of tunes also,
she notated many hundreds of these during her
career and published 600 of them in 2004 as A
D rop in the Ocean. This was followed in 2006 by The
Keegan Tunes, B ook 2, a second volume of her compositions. In the same year she released a solo piano
album, The Nightingale, and a solo fiddle album, The
Fairy B ridges, and in 2010 she published a third
composition collection, The K eegan Tunes, Book 3.
This energetic and passionate performer was also
involved in researching a book, CD and DVD project
on the music and dances of south Armagh, The
Sweets ofMay (2009). [TOF]
Keenan, Paddy. (1950- ). Uilleann piper and
whistle player, born Trim, Co. Meath, son of piper
John Keenan from Longford/Westmeath and
banjo and accordion player Mary Bravender from
Cavan. Among Paddy's neighbours growing up was
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fiddler Ted Furey, father of Finbar. Music was an
important part of their lives, John playing both for
recreation and in pubs for a living. All the children
played. Drawn to the pipes a couple of years after
starting whistle, Paddy was bought a Matt K.iernan
practice set, by the age of ten or eleven had a full
John Clarke set and at age twelve in 1962 he was
given a new Rowsome set - the chanter of which
he still plays. He played in his younger years with

Paddy Keenan , on the occasion of his 2002 TG4 Gradam
Ceoil award [courtesy TG4]
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Finbar Furey, prior to his departure for Scotland in
1966; in this period Felix Doran, winner of three
Oireachtas competitions, was a regular visitor to the
home. Like his father and Ted Furey, Paddy busked
with his brother Johnny before teaming up with
singer Liam Weldon and singer/guitarist Johnny
Flood in 1966 to form a band to play clubs like The
Swamp. They were joined by their father, who took
it over and ran it as The Pavees Club, an institution
of the 1960s revival in Slattery's of Cape! Street.
Paddy played blues in London, then was part of a
busking skifRe band- The Blacksmiths- and with
them made an album, and another, solo, with Gael
Linn. Gigs with Tony MacMahon, Paddy Glackin
and Triona Ni Dhomhnaillled to Seachtar, which
became The Bothy Band (with Matt Molloy,
Tommy Peoples and Donal Lunny), this lasting
only four years. Disillusioned by the lack of artistic
space, Paddy spent time in Brittany, lived quietly
in Clonakilty, eventually going on tour to the USA
in 1991 where he has been based since. A strong
individual, with a definite idea of his music, he is a
fastidious, charismatic and wildly energising player.
Na Keen Affair is his 1996 solo CD, and The Long
Grazing Acre- which has blues influences and some
of his own compositions -was released in 2001.
keening (caointe). 1. From the Gaelic 'caoineadh' (mourning, lamenting, wailing), this is a vocal
technique used for the expression of grief which is
'partly ex tempore, partly prepared - delivered in a
kind of plaintive recitative' by a performer (Joyce,
1873) and in which the verse endings are marked
by a response 'go!', or cry, by those present, 'an
outburst of highly ornamented music, with mere
vocables of grief such as "och", "ochon" or "ululu"'
(6 Madag:iin, 1985: 151). Keening is considered to
be closely related to singing, and most likely has its
origins in pre-Christian religious practice, serving
'to aid the spirit in making its transition from the
world of the living to the regions of the dead and to
provide keener and listener with emotional release
during a difficult rite of passage' (Munnelly). It was
practised generally by women at funerals prior to
the twentieth century (but occasionally much later
in many places); it has also been used to express
grief in other circumstances relating to such as
crop failure and emigration. Nineteenth-century
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Tyrone novelist William Carleton's mother was
an Irish speaker and singer, and keened at local
funerals. In his introduction to Traits and Stories of
the I rish Peasantry he describes its escalatory nature
thus: 'by degrees she has risen from the simple wail
or cry to a high but mournful recitative, extemporised, under the excitement of the moment, into
se ntiments that were highly figurative ... aided
very much by the genius of the language, which
possesses the finest and most copious vocabulary
in the world for the expression of either sorrow or
love' (1843: xxiii) . Around 1840 the Halls describe
such a scene:
Long before we co uld see any portion of the
crowd, we heard the keen swelling on the ear,
now loud and tremulous, anon low and dying,
dying away. Keening has fallen into disuse in
this district; but the Kerry keen was more like
what we imagine the wild wail of the Banshee
to be, than the demonstration of human sorrow
.. . 1he widowed mother ... sat beside the coffin
. .. and when th e kee ners cried the loudest, she
rocked her body to and fro, and clasped her
hands, as if to mark th e beatings of her stricken
heart. (H alls I, 1841 : 223)

These descriptions show keening as heartfelt
emotion and spontaneous, but rhythmic and with
modulated pitch, i.e. having the characteristics of
singing. The passionate nature of much sean-n6s
song is suggestive of this primitive spontaneity. As
a girl in Rosa' Mhil, Connemara, 1950, Co. Kildare
sean-n6s singer Aine Ui Mhaitiu witnessed neighbouring women keening at her grandfather's wake,
clapping their hands and singing his praises aloud
while walking around the coffin. Keening can be
heard on recordings such as UNESCO/Auvidis'
1997 Ireland/Irlande with a male keener in the
1930s.
2. The term 'caoineadh' is used in song as
meaning 'lament' (in such as 'Caoineadh na dTrf
Mhuire') and in music as a lament, a slow air with
sad associations, such as 'Caoineadh Ui Neill or
'Caoineadh an Spailpin'.
See slow air.

Caointe agus Seancheolta Eile: Keening and other
Old Irish Musics by Breandan 6 Madagain. Cl6
Ial-Chonnachta, 2005, book and CD. The author
is the authority on keening and older Irish vocal
mu sic, and this book explores these, and brings
together that which he has written elsewhere. He

Mid-nineteenth-century image of keening at a wake [Halls]
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draws on nineteenth- and early twentieth-century
printed resources compiled by travellers and
scholars such as Petrie, O'Curry and Joyce, and
on his own direct experience. He notes the use
of keening in relation to death, potato blight and
American wakes, and how the chant-like music
and words of the keen would be extemporised,
while that of the religious songs (amhrdin bheannaithe) and lays (laoithe) were more fixed, with
stricter poetical parameters. 6 Madagain uniquely
covers work songs (amhrdin oibre) too, an area
poorly researched in Ireland, noting, like Petrie,
the influence of the post-Famine period's collective
depression on this. Though scarce in number today,
he holds that their use was widespread, but had
died out before it was considered that they were
worthy of collection. He analyses vocables and
meaningless words which are found in refrains,
finding in them traces of magical incantations or
superstitions. 1he book also explores the influences
of English song, how Irish artistes borrowed basic
structures upon which to build their own works
which were 'very different from the putatively
earlier native music'. Religious, political, macaronic
and other genres are also covered, and illuminated
by eo examples. [TOM]

Kelly, Fr P.J. (1925-2006). Composer. Born near
Woodford, Loughrea, he joined the Columban
religious order in 1944 and from 1951 was a missionary working in Fiji, Australia and Pakistan.
Originally a piano player, he started playing piano
accordion on his way to Fiji. He began composing
in the 1960s, and during periods back in Ireland he
would 'test drive' his new tunes on Aggie Whyte,
Joe Burke, Paddy O'Brien and Sean Ryan. A
number of his compositions are now well established in the repertoire and include 'The Lough
Derg Jig' and 'Easter Day' and the reels 'Ben Hill'
and 'The Rossmore Jetty'. Widely recorded, many
of his tunes simply bear the title 'Father Kelly's
No.1', 'Father Kelly's No. 2', etc. A collection of
his thirty-three compositions, 'Father Kelly's
Favourites', was published in 2007. [VEC]
Kelly,James. (1957- ). Born in Dublin, the son
of west Clare fiddle and co ncertina player John
Kelly who began teaching him fiddle at the age
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of three. With his father and brother John, he was
a regular in 1970s Four Seasons bar sessions in
Dublin, and also played with his father, Paddy
Glackin, Mick Allen, Eamon de Buitlear, Aileen
McCrann, Mary Bergin and Peter Phelan in
Ceoltoiri Laighean. He was later a presenter of
The Pure Drop series for RTE. He emigrated to
the US in 1978 with Paddy O'Brien, later joined
by Daithi Sproule (Altan), and they recorded
two albums together. H e has appeared with The
Chieftains, was a member of Kinvara with Jackie
Daly, Dolores Keane and John Faulkner, and was
also a member of Planxty and Patrick Street. He
has appeared several times on Garrison Keillor's
national radio show, A Prairie Home Companion,
has received the Florida Folk Heritage and Florida
Individual Artist Fellowship in Folk Arts awards,
and, in 2006, was TG4's Musician of the Year. He
has recorded on eighteen albums, three of them
solo, and has composed more than 800 tunes;
some of these were published in 2009. He lives in
Miami, Florida and teaches at the Willie Clancy
School each year.

Kelly,John. (1912-87). Fiddler, concertina player,
raconteur. Born Rehy West, Loop Head, Co. Clare,
John got his music from rus mother, Elizabeth, and
her brother Tom Keane from Kilclogher, both of
them concertina players. At age nine he began to
play on a cheap, half-crown instrument bought in
a draper's shop, then he began playing fiddle. His
brother Miko played button accordion, sister Nora
played fiddle. Local musicians Timmy Griffin and
Mikey Callaghan of Lisheen were his contemporaries, as were Ellen (Mrs) Galvin ofMoyasta (an
outstanding player and friend of travelling piper
Garret Barry), Delia Crowley ofMoyadda, Mary
(Houlihan) Naughton and Tim Griffin of Rossall concertina players. A professional fiddler who
lived there, Patsy Geary from Tipperary, tutored
John; eventually they played together for house
dances.
travel. Working on the Bog of Allen in
Kildare brought him to Dublin on occasions;
there in 1945 he married Frances Billiard from
Ballisland, south of Shillelagh, Co. Wicklow, an
accordion player with siblings who played flute.
The Horse Shoe shop in Capel Street beside the

Kelly, Luke

bar which took the name 'The Four Seasons' was
purchased then, so beginning a rendezvous point
and hub of debate that was critical to music confidence in its time, and to the revival process in the
years that followed. Piper Andy Conroy and flute
player Dessie O'Connor were neighbours, fiddlers
Tommy Potts and Tom Mulligan,Jimmy Brophy
and accordion player Bill Harte were regular callers,
Willie Clancy too; later, in 1946, nineteen -year-old
Sean Maguire visited, as did piper Johnny Doran
who was known to John from Kilrush in 1942. It
was at John's insistence that Kevin Danaher of the
Folklore Commission recorded Doran.
6 Riada. Through Eamon de Buitlear at the
Church Street Club John met Sean 6 Riada as
part of a 1960 play which also involved Paddy
Moloney, Ronnie McShane and Sean Potts. All
continued playing together for the Radio Eireann
se ries R eacaireacht an Riadaigh, out of which
Ceoltoiri Chualann grew. John played too in the
Castle Ceili Band with Bridie Lafferty, Paddy
O'Brien (younger), Sean Keane, Mick O'Connor
and Michael Tubridy. All this was the melting pot
out of which emerged The Chieftains in 1963.
legacy. Growing up in a breac-Ghaeltacht,John
Kelly's language was Irish in idiom, striking in the
visuality of his turn of phrase; his interest in history
and lore of music made him a great storyteller,
inspiring and enabling company. A collector of
78 rpm records, he admired Coleman and his variations in dance tunes, yet he never changed from
his Geary style, instead he simply learned an additional repertoire. He acquired one of the earliest
tape recorders in 1956, travelling and recording
hundreds of performances from people like Johnny
Doherty, Sean McAloon and Willie Clancy. He
adjudicated at fleadhanna ceoil and played for
two decades with Joe Ryan in O'Donoghue's of
Dublin. He was in at the founding of CCE, and
taught fiddle at Scoil Samhraidh Willie Clancy.
He supplied and did minor repairs on fiddles from
his emporium, sold Clarke whistles, banjos, and
sometimes flutes. All of his children played fiddles;
John plays regularly in Dublin sessions,James professionally in the USA. He is recorded on a CCE
album Seoda Ceoill, on CCE's Ceol an Chldirwith
Joe Ryan, Bobby Casey,Junior Crehan and Patrick
Kelly, and can be seen on RTE archive tapes and

on one commissioned by CCE. In 1996 he was
honoured by CCE atTionol Leo Rowsome for his
contribution to music.
Kelly, Laoise. (1973- ). Harpist. Born at Westport, she learned with Mayo harpist Anne-Marie
Scanlon (a student ofNancy Calthorpe) and Kim
Fleming of Roscommon, and studied music at
NUIM and UCC. She plays Irish harp, specialising
in dance tunes, music of the harper composers and
also some international folk genres. A member of
the band The Bumblebees, in 1992 she was winner
of the Belfast Bicentennial Harp Festival. She has
collaborated on projects and recordings with Donal
Lunny, Sinead O'Connor, Mary Black, Micheal
6 Suilleabhain and Steve Cooney. [HELl
Kelly, Luke. (1940-88). Singer, songwriter. Born
in the Sheriff St area of Dublin, he learned step
dance as a child, left school at thirteen, played
soccer for the Home Farm club and worked in
a variety of jobs before seeking work in the Isle
of Man and in Leeds. Meeting Louis Killen in a
club setting spurred him to sing, and to busk with
singer Johnny Reavey. In DublinJohnny Moynihan
introduced him to O'Donoghue's, and to the
fleadh, and at Miltown Malbay Kelly got a copy
of Colm O'Lochlainn's ballad book which became
a source of repertoire. He sang in the Clarion choir
in Birmingham, and lodged with fellow ideologue
and communist party member Sean Mulready
(brother of CCE's first president) who had
been forced to leave Ireland following a Catholic
Standard newspaper witchunt. Another sister of
Mulready was married to Mairtin Standuin who
eventually opened a shop in Spiddal, and whose
own sister married whistle player Feisti Conlon.
clubs. Driven by a strong belief in social justice
and a scorn for imperial power, Kelly joined the
CND and Young Communist League, and sang in
lan Camp bell's Jug O'Punch folk club, and Ewan
MacColl's and Peggy Seeger's Singers' C lub in
London. Back in Dublin, in the turbulent excitement of the ballad boom he sang with Ronnie
Drew as 'The Ronnie Drew Group' in a concert
at the Royal Hibernian Hotel ('the first organised
ballad session as such'), and subsequently as a show,
A BalladTouroflreland, at the Gate Theatre. Kelly's
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charisma was central, 'a working class instinct and
a powerful voice ... a latter-day Jim Larkin with
a banjo' (Geraghty, 2007). Peggy Jordan promoted
tours for the group, which was eventually named
by Kelly after JamesJoyce's book Dubliners in 1963.
Their great popularity led to world-wide performances, but health problems forced him to pull back
from touring after 1980. He is recorded on albums
with The Dubliners, and his own double album
features many of these tracks. He was held in high
regard by singers of all genres, and was commemorated by a bridge over the Tolka river named in his
honour in Dublin in 1984.

Kelly, Patrick. (1905-76). Fiddle. Born at Cree,
Co. Clare. In his parish of Kilmacduane, musicians included Stack Ryan, Elizabeth Crotty and
Solus Lillis. His childhood was the heyday of
house dancing and 'American wakes'. The plain
set and a jig set were the dances, the Caledonian
was introduced in 1910. An outstanding fiddle
player, his style was influenced by blind Kerry
fiddler George Whelan (who had taught his father
Tim), and also by Danny Mescall; Tim himself
taught in the locality, passing on Whelan's music
with its 12/8 Kerry flavour. It is from Patrick Kelly
that 'The Foxhunters' reel was passed on, c.1963,
later popularised by The Chieftains. He tuned his
fiddle AEAE to make use of double stopping and
droning, and to 'lift' the music. He can be heard on
CCE's Ceol an Ch!dirwith Bobby Casey,Joe Ryan,
Junior Crehan and John Kelly.
Kelly, T.C. (1917-85). Composer, arranger. Born
in Co. Wexford, he was educated in music at UCD
and became director of music at Clongowes Wood
College, Co. Kildare, a post he held for much of his
life. In addition to numerous original works, Kelly
also arranged Irish melodies, the orchestral versions
of which were performed by the RE Orchestra and
the Dublin Baroque Players. Principal works with
Irish idioms include Fantasia for harp and orchestra
on two Irish airs (1957), O'Carolan Suite in Baroque
Style, Interlude, Fantasia for harp and orchestra, Tlree
Pieces for Strings and Variations on a Traditional Air

(1949) . The latter work was based on the air 'The
Dear Irish Boy' and includes a simple presentation of the theme followed by a lament, a variation
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in 9/8 alternating with 6/8, a reel introduced by
three emphatic chords reminiscent of the ceili
band, and concludes with Variation 6 which
consists of a slip jig in fugal form. Kelly frequently
includes the harp in his orchestrations with solo
violin, flute or oboes alternating in the presentation of the melody, accompanied by simple chordal
progressions. Three Pieces comprises three movements: Pastoral, Lament and Reel, each of which
are based on traditional Irish melodic idioms and
include traditional ornamentation. The work was
recorded by the Irish Chamber Orchestra in 1998.
The 0' Carolan Suite is the exemplar of Kelly's
approach to arrangement of Irish melodies in its
clear texture with solo instruments presenting the
melody enhanced by traditional-style grace notes
and supported by rich harmonies in the orchestra.
[CME)

Kennedy, Frankie. (1955-94). Flute player, born
in Andersonstown, Belfast. He was part of a robust
wave of Northern flute players- including Gerry
O'Donnell, Desi Wilkinson, Sam Murray, Hammy
Hamilton and Gary Hastings - who came to the
fore in the 1970s-80s and drew inspiration from
the older generation of Ulster musicians and
singers in a scene already firmly marked in the
revival by such as Len Graham. Singer and fiddle
player Robert Cinnamond was a regular caller
to the family home, his daughter was married to
Frankie's uncle. Kennedy became interested in the
music at eighteen, through listening to Horslips
and Planxty, The Chieftains and Boys of the
Lough . His early association with fiddler Mairead
Ni Mhaonaigh both motivated and identified him
strongly with Donegal, the two of them marrying,
teaching in national school together and eventually starting the group Altan. Their first recording
as a duet was Ceol Aduaidh (1983). They played
in Brittany and regularly in Dublin, in the 1980s
taking over the running of The Tradition Club.
Frivolity coloured Kennedy's personality, but his
music integrity was tough, and his determination
was a key ingredient in Altan's success - some of
which had begun to be realised by the time of his
early death. An unquenchable conversationalist with an addictive compulsion to ply the acid
humour typical of his native city, he was a great
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asset to Altan on their exhausting tours in Europe,
Britain and the USA. A winter school of traditional music at Gaoth Dobhair, Co. Donegal (held
over the turn of Dec.-Jan. annually) was initiated
in the year of his death. The school's vision is to
continue his contribution to Irish traditional music,
especially the music and song of Donegal.

Kennedy, John . (1928- ). Singer, flute, whistle,
fife, accordion, mandolin. From near Cullybackey,
Co. Antrim, he was encouraged to sing by his
mother, and at fourteen was introduced to whistle
by Willy Nicholl of Killyliss, and taught himself
on this and on fife. He learned repertoire from
fiddler Hughie Surgeoner while employed with
him at Hillmount. He fifed with Surgeoner in
marching bands and with The Lambegs over
thirty years, played in his dance band for country
hall dances from the age of sixteen, and played a
flute in Duneaney First Flute band in the 1940s.
A teacher of flute, fife and whistle, he has trained
and played in many marching flute bands and is
an authority on fifing . Kennedy began teaching
whistle and flute in response to a request from
Ann O'Brien of Portglenone CCE in 1973. He
taught too with Dunloy CCE from 197 4, and over
twenty-five years he sparked the talents of many
high - calibre musicians in counties Antrim and

Derry. During this time he composed tunes and
competed in the newly composed ballad section
at fleadhanna at which he won All-Ireland titles
in 1984, 1986, 1989 and 1994. He has broadcast
on radio and television, has a large repertoire of
local tunes and song, some of which are on his
1999 song and whistle album, 1he Girls Along the
Road. In 2001 a book and CD on his life, with his
compositions- Together in Time- was published
as a tribute by the Lough Shore Traditions Group,
and in 2006 he was awarded an OBE for services
to Irish traditional music.

Kennedy, Peter. (1922-2006). Singer, collector. A child of the first English folk song revival,
his father, Douglas Kennedy, was director of the
EFDSS (1924-61) and the author of its 1950
guide England 's Dances: Folk-dancing To-day
and Yesterday. His mother, Helen Karpeles, was
honorary secretary of the EFDS from its inception
until 1922 and served as the occasional inspector
of folk dancing in elementary schools for 1920.
His aunt, Maud Karpeles, was secretary to the
song collector Cecil Sharp, and accompanied
him while collecting song in the Appalachians;
she collaborated with A.H. Fox Strangeways on
the major biography of Sharp ( Cecil Sharp, 1933),
and herself wrote Cecil Sharp: His Life and Work

John Kennedy teaching at Tigh Chulainn, Mullaghbane, Co. Armagh
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(1967). After Second World War service with the
RAF 1939-45, Kennedy played in his parents'
band, and began collecting songs in 194 7 when he
joined the EFDSS staff. In 1950 he joined with
Alan Lomax (head of the Archive of American
Folk Song at the Library of Congress, USA) in
collecting traditional songs, and in 1952 the BBC
Sound Archive was persuaded by them to initiate
the Folk Music Custom and Dialect Survey. As a
result thousands of songs and hundreds of singers
were recorded in England, Scotland, Wales and
Ireland on a project which employed also Seam us
Ennis and Se:in O'Boyle. Lomax saw Kennedy
as hugely important (and poorly treated by his
country), having 'recorded in every area of Britain
... built the largest part of the BBC library - and
put it on the air'.
performer. Based in the West Country, Kennedy
led the Haymakers Village Barn Dance Band
(fiddles, flute, accordion, guitar and drums, heard
on the 1998 reissue of the 1955 Columbia World
Library volume England). Host of an influential
BBC radio series, Village Barn Dance, he had a wide
range of associates in folk music of these islands,
including Bob Copper, Seam us Ennis and Hamish
Henderson. In 1957 Lomax said of him: 'without
Peter Kennedy you wouldn't have modern British
folklore'. Kennedy's first film documentary was Oss
Oss Wee Oss (1953), on the Padstow hobby-horse
festivities, where he had folk-singer Jean Ritchie's
husband George Pickow as cameraman. He formed
Folktrax in 1957, releasing a large number of his
recordings, including material done for BBC's As
I Roved Out and A-roving which included Sarah
Makem. He eo-produced many albums, including for Shirley Collins, Ewan MacColl and Cyril
Tawney. He left the EFDSS in 1967 and ran
Folktracks Publications (Gloucester), issuing cassettes of traditional music and song. Mter Lomax's
death in 2002, Kennedy worked for the Rounder
label on projects based in the Lomax Archives.
[JOM,EDI]

Kennedy, Rory. (1925-93). Piano accordion. One
of the founders of the Siam sa Ceili in Dundalk,
Co. Louth. A long-time associate of Sligo flute
and fiddle player John J oe Gardiner, he organised
CCE's Dundalk branch in 1958.
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Kennedy, William. (1768-1833). Pipe maker
and innovator. Born at Tandragee, Co. Armagh,
he was blind from the age of four. First apprenticed
as a musician to Armagh piper and fiddler John
Moorehead in 1781, he then began repairing pipes
at fifteen through meeting the celebrated piper
Downey in the Scarva, Co. Down home of harpist
Mrs Reilly. By the turn of the century he had
made 30 sets; later he is reputed to have improved
on the regulators and developed chanter keys to
enable the playing of sharps and flats. A cabinetmaker, watchmaker and repairer too, he made all
his own tools and is most fittingly remembered
by the survival in playing order of a few sets of
his uilleann pipes, one of them brought to life at
the 1996 Co. Armagh William Kennedy Piping
Festival - after a silence of perhaps a hundred
years. He is honoured by an annual piping festival
held in his name at Armagh.
Kerr, Alex. (b.1888). Fiddler, singer. Born near
Newtowncrommelin, Co. Antrim, he learned
fiddle from his father. As a child precentor he led
the hymns in his local church, in later years leading
the Lame Male Voice Choir. Also as a child he
played for local dances. His older brothers played
bagpipes, the younger the fiddle too. At twentythree he worked his passage to New Zealand,
where he wrought in mines, as a sheep-herder
and studied violin. He returned to marry in 1916,
worked as a cement factory stoker for twentythree years, then at the Ballylumford power station
where he was a trade union official. In the 1960s
his home was a focal point for local singers and
musicians. With Mickey McE!hatton and Charles
O'Curry he often adjudicated competitions, and
was a founder of the Counties Antrim and Derry
Fiddlers' Association. He also acted as its liaison
officer with CCE.

Kerry. This county has the same area and population as Donegal as well as a similar visibility
in All-Ireland fleadh successes. It is synonymous
with several great names in fiddle music, with
set dance and with much renewal-years activity.
Music here is often presumed to involve only the
Sliabh Luachra region in the east, but in both the
past and the present other parts of the county

Kerry

are significant. For example, the area of Rattoo,
Ballyduff, was historically connected with harpers,
Carolan having been reputed to have visited the
local school. Nicholas 'Dall' Pierce (1560-1650),
who was pardoned in 1601 by Elizabeth I, came
from the area too, as did Cornelius Lyons (16801750), harper to the Earl of Antrim.
piping. There is a strong history of uilleann
pipers in Kerry, Thady Connor from the Killarney
area being the earliest who can be named; he gave
much music and perhaps a set of pipes to James
Gandsey (1767/9-1857) who performed at Ross
Castle in Killarney. Canon Good man of Ventry
was himself a piper who collected much material
from local pipers Thomas and Andy Kennedy.
Tom McCarthy (1799-1904) from Ballybunion
is another renowned Kerry piper, not least so for
having lived in three centuries. Blind piper Michael
O'Sullivan (Mici Cumba) (1835-1915), the first
Kerryman to be recorded, is commemorated by a
plaque in the village of Castlecove on the Iveragh
peninsula; Patrick O'Shea, better known as De la
Salle Brother Gildas (1882-1960), was a schoolteacher and piper from Ballinskelligs (where the
earliest use of the bodhran as a drum is reported);
Eugene Whelan (1828-66) ofTralee was mentioned by O'Neill and was known to Goodman.
Much of the piping traditions of the county are
researched by Dave H egarty (b.1949) ofTralee,
and in 2009 the NPU had fifty-two players affiliated in the county.
fiddle. Kerry has a tradition of travelling fiddle
players, among whom was Jeremiah Breen, who
taught in the mid to late nineteenth century, and
had forty-four of his tunes published in O'Neill's
1922 UOifS and Strays of Gaelic Melody (sourced in
the Rice-Walsh MS). John Slattery from Tiduff,
near Ballyheigue, travelled around north and west
Kerry teaching music, and Stephen Mahony from
west Dreenagh travelled north Kerry, west Limerick
and west Clare. Kerry fiddler George Whelan also
influenced the music of west Clare (c.1880) and
in particular Tim Kelly and Patrick Kelly of Cree.
Whelan's material was collected by Batt Scanlon,
a student of his who moved to America and published in 1929. Patrick O'Grady (d.1888) is reputed
to have played for Qyeen Victoria on her visit to
Killarney in 1861; Cork-born teachers Corney

Drew (b.1838), Tadhg 6 Buachalla or Tadhgin
an Asal (mid-1800s) and his student Tom Billy
Murphy (1875-1943) and John Linehan (18601932) taught a large number of pupils in both Cork
and Kerry. Apart from Padraig O'Keeffe, Denis
Murphy, Julia Clifford and Paddy Cronin, other
important twentieth-century fiddle players include
Paddy Stack (who recorded in the USA, 1920s),
Con Curtin and the O'Connors ofBrosna- Paddy,
Jerry (d.1975) and his sons Patrick (b.1933) and
Donal (b.1935) .
accordion. This instrument rose to prominence in the twentieth century at the expense of
the fiddle, most influential player being Johnny
O'Leary. Others include Jimmy Doyle, Christy
O'Connell,John Lucid and Pats Keane, the latter
a brother ofDiarmuid 6 Cathain ofLixnaw.John
Brosnan from Dromadda, Lyrecrompane was
taught by his uncles Timmy and Dan Brosnan
and has influenced others through his playing style
and skills at repairing and tuning fiddles; Paudie
O'Connor (b. 1975) from Ballyhar learned much
of his early music from Padraig Moynihan and
later Anne McAulifFe.
west Kerry. In this area Sean Mhicillin
6 Suilleabhain was a fiddle player of note, while
Muiris 6 Dalaigh (1910-90) and Sean 'Cheist'
6 Cathain are sources for the air 'Port na bPucai',
which is associated with Inis Mhic Uibhleain.
Singers Aine Ni Laoithe and Eilin Ni Chearna
are from Blasket Islands families which settled
on the mainland; the traditions and culture of the
islands are represented and celebrated in Ionad an
Bhlascaoid, Dun Chaoin.The Begley family ofBaile
na mBoc, Ballyferriter (Maire, Seamus, Breandan,
Eibhlin, Seosaimhin and Caitlin) are nationally
known singers, media presenters and musicians
whose father played melodeon and mother and
father sang. Other local musicians include Maidhc
Dainin 6 Se, Padraig 6 Se, John Benny Moriarty
and Aine Ui Laoithe. Around the town of Dingle
this part of the county is also strongly associated with the wren tradition which, with its use
of tambourine, has been immortalised in print by
novelists Bryan McMahon and John B. Keane.
tourism. In addition to the wren, Kerry's huge
scenic reputation brings a large number of visitors
to Ireland. This renders the county a valuable part
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'The Green Fields of Rossbeigh', a classic reel which celebrates an area near Glenbeigh, Co. Kerry

of the national tourism economy, and has inspired
such as pipers Con Durham, Cillian 6 Briain
and Eoin Duignan, guitarists Steve Cooney, Jon
Saunders and Donagh Hennessy, and accordionist
Damien Mullane to migrate to Dingle, so generating a sustainable professional music scene.
da nce. North Kerry has a strong tradition of
dancing masters, among them Jeremiah Molyneau:x
(Jerry Munnix; 1892-c.1964) who taught all
through the twentieth century up to 1960. From
Gunsboro, north Kerry, he had been taught by
Ned Batt Walsh, who in turn was a pupil of Tom
Moore or 'Mooreen', a renowned dance teacher
who travelled throughout Munster. 'Munnix'
taught Fr Pat Ahern of Siamsa Tire, who himself
did much to promote Kerry dancers including
Michael O'Carroll ofDrommerin, Listowel, Sean
Cahill from Tralee, Liam Tarrant from Tralee and
Jerry Nolan from Moyvan. Other well-known
dancers of the area included Phil Cahill of Rathea,
Listowel (who taught Sheila Bowler ofLixnaw and
Irene Gould), Paddy White of Bedford, Listowel,
Thade O'Donnell from Lisselton, Tom Sweeney
of Lyrecrompane, Jack Lyons from Ballybunion
and Liam Dinneen from Ballyduff. Recordings
of many of these dancers continue to inspire performances by Siamsa Tire. Patricia Hanafin and
Jimmy Smith, early choreographers and long-time
performers with Siam sa Tire, were taught by Irene
Gould and, with Honor Flynn, were the first Kerry
step-dance teachers to enter students in competitions outside of Kerry.
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Siamsa Tire. The work of Fr Pat Ahern led
to the development of Siams6iri na Rfochta
in 1964 to promote the music, song, dance and
folklore of Kerry through the medium of theatre.
This was formalised as Siamsa Tire, the National
Folk Theatre, in 197 4; a professional performing
company was formed in 1985 and a purpose-built
theatre and arts centre was opened in Tralee in
1991.1he company also has two training centres
and performance venues in Finuge, between Tralee
and Listowel, and Carraig, in west Kerry.
CCE. An drew Sheehy of Ballyheigue was one
of its founders in the county, and branches were
initially mostly in the north. Fleadh Cheoil na
hEireann has been held in Listowel fourteen times,
more than in any other town (1972, '73, '74, '78,
'81, '82, '83, '85, '86, '87, '95, '96, 2001, '02). Duchas
House in Tralee was opened in 1978 and hosted
Seisiun and other events; Ceolann at Lixnawthe Diarmuid 6 Cathain Cultural Centre- was
officially opened in 1985 for the local branch,
and as the location of a regional archive. The
county has twenty-six CCE branches: Ardfert,
Ballybunion, Ballyduff, Ballyheigue, Ballylongforcl/
Tarbert, Cahirciveen, Castlegregory, Castlemaine,
Dingle, Fossa/Two Mile, Killarney, Glenflesk
Killarney, Gneeveguilla, Kenmare, Kilcummin
Killarney, Killarney, Killorgli n, Knocknagashel,
Lisselton, Listowel, Lixnaw, Mastergeehy,
Milltown, Moyvane, Sliabh Mish Castlemaine,
Tralee. The strongest are those in Sliabh Luachra
at Gneeveguilla, Kilcummin and Glenflesk, at

Kerry

Cahirciveen in the south, at Killarney, and in north
Kerry at Ballydonoghue and Lisselton. The fifteen
largest teach some 600 learners; Nicky and Ann
McAuliffe are prominent in both teaching and in
performance. A key innovator in education was
Diarmuid 6 Cath:iin who in 1970 was instrumental in developing a Kerry VEC and CCf:
collaboration on a county-wide music scheme.
Initially with night-time teaching only, this continues to provide subsidised music classes.
Kerry impact. Much music has been collected
from Kerry players, in particular Denis Murphy
(by Breand:in Breathnach), and Johnny O'Leary's
music has been published in detail by Terry
Moylan. RTE's Peter Brownc has highlighted
the music traditions of east Kerry, particularly the
music of P:idraig O'Keeffe and Denis Murphy
through broadcasting, which has been influential in the development of the Padraig O'Keeffe
Festival. A number of Kerry players have been
significant too in the USA, among them Michael
(1875-1970) and William (1885-1924) Hanafin
from Callinafercy, Milltown who were close to
the famous Dan Sullivan; William had lessons
from Patsy Tuohy. The brothers' photograph is
in O'Neill's 1001 Gems collection, and a bronze
memorial and mural celebrate them in Milltown.
Accordion player Tom Carmody (1893-1986),
from Dromlacht, emigrated to America where he
performed in partnership with Sligo fiddle player
James Morrison; Frank Thornton (1908-97), born
five miles from Listowel, who was prominent
in the local flute band, left for America in 1929
where he was a founder of the Irish Musicians'
Association in Chicago.
promoters. A number of Kerry entrepreneurs
were instrumental in the development of dance
halls in both the USA and England. John Burns
from Killeen owned the major emigrant venue Tre
Galtymore, Cricklewood in London. The Caseys
from Sneem ran a number of halls in England,
while Bill Fuller ofGlenoe owned the City Centre
Ballroom in New York, the State Ballroom in
Boston, the Buffalo Ballroom in London and a
number of other establishments; Fuller's Dublin
venues at Tre Embankment (Tallaght) and Tre Old
Sheiling (Raheny) also paved the way to professionalism for musicians in the revival years in Ireland.

venues. Traditional music in Kerry remains
conditioned by tourism. Venues such as Siamsa
Tire, the INEC Killarney and a multitude of public
houses - particularly those in Dingle, Kenmare
and Killarney- cater specifically to large numbers
of tourists during the summer months. A number
of annual festivals also contribute considerably to
this, including 1he Gathering, the Patrick O'Keeffe
Festival, the World Bodhr:in Championships, the
Con Curtin Festival, Feile Leac Sn:i and Feile Lios
Tuathail.
Among the present generation of musicians and
teachers are Michelle O'Sullivan, Maire Walsh,
Danny O'Mahony, Niamh Ni Charra, Michael
Collins, Aoife and Deirdre Granville, Jonathan
Roche, T.P. and Katie McNamara, Emma O'Leary
and Dessie Kelliher. [DAK]
See also Sliabh Luachra.

Blasket Islands. These were the subject of much
scholarly research and publication throughout the
twentieth century. Much of this somewhat romanticised the lifestyle of the inhabitants of what is the
most westerly group of islands off the coast of Kerry,
where the language and customs were seemingly
untouched by more easterly influences. The music
traditions of the islanders, while often alluded to
by, for instance, writers Tom:is 6 Criomhthainn
and Peig Sayers, are not detailed, however. Little
more than references are made to dancing, singing
and in particular to the playing of'Port na bPucai'
by island fiddlers. Recordings of musicians were
undertaken by the Irish Folklore Commission and
later by Raidi6 na Gaeltachta but are few.
ethnography. Undergraduate research by Aodh
6g 6 Tuama while at UCC 1977-8, though
almost twenty-five years after the main island was
vacated, does provide an ethnographic study of exBlaskets musicians. Compiled over twelve months,
it provides an insight into not only the integration of music with life, but also into life itself The
work documents the repertoires of musicians such
as Muiris and Tom 6 D:ilaigh and Se:iinin Mhicil
6 Suilleabh:iin, and contains interviews concerning local style and associated practices. It shows
the presence of a fiddle-making tradition, illustrates the consciousness surrounding the island's
most revered piece of music, 'Port na bPucai', and
notes the changes in dancing styles which resulted
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from the general move from jigs to polkas in local
set dances. 6 Tuama's recordings, which are held in
the UCC Traditional Music Archive, are the foundation for Rionach Ui 6gain's 1992 compilation
album Beauty Deas an Oifedin, the only commercial
music recording of Blasket Islands musicians and
singers. [AOG]
Cuisle Ceoil na nOilean (Ce iliuradh an
Bhlascaoid 11). This 2008 symposium explored
the culture, music and song of the Blasket Islands.
Its commentary, by performers and researchers
edited by Daithf and Mfcheal 6 M6rdha, comprises: Labhras 6 Murchu: Oscailt Oifigiuil;
Feargal Mac Amhlaoibh: '"Port na bPucaf" agus
a mBaineann Leis'; Aoife Grainbheil: ' Ceol
gan Ceol - Leiriu ar Shaothar Aodh 6ig Uf
Thuama'; Audrey O 'Carroll: 'Traidisiun, Cultur
agus Eagsulacht i dTaifid Ceoil 6n mBlascaod';
Deirdre Nf Chonghaile: 'Ceolt6ireacht Oileanda:
ScealThri Oilean Arann'; Maighread Stiubhart:
'Amhrain na nOilean Thiar'; Siomp6siam Ceoil:
Maire Nf Bheaglaoich, Maidhc Dainfn 6 Se;
Aguisfn 1: Ceolt6iri na mBlascaodaf; Aguisfn 2:
Maidhc Sheain Team 6 Cearna.
Oifig an Cheoil (Dingle, Co. Kerry). A contact
and information centre set up in 1994 with LEADER
funding to assist musicians in finding employment
within the tourist-driven entertainment industry in
Co. Kerry. It has information on venues, recording,
taxation and promotion, encourages new composition and exchange of ideas, and holds a register of
musicians. It is funded by musicians' subscriptions
and commission fees.
Patrick O'Kee e Festival. Held in honour of
the Kerry fiddler each autumn at Castleisland, this
was established in 1993 following the production
of a radio series by Peter Browne who suggested
that a music festival would be a fitting celebration
of the music of the region.
Carthy, Tom. (1799-1905). Uilleann piper.
Born at Castle Green, Ballybunion, Co. Kerry, he
acquired his mastery of the pipes at an early age.
Seated near to his home playing music to all who
felt moved to listen, he became almost a feature
of the area over sixty-five years of the century. He
died in 1905, his life spanning three centuries.
Sca n/on, Batt. Fiddle, collector. A pupil of
Kerry master George Whelan, he emigrated to
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San Francisco. There he notated Whelan's tunes
and published them in 7he Violin Made Easy and
Attractive (1929), an instructional collection.
Nf Chearna, Eilfn. (1956- ). Sean-n6s singer.
Born Muirfoch, of Blasket Island parents, Caitlfn
and Padraig, who moved to the mainland in 1948.
Her father was a sean-n6s singer and with Eilfn
and her uncle Sean Sheain Uf Chearna can be
heard on Beauty an Oifedin . Her present interest
in sean-n6s singing arose through working as a
teenager in Begley's pub at Baile na nGall. She
won the women's singing competition at the 1992
Oireachtas, and can be heard on Forever by Dingle
Shore and Mighty Session. [LJMj
Keville, Claire. (1968- ). Concertina, music
teacher and broadcaster. Born in Claran, near
Headford, Co. Galway, one of her earliest influences was her maternal grandfather who played
whistle and melodeon. She began on classical
piano at seven, and took up concertina with teacher
Martin Donoghue at the age of nine. A multi-instrumentalist, she is most widely recognised for her
distinctive east Galway style of concertina, which
draws inspiration from such as Paddy Kelly, Paddy
Fahy, Paddy Carty and Jack and Charlie Coen. She
studied music at UCC, and in UL where her dissertation dealt with the classic 1959 EP All-Ireland
Champions, with Paddy Canny, P. Joe Hayes and
Peter O'Loughlin. Her radio show Music in the
Glen on Clare FM draws primarily on the music
of Clare and Galway. She has also featured on
several television programmes, including presenting and performing on TG4's Geantrai in 2007.
She has guested on several recordings, and in 2004
made An Tri is a Rian with fiddler John Weir and
harpist Eithne Nf Dhonaile. She plays concertina
and harpsichord on her 2009 debut solo album 7he
Daisy Field. [TIC]
key. 1. The notes (note levers) on piano and
piano accordion; 2. the bright-metal, semitone
levers on wooden flutes and keyed chanters; 3. the
scale in which a tune is played. A great number
oflrish tunes are in the keys of D and G, some
are in C, fewer in A, some others in a. It is the
rule-of-thumb practice to assign a tunc the key
corres ponding to its ending note. Fiddle and

Kildare

accordion players have, and often use, the facility
to play in other keys not conveniently available on
pipes, flute, whistle and melodeon.
See also chromatic; diatonic; sca1e.
Kildare. This Leinster county is marked in occasional music titles which concern horse racing,
the sport for which it is best known, in such as
the 1790s ballad 'Plains of Kildare' and the nineteenth-century reel 'The Curragh Races'. One of
the nineteenth century's more prominent pipers,
Capt. William Kelly (c. 1775-1858), trained horses
and named some of his famous beasts after parts
of the uilleann pipes ('Chanter' and 'Drone' among
them). A former British officer, Kelly trained the
Dublin boxer Dan Donnelly (celebrated in song)
and also several pipers (including John Hicks who
brought his music to America).
Properous. Kildare has made a major contribution to traditional music revitalisation too, via
a Wednesday session set up during the 1960s at
Pat Dowling's pub in the village of Prosperous.
Among the players there were Ned Farrell, Frank
Burke, Mickey and Mary Maguire, Mick Crehan,
Donal Lunny, Christy Moore, Liam O'Flynn and
Tom my Peoples. Lunny went on to form Planxty,
with Moore and O'Flynn, and Peoples joined him
in 1he Bothy Band; Mick Crehan became part of
the embryonic Na Piobairf Uilleann. Many highly
regarded performers emerged in Kildare in the
ensuing years, notably lilter J oseph Harris was
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The Plains of Kildare
Come all you bold sports men and listen to my story
About noble Skewbald that gallant racing pony
Arthur Marvel! was the man that first brought
Skewbald here
To run with Miss Griselda on the Plains of Kildare
And the fame of his actions we've heard of before,
And now he is challeng'd by young Mrs Gore,
To run with Miss Griselda, that handsome grey mare
For ten thousand gold guineas, on the plains of Kildare

sessions. Music sessions are held weekly in
Clancy's of Athy, The Goban Saor in Kildare,
Aidan Byrne's in K.ilcock, Murphy's of Leixlip and
Hayden's of Naas, fortnightly at The Sportsman's
Inn, Timolin, and monthly at The Kilteel Inn;
sean-nos and set dance are taught and performed
weekly at Hayden's ofNaas also.
CCE. Four branches are listed at Clane, Leixlip,
Ardclough and K.ilteel- which teach considerable
numbers of young players: Clane's classes cover
fiddle (20), whistle (10) and sean-nos step dance
(25); Leixlip teaches fiddle (40), concertina (20),
whistle (25), accordion (15), flute (18), bodhran
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All-Ireland lilter in 1975 and '76, Aine McGrath
was the award-winning fiddler in '93, and Barbara
Doyle harper in '98. Brigid Delaney took the
award for song in English in 2006 and '07, and
Mary Ryan for song composition in the latter year,
with junior song winners in '09 indicating that the
county is still playing the song ball which was set
rolling by Christy Moore.
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The Rakes of Kildare
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Kilfenora Ceili Band

(6) and singing (7); Kilteel/Eadestown at the local
Community Centre teach fiddle (45), concertina
(30), whistle (40), uilleann pipes (1), banjo (14),
accordion (10). flute (23), mandolin (6), singing
(12), harp (7), bodhnin (8), and have a monthly
session at The Kilteel Inn; Kilcock teaches fiddle
(10), flute (2), whistle (13) and accordion (3);
Moone offers performance at a fortnightly session
at The Sportsman's Inn, Timolin.
For major events Kildare suffers from its close
proximity to Dublin and despite its exquisite
rural character and historic architecture does not
compete with western locations for weekend-away
musicians. A county fleadh is held each year in different towns, among these Kilteel.
song. A singing session was initiated at the
Keadeen Hotel in Christy Moore's home town of
Newbridge in 2009, with song, sean-nos dancing
and poetry; this adds to the legacy of the October
Ballymore Eustace Singing Festival, a community-supported event which is sponsored by local
businesses, Foras na Gaeilge and the county
co uncil. Ceardlann Earraigh is a CCE county
'spring school' weekend held in Celbridge each
March, annually since 1998, with recitals and
concerts and workshops in major instruments and
set-dance taught by renowned professional players.
Celbridge's library also hosts traditional music
events, and the county's arts officer co-ordinates a
music outreach program. (ASL, EDI)

Kilfenora Ceili Band. The origins of the band
date to 1870, when a fife and drum band was
formed at Kilfenora, Co. Clare, later moving on
to brass and reed, and finally having its first ct~ili
band-style line-up in 1909. Among the original
members were Michael Slattery (fiddle), Bridget
McGrath (nee Lynch, concertina), Austin Tierney
(fiddle),Jamesie Tierney (fiddle), John Mulqueeney
(flute), Paddy Byrt (concertina) and Anthony
Neylon (flute). They came together to play at
parish fundraising dances in the schoolhouse. In
early years fiddler P.J. Lynch was one of the band's
leaders, and from the 1950s the role was filled by
piano player Kitty Linnane. They have won many
awards including All-Ireland titles in 1954,1955,
1956,1961,1993,1994 and 1995.1heir recordings
include The Fabulous Kilfenora Ceili Band (1958),
Clare Ceili (1973), The Kilfenora Ceili Band (1974),
The Kilfenora Ceili Band (1995), Set on Stone (1997),
Live in Lisdoonvarna (2002) and Century (2009).
rll1e band has undergone many changes in personnel through the decades but family links have
been maintained. Today's line-up includes leader
John Lynch on banjo, An ne Rynne, Anne Marie
McCormack and Pat Lynch on fiddles, Claire
Griffin on accordion, Tim Collins on concertina,
Garry Shannon and Anthony Qyigney on flutes,
Sean Griffin on drums and Fintan McMahon on
piano. [GEC]

Kilfenora Ceilf Band members playing at the opening of the Gl6r music centre, Ennis, Co. Clare, 2002
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'The Highway to Kilkenny' 9/8 jig

Kilkenny. One of the earliest representations of
pipe-playing Ireland- of a youth playing a mouthblown instrument- is seen in a sixteenth-century
woodcarving at Woodstock Castle, Co. Kilkenny.
One of the earliest collections of music, from
c.1780-1820, has been located in the county too,
that of Patrick O'Neill of Ownings. The county
has currently a couple of dozen uilleann pipers,
part of a long association with the instrument
which includes the De la Salle Brother Gildas
O'Shea (1882-1960) who was associated with the
Carrigan family of pipe makers near Clara in the
county. Martin Carrigan continues this family tradition locally; with pipe-making skills acrued from
Leo Rowsome, he supplies reeds to such as Kildare
piper Liam O'Flynn. Pipes are further promoted
by the teaching and pipes-loan scheme of John
Tuohy in the city.
CCE. Much of its activity is generated around
three CCE brances at Kilkenny city, Mullinavat
and Graiguenamanagh, where weekly classes are
run. Players from all of these take part in 'Ceoltoiri
Chill Cheannaigh', formed in the early 1990s with
musicians, singers and dancers. These perform
during the summer months and have represented
Kilkenny and CCE abroad in Argentina, New
Zealand and many parts of Europe. A weekend
festival has evolved around the Kilkenny county
fleadh each spring, and Feile Freaney was inaugurated in 2006 in th e medieval village of
Graiguenamanagh, with concerts and recitals,
including traditional, in the thirteenth-century
Duiske Abbey. The McAuley family are prominent
in the county music, best known of them being

accordionist Mick (Solas), and Jim, a founder of
CCE in the county.
events. The All-Ireland Fleadh was held in
the county in 1984 and 1988, and the Pan Celtic
Festival has been based here also. An annual arts
week in Kilkenny city each August also features
high-profile traditional performers. Weekly music
sessions take place in almost every village in the
county and in several parts of the city. The historic
associations of Kilkenny with traditional dance
music are perhaps summed up by three countrywide popular tunes- 'The Reel ofMullinavat', 'The
MooncoinJig', and 'The Collier's Reel' (believed to
concern the colliery near Castlecomer). [CIS]
Killoran, Paddy. (1904-74). One of the legends of
Irish-American fiddling, he began playing at home
in Ballymote, Co. Sligo, where both his parents
were musicians. One of his chief influences was
fiddle master Phi! O'Beirne from Bunnanadden.
He made his first record in New York in the early
1930s, becoming one of the most prolific recording artists in the Irish genre - solo, in duets, with
the band Patrick Killoran and his Pride of Erin
Orchestra and also with accompanying singers.
His duets with Sligo fiddler Paddy Sweeney are
marked as classics of fiddle. While both Coleman
and Morrison fell out of favour with record companies during the Depression, Killoran's popularity
started and grew from then.
style. His playing had a distinctive rhythm
and tone which set his style apart. Even though
he recorded some of the same tunes as Morrison
and Coleman he also introduced a great many new
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tunes, often placing together tunes in the same key
and with similar melodic structures. His ornamentation mostly involved differing triplets, and one
roll that he often used was unique to him. In this
he would hold or play an eighth note on the down
beat before the roll, whereas many players did the
opposite- doing the roll on the down beat followed
by an eighth note. Because he started recording
relatively late, the sound quality of his records is
generally quite good. He also broadcast on radio, a
medium that provided a useful additional income
for Irish musicians in the 1920s and '30s; very
few of these recordings survive. One which did is
with fiddler Tom my Cawley and flute player Jim
McGowan, a valuable source of stylistic information. On a visit to Ireland in 1949 a broadcast he
made with RE was recorded and can still be heard.
He was one of a small number of traditional Irish
artists to span and record on both the 78 rpm and
the LP formats. [JES]
Kilmore carols. See Wexford carols.
Kimmel,John. (1866-1942). Accordion. Born
in Brooklyn, New York of German immigrant
parents. He played vaudeville in his own bar
(opened in Brooklyn, 1906) as the Elite Musical
Four with pianistJoe Linder.TI:e group performed
skits and popular music and song, he playing piano,
cornet, xylophone and saxophone; they practised
in an undertaker's on nights off, when other performers were hired to keep his saloon busy (these
included Joe Schenk, Gus Van and Mae West).
Prohibition ruined his business, closing down the
final bar he owned, 1l:e Accordion - so called after
the instrument he preferred. He played accordion
accompaniment to silent movies, and recorded
from the beginning of
cylinder technology
onwards, his best
material being
from 1908 to
1918. His style
is still admired
for its flamboyant virtuosity.
Kimmel exploited
everything possible in
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producing his characteristic sound. He used four
fingers of his melody hand, using that too to control
bellows pressure, he used bass notes sparingly, and
played out of the instrument's accustomed D key
in G, Em, A, and Bm.
repertoire. This was an equal mix oflrish traditional with German, patriotic and contemporary
popular music. He also composed. His most impressive music is technically complex, much of it Irish
-'Cuckoo's Nest', 'Bonnie Kate', 'Rights of Man',
'The Blackbird'. Considering that his hornpipes are
played always in strict dance tempo he obviously
knew Irish musicians and their music and was also
possibly used to playing for dancers. He recorded
on 'novelty' and comic albums too, and on a Victor
demonstration record for dealers, The Irresistible
Accordion. His first recording was a popular song,
'Bedelia', made in 1903, released on both 7" and 9"
flat discs by Zon-o-phone. He went on to record
two discs of Irish reels and jigs. On all of these
and on subsequent discs he was accompanied by
Joe Linder who- unlike many other accompanists
for Irish music - is reported as being absolutely
familiar with the material. Kimmel recorded with
Edison from 1906 until they closed in 1929; with
them and Columbia he produced forty cylinders
and 78s. He also recorded for Victor, and for the
small firms Regal, Emerson, Silvertone, Perfect,
Velvet Tone. His recordings were popular- 'Geese
in the Bog' and 'S tack of Barley', released in 1917,
were still sold in 1933. A classic selection of his
playing is on Smithsonian Folkways.
See also accordion; Derrane, Joe ; melodeon;
recording.
Kincora Ceili Band. Formed in 1937, its first
engagement was for a ceilf organised by the
Scottish brigade of the Old IRA at the Round
Room in the Rotunda, Dublin. Originally it had
Kathleen Harrington (fiddle), Tom Liddy (accordion), John Egan (flute), Pat O'Brien (fiddle),
John Brennan (flute), Benny Carey (drums) and
Kathleen O'Connor (piano). It was highly popular
and successful too, over the years, winning both
All-Ireland and Oireachtas competitions, and
making many broadcasts for RE over twelve years.
'Dancing on the radio', pioneered by 2RN, had the
Kincora play for step dancer Rory O'Connor.

Kinnaird, Alison

King, Philip. (1952- ). Singer, songwriter, broadcaster, producer. Born in Cork, he has been involved
with Irish music since the early 1970s, and is best
known as a member of Scullion. In 1987 he set up
Hummingbird Productions with Nuala O'Connor
and wrote and produced the series Bringing It All
Back Home which won a Jacobs Award in 1991.
A documentary film on Daniel Lanois - R ocky
World- was nominated for a Grammy award in
1993. He directed The juliet Letters, Christy, and
A River of Sound for RTE. He produced the music
soundtrack for J ohn Boorman's 1998 film The
General. An energetic performer and motivator, he
has recorded seven albums, five with Scullion and
two with the piper Peter Browne. Since TG4 was
established in 1996 he has produced and directed
the music performance series Suit, and the documentary series Si Mo Laoch. For RTE he directed
two seasons of The Raw Bar, a documentary series
on Irish tradition al music, and produced The Full
Set, a traditional music performance series of duet
players from StJames Church in Dingle, which ran
for three seasons from 2006 to 2008. He presents
the long-running radio programme The South Wind
Blows on RTE Radio 1, broadcast weekly from the
west Kerry Gaeltacht.
King, Tom. (1930- ). Born at the Rocks of
Carrickavee, Ballyjamesduff, Co. Cavan. He is a

self-taught sean-n6s dancer and traditional
musician on flute . He performed sean-n6s dance
for many years and danced and taught the Cavan
reel set in the county as part of the set- dance
revival in Ireland from the 1980s. King has won
and received many awards, including a Hall of
Fame Award at the Leinster Fleadh in 2007. A
builder by trade, he was also a Gaelic footballer,
and settled at Carnaross, Kells, Co. Meath. [CAF]

Kinnaird, Alison. (1949- ). Harper. Born in
E dinburgh, she began playing Scottish harp at age
fourteen with Jean Campbell, going on to study
the instrument and its music and making the first
recording on it in 1979, The Harp Key (Temple).
A Celtic studies and archaeology scholar, she has
published a collection of Scottish harp music, a
tutor for the small harp (also titled The Harp
Key) and a number of other collections. In 1992
she was co-author, with Keith Sanger, of the first
history of the harp in Scotland, Tree of Strings .
Her recordings include The Harper's Gallery, The
Harper's Land(with Ann Heymann) and The Quiet
Tradition (with Christine Primrose). A performer,
teacher and lecturer on her instrument and its
music, and a renowned glass artist, she is married
to Portadown-born musician, collector and record
producer Robin Morton. In 1997 she was awarded
the MBE for services to art and music.
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Lafferty, Bridget (Bridie). (1923-86). Piano, born
Dublin; her father was from Derry and her mother
from Donegal- both had a keen interest in traditional music. She lived all her life in Dublin,
where she was a popular and accomplished piano
accompanist to traditional musicians from all
parts of Ireland. Over the years she played with
leading musicians including Paddy Canny, Peter
O'Loughlin and P.Joe Hayes, and in the Kincora,
the Brophy, the Castle, the Green Linnet and the
Fodhla Ceili Bands. She ran a boarding house
at Home Farm Road, Drumcondra, where she
was landlady to many of her musician friends.
Her house was sometimes used by Ciar:in
Mac Mathuna for making recordings for his radio
programmes. [MIT]
Laichtin Naofa Ceili Band. (1954-62). From
Miltown Malbay in Co. Clare, this had a gallery of
legendary stylists- Paddy Galvin, Junior Crehan,
James Flynn and Christy Dixon (fiddles), Paddy
Joe McMahon and Michael Sexton (accordions),
Willie Clancy and Martin Talty (uilleann pipes),
J.C. Talty,Josie Hayes and Michael Falsey (flute),
Jimmy Ward (banjo), Angela Merry (double bass),
Colm O'Connor (piano), Paddy Malone, Martin
Malone and Aiden Vaughan (drums). In 1958
they became Munster Fleadh champions and were
second to the Kincora Ceili Band at the All-Ireland
Fleadh in Longford. The band also won first place
in the Oireachtas in Dublin in 1959.1hat year they
recorded an LP Come to an Irish Dance Party which
was released on the Dublin Record Company label.
In 2008 it was re-released in CD format by CCE's
Cois na hAbhna Archive in Ennis. [GEC]
La Lugh. An experimental Dundalk duet of singer,
flute player and songwriter Eithne Ni Uallach:iin
(1957-1999) and fiddler Gerry O'Connor. Based
in the song and music legacy of their locale of
south Ulster, their selection of material and suspended performance and song/music arrangements
bring a poetic, chamber music sensibility to old airs
and fresh lyrics. They recorded three albums as Ld
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La Lugh, 1992 [Jim McGinn]

Lugh (1991), as Brighid's Kiss (1996) and Senex
Puer (1998).
See O'Connor, Gerry; Ni Uallachain, Eithne.

Lambeg drum. Developed from an eighteenthcentury 'long drum', it had reached its present
size by the late 1800s (3' diameter, 2'4" wide, 30lb
weight, volume +1- 120 decibels). It is played in
accompaniment to fife and so metimes played in
combination with snare drums. It is associated with
processions of Orange Order and Ancient Order
ofHibernians. It is made of oak and goatskin, rope

Lam beg drum maker Richard Sterrit of Markethill 'rattling
the tibby' for his father

lancers

tensioned, with painted decorations on shell and
hoops. Originally played at low tension with ballheaded sticks, canes were introduced around the
1870s and rhythms speeded up; tension, volume
and size all increased, motivated by competitions where drum was matched against drum, and
greater volume was needed to rise above opponents.
Importance of competitions meant its role as an
accompaniment to fife in processions was marginalised. Drumming associations now arrange matches
throughout the year. Styles changed accordingly
from 'single time' (slow single beats in a set tune),
to 'double time', with rolls added, then to fast, loud,
repetitive rolling, 'competition time'. Lambegs are
found in counties Antrim, Down, Armagh and

I

Tyrone. With old styles of playing, and AOH tradition largely moribund, it is now played with fifes
only in the mid-Antrim area. Largely superseded by
flute bands since the end of the 1800s, it is now perceived as being old fashioned and rustic although it
regained a political iconicism in the late 1990s. An
instrument unique to Ireland, it is possibly the only
European traditional drum music and is most likely
the oldest Irish music of that kind. [GAH]
lament. See slow air.
lancers. 1. Military personnel on horseback who
fought with lances. They were still functional by
the First World War, but were rendered redundant
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Lancers quadrille music
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by motor transport and the rifle. Many cavalry regiments today continue to use the name lancers.
2. 'The lancers', the so-called 'second set of quadrilles' is known as 'the Lancer quadrilles' (1817),
created by Dublin dancing master and dance
school proprietor Duval, and said by historian
Curt Sachs to have been composed for a lancers
regiment based in Dublin. One nineteenth-century book illustrates the currency of sets: 'The
Lancers' quadri!!es, or 'Duval of Dublin's second set'

(London: Willis & Co., Royal Music Repository
[c.1829]): 'As danced at Almack's, London and at
the Rotunda, Dublin ... Respectfully dedicated to
the Countess ofFarnham'.
See also under dance: social dance.
Laois. A county with the same population density
as Galway, but only a quarter of its size, Laois is
one of the quieter regions for traditional music,
yet it has presence, for 'The March of the King of
Laois' is one of the more profound tunes in the
older traditional repertoire. It has been most dramatically arranged and played by Chieftains' piper
Paddy Moloney who recalls hearing his Co. Laois
grandfather play the flute in the Slieve Bloom
mountains there. Another tune, 'Trip to Durrow',
illustrates the vagueness of 'county' as a measure
of'sameness', since that village is on the Kilkenny
border. Indeed Carlow town itself is partly in
Laois, and the county's eastern border is shared
with Kildare across the river Barrow. Laois is the
home county of the 2009 All-Ireland senior concertina award winner, Tomas Fitzharris, of Spink,
and of the under-18 song in English winner
Mairtin 6 Dubhshlaine of Cam Ros.
cc£. There are nine branches in the county, six
listed at Portlaoise (Ratheniska), Mountmellick,
Clonaslee, Spink (Abbeyleix), Camross
(Mountrath) and Portarlington, through which
weekend classes are run. Portarlington CCE was
one of the earliest branches in the country, set up
in 1958 and classes beginning in 1964. Camross
branch is strong, featuring in competition successes, notably in 2009 when, in addition to the
concertina and song winners, others, including
over-18 multi -instrumentalist Robert Harvey of
Cam Ros, were placed. There has been a sprinkle of
noted musicians to emerge in the county, reflective
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of its small population. Among these were several
past All-Ireland winners, including Eugene Nolan
on flute (1973), M aura Connolly on fiddle (1967),
Bairbre Ui Theighneain in song in Irish (2004)
and Colin McGill on piano accordion (2002). Best
known nationally is Eugene Nolan's Bridge Ceilf
Band formed in Portarlington in 1970, which won
the All-Ireland in that year, as well as in '73, '74,
'92, '96 and '97; their 1999 album Sparks on Flags
is a model of this performance style; at this time
it included Pat O'Meara (piano), Tom Ahearne
(fiddle), Robert Gleeson (fiddle), Karen Gavigan
(fiddle), Carthage Daly (fiddle), Catherine
McHugh (fiddle), Liam McCormack (drums),
James Kinsella (accordion), Fionnuala Gleeson
(flute), and Eugene Nolan (flute). The Portlaoisebased Triogue ceili band was runner-up in the
2009 fleadh, as was the Ballyroan set dance group
from Spink.
events. Sessions are held in Portlaoise (Ramsbottom's) twice weekly, and at Coolrain, Mountrath,
with seisiun running in different locations during
the summer months. The Laois Fleadh is the major
traditional-music event of the year. The county
is the site for the mixed-music big-stage event
Electric Picnic staged each year with occasional
traditional acts, and in 2007 and '08 the World
Fleadh was held at the county town of Portlaoise,
a major commercial capitalisation on the fleadh
cheoil principle.
Kilroe, Peter. Flute, bagpipes, saxophone. From
Ballinamona, Durrow, Co. Laois, he began playing
flute at eleven, and was in St Colmcille's pipe band,
Tullamore for many years. With the Ballinamere
Ceili Band - formed by his uncle, Dan Cleary, in
the 1940s - he toured Britain several times and
broadcast regularly on Radio Eireann's Ceili H ouse
programmes. He was involved in the inaugural
meetings of CCE at Mullingar in 1951 and was
closely involved with the organisation throughout
his playing career.

Late Late Show. A long-running, weekend
magazine-style chat show on RTE television
which has constantly achieved high audience
ratings. Presented (and for most of that run
produced) by Dubliner Gay Byrne from 1962
to 1999, it often dealt with socially challenging

lay

topics. Its music policy is non-specific, often
including traditional, but on occasions it has done
specialist, dedicated tributes to major professional
traditional performers. These have included The
Chieftains, Sharon Shannon,
Dubliners, Donal
Lunny and Michael Flatley. It has also featured
a dramatic presentation of harmonica players
including the Murphys ofWexford. It was on this
programme in 1995 that RTE television producer
Tony MacMahon, as an invited audience speaker,
doubted the 'Irishness' ofMicheil6 Suilleabhain's
A River of Sound composition, thereby catalysing
a polarisation of opinion about the definition of
traditional music. This debate was carried forward
by the Crosbhealach an Cheoil conference in April
1996 where both MacMahon and 6 Suilleabhain
were keynote speakers. [HAB)

m

Lawless, Renee. Promoter, organiser. Born in
Co. Wicklow, while in New York in the 1970s as
a committee member of Pinewoods Folk Music
Club she was responsible for introducing many
traditional Irish artistes onto major concert stages.
These included Paul Brady and Andy Irvine at
Town Hall (1977), and The Bothy Band and Boys
of the Lough at Columbia University (1976) . A
founder member or the Irish Arts Centre in New
York, her aim was to secure appropriate venues for
good Irish artistes: The Chieftains' first tours were
played in such as school halls, and she first brought
them to Carnegie Hall (1976), in collaboration
with George Schutz with whom she ran their 1978
USA tour in major concert halls. Lawless brought
other players such as Paddy Reynolds, Ed Reavy
and Mick Moloney to folk club platforms, and
Charlie Coen, Paddy Reynolds and Joe Heaney to
Pete Seeger's South St. Seaport. She was also an
organiser with the Smithsonian Institute's bicentennial celebration's Irish music group in 1975-6.
Back in Dublin at the end of the '70s she was on
the committee of the large-scale Dublin Irish
Traditional Music Festival which ran over three
years and was revived again in the 1990s.
lay. An epic or heroic song, many of the genre
being narratives relating to the adventures of the
warrior band, the Ftanna, and the Ulster Cycle, the
legacy of an ethnically unified early Gaelic culture

among Ireland, Scotland and the Isle of Man. The
lay and prose storytelling were, objectively, an oral
expression of, or passing-on mechanism for, historical data, while actual song and music were used
for celebration. The tales of Fionn Mac Cumhaill
and those who figured in them are of the early
Middle Ages and their origins apparently pre-literary, though they only first appear in texts of the
twelfth century. In the context of song it is the verse
narratives in the form oflays (laoithe) which are of
interest and have long been chanted, and perhaps
recited, whether from manuscript books or from
memory.
variation. The orally transmitted music which
survives from the late eighteenth century down
almost to the twenty-first, sometimes with verbal
texts, is regrettably varied, so giving an impression
that tunes have been altered or replaced during
their poetic history, or that those who wrote them
down had a very different understanding of what
they heard. Some suggest plainchant, for example
'Laoi na Mna Moire' (The Lay of the Big Women,
as sung by Micheal 6 hlghne). The same song
sung by Seamus 6 high ne has the tunefulness of
lyric song, and 'Laoi an Amadain Mhoir' (The Lay
of the Great Fool) is sung to a dance tune at a slow
pace by Scan Ban Mac Grianna. Like the last of
these, a number of the northern tunes use a fivetone scale.
structure. But it may perhaps be asked whether
the Laoi Fianna iochta (Fenian, or Ossianic, lay)
should be called a 'song' at all. The term tends to
be avoided, probably on the grounds that the lay
was syllabic, with seven syllables to a line - not
in the common stressed metre called amhran, the
ordinary term for 'song'. Strangely, the lays are thus
associated in early centuries with scholarly literature, rather than with popular song. They seem
moreover to have a history of recitation, not just of
chant. Modern survivals, without becoming accentual in metre, as modern Irish poetry is accentual,
tend to lose their syllabic exactitude.
influence
of ballads in English, which are also in quatrains
with even lines in rhyme, may well have made itself
felt in the lays (whether consonantal or assonan tal
rhyme is unimportant).
epic content. Celtic scholarship, perversely
enough, usually calls these chanted or recited

m
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poems 'ballads', though the narrative examples
which have gone into popular tradition lack the
lyric input or the domestic context of ballads. Lays
are on the contrary concerned with warfare, battles
and hunting. Action focuses on the Fianna led by
Fionn, his son Oisin (fictional author of many of
the lays), his grandson Oscar, and other familiars who by their reappearance in different lays
make up the personae of an exclusive community.
Often the action concerns the defence of Ireland
against an invader or hunting, which provides in
time of leisure useful physical exercise for subsequent battles. This kind of poetry is called epic,
and the poems, though each is less than epic in
scope, belong to a heroic ambiance that predates
ballads. Forms of magic are not excluded from
this ambiance and sometimes provide comic
motifs, chiefly by hyperbole. As spoils of conquest,
Airgheann King of Lochlainn sought 'Ireland of
the green hills ... to take away with me in my boat'.
'Laoi an Bhruit' (Lay of the Cloak) shows the wives
of the Fianna to their disadvantage, competing for
success in a chastity test by trying on a cloak which
will not cover the body of an unchaste woman. Yet
supernatural motifs are present to be believed in,
and this lay, though bringing in some trivial magic
and a new set of characters, relates the women to
the commoner themes by having them carouse like
their husbands.
serious. Humour is no more out of place in
heroic poetry than the supernatural, but a certain
respect for heroes is also required. Some may find
the Ossianic lays harder to regard seriously since
Flann O'Brien satirised their heroes in At SwimTwo-Birds. But traditional generations treated
them seriously, and could describe the lays - in
a context mentioned by Breandan 6 Madagain
-as being 'ever quoted by the ancients in urging
the youth to deeds of manliness and heroism'.
6 Madagain also cites an allusion to the Teelin
storyteller Condai Phroinseais as one who 'firmly
believed in the adventures and events he related [in
lays]'.The stories of the lays are framed in 'commentary' dialogues between Oisin and St Patrick
on the pagan and Christian cultures which they
respectively hold dear. Late texts in oral use have
tended to omit this element, deemed unsuitable in
a popular tradition.
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suTvival. Some lays not of the Fionn cycle have
been handed down to the twenty-first century, and
two may be cited in conclusion for their popularity. In 'Laoi an Amadain Mh6ir' (fragment), dated
to the later Middle Ages, an Arthurian source is
suggested, the Big Fool identified with the naive
knight Perceval. In Deirdre's 'Caoineadh Chlainne
Uisnigh' (Lament for the Sons ofUisneach), she
laments the killing of her lover Naoise and his
brothers before joining them in death. The latterday version of this story of native origin is also
late medieval, though it goes back much further.
These two lays were recorded respectively in the
1970s and in 1985. They are probably the last texts
of (sung) lays from an oral tradition now extinct.
[HUS]

Lee, Frank. Piano, bandsman, born Bayswater,
London, son of a Kerry father and a Portlaw, Co.
Waterford mother. His father played concertina.
Working in London he frequented the Sarsfield
Club at Notting Hill (Douglas Hyde was one of the
founders) - a venue at the centre oflrish cultural
activities at the time- where dance master Padraig
O'Keane taught old Irish reels. The occasion of
a 1918 St Patrick's Day 'ceili m6r' at the Argyle
Hall, Notting Hill led Frank to organise a group
of musicians which eventually became known
as the Tara Ceili Band. Its members were Harry
McGowan (fiddle, Galway), Paddy and Richard
Tarrant (fiddlers, Ballydesmond, Co. Kerry), Pierce
Power (piccolo, Mayo), Joe Hann (flute, piccolo,
saxophone, Dublin) and Jerry Hartigan (piccolo,
Dublin). Up to the time of the band's formation, music groups had been titled 'Ballinakil1
Traditional Dance Players', 'Paddy Killoran's Pride
of Erin Orchestra' and such; it is likely therefore
that Frank Lee coined the term 'Ceili Band'.They
played for several EFDSS festivals in Britain influencing contemporary English country dance
bands - they recorded forty-odd records, some of
which were issued in Australia, and in 1932 they
recorded on acetate discs for 2RN. Frank's brothers
Joe and Eddie played music too, and in the USA
recorded in Philadelphia, where they had a weekly
radio show, Eddie having the Four Provinces
Orchestra and playing piano on some of the
recordings ofWilliam J. Mullaly (concertina) and

Leitrim

Michael Coleman. Frank himself met Coleman in
the US when in New York on the run in 1919.
Key to the Tara's particular attraction were tight
arrangements and a synergistic rhythm worked out
between piano and drums. After the First World
War, Frank Lee moved away from Irish music,
playing popular music on piano in pubs and clubs
around Shepherd's Bush.
Leitrim. Turlough Carolan spent part of his life
at Mohill in this county where today a sculpture
is sentinel to his memory and tunes resonate with
the names of his patrons: Peyton, Shanly, Parsons,
]ones and, notably, O'Rourke. Carolan's composition 'Sheebeg and Sheemore' was made here at
the age of twenty-one for former poet and harper
Squire Reynolds of Lough Scur. A Drumshanbo
harper, Dermody Duignan, was still playing in
the county at the end of the 1700s, dramatically
reputed to have won a harp competition held in
the Irish House of Commons in Dublin dressed
in a suit made from rush fibre. Flute player Packie
Duignan carried on the region's reputation as the
best-known of revival-years musicians, performing
often with fiddler Sean Ward and recording with
Seam us Ho ran of Drumkeeran.
fl ute. Of all Irish counties, Leitrim has the
lowest population density, was badly affected
during the Famine and was the scene of much agitation in Land League days; its natural resources of
iron ore and coal were wrought with great hardship
from the hills at Arigna. Perhaps on that account
Leitrim has a dogged image in traditional music,
and its most famous artiste of the twentieth century
was indeed an exile, flute player John McKenna
ofTarmon, near Drumkeeran, who emigrated to
the USA in 1911. In the previous century fiddler
and piper Stephen Grier of Gortlettera bridged
the drain of lean years and emigration by collecting local music; his work has been promoted by
fiddler and teacher Fr John ~inn, and part of it
is published in Ceo! Rince IV Continuing creativity
and documentation of music too, fiddler Joe Liddy
of Killargue has composed a large body of tunes
which are published in the 1981 and '91 volumes
of The Leitrim Fiddler.
The imagery of Leitrim tourism reflects this
engagement with dance music, using picturesque

Carolan sculpture at Mohill, Co. Leitrim. The work of
Oisfn Kelly (1915-1981 ), only the plaster cast was
prepared by the time of his death in 1981 , but it was
brought to completion by his assistant, Lorna Skrine.
Photo courtesy of Marina Cassidy who played at the
unveiling ceremony by President Hillery in 1986.

session players during the Drumshanbo summer
school at Anderson's eighteenth-century thatched
pub at Carrick, and McMurphy's Mountain
Tavern, Aughacashel. All instruments have had
symbolic players in the county, with fiddle in the
twentieth century profoundly represented by the
Lennons of Kiltyclogher. Set dance is popular
and is taught by Edwina Guckian at Drumsna;
Kathleen Moffat teaches ceili dance in the south,
and sean-n6s step dancing is undergoing a revival
with classes in Mohill and Carrick. The idea of
musicians teaching and sustaining the music tradi tions h as been promoted by the J oe Mooney
summer school at Drumshanbo which itself owes
much to Packie Duignan's playing in the town,
and to the resolve of organiser Nancy W oods.
A new year festival celebrates Duignan himself,
and McKenna is commemorated too by the John
McKenna Society, by a June festival near his home
place, and, like Carolan, by a monument by fiddler
Jimmy Joe McTiernan.
CCE. There are six branches in the county,
at Drum sna, Mohill, Ballinamore, Glenfarne,
Drumshanbo and Manorhamilton, with attendant teaching, and a county fleadh. Festivals with
music include Leitrim Roots in March, Jamestown
Heritage W ee k in July, Ballinamore Summer
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Festival, the Regatta and Carrick Waters festivals at
Carrick-on-Shannon in August. Specifically music
events include An T6stal at Drumshanbo and the
major Michael Shanley summer festival which
has run at Kiltyclogher since 1993 in memory of
the local fiddler. In 2009 it hosted a concert by
Lunasa, which had a unique role in 2008 in being
the county's 'band in residence' and working with
local schools and musicians.
transmission. Teaching music throughout the
county means that the area has a large number
of performers, and representation at All-Ireland
award level. Michael O'Rourke was the lilting
winner in 1963, Maurice Lennon on fiddle in
1977, Brian McNamara on pipes in 1985, Tom
Morrow (Carrigallen) on fiddle in 1991, and
John Morrow on banjo and mandolin in 1994.
In 2009 three members of the Ward family of
Aughacashel were All-Ireland winners: Yvonne in
senior whistle, Orla in 15-18 mouth organ, and
Sarah in under-12 on mouth organ; two others
were placed. Strength in learning and application is the case for other families too, such as
the McGoverns of Ballymacgovern, Sweenys of
Ballinamore, Dohertys of Kinlough, Stensons of
Eslin, Leonards of Glenfarne, Wards of Annaduff,
McNamaras of Aughavas and Griers of Gortlettera.
Among such the Guckians of Annaduff have a
long history of music beginning with flute player
and composer James (1832-1928), spreading out
to the Andersons offCarrick, Moffats ofDromod,
Fraynes of Rooskey, and Bolands of Derrywillow;
other prominent musicians include Orla Daly
(harp) and Mick Woods (flute).
Several other nationally- known figures in
Irish music come from Leitrim, among them
the instigator of the TG4 Gradam Ceoil, Mary
MacPartlin, and Gurteen music researcher and
archivist Gregory Daly. [GEA)
fiddle. Much of the music in north Connacht
is derived from a fiddle and flute heritage. Here,
these two instruments often share similarities in
style, rhythmically and decoratively. Unfortunately,
the Leitrim fiddle style was not recorded until
some years after the influential Sligo style of fiddle
playing was disseminated around the country
on gramophone records. However, one of those
major Sligo stylists,James Morrison, spent many
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of his early years in his mother's home village of
Drumkeeran, Co. Leitrim, and it is recognised that
the Dolans (his mother's family) were influential
in his music development. It has been remarked by
many aficionados that Morrison's driving rhythm
and bouncy lift greatly resemble the older style of
music in that part of Leitrim. His duet recordings
with Tarmon's flute hero John McKenna are also
testament to his linkage with the music legacy of
Leitrim.
pulse. A similar rhythmical pulse can also be
heard in the playing of J oe 'Lacky' Gallagher of
Drumkeeran (recorded in the late 1940s by Seamus
Ennis), and also in the playing of John Gordon
(1928-2002), born on the Leitrim-Fermanagh
border, whose music had a powerful effect on the
Leitrim fiddle-playing brothers Ben and Charlie
Lennon. Two south Leitrim players, Jim Rawl
and Jimmy Joe McKiernan, played in a much less
polished but highly musical, energetic and cultivated style. From their repertoire it appears they
were less influenced by the commercial recordings
that first appeared in the 1920s and '30s. Other key
players include Vincent Harrison, who was born in
Dromahair and emigrated to America, but returned
to Ireland, and Brian Rooney, presently based in
London, who, although influenced by many of the
great immigrant musicians living in London, has
a traditional style unique in itself. [JES )
south Leitrim. This region takes in the parishes
of Aughavas, Cloone, Gortletteragh, Drumreilly,
Carrigallen, Fenagh, Mohill, Bornacoola and
Ballinamore, an area coextensive with the ancient
Magh Rein. It is credited as having its own regional
style; flute, fiddle and uilleann pipes were the predominant instruments there in the early part of the
century. Local repertoire includes a wide variety of
tune types, with the standard national repertoire
here having its own local models. In reels, four-bar
parts predominate in contrast to the standard
eight-bars per part model. This phrasing evokes
the fife playing of former times, itself an important part oflocal tradition. The music's 'brightness'
and definite, short phrasing is referred to as a 'lifty'
style. Fiddle-playing was particularly strong in the
area, characterised by a 'slur and cut' style which
can be traced to the early years of the nineteenth
century.

Lennon, Ben
piping. The history of this stretches back even
further - gentleman piper Augustus (Gusty)
Nicolls had his estate there. A contemporary of
his was piper Hugh O'Beirne (late 1700s- mid1800s), who was described by collector P.W.Joyce
as a fiddler too. James Quinn (1805-90) from
Cloone- better known as 'Old Man Quinn'learned piping from Nicolls, and passed on the
same staccato style of piping to Aughavas musician
Sergeant Early (late 1840s- early 1900s) while the
two were resident in Chicago.
collections. The region is also the source of a
number of manuscripts by local musicians and
collectors who transcribed the tunes played and
taught there. Such include Stephen Grier and Alex
Sutherland. A 1998 recording by the McNamara
family (Leitrim's Hidden Treasure) features twenty
tunes from the Grier and Sutherland MSS, and
other South Leitrim material passed on in the aural
tradition by such as John Blessing, Pee Fitzpatrick
and the Reilly family from Drumreilly. [BRM]
See also Blessing, John; Ceo/ Rince na hEireann;
Early, Sgt. James; Forde, William; Grier,
Stephen; McNamaras of Leitrim; Sutherland,
Alex.
Gallagher, Joe. (1913-79). Fiddler. Born at
Cloonmurgal, Drumkeerin, Co. Leitrim, he
started playing at sixteen, greatly influenced by
Dan Murphy,Jimmy Horan and Dan McGowan.
He also learned much of his fiddle playing from
records of Michael Coleman sent over by relatives from America. He played first with the
Black Diamond Ceili Band, then formed his own
ensemble, and later still joined the County Leitrim
Ceili Band. He also played with the Belhavel Ceili
Group, with Joe Clancy, Michael O'Brien and,
earlier, Kevin O'Brien.
Reillys of Leitrim. Fiddle players of renown
from Toome, Carrigallen, Co. Leitrim, they were
very important to their area's music. Terry learned
from master player Peter Kennedy (b.1803), and
passed this on to his three sons, Michael, Hughie
and Pat. The style is taken to be that still extant,
notably in the playing of the McNamaras.
Lenihan, Tom. (1905-90). Singer, born Miltown
Malbay, Co. Clare into a music family. During
the twentieth century the Lenihan farmstead was

frequently visited by the blind piper, Garret Barry.
Throughout the 1930s and '40s there were weekly
sessions attended by musicians from miles around,
including Junior Crehan and Paddy Killoran.
Although Tom was a fine Wter and dancer, it was as
a traditional singer that he became best known. In
line with west Clare style, his singing is relatively
undecorated and his delivery understated. Phrasing
and timing are impeccable. This is particularly
noticeable in narrative songs wherein he captures
the listener's attention with the ability to engage
unhistrionically with the story. Deceptively simple
to the unaware, this singing is a perfect example of
song taking precedence over singer. Here was not a
large voice, but one used with great narrative and
melodic skill.
authority. Over the years collectors from
Ireland and abroad visited Lenihan and his wife
Margaret. Towards the end of his life he appeared
on radio and television and travelled Ireland
attending singing festivals, for sixteen years the
anchor of the singing event at the Willie Clancy
Festival. He had a huge amount of folklore, much
of which he dictated, from 1971 to 1989, to Tom
Munnelly of the Department oflrish Folklore in
UCD.These hundreds of pages and tapes of song
and lore constitute a valuable insight into the
folklife of Clare for most of the twentieth century.
Some of this material was published in the 1994
Mount Caf!an Garland: Songs from the Repertoire of
Tom Lenihan. [TOM]
Lennon, Ben. (1938- ). Fiddle. Born at Kiltyclogher, Co. Leitrim, one of four sons of fiddler
Jim Lennon and Sally McGriskin. A tailor, his
father had learned much from travelling Donegal
players the McCaffreys; in Ben's younger days
north Leitrim had some fifty fiddlers. Dancing
master Sean O'Donoghue taught him the rudiments of his music; he learned much from nearby
Fermanagh fiddlers John Timoney and John
Gordon, and from pipes, fiddle and flute player
John McGovern. Following his father's trade, Ben
studied the clothing trade in London, then worked
in Limerick, Cork and finally Donegal. In these
places he played with local musicians, including the
Russells, Paddy Canny and Francie Donnellan in
Clare. His biggest influence remains the music of
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Maurice, Ben and Charlie Lennon playing at the TG4 Gradam award concert in Wexford Opera House, 2011 [Nutan]

Coleman, Killoran, Morrison and Gillespie, but his
playing was coloured by the experience from childhood of his own Leitrim background, and by the
proximity of Fermanagh and Donegal. He teaches
annually at the Drumshanbo and Willie Clancy
summer schools. His recordings indlude Rossinver
Braes (2008, with Tony O'Connell), Within a Mile
ifKilty (2005, with Charlie and Maurice Lennon,
Seamus Quinn, Brian Rooney, John Gordon,
Ciar:in Curran, Noel O'Grady, Frank Kilkelly and
Gabriel McArdle), 7he Natural Bridge (1999, with
his sons Brian and Maurice, brother Charlie, Garry
6 Briain, John Carty, Seamus Quinn, Gabriel
McArdle, and Cianin Curran), Dog Big, Dog Little
(1989, with Seamus Qtinn, Gabriel McArdle and
Ciar:in Curran). In 2011 he was awarded TG4's
Lifetime Achievement Award.

on bass and fiddle, also with the Emerald Valley
Dance Band. In his late teens he studied classical violin, and jazz harmonies. In 1960 he went to
England to study physics at Liverpool University;
there he played with the Liverpool Ceili Band until
1968, during which time they won two All-Ireland
titles, recorded two albums with Decca, played in
the Royal Albert Hall, on ITV's Sunday Night at
the London Palladium, and toured the USA. He
married sean-n6s singer Sile Nf Fhlaithearta of
Spiddal in 1966, and in 1969 they returned to
Ireland. Accompanist on more than thirty albums
since the 1950s, he is one of the best-known names
in current traditional music tune-smithing. He was
honored as CCE's Ard-Ollamh in 2005, TG4's
composer of the year in 2006, and in 2007 released
his Irish Fiddle Complete Technique as a DVD tutor.
[EDI]

Lenno n , C h arlie. ( 1942- ) . Fiddle, piano. The
youngest brother of Ben, he began piano at age
seven with teacher Teresa Gilmartin, and by
fourteen he had worked his way through the
grades. From seven he was also taught fiddle by
Ben, learning from the 78s. At twelve he played
with the Blue Haven Dance Band, at fourteen he
was in Michael Shanley's Se:in McDermott Ceili
Band, and from seventeen he toured professionally for five years, first with the Richard Fitzgerald
Band on fiddle, then with the Assaroe Ceili Band
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composition. This is divided between tunes and
large-scale productions. As a composer of tunes,
he has been done the honour of having a considerable number of these absorbed into the popular
repertoire, such as 'The Flying Wheelchair' (jig),
'Planxty Joe Burke' (hornpipe) and 'Kilty Town'
(reel). A representative sample of thirty of his tunes
was published in 1993 in the collection Musical
Memories. His other composition dimension is in
works for traditional musicians and orchestra, most
notably 7he Emigrant Suite (1984), Island Wedding

lilting

(1991 -with orchestra and traditional musicians;
given its European premiere in Moscow) and
The Famine Suite -Flight From the Hungry Land
(1996). His style of composition is populist, maintaining traditional forms. [NTK]

Levey, R.M. (1811-99). Violin, collector. Born
R.M . O'Shaughnessy, he changed to his mother's
name for stage reasons. He studied music with
James Barton prior to entering the Theatre Royal
Orchestra at age fifteen, and later became its
director. H e toured Ireland with Balfe's opera
company in 1839, and was professor of violin at
the Royal Irish Academy of Music, of which he
was one of the founders. Two of his sons went on
to be noted violinists, one of them becoming conductor at Drury Lane and Covent Garden theatres
in London. Levey composed fifty overtures and
arranged music for 44 pantomimes in his time,
but in traditional mu sic is remembered for his
collection of Irish dance music noted in Dublin
and London from Irish players and published in
London in 1858 and 1873 as volumes 1 and 2 of
The Dance Music of Ireland. Regarded by O'Neill
as the first printing oflrish dance music as such,
the material was republished in 2003 as 1he Levey
Collection.

Liddy,Joe. (1916- ). Fiddle, melodeon, fife and
accordion, born Killargue, Co. Leitrim His parents
and brothers played accordion, one of his sisters
the fiddle also, another was a step dancer, another a
singer. Beginning on melodeon and fife he moved
to accordion, then fiddle. The family's loft became
a dancing centre for the townland and adjoining Creevelea. He played with James Coleman
(Michael's brother), the Gardiners of Ballymote
(with all of whom he was a life-long friend),
Leitrim piper Michael Gallagher, and flute player
John McKenna. In 1924 he joined the Garda
Siochana and the Garda Ceili Band. With brother
Tommy, and Collinstown, Westmeath piper Ned
Gorman in 1933 he formed the Belhavel Trio who
recorded three 78 rpm records and did numerous
broadcasts on Radio Eireann up until mid-century (a track is on CCE's Ceof Tire album). The
three also played in the Kincora Ceili Band with
Kathleen Harrington . Joe composed many tunes,
earliest of which was 'The Black Road' in 1936;
most of them were made in the 1960s and '70s.
He was for many years involved in teaching and
playing at sessions of the Booterstown CCE, later
in Monks town, Co. Dublin. In 1981 a book of 103
of his tunes- 1he L eitrim Fiddler- was published
as a tribute by CCE.

Leyden, Maurice. (1950- ). Singer, collector,
broadcaster and writer, he was born at Cookstown,
Co. Tyrone and lived in Belfast after 1966. He was
taught at school in Armagh by singer Jerry Hicks
and song collector Sean O'Boyle, and developed
an interest in song. This has been the core of his
research and publications such as B elfast, City
of Song (1989), B oys and Girls Com e Out to Play
(1993/2008), and a social history of the linen
industry which uses the songs of its workers. He
lectured at the Library of Congress, Washington
in 2008 as part of the Rediscover Northern Ireland
event, and in the same year, for the centenary of the
birth of Sean O'Boyle, he gave a series of lectures
at singing festivals on the collector's 1950s work
with Peter Kennedy and the BBC. He prese nted
Folkal Point, a folk and traditional programme,
on Downtown Radio for twelve years and has
compiled and prese nted documentaries for BBC
Radio Ulster.

lilting. Lilting is one of the terms used in Ireland
for a music style known as vocalisation. Its typical
sound-structure has been adopted as the colloquial
term 'diddley-dee' to denote (and often trivialise)
traditional music . Lilting has been largely overlooked in the consideration oflrish music, perhaps
because it has been so widespread.
forms. Lilting has four main forms:
1. A memory aid for musicians. This is one of
the most common uses of Jilting. It can be used
between musicians when they are talking about a
tune, or in the teaching of a traditional tune. A
teacher may encourage a pupil to learn to lilt a
tune before learning to play it on an instrument,
or during the learning of a tune the teacher may
lilt it along with the hesitant playing of the pupil
to encourage her or him along.
2. To supply music for dancing. Musicians often
ascribe the origin of Jilting to the need for music
for dancing. Although lilting probably existed in
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Lilting sounds used by Seam us Mac Mathuna (for 'Jimmy Ward 's Jig ') as notated by Svend Kjeldsen in 'Lilting:
The tacit knowledge in Irish Traditional Music', MA dissertation for IWMC, Limerick, 2000 [courtesy Svend Kjeldsen]
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itself previously, there is no doubt it had much
importance in providing music for house dance,
particularly in rural areas. It may also be that a
shortage of music instruments, or difficulty in
getting repairs done to instruments, would mean
the services of a lilter would be called on to
provide music. Whistling could also be used for
this purpose.
3. A novelty item, for example so-called
nonsense syllables as a refrain within a song, or
in conjunction with an instrumental performance.
Many examples exist of lilting as a refrain within
a song text, as a chorus or otherwise both in Irishand English-language texts. An excellent example
in the collection of the ITMA, Dublin was performed by Colm 6 Caodhain in Connemara
in the 1940s, and was recorded for the BBC by
Seamus Ennis. Entitled 'Port na Giob6ige', this
comprises a spoken text in Irish which relates a
story interspersed with lilting.
4. A refined recital form. As the social function
of lilting as a means of providing music for dance
has declined through time, there has been a rise in
popularity of lilting as a form in itself. It may be
used by a singer as an alternative for songs, or by a
musician in a session as a novelty item. CCE has a
separate competition for lilting.
Although listening might give an initial impression of abstract use of syllables, analysis of features
such as type of syllables used and their place within
a particular phrase of music suggests that lilting
conforms to an unconscious set of rules. It is an area
awaiting further academic investigation. [AMA)
See also mouth music.
sounds used. Lilting sounds are very much the
speciality of the individual. Thus there may be
'dubbley-dam', 'rupptley-tam', 'row de doh', 'dum
de doodley dum', 'dithery-didle', 'dahm-tee-damtery', 'hoor-ee-diddley', and so on. Some lilters
will mimic instruments- such as banjo (dinkerdanka, dinka-diddely) or bodhran (rupp-buppety,
buppety-bup), or in slower tunes the flute/fiddle
by using vowel sounds only. Lilting may well have
come from a functional substitution for instrument, but today there are many expert, specialist
lilters who address themselves to particular tunes
as conscientiously as an instrumentalist. There are
others who treat it as a high-novelty performance.

Bobby Gardiner in The Clare Shout takes most of
his lilting signals from tightly tensioned bodhran,
applying melody to a percussive interpretation of
the tunes. This is not remarkable, considering his
major expertise is on dance-rhythmic melodeon.
He also bends, stretches and slurs notes in the
manner of a sean-n6s singer. Tim Lyons of Co.
Cork is a fine lilter of complex ornamentation akin
to instrumental music. This talent stems from his
expertise both as a singer and accordionist, and may
relate to the fact that he played harmonica in his
younger days. Rhythmically, the syllabic structure
oflilting follows the course of a tune's time-signature: Die-dlee-iye, die-dlee-iye corresponding to a
bar in 6/8 time, Dump-tee-dith-ery, dan-tee-dithery corresponding to a bar in 4/4 reel time. The
ITMA has several printed lilting sources and 141
commercial recorded tracks with lilting. [EDI)
Limerick. This county hosts the most specialist of
Irish university departments as regards traditional
music performance. Close to UL's campus is the
village of Castleconnell which the teenage Tyro ne
harper Arthur O'Neill visited on his tour c.1750,
before re-stringing the 'Brian Boru' harp and
playing it through the city streets at the head of an
emotional 'procession of upwards of five hundred
people'. Limerick then was a city still marked in
music for its confluence of historic injustice and
provenance of harping: Maeliosa 6 Riain's air
'Marbhna Luimni' (Limerick's Lamentation). A
century and a half after O 'Neill was feted, Frank
Roche there was preparing his unique music collection, defending the lrishness of quadrilles 'by
association', and debating Irish culture with significant revivalist friends Mairead Ni Annagain,
Seamus Clandillon and Car! Hardebeck. In more
recent time the county has been known for the
unique singing of Con Greaney, the broadcasting
of Ciaran Mac Mathuna, and the music of such as
the Mulcahy family. [EDI)
regions. Limerick county has two distinct
music regions: 1. west Limerick, historically a more
natural habitat for traditional musicians, on the
borders of Kerry and Cork, and the musical hinterland of Sliabh Luachra, and 2. East Limerick,
including Limerick city, perhaps a newer environment where traditional music has undergone quite
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a revival since the 1990s in particular. The latter
is due to increased interest in learning through
CCE branches (in particular Castleconnell, itself
associated with the establishment of the university's IWAMD by Mfcheal 6 Suilleabhain);
Castleconnell is also home to the Irish Harp
Centre.
I. west Limerick. This area has a long-established, rich history of traditional music-making,
song and dance. The influence of dancing on the
music style of the area is identifiable still in the
local preference for button accordion. Among the
exponents of this, Donie Nolan, D6nal Murphy, Pa
Foley and Padraig King typify the west Limerick
style and display a sense of rhythm not only in
reels, but more dramatically in the locally favoured
slides and polkas. The latter are played generally
with more speed and swing than those of Sliabh
Luachra, likely the influence of the nature of the
greater region's set dancing. Abbeyfeale in west
Limerick hosts the annual Fleadh by the Feale
festival each May, and also a newly established celebration of singer Gary McMahon in November.
Up to the time of his death in 2008, McMahon
had had a great influence on singing in both
English and Irish.
teaching. Instrumental teaching is provided
in many regular classes by CCE branches, and by
individual players. It is also common at primaryschool level in west Limerick in particular, typically
done by an independent peripatetic teacher; such is
less prevalent in the east and in the city.
2. east Limerick. Here the majority of musicians have developed and learned in modern time
through CCE and, latterly,Janet Harbison's Irish
Harp Centre which also provides for tuition on all
traditional instruments and voice.
performance
styles here are considerably different to those in the
west of the county, being not so obviously regional,
and best described as more standardised.
university. The establishment of, initially, the
Irish World Music Centre (now the IWAMD)
in UL has contributed to the general traditional
music scene in Limerick city. With undergraduate and postgraduate degrees in traditional music,
song and dance on offer in the university, the city
has had an influx of performers from Ireland and
abroad which has generated a young-generation

m
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session culture. The college has also given rise to a
number of touring bands, some of them successful, including Beoga and Liadan. UL's concert hall
itself has generated considerable activity, having
hosted such as TG4's Gradam Ceoil concerts and
shows by 1he Chieftains (the artistes in residence).
The IWAMD also hosts Blas, an annual summer
school, held each July.
CCE. The county has 15 branches, three of
them being among the largest in the country:
Castleconnell and Manister in the east, and
Templeglantine to the west. The others are at
Ardagh, Athea, Ballyhahill, Ballysteen, Castletroy,
Garryowen, Glin, Herbertstown, Kileedy, Murroe/
Cappamore, Shanagolden and Tournafulla. Tuition
is provided on all instruments with accordion, concertina, flute and fiddle being most popular, and the
area has had many solo, group and singing fleadh
national winners. Teampall an Ghleanntain CCE
has a resource building, Halla le Cheile, in which
it runs classes, workshops and concerts throughout the year. These facilities are rewarded by a long
history of All-Ireland Fleadh success.
media. Traditional music has two weekly shows
on West Limerick 102FM, and local press the
Limerick Leader and the Limerick Post carry notices
of music events and CCE public activity.
instrument makers. 1here is no particular tradition of instrument making, other than the making
of bodhrans which was highlighted during the
1970s. In west Limerick, Michael Searson and
Paddy Clancy designed 'Cairdin' accordions for
the Irish music market, and Clancy now makes
his own brand in the county. Londubh wooden
whistles are also made in Newcastle West by Pat
O'Dwyer and are popular locally. [AOG]
Linnane, Kitty. (1921-92). Fiddle, piano. Born in
Ballygannor, Kilfenora, Co. Clare, she was involved
with CCE locally from its beginning in 1953. She
was a founder member of the Kilfenora Ceili Band,
playing with it from 1940, and in its prize-winning
All-Irelands of 1954,'55, '56.
Loch Lurgan Ceili Band. Formed in the late
1950s in Galway with leader Micheal 6 hEidhin
(piano accordion), Eddie Moloney (flute), Aggie
White, Tommy Coen (fiddle), Brendan Mulkere

London
(button accordion), Eamon Ryan (drums), Larry
Kelly (piccolo, C-flute).

musics oflreland, England and Scotland are presently available. [TOM]

Lochshore. A reco rd label se t up in 1992 by
KRL, based in Glasgow, to specialise in 'traditional Scottish music with an international appeal'.
KRL itself was formed to specialise in traditional
and folk in 1978 by Gus MacDonald and Is abel
Waugh, who had run Tempo Tapes in the 1970s.
Lochshore's artistes are on the edge of traditional,
mixing aco ustic with electric, and include such
Celtic-rock style bands as Old Blind D ogs, Iron
H orse, L orraine Jordan and Tannas. Currently it
promotes more than 100 artistes in the traditional
music genre, most of whom are Scottish, but with
a sprinkle of yo unger Irish bands such as Oige.

London. A maj or centre of influence and respite
for Irish music, this city features largely in music
revival. The social environment surrounding traditional music in Ireland in the middle years of
the twentieth century was damaged by unemployment and emigration. The major route out of both
those conditions was emigration and migration to
Britain, particularly to London. Work was tough,
but plentiful, in the post-Second World War
rebuilding of Britain. Consequently, from the
1950s onward, music enjoyed something of a boom
in London, and due to the attention of individuals
such as Reg Hall and Tony Engle (Topic) much
was recorded. This material is, simultaneously,
powerfully confident and intensely nostalgic, and,
arguably, represents traditional music at its most
symbolic and efficacious. Between the 1950s and
the '70s, restricted travel and poor communication generated an iconicity for individual London
players. Having 'done tim e' in the city became a
hallmark which was respected in Ireland, and contributed greatly to layers of status inside the music
which persisted up until the twenty-first century.
The London venues in which the music was
played became equally iconic, not just on account
of music, but as islands oflrishness, retreats from
alienation and tough work for labouring men who
were, in the words of a ballad, 'building up and
tearing England down'.
Women were a small part of this milieu, and
those who eventually took part as musicians -like
Lucy Farr - did so only after their children were
older. This marks the London scene as quite male.
Improvements in the Irish economy led some exiles
to return, many by the 1980s being at retirement
age and having accumulated sufficient property or
savings to make a fresh start possible 'at home'.
This too contributed to music in Ireland, enriching many areas and often being the catalyst for
fresh music development. Huge changes in transport cos ts, communication and mobility render
the modern London Irish music scene similar to
that in Ireland. Many second-generation Irish are
its backbone, and though it retains nostalgia for
homeland, there is no longer the deep se nse of

[FRM]

Lomax, Alan. (1915-2002). Collector, singer,
archivist, academic and film maker. Born Austin,
Texas, son of another famous collec tor, J ohn
L omax (1867-1948) with whom he collaborated and recorded for the Library of Congress in
Washington, e.g.,American Ballads and Folk Songs
( ew York, Macmillan, 1934). He recorded a great
number of legendary American singers and musicians including Muddy Waters, Leadbelly, W oodie
Guthrie and Fred McDowell. From the 1940s he
expanded his fieldwork to include the Caribbean,
Europe, Britain and Ireland, and collaborated with
Seamus Ennis and Hamish Henderson. With
Ennis's ass istance he wrote a ballad opera, The
Stones ofTory (1951) . In Ireland he recorded scores
of the best traditional performers of the period. A
good sample of this was published on Ihe Columbia
World Library of Folk and Primitive Music, vol. 1,
I reland (AKL4941) . He also developed cantometrics, a system for measuring song style on a global
scale. The results of this work are documented in
Folk Song Style and Culture (New Jersey, Transaction
Books, 1968) . In the 1980s he produced a series
of documentaries, American Patchwork. Ihe Land
where the Blues Began (Londo n, Methuen, 1993)
gives an overview of hi s American fieldwork and
describes vividly the often harrowing situations in
which this work was carried out. Rounder Records
are currently engaged in publishing a major portion
of his recordings on eo. Samples of these on the
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Karen Ryan (centre) with her band The London Lasses and Pete Quinn, 1996

isolation. The peace process of the late 1990s has
also benefited things Irish and improved confidence, but the Irish recession after 2008 is likely to
renew the influx oflrish-born music talent. [EDI]
L ondon-Irish identity. Many Irish settled in
the well-known areas of West London- Kilburn,
Hammersmith and Fulham- and in north London
along the Holloway Road, Islington and further
into east London, in both small and large communities. In the 1970s they were in a somewhat
beleaguered position on account of politics, their
religion and the associated larger families. Many of
the older Irish of this period had had no secondary
education and a poor perception of the history of
the '70s conflict in Northern Ireland. This working-class community felt unwelcome, unwanted,
though most were hardworking folk with families
at school.
music classes. The introduction of music classes
and concerts across London by Brendan Mulkere
became one way to mediate positive images of
the Irish, especially among young people, and
to counter the distorted media images. Classes
were initiated in Luton, St Albans and Bedford,
as well as London (where tuition centres were a
mix of Church of England centres and schools,
as well as Irish centres in Cricklewood, Kilburn,
Whitechapel, Ilford, Stoke Newington, Harrow,
Wandsworth, Wimbledon, Greenwich, Dulwich
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and Ealing). Each of these centres became a hub of
Irish activities, the main events being major concert
programmes in their local town halls. Concert programmes in the '70s featured high-profile visiting
artistes from Ireland - Tommy Peoples, Matt
Molloy, Sean Maguire , Seamus Connolly, Joe
Burke- who shared the stage with the young local
aspiring musicians. In the '80s, during the annual
arts festival, Siol Phadraig, the concert programme
included artistes like
Bothy Band, De Dannan,
Sharon Shannon, Dol ores Keane, Dervish and Boys
of the Lough.
festival was expanded to include
exhibitions, theatre, films, literature and lectures by
major Irish, English, Scottish and African writers
in a programme which was toured outside London
after the festival period. Arrangements of traditional Irish music prepared for the concerts were
also performed at the annual Music For Youth
Festival at the South Bank, and Irish artistes and
poets visited schools as part of the festival and the
Anglo-lrish Education Exchange Project.
confidence. This mix served as part of the young
players' training, as well as being a celebration of
the music heritage of Ireland, not behind closed
doors, but in major public venues, with promotion
and publicity to attract a wide cross-section of the
London population. This was a conscious effort
to break out of the ghetto stereo type exploited
by an anti-Irish media. The events promoted and

m

m

London

celebrated Irish heritage and identity at a time
when the stock of the Irish was low. The intermingling with musicians from Ireland on and off
stage established lasting, valuable contacts, and
produced second-generation musicians who now
play and teach music in London and elsewhere.
One of the teachers of the period, Tommy Maguire
of Leitrim, nurtured some of the finest musicians
at the Camden Irish Centre, among them Karen
Ryan, who has organised the Return to Camden
Festival. [BMU]
1945-80. Nobody could have predicted that
the first timid and unprecedented attempts to play
country-house music in a London backstreet public
bar would have lifted off as it did. The new wave of
rural immigrants had money for the first time and,
while the established 'London-Irish' infrastructure
did little to satisfy their needs, the public house
offered an unquestioning sanctuary. Among the
handful of youthful pioneers, lately participants in
the spontaneous revival of music-making at home
as the Emergency ended, were the now-famous
Johnny Vesey, Martin Wynne and Joe Cooley.
Regular weekly music nights in the Devonshire
Arms in Kentish Town spilled over to the Black
Cap in Camden Town and by the early 1950s
Irish music pubs were endemic. The Bedford, The
Laurel Tree, The Eagle and much later The White
Hart, The Favourite and The Balloon Tavern are
legendary names, but they were only the tip of the
iceberg. Every night of the week, except Tuesday,
there was music somewhere - in every corner of
the great metropolis. Similarly the names of Roger
Sherlock, Bobby Casey, Willie Casey, Martin
Byrnes, Michael Gorman,Jimmy Power, Raymond
Roland and Julia Clifford are often quoted, but,
great though they were, they were just a few among
literally hundreds of musicians.
definitive. It was said often in the late 1950s
that the best Irish music was to be heard in
London - an overstatement perhaps, but there
was nowhere else that so much of it was so readily
accessible. In 1957 the Galtymore dance hall in
Kilburn had its own ceili band at the weekends and
the management brought over visiting bands, the
Tulla, the Kilfenora, the Leitrim, the McCusker
Brothers, Richard Fitzgerald, the Gallowglass
and the Assaroe among them, to crowded rave

receptions. The Hibernian, the Shamrock and
several dozen more dance halls created the need for
local ceili bands, among them being the Glenside
that went on to win the All-Ireland. Also in 1957,
CCE established a branch in Fulham Broadway. It
made little headway with the rural musicians, who
had more relaxed and exciting venues in the pubs
and dance halls, but it took over the vacant slot on
Tuesday nights, and by 1960 it had won over the
traditional musicians for a decade or so. Branches
thrived in Fulham, Peckham and Camden Town,
and their members ran provincial fleadhs and went
home every year for the All-Ireland. The cultural
roots planted back in the 1950s are still bearing
fruit today and Irish music flourishes in London,
but fundamental changes began to be evident
around 1970 and a classic period in the history of
Irish music in London was fading by 1980. [REH]
session venues. These can be short- or longlived in London, depending on musicians' mobility
and the landlord system of running bars. Some of
the older sessions which are household names
in the music's history (such as The Drum and
Monkey, The Favourite, The Angel, The Holloway
Arms, The Duke of Norfolk), and more recent
spots like The Stag's Head, The Black Horse,
The Powerhouse and The Fiddler's Elbow no
longer feature in session music. But new venues
replace them in response to musicians' or a landlord's enthusiasm or passion. Among these are
premises in all areas where Irish people live, in
2009: The Kilkenny Tavern and The Grove Tavern,
South Wimbledon; Molly Malone's, The Duke's
Head, Richmond; CCE at Hammersmith Irish
Centre and London Irish Centre in Camden
Town; the Tfr na nOg pub in Wandsworth;
Waxy O'Connor's, Leicester Square; Keenan's
Bar, Muswell Hill; The Plough, Finsbury Park;
Cobden Arms; London Irish Centre, Wanstead;
The Crown and The Porterhouse, Covent Garden;
The Herschel, Slough; Power's Bar, Kilburn; Prince
Albert, Whitton; The Grove, Oldridge Road;
The Bird in Hand, West Kensington; Captain
Morgan's, Greenford, Middlesex; The Old Bull's
Head, Stratford; The Golden Lion, Camden Town;
Old Red Crown, Smithfield; Auntie Annie's
Porterhouse, Kentish Town; The Woodman, Lee
High Road, The Auld Triangle, Finsbury Park;
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Cardinal Wolsey, Hampton Court; O'Hanlon's,
Rosebery Avenue; Venture Inn, Reigate, Surrey.
[BRM,KAR]

session musicians. Among the core players
are Gary Connolly, James Carry (flute), Sinead
Linnane, Reg Hall, Karen Ryan, Sharon Whelton,
Pete ~inn, Tad Sargent, Brian Kelly, Sheena
Vallely (flute), Paddy Gallagher, Mick O'Connor
(banjo), Barbara Hackett, Mick Bailey, Alan
O'Leary (flute), John Say (bodhran), Clare
O'Leary, Brendan McAuley and Sam Proctor.
New players constantly enrich this scene, such as
Conan McDonnell (accordion), Cathy Guillard,
Ben Gunnery and Mark Conyard (fiddles), Andrea
Petmore (concertina) and guitarists Gervaise
Currie and Dave Thorpe.
set dancing. Classes are given by GeoffHolland
(Camden), Tom Kelleher (Cecil Sharp House),
Terry O'Donnell and Margaret Moran at London
Irish Centre (LIC). There is also a weekly ceili
at LIC, and a monthly Gasra na nGael ceili in
Hammersmith. Among the Irish music teachers
are Brendan Mulkere, Colette Keaveney, Sharon
Kelly, Eilish Byrne-Whelehan, Helen Mullen,
Kathy Walton, Karen Ryan, Marian Gill and John
De vine.
pipes. NPU have 470 uilleann piper members
in England, many of them in London, catered for
by a Pipers' Club directed by John Devine in St
Albans.
performances. Ongoing cultural programmes
which feature traditional music are run at the Irish
Cultural Centre, Hammersmith and the London
Irish Centre. Occasional Irish gigs are hosted by
promoters at Jazz Cafe, Royal Festival Hall, King's
Place (Folkworks, Fiddles on Fire Festival), the
Barbican, Green Note (Camden), Union Chapel,
Cecil Sharp House. Folk clubs present some Irish
music also, among them Cellar Upstairs (Islington),
King and ~een (Tooting), Magpie's Nest and
Two for Joy (Walthamstow).
festivals. London Irish events which have traditional music content include: Mayor's St Patrick's
Celebrations; Lewisham Irish Festival; Crawley
Irish Festival; Roundwood Park; Southwark Irish
Festival; Return to Camden Town; All-Britain
CCE convention (not every year in London); AllBritain Fleadh (at St Mary's 2008 and '09); Celtic
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Heart Festival (Hammersmith); BBC Proms
Folk Day 2008 (first ever ceili in the Royal Albert
Hall).
CCE branches. In the London region these are
East, West and North London, and St Albans.'Ire
city has two fieadh cheoils- the London Regional
and the North London.
bands. Among the London-based Irish ensembles are Le Cheile, the London Lasses & Pete
Quinn (who have featured on the EastEnders
TV serial), McNamara Ceili Band, Dealga Trad,
Comas, The Long Notes, Slip Jigolos, The Hungry
Grass.
recording. Many London artistes can be heard
on albums, among these Brian Rooney, Danny
Meehan, James Carry, Mick Mulvey, Curly
Sullivan, Chris Corbett, Karen Ryan, Colman
Connolly, Lamond Gillespie,John Blake and Mick
Leahy, Liam Farrell, Joe Whelan and Reg Hall,
John Carry, Terence Flaherty, Helen Roche and
Kathleen O'Sullivan. [KAR]
e Historyoflrish Music and Dance in London,
1800- 1980". Reg Hall's Sussex University doctoral
thesis, this has been revised and much extended as
a book, A Few Good Tunes of Music (2010) . Since
the end of the eighteenth century, the various Irish
and London-Irish communities in London have all
been involved in some way or another in making
music and dancing. Each in its time established its
own practices, sometimes transferring them from
Ireland, sometimes modifying them to social conditions in London, and sometimes creating new
forms. Drawing on a wide range of primary written
and oral sources, this study documents and analyses
the nature of that music-making and dancing and
discusses their significance to those communities,
presenting the subject in terms of social systems of
organisation and practice. The book demonstrates
that there have been two distinct cultural traditions
within vernacular Irish music and dance.
1. The Rural Tradition, reaching back into the
dim past, belonged almost exclusively to the rural
working population in small farming communities, and it was transported to London by the
immigration of rural workers and survived, or was
mediated, by adjustment to urban conditions.
2. The Gaelic Revival, promoted from within
the privileged classes and taken up in Ireland at the

Longford

end of the nineteenth century by members of the
urban and rural lower middle class, was concerned
with the circulation of a reconstructed and idealised Irish culture, and it drew on the efforts of a
middle-class Irish population in London for much
of its creative energy. However, another cultural
category,
3. The Urban Tradition, was evolved by the
'London-Irish' working population, in response to
social and political conditions unique to London.
Hall's study covers the periods of poverty before
and after the Famine, the activities of the emerging
parish confraternities, and the major contribution
of the London-Irish to mainstream London life
both in the music halls and on the street. The
Gaelic League in London, as a leading player in
the Gaelic Revival, lists among its achievements
the invention oflrish figure dancing, which is discussed in detail. The history of the London-Irish
working-class community of the East End and
south-east London is unfolded in the exploration
of its adaptation of Gaelic League practice, its
parish band tradition, its social clubs and homely
parties, and the commercial dance halls. The music
and dance scene before the Second World War
belonged to the London-Irish, a community largely
working class and exclusively Catholic established
in the decades succeeding the Famine.
new blood. The post-1945 general decline in the
fortunes of the Gaelic Revival (a consequence of
the Blitz) saw its energy level running down. The
scene after the war became dominated by a new
wave of immigration of young, single, working men
and women largely from the rural west of Ireland
-the 'Irish in London'. While they accepted some
elements of the infrastructure established by the
'London-Irish', their community was so vibrant
it developed its own values and practices, which
leaned heavily on the developments in repertory
and practice that had crystallised in Ireland in
the 1880s, that had been modified by the innovations of the 1930s, and that had now sprung into
a spontaneous renaissance as conditions in Ireland
improved after the Second World War. Their preemigration experience is dealt with in considerable
detail, since that was the cultural luggage they
took with them. Their adaptation to city life was
manifested in a new and thriving musical outlet

in backstreet pubs, in the reconstruction of the
existing dance-hall scene, in their embracing CCE,
and by significant, though limited, contact with
radio and television, record companies and the
British folk-song movement. Furthermore, they
were able to keep up with what was going on at
home by modern means of communication. 1hus a
classic period in Irish music and dance in London
lasted from 1945 until about 1980, when major
social changes brought about new fortunes for the
music. This period has been of great consequence
in the revival oflrish traditional music. [REH)
lonesome. Used to describe airs and dance tunes
which are coloured by the notes F natural and C
natural; these are typically bent, or 'slid up into' on
fiddle, flute, whistle and pipes. It is also used to
describe the feeling associated with tunes which
are so coloured, notably in the music of east Clare
and east Galway.
Longford . Traditional music and piping were
prominent in this county for much of the twentieth century. Though traditionally best known
for showband links through singer Larry
Cunningham, the county also has memorable connections with harping, the seminal Granard festival
having been held here in 1781. Harper composer
Turlough Carolan played in the county, and dedicated some of his music to Longford patrons. The
area is celebrated equally vividly worldwide in
the tune popularised by Michael Coleman, 'The
Longford Collector'. The poet Oliver Goldsmith
(1728-74), who was born at Pallas and is buried
at Ballymahon, is celebrated in a life-size bronze
sculpture made by flute player Eamonn O'Doherty.
Titled 'The Traveller', in this the writer symbolically sits thinking with his satchel and flute beside
him.
teaching. Something of the quantity oflearning
carried by the oral process is indeed implied by
Goldsmith's words in his allusion to knowledge via
the persona of the local schoolmaster:
And still they gaz'd and still the wonder grew,
That one small head could carry all he knew.

Some of the county's national schools teach tin
whistle, and so the teaching of other instruments is
done in most villages at Saturday classes or private
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Oliver Goldsmith sculpture by Eamonn O'Doherty at
Ballymahon , Co. Longford

evening classes. Traditional music is taught by
the Saturday Music Club at Edgeworthstown,
and there are classes too at Dromard, Granard
and Longford. Singing is also taught in Mostrim,
and music teaching is paid for both by students
themselves and a small County VEC bursary.
Workshops for various instruments, singing and
sean-n6s dancing are run at various times in the
year by CCE.
CCE. Much of Longford's music activity
centres around CCE, with three branches:
Longford town,John Dungan branch at Granard,
and the Joe Callaghan at Edgeworthstown. The
county fleadh is a major annual event hosted by
Edgeworthstown in 2008 and '09, and Granard in
'10 and '11. Funds are raised by concerts, church
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gate collections, sponsorship and the meitheal
group activities.
sessions. There are many sessions in pubs
throughout the county's towns and villages;
among these is Keogh's in Longford town with
two sessions weekly. Monthly music sessions are
run by CCE branche s, and an open-platform
singing gathering is held at the Haggard club in
Dromard.
bands. Various ensembles arise over the years in
response to local need and national fashion. Thus
Ri-Ril-6g was formed in Dromard for competitions as diverse as the Leinster Fleadh,TG4's Glas
Vegas, the All-Ireland Talent Show and the Johnny
Keenan Banjo Festival in Longford town. The
band Trad Lassies grew out of the banjo festival,
and three ceili bands were formed in 2008 simply
to play at the fleadh; nine of these took part in
the Leinster Fleadh, with four going on to the
All-Ireland. J ackie Callaghan (piano accordion),
Padraig O'Reilly (fiddle), Kathy Farrelly (concertina) and Michelle Brady (whistle) are among
those developing young players.
dance. Set dancing is done by all age-groups,
with teaching taking place in Mostrim, Streete,
Colmcille and Abbeylara, and the Drumlish set
have been successful in competition, including the
open Pride of Longford promotion.
media. Paddy Ryan, Sean Byers, Frank Kilbride
and Eugene Murphy promote the county's music as
appropriate on their local radio shows on MidWest
and Shannonside, and young performers are given
live opportunities. [PAF]
revival. That the energy of the Celtic revival
affected Co. Longford is reflected in Abbeylara
piper and fiddler Stephen Grier's having collected
c.1,000 tunes by 1883, some of which have passed
back into circulation through Breathnach's Ceol
Rince IV Grier was one of the county's pipers, and
likely influential, for his protege William Mulvey,
with Edward Mulvey and Michael McGuinness of
Bornacoola, appears in a picture of pipers assembled at the 1912 Dublin Feis Cheoil.1le focus had
shifted somewhat by 1915 when piper and fiddler
Tom Mulligan was born into a great local enthusiasm for fiddling and dance music at Bornacoola: his
grandfather still played concertina at age ninetysix, his mother and aunt played melodeon, another

Lord of the Dance

aunt the concertina, and their father favoured flute
and fiddle. Through that connection, however, the
link with piping was re-established, and one of
the early NPU tionoil was held in Ballymahon in
1970. [BRM, EDJ]
Granard Harp Festival. Initiated in 1781 by
John Dungan, this was revived on its 200th anniversary in 1981 and has been maintained annually
since. In the tradition of the original event this was
also competition-based, and the first was won by
US wire-stung harpist Ann Heymann. Now with
an international profile, each April the Granard
festival also provides workshops in junior and
intermediate harp, and in singing, fiddle, poetry
and story-telling. The success of this is seen in the
town's adoption of a harp sculpture motif
See harp: harping conventions.

Long Note, e. Title of a reel, it is best known
as the name adopted for a ground-breaking RTE
radio series on traditional music begun with Tony
MacMahon as producer in 1974. Upon his move to
television, Harry Brads haw produced it after 1978.
The weekly programme took a serious view of the
traditional musician and delved into archive and
other material for its research. Under Bradshaw,
for instance, through presenter Jackie Small it gave
a thorough history of dancing, and used documentary to cover the life of nineteenth-century
uilleann piper and composer Johnny Patterson and
the mid-nineteenth-century piper Johnny Doran.
It used various presenters, including Mairead Ni
Mhaonaigh. It concluded in 1990, but compilations from its programmes are available from RTE
on video and ovo.
Long, Siobhan. (1965- ). Music journalist from
Castleisland, Co. Kerry, she has been the main
Irish Times writer associated with traditional music
reviews and features since the early 2000s. She
began freelance work with Hot Press in 1990, in
the course of which she overviewed Ireland's music
scene county by county in a series titled 'Local
Ireland'. Her work is primarily on traditional music
but occasionally covers rock, pop, 'roots' and jazz.
'Lord of the Dance'. A song popular in Irish
music, but composed in 1963 by Londoner Sydney

Carter (1915-2004) and popularised by him on an
LP in 1966. A spiritual text, in that year it was one
of the 'most sung songs at British school assemblies' (The Times, 29 Aug. 1966). The music is an
adaptation of a Shaker tune 'Simple Gifts', but was
felt by the writer as 'a dancing kind of song, the life
of which is in the dance as much as in the verbal
statement'.

Lord of the Dance. A spectacular Irish step-dance
drama with a showbiz approach. Its premier performance was at the Point Theatre, Dublin, in
June 1996. Star performer was Michael Flatley
(of Riverdance fame), together with Bernadette
Flynn, Daire Nolan, Gillian Norris and Helen
Egan. Lord of the Dance has an Irish folk-legend
storyline which tells of a little spirit who has a
dream. Characters involved are the Lord of the
Dance, the Evil Warlord, two heroines - Erin the
Goddess (the love interest of the story) and Gypsy
(the temptress). As in the folk-tale idiom, good
triumphs over evil, and the Lord of the Dance
emerges supreme in the end. Michael Flatley, choreographer, set out to express the 'drama, power,
and passion of the Irish people, a people with a
colonial history'. In reclaiming this passion, Lord
of the Dance works on sexual energy and chemistry between the male and female dancers. As in
Riverdance, contrastive techniques are employed in
the dances, dance types, performances, costumes
and energy. Strong, percussive, serious, 'masculine'
movements are performed by the men in contrast
to the more air-borne, light, playful and 'feminine'
movements of the women. Solo performances are
contrasted with strong unison line-ups, as are the
music metres, with performances in 9/8, 4/4 and
6/8.
gender. In effect, Lord of the Dance promotes
and reinforces traditional constructions of gender
roles through movement, facial expression,
costume, lighting and storyline. Contemporary
Irish step-dance movements are mingled in the
dances with older movements, rocks and crossheels while, spatially, circular and linear patterns
predominate, as they do in both Irish ceili dances
and set dances. It is a complete Irish step-dance
stage show, using Irish solo singing and Irish traditional music performances.
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Ronan Hardiman, composer of Lord of the
Dance, uses the Carter song as recurring motif, bu t
concentrates on Irish traditional topline melodies
with eclectic percussion and rhythmic patterns
from other cultures. Like Riverdance, Lord of the
Dance has succeeded in both popularising and
commodif)ring Irish step dance and has presented
the experienced Irish step dancer with a choice of
alternative employment in theatre. [CAF]

Loughran,John. (1927-87). Fiddle, song. Born
near Pomeroy, Co. Tyrone, he learned fiddle by
listening to his father and neighbours, not beginning until he was fifteen, in the manner of the
times when young people were not encouraged to
touch any valuable objects such as instruments. He
learned in the local manner, tuned below concert
pitch, on gut strings cut from lengths of the raw
material which was boiled prior to fitting and
which required little tuning. Bows were strung
with hair from the tail of a colt in a cycle of rural
subsistence. His fat h er had learned from local
Willie Corrigan of Cappagh . John himself played
for house dances, all-night affairs held in barns
or in houses, all within close walking distance.
The numbers in attendance could be a handful
or a small crowd of twenty. Lancers were popular,
but using a more gentle step than further south
in the country; highlands were more popular, and
Scottish tunes plentiful; tunes were played only
one at a time, not grouped in sets. There was one
melodeon player locally, an instrument highly

John Loughran, Pomeroy [EOD]
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thought of because it 'rose the noise'. 1h:mgh practically sightless, Loughran travelled constantly, and
his enthusiasm encouraged many older players to
resume playing in the 1950s and early '60s. He
travelled to fleadh cheoils with Johnny, James and
Malachy Comae, and with Dungannon banjo
player John McCann. He played too with the Sligo
musicians Fred Finn and Peter Horan. His life and
music are documented in The Northern Fiddler, and
there is a monument to his memory in the town
ofPomeroy.

Louth. The smallest county in Ireland, Louth is
unique for sharing borders with five counties, being
a major border crossing between the northern and
southern states of Ireland, and having a long sea
coast and ports. This gives it a crossover character which has historically been reflected in a great
variety of forms oflocal music, and all of its towns
are represented either by a festival or sessions today.
For many years Mark's Bar in the county town of
Dundalk was one of the more famous music houses
on the island, but that role has been taken over by
McManus's which has music on most nights. The
Spirit Store is a Bohemian commercial and casual
music venue of great character, and other bars such
as The Wee House, The Malt House, The Phoenix
and The Shamrock are also associated with music.
Venues such as the Tain Theatre and the Spirit
Store are the major hosts for touring traditional
musical artistes.
CCE. There are two branches, one in Dundalk,
the other in Drogheda; these provide classes in
music and dance.
teaching. The Dundalk School of Music teaches
fiddle and whistle, while performance is taught and
presented at the Music Department of the town's
Institute ofTechnology, DkiT; there also academic
courses in traditional music are taught at all levels.
The north-east of the county at Omeath has had
cultural significance in the Irish language and the
south Ulster poets, with Dungooley associated
with one of the earliest Irish music collections
(1817), that ofPatrick McGahon from Dungooley.
The early-1900s collection of Rev. Luke Donnellan
relates to the same area and has been researched by
Dundalk fiddler Gerry O'Connor, who is engaged
also with education through the Ceol Chairlinn

Lunasa

week in Scoraiocht Lann Leire, a specialist, independent music and dance school set up in 1974
which also holds weekly music classes. This has its
own Teach Cheili premises and has established a
local music archive. The collective has also revived
Feile an Dreolin, with a winter competition held
among various 'wren' groups, each of which has
four or more boys and girls who play music and
dance. [BRM)
lowland pipes. See Scotland: pipes.
The GCE regional Oriel Centre in the old jail at Dundalk

winter school's classes, concerts, sessions and
lectures. Since 2005 this event has been held in
Carlingford, an ancient port where music is found
throughout the year at McEvitt's Hotel and P.].
O'Hare 's bar. O'Connor, with his wife, the late
Eithne Ni Uallachain, has reinterpreted and represented the region's exceptional music over many
years. His mother, Rose O'Connor, in her time has
been at the centre of music teaching in Dundalk.
Drogheda. Also a major port, this ancient and
picturesque town hosts two major events in traditional music: Traditional Day at Millmount, part of
the Droichead Arts Festival, organised each May
by local singer and collector Sean Corcoran, and
a Traditional Music Weekend in November run
by Paddy Brannigan. CCE is based at Ballsgrove
where it runs ceilis, set dancing, classes and sessions,
and other sessions are found in The Punt and in
Foley's, and- until2010- for many decades in the
historic Carberry's which hosted a singers' night.
Corcoran and other local singers were also associated with the 1970s Feile na B6inne, a seminal
event in traditional music revival for its bringing
together of northern and southern voices in song,
among them local Carolan, Ring Gaeltacht singer
Niochis T6ibin, and the Ulster singers Geordie
Hanna, Sarah Ann O'Neill,Joe Holmes and Eddie
Butcher. Professionally Corcoran sings with Desi
Wilkinson in Cran, and other local singers Fran
McPhail and Gerry Cullen were part of The Voice
Squad.
Outside of the larger towns music sessions are
held in many localities, including Ardee where
sessions take place in Butterly's and The Railway
Bar. In Dunleer there are sessions held twice a

Lowrey, Dan. (1823-89). Comic singer and
clown. Born in Roscrea, Co. Tipperary, he went
from rags to riches through Leeds and Liverpool
music halls. He set up the Alhambra music hall
in North Street, Belfast in 1857, but not finding
the city's wit to his taste, in 1878 he purchased
Dublin's first music hall- the 'Monster Saloon'
in Crampton Court - which had been opened by
Henry Connell in 1855. This he demolished. On
the site he built 'Dan Lowrey's Star of Erin Music
Hall' which eventually became today's Olympia
Theatre, a venue associated with late-night traditional concerts in the 1990s.
hiibini. Luibini ('loops', 'curls'). A singing practice
which historically involved women in work-groups,
in which the song passes from singer to singer,
each adding an extemporised line or lines. Today
based in sean-n6s song, it involves both males and
females and takes a dialogue form in which singers
perform alternating verses. Competitions are held
in it at the Oireachtas.
See song in Irish, occupational songs.
lullaby. A type of song designed to ease a child
into sleep. Related to 'suantrai', these songs have
magical associations.
See song in Irish, lullaby.
Ltinasa. One of the most active and successful
traditional bands, it was formed in 1996 with Sean
Smyth (fiddle, whistles), Michael McGoldrick
(flute, whistles, replaced by Kevin Crawford),John
McSherry (uilleann pipes, whistles, replaced by
Cillian Vallely), Donagh Hennessy (guitar, replaced
by Paul Meehan) and Trevor Hutchinson (bass). It
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is most notable for the fact that their material is
instrumental and none of their seven albums has
featured a vocalist. Th::ir music is influenced by 1h::
Bothy Band, with similar tight arrangements and
harmony lines; most distinctive in the sound is the
close relationship of guitar and bass in producing
catchy, repetitive riff structures which sit under the
melodies. [NIK]

Lunny, Donal. (1947- ). Bouzouki, guitar,
bodhrin, composer and arranger, record producer.
Born at Tullamore, Co. Offaly, his early music
performance was in the duo The Rakes of Kildare
with Christy Moore, and Emmet Spiceland, a
soft-centred ballad group of the late 1960s. In
the 1970s and early '80s he was a key member of
three of traditional music's most influential groups
- Planxty, The Bothy Band and Moving Hearts.
Planxty, which emerged from Christy Moore's
1972 album, Prosperous, gave him scope for experimentation with arrangement and instrumentation.
The Bothy Band, with whom he played from 1975
until its demise in 1979, became the template for
many traditional bands in the succeeding decades.
His next project, Moving Hearts (1981), pitted
uilleann pipes and saxophone against a background
of guitar, keyboards, bass and drums. Musically,
Moving Hearts attempted to carry The Bothy
Band concept a step further, mixing traditional
music, jazz and rock within a complex instrumental style.
bouzouki. He is regarded as a leader in the
development of the bouzouki in Ireland. To compensate for what he considered the awkwardness of
the Greek bouzouki (Andy Irvine had introduced
him to the instrument in 1970), he had a version
made with a flat back and a shorter neck- this
now known as the Irish bouzouki. A s his music
career developed, so did his technique. The gentle
understated style of his early bouzouki work with
Planxty contrasts with the percussive, rhythmic
approach that became his trad emark with The
Bo thy Band. Later, he experimented with the
blarge (a large bouzouki with five pairs of strings in
place of the usual four), and with electric bouzouki.
[PAA]

composition. Perhap s the most significant
arranger of traditional music since the 1960s, he
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Donal Lunny (right) with Mfcheal

6 Suilleabhain when

Lunny was artist in residence at the University of
Limerick in 2009 [courtesy UL]

was instrumental in the emergence of the contemporary traditional concert band in the 1970s,
particularly through his work with Planxty and Th
Bothy Band. He brought influence from popularmusic culture, the folk revivals in North America
and the UK and the 1960s Irish ballad boom. He
is renowned for building groove-based structures
around traditional tunes and songs using bouzouki,
guitar, keyboards and bodhr:in, and for strong
harmonic and rhythmic riffs. He has also been
a key person in the development of rock-fusion
ensemble playing since his central involvement
with Moving Hearts from 1981 onwards. This
new tradition reached a pinnacle with his later
band Coolfin, which produced just one album,
in 1998. He has been commissioned to produce
much work for television including the theme
music for Bringing it All Back H ome (1991) and
A River of Sound (with Mfchd.l 6 Suilleabh:iin,
1997). He was presenter, performer and musical
co-ordinator on Suit. He has also written music
for films such as Eat the Peach (1986) and This is
My Father (1998). Lunny has produced hundreds
of albums, and has been involved as a producer and
arranger not just in instrumental band contexts.
He has worked also with the solo traditional
singer (recordings with Frank Harte, Maighread
Ni Dhomhnaill and Roisi n Elsaftay), and, in a
more poplar music context, with Kate Bush, Rod
Stewart, Van Morrison, Mark Knopfler, Elvis
Costello, Sinead O'Connor, Christy Moore and
Clannad. His most recent projects include his

Lyons, Tim

band Mozaik (with ex-Planxty member Andy
lrvine, Nikila Parov, Rems van der Zalm and
Bruce Molsky) which features Irish, Bulgarian
and old-time American musics . Since 2004 he has
been involved with the Planxty reunion concerts
and CD and DVD issues. From 1998 Lunny has been
involved extensively with performances and record
production ofJapanese rock band Soul Flower, and
Lunny is today perhaps the most successful artist
in the creation of fusions of traditional Irish music
with popular and other ethnic genres. [NIK]

Lynch, Aogan. (1975- ). Concertina. Born in
Ovens, Co. Cork, his father Denis is an accordion
player and his mother Caitlin Ni Bheaglaoich is
a singer and member of the well-known music
family from Corca Dhuibhne in Co. Kerry. From
age six to fifteen Lynch learned whistle and button
accordion from piano accordionist Martin Power
and flute and fiddle player Johnny McCarthy. He
began concertina in his early teens, and by 1999
was TG4's Young Musician of the Year. He plays
professionally with the band Slide with which he
has recorded three albums. He has also recorded
with fiddle player Michelle O'Brien and his
cousin, guitarist Gavin Ralston (Michefle O'Brien,
Aogdn Lynch and Gavin Ra!ston, 1999), with
Gavin Whelan (whistle), and on Steve Wickham's
Geronimo. [TIC]
Lyons, John. (1934- ). Accordion, singer. Raised
at Drumtarriff, Millstreet, Co. Cork, in his younger
years he absorbed music at the local crossroads
'platform' dance and picked up melodeon and harmonica. Interested in song, much was learned from
RE's Ba!!admakers' Saturday Night on which Albert
Healy accompanied song on piano accordion- Joe
Lynch, Sean 6 Sioch:iin and Eamon Kelly were
contributors. He was apprenticed as an electrician
in Wolverhampton at sixteen, but in 1955 returned
to Cork. There the crossroads dances continued
and he played in the Duhallow, Sean Lynch and
Tommy Doocey ceili bands, and collected song.
He worked as an electrician on trains with CIE at
Inchicore, but went to Wales with flute player Mick

Kelly to work on nuclear power plants in 1960.
He moved to live in Newmarket-on-Fergus, Co.
Clare in 1961, by then renowned as an exceptionally lyrical singer also. He recorded May Morning
Dew in 1971 and Troubled Man in 1992.

Lyons, Tim. (1939- ). Song, accordion; lilter,
songwriter. His mother sang, and her father had
played melodeon. Tim was born in Cork city, and
moved with the family to Wolverhampton at the
age of twelve. He was apprenticed as a die-caster,
and with brother John he took up harmonica
at fourteen, then melodeon. RE programmes
and Jimmy Shand's '208- Luxembourg' fifteenminute radio show were influences, developing
his interest in ballad singing. He played ceilithe
with Roscommon fiddler Tommy Rogers around
Wolverhampton, these organised by Mayo man
'Blondie'Walsh. In search of repertoire while home
on holidays, he and John bought 78 records of
such as Malachy Sweeney's ceili band. In 1959 he
returned to live in Co. Cork where he played in the
Duhallow band. Influenced by Paddy Tunney and
Joe Heaney, he studied sean-n6s singing. Back in
England by 1962 his community became the Irish
of Kilburn. He sang in the Singers' Club, toured
folk clubs all over England from Devonshire up
to the Watersons' venue in Hull, and played in
CCE sessions in The Greyhound, Fulham Palace,
1he White Hart and Fulham Broadway with such
as Raymond Roland (accordion) and Liam Farrell
(banjo). He settled in Newmarket-on-Fergus, Co.
Clare in 1970, toured Europe with Micho Russell
in '73, and the US with De Dannan in '78. In 1985
he began writing satirical song in traditional style,
his 'Fast Food Song' and 'Murder of Joe Frawley'
being hugely popular. He again toured English
and Scottish folk clubs and festivals both solo and
with Fintan Vallely as Schitheredee, recording an
album of satirical song and music Knock, Knock,
Knock (1988), and Big Guns (2002). His dozen or
so compositions (many in Sing Up!) reflect on the
absurdities of life; his Jilting and his traditional
song style and repertoire are highly regarded
among aficionados in both Ireland and Britain.
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M
Mac Aoidh, Caoimhin. (1952- ) Fiddler, collector and writer. Born in Philadelphia of Derry and
Mayo parents, his initial influences were Vincent
McLaughlin of Ballymaguigan, Co. Derry and
John Doherty of Donegal. From the early 1970s,
with the encouragement ofTom Glackin, Proinsias
6 Maonaigh and Danny O'Donnell, he began
to actively collect and document the music of
Donegal fiddle players. He was a founder member
of Cairdeas na bhFhidleirf in 1979, of the annual
Donegal Fiddlers Weekend at Glenties (1983) and
the Donegal Fiddle Summer School in Gleann
Cholm Cille (1986). He has broadcast on radio
and television, published numerous articles on traditional music, and written a historical account of
the Donegal fiddle tradition (Between the Jigs and
the R eels, 1994). He also published a biography of
James 0' Neill (The Scribe, 2006), a multi-media
history of the mazurka in the Donegal tradition
(From Mazovia to Meenbanad, 2009), and has
edited three collections of fiddle tunes from
Donegal. He has performed and recorded with
the all-fiddle band Conallaigh, was elected to the
board of the ITMA in 2008, and serves on Deis
evaluation panels for the Arts Council.
MacColl, Ewan. (1915-88). Singer, songwriter,
playwright and collector. Born Jimmie Miller in
Salford, Lancashire, he was considered a playwright of genius by George Bernard Shaw. With
] oan Littlewood in the 1940s he specialised in
agit-prop theatre. Much of his songwriting was
political. With Charles Parker and others he did a
series of'Radio Ballads' for the BBC from the late
1950s. Songs from these programmes (e.g. 'Shoals
of Herring', 'Freeborn Man') are still in oral tradition in Ireland and Britain. He and fellow Marxist
A.L. Lloyd were the most dominant figures in the
British folk song revival and recorded scores of LP
records. With his wife, Peggy Seeger, he published
many works including collections of their own
compositions and traditional songs, most importantly, Travellers' Songs from England and Scotland
(1977), and Till Doomsday in the Afternoon: The
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Folklore ifthe Stewarts ifBlairgowrie (1986 ). A love
song he wrote for Seeger, '1he First Time Ever'
was recorded by Roberta Flack in 1971 and was a
number one hit in the USA. The financial security
this brought him allowed him time to write even
more political songs.journeyman, his autobiography, was published posthumously, in 1990. [TOM]

Mac Con lomaire, Liam. Sean-n6s singer. Born
Casla, in the Connemara Gaeltacht, he lives and
works in Dublin. He has been a primary teacher,
journalist, lecturer and broadcaster, is author of
Ireland if the Proverb and Conamara: An Tir Aineoil.
He has translated Tim Robinson's Mapping South
Connemara into Irish ( Conamara The as- Ait agus
Ainm) and has translated seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Irish poems into English in Taisce
Duan. Most impressive among his achievements
is the publication in 2007 of the biography of
sean-n6s singer Joe Heaney: Seosamh 6 hEanaiNar Fhaga me bds choiche.
MacDonagh, Donagh. (1912-68). Song enthusiast, radio presenter. His lyrics collection was the
consequence of chance, sparked by the invitation
in 1939 by T.]. Kiernan, then controller of programmes on RE, that barrister MacDonagh might
'try broadcasting'. Kiernan's wife, singer Delia
Murphy, suggested a ballad programme for him,
which demanded that he use his own experience
initially, then tap the resources of his listeners with
the request: 'Those are the sort of songs that we
will be singing on this series. If you know any like
them, send them into us, and we will sing them
for you.' A prolific response sustained the show
for five years, during which time MacDonagh collected c.600 ballads, and later wrote some himself.
Where airs were lacking in this work, violinist/
fiddler Arthur Darley sourced music from his own
father's collection. In the 2000s MacDonagh's son
Niall was instrumental in web publishing of the
collection, and the addition of yet more airs to
lyrics. The overall work is now presented on web
(songbook1.tripod.com) in three sections: 1. songs

Mac Mahon, Tony

with their traditional airs, 2. songs with added airs,
and 3. original songs written to traditional airs by
Donagh MacDonagh. The original, mostly handwritten, full collection is also at the Department of
Irish Folklore at UCD.

Mac Donn chadha, D ara Ban. (1939-2007).
Sean-nos singer. Born third youngest of n.velve
children, all singers, at Aird Thoir, Carna, Co. na
Gaillimhe, to Sean Choilm 'ac Dhonnchadha, a
famous singer himself. He was reared next door
to Joe Heaney, who once asked him to sing a song
for the Clancy Brothers who were visiting there.
Upon finishing, Heaney remarked, 'This man is
better than mysel£1' He sang in public first only
in 1985 and was discovered, as it were, by Meaiti
]6 Sheamuis 6 F:itharta and M:iirtin Jaimsie
6 Flaithearta from RnaG. Dara Ban has won
many prizes for his singing and some of his great
repertoire of songs are available on the cassettes An
M eal! M6r and M dire Rua: An Sean agus An Nua, a
selection of songs from which are re-released on CD
as Dara Ban Mac Donnchadha - RoghaAmhrdn.
Mac Donn chadha, Johnny M h airtin Learai.
(1937- ). Sean-nos singer. From Leitir Ard, Carna,
Co. na Gaillimhe, he won Corn Ui Riada in 1985
and now adjudicates at competitions. His mother,
Nan Cheoinin, was sister of the renowned helmsman
Pat Cheoinin and the late Se:in Cheoinin, poet,
raconteur, and composer of many sean-nos songs.
Johnny remembers, as a child, hearing a neighbour,
Feichin 6 Loide:iin, tell the singer's father that he
had stayed awake the previous night counting his
songs and that he had counted fifty-eight. Another
neighbour, Colm 6 Caoidheain from nearby
Glinsce, gave the collector Seam us Ennis 212 songs.
Some ofJohnny's own songs can be heard on the
CD Contae Mhaigh Eo. (LIM]
Mac Donnchadha,Josie SheiinJack. (1943- ).
Sean-nos singer. Born in An Aird, Carna, Co. na
Gaillimhe, birthplace also of Seosamh 6 hEanai,
Se:in 'ac Dhonncha and many other well-known
singers. A celebrated helmsman too, he has won
the Oireachtas Sean-nos Corn Ui Riada three
times, and has recorded an eponymous album with
Cinq Planetes [LIM]

Mac Gabhann, Antoin. (1945- ). Fiddle. From
Mullahoran, Co. Cavan, he learned to play from
a neighbouring fiddle master, Terry Smith, and
later from Sr Brigid in the Convent of Mercy,
Granard. He grew up with music in the home;
his mother played melodeon and had a gramophone and records that she brought from America
where she had worked. An agricultural scientist,
Tony spent his student years in Dublin's music
scene, and moved to Co. Meath in 1974. He
started teaching fiddle then at his home and at
Balbriggan; Phelim O'Raghallaigh was his first
Co. Meath pupil. Teaching also in Mullahoran, Co.
Cavan, from 1970 on he organised the Mullahoran
Concert there, which brought outside players to
the area as a stimulus to local music. He teaches
workshops and adjudicates, and was involved
with the Antrim and Derry Fiddlers' Association
competitions from the 1970s. He has toured and
played with many musicians, notably in an early
duet with Roscommon flute player Patsy Hanly,
more recently with London banjo player Mick
O'Connor. He worked with Fr Pat Ahern on the
first Fleadh Nua in Dublin in 1971, was producer
of CCE's sponsored programme on RE, and was
chosen as Cavan Person of the Year 1986 by the
Cavan Association, Dublin for his work in traditional music. He has played in Canada, USA and
Japan, recording Matching Beats with Cape Breton
piano player Hilda Chiasson. His own family are
deeply engaged with music: his wife Bernie, from
Co. Clare, is a set dancer, son Se:in plays accordion, his daughters are dancers, with Aine and
Bernadette playing fiddle, and Caitlin concertina.
They have been at the forefront of set dancing
and revival of house sessions in Co. Meath, and
are hosts to a house dance each new year which
is broadcast live on RTE's Ceili House. In 2006
Mac Gabhann was awarded CCE's distinction of
Ard-Ollamh. [JAM, EDI]
M ac M ahon, Tony. (1939- ). Accordion player,
television producer, commentator; born at the
Turnpike, Ennis, Co. Clare. His father P.]. was a
builder, oflrish-speaking parents from K.ilmaley.
His mother Kitty (nee Murphy), from Connolly,
was a first cousin to concertina player Paddy
Murphy and a neighbour of fiddler Hughdie
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Doohan. Hugely influenced by Joe Cooley (who
was a regular visitor to the family home) from age
ten, it was 'the master' who gave him his first accordion (a small piano model), and later piper Se:in
Reid provided a button instrument. His brothers
Brendan and Christy played accordion too, and
sister Ita (mother ofMary and Andrew McNamara)
danced. Training as a teacher in Dublin from 1957
introduced him to Sonny Brogan, Bill Harte,John
Kelly and Breand:in Breathnach. Sharing Seamus
Ennis's apartment in Bleecker Street, New York
in 1963, he was coached by him in air-playing.
He played sessions at O'Donoghue's in Merrion
Row, met Se:in 6 Riada and singers from Coolea
at An tOireachtas in the RDS, and played for the
BBC sound recording of The Playboy ofthe Western
World. In 1966 MacMahon played with Bobby
Casey, recording with him and others on the Topic
record Paddy in the Smoke. Busking in }ranee and
Morocco led him back to Dublin where he ran a
weekly session of traditional music and poetry at
Slattery's ofCapel Street in aid of the ANC. From
1969 he was a freelance TV presenter with RTE
for traditional music programmesAisling Geal, then
Ag Deanamh Ceoil; in 1974 he joined the RTE staff
as radio producer, and initiated The Long Note.
values. An exceptional performer on accordion
-particularly in his interpretation of airs- he nevertheless considers that instrument inappropriate
to the ethos of traditional music, is unimpressed by
modern trends in traditional music, and strongly
believes that the art of the older traditional musicians is dying. This is reflected in the choice of
musicians for his later television series The Pure
Drop. The flashback series Come West along the
Road, drawing on television archive material, is
his most recent traditional music media work. His
earlier presentation of music and his later production complemented an intense rigour in music
expression and a personality which created and
maintained an active consciousness of the artistic
understatement involved in traditional music. His
work demonstrated this, and his articulate intelligence was a vital sound-post through the final
three decades of the twentieth century.
m usic. MacMahon's first solo recording was,
in the manner of the times, self-titled: Tony
MacMahon (1972), reissued two decades after as
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Traditional Irish Accordion. He played on Cry ofthe
M ountain (1981) with Miche:il6 Suilleabh:iin, and
with concertina player Noel Hill on I gCnoc na Grai
(1985), an outstanding production of thrillingly
interwoven, balanced music, social dance, rural
artistic ethos and technology that stands timelessly
as universally appreciable collaborative art. Also
with Hill is Aislingi Ceoil (1993), with singer Iarla
6 Lionaird. MacMahon recorded with the Boys
of the Lough on Good Friends (1978) and his 2001
solo MacMahon from Clare brings production skills
to the fore again as a quite dramatic reworking of
solid old tunes. His retirement from RTE in 1998
marked only a transfer to reflective performance.
His music-making has involved work of varying
intensity with poetry, prose and music integrating
the past with the present: The We!!, a theatrical/
music production, experiment and performance
with Kronos, 2009 visual work with Dermot Bolger
-all challenging, inventive productions with spoken
word and authoritative musicianship. In 2004 he
was given TG4's Gradam Saoil for his contribution
as a broadcaster and a musician.

Mac Mathun a, Cianin. (1925-2009). Radio
broadcaster, collector, born in Limerick city. His
father was immersed in Conradh na Gaeilge, and
as a national school teacher was involved in Irishlanguage song and 'claisceadal' (unison choir). At
school at CBS, Sexton Street, Ciar:in sang with
his peers in musicals. A degree in Irish from UCD
in 1947led to an MA there in which his research
was 'themes of Irish folksong'. Some months of
temporary teaching in Castleknock were followed
by a few years in the new Placenames Commission
which at that time was seeking to establish a
standardised version of spellings by consultation
with the oldest local Gaelic speaker in each area.
The experience gai ned in the country led him to
step into the shoe s of Seamus Ennis and Se:in
MacReamoinn,joining Radio Eireann in late 1954
as scriptwriter, with special responsibilities for the
collection of music and song for broadcast.
outside broadcast. Three weeks spent in Clare
in 1955 with such players as Elizabeth Crotty
led to similar collecting and organising of gatherings, house sessions and field recordings with
the OBU all over the island , and among emigrant

Mac Mathuna, Seamus

communities in Britain. Out of this material
was put together perhaps fifteen years of the
fifteen-minute Ceo/ta Tire programme he had
inherited, and then, from 1957, the bilingualA]ob
of]oumeywork Sunday afternoon series. His relaxed
microphone style built a radio following in what
was the key period of revival of interest in traditional music. These shows, and other short-run,
studio material like P/eardcha na hAoine became the
voice of traditional music revival, the link between
all parts of the country and with emigrants, a
source of comparison and inspiration. Utterly different as they were to the ceili band broadcasts
in the three decades after 1926, they picked up
the solo-instrumental, non-glamorous integrity
implied in the fleadh cheoil principle, thus both
servicing and generating a listenership.
Clare image. 'Miltown Malbay', 'Killavil',
'Kilrush', 'Loughrea' became familiar names,
creating an important part of the mythology that
still sustains the music. While this may have contributed to an association between Co. Clare and
'proper' music, thus reducing the status of other
regions , it also hugely encouraged the playing of
music by demonstrating that it could sustain continuity, community and exceptional practice in the
modern age. At a time of one radio station voice
only, this was public broadcasting strongly contributing to the scale of awareness of traditional music
that was to produce a sizeable level of professionalism through the 1980s and 1990s. The Humours of
Donnybrook followed with the advent of television,
in short-run series that placed traditional musicians in 'big houses' like Dunsany and Bunratty
Castles; Reels ofMemory, on radio, with Padraigin
Ni Uallachain in the 1970s drew on his and earlier
collectors' archives; Mo Cheo/ 1hzi was his memorable Sunday-morning trademark from 1970 to 2006.
A member of the Cultural Relations Committee
of the Department of Foreign Affairs, and for all
of its thirty years a figurehead in the Merriman
Summer School in Co. Clare, Mac Mathuna
(officially only) retired from RTE in 1990, in that
year receiving honorary doctorates from NUIG
and UL. He was married to Dolly MacMahon,
prominent as a singer in the 1960s-70s; their son
Padraig is a well-known piper, daughter Deirdre
plays flute, as does son Ciaran. Although more

specialised programmes have followed, it was his
broadcasts- particularly in the 1960s- that developed, by education, the listening audiences which
re-patterned the music community complementary
to 6 Riada's model.

MacMathuna, Seamus. (1939- ). Flute, singer,
organiser. Born at Geamhair, Cooraclare, Co.
Clare, Elizabeth Crotty's home area. His cousin
Jack McMahon, a bagpiper, got him interested
in music and taught him whistle. He was taught
through Irish locally, and a good memory aided
learning the language and songs. In his younger
years the visits of charismatic Kilmihil flute player
and singer Paddy Breen were of fiesta proportion,
and music was played at American wakes, on flutes,
fiddles and on concertinas by players of renown like
Solas Lillis, Patrick Kelly, Bernard O'Sulllivan and
Stack Ryan. Music and set dancing went on in Mrs
Mclnerney's shop, where sessions were held on
Sunday nights. His first songs were learned from
Joe Cooney of Clooneena. The Miltown fleadh
of 1957 introduced him to names heard on radio
like Willie Clancy and Paddy Canny. Working in
Clare County Library in Ennis involved him with
older players such as Sean Reid, Sonny Murray,
the Sullivans, the Byrnes, Paddy Donoghue, Peadar
O'Loughlin and Gusty Evan.
CCE. Mac MathUna's ability with words made
him CCE county board secretary 1959-61.1he
1961 Clare fleadh broadened his vision of music
from the parish to the national with the experience
of meeting the McPeakes, Seam us Ennis, Aggie
White and the Rowsomes, Brodericks and Seerys.
He oversaw the publication of Breathnach's first
collection, Tacar Port, in 1962, and they had Sean
6 Riada and Ceolt6iri Chualann play in Kilrush
in 1963. In 1966 he was appointed Conradh na
Gaeilge regional organiser for Cork and Kerry,
which brought him into contact with Coolea singers
Padraig 6 Tuama and Diarmuid 6 Riordain.
Living in Coolea, he organised Conradh concerts
with Willie Clancy, Seosamh 6 hEanai, Nioclas
T6ibin and Seamus Ennis. Full-time with CCE in
1969, he moved to Cork city, then Dublin in 1977,
his role demanding constant travel, recording for
their archive, and a weekly commercial radio programme (197Q-80). For these he recorded such as
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Mac Suibhne, Toirdhealach (Turloch McSweeney, An Pfobaire M6r)

JohnJoe Gardiner, Patrick Kelly,Joe Cooley, Willie
Clancy,Julia Clifford and Denis Murphy.This substantial body of material forms a significant part
ofCCE's archive. He was also involved with Tony
MacMahon in RTE's A$ Deanamh Ceo!. Now
primarily singing, as CCE's former timire cheoil
he remains one of the organisation's most highly
regarded musicians, personalities and communicators. In 1999 he was awarded CCE's Gradam for
his contribution to traditional music.
Mac Suibhne, Toirdhealach (Turloch McSweeney,

An Piobaire M or). (c.1829-1920). Uilleann pipes.
Born in Luinneach, Gaoth Dobhair, Co. Donegal,
he was reputedly as much a figure of folklore as
a piper, claiming to be one of the 'good people'
whom he on occasion involved in his music to
the great curiosity and sometimes distress of his
audience. Descended from Donnchad M6r, last of
the MacSweeney chieftains, with the dignity of the
descendant of a dispossessed chieftain that he was,
he took his profession seriously and wore tall hat
and tails. One night in his sportier days he found
himself playing in the home of a Protestant clergyman. So impressed was the daughter of the house
that she eloped with him and 'turned' Catholic,
staying with the great-grandmother of Altan
singer Mairead Ni Mhaonaigh- R6ise Mh6r Ni
Bhraomiin - until the wedding day. An Piobaire
is also reputed to have introduced the boortree
(elderberry) to the area in order to have a supply
of cane for making his pipe reeds. He played at the
World Exhibition, Chicago in 1893, claiming the
title of world champion piper.
macaronic song. See under song.
Madden,Joanie. Flute, whistle. Oflrish parents,
she grew up in the Bronx in a highly musical
household. Her Miltown Malbay mother danced
sets, and her Portumna, Co. Galway father
had been an All-Ireland accordion prizewinner. Growing in a routine of home sessions, she
took her first lessons from Jack Coen and eventually won flute and whistle titles, being the first
American to win the senior All-Ireland whistle.
She became the youngest member inducted into
both the Irish-American Musicians' Hall of Fame
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and CCE's Hall of Fame and received many other
Irish-American cultural plaudits. She has played
on three Gram my Award-winning albums, one of
which enjoyed a million sales. Many of her own
compositions are played by her contemporaries in
the USA, and her own album sales render her the
top-selling whistle player in recorded music, with
more than half a million sales of her own albums.
Maguire,John. (1902-76). Singer, farmer; author
of Come Day, Go Day, God Send Sunday (ed. Robin
Morton). He was born and lived most of his life
at Roslea, Co. Fermanagh, though he also worked,
mining and labouring, in Scotland. Introduced to
Robin M or ton by Paddy McMahon of Belfast,
singer and brother of J ames McMahon, the flute
player, he was then introduced to folk clubs, concert
halls and television performance. John Maguire's
book is the only even partial autobiography of an
Irish traditional singer and, despite having been
criticised for superficiality, provides the fulles t
available description of the life of a singer and the
part that songs and singing played in his life; the
songs and the life are presented together. He was a
gentle, precise performer and engaging storyteller
with great presence and authority. []OM ]
Maguire, Sean. (1927-2005). Fiddle, uilleann
pipes. Somewhat legendary in Irish fiddle-playing
over half a century, his style borrows from classical and Scottish - he described it as 'progressive
traditional'. He was born in Belfast (son ofJohnnie
Maguire) and began learning violin at the age of
twelve, his opportunities for playing limited by
working as an apprentice machinist. He studied
under Dr George Vincent in Belfast first, then was
taken up by May Nesbitt who put him through
rigorous bowing practice for several months, to
which application he attributes his bow-hand.
Then playing traditional music, he first broadcast
on BBC Overseas Radio at the age of fifteen, and
won the Oireachtas in 1949, playing professionally thereafter. He also played flute, guitar, piano,
whistle and uilleann pipes - a set made in Belfast
by Frank McFadden - the latter a feature of his
numerous stage performances all over the world.
performance. Se:in Maguire played with the
Malachy Sweeney Ceili Band in the company of
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his father, and also with accordionist and fiddler
Johnny Pickering. With his own cc~ili band he
toured England and made several solo and group
recordings. He toured the US, playing in Carnegie
Hall and guesting on the popular Ed Sullivan and
Arthur Godfrey magazine shows. His playing
prowess, however, extended far outside traditional
music, this providing him with the opportunity to
play the iconic Stradivarius and Guarnerius violins
held in the Wurlitzers' trust in New York, thereby
adding his name to a list which includes Fritz
Kreisler and Yehudi Menuhin. His playing is seen
by some as being outside what can be regarded as
traditional music, by others as the finest fiddling.
Breathnach ( Ceo/1, 1967) described him as 'gifted
with amazing powers of execution ... able to toss
off reel after reel in riotous variations'. Surviving
serious and debilitating illness, he continued to
play professionally, usually with accompaniment,
something often frowned upon by traditional
music aesthetics, yet he remained respected as a
grand virtuoso. He received great attention in his
later years, and numerous honours, among them
celebration on TG4's Se mo Laoch.

M:fue Bhui (M:fue Bhui N i Laoghaire). (177 41849). Lyricist, songwriter. Born in Tuairin na
nEan in the mountain parish ofl3allingeary in west
Co. Cork. At the age of eighteen she eloped and
married Tomas de Burca from Skibbereen. They
took possession of a substantial holding of 150 acres
in lnse Bheag and lnse Mh6r. Though formally
uneducated, Maire was inspired to write poetry and
songs. Despite the moderate prosperity of her circumstances, she identified with the disadvantaged
rural poor of her locality, composing pieces that
reflected their hardships and the injustices of the
times. In these she expressed a passionate indignation that has rarely been equalled, and which has
assured her songs a lasting place in west Cork's
song tradition. Most celebrated is her 'Cath Cheim
an Fhia', about a clash in 1822 between the men of
the parish and the Yeomanry. Among others still to
be heard are 'A Bhurcaigh Bhui 6n gCeim'(c.1819),
light-hearted advice to her son Micheal concerning
marriage; 'Maidin Alainn Ghreine' (c.1829), a late
example of the aisling or 'vision' genre, celebrating
Catholic Emancipation; the haunting 'A Mhaire

Ni Laoghaire', a dialogue between Maire and the
Ballyvourney poet Donnchadh Ban 6 Loinsigh
concerning Repeal - in it is ably illustrated the
social responsibility of the Gaelic poet both to give
expression to the community's hopes and to boost
morale. [EAB]

Makem, Sarah . (c.1898-1985). Singer. Born
Keady, Co. Armagh, her family inheritance was
songs. Keady was a market town, a cultural confluence of the Irish, English and Scots, a community
of small farmers. Her repertoire reflected those
separate traditions in over 500 items, which, while
mainly traditional, also drew freely on the music
hall, gramophone, wireless and popular song as
sources; she loved songs and plucked them out of
the air. Her singing style was effortless and fluent,
paying careful attention to the words, laying out
the phrases like a storyteller, aware of the inherent
drama. Beyond singing at local dances in her youth
she never became a public performer but she came
to the attention of a wide audience in 1950 when
she sang the introductory song 'As I Roved Out' to
the radio programme of the same name. Following
this popularisation, her songs were recorded by
generations of visiting scholars and younger singers
who beat a path to her door. She recorded an LP
record titled Sarah Makem, and made a short film
of the same name with BBC Northern Ireland
Rod Stradling's Musical Traditions released her
collected songs on eo in 2011. [DAH]
Makem, Tommy. (1932-2007). Singer, songwriter. He was born at Keady, Co. Armagh, the son
of singer Sarah and fiddler Peter, in a house conditioned by music. Tom my absorbed a lot of the
songs his mother sang endlessly, a repertoire she
had acquired from her own mother's family, associated with the linen trade in which all of them had
worked. Visits to Sarah by collectors in the early
1950s, and the adoption of her 'As I Roved Out'
for the signature of BBC radio's influential radio
series were an early conditioning in the professional
potential of folk song. A visit from folk song collector Diane Hamilton in 1955 introduced Tommy to
Liam Clancy and to ballad iconicity. As a songwriter,
his 'Four Green Fields' is a model political allegory,
and his 'Town of Ballybay' and 'Gentle Annie'
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are equally stamped with traditional authenticity.
But he is equally known for his highly energetic
singing on such old popular songs as 'My Aunt
Jane', 'The Cobbler', 'Jug of Punch' and 'Brennan on
the Moor'. He left the Clancys for a solo career in
1969, working with Liam Clancy again from 1975
for some thirteen years as Makem and Clancy. He
recorded on more than 100 albums, first as LPs, many
re-released as cos. His book Tommy Makem's Secret
Ireland was published in 1997, he was awarded three
honorary doctorates- in 1998 (in the USA), 2001
(by UL) and 2007 (by UU) - and was honoured in
2006 by an Irish postage stamp of himself with the
Clancy Brothers.

Man (Isle of). An island 52km long, and 22 wide
with c.80,000 people, in the middle of the Irish
Sea. Under UK jurisdiction, it has its own Manx
Gaelic language, the last native speaker of which
died in 1974, and in which the island's anthem is
also known. With an active revival movement since
the 1930s, it is now spoken by c.2,000 people, it has
been formally taught in schools since 1992, but is
not compulsory, and there are several Manx-only
schools for younger children and one secondary
school. English is the main language, and the
balance of religions is similar to that in the UK.
traditional music. This is generally defined as
the material contained in the manuscript notebooks
of the collectors of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century. Although limited to about 300
tunes, there is a wide variety of styles and content.
The collections reflect the Isle of Man's political
and social history, with examples showing the
influence of Ireland, Scotland, northern England,
Wales and Norway. However, the early collectors
were seeking out music that they felt was Manx,
and therefore Celtic, often ignoring other aspects
of the island's traditions. For not only were the
Manx bilingual to some degree for some centuries,
they were also bi-musical, drawing on both their
Gaelic origins and the cultures that were inevitably filtering in through strong economic links with
the north of England, south-west Scotland and
further afield. In addition, the principle of compulsory elementary education had been established
by the Manx church by the seventeenth century,
although enforcement was sometimes spasmodic,
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and the evidence of the early nineteenth-century
manuscripts of church music strongly suggest that
many Manx were also musically literate, a factor
which may have speeded the decline of the Gaelic
oral tradition.
instruments. Commentators from the midseventeenth century noted with some surprise the
absence of harps and pipes; this was probably due
to the lack of wealthy courtly or military patrons.
Even in the 1600s the Manx were said to be 'much
addicted to the violin' and this strong fiddle tradition,
which probably owed much to the Scandinavian
influence, seems to have survived in spite of the
influx of Irish and Scottish fiddlers in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The move to the
towns and the growth of tourism during the nineteenth century heralded the disappearance of the
traditional fiddler, whose services at country 'hops'
and harvest and Christmas celebrations, assembly
balls and church worship were no longer needed.
song forms. The Manx have always been
enthusiastic singers and this too is reflected in the
nineteenth-century collections. 'Ih: earliest printed
selection was Mona Melodies (London, 1820),
which featured thirteen songs with anglicised
Manx Gaelic titles and English texts. This was
followed by a spate of publications of new songs
which entered the tradition and arrangements of
old songs, notably 'Mylecharaine', which was early
identified as 'the Manx national song' and appeared
in two forms, both in triple time; the minor version
was always sung. The major tune was instrumental
and described, rather oddly, as a march. Like many
other popular tunes, this appeared in many variants.
In 1907 it was arranged by W.H. Gill (1839-1922)
and later adopted as the national anthem.
religious song. One of the most distinctive
Manx forms was the 'carval', a type of religious
song, with origins in European medieval carolforms. Although the tradition is probably much
older, the earliest surviving carvals date from the
seventeenth century and have parallels with the
Welsh 'plygain'. The form was as popular with
the literate as the ill-educated. Traditionally performed at the 'Oiell Verrees' on Christmas Eve,
subjects were taken from the Old Testament and
often dealt with the dreadful consequences of
sin. Another popular theme was the story of the
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prodigal son. A few interpret the Christmas story
and are Marian in content, surprisingly surviving
the introduction of Methodism in the late eighteenth century. Carvals continued in the popular
tradition well into the nineteenth century and a
fine collection was published in the Isle of Man in
1891 by J.C. Fargher and A.W. Moore under the
title Carvafyn Gailckagh.
song literature. By the end of the nineteenth
century there was a determined effort by a number
of scholars and enthusiasts to record and preserve
the language, folklore, customs, oral literature and
music. Foremost collectors of music were A.W.
Moore (1853-1909), Dr John Clague (1842-1908)
and W.H. Gill. In 1896 Moore published Manx
Ballads and Music, a scholarly work which focused
on the texts but contained some tunes simply
arranged for piano and voice. In the same year Gill
published fifty-two reworkings and arrangements
of tunes in Manx National Songs. This popular
volume remained in print for almost a century and
for many decades was the only source of publicly
available printed material. Gill adapted many of
the melodies to conform to contemporary taste
and many new texts were composed, some of them
by A.P. Graves. For many the music and language
revival went hand-in-hand. Sophia Morrison
(c.1859-1917) collected and published songs and
children's rhymes and taught the rudiments of
music to the young Mona Douglas, who was to
become the most important figure in the revival
of music and dance in the twentieth century. The
first significant studies of Manx music were in the
1920s, when A.G. Gilchrist published a series of
major articles in the journal ofthe Folk Song Society,
nos. 28-30; P.W. Caine and C.I. Paton contributed
substantial papers on carvals to the Proceedings ofthe
Isle of Man Natural History and Antiquarian Society
in 1926.
style. Performance styles are difficult to assess.
Some of the earliest recordings were initiated by
Sophia Morrison but these wax cylinders have
disappeared, probably neglected after her death.
Documentary descriptions suggest that there were
two singing styles: that of the mainstream in the
European 'art' tradition, and the 'old style' that
lingered on in country districts until the 1970s,
when it was usually regarded as eccentric and

unmusical. An account by Canon John Qyine in
his novel, Captain of the Parish, of the singing at a
religious camp meeting in the mid-1800s sounds
remarkably like Gaelic psalm-singing and Hall
Caine's descriptions of carval singers brings vividly
to mind the Irish sean-n6s.
dance. Leading the performance revival in the
twentieth century was Mona Douglas (18981987). From her great-grandfather's notebook and
from the memories of elderly fishermen and farmworkers she managed to recreate a dance tradition.
Working with teachers such as Philip Leighton
Stowell, who was to prove an equally potent force,
Manx dance took root in elementary schools.
A team from Albert Road Elementary School,
Ramsey made a deep impression at the Albert Hall
with their performance in 1930, accompanied by
Arnold Foster's orchestral arrangements. The real
renaissance had to wait until the 1970s when Mona
Douglas revived the Chruinnaght, a competitive
festival which had flourished during the inter-war
years. It was re-launched as an inter-Celtic event,
and has grown from strength to strength. 1h: new
festival coincided with the publication by Colin
Jerry of Kiau/1 Vannin: A Source Book for Manx
Tunes, which gave, for the first time, easy access
to largely unedited nineteenth-century traditional
material.
revival. The new groups of instrumentalists
and dancers which were formed gradually worked
towards a new Manx voice, encouraged by their
growing awareness of the traditions of other
countries and by their increasing confidence in
a sense of'Manxness'. By the 1990s audiences at
the Chruinnaght were flocking in for the music
and not simply because the event was 'Manx'. Not
only had the music and dance been integrated into
the schools' activities but a number of adult groups
were injecting a new vitality into the old songs and
dances. Many of these groups of dancers, singers
and instrumentalists appear regularly at festivals
in Europe and further afield. New ideas have been
adopted, further enriching the living tradition. As
in the late nineteenth century, there have been
parallels with the language revival. Manx Gaelic
is now officially taught in schools, initially jointly
funded by the Manx Heritage Foundation and the
island's Department of Education and now solely
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by the Department. Meanwhile, the country cruinnaghts and eisteddfods continue, with their mix
ofMan:x music (largely drawing on Gill's publication), non-Man:x songs, story-telling and dialect
recitations, usually highly satirical in nature.
recording. The increasing accessibility of
technology has enabled a steady increase in the
production of tapes and ens by Man:x groups and
soloists, encouraging the development of a distinctive modern Man:x style. The most influential
recording has been Mactullagh Vannin. By the
mid -1990s styles ranged from the 'mystical' traditional of Em m a Christian (Beneath the Twilight)
to the Man:x rock sound of Greg Joughin and the
Mollag Band. Work in primary and secondary
schools has been fostered by a number of dedicated teachers; representative recordings include
Kiaull Vannin, Paitchyn Vannin and Kiauff yn
Aeglagh. Central to these developments has been
composer and performer Charles Guard (1he Secret
Island), whose role as producer and sound recordist has been instrumental in raising the standards
of performance and presentation. Examples of the
variety of styles can be found on 1he Best 1hat's In .
Bob Carswell's bilingual Claare ny Gael and John
Kaneen's Folk Hour are long-running programmes
on Man:x Radio which present the island's music
to a wider audience. Fenella Bazin's The M anx
and their Music (1997) is the first comprehensive
account of the history of music in the Isle of Man.
Manx harp can be heard on Emma Christian's
Beneath the Twilight. [FEB]
man do la. A larger version of the mandolin using
four sets of double strings tuned GDAE. Known
as 'octave mandolin' because it plays a full octave
below mandolin; its short neck, like that on the
cittern, facilitates articulation of melodies.
See also under bouzouki.
mandolin. A small pear-backed lute using four
sets of double strings and a short, fretted neck.
Earliest references to this instrument date to
1583 at which time it was customarily carved
from one piece of wood. Known by the 1760s as
the 'Neapolitan mandolin', it was most popular
in the late 1800s all over southern Germany
and Italy where it was played in orchestras using
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instruments of different size- mandolin (smallest),
mandola, mandocello and mandobass (similar to
violin, viola, cello and bass in the violin family).
In the late nineteenth century a
flat-back model was developed in
the USA, where ensembles were
also popular. Tuned GDAE (like
the fiddle) it adds a brightness
to ensemble playing. The instrument today is extremely popular in
flat-back and electric versions used
for bluegrass music. The pioneering Irish maker was Joe Foley;
in Britain, Stefan Sobell is the
innovator; Martin Murray has
enhanced mandolin's artistic
profile considerably in traditional Irish music, as has
Padraig Carrell, whose tutor is
published by Waltons (1991).
Mandolin
manuscripts. Non-printed documents which
contain traditional Irish music have been researched
at various levels. All however merit ongoing
attention as both interpretative technologies and
analytical perspectives develop and change. Major
manuscript collections are as follows:.
Boston Public Library: various Henry Hudson
manuscripts.
British Library, L ondon: 1. MS 19569: songs
written and se t to music by Thomas Moore:
arranged by Henry Rowley Bishop and others,
1819-26.2. 41508-10: Edward Bunting: Collection
of Irish Airs transcribed for pianoforte by Edward
Bunting, musician and antiquarian, with some
translations from Irish poetry.
Irish Traditional Music Archive, Dublin: the
archive holds copies of the manuscripts held in
Trinity College Dublin and Queen's University
Belfast. They are currently cataloguing the manuscripts held in the archive.

National Library oflreland, Dublin:
1. G 569: Iri sh music manuscript compiled
primarily by James Cody in the nineteenth
century, probably for Edward Bunting.
2. MS 14.099: A collection oflrish airs, including
many attributed to Carolan, c.1840.
3. MS 19.740: Volume oflrish, Scottish and other
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songs [transcribed by Margaret S. Cooper?],
c.1800 [?].
4. MS 19.742: Volume of Irish and other airs,
early nineteenth century [?].
5. MS 2781: G.N. Plunkett Collection: a collection of Irish, Scottish and other tunes.
Mid-nineteenth century.
6. MS 3292: About fifty Irish airs and aTe Deum
arranged by C .G. Hardebeck, twentieth century.
7. MS 3306: A volume of manuscript music
(including many Irish airs) collected by W.
Allingham ofBallyshannon, c.1860.
8. MS 3787: A collection oflrish airs (compiled by
Miss K. Hickey ofLisfuncheon, Ballyporeen,
Co. Tipperary), late nineteenth century.
9. MS 4719: A volume containing Irish and other
airs from the collection of Rev. W. Hickey of
Leeds, late nineteenth century[?].
10. MS 5104: A collection of Irish airs, by John
O'Donoghue, 1845.
11. MS 7260: Henry Hudson.
12. MS 7261: A number oflrish traditional tunes
copied in the late nineteenth century by James
C. Culwick from well-known collections,
together with a number of Scottish tunes.
13. MS 7262: Traditional Irish tunes, copied in the
early twentieth century by Seamus 6 Casaide,
from printed sources.
14. MS 7348: A collection of airs, mostly Irish and
Scotch by S. Hayes O'Grady. Formerly in the
John O'Daly Collection. From the Plunkett
MSS, second half of the nineteenth century.
15. MS 9425: Papers from T.U. Sadleir: A collection
of airs, some Irish, transcribed by R. Sadleir in
1831.
16. MS G 413: Folk songs in Iri sh, with music,
and some other matter, transcribed by Sean
6 Fearghaile, Dublin, 1888.
17. MS Joly 25: Patrick Weston Joyce.
18. MS Joly 26: Words and music of the seventh
number of the Irish melodies by Thomas
Moore and Sir John Stevenson.
19. MSS 2982-3 Patrick Weston Joyce.
National Library of Wales, Aberystwyth:
MS 419C: Poems and songs in Irish, including
several with music, and Sean 6 Conaill's Tuire na
hEireann, written by Seamus 6 Suilleabhain, 1841,
for Rev.Joseph Baylee, Woodside, Cheshire.

Publir: R ecord Offices, Belfast: D. 362 (1-2):
Manuscripts of music and words of Father Molloy
by Samuel Lover. MS Preface to Moore's Irish
melodies dedicated to Lady Donegal, June, 1821.
Queen's University Belfast: MS 4: Various
Bunting manuscripts.
Royallrish Academy, Dublin:
1. MS 12 C 1: (Extract). Irish airs in manuscript.
2. MSS 24 0 19-34: The Forde-Pigot collection
of Irish music, in sixteen volumes, nineteenth
century.
3. MS 23 F 22 (677): Songs in Irish and melodies,
probably collected for James Hardiman. nineteenth century.
4. MS 23 H 27 (711): A miscellaneous collection oflrish airs, chiefly without instrumental
accompaniment, nineteenth century.
St Patrick's College, Armagh: Unnumbered MS:
A collection of Irish airs in staff notation, some
with words. With list of airs. Scribe: Padraic
MacGathan, 1807.
Trinity College Dublin: 1. Mise. VI. Papers of
George Petrie, including sheet music in several
hands. 2. MS 1. 5. 42: Music collected by George
Petrie and arranged (by Marianne Petrie?), from
Petrie's MS Collections in the Royal Irish Academy.
3. MS 6451: Music notebook of E.]. Moeran, mainly
folk tunes collected by him. 4. MSS 1. 5. 38-41: A
collection oflrish folk music, compiled by the Rev.
James Goodman, late nineteenth century. 5. MSS
9278-80: Petrie Music Collection Vols. I-III. 862
items.
University College Cork Library: Manuscript
collections oflrish melodies, by T. Windele, 1821.
University College Dublin: Delargy Centre
for Irish Folklore and the National Folklore
Collection: Transcripts by Seam us Ennis, 1946, of
words and music of Gaelic songs recorded by John
Lorne Campbell in the Outer Hebrides, 1937.
University of N otre Dam e, Indiana : MSS
1434-2B: Library of Captain Francis O'Neill:
Vol. 3. Irish musical collection from the Hudson
Kinahan collection. [LMO]
march. A tune type which is among the most
ancient music forms in any country. Originally
related to military activities, the march was incorporated into dance in Ireland to utilise the great
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number of tunes so called, and also to prqvide for
rhythmic variety in ceilf dancing. Designed for,
or arising out of, the need for military companies
to cover distance efficiently despite adverse conditions, by improving humour and overcoming
exhaustion, the march tempo might be functional
to speed travel, celebratory to mark victory, or slow
and funereal to evoke death or defeat. Military
marches are described as 'slow', 'parade' and 'quick',
the last of these used in popular early-twentiethcentury dance as the 'quickstep'. Some old Irish
examples are in 9/8 time, and tunes like 'O'Sullivan
More's March' and 'O'Donovan's March' are found
in 3/4 time. But generally, as in other cultures, in
the Irish tradition they are most common in 4/4
and 2/4. 6/8 time is also popular, as in the 1647
'Allistrum's March'. During the ceili band era many
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common song melodies were recruited as march
tunes- 'Dawning of the Day', 'Roddy McCorley',
'Who Fears to Speak', etc.- mostly patriotic
tunes, their zeal drawn upon in the context of the
desired Irish-Irishness of ceilf dancing. The march
is one figure in the well-known 'Waves ofTory'
ceili dance. Some bands prided themselves on the
complexity and sophistication of the marches they
played, others were content to provide the basic
rhythm. 'The Triumphal' is an example of the
former. Because of the redundancy of the bulk of
traditional music in dancing entertainment, the
march has fallen out of popularity and will almost
never be heard played- except in a limited fashion
in ceilf dances. The older of the tunes in this class,
however, are of great interest musically, particularly the clan marches, some of which date to the
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sixteenth century. The location of marches in Irish
music history has a bearing on instrumentation,
for while in sixteenth-century Germany such tunes
were reported as played on fifes with drums, in
Ireland the bagpipes were used- as with Derricke's
'Irish piper'.

Martin, l rene. (1949- ). Organiser, singer, setdancer. With a long history in organising traditional
music and song events in Dublin, she became interested in folk and traditional music in the 1960s. She
was associated with two of Dublin's most successful
folk clubs, the Universal and 1k Coffee Kitchen, and
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was one of the organisers of the Dublin Traditional
Music Festival in the 1980s. A leader of the Dublinbased set-dance group Brooks Academy since 1983,
she has contributed to its collecting and publishing
activities, including producing their series of recordings of traditional music arranged to accompany the
different sets. She has taught set-dancing at Brooks
Academy's classes since 1984, and at the Willie
Clancy Summer School since 1986, as well as conducting dance workshops in various parts oflreland,
in Europe and in America.
Since 1991 she has been the Irish organiser for
the 'Rencontre Musicale Irlandaise' Irish traditional music festival held each July atTocane Saint
Apre, in the Dordogne region of France. [TEM)

masterclass. As traditional music education has
been formalised and absorbed into existing general
education structures, it has adopted tools and forms
which are part of these environments. One of these
is the 'masterclass', a concept taken from classical
music. The format is used for workshops at festivals
and in third-level institutions and usually involves
a high-profile 'master' musician or 'stylist' engaging
a group of students in a single meeting. In contrast
to the masterclass as provided in classical music,
however, in the aurally perceived traditional music
context the focus is generally on the skill of the
master musician, rather than on the student. [NJK]
Maude, Caitlin. (1941-82). Sean-nos singer.
Born Casla, Co. Galway, she took an Arts degree
at University College, Galway in 1962 and, having
spent a year teaching in England, returned to
Ireland and taught in various schools. A talented
fiddle-player, playwright, actress and published
poet, she is best remembered for her singing in
Irish and was largely responsible for establishing a traditional singers' club, An Bonmin Buf
(the Yellow Bittern), in Dublin city. An LP of her
singing entitled Caitlin was issued by Gael Linn
(Dublin, 1975). She was deeply committed to the
Irish language and played a leading part in the civil
rights movement in the Connemara Gaeltacht in
the late 1960s. [RIU]
Mayglass Ceili Band. (Wexford). Formed in 1927,
one of the first bands to broadcast on 2RN. It had
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Tommy Mallon (piccolo), Jim Shiel and Paddy
Hayes (accordions),Jim Cullen, Murt Doyle, Nick
K.insella, Tom Harpur (fiddles),Jimmy Cassidy, Pat
Fortune (banjos) and Mrs Harpur (piano). With the
K.incora and Athlone bands, it tied for first in the
1954 All-Ireland Fleadh at Cavan, and toured Irish
dance halls in London and Leeds in the early 1960s.

Mayo. This county's engagement with traditional
music revival began in collector Patrick Lynch's
diaries from the summer of1802 when, on a mission
for Edward Bunting, he noted down more than 130
songs and tunes in the county. Included were 'Lord
Mayo' and 'Se Fath Mo Bhuartha', both still played,
and also 'Carolan's Dowry', a piece written for the
marriage of the daughter of the harper to one
Captain Sudely, reputedly ofCo. Mayo. In modern
time there is a continuing harp presence with such
names as Laoise Kelly and Grainne Hambly. But
the area is also significant for flute, a regional
familiarity that stems from Land League fife and
drum bands in the later nineteenth century. Flute
too is the instrument of Chieftains musician Matt
Molloy who lives in the county and runs a music
venue in Westport.Another flute player,Joe Byrne
of Achadh Mor, has noted and published much of
the lore of music history in Co. Mayo; style and
skills are passed on at the annual summer school
on Achill island. Among the county's nationally
and internationally known names are Matt Molloy
(Chieftains) Vinnie K.ilduff (whistle), Se :in Smyth
(of Lunasa) and Breda Smyth (fiddle; Riverdance;
TV presentation).
teaching: Martin Donoghue (accordion) of
Ballindine taught music in Castlebar from the
late 1970s in to the '80s, and John Ho ban of
Castlebar (song, fiddle, banjo, mandocello) taught
all over the county in the same period. In 2010
the demand for teaching privately and institutionally is high. Tom Doherty of Foxford (accordion,
concertina, whistle) teaches in schools in the north
and east of the county, Geraldine MacNamara
(flute) covers west Mayo, and Mary Finn (piano
accordion) teaches in Westport, Louisburg and
on Clare Island. Co. Galway fiddlers Yvonne
and Liz Kane teach in Westport, and John and
Noel Kilkenny cover Castlebar and Balla. Piano
and keyboard are taught by Maria Lynn, fiddle
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by John McHugh in Foxford. Rob Thornburg
and Bernie Donoghue teach traditional music in
schools in the east and south, while in the north,
in Westport and Castlebar, Julie Langan, Marie
McHugh and John McEvilly teach fiddle classes
privately and in schools. P.J. Hernon, a native of
Connemara, teaches accordion in Castlebar and
Westport, Marian Egan teaches in the K.ilmovee,
Deirdre Golden (nee Collis), teaches whistle
around Ballina, and Peter Neary teaches music in
the Bofield, Ballina. The expertise and image of
these high-status teachers is of inestimable influence in the county, and the retention of value on
music may be indicated by the logistical difficulties: this is Ireland 's third-largest county, but it has
the island's second-lowest population density. That
those being taught number from 1,500 to 1,800
means that 1.2 - 1.5 per cent of the people there
are learning music.
CCE. Mayo has 16 listed branches: Achill,
Ballina, Ballindine, Belmullet, Castlebar, Cois
Muaidhe, Clare Island, Claremorris, Foxford,
K.ilmovee, Knock, Coill Mh6r, Newport, Shrule,
Swinford, Westport
festivals. The annual Scoil Acla summer school
is an important dimension of the teaching process,
providing as it does a national performance and
experiential context locally. Feile Chois Chuin at
Louisburg provides the experience of national and
local, the professional and amateur. Other festivals also involve traditional music on programmes
and as ancillary activities. Feile John McGrath, a
tribute to the Rossport composer, was initiated at
Westport in 2010.
concerts. Formal performances take place regularly in the Linen hall Arts Centre, Castlebar, at
Matt Molloy's in Westport and The Old Church
in Claremorris; The Listening Club in Newport
has concerts on a circulating basis.
performers. Performance is strongest in family
units, and is more visible in certain localities such
as Achill where in addition to dance music there
is also a marching band tradition, with some forty
players in Dooagh, and fifteen in each of Pollagh,
Keel, Dookinella and Tonregee. Among major
music families are the Geraghtys, Kilkennys,
Hickeys, Healys, Deanes, 6 Mongains, Munnellys,
McHughs, Dooceys, Dohertys, Duff)rs, Toweys,

O'Gradys, Heneghans, O'Tooles, Langans and
Smyths. That these family groupings include siblings
and relatives over several generations makes for a
considerable impact in their localities.
sessions. The dominant playing format in Co.
Mayo is the session, where sociability is a major
factor and musicians of all ages come together.
Regular events are held in Balla (Mannion's),
Ballaghaderreen (Spell's), Castlebar (McHale's,
McCarthy's), Charlestown (Finan's, Murray's),
Clare Island (community centre), Foxford
(Bourke's), Partry (Lough Inn), Kilkelly (Shazzy
Mac's), Newport (The Grainneuaile, Derradda
school), and Westport (McGing's, Matt Molloy's,
Cobbler's, Bould Biddy's).
radio. Mid-west and north-west local radio serve
the area, with traditional music programmes hosted
by Seamus DuffY and by Joe Byrne. RnaG is also
vital, not just because it caters for the county's Irish
speakers, but also on account of its regional focus on
the west oflreland and its high music content. [JUL)
recording. Much recording of Mayo musicians
is done these days, but a previous generation in
the 1950s were captured by Kiltimagh popular
and ceili music bandsman Liam McDonagh, who
made local commercial recordings on acetate discs.
He charged between 12/6 and £1 depending on
size, and catered to novelty, ego, talent and the historical record. At a time when tape equipment was
expensive and bulky, the discs he made provided
self-critical potential and encouraged conscientious
attention to detail; they could be played on the
ubiquitous electrical gramophones. The technology was eclipsed by cassette tape in the mid-1960s,
but the recordings remain durable memoirs oflocal
music traditions and style.
flute. The Mayo flute tradition is illustrated in
the 2008 TG4 Canuinti Ceoil (dialects of music)
series, and has been documented extensively
by J oe Byrne in his 1998 book Fif agus Fideog
which paints a picture of an instrument thoroughly ingrained in the psyche of a region, and
where history, style and aesthetic appreciation are
interwoven into a process of self-entertainment,
passing on of tradition and professional performance. Some twenty-three players of various ages are
interviewed, each of these tracing a complex web of
various aspects of flute - marching bands, Clarke
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whistles, R fifes, G~ flutes and concert flutes. Style
and context are laid out, showing that the north
Mayo area had intense recreational music-making
prior to the middle of the twentieth century, wi th
the presence locally of two flute makers. Senior
flute players in the north of the county today are
Byrne himself, a former national school headmaster, Frank Jordan, Mick Loftus, Thomas Ryan and
Kevin Henry (in Chicago also). [EDI]
Hambly, Gniinne. (1975- ). Harpist. From
Claremorris, Co. Mayo, she studied harp with
Janet Harbison and while at college at QUB she
was a member of the Belfast Harp Orchestra and
performed regularly in the 1990s with CCE. She
plays on neo-Irish harp, and has recorded three solo
albums and published two volumes of Traditional
Irish Music Arrangedfor Harp. [HELl
Martin, Tony. (1917- ). Fiddle maker. Born
near Barr na Tr:i, north Mayo, now living near
Charlestown. In 1932 he began as an apprentice
carpenter in Belmullet. He went to England in
1935, working as a shopfitter in London. In 1947,
by chance, he visited a violin workshop run by the
then-famous Czech maker George Rost, and was
invited to learn the trade. He stayed there for only
a few months before he began repair work on his
own, earning a living by day as a joiner. After thirty
years in London he returned to Mayo in 1987.
He has made fiddles for Se:in Maguire, Danny
Meehan, Michael Gorman and Kevin Burke.
Murph y, Jimmy. (1938- ). Fiddle. Born
Meelick, Swinford, Co. Mayo, he was influenced
by his aunt's melodeon playing, and neighbour Bill
Kelly (fiddle). Later he was drawn to the playing
ofFred Finn (fiddle), who was to become his main
inspiration. He played with the Countryside Ceili
Group which included James Murray (flute), H arry
McGowan (flute), and Joe Fallon (button accordion). He toured the US in 1972 and '74. He has
played duet with James Murray (flute) for many
years and their playing is in the forefront of Sligo
style fiddle/flute music. He has also recorded for
radio and television. His style reflects that of south
Sligo and he plays many of the older, more unusual
versions of well-known tunes. [GRD]
Walsh, Tommy. (1880-1963). Accordion. Born
at Rosbeg, W estport, Co. Mayo, he was particularly
influenced by travelling musicians. He worked for a
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time in Scotland (a common destination for Mayo
and D onegal people at the turn of the twentieth
century) but returned to Westport, and later made
a recording at Jury's Hotel Dublin for Parlophone
records called The Rakes ofKildare and Other jigs.
See Byrne,Joe.
Mayock, Emer. (1973- ). Flute. Born in Co.
Mayo, but based in Dublin, she performs contemporary traditional material (much of which she
writes herself) in a modern style associated with
a community of flute players influenced by Matt
Molloy. She has recorded two albums, Merry Bits
ofTimber (1996) and Playground (2000), and has
also performed with the fusion band Afro Celt
Sound System. In the 2000s she worked with
musicians from diverse traditions, including Sligo
flute player Peter Horan, Breton flute player JeanMichel Veillion, jazz musicians Francesco Turrisi
and Nick Roth, sean-n6s singer Roisin Elsafty and
fiddler Paddy Glackin. [N IK]
maypole. Introduced during the 1930s to 'Goldsmith country', Tubberclair, Co. Westmeath, this was
a forum for dancing done in the open air on a timber
or concrete floor. Most 'maypoles' remained open
thro ughout the summer months and people paid a
small admission fee. Such dances were very popular
during the 1930s and early 1940s with Maypoles
situated in many areas, but they had disappeared by
1945. I n other towns the same focus was provided
by such as 'dance boards' or 'platforms'.
See dance, social.
mazurka. A sung 'national' dance-form in 3/4 time
which emerged in the Polish province of Mazovia
in the 1500s. It became popular in the fashion-setting Germany and Paris of the mid-1700s, arriving
in Britain by 1830, and becoming absorbed into
music traditions throughout Europe and eventually the world. It is distinguished from the waltz
by its unique emphasis on the second, rather than
the more expected first, of the three beats. Having
likely arrived in Ireland some time in the first half
of the nineteenth century, the metre entered the
house-dance repertoire of traditional musicians and
dancers. The popularity of the mazurka has been
strongest in Donegal, where it is most commonly
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Jackie Donnan's Mazurka

performed today. Seventeen distinct traditional
melodies have been preserved in the county's repertoire with some of these having fi.uther variants.
More recently others have been introduced by, for
instance, Tommy Peoples who, like Seam us Gibson,
M:iiread Ni Mhaonaigh and Caoimhin Mac Aoidh,
has contributed several new compositions over the
first decade of the 2000s. While the rhythm of the
Donegal mazurkas conforms completely to the definitive Polish pattern, the phrasing structure of these
corresponds to that used in other Irish rhythms, and
shows no connection with the mazurkas of eastern
Europe. The definitive collection of mazurkas was
published by Mac Aoidh in 2009 as From Mazovia
to Meenbanad· 7/x Donegal Mazurkas!.
dance. Mazurka metre was absorbed into the
house-dance tradition as a couple dance with at
least three versions. The most common remains
the 'Shoe the Donkey' which is danced exclusively
to the tune of the same name. The two versions
danced to the remaining mazurkas are described as
the 'open' and 'closed' mazurkas, with the couples
being more loosely set in the former and more
tightly set in the latter. Given the small confines
of the kitchen area of country cottages, the dance is

restricted in its lateral motion with an emphasis on
footwork rather than spatial movement. [CAM]

McAloon, Sean. (1923-98). Piper, pipe maker,
born at Altawalk, Roslea, Co. Fermanagh. His
father played accordion and sang, and introduced
Sean to the whistle. Moving to flute, then fiddle,
Sean was influenced by Coleman recordings. He
became interested in pipes on hearing Kilturk
player Phil Martin at a feis in Roslea, and ordered
himself a Crowley (Cork) set, later acquiring a flat
set by O'Mealy. McAloon emigrated to the US in
1964, but returned, working first in Dublin, then
Belfast in 1966. He recorded Drops ofBrandy with
dulcimer player John Rea in 1976. He became a
respected pipes repairer and highly regarded reedmaker, and produced some twenty sets of the
instrument in his lifetime.

McAuliffes . Nicholas (1945- ): flute, whistle,
fiddle, and An ne [nee Sheehy] (1946- ): flute,
whistle, accordion. From Lyre and Glenoe in Co.
Kerry respectively, they have been prominent
members of CCE and of the Brosna and Desmond
ceili bands and Siamsa Tire (of which Anne was a
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founding member).Tl:ey have taught large numbers
of musicians throughout Kerry and Co. Cork. Anne
won the All-Ireland under-18 accordion in 1964
and the senior whistle in '6 7; Nicholas won the
senior whistle in 1971. They were both part of the
Brosna which won the All-Ireland ceili band award
in 1972. They were part of the CCE touring group
to North America in 1975 and feature on the related
recording and on a 1978 fund raiser for Duchas
House in Tralee. Nicholas has provided information
for many recordings, and has taught at ITT in conjunction with Siamsa Tire since 1995. [DAK]

McCann, Scan. (1949- ). Song collector, from
Smithfield, Belfast, he was president of QUB Folk
Music Society in the 1960s. Attending the city's
Folk Song Club led to McCann's meeting Brendan
Breathnach who suggested he collect so ngs in
the region. Singer Terry Browne directed him to
Toome, Co. Antrim, where he met eel fisher and
singer Neillie Coney from Ardboe who introduced
him to a network of Lough Neagh area singers
(from whom he collected for six months) and
directed him to fiddler John Loughran ofPomeroy.
Loughran in turn introduced him to local Tyrone
si ngers. McCann's collection and field notes are
held at the ITMA. [MAL]
McCarthy, Johnny. (1961- ). Flute, fiddle;
lecturer. From Cork city, he began playing music
at an early age under the guidance of grandparents
and family. Studied with Jean Poulain, professor
of flute at Konsrvatorium in Zurich, and at the
Musikhochschule there. He has played as soloist
with the Irish Chamber Orchestra, and with
Micheal 6 Suilleabhain on Oilerin, winning the
prize for most outstanding performance at the
Cultural Capital of Europe 1990, Glasgow Arts
Festival. He played also on Bringing It All Back
Home and A River ofSound, and is a frequent broadcaster in both classical and traditional musics. He
has worked in music with special needs children
and adults, has played with the Four Star Trio over
many years and recorded his own music with Pat
Crowley on Fool's Dream (2002). A lecturer intraditionallrish music, music technology and flute
at Cork School of Music, he has also lectured in
Europe, the USA and Asia.
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McCarthys of Clare and London.
M cCarthy, Tommy. (1929-2000). Piper and
concertina player, was born at Shyan, Kilmihil, west
Clare. His aunt played fiddle, his mother concertina, sets were danced in their house. Tommy began
to play tin whistle at the age of nine following a
visit by flute player Miko Dick Murphy on 'the
wren'. He learned fiddle from Malachy Marrinan,
picked up tunes from local blacksmith, concertina
player Solas Lillis, and by th e age of fourteen he
was visiting Elizabeth ('Mrs') Crotty's in Kilrush.
He played at farmhouse dances, 'wrens' and exile
wakes where rhythm and swing were critical to the
sets danced. His mentors were Michael Downes,
Junior Crehan, Bobby Casey and flute player John
Joe Russell. Staying in Dublin once weekly in 1950
introduced him to John Kelly, through whom he
was directed to Leo Rowsome to purchase his first
set of uilleann pipes. He moved to London in 1952
with his wife, dancer Kathleen Connaughton; their
four children- Jacqueline, Marion, Bernadette and
Tom- all played music. His associates there were
Roger Sherlock, Bobby Casey, Martin Byrnes,
Seamus Ennis, Kit O'Connor, Michael Gorman,
Margaret Barry, Sean Maguire, Paddy Taylor,
Raymond Roland and piper Michael Falsey from
Quilty. Willie Clancy was also in London from
1952-4, as a carpenter, playing in 1he Laurel Tree
in Camden Town. Tommy joined NPU in 1968,
eo-founding the London Pipers' Club in 1980; he
played on CCE's first American tour in 1972 with
Paddy Glackin, Seamus Connolly and Joe Burke,
and with Bobby Casey played in folk clubs all
over Britain. He was an inspirational figure in the
London revival scene oflrish traditional music but
made frequent trips with the family back to Clare
over the years. He taught his children Jacqueline,
Marion, Bernadette and Tom my to play, his daughters becoming prominent musicians and teachers
in Britain before the family gradually returned
to Ireland. His music has embraced diverse challenges, such as playing in the film score for 'Young
Guns', with Jacqueline in '1hree Wishes for Jamie',
in 'The Playboy of the Western World', and with
all of the children with The Chieftains. His solo
album (1997) is Sporting Nell.
Jacqueline. She learned concertina at the age of
nine, and has made her life playing and teaching

McCrann, Aibhlfn

music in Co. Galway. Married to Waterford city
piper Tommy Keane, she teaches at the Willie
Clancy Summer School. Her album The Hidden
Note (1999) includes performances by Keane as
well as her family members; she also plays with
Keane on the 1995 The Wind Among the Reeds.
Marion. Now also living and playing in Co.
Galway, plays whistle and uilleann pipes
Bernadette. She plays piano and whistle, married
Tennessee fiddler Henry Benagh and lives in Co.
Clare.
Tommy junior. He took up fiddle, and since
1996 runs a popular Irish bar in Boston with
musician Louise Costello.

McCollam, Frank. (1910-73). Fiddler, song and
music collector and composer, from Ballycastle, Co.
Antrim. At the age of ten he took fiddle lessons
from local fiddlers Johnny Sampson and Johnny
Crawford. For many years he was a member of
the Antrim and Derry Fiddlers' Association, from
1959 he was in the Belfast branch of CCE and in
1965 he became the first chairman of its Ballycastle
branch. McCollam is best remembered as a
composer, and for a collection of over a hundred
mainly dance tunes which was published under
the title Echoes from Fair Head (2008), edited and
transcribed by Liam Donnelly. His most famous
composition is a hornpipe- 'The Home Ruler',
which he dedicated to his wife Sally. [LEG]
McConnell, Cathal. (1944- ). Song, flute, whistle,
born at Ballinaleck, Co. Fermanagh. His father,
Sandy McConnell, played whistle and accordion
and sang; his grandfather and great-grandfather
played flute. Sandy had a large repertoire of song
and stories, and greatly encouraged the children
in music. Cathal, like his brother Mickey (singer
and songwriter), played whistle, then took up flute,
learning not only from the 78 record 'masters',
but through local fiddler and whistle player Peter
Flanagan. Cathal played in various ceili bands,
and met and played with the older age-group of
players all over the island. Flute player John Joe
Maguire was an inspiration, local players John
McManus, Tommy Maguire, Tommy Gunn, Eddie
Dufl}r and Mick Hoy important too. In 196 7 he
was a founder member of the Boys of the Lough

with Robin Morton and Tommy Gunn. He was
honoured by TG4's Gradam in 2010, and by the
Willie Clancy Summer School in 2009. Part of his
song collection was published as I Have Travelled
This Country in 2011.

McConnell, Mickey. (1947- ). Singer, songwriter;
guitar, banjo and mandolin. Of the McConnell
family of Ballinaleck, he is the youngest of five.
Brothers Sean, Cathal, Cormac and sister Maura
(d.2007) are all well known in music and writing.
He is also a journalist. His best-known songs
include 'Only Our Rivers Run Free', 'Peter Pan
and Me', 'Supermarket Wine' and 'Tinkerman's
Daughter'. He recorded a solo album, Peter Pan
and Me, in 1991; his songs have been recorded by
Niamh Parsons, Cilla Fisher and Artie Tresize,
Benny Sands and Christy Moo re. 'Only Our Rivers
Run Free' was taken up by orchestral arranger James
Last. A perceptive writer, his lyrics are subtle yet
uncompromising, with his material ranging from
descriptive narrative ballads like 'The Tinkerman's
Daughter', 'Supermarket Wine' and 'Peter Pan and
Me' to political satire as in his 'GUBU Song', an
outstanding feat of the satirist's art.
McCormack, June. (1976- ). Flute. From
Ballintogher, Co. Sligo, she performs with harper
Michael Rooney as Draiocht. They have two CD
albums: Draiocht (2004) and Land's End (2006).
Her first recording was Launching the Boat with
Siona in 1998. She was recipient of the TG4
Young Traditional Musician of the Year award in
1998, and devised and published two tutors for the
flute- Fliuit (2006) and Fliuit 2 (2009).
McCrann, Aibhlin. (1955- ) . Harper, organiser.
From Dublin, she has played a central role as a
performer, advocate and organiser of harping in
Ireland since the mid-1970s. Committed to the
development of regional harp schools, as secretary
of Cairde na Cruite and director of An Chuirt
Chruitireachta she has been prominent in the
revival of Irish harping and its integration into
mainstream traditional music. She was a member
of the Board of Directors of the ITMA 2002-5
and is currently a member of the Arts Council.
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McCullough, L.E. (1952- ). Performer, composer,
researcher, producer and teacher of traditional Irish
music. Born Speedway, Indiana, he learned classical piano and jazz saxophone as a child, and took
up Irish music on whistle and flute in 1972, after
studying at the School oflrish Studies in Dublin
where he was influenced by Breandan Breathnach,
Tom Munnelly, Hugh Shields and John Kelly. In
the US he was privileged to have been able to learn
from major stylists, including Noel Rice, Seamus
Cooley,John McGreevy and Joe Shannon. He won
an All-Ireland in 1976 for composition, moving
on to research projects funded by the National
Endowment for the Arts, on one of which in 1976
he documented the craft of Chicago uilleann pipe
maker Patrick Hennelly.
academ ic. His 1978 PhD in ethnomusicology was an analysis of Irish music ('Irish Music
in Chicago'), and his prolific writing since for
academic and popular journals includes the entry
on American Irish Music for the 1986 New Grove
Dictionary ofAmerican Music. McCullough's 1976
tin whistle tutor reflects his teaching skills, as did
his 1977-86 Silver Spear publishing label with
instruction books and tapes, including Miles
Krassen's and Tony DeMarco'sATrip to Sligo fiddle
tutor, and Patrick Sky's Manual for the Uilleann
Pipes. His 121 Favorite Irish Session Tunes provides
for communal playing, but the 2004 Whistle Around
the World opens up his instrument's potential with
fifty melodies from forty-eight musics worldwide.
His own compositions were published in 1998 as
Saint Patrick U"as a Cajun, and tunes of his have
been played and recorded by such as Lunasa, Liz
Carroll, Katie McMahon and Trian.
performa nce. McCullough sees himself as
grounded in Irish music, and indeed played the
whistle in the US White House for President Bill
Clinton in 1997. He has played it and the flute, as
well as harmonica, alto sax, bodhran, bones, piano,
synthesizer and guitar, in a mix of groups including
Trim the Velvet, Devilish Merry, Bourree Texane,
Money in Both Pockets and The Irish Airs, and
performs on some forty-five albums. In the 1980s
he moved to composition-arrangement, with three
solo albums on which he pushes stylistic boundaries
out to the fusion form he dubs 'Celtic World Beat'.
His Own Kind (1982) and Late Bloomer (1984)
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paired Irish tunes and ballads with American rock,
blues, jazz, folk and country riffs, Feadanista (1989)
had Mexican, Caribbean, African, French, Spanish
and Cajun,jazz, pop and ragtime and extensive use
of studio technology. This extrovert and energetic
player has also composed for advertising, theatre,
TV, film (Michael Collins) and Celtic ballet.

McCusker Brothers' Ceili Band . A group of
eight brothers and one sister born into an intense
family environment of music in Kilcreevy, Co.
Armagh. 1heir mother played melodeon and concertina, their father played piccolo, the boys played
instruments, and the girls, Mary and Teresa, both
sang. The fiddle was taught to them by local man
Bill Lenagh, a fund oflocal music style and repertoire who had picked up his music from travelling
musicians heard on fair days in the town ofKeady.
The band began in the 1930s at house dances and
in halls, the boys travelling by bicycle with the
instruments strapped on their backs. By day all had
jobs, yet they managed to travel to all parts of the
country, already famous by the beginning of the
war, witnessing on their return home one night the
sky lit up by the German bombing of Belfast. Later
travel was done by car, when petrol was available,
otherwise by train. From 1945 onwards they played
in England in all the major Irish halls of Liverpool,
London and Birmingham. By then with fiddler
Kevin Vallely, and using banjo (Francie), electric
and American fiddle (John), fiddle (Brendan),
piano (Barney) and button accordion (Tommy,
Benignus), piccolo (Kevin) and drums (Malachy),
they made their name with the swelling Irish population there. At home in the same decade they
broadcast often on Radio Eireann's Ct!ili H ouse. In
1962 they played in the US in Boston, Chicago
and Philadelphia, in New York they played in
Carnegie Hall. Changing dance styles in the '50s
and '60s saw them playing 'old-time' as well as 'ceili'
dances, helping them make their name with tunes
like The Cuckoo Waltz. Their regular venue was
Armagh City Hall for the Ceili M6r where song
collector Scan O'Boyle frequently acted as fear an
tL They broadcast on RE and BBC, and performed
live from the Gresham Hotel on the opening night
ofRTE. They did a special St Patrick's Day issue of
BBC's As I Roved Out, and played for BBC's first

McDonnell, Or James

to London' and 'Dominick's Farewell to Cashel'.
His local-interest songs include 'The Boatman
of Lough Key' (about fiddler Tommy Flynn with
whom he played in Flynn's Men) and 'The Ballad
of O'Carolan Country', which is inscribed on his
(1999) monument in Ballyfarnon.

Brendan McCusker

NI TV broadcast, Come Dancing. Most recently the
band played on RTE TV's 1he Pure Drop. They
recorded several 78 records and ens.
McDermott,Josie. (1925-92). Flute, saxophone,
born at Coolmeen, Co. Sligo, near Ballyfarnan, Co.
Rosco mmon . His mother sang and played concertina, but his greatest influence growing up were
neighbours the Butlers, whose home was a ceili
house, the mother a fine lilter; local fiddler James
Flynn influenced him too. By the age of six he
was able to play trump (Jew's harp) and Clarke
tin whistle. With a broad taste in music Josie
McDermott played what he liked, from whatever
source - tunes from gramophone records or the
radio. By the age of fourteen he was singing in
a local, 'modern' jazz-style dance band, and took
up trumpet, then tenor and alto saxophones. In
later years he might alternate nights ceili- ing
on flute and whistle with cycling sixty miles to
hear the Jimmy Compton Jazz Band. He played
in perhaps ten modern bands in his time, blindness from eczema in 1962 barely slowing him
down. He spent two years with Sonny Flynn's
Ceili Band; his final group was the multi-genre
'wedding' band Flynn's Men which he joined in
1967. All this paralleled his traditional whistle,
fife and flute playing which earned him considerable reputation throughout the country, gaining
him a 1964 All-Ireland on whistle, and another on
alto sax. He was placed in ballad singing, won the
tilting competition in 196 7, and in 197 4 the flute .
He taught music also and composed; among his
tunes are 'A Trip to Birmingham', 'Darby's Farewell

McDonnell Garvey,Mfue. (1927-2009). Fiddle;
teacher, historian. Born on a farm at Tobracken,
Ballaghaderreen, Co. Roscommon, she was taught
violin by P.J. Giblin at age eleven. Married in
1948 she moved to Walkinstown, Dublin where
as a mature student in 1970 she obtained a BA in
Irish, history and English at UCD, later a HDip.
A secondary school teacher, she also taught night
classes in Irish with Conradh na Gaeilge for twenty-five years, served as CCE's Co. Dublin secretary,
and kept up her links with Connacht at sessions
in St Marys Music Club. She was a member of
the Aiseirigh ceili band in the mid -1940s and
the Eamonn Ceannt in the '60s, later playing as
Comhra na dTonn with friends Donal 6 hEalai
and Cianin 6 Rathallaigh, with whom she also
collected and researched Irish music. Her four
books deal with the history of the Sliabh Lugha
area of Connacht, with Mayo and Armagh music
traditions, the music collectors, and with history,
politics, social life, characters and traditional music
of her childhood in Ballaghaderreen. She also
researched notes for and played on several albums
including 1he Windy Turn and Whispering Strains
ofthe Past. She was instrumental too in editing and
re-issuing the P.J. Giblin music collection and its
companion CD, 1he Gib/in Legacy. A constructive
questioner of the status quo whose engagements in
politics, education, history and music were marked
by publications in her lifetime, she was awarded the
Douglas Hyde school's Gradam in 2007. [ITG]
McDonnell, DrJames. (b.1762). A leading figure
in medicine in the north of Ireland, he was a eofounder of the first hospital in Belfast and took
part in the foundation of the city's medical school
and dispensary. An Irish speaker, he was a close
friend of the McCrackens, and became a source
of encouragement and practical help to Edward
Bunting. McDonnell and his brothers were taught
to play the Irish harp by the harper Arthur O'Neill,
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who, while he was employed by their father for this
task, had lived for two years with them at their
home in Glenariff. [SAL]

McEvoy, Catherine. (1956- ). Flute player,
teacher. Born in Birmingham of Roscommon
parents, she moved to Ireland in the mid-1970s.
In Ratoath, Co. Meath since 1989, her classes
have greatly popularised the flute and raised its
standards among young people. She teaches and
performs also in North America and in Europe
and has two solo albums: Catherine McEvoy (with
Felix Dolan) and The Home Ruler. She played on
the Flute Players ofR oscommon project and recorded
The Kilmore Fancy with her brother, fiddler John
McEvoy. Her husband Tom McGorman also plays
flute, teaches and adjudicates, and children Jane
(fiddle), Ruari (fiddle, bouzuoki) and All-Ireland
winner Fergus (flute, saxophone) have taught
locally. [JAM]
McEvoy, Jacinta. (1956- ). Concertina. From
Dublin, she is also an accompanist on guitar and
piano and she plays on Chris Droney's 2005 Down
from Bell Harbour. Living in Navan, Co. Meath, she
is married to fiddler John McEvoy; their children
are all musicians. Researching at DkiT in the
teaching oflrish and folk dance in primary-level
schools, she developed and published Dancin'Time,
a teacher's resource pack for this (in both Irish and
English), in 2010.
McGann,Andy. (1928-2004). Fiddle. Born in
New York City where he gained fame for his distinctive Sligo style of playing, McGann was one
of the great fiddlers in the history oflrish traditional music in America. His father, An drew, came
from Ballymote, his mother (nee Dwyer), from
Tubbercurry, Co. Sligo; they met and married in
New York City. Andy took step-dancing lessons
from Kerry teacher Se:in Murphy in the Bronx,
where the McGann family lived, and at the age
of seven he began fiddle lessons with Americanborn teacher Catherine Brennan Grant. Informal
instruction followed with Michael Coleman, from
whom he learned many tunes and with whom
he played privately up until Coleman's death in
1945. He formed another, more public fiddling
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partnership with Ballinamuck, Co. Longford
fiddler Paddy Reynolds, with whom he performed
in the New York Ceili Band, featuring Paddy
O'Brien (from Tipperary), Larry Redican,Jack
Coen, Jerry Wallace and Felix Dolan. McGann's
discography includes foe Burke, Andy McGann and
Felix Do/an Play a Tribute to Michael Coleman, an
influential masterpiece in 1966 (reissued on en as
A Tribute to Michael Coleman in 1994) that featured
'Andy McGann's' jig, his own composition; Andy
McGann and Paddy Reynolds, with Paul Brady on
guitar; Andy McGann and Paul Brady, which was
McGann's solo debut at age forty-nine; The Funny
R eel, where he was reunited with Burke and D olan;
and My L ove is in America, a live recording taken
from an Irish fiddle festival held at Boston College
in Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts, in 1990. The
last formal studio recording to feature McGann's
playing was fiddler Brian Conway's 2002 solo
debut, First Throur;h the Gate. 'Andy took the Sligo
style and made it uniquely his own, adding feeling,
warmth, and technical precision to what already
was a great art form,' said Conway, who joined Joe
Burke and Felix Dolan to recordA Tribute toAndy
McGann in 2007. [EAH]

McGann, Frank. (1923-2002). A bodhr:in player
and widely travelled, passionate and inspiring
music aficionado who was committed to helping
the development of young performers. He was
born at Lisalway, Co. Roscommon into a family of
musicians who played for weddings and functions
throughout the county. His mother was a fiddler,
influenced by Michael Coleman and the many
musicians such as travelling piper Johnny Doran
who regularly visited the family home. Frank went
to Dublin in the mid-1940s, participating there in
music, dancing and GAA activities. In the 1970s
he was an inspiring figure on the session circuit in
which he held court at the Man of Aran and the
set-dance-oriented O'Shea's Merchant. Feile Frank
McGann is held in his honour at Strokestown
since 2003 .
McGinley, John (Mhosai). Fiddle. Born during
the Famine at Loch Uinshe, Co. Donegal between
Carrick and Glencolmcille- he was the youngest
of ten children, most if not all of whom played

McGiynn , Arty

fiddle. His fa th er Moses was a blacksmith and a
noted fiddler, and hi s oldest brother Maurice (an
RlC officer) was also highly regarded as a fiddler.
John, however, is fixed in folklore as the greatest,
his travel circu it as a fi sh -seller taking him all
over south-west D onegal. He travelled regularly
to Scotland, playing at stopping points on the
journey across cou nties D erry, Tyrone and Antrim.
Known to have had a rare, old Glencolmcille repertoire, his style has been passed down partially
through the D ohertys -with whom he was quite
familiar - as well as through num erous fiddlers
in the Glencolmcille, Carrick and Teelin area.
John Doherty constantly remarked that his father,
Mickey Mor, had considered John Mhosaf to
have been the most excep tional player he ever
encountered. The 'Mhosai' repertoire can be heard
in the mu sic of J ames Byrne of Meenacross,
Glencolmcille. [CAM]

McGinley, Martin. (1961- ) . Fiddle, presenter.
Born Raphoe, Co. Donegal, he inherited a fiddle
tradition through his St Johnston mother. Initially
learning classical violin, he turned to traditional
music in his late teens, at the time a journalist with
the Derry People and Donegal News. He played for
a year with the band Ferdia, writing also for the
Derry journal, then as a newsreader with the BBC
in Belfast. He ran a music bar in K.illybegs, presented the 1995 The Pure Drop RTE television
series and RTE Radio 1's Sounds Traditional, and
went on to become editor of the Derry journal
newspaper.
McGlinchey, Brendan. (1940- ). Fiddle, composer.
Born in Armagh city, his Forkhill mother had played
melodeon. He took fiddle lessons at the age of twelve
in response to his mother being told by a forruneteller that the family would have a gifted musician.
En tered in Dungannon feis by his competitive
Portadown teacher William Collins (a runesmith),
his victory portrait in the local paper attracted ceili
band leader Malachy Sweeney to recruit him at the
age of sixteen. In the company here of such players
as Johnny Pickering and Bobby Gardiner he sessioned all over the country in 1956-7 with Sean
Maguire, Paddy Canny, Se:in Ryan, Leo Rowsome,
Paddy O'Brien, Willie Clancy and Kevin Collins.

The J. Scots Skinner music then in vogue was picked
up by ear fro m records, and from BBC Scotland
radio programmes; RE's Ceolta Tire and A job of
j ourneywork were important too. His playing in
competition at the first Ennis fleadh of 1956 was
broadcast by Ciar:in Mac Mathuna, creating a
reputation enhanced by winning all levels of AllIreland competition, and tying with Aggie White in
the Oireachtas. He tied too with Seamus Connolly
in the 1961 Swinford fleadh, then won in 1962 at
Gorey. The excitement of the times led to CCE's
inauguration of the Champion of Champions event,
which he won at Clones in 1964. Going to England,
at eighteen he played for two years at the Hibernian
Club on Fulham Broadway with Roger Sherlock,
Liam Farrell and Raymond Roland, with whom
he toured Ireland as the Hibernian Ceili Band. An
associate too of Bobby Casey, M:iirtin Byrnes and
Joe Burke, he was later in Johnny Pickering's band
from 1960 to 1964, its leader's death prompting
his rerum to London, where he has lived since. H e
has composed many tunes, sixty of which he rates
highly; he has broadcast on radio and television, and
recorded in 1974 with Fin bar Dwyer's Silver Hill
label. H e dropped out of playing in 1977, but came
back in 1993, presently teaching and giving workshops, and a regular at the Willie Clancy Summer
School.

McGlinchey, Paul. (1971 - ). Flute. Born at
Omagh, Co. Tyrone, he was influenced by house
sessions in his mother's home area ofTubbercurry,
Co. Sligo where her brothers, G erard (flute),
Tommy and Packie McCarrick played. Paul was
taught whistle by Arthur Kearney, then flute by
Sean McCusker of Drom ore at age fourteen.
He played with hi s neighbour, fiddler Barry
McLaughlin (a Fiddler of D oo ney winner) in
sessio ns, co mpetitions and while at college in
Belfast. He won the All-Ireland flute slow airs in
1991, the major flute award in 1993, '94 and '95,
and, with McLaughlin, the duets in 1993. His solo
album Unearthed was released in 2008.
McGlynn, Arty. (1944- ). Guitar. Born at
Omagh, Co. Tyrone, into a music family where
his father played accordion and his mother the
fiddle . Arty was playing accordion at age five,
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and was bought a guitar by his mother at eleven;
this led him to explore jazz, and by fifteen he was
playing professionally. In the late 1960s he toured
in Britain and the USA in various bands, taking up
pedal steel guitar, but after a decade he tired of the
tediousness and formula oflong tours and took the
decision to play only what interested him. He came
back to Irish traditional music, in 1979 recording
his first solo, McGfynn's Fancy, the first Irish album
of traditional-style guitar. Sought after as an intelligent accompanist, he played and recorded with
such as Christy Moore, Paul Brady, Donal Lunny
and Liam O'Flynn, and as a member of Planxty,
Patrick Street, De Dannan and the Van Morrison
Band. In 1989, McGlynn and his wife, fiddle
player Nollaig Casey, released Lead the Knave,
and the following year were awarded the Belfast
Telegraph Entertainment Media and Arts Award
for excellence in the field of folk music. Their
second album, Causeway, with mostly original
tunes, was made in 199 5. McG lynn produced
Four Men and a Dog's album Barking Mad, which
was voted Folk Album of the Year by Folk Roots
magazine, and also produced Christy Hennessy's
The Rehearsal, which was in the Irish charts continuously for eighteen months. He collaborated
with Frances Black on her early solo albums,
Talk to Me and The Sky Road, both of which have
topped charts in Ireland. McGlynn has composed
music for television documentaries and with Casey
arranged and played music for the films Moondance
and Hear My Song; McGlynn also played music
composed by Shaun Davey on Waking Ned Devine.
He has performed live throughout Europe with
Liam O'Flynn, whose album The Piper's Calf he
eo-produced. He is regarded as a major stylist in
Irish-music guitar.

McGowan, Ted. (1933- ). Fiddle, bodhnin;
band manager and promoter. Born in Culfadda,
Co. Sligo, he was active in the London Irish music
scene in the 1950s and '60s . He managed the
famous London-based ceili band The Glenside,
which won an All-Ireland title in 1966. He returned
to Ireland in 1973, where he and his wife Teresa
opened the Raisin Dubh in Gurteen, Co. Sligo.
This has become one of the best-known venues in
the country for traditional music and as a meeting
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place for musicians. It also houses a fine collection
of photographs of musicians. Always involved in
all aspects of music in the locality and one of its
most ardent supporters, in 1998 his bar celebrated
a quarter-century of its weekly session. [GRD)

McGrath,John. (1900-55). Fiddler, composer of
major tunes. Born at Ros Dumhach (Rossport) in
what is now the north Mayo Gaeltacht, his ancestors had come there from the Donegal/Fermanagh
area. The second of twelve children in a family
which had a tradition of music and sean-nos
singing, his six brothers also played fiddle; his
father played fiddle, his mother melodeon. The
family home was known for music, day-time and
night-time, and was host to both local and travelling musicians. John was regarded as a gifted fiddle
player, played melodeon too for local dances, and
travelled in search of repertoire.
emigration. In the tradition of north Connacht
McGrath migrated to Scotland and England in
his late teens for work- in steel works, coal mines,
and at the harvesting of hay, beet and potatoes. In
Northumberland he worked as a coal-miner and in
1927 married Margaret Gray who was of a family
of mineworkers. In 1928 he joined brother Mike
in New York, his wife and daughter joining him a
year later. In 1930 they and brother Jimmy formed
the Emerald Isle Orchestra and he began a lifelong career as a full-time music teacher. A most
literate musician, he notated with precision at great
speed, and was regarded as a master of the fiddle
in NY, with superb technique, at ease in all keys.
He performed regularly on radio (Irish M emories,
WEVD), and, with a passion for live playing, had
no interest in commercial recordings and therefore
is lesser known than many of his contemporaries.
composing. John McGrath composed on
demand, or by commission, as fiddler Hugh
Gillespie says: 'When they wanted something to
record they'd go to John and John would have it. He
made tunes for dancers and anybody that wanted
them.' The compositions include the remarkable,
classic pieces which retain daily, popular currency
today, many of them with new names. Among
these are 'The Humours ofLissadell' ('The Musical
Bridge'), 'The Providence' ('The Rossport Reel'),
'George Whites Favourite' ('Bessie Sweeney's')

McHale, Tom

McGraths Emerald Isle Orchestra [courtesy Vincent McGrath]

and 'The Boys on the Hilltop'. Other players of
McGrath's generation were drawn to the spotlight,
but he supplied many of the new runes and unique
settings which appeared on their 78s and had the
quality to persist as part of standard repertory everywhere. A full biography, estimation of his influence
and catalogue of his music is in preparation by his
nephew, accordionist Vincent McGrath.

McGrattan, Paul. (1967- ). Flute player and
teacher. His early musical influences were flute
players Paddy Treacy, John Egan, Paddy Ban
6 Broin and neighbour and Chieftains foundermember Sean Potts. He has two solo albums, The
Frost is All Over (1995) and Keelwest (2001), and
two albums with the band Beginish, Beginish and
Stormy Weather. He teaches workshops in Ireland
and abroad, and has taught at the Willie Clancy
Summer School and Scoil Acla for many years.
He is the co-ordinator for 'Ceolt6ir', Ballyfermot
College of further Education's Higher National
Diploma in traditional music performance.

highly regarded musician ever came to Ireland - on
a tour with sixteen Chicago-born Irish musicians,
singers and dancers organised by Frank Thornton.
He grew up in a period when some of the most
influential Irish fiddlers of the century were in
their prime. He listened to Coleman, Morrison,
Killoran and Sweeney recordings, based himself
in the Sligo style, and was taught in his late teens
by James Neary, James Giblin, Martin Wynne
and Tom Fitzmaurice. He recorded with Pat
Roche's Harp and Shamrock Orchestra for Decca
in 1938, then again in 1974 with flute player
Seamus Cooley on McGreevy and Cooley. Feis and
private session playing were his outlets until a new
audience emerged in the 1970s. Then he played
with piper/flute player Kevin Henry and piper Joe
Shannon. President of the Chicago Irish Musicians'
Association in 1974-5, he was 1975 Chicago
Irishman of the Year. He was a featured artist at
the Smithsonian Festival of American Folklife in
1976 and plays on the recordings Irish Traditional
Instrumental Music in Chicago, The Noonday Feast,
Sop'n up the Gravy, Hollow Poplar and Chicago Irish
Musicians. [LAM]

McGreevy,Johnny. (1919-90). Fiddle. Born in
Chicago oflrish parents, it was 1959 before this

McHale, Tom. (1946-77). Whistle. Born atTulsk,
Co. Roscommon, he was an All-Ireland whistle

McGrath, Peig. See Needham, Peig.
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winner in 1966 and a founder member of the
Athlone Folk Club (which was renamed after him
following his tragic death) . He played in sessions
in O'Donoghue's of Dublin in the late 1960s.
Something of a prankster, he could mimic Seamus
Ennis's whistle style, on one occasion troubling the
great man greatly by matching him note for note
on the whistle while blowing it through his nose.
He also taught whistle in Athlone, where he lived.
Highly regarded as a performer, his Outlet LP Pure
Traditional Irish Tin Whistle Music was re-issued
on CD in 1994. Flute player J osie McDermott
composed an air in his memory, 'Lament for Tom
McHale', and a weekend of music and set dance
commemorated him also in 2003.

97th Street, New York. He worked initially for the
city fire department and his first records, made in
1921, describe him as 'Fire Patrolman McKenna'.
He recorded thirty discs from 1921 to 1936, and
through this was responsible for bringing many
local Leitrim tunes into the standard Irish music
repertoire. These include 'Lucky in Love', 'Leitrim
Town', 'The Corry Boys' and 'Arigna's Green Vales'.
He recorded many polkas, particularly on his duet
recordings, and he is renowned for the breathy,
rhythmic style of north-east Connacht. James
Morrison, whose maternal grandfather Jack Dolan
came from Drumkeerin, was his most celebrated
recording partner. In 1980 a memorial in his honour
was unveiled at Tarmon, Co. Leitrim. [HAB]

McHugh, Jimmy. (1930-99). Fiddle, accordion. Born at Omagh, and reared at Aghyaran,
Castlederg, his first fiddle was a Doherty tin
fiddle on which he learned tunes from Coleman,
Morrison, Paddy Sweeney, Killoran and Hugh
Gillespie recordings and from Paddy Barclay. He
often cycled into Donegal to hear Neillidh Boyle,
and to his uncle's house in 5th Corgary where the
Dohertys visited. Moving to Glasgow, he participated in the ceili and concert scene, and in 1948
began playing for Peggy O'Neill's dance classes.
He was the first Irish fiddler to broadcast in
Scottish music with the BBC, playing with Bobby
McLeod's band, and the first from outside Ireland
to win the All-Ireland (1957). In that year he was a
founder member ofCCE in Glasgow, and as leader
of the Four Provinces ceili band was in the first
such ensemble from Scotland to broadcast on RE
(1966). He was also the instigator of Glasgow pub
sessions. A close friend of Paddy O'Brien, he was a
regular visitor to Ireland, but took part in the major
Scottish folk festivals. He played Irish, Scottish,
Cape Breton, Shetland and French music and also
composed. He is celebrated by an annual concert
in Glasgow.

McKeown, Susan. (1967- ). Singer. Born in
Dublin, living in New York since 1990 where a
scholarship brought her to attend the American
Musical and Dramatic Academy. She started the
band The Chanting Hou se with Eileen Ivers and
Seamus Egan, initially playing upbeat traditional
Irish music, but changed to a more rock style after
Ivers and Egan left in 1993.1he early band had
two CDS, Chanting H ouse Live and Snakes, in the
early '90s, later Bones (1996). McKeown's 1998 CD
with Chanting House (Bushes and Briars) featured
accompaniment by Johnny Cunningham, Andy
Irvine, Jerry O'Sullivan and Seamus Egan. Her
solo album Lowlands in 2000 is a fine testament to
her traditional singing, but this prolific performer
is at home in cross-over and fusion styles of presentation and accompaniment on numerous albums
of Irish- and English-language song: A W inter
Talisman (2001), Prophecy (2002), Sweet Liberty
(2004) and Irish Love Songs (2006), the latter with
mostly Irish vocals.

McKenna,John. (1880-1947). Flute. Born Tents,
Tarmon, Co. Leitrim. Highly regarded and influential flute player who through his recordings
established the flute as a major instrument in traditional music. He worked in the Arigna coal mines
and in 1911 emigrated to the US, settling at East
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McLaughlin,Dermot. (1961- ). Fiddle; promoter,
producer. Both his parents were interested and active
in music and culture: his father played harmonica,
accordion, whistle and fiddle, his mother played
piano. He played classical piano initi ally, taking
part in the school orchestra and ceili band, and he
and brother Joe were taught fiddle by Tony Blace
-once a member ofDavid Curry's band. Dermot
began playing traditional music in the early 1970s,
with maternal relations Denis Heaney and Paddy

McMahon, Dolly

McCafferty as influences, but his main inspiration
has been the music of Donegal, particularly the
fiddle playing of John Doherty. He has also studied
the repertoire and style of such as Con Cassidy,
James Byrne, Francie Dearg O'Beirne and Mickey
Golly. He has recorded on Fiddlesticks, and on
James Byrne's solo album. From 1986 until1998
he was traditional music officer, then music officer,
with the Arts Council in Dublin, and was involved
in the setting up of Cairdeas na bhFidileiri and
the ITMA. In 2003 he moved to promoting music
with Temple Bar Cultural Trust. He has produced
music for Claddagh, initiated the Temple Bar Trad
festival in Dublin, and scripted and presented 7he
Raw Bar series for RTE 1 television. He is the chair
of the Dublin International Dance Festival and of
the ITMA.

McLaughlin, D inny. (1935- ). Fiddle, step dance.
Born in Shandrum near Buncrana in the northern
Donegal peninsula oflnishowen to parents James
and Mary McLaughlin, known locally as the
'White Harras'. From age fourteen he was taught
the fiddle by Pat Mulhern who remained his
mentor until his death in 1997. McLaughlin's early
years playing were spent at 'big nights', weddings
and sessions. He later became involved in various
ceili bands such as the Clonmany and the Crana.
A larger-than-life performer, he became known
for his party piece of simultaneously playing the
fiddle and dancing. Throughout the 1970s he was
a member of the band, Aileach (originally The
Aileach Folk) with which he broadcast, recorded
(Ai/each, 1975; Ard Ri, 1977) and toured internationally. He released two solo recordings -A Rake
0 ' Reels and a Clatter O']igs (1971) and Play it by
Ear (2002). He became involved in Irish dancing
as a teenager under the tutelage of Derry's Mary
McLaughlin, and in 1959 he set up the St Oran's
School of Irish Dancing, establishing classes
throughout Donegal and Derry. Encouraged by
schools inspector Miche:il 6 hEidhin, he began
teaching music throughout the same catchment
area. A gifted teacher, many of his pupils went on
to achieve great national and international success.
For various personal reasons he retired from fulltime teaching in the late 1980s, but still performs
locally and composes tunes and songs. [LID]

Dinny McLaugh!in: Inishowen Uncovered- A
Life ofMusic, Song and Dance in Inishowen. (D ruid
Publications, 2005).1his book by Liz Doherty documents the life and times of the Buncrana fiddle
and dance master. Researched through interviews
carried out in 2004, with additional recollections
by friends and family, this observes the fiddler's life
in two sections: 1. The Life -with seven chapters
on his background, the early days, the Aileach
days, teaching music, teaching dance and the
present day. 2. The Compositions -an overview of
McLaughlin's style and a selection of his compositions; forty-eight tunes, twenty songs, thirty-three
poems and recitations, and two prose pieces are
included as well as illustrative photographs.

McLeod, Ken. (1946- ). Uilleann pipes, guitar,
piping research. Born in Belfast, he learned to play
guitar and drums at age ten. In 1965 he played
professionally in London, and in 196 7 in Helsinki
was a studio musician, mainly on drums. Hearing
Seamus Ennis on record there in 1972 sparked
his interest in the pipes, and he began learning in
1976 with the help ofWilbert Garvin. His obsession with pipes led him to making the instrument
with Robbie Hughes 1977-81, and to his founding
the Se:in Reid Society in 1998. Investigating the
technology and history of bagpipes since 1981, he
has worked closely with and helped fund NPU
publications. His research has been published in
An Piobaire, and delivered in papers at NPU, in
the National Museum and the William Kennedy
Piping Festival.
M cMahon, Dolly. (1937- ). Singer. Born at
Ardrahan in east Galway, she grew up with music,
singing and folklore. Her mother, Margaret
Callanan, played accordion and her father, Martin
Furey, had a wealth of songs and stories. Ardrahan
was a breac Gaeltacht when she was a child, so she
was also familiar with the Irish language. She
met Ciar:in Mac Mathuna when he visited her
father while working for the Irish Placenames
Commission and married him in 1955. She sang
on tour in New York folk clubs in the late 1950s,
and was a regular performer on RE and RTE.
Her children are also musicians: P:idraig (uilleann
pipes), Deirdre (flute) and Ciar:in Og (flute). She
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recorded two single 45s, 'The Hills of Connemara'
and 'Sweet Rathcoole', an LP Dolly in 1966, and
she sings on Gael Linn compilation LPS Mo Cheol
Thu and Mar do Chumadh Aisling. []MD]

McNamaras of Leitrim. The family ofMichael
McNamara of Carrickavoher, Aughavas, Co.
Leitrim (exponent oflocal flute-playing style) and
his wife Mary, children Brian and Ray (uilleann
pipes), Cianin, Enda and Deirdre (flute, fiddle and
concertina respectively). Their music consciously
incorporates the style and repertoire of their native
south Leitrim, some of it assimilated aurally over
generations, more the result of reviving forgotten
tunes sourced in old local -Mss. Their recording,
Leitrim's Hidden Treasure, features music from John
Blessing, the Reilly family, Grier and Sutherland
MSS and other south Leitrim sources.
McPartlan, Mary. (1955- ). Singer, producer,
promoter. From Drumkeeran, Co. Leitrim, she
sang in a folk duo Calypso in the 1970s and was
a founder of the Galway singers' club Riabh6g.
She initiated and co-ordinated the TG4 National
Traditional Music Awards, eo-produced an awardwinning music series, Flosc, for TG4 and was a
founder of and producer for the Galway theatre
company Skehana. An administrator also of
Galway Youth Theatre and of the Galway Simon
Community, she performed in the Druid Theatre
and Sean Tyrrell productions of The Midnight
Court in the 1990s. She directed traditional art
forms for Galway Town Hall summer concerts,
and researched traditional music programming
for the EU (1996), the opening of Gl6r, Ennis,
and for Irish Voices at Lvov, Ukraine (2002). She
eo-produced a documentary on sean-n6s singer
Nan Tom Teamin de Burca (2003), and devised
a major Irish music-in-culture show in Las Vegas.
Her song album, The Holland Handkerchief, was
released in 2004.
McPeakes of Belfast. The oldest member of this
family grouping of musicians was Frank, born 1885
in Belfast of a local mother and a Ballymacpeake,
Curran, Co. Derry father. He left school at age
thirteen to work in a linen mill, then at fifteen
was a tram conductor, eventually a photographer.
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Interested in Irish history, the visit to Belfast city in
1907 of blind Galway uilleann piper John O'Reilly
(sponsored by Francis Joseph Biggar) involved him
in pipes. O'Reilly stayed with him for six weeks in
order to teach him the instrument. In 1909 Frank
McPeake won a Belfast piping competition, and
with harper John Page represented Ireland at the
Pan-Celtic Congress held in Brussels in 1911;
Frank is photographed in O'Neill's Irish Minstrels
and Musicians (1913). His son Francis was born in
1917, took up the pipes in 1945, and performed on
radio in 1949. He was recorded by Peter Kennedy
in 1952 and in 1956 he and his father were invited
to perform at the Royal Albert Hall in London.
Francis's son James was born in 1936, took up
fiddle at age nine, later piano accordion, and eventually a Belfast-made McFall harp upon which he
played in the family trio which became known as
'the McPeakes'. With this unique (for its time)
combination of pipes and harp (echoing Frank and
Page's performances) the group made their name
through such as their version of'Jug of Punch' and
'Will Ye Go Lassie Go'. The McPeakes are best
known in Belfast as teachers of traditional music
on the Falls Road, they have individual careers, and
many of their former pupils are well known and
respected players.

MCPS (Mechanical Copyright Protection
Society). The right to record a piece of music is
known as the mechanical right. By law, whoever
records an in -copyright music work is obliged
to have the composer's (or their representative's)
permission to do so (this is distinct from public
performance, and from broadcast performance).
Such a permission is treated as a 'licence', it must
be purchased, and is normally given in return for
a recording royalty being paid to the owner of the
tune or song. MCPS is the main organisation representing the recording rights oflrish composers,
including traditional composers; it sells licences
to individuals and companies who wish to record
its members' musical works, and it distributes the
payments to its members. [ANM]
McWilliams, Hugh. (c.1783-c.1840). Song
maker and poet, schoolmaster. Almost uniquely
for a nineteenth-century Irish poet, McWilliams is

Meath

credited with being the author of at least ten songs
which have become traditional; of these 'When a
Man's in Love' and 'The Trip over the Mountain'
have been recorded by Len Graham, The Voice
Squad, Andy Irvine and others. Born in Glenavy,
Co. Antrim, he conducted 'hedge' schools in north
Down and mid-Antrim and wrote in the styles of
both the Irish and the Scots who lived in that area.
His work is covered in John Moulden's Songs of
H ugh McWi!!iams, Schoolmaster, 1831 . []OM]

Meade, Don. (1954- ). Harmonica, fiddle, banjo.
Concert producer, musician and writer. Born
Virginia, USA, raised in California, he was introduced to Irish music through recordings by the
Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem. He moved
to New York City in 1976, where he was influenced
by emigrant musicians, including fiddler Paddy
Reynolds, tenor banjo player Joe 'Banjo'Burke and
flute player/button accordionist Dermot Grogan.
He made many visits to Ireland and established
music ties in Armagh. He was a key promoter of
traditional music concerts at the Eagle Tavern
(1985-93), Blarney Star bar (1994-2004) and at
Washington Square United Methodist Church
(2005-6). Since 2006 he has run concerts at New
York University's Glucksman Ireland House.
Artistic director of the Catskillls Irish Arts Week,
1994-2000, he was music columnist for the Irish
Voice newspaper and a contributor to Irish America
magazine, 1991-2001. All-Ireland senior mouth
organ champion 1987, he has led long-running
weekly music sessions in several New York City
Irish venues.
Meath. The first regular session of music in
this county was started c.1969 by the Trim
branch of CCE at the Warrens town Arms, early
players including Liam Ryan (accordion), Maire
6 Raghallaigh, J.J. Fallon and Andy Carroll
(singers), Bobby Donovan (fiddle), Charlie Hussey
and Padraig 6 Raghallaigh (accordion), and Pat
and Joan Farrelly (dancers); Hussey was the
only person from Trim. The venue often had up
to twenty musicians of all ages playing together,
before the session moved to Dunsany GAA club.
rural. Most traditional music in the county is
rurally based today, but in the 1970s there were

musicians playing in Trim town. Among these were
mandolin players Barney and Jim McKenna, uncles
of The Dubliners'Barney McKenna, drummer Jack
Andrews and pipers Jack and Johnny Murray (who
played both bagpipes and uilleann pipes, and in
pipe and ceili bands).
dance. From the mid-1970s onwards, traditional house dancing and house parties became
very popular. Initiated by Ant6in and Bernie
Mac Gabhann, these generated a community in
which Paddy King, Rena and Oliver Traynor, the
O'Grady family, the Curtains from Kilcock, Paddy
McMahon from Kilcullen,J.J. Hillary and Eileen
McNelis all in turn also hosted house dances which
developed into nights of set dancing. Younger and
older musicians played together for these, and a
portable wood floor was made and passed from
house to house. At the peak, six homes ran house
dances over the winter.
Duchas. In the early 1990s this folk theatre
brought together different facets of culture in the
Trim area, providing occasions where traditional
musicians performed publicly. Its show Songs by
the River, written and produced by Michael Scott,
used drama, music, song and dance to present a
history ofTrim in which many young musicians in
Meath obtained their performing experience.
ccf·. The main body engaged with the music
in Meath, it began in Trim in 1968, and currently
has nine branches: Ashboune, Dunboyne, Enfield,
Navan, O'Carolan (Nobber), Oldcastle, Tlaghta,
Trim and Uttynall.
lean times. The revival of interest in traditional
music among young people in Meath reverses the
earlier condition where music was played only in
small pockets by few musicians. Among the latter
were the Lynch family from Oldcastle, all seven of
whom were in the family ceili band which played
all over Ireland in the 1960s and '70s, including a
regular spot at the Irish Club in Parnell Square,
Dublin for several years. Others who played in
that period were fiddlers Frank O'Higgins (whose
recording of'The Pigeon on the Gate' is regarded
as a classic), Mrs Keenan, 'Tatty' Reilly and John
Maguire.
teaching. This was started in earnest in the early
1970s at Trim branch by Maire Ni Raghallaigh and
Liam Ryan. Rena Traynor taught tin whistle in
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Dangan School, Summerhill in 1976 as part of the
school curriculum, by request. In the early 1980s she
taught a general music class in Summerhill GAA
centre, and Maire Ni Raghallaigh and her son
Phelim (fiddle and flute) taught in Dangan. In the
years following, students came from all over Meath
to learn whistle, flute, concertina and fiddle. Cavan
fiddler Ant6in Mac Gabhann also began teaching
from Ashbourne and with Traynor established a
reputed base of music among a new generation of
young musicians who grew up playing at house
sessions, ceilis and fleadhs. Most teaching is done
through CCE branches, Dunderry teaching 140,
Nobber 102, Dunboyne 90, Ashbourne 80, Trim
50, others fewer than 20; the aggregate is in the
region of 550 annually. Classes are held, variously,
in teachers' homes, in a library, a school, and one
is held in a pub. A weekly junior session parallels
these, to develop group playing and communication; grade exams are taken, there are trips to other
parts of lreland and abroad, and an end-of-year
concert displays all learners.
new millennium. Co. Meath has benefited
particularly from the national revival of traditional music, as can be seen in both the growth of
musician numbers and the standard of musicianship. This success in the county has much to do
with the expertise and dedication of the players
living and teaching there who built on the early
work of Rena Traynor, the Raghallaighs and
Mac Gabhann. In addition to teaching throughout
the county, a number of traditional musicians have
also established themselves as highly respected
soloists in their own right.
schools. Traditional music is provided as part of
the school curriculum in certain national schools
in Co. Meath, including Ratoath Senior (Tom
O'Shaughnessy, flute), Dunboyne (Anne Marie
Grogan, tin whistle and flute) and St Paul's, Navan
(Aine Kerr, fiddle).
sessions. These are typically located in bars and
clubs. Brogan's, Marcy Regan's and Lenihan's in Trim,
Dunsany GAA, 1k Lantern, Old Bridge Inn, Brady's
and Ryan's in Navan, Carberry's in Dunshaughlin.
Fox's Den in Ashbourne, and Jack Qyinn's in
Summer hill all have regular sessions or welcome traditional music. Dowlings (Beck's) has been host to
major names like Joe Ryan and Roger Sherlock.
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events. Ratoath hosts the Fonn Cheoil music
recital monthly which features local and guest
musicians and gives yo unger musicians both a
platform to perform outside of classes and an
opportunity to listen to more experienced performers. A County Fleadh is held in a different
town each year and large events include: Feile na
Samhna, Trim; O'Carolan harp festival, Nobber;
Fidleir na Mid he, Dunsany; Concertina na Midhe;
CCE annual tour concert, Navan; Eigse Ui
Ghramhnaigh, Athboy; Eigse Darach 6 Cathain
(sean-n6s singing); Feile na Midhe (singing),
Rathcairn in November.
awards. Meath has a high profile in music
awards, with, in addition to solo All-lreland
winners, two highly visible ceili bands- the Naomh
Padraig (All-Irelands 2004-6), and the Tain
(1994-6). 2009's TG4 Young Musician was Navan
fiddler Conor McEvoy. The Gael Linn/ Raidi6
na Gaeltachta song and music group competion
Siansa has been won by groups Seansuil, Cuisle
and Na Mothucain, all with Meath members.
Rathcairn. Centre to the Co. Meath Gaeltacht,
a 'plantation' town, this locality was set up in the
1930s with people from Connemara encouraged to
move there by the Land Commission who offered
farms in exchange for land in the west. Sean-n6s
singing and dancing was thus transplanted also,
an interest which survives with the language up
to the present day. Darach 6 Cathain was the
most remarkable singer of that milieu, and he is
commemorated each year in local festivals: Eigse
Darach 6 Cathain, and Feile na Mi, the latter a
singing competition which is broadcast by RnaG.
Club Rath Chairn is the centre for these events,
and An Bradan Feasa hosts music in sporadic
sessions throughout the year. These include much
singing, and sean-n6s dancing which is performed
mainly by the men. The musicians include Colm
'Dubh' and Colm 'Song' 6 Meal6id (melodeons) who came to Rathcairn in the 1950s, Simon
6 Cr6inin (pipes) and Eamonn 6 Donnchadha
(flute, sean-n6s song), who has won An tOireachtas'
Corn Ui Riada on three occasions. Young singers
Caitlin Ni Mheal6id and Nollaig Ni Laoire have
achieved All-Ireland fleadh honours too. Younger
musicians in Rathcairn take part in CCE activities, mainly with the Tlaghta branch in Athboy,
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but music and sean-nos classes are also taught
locally by Mairead Nic Cheallaigh and Eamonn
6 Donnchadha. R athcairn players have won at
various All-Ireland levels: Darach Mac Mathuna
(accordion, melodeon, uilleann pipes), Eanna
6 Croinin (pipes), and Doireann Nic MhathUna
(concertina). Sean-n6s dance Oireachtas winners
include Mairtin Mac Donncha and Darach
Mac Matht:ma. Uilleann pipers who live locally
include Odhran 6 Casaide (lecturer in traditional
music at DIT) and E ithne Nic Mhathuna. [JAM]
Flathouse dance board. Set up in the summer of
1935 by members of the Flathouse Football Club
at the gate lodge of Norman's Grove, Clonee, Co.
Meath. The board itself was similar to the floor of
a room and was kept standing by the hedge during
the day and laid down on the grass on dance nights,
Thursdays and Sundays. Musicians featured at the
Flathouse in 1935 included John McAuley (fiddle),
Willie Hobbs (melodeon), Sean Reilly (banjo,
melodeon); 1936: John McAuley (fiddle), Jack
Toole (fiddle), Paddy Manning (fiddle), Johnny
Ward (melodeon) and Peter Rooney (drums);
1937: Tom Keague (melodeon).
See dance, social dance.
Mac D onncha, Mairtfn. (1946- ). Sean-nos
singer and dancer. Popularly known as Mairtin
Choil eaine PhaiJin after his sean-nos singer
father, he comes from a long line of singers, poets
and musicians. His parents were one of twentyseven or so Irish-speaking families (182 people)
transplanted to Co. Meath in 1935, thereby laying
the foundation of the Rath Cairn Gaeltacht. A
singer, he is also a story-teller and an award-winning sean-nos dancer. He composed a lament for
sean-nos singer Darach 6 Cathain in 1991, and has
a repertoire of the lesser-sung songs of Raiftearai
and oflesser-known poets like Tomas 6 Lochlainn,
Beairtli 6 Cuanaigh and Aindi 6 Ceallaigh.
medieval Ireland. The history of music In
medieval Ireland represents a fusion of all the
cultural elements which comprised that society,
some aspects of which were unique to it, others
shared with international European culture.
Irish narrative literature abounds in allusions to
social occasions of performance, patronage, roles
and status of musicians, types of instruments,

perceptions of the power and effects of music. From
this, we gain a good impression of the ubiquity
and importance of music in social life, as well as a
range of technical terminology. But more precise
information on instruments and repertories has to
be carefully assembled through extensive searching
and cautious interpretation of other types of data,
such as iconographic and archaeological materials
and, not least, with reference to what is known of
the wider European context. Music-iconographic
sources reveal information about the symbolic
meanings, and perhaps realistic images, of musicmaking in medieval Irish society. The recovery of
actual instruments from archaeological excavations attests to musical activity in a particularly
direct way, while liturgical manuscripts containing
music notation also inform considerably on local
practices.
music at the Gaelic courts. The most common
characteristics of music alluded to in Irish sources
are weeping music (goltraighe), laughing music
(geantraighe), and sleeping music (suantraighe) . In
addition to the high-status crot, another stringed
instrument was the timpdn, in its earlier history a
lyre plucked with the fingernails, which was later
also bowed. A twelfth-century commentator on
the Brehon Law Tracts notes that a timpan player
who suffered a blow and lost his nail 'from the
black upwards' was entitled to a compensatory
'wing nail', presumably a quill plectrum, while his
assailant was fined. Players of flutes and whistles,
though oflower status, are frequently referred to as
providers of entertainment, often in the company
of string players. Terms for wind instruments
include cuisle ciuil,feaddn, piopai, corn (horn), stoc
(war-trumpet).
file. It was customary for a righ ('king' or leader
of the household) to employ an official poet, file
(pr. 'fill-ih'), whose duty was to compose poetry in
praise of his patron and to be the oral repository
of historical events, presented in a way that would
uphold the excellence of the king's line of descent.
The file often combined these duties with the office
of brithemh Qudge). He held the highest position at
court next to the king and was also an o/lamh, one
who had pursued an approved course of training
in a particular discipline, such as law or poetry. In
the performance of court poetry, the poem made
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by the file was recited, probably in a declamatory
fashion, by a reacaire, accompanied by a musician,
or oiifidech, who was usually a cruitire - a player of
a lyre or harp. This court musician also had professional standing, recognised in law as equivalent
to the highest grade of independent commoner or
freeman, that of a superior b6-aire (i.e. entitled to
an honour-price compensation for injury of four
cows). Regarding identities of actual musicians and
their patrons, some information may be gleaned
from eulogistic poems, and from collections of
annals dating from the sixteenth century onwards
but incorporating materials from considerably
older sources. They record obituaries of a handful
of musicians associated with ruling families, mostly
players of cruit, but some timpan-players are also
named.
Hiberno-Norman society. Following the formal
establishment of English administration in Ireland
under Henry II , the new settlers also engaged in
patronage oflocal harpers and poets. But there are
also examples of imported music practices such as
the texts of Latin songs, Anglo-Norman chansons
de geste, and evidence for the presence of English
harpers in Ireland from the twelfth century
onwards. The main source materials are in the
form ofliturgical manuscripts from post-conquest
cathedrals and monasteries, among them evidence
for the performance ofliturgical drama. From the
sixteenth century survives detailed documentation
of the protocol for the elaborate annual pageants
which were great public spectacles in Dublin up to
the time of the Reformation. The Corpus Christi
pageants were an important civic occasion in which
the city guilds (bakers, cordwainers, butchers, etc.)
each had an assigned function. Altogether eleven
plays survive from the fifteenth-century Dublin
cycle of Corpus Christi plays, together with details
of the pageants, which appear to have been very
elaborate. Musicians were required for these: for
example, four trumpeters had to participate in the
pageant for St George's Day. A music society was
founded in Dublin in 1465 with responsibility for
the night watch. It also provided the music for
mystery plays and moralising theatre pieces. Up
to the seventeenth century these musicians also
served the pageants until they were superseded by
organists in the second part of the century. The
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City Music association was established in 1590 and
in the following year its members were accorded a
fixed income by the city magistrate.
iconographic sources. Stringed instruments are
depicted on ninth- and tenth-century Irish high
crosses; these tend to be lyres rather than harps.
They occur in three forms: 1. with one curved and
one straight arm, 2. round topped, and 3. oblique.
Their strings are ftxed in both parallel and fan
formation except for type 3 which has only fan formation. Type 1 occurs on the crosses at Ullard and
Graiguenamanagh. Examples of type 2 are found
on the Cross of the Scriptures, Clonmacnois, Co.
Offaly, on the We st Cross at Kells, Co. Meath,
and on the cross at Castletown and Glinsk, Co.
Offaly. Oblique lyres may be seen on the Cross of
Muireadach, Monasterboice, and on the Cross at
Kells. Parallel strings occur on Ullard; a fan disposition is evident on Clonmacnoise and Kells, with a
ridge clearly visible at the base of the Clonmacnois
example, which probably represents the string
holder, while the Durrow lyre shows a sixstringed example particularly clearly: the strings
are attached to the top of the curved arm, pass over
a bridge and converge at the base. Other sources
of iconographic information include the shrine of
St Maelruain's Gospel (also known as the Stowe
Missal) which depicts a small figure crouched
between two clerics, plucking a lyre similar in shape
to that on the Durrow Cross (though with only
three strings where Durrow has six). This may be a
unique representation of the three-stringed timpan.
The round-topped six-stringed lyre was the most
common court instrument of north-west Europe
from at least the fifth to the tenth centuries (the
early seventh-century Anglo-Saxon instrument
from Sutton Hoo being perhaps the best-known
example). And whereas no west European material
evidence is known to exist for oblique lyres, the
consistency of this form in Irish iconography is
suggestive- we can be reasonably confident that
whatever inaccuracies they may contain in matters
of technical detail, the Irish carvings are largely
based on local knowledge.
harps. Little is known about the use of harps
in Ireland or Britain prior to c.lOOO. (They are
found in manuscript iconography from c.800, and
on Pictish stone carvings of the eighth, ninth and
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tenth centuries.) The earliest Irish image is found
on the eleventh-century Breac Maed6ic. It has
about eight strings but twelve tuning pins, and is
thus somewhat inaccurate. Another occurs on the
Shrine of St Patrick's Tooth (Fiacail Phadraig),
c.llOO, but refurbished c.l376; the harp dates
from the latter period. Both instruments have a
distinctly lighter frame than the 'Brian Boru' harp
now preserved in the library ofTrinity College
Dublin, which dates from the fourteenth/fifteenth
century. The latter type is nowadays generally
regarded as the 'Irish harp', and is distinguished
by a heavy, monoxylous soundbox, deep-curved
neck and sturdy rounded forepillar (often with
zoomorphic carving). But there may well have
been a variety of lighter-framed instruments in
use before, and indeed during, this time. A unique
twelfth-century carving of a bowed six-stringed
lyre survives among the ruins of St Fin an's Church,
Lough Currane, Co. Kerry. 'Ire curved bow held in
the player's right hand is typical of the period.
monks. Both literary and iconographic sources
abound with imagery of not only singing monks but
monks who play musical instruments. According
to numerous literary references, travelling clerics
sang sacred music to the accompaniment of an
ocht-tidach or eight-stringed instrument which
they carried attached to their girdle. 'lh.is is likely
to have been a lyre in the early medieval period; it
may be that small harps were also used.
Depictions of wind instruments are rare when
compared with the relatively rich variety of stringed
examples. Although in some cases they may represent the sounding of the Last Trumpet, in others
they seem to be part of a musical ensemble, as
in the Day ofJudgement scene on Muireadach's
Cross, Monasterboice, where a choir of monks is
led in singing by two instrumentalists, one playing
a lyre, the other a horn. Triple pipes are found also
on Muireadach's Cross and on the Cross of the
Scriptures, Clonmacnois.
material evidence. The contribution of excavation to Irish music archaeology has been especially
significant in recent years. Urban archaeology,
most notably in Dublin, Cork and Waterford, has
yielded objects for which no other evidence exists.
One particularly important find from medieval
Dublin is a bow made of dogwood, dating to the

early or mid-eleventh century. It is unique not
only in Irish but also in European terms: no other
medieval bow is known to exist. Other materials
relating to stringed instruments are tuning pegs
from sites in Dublin, Cork and Waterford. They
include longer examples from harps as well as
shorter models from fiddles or lyres. Flutes and
whistles have been recovered from all three sites,
and fragments of ceramic horns from Dublin and
Waterford. Such objects were well known all over
western Europe, serving both as signalling instruments (for hunting, keeping watch, etc.) and as
pilgrim's horns, purchased as souvenirs at pilgrimage centres. Over seventy ecclesiastical bells
of Irish provenance survive - the number is high
because preservation was ensured by the importance attached to them as sacred relics. They were
the essential prerequisites of a church: a large bell
in the tower, and handbells for summoning the
monks to prayer and meals. Bells are also depicted
on stone carvings, usually in the hand of an ecclesiastic, and accompanied by other symbols of office
such as a book and a crozier.
liturgical music. According to the Rule of
Columbanus, psalms formed the main component of the Divine Office, and were sung in threes
(chori), the first two straight through, and the third
antiphonally, i.e. with the singers in two groups, one
intoning the psalm verse, the other the response.
According to Jonas, Columbanus's biographer and
a member of his community in Bobbio, the saint
was reported to have set out instructions for the
performance of chant, but no record has survived.
Hiberno-Latin hymns make up the largest body
of material from any Celtic-speaking region, as
well as being among the most distinctive aspects
of early Irish liturgy. They attest to a new fusion
between Latin poetry and indigenous Irish verse
forms. Some hymn texts refer to the performance
of hymns which, as with the psalms, were sometimes accompanied by a lyre or a harp. Colmcille
was said by Admonan, his biographer, to have
written a book of hymns for the week (Hymnorum
Liber Septimaniorum). They were considered a
particular source of indulgence and grace, and also
used as a protective charm, as were certain prayers,
indicating an absorption of Christian doctrine
within the older pre-Christian culture.
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There are eighteen surviving liturgical manuscripts of Irish provenance containing partial or
complete music notation. Dating between the
twelfth and fifteenth centuries, they include six
Missals, a Gradual, a Breviary, two Psalters, five
Antiphonals, one Troper, two Processionals.
Though mostly containing plainchant for Mass and
Office, there are also a few examples of polyphony
in these sources which may indicate a more widespread practice.
notation. Liturgical music was probably orally
transmitted in Ireland until the twelfth century the oldest notation is found in the Drummond
Missal, dating from the first half of the twelfth
century, though incorporating older material. Its
neumes were previously thought to be indecipherable, but recent work indicates the contrary. We are
thus beginning to reconstruct some of the characteristics of pre-Norman chant usage in Ireland,
a heritage which had long been assumed to have
disappeared without trace. Similarly, the text
of a hymn in honour of St Patrick, 'Ecce Fulget
Clarissima', in the late eleventh-century Irish Liber
Hymnorum, is found with its melody in the fifteenth-century Kilmoone Breviary. The Sarum (or
English) rite predominates in Irish liturgical manuscripts (mainly from the fifteenth century), yet
while attesting to the direct importation by the new
settlers of established English (particularly western
English) and Norman-Welsh customs, they also
reveal continuity in the veneration of Irish saints
long after the Celtic liturgies were suppressed at
the Synod of Cashel in 1172. Complete notated
offices survive for Patrick, Brigid and Canice. And
while there are no Irish sources with notation prior
to the twelfth century, some Irish or Celtic regional
melodies seem to have survived in later sources.
The texts of a number of antiphons known to have
been used in the Irish and Scottish Celtic church
display the Irish characteristics of assonance and
alliteration; and their melodies reveal features not
found in Sarum or Gregorian chant, this strongly
suggesting regional distinctiveness. [ANB]

Meek, Bill. (1937- ). Writer, singer. In childhood he was influenced by the east Down music
of fiddlers and singers, learning the rudiments of
most instruments from an uncle, playing whistle,
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accordion, guitar and uilleann pipes. From 1963
to 1964 he lived in the US and became involved
in the civil rights movement there in Mississippi
and in Tennessee (where his name features in the
Nashville Civil Rights Museum); these experiences
were reflected in his music-based programmes on
Radio Eireann. In 1963 he recorded an album of
songs for the Folk Legacy label and in 1971 he
commenced twenty-one years as traditional music
correspondent for The Irish Tim es , and scripted
a television documentary on Edward Bunting
(whose collection includes tunes donated by a
Meek ancestor who was a brother of Henry Joy
McCracken). In 1975 he became the second presenter of the RTE radio series 1he Long N ote. His
eight published works include three song collections: Land of Libertie, Moonpenny (1985), Irish
Folk Songs (1997) and Paddy M oloney and The
Chieftains (1987).

meitheal. 1. The Irish word for a collective workgroup, it originally applied to the working together
of neighbours in seasonal agricultural tasks which
required numbers of people. No wages were paid,
since the same people performed the same tasks
for each other. The social occasion of the meitheal
typically precipitated music-making and dance
in the evenings. People also came together for
routine, solitary tasks in order to lift tedium, and
for simple pleasure. One which is documented is
the pre-Famine 'spinning party', as described by
Henry Coulter:
Many a pleasant winter's night was spent
usefully and cheerfully when the boys and girls
oflreland used to assemble with their spinning
wheels at a neighbour's house, the busy hum of
the wheels being kept tune to by a so ng and
chorus. There was always some 'pleasant boy'
among the company, who either told a story, or
the travelling piper not unfrequently enlivened
th e scene, adding hi s quota of stories of the
'ould people'. (Coulter, 1862)

This shows live, participatory music being used as
background sound in the same way as recorded
music is used for the same purpose today. It also
sets up a soundscape in which the singing and/
or instrumental music is done against the pitched
'drone' sound of the wheels.

membranophone

The Spinning Party, 1846: a west of Ireland house meitheal with music
[from Coulter, 1862, courtesy of Breandc'm

2.1he name given to a late-July, residential summer
school held at Villiers School, Limerick city.
Initiated in 2004, and sponsored by Clare CCE,
offering high-level tuition in fiddle, harp, accordion, flute, pipes, concer tin a and banjo. Eight
tutors took part in 2009, among them Liz Carrell
and Tom Morrow (fiddle), Dermot Byrne (accordion), Laoise Kelly (harp), Marco Pallier (pipes),
Tom Doorley (flute), Darren Moloney (banjo) and
Padraig Rynne (concertina).
3. A CC£ outreach programme of 'partnership
and local co-operation' initiated in 2002. Based
in voluntary action, and wide ranging, it includes
an internet traditional-music programme and the
Villiers project.
Melin, Mats. Swedish-bern traditional dancer,
choreographe r and researcher. He has worked
with dance in Scotland since 1995 where he was
Traditional Dancer in Residence for four local
authorities and won choreography commissions
for the Northlands and St Magnus Festivals. He
is a former member of the Scottish Arts Council's
dance commi ttee, and lectures in dance at the
IWAMD where he is researching Cape Breton
step dancing.
melismatic ornamentation. A form of ornamentation (particularly in sean-n6s song) in which a
vowel or syllable is maintained by a singer over
several different notes.

6 Madagain and NU]

melodeon. 1. A colloquial generic term for all
free-reed, bellows instruments. 2. An early style of
button accordion in a fixed key which remains in
use and manufacure. It was made popular by the
German-American John Kimmel in the US where
his contacts with Irish emigrants helped popularise
it in Ireland.
See under accordion; kimmel.
melody. The 'tune'. This is supreme in Irish music,
on all non-accompanying instruments. It may be
augmented by a drone effect, and/or by the use
of harmonic accompaniment on instruments
like harp, piano, guitar, bouzouki, accordion and
concertina.
See also tune.
membranophone. An instrument the tone of
which is produced by sounding a stretched
membrane. In this category are 1. all kinds of
drums, and 2. the technically related cross-category
items like banjo (the 'head' is a membrane of skin
or plastic) and 'mirlitons' such as kazoo (on which
a tone generated by the voice humming is slightly
amplified and modified to a buzzing sound by a
tightly stretched membrane). One form of Chinese
flute also uses this principle - a rice-paper covered
hole near the embouchure modifies flute sound to
a reedy buzz; children play with comb and paper to
get the same effect. The pitch of the note produced
in striking drums is in proportion to 1. the thickness
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area and tension of the membrane, 2. the part of the
skin struck, and 3. the volume of air the drum head
and body or frame enclose. The latter is related to
the diameter of the drum head, and also to the
depth of the rim or body. The thicker, broader and
looser the membrane, the lower the pitch of the
note. The major Irish membranophone is the
bodhnin, but the snare drum is a feature in ceili
bands and with some soloists.
memorials. See monuments.
Mercier, M el. (1959- ). Bodhran, bones, percussion; composer, educator. Born in Dublin, son
of one-time Chieftains bodhnin player Peadar
Mercier, he is head of the School of Music at
UCC where he lectures on Irish, African, Indian
and Indonesian musics. Director of the UCC
Javanese gamelan, he has worked with Micheal
6 Suilleabhain since c.1984, and in the 1980s
performed with John Cage and the Merce
Cunningham Dance Company (Roaratorio, Inlets,
Duets). He has also played and recorded with
leading traditional musicians and has presented
bodhr:in and bones workshops in the USA and
Europe. As a composer he works with theatre
director Deborah Warner and actor Fiona Shaw.
His numerous theatre compositions have been
performed in Europe and in the USA. His 2011
PhD thesis is on the Mescher two-handed bones
tradition .
meta-trad. An exploratory term which might be
applied to describe some of the music of many
advanced soloists and bands in traditional music
(e.g. Lunasa, F look, Bu ille, Liz Carroll, Gerry
(banjo) O'Connor, John Joe Kelly). It indicates
performers transcending the normal expressiveness
or expectations of the genre, in a logical development out of the original material, a new direction,
which retains the substance of, yet makes new
sense of, and can critically (deeply) interpret the
basic form - a metamorphosis. Key to the idea is
that such a performance retains the core, identifYing ethos of traditional music. Such directions may
be towards rock, jazz or classical musics, each of
these already being forms derived over time from
various specific genres and styles. The term assumes
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that the performers see themselves as remaining
within, or primarily informed by, the rubric 'Irish
traditional', as opposed to performers from other
genres sampling that.
Mhic Choisdealbha, Eibhlin Bean. (187Q-1962).
Gaelic League (GL) worker, song collector. Born
Edith Drury in E ngland to a Welsh mother and
Limerick father, she was raised in the Church of
England and worked for a decade and a half as
a teacher, becoming headmistress of St Michael's
school on Buckingham Palace Road, London.
Living through tumultous times of demands for
Irish Home Rule and votes for women, she was a
prominent GL activist and song and dance teacher
in Britain. She visited Tuam on GL tours, and
moved there in 1903 to teach, later becoming a
Catholic, adopting the name 'Eibhlin' and marrying
Thomas Bodkin Costello of the local GL; their
associates were such as Douglas Hyde, Edward
Martyn and P:idraig Pearse. In the conservative
times she was obliged to cease teaching, but pushed
out the restrictions on gender in voluntary activities. She initiated a Temperance coffee shop for
Tuam farmers (unsuccessful), was the first woman
appointed to Tuam Town Commissioners and
was elected their chair. A judge in the Sinn Fein
arbitration courts, she was also appointed to the
governing body ofUCG, and was the first chair of
the Col:iiste Chonnacht Gaelic college in Spiddal.
Under a new constitution which gave the vote to
women, in 1922 she was elected to the first Senate
along with historian Alice Stopford Green, and
again in '25, '28 and '31. A restrained but concise
debater, she put up a 'robust opposition' to the 1925
attempt to exclude women from Civil Service
positions, advocated education for Travellers, and
fought for access to local authority housing for
unmarried mothers who refused to en ter such as
the Magdalen laundries. Her song collection was
a continuation of her GL interests, done while
accompanying her husband on his medical calls
in the then-Irish-speaking environs ofTuam and
in Connemara. She had gained a deep knowledge
of song and singers through her teaching, and via
competitions held in Tuam which were designed to
increase support for an Irish music college. She collected in order to prevent songs being 'lost through
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indifference or neglect', checking her transcription s
by night on piano. She condemned 'anaemic school
songs, the youth with their music-hall inanities ...
the recent introduction of the gramophone'. Her
one collection Amhrriin Muighe She61a, was published first in vol. xvi of the Irish Folk Song Society
journal in 1918, and in 1919 as a book. Her life is
documented by Mary O'Donoghue in Glimpses of
Tuam Since the Famine (1997).
Mhic Dhonncha, Main!ad. (1945- ). Sean-n6s
singer. One of eight children born in Baile Reo,
west of Dingle in the Kerry Gaeltacht, to Seamus
Mac Gearailt from Baile Reo and Maire Ni
Shuilleabhain from An Blascaod M6r (Blasket
Island). She got most of her songs from her mother
and though now living amid the Connemara tradition in the transplant-Gaeltacht of Rath Cairn in
Co. Meath since 197 4, she retains Kerry style and
repertoire. She is married to Padraig Mac Donncha,
son of singer Coil Neaine Phaidin. She has won
the women's competition at the Oireachtas, and
the 1987 Pan-Celtic competition. Twelve of her
songs can be heard on Up Cuasl and Bun an Bhaile.
[LlM]

Mid Armagh Community Network. MACN
was established as a vehicle for cultural development of the Protestant community in and around
Markethill, Co. Armagh in the wake of the Belfast
or Good Friday Agreement of 1998. Classes in
flute, fife and fiddle are features of a programme
funded by both the Ulster-Scots Agency and the
Arts Council of Northern Ireland. Under the
musical direction of violinist Keith Lyttle, the
'Fiddle Steeks Ulster-Scots Orchestra' was established in 2000 and the group released an album,
Gosford's Fair Demesne, in 2008. [MAD]
migration. Though a sense of place, of local
community, and of regional style, are important
aspects of Irish traditional music, these sentiments exist against a backdrop of an astounding
volume of migration of Irish people around the
world. Beginning in the late seventeenth century,
Ireland became a great exporter of people.
Statistics collated by historian Kirby Miller show
that by 1776, when the British colonies in America

declared their independence, over 150,000 had
emigrated there. A significant majority of these
were northern Presbyterians, many of whom
travelled in the company of their entire congregation. Young men took a lonelier route, signing
on as indentured servants and paying for their
passage with long years of labour on frontier farms.
Catholics left as well, settling in Newfoundland,
but the era of southern Catholic migration did not
commence until the following century. A million
Irish left for the United States and Canada in
the thirty years after the downfall of Napoleon in
1815, and half as many again went to other parts of
the UK. Farming the prairies of the Midwest was
an opportunity taken by many, but the majority
laboured on the canals, railroads and docks, with
the women helping fill the swelling ranks of
domestic servants.
song. The imprint of these early waves of emigrants on music culture can still be heard in the
vernacular traditions of the old American frontier
from the north-east corner of Canada, down the
Appalachian Mountains into the old South and
west to the Mississippi river. The imprint is strong,
as the similarity between dozens of songs and tunes
surviving on both sides of the Atlantic attests, but
it is diffused by mixture with a variety of other
European music cultures arriving simultaneously
on the frontier, as well as the influence of AfroAmerican culture.
famine. With the human devastation caused by
the Great Irish Famine of 1845-52, a new chapter
in the story of music and migration opened. A
million people fled Ireland in the disease-afflicted
'coffin' ships of the Famine years, but this was
merely the beginning of decades of haemorrhaging
of the population. By 1929, a further 5 million had
left for America and perhaps a million for Britain,
two and a half times more than the number of
all previous recorded emigration. There was also
a dramatic shift in the geography and class of the
emigrants. They came from further south and
west, from lrish-speaking districts, and from the
lowest reaches of the class structure: smallholders, labourers, spalpeens, pipers, dancing masters
and itinerants of all types. And they set up, not on
frontier farms and public works, but in the growing
cities of the eastern seaboard and Midwest,
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migration

labouring at the very bottom of the economy and
establishing their own neighbourhoods.
impact. The greater numbers created a greater
cohesiveness and insularity of experience and
culture that is manifested in the Irish-American
song and music tradition . Singer and folklorist Mick Moloney's studies of this culture show
how songs like 'The Green Fields of America',
'Skibbereen', 'Paddy Works the Railway', 'Muldoon
the Solid Man' and dozens of songs celebrating
Erin's distant shores and the people left behind,
record the voice of Irish experience in America.
So too is the distinctive Irish style and repertoire
of dance music preserved in Ryan's Mammoth
Collection (1883) and Francis O'Neill's Music of
Ireland (1903), each containing hundreds of tunes
collected from Irish emigrant musicians in the
decades after the Famine. The dawn of the commercial recording era has captured this culture for
posterity. Continually enhanced by fresh arrivals
of musical emigrants, Irish music had reached a
high state of development in American cities in
the 'Roaring Twenties'. With the dissemination of
the first record players in Ireland and the increasing ease of transport between Ireland and Britain,
the music of the Irish Diaspora for the first time
began to directly influence the music of the Irish
countryside. The overwhelming influence of the
recordings of Sligo fiddler Michael Coleman is the
most notable example of this phenomenon.
fresh influx. The Great Depression and Second
World War closed this incredible chapter oflrish
migration. Emigration to Britain continued during
the war and into the 1950s, and in the late 1950s
another short but significant wave of emigration to the USA, Canada and Britain occurred,
bringing yet another generation of rural musicians
into Irish-American urban culture. This wave saw
the folk revival take root in American and British
cities, which formed a bridge between them and
young people of all backgrounds interested in
Irish music. In Minneapolis, a whole generation
of young musicians gathered around Roscommon
accordion player Martin McHugh to start the
Northern Star Ceili Band and a general revival of
Irish music in the city.
great metropolises began
to incubate Irish regional styles. In New York, for
example, the influence of the Sligo fiddlers of the
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1920s and 1930s extended through Andy McGann
to a third generation of fiddlers including Brian
Conway and Tony DeMarco. In London, as the
work of Reg Hall demonstrates, a wide range of
rural Irish musicians cultivated their craft in the
city while maintaining connections with the home
district. Clare master musicians like Bobby Casey
and Willie Clancy, and Donegal fiddler Danny
Meehan, moved more easily between home and
their adopted city of London, and influen ced
young musicians both home and away. Of course,
seasonal migration between Ireland and Britain
was a long-established tradition affecting Irish
music styles, especially in the north-west.
wide dispersal. The global recession of the early
1980s caused the most recent wave of emigration
to the USA and along with the young illegal construction workers came musicians like fiddlers
Kevin Burke and Martin Hayes, who established
successful careers in the 1980s and 1990s. The
1980s emigrants also dispersed to a much wider
range of destinations th an any previous cohort, and
musicians among them have established footholds
in cities across Europe. With the economic boom
of the 1990s, however, the movement of musicians
into Ireland became a feature for the first time in
modern history. Increased transatlantic air travel
and low-fares airlines have opened up opportunities for performing all over the globe and put
formerly distant and isolated pockets of musicians
in closer touch, from Australia and Japan to the
Middle East, the Mediterranean, right around the
globe to the American north-west.
global scene. The contemporary geography of
Irish music is a confused global ferment, and anomalies abound. Dublin is a centre of Donegal fiddling,
New York the home of Sligo fiddling. Joe Heaney,
the great sean-n6s singer, finished his career in the
American north-west, also home to fiddlers Martin
Hayes and Kevin Burke. Tokyo is now a well known
place for concertina and fiddle music, and one of the
notable proponents of Clare fiddler Paddy Canny's
style is the Parisian Patrick Ourceau (now based
in Canada). Musicians assemble in festival hotel
lobbies on every continent, in the pubs ofMiltown
Malbay in July, at Fleadh Cheoil na hEireann each
August, and in airports around the world near St
Patrick's Day. [MAD]

Mitchell, Kevin & Ellen

Milligan Fox, Charlotte. (1864-1916). Song collector, writer, organiser. Charlotte Milligan Fox was
born on St Patrick's Day at Gortmore Cottages,
Omagh, Co. Tyrone. She studied classical piano
and composition at the Royal College of Music in
London and the Conservatoires of Frankfurt and
Milan. After her marriage to the solicitor Charles
Elliot Fox in 1892 she moved to Hampstead,
London where their only child, Sea ton Henry Eliot
Fox, was born in 1893. Inspired after reading about
the history of the Irish harp in H istorical Notices of
Old Belfast (1896) by Robert M. Young, she started
her life work as a collector of Irish folk songs. In
1904 she founded the Irish Folk Song Society in
London, acting as the society's honorary secretary,
and as editor of the society's publication, the journal
of the Irish Folk Song Society, until her untimely
death in 1916. During a 1911 visit to the United
States she initiated a sister branch of the society
in New York. Her work Annals of the Irish Harpers
was published in 1911 and is an edited collection
of historical musical memoirs compiled from the
unpublished manuscripts of the Belfast musician
and music collector Edward Bunting. Its publication stimulated a revival of interest in the life and
work ofEdward Bunting and the Irish harp. [SAL]
minstrels. 'lhe essence of minstrelsy was blackface caricature which became increasingly popular
towards the end of the eighteenth century, leading
to fully fledged black-face skits and songs on
stages throughou t white America by the middle
of the nineteenth century. A grea t number of
the performers in minstrelsy were Irish. It was
during this time that the banjo, in all probability, was introduced to Ireland, when the Virginia

Minstrels toured in England, Ireland and France
in 1843, 1844 and 1845, Christy's Minstrels in
the following decade . A famous member of the
Virginia Minstrels was Dan Emmet, who is given
credit for writing the song 'Dixie'. The leader of
the Virginia Minstrels was Joel Walker Sweeney,
who was born in Buckingham County, Virginia in
1810. Sweeney, whose antecedents came from Co.
Mayo, has become one of the most controversial
characters in the history of the banjo, having been
wrongly credited for introducing the fifth string,
or chanterelle, to the instrument, when there are
watercolour paintings well before Sweeney's time
showing the fifth string on plantation banjos. He
did, however, extend the popularity of that banjo
to an enormous audience all over the United States
and Europe. In Ireland Percy French's early music
performance was as a black-face minstrel. [MJM]
Mitchell, Kevin (1940- ); Ellen (1947- ).
Glasgow, singers. Kevin was born in Derry, but
reared on the Clyde coast. Interested in singing
when young, he was persuaded by local singer and
Irish-language teacher Sean Gallagher to enter
Derry Feis in 1959, coming second. He won the
Belfast John Player ballad competition in 1965,
again singing in Irish and, in 1966, the Bellaghy
song competition, and recorded for for BBC's Come
Listen Here a While programme. Ellen and he settled
together in Glasgow at the beginning of 1969.
Kevin, now better known as a singer of the English
songs he learned from Corney McDaid and others
in Inishowen, has two solo albums, Free and Easy
(1978) and I Sang that Sweet Refrain (1996). Ellen,
always a singer but constrained by children and an
arduous job, did not sing much in public, though

Amateur minstrels group, Ballybay, Co. Monaghan, 1895; note tambourines, concertina and banjo [courtesy Northern Standard]
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she won three of the annual competitions run by
the TMSA. After the mid-1990s, however, she
appeared widely, notably at the (English) National
Folk Festival at Sutton Bonnington, and made a
solo album, On Yonder Lea, in 2002. Much admired
for their style and clarity, the two made Have a
Drop M air together in 2001, and have appeared,
solo and duet, at many Irish and Scottish Festivals.
Kevin is a long-time member of the Glasgow group
Stramash with which Ellen also sings. (]OM]
Mitchell, Pat. (1943- ). Uilleann pipes, whistle,
concertina and bodhran. He was born in Belfast
and grew up in Dublin. His mother played piano,
her Beethoven and Mozart sheet music in the
home sparking in her son an enduring love of classical music at an early age. His father's passion for
rebel ballads also opened him to the influence of
the Clancy Brothers, to Se:in 6 Riada's Ceoltoiri
Chualann, and thence to the Fiddlers' Club in
Church Street. There he became fascinated by
Finbar Furey's uilleann pipes playing on a lowpitched chanter in Tommy Moore's staccato style.
Mitchell's first music involvement was making a
bodhr:in which he played at fleadhanna in the early
1960s, but the discovery that Dinny Delaney was
his great-grand-uncle moved him on to a bag and
chanter which he got for his twenty-first birthday,
and to lessons with Leo Rowsome.
research. A chance meeting with Breand:in
Breathnach in 1965 led to the acquisition of old
recordings and this directed a life-long research
into piping. A founder member ofNPU, Mitchell
served as its secretary, later as board member. His
book The Dance Music of Wi!lie C!ancy and his
solo piping LP were published in 1976, a year in
which he headed the piping contingent on the
Bicentennial tour in the USA. In his piping he
blends staccato and legato, playing on a C set
of pipes made by Willie Rowsome around 1900
and a chanter by Matt Kiernan in the 1950s. An
authority on such pipers and piping, he has taught
piping technique over many years, gave the millennium lecture at the SSWC, and delivered the
keynote speech at the unveiling of the Garrett
Barry memorial. With a background in computers and electronics he has 'cleaned' many piping
cylinder recordings, elucidating the techniques
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employed, and making them freely available. He
co-auth ored The Piping ifPatsy Touhey with Jackie
Small in 1986, has contributed to Da! gCais, An
Piobaire and The Serin Reid]ourna!, and his major
work is the substantial The Dance Music ifSiamus
Ennis (2007). In recognition of his contribution to piping, he was made a patron of NPU
in 2005.
See notation, e Dance Music of Sea m us Ennis.
'Mna na hEireann'. A poem by Peadar 6 Doirnin
which was set to music by Se:in 6 Riada as a commission from Eigse 6irghialla at Dundalk in 1969.
This was part of the celebration of the bi-centenary
of the poet's death; these culminated in the Gael
Linn production of the 6 Riada sa Gaiety concert,
when Se:in 6 Se, for the first time, sang Se:in
6 Riada's musical rendering of the eighteenthcentury lyric.
Moate Ceili Band. A seminal Westmeath band
which first recorded in 1929 with just three
members: Ned Egan, Willie Adamson and
William Donnelly. The band later featured a variety
of musicians at different times: John Joe Cannon,
Billy Whelan, Willie (Pepper) Adamson, William
Donnelly, George Adamson, Tom Davis. Kieran
Moylan, P. Donohue, Mick Kincaid, Paddy Gavin
and Willie Jordan. [FHA]
modes. A varie ty of different modes or scales
were in general use in European music from the
early middle ages until about 1600, when they
fell largely into disuse in art-music - with the
exception of the Ionian mode, which became the
modern major scale, and the Aeolian, which with
the addition of a sharpened seventh became the
modern minor scale. However, they continued to
flourish in plainsong (Gregorian chant) and much
folk music. Irish traditional music has continued
to use four of these modes.
The simplest way of understanding how modes
work is to play a scale upwards from each of the
white notes of the piano in turn, using only the
white notes. Each corresponds to a mode. Note
that although all of the modes are constructed
from five intervals of a tone and two of a semitone,
the semitones are placed differently in each mode;

modes

this gives them a different flavour. The four which
concern traditional music are:
C-C
(Ionian)
D-D
(Dorian)
G-G
(Mixolydian)
A-A
(Aeolian)
Thus a tune in the Dorian mode will end on D:
this note is the 'finalis'. Although in the middle
ages this type of scale was linked directly to the
actual pitch of the scale, this no longer applies to
Irish music as we know it, and the modes can be
transposed to any pitch. For example, a tune with
its finalis in A may actually be in the Dorian mode
(e.g. 'The Star of Munster') and a tune with its
finalis in E may be in the Aeolian mode (e.g. '1he
Fermoy Lasses').
It must of course be remembered that since folk
song in many countries is modal, modality alone
is not enough to account for the distinctive sound
oflrish music, and a number of additional factors
have to be examined. Some authorities find a
method of tune-analysis based on note-frequency
more illuminating than one based on modality, but
for the average musician a knowledge of modes is
a more useful tool.
mode switches. The use of these modes, together
with the practice common in dance music of
switching between one mode and another in the
course of a tune, help to give Irish music its characteristically plaintive undercurrent, even in such
a rapid musical form as the reel. The constant
movement of the C between natural and sharp
in 'Corney is Coming', for example, is found in a
large number of dance tunes. It can be explained
as switching between the Mixolydian and Ionian
modes while retaining the same finalis, D; it can
also be explained as the existence of a 'mobile'
seventh degree of the Mixolydian mode, one
capable of having an accidental applied to it or not,
at will. Another mobile note in many tunes is F.
The reason for this mobility may be that it is
these two notes, C and F, which are lacking in the
pentatonic scale (if one thinks of a pentatonic scale
starting on G and consisting of the notes G, A, B,
D and E). Such an interpretation would seem to
point towards the possible antiquity of the tunes
in question, or of that type of tune. (Interestingly,
in this connection, Gniinne Yeats points out in 1he

Harp ofIreland that since the nature of the old traditional Irish wire-strung harp is such that it was
almost impossible to play accidentals in any satisfactory way, the pentatonic scale was very useful,
enabling a harper to play in several different modes
with minimal re tuning. He could sing a song with
passing accidentals, while avoiding those particular
strings of the harp.)
application. For the practising musician, the
value of a knowledge of modes lies solely in its
practical application. Players of melody instruments such as the fiddle or flute may not need
detailed theoretical knowledge of modes, but they
do need enough to make sound judgements about
the appropriateness of certain types of variation.
Knowledge of modes is, however, essential for
uilleann pipers (to ensure tasteful use of regulators), harpers and guitarists. Immersion in the
oral tradition from an early age often ensures an
instinctive understanding, but just as often does
not. Those who come to traditional music from
a classical and romantic art-music background
may need to give their concentrated attention to
the harmonic implications of modal melodies, as
otherwise what they 'hear' as correct tends to be
different to what a traditional musician 'hears' and
the results of their arranging labours will be stylistically incorrect. Interestingly, guitarists without
formal theoretical knowledge but with a background in blues or related popular music forms
tend to have an instinctive understanding of what
is appropriate.
Accompaniment of tunes such as 'Corney is
Coming' needs to be approached with care: chords
need to be as 'open' as possible so that the 'mobile'
notes can move about unimpeded. Some dance
tunes such as 'The Old Bush' have a different type
of complex modality which is hard to pin down:
here again the constituent notes of chords must
be carefully chosen to leave space for ambiguities
suggested by the melody.
The harmonic revolution which has taken place
in both art and popular music in the last hundred
years has paradoxically been of immense benefit
to those wishing to develop a suitable form of
accompaniment to Irish traditional music, one
of the oldest oral traditions in Europe. The vastly
expanded harmonic palette now available to us
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has facilitated the development of a neo-modal
form of harmony, which enhances, not destroys,
the distinctiveness of the music. It is probably no
accident that the current worldwide popularity of
Irish music has been preceded by the development
of its own harmonic language with its roots deep
in a musical past. [MAN]

Molloy, Matt. (1947- ). Flute. Born at Ballaghaderreen, Co. Roscommon . Influenced by whistle
player Jim Donoghue, by the time he was eighteen
he had won several awards, and went to Dublin
where he worked with Aer Lingus as an engineer.
He played with Liam O'Flynn, Tommy Peoples
and Paddy Moloney three nights a week in the
Old Sheiling Hotel in Raheny, Dublin, and with
Donal Lunny and others in sessions, as well as
with CCE. He joined The Bothy Band in 1974
and then The Chieftains in September 1979. He
recorded his first solo album, Matt Molloy, in 1976
and Heathery Breezes in 1978, but the album was
not released until1981. He recorded a TV special
withJames Galway, Galway and Molloy in Studio 1
in 1977, and with Paul Brady and Tommy Peoples
recorded Molloy, Brady and Peoples in 1978. His
solo Stony Steps came out in 1988, and Shadows on
Stone in 1997. He is highly regarded internationally, both for his work with The Chieftains and in
his own right as an exceptional player. While his
style could be said to be of his home area, it is also
highly personal and well-developed. His popularity
-like that ofMichael Coleman in an earlier erahas been inspirational to younger players, so much
so that competition adjudicators have long been
critical of'Matt Molloy clones' in their judgement
standards. This is a considerable, if inverse, tribute
to any player in his or her lifetime. Still a member
ofThe Chieftains, with whom he delivers formidable unaccompanied solos, Molloy runs a music
bar in Westport which is internationally famous.
In 1999 he was awarded TG4's Gradam Ceoil for
Musician of the Year; in 2007 he released Pathway
to the Well with John Carty and Arty McGlynn.
M oloney brothers. (c.1800). An drew, a carpenter,
and Thomas, a blacksmith, were highly regarded
as pipe makers in the first half of the nineteenth
century, at Knockerra, near Kilrush, Co. Clare.
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They initially began as pipe repairers but eventually moved on to make complete sets. One of these
-now in the National Museum, Dublin- is made
of ebony, ornamented with ivory. 1be metalworktubes, ferrules and keys - are all of solid silver. 1he
set has only two drones (tenor and bass), but has
five regulators, one of which has five keys. Another
has three keys, and the remaining three have four
each. The two principal regulators are connected
independent of the stock. It is thought that the set
was made around 1835 for a local landlord.

Moloney, Colette. Fiddle, concertina, viola. From
Charleville, Co. Cork, a music graduate ofUCC and
Cork School of Music, her PhD from UL was on
the Bunting MSS. A musician in both classical and
traditional idioms, she has instrumental diplomas
from Thames Valley University, Trinity College
of Music, and the Associated Board of the Royal
Schools of Music, London. Her research interests
are in Irish music sources and the Gaelic harp tradition. Her publications include The Irish Music
Manuscripts ofEdward Bunting (1773-1843) (2000)
and The 'Boss' Murphy Legacy (2004). She lectures in
the Department of Applied Arts at WIT.
Moloney, Mick. (1944- ). Singer, banjo player,
writer, researcher, commentator, teacher. Born
in Co. Limerick, he was a moving force in the
ballad-group movement in Ireland of the 1960s,
and joined The Johnstons, emigrating to the US
in 1973.
USA. There he has been involved in an array of
performances and projects as a college lecturer, arts
administrator, presenter and advocate, professional
musician, and radio and television personality. He
holds a PhD in folklore and folklife from the
University of Pennsylvania; his dissertation was
titled 'Irish Music in America: Continuity and
Change'. He has published numerous articles in
journals including Pennsylvania Folklife, Keystone
Folklore and New Hibernia Review, and has written
lin er notes for scores of recordings of IrishAmerican music. He has served as the artistic
director for several major arts tours including the
Green Fields of America - an ensemble of Irish
musicians, singers and dancers in America - and
Cherish the Ladies, the first all-women's Irish

Moloneys of Ballinakill

music ensemble, and runs tours of American
traditional musicians and dancers to Africa and
South and Central America for the United States
Information Agency. He has worked as an advisor
and produced concerts and festivals for scores
of cultural organisations including Davis and
Elkins College in West Virginia, where he has
served as co-ordinator of Irish Week over many
years. In 1977 he founded the Folklife Center of
International House of Philadelphia for the presentation of traditional ethnic arts. In 1991 he was
voted into the Fiddler's Green festival Hall of
Fame (Rostrevor). He is one of ten Irish musicians resident in the USA to receive the National
Heritage Fellowship Award (1999).
media. He has hosted three nationally syndicated series of folk music shows, was a consultant,
performer and interviewee on Bringing it All Back
Home, was participant, consultant and the music
arranger of the 1994 PBS documentary film Out
ofIreland and a performer and music researcher for
the 1998 PBS special, The Irish in America: Tlx Long
j ourney Home. He has performed also on hundreds
of radio shows in Europe and the United States. In
1978 he eo-produced, wrote and narrated Across the
liVes tern Ocean- a series on Irish music in America
- for National Public Radio. He has recorded and
produced many albums, and through arts advocacy
and consultation has played an active and visible
part in the revival oflrish music in the US. His performance partners have included Robbie O'Connell,
Jimmy Keane, The Green Fields of America and
long-time Philadelphia-based music colleagues
Eugene O'Donnell and Seamus Egan. He also tours
with Tommy Sands, fiddler Eileen lvers, uilleann
piper Kieran O'Hare, guitarist and bouzouki player
Zan McLeod and top Irish-American step dancers.
He is the Global Distinguished Professor of Music
and Irish Studies at New York University, where he
teaches a course in Irish/Celtic music and directs
the Washington Square Harp and Shamrock
Orchestra. A book and en which draw together the
strands of much of his work was published as Far
From the Shamrock Shore: 11x Story ofIrish-American
History Through Song in 2002.

Moloney, Paddy. (1938- ). Uilleann pipes, tin
whistle. Leader of The Chieftains, born in Dublin;

his maternal grandfather was a flute player from
the Slieve Bloom area of Co. Laois. As a child he
began playing on whistle at age six, and went on
to learn uilleann pipes with Leo Rowsome at the
Leinster School of Music. Through musical gettogethers his early influences included pipers Peter
Flynn, Seamus Ennis, Jack Wade, Tommy Reek
and others. In 1960 he joined the 6 Riada group
which was to become Ceolt6iri Chualann, and three
years later founded The Chieftains. He managed
Claddagh Records for some years from 1968, and
following the band going full time in 1975 he lived
a life of constant touring. He has collaborated
with artists from a wide musical spectrum, and has
written scores for theatre, cinema and ballet. He
was awarded an honorary Doctorate of Music by
the Trinity College Dublin in 1988. [BIM]
See Chieftains

Molon eys of Ballinakill. Associated with the
music of east Galway, the earliest Moloney antecedent,James, was a tailor, flute player and opera
singer from east Limerick who emigrated to
England, then America. In England he learned
much of his traditional music from other members
of a working men's club in Leeds. Returning to
Ireland in the late 1800s he settled at Ross,
Kylebrack in the parish of Ballinakill between
Loughrea and Woodford, Co. Galway. His son
Stephen, born in the 1880s (d.1963) was a step
dancer and played flute, uilleann pipes, war pipes
and fiddle; his practice was, like neighbour Tom my
Whelan, to play outside during the summer. They
were the key members of the Ballinakill Traditional
Dance Players (referred to also as the Ballinakill
Ceili Band), who recorded nine 78s between 1928
and 1938, disbanding only in 1943. Stephen's
daughters Alice, Lucy, Lily, Evelyn and Carmel
were all singers and dancers; his sons J ames, Eddie
and Ambrose played flute, Kevin played fiddle.
Of them, Eddie is best known, for fiddle playing
also, and in duet with Aggie White. He broadcast
on radio and TV, for RE and the BBC between
the 1940s and his death in 1980. He went on to
play with the new Ballinakill Ceili Band of the
1950s, and with them played for the 1951 BBCproduced ballad opera The Story ofTory. In Galway
city he played in the Loch Lurgan Ceili Band
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during the 1960s, and on their LP in the 1970s.
He played with, and was mentor to, the Shaskeen
Ceili Band also. His brother Ambrose also played
with the new Ballinakill, and with the Leitrim
Ramblers who came from around east Galway.
Stephen, Ambrose and Eddie contributed tunes
to Breandan Breathnach around 1960 for his Ceol
Rince na hEireann collection. Kevin was taught
by the travelling fiddle-teacher Jack Mulkere,
and played with the old Ballinakill band in the
1930s, with whom in 1938, while still a teenager,
he played in the Olympia Theatre, Earls Court,
London. He recorded with nephew Sean (Eddie's
son) in 1996 on Bridging the Gap, an east-Galway
style album, and still teaches fiddle in Balla, Co.
Mayo. The fourth generation ofMoloney descendants play still, some at home, some in the US; they
are involved in different kinds of music and instrument repair. A fifth generation is now playing.
See also Ballinakill Traditional Dance Players;
and under band: ceili band; Galway: east G alway;
piano.
Monaghan. This county has had a strong and
visible engagement with traditional music since
the revival, and featured strongly in the establishment ofCCE in 1951-2; the first fl.eadh was held
in the county in 1952, and it has had many prominent performers. Music classes, weekly sessions
and three annual festivals in the county continue
this involvement.
CCE. There are seven branches, at Aughnamullan, Carrickmacross, Castleblayney, Corcaghan,
Emyvale,Monaghan and Tullycorbet.Tl:ese sponsor
most of the teaching, with substantial numbers
learning in various centres: Carrickmacross (72),
Castleblayney (65), Tullycorbet (50), Emyvale (50),
Corcaghan (50), Eamon 6 Muiri/Scotstown (25).
teaching. Private tuition is also widely available. Access to classes is further extended by the
Monaghan VEC School of Music, which provides
instruction in a range of instruments throughout
the county. Prominent music teachers include
Francis McMahon, Edel Connolly, Pat McCabe,
Noreen Boyle, Tiarnan 6 Duinnchinn, Eamonn
Curran (uilleann pipe maker), Laura Beagon,
Monica Beagon, Stephanie Makem, Sabina
McCague and Nadia Markey.
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sessions. A number of popular music sessions
have been established and developed in Monaghan
county, but it could be said that this is not a key
feature of its music activity. The main organised sessions are confined to Monaghan town,
at Master Deery's and the Westenra Hotel. The
revival of Feile Oriel in Monaghan each May,
and the running of the Patrick Byrne Weekend
at Carrickmacross in April, and Scoil Cheoil na
Botha at Scotstown, in October, have all increased
the visibility of traditional music within the county.
They have also associated the music with places and
venues previously unconnected with its practice.
Arts Council, CCE and Monaghan Arts Office
support, together with the encouraging media
commentary by The Northern Standards Michael
McDonnell and Northern Sound Radio's Martin
Donohoe have further contributed to the promotion of traditional music in the region.
initiatives. The groundwork for this activity
was laid between 1996 and 2008 by Ceoil Contae
Mhuineachain, organised by Eamonn Curran
and Tiarnan 6 Duinnchinn, providing the main
outlet for local performance through a series of
monthly concerts in the Market House, one of
the county's leading traditional music venues. The
development of the Iontas Arts and Community
Resource Centre in Castleblaney further augments
potential for traditional music performance within
the county.
performers. Many prominent players have
emerged in the area: uilleann pipes - Eamonn
Curran (Reel Union), Tiarnan 6 Duinnchinn (Na
Dorsa), Martin McCormack, Thomas Johnston
and Mattie Connolly, Aonghus Rooney; guitar/
bouzouki - Sean McElwain (Teada), Michael
McCague (At the Racket); banjo- Sean and Conor
McCague, Sean McElwain; fiddle - Donal, Melissa
and Sabina McCague, Laura Beagon; flute/whistle
- Majella Bartley, Sean Walsh; harp - Michael
Rooney (Draiocht), Nadia Markey, Fionnuala and
Aonghus Rooney; concertina - Rhona Dinkin;
singing - Monica Beagon, Amelia Murphy,
Stephanie Makem; piano accordion- Pat McCabe
(Aileach) and Gerard Murray (Shantalla).
hi story. Despite possessing a substantial
tradition, County Monaghan has been largely
overlooked by collectors of music and song. It can,
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however, be divided into three music areas, 'north',
'mid' and 'south'.
north Monaghan. There are long-standing
associations with traditional music here. The air
'Coillte GLisa na Triuca' performed by Arthur
O'Neill at the Belfast Harp Festival, originates
here, attributed to the blind bard Neill McKenna.
The region also possessed a number of sightless
fiddlers, including the celebrated Owen McCaffrey
(1776-c.1840). Such was the reputation of'Blind
Owney' that Henry McManus, one of the first
directors of the Royal Hibernian Academy of Art,
painted his portrait, claiming him to be a fiddler
of national importance.
Many of the gentry were accomplished musicians, including members of the Westenra
family. The Second Baron Rossmore, Warner
William Westenra (1765-1845) and his brother
Lieutenant Colonel Henry Westenra (b.1770)

were accomplished uilleann pipers. 1k succeeding
Third Baron Rossmore, Henry Robert Westenra
(1792-1860), was so skilled that blind Galway
piper Paddy Conneely mistook him for a fellow
professional piper.
Knockatallon, bordering Fermanagh, has
produced a number of significant musical figures,
including James Whiteside (1844-1916), Owen
Connolly (1881-1950) and Eamonn Murray
(1916-66). Whiteside, later 'the Bard of Bray,' was
awarded prizes at the Oireachtas (1903) and Feis
Ceoil (1906). A fiddler, piper and harper, he was
included in O'Neill's Irish Minstrels and Musicians.
Owen Connolly was Monaghan's finest fiddler of
the early twentieth century and was heard frequently on 2RN radio, although no recordings of
these performances survive. Eamon Murray was
one of the founders and first president of CCE.
He wrote for the Northern Standard newspaper
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under the pen name 'The Mountain Lark' and was
central, alongside Paddy McElvaney, to the staging
of the 1952 All-Ireland Fleadh in Monaghan.
mid-Monaghan . This area has a strong uilleann
piping tradition. Notwithstanding its contested
claim to 'Piper' Jackson (who may have resided
in Creeve), the region did have a number of
prominent pipers at the beginning of the twentieth century. These included: Pat 'Piper' Ward
(d. 1937); William Carolan (1849-1937); the
'Ballybay Piper', William Clarke (1889-1934), a
Presbyterian minister who featured on 7he Pipes of
the Three Nations record in 1928; and Dan Markey,
who was placed in the Feis Cheoil in 1908 and
1909). Also worth mentioning is piccolo player
Paddy Finley, who recorded a duet with Michael
Coleman in 1927.
south Monaghan . The two names most associated with traditional music here are Patrick Byrne
and Phillip Goodman. Patrick Byrne (1794-1863)
was the last of the great Irish harpers, and Philip
Goodman was one of the last known travelling
pipers there, who was placed at the Feis Cheoil in
1904 and 1907. Enri 6 Muiriosa recorded a list of
his repertoire in 1900. [SME)
Carolan, William. (1849-1937). Piper. Born
at Corfad, Ballybay, Co. Monaghan. He played in
the area ofDoapey Mills in Aghabog in the early
twentieth century.
See Byrne, Patrick.
monuments. Sculptures, monuments and public
statuary visually acknowledge the contributions
made to Irish traditional music by its most iconic
personalities and minds. 1rey have also contributed
to the discourse and politics concerning local and
national identity.
harp, as the national emblem,
is included in many of the monuments commemorating nationalist and republican figures and
events, but clusters of monuments also contribute
to the concept of music regions. The landscapes of
both south Sligo and Sliabh Luachra are enriched
with monuments to local musicians. A number of
monuments also celebrate lists of musicians and
the musical heritage of an area, for instance those
which list names of musicians at Tubbercurry and
Doocastle.
figurati ve. Notable sculptures featuring both

m
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musician and instrument celebrate the lives, music
and legacies ofTurlough O'Carolan (Mohill, Co.
Leitrim), Captain Francis O'Neill (near Tralibane,
Co. Cork), Padraig O'Keeffe (Scartaglen, Co.
Kerry),John McKenna (nearTarmon, Co. Leitrim),
Seamus Ennis (The Naul, Co. Dublin), Edmund
Keating Hyland (Cahir, Co. Tipperary), Canon
James Goodman (Skibereen, Co. Cork), Johnny
O'Leary (Killarney, Co. Kerry) and Sean 6 Riada
(Cuil Aodha, Co. Cork). Many of these figures are
also celebrated in less elaborate forms. Outside the
island oflreland there is a bust of1homas Moore
in Prospect Park, Concert Grove, New York.
plaques. A number of monuments mirror the
appearance of gravestones, including those commemorating Michael Coleman (Gurteen, Co.
Sligo),Johnny Patterson (Feakle, Co. Clare), Tom
Billy Murphy (Ballydesmond, Co. Cork), Fred
Finn (Killavil, Co. Sligo) and Sonny McDonagh
(Bunnanaddan, Co. Sligo). There are a number
of other plaques and wall mounts in the Irish
landscape, often located independently of other
features though they may highlight the location
of a musician's homeplace. In contrast, Sean Reid
(Ennis, Co. Clare) P.]. Hayes (Feakle, Co. Clare)
and Denis Murphy (Gneeveguilla, Co. Kerry) are
commemorated in plaques in cc£ regional centre,
Cois na hAbhna, Pepper's Public House and the
local GAA Hall respectively. The Chieftains are
included in the Dublin Tourism Rock'n'Stroll Trail
at St Catherine's Church, 1J1omas Street, Dublin,
noted as being the venue of their first live gig,
which blurs the boundaries between popular and
traditional music. Apart from a plaque to the ballad
singer Delia Murphy in Co. Mayo, the absence of
female figures and the location of public statuary
in predominantly rural areas reinforces many of
the myths concerning the development of Irish
traditional music.
evocati ve. More general and often abstract
public statuary includes that of a fiddler and chair
in Ennis, Co. Clare, three dancers outside Bru Boru
in Cashel, Co. Tipperary, musicians and dancers
in the square in Lisdoonvarna, Co. Clare, 'Let the
dance begin' (Strabane, Co. Tyrone), and the silhouette of musicians in Tubbercurry, Co. Sligo.
locale. A number of monuments and public
statues engage with politics of local identity,
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Martin Donoghue
Turlough O'Carolan

Johnny the jig by
Rosamund Praeger

Fred Finn

(1867 -1954), on

Local musicians

the roadside at

Sillhouette

Hollywood, Co.

Edmund Keating Hyland
Bru Boru Dancers

Down, earliest of the
modern-day music

Larry Wall Fitzpatrick
Johnny Loughran
'Let the dance begin'
CCE foundation

6 Rathaille

a

Aodhgain

b

Eamon Kelly

c

Eoghan Rua

d

Eoghan Rua

6 Suilleabhain

John McKenna
Patrick Weston Joyce

Michael Coleman
Welcome

6 Suilleabhain
(OAK]

McDonagh Brothers
Sonny McDonagh
Local musicians
James Morrison
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nationalism and the connections of musicians
to one or more locations. Many are part funded
and supported by agencies and organisations
including branches of CCE and local 'Leader'
rural development agencies. The first meetings
of CCE and Comhaltas Comhairle na Mumhan
are commemorated by wall plaques in Mullingar,
Co. Westmeath and Kanturk, Co. Cork, respectively. Local branches of CCE were involved in
the commemoration of the McDonagh Brothers
(Ballinafad, Co. Sligo), Larry Wall Fitzpatrick
(Commons, Co. Tipperary) and the Hanafin
Brothers (Milltown, Co. Kerry).The monuments
to P:idraig O'Keeffe in Sliabh Luachra contribute to the affirmation of local identity and
regional style. In contrast, the monument to the
McDonagh Brothers in Ballinafad highlights
diversity and individuality within a region. The
impact of migration and the contribution oflrish
musicians to music in America is acknowledged
in monuments to Coleman, McKenna and the
Hanafin brothers. The connection between Irish
traditional musicians and nationalist sentiments is
demonstrated in monuments to Jack Mulkere and
Eamonn Ceannt. [DAK]
Moore, Christy. (1945- ). Singer, songwriter.
Born in Newbridge, Co. Kildare, to Andy Moore
from that town, and Neans de Paor of Yellow
Furze, Navan. From his mother he learned to sing,
and became absorbed in rock 'n' roll initially, then
was deeply moved by the Clancy Brothers. He
learned guitar in 1961 from Donal Lunny, and
while still in his teens he formed with him a duo,
The Rakes of Kildare. He worked briefly in the
Bank of Ireland, but left during the strike of 1966
to tour folk clubs in England, during his stay there
recording his first album, Paddy on the Road, with
Dominic Behan as producer. Out of Ireland he
was influenced by music heard in pubs in Fulham,
Camden Town, Cricklewood, Moss Side, Glasgow
and Blairgowrie. Singers John Reilly, Luke Kelly,
Ewan MacColl, Martin Carthy, Hamish lmlach,
J oe Heaney and Annie Briggs also influenced
him.
Planxty. He returned to Ireland in 1971, and
recorded Prosperous, released in 1972. With three
of the musicians who played on that album - Liam
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O'Flynn, Donal Lunny and Andy lrvine - he
formed the group Planxty, the most popular band
of the 1970s. When they split in 1975 he pursued
a solo career; they re-formed in 1978, but within
a few years Moore and Lunny had left to form
Moving Hearts. He left after that band's second
album and developed a successful solo career,
playing to huge audiences at home and abroad.
An uncompromisingly political singer, Moore has
espoused such causes as the Carnsore Point antinuclear protest, H-Block hunger strikes and the
lot of the ordinary worker. His lyri cs are intense,
rhythmical in a 'talking blues' style, and when
not (as sometimes), bitingly sarcastic, moralistic, sentimental or angry, can radiate an intense
humorous understatement. Other members of the
Moore family are involved in music. Brother Barry
performs as 'Luka Bloom', nephew Conor Byrne
plays flute (album Wind Dancer) .
recordings. Moore performed on all ofPlanxty's
recordings and on Moving Hearts (1982) and The
Dark End ofthe Street (1982) with Moving Hearts.
By 2009 he had recorded twenty-six solo alubms,
as well as six with Planxty and two with Moving
Hearts. Although Moore retired from public performance in 1998, like many others he returns to
the stage intermittently. In 1994 Hummingbird
recorded Christy, a documentary for RTE on his
life and music, and another, Live at the Point, in
2006. His choice of songs, including his own lyrics,
are recorded in Frank Connolly's 1984 The Christy
Moore Songbook, and his own autobiographical One
Voice in 2000. [PAAj
Moore, Thomas. (1779-1852). Born Aungier
Street, Dublin, the son of a grocer. Encouraged
by his mother, he developed a talent at recitation
and was frequently called upon to entertain in the
family home. He would appear to have acquired
his piano skills while eavesdropping on his sister's
lessons. Preoccupied with writing, he had his first
poem published at age fourteen. He was one of the
few Catholics to enter Trinity College Dublin, and
there began a translation of Anacreon which was
eventually published in 1800 to instant acclaim. In
TCD he associated with many of those involved
in the 1798 rebellion, and although never actively
involved himself, these friend ships - particularly
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that with Robert Emmet, whom he greatly admired
- consolidated his already nationalistic leanings.
One particularly important friendship made here
was with collector Edward Hudson, with whom he
shared not only a common interest in the politics
of the day but also in music. Hudson got many
of his airs from harpers and would play them
for Moore on the flute, this influencing Moore's
ultimate work.
London. Moo re moved to London in 1799, and
there his convivial nature and gifts as an entertainer endeared him to polite society, with whom
his reputation as a fine conversationalist and
after-dinner singer guaranteed him invitations to
all 'high-quality' gatherings. Through connections
made in this company, in 1803 he was appointed
registrar of the Admiralty Court in Bermuda,
travelling there to appoint a deputy and returning
via America and Canada. In 1808 he began publishing the first of his Irish Melodies, which along
with the 1817 Byronic poem, La/fa Rookh, were
so phenomenally successful, both critically and
financially, that they should have provided Moore
with lifelong security. But by 1819 he was virtually bankrupt, blaming his embezzling Bermuda
deputy for his troubles. These difficulties caused
his and his wife's removal to the continent from
1819 to 1822, during which period he renewed his
friendship with Lord Byron. After Byron's death
Moore was appointed his literary executor and
wrote his biography, the first of many. In 1822 he
returned to his wife's home in Wiltshire where he
was to spend the rest of his life, having survived his
five children. There he continued writing both a
personal journal and commercial literature of every
type, this eventually halted by mental illness. He
was granted a government pension in 1835.
melodies. His Irish Melodies appeared between
1808 and 1834 in ten successive volumes with a
final supplement, these containing 124 original
songs which used 126 airs. The tunes themselves
were drawn principally upon other printed collections with only minor alterations being made;
Bunting was his primary source. An 'appeal for
material' made in a number of the volumes also
ensured that Moore became the owner of a variety
of manuscript collections from which he also
drew. Irish Melodies was widely and immediately

celebrated, its songs' popularity waxing and waning
with political climate, but nevertheless lasting to
the present day and ensuring his place as Ireland's
'national' poet. Often criticised for pandering to
the tastes of a London society far removed from
the reality of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
Ireland, Moore still holds a revered place in the
popular political cultural imagination. Some of his
songs have gone into, or are popularly perceived as
part of, the traditional repertoire.James Flannery's
1998 Dear Harp ofMy Country (Wolfhound) is a
valuable text and audio document of his life and
music. [GLC]
Bunting tunes. In performance Moore accompanied himself on an Egan wire-strung harp, but
the bulk of his popular consumption was in print,
for which his poetry was published with music
arrangements by his friend, the composer Sir
John Stevenson. These settings were drawn from
a variety of traditional-music sources, but by far
the greater number were reworked material from
Edward Bunting's collections of 1796 and 1809.
For instance, eight of the twelve songs in Moore's
first Irish Melodies used music from Bunting's
first 1796 volume, including 'Oh Breathe not his
Name' taken from Bunting's 'An Cailin Donn'
(The Brown-Haired Girl) and 'She is Far from the
Land'which uses 'Osgail an Doras go Ciuin' (Open
the Door Softly). The accompaniment for many
others ofMoore's most famous songs, such as 'The
Minstrel Boy', 'Silent, 0 Moyle' and 'Remember
the Glories ofBrian the Brave', also used airs from
the Bunting collections.
Moore's popularity and financial success were
somewhat resented by Bunting, who, despite much
hard work on the material from which Moore
profited, himself gained little. He had attempted
to counter Moore's initial popularity by including
songs in his second (1809) published volume, but
while his visibility as a music collector finished
around 1810, Moore continued to issue Irish
Melodies volumes for a further twenty-four years.
And in his final song collection, fifty-three of
Moore's songs were set to the airs from Bunting's
first two volumes. Bunting's third volume of 1837
was published partly in an attempt to retrieve his
own reputation as a collector from the occlusion
of his life's work by Moore's popularised versions.
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This musical antagonism between the two men
became inscribed in a mutually legitimising conflict
wherein Bunting's works were seen to have the
voice of an authentic and traditional ancient Irish
folk music, and Moore's songs, using the Bunting
airs, were understood to be an inauthentic, romanticised reworking of the original music.
The issue of the nature and scale of Moore's
use of Bunting's collection has been speculated
on and debated nationally, for instance in the Irish
Times in February 1997, when a scholarly squall
was calmed by Nicholas Carolan (19/2) who listed
how the question had been dealt with earlier, by:
'Alfred Moffat and Charles V. Stanford ... but
most usefully in 1959 by Veronica Ni Chinneide
('The sources of Moore's Melodies' ,journal of the
R oyal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland, vol. 89)".
He believed that Fleischmann's then anticipated
'Sources oflrish Traditional music' (t.b.p. 1998)
would 'throw further light on the debt', as would
(in 2000) Colette Moloney's catalogue, 1he I rish
Music Manuscripts ofEdward Bunting (1773-1843).
He noted also that 'Moore's specific borrowings
... are dealt with throughout Donal O 'Sullivan's
re-editions of Bunting's three published collections
Uournal of the Irish Folk Song Society, vols. 22-39,
1927-39), and, with Miche:il 6 Suilleabh:iin,
Bunting's Ancient Music of Ireland, Cork 1983'
already held much information. [SAL]
See also Stevenson, Sir John; Bunting, Edward.
Morris, Henry. (1874-1945). Gaelic scholar, song
collector. Born Coolfure, Farney, Co. Monaghan.
Essay cash-prizes financed his early acquisition of
music and history works . He was influenced by
Eugene O'Growney and inspired to collect by collector J.H. Lloyd (Seosamh Laoide). Graduating
from St Patrick's, D rumcondra, he taught Irish
classes in Lisdoonan from 1895, later at Laragh
and Cornanure. While teaching at St Malachy's
Dundalk he was secret ary to the local Gaelic
League, and a founder of the Louth Archaeological
Society. Married to harpist Alice Reilly in 1907,
she and their son died a year later; he married again
in 1912. A schools inspector from 1921, he moved
to Skerries, then Mountshannon, and to Dublin
as deputy chief inspector of national schools . A
tireless worker for the Gaelic traditions of Ulster,
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he was a vigorous edi tor and publisher. He is
known for the song collections Cead de Cheoltaibh
U!adh (1915), Amhrdin Airt Mhic Cubhthaigh
(1916), Duanaire na Midhe (1933), Dhd Chiad de
Cheoltaibh Uladh (1934) and Ddnta Diadha U!adh
(1936).Although seldom with notated music, these
have become standard reference works for singers
in the northern Gaelic tradition . [EDI/ LJO]
Morrison,James. (1893-1947). Fiddler. Born at
Drumfin, near Riverstown, Co. Sligo; the site of the
house is now marked by a subtle memorial on the
main Dublin-Sligo roadside. One of the leading
mentors and stylistic proponents of the Sligo style
of fiddle playing in the first half of the twentieth
century, he learned music from his brothers and
others locally, in an area where flute and fiddle were
the favoured instruments. He was taught dancing
by his uncle and as a teenager he learned to read
and write music from a local priest, Fr Bernard
Creehan, a skill rarely found among traditional
musicians at that time. 1k Gaelic League employed
him as a dancing and Irish-language teacher before
he left to join five members of his family in the
Boston area in 1915. Within three years he had
won the fiddle competition at the New York Feis
and later settled in that city where he married in
1919. He began recording in 1921, this continuing over the following fifteen years with a large
output of solo fiddle records, duets with leading
Irish musicians of the day, and band recordings. A
natural teacher, he developed an extensive music
teaching practice in New York and also gave private
tuition in academic subjects. Recent years have seen
a renaissance of interest in Morrison's music led
by players like Frankie Gavin, Seamus Qyinn and
Charlie Lennon, and in July of each year a weekend
commemorating Morrison's contribution to Irish
music is held at Riverstown. [HAB]
Morton, Robin. (1939- ). Singer, bodhr:in;
record producer. Born at Portadown, Co. Armagh,
his early interest was in jazz. He became involved
in traditional music while at Qyeen's University
1962-4, and started the Folk Club there in 1963,
later the Ulster Folk Music Society with John
Moulden, Dave Scott and others. He formed Boys
of the Lough in 196 7 with Cathal McConnell and
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Tommy Gunn; the latter retired in the early '70s and
the band became the first professional band playing
this type of music, with success in Britain, Europe
and especially the United States and Canada,
playing Irish, Scottish and Shetland music. Morton
collected songs in Ulster, and from his collection he
produced Folksongs Sung in Ulster in 1970. He also
edited Fermanagh singer John Maguire's biography,
Come Day, Go Day, God Send Sunday, in 1973. He
formed Temple Records in Scotland in 1978 and
a few years later took on the management of the
Battlefield Band there; still in that position, he also
produces their albums. Married to Scottish harper
and glass artist Alison Kinnaird, he has produced
many records of Ir ish musicians, including Sean
McAloon,John Rea and Seamus Tansey. He was
director of the Edinburgh Folk Festival 1985-8
and was recipient of the Scottish Traditional Music
Hall of Fame's 'Hamish Henderson Services to
Traditional Music' award in 2008.
Moulden ,John. (1941- ). Singer, researcher,
publisher. Founder member and organiser of the
Belfast Folk Song Club (1963) and the Ulster Folk
Music Society (1965), he has been involved with
numerous Singers' Clubs, most recently in Sligo
(2008). He is a member of the English Folk Dance
and Song Society, was a committee member of Folk
Music Society of Ireland until its cessation and
has been a board member of the ITMA. Articles
and essays have been published in Canadian Folk
Music journal, Eigse Ceol Tire, Folk R eview, Folk
Song Research, Fortnight, H onest Ulsterman,journal
of the Wesleyan Historical Society, Living Tradition,
Slow Air and Treoir. From 2001 he was involved in
the production of a guide to the popular printing
of songs in Ireland, 1780-1920, for which he was
awarded a PhD in 2006. During and since that
time he published a range of academic articles
on songs in oral and printed form. He has also,
since 1971, given talks on songs and singing to a
wide range of bodies, at academic conferences and
at singing festivals. Sleeve notes and research for
records have been published by Mercier, Leader,
Ossian, Topic and the Clare Festival ofTraditional
Singing. His major achievement is the editing and
geographical indexing of the Sam Henry Collection
(Blackstaff, 1979) and on this he lectured, in

2007, at the Library of Congress, Washington
DC. He is the author of A History of Methodism
in Portrush (1987), The Trim Little Borough (1992),
Songs ifH ugh McWilliams, Schoolmaster (1992) and
Thousands are Sailing (1994).
m outh music. 'He could ... imitate a Jew's harp
or trump upon his lips with his mere fingers in
such a manner that the deception was complete'
(Carleton, 1840-1: 378). Technically known as
'vocalisation', forms of mouth music are found in
many music cultures throughout the world, referring to the use of what has been termed 'nonsense
words', 'meaningless syllables', 'non-lexical syllables' or 'obsolete words' . In Ireland, the terms
diddling, dydilling, puss music, mouth music, gob
music, humming and jigging are some of the other
terms used, though 'Jilting' is the most common
term. An example from another western musical
culture is scat singing in jazz music, where syllables are used to communicate a melodic and/or
rhythmic pattern, the choice and placing of syllables reflecting tone, colour, rhythmic pattern
and other features of musical instruments. These
functions are also present in Jilting. In Ghana,
sound-specific syllables are used by drummers to
communicate rhythm and pitch of a particular beat.
Players of the tabla in Indian classical music use
syllables to represent a stroke executed in a certain
way. Successive strokes which make up standard
rhythmic patterns are represented by syllables
grouped together. Within the piping tradition in
Scotland, a sys tem of sung syllables or vocables
was used, called 'canntaireacht', as an alternative
to written notation. Within this, each syllable had
a specific music meaning. Non-lexical syllables are
also used in music cultures as diverse as Cantonese
opera and Navajo ceremonial music. Other forms
of mouth music are whistling and humming, both
of which are practised in casual performance of
traditional music, but whistling is established as an
instrumental form at competition level as 'feadail'.
A variety of mouth music forms including Jilting
can be heard on the Ellipsis Arts CD Celtic Mouth
Music (1997). [AMA,EDI]
See also lilting; membranophone; whistling.
mouth organ. See harmonica.
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Moving Hearts

M oving Hearts. Formed in 1981 by Christy
Moore and D6nal Lunny, Moving Hearts started
with a line-up ofDeclan Sinnott (guitar), Eoghan
O'Neill (bass), Brian Calnan (drums, percussion),
Davey Spillane (uilleann pipes) and Keith Donald
(saxophone). Mixing traditional music with rock,
jazz and contemporary songs, some with political
overtones, the band toured Ireland in 1981 and
recorded their first single 'Landlord' /'Category' for
WEA Ireland. The debut album Moving Hearts
entered the Irish charts at No. 1. The band became
a massive live attraction and their gigs displayed
a penchant for improvisation. They supported
various causes, including H-Block hunger strikers
and justice miscarriage appellant Nicky Kelly.
Matt Kelleghan (drums) replaced Calnan for the
second album, Dark End of the Street, which went
unreleased in the UK. Moore was replaced by
Mick Hanly in November 1982 and Live Hearts
was recorded at London's Dominion Theatre in
early 1983. Noel Eccles (percussion) and Declan
Masterson (uilleann pipes) joined late in 1983 and
Hanly was replaced by Flo McSweeney in 1984.
Anto Drennan (guitar) replaced Sinnott and their
final single 'State Music'/'May Morning Dew' was
released in 1984. 'May Morning Dew' became the
theme tune for RTE 2FM's radio show Night
Train.
The band broke up in late 1984 after the 'Last
Reel' concert at Dublin's National Stadium. Their
last recording, The Storm, was released in the
summer of 1985. An all-instrumental album, it
was an amalgamation of traditional music, rock
and jazz. They played at 'Self Aid' in 1986 and in
later concerts as an instrumental line-up. While
playing intermittently during the '90s, Moving
Hearts re-formed in 2007 citing 'unfinished
business' as their reason for re-forming; a series
of reunion concerts in Dublin's Vicar Street with
guest fiddler Kevin Glackin provided the recordings for the en and DVD Live in Dublin (2007).
Playing material from The Storm and earlier instrumental tracks with Mairtin O'Connor (accordion)
as special guest they toured Ireland, UK, Europe
and the US, depending on members' availability.
Most recently they added ex Afro Celt Sound
System vocalist Iarla 6 Lionaird for an Irish tour
in 2009. [JOR]
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M oylan, Terry (1949- ). Publisher, piper and
dancer. He was drawn to Irish music in the 1960s
through the recordings of performers such as
The Dubliners and The Ludlow Trio. Starting
with an interest in song, he went on to take up
the uilleann pipes in 1968, becoming a student of
Leo Rowsome. After the piper's death in 1970 he
was introduced by Tom Munnelly into the circle
ofBreandan Breathnach. He became involved in
the activities of Na Piobairi Uilleann, pursuing
his piping under the tutelage of Pat Mitchell,
and serving as an NPU committee member until
2001 when he was employed full-time by them
as archivist. His interest in set dancing led to his
involvement in the foundation in 1982 of Brooks
Academy, which played a significant role in the
revival of set dancing in the 1980s and '90s. He is
the composer of the set The Limerick Tumblers, commissioned in 1990 by University of Limerick. His
publications include three collections of set dances,
published by Na Piobairi Uilleann, and }ohnny
O'Leary of Sliabh Luachra - Dance Music from the
Cork/Kerry Border and The Age ofRevolution -1776
to 1815 in the Irish Song Tradition, both published
by The Lilliput Press. Along with Jerry O'Reilly, he
is the proprietor of Craft Recordings, which issues
recordings of traditional song and music. He has
on several occasions been a board member of the
ITMA, and has conducted set-dance workshops
and lectured on Irish music in Ireland, Britain,
Europe and the USA.
Moynihan, Joh nny. (1939- ). Dublin-born
singer and multi-instrumentalist, legendary figure
on the Irish scene since early 1960s. According
to Paddy and Maureen O 'Donoghue he played
the first ever musical notes (on tin whistle) in
O'Donoghue's pub, Dublin, ushering in an era
of sessions there and elsewhere which spawned
The Dubliners and many other groups including
Sweeney's Men, formed in 1966 by Moynihan,
Andy Irvine andJoe Dolan (later replaced by Terry
Woods). The interplay between Irvine's mandolin
and Moynihan's bouzouki (an instrument he introduced to Ireland) created an innovative sound
which was hugely influential on later groups,
including Planxty, De Danann (Moynihan briefly
joined both in the 1970s) and The Bothy Band.

Mulcahys of Co. Limerick

Sweeney's Men recorded two hit singles and two
classic albums, a self-titled trio recording (1968)
and Tracks of Sweeney by Moynihan and Woods
(1969), which mixed original songs and traditional
material. In the '60s and '70s, Moynihan travelled,
played and recorded with the equally legendary
(and equally under-recorded) English singer
Anne Briggs. In 1980s he played with countryrock band The Fleadh Cowboys (named after one
of his many parody songs). Continued interest in
American old-time music is evident on Moonshine
(2007), a trio album with Lena Ullman and Frank
Hall. Also highly regarded as an unaccompanied
singer of traditional songs, he continues to perform
solo, with Moonshine, and with one of Kinvara's
premier Mexican bands. [PDG]
Muckross House Collection. This comprises
Irish traditional music, song and dance and is
housed in the library of Muckross House (a state
property), Killarney, Co. Kerry. It was initiated in
1979 by the facility's manager Edmond Myers,
and Ian O'Leary, one of its trustees, a journalist
with the Kerryman newspaper. The objective was
to preserve for posterity the traditional music, song
and dance material in the county of Kerry; elderly
performers and their repertoires were the focus.
implementation. The initial collecting was
begun in 1980 by Geraldine Cotter and Catherine
Foley, who located, recorded, transcribed and
indexed materials during ten weeks of each
summer season, with Cotter dealing with the north
of the county, and Foley the south. In 1983 Mary
Mitchell took over from Cotter; Patricia Connery
replaced Foley, who now applied herself to collecting tradititional step dance in north Kerry.
Between 1980 and 1990, in excess of 400 tapes
of music, song and dance were gathered, sound on
5.25" full-track magnetic tape, and step dance on
VHS tape, all now digitised.
support. The project liased with collector Tom
Munnelly ofUCD, Micheal6 St:1illeabhain (then
at UCC), Tony Perrott, UCC, and Fr Pat Ahern
of Siamsa Tire. Financial backing was from the
Trustees ofMuckross House, the Irish-American
Foundation and Kerry CCE.This regional collection is an important and invaluable asset to local
and national Irish cultural heritage. It is of value

not only to those interested in Kerry music and the
lives of the recorded performers, but also to musicians, singers, dancers and researchers. [CAF]
Mulcahys of Co. Limerick.
Mick (1946- ) . He was born at Kilmanihan, Co.
Kerry. In London in the mid-'60s he played with
Bobby Casey, Raymond Roland, Oliver Roland,
Roger Sherlock, Kevin Burke, Mick O'Connor
and Finbar and Mick Dwyer. In Dublin at the
end of the decade he played in 'Ire Pipers, Church
Street and Tradition clubs with such as John Kelly,
Seamus Ennis, Joe Ryan, Sean and James Kelly,
Tony MacMahon and Mick O'Connor. A member
of the Brosna Ceilf Band which won the AllIreland title in 1972, with Eibhlfn Ni Bheaglaofch,
he also won the RTE show Spot the Talent. He
plays B/C, Oi ID, C/Oi, D /Dl systems of accordion, as well as melodeon and concertina; he has
two recordings (1976, 1990), and plays also on the
2007 Cairde Cdirdin.
Louise. (1982- ). Began playing the tin whistle
at age five and a few years later moved on to flute,
Matt Molloy and Eamonn Cotter becoming
formative influences on her style. At thirteen she
took up uilleann pipes, taught by Dave Hegarty
in Tralee and in monthly master-classes at NPU
in Dublin. One of the few female performers on
what is a male-dominated instrument, she featured
on the NPU compilation A New Dawn in 1999,
and has taught at both the Chris Langan Piping
Tionol in Toronto and the East Coast Piping
Tion61 in the Catskills, USA. A primary-level
teacher in Co. Meath, she is the only person in the
fleadh's history to have won four senior All-Ireland
titles in the one day.
Michelle. (1984- ). Also began whistle at age
five, then progressed to button accordion. A multiinstrumentalist, she is also expert on concertina, harp,
fiddle, piano and melodeon. Her diverse influences
come from Noel Hill, Tommy and Siobhan Peoples,
Laoise Kelly and Michael Rooney. She performs in
a harp and violin suite with Zoe Conway and the
Irish Chamber Orchestra on Bill Whelan's 2008
album The Connemara Suite, is engaged in postgraduate research in ethnomusicology at UL and
teaches performance there and at UCC; in 2006 she
received TG4's young musician award.
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The two women have won numerous AllIreland titles on all instruments, have played on
CCE tours while still in their teens and take part
in adjudication. They are widely travelled as festival
performers at such as the Willie Clancy Summer
School, Scoil Eigse, Blas, Meitheal, Masters of
Tradition and Eigse Dhiarmuid Ui ShUilleabh:iin
in Ireland, Augusta Heritage Week, Milwaukee
Irish Fest and Catskills Irish Arts Week in the
USA, Festival Interceltique Lorient and RMI
Tocane in France, Turning Wave in Australia
and Winnipeg Irish Festival in Canada. TV and
radio appearances include TG4, RTE and local
radio. All three have recorded together in music
styles and repertoires representing Sliabh Luachra,
Clare and east Galway: The Mufcahy Family (1999),
Notes from the Heart (2005) and Reefin in Tradition
(2009).

Mulholland, Patricia (1915-92). Musician,
dancer, choreographer, composer, and teacher.
She was the founder and director of the Patricia
Mulholland Irish Ballet Company in Belfast which
included Irish dancing, drama, music and mimed
movement. Involved with festival dancing in NI,
her life and work are documented in Joyce Ann
MacCafferty's The Deep Green Pool: The Life, Work
and Legacy ofPatricia Mufhoffand (2007).

Mulkere, Brendan. (1947- ). Fiddle; teacher,
organiser and promoter. His father was music
teacher and farmer Jack Mulkere of south Galway,
a colleague of Paddy Fahy and Paddy Kelly who
formed the Aughrim Slopes Ceili Band. Jack's
own father, Pat, of Kiltartan, one of the last
hedge-school masters, had spent time with Lady
Gregory and W.B. Yeats at Coole House where he
translated myths and legends for them. Brendan
taught in primary- and secondary-level Church of
England and Catholic schools in London 1972-9,
gaining experience of the condition of the Irish
there and how the local community viewed them.
Committed to Irish cultural activities, he taught
music in London, and at Luton, St Albans and
Bedford, and set up Inchecronin Records in 1974
to record London-Irish musicians.
initiatives. During his time teaching he developed Irish-music classes and promoted concerts
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throughout London. In 1979 he gave up his
teaching job to expand the classes and to work
on the traditional Irish music programme in the
London European City of Culture Festival, 'A
Sense oflreland'; in 1983 he founded and became
artistic director of the London Irish Commission
for Culture and Education, which ran an annual
month-long festival (Siol Phadraig, 1985-93), and
the Anglo-Irish Educational Exchange Project;
for the festival he orchestrated and produced
arrangements of traditional music played by his
students. His teaching activities were of key value
in the revival and spread oflrish music in London,
and also, through radio broadcasts and concerts,
for a wider community. He teaches music as the
Mulkere Academy of Irish Music, based at the
Hammersmith Irish Centre, where his students
of all ages utilise LCM grades; John Carty and
Niall Keegan are among his former pupils. He is
a visiting tutor in fiddle for the MA programme
at UL, and has compiled and arranged some 800
pieces of Irish music.

Mulkere, Jack. (1900-82). Fiddler. Born Jn
Crusheen, Co. Clare, son of an ardent Gaelic
League organiser who was an associate of scholar
Eugene O'Growney and Lady Gregory. Through
visits to such as Coole House, Gort,Jack was aware
that pipers then played for the gentry. With the
encouragement of his teacher - Miss Barry of
Kiltartan NS - and the local minister, he taught
himself fiddle as a young teenager, and joined Gort's
fife and drum band in 1922. He began teaching
in 1923 at Peterswell, then at Kiltartan, then at
Ballinakill where he taught Aggie White and
gave Lucy Farr her grounding in slow-air playing;
by the early 1930s he was teaching throughout
Galway. He played for Republican Club dances all
over the area- Dunirey, Loughrea, Ballinasloewhere his pupils included Jack and Mick Cooley,
later Joe. He taught often with Sligo dance master
Mick Coleman. An associate of both Paddy Kelly
and Jack Fahy, he began playing with Kelly and
J oe Mills at Kilconnell in 1925, broadcasting on
2RN in 1927 as the Aughrim Slopes Trio with
which they won first prize at the Thomond Feis
of Limerick in 1934. They expanded into the
Aughrim Slopes Ceilf Band (one of the first) in

Mulligan, Tom (T.P.)

1932, becoming a house hold nam e throughout
the country. From th e 1930s to the mid-1950s his
classes spread to north Clare, one of his betterknown students being Patrick D eveney. Mulkere
was one of the principal figures involved in the
expansion ofCCE in Clare and often adjudicated
at fleadhanna cheo il. He married si nger Angela
Fogarty- winner of the Cavan All-Ireland in 1954
-and moved to live in Crusheen. H e greatly influenced his sons Des, Enda, Brendan (who teaches
and plays in London) and Ciaran, but in particular
music teacher Frank Custy.

Mullally, Katherine (nee McCarthy). (1907-94).
Singer and concertina player, she was the youngest
and only girl in a Doonogan, Co. Clare music
family of eleven. Orphaned at a young age, she
was educated as a boarder in Loreto Abbey in
Rathfarnham. In 1932 she opened a private school
for four- to seven-year-old children and worked
there till her retirement in the late 1980s. In 1937
she married Phil Mullally from Owel, Mullingar,
Co. Westmeath and they lived in Mullingar. In
1968 Mrs Mull ally was the first female ch air
elected to the Leinster council of CCE, a position
she held until she steppe d down in 1972. She
worked tirelessly promoting the organisation, held
every possible office with it in her own county, and
was delegate to its Ard Com hai rle from 1967 to
1988. Her family home at Clounlaheen, a few miles
from Miltown Malbay, which included a small bar
and a grocery store, is still known as McCarthy's
pub and is a prized venue for music making during
the Willie Clancy Summer School, particularly
favoured by singers. [MAO]
Mullaly, WilliamJ. (1884-1959). Concertin a.
From Milltown, Mullingar, Co. Westmeath, he
worked for a few years in England before emigrating to the USA in 1910. His recordings made
with Columbia and Victor from 1926 to 1927 in
Camden, New Jersey, are the earliest on the Anglo
concertina. [FHA]
Mullen, Brian. (1948- ). Singer and broadcaster.
Born in Derry where he still lives, his mother's
family were all singers and he sang pop and folk
as a teenager. In university at Bangor, Wales, he

met musicians who had links with Ireland, and
travelling with them led to meeting such singers
as Nioclas T 6ibin in Ring and Mick Flynn in
Miltown M albay. While studying Irish at NUU
Coleraine, he met Len Graham and Joe Holmes,
and also Eddie Butcher who influenced his style
and repertoire . He accumulated songs at home
while a teenager, then in Wales, around Ireland
and in Coleraine, assembling an eclectic repertoire which has English, Scottish and American
ballads, music hall ditties and songs in Irish. In
1984 he began broadcasting Mu/fen's Folk on Radio
Foyle which later transferred to Radio Ulster. In
1986 he joined the BBC's Irish Language Unit as
a producer and shortly afterwards began presenting Casch!drwhich features music from all over the
world and styles including pop, soul, country and
traditional Irish. [MAL]

Mulligan, Tom (T.P.). (1915-84) . Piper, fiddler.
From Currycramp, Bornacoola, Co. Leitrim, one of
the great motivating personalities of music revival.
Seamus Ennis, Tommy Reek, Seosamh 6 hEanai,
Tom my Potts, Breandan Breathnach- household
names of the music in the mid-twentieth centurywere his compatriots. He was the third generation
playing; his grandfather still played concertina at
age ninety-six, his mother and aunt played melodeons and all his family learned fiddle. Tom was
taught by local fiddle master Jack Conboy; his
first experience of uilleann pipes was hearing Leo
Rowsome at Mohill in 1932. Working in Dublin
in 1935 he bought his first pipes from Phibsborobased Abbeyshrule maker James Mulcrone, this
leading to friendship, music performances and
feis duet awards with piper Tommy Reek. Interest
in the future and survival of the mu sic involved
him too with the Dublin Pipers' Club in the 1940s.
Married in Cabra, he was neighbour to pipe maker
Matt K.iernan , the Mulligan home having such a
constant parade of musicians that Seamus Ennis
dubbed it 'the Rotary Club'. His family spent
summers in the Gaeltacht - Colaiste Lurgan
was a meeting ground then for other enthusiastic
figures in music, among them dancer, singer and
flute player Paddy Ban 6 Broin. Dublin sessions
were an exciting source of learning and listening
in those years. Mulligan's associates were legends
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of an earlier era - singer Larry Dillon, fiddler Jack
Howard, box player Mick Grogan. All-Ireland fleadhanna were other important rendezvous, as well
as impetuous, whirlwind trips to visit renowned
players - Lad O'Beirne, Willie Clancy, Tommy
McCarthy, Felix Doran, Sean 'ac Dhonncha, Packie
Duignan and Joe Heaney. Mulligan's friendship
with Seamus Ennis was motivating and important in this highly motivated, euphoric, pedagogic
social scene - Ennis might spend a fortnight in
the Mulligan home between trips. The Mulligan
children carry on the music- Alfie, Neillidh (who
plays Seamus Ennis's Brogan pipes) and Tom
(who inherited Felix Doran's Rowsome-made set
and runs the Cobblestone traditional music pub in
Dublin's Smithfield). Neillidh alone has recorded,
his 1991 album a tribute to T.P., and the 1997
Leitrim Thrush featuring T.P. playing fiddle .

Mulqueen, Anne. (1945- ). Singer. Born at
Castleconnell, Co. Limerick, her interest in singing
began with her grandmother. Her uncle favoured
sporting songs and her father favoured recitation
-he could deliver forty verses ofTennyson. Her
mother was a set dancer, she knew tunes and used
to lilt for Anne and her other daughters' dancing at
home. A chance entry in a touring talent competition with the song 'Falls ofDunass' in 1956 gave
her confidence, and in 1959 she won the senior
song competition at the fleadh in Thurles, adjudicated by Seamus Ennis and Sean 6 Siochain. A
repeat of this in the following two years at Boyle
and Swinford made a name for her, and with ceilis
as the popular social dance she was in demand
to sing in waltz time. This led to her joining at
the age of fourteen the touring Gallowglass
Ceili Band, an engagement with professional
ballad-singing which raised the hackles of some
competition judges. Favouring ballads, she sang in
concerts with Willie Clancy and Joe Heaney and
subbed for Dolly McMahon with The Dubliners.
She sang too in the Bunratty Castle cabaret and
toured England, playing weekends for two years
with Roger Sherlock, Kevin Taylor, John Bowe,
Oliver and Raymond Roland, Sean Maguire
and Josephine Keegan. In 1967 she returned to
Ireland, singing cabaret at Cruise's of Limerick,
before moving to Ring, Co. Waterford in 1969.
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She learned to speak Irish, developing a repertoire
in the language from such as the T6ibin family,
and was appointed to the board ofTG4. In 2003
she released the alb um Brisean n an Duchas with
songs in Irish and English by herself and her
daughters Odharnait and Sorcha Ni Cheilleachair.
She performs widely, and teaches singing; she was
appointed Amhranai C6naithe (resident singer) in
Gaeltacht na Rinne for 2008.

Mulvihill, Charlie. (1917-75). Accordion. Born
in New York, his father Tom, from Miltown
Malbay, played concertina; his mother came from
Shanagolden, Co. Limerick. He began playing with
his father in Irish clubs in New York through the
1930s- with Michael Coleman,James Morrison
and Ed Reavy. In the Air Corps at the end of the
Second World War, he spent much of his life
playing music; his friends were Lad O'Beirne,
Denis Murphy, Paddy Killoran and Paddy
Reynolds. He established contact with Ireland in
1964, meeting family musicians and bringing back
tunes from Kerry, Dublin and Clare. He composed
tunes, and recorded with Paddy Reynolds and
James Keane. His son Tommy is also well known
as an accordion player.
Mulvihill, Martin. (1919-1987). Fiddler. Born at
Ballygoughlin, Co. Limerick, he was taught fiddle
by his mother first, then by a teacher in nearby Glin.
He played the fiddle during his period in the army,
then took up accordion and played with the local
Meade's Dance Band. He emigrated to England in
1952 and settled in Northampton, playing mostly
dance band music in England with Dubliner
Tommy Murray. He moved to the USA in 1965
where he took up fiddle again, playing in his west
Limerick!Kerry style. A teacher since 1970, he
has students throughout New York, in New Jersey
and Philadelphia. He has one LP recording and
has been heard on many broadcasts, particularly
on Ciaran Mac Mathuna's ]ob oj}ourneywork. His
music collection published in 1986 has 513 tunes,
these mostly reels and jigs, with hornpipes, polkas,
slides, marches, set dances and slip jigs. The music
was drawn from his maternal and childhood repertoires, and from session tapes of his associates, these
including Larry Redican and Paddy Taylor, and

Munnelly, Tom

players from his home area of west Co. Limerick.
A composer of many tunes himself, he received the
US National Heritage Award in 1984.
mummers. 'Mummers' plays' as we know them
in Ireland are closely related to similar plays in
England. They appear to be medieval in origin
and are performed predominantly in the east and
north of Ireland around Christmas time. They are
basically a form of folk drama which involves the
death and resuscitation of a hero, usually followed
by music and dancing. Frequently the play itself
also involves music and dancing and may also, as
in Wexford, for example, include a type of sword
dance. The plays are always in verse form and the
characters vary. Some of these may be historical,
such as Napoleon Bonaparte, the Tsar of Russia
or Mussolini. Others are more specifically based
in Irish history, including St Patrick, Brian Boru
and Daniel O'Connell, while other characters are
of a more imaginative nature such as Jack Straw,
Devil Doubt or Beelzebub. The plays often include
references to local and topical events. Mummers
are also known as Christmas Rhymers and the following verse is typical of the introduction to the
play by the first character:
Here I come, Rim Rl1yme,
Give me room and give me time
For myself and many more
Tired of the road, and all footsore,
We fought our journey, every inch.
Prepared to murder, at a pinch
He who tries us to oppose
We'll split his skull and punch his nose
If you don't believe what I have said
You may take it from me you'll soon be dead.
The one above all I'd hate to be,
Is that white-wigged man from o'er the sea
The Sasanach who'd raise my gorge
So, enter in my brave Prince George.
lRJU]

Munnelly, Tom. (1944-2007). Collector, archivist, singer, organiser. Born in Dublin of Dublin
parents, this field worker made traditional song his
life and uniquely imprinted its society. With an
intense interest in song and folklore, he emerged
from a non-academic background to produce

Tom Munnelly

a prodigious volume of research, analysis and
presentation.
Beginning in 1964 he recorded traditional song
in the field, and from 1969 to 1971 was research
assistant to D.K. Wilgus, professor of AngloAmerican Folksong, UCLA, for whom he noted,
catalogued and described narrative song materials
(English and macaronic) in the Main Manuscript
Collection of the Irish Folklore Commission,
covering some 1,750 manuscripts. In 1970, with
Breandan Breathnach, Professor Seoirse Bodley
and Dr Hugh Shields, he founded the Folk Music
Society oflreland (Cumann Cheol Tire Eireann)
and served on its committee until he moved from
Dublin. In 1971 he became the first song collector
for the new National Traditional Music Collecting
Scheme then initiated by the Department of
Education under Breandan Breathnach. In
1975 this merged with the Department of Irish
Folklore at UCD, so leading him to lecturing on
traditional song and becoming a full-time collector of folk song and folklore. In 1976, at the
request of the Smithsonian Institute, he and
Ciaran Mac Mathuna selected the traditional
performers to represent Ireland in the American
Bicentennial celebrations, and he was spokesperson and lecturer there. In 1978 Munnelly moved
as a collector to Miltown Malbay, Co. Clare, with
his wife Annette and family, and from 1984 until
1991 was chairman there of the Willie Clancy
Summer School. In 1981 he was appointed to the
Arts Council's ITMA Advisory Committee. In
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1982 he founded An Cumann le Bealoideas agus
Ceol Tire an Chlair (the Folklore and Folkmusic
Society of Clare), organising its lectures over nine
years. Between 1983 and 1985 he was the Arts
Council nominee to the board of Mid-West Arts,
and in the same year, with Dr Hugh Shields of
TCD and Nicholas Carolan, organised the fifteenth International Ballad Conference of
the Kommisssion fur Volksdichtung (Societe
Internationale d'Ethnologie et de Folklore).
From 1985 to 1988 Munnelly was a member of
the Arts Council/An Chomhairle Ealaion. From
1987 to 1993 he was founding chairman of the
ITMA, and was re-elected to its board in subsequent years. In 1990 he was founder and chairman
of the Ennistymon Festival ofTraditional Singing,
and in 1990 was founder and chairman of Scoil
Leacht Ui Chonchuir (Lahinch Folklore School).
Between 1990 and 1994 he also indexed all oral
poetry (lyric and narrative, English and macaronic) in the first 2,000 volumes of the main
MSS of the department of Irish Folklore, generating some 18,000 cards in a self-developed
system of cataloguing. From 1971 he recorded
for the Department so me 1,500 tapes of folk
song (mainly) and folklore, the largest and most
comprehensive collection of traditional song ever
compiled in Ireland by any one individual. This
was transcribed, indexed and catalogued usi ng
Irish, British, American and European systems of
identification. He lectured to most folk music and
folklore bodies in Ireland, spoke in all Irish universities, and continued academic work up to the
time of his death.
publications. These are mainly concerned with
English-language song and singers in the Irish
tradition, and appeared in a variety of folk song
and folklore journals, some international, many
Irish. He had a particular interest in Travellers'
singing and song transmission, especially that of
the Traveller source-singer John Reilly, and edited
the 1983 cassette of his own recordings Songs of
the Irish Travellers. He had a special feeling for
Clare song and its singers: Joe Mikey McMahon,
Martin Reidy, Nora Cleary, Micho Russell - and
Tom Lenihan whom he commemorated in a 1994
audio and book ethnography, 7he M ount Callan
Garland. He was concerned too about the fortunes
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of traditional music and song, and engaged himself
wholeheartedly in polemics surrounding national
and intellectual issues, artistic morals and aesthetics, and justice. He was ably celebrated in 2007
by a festschrift, D ear Far- Voiced Veteran: Essays in
Honour ofTom Munnelly, and was also celebrated in
the same year by being made an honorary Doctor
of Literature by the National University oflreland,
Galway.

Murphy, Colm. (1959- ). Bodhran, painter. Born
in Cork city, he took lessons on piano, clarinet and
trumpet before being introduced to the bodhran
by Mike O'Reilly of Glasgow. Meeting J ackie Daly
and Seamus Creagh, and, later, Conal 6 Grada
and Maire and Nollaig Ni Chathasaigh deepened
his interest in traditional music. He learned
much about accompaniment from piper Eoin
6 Riabhaigh, and he went on to play with Jackie
Daly and Seamus Creagh on their landmark 1976
album. He has toured and reco rded with Mairtin
O'Connor, Micheal 6 Suilleabhain, Altan and
Sean Ryan, and played with De Dannan for many
years, recording A j acket of Batteries, H alf Set in
Harlem and Hibern ian Rhapsody with them. An
Bodhrdn- 7he Irish Drum (1996) features Murphy
playing with Jackie Daly, Frankie Gavin, Aidan
Coffey, Mairtin O'Connor, Sean Ryan and Ciaran
6 Gealbh:iin. He also played on Damp in the Attic
(with P.J. King, Cyril O'Donoghue and Martin
Murray). The son of sculptor Seamus Murphy, he
has been a painter since youth and has exhibited in
many solo and group shows. H e tutors in bodhran
at University College, Cork. [PAA]
Murphy, Delia. (1902-71). Ballad singer. Born
at Ardroe, Claremorris into a modestly wealthy
family, she attended nation al school at Roundfort
where she was taught music by Miss Sweeney. As
a child she spoke Iri sh- but this was not permitted
in school- and sang local and national songs. She
was taught singing, violin and piano by Sr Fursey
at the Presentation convent in Tuam, her repertoire
including such as 'Carraigdoun'; she sang songs
from musicals and took part in the choir. While at
UCG she met Padraig 6 Conaire, learned ballads
around the Claddagh, and led a sit-down during
the playing of 'God Save the ~een'. Country-

Murphy, Paddy

house dances with step and set dancing were the
stuff of weekend recreation in her teenage years,
she herself singing at every opportunity. Married
to diplomat Tom Kiernan, while posted in London
she developed her singing skill, and was to record
'The Spinning Wheel' and 'Three Lovely Lassies
from Bannion' with HMV in 1939. In the years
that followed she covered almost a hundred songs,
her consciously uncompromising, passionate ballad
style - particularly on 'Dan O'Hara' for which
she was famous - a total contrast to her lifestyle.
Throughout her life she broadcast and sang in
concerts, most famously at a ceili in the Ulster Hall
in Belfast during the 1941 German bombing raid
there. She put her singing career second to that of
her husband though, breaking off and renewing
sporadically in response to his moves to London,
Rome, Canberra, Bonn and Ottawa, where her
final concert was to a folk-festival audience at
Camp Fortune. She moved to Strawberry Beds,
Dublin in 1969, appearing on 7he Late Late Show
in 1971, and died shortly afterwards. She is commemorated by a memorial at Annefield crossroads,
near her childhood home MountJennings House.
This is inscribed 'Delia Murphy, Ballad Qyeen'.
RTE documented her in the television programme
The Ballad of D elia Murphy, and Aid an O'Hara
minutely describes her life in I'll Live Till I Die
(1997).
See MacDonagh.

Murphy, D enis. (1910-74). Fiddler. From
Lisheen, Gneeveguilla, Co. Kerry he was one of
the famous pupils of P:idraig O'Keeffe and came
from a large musical family all of whom played
the fiddle. He played in the local dance halls as
a youth and recorded for RE before making the
first of a number of lengthy visits to work in the
USA. He was friendly with some of the famous
exponents of the Sligo style of fiddle playing- Lad
O'Beirne, Andy McGann and Paddy Killoran. He
returned to Ireland in 1965 to live at Lisheen and
played locally in Sliabh Luachra, especially in Dan
O'Connell's pub in Knocknagree, Co. Cork. His
recordings can be heard on Den is Murphy -Music
from Sliabh Luachra. Two forty-five-minute radio
documentaries (RTE Radio 1, 1995) tell his full
life story. [PEB]

M urphy, MichaelJ. (1913-96), Collector, poet
and playwright. Born in Liverpool, reared in
Dromintee, Co. Armagh, he spent most of his
life there. He left school at fourteen to labour on
farms, but started writing at an early age, encouraged by Maud Gonne MacBride and others. He
wrote articles and stories for 7he Bell and Hibernia.
From 1938 he began broadcasting with the BBC
and soon after with Radio Eireann. His collection of folklore At Slieve Cui/ion's Foot, which
was published in 1941, brought him to the attention of Seamus Delargey of the Irish Folklore
Commission for whom he worked until 1983.
His published output consists of some ten books,
mainly on folklife and the folklore he gathered for
the commission. A classic among these is Tyrone
Folk Quest (1973). As well as short stories and
poetry he penned six plays, several being produced
by the Group Theatre, Belfast, who staged one of
them, Men on the Wall, in Dublin's Abbey Theatre
in 1959. His vast collection offolklore, including
many songs, is now in the Department of Irish
Folklore, UCD. His extremely detailed diaries are
a remarkably intimate record of Ulster life from
the 1940s to the 1980s. [TOM)
M urphy, Paddy. (1913-92). Concertina. Born and
reared in the townland of Bealcragga, Connolly,
in the west Clare parish of Kilmaley. He is
regarded as one of the most influential musicians
in the evolution of the Anglo concertina tradition,
having developed a complex and highly ornate
cross-row fingering system. At the age of eleven,
he was tutored by his uncles Martin and John
Meehan, both of whom played German concertinas. Although his early repertoire was essentially
local and self-contained, access to 78 rpm recordings of such as Michael Coleman,James Morrison
and William J. Mullaly influenced Murphy's style.
Although not musically literate, he learned a considerable corpus of music from written sources
such as O'Neill's 1001 Gems with the help of
local musician and postman, Hughdie Doohan.
He and others formed the Fiach Roe Ceili Band
in 1940, playing for ceilithe and in competitions.
At Fleadh Cheoil na hEireann in Cavan town in
1954, Murphy became the first concertina player
to win an All-Ireland title, repeating his victory
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in '55, '57 and '58. He took part in winning duets
with flute player Peadar O'Loughlin in 1958 and
'60. His music influenced later Clare concertina
players, including Gear6id 6 hAllmhuniin, Noel
Hill and John McMahon, and it continues to be
an important reference point. Murphy's music
was recorded on Topic's 1977 LP Irish Traditional
Concertina Styles, and on the 2007 CD In Good
Hands: Field Recordings from a Pioneer of the Irish
Concertina. [TIC]

Murphy, Rose (nee Conlon). (b. 1900). Fiddle,
accordion. Born at Bellmount, Milltown, Co.
Galway. Her father John James Conlon came originally from Foxford, Co. Mayo, he played fiddle,
flute and bagpipes. Her mother was Maria Dwyer
from Killasser, Swinford; she played melodeon, was
a dancer and was a pupil of master Alfie Tuohy.
Rose's siblings were all musical: Tommy played
flute,John sang, Delia played fiddle and melodeon,
P.J. (Peteen) played melodeon in a childhood filled
with music. She was a prize-winning dancer and
left school at age ten to go into service with a family
at Dunmore. There she taught dance, and up to her
early twenties taught fiddle, melodeon and dance
all over Connacht. She performed in Langtron
and Bailey's Roadside Hippodrome as 'The Irish
Colleen', leaving it when it migrated over the
then-new border. She emigrated to England in her
twenties, married miner Paddy Murphy and lived
in south Yorkshire at Maltby. She played for and
taught dancing in the mining villages all through
the Depression years of the 1930s until arthritis
crippled her. She was brought out of retirement
in 1975 to record . Her brother P.]. emigrated to
the US and was to be one of the major figures in
Irish music recording of the Coleman/Morrison
era. A player with an unpretentious, early-century,
Connacht style, Rose was a composer too - she
made 'Ladybower's Reel' and '1he Lonely Maid',
both on her Topic album.
M urphys of Bannow. Harmonica. Phil Murphy
(1917-89) of Ballygow, Bannow, Co. Wexford,
had a classic tremolo style that is kept alive in
south Wexford by his sons John and Philip ('Pip').
Phil began playing at the age of eight and, in
the decades that followed, won local acclaim for
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performances with mummers' groups, at house
dances and in informal sessions. His artistry came
to national attention through 1969,'70 and '71 AllIreland awards;John won in 1973 and Pip on two
occasions in the 1980s. 1he Murphys brought a
previously unknown standard of technical accomplishment and sophisticated group arrangements to
the tremolo-tuned, double-reeded, diatonic mouth
organ, the model most commonly played by Irish
traditional musicians. Phil's exploration expanded
the melodic possibilities of his harmonica, sometimes using the larger, chromatic models, while
John specialised in the use of the ten-hole, singlereeded diatonic type. The Murphys were recorded
on Traditional Music from South Wexford, and on
Kevin Burke's Up Close. 1hree weeks before Phil's
death in 1989 the trio recorded their definitive Trip
to Cu!!enstown. Redundancy from his lighthouse
employment led John to running Colfer's bar at
Carrick-on-Bannow in 1995, a music house; this
became the focus in the same year of the annual
Phil Murphy traditional music festival. [DOM]

Murray, Eamonn. (1912-66). Flute, pipes, fiddle;
organiser. From Scotstown, Co. Monaghan, he grew
up on a small farm. His mother played fiddle, and
nearby musician Owen Connolly at Cornacreeve
was a major inspiration. Self-taught on flute and
pipes, Murray became involved with major musicians of the time through sessions in late 1949
at Johnny McCarvill's house at Mullaghadun,
Monaghan, and at Mrs Linden's in Monaghan
town. Paddy McElvaney ofThreemilehouse, who
worked in building in Dublin and played at the
Pipers' Club with such as bricklayer Sean Seery
(pipes) and his father Jim (fiddle), drove these to
the nights. Other visiting players included Tom
Rowsome (pipes) and Paddy Brophy (pipes, flute),
as well as Sean McAloon (pipes) of Altawalk,
Fermanagh, and local fiddlers Owen Connolly,
James P. Rooney, Francie McKenna; the numbers
of musicians grew in response to popularity. CCE
was sparked by the Dublin players, and Murray's
commitment, vitality and association with them
led to his being elected the first formal chair of the
new organisation in 1952, and to the location of the
first fleadh in Monaghan town that year. A schoolteacher and sportsman, he wrote commentaries

music hall
on music and culture in the local press. His life
and times are documented by Mackie Rooney in
a 2008 biography Eamonn Murray -Monaghan
Troubadour and Mountainy Man.
Murray, Sam. (1950- ). Flute maker and player.
Born in Belfast into a musical family, he initially
played English and American folk music, but took
up uilleann pipes through hearing the playing of
Sean MeA loon . He started dealing in antique
flutes in the 1970s and out of necessity learned
how to repair them, this fuelling an obsession
with eighteenth-century woodwinds. He learned
his woodturning, carving and silversmithing
techniques from antiques restorer Billy Barfoot,
whose work he documented for the Ulster Folk
and Transport Museum. Murray's copy of a Gus
Grenser flute launched him as a maker of baroque
and early classical flutes, which he supplied to
dealers in London, Rome and Boston, and to the
Royal and Guildhall colleges in London. 1h: dearth
of flutes for traditional music led to his designing
an instrument suited to the style of such players as
Gary Hastings, Desi Wilkinson and later Michael
Clarkson. He uses equipment which is contemporary to the early nineteenth-century golden age
of flute making. He undercuts tone holes in the
manner of baroque period makers, this and other
adaptations creating the potential for his favoured
dark sound. His keys are Nicholson-style, and
his barrel-joint bulge is a classic Viennese motif.
Murray has made several thousand flutes since he
began in 1982 and has been the subject of BBC
and TG4 documentaries. A founder of the Guild
of Designer Craftsmen ofNorthern Ireland, he has
won awards from the RDS craft show, and is now
based in Galway. [HBR)
muses. The nine mythological Greek muses,
daughters of Zeus and Mnemosyne: Calliope
(epic poetry), Clio (history), Euterpe (flute playing,
music), Erato (love poetry, hymns), Terpsichore
(dancing), Melpomene (tragedy), Thalia (comedy),
Polyhymnia (song, mime), Urania (astronomy).
These are often recruited or appealed to, particularly in nineteenth-century place-praise song.
Darby Ryan's 'Shades of Ashgrove' opens: 'Ye
bright Helliconian maidens, your favours I humbly

implore'; in 'The Town of Mullingar' the poet
beseeches too: 'Ye nine inspire me, with rapture fire
me, to sing its praises both old and new'; 'Ye muses
nine with me combine' are invited in 'The Maid
of Craigienorn'; 'Ye followers of the nine, Apollo's
tuneful line, residing in the Valley of Glenelly'
addresses 'The Pride of Glenelly' to a sophisticated
audience. The source of the allusion is the Classics
education imparted by hedge-schoolmasters.
Musical Traditions. corn A comprehensive resource
in traditional music, singing and songs run by Rod
Stradling, it has both an exhaustive web presence
and co publication and re-publication catalogue of
key source singers, including many from Ireland.
music hall. Performances of music and song in
concert as we know it date to the seventeenth
century in Britain, beginning as the prelude to
theatre productions, and being recognised as pay-in
events in 1672 when one John Bannister opened
his house in London to commercial performance.
Earlier than that, during the seventeenth century
Puritan regime in England, organs were banished
from churches and were bought by innkeepers who
used music to woo customers.
bar music. Through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries pubs kept up the practice,
advertising with notices on the door. By law, the
variety of acts was restricted, and full freedom
was not achieved until the 1843 Theatre Act gave
publicans more flexibility. In 1866, restrictions on
and prosecutions against the 'saloon theatres' were
dropped with a wink and a nod until the Act was
repealed in 1912. In these premises the show was
run by a 'chairman' in regal attire who introduced

The god Apollo surrounded by the nine muses portrayed
here with sixteenth-century clothing and instruments.
'The muses' is a concept dating in writing and imagery
to the Middle Ages.
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the acts, and the audience sat at tables . The staple
bill of fare was ballads to which the audience were
invited to contribute- rather like modern-day folk
clubs. Later, the role of the chairman was replaced
by printed programmes.
The music halls proper began when an entrance
fee was charged at the door, and the landlords
ceased to aim at making all their money from
drink and food. This is the popular variety period
of the music halls, and dates from the mid-1800s.
Being the entertainment of the lower classes, and
frowned upon by the upper, these institutions were
powerful transmitters of songs and promoters of
the first popular song:
singers of vocal and histrionic talent who popularised in a few nights some song that came to
be hummed or whistled by every errand-boy
in the kingdom and played on street pianos on
every west-end street and every slum.
(Scholes, 1977: 667)
The demise of music halls was brought about
by first the Vitagraph (cinema) and then the
Phonotoscope (gramophone) at the end of the
1800s- both of which had ironically been introduced as stage acts, the latter boasted as:
This wonderful Machine stands in the centre
of the Stage, talks as a Human Being, Sings
Comic and Sentimental Songs, Plays Piccolo
and Cornet Solos, also a Full Brass Band
Selection- a modern miracle. (Ibid.)
Ireland. Dublin and Belfast had such institutions, as well as 'Catch' clubs, and 'Glee' clubs. Many
Irish songwriters turned their talents to writing
for the singers, and certain songs in the current
repertoire come from that stage, remoulded in the
style of traditional unaccompanied song. 'Football
Crazy' was written by James Curran, born in
Moville, Co. Donegal and brought to Glasgow at
the age of four in the late 1800s. He wrote possibly
hundreds of songs, few of them traceable to him
today. Music hall songs led seamlessly therefore
from the broadside street balladeering into the era
of recorded music and cinema performance, which
in turn led to popular music of the present day.
See Lowrey, Dan; popular music.
Music Network. An organisation set up by the
Arts Council oflreland in 1986 to make high-
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quality, live music available and accessible to all
geographical and social extremities of Ireland
while supporting the development of careers for
dedicated musicians. Its support for performance
of traditional music has been valuable, expressed
in its sponsorship since 1987 of one to three major
annual, all-island tours which are typically channelled through local and county arts officers.
actions. Supported by the national electricity supplier, the ESB, for many years, Music
Network (MN) has provided concert programmes
in Classical, Jazz and Traditional musics, award
schemes, professional development programmes
and support services such as information databases
for the various genres. Its web-based resources flag
opportunities in performance and teaching; its
main online resource publication is the I rish Music
Handbook. Self styled as 'the national agency for
the development of mu sic in Ireland', MN has
also campaigned for increased provision of music
education, and has initiated research projects concerning access to music. Its 2003 report A National
System ofLocal Music Education Services advocated
the establishment of two levels of music-education
promotion:
1. a 'national music education council' affiliated
to the Department of Education and Science
which would provide quality assurance and
ensure educational consistency, and
2. a network of 'local music education services
partnerships' (LMESP) at city and county
level which would tailor and deliver local
music education services.
Such are anticipated to cover all genres. MN's
tendency has been to regard traditional music as
of no greater significance than 'a genre of choice'
in the spectrum of music participation available
today- as being no more important than music
of similar quality from elsewhere. As an organisational policy there is nothing wrong with that in
itself, but practically it is contrary to the views of
most of those involved in traditional music who
see traditional music- in addition to accommodating the same artistic merit, potential and challenge
as any genre - as being special for being 'of the
place', i.e. 'Irish', as 'heritage', and therefore of a
national value which goes much further than just
the pedagogical requirements of music education .

Music Network

The band Slide, promoted by Music Network initiative: (1-r) Mick Broderick (bouzouki), Daire Bracken (fiddle),
Dave Curley (song, bodhrim), Aogan Lynch (concertina), Eamonn De Barra (flute, keyboards)

Such attitudes however do not present difficulties
for the participation of traditional musicians in
MN's tours, or for the attendance of aficionados
at MN traditional-music concerts.
MN's ambitio n is that music education should
'offer a balanced music curriculum which includes
music in other genres'. However, its derived logic
that 'in a county with a strong background in traditionallrish music, the LMESP must provide
access to classical and other music genres as well'
[32] is questionable, as the primary need in music
education is music education, and many educators
hold that the necessary components of a thorough
music education can be delivered throug h any
well-developed and academically supported genre
[BBU 99 46]. It is profitable for all ge nres that
music education should be inclusive rather than
exclusive. But the incentive to build on that which
is already well grounded and strong would seem a
more approp riate response than competitiveness

where traditional music is seen to be so well established as to dominate a locale's music aesthetic.
This atti tude underscores the fact that MN's
ambition extends beyond the indigenous, being
concerned with stimulating a designated view
of development in music - that which is most
typically facilitated amid the diverse openness
of contemporary music (a field which is also of
great interest to the most avant garde among traditional performers). The rationale also means that
MN sees school music education as supreme in
taste-formation and skills development, whereas,
typically, traditional music has its largest life out in
the community among all age groups, with (relatively) casual, and often recreational, peer learning
and performance. MN's remit to assist development
does not exclude the traditional, and has benefited
two experimental-style traditional bands to date Slide and Fidil- by a similar form of support to
that given to contemporary music and jazz.
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N
Na Casaidigh (the Cassidys). A Dublin family
group of musicians which came to prominence in the early 1980s using vocal harmonies,
singing in Irish and harp-music arrangements.
Much of this reflected the influence of their
father, Sean 6 Casaide, a prominent collector and arranger of Irish music, and that of the
tenor, Frank Patterson, with whom they recorded
a joint album of Irish music. Their debut album
in 1984 was followed by seven others, of which
Or6 Na Casaidigh won a platinum disc (15k) for
Irish sales in 1997. They have broadcast on TV
in Ireland and abroad, and performed in leading
concert halls: the Royal Albert (London), NCH
(Dublin), Carnegie and Radio City (New York)
and Massey (Toronto). Tours have included the
Nyon Festival (Switzerland) and the Philadelphia
Folk Festival, events in forty-six US states and the
open-air Summer Festival in Bratislava (Slovakia).
The group's members are: Odhnin (pipes, fiddle),
Aongus (fiddle), Honntan (viola), Feargus (guitar,
bodhran), Seathrun (keyboard, bouzouki), Ciaran
(bass, bodhran), Mary Nugent (flute, whistle).
Na Piobairi Uilleann. (lit. 'the uilleann pipers'). A
body representing and composed of uilleann pipe
players. It was set up in October 1968 out of An
Tion6l Piobaireachta at Bettystown, Co. Louth
which had been organised by Breandan Breathnach
and Seamus Mac Mathuna (then oifigeach ceoil of

CCE). Hfty pipers took part, engaging in formal
discussions and casual music-making. Sean Reid
proposed setting up a formal association of pipers;
this was unanimously agreed. Shortly afterwards,
a meeting in Dublin adopted a constitution as an
organisation. By request, Labhnis 6 MurchU of
CCE addressed this meeting, urging the pipers to
disband the association, and instead to promote
piping as individual members of CCE branches.
His offer was debated at length, but rejected .
Instead, CCE was invited to send an observer (who
should be a piper) to all future meetings of the new
organisation, 'Na Piobairi Uilleann'. NPU's aims
were set out as: promotion and encouragement of
the playing of the uilleann or union pipes; collection and preservation of pipe music; assembling of
material about pipes and pipers; issuing of publications about piping and the affairs of the association;
spreading of knowledge of reed-making and the
promotion of pipe-making.
structure. Fundamental to the NPU was that
all full members should be pipers. Leo Rowsome
and Seamus Ennis were made its first patrons.
Its first council members were: chair, Breandan
Breathnach; secretary, Brian Vallely; treasurer,
Dan O'Dowd; co mmittee, Pat Mitchell, Paddy
Moloney, Finbar McLaughlin and Sean Reid .
In March 1969 th e publication An Piobaire was
circulated as a newsletter, and th e processes of
sourcing reed-making materials, initiating an

The pipers of Ireland: Ballymahon, Co. Longford , NPU tion61 , 1969
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archive, gathering publications, classes in piping
and pipe-making were all begun. NPU eventually
established a base in the Plasterer's Hall, Essex
Street, Dublin in 1975, moving to its present base
at Henrietta Street in 1979. This premises was
refurbished under various grants, AnCo and private
labour schemes, funding raised by appeal, benefit
concert and promotion touring. 1h: large premises
has meeting, office, recording, archive and practice
space, and a performance area. An instrument loan
scheme is in operation, piping classes are organised
throughout the country on a regular basis, teachers
are organised to facilitate summer schools and
exhibitions are held throughout the country. Pipers
travel abroad to a network of international festivals;
'tionoil' are held in Europe, USA and Australia.
Facilities have been provided for classes in other
instruments and in set dancing, and the building
is home to the Brooks Academy set dancers. Th:re
are some 1,400 pipers registered as members of
the NPU in Ireland, and 2,100 abroad. There are
now fifty pipe makers at work (compared to five in
1968) and there is now a very high level ofliteracy
in music among pipers. The body has a full-time
organiser and An Chomhairle Ealaion/ the Arts
Council has been aiding its funding. [EDT]
activi ties. There are c.3,600 members, a
majority of whom, being pipers, are full members.
The staff of five includes Gay McKeon (CEO),
Gerry Lyons (administrator), Terry Moylan (archivist), Sandie Purcell (admin. assistant) and John
Blake (supervisor of a FAS LTI scheme).Th: FAS
scheme is engaged in cataloguing and digitising
various archive materials to facilitate their inclusion in the NPU website. Weekly piping classes
are conducted, with an attendance of eighty-plus
students. Tuition is provided by members and
former students on a voluntary basis; it is also
provided on-line on the NPU website pipers.i e.
Reed-making classes are also run on a weekly basis,
with dedicated week-long reed-making courses
being run during the summer months. Recitals
with a focus on piping are run on a monthly basis,
and a showcase concert - the Ace and Deuce of
Piping- is an annual event. Assistance is provided
to pipers outside Dublin, including groups abroad,
by presenting pipes-related events. A multimedia
concert entitled Piperlink, designed to explain and

showcase the uilleann pipes, has been run at centres
in Ireland and in the USA. Ongoing publishing
of printed and audiovisual publications includes
the internal magazine An Piobaire and several ens.
One major challenge is the difficulty of obtaining
instruments, which is being addressed by pursuing
the goal of establishing formal, third-level educational courses in pipe-making.
research. NPU has a continuing programme of
research into the history of the pipes and associated
music in Ireland. This includes: the collection of
images of significant sets of uilleann pipes, both by
commissioning original photography and through
accessing the collections of other institutions; the
acquisition of copies of all music collections published for the instrument; publication of detailed
transcriptions of prominent performers. 1h: history
and practice of pipe-making is receiving particular attention, with working makers in Ireland and
abroad contributing their expertise towards building
a knowledge base which is intended to become the
basis for a full-time course in pipe-making.
archive. From its foundation in the late 1960s,
Na Piobairi Uilleann's activities have included the
gathering together of all materials with a bearing
on the uilleann pipes - their history, manufacture,
technique, music, and the personalities associated
with them. This collecting impulse was infused
in the organisation by the founding chairman
Breandan Breathnach, who saw in the new body a
suitable tool for definitively establishing the past,
and future, of the instrument. With the acquisition in 1979 of a house on long-term lease from
Dublin Corporation, this material was housed in
a single location for the first time. The dilapidated
condition of the house, however, meant that a
significant amount of the material that had been
amassed remained un-catalogued and inaccessible.
Complete renovation in 2006 allowed the collection to be properly housed for the first time, and,
with the assistance of a FAS LTI scheme, work is
proceeding on the complete documentation of the
material. The collection includes images, recordings and manuscripts, as well as a library of books
and periodicals relating to piping or to traditional
music in general. The intention is to place as much
of this material as possible online on the NPU
website. [TEM]
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Nation, The

Nation, e. Founded by Charles Cavan Duffy,
John Blake Dillon and Thomas Davis in 1842.
The newspaper of the Young Ireland Movement,
it became the main disseminator of'national' song
in the nineteenth century.
See also Young lrelanders.
National Library oflreland (NLI). Established
by Act of Parliament in 1877, NLI opened at its
present location in Kildare street in the centre of
Dublin in 1890. It inherited the holdings of the
Royal Dublin Society Library, which included a
significant collection of books and music manuscripts donated by Jaspar Robert]oly in 1863.1he
Joly collection features popular songs, popular
instrumental and military music (quadrilles, etc.),
collections and arrangements oflrish airs and variations for piano and harp, all from the nineteenth
century and earlier, and these are supplemented
by many other private collections of printed and
manuscript music. Perhaps more significantly, the
library subsequently acquired printed material and
manuscripts relevant to the entire history oflrish
traditional music from the seventeenth century
to the present. These may be found in the subject
headings of Richard]. Hayes's multi-volume Sources
for the History of Irish Civilisation and Manuscript
Sources for the History of Irish Civilisation, as well
as in the subject catalogue for 'Ireland. Social Life.
19th and 20th century'. Holdings are particularly
rich for the era of the Gaelic Revival post 1892,
with underused manuscript material relating to
traditional music in the Eamonn Ceannt papers,
the Seamus 6 Casaide papers, the Eoin MacNeill
Papers, the Fionan MacColuim papers and the
Feis Ceoil Association papers. [MAD]
nationalism. Irish music has associations with
this at two levels: 1. direct political involvement
as in popular republican balladry, and 2. sympathetic interest in traditional Irish music from
those with a vision linking Irish nationality and
culture. The beginnings of the latter were implicit
in the tiding of post-1700s song and music collections (e.g. 'National Music oflreland'). It gathered
momentum throughout the nineteenth century,
paralleled, if not inspired by, similar thinking in
Britain and elsewhere. The process was linked
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to the cultural 'Celtic Revival', and to the Gaelic
League from 1893 when Irish music was usually
the music for dance at its social events. CCE's
linking of culture, language and national identity
with music reflects the same process.
nationalist song. See under song: in English; see
also Davis, Thomas; Young Irelanders.
National Harp Orchestra. An all-harp, youth
training orchestra set up in 2004, this has twentyfive members aged from nine to eighteen, all of
whom are students of the Irish Harp College in
Limerick, Dublin, Galway and Belfast. It represented Ireland in the 2008 International European
Music Schools festival in Linz, Austria, and has
played in Belgium and France.
Neal,John and William. Father and son, these
were eighteenth-century music publishers, instrument makers and suppliers in Dublin. Located
in the centre of Dublin's music-activity area
at Christ Church Cathedral, they made flutes,
fiddles and recorders (Carolan, FMSI, 1986), and
began publishing in 1723.1heir Collection of the
Most Celebrated Irish Tunes, with some fifty pieces,
became in 1724 the first collection of Irish music
in print. Researched by Nicholas Carolan of the
ITMA, it was republished as a facsimile edition by
the Folk Music Society oflreland in 1986.
Neary, Eleanor Kane. (1915-93). Piano. Born of
Irish parents in Chicago, she learned piano with
nuns from the age of six, and her mother played
melodeon; this and listening to records on the
Victrola made her able, by the time she was eleven,
to pick tunes from O'Neill's collections. She played
publicly first in 1934 at the World's Fair with
Pat Roche; she recorded several Decca 78s with
Roche's band and also with fiddler Jim Donnelly
and accordionist Packie Walsh. From 1930 to the
early'60s she was popular at functions in Chicago,
her powerful, swinging style a favourite of dancers,
her repertoire making her popular at sessions.
Influenced by fiddlers and flute players, she developed an expressiveness based in Sligo melody.
Her husband J ames, a fiddler, came to Chicago
from Swinford in 1929. Their contemporaries

New York

were Martin Wynne,James Giblin,Jim Donnelly
and John McGreevy, and their home was popular
among visiting musicians. Her left-hand accompaniment style is unique among keyboard performers
oflrish dance music. She used the basic vamping
pattern of a single note in the bass on the strong
beat followed on the off-beat by a chord in a higher
register; she frequently introduced syncopation in
this pattern to highlight the melodic activity in
the right hand. Phrase cadences were emphasised
with a series of successive block chords on each
beat in the cadential measure; this alteration of the
normal harmonic rhythm added an entirely different dimension to the tune when coupled with
a highly embellished and fluid right-hand line.
Eleanor appeared on the albums Irish Traditional
Instrumental Music in Chicago and Chicago Irish
Musicians; her 1934 recordings with the Harp and
Shamrock Orchestra have appeared in Irish Dance
Music (Folkways) and other anthologies. [LAM]

Needham (McGrath), Peg. (1948-95). Flute
player, teacher. Born near Boyle, Co. Roscommon,
she learned her music among the great players
of south Sligo and north Roscommon. She was
an All-Ireland champion at senior level in 1976,
and slow air winner in 1993. Taught by Josie
McDermott from Keadue, she appeared several
times on television, once on The Pure Drop. She
was actively involved in CCE, touring America
with the organisation in 1974 and later with the

Peg Needham (McGrath) with All-lreland flute cup, 1976
[photo courtesy Padraig Dolan]

Coleman Country Ceili Band. She was also a
member of the Green Linnet Ceili Band in Dublin,
and the Siamsa Ceili Band, Dundalk, which won
All-lrelands in 1989 and '90. She later made television appearances with the D.in Ceili Band, and
performed too with a Dundalk group at the InterCel tic Festival in Lorient, France. With fiddler
Kathleen Smith she recorded a fiddle/flute album,
Cherish the Ladies, and was a fleadh adjudicator
at county and provincial level. A teacher too, she
taught regular classes in whistle at Cohiiste Ris,
Dundalk, at the Willie Clancy School over several
years and at other flute and whistle workshops up
to the time of her tragic death.

Newfoundland. See under Canada.
New York. Well-known Irish traditional music
venues in New York City include NYU's Glucksman
Ireland House, where Don Meade organises a
series of Friday night concerts; The Landmark
Tavern, which holds a Monday night session;
Lillie's, which holds a Saturday night session; The
11th Street Bar, where fiddler Tony DeMarco
anchors a session; An Beal Bocht Cafe, where
button accordionist John Redmond presides at a
late Sunday afternoon session; and O'Neill's, which
holds Saturday and Sunday night sessions.
events. The Irish Arts Center (lAC) at 553
West 51st Street offers classes in traditional music
and holds concerts in its Donaghy Theatre. New
York University hosts an autumn concert organised by Mick Moloney in Manhattan. Also at
NYU, Brendan Dolan adminsiters the Irish music
content of the Archives of America. This includes
audio, visual and printed materials relating to
all aspects of music, song and dance in three
sections: the McNulty Family, John McGinty
and Mick Moloney collections. The Institute
for Irish-American Studies maintains an IrishAmerican traditional music archive at Lehman
College in the Bronx and provides concerts and
lectures each fall and spring. Kathleen Biggins's A
Thousand Welcomes every Saturday on WFUV-FM
at Fordham University is the metropolitan area's
most respected Irish/Celtic traditional music radio
programme; just outside the city, in Nyack, John
Sindt makes Irish whistles.
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Nf Chathasaigh, Maire

New York musician Fr Charlie Coen

teaching. The lAC offers classes in Irish traditional music; CCE hosts much teaching, with
Pearl River's work led by fiddler Rose Flanagan,
accordionist Patty Furlong, and flute and whistle
player Margie Mulvihill. whose students make up
the rising young octet Girsa. Among the numerous
New York-area instructors are some major names
in the music, such as fiddler Brian Conway, uilleann
piper Jerry O'Sullivan, pianist Brendan Dolan, and
pianist and piano accordionist Annmarie Acosta.
A midsummer cynosure for these musicians and
many more is the annual Catskills Irish Arts Week,
directed by Paul Keating in East Durham.
players. New York is the native or adopted
home of such past or present masters as Michael
Coleman,James Morrison, Paddy Killoran, Andy
McGann, Paddy Reynolds, Martin Wynne,
James 'Lad' O'Beirne, Larry Redican, Jack and
Charlic Cocn, Louis Quinn, Martin Mulvihill,
Felix Dolan, Mike Preston, Martin Mulhaire,
Joe Madden, Vincent Harrison, Sean McGlynn,
Tom Doherty, and Mike Rafferty (in New Jersey).
Honouring their legacy was a 2009 album, Pride of
New York, made by flute and whistle player Joanie
Madden, fiddler Brian Conway, accordionist Billy
McComiskey, and pianist Brendan Dolan. [EAH]

Ni Chathasaigh, M:iire. (1956- ). Harp player.
Born Bandon, Co. Cork into a musical family, she
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played harp from the age of eleven. She won major
awards such as the Pan-Celtic, the Oireachtas and
junior and senior All-Ireland harp competitions
throughout the 1970s. In 1976 she became the
first harper invited to teach at CCE's Scoil Eigse;
subsequently she adjudicated for several years. Her
first recording was made for the compilation album
released to commemorate the Irish Folk Festival
tour of Germany in 1978; she subsequently played
on many CCE tours, appearing on the associated
1970s and early-1980s recordings. In 1985 she
recorded the first harp album ever to concentrate
on traditional Irish dance music, The New-Strung
Harp, and has since released six duo ens with
Chris Newman and a quartet CD with Chris,
sister Nollaig Casey and Arty McGlynn. Notable
RTE TV appearances since her first in 1971 have
included an edition of 1he Pure Drop devoted to
her playing and that of Grain ne Yeats; she has
made TV and radio broadcasts on five continents.
With a ground-breaking approach to interpreting
dance-music on harp, she is seen as a unique bridge
between the old world of harping and modern-day
expression of tradi ti onal music; her technique is
the leading influence on the instrument. In 2001
she was awarded TG4's Traditional Musician of
the Year award, she has performed at most major
harp, folk and arts fes tivals in Europe and the USA
and tours worldwide. In the early 1980s she taught
in the Cork School of Music, where she developed
the first examination syllabus for Irish harp; she
has been a guest tutor at Limerick and Newcastle
Universities and Leeds College of Music and is
a contributor to the major harp summer schools.
Her deep understanding of harping and its culture
is reflected in her harp-arrangement books The
Irish Harper Vol. I (1991) and Vol. 2 (2001).
See USA.

Ni Cheannabh:iin, Treasa. (1951- ). Sean-n6s
singer. Born in the Cill Chianiin area of Connemara,
she is a graduate of St Catherine's College, Sion
Hill, Dublin and teaches in Cohiiste na Coiribe,
Galway. She won the Oireachtas women's competition in 1995 and was second in Corn Ui Riada
in the same year. She teaches sean-n6s song to
children in Barna, outside Galway where she lives
and, with the assistance of Col:iiste na Coiribe and

Nf Dhomhnaill, Neilf

Raidio na Gaeltachta, organises an annual sean-nos
competition for primary school children. Together
with 'An Gaelacadamh' in An Spideal, she organises sean-nos workshops before the Oireachtas
festival each year. Her daughter Roisin Elsafty is
also a prize-winning sean-nos singer, and both of
them are profiled in the 1998 book The Blooming
Meadows. [LIM]

Ni Cheochiin, M:fue. (1925- ). Sean-nos singer.
Grew up in Cuil Aodha, Co. Cork, in the house
that was later to become home to Scan and Ruth
6 Riada. Her father, Do nail 6 Ceochain, a teacher
oflrish from Ros 6 gCairbre, encouraged her from
an early age to sing in the Cuil Aodha tradition
and her mother, Caitlin Ni Arrachtain from Oilean
Bhearra, was a fine singer. She was also influenced
by Maire Bean Ui Chonaill, daughter of Connie
Coughlan, from whom Alexander Freeman collected songs. She was educated through Irish at
Clochar Lughaidh, Monaghan, and graduated in
pharmacy in Dublin. She won the Gold Medal
at the Oireachtas in 1951 and married Caoimhfn
6 Crualaoi in 1961; her three daughters and two
sons are traditional singers and musicians. The
words and music of many of Maire's songs have
been documented by Carol Ni Chuimin from
Inis Eonain as an MA project entitled 'Traidisiun
Amhranaiochta Mhuscrai' (Traditional Singing
ofMuskerry) in the Modern Irish Department of
UCC.[LJM]

Ni Dhomhnaill, Maighread (1955- ). Singer.
From Kells, Co. Meath, her father Aodh (singer,
flute player and song collec tor ) came from
Rannafast, Co. Donegal, her mother Kathy Finn
(singer, melodeon player) from Gurteen, Co.
Sligo. Childhood summers were spent with the
6 Domhnaill family in Rannafast where Aodh
taught in the Colaiste Gaeilge, collected for the
Folklore Commission and so immersed the family
in Gaelic language and song that learning was
subconscious. Through the winter months their
home was centre too to her father's and mother's
singing, intensifying a musicality that saw her as a
schoolgirl perform and record in 1972 with Daithf
Sproule, sisterTrfona and brother Micheal as Skara
Brae. She also studied the singing of Joe Holmes,

Eddie Butcher and Geordie Hanna, and in her
earlier years in Dublin performed at the Tradition
Club in Slattery's, at festivals and, in 1980, support
The Chieftains in the Sense oflreland celebration
concert in London. Equally at home in Irish or
English, she had a solo album in 1976 (Mairead Ni
Dhomhnail/), another in 1991 (No Dowry), and she
featured on the best-selling 1995 A Woman's Heart
compilation. She performed with Donal Lunny's
Coolfin, and recording with him and her sister
Trfona in 2000 (Idir An Dd Sholas). She recorded
with the West Ocean String Quartet a four-song
suite ( Oiledn Na Marbh), and in 2011 recorded
T with the Maggies with sister Triona and Maire
Brennan of Clannad ..

Ni Dhomhnaill, Neili. (1907-84). Singer. Born
in Rannafast, Co. Donegal, she was one of the
outstanding traditional Irish singers, storytellers and song composers of the last century. From
early childhood (due to poor eyesight and, eventually, total blindness) she spent much of her time
indoors in the company of older women, from
whom she learned the majority of her songs. Her
extensive repertoire -which consisted of songs in
both Irish and English -represented a wide range
of folksong genres, including ballads, lullabies,
laments and love songs. Late in life she began
composing songs, two of which ('Aoibhneas na
Maidine' and 'Aisling an Deoraf') won awards in
Raidio na Gaeltachta songwriting competitions
during the 1970s. Her singing was chiefly recorded
for archival purposes (most notably by Mfcheal
6 Domhnaill and Cathal Goan), but she also
appears (along with her sister Annie) on Rann na
Feirste. Her style was deceptively simple, marked
by subtle variation and nuance which she used to
remarkable effect in her understated but highly
expressive singing. I Ier involvement with the songs
themselves - and with the human stories behind
them -was reflected in the lively comments she
made about them and in the descriptive narratives
with which she frequently preceded them. Despite
her physical disability, Neili remained active and
cheerful throughout her life. Her nieces Trfona
and Maighread and nephew Micheal learned
many of her songs, performing them solo and with
such groups as Skara Brae, The Bothy Band and
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Ni Dhomhnaill, Triona

Touchstone. She can be heard on the compilation
album Ireland produced by UNESCO.

Ni Dhomhnaill, Triona. (1953- ). Keyboards,
song. From Kells, Co. Meath, her family background in the song of the Donegal Gaeltacht and
the music of Co. Sligo marked her as a performer
from a young age . Already highly regarded as a
singer with a solo album, Triona, in 1972, she sang
as Skara Brae with her siblings and Daithi Sproule
and with Liam Weldon and Tommy Peoples in
the band 1691. She joined her brother Micheal in
the group Seachtair in 1974, playing with it as
Bothy Band until its demise in 1979. Following
that she went to Chapel Hill, North Carolina, and
joined with Zan McCloud, Mark Roberts and
Claudine Langille, later joined by Skip Parente, as
Touchstone; they had two albums of songs in Irish,
original lyrics and tunes, and traditional Nova
Scotia and US song: The New Land (1982) and
jealousy (1984). In the mid-1980s she played in
Portland, Oregon with Micheal and with John and
Phil Cunningham as Relativity, and with Micheal,
Brian Dunning and Billy Oskay for sixteen years
in the New-Age/fusion band Nightnoise. She and
Micheal returned to Ireland in 1994 when she
recorded with Cran on Black Black Black (1998),
and made a duet album Idir Dhd Sholais with
Maighread and D6nal Lunny in 2000. She played
in a re-formed Skara Brae for concerts in 2004,
and is on numerous compilation recordings. In
2010 she released a solo album, The Key's Within.

m

Ni Dhonnchadha, M aire Ain e. (1919-91).
Sean-n6s singer. Youngest of nine children, she
was born in Cnoc na hAille, west of An Spideal
in the Connemara Gaeltacht. Both parents were
singers and were rich in songs and stories, as were
many of their neighbours . Mter Sailearna National
School she spent a year in the Convent of Mercy,
Tuam, won a scholarship to Colaiste Mhuire,
Tourmakeady and qualified as a primary teacher
in Mary Immaculate Training College, Limerick
in 1941. She was awarded the Bonn 6ir at the
Oireachtas in 1950. She taught in Dublin and
Galway and while on pilgrimage to Knock shrine
in the early 1950s was heard singing 'Caoineadh
na dTri Mu ire' by Mairead Piog6id from RE who
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invited her to sing regularly on national radio.
She performed at the Edinburgh Festival in 1958
where she recorded for the School of Scottish
Studies. She also performed at the lrish-French
Society's thirteenth anniversary festival of St Fiacre
(Naomh Fiachra) in Meaux, France. A frequent
radio and television broadcaster, she played in
Riders to the Sea on RTE in 1978. Some of her
most famous songs, including her unusual version
of 'Una Bhan', were learned from Maire Bean
Ui Scanlain (Maire CofFey) in Ros a' Mhil. She
collected songs from Padraig 6 Ceannabhain in
B6thar Bui, Aille, Indreabhan, the most important of which is 'Neili an Bhrollaigh Ghil' (1957).
Resident artist in An Tobar Gle, Dublin in 1970,
she featured in the 1984 edition of Who's Who. She
recorded with Claddagh Records - Deora Aille:
Irish Songs from Connemara; Traditional Music of
Ireland (old traditional songs of Connemara and
Clare from Maire Aine, Sean 'ac Dhonncha and
Willie Clancy) and Claddagh Choice:AnAnthology
ofIrish Music. [LIM]

Ni Fhlaithearta, Sile. (1939- ). Sean-n6s singer.
From Baile an tSleibhe, An Spideal, she learned her
first songs from her mother, Lizzy Nic An Iomaire,
and grew up with fireside ceili in song and storytelling. She trained as a teacher in Birmingham
and in 1957 won the singing competition at the
feis there. She won the women's sean-n6s at the
1964 Oireachtas, and in the same year first place
in singing both in Irish and in English at Fleadh
Cheoil na hEireann in Clones. She is married to
Charlie Lennon and can be heard on The Lennon
Family, Lucky in Love, and Is Duitse a Bheirim Grd.
[LlM]

Ni C hrada, Maire . (1959- ). Uilleann pipes.
Originally from Cork city, she now lives in Clonlara
in east Clare. A pupil ofMicheal 6 Riabhaigh's at
the Cork Pipers' Club, she was influenced by Liam
O 'Flynn, Willie Clancy and Seamus Ennis. She
can be heard on the 1978 album The Piper's R ock.
She has played in Germany, on Music Network
Tours in Ireland, in the NPU's Ace and Deuce of
Piping concert, on D6nal Lunny's Suit series on
TnaG, and on RTE's High R eel. [PAD]

Nf Riain, N6irfn

Ni Mhainin, Roisin. (1979- ). Born in Rosmuc,
Conamara, Co. Galway. She is a leading figure in
sean-nos dance and is a regular performer and
teacher. She trained in Irish step dancing from
the age offour to eighteen. From the age of twelve
She taught herself sean-nos dancing; her primary
influence was Coilin Sheain Dharach Seoige,
the renowned sean-nos dancer from Rosmuc,
Conamara. She has won the sean-nos dance competition at the Oireachtas and has taught sean-nos
dance workshops at the Irish World Academy of
Music and Dance, University of Limerick, and at
national and international music and dance festivals. [CAF]

Ni Mhaonaigh, Mairead. (1959- ). Fiddle, song.
From Gweedore, Co. Donegal, her father Francie
is a fiddler, his mother had played concertina.
Mairead learned the songs of north-west Donegal
from a young age, and began music at the age of
eight. She was influenced by weekly sessions of
reels and highlands with her father at fiddler Joe
Jack Curran's in Magheragallon. Influenced too by
the song repertoire ofJimmy Dinny 6 Gallachoir,
she picked up songs in English and Irish, and
by ten she was playing fiddle too, taught by her
father. In 1973, after hearing Paddy Glackin and
Tony Smith at a Dublin CCE concert, she became
obsessed with the music; Buncrana fiddler Dinny
McLoughlin gave her technique and repertoire.
Travel to fleadhanna and visitors coming to the
Gaeltacht brought her into contact with Belfast
and with Dermy Diamond and Tara Bingham
(fiddle and flute), Gerry McCartney (banjo) and
fiddler Andy Dickson. Other music came from
the radio, particularly from RnaG. In Dublin at
college 1979-80 she played with Nollaig Casey,
and with Belfast flute player Frankie Kennedy,
whom she married in 1981. Teaching for ten years,
they played constantly, recording the album Ceol
Aduaidh, and in 1983 A/tan. Touring in America on
a career break in 1987 led to the formation of their
group Altan. For her, dance is central to music: 'My
mother dances, my father dances. I'm able to dance
highlands, I'm able to dance mazurkas. So when
we play highlands, I'm playing the dance.' She is
known also for her radio presentation on Ihe Long
Note RTE series, and for TV on Ihe Pure Drop,

Ihe High Reel and Ihe Full Set. In addition to some
twenty albums made with Altan her recordings
include tracks with such as Enya, The Chieftains,
Dolly Parton and (with Liz Carroll, Catriona
MacDonald, Emma Hardelin, Liz Knowles and
Annbjerg Lien) String Sisters. Her solo album
!meal! was released in 2009, and in 2010 she was
honoured as 'Donegal Person of the Year'.
See Altan; Kennedy, Frankie.

Ni Mhioll:iin, Treasa. (1943- ). Sean-nos singer.
From Arainn, largest of the Aran Islands, she won
Corn Uf Riada at the Oireachtas in 1972 and
1979, and was recipient in 1996 ofGradam Sheannos Cois Life. Her mother, Bairbre Nf Dhireain,
was in great demand in her youth for singing at
house weddings and house dances, called 'times' in
Connemara and in Aran. She travels frequently to
singing festivals all over Ireland, England, Scotland
and the European mainland. She lived for some
years in London and in Dublin, but returned
to Aran in 1984 where she has been teaching
sean-nos singing to schoolchildren on each of the
three islands. Some of her songs can be heard on
An Clochar Bdn. [LIM]
Ni Riain, Noirin. (1951- ). Singer, writer.
Born Lough Gur, Co. Limerick and raised at
Caherconlish. Her 1980 MA study 'Traditional
Religious Song in Irish' heralded a performance
career, bringing her as guest to spiritual music
festivals among diverse religions in Sarajevo,
Rotterdam, Bruges, Oxford, Findhorn, Catalonia
and many other places. She has represented Ireland
culturally at UN summits in 1989, '92, '94 and '95
and has sung with John Cage. Author of I m Bim
Babor6 and Gregorian Chant Experience, she writes
also on women, song, spirituality and healing.
Perhaps best known for her 1989 Vox de Nube
chant performance with the monks of Glenstal
Abbey, Co. Limerick, her numerous recordings
include Caoineadh na Maighdine (1979), Celtic Soul
(1996 ), Mystical Ireland (2004 ), Biscantorat: Sound
ifthe Spiritfrom Glensta!Abbey (en & nvn) (2004).
Her book Star Amhrdn, a collection of eighty-five
traditional songs in Irish, many from the Deise
region, and a selection of airs, is dedicated to the
memory of mentor Pilib 6 Laoghaire. She sings
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Nf Shuilleabhain, Eilfs

with her sons Eoin and Miche:il 6 Suilleabhain on
Amen (2007) and Celtic joy (2008); her autobiography Listen with the Ear of the Heart- including
perspectives on hearing and listening - was published in 2009.

her life, and her memory lives in the music of hers
and O'Connor's children, best known of whom is
fiddle and keyboard player D6nal O'Connor of the
band At First Light.
See also O'Connor, Gerry.

Ni Shuilleabhain, Eilis . (1943- ). Sean-n6s

Ni Uallachain, Padraigin. (1950- ). Singer,

singer. Born in Cuil Aodha, the eldest of seven
children of N6ra Ni Ealaithe from Kilgarvan and
Maidhci 6 Suilleabhain from Cuil Aodha. Both
parents were musical and Maidhci sang and played
fiddle . Their house was a meeting place for singers,
musicians, poets and story-tellers for social nights
- 'scoraiocht'. 1h: family were educated in the local
Scoil Bharr d'Inse, made famous in the song of
the same name, where they came under the influence of sisters Cait and Maire Ni Chuill, who were
well versed in local songs. From there Eilis won
a scholarship to Clochar Lughaidh, Monaghan,
where she sang in the choir and played viola in
the orchestra. She won the women's competition
at the Oireachtas twice and was awarded Gradam
Shean-N6s Cois Life in Dublin in 1997. She runs
an Irish-language pre-school in Parteen, Co. Clare
and teaches traditional singing in the performance
module of the BMus course in UCC. Fifteen of
her songs can be heard on Cois Abhann na Sead.

researcher, songwriter. Born in Co. Louth, her
younger life was spent in counties Louth, Mayo
and Donegal. She researched and presented RTE
radio's Reels ofMemory between 1979 and '81, and,
in 1977 was the first female newsreader in Irish for
RTE TV. She taught for fifteen years and became
a professional singer in 1999. Her recording output
includes Irish-language children's song (A St6r'sA
St6irin, 1994), accompanied sean-n6s songs and
her own compositions (An Dara Craiceann, 1995),
traditional children's song in English (with Len
Graham, When I U0s Young, 1996), bilingual lullabies (An Irish Lullaby, 1999), songs from south-east
Ulster (An Dealg Oir, 2002), her own compositions in Irish (Ailleacht, 2005) and two albums
of songs from her book A Hidden Ulster. In 2005
she became Traditional Singer in Residence at
Queen's University Belfast where she is working
on the Breifne song tradition and the setting of
both contemporary and early Irish poetry translations to music. Since 1997 she has collaborated and
recorded with Danish composer Palle Mikkleborg
(Song Tread Lightly) and with harpist Helen Davies
(Open the Door Softly). Her doctorate from UU
(2007) is on aspects of the Ulster song tradition,
and her major research on the eighteenth-century
poets, music and song traditions of Oriel was published as A Hidden Ulster in 2003.

[LIM]

N i Uallachrun, Eithne. (1957-99). Flute, singer,
songwriter. Born in Co. Mayo, her home language
was Irish and her childhood was immersed in lore
and Ulster song inherited from her Cullyhanna,
Co. Armagh mother Eithne Devlin, and Dundalk,
Co. Louth father, Padraig. She became engaged
with Ulster singing while studying at UU,
Coleraine from 1974 to 1977, through which
she began to play the flute and share in the music
and social milieu of such as Eddie Butcher, Joe
Holmes, Len Graham, Paddy Tunney and Cathal
McConnell. She married Dundalk fiddle player
Gerry 0' Connor in 1978 and they went on to
form the duet La Lugh. Ni Uallachain's first album
(Cos a Gan Bhr6ga, 1987) was made with O'Connor
and Belfast flute player Desi Wilkinson; her final
recording, including many of her own compositions, was made in 1999 (not yet released). A
versatile and intense artiste, music was central in
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Nic Amhlaoibh , Muireann. (1978- ). Song,
flute. She was reared on Inisheer and Cape Clear
islands, and in Dun Chaoin in the west Kerry
Gaeltacht. Her father, a fiddler, introduced her to
music sessions at a young age. She learned sean-n6s
singing from such as Aine Ni Laoithe and Eilin Nf
Chearna and took part in Siamsa Tire. She joined
the band Danu in 2003 and eo-hosted and performed at TG4's 2007 and 2009 Gradam Ceoil
presentations. Her debut solo album Daybreak:
Ftiinne an Lae was released in 2006, and in 2008
Dual, with Scottish singer Julie Fowlis, and Dam1

Norway

bouzouki player Eamonn Doorley. In 2011 she was
awarded TG4's Gradam for traditional singer of
the year.
Nic D honnchadha, Maire. (1937- ). Sean-n6s
singer, her father and mother were singers, and
she learned many songs from her paternal grandmother, Brid Choilm from Ros a' Mhil. Popularly
known as Maire Choleman, from An Cheathru
Rua, Co. Galway, she won an Oireachtas Gold
Medal in 1964, recorded for Gael Linn, CCE and
RTE labels and teaches sean-n6s singing. [LIM)

Northern Fiddler,

e. A 1977-79 ethnography
and tune collection which documents 'the older
fiddle-playing traditions of the musical region
spanning south Donegal and south Tyrone'. The
project was undertaken by flute player and sculptor
Eamonn O'Doherty (sketches, photographs,
history) and US sociologist Alien Feldman (narrative and analysis). It was published with music
transcriptions by Blackstaff in 1979, and reprinted
by Oak (NY) in 1985. Some of the music can be
heard on John Doherty's 1984 album Bundle and
Go; all the material is lodged with the ITMA.
It was reconfigured as an exhibition launched at
Ceol, Dublin, in 1999. The project revealed an
enthusiastic music culture tjat had until then been
largely invisible. The book's publication marked
the opening up of attention to Donegal fiddle
playing.
Northern Ireland M usic Archive. Established
by the Arts Council of NI in 2006, this is held
at Belfast Central Library. It includes performances at the Sunflower Folk Club recorded by
Geoff Harden, and which were digitised in 2007.
These cover the folk scene of the 1970s-80s, with
Irish, English and Scottish musicians and singers,
including numerous local performers.
Norway. Irish traditional music has high status
in Norway, one which is, somewhat paradoxically,
not reflected in record sales or concert/festival
programmes, or by any Norwegian bands specifically playing Irish music (in contrast with Sweden
and Denmark). But enthusiasm for the music and
the culture with which it is associated can be seen

where people routinely socialise in Irish pubs.
With the exception ofThe Dubliner in Oslo and
a few others, most Irish bars do not hold sessions
or present live traditional music. Norwegians in
general are well aware of their own traditional
music, even though it has been detached from
'the people' in the sense of now being a specialised
and formally organised subculture. Th::y view Irish
music, however, as 'folk', and as popularly attractive,
with a distinctive sound or 'groove', but make no
difference between 'tunes' and 'ballads', and have
no particular knowledge oflrish artists, bands and
styles. However, outside of this generalisation there
is a small number of session players and aficionados
oflrish music. There is little organised teaching of
Irish music, but international performance collaborations between institutions, and informal music
gatherings, sessions and workshops during festivals, all spread Irish tunes and songs.
Irish music repertoire and stylistic idioms are
also used as part of young Norwegian folk-musicians' expressive repertoire, a stylistic overlap
which involves tunes, instruments (for instance
the Irish bouzouki), arrangements and such. This
is on account of the fact that there are similarities between Norwegian and Irish musics: a core
of instrumental dance tunes performed solo or in
ensemble, with a similar social function and performance context.
Norwegian folk music. This has both instrumental music and song, and was used for dancing
and ceremonial functions by rural Norwegian
communities. Like Irish music, it has now consolidated as a contemporary music genre that
encompasses a variety of styles. In addition to the
voice, instruments include fiddle, the indigenous
Hardanger fiddle (which has four or five sympathetic strings), Jew's harps, flutes, the ram's horn,
the wooden horn, the langeleik (a zither) and oneand two-row accordions. Less commonly used are
guitars, bouzoukis, saxophones and percussion.
Since c.1900 the music has been formally organised, mostly in competitions, and performed and
nurtured within small, specialised communities of
musicians. In this way its performance has been
unbroken in some districts, but in others it has
been scarce for most of the twentieth century.
revival. Enthusiasts since the 1970s have
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developed a contemporary Norwegian folk music
(CNFM) as a genre which has, like Irish music,
a broad amateur movement and professional
and semi-professional performers and tutors .
Folkelarm, a folk-music convention, gathering and
award system was begun in 2005 in response to
the professionalism, to recognise engagement with
popular styles, and to promote the music more
widely. As in Ireland too, there are competitions,
concert performances and clubs (e.g. Cafe Mir
in Oslo and Columbi Egg in Bergen) as well as
informal gatherings and sessions. Festivals include
ARlNN, F0rde Folk Music Festival, the Telemark
International Folk Music Festival in B0, and the
}0rn Hilme Festival in Fagernes.
style. Since 1990 there have been higher education programmes to professionally train Norwegian
folk musicians. Resources for this include a large
amount of archive material, including transcriptions, ethnographical descriptions, field recordings
and radio broadcasts. Mostly with no known
composer, this old material is the accumulated
melodic and stylistic inventory of the music's tradition and canon. The music is learned mainly by ear
and reinterpreted in tandem with shifting cultural
scenes and musical soundscapes, balancing continuity, change and stylistic coherency.
song. There are a variety of song types: ballads,
stev, lullabies, shepherding calls, skiffingsviser,
wedding songs, work songs and hymns.
general
vocal style is kveding, a style of singing rather than
a repertoire. Like Irish sean-n6s it is distinctive
for its melismatic play on syllables and a vibratoless, head-voice sound, use of ornamentation and
of micro-tonal intervals. Prominent, influential
singers include Agnes Buen Garnas, Hanne Kjersti
Yndestad, Kirsten Braten Berg and Frode Nyvold.
Len Graham and Dolores Keane have been influential sources for the Norwegian scene.
instrumen tal m usic. Dance music on fiddle has
always been most popular, with two categories: the
older bygdedans (country dances), andgammaldans,
newer instrumental music.
I. bygdedans. Performed mainly by solo fiddlers,
this has the triple-metre forms pols, springar
and springleik, and double - metre gangar/ru/1
and hailing. There are local styles - in repertoire,
melody and rhythm and dance - called 'dialects'

m
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(a parallel to regional differences in speech). This
music also includes lydarslatter (listening pieces,
often performed in a free-rhythmic style), bruresfatter (ceremonial tunes, used at weddings) and a
variety of adaptations of vocal music. Older styles
also have a formulaic and modally ambiguous
melodic structure; they use droning and microrhythmic and micro-tonal modulations.
2. gammaldans. Newer instrumental music,
from the late nineteenth century, this is influenced
by central European dances such as waltz, reinlender and polka, and has fostered an ensemble
tradition (typically fiddle, accordion, double bass
and guitar) with well-defined melody and backing
arrangements. Generally this is tonal (major or
minor key) and follows functional-harmonic
rules.
bands. Professional CNFM is dominated
by the older bygdedans style, even in ensembles.
It incorporates obligatory, distinctive stylistic
markers which are determined by the traditionally
used instruments - the fiddle and the Hardanger
fiddle in particular. Since the 1990s Norwegian
folk music has moved from solo performance to
bands. Many of these are experimental, using new
tunes, instruments and arrangements and borrowing from other styles. It is here that overlaps with
Irish music occur, in three ways:
I. ensembles. The form of these in folk music,
their use of interaction between melody (fiddle,
accordion, flute, song, etc.) and accompaniment
(guitar, bouzouki, etc.), suggest Irish bands as role
models.
2. repertoire. The historical influence of the sea
connection between England, Scotland, Ireland
and western Norway condition s this. Many young
orwegian fiddlers have a repertoire of Irish
'session tunes' (well-known jigs, reels and hornpipes), even though very few have specialised in
Irish music. Accordingly, the relatively very small
repertoire ofNorwegian reels (ri() can be heard in
a variety of settings (heard in the playing of Anon
Egeland, Geitungen, Susanne Lundeng, Vegar
and Dag Vardal). Also, several newly composed
Norwegian tunes have a 'Celtic' feel in tonality or
form.
3. performance style. The fact th at stylistic
features (rhythm ic articulation, ornamentation,

notation

(c. 90 per cent in some way) and use the standard
notation system, but in a particular way in that
with a minimum of information they know how
to make it sound right. Breathnach's Ceol Rince na
hEireann has a particular usage of notation and
instructions to indicate complexities relating to
rolls, etc. on different instruments. Documentors
of fiddle-music will use additional markings to
indicate bow direction; so too plucked-strings
tutors for 'up or down' plectrum motion. Free-reed
tutors will show symbols for 'push' and 'pull', or
'suck' and 'blow', and for flutes and whistles the
player may be told where a breath can be taken.
Individual teachers, faced with young beginners,
very often employ their own specialist devices. At
an introductory level, for familiarisation only, most
instrument tutor books use graphics, sketches or
photos showing where to place what fingers.
numbers. A version of this is the numbering
system for whistle, flute or pipes beginners which
counts the fingers from the top down- 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6- and uses the symbols ' or" to indicate the
octave; this suits the 'circular' nature of the octaves
on those instruments. Fiddler P:idraig O'Keeffe
used his own teaching notation system, dubbed
'the Sliabh Luachra code' by Matt Cranitch.
See O'Keefe, Padraig.
ABC. The most common simple tune notation
system is alphabetic, using the letters A-G to
represent the note pitches. Duration, pitch and
grouping of the notes is done in various ways.
Every musician and teacher has variations on the
form ranging from basic to complex. The most
simple method used by teachers and musicians is
to indicate low octave notes by ABCDEFG upper

variation techniques) are so prescriptive for individual musics makes it easy to identify borrowings.
In this way it can be seen that many young
Norwegian folk musicians do draw on Irish music.
Exemplifying this are Frigg, Flukt, Bukkene Bruse,
Annbj0rg Lien band, Ferdafolk, Salt, Majorstuen,
Sturla & Andreas, Nordafjells, Hekla Sralstrenga,
Gjermund Larsen trio, and Fotefar.
paradox. Irish traditional music may be almost
invisible in the music life of Norway, in radio
broadcasting, album sales, festival programmes
and education. Yet it is present as an influential
and inspirational force in attractive, emblematic
sounds and 'grooves', and in implicit and explicit
practices in modern Norwegian folk music. Thus
it is an important reference point in the stylistic
behaviour which is typical of traditional music in
the modern world. [MAJ]
notation. This usually indicates the standard
western staff notation system as found in sheet
music, but there are other forms too. The oldest
evidence of notation in music in Ireland is religious,
this is in the Drummond Missal dating to the
twelfth century. Graphic representation of music
on paper (notation) made it possible (for those
educated in it) to pass music on to people remote
in place or time. However, particularly in the case
of traditional music, this can only indicate notes
to be played, and only so if originally noted, and
eventually read, accurately; it can not communicate
rhythmic subtlety. Therefore notation in traditional
music is usually seen as an aid to memory, and to
be utilised in tandem with an aural process. Many
of today's traditional musicians are music-literate
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case letters, and the next octave by A'B'C'D'E'F'G';
indicate a crotchet by placing a stop (.) under the
note; a dotted crotchet by a stop both under and
after the note. Note groupings in twos (polka),
threes Qigs) or fours (reed and hornpipe) are indicated by a linking arc under the notes.
international ABC. Pioneered by Ch r is
Walshaw and others with a view to standardising email and web tunes communication, this
form has evolved since the 1990s and follows a
fixed code. Software is available gratis on the
web at concertina.net/tunes for the instant conversion of this ABC form to standard notation;
abcnotation.com gives a full-scale application for
writing in this format. This remarkable facility will
convert any tune, if properly input, into perfect
music transcription without the need for any
software; it represents a quite revolutionary stage
in tunes transmission.
Upper-case letters represent notes in the first
octave, lower case those in the higher; a letter
followed by 2 indicates the time of 2 default notes
(2 quavers, or 1 crotchet), 3 = 3 quavers, dotted
crotchet or crotchet and quaver. Lines 2 and 4 of a
typical two-part tune are longer in order to accommodate a first-time and second-time round final
bar, indicated by the numbers 1 and 2 after the bar
line. A colon (:) indicates repeat; a single square
bracket (]) gives a closing bar line . The international ABC of the jig 'Ship in full sail':

X: 1

the number of tunes in the transcription

T: The
L: 1/8
R: jig
K: G

Ship in Full Sail

the title of the tune
the default note length, in this case a quaver
the tune type
the key signature

DGG BAG ldBA GBdlcdg dBGIABG AGE I
DGG BAGidBA GBdledg dBGI1 AGE G2E:I2
AGEG2B IJ
dgg bgglaga bgeldgg bgb la3 age I
dggbgglaga bgd ledg dBGI1 AGE G2B:I2 AGE G3l]

(Notes in the third octave are got by placing an
apostrophe (') after the lower-case letter).
sta nda rd nota tion. The symbols used for
'standard' music transcription, and the nature of
directive symbols associated with them, are perfectly applicable to traditional music, and are used
by most players, and all publishers. It is well to
know that this system is not a universal language
of communication, however. For there is much else
which must be known in order to interpret any
genre of music correctly from such a script- not
least the aural nature of style in traditional music.
It is more accurate to say that 'standard' notation
is an alphabet, out of which can be constructed
many languages, some of which may be stylistically
mutually unintelligible.
aurality. In traditional music such notation is
basically one way oflearning the notes of a tune, an
aid to working out difficult 'turns' or variations. But
(with the exception of analytical transcriptions) it

FoR A G AND CANGLo
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m1n mF#1 DJ:AimlclmiE
Key to symbols:

11 - pushed note; f"l = pulled note;
lO· middle C

t,

e ..

z, ctc • button number;
button pushed or pulled;
Ac '"' an,idcma ls row; C : C row; G = G row

Concertina beginner- notation system [Mick Bramich]
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Uilleann pipes graphic notation [BRV]

is never regarded as a set of instructions- as it may
be in classical music- rather it is a map according to which the player must travel by their own
taste, ingenuity and communally derived aesthetics in order to play the piece 'properly'. Regional
musics may well use similar notation, but will interpret it differently. Listening remains the way to
understand how to play the music. Irish music has
been using graphic representations since the early
eighteenth ce ntury, but these have only become of
any widespread practical use since the publication
of O 'Neill's collection. This, in fact, was available
to musicians in the regions from a library address
in Dublin in the 1920s and '30s; individual players
(like Lucy Farr, and Angela and Ita Crehan in later

fii
.-x.,.

~

-t?=?-;-£2 #

years) learned from it, and then aurally passed on
the tunes so learned to family, friends or neighbours.
In this way, tunes from earlier eras have been preserved for reconsideration by future generations, and
have also (perhaps confusingly) fed into repertories
which were gathered by later collectors in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Through O'Neill's
and Roche's transcriptions in the early twentieth
century, the facility of written music undoubtedly
marked the repertoires of the ceili bands of the following decades, just as surely as Breathnach's Ceo/
Rince 1 became a major part of the revival script.
electronic formats. All of the notation forms
have electronic versions, and can be transformed
from one form to another simply. For instance,

.

Padraig O'Keefe's notation system [courtesy Matt Cranitch]
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Double jig: Ship in Full Sail

ABC can be instantly converted to staff notation,
and vice versa. Many software programmes can
play back staff notation, and printed notation can
be scanned and converted to electronic format or
ABC; some programmes permit the translation
of a recording into staff notation. There is a wide
range of software for music notation, much of it
free or inexpensive, and use of it requires much discretion and aural knowledge. But as with graphics,
database or word processing the cost is typically
related to the functionality. All electronic notation
and translation forms are used by traditional musicians. [EDI]
See also O 'Keefe , P adraig; scale; transmission
evolution; g raphic notation. See rhythm ; time
sig nature; scales; variation.
notation an d sty le. Using notation, Breandan
Breathnach generated a significant catalogue of
Irish traditional music, some of it published in
the series Ceol Rince na hEireann. References to
music style are included in the notation of tunes
in Ceol Rince na hEireann 11 (1976), but were not
included in the first volume or subsequent volumes.
The second volume also introduced regional traditions to a wider audience. A number of collections
present repertoires from particular areas including Feldman and Doherty's The Northern Fiddler
(1979) and]ohnny O'Leary oJSiiabh Luachra edited
by Terry Moylan (1994). [DAK]
Steve Cooney's visual system. This guitarist has
devised a 'solar' notation system as a simple and
attractive method of reading and writing complex
494

musical forms. Though it was originally created
for children, he believes it to be an effective tool
for musicians involved with oral transmission. 1he
system depicts rhythm, harmony and melody in
circular geometrical patterns. Music notes are symbolised in orbits around a still central point. Motion
clockwise around this point indicates ascending
pitch, and descending pitch is indicated by counter-clockwise motion. Relative pitch is indicated
by the clock position of the note's location within
the orbit. Specific pitch is indicated by aligning
an alphabetical wheel of note names to the 'key'
required and reading the letter name that corresponds to the clock position of each note. All keys
are thus simultaneously written in 'relative' form
and may be easily transposed to any specific pitch.
The model builds on a previously acquired mental
calculation process- the ability to tell the time on
a circular clockface- rather than the acquisition of
a new mental grid, the five lines and spaces of staff
notation. [LJD]
e D ance Music of Sea mus E nnis. Published
by Na Piobairi Uilleann in 2007, this set of transcriptions and notes by Pat Mitchell uniquely
sets out to document both the more obvious and
the minor aspects of traditional music performance. The format and methodology are the result
of total familiarity with, and much research into,
Seamus Ennis's playing on uilleann pipes, especially on his early recordings. Because translation
into a permanent, visual medium demands decisive
presentation, the observations and deductions had

notation

to be considered carefully. Transcriptions of'good'
performances of the tunes all indicate the necessary
melodic and (gross) ornamental variation. But they
also include representation of nuanced alteration
on individual notes - such as the varying attack,
decay, dynamics and tone which run through the
player's performances. Strong syncopation and
more subtle rhythm shifts were also observed and
noted. Parallels for some or all of these techniques
were found in flute, concertina, pipes and fiddle
performance.
·cJassicar technique. The techniques found are
the same as those used by good 'classical' soloists,
though necessarily on a smaller scale to suit instrument and music. But an underlying condition of
piping is that since the piper does not have the
reed control which is available on mouth-blown
wind instruments, articulatory effects must be
produced through fingering alone. Ennis made
consistent use of such techniques throughout his
music, producing a background texture on which
the main structure of the melody sits in the (sonic)
foreground. Since many of the more subtle effects
employed by Ennis are no longer widespread in
current piping practice, it was decided to document
them by transcribing a statistically significant
sample of his repertoire which would include as
many as was possible to indicate in notation.
content. The result is the 179 detailed transcriptions in The Dance Music ifSiamus Ennis, ninety-five
of which are from commercial recordings, and the
remainder from private collections, copies of which
are held in the NPU archives. The core of the collection is Ennis's piping, but to give a flavour of
the breadth of his talents, some stories and whistle
transcriptions are also included. The bulk is dance
music, jigs and reels, but two marches and two
'pieces' are included, one of which, 'The Fox Chase',
can arguably be regarded as the definitive version.
provenance. Recording dates are indicated for
all of the commercial recordings, and where available, location and date are indicated for private
recordings- but, resulting from the free circulation
of private recordings among enthusiasts, frequently
the contributors to the project were unaware of
the original source. Most of the tunes transcribed
are or were in common circulation. The versions
would suggest that they are mostly derived in the

first instance from printed sources, mainly O'Neiil.
Ennis has, however, adapted all of the tunes to the
pipes and some gems from his collecting days are
presented, including 'The Pinch of Snuff' and 'Ceo
ar a' gCnoc'. In this collection the method of performance takes precedence over the tunes (making
it mostly of interest to pipers) and is therefore
directed more towards teaching and learning rather
than use as a standard tune book.
comparison. All the piping transcriptions are
detailed, purporting to show ail the tiny changes
and artefacts used and, for the first time in such
a collection, the regulator accompaniment is also
included. Where significant changes to melody or
accompaniment occur, repeats are also transcribed;
in order to aid comprehension each detailed transcription is preceded by an edited version of the
tune as a 'header'. The editor's direction, however,
is that the player should work from the sound at
all times, using the header to get the 'shape' of the
tune if it is not already familiar, and to inspect the
relevant section of the detail as required. The music
is, purposely, set out in four-bar staves which renders
variation clearly by following a bar down the page.
software. All transcription was performed using
Transcribe software which permits the digitised
sound to be slowed, tuned to a given pitch (from
approximately C# to D, as per convention, in this
case) and note durations and tempo measured.
The software also assists the ear in note recognition, being particularly useful for identifYing grace
notes. Identified notes were entered directly into
the engraving software program, Sibelius. In a
work of this complexity, total accuracy is impossible, but with at least four re-checks, along with
the Sibelius playback facility, the transcriptions are
without doubt highly accurate. Some minor errors
discovered subsequent to publication were corrected in the first reprint.
rhythm. Seamus Ennis made interesting use
of rhythm, sometimes varying the stress from bar
to bar. Initially, an attempt was made to capture
a sense of this, but eventually, what with conventions on rhythm (strong first note, third, fifth etc.
in 4/4) in existence for some hundreds of years
(Louis Qyantz, etc.), the potential complexity was
reduced by showing only gross changes to 'conventional' rhythm.
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symbols. Standard notation/scoring practice is
followed for the most part. Some standard Sibelius
scoring symbols - such as those for articulation,
accent and pitch - are adapted to indicate technique specific to piping. The curve sign, first used
by Breathnach to indicate a roll, appears freque ntly,
in many instances accompanied in this work by an
accent or articulation symbol, again to indicate the
specific technique used.
transcription issues in piping. Representation
of traditional music is typically done in the most
rudimentary fashion. This facilitates playing on any
instrument, and assumes that the player 'knows'
what to do. However, for someone aiming to play
to a high standard, or for a curious player wanting
to understand how certain effects are achieved,
graphic representation of a stylist's performance (in
the absence of a tutorial with the master player or
a researcher) is vital. In such a case it can provide
information visually that the ear alone may not be
able to decipher. The reasoning which follows uses
the analogy of the closest orchestral instrument to
the uilleann pipe chanter, the oboe.
e ects to be represented. The playing method
adopted by uilleann pipers facilitates the production of a range of musical effects not normally
associated with a reed-in-cap instrument or the
unvarying sound produced by the standard bagpipe
chanter. Closing the bottom of the chanter permits
the introduction of rests, staccato notes, tone variation and dynamics, in fact all, or analogues of all,
the effects available on a mouth-blown instrument
such as the oboe, albeit on a much smaller scale
than the orchestral instrument. In addition, the
piper can use the legato effects available on the
standard bagpipe and two special effects deriving
from chanter structure, the 'Hard Bottom D' and
the 'Ghost D'. In a basic transcription, aimed at
tune learning, say, standard notation serves adequately to indicate grace notes, staccato notes
and rests with the curved symbol introduced by
Breandan Breathnach indicating ornaments such
as rolls or crans. In the case of a highly detailed
transcription, such as appear in The Dance Music of
Seamus Ennis, additional symbols must be adopted
or adapted to indicate articulation and dynamics. In
addition, some standard notation symbols may be
used in a non-standard manner. Some conventions
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are assumed to be understood; the music is played
legato except where otherwise indicated; the basic
rhythm is the normal strong-weak, where accents
occur on the weak note being indicated.
articulation and dynamics. The piper uses
fingering techniques to replicate effects which
are available to the oboist through tonguing and
breath control. 'Tight piping' describes a method
of playing where momentary rests, typically of the
same duration as a grace note, are introduced to
enhance the attack on the following note and can
be indicated by the 'comma'
symbol (fig. 1).
The staccato mark is used,
Fig. 1
in a non -standard way, to
indicate an explosive effect
produced by a hard attack as
well as the usual shortening
of the note (fig. 2).
Fig. 2
Tight piping is facilitated by the use of the 'single-fingering' technique. In this, only the minimum
number of fingers needed to produce a given note
are raised, the fingers closing the vents below that
point. The technique effectively acts as tone and
volume control, curtailing both harmonic content
and sound level with the concomitant possibility
of raising the lower fingers and/or the chanter and
thereby increasing harmonic content and volume.
The volume increase
>
can be indicated by the
standard stress mark
(fig. 3).
Fig. 3
The indication for
I
I
a lift depends on the
speed and duration of
the lift. An upward
pointing articulation
Fig . 4
mark will indicate a
brief lift (fig. 4); a very slow lift and return on a
long note or sequence of notes can be indicated by
the standard crescendo and diminuendo marks (fig.
5), while the start and finish points of a chanter lift
or volume increase for a passage can be indicated
by a square bracket over the stave (fig. 6). As shown
in fig. 5, a slow lift on a note is frequently accompanied by a slide, indicated by the arrow symbol, up
to the note. A brief lift at the start of a note gives
articulation and, if fast enough, the characteristic
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notation

<>
'bark' sound of the 'pop'.
It can also be applied
during a full note or to
Fig. ·5
a grace note as shown. A
stress or an accentuated
grace on the weak note
introduces syncopation.
A subtle syncopation
and tone change introFig. 6
duced to a downward
legate movement by the
opening of the lower
vent while the upper
note is still playing can
Fig. 7
be indicated by showing
the stress occurring on the second half of the note
(fig. 7).
rolls and crans. Both long and short rolls may
be produced on the pipes in the 'standard' way,
using grace notes immediately above and below
the ornamented note (fig. 8 (1)). The upper grace
may be accented by raising it to a third or fourth
above the note (fig. 8 (2)). 'Tight' piping practitioners frequently substitute a silence for the lower
grace (fig. 8 (3)). No sign has as yet been devised
to distinguish the latter two techniques from the
'standard' roll. Unique to the pipes, the upper or
lower grace may be accented by briefly lifting
the chanter, this being indicated by an upward(fig. 9 (1)) or downward- (fig. 9 (2)) pointing
articulation sign. Part or all of a rolled note may be
accented by raising additional fingers andlor lifting

zf CJ

J JJ Jn

®JJ®J

the chanter for all or part of the note and can be
indicated by the standard accent sign. The cran is
the equivalent of the roll and is used on D, E and,
occasionally, E 1 in both the short (crotchet) and
long (dotted crotchet) forms. The number of notes
employed varies with individual preference. The
full form shown (fig. 10), as used by pipers such as
John Potts and Dinny Delaney, produces a striking
effect especially when introduced as a variant.
Crans are also indicated by the curve symbol.
special features. By convention since the mideighteenth century the 'Hard Bottom D', a note
rich in harmonics produced by preceding the D
with an A grace note, is the norm. So, while an
important performance feature, it does not need
indication. The two lowest vents on the chanter
must be opened to play E or £1. Opening only
the lower vent and applying sufficient pressure to
achieve a second octave produces the 'Ghost D'
much favoured by Seamus Ennis and used by Patsy
Touhey. The pitch lies between D 1 and Dil 1• Its
attraction lies in the striking tonal effect produced
against the D drones. Various signs have been
used to depict the Ghost Din the past. The halfsharp symbol, used in modern 'classical' practice,
positioned on the D' line of the stave, while
potentially confusing, most accurately depicts the
effect (fig. 11). E may also be played by keeping
the lowest vent closed and lifting the chanter.
Again this produces a striking tonal effect along
with increased volume and can be indicated by the
accent symbol where it occurs. [PMI)
.5

iJJ
V

(1)

(2)

(3)

Fig. 8. Cue for the roll onE with (1) standard use of grace notes;
(2) raising the first grace note; (3) replacing the lower grace note with silence

fJ j - iJIJJJ
F

V

(1)

I

iJ j - iJn]J
(2)

Fig. 9. (1) Use of an upward accent sign for articulating the upper grace note;
(2) downward sign for accenting the lower

V

. Fig. 10

Fig. 11 . Use of the 'halfsharp' symbol for ghost D
on (1) a D grace note; (2) a
full D note
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Nugent, Sean

Nova Scotia. See Canada: Cape Breton Island.
NPU. See Na Piobairi Uilleann.
Nugent, Se an. (d. 1996). Fiddle player, bandsman
and composer, he was born near D romore, Co.
Tyrone and lived most of his life in Lack, Co.
Fermanagh. His mother was a sister of the songwriter and poet Felix Kearney and engaged him
and his brother Packie (d.1974) from an early
age in traditional music. Packie and his daughter
Marie Gormley (accordion) played with Sean in
his Pride of Erin ceili band; the brothers were
founder members of CCE in Dromore, one of the
first branches in Ulster. Sean played and competed
at fleadhanna and won the All-Ireland fiddle in
1978, and the ceili band title with the Pride ofErin
in 1983 and '85. In latter years he taught music
in Dromore, Ederney, lrvinestown and Tempo as
well as at home. He recorded tracks for his son
Laurence's 1996 whistle and flute album Traditional
Irish Music on Flute and Tin Whistle and composed
a number of tunes. These were produced in 2008
by Gerry O'Connor, and published as a book and
en, The High Hiffs Of Largy. The compositions
are performed by O'Connor, Catha! McConnell,
Giles L e Bigot (guitar) and musicians taught by
N ugen t including his son Brendan and daughter
Catherine, Shane McAleer and Brenda McCann
(fiddles) and Annette Owens (accordion).
NUIG. Irish traditional music and dance studies
are part of the activities at the National University
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of Ireland, Galway, Centre for Irish Studies
through the BA Connect with Irish Studies,
the annual Irish Studies summer school, and at
advanced research level. Doctoral research projects
in traditional music include work on identity and
place, music as a culture economy, Irish song as an
historical resource and CCE in culture. The Irish
Studies seminar series provides a stage for contemporary research in the area. A dynamic connection
to the traditional arts is cultivated by the appointment of an annual sean-nos singer in residence, a
post first held by Brid Nf Mhaolchiar:iin in 2002,
followed by Josie She:iin Jeaic Mac Donncha,
Aine Nf Dhroighne:iin, M:iire Uf Dhroighne:iin
and Miche:il 6 Cuaig. 2008 saw the first appointment of a sean-nos dancer in residence- Seosamh
6 Neachtain. The Centre for Irish Studies has
facilitated the bestowal of the Joe Burke archive
on the library at NUIG and its digitisation.

NUIM. The BMus course at the National University oflreland, Maynooth has compulsory modules
in first and second year which provide a basic introduction to ethnomusicological concepts, methods
and selected regional studies. In third year, there is an
optional module (open to all students) on Irish traditional music, devised by accordionist Adrian Scahill,
which examines issues related to style, context and
revival and post-revival transformations. A thirdyear Issues in Musicology and Ethnomusicology
module examines recent trends in ethnomusicological thought. Tkre is also an optional tutorial on Irish
traditional music for MA Musicology students.

0
O'Beirne, James 'Lad'. (1911-80). Fiddle. A
musician of genius and modesty, 'Lad' O'Beirne
was raised on the 'hilly road' ofBunnanadden, Co.
Sligo, the son of fiddle master Phillip O'Beirne,
(1871-1929). Lad left Ireland for New York at
seventeen where he was friendly with Coleman
in the Sligo music circle. They played together
often, one non-commercial 1941 duet recording
showing much similarity in their styles. O'Beirne
never recorded any commercial solo tracks, but a
number of private recordings are in circulation. Tie
related qualities of his and Coleman's music can
render the two styles at times indistinguishable
to those unfamiliar with their playing. O'Beirne's
playing is indeed brisk and fastidiously precise,
like Coleman's, but his versions, variations and
tonal palette are distinctive, and his version of
'The Flogging Reel' is quite profound. On account
of the similarities shared with Coleman's playing
it is often assumed that Coleman's records were
an influence on O'Beirne. But stylistically these
traits were gleaned from Phillip O'Beirne at
Bunnanadden. Two of Lad's close associates were
Vincent Harrison and Paddy Reynolds, and many
fiddle players visited regularly with him, including
Andy McGann and Kerry fiddlers Denis Murphy
and Paddy Cronin. He is also very much associated
with fiddlers Martin Wynne, Louis Qyinn, and Ed
Reavy. [JES]
O 'Boyle, Sean. (1908-79). Collector, teacher,
broadcaster. From Belfast, he spent his working
life teaching in St Patrick's College, Armagh. An
Irish-language enthusiast with a particular love
for songs, he combined these interests in his 1944
collection Cnuasacht de Cheoltai Uladh. His scholarship led to him being invited to give the keynote
address to the CCE convention at the first Fleadh
Cheoil in Monaghan, 1952, and he was the prime
Ulster advisor and colleague to Peter Kennedy
and Seam us Ennis between 1952 and 1954 when
material was being recorded for the seminal radio
series As I Roved Out. In 1971 he was a founder
member of the Folk Music Society of Ireland.

H is great gift was his ability to pass on enthusiasm for the music, song and language he loved.
Unfortunately he is not well served by his later
publications, The Irish Song Tradition (1976) and
the posthumous (1980) Ogham, the Poet's Secret.
fTOMl

O 'Breschi, Antonio. See Breschi.

6 Briain, Donncha.

(196Q-90). Tin whistle. Born
in Dublin, he was both a specialist performer and
popular teacher of the tin whistle . He compiled
a comprehensive collection of tunes - The Golden
Eagle - aimed at all learning levels. Reissued by
CCE (Cluain Tarbh, 1993), it includes a piece
written in his memory by Charlie Lennon, 'The
Flying Wheelchair', this a tribute to his singlemindedness. Working by day in the Department of
Labour until his untimely death, he was an important and proactive member ofClontarfCCE where
he taught whistle. He recorded Donncha 6 Briain
in 1979.

6

Briain, G arry. (1949- ). Guitar, mandocello,
keyboards, oud. From Dublin city, he learned piano
from the age of nine and became familiar with
dance music through his grandfather's 0' eill and
Bunting collections. Playing guitar by fifteen, he
was impressed by 6 Riada's Fleadh Cheoil an Radio.
He played rock and classical while in UCD, then,
introduced to mandocello in his early twenties, he
began playing tunes, working also with blues and
country music. He experienced French Canadian
music while in Canada during the 1970s, and with
Jackie and Tony Small he recordedAengus in 1976,
studied fiddle-making with Arthur Grayson at
Limerick College of Music, ultimately setting up
a workshop in north Clare and making his own
instruments. He formed Buttons and Bows with
Seamus and Manus Maguire and Jackie Daly in
1984, this covering Irish, Shetland, Quebecois
and Scandinavian material. Since 1989 he has
partnered Mairtin O'Connor in Chatterbox, has
played with Gerry O'Connor and Len Graham
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O'Brien, Eileen

in Skylark, with Boys of the Lough and with John
Carry's At the Racket. A skilled strings arranger,
he has worked with the singing of Padraigin Ni
Uallachain, Len Graham and Tim Dennehy, and
has accompanied many of the major professional
players.
O'Brien, Eileen. Fiddler, composer. Born in
New York, the daughter ofTipperary accordionist
Paddy, she began playing fiddle at the age of twelve
and studied at the School of Music in Limerick.
She won the All-Ireland fiddle slow airs in 1979,
and fiddle itself in 1980, as well as duets with
Willie Fogarty (accordion) and Michael Cooney
(pipes), and trios with WiUie Fogarty and Michael
Harry (flute). She has composed numerous tunes,
and music for two masses, teaches fiddle at the
IWAMD in Limerick, and has prepared her
father's music for publication: The Compositions of
Paddy O'Brien.
O'Brien-Moran, Jimmy. (1957- ). Uilleann
pipes, saxophone. Born atTramore, Co. Waterford,
his interest in Irish music, and piping especially,
was awakened through Planxty, whose sleeve
notes prompted his listening to Seamus Ennis
and Willie Clancy. At age seventeen he began
playing on a Matt Kiernan chanter and homemade bag and bellows. Lessons from Tommy
Kearney, tips from Donncha 6 Maidin and Pat
Mitchell's classes at the Willie Clancy Summer
School in 1975 and 1976, at Liam O'Flynn's in
1977, all developed his playing, placing him on
The Piper's Rock showcase album of young pipers
in 1977. He played pipes, whistle and saxophone
with Scullion 1979-80 and also played saxophone
in a ten-piece dance band for several years. Having
worked in the jewellery trade for a number of years
he took a music degree in 1992 and now lectures at
WIT. His PhD research at UL concerned Galway
piper Paddy Conneely; he was Fulbright visiting
professor at Boston College in 2008. He plays a
pre-1825 Colgan B set, this 'loaned for life' by the
late Scan Reid. He played at the Sense of Ireland
festival in London in 1980 and at the French 1996
l'Imaginaire Irlandais festival, has toured Europe,
and USA and New Zealand. He gives workshops,
lectures and writes in the field of piping. His solo
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entitled Sedn Reid's Favourite was released in
1996.

CD

O 'Brien, Paddy (Off.). (1945- ). Accordion
player, collector. Born at Castlebarnagh, Daingean,
Co. Offaly. In his youth he travelled to various
parts of Ireland seeking out older players, these
including Joe Delaney and Dan Cleary of Offaly,
Donegal fiddler John Doherty, Paddy Fahy, Eddie
Kelly from Galway, Frank McCollum of Antrim,
Scan Ryan from Tipperary, and Johnny Henry
from Mayo. In Dublin by 1969 he played with
fiddlers John Kelly and Joe Ryan -an apprenticeship of a sort with informal lessons on settings,
stories about the music and the players. He has
played in many ceili bands: 196 7-8, Ballinamere,
with Peter Kilroe, Dan Cleary, Scan Monaghan,
Sean Conlan, and Michael Lynam; 1967-8, Scan
Ryan Trio, with Scan and Kathleen Ryan; 1969-78,
Castle Ceili Band, with Michael O'Connor, John
Kelly, Scan Keane, Michael Tubridy, Joe Ryan,
John Dwyer, Bridie Lafferty and Benny Carey;
1971-8, Ceoltoirf Laighean, with Eamon de
Buitlear, John Kelly, James Kelly, Paddy Glackin,
Peter Phelan, Mary Bergin, Michcal 6 hAlmhain,
and Aileen McCrann; 1978-82, Bowhand, with
J ames Kelly and Dai thi Sproule; 1983-4, Hill
16, with Sean O'Driscoll and Tom Dahill; then
in Chulrua with Tim Britton and Pat Egan (now
with Patrick Ourceau). In 1978 he went to the
United States to record for Shanachie Records
with fiddler James Kelly and guitarist Daithi
Sproule. He settled in Minneapolis in 1983, since
then playing all over the US, becoming one of the
anchor artists for John D. McGurk's Bar in Saint
Louis, the only US venue with Irish traditional
music seven nights a week. In his forty years of
playing he has collected more than 3,000 jigs,
reels, hornpipes, polkas, slides, airs and marches including many rare and unusual tunes. A careful
listener (this archive is retained in his memory) ,
his 1994 National Endowment project committed
some 500 pieces to tape as The Paddy O'Brien Tune
Collection, the first published oral collection of
traditional music. Regarded as a generous teacher,
he is often consulted for source material on tunes,
and some twenty of his tune notations appear in
Breathnach's Ceof Rince na hEireann, vols 2 and 3.

6 Cadhla,
He has won numerous awards at all levels, most
notably the 1969, '70, '73 and '77 Oireachtas
accordion; 1969 Oireachtas with the Castle Ceili
Band; 1970 and '77 All-Ireland senior accordion.
He received Minnesota State Arts Board's master
artist Folk Arts Apprenticeship grants in 1989,
'93 and '96. His 1978 album with James Kelly and
Daithi Sproule, Is It Yourself?, is a classic, as is the
1982 Spring in the Air with the same line-up. His
solo album is Stranger at the Gate (1988), and other
recordings are with the Doon Ceili Band and with
Patrick Ourceau in Chulrea on Down the Bark
Lane and Ihe Singing Kettle.

O'Brien, Paddy (Tipp.). (1922-91). Accordion,
fiddle, born at Newtown, Co. Tipperary. His
grandfather Pat played fiddle and concertina,
uncles Paddy and Mick were celebrated fiddle and
concertina players and aunt Margaret played fiddle.
His father Dinny (1886-1978) was a fiddler and
the leader of the Bridge Ceili Band. Dinny got
much of his repertoire from Mick Qyinn who
had learned from uilleann pipers Matt Seymour
and Darby Kennedy of Portroe. The family home
was a meeting place for musicians, and Paddy and
his sister Mary began to play fiddle at age seven,
but subsequently came to concentrate on accordion. His first influence and teacher on this was
local Garda sergeant John Kelly of Aughrim,
Co. Galway. At fourteen, with his father and
flute player Bill Fahy of Puckane, he broadcast
live on 2RN from Killaloe, and they formed the
Lough Derg Ceili Band. A noted composer, his
All-Ireland win in 1953, and the three records he
made before going to America in 1954 made him
the role model for two generations of accordion
players. Like Coleman and, later, Joe Burke, his
tune selections have been widely copied; so too his
BIC style, which he related to his close association
with many fiddlers down the years and his observations of their variations. In his career he played
with the Tulla, Aughrim Slopes, New York and
Ormond ceili bands. He was leader of the Ormond
Ceili Band and composed much of its material,
and was with them as All-Ireland winners in 1979,
'80, '81 and '84. His recordings include the 1949
Irish Champion Players (Boston, 1953), three 78
Columbia recordings, and the 1972 EP Ihe Banks

Labhras

if the Shannon with Seamus Connolly (fiddle) and
Charlie Lennon (piano), which was released on
eo in 1991. His compositions are published in the
1992 Ihe Compositions if Paddy O'Brien, and the
2009 Ihe Definitive Collection if the Music if Paddy
O'Brien 1922-1991, both compiled and edited by
his daughter Eileen (fiddle). [EDI, EIO]
6 Broithe, Eamonn. (1960- ) Uilleann pipes,
song. Born at Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin, he began
learning pipes from Leon Rowsome in 1972. Visits
to the Ring Gaeltacht area of Co. Waterford intraduced him to the great singers Padraig and Nioclas
T6ibin and initiated a lifelong interest in the song
tradition of the Deise and in the Gaelic literary
tradition of Munster. He moved to Connemara in
1980 and now lives in Galway city; he has been a
frequent performer and lecturer in Ireland as well
as abroad. He is featured on several recordings, has
written for various publications on topics related
to traditional music, song and folklore and Gaelic
poetry and was a major contributor to TG4's
2006 documentary on Nioclas T6ibiin, Orpheus na
nDiise.

6

Cadhla, Labhnis. (1889-1961). A traditional
singer, piper and lilter from Scairt na Draighni
in the Sliabh gCua area in north-west Waterford,
he learned the majority of his large repertoire of
songs from his mother, who was born in 1847,
and an aunt who was born in 1823. He was the
last exponent of the rich tradition of his area and
was recorded first in 1928 by Dr Wilhelm Doegen
of the Preussische Staatsbibliothek, Berlin and
later by Seamus Ennis for RE in 1948, using
the Mobile Recording Unit, and for the BBC in
the early 1950s. He was also recorded by Ciaran
Mac Mathuna and Breandan 6 Cnaimhsi for RE
and by the Irish Folklore Commission. Seamus
Ennis held 6 Cadhla in the highest regard, stating
that he was one of the two finest sean-n6s singers
of all those he had heard and recorded during his
extensive collecting career. Ennis himself sang a
number of songs learned from him and played
some of these as slow airs on the pipes, notably
'Pilib Seimh 6 Fathaigh' (Gentle Philip Fahy).
6 Cadhla had in his repertoire a number
of songs written by two of his contemporaries,
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6 Canainn, Tomas
P:idraig 6 Mileadha and Diarmuid Stokes, and
his singing style was quite different to any other
known style, being at a brisk tempo and making
use of rhythmic and intervallic ornamentation with
subtle variations.
He was a travelling teacher of Irish under the
auspices of the Gaelic League and also taught
summer courses in Irish at Ardmore and Col:iiste
na Rinne for over thirty years until1960. He lived
in Cappoquin from the 1920s and never married.
No recording exists of his piping but Seamus Ennis
gave as his opinion in an obituary broadcast that he
was a highly competent player of the instrument.
A CD of his singing, lilting and speech, Labhrds
6 Cadhla- Amhrdin 6 Shliabh gCua, was issued in
2000 and contains song texts and a full biography
by P:idraig 6 Cearbhaill. [PEB]

6 Canainn, Tomas. (1930- ). Uilleann piper,
singer, composer, author. He was born in Derry,
and while working in England, was a founder
member of the Liverpool Ceili Band. In Cork he
formed Na Fili, and was dean of Engineering at
UCC. He taught uilleann pipes for many years at
Cork School of Music. Author of several books,
including the general study Traditional Music in
Ireland, he has two solo albums, and played on all
the Na Fili recordings. He also published a selection of his own tunes as well as a book and CD
collection of 100 slow airs. He has two books of his
own poems - Melos and Dorndn Ddnta. He succeeded Se:in 6 Riada in UCC and lectured on Irish
music there for a number of years after 6 Riada's
death. He has written two biographies of the great
man- Sedn 6 Riada: His Life and Work (2003) and
Sedn 6 Riada: Saol agus Saothar (1993), this last
with Gearoid Mac a' Bhua. 6 Canainn has many
choral compositions to his credit, including the
mass,Aifreann Cholmci!le. In 2004 he was awarded
CCE's Ard-Ollamh, and in 2008 was honoured at
the UCC Alumni Achievement Award ceremony.
[MACl

6 Caodhain, Colm. (1893-1975). Singer. Born
in Glinsce, Carna, Co. Galway and lived there
for most of his life. The eldest of nine children, he
received little, if any, formal schooling. He learned
many of his songs from his father and from
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local people. He spoke little English, although
he could probably understand it. Seamus Ennis,
then a full-time collector with the Irish Folklore
Commission, visited him in 1943, discovering in
him a rich source of music, song and lore. A deep,
lifelong friendship ensued during which Ennis
collected over two hundred items from the singer,
comprising songs for the most part, some of which
6 Caodh:iin composed himself, and also tunes, airs,
and a vast amount of other lore. Other collectorsincluding Alan Lomax - also recorded him, using
many methods including manuscript, wax cylinders, photographs, audio-tapes and film. He can
be heard on UNESCO's Ireland. [RIU]
O'Carolan. The name by which seventeentheighteenth century harper Turlough Carolan is
often known. Goldsmith called him 'Carolan'
(1760, twenty-two years after the harper's death);
Walker (1786) referred to him as 'O'Carolan';
Bunting, who dealt with harpers in 1792, referred
to him as 'Carolan', as does, more recently, Donal
O'Sullivan (1958). He is addressed in this text as
'Carolan, Turlough'.
O'Carolan Harp, Cultural and Heritage
Festival. Initiated in Nobber, Co. Meath, by
Tony Finnegan of CCE in 1988 to mark the
250th year of the harper T urlough Carolan's death,
it has workshops on harp, fiddle, button accordion, whistle and flute. Lectures on archaeology,
history, architecture and folklore provide context
to the area's music. Major names in harping have
taken part, including Aibhlin McCrann (of the
Arts Council, An Chuirt Chruitireachta and
Cairde na Cruite), Cormac de Barra, Michael
Rooney, Helen Price, Aisling Ennis, M:iire Ni
Chathasaigh, Gr:iinne Yeats, Helen Davies, Mary
O'Hara, Janet Harbison and the Belfast Harp
Orchestra. The event precipitated such a demand
for learning harp that the organisers, in collaboration with Cairde na Cruite, were able to set up
the Meath Harp School in 1993. An ESB-assisted
scheme helps the purchase of instruments for its
c. 60 students, some of which are supplied by local
harp maker Jan Muylaert. The renewed consciousness about harping led to the installation in 2003
of a sculpture of Carolan in Nobber. Dearbhall

6 Conluain,
Finnegan is the school's director, classes are oneto-one, and students are prepared for RIAM and
CCE grades exams. A Harp Ensemble provides
performance experience in music from a variety of
genres- Carolan, classical and traditional; in 2009,
thirty-two of its students played at a concert in the
National Concert Hall, Dublin. [JAM]

6 Cathain, D arach. (1922-87). Born in Maimin,
Leitir Moir, Co. Galway. Seventh in a family of
twelve children, five boys and seven girls, he
acquired his songs and his love of singing from
his mother. In 1935, as part of a government
scheme for improved conditions, the family sold
their home and land in Connemara and relocated
to the newly established Gaeltacht in Rath Cairn,
Co. Meath. He married Brid Ni Chonaire, originally from Ros Muc in Co. Galway, who moved
to Meath in 1937. They emigrated to England
where he worked as a builder in Leeds. An LP of
his singing, Darach 6 Cathdin, was issued by Gael
Linn in 1975. [RlU]
6 Cathain, Diarmuid. (1926-97). Accordion;
organiser. From Lixnaw, Co. Kerry, he was one of
the founding members of CCE in the county in
1959. Secretary of the county board in the period
of the organisation's rapid expanison there, he
became one of CCE's first full-time employees as
Munster organiser in 1968, and that for all-Ireland
in 1972. The organiser of CCE's early USA tours,
he became manager of its Duchas centre in Tralee
in 1978, chair of the Munster Council, then general
Secretary of CCE, elected president in 1991.
He was instrumental in setting up the Ceolann
museum and education centre at Lixnaw in 1985,
and from 1994 to '96 his 'Na Ridiri' project toured
the USA, Britain and Austrilia.
6 Ceannabhain, Peadar. (1956- ). Sean-nos
singer. Born and reared at Aill na Brun, Cill
Chiarain in Connemara, Co. Galway, he comes
from a long line of poets and singers: the celebrated poet Jeaic Bacach 6 Guairim was his
maternal grandmother's grandfather; singer,
seanchai and athlete, Coilin Sheain Dhudara 6
Cualain, was his uncle. Both his father, Maidhcil
Phiotair a' Ghabha and his grandfather, Peadar a'

Proinsias

Ghabha, were singers . He writes about sean-nos
singing and gives lectures and workshops on the
traditional singing and songs of Connemara. He
has taught courses on oral poetry in various universities. He is also interested in Scottish Gaelic
traditional singing and has sung with such singers
in both Ireland and Scotland. He edited Eamon a
Burc: Scea!ta (1983), and his 1997 solo album (with
audio web-link) is Mo Chuid Den tSao!.

6 Cearbhaill, Padraig.

(1956- ). Sean-nos singer.
Grew up in an Irish-speaking family in south-west
Limerick where spoken English was still greatly
influenced by Irish. He learned his songs initially
from his father, but feels a great affinity to t he
songs of the Deise area of Munster, especially those
of Sliabh gCua in north-west Waterford. Nioclas
Toibin, Tadhg CundhUn, Labhras 6 Cadhla, Brid
Ni Nunain and Padraig de Faoite from Deise
Mumhan in Waterford and Sean 6 Donaile from
Uibh Rathach in Co. Kerry have all been influences. A placename researcher by profession, his
songs can be heard on Seachrdn Sidhem and on
Amhrdin na Siad- jewels and Pathways. [LIM]
O chs, Bill (1946- ). Uilleann pipes, flute, whistle.
Born at Newark, New Jersey, he played with The
Green Fields of America in 1978 and '79, with the
New York Irish Arts Center house band 1972-80,
and currently with the band Teergoneen. He is
widely known for his research, and particularly
for his publications The C!arke Tin Whistle (1988),
Pennywhistle for Beginners (2004) and his productions Micho Russe/1, Ireland's Whistling Ambassador
(1993 video), Micho Russe/1, Ireland's Whistling
Ambassador (1995 en) and Catha! McConne/1,
Long Expectant Comes at Last (2000). He plays on
Rounder's The Light Through the Leaves (1983) and
has created music for stage, dance and film. He
taught music at the New York Arts Center 19732009 and currently teaches whistle, flute and pipes
in New York City and live via Skype. Indicative of
the popularity of the instrument, his whistle tutor
has also been translated into Japanese.

6 Conluain, Proinsias . (1919- ). Broadcaster,
researcher and radio producer, he was born near
Benburb, Co. Tyrone, an area of importance in
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O'Connell, Connie

Irish history and rich in the variety of its cultural
traditions. At boarding school in St Patrick's
College, Armagh, he was fortunate to find on the
teaching staff there such influential figures as the
Gaelic scholar Padraig Mac Giolla an Atha (Paddy
Forde), Sean O'Boyle and Jerry Hicks. The two
last-named he was to record on many occasions
later as contributors to various series and documentaries which he compiled for RE from 1947
onwards and, later, RTE radio. Those series had
such titles as The Ballad Tree, The Singer and the
Song, Between the Jigs and the Reels, all featuring
traditional music and song, their provenance and
performers. As scriptwriter and producer over a
period of almost forty years he was responsible
for numerous documentaries featuring such collectors as Carl Hardebeck, Henry Morris (Enri
6 Muirgheasa), Sam Henry, Capt. Francis O'Neill,
and such as Robert Cinnamond from Glenavy,
Mrs Eileen Keaney of Glenelly and Belfast, Eddie
Butcher ('By the Strands of Magilligan'), John
Maguire ('The Rosslea Pad') and John Rea ('The
Dulcimer Man from Glenarm'). Since his retirement he has, as founder-editor of Duiche Nii/1, the
journal of the O'Neill-Country Historical Society,
contributed many articles thereto about his collecting experiences and the people he has met. His
1997 article, 'Cuimhni Cinn ar an Oireachtas', published by Conradh na Gaeilge, deals largely with
the development of the sean-nos style of singing
through the festival's hundred years of competitions and performance.
O 'Conn ell , C onni e. (1943- ). Fiddler and
composer, born at Kilnamartra, west Cork. His
father's family had a history of fiddle playing, and
his mother played single-row melodeon. Growing
up, he was influenced by Sliabh Luachra musicians Padraig O'Keeffe and Denis Murphy. He
featured on a CCE recording Ceol Go Maidin in
the late '80s, along with Seam us Mac Mathuna and
Jimmy Doyle. His solo album (The Torn jacket) on
Shanachie came out in 1999. He teaches fiddle at
University College, Cork and at the Willie Clancy
School.
O 'Connell's, Dan. Pub, Knocknagree, Co. Cork.
The revival, and survival, of traditional music is
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often associated with particular friendly houses
in the licensed trade. Such a spot in the Sliabh
Luachra has been 'Dan Connell's'. Bought by
O'Connell in 1964, on St Stephen's Night of
that year he invited Johnny O'Leary and Denis
Murphy, two of the best-known Sliabh Luachra
players, to host a regular session. Murphy died in
1974; O'Leary continued until shortly before his
death in 2004. The bar saw many noted musicians
and media visitors over the years - Seamus Ennis,
Willie Clancy, Ciaran Mac Mathuna and Eileen
Ivers have all been through its doors.Julia Clifford
often played there during her regular trips home
from England. As set-dancing activity expanded,
so did the pub, with a middle bar and, later, a dance
area added to the rear. Despite the fact that it never
advertised, the pub has attracted musicians and
dancers from all over the world, and has featured
in many television programmes. 1k album I gCnoc
na Grai by Tony MacMahon and Noel Hill was
recorded there, as was Dance Music from the Cork/
Kerry Border by Johnny O'Leary. From 1998 until
its closure in 2007, the pub was run by O'Connell's
daughter, Mairead, and her husband, Tim Kiely,
who was Johnny O'Leary's regular guitar accompanist. Dan O'Connell died in 2009. [PAA l
O 'Connor, Gerry. (1958- ) Banjo. A native of
Portroe, Nenagh, Co. Tipperary, and a former pupil
of accordionist Paddy O'Brien, he was born into a
strong music tradition. His father Liam is of the
O'Connor family of Brosna, Co. Kerry, a fiddle
player and member of the Ormond Ceili Band led
by Paddy O'Brien; a schoolteacher, Liam was principal at Portroe NS. Gerry's maternal grandfather
Michael Kennedy (Portroe) played fiddle in the
Bridge Ceili Band led by O'Brien's father, Dinny.
A highly imaginative, extrovert and innovative
banjo player, O'Connor plays a variety of musics;
his brother Michael plays accordion, and sister
Ann-Marie whistle. His recordings include Time
to Time, Myriad, No Place Like Home and High Up
-Low Down. [EIO]
O 'Connor, Gerry. (1958- ). Fiddle. Born in
Dundalk, Co. Louth, he was taught to play by his
mother Rose (nee O'Brien) and developed repertoire locally and through music transcriptions
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passed down the generations in her family. Sligo
musician John Joe Gardiner who lived in the town
had a big stylistic influence on him, and O'Connor's
playing experience was further enriched by the
passage through of major stylists who played in
Mark's Bar and other music houses. He was a
founder of the band Skylark with Garry O'Brian
and Mairtin O'Connor, with whom he recorded
and toured for a decade. He formed La Lugh with
singer and flute player Eithne Ni Uallach:iin, with
one of their albums,Brighids Kiss, being voted 1996
album of the year in Irish Music Magazine. His
wider interest in traditional music affairs led him to
train as a fiddle maker and repairer and, from 2005
to 2007, to complete a major editing and analysis
of the collected music of Luke Donnellan; the latter
was done as a Master's research project at DkiT. He
teaches, workshops and performs fiddle in Brittany,
in France and all over Europe, out of which repute
in 1991 he became the founder of what became
Rencontre Musicale Irlandaise Tocane Saint Apre,
a successful, continuing Irish-music summer school
in the Perigord region of southern France. A regular
performer with Gilles Le Bigot, he has recorded an
album with him (En Concert/In Concert) in addition
to others: Skylark (1987),Ail ifIt (1989), Light and
Shade (1992) and Raining Bicycles (1996) made with
the band Skylark; Cosa gan Bhroga with Eithne Ni
Uallachain and Desi Wilkinson (1987); La Lugh
(1991), Brighids Kiss (1996) and Senex Puer with
La Lugh. In 2007 he produced an album and CD
of the compositions of Fermanagh bandsman
Sean Nugent (The High Hills of Largy), and in
2009-10 produced a multi-en collection of some
350 songs sung by Cathal McConnell. His solo
album journeyman (2004) charts his music development in both repertoire and style, and celebrates
the music of his south Ulster, north Louth region,
with material from Luke Donnellan's Oriel Songs
and Dances, handwritten manuscripts handed down
from his grand aunt Elizabeth O'Brien, from local
mentors including his mother, Tallanstown brothers
Tommy and Peter McArdle, Rory Kennedy and
JohnJoe Gardiner.
See also Donnellan, Rev. Luke; La Lugh.
O'Connor, Mliirtin. (1955- ). Accordion. From
Barna, Co. Galway, he was raised in Galway city,

and encouraged in music by his paternal grandparents who played melodeon. Beginning at the
age of nine, he picked up repertoire too from 78s
of groups such as The Flanagans (a favourite of
his mother); later he learned through radio and
television. A planned career in electronics was
interrupted in 1976 after a request to play with
singer Thorn Moore. He played with the band
Midnight Well 1978-9, with The Boys of the
Lough in 1980, and toured the USA and Europe
with Dolores Keane's Reel Union in the early
1980s. He then played with De Dannan from
1983 to 1987, with fiddler Gerry O'Connor, then
Skylark from 1992 to '96. He recorded the solo
Connachtmans Rambles in 1978, Perpetual Motion
in 1990, and Chatterbox in 1993 and played with
Frankie Gavin and Carl Hessian.
guesting. He has guested on many recordings,
has done several pieces of film music, and plays
the theme for the TG4 series Ros na Run. He has
been a session musician on recordings with such
as Rod Stewart, Elvis Costello, Mark Knopfler,
The Chieftains and The Dubliners. In 1992 he
performed solo with the RTE Concert Orchestra
in Bill Whelan's The Seville Suite, and was the first
accordion player with Riverdance in 199 5 when
he received the (then) AIB Traditional Musician
of the Year award. With fiddle player Cathal
Hayden and guitarist Seamie O'Dowd he recorded
Crossroads in 2008, and with Garry 6 Briain collaborated on the recording Spiccato junction with
the Galway-based Contempo String Qyartet. He
has composed many dance tunes and other pieces,
several of these on his fourth solo album The Road
West, and in 2003 he composed the Rain if Light
Fireworks Suite for Dublin's St Patrick's Festival.
[EDI,MAO]

O 'Connor, Mick. (1943- ). Flute player, archivist,
researcher, music historian. Born in the Liberties of
Dublin where many of the Dublin piping families
lived. He was a member of the Pipers' Club from
the late 1950s through to the '70s when he trained
the Pipers' Club Ceili Band. In his youth he was
a member of the Fin tan Lalor Pipe Band. A pupil
of John Egan, the Co. Sligo flute player, he has
broadcast and recorded with Sean Keane ofThe
Chieftains and Charlie Lennon, and in the 1960s
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was leader of the Castle Ceili Band. A former
assistant secretary and president of the Association
oflrish Traditional Musicians, he is a lecturer and
teacher at the Willie Clancy Summer School and
CCE's Scoil Eigse. A member of the curatorial
committee of the National Print Museum, he has
made the largest collection of archival photographs
of older traditional musicians, and has interviewed
and written up the lives of numerous Dublin-based
musicians. A founder member of CCE's advisory
An Coiste Ceoil, he was involved in the production of two seminal recordings in a joint CCE/
Gael Linn venture Seoda Ceoil, featuring Sean
Keane, Willie Clancy, Seamus Ennis, John Kelly
andJohnJoe Cannon. A painter, and a professional
in print management, much of his work has been
in the design and production of LPs, cos, videos
and books relating to Irish music, including Denis
O'Brien's whistle tutor The Golden Eagle, Harry
Bradshaw's Michael Coleman, Charlie Lennon's
Musical Memories and Kathleen Nesbitt's fiddle
tutor. He has trained numerous successful ceili
bands and has written many articles for journals
on the flute, piping, bands and music style.
O 'Connor, Nuala. (1953- ). Researcher, producer,
writer. Born in Dublin, she was a founding
member of Eigse na Trionoide, traditional music
festival in Trinity College Dublin (begun in 1974),
and later of the Dublin Folk Festival. She joined
RTE Radio in 1979 as a researcher, then worked
as a radio producer from 1984. She left to set up
Hummingbird Productions in 1987. Assistant
producer to Philip King on Bringing it All Back
Home, she is the author of the book of the same
name which accompanied the series and also was
scriptwriter on the one-hour version of Bringing it
All Back Home edited for US broadcast which won
an Emmy in 1994. She was series editor, researcher
and writer on A River of Sound for RTE and BBC,
and Christy for RTE, as well as Meitheal, Bldth
Gach Geag dd dTig and Laoi na Pibe- documentary films for TnaG. From 1992 to 1997 she was
the traditional music album reviewer for The Irish
Times. She has worked as writer-director on Se Mo
Laoch, a documentary series for TG4 on the lives
of master traditional muusicians like Johnny Leary,
Joe Burke, Joe Ryan, Brian and Eithne Vallely,
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Tommy Peoples, Kitty Hayes, Tony MacMahon,
Sarah Ann O'Neill, Frank Harte and others. For
RTE she wrote and eo-directed two series of
The Raw Bar presented by Dermot McLaughlin
(2007), and two documentaries, one on Donal
Lunny (2007), the other on the life of the writercomposer Thomas Moore.
O 'Connor, Rose. (1920-2008). Fiddle player,
teacher. Born Shancarnan House, Moynalty, Co.
Meath. Her father John O'Brien played fiddle
and her mother Elizabeth (nee Smith) fiddle and
concertina. Learning the basics from her father,
she studied in Kells with Leonard Cantwell, with
whom she also played in the Silver Star Ceili Band.
She subsequently played with the Emerald Ceili
Band before emigrating to London in 1946. In
1951 she returned to Ireland to visit her sister who
lived in Dundalk. Here she met her future husband
Peter and settled, playing in her brother-in-law Joe
Dunne's Cuchulainn Ceili Band until1958. In
1964 she began teaching her sons Brendan, Peter
and Gerry fiddle, and later daughter Eilish. At
Rory Kennedy's request she took on other students,
so beginning forty years of daily fiddle teaching in
her home which produced many fine players. Three
of these were in the first Dundalk CCE band to
win the All-Ireland under-18 in 1967, and others
have won duet, trio and ceili band titles. Many play
professionally in Ireland and abroad. Many of her
former students have followed her lead and teach
fiddle in Dundalk.

Rose O'Connor in The Cuchulainn Ceilf Band, Dundalk,
c. 1949: (back) Tommy Coburn, Gerry Curran (fiddles) ,
Vincent Atkinson; (front) Jamsie Martin (leader), Joe
Dunne (accordions), Oliver Woods (drums) [GOC]

O'Daly, John

O'Curry, Eugene. (1794-1862). Antiquarian,
researcher, chronicler of manuscripts, author of
Musical Instruments of the Ancient Irish. Born at
Dunaha West, south of Kilkee, Co. Clare, his
father was Owen M6r O'Curry, a respected oral
historian, seanchaf and farmer. Eugene grew up
in an Irish-speaking culture in which the storytelling and the tales of Finn were still valued. At
age sixteen he was helped to learn English by Fr
Meehan of Carrigaholt but poverty dictated that
he remain working on the land. He taught for a
few years at Kilferagh, then moved to labouring
in Limerick city in 1824. He became an overseer,
then got a position as warden in the hospital. From
youth he had an obsessive interest in the Irish
language and he collected old manuscripts, thus
acquiring a scholarly reputation which, through a
chance meeting with George Smith (of Hodges
Smith publishers), led him to a position with the
Ordnance Survey in Dublin in 1835.
Royal Irish Academy. The founding of this body
in 1795 for the study of literature and antiquities
had helped to develop a basis for exploring Gaelic
culture. George Petrie had joined the society in
1827, and two years later as a council member put
in train a nationwide manuscript collecting process.
In this connection George Smith had travelled to
Limerick, met with O'Curry and encouraged him
into the Academy. John O'Donovan of Kilkenny
had already joined in 1832, and the triumvirate of
he, Petrie and O'Curry succeeded in establishing
a solid foundation for Irish studies and linguistics.
In 1826, Capt. Lorcom, director of the then land
survey and valuation, decided to chronicle history,
antiquities and social conditions. The task was
deputised to Petrie, who involved O'Donovan and
O'Curry. O'Donovan worked in the field, investigating place names, O'Curry supplied him with
manuscript backup. Their work continued until
1842, producing 193 volumes of Survey Letters
- still in the RIA - these containing the names of
62,000 investigated townlands and 144,000 names
on maps. Despite these successes, funding was
withdrawn because of the emotional and cultural
sustenance the research implicitly provided for the
Young Ireland movement.
rigour. During this time 1he Nation newspaper was founded by Thomas Davis and Charles

Gavan Duffy (1842), and scholarly societies
were set up - the Irish Archaeological Society in
1840, the Celtic Society in 1845 and the Ossianic
Society in 1854. The Nation published material
compiled by O'Curry and O'Donovan, as well
as an Irish grammar and the Annals of the Four
Masters. In 1842 O'Curry was employed by the
RIA to research and catalogue their MSS material,
and this he did in painstaking detail. His work
involved copying tattered texts of up to 1,000
years' vintage, translating them, and explaining
their references, this done on meagre and precarious wages. In 1849 O'Curry catalogued the British
Museum's Irish MSS, almost hitting penury in the
process. O'Curry and O'Donovan - married to
sisters from Broadford, Co. Clare- were eventually given good salaries in 1852 with the setting up
of the Brehon Law Commission, but their work
there was frustrated by ignorance, their task never
since completed. O'Curry was eventually recognised by Cardinal Newman and was given the
chair oflrish History and Archaeology at the new
Catholic University in Dublin. He helped Petrie
with his music collection, and from 1857 to 1862
he delivered in the college his famous lecture series
'On the Manners and Customs of the Ancient
Irish', dying of a heart attack soon after the last of
them. O'Donovan died six months later. It is these
lectures, edited by W.K. O'Sullivan, published in
1873 in three volumes, which are the source of
much information on music in early Ireland. The
detail of investigation of both instruments and
scales rates O'Curry's contribution as among the
first works of what today would be termed ethnomusicology. [MUO]

O'Daly,John. (1800-78). Celtic scribe, scholar
and collector, born at Farnane, near Cappoquin,
Co. Waterford and renowned as a transcriber and
author. He worked for most of his lifetime with
the Irish Society and the Celtic Society, and also
the Ossianic Society which was founded in his
home at Anglesea Street, Dublin in 1843. His
best-known work, 1he Poets and Poetry ofMunster:
A Selection of I rish Songs by the Poets of the Last
Century (1849), contains Irish poetry and music.
This was followed by a second series published
in 1860, which featured translations by George
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Sigerson. O'Daly's published works all promote
the poetry of Ireland and the preservation of the
Irish language. A bibliophile, the auction of his
books following his death lasted three days; he
was buried in Glasnevin. The RJA holds most of
the thirty manuscripts he compiled; two are in the
NLI and one, of music, is in UCD. [ALS]
O'Doherty, Eamonn. (1939-2011). Flute player,
visual artist. Born in Derry city's West End Park
area, he studied architecture at UCD and went on
to lecture at DIT, and at universities in Jordan,
Nebraska and Paris. Among his thirty major pieces
of public sculpture are the striking Galway Hookers
(Galway, 1984),Anna Livia (aka 'Floozie in the
Jacuzzi', Dublin, 1988), The Emigrants (Derry,
1990), Crann an Oir (Central Bank, Dublin, 1991),
]ames Connolly (Dublin, 1996), The Great Hunger
(Westchester, New York, 2001) and Na hOilednaigh (Inisturk, Co. Mayo, 2006). An acute sense of
history and social justice pervades his work, and
most of his graphic and sculptural themes have traditional music contexts: his Derry city Emigrants
are portrayed with a fiddle as part of the cultural
baggage they bring to the new world. Full time in
art since 2002, as a flute player he had been at the
centre of the revival vigour from the late 1950s in
Dublin, played with John Egan's Church St. Club,
and from 1977-9 researched with sociologist and
traditional musician Alien Feldman the landmark
ethnography of Donegal and Tyrone musicians,
The Northern Fiddler.

6 Domhnaill, Micheal. (1952-2006). Singer,
guitarist, song collector, broadcaster, and record
producer, he was born in Kells, Co. Meath. His
father Aodh and his aunt Neili gave him a deep
interest in song, particularly in the Irish-language
song tradition ofRannafast (Rann na Feirste), Co.
Donegal. Listening to the guitar styles of Bert
Jansch, Davy Graham and John Renbourn in the
1960s led him to work out new tunings and accompaniment, and he and his friend Daithi Sproule
of Derry became pioneers of DAD GAD guitar
tuning in Ireland. He was a founder member of
distinctive and influential groups in the 1970s and
'80s. He, Sproule and sisters Triona and Maighread
formed Skara Brae in 1971, performing close508

harmony songs with innovative guitar and keyboard
accompaniment and recording an eponymous
album; they re-formed in the 2000s for concerts
and broadcasts. With Limerick singer and guitar
player Mick Hanly, 6 Domhnaill formed Monroe,
and recorded one album, Celtic Folkweave. He went
on to play with the international, ground-breaking
Bothy Band for its full term (1974-9). Moving to
Portland, Oregon in the late '70s he toured with
former Bothy Band colleague Kevin Burke, recording with him two successful albums, Promenade
and Portland. With his sister Triona, and Scottish
brothers Johnny and Phil Cunningham, he formed
the band Relativity, played with the new-age and
fusion band Nightnoise and later played with Brian
Dunning and Tommy Hayes in Puck Fair, recording Fair Play with them in 1987. He returned to
live in Dublin in 1997 when he continued song
and music performance, recording and broadcasting, with Triona and Maighread, and, in particular,
in partnership with fiddle-player Paddy Glackin.
[TOS]

O 'Donnell, Brian. (d.1980). Organiser, producer;
fiddle. A native of Co. Donegal, he lived most of
his life in Belfast. Chairman of the Ulster Council
of CCE, he was recognised as an authority on
traditional music in Ulster and played a vital part
in the making of many radio and television programmes. Highly regarded as a fiddle repairer, he
was well known all over Ulster and was constantly
in demand in this field. He was one of the great
personalities of the traditional music revival who
made the early years exciting, and involvement in
the music compelling and meaningful.

6 Donnchadha, Eamon. Sean-n6s singer and
flute player. From Bluebell in Dublin, he went
to Leitir M6ir in the Connemara Gaeltacht at
the age of nineteen to improve his Irish, and so
began a life-long love affair with the language
and its songs and stories. He married sean-n6s
singer Mairead Ni Cheallaigh, and they now teach
singing in the Rath Cairn Gaeltacht in Co. Meath.
6 Donnchadha won the men's sean-n6s singing at
the 1977 Oireachtas and Corn Ui Riada in 1997,
2003 and 2005. Some of his singing can be heard
on Seachrdn Si (1998).

O'Dowd, Dan

O'Donoghue's. A bar in Merrion Row, Dublin
which achieved iconic status in the years of
traditional music revival. In 1959 'the widow
O'Donoghue's'was an unassuming pub in Merrion
Row, frequented by the occasional civil servant
from government offices in Merrion Street,
and enlivened in the evenings by students from
the adjacent National College of Art and the
University in Earlsfort Terrace. Friendly with the
art students and recently returned from Spain was
Ronnie Drew, then admired as a classical!Spanish
guitarist and hilarious raconteur. Among the other
habitues were art student Joe Dolan, who had
played rhythm guitar with the Swingtime Aces
showband. Architecture students and traditional
music enthusiasts Eamonn O'Doherty andJohnny
Moynihan (who had recently re-established the
University Folk Club) and agriculture student
Ciaran Bourke were part of this milieu. Drew and
Bourke were to be the nucleus of1he Dubliners
and the other three later formed Sweeney's Men
with Andy Irvine. Music was in those days prohibited in the pub, but by 1961-2 it had become the
major centre in Dublin for the traditional music
revival.
ballad era. Important early concerts in the
Hibernian Hotel and the Grafton Cinema (following the success ofO Riada in the Gaiety) were
organised from O 'Donoghue's by Peggy Jordan,
John Molloy and Joe Pilkington. Luke Kelly
returned from England in 1961. Barney McKenna,
Seamus Ennis, Joe Heaney, Liam Weldon and
Tony MacMahon were regulars, along with family
groups like the McKennas, the Grehan sisters and
the Fureys (including their fatherTed).TI:ese overlapped with musicians from the 'ballad' end of the
revival like Danny Doyle and Anne Byrne/Paddy
Roche duo. The mood of the pub was further
invigorated by many from literary and theatrical
Dublin who came to enjoy the music. The general
mood of' 60s optimism prevailed, and one notable
effect was the breaking down of social barriers and
differences between town and country engendered
by a common appreciation of the music . By the
mid-'70s however, O'Donoghue's was foundering under the weight of its own success with great
musici~ns like John Kelly and Joe Ryan, regulars
in the front section, often drowned out by noisy

and unappreciative crowds engaged in communication with tourists or joining in crude renditions
of 'rebel' ballads to the accompaniment of guitar
and bodhnin. [EOD)
O'Donovan,Joe. (1918-2008). Dance teacher.
Born in Cork city, both his parents came from
the west of the county. His mother played whistle,
concertina and melodeon, his father ran a dance
school. J oe himself played whistle, piano and
button accordions, melodeon and warpipes. He
was taught whistle first by Neilus Cronin, then
by Fr O'Flynn, and learned warpipes from Tadhg
Crowley (a pipe maker who supplied uilleann
pipes). He played with the Cork Volunteers pipe
band and, from the late 1930s to' 40s, played with
the Blarney Jimmy McNamara ceilf band. An
All-Ireland dance champion at fourteen, his stepdance style was learnt from his father (d. 1972 at
age ninety-four), who in turn had learned from
a Dunmanway dance master in pre-Coimisiun
times.
CCE. Joe was a founder member of Cork CCE
in 1951 and began teaching with them then, this
practice growing as interest in dance expanded in
tandem with the revival of the music. With the
Willie Clancy Summer School's revitalisation of set
dancing, he was well placed and in great demand
to teach the sets. In his working life he had spent
time in practically every county in Ireland, picking
up dance steps and sets wherever he went- much
like a musician accumulating tunes. This gave him
the rare breadth of knowledge which was backbone
to the revival of set and step dance. His steps are
archived on CCE's video Old-Style Traditional
Step Dancing, 1700-1930. He also taught dance in
UCC's Music Department, lectured on the subject,
and initiated a major historical survey of dancing
in Ireland.
O'Dowd, Dan. (1903-89). Piper, pipe maker. One
of the most influential figures in the development of
uilleann piping, he performed in America, Brittany,
Czechoslovakia, Wales, England and Ireland. Born
in Marrowbone Lane in the Liberties of Dublin, he
learned to play bagpipes at the School of Music in
Chatham Row, and joined his localJames Connolly
Pipe Band. While interned as a member of the
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Fianna under Sean McBride, he played the pipes in
Mountjoy gaol, and in the Curragh camp, and led
the prisoners as they marched from Kingsbridge
station on their release. In music school he first
heard the sound of uilleann pipes from Leo
Rowsome's class there. With Jack Wade and
Leo Purcell he went on to learn these from Billy
Andrews at Essex Qyay. In Donnycarney where
he and his wife Mai worked with Clontarf CCE,
their community included Wade, the Rowsomes,
Paddy Moloney, Barney McKenna,John Sheehan
and Ciarin O'Reilly. O'Dowd was active with the
Pipers' Club at the founding of CCE and was an
original member of its early Coolock branch, and
later Cluain Tarbh. An enthusiastic participant
in the organisation's activities, in one year alone
he won the pipes competition at Ulster, Leinster,
Munster and All-Ireland fleadhs (fire brigade
duty caused him to miss Connacht). As a fireman,
normal playing at socials was not available to
him so he concentrated instead on reed and pipe
making, working with Matt Kiernan. He was one
of the key workers in N a Piobairi Uilleann, passing
on to many his reed-making skills. The 1852 Egan
pipes that he played were originally the property of
one John Coughlan, who emigrated to the USA,
and passed them to his son who lived in Sydney,
Australia. When he died, they were bought by a
fireman-piper Bill Crowe who, on a visit to Ireland
in 1954, met O'Dowd at Tara Street fire station
and presented them to him. O'Dowd was a founder
member of NPU in 1968 and was its patron. His
life is detailed in a CCE video documentary.

O'Dowd,Joe. (1914-87). Fiddle. Born at Knocknaska, Gurteen, Co. Sligo, he was taught fiddle
by his older brother while in his early teens.
'O'Dowd's Favourite', a reel recorded by Michael
Coleman in the 1920s, is named after his uncle
John, also a fiddle player. Joe was influenced by
Coleman recordings in his early life, but in the
mid-1930s moved to London where he played
professionally until1940 in a ceili and old-time
band which had Martin Wynne (fiddle) and
Paddy Taylor (flute). In 1942 he returned to
Ireland, playing little in public until he formed
the Owenmore Ceili Band in 1954. When Irish
music's public performance began to shift to the
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pubs in the 1960s, he took a leading role with
Carmel Gunning in Sligo CCE, playing all over
that area. His wife Sheila is a well-known fiddle
player and teacher; son Seamus plays fiddle and
guitar with the group Dervish.

6 Drisceoil, Con. (1950- ). Accordionist, songwriter. Born Skibbereen, Co. Cork, he began
playing in Cork city in the mid-1970s, influenced
by Jackie Daly and Seamus Creagh, and later by
Johnny O'Leary.The influence ofJimmy Crowley
and the west Muskerry comic songwriters led
him to write comic song in this period, his early
satire on the game of pool being made famous by
Crowley's recording of it. He formed the Four
Star Trio with Johnny McCarthy and Pat Ahern
in 1989, their album 7he Square Triangle appearing
in 1997. He recorded It's No Secret with Seamus
Creagh and Hammy Hamilton (2001) and published a book/eo of his songwriting- 7he Spoons
Murder and Other Mysteries - in 2006. He was
awarded TG4's Gradam an Chumad6ra in 2009.
6

Duibheannaigh, Aodh (Hiudai Phadai
Hiudai). (1914-84). Sean-n6s singer. From

Rannafast, Co. Donegal he was a fine exemplar of
the Donegal sean-n6s singing tradition. During
his lifetime he worked as (among other things)
a schoolteacher, a civil servant, and a collector
for the Irish Folklore Commission - this last
position being especially consonant with his love
of and interest in traditional music and culture.
Educated and articulate, 6 Duibheannaigh was
also a knowledgeable local historian. Despite
the prevalence in his youth of songs in English,
his repertoire consisted almost entirely of songs
in the Irish language. His singing was relatively
understated, but his distinctive legato phrasing
and unerring use of subtle rhythmic and melodic
variation and ornamentation reflected a musicality of the highest order. He won the Bonn Oir at
the 1958 Oireachtas. While he made a number
of recordings (including a 1976 solo album,Aodh
6 Duibheannaigh, and an anthology of the songs of
Sean Ban Mac Grianna), some of his best singing
can be heard on An Cailin Gae!ach, recorded in
1953 . He had definite and articulately expressed
ideas about traditional singing, which he believed

O'Farrell, Patrick

should always convey the singer's personality as
well as the emotio nal and poetic content of the
song. He was a gracious and hospitable man, who
was always ready to impart knowledge and songs
from his large store to anyone who came to seek
them. [LIO]
O'Dwyer, Simon. (1955- ). Ancient Irish horns.
From Co. Dublin, he has pioneered the research
and performance on ancient Irish music instruments. With Maria Cullen O'Dwyer this has
been documented comprehensively in the book
Prehistoric Music ofIreland, and on CD albums. Thy
travel widely lecturing and performing, researching old forms and developing new potential in
Traditional and contemporary musics.
See instruments, ancient; trumpet.

6 Farachrun,Antaine. (1959- ). Sean-n6s singer,
fiddler, song writer, teacher and broadcaster. Born
in Dublin, with a wide repertoire of traditional
songs in Irish and in English, he was influenced

by the traditional singing in English of the late
Liam Weldon. A member of the Goilin singers'
club in Dublin and a founder member of'Sean-n6s
Cois Life', he researches and presents programmes
for R aidi6 na Life and has presented traditional
singing programmes on TG4. Some of his songs
can be heard on the 1998 album Seachrdn Sidhe and
on the G6ilin's 2003 Where Linnets Sing. [LIM]
O'Farrell, Patrick [?]. (born c.1760). Piper, collector. Reputedly born in Clonmel, Co. Tipperary,
Grattan Flood deduced his first name as 'Patrick'.
A piper of some renown in his time, one of his
boasted engagements was playing the pipes for
a 1791 Covent Garden production of William
Reeve's Oscar and Ma!vina along with harpist John
Weippert. Patrick Sky's meticulously researched
1995 reproduction ofO'Farrell's 1804 tune collection gives some detail of this.
O'Farrell s collections. There are two of thesehis Pocket Companion for the I rish or Union Pipes
(PC), and National Irish Music for the Union Pipes

Patrick O'Farrell's National Irish Music for the Union Pipes [PAS]
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Meaiti J6 Sheamuis

(NC). In four volumes, the PC is an undated collection of tunes (deductively) published in 1805,
1806, 1808 and 1810. Volume 1 seems to have
been published just after the issuing, in 1804, of
NC, which, although it contained many tunes, was
primarily a detailed tutor for playing the union
pipes.
Pocke t Companion. Unlike the National
Collection, is strictly a collection, with 316 popular
tunes of the day. Two hundred and more years later
players still instantly recognise many of the tunes
in these works, and realise that O'Farrell's publications are the source of much of the standard
repertoire. Therein are old favourites like 'Pay the
Reckoning', 'O'Carolan's Concerto', 'Paddy Whack',
'Paddy O'Rafferty', 'The Kinnegad Slashers', 'The
Langstrom Pony', 'Ride a Mile', 'The Rambles of
Kitty', 'Apples in Winter', 'The Hag in the Blanket',
'Moll Rua', and 'The Butcher's March'. Other tunes
are found under different names: 'The Old Grey
Goose' is called 'We'll All Take Coach and Trip
it Away' (NC:38), 'Strike the Gay Harp' is called
'Jackson's Night Cap' (NC:34), 'Merrily Kissed the
Qyaker's Wife' is called 'The Humours of Last
Night' (PCl: 117), 'The Slopes of Sliabh Luachra' is
here as 'Morgan Rattler' (PC1:109). Many of these
tunes had been published earlier, but O'Farrell has
pipers' settings, unlike some collections where the
music is filtered through the inappropriate aesthetic
of the collector. O'Farrell, by contrast, as a piper had
tried the tunes out for playability and range on the
pipes.
National Irish Music. Published in 1804
by John Gow of 31 Carnaby Street in London,
O'Farrell's Collection Of National Irish Music for
the Union Pipes contains a tutor for the uilleann
or union pipes and fifty-three tunes. Rare even in
Francis O'Neill's time, it is most likely that fewer
than five original copies of this small volume of
traditional Irish tunes survive, in libraries and
in private collections. In his Irish Folk Music: A
Fascinating Hobby O'Neill describes in a 1911letter
to Seamus 6 Casaide how he 'paid five pounds to
have it transcribed from a copy in Trinity library'.
Very little is known about O'Farrell, not even
his full name, but the value of his book is because
it represents a number of probable firsts. 1. It
is the first significant collection of Irish dance
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tunes collected and written down by a traditional
musician and performer rather than a scholar. 2.lt
is the first tutor for the union pipes. 3. It is the first
Irish dance music collection by an Irishman, containing the earliest examples of many of the tunes
that are in our current repertory. [PAS]

6 Fatharta, MeaitiJo Sheamuis.

(1947- ). Flute,
uilleann pipes, sean-nos song; music collector and
broadcaster, born in Cois Fharraige, Connemara.
His mother, Nan Phaddy Nic Diarmada, was also
a sean-nos singer, and he was taught to play by
his uncle Mairtfn Sheamuis 6 Fatharta - who
composed and plays RnaG's one-time signature
tune on the 'trumpa' (Jew's harp). He won the
Men's Sean-Nos Singing Competition at the
Oireachtas in 1992 and again in 1998, and won
Corn Uf Riada 2001. Seventeen of his songs can
be heard on 'Boithrinf an Lochafn'. Best known as
a presenter with Raidio na Gaeltachta until 2009,
'Meaitf Jo' is a highly regarded authority on singers
and musicians in all parts of the island. [LlM)

Offaly.
Great Bog of Alien, swallow down
That odious heap call'd Philipstown;
And if thy maw can swallow more,
Pray take (and welcome!) Tullamore.
(Halls, on Offaly/ King's County, 1841: 190)
Music associations in this midland county demonstrably span 3,500 years. The earliest evidence is
the hoard of twenty-six horns and thirty-nine idiophones dating to 600-700 BC which was found
in 1825 on the shore of Lough Coura at Dowris
near Whigsborough, a few miles north-east of
Birr; these are displayed in the National Museum
in Dublin. The most visible recent engagement
with traditional music was the hosting of the Alllreland fleadh atTullamore in 2007,'08 and '09.
performers. Accordionist and collector Paddy
O'Brien comes from near Daingean, and though
living in the USA keeps in contact with his home
region. Playing there currently are such as Dan
Cleary (pipes and fiddle), Denis Ryan (fiddle),
John Brady (flute), Pauline Bracken and Rose Daly
(singers). Manus and Seamus Maguire (fiddles)
and Michael Cooney (pipes) learned their early
music here, mostly from Dan Cleary, and Donal

6 Flatharta, John Beag
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Reel: 'The Small Hills of Offaly' by Paddy [Offaly] O'Brien [courtesy Paddy O'Brien]

Lunny lived in Tullamore for many years. Younger
Offaly musicians include the Egan family from
Cloughan- Seamus (banjo), Eilis (accordion) and
Maura (fiddle). Joe Finn from Clara (flute and
pipes), Claire Burke (flute), Attracta Brady (fiddle
and flute), Donie Keyes (flute), Liam Daly (accordion), Tom Kenna (guitar),James Hogan (piano
accordion), Ellen Comerford and Camillus Hiney
(accordion), David Sheridan ofTubber (fiddle) and
Shauna McGarrigle (song, dance, concertina) all
maintain a core music presence in sessions, fleadh
and concert life. The Ballinamere was the best
known of the county's ceili bands in the 1950s,
with such as the Longridge, the Sean Norman and
the Jack Daly visible in the years since, while many
Offaly musicians have played with the nationally
known Bridge Ceili Band.
sessions. There are many ad hoc music gatherings, but core to this scene are regular sessions in
Tullamore (Eugene's), in Crinkle (The Thatch),
Ferbane (Hiney's; Tom's Tavern), Banagher (Billy
Lyons'), Ballinahowen (Flynn's), Shannonbridge
(The Village Tavern), Kilcormac (Feigherry's) and
Ballyboy (Dan and Molly's, a noted music house).
Kinnity Castle hosts music with the local Kinsella
family, and summer season sessio ns are run all
week in Banagher at J.J. Haugh's.
teaching. A mainstay of this for many years
was Dan Cleary, so too John Brady (flute) of
Killeigh, and latterly his daughters, Attracta and
Lelia (concertina, whistle). Olivia Douglas teaches
in Birr, Sharon Carroll (concertina) in Ballyboy,

Bernadette Mooney (accordion) in Geashill,James
Hogan (piano accordion) and Aisling O'Connell
(concertina) teach in Rahan.The CCE group 'Mol
an Oige', which is run by James Hogan, gives performance experience to a large number of young
players on all instruments. I n addition to the
fleadhs there is also the annual Dan Cleary festival
held at Rahan in memory of the fiddle player of
the Ballinamere band.
instrument making. Appropriately perhaps,
Ciirdin accordions are made here by Michael
Searson at Moneygall, and fiddles are made by
Mark Keenan at Belmont.
media. Paula Kinnarney presents Ceili Ldr Tire
and, with Padraig 6 Dufaigh, Coppers and Brass
on Midlands 103 each Sunday. TG4's Geantrai
has featured Tullamore, and the three years of the
All-Ireland fleadh have given prominence to local
music.
cc£. There are eight branches listed, at Killeigh,
Rahan, Edenderry, Birr, Brosna, Kilcormac,
Tullamore and Rhode. These all impact greatly on
their communities with sessions, concerts, event
organisation and classes which integrate younger
and older players. [DSH]

6

Flatharta, John Beag. (1950- ). Singer.
Sometimes seen to represent a recent style in
singing in Irish, he is from Connemara and is
deeply involved in the world of boats and boatracing there. From 1980, for a period of about ten
years, he was the principal singer with the music
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O'Fiynn, Liam (Liam Og)

group Na hAncairi, which was extremely popular
in Connemara and beyond. The group performed
songs with Irish-language lyrics, in a highly
rhythmic, accompanied, 'country and western'
style. Many of the songs, composed by John
Beag's contemporaries, mostly men, addressed
current social problems and issues in Connemara,
such as unemployment and emigration, and also
documented traditions of boats and boat-racing.
An indication of the modernity of these songs is
the use of certain words in English: words such
as 'pothole', 'grant' and 'dole' are used constantly,
rather than their Irish-language equivalents. These
recently composed C&W-style songs are sung
with modern dance-band amplification on highly
public occasions. John Beag also sings in the older,
individual, unaccompanied, ornate style identified
with sean-nos singing in Connemara. Numerous
recordings of N a hAncairi and of John Beag have
been released by Clo Iar- Chonnachta. [RJ U]

O 'Flynn, Liam (Liam Og). (1945- ). Piper.
Born Kill, Co. Kildare. His father, also Liam, plays
fiddle; his mother, Maisie Scanlan, had links to Co.
Clare music through her cousin, Junior Crehan. He
was introduced to uilleann pipes by Garda Tom
Armstrong who had won prizes at Oireachtas and
Fleadh Cheoil in his early teens. O'Flynn studied
initially under Leo Rowsome, and later was influenced by Willie Clancy and Seamus Ennis (who
bequeathed his pipes to him). A solidly traditional
player, he has also been involved in many imaginative projects. He was a founder member ofPlanxty
in 1972, with Christy Moore, Donal Lunny and
Andy Irvine, and played on all their recordings.
In 1980 he recorded 1he Brendan Voyage, a work
for solo uilleann pipes and orchestra, written by
Shaun Davey. He also worked with Davey on
Granuaile, 1he Relief of Derry Symphony and 1he
Pilgrim. Hi s film score credits include collaborations with Mark Knopfler and E lmer Bernstein.
He has appeared and recorded with John Cage,
and with popular musicians Kate Bush, Enya and
The Everley Brothers, and has also performed with
Nobel Laureate Seamus Heaney. He took part in
the first concert oflrish music to take place in the
BBC Proms at the Albert Hall in London in 1999,
played in Celtique Nuit at Stade de France in Paris
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and Shaun Davey's Dublin Special Olympics performance in 2003. Among his c. 50 recordings are
1he Poet and the Piper (2003, with Seamus Heaney)
and Voices from the Merry Cemetery (2009, with
Davey, Rita Connolly and Sean Keane and others).
In 2004 he was part of the Planxty regrouping, and
in 2007 he was awarded TG4's Gradam Ceoil.

6 Gallchobhair, Eamonn. (1900-82). Composer,
arranger, born in Dundalk. He studied piano at
the Leinster School of Music, Dublin, and his
family moved to the city in 1919 following the
death of his father. He taught piano, took part in
school choirs and played piano with the Capitol
Cinema Orchestra during the silent movie era. In
the 1920s he joined An Ceol Chumann, founded
by Arthur Darley, and subsequently was arranger
oflrish music for the 'A n Ceol Chumann' chamber
orchestra, trio, quartet and quintet. Little of such
music was available in the 1920s. He was committed to the preservation and appreciation of Irish
music and to a creative development of it. From
1937 to 1939 he was music critic with the Dublin
arts magazine Ireland Today. In it he expressed his
strong opinions and ideas on the state of music in
Ireland, and he took to task the academics of the
day for their ignorance oflrish music.
broadcasting. An Ceol Chumann broadcast on
2RN and RE for forty-three years. 6 Gallchobhair
became the first conductor of the RE Light
Orchestra when it was founded in 1948. He also
worked as a compere, was assistant musical director
in RE for a short time and in 1953 was commissioned to arrange Irish traditional songs for the
RE Singers and the orchestras. He provided choral
arrangements for choirs participating in feiseanna
and adjudicated at music festivals. He demanded
high standards while teaching the people an appreciation oflrish music. As he preceded 6 Riada in
RTE, so he preceded him in the Abbey Theatre.
works. The RTE choral library house s
some 250 arrangements and compositions by
6 Gallchobhair, while the RTE Concert Orchestra
Library has most of his orchestral work. The
Contemporary Music Centre in Dublin has the
recordings of 6 Gallchobhair's music from the RE
radio archives, and four albums are available: Ril
on the Gael Linn label, R eel on the Wavin label,

6 hEanaf, Seosamh (Joe Einiu/Joe Heaney)
and two songs: 'Cor na Siog' and 'Cruibfnf Muice'
on an RTE label. One piece for which he is not
credited is the song 'Baidin Fheidhlimi' which he
composed, with lyrics by Br Lucas 6 Dubhain.
He was married to Molly Flynn, a flautist, and in
his career composed/arranged at least 1,166 music
works: thirty of opera and ballet, five Mass settings,
132 for orchestra, thirty-nine for choir and accompaniment, 251 choral unaccompanied, 230 songs
with accompaniment and 395 arrangements for
duet, trio, quartet and quintet. An Gum published
ninety pieces of his work. [CLM]

6Gnida,Conal. (1961- )Flute,bornatBallincollig and now based in Cui! Aodha in the west
Cork Gaeltacht. Noted from an early age as having
a distinctive style, his development was under the
influence of Micheal 6 Riabhaigh in the Cork
Pipers' Club, where he initially studied the pipes.
Strongly drawn to the flute, he achieved All-Ireland
success at under-age levels, and, mentored by Clare
flute player Seamus Mac Mathuna (then living in
Cork), he became influenced by the recordings of
older players such as John Joe Gardiner and John
McKenna. A member of the Phoenix Ceili Band
in the 1980s, his style is unmistakable, described
as 'aggressive', 'driving' and 'rhythmic'. Technically
accomplished particularly in his use of glottal
stopping in articulation, his repertoire is distinctive
for his inclusion ofSliabh Luachra music and style.
An electrical and production engineer until2007,
he is now a professional musician and teacher. He
recorded tracks on a 1978 CCE album The Ships
are Sailing, and on the 1981 The Eavesdropper. His
solo debut LP was the 1990 The Top of Coo m, and
his most recent the 2008 Cnoc Bui. [HAH]
6 hAimhain, Micheal. (1949- ). Flute, whistle,
uilleann pipes, born in Dublin. A teacher of whistle
and pipes, he has featured on many recordings and
was part of several bands in earlier years, notably
Ceoltoirf Laighin and 'Ire Chieftains. He has documented the playing of Micho Russell, has been
a passionate advocate of traditional music revival
and has worked and performed with CCE. He is
the organiser of the Craiceann bodhran summer
school held on Iniseer.

O'Hara, Mary. (1935- ). Harp, song. Born in
Co. Sligo, she earned singing prizes at various
feis competitions in her youth, including Sligo
Feis Ceoil and Feis Shligigh. She began learning
harp at Sion Hill school in Dublin, and afterwards briefly attended the College of Art there.
Her music mentors in the 1950s include Sean 6g
6 Tuama and Mercedes Bolger. Her pure quality
of soprano voice together with her harp arrangements created a popular presence for and helped
revive the tradition oflrish harp accompaniment
in Ireland. The first of her several early LPS was
Songs of Erin (1956). Married to poet Richard
Selig in 1956 and widowed in 1957, she continued performing and recording until joining a
contemplative Benedictine monastery (1962-74).
She resumed professional performance in the mid1970s, going on to record thirteen more albums
and publish three books. She performed worldwide
until retiring from the concert platform in 1994.
[EPS]

6 hEanai, Seosamh (Joe Einiti!Joe Heaney).
(1919-84). Sean-nos singer. Fifth of seven children,
this outstanding singer in Irish and English was
born in Carna, in the Connemara Gaeltacht. Of
Irish-speaking parents, his songs and storytelling reflect their culture. He was encouraged to
sing and learn old songs in Irish by teacher Brid
Ni Fhlatharta in Aird National School. He won
a scholarship to preparatory college for teachers
(where he spent only two years) and won first prize
at the Oireachtas in Dublin in 1942, where he met
Seamus Ennis.
labouring. He laboured on building sites in
Scotland and England, married Mary Connolly
in Clydebank, Glasgow in 1947 and with her had
two sons and two daughters. He drifted to London
and Southampton in the mid-1950s and sang
with piper Willie Clancy, fiddler Martin Byrnes
and many other Irish musicians in the pub music
scenes, frequently performing in the Singers' Club
where his exceptional talent was deeply appreciated. He won the gold medal at the Oireachtas
in Dublin in 1955 and performed in Damer Hall,
Dublin during 'Oicheanta Seanchais' (traditional
nights), Gael Linn's contribution to 'An Tostal'
(National Tourism Festival) in 1958.
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Micheal

recordings. Rio bard Mac Go rain of Gael Linn
brought him back from England during 1959,1960
and 1961 to make a series of records for Gael Linn.
He returned to Dublin during the ballad boom
in the early 1960s and took up residence together
with his old friend Seamus Ennis and the newly
formed group 'The Dubliners' in O'Donoghue's
'Singing Pub' in Merrion Row, across the road
from the then Irish-speakers' pub, Leo O'Neill's.
Tom Clancy, home from the USA with the Clancy
Brothers, brought Joe to perform at the Newport
Folk Festival in 1965, where his singing made a
big impression.
USA . He emigrated permanently to the USA
in 1966, working for years as an elevator operator
in Manhattan, New York before coming to prominence on the Merv Griffin Television Show one
St Patrick's Night . In 1980 he was appointed
part-time teacher in Irish folklore at Wesleyan
University in Middletown, Connecticut and
was later appointed to a similar position at the
Ethnomusicology Department of the University
ofWashington, Seattle. He performed at festivals
and concerts, captivating audiences everywhere. In
July 1982 in Washington DC he was presented
with the National Heritage Award for excellence
in folk arts by the National Endowment for the
Arts. He visited Ireland regularly and performed
in the National Concert Hall on his last visit in
autumn 1982. Emphysema weakened his health
and he died in 1984. Maire Davitt, formerly of
Gael Linn, with the help of Aer Lingus, arranged
for his remains to be brought home to Maoras
cemetery. 'The Joe Heaney Collection', an index to
the songs and stories ofJoe Heaney compiled by
Sean Williams in the Ethnomusicology Archives
of the University ofWashington, Seattle, has been
presented to the NUl Galway (UCG) and to the
School of Scottish Studies in Edinburgh. His major
collections on CD are Best offoe Heaney (1997), Say
a Song (1996), The Road From Connemara (2000),
with speech and songs in English. His life and
music are documented in Liam Mac Con lomaire's
(2007) Seosamh 6 hEanai: Nar Fhaga me bds choiche.
[LJM]

Bright Star of the Wes t: Joe H ea ney, Iri sh
Song-Man. By Sean Williams and Lillis 6 Laoire,
this is a critical biography of Joe Heaney. It is
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directly concerned with why he chose particular
songs to emphasise what he represented to his Irish
and American audiences (in some cases, radically
different ideas and sounds), why he wasn't accepted
among Irish Americans on the east coast, and his
position in the folk revival. A complementary
volume to Liam Mac Con Iomaire's biography.
With transcriptions, and companion website with
photos, stories and songs transcribed.

6 hEidhin, Micheal.

(1938- ). Accordion, concertina, schools music inspector. Born in Baile na
hAbhann, Ros a' Mhil, Connemara. His father
played fiddle and concertina, his mother melodeon
- they played regularly on 2RN (Tommy Coen
filled in for her on the night that Micheal was
born). Micheal studied science at UCG 1956-9,
and while there was the leader of the Loch Lurgan
Ceili Band. He entered music education only after
sitting a scholarship exam as a bet that he couldn't
get it. Passing it led to him studying music at UCC
under Prof. Aloys Fleischmann, later working as
timire cheoil (music organiser) for Co. Galway
VEC. In college he was a contemporary ofFr Pat
Ahern of Siam sa Tire, and worked throughout Co.
Cork on choirs with him and Pilib 6 Laoghaire for
four years. He organised the first traditional music
concert in Cork City Hall in 1961, and in this
period (1959-63) played with Donal O'Connor's
Brosna Ceili Band. He later started the group The
Connemara Qyartet.
education. CCE's TTCT diploma was developed by 6 hEidhin in 1980, with a view to
improving the quality of traditional music teaching.
Since 1988 he has brought a dozen such teachers
to tutor at the Festival Interceltique at Lorient each
year and while chairman of An Gael Acadamh in
1980 he initiated sean-nos singing classes. He has
composed for drama and screen, and has published
books relating to music education for schools: Cas
Amhrdn, Lzirabog-Lzirabog, Amhrdin do Choldisti
Gaeilge, Dean Rince and Ceol don Char. He believes
that music must 'develop or die, but must never lose
track of the true music', and that music is of equal
worth throughout the island, north and south. He
has worked as music director for traditional-music
radio and television programmes such as Guth na
nOg, Bring Down the Lamp, In Song and in Story,

Oireachtas report

Com6rtas-Cabaret, and has featured on A Man and
his Music with RTE. He adjudicated with Sl6gadh
from its beginning in 1968, and at the Oireachtas
from age sixteen until the new millennium. He was
instrumental in setting up the joint CCE/RIAM
'grades' syllabus (SCT) for young traditional
musicians in 1998, with which he is still engaged.
Now in 'retirement', he restores concertinas using
skills learned while supporting himslf as a student
at UCG in the 1950s. He was awarded CCE's
supreme honour of Ard-Ollamh at Fleadh Cheoil
na hEireann in 2007.

6 hEidhin, Risteird. (1944- ). Sean-n6s singer.
Born at Cill Chiarain where he learned singing
from his mother, Aine Geraghty in Cill Chiarain
National School. He was influenced by prominent
local sean-n6s singers Dara Ban Mac Donnchadha,
N6ra Ghriallais and Johnny Mhairtin Larry. His
sister Maire Ni hEidhin won Corn Ui Riada in
the mid-1960s. Risteard won the Oireachtas men's
competition in 1988 and 1996, the major awards
at Feile na hinse and Fleadh Cheoil na hEireann
also in 1988. [LIM]
Oidhreacht an Chhiir (OaC). A communitybased cultural collective dedicated to the study
and promotion of the culture of Co. Clare - Irish
traditional arts in a local environment. Music is
a key part of its remit, as is the Irish language,
and its goal is the establishment of an institute
dedicated to providing for C lare studies in higher
education and lifelong learning. Central to this is
the creation of an accessible archive and library
of relevant traditional-arts material, in pursuit of
which OaC records, collects and publishes traditional music and song.
Oireachtas, Ant-. Annual competitive, celebratory and social festival run by Conradh na Gaeilge
(Gaelic League) to celebrate the arts among the
Irish-speaking communities and within the Irishlanguage movement. Begun in 1897, as part of this
it promotes competitions in music and song, most
prestigious of which today are those in sean-n6s
singing which involve separate male (corn na
bhfear) and female (corn na mban) categories, and
also Corn Ui Riada, which is open to both men

and women. The solo music and group competitions have declined in popularity and competitive
significance with the rise of the fl.eadh cheoil since
the 1950s, but the piping event still carries prestige.
An tOireachtas was wound down in 1924 due to
a lack of funding and a fall-off in interest in the
Gaelic cultural movement in the distressing early
days of the Irish state. It was revived in 1939, and
has been heavily promoted in recent years. As with
the All-Ireland fl.eadh, An tOireachtas involves
many people, and its venue rotates between the
Irish-speaking areas from year to year. The music
and song competitions are held in late October.
Oireachtas report. In early 1999 a Report on Traditional Irish Music was produced by an all-party
Oireachtas (Irish government) advisory committee
in order to inform future Arts legislation. However,
the document overlooked traditional music activity
engaged in by the independent sector, including
that of the state-funded SSWC and the ITMA,
and focused only on CCE initiatives. It also failed
to note scholarship in the music (the only book
quoted was published in 1910, while Ireland was
still in the UK, and forty-one years before CCE
was set up). The third-level teaching, research,
archiving and collection initiatives at UCC, UL,
UCD Folklore Department, and the activities of
NPU and CN C were not considered, nor were any
of the dance and song activity and organisations,
or media, professionalism or commercial interests.
In response to representations, as a resource upon
which to base legislation, the Oireachtas Report on
Traditional Irish Music was deemed inadequate for
its purpose, and was shelved following organised
consultations with a range of music interests.
second report. In order to right this, a consultative process was initiated in 2000 by the
Department of Arts, Heritage, Gaeltacht and the
Islands. This took the form of inviting responses
to a document 'Towards a New Framework for
the Arts'. The traditional-music responses to this
call were made by both cc£ members and the
independent sector. The overwhelming request
by cc£ members was for the establishment of
a separate 'Traditional Arts Council'; the conclusion drawn by Theo Dorgan, the state's rapporteur,
was that this amounted to 'a campaign by a single
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organisation to achieve a funding mechanism to
pursue its own aims', a 'profound lack of trust
in the Arts Council'. The opposing view, of the
independents, and of some CCE submissions,
was: 'That all arts, including the traditional arts,
are expressions of the same creative impulse, and
may not be, except invidiously, divided into fine
arts and Traditional arts ... policy provision should
be made for parity of esteem in the allocation of
resources ... ',and that there should be a specialist
Arts Council traditional arts officer to administer
such music, song and dance. The purpose of this
'Dorgan report' was to inform funding-based legislation in the 2002 Arts Bill.
2002 Arts Bill. Despite Dorgan's reservations,
Section 21 of the proposed new Arts legislation
called for the AC to have a separate committee
on Traditional Arts, with funding powers. This
was opposed by the independent sector, and by
those who had objected to the 1999 report's inadequacies. Musicians from both professional and
non-professional sectors of traditional music among them Christy Moore, Paddy Moloney of
The Chieftains and Paul Brady- voiced criticism
of the setting up of any kind of 'Traditional Arts
Council', and handed in a letter of protest at Dail
Eireann to that end when the Arts Bill was at its
report stage in the Dail on 5 December 2002. The
relevant section of the bill was defeated and not
included in revisions in 2003.
third report. Following the defeat of the
'separate Traditional Arts committee' and the
setting up of a restructured AC, discussion was
carried forward by a 'Special Committee on the
Traditional Arts' established by the minister, John
O'Donoghue, in 2003, 'charged with reviewing
the structures, supports and policy for the Irish
traditional arts'; this was asked to make recommendations to the Arts Council. The committee
included Jerome Hynes, deputy chair of the Arts
Council, record producer Philip King, venue
administrator Katie Verling, and two members of
CCE, Micheal 6 hEidhin (schools' music inspector with the Department of Education), and Una
6 Murchu (director ofCCE's regional centre Bru
Boru in Cashel). Fourteen meetings of the committee were held, nos. 8-11 of which were not
attended by the CCE representatives. A report was
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agreed in 2004, but prior to its submission to the
Arts Council, 6 hEidhin and 6 Murchu withdrew
their consent and issued their own report.
the 'consensus' report. Titled Towards a Policy
for the Traditional Arts, this affirmed the nature of
'traditional arts', that these deserve parity of esteem
with other art forms, th at the AC should advise
other state agencies on them where appropriate,
and that consideration of artistes and their practice
should be central to AC policy. It acknowledged
that policy in the past had been prejudiced against
the traditional, that the traditional arts had not
been catered for in education, that the Council's
favouring of professionalism diminished the bulk
of general traditional arts practice, and that the
financial contribution of the traditional arts to
the economy was not matched by equivalent state
funding. It proposed that the AC integrate traditional arts into its systems and philosophy, develop
an inclusive state policy on them, and consult with
traditional artistes regarding policy. Altogether
it made forty-six recommendations , including
a definition of traditional arts, and, based on its
information, the Arts Council advertised in 2004
for a Traditional Arts Specialist. [EDJ]
See also Arts Council; Deis; funding of traditional
music; 'Reports' in bibliography, p. 783.
Oireachtas Rince na Cruinne. See World Irish
Dancing Championships.
Oisin. A late 1970s Dublin-based traditional
band consisting of Geraldi ne MacGowan (vocals,
bodhran), Shay MacGowan (guitar), Mick Davis
(fiddle), Brian McDonagh (mandolin) and Tom
McDonagh (bouzouki). Their first album Oisin
was released in 1977 on ID records. Produced by
Paul Brady, it also featured Darach de Brun (pipes,
whistle) and Brady playing guitar. A second album,
Bealoideas, was recorded in 1977, also produced
by Brady was released in 1978.1he band toured
Europe and was popular in Germany, Holland,
France and Italy. Gerry Phelan (flute) joined
for Over the Moor to Maggie on Tara records in
1980. The 1982 line-up featured Geraldine
MacGowan, Shay MacGowan, Mick Davis with
Anne Conroy (accordion), Noreen O'Donoghue
(harp) and Micheal6 Briain (pipes)- as featured

6
in 1he ]eannie C album from 1982. Later line-ups
included Steve Cooney, Gerry O'Connor, Brian
O'Connor and Davey Spillane. A final album,
Winds of Change, was released in 1987. Geraldine
and Shay MacGowan and Mick Davis relocated
to Germany where Geraldine recorded four solo
albums, touring there with her own band before
relocating with Shay to Doolin Co. Clare. Tom
McDonagh went on to play with Dublin band
Blasket Sound and record with Scottish songwriter/multi-instrumentalist Brian McNeill; Mick
Davis formed Stuttgart-based band Bachelors
Walk, and Brian McDonough moved to Sligo band
Dervish with which he plays mandola, mandolin
and guitar. [JORJ

O' Keeffe, Padraig. (1887-1963). Born at
Gleanntan, approximately mid-way between
Ballydesmond, Co. Cork and Castleisland, Co.
Kerry. One of the most important figures in the
history of traditional music and an example of
how one person can be central to the development and continuity of the music tradition of an
area. His father was master in the local school,
and the family lived across the road in the house
which remained Padraig's home until his death.
Padraig's mother, Margaret O'Callaghan, one of a
music family from Doon, near Kiskeam, Co. Cork,
played the concertina and fiddle. At an early age he
displayed an aptitude for music, and he learned to
play the fiddle, accordion and concertina. A major
influence was his uncle Cal O'Callaghan, another
fiddle player. He succeeded his father as principal
teacher in Gleanntan school in 1915 but in 1920
lost this post and became a full- time fiddle teacher,
known as the 'last of the fiddle-masters'. He also
taught accordion.
teaching me thods. O'Keeffe's method was to
travel up to twenty miles a day on foot calling at
the houses of his pupils and writing out tunes for
them in a system of notation which he had developed himself. In his teaching, he used two different
systems of tablature, one for the fiddle and one
for the accordion . In the accordion code, numbers
and symbols were used to denote the keys, or
buttons, to be pressed and the direction in which
the bellows was to be moved. In the fiddle code,
the four spaces of the standard five-line music staff
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were used to represent the four strings of the fiddle,
with numbers 0 to 4, being placed in the appropriate spaces to indicate the fingers required to play
particular notes (see illustration under 'notation').
recordings. As time progressed, his reputation as a musician and teacher became established
both within the Sliabh Luachra area and outside.
Seamus Ennis made a large number of recordings
of his playing for RE and the BBC. Some of these
have subsequently been issued on CD. Kerry Fiddles,
which also includes Denis Murphy and Julia
Clifford, features music recorded in Castleisland,
Co. Kerry, in 1952 for the BBC. It was issued on
LP by Topic Records in 1977 and on CD by Ossian
in 1993. A selection of the music recorded for RE
in 1948 and 1949 was issued by RTE in 1993 on
the CD 1he Sliabh Luachra Fiddle Master (containing extensive notes on his life).
repertoire and in fl uence. Padraig O'Keeffe had
an extensive repertoire of tunes including many of
the local slides and polkas and was also a sensitive player of slow airs. All the famous musicians
of the Sliabh Luachra area were pupils of his Denis Murphy, Paddy Cronin,Julia Clifford, Terry
McCarthy,Johnny O'Leary, Mikey Duggan- and
it is no exaggeration to say that every session of
music which takes place today in Sliabh Luachra
will have O'Keeffe's imprint on style, music technique and repertoire. Many tales and anecdotes
have now come to adorn what was undoubtedly a
colourful life and it is noteworthy that even today in
Sliabh Luachra his name is frequently mentioned
with respect. Many an hour's conversation at any
social gathering could be occupied by humorous
descriptions of his sayings and adventures from
people, most of whom never knew him personally.
It was the lifestyle of a committed bachelor, he
never married and indeed he said that the fiddle
was his 'only wife'. He lived to the age of seventyfive, but having become ill during an exceptionally
cold winter in 1962-3 he died in St Catherine's
Hospital, Tralee. [PEB, MAC]

6 Laoghaire, Donnchadha. (1877-1944).
Uilleann pipes, flute, harp: the piper featured in
the portrait in Francis O'Neill's collection 1001
Gems of Irish Music. Born at Doire an Chuiling,
Cuil Aodha, from an early age he was an active
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6 Laoghaire, Pilib
member of Conradh na Gaeilge, and a regular
participant in Oireachtas and feis competition. At twenty-two he moved to Cork to work
for Beamish and Crawford, and there learned
piping from Se:in 6 Faol:iin. After a year he was
appointed timire (Irish-language organiser) by
CnG for Co. Roscommon. Spells in Cork and
then Clare followed; there he met Capt. O'Neill
and acquired a Moloney brothers set of pipes made
c. 1837 (now in the National Museum). In Louvain
next, he studied French and started a branch of the
Gaelic League, returning to spend his life organising and teaching in Waterford and Wexford. He is
best known for his many books, poems, songs and
articles in the Irish language. [PEO]

in Modern Irish at the University of L1merick
where he is also director of Ionad na nAmhr:in.
He researched so ng on Tory Island 1996-7 as
a Fulbright scholar to the Ethnomusicology
Department at UCLA. He won Corn Ui Riada
in 1991 and in 1994, and a dozen songs of his
large repertoire can be heard on Bfdth Gach Giag
dd dTig. His Tory research was published as On a
R ock in the Middle of the Ocean: Songs and Singers
in Tory Island, Ireland (2007). Since 2007 he has
been lecturer in Irish Folklore Studies in the Irish
Department at NUl Galway, and in 2009-10 was
awarded an IRCHSS senior research fellowship
for completion of a co-authored work with Sean
Williams on the singer Joe Heaney.

6

O'Leary,Johnny. (1924-2004). Accordion. Born
in the Sliabh Luachra area on the Cork-Kerry
border, this highly regarded player picked up his
first tunes from his uncle, Dan O'Leary, a pupil
of Tom Billy Murphy, but learned much of his
music from the Sliabh Luachra fiddle master,
Padraig O'Keeffe. In the mid-1930s, he struck
up a music partnership with fiddle player Denis
Murphy at Thade Willie O 'Connor's dance hall
in Gneeveguilla; this lasted until the latter's death
in 1974. With Murphy too, in 1964 he became a
regular feature of music in Dan O'Connell's Bar in
Knocknagree where they played for set dancers. He
is the subject of the 1994 book and tune collection
]ohnny O'Leary of Sfiabh Luachra, edi ted by Terry
Moylan. He was also the subject of a 'Si Mo Laoch
television documentary. [PAA)

Laoghaire, Pilib. (1910-76) Singer, fiddle,
arranger. Brought up with plainchant and sixteenth-century polyphonic church music from
an early age, and educated in classical music, he
learned traditional fiddle and song as a teenager.
His interest in Irish song led to analysis and interpretation of this through his formal training. A
believer in the centrality of the text in song, he
brooked no deviation from the 'authentic'; his
mentors were Deise sean-n6s singers Labhr:is
6 Cadhla and Miche:il 6 Foghlu. His analysis of
sean-n6s style was intense, his application meticulous, this according him a personal style which was
regarded as being neither strictly traditional nor
strictly classical. Interested in choral singing, he
founded the Cor Cois Laoi and Kilumney choirs
and was expert at training and conducting, specialising in arrangements of Irish song and the work
of Irish composers. Perhaps his enduring legacy
is his work as Co. Cork VEC's music-scheme
organiser which led to the formation of choirs all
over the county. Later music inspector with the
Department of Education, he was an important
contributor to Fleischmann's Sources ofTraditionaf
Irish Music project. A selection of his work is published in N6irin Ni Riain's St6r Amhrdn (1988).

6 Laoire, Lillis. (1961- ) . Sean-n6s singer;
researcher, writer. He grew up in the Donegal
Gaeltacht but it was only when studying Irish at
University College, Galway in the late 1970s that he
became interested in sean-n6s singing. He lectures
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6

6 Liathain, Donal. (1934- ). Singer, songwriter.
Born at Cuil Aodha, Co. Cork. 'Ih: intense experience of attendance at the annual Dabhscoil made
him extremely interested in local song and composition. A teacher locally, he wrote the comic songs
'An Ancient Priceless Horn', 'An Posadh' and 'An
Peint', and most of'Bimis Ag 61' (all verses except
the first and chorus). A composer of serious song
also, Cor Chuil Aodha have recorded his piece 'Im
Long Me Measaim'.
6 Lionaird, larla. (1964- ). Sean-nos singer.
Born at Cuil Aodha into a sean-nos singing family,
he is a grand-nephew of Elizabeth (Bess) Cronin.
He was recorded first at age seven, was a member
of Sean 6 Riada's Cor Chuil Aodha, and later was
one of the various presenters of RTE's 1he Pure
Drop. With Tony MacMahon, Noel Hill and John
Gibson he made the 'live' Gael Linn albumAislingi
Cheoil; he has recorded and performed internationally with the band Mro Celt Sound System, and
in 1997 recorded an 'experimental' solo album, 1he
Seven Steps to Mercy. His work explores sean-nos
singing as voice and language, typified perhaps on
his 2005 recording Invisible Fields, 'a love song to
the Irish language', with an interweaving of song,
technological surrealism and baroque solidity.
[PAD]

O'Loughlin, Peadar. (1929- ). Fiddle, uilleann
pipes, flute. Born at Cullen, K.ilmaley, Co. Clare.
Influenced by his father, who played fiddle, flute
and concertina, his growing up was among local
and visiting musicians, including fiddler Ellen
Galvin. Beginning on whistle, he moved to flute,
then fiddle, then pipes. Solo playing for set dancers
was common practice in his youth, making his first
experience of attempted group playing odd enough
to be memorable. He joined the Fiach Roe Ceili
Band in 1948, in later years played with the T ulla
and Kilfenora, and recorded with Aggie White,
Willie Clancy and Elizabeth Crotty, and with
Paddy Canny, Bridie Lafferty and P. J oe Hayes he
recorded AI!-Ireland Champions. Much local music
was originated in O'Neill's collection (learned and
transmitted by fiddler Hughdie Doohan), but travelling players were also a major source: J erry O'Shea
introducing 'The Blooming Meadows', dancing
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master Paddy Barron (who taught regularly in
Peadar's home) bringing 'The Drunken Gauger'.
Sean Reid introduced him to piping- via the Tulla
Ceili Band - and gave him Bro. Gildas O'Shea's
Egan set of flat pipes as a wedding present. From
the early 19 50s O'Loughlin was best known for
his playing in Fleadh and Oireachtas competitions
with concertina player Paddy Murphy. He played
much with Paddy Canny and Ronan Browne, with
whom he has recorded. He teaches at the Willie
Clancy Summer School.

Olwell, Patrick. (1952- ). Flute maker, from
Cincinnati, USA. He began playing the flute in
his late teens during the folk music boom, fascinated by the playing of such as Catha! McConnell
and Matt Molloy. He consulted with a variety of
instrument makers and in 1971 began to make
instruments for the US craft circuit where he
learned from other artisan flute makers, in particular Michael Copeland of Philadelphia. He studied
Rudall and Rose and 1homas Prowse flutes, prototypes which influence his design. Olwell has made
more than a thousand wooden simple system flutes
and ten times that number of his hallmark bamboo
flutes. His experience of making renaissance and
baroque instruments has benefited his concert flute
design in which he employs a slightly longer scale
to accommodate modern 440 pitch and a headjoint which is influenced by modern Bi:ihm flute
design. He and his son have their workshop near
Charlotteville, Virginia. [HBR]

6 Madagain, Breand an. (1932- ). Singer,
researcher. Born in Limerick, he lectured in Irish
first at UCD, then UCG where he was professor of Irish 1975-97 and established song as
an integral part of degree programmes in Irish.
Elected a member of the Royal Irish Academy
in 1992, his primary research interest has been
Irish song. His major publications include
Gniithe den Chaointeoireacht (1978), 'Irish Vocal
Music of Lament and Syllabic Verse' (7he Celtic
Consciousness, 1981), 'Functions oflrish Song in
the Nineteenth Century' (Bialoideas 53, 1985),
'Amhrain Bheannaithe: an Ceol Duchais' (1987),
'The Gaelic Lullaby: A Charm to Protect the
Baby?' (Scottish Studies, 29, 1989), 'Gaelic Work521

6 Maonaigh, Proinsias
Songs' (Ireland if the Welcomes 40, 1991), 'Song for
Emotional Release in the Gaelic Tradition' (Irish
Musical Studies 2, 1993). His 2005 bilingual book
and audio work Caointe agus Seancheolta Eile/
Keening and other Old Irish Musics discusses the
different types of ancient Irish song with a focus
on the 'keen' or caoine, and is illustrated with texts
and translations of thirty-eight songs.
See keening (caointe) .

6

M aonaigh, Proinsias. (1922-2006). Fiddle.

Gaoth Dobhair, Donegal. His mother played concertina - it was popular in her locality - and the
area had competitive fife-and-drum band music.
I n his youth, travelling pipers the Mac Suibhnes
would set up each winter at the local Huidf
Beag's pub. He attended Colaiste Einne where he
learned fiddle, and trained as a primary teacher
in St Patrick's College, D rumcondra. Author of a
number of songs, most famous being 'Gleanntain
Ghlas Ghaoth Dobhair', he was a considerable
inspiration in the course of the revival of instrumental music, particularly fiddling, in north-west
Donegal, teaching in latter years in the area
between Dungloe and Falcarragh. [LIO)

6 MealOid, Colm. (1935- ). Sean-n6s singer.
From Cam us, Connemara, but moved with
his family to Rath Cairn in 1956; he lives in
Ashbourne, Co. Meath. Third oldest of a large
and famous family of teachers, musicians, singers,
dancers and footballers, an accomplished box player
and fine traditional singer, he got his music from
his father, Sonaf Sheamuis 6 Meal6id, and his
singing from his mother, N6ra Nf Shuilleabhain,
also from Camus. He can be heard on Cead Sldn le
Camus: Ceol agus Amhrdin.The recording includes
two of his compositions, 'Rath Cairn na Mi' and
'Cead Slan le Camus'. [LIM)
O'Mealy, Richard Lewis (R.L. ). (1873-1947).
Uilleann piper. Born near Ballynacarrigty, Co.
Westmeath, the fourth generation of pipers which
passed back through father Larry, grandfather
C harlie, and great-grandfather Tom, who originally
came to the midlands from Co. Mayo. On leaving
school, R.L. lived first in Boyle, Co. Roscommon,
then Cork, finally settling in Belfast c.1900 where
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he lived first in Edinburgh Street, then Rugby
Avenue. A renowned pipe maker, O'Mealy was
influenced by the style of the Taylor brothers of
Drogheda and Philadelphia, particularly in his
regulator- key work. His preference was for making
sets pitched in C-sharp with one regulator. At the
Oireachtas in 1901 and 1902 he won prizes for the
quality of his workmanship, and his instruments
were displayed at the Irish Industrial Exhibition
at the St Louis World Fair in 1904. O'Mealy was
also an accomplished piper, and newspaper reports
from the early 1900s show that he was in big
demand for various music and cultural events. In
the first Feis Cheoil held in Dublin in 1897 he was
placed second in 'unpublished airs'. Examples of
his piping can be heard on a number of recordings
made for the BBC in August 1943. These, made
at age seventy, show him as an exemplar of close,
or staccato, fingered piping. They suggest that in
his younger years he was most likely a remarkable
musician. [ROH)

6

Mileadha, Padraig. (1877-1947).1he last of
the Sliabh gCua, Co. Waterford, poets and one of
very few writers of the Irish language revival to
leave a lasting impressio n on the folk-song repertoire. Born in Sceichfnf, near Cill Brien in Co.
Waterford, he emigrated to Wales in 1903 where
he composed his most popular song, 'Sliabh Geal
gCua na Feile' (1912). He was an energetic tradeunioni st, Labour party activist and participant in
various Irish cultural and political movements in
Wales and England. After returning to Ireland in
1922, he was employed as an Irish teacher by the
Waterford VEC. Other songs of his still popular
in the Waterford Gaeltacht include 'Mo Thig Beag
Aerach' (1923), 'Na Tinceiri' (1911), a witty and
eloquent account of an encounter with Travellers,
and 'Cearta Mhichil de hOra' (1913), an affectionate evocation of that once-central in stitution of
rural social life, the forge . [EAB)

6 Morain, D onal.

(1923-2001). Founder of the
Gael Linn organisation in 1953, one of the earliest
recording companies to specialise in traditional
music and song. An energetic idealist, brilliantly
innovative and motivational initiator, his conviction was that Irish independence was as much

6
about culture and th e imagination as politics or
economics. Comm itted to the Irish language as
well as a broad span of artistic interests, his strong
interest was in media. He was appointed chairman
of the RTE Authority in 1970, but sacked in '72 in
what journalists regard as government interference.
He took part in numerous culture-related boards,
but his intervention with Gael Linn became of significance for music with the release of Gael Linn's
first recording- a single, of Sean 'ac Dhonncha
-in 1957.
See Gael Lion.

6 Murchu, (Senator) Labhnis.

(1939- ). CCE
organiser. Born at Cashel, Co. Tipperary, he has
been director general of CCE since 1968, and is
national chairman of the Irish Family History
Foundation, and national chairman ofFonduireacht
an Phiarsaigh. He grew up in an atmosphere of
dances in his family home, which generated a commitment that led him to change his name to the
Irish form by deed poll, and in the 1950s to form a
local cultural body- Cum ann an Phiarsaigh- built
around Irish language, music, dance and drama.
This was subsumed into the local CCE branch
when that was formed in the late 1950s- during
which time he also taught ceili dance in the county
-and in 1960 he became CCE's Co. Tipperary secretary. In the early part of that decade he was PRO
of the organisation's Munster Council, became a
national Ard Comhairle member in 1968, and in
the same year was elected president, the first of two
three-year terms.
full-time. From 1965 to 1968 6 MurchU was
an organiser for Conradh na Gaeilge, based at
Harcourt Street, Dublin, out of which premises
he also ran CCE's affairs while negotiating the
es tablishment of their present headquarters at
Monkstown in 197 4. In the late 1960s, negotiations with the government resulted in the
provision of state funding, which CCE applied to
the provision of full-time developmental staff. He
was appointed to the major post of director - a
full-time, permanent position which he still holds
and which he has held concurrent with the office
of president for two terms.
Treoir. 6 Murchu is also CCE's main spokesperson, and editor of its journal Treoir. His
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editorials therein, and public statements, have
emphasised a tradition-based, 'national cultural'
commitment which is expressed through music and
music-related issues.
also strongly embrace the
Irish language, and have taken stands on morality
and the family (against divorce, contraception and
abortion) and on national politics. In CCE debate,
and through Treoir, he has been to the forefront
of ideological dispute with the Arts Council over
funding and policy on traditional music, particularly in the later 1980s, 1990s and early 2000s.
politics. A member of the Fianna Fail party,
nominated by CCE he was elected as a senator
to the Culture and Education panel of Seanad
Eireann in 1997, 2002 and 2007. He was a member
of Oireachtas committees on education, heritage
and Irish language, and was deputy government
spokesperson on these matters in the Senate. In
2007 he became the government's Senate spokesperson for Community, Rural and Gaeltacht
Affairs, and again in 2011 As a senator in this
role, he is considered a major asset to CCE, which
receives a large part of its funding from the Irishlanguage budget. 6 Murchu has been recipient of
both the 1996 Dublin City Lord Mayor's Award
and Tipperary Person of the Year award.
issues. As a chief executive of a large-scale
cultural organisation, it is a considerable advantage for Labhras 6 MurchU to be also a politician
with a remit in the cultural sector. State provision for the arts over the boom years gave (due)
recognition to all voluntary activities, and financially underpinned and facilitated a great level of
music initiative. However, certain of 6 Murchu's
interventions have generated criticism. His proposals in relation to how and to whom such music
funding should be allocated were bitterly resisted
by the non-CCE traditional music sector in 1999
and 2004. So too his financial deal with lMRO
on copyright in 2001. With no fear of combat,
he was also at the centre of the hurricane which
raged around Clontarf CCE's Clasach monies
and responsibility to the taxpayer in 2008. Yet he
is the figurehead who over four decades led CCE
from totally voluntary status to having a considerable property portfolio, a waged administration
and promotional staff, a publications catalogue, a
calendar of several hundred annual events, and a

my
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6 Murchu,

Marcas

music-teaching brief which underpins this with
thousands of enthusiastic performers of all ages,
many of exceptional talent.

6

Murchu, Marcas. (1961- ). Flute. Born in
Clonard, Belfast, he developed an interest in
music and the Irish language in an Irish-speaking
home and at the CBS school. His mother Nora
McDermott-Roe (1925-1986) sang, and his
father Alf 6 Murchu (1920-1990) was a harmonica player and sean-nos singer. Both taught
Irish and performed at Cumann Chluain Ard in
Belfast (founded 1936), and were involved with the
founding of the first Irish-language primary school
and Gaeltacht housing at Shaw's Road, Belfast
in 1971. Sean Maguire and the McPeake family
(who had learnt songs such as '6ro Se Do Bheatha
Abhaile' from Alf) were among 6 MurchU's neighbours, and he also heard music from flute player
Tom Ginley and accordionists John McGurran
of Fermanagh and Tommy Maguire ofTyrone;
he played with these for ceili dancing in the early
1990s. He has taught flute at the Willie Clancy
school since that time, and also at the Frankie
Kennedy event since its inception. Living in the
Derry/Donegal area after 1993, he teaches flute
there, several of his local pupils having won provincial and All-Ireland awards. Being related to
Roscommon flute player Josie McDermott through
his mother led him to the north Connaught repertoire, and playing with fiddlers Antoin Mac
Gabhann (Cavan) and Denis McMahon (Kerry)
widened his stylistic palette. He took part in CCE
tours in the USA and Canada (1983, 1990), has
represented Ireland at the Pan-Celtic Festival, and
has presented programmes on BBC and RnaG and
TG4. An occasional lecturer in music and Irish
language/literature, he has contributed, too, to
many album sleeve notes and has two solo albums:
OBhealgoBea/(1997) and Turas Ceoi/(2006).
O'Neill, Arthur. (1734-1818). Harp player and
chronicler. Born Drumnastrade, Dungannon,
Co. Tyrone, he lost his sight after an accident
in childhood and was sent to learn harp under
Owen Keenan of Augher. Thus began an itinerant
musician's life at age fifteen, which in the course
of several years took him on a first 'tour' over
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Antrim and Down, to Meath, Munster and back
to Donegal. In the course of his stay in Limerick
he re-strung the 'Brian Boru' harp and played it
at the head of a procession through the streets of
Limerick. Most of his life story was dictated to a
scribe appointed by Edward Bunting during the
harper's stay in Belfast between 1808 and 1813
when he was master of the Irish Harp Society
there. Therein O'Neill relates anecdotal and colourful tales of harpers like Charles Byrne, Arthur
Short, Cornelius Lyons, Rory Dall 6 Cath:iin and
Turlough Carolan. He recalls the players at the
harp 'Balls' at Granard, Co. Longford (1781-83),
and otherwise gives a thorough account of the
social life of the times of the harper, the dying
years of the harp tradition. Particularly interesting are his accounts of the other instruments
being played: in the 1750s there were 'plenty of
pipers and fiddlers' in the Rosses, Donegal; around
1782, in the home ofJones Irwin of Streamstown,
Co. Sligo, attending a music night he records, 'in
addition to the daughters of the house playing
piano, Gentlemen flutes 6, Gentlemen violoncellos 2, Common pipers 10, Gentlemen fiddlers 20,
Gentlemen clarionets 4'. His memoirs can be read
in Donal O'Sullivan's Carolan.

O'Neill, (Captain) Francis. (1848-1936). Flute,
fiddle, pipes, collector. Born Tralibane near Bantry,
Co. Cork. At the age of sixteen he left home and
embarked on an adventurous life: sailing the
world's oceans as a cabin boy, working at various
jobs across the US, then marrying an Irish emigrant
and settling in Chicago where he joined the
city's police force in 1873. He advanced steadily
through the ranks and from 1901 to 1905 was
general superintendent or chief of police. Along
with other like-minded enthusiasts in Chicago, he
collected and documented a large body of dance
tunes from immigrant Irish musicians and began
publishing the material in book form in 1903. As
well as his collecting and publishing work he also
had the foresight to photograph numerous players
and in 1902 he equipped himself with an Edison
cylinder phonograph on which he made some of
the earliest recordings oflrish music. [HAB]
collection. A musician himself, O'Neill took an
active role in the traditional music scene among the
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large Irish immigrant community in Chicago. The
importance of his involvement was recognised in
1901 when he was elected president of the Chicago
Irish Music Club. O'Neill became aware of the fact
that many of the tunes he recalled from his childhood in Co. Cork were not known to musicians
from other parts oflreland whom he encountered
in Chicago. This led to the broader realisation
that there was in fact a substantial body of Irish
music which had not yet been collected. With the
initial view of committing his own repertoire to
print, O'Neill embarked on a notation project. He
recruited a colleague,James O'Neill (1863-1949),
to assist in transcribing. Originally from Co.
Down,James O'Neill was a fiddler himself, had a
good ear and was literate in music. He committed
to written form the tunes which }rancis played for
him and would then play back from the written
version to check for errors. As word of the project
began to spread throughout the music community
in Chicago, others became interested and began
to contribute tunes, both from memory and from
manuscript and printed collections.
publications. In 1903 the largest ever collection
oflrish music, The Music ofIreland, was published,
financed by O'Neill himsel£ The 1,850 tunes presented were classified according to tune-type (airs
and songs, Carolan compositions, double jigs, slip
jigs, reels, hornpipes, long dances, marches and
miscellaneous). In 1907 the first of four editions of
The Dance Music ofIreland- 1001 Gems appeared.
Including many tunes from the previous collection, this publication focused entirely on the dance
music repertoire. The most popular written source
oflrish dance music until Breathnach's Ceol Rince
na hEireann, this collection was, up to the 1970s,
referred to by musicians simply as 'the book'.
piano. In 1908, 250 Choice Selections Arranged
for Piano and Violin appeared. Again based on
material from previous O'Neill publications, the
provision of piano arrangements by James O'Neill
was intended to attract an audience beyond Irish
musicians. An enlarged 400-tune edition of this,
with piano arrangements by Selena O'Neill (also
no relation), a student at the Chicago Music
College, appeared in 1915. Selena's involvement
in Francis's projects dates from 1910 when she
arranged Popular Selections from O'Neill's Dance

Francis O'Neill, from his 'Music of Ireland' published by
Lyon & Healy, Chicago, 1903

Music ofIreland for piano. f.faijS and Strays of Gaelic
Melody, again including piano accompaniments
arranged by her, was first published in 1922, with
a later edition appearing in 1924, this including
historical and descriptive notes on the tunes by
O'Neill himsel£
academic. He also published two important
textbooks. Irish Folk Music- A Fascinating Hobby
(1910) contains much personal information about
the author, reflects his interest in piping and
comments on various aspects of the Irish music
tradition. Irish Minstrels and Musicians (1913) is
a substantial directory of musicians, again with an
emphasis on those involved in piping. The 1987
reprint of this book has a valuable assessment of
O'Neill by Breand:in Breathnach. The published
collections ofFrancis O'Neill represent a remarkable contribution to the Irish music tradition. The
volume of material involved is considerable. It is
also significant that this was the first collecting and
publishing project to be undertaken by and aimed
primarily at Irish music practitioners.
reservations. While the collections of Francis
O 'Neill remain invaluable to Irish musicians, there
are a number of problems with them:
1. The tunes represented are those played by
O'Neill and his fellow musicians in the
Chicago area, supplemented in part by tunes
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obtained from visitors to the area. Therefore,
the music of all the counties of Ireland, particularly the north-west, is not represented
equally.
2. Titles of tunes are often the invention of
O'Neill, who was quite candid about naming
tunes after the individuals from whom they
were obtained .
3. Given the wealth of material involved, it is
inevitable that duplication of tunes might
occur, and in a number of cases the same tune
appears within a single collection, identical but
for the title.
4. When considering the transcription methods
involved, the scope for error is wide and so
the O'Neill collections show errors in key signatures and rhythms, and inconsistencies in
repeat markings and ornamentation.
5. One round of the basic melody is given in
the case of each tune. While it is common for
O'Neill to include more than one setting of
a particular tune, no account of variation and
style is mentioned.
6. O'Neill also confessed to creating parts of
melodies where memory lapses occurred.
revision. In 1931 O'Neill donated a substantial part of his library to the University of Notre
Dame, Indiana. While his collections have been
used primarily as source material for traditional
musicians - as he originally intended - they have
also been the focus for considerable scholarly attention. Miles Krassen published a new and revised
edition of The Music ofIreland in 1976. Breandan
Breathnach compiled a thematic index of the tunes
collected by O'Neill, which is currently housed in
the ITMA, Dublin. In 1997 Nicholas Carolan's
biography of O'Neill -A Harvest Saved: Francis
O'Nei/1 and Irish Music in Chicago - described his
work and life in full, and in 1999 Ossian published a
complete edition of the works of O'Neill. Edited by
Liz Doherty ofUniversity College, Cork, this work
has edited versions of all2,500 tunes and a complete
revised version of the thematic index. [LID)

O'Neill Irish Music Collection. This is the archive
which holds the collection of Capt. Francis O'Neill.
Located in the Hesburgh Library at the University
ofNotre Dame, South Bend, Indiana, USA, it has
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more than 1,500 books relating to Irish music
and culture, recordings oflrish traditional music,
and O'Neill's personal correspondence. Breandan
Breathnach considers O'Neill's bequeathing of the
collection to an American university to have been
'a silent condemnation of the indifference of the
Irish race towards its native culture'.

O 'Neill, James. (1862-1949). Fiddler, collector, composer. Born in the townland of Kilpike,
Seapatrick, Co. Down. His father John, a fiddle
player, was active in collecting and transcribing music. His mother, Mary Mulholland, was a
noted singer and the source for many of]ames's
song airs. The family moved to Brookfield Street
in the Ardoyne area of Belfast when he was about
four years of age. There he learned to play and
read music from his father and studied under Bill
Ellis . By the time of his emigration to Chicago
in 1880/1, he was a proficient fiddler and astute
transcriber of music. His style was described
as being 'highly technical', 'northern' and with a
strong element of Scottish repertoire. Initially
better known to the Scottish music community of
Chicago, a chance meeting with Francis O'Neill
in 1884 led to the formation of a collecting partnership. Gatherings of seminal musicians were
arranged in his Bridgeport home which became
known as 'Mecca', due to the quality of performances there. 1hese resulted in the publication of the
famous O'Neill's collections. A copy of his personal
composition manuscript has survived. His life is
chronicled in Caoimhin MacAoidh's 2006 book
The Scribe. [CAM]

O 'Neill, Sarah Ann. (1919- ). Singer. Born at
Derrytresk, Co. Tyrone, sister to Geordie Hanna.
Her father played fiddle and sang, lilted and
danced a sean-n6s style. Travelling musicians and
neighbouring players were regularly entertained in
her home and music and song could be heard in
local 'ceili houses'. Sarah Ann sang from a young
age; like most others of that generation she had all
kinds of material, local and popular. Consciousness
of and concentration on traditional song came in
the 'revival' years, through the programming on
Radio Eireann and local sessions in M ackle's Hotel
in the 1950s.Through the 1960s her home was a

oral tradition

Sarah Ann O'Neill (right) with R6isfn White and Joe

such contestants in under-age competitions). His
mother Maire, and sisters Nora and Aine and
brother Macdara who are fiddle players, teach music
in the Trim area. Brother Phelim (1965-2006) was
held in high esteem both as a teacher and flute and
fiddle player; Feile na Samhna in 2007 featured a
tribute concert in his memory in which 120 musicians played. 6 Raghallaigh teaches concertina in
his own and adjoining counties, has toured and
recorded with The Providence and has two solo
albums, The Nervous Man and Inside Out. [JAM]

Mulheron at the singers' weekend at lnishowen, Co.
Donegal, 1996

majorTyrone venue for 'sessions', bringing together
players and singers from all the northern counties,
including Joe Holmes and Len Graham, Jeannie
McGrath, the Comacs and John Loughran. She
can be heard on Topic's Irish Voices with Geordie
Hanna and others. Local songwriter Jim McGurk
- a singer, poet and fiddler - composed one of
Sarah-Anne's best-known songs for her, 'Banks of
Sweet Lough Neagh'.1his was tailored specially
to incorporate the placenames of her locality. The
words were sent to her on paper via 'the breadman'.
She was awarded the TG4 Gradam for her singing
in 2008.
Open House. Funded by the ACNI and Belfast
City Council, this festival of traditional music
began in 1999, the first in Belfast's emerging
Cathedral Qyarter. A not-for-profit organisation
directed by Kieran Gilmore, its aim is to attract
new audiences within the cultural and economic
growth of Belfast. It presents traditional and folk
from many countries and genres, with particular
emphasis on the Ireland-America connection, and
attracted 15,000 in 2009. It takes place in the city
centre, with marquees on Custom House Square.

6 Raghallaigh, Micheal. (1971- ) Concertina.
Born in Rathmoylan, Co. Meath, into an intensely
musical family; his father Padraig (accordion)
moved to Meath in 1958 as part of the Land
Commision re-settlement. 6 Raghallaigh started
playing at age eight, taught by Rena Traynor, and
was for many years the only concertina player in
the Leinster fleadh (in 2009 there were twenty

oral tradition. The passing on of music, song, storytelling, etc. from generation to generation by a
process of performance and absorption. This may
or may not involve active teaching, but ideally it
does not use written music or song lyrics. Melodies
and words are committed to memory by listening
repeatedly to the same tune or song. In the absence
of the use of written music or words, even without
access to tape or other recordings, a good young
musician/singer can develop a rigorous alertness
and memory, and might be inclined, and able,
to reproduce exactly what has been taught, but a
poorer student may have inaccurate recall. In the
former case the musician may develop, or build
upon, what has been learned; in the latter they
may forget, and improvise, perhaps poorly. Either
way, music in the oral tradition changes slowly, but
inevitably.
Amiil an Bheil Bheo: Orality and Modern Irish
Culture, ed. Nessa Cronin, Sean Crosson and John
Eastlake (2009). This book of interdisciplinary
essays observes orality and modern Irish culture
in areas such as literature, song, folklore and visual
arts. It notes the connections between oral and
textual traditions in Ireland, linking history, literature, folklore, music, women's studies, film and
theatre studies. Included are: McCarthy, Jenny,
'Jack B. Yeats's A Broadside- Images of Orality';
Moulden, John, 'Two Dimensions to Orality in
Nineteenth-Century Ireland- A Discussion of the
Functioning of Printed Ballads'; Ni Chonghaile,
Deirdre, 'Seamus Ennis, W .R. Rodgers and Sidney
Robertson Cowell and the Traditional Music
of the Aran Islands'; 6 Laoire, Lillis, 'Parallel
Songlines: James Joyce's "The Dead" and Tomas
6 Criomhthain's "An tOileanach"'; 6 Tuairisg,
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Orange Order

Lochlainn, 'History, Seanchas and Memory in
"Cath Cheim an Fhia"'.
See also aural learning; transmission; song: song
transmission .
Orange Order. Founded in Co. Armagh in 1795,
as a secret, Protestant, self-defence society. It spread
rapidly in the next few years to include many landowners and aristocracy in its ranks, achieving favour
and respectability not shared by other contemporary agrarian organisations. 1hrough emigration it
spread to Canada, Australia, Africa, New Zealand
and became very strong in Scotland which had a
similar, associated culture. With secret rituals and
passwords based on Freemasonry and the Old
Testament, it organised in lodges, districts and
counties. The Order conducts an annual spectacle
of processions, with marching bands, banners and
flags and uniforms of collarette or sash, sometimes
white gloves and bowler hats. Ceremonial swords
and pikes ('deacon poles') are also carried. 1h: main
processions are at commemorations of the Battle
of the Somme on the 1st of]uly, and on the 12th of
July in commemoration of the Battle of the Boyne
(1690), but also include church parades throughout the year and political demonstrations in times
of crisis. Sister unionist organisations include the
Royal Black Preceptory and the Apprentice Boys
of Derry. The Ancient Order of Hibernians is a
Catholic, nationalist equivalent but in Ireland is
largely irrelevant. The Orange Order is significant
in NI as a politico-cultural catalyst, providing unity
among Protestants divided by denomination.
music. The Order is important due to the association of fife and Lam beg drum with the main
annual processions, and also (since the 1870s)
due to a very strong marching band tradition,
especially flute, but also accordion, silver, brass
and pipe. There are possibly more than 10,000
people associated with these bands, though not
necessarily with the Orange Order. The conservative nature of the organisation meant that dance
traditions, largely disappeared in the wider area,
were preserved in some Orange Halls (e.g. step
dancing, lancers) especially in east Co. Down. A
strong singing tradition is evidenced in the large
amount of printed material (broadsides, etc.) but
is also largely moribund now. Many of these older
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songs are published by the Ulster Society. By the
late 1960s membership was dropping, but the
Troubles brought a new relevance and strength
based on defending the union of Northern Ireland
with Britain. [GAH]
O'Reilly, Edward. (1765-1830). Collector. A
Gaelic scholar and lexicographer who around 1810
established a small school with Edward Farmer in
which they gave instruction in the Irish language.
He also was a collector of songs, seventy-eight of
which from his MS were reportedly copied into
collector Henry Hudson's notebooks (Hudson was
studying with him in 1812). O'Reilly's original MS
does not survive. [JIO]

6 Riabhaigh,Micheal. (1911-76). Uilleann piper
and noted teacher, he learned his playing from
Tadhg Crowley ofCrowley's Music Shop in Cork.
In 1963 he revived the Cork Pipers' Club, and his
pupils, many of whom are now established traditional musicians, won a succession of All-Ireland and
Sl6gadh titles. He was one of the outstanding pipers
in the country and known for his radio programmes
journey through Munster and Irish Music Coffected in
America. 6 Riabhaigh's children, Micheil, Nora and
Eoin, all play uilleann pipes, the latter a former AllIreland winner, who features on albums by Dolores
Keane, Jimmy Crowley and Stokers Lodge. A solo
album, Tribute, named in honour of Micheal, was
released by Eoin in 1998. [PAD]
6

Riada, Sean. (1931-71). Composer, arranger,
academic and musician. Born in 1931 in Cork,
while his father, Sean Reidy of Kilmihil , Co.
Clare, a sergeant in the Garda Siochana, was stationed in Adare, Co. Limerick. His mother was
Julia Creedon from Kilnamartra in the barony of
West Muskerry. Both parents came from a farming
background with a high level of cultural awareness,
she a concertina and melodeon player with many of
the songs of her area, and he having once studied
the fiddle with Patrick Kelly. 6 Riada's cradle
songs were 'Codhlaigi Einini' from his father and
'Cois an Ghaorthaidh' from his mother. At age
four he went to CBS, Ad are where his first teacher,
Brother Long from Dingle, set the foundation
for his strong passion for the Irish language. At
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seven he got his first violin lesson from Granville
Metcalfe from Limerick; a year later he began to
study the piano, also studying theory, counterpoint
and harmony with Prof. Van de Velde. At ten he
joined the Limerick Club, performing with them
until he left to board at Farranferris Seminary
School, this on a scholarship won in 1943. He
matriculated in 1947 and, too young to enter university, spent a year at St Munchin's in Limerick
where he took his Leaving Certificate.
university. He entered UCC in 1948 on a
scholarship, studying Arts, with Music (with Prof.
Aloys Fleischmann), Greek, Latin and Irish. He
read widely, this oriented towards the ancient and
modern cultures of Europe; he graduated with
honours in music. He married Ruth Coghlan in
1953; in the same year, he was appointed assistant
director of music in Radio Eireann along with Dr
Arthur Duff, with whom he dismissed many traditional fiddler hopefuls who presented for audition.
6 Riada resigned from Radio Eireann in 1955,
and, in a logical extension to all of his classical
reading and studies, took off to experience intellectual life in Paris. 'Ih:re he met artists and musicians
through RDTF (French radio), but finally returned
to Ireland where, in Dublin, his most prolific period
began, arranging for the Radio Eireann Singers and
Light Orchestra. He wrote original compositions
for symphony orchestra and chamber orchestra as
well as for solo voice and for piano. During this
time he also worked as music director of the Abbey
Theatre, this allowing him time to do many radio
broadcasts and work on film music.
theatre. Parallel with the European classical
creativity of these years, a traditional Irish theme
emerged, first expressed in the music for the 1959
film Mise Eire. He studied traditional music, the
radio series Our Musical Heritage (also published
as a book) the result. He experimented with combinations of musicians, finally evolving the group
Ceolt6iri Chualann. It was first presented to the
public as a folk or traditional orchestra providing
music for Bryan MacMahon's Ihe Honey Spike at
the Abbey Theatre. Its first formal appearance as
a stage group was at the Shelbourne Hotel. The
summer of 1959 spent with his family in Bru
na Gniige (Corca Dhuibhne, Co. Kerry) was
6 Riada's first contact with the Gaeltacht. Deeply

Riada, Sean

impressed, he and his wife began a salon-style ceili
at their home in Galloping Green, Dublin, this
bringing together all the strands of the composer's
interests- muintir na Gaeltachta, traditional and
classical musicians, poets, diplomats, tradesmen
and business men.
Cork . 6 Riada resigned from the Abbey in
1962 and moved to Corca Dhuibhne for a year,
doing freelance work for RTE and writing for Ihe
Irish Times. In 1963 he was appointed assistant
lecturer in music at University College, Cork. The
family moved to An Draighean, Cuil Aodha to
live, ten miles from where Se:in's mother was born.
He made 16mm films, wrote music, fished, studied
Indian and Oriental music, sat on national commissions and committees, and was deeply involved
in the local community. He formed a local choir
- C6ir Chuil Aodha- and wrote his first Mass
for them ('Cuil Aodha', 1965). His fascination
with things spiritual produced two others 'Glenstal', and an Irish government-commissioned
Requiem.
arrangemen ts and compositions. Se:in 6 Riada
made more than 700 arrangements of songs and
dance music for traditional groups, some twentyfive orchestral arrangements of traditional Irish
tunes and 120 choral arrangements oflrish songs.
He did various lecture series too: the early-1960s
Radio Eireann broadcasts titled Our Musical
Heritage and those on Irish music in general
delivered at UCC some weeks before his death.
He also wrote a play (Spailpin a Ruin), articles,
essays and some songs. He composed a body of
original Irish melodies, with the express purpose
of letting them drift into the mainstream of Irish
music -best known is 'Mn:i na hEireann' (text
from 6 Doirnin). [P£0]
traditional m usic. In 1960 6 Riada was commissioned by Gael Linn to arrange the score for the
film Mise Eire, and subsequently Saoirse (George
Morrison's cinema documentaries on events surrounding the foundation of the Irish Free State).
In 1961 he scored the music for the film version
of Ihe Playboy ofthe Western World. On record these
made a huge impact in the country, and coming as
they did near the fiftieth anniversary of the 1916
Rising were extremely influential in re-fashioning
Irish cultural self-identity.
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Ceolt6irf Ch ualann . While still associated
with the Abbey, 6 Riada gathered together this
group of largely traditional musicians and singers,
some of whom were to use his model to form
The Chieftains and later Ceoltoiri Laighean. In
reaction to the practice of contemporary ceili
bands who always performed in unison, he developed an approach which highlighted individual
mu sicians, permittin g them to play passages in
various combinations; he also introduced an
element of harmony. In addition to dance tunes
and slow airs, he included pieces from the corpus
of the harper-composers. Originally playing the
bodhran, he himself went on to lead the group
on harpsichord. Although they made few concert
appearances, Ceoltoiri Chualann gained a wide
following during the early 1960s due to two radio
programmes - R eachaireacht an Riadaigh and
Fleadh Cheoil an Radio - and from recordings. 1he
group had a major influence on the direction of
Irish traditional ensemble thereafter. 6 Riada's life
is explored in Tomas 6 Can ainn's Serin 6 Riada:
H is L ife and Work (2003). [BIM)
ornamentation. A term often used interchangeably with 'embellishment' and 'decoration', this is
the process of adding detail to the melody in traditional music. Typically in performance a player
will never play a given tune in exactly the same way
twice, and two players will rarely play a tune identically; one of the ways in which this individuality
and fluidity is achieved is thro ugh ornamentation.
This is appropriate when the starting point of the
tune is considered to be a simple skeletal frame or
melodic outline - the 'bare bones' as it is sometimes referred to. The player may then add to this
frame in different ways upon each repeat of the
tune, and also from one performance to the next.
The experienced musician, however, engages with
the creative process and the tune itself in a much
more organic way, so that ornamentation may also
happen in reverse -where elements are omitted
in order to add variety. Ornamentation is done
by the use of 1. grace notes and/or 2. 'extra' notes
and/or 3. effects and/or 4. variation. The inclusion
of, emphasis on or absence of particular form s of
ornamentation may also be used in identifYing or
describing personal and/or regional styles.
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1 g race notes. These are extra notes added as
embellishment to certain parts of the tun e.
They are o nly of fleeting duration and hence
are shown on the stafF in a smaller size; they
only minimally take from the time of the basic
melody notes. Grace notes add colour and allow
for an expression of the individual musician's
creativity, and in th eir execution can be predominantly melodic or rhythmic depending
on the stylistic preferences of th e player. Grace
notes have several form s:
(a) single grace note. This is the rapid playing of
a note above or below the main melody note;
these are known also as (i) 'cut' and (ii) 'tip'
respectively. The cut (note above) is similar
to the 'acciaccatura' (Italian for 'crushing in')
or, if longer duratio n,
to the 'm o rd ent' of
music theory; th e tip
(note below) is similar
to a very short 'lower
mordent' (or 'inverted
mordent'). But both cut
Tip
and tip have particular
duration and meanings in traditional music
which are - vitally- aurally determined.
(b) double grace note. In this, the main melody
note is rapidly sounded first, then the rapid
grace note twice, followed by the main note
again.
(c) combined grace notes. Various configurations
and durations of grace notes result in specific
ornament types, most common of which are
(i) roll and (ii) cran. There may be vari ati ons in the terms used, but they present a
common stock which all instruments draw
upon in greater or lesser measure depending on instrument and musician. Each such
ornament has its own specifi c pattern and
shape, but the note detail may vary according to the possibilities available on each
in strument. The articulation (melodic or
rhythmic) of ornaments is also open to the
preferences and stylistic leaning of the individual musician.
i. roll. One of the most common ornaments
used in Irish traditional music, this is a
combination of th e basic grace notes 'cut'
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and 'tip'. It exists in
two variants, the 'long
roll' and the 'short roll'.
Roll
In each case a single
melody note is being decorated.
long roll. This consists of five notes and is played
in the time value of a dotted crotchet. Within
this the main melody note is sounded three
times. An upper grace note is sounded
between the first and second of these, and
a lower grace note between the second and
third. The first note is lengthened, thus the
remaining notes must be played quickly to
be contained within the given time value.
short roll. This is done in the time value of a
crotchet. It follows the same pattern as the
longer type but does not sound the main
melody note first, starting instead on the
upper grace note.
The roll is popular with players of most instruments, the extent of its usage differing according
to regional styles and personal tastes.lts execution
differs from pitch to pitch and from instrument to

•I ;J
Long E and F rolls on fiddle

IJ J J F

J .'J
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Long rolls on flute and whistle

instrument. It is particularly fluid on, and characteristic of, pipes, flute and whistle.
ii cran. This is the characteristic ornamentation
form used in uilleann piping. It is typically
used to achieve a staccato low D on the
chanter, but may also be used on low E. The
effect is often mimicked too on flute and
fiddle and is used also by some concertina
and accordion players.

written

Short E and F rolls on fiddle

.J

or

played

Gran

V

IJ J J F

PI

11
The Blackthorn Stick Uig); crans can be done on the dotted D crotchets and long rolls on the dotted E crotchet
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ornamentation
All of the above forms of ornamentatio n use
'ex tra' notes which are of only fleeting duration.
The following ornamentation types use real-time
note values which are always indicated in written
versions.
2 'extra' notes. In this form of ornamentation
the main notes being played are shortened or
lengthened and an extra note or notes added
to compensate for this; the extra notes are not
virtual notes like grace notes - they have real
time value. This most common forms of these
are the triplet, treble, filler notes and runs.
(a) triplet. This is common to all instruments
and all styles. It involves three consecutive
notes, in either upward or downward motion,
which are played in the value of a single beat.
The notes may move in articulated, legato
or staccato fashion,
and one of them may
be held for fractionally
longer duration than
Triplet
the others.
(b) treble. A treble is an
ornament involving the
division of a long note
(usually a crotchet) into
Trebling
three shorter note values of the same pitch.
It is a technique particularly favoured by
northern-style fiddle players, and executed
using short, accented bow-strokes. It has
however increasingly been adopted by
players on other instruments. On whistle
and flute it can be done by tonguing, and on
button instruments by passing three fingers
in rapid sequence over a button.
(c) filler notes. This is the 'filling in' of intervals in various ways - such as sounding the
note A in between G and B on whistle,
flute or pipes. An extension of that is the
use of'runs', a practice likely derived from
harping; these are often used to great effect
in slow air playing, particularly on pipes
and fiddle. Filling in of intervals can be
heard quite dramatically on strathspey and
Highland playing.
3 effects. These are extra tones which are specific
to the various instruments. 1h: practice includes
double stopping, sliding and accentuation.
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(a) double stopping. A technique employed
for ornamentation purposes involving the
simultaneous sounding of two notes, often,
but not exclusively, at phrase endings.
Primarily associated with fiddle playing,
the term itself specifically refers to the
simultaneous stopping of two strings with
the fingers. The technique has been adapted
to other instruments, e.g. accordion and
concertina.
(b) sliding. This is where the player moves
seamless ly up to a desired note from the
note below (on flute, fiddle, pipes) or downwards (on fiddle). It is a common feature in
sean-nos singing also.
(c) accentuation. Also known as 'articulation',
this is the manner in which the player
so unds notes. Generally in tradition al
music it is assumed that the mu sician plays
in legato fashion, but staccato playing is
used for decorative effect. 'Closed' and 'open'
fingered piping are part of this consideration, as is trebling on fiddle, and tongue
and throat articulation on whistle and flute.
There are many other forms, most of them
specific to the technical idiosyncrasies of
individual instruments.
4 variation. This involves changes made to the
tune by the player according to their taste. Most
musicians learn a tune as accurately as possible
and may perform it the same way always, especially in session playing. But soloists invariably
put their own stamp on their music by using, in
addition to various forms of grace notes, filler
notes and effects, significant alteration. This has
two forms:
(a) melodic variation. This is where the player
introduces variation into the tune or melodic
line in accordance with accepted parameters moving beyond which may result in
the creation of a new tune. 1he technique
is done with reference to the main melodic
-anchor-notes (or set accented tones)- of
a tune by altering a sequence of notes or
adding or omitting notes from the frame of
the tune; often it is introduced alongside a
degree of rhythmic variation. It is typically
a subtle but essential part of the creative

6 Seighin,
process among all players, but certain performers - such as Cathal McConnell, Niall
Vallely, Niall Keegan- choose to emphasise
it to great effect.
(b) rhythmic variation. Stylistically authentic
performance of tunes within the Irish music
tradition involves the individual adding
their own stamp also through spontaneous
variation. This allows the player to interact
with the tune's underlying rhythmic line
within the fixed parameters of tune structure and motor rhythm or basic pulse.
Rhythmic variation may involve lengthening or shortening notes within a tune,
adding or omitting certain notes, introducing rests or syncopation, or altering time
signature or phrasing. It generally results
in some degree of melodic variation being
introduced simultaneously in order to facilitate it. [LlD, EDI]
See also style; syncopation; time-signature.
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Rochain, Mu iris. (1944- ). Born in Dingle,
Co. Kerry. His family are from the Gaeltacht, and
he was reared bilingually; in younger years he was
involved with music, song and local traditions such
as the wren. He collected folklore for UCD from
the last of the Gaelic storytellers while teaching
in Cahersiveen and Waterville, and was involved
in setting up Ballinskelligs Local Development
Co-op in 1968. He taught in Dublin from 196 7
to 1970 where he was an associate of Breandan
Breathnach,John Kelly, and other major figures in
traditional music revival. Married to Una Guerin of
Miltown Malbay in 1970, he moved there to teach
at Spanish Point. A contributor to CCE's Treoir
magazine and involved in Da! gCais magazine
from its inception, he played a leading part in the
making of three short films -My Own Place (RTE,
1980, prod. Tony MacMahon), Cur agus Cuiteamh
(RTE, 1990, prod. Cathal Goan), Up Srciid Eoin
-1he Story of the Ding!e Wren (RTE, 1991, prod.
Rfonach Uf 6gain). Deeply interested in the
Irish language, he was president of Oireachtas
na Gaeilge in 2001 and was a member and chair
of Comhairle RTE R aidi6 na Gaeltachta 19992006. 6 R6chain was the original proposer of the
Willie Clancy Summer School; he drew up its first
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programme in 1973 with Seamus Mac MathUna of
CCE and has been its director since. In 2005 he
also organised and directed a summer school for
traditional Irish music in Cape Breton. In 2010
he was awarded TG4's Gradam na gCeolt6irf for
his work.
O'Rourke, Brian. (1948- ). Songwriter, singer.
Born at Ratheniska, Co. Laois, he has spent most
of his life in Galway city where he produced two
collections of Gaelic song with English translations and dual-language audio: Bias Mea/a/A Sip
from the Honey-Pot (1985), and Pale Rainbow/An
Dubh ina Bhdn (1990). In 1988 he began writing
comic song lyrics in traditional style in English,
some of these including 'Drumsnot', a satire on
tourism, issued in 1992 as When I Grow Up, and in
2009 as a en, Chanta! de Champignon.

6 Se, Sean.

(1936- ). Singer. Born at Ballylickey,
Co. Cork. His family had a long tradition of
singing, particularly on his father's side. He studied
singing for a time at the Cork School of Music
under John T. Home, until Sean 6 Riada advised
him that 'too much training might spoil his voice'.
He won the traditional singing competition at
Feis na Mumhan in 1959 and made many radio
broadcasts in subsequent years, during this time
singing with the Blarney Ceili Band. In 1961, he
was invited by Sean 6 Riada to join Ceolt6iri
Chualann, and he remained with the group until
their final performance at Cork City Hall in 1969.
He presented a number of programmes for RTE,
including An GhaothAneas. He taught as a national
school teacher in Baltinglass, Co. Wicklow, and
Bandon, Co. Cork. Later he was principal at the
Cathedral School and at Knocknaheeny, both on
the northside of Cork city.

6 Seighin, Micheal. (1940- ). Sean-n6s singer,
whistle. Born in Gleann Bruachan (Glenbrohane)
in the Ballyhoura mountains, Co. Limerick, an
area with a strong music tradition, he went to live
and work as a teacher in Erris, Co. Mayo in 1962.
Singing from an early age, and committed to the
Irish language, he specialises in older songs ofErris,
many of which he has revived. He was a pioneer
teacher of traditional music in Co. Limerick in
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osmosis

the 1950s. His name became nationally known as
one of the Rossport Five (along with accordionist
Vincent McGrath) who were jailed for contempt
(but subsequently released) in the course of a principled defence of the integrity of their Co. Mayo
locale against a gas consortium headed by Shell in
autumn, 2005.
osmosis. A scientific term for a form of absorption
- the passage of molecules of a substance through
a membrane from an area of high concentration
to one of low concentration. It is often applied to
the process of enculturation, such as learning to
speak in a local accent, or for a child or newcomer
learning a local style of music or song aurally.
See transmission.

6 Suilleabhain, Diarmuid. (1948-91) . Singer,
broadcaster, he was born into the Muskerry song
tradition of the lrish-speaking area of Cui! Aodha,
west Cork. His father Maidhci was a well-known
singer, and his mother, while not a singer herself,
had a great store of song lyrics and was an expert
on their history. Influenced by his father, Diarmuid
owed much to neighbours Diarmuid 6 Riordain
and Padraig 6 T uama. He was educated at Colaiste
fosagain in Baile Mhuirne, and St Patrick's
College, Drumcondra, Dublin. He began schoolteaching in the late 1960s at Passage West. In 1974
he joined Cork Local Radio, moving in 1977 as
newsreader to RTE's Irish-language newsroom in
Dublin. In the early 1980s he joined Raidi6 na
Gaeltachta in Baile na nGall, west Kerry, where
he remained until his death in a car accident. With
his father and brothers, Eoin and Danny, he was a
member of Cor Chuil Aodha, initially under the
direction of Sean 6 Riada, later under Sean's son
Peadar. Bruach na Carraige Bdine, a collection of
his songs drawn from RTE, Raidi6 na Gaeltachta
and private sources was issued in 1995. He may
also be heard on Ceolt6iri Laighean's recordings
An Bdthar Cam/1he Crooked Road and 1he Star of
Munster. 6 Suilleabhain is commemorated by an
annual weekend of song, music and dance held
in Cui! Aodha in early December each year. His
brothers Danny and Eoin and sister Eibhlis are
each highly regarded singers also. [PAA]
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6 Stiilleabhrun, Eoghan Rua (Beara). (1748-84).
Poet. A disconcerting aspect of the oral tradition
is that examples of tenaciousness can be matched
by examples of a most fragile transience. The most
popular and widespread tradition, for all its vigour,
has only a most precarious foothold and its very existence can soon be forgotten. Such has been the fate of
Eoghan Rua 'An Bheil Bhinn' who, in his short life,
enchanted Gaelic-speaking Munster with his songs,
and for several generations held a place uncontested
in the popular imagination as the greatest song
craftsman ever to live in their midst. Today, however,
a verse from 'The Sweet Mouth' will be rarely heard,
and the writer's memory rarely invoked.
life. Eoghan was born in 1748 in the townland
ofNa Mfnteoga about seven miles east of Killarney
in the heart ofSliabh Luachra. He received a hedgeschool education which afforded him fluency in
English, as his verse in that language testifies, some
knowledge of the Classics, literacy in Iri sh and
familiarity with the Gaelic literary tradition. He
spent the first ten years of his adult life (c.1767-77)
as a 'spailpfn' or migrant labourer working in various
districts mostly in north and east Cork. There he
came into contact with what remained of literary
circles, and among them his reputation was quickly
established. Around 1777 he seems to have been
press-ganged into the British navy. During this
spell in the king's service he composed some of his
most memorable verses: 'I Sacsaibh na Sead', 'Ar
Maidin lnne Cois Ce na Slfmbharc'. He seems to
have been in Ireland again around 1779-80, but
was in the navy again when it defeated the French
fleet near Fort Royal in the West Indies in 1782:
6 Suilleabhain's ship, the Formidable, saw some of
the severest fighting, which is ably described in his
song 'Rodney's Glory'. The poet died aged thirtysix at Knocknagree in June 1784 from a wound on
the head inflicted in a pub brawl in Killarney. We
have fifty poems and songs in Irish from his pen,
of which twenty perhaps are written in the convention of the aisling or political vision.
lyricality. While conventional in theme, the
distinctive genius of 6 Suilleabhain's songs are
their luxurious eloquence and musicality: words
artfully combined with rhythm and music in the
most difficult assonantal and rhythmic patterns that
flow with amazing ease and fluency. Lyricality and

6 Suilleabhain,
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eloquence were always admired in Gaelic society
and thus the supremacy of his popularity was
ensured for over a hundred years after his passing.
Ironically, this is also the reason for his subsequent
disappearance from the traditional repertoire.
Given the relative impoverishment of vocabulary
in contemporary colloquial Irish, the simplification
of grammar, and the current widespread unfamiliarity with Gaelic myth and poetic history (with
which 6 Suilleabh:iin's songs are replete), his
songs present a formidable challenge to singer and
listener alike and the scarcity of a discerning and
appreciative audience must discourage the effort
involved. 6 Suilleabh:iin remained in folklore as
a womaniser and a romantic, silver-tongued rover
whose ready wit and clever poetic retorts provided
entertaining fire-side anecdotes. [EAB]

6 Suilleabhain, Micheal.

(1950- ). Piano,
composer, professor of Music at the University of
Limerick. Well known for his integration of traditional and classical musics while lecturer in the
Music Department of University College, Cork
between 1975 and 1993, he has ten albums of
his own arrangements and compositions, many
of them with the Irish Chamber Orchestra (Gael
Linn, EMI/Virgin/Venture, Irish Film Archive
labels). He produced a further five recordings with
Donegal, Shetland, Irish-American, Cape Breton
Island and England-Irish musicians on the Nimbus
and Real World labels. He produced and was
musical director of a series of three recordings in
the 1980s with Glens tal Abbey featuring the singer
N6irin Ni Riain. He established the Irish World
Music Centre (now the Irish World Academy of
Music and Dance) at the University of Limerick
in 1994, scripted and presented the 1995 television
series A River of Sound, and set up the traditional
music archive at Boston College while visiting
professor there in 1990; he has also inaugurated
archives of traditional performing arts at University
College Cork, and the University of Limerick
(Toyota Archive). His doctorate on the music
ofTommy Potts is from QUB where he studied
under John Blacking. He was assistant editor to the
late Aloys Fleischmann's Sources ofIrish Traditional
Music project, published in 1999. He was a founder
ofMaoin Cheoil an Chl:iir; he is a former chair of

Micheal 6 Suilleabhain [courtesy ULJ

the ITMA, a board member of the Irish Chamber
Orchestra, and that ofDaghdha Dance. Currently
he is (the inaugral) chair of Culture Ireland, a board
member of University Concert Hall, and of the
Contemporary Music Centre. He was awarded an
honorary D .Mus by the NUl at his alma mater
University College Cork (2005), an Honorary
Alumnus award from Boston College (2005), and
the inaugural Ard Ollamh na hEigse (Chair of
Arts) by CCE (2003).
composition. This composer's life is intrinsically tied up with his life as a performer. Much
of his compositional work is based on traditional
material from current traditional practice and historical harp music sources. His works include vocal
settings- of 6 Riord:iin poems for solo sean-n6s
singer and string quartet, and his work for SATE,
Maranatha, which was commissioned in 2000 by
the Cork International Choral Festival. However,
he is best known for his music for string orchestra,
in particular his first major piece Oifedn, which has
the traditional flute as solo instrument, and also
features strings in a twentieth-century, Stravinskian
style. He has also composed extensively for piano
and string orchestra in a more populist, less dissonant mode, as is perhaps best exemplified by the
pieces Woodbrook (1992) and Becoming (1997).
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education. Miche:il 6 Suilleabh:iin became a
lecturer at the Music Department ofUCC in 1975.
He developed the status of traditional music there,
offering academic and performance modules in it
as central parts of the BA and BM us degrees, and
sparked a significant research community for traditional music. He took up the chair of Music at UL
in 1994 and there established both a research community and taught programmes at undergraduate
and postgraduate levels, some of which had traditional music and dance at their heart. He is also the
chair ofMaoin Cheoil an Chl:iir, a school of music
in Ennis aimed at primary and secondary school
children, where traditional and classical musics are
taught together. [NIK]
See also UL.
O 'Sullivan, Donal. (1893-1973). Born in Liverpool, his father J ames was a civil servant; his
mother was Mary Hudson. Both were from Kerry,
and his first interest in music came from summer
holidays there. He worked in the civil service in
London and attended Gaelic League activities in
the city. At age eighteen he was secretary to An
tAonach, an Irish trade fair in London, 1911; in
the First World War he worked in signals for Royal
Navy convoys. After the war, he was transferred
to Ireland, was called to the bar in 1922 and later
became a clerk in the Senate. From 1920, he was
editor of the journal ofthe Irish Folklore Society, and
in it published the first two volumes of the Bunting
collection (1927-39). In 1940 he published his
controversial The Irish Free State and its Senate,
and Study in Contemporary Politics. He lectured in
foreign affairs at Trinity College Dublin from 1949
to 1965; from 1951 to 1962 he was director of the
Folklore Department in UCD. He wrote articles
in many journals including Eigse, Studies,journal
ofthe Royal Society ofAntiquaries ofIreland,journal
of the English Folk Dance and Song Society. He also
wrote the entry on Irish music for the 1954 Grove's
Dictionary of Music and Musicians. He published
Songs of the Irish in 1960, his own translations of
some of the major songs in the Irish language. His
great work was Carolan- Life and Times ofan Irish
Harper, published in 1958. Under the name Outis
he also wrote essays in the Times Pictorial and Irish
Monthly. As vice-president of the International
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Folk Music Council in 1949 he led an Irish delegation to an international folk festival in Venice.
He is criticised by some for being snobbish towards
traditional music - for instance, Breathnach noted
that Francis O'Neill, the greatest collector of traditional music, went unmentioned in his Grove's
article, 'Irish Folk Music, Song and Dance'. His
papers are held by the Folklore Department in
UCD.
OTuama,Micheai.(GeorgeCurtin). (1877-1927).
Born Michael Twomey at Lacka (Lackanastooka,
Leaca na Stuaice), Millstreet, Co. Cork. His mother
Ellen was a widow by the time the birth was registered, this possibly giving rise to rumours that he
was illegitimate. He lived with his mother at
Liscarrigane (Lios Carrag:iin) Cross, Clondrohid,
and briefly attended Carriganima (Carraig an Ime)
school. He inherited the gift of poetry from his
mother, a sister of the poet Tadhg na Toinne
6 hlarlaithe. Conchubhar 6 DeasmhUna, one of
the Ballyvourney Four Masters, was Miche:il's
maternal first cousin. He worked locally as a farm
labourer, was fond of a drink and consequently
never accumulated wealth. He briefly rose to
national prominence between 1901 and 1903 when
an tAthair Peadair Ua Laoghaire came across his
song 'An Gandal' and quoted some lines from it at
Feis na Mumhan, with lavish praise for the poet
whom he compared favourably with Burns. An
tAthair Peadair later acquired the entire song from
his cousin Diarmuid 6 Laoghaire, and published
it with translation in St Patrick's in 1901.
Publication of other songs in this journal followed:
'Na Cleaganna', 'Ar Airiuir an Gh:iroid a bhi ar an
gC:iitigh', the bilingual 'The Pup Came Home
from Claeideach', 'Bhi slua 'gainn la gimhre ar
fhiora Chnoc na nUll:in' and finally 'A Dhiarmuid
is doigh liom nach ionadh me bronach', a response
to two verses from Diarmuid 6 Laoghaire. An
tAthair Peadair also praised him in 1903 in articles
in The Leader, presenting him as a young native
speaker with great linguistic riches to share with
the rest of the country. These articles were later
gathered together in the book Sgothbhualadh.
George Curtin's most popular English songs are
probably 'Mick Sullivan's Clock', 'The Man who
Came Home from Pretoria', 'Jer Foley's Boat' and

Outlet Records

'The Siege of Port Arthur'. 'Mick Sullivan's Clock'
illustrates his wit:
This clock ofMick Sullivan's, down in the bog

It gave up keeping time when he started on grog
It got into the habit of drinking strong wine
And it often struck eight when it should have
struck nine
Rally, fal, da, la, lah, rally fal, da, lah roh.

He occasionally visited his father's sister in Cardiff
and upon her death he was obliged to go over to
collect some money she left him. He drank the
entire legacy, arriving home via Dundalk around
Christmas 1900, and composed 'The Man that
Came Home from Pretoria'- pretending that he
was returning from the Boer War. Almost all of his
songs are humorous, and local. His wit and masterful Irish made him briefly worthy of national
interest, but essentially he composed for his local
audience. [SEU]

Outlet Records. Founded in Smithfield, Belfast
in 196 7 by Billy McBurney, owner and manager of
the Primary Records Shop in Smithfield market,
following his 1962 purchase of Irish Studios
International from Peter Lloyd. In the late 1960s
and 1970s Outlet grew rapidly to become the
largest self-financed record production and distribution company in Ireland. It catered to popular,
Irish-based genres, including country, show-band,
gospel, republican and Orange music. It also had a
massive output of traditional music, with important
early recordings of, for example, the street singer
Margaret Barry, Scan Maguire, Seamus Tansey,
Finbar Dwyer and}oe Burke. Outlet has a backlist
of 2, 700 LPS, totalling over 17,000 tracks in a wide
variety of genres. [MAD]
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Pan Celtic Festival (PCF). An event run annually
in Ireland, the aim of which is to 'promote and
strengthen Celtic languages, culture, music, song
and sport and to encourage inter-Celtic tourism,
trade and commerce, and exchange of information'. It hosts an international song contest, and has
competitions in traditional singing, choral singing,
harp, fiddle, dance, piping and drumming and
camogie. Begun at Killarney in 1970, it was formalised with a constitution in 1973, and is governed
by an International Council, and six national committees. It has been run since 1997 by a charity,
Celtic Cultural Trust Ltd, which addresses 'Celtic
Languages, culture, music and song among the
six Celtic Nations of Alba [Scotland], Breizh
[Brittany], Cymru [Wales], Eire [Ireland], Kernow
[Cornwall] and Mannin [Man]'. Associated with
the PCF are a number of new or revived festivals
and even ts, including Kan ar Bobal (Brittany),
Lowender Peran (Cornwall), Pan Celtic Reunion
(Wales), and An Cruinneach (Isle of Man). It has
formal triangulated ties to An tOireachtas and to
Am Mod N:iiseanta Rioghail in Scotland under
the title Comh-nasg na nGael.

and the US. As a member of the band Arcady she
sang on its recording Many Happy R eturns, and
performed before former US president Clinton in
Washington. Her repertoire includes traditional
and contemporary lyrics and styles, and her early
albums thematically reflect this . Pre se ntly she
performs with guitarist Graham Dunne who has
played with Sean Tyrrell, on N ecklace of Wrens, the
biographical account of the Co. Limerick poet
Michael Hartnett, and on Tyrrell's The Midnight
Court in 1999; Dunne has also played with Liz
Carroll, Paddy Keenan, Tommy Peoples and the
Mary Custy Band. Parsons' recordings include:
Loosely Connected (1995), Loosen Up (1997),
Blackbirds and Thrushes (1999), In My Prime (2000),
H eart's Desire (2002), L ive at Fylde (2005) and The
Old Simplicity (2006).

Parsons,Niamh. (1958- ). Singer. From Dublin,
she developed an interest in song through her
Dublin father and Clare mother who brought
her and her sister to the local folk club at the Old
Shieling Hotel in Raheny. There they experienced
seminal voices of revival ballad singing such as
The Johnstons, Emmet Spiceland, Sweeney's
Men, Dolly McMahon and Danny Doyle; they
also heard Liam Weldon and Frank Harte at
Sunday sessions in The Brazen Head. Her father
led singing in the family car on journeys, and travel
around festivals led to her collecting songs. She
sang in the band Killera with Gerry O'Connor
(banjo), then moved to Belfast, played with the
Loose Connections (a contemporary and traditional band), and Cuigear Ban (an all-women a
cappella group with a mix of genres). Parsons has
performed with a variety of other artists, and has
appeared at all the major folk festivals in Europe

pattern. The ritual activities surrounding a saint's
day, these involve fasting, prayer, walking rounds
and socialising, and often music. In the nineteenth century these were major social events,
akin to today's festivals, and the sale of liquor and
food was a feature . The resultant music-making,
dancing, song and fighting is documented by nineteenth-century writers such as William Carleton
and Patrick Kennedy. Rev. Caesar Otway's 1827
description of a midsummer pattern at Gougane
Barra, Co. Cork shows the place of music in the
religious ritual:
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Patrick O'Keeffe Festival. Held in honur of the
Kerry fiddler each autumn at Castleisland, this was
established in 1993 following the production of a
radio series by Peter Browne who suggested that a
music festival would be a fitting celebration of the
music of the region.

They come from Kerry and Connaught ...
such praying in the morning, and dancing in
the evening- groaning and craw-thumping as
they drag along on their bare marrow-bones,
performing the sacred rounds; and th en such
a shouting and sporting, and carousing, and all
ending in a fit and a scrimmage. Och, there was

Percy, Bishop Thomas
not a piper or a fiddler from Cork to Bantry
that was not here. (Sketches in Ireland: 311)

Patterson, Annie. (1868-1934). Composer,
arranger, academic, the first woman to be awarded a
PhD in Ireland. A crucial figure in Dublin musical
circles during the Irish cultural revival of the 1890s,
Patterson was born in Lurgan and died in Cork
after a long career as an organist and composer.
From 1924 until her death she was lecturer in Irish
music at University College Cork. Responding to
calls for the development of the national music in
Ireland, she established the Feis Cheoil Association
in collaboration with Gaelic League and classical
music activists, and helped to organise the first Feis
Cheoil in Dublin in 1897. In the same year, she
served as musical advisor to the first Oireachtas,
the nationallrish-language festival organised by
the Gaelic League. The organisation and aims of
the Feis Cheoil were from the outset a matter
of heated public debate, and Patterson publicly
resigned from the committee after the inaugural
Feis, complaining in the Irish Freeman newspaper
in May of 1897 that the event 'fell to the hands
of those who, either through lack of sympathy for
what was intended to be a purely Irish musical
movement, or else through want of acquaintance
with the wealth of our native art resources, turned
the channel of events directly to the prejudice of
Irish music and musicians'. But she remained an
engaged critic and commentator on the developments in Irish traditional and art music throughout
the following decades, particularly in the Corkbased journal of the Ivernian Society. [MAD]
Peoples, H.E. See Freeman, Alexander.
Peoples, Tommy. (1948- ). Fiddle. From
Killycally, near St Johnston, Co. Donegal he
began playing at the age of seven helped by cousin
Joe Cassidy. He moved to Dublin while still in
his teens where he became well known through
playing in city sessions, notably in O'Donoghue's
bar; in 1970 he moved to Co. Clare. He became
known internationally with his iconic membership
of The Bothy Band, and he recorded on their first
album . His own collections include A Traditional
Experience with Tommy Peoples, Tommy Peoples,

Tommy Peoples playing in 1998 with Co. Clare composer
Paddy O'Donoghue [courtesy TG4]

The High Part of the Road, The Iron Man, and The
Quiet Glen/An Gleann Ciziin (1998). A sensitive
and intense player, he received the TG4 Gradam
Ceoil in 1998 for his contribution to music, the
year in which his compilation 'Molloy, Brady and
Peoples' was remastered as a eo; he released the
solo Waitingfor a Call in 2003.
Percy, Bishop Thomas. (1729-1811). Philosopher.
Born in Shropshire, in 1782 he was ordained
bishop of Dromore, Co. Down where he died and
is buried within the Church of Ireland cathedral.
His Reliques ofAncient English Poetry (1765) contributed greatly to the preservation of English and
Scottish traditional songs which had formerly been
ignored in literary circles. The basis of his collection
was a fifteenth-century ballad manuscript which
had been rescued by chance from destruction.
To this nucleus Percy added many other ballads,
songs and romances, supplied by friends who,
at his request, rummaged in libraries, attics and
warehouses for old manuscripts. The judgement
with which the ballads were edited, despite some
sacrifice of authenticity to readability, influenced
concern for original sources and collation of texts .
Publication of the Reliques was one of a series of
events which triggered the 'ballad revival', a flood
of collections of ancient songs that proved a source
of inspiration to the Romantic poets. Living 'in a
polished age', Percy felt obliged to apologise for the
'artless graces' of his reliques, and to atone for their
rudeness he introduced 'a few modern attempts in
the same kind of writing'. Johnson ridiculed contemporary ballad-writing, but applauded Percy.
'Percy's attention to poetry', he wrote, 'has given
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grace and splendour to his studies of antiquity.'
Critics hold that he was, never theless, sceptical
of oral art, quite the opposite to the high status
accorded it by MacPherson. [ANM]
performing rights. See copyright.
Petrie, George. (1790-1866). Collector, antiquarian. One of a group of scholars and antiquaries who
from the late eighteenth and into the nineteenth
centuries began to take an interest in indigenous
music in Ireland, initially as a remnant of ancient
culture, and eventually as a symbol of the uniqueness oflrish culture. Professionally employed by
the Ordnance Survey, Petrie had a lifelong interest
in music of all sorts, and it is known that he played
several instruments, including the violin. His collection took shape from his habit of jotting down
any tune which caught his fancy, and his travels
throughout Ireland with the Ordnance Survey
offered him many opportunities to hear new
material. In common with other collectors who
were eventually to publish on their own behalf,
he began by offering his pieces to the recognised
experts in the field at the time- in Petrie's case this
was Edward Bunting and, to some extent, Tlumas
Moore, to whom Petrie offered airs between 1807
and 1808.
music. Petrie began to write and publish on the
topic of Irish music in the second decade of the
nineteenth century. He later became involved in
the production of the Dublin Penny journal, which
brought articles on Irish culture and history to a
very wide readership, and to which he contributed numerous articles on ancient Irish musical
instruments, as well as other aspects of Irish
music. On Bunting's death in 1843, Petrie, who
had to some extent been in his shadow, helped to
form, and became president of, the Society for the
Preservation and Publication of the Melodies of
Ireland, established in 1851. In 1855 it published
Vol. 1 of Petrie's collection- The Petrie Collection
of the Ancient Music of Ireland- and more of his
material was issued posthumously as Music of
Ireland in 1882. Another posthumous work was
Ancient Music of Ireland from the Petrie Collection
which appeared in 1877- piano arrangements of
the previous material, but without any notes or
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other commentary originally made by Petrie. The
most important manifestation of Petrie's collection was, however, The Complete Collection ofIrish
Music as noted by George Petrie which was edited by
Charles Stanford and published in three volumes
between 1902 and 1905. This contains almost
1,600 tunes and was re-published in facsimile in
1994.
musicologist. Among present-day traditional
musicians, Petrie's work, like Joyce's, has tended to
be overshadowed by that of O'Neill, and latterly
Breathnach, who produced collections which were,
and are, of more use to the practising musician. As
a musicologist Petrie made an important contribution to the study oflrish music. Whereas Bunting
maintained that traditional airs never varied, Petrie
saw that this was not so, and insisted that variation invariably led to a dilution and denigration
of the original 'pure' form. Yet he also advocated
some remarkably advanced ideas, such as proposing
a comparative study of the folk musics of the world.
In 2008 the New York-based Irish concert pianist
J.J. Sheridan issued a recording of his interpretation
of 187 tunes from The Petrie Co!!ection. [HAH]
phonautograph . The first machine to record
sound, this converted sound to a scrolled image
which was inscribed on a ! " I
soot-covered plate. It
l
could not play back,
but with digital technology today plates
A phonautograph 'plate'
surviving from 1857
showing the linear tracks
were converted to
which are the sound wave
sound in 2008.
pattern of the recorded
See recording.

l .... m:=;-~

sound

phonog raph . Waxcylinder recording
machine invented in
the end of the 1800s.
in Ireland was that
produced by
Edison.
See also
- The 'Graphophone' French phoEdiphone;
nograph which uses rubber tube
recording.
'earphones' for playback listening

piano

piano. Associated with both the ceilf band and
'parlour' song, this has been a feature of traditional
music in Ireland since the beginning of the twentieth century. One of the chordophone family of
instruments, the strings of which are struck with
key-operated hammers, it is rather like a mechanised hammer dulcimer. Its invention is credited to
harpsichord maker Bartolomeo Cristofori in the
late seventeenth century.
operation. The piano's lower notes use a single
string, the middle register two, the higher register
three. The various pitches of strings are an accommodation between string length and thickness
- longer and thicker lowers the note, shorter and
thinner raises it. When a piano key activates a
note, the note will be sustained until the sound
dies away naturally. This can clash destructively
with the following note played, so a damping
device automatically 'kills' each note as soon as it
is produced. But a sustained note can also be desirable, and harnessed to produce many interesting
sympathetic resonances, so control of the damper
is an essential part of playing, particularly in airs.
The damper can be on/off controlled by a pedal
operated by the right foot, the 'sustaining' or 'loud'
pedal. If a quieter note is required, another pedal
at the left foot- the 'soft' pedal- either moves
the hammers closer to the strings, or moves them
sideways so only one string of a pair is struck, thus
giving a quieter note. On modern pianos there
may be a third, middle pedal, the practice pedal,
which mutes the strings. The keyboard on a grand
piano produces seven and a half octaves, that on
an upright fewer. Piano is normally encountered
in Irish music in its upright model where the
strings run vertically from the floor. But players
like Micheal6 Suilleabhain and Antonio Breschi
play on grand piano -with strings running away
from the player horizontally- which has a richer
sound and greater octave span.
piano in Irish m usic. There have been references to this since the eighteenth century, when
Jackson's Celebrated Irish Music was arranged to
suit piano in 1774. Edward Bunting's first Ancient
Music of Ireland in 1796 had piano arrangements
of tunes he had collected from harpers such as
Carolan, Hempson, and Rory Dall 6 Cathain. In
1855 George Petrie also arranged airs for the piano

in 1he Ancient Music of Ireland, published for the
Society for the Preservation and Publication of the
Melodies oflreland. In the 1920s, Capt. Francis
O'Neill published Selena O'Neill's piano arrangements of tunes in WaifS and Strays of Gaelic Melody.
In Dublin, Waltons published arrangements by
T.M. Crofts and R.M. Levey, and Carl Hardebeck
arranged many of his pieces for piano. Later publications in America included 1he Dance Music of
Ireland by John J. Ward and Ed Reavy's Where the
Shannon Rises. More recent is fiddler and composer
Charlie Lennon's Musical Memories- his own compositions with accompaniment for piano.
Piano playing instruction for traditional music
is given in Geraldine Cotter's Seinn an Piano:
Playing the Piano Irish Style (1996). Albums of
piano-based solo music have been produced by
Micheal 6 Suilleabhain, Antonio Breschi and Carl
Hession. Harpsichord and clavichord have been
recorded by Micheal 6 Suilleabhain and Sean
6 Riada. [GEC]
accompaniment. The piano has been used for
this purpose for more than a hundred years, yet only
some people openly welcome it; others dismiss it
and more are indifferent. As Irish music was conceived as essentially melodic, this has meant that
piano has never been viewed as necessary, except in
ceili bands. This is not surprising, in light too of the
piano's strong ties with the western art music or 'classical' tradition. It has been associated with the upper
echelons of society, the 'big house', such imperial
links imbuing it with political undertones. Also, it is
bulky and heavy, and for a long time was financially
prohibitive to most people. But if it is less costly
at the present time, it is still a relatively immobile
instrument and tainted by its original symbolism.
And yet today the piano has a strong voice in
traditional music's commercial life, this the result
of a view that in order for Irish traditional music
to 'sell', it must have harmony. Few contemporary recordings avoid piano, keyboards or stringed
accompaniment- a reversal of the earlier emphasis
on solo melodic music. The fact that 'accompaniment' signifies a difference between the commercial
and non-commercial stems from piano's inception
as an accompaniment instrument: it has always
been bound up wi th commercialisation and cornmodification in music. [AID]
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ceilf band use. Many factors from the 1920s
onwards induced musicians to play in bigger
groupings. The opening of dance halls, the availability of 78 recordings, the radio broadcasts from
1926 - all laid the foundation for change and the
creation of the ceilf band. Emigration led to many
of these being formed abroad - more famous are
Dan Sullivan's Shamrock Band in the US, the Tara
Ceilf Band in London. Piano was important to
them and, led by piano player Frank Lee, the Tara
in the 1930s was one of the earliest to have a drums
and piano line-up, now considered essential to such
a band. A group from Ballinakill, Co. Galway, with
piano player Anna Rafferty was one of the first ever
to broadcast on Irish radio (2RN). Another player,
Kitty Linnane, led the Kilfenora Ceilf Band with
her very distinctive style of introduction. 'Ire Tulla
Band too has had some fine piano players, the
most famous being Sean Reid and George Byrt
(Jim Corry today). The renewed interest in set
dancing today has generated new bands to satisfY
demand- such as The Templehouse (with Mary
Corcoran), 'Ire Moving Cloud (with Carl Hession)
and Shaskeen (with Geraldine Cotter). [GEC]
da nce m usic. The popular term for piano
accompaniment to Irish music is 'vamping'; this
was first heard on Irish music recordings made in
the US up to 1940. 'lOOse in power in the recording
industry were often not musically discerning; the
piano simply helped unacquainted listeners make
sense of an essentially foreign sound. At the beginning of the twentieth century piano was already a
familiar part of American life - at once a symbol
of Victorian-era social class and prestige, and a
factory-produced machine epitomising America's
modernity, one that produced a familiar and comforting sound. In pursuit of maximum record sales,
the inclusion of piano accompaniment invested
the music with pan-American feel, prestige and
modernity. But Irish musicians themselves may
have wanted the piano. America was now their new
home, and to them it may have been desirable that
the sound of Irish music there should reflect the
new urban environment and cultural experiences.
They were aware that they were now playing for
more diverse audiences, and probably believed that
they needed a more cosmopolitan feel, as provided,
arguably, by the piano.
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recording. A less posJtJve reason might be
that the various recording companies had piano
players on contract in their studios, whose unions
would have insisted on securing their members a
minimum amount of work. On occasions, Irish
musicians were obliged to record with the available
piano vampers- who in some cases seem to have
possessed little or no foreknowledge of the musicfor no better reason than fulfilling work quotas.
Another aspect of the use of piano is that, on
being committed to record, Irish dance music
had essentially lost its primary function -its relationship to the dance. At that point it existed in
a purely 'listen-to' context (even though these
records could be danced to). Perhaps the addition
of accompaniment, with its percussive element,
was a replacement for the absent constituent of
steps sounded and viewed in dance. Such a lack of
visual accompaniment could also suggest a need
to keep the record 'interesting', and this the act of
piano accompaniment could provide. Whatever the
reasons, piano was added to Irish music, and many
piano players emerged in the new American scene.
The better-regarded played with the big names like
John Kimmel, Michael Coleman, Packie Dolan
and J ames Morrison.
decline and change. Between 1910 and 1945,
with the influence of78s, the use of piano in traditional music spread in Ireland. Musicians imitated
the American line-ups, the 'ceilf band' modelled
itself on the likes of the American Pride of Erin
Orchestra or Packie Dolan and His Melody Boys.
Piano was vital to this set-up, for both its harmonic
and percussive elements. In a time before amplification, the piano's volume was vital too, especially
for the beat which dancers needed to hear above
the social din. From the 1960s the 'group' format in
traditional music favoured lighter stringed accompaniment- guitar, mandolin and then bouzouki
and cittern - reflecting the trend in folk revivals
elsewhere. In this, piano presented a dull image;
it hinted at formality, classicism and snobbery and
so it faded almost to oblivion. 'Ire keyboard gained
ground once more in the 1980s- in its electronic
manifestations - and by the end of the twentieth
century it was a combination of electronics and
strings that were favoured both in studios and
on stage. Within Ireland there have been iconic

piano

players. Bridie Lafferty and Kitty Linnane with
the Castle and Kilfenora bands moved from
their parlours to the podium at a time when very
few females were seen to play; their accompaniment styles are regarded by many as the essence
of traditional vamping. Contemporary accompanists Carl Hession and Charlie Lennon explore
the harmonic and percussive in vamping quite
differently- Lennon light and delicately counter-melodic, Hessian employing a full harmonic
vocabulary with tasteful seventh and distinctive
rhyrhmic skip.
styles. From c.l900-40 styles of playing
piano varied hugely. With no precedent to copy,
accompanists drew on sources within their own
experience. Some did not seem to understand Irish
music, others complemented it beautifully. Styles
varied in the rhythmic and harmonic constituents
of the vamp. Some of the recordings feature tight,
fluid ensembles; others hint at seeming indifference towards the accompanist who willlag behind,
or drive ahead, or even be in a completely different
key to the soloist or group. Many were non-Irish,
best known of these being Joe Linder (probably
German) who accompanied accordionist John J.
Kimmel. His vamping showed a keen sense of
harmony and good rhythm. Dan Sullivan, leader
of the Dan Sullivan Shamrock Band, used the
full register of the piano with an earlier vaudeville style with hints of contemporary ragtime.
Edward (Ed) Lee recorded with concertina player
William]. Mullally in a remarkably restrained way,
with a delicate sound from the upper notes of the
keyboard, also using counter-melody. Tom Banks's
vamping style with fiddler James Morrison and guitarist Martin Christi has a jazzy feel; John Muller's
playing with J ames Morrison, Tom Ennis and John
McKenna is rhythmically bouncy with tasteful
chord progressions that propel the music forward.
Ed Geoghegan was one of the more popular, he
recorded sometimes with Michael Coleman, as did
Kathleen Brennan, who was very much at odds
with Coleman harmonically and rhythmically.
Eileen O'Shea was popular, with an uncomplicated
sound which masked well worked-out technique.
There are, however, so many un-credited players
that one must conclude that piano accompanists
were held in low esteem. [AlD]

recordings. In the US, fiddlers Michael
Coleman, J ames Morrison and Paddy Killoran,
accordionist John Kimmel, concertina player
William Mullally, flute players John McKenna,
the Flanagan brothers, accordion player Joe
Derrane, etc. have all been accompanied by great
piano players. These included Clare Reardon, Ed
Geoghegan, Eileen O'Shea, Sean Frain, Charles
Bender, Della McMahon, Paddy Muldoon, Frank
Fallon, A.P. Kenna, Ed Lee, Tom Banks, John
Muller and Joe Linder. Dan Sullivan, leader of the
Shamrock Band, is considered to have influenced
many piano players, especially those in America
and in Cape Breton. He recorded not only with
his band, but also solo on two 1920s-30s 78 discs
of reels and airs. Eleanor Kane from Chicago was
highly regarded too as both a soloist and accompanist, recording mostly in the 1930s. Many of these
musicians' recordings are now re-issued on en. One
of the outstanding players of the modern period is
Bridie Lafferty, who played with the Castle Ceili
Band. She also played with Joe Cooley, Peadar
O'Loughlin, Paddy Canny and P.Joe Hayes on the
album All Ireland Champions. Sean Maguire has
been accompanied by many fine players over his
playing career- Josephine Keegan, Sean O'Driscoll
and Eileen Lane. The album Ceol Tire includes
music by Rose O'Connor, Brendan MacEachrain
and some unique work by Moya Achesan.
technique. A good piano-accompanist enhances
others' playing; to achieve this, an understanding of
tunes is needed. 'Vamping' is the popular term used
to describe the style of piano accompaniment used
in Irish music. In its simplest form it means the
playing of chords- a single note played by the left
hand on the beat, chords played by the right hand
on the offbeat. Basic to this is a knowledge of keys
and chord progressions. Th approach to accompanying depends on whether it is being done for a
group like a ceili band, for a single musician, or a
small grouping. In band playing, the most important factor is keeping a steady rhythm, avoiding
syncopated effects or heaviness in the right hand.
Strong rhythm is not as vital when accompanying smaller groups, when tunes will be chosen
for melodic appeal rather than rhythmic qualities. Highly melodic tunes may not be good for
dancing, for quite often they will be complicated,
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and it is a challenge to accompany them well, with
appropriate chords: the piano player must therefore know them well. It is the ability to interpret
particular tunes with a mixture of the different
hand-techniques -choice of chord progressions,
use of the right hand, etc. - that creates the distinctive personal styles. Additional players to listen
for are Brian McGrath, Felix Dolan, Maureen
Glynn, Brid Cranitch, Triona Ni Dhomhnaill,Jim
Higgins, Seamus Qyinn, Donna Long and Helen
K.isiel. [GEC]
electric piano. This must be regarded as a substitute for the acoustic piano, usually in a situation
where it is not available (or if available most likely
not in tune). Few piano players would use or record
on an electric piano when the 'real' instrument can
be obtained. Strictly acoustic players find it very
difficult to adapt to the electric version. Conversely
a regular electric piano user always finds it pleasant
to move over to the response of the 'real' piano.
touch of electric piano lacks response, depth and
tone; models with weighted keys sometimes can be
heavy to the touch. Technically, most such instruments are linked to a module which has a 'sampled'
piano sound (e.g. sample Steinway), and will be at
their best in the recording studio, yet still a poor
second to the acoustic. The earliest electric piano
in use in Ireland was a Hohner model, this strictly
an 'electric piano' (many players will use keyboard
synthesisers, upon which 'piano' is only one of
many sounds available). Popular among proper
electric pianos is the Yamaha, with a full range of
keys (unlike the usual five-octave electric pianos),
but it is not particularly portable.
popularity of
electric piano is influenced by the acoustic piano
and so its main users are ceili bands, especially
those playing for set dancing. It is considered by
them to be a vital rhythmic instrument, in most
cases used along with drums. [CAl-l]
modern changes. The introduction of an accompaniment - tionlacdn - competition in the fleadh
cheoil has increased interest in piano today, as
have the demands of a large recording industry,
but while Irish piano style's 'open' sound is immediately identifiable, many vampers would feel that
a truly Irish sound has yet to emerge- considering
for instance the distinctiveness of the Cape Breton
playing style. In that tradition, piano is an integral
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part of the process, and playing fiddle without the
piano for many is unthinkable (and often musicians can play both). The style is quite dense and
uses full keyboard, syncopation and imitation to
drive the music; it retreats and swells in complement to the fiddle, creating a constant relocation
of focus. Through players like Tracy Dares this is
influencing Irish style, as is popular and contemporary music, even jazz- Micheal 6 Suilleabhain
dubs his own style 'Hiberno-Jazz'. In the 1960s
Sean 6 Riada's new form of ensemble playing in
Ceolt6iri Chualann introduced harpsichord, this
because of a similarity in sound to the Irish harp.
But while players like Arcady's Patsy Broderick
would give outstanding solo performances of
reels and jigs, few players recorded melodies only
on the instrument until the end of the twentieth
century. Solo piano is represented in great diversity in albums by Geraldine Cotter (Piano+, 2002),
Caoimhin Vallely (Strayaway, 2005) and Padraic
O'Reilly (Down the Ivory Stairs, 2001). [AlD/GEC]
piano accordion . This is a version of the accordion which has piano-key operation, with black
and white keys assigned to note values as on the
piano keyboard. Each such note sounds the same
on push and pull of the bellows.
See under accordio n.
piccolo. A small, side-blown flute sounding one
octave higher than the concert flute, having the
useful range D-D". With the same fingering as
flute, tin whistle and uilleann pipes, this became
popular in ceili bands where, as in its orchestral use,
when played in its top octave, it could (like fife with
Lambeg drum) be heard clearly above the general

Bellharbour Ceilf band, Go. Clare (1940s); note the use
of piccolo [CCE]

place

music sound and dance-hall noise. Today made of
metal, in Irish music the earlier wood version was
most often used, sometimes keyed, sometimes not.
This can be heard played by Kevin McCusker on
recordings of the McCuskers' Ceili Band, and also
on Flutes of Old Erin, and on John Doonan's Flute
for the Feis (1972). The most visible modern-day
specialist in its dance-music, solo performance is
one of those inspired by Doonan, Liverpudlian Jim
Gornall (The Picturesque Piccolo, 2007).
Pigot, John Edward. (1822-71). Antiquarian.
Born in Kilworth, Co. Cork, he was an Arts
grad uate of TCD and worked as a barrister in
Ireland from 1844 to 1865. He lived in Bombay
from then until the year before his death. Intensely
patriotic, he contributed poems to The Nation
newspaper, two of them published in the Spirit of
the Nation (1845), signed with his nom de plume,
'Fermoy'. He was an active member of many Dublin
societies, including the Gaelic Musical Society, the
Ossianic Society, the Irish Archaeological Society,
the Celtic Society and the Art Union of Ireland.
He became a member of the RIA in 1851, in which
year he was a founder member and president of the
Society for the Preservation and Publication of the
Melodies of Ireland. Pigot's collection constitutes
a tremendous amount of the Society's collected
manuscripts. These are preserved under the title
'The Forde-Pigot Collection' in Dublin at the RIA.
Pigot's contribution to this collection has more
than 3,000 songs and tunes. [AGB]
see Forde.
Pfobaire, A n. The members' journal ofNa Piobairi

Uilleann.
Piobairi uilleann, Na. See Na Piobairi uilleann.
pipers' clubs. See under Armagh; Cork; Dublin;
Walderstown.
pipes. General in-house term used by both
bagpipers and uilleann pipers, but in traditional
music it always denotes uilleann pipes. It may
also indicate 'triple pipes' as depicted on medieval
carvings.

place. All Irish music, song and dance is packed
with references to place. Tune titles in particular
are a geographical catalogue of the compositional
history of the nineteenth century, a map of music
association. Tune names may occasionally reference
cities and towns, but much more often they will
feature a rural townland, or topographical feature
such as mountain, coast, flat land, cliffs or river.
Songs are even more engaged with the land, nature
and senses of place. [EDI]
landscape. Traditionally, the seasonal round of
rural life was an important influence on the development of rural culture, with spring, summer,
harvest and winter marking critical phases in the
lives of the people. Vernacular landscapes reflected
the importance oflocality in people's lives; personal
mobility was uncommon and restricted. Ways of
living and doing things were influenced by local
custom, conditions, materials and resources. Thus
local styles ofhouse building were handed on, ways
of farming, cures for ailments, accents and dialects
- all related to landscape diversity. Local styles
of singing and playing music are essentially part
of the same vernacular tradition. Fiddle playing,
piping, ways of singing, styles of dance, tempo of
tunes all reflected the supremacy of the local in
the lives of the people. Fathers, mothers, sons and
daughters handed on music and song from generation to generation, with occasional varied inputs
from outsiders who passed through the community, or from returning migrants.
topography. Development of these music landscapes probably mirrored broad topographical
features in the sense that the landscape's physical
features and settlement patterns conditioned the
flow of people and traditions in it and through
it. Tunes and songs and styles of playing flowed
through the countryside, through the market hinterlands of towns, along the well-worn tracks of
travellers, hucksters and broadsheet balladeers,
beggars and tramps, journeymen, tinkers, seasonal
migrants, leave-taking and returning emigrants.
Remoteness, peripherality and isolation also
ensured the survival of the oldest traditions. Rural
life, farming, fishing, hiring fairs, military service,
national and local politics, weddings and funerals
combined to colour the music's canvas. Today the
surviving regional differences are a residue of a
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much more extensive musical geography that may
have been affected by interruptions of people's lives
by injustice, industrial opportunity and emigration,
but most importantly, nature's distinctive breaks
and boundaries in the physical landscape have
been hugely determining. [PDU]
place in dance. Place is vital in all dance traditions in Ireland, as it is to the musical construction
oflreland as a place. And considering Ireland as a
place and a plurality of places in dance brings out
issues of memory, identity and emotion. Dances
in private houses, in barns and on the roadside or
at crossroads were precious occasions when young
people were able to meet and enjoy themselves.
The damaging of the practice by legislation in 1935
has caused interpretations of such dance to become
divided between romantic enjoyment and 'occasions of sin': place was made a site for conflict and
power struggle.
histor y and politics. Other dance traditions
in Ireland such as sean-n6s old-style step dance,
set dancing, Irish (competitive) dancing, dance
theatre and Riverdance (with its follow-up Irish
dance shows) include stories from Irish mythology, history and politics. A contemporary example
of this is the dance theatre piece Ballads, choreographed by David Bolger as a part of the 150th
commemoration of the Great Famine. Learning
Irish dancing has been one way to acquire an
Irish national identity not only in Ireland but
also abroad among the Irish Diaspora communities. Irish Americans and Irish Australians 'dance
themselves Irish' from afar, making a nostalgic
bond to 'homeland', to the place their parents or
grandparents came from, circling around notions
of displacement, longing and resistance. Ballads
is a story of displacement through emigration
which leads to emotions of longing for Ireland;
Riverdance is driven by emigration and homesickness to a happy finale in a 'homecoming' to Ireland.
The 1935 legislation did not stop private dancing,
for it continued vitally as 'sprees', 'soirees' and
American or Australian 'wakes'. But its historical
spotlighting of dance as both cherished and contested, and its generation of the tongue-in-cheek
cliche 'dancing at the crossroads', support the idea
of dance as a key metaphor in Irish cultural and
political life.
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link to the land. In Ireland, the link to the land
can be said to be more significant than in many
other places, and more complex, because colonisation and conquest put control ofland at the centre of
Irish life and politics. The country's relatively small
size makes the link to land close both geographically and as a state of mind. The land may feature
in Irish dance throughout entire dance productions,
or parts of them that are, for example, inspired by
Irish occupational songs. Strongly rhythmical
aspects of rural life such as planting potatoes with
a stick, milking, cutting crops, butter churning and
turf digging can appear in stylised forms as entire
dance routines. Cutting turf too has been stylised,
in the dance theatre piece Morphic Fields, choreographed by Cathy O 'Kennedy. Sean-n6s, old-style
step dance was included in the dance production
Children of Lir based on an Irish legend and performed by Siamsa Tire in Tralee; this combines
the traditional step dance with movements from
modern stage dance. In choreographer Michael
Keegan-Dolan's dance theatre piece The Flowerbed,
land is at stake in the form of a green lawn; the issue
in this Romeo and}uliet parody is territoriality in the
suburbs, as expressed through fights over the lawn
between two neighbour couples whose children
fall in love with each other. On a higher level, the
lawn represents the land, the nation. A comic hit,
The Flowerbed yet drew on Keegan-Dolan's recollection of territorial conflict over a piece of bog
where his family had cutting rights. When he went
there with his father they would always find that
the fence posts around their plot had been moved.
The dance theatre piece called Territorial Claims
by Mary Nunan also deals with territoriality, but
in relation to politics and confucts between Ireland
and Northern Ireland. 1he meaning of the attachment of the Irish to land keeps changing- both at
home and among the Diaspora- but the link back
to the land persists. [HEW]
See Ireland, townland; song in Irish , place-praise
song; style.
planxty. A type of tune written in honour of a
patron, particularly associated with seventeenthcentury harper Turlough Carolan. The term may
derive from the Irish 'slainte' (meaning health).
Carolan's handful of 'planxties' are in 6/ 8 tim e,

Plunkett, George Noble

with one- 'Planxty O'Rourke'- also appearing in
a variant, 3/4 time.
Planxty. An influential band which emerged from
a group of musicians who contributed to Christy
Moore's 1970 album Prosperous, and subsequently
'opened' for popular music artiste Donovan on his
Irish tour of 1971. The original Planxty line-up
consisted of Christy Moo re (replaced in 197 4
by Paul Brady) on vocals, guitar, bodhr:in; Liam
Og O'Flynn on uilleann pipes, whistle; D6nal
Lunny (replaced in 1973 by Johnny Moynihan) on
bouzouki, guitar; and Andy Irvine with mandolin,
bouzouki, harmonica, vocals. The group was unique
for its mix of high-quality traditional dance tunes
with ballads and con temporary folk ethos. The first
album, Planxty, in 1972 was hugely popular; the
instrumentation and arrangements it displayed
were exhilarating for the time and spawned many
imitators. Two singles reflected the nature of their
following- 'Three Drunken Maidens' and 'Cliffs
of Dooneen' (1972) - as did iconic LPS The We//
Below the Va!!ey (1973) and Cold Blow and th e
Rainy Night (1974). The group split in 1975, but
re-formed in 1979 on the initiative of Christy
Moore, with the original line-up plus Matt Molloy.
They recorded After the Break in 1979, and following Molloy's departure to The Chieftains they

played with musicians such as James Kelly, Nollaig
Casey, Noel Hill, Tony Linnane and Bill Whelan,
recording The Woman I Lo~1ed So We// in 1980, performing 'Timedance'- composed by Bill Whelan
and D6nal Lunny- during the interval in the 1981
Eurovision Song Contest. The band split for the
second time in 1983 after their album Words &
Music (1982) when Moore and Lunny left to concentrate on Moving Hearts; Irivine went to Patrick
Street and O'Flynn focused on a solo career. They
re-formed again following an RTE documentary on Planxty, with Moore, O'Flynn, lrvine and
Lunny. The early 2004 tour sold 12,000 tickets to
audiences in Dublin and Ennis. Planxty Live 2004,
CD and DVD, was recorded at these concerts. [PAA]
platform dances. Outdoor, summer-time social
dance done on a specially built wood or concrete
platform located near a population centre or other
convenient place.
See under dance, social dance.
Plunkett, George Noble. (1851-1948). Scholar,
politician, historian and revolutionary. Educated
at TCD, and an authority in literature, art and
politics, he was elected president of the Society
for the Preservation of the Irish Language in 1906,
and from 1907 to 1916 served as director of the

The original Planxty, with (from left) Donal Lunny, Andy lrvine, Liam O'Fiynn and Christy Moore, c. 1972 (courtesy Irish
Showbands.com]
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National Museum in Dublin. He was a member
of the IRB and was involved in plans for the 1916
Rising for which he was imprisoned. Elected to
Westminster for Roscommon in 1917 and '18 he
refused to sit, and was then elected to the first D:iil
in 1919 and '22. A noted antiquarian, he preserved
three important music manuscripts, MS 3781 and
MS 7348 held in the NLI, and 'The George Petrie
Manuscript Collection' which is held at the ITMA.

and pubs were named after polkas. Introduced to
Ireland in the late 1800s, two distinctly different
kinds are now found: 1. the simple polka ofSliabh
Luachra music, and 2. the 'double' polka associated
with the playing of such as John McKenna and
in the music of north Connacht. Polkas are most
commonly associated with counties Cork, Kerry
and Limerick, but recordings have spread them
throughout the Irish music world.

[ALS)

political song. See song in English, political.
polka. A popular dance form which was developed
in Bohemia in the early 1800s, gained popularity and spread epidemically all through Europe.
It reached England by the middle of the century,
and there it was called the 'German Polka'. One
version popular in 1840s Paris was the 'Schottische
boheme'. So popular was it that Scholes (Oxford
Companion to Music, 1970) reports that streets
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pop. This term was first used to describe music
concerts initiated by Chappell's music publishers
at their new St James's Hall at Covent Garden,
London just prior to Christmas 1858 during
'Cattle Show Week'. The venue was intimate,
acoustically perfect with minimal separation of
audience and performers, but had lain idle for a
year on account of competition from diverse forms
of music, including minstrels. Starting with instrumental music and ballads, these 'popular concerts'
changed their fare to classical, and, paradoxically
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postage stamps

by today's standards, became known fondly as 'the
Pops' or 'the Pop'. The Pops had a mission of educating the public's taste in classical music; 1,600
of the concerts were run as a series in unbroken
sequence until the finale in 1901. [EDI]
modern pop. The accessibility of this vocal
genre and its ability to relate to the masses makes
it the music of the people. Its commercial focus
and its reliance on technology for performance,
mass reproduction, dissemination and consumption differentiates it fro m other genres, such as art
and traditional music. Having emerged from the
blending of European harmony, instrumentation,
and ballad-style lyrics with the rhythms, music
structures and vocal timbres of African American
music, the genre is reinvented by successive generations. Initially a marginal music, it became the
voice of resistance, particularly in youth culture.
Today, the industry's focus on marketing the artist's
image and lifestyle has superseded this ideological
stance. [SUM]
Today pop also incorpora te s, draws on or
samples many older and folk music forms including Irish traditional (for instance Tre Corrs).
Some traditional bands have crossed over into pop
- notably the McSherrys' Belfast group, Tamalin.
Irish showbands too spiced performances with
occasional traditional solos among their coverpop repertoires in the 1960s-70s, and a mix of pop
with old-time, traditional and ballads remains a
feature of the many ensembles which specialise in
wedding performance.
nineteenth-century Ireland. Any music can be
'popular', meaning either on account of its appeal,
or its common usage by the populace. All indigenous musics, repertoires, styles and instruments
have had both of these characteristics at some
point in their development. The social and political changes effected during the 1800s in Ireland
had impacts on music, and at no point could it be
said that the Irish people had only the experience
of local music. An example is the Halls' encounter
and interview with a piper who played for community dancing in Co. Clare, wherein they note
the role, social status and fortunes of his trade at
Killaloe c.1839:
we were suddenly startled by the sound of the
bagpipes ... we followed the music, and after

walking through a gathering crowd ... we made
our way into a tent, and were there introduced,
not to the bard of the brave Brien, but to his
successor, the village-piper, and, perhaps, one
of the last of his original race; for the class is
rapidly 'going out'; faction-fights have altogether ceased, and dances are, now-a-days,
few and far between.The piper consequently
finds it a hard matter to live by his music. But
his worst 'enemies' are the 'brass-bands' of the
Temperance Societies; they are now become so
numerous ... sufficient popularity to make the
old pipers, and their adherents, tremble for the
results ... We found him ... very 'chatty' and
communicative; mourning over 'ould times' ...
wrathful exceedingly upon two or three points
- the decay of mountain stills, the decline of
dancing, the 'departure of all spirit out of the
hearts of the boys', and, above all, the introduction of'brass bands', from which was to be
dated 'the ruin oflreland'.
(Halls, 1841: 421)

postage stamps. Commemorative issues of these
have mostly celebrated politics and industry,
beginning with Daniel O'Connell in 1929. Music
was not honoured until fifty-three years later;
this was classical, marking composer John Field
in 1982. John McCormack followed in 1984,
and in 1985 Charles Stanford, Handel, Scarlatti
and Bach. Confidence in the native strains did
not emerge until 1993 when ·Edward Bunting
was imaged, then in 1999 the actor/singer Grace
Kelly (USA/Monaco). Traditional music per se
was first commemorated with a series of stamps
in 2001, CCE's fiftieth anniversary, when young
people were depicted playing fiddle, flute, uilleann
pipes and bodhran. U2 had :··························
several stamps in 2002, a year ~
in which Van Morrison, Rory ~
........................................
.
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2001 stamps celebrating CCE's 50th anniversary
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Potter, Archibald James (A.J.).

Gallagher and Phil Lynott were also remembered.
In 2006 classical music was again honoured in the
person of Gerhard Markson of the RTE National
Symphony Orchestry, as was traditional, with The
Chieftains, Altan, the Clancy Brothers and Tom my
Makem, and The Dubliners.

Potter, Archibald James (A.J.). (1918-80).
Composer. Born in Belfast, he was the youngest of
a large family of modest means in a home suffused
with music. His father was a blind piano tuner
and his mother, Clare McMaster, was an accomplished traditional singer and family friend ofCarl
Hardebeck.
education. Family circumstances resulted in the
young Archie being sent to live with relatives in
Kent, England, from where he won music scholarships which funded his education: first as a chorister
at the musically renowned All Saints' Church in
London (at Margaret Street, Westminster), then,
for organ, to Clifton College near. Bristol, and to
the Royal College of Music (RCM) where he was
a composition student of Vaughan Williams. He
left the RCM in 1938, fought in Finland during
the Second World War, served in the Indian Army
in the Far East, and worked in Nigeria for a time.
He absorbed music styles and melodies wherever
he went, writing in 1978 that 'through all this time
there was always the background of the Irish corpus
of folksong- which follows everyone everywhere'.
By the beginning of the 1950s he was living near
Dublin and working as a professional bass singer in
St Patrick's Cathedral as well as becoming recognised by Radio Eireann as a composer and arranger.
In 1953 he gained his doctorate in music from
Trinity College Dublin and was later appointed
professor of composition at the RIAM .
composition. He had the theoretical techniques
and composition skills to enable him to write imaginative and effective arrangements for orchestra,
concert and brass band, choir, and other ensembles.
These succeed as both harmonically interesting
and musically developed original compositions,
and also as arrangements that feature traditional
tunes - dimensions which he often imaginatively
combined. Much of his original melodic material
is inspired by Irish traditional music. In 1952 RE
introduced the Carolan Prize for composition to
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foster national creativity, with Sir Arnold Bax as
adjudicator. Potter won first prize that year with
his orchestral diptych Overture to a Kitchen Comedy
and Rhapsody under a High Sky, and again in 1953
with Concerto 'da Chiesa' for piano and orchestra.
arrangement. RE appreciated his skills and as
well as commissioning him to compose original
works, he was also asked in the early 1950s to write
arrangements of traditional Irish tunes for the
Government scheme (under the aegis of Erskine
Childers, the minister for posts and telegraphs)
which had the aim of popularising Irish traditional
music through the writing and performance of
orchestral and choral arrangements. Potter wrote
that 'special funds [were made] available for the
bringing of folk-music into the new broadcasting area- and in more decently clad musical form
than all those awful old "Gems of Irish Melody"
stuffed up with late Victorian slurp that used to
be served up to us'. Potter was the ideal composer
for this work, for his eclecticism was supported
by strong foundations of technique, imagination,
knowledge, skill, ability and energy. In his 2005
book, Music and Broadcasting in Ireland, Richard
Pine commented: 'Childers' campaign is remarkable for its political import: a minister for P &
T of Anglo-lrish background was commissioning arrangements oflrish traditional music from
a Northern Presbyterian in a project dedicated to
restoring to Irish people a sense of indigenous tradition in folk-song.'
harmony. In a letter to Waltcr Piston at Harvard
University in December 1958, Potter wrote about
his (at that stage) approximately 700 arrangements
of Irish traditional music, and concluded that the
chief point of interest was that they were
not really an end in themselves, but on ly a
means to one. Even so, they can be used to help
set up some kind of an indige nous tradition.
You can't do much in the way of form, naturally, but you can ce rtainly do a lot in the way
of colour experimentation ... I have also tried
(and I think this is one of the most important
aspects) to bring the melodic aim of folk tune
into some kind of relationship with harmonic
thought - or perhaps better say to evolve
from the particular nuan ces of folk idiom an
harmonic structure both appro priate to it and

Potts, Sefm

derived from it which can then be applied to
original composition.
regional colour. As a highly skilled composer
with a thorough knowledge of the development
of the European classical tradition, Potter's many
hundreds of orchestral arrangements demonstrate
an unusual sophistication with, as Gerard Victory,
composer and one-time director of music at RTE,
said, 'an extraordinary sense of instrumental colour.
His scholarship never intrudes pedantically and his
purpose remains always to enrich with clarity and to
reach the widest possible audience.' Victory thought
that Potter's NI origins were apparent in the style
of his treatment of melodies, favouring an economy
of ornament so as to emphasise the beauty of the
fundamental line, in contrast to the more ornate
decoration that a Munster composer might favour.
modes. Potter's knowledge of modes and understanding of the modal nature of many traditional
tunes resulted in his creating harmonies that
were sympatheti c to the air, and which he could
subject to stan dard compositional treatments such
as fugal techniques, variation form, bi-tonality,
etc. In the 1970s he was commissioned to write
thirty two-part and three-part arrangements of
Irish airs as part of a Kodaly adaptation for use in
Irish schools. The settings, which contain various
musical elements and techniques and include
information about the modes and formal structure,
are an educational tool for the study of form and
analysis, both oflrish traditional music and thence
of music generally.
works. Potter's orchestral arrangements (which
are in the libraries of the RTE Concert Orchestra
and the National Symphony Orchestra) may be
divided into three broad categories:
1. The medleys of traditional tunes, usually sets of
jigs or reels or hornpipes. These follow dancemusic conventio n which puts together three
reels or jigs or hornpipes.
2. Concert works that contrast two or more tunes
in the manner of :1 suite, such as the Gaelic
Fantasies. These reflect the concertisation of
traditional music and its use as a source of
thematic material.
3. Arrangements called by the name of a single
tune, and which may contain only that tune,
such as Finnegan's /take or R aisin Dubh.

In 1973 Gael Linn issued an LP, Ceol Potter, with
a selection of Potter's arrangements oflrish music,
played by the RTE Concert Orchestra and conducted by Colman Pearce. In 2006 they digitally
re-mastered this and released it as a CD. [SAB]
Potts, Sean. (1930- ). Whistle, uilleann pipes.
Born in the Coombe, Dublin city, into a family
with a strong tradition of music-making. His
grandfather John Potts had moved to Dublin
from Wexford in the late nineteenth century and
his home became known as a music house, with
visitors including celebrated pipers such as Willie
Clancy, Felix Doran, Tommy Reek and Breandan
Breathnach, the latter two receiving piping tuition
from John. Sean learned to play the pipes while
young, but his reputation as a musician rests upon
his whistle playing, for which he acquired a considerable reputation as a young man. In this period
he played for a number of years with the Kincora
Ceili Band, and also served as a competition adjudicator with CCE. In 1960, along with his friend,
piper and fellow- Dubliner Paddy Moloney, he was
asked by Sean 6 Riada to join an ensemble created
to provide occasional music for a theatre production. This grouping remained together to become
the seminal Irish music group Ceolt6iri Chualann
whi,ch was hugely influential in broadening the
popularity oflrish music in the 1960s and '70s.
Ceolt6iri Chualann remained together for a
decade, but in the early 1960s, under the leadership
of Paddy Moloney, the group members, including Sean, had created another ensemble named
The Chieftains with whom Sean performed until
he retired in 1979. In addition to recording with
Ceolt6iri Chualann and The Chieftains, Potts
also recorded Tin Whistles (1972) with Paddy
Moloney, Bakers Well (1988) with his group of
the same name, and Number 6 (2010) which was
published to raise funds for Na Piobairi Uilleann's
training programme for pipe makers. Potts joined
the board ofNa Piobairi Uilleann in 1978, serving
as chair for fifteen years from 1987, and was
appointed honorary president of the society in
2002. Tnroughout this period he campaigned for
the restoration of Na Piobairi Uilleann's eighteenth-century Georgian house headquarters in
Dublin's Henrietta Street, efforts which resulted in
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Potts , Tommy

complete restoration in 2006. In 2005 he was made
a patron ofNPU, and in 2010 he was awarded the
TG4 Gradam Saoil for his lifelong contribution to
traditional music. Ports's family tradition of music,
inherited from his grandfather John and his celebrated uncle, fiddle player Tommy Potts, is carried
on through two further generations by his piper
son Sean, and grandson Fiachra. [TEM]

Potts, Tommy. (1912-88). Fiddler, improvisational composer, born in the Coombe, Dublin.
From Bannow, Co. Wexford, his father played
uilleann pipes and flute, his reputation drawing a
constant stream of music visitors from all over the
country throughout Tommy's childhood. Tommy
Potts developed a select taste, and an aesthetic
sense which, while similar in many ways to his
contemporaries', nevertheless, from his beginning
playing at the age of fifteen, differed in that he was
compelled to explore alternative routes in setting
and key. He favoured improvisation, the players
influencing him most having a similar interesthis brother Edward, Luke Kelly, a Mrs Sheridan
and Seamus Mahoney. Seamus Ennis's father,Jem
Byrne of Mooncoin, Johnny Doran, and John
Kearney of Longford impressed him on pipes.
Throughout his life he built his music around this
attitude - constant re-exploration and alternative routings of basic tune structures. Contrary to
the standard practice of his contemporaries, Potts
recorded and notated his versions. Potts's music
has been analysed by Micheal 6 Suilleabhain
(1987 and 1999); he considers that it is a personal
interpretation, which frustrates popularisation and
challenges comfortable acceptance by the dominant
(nineteenth -century Romanticism-conditioned)
conservative aesthetic of traditional music.
Power, Brendan. (1956- ). Harmonica player.
Born in Kenya and raised in New Zealand before
relocating to Britain, he plays in many styles on
specially tuned chromatic and diatonic instruments.
Recordings include New Irish Harmonica, Triple
Harp Bypass (with Mick Kinsella and Rick Epping)
and contributions to discs by Altan and Arcady as
well as Sting and other pop artists . [DOM]
Power,Jimmy. (1918-85). Fiddle, accordion. Born
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in Ballyduff, Waterford, Jimmy was influenced by
his grandmother Statia Donnelly, who lilted, and
his uncle Paddy Donnelly who played pipes and
melodeon. Largely self-taught, he was influenced
by recordings of the Sligo fiddle master Paddy
Killoran. In his teens he enlisted in the Royal Irish
Fusiliers, playing uilleann and war pipes in its band,
but left, going to Glasgow in the early 1940s. He
married and moved to London in 1947 where he
worked as a carpenter. He began a musical partnership on accordion with Reg Hall, and they had
a regular session in The Favourite in Holloway
(demolished in 2003), a popular Irish music venue
until1980. An LP called Paddy in the Smoke, featuring some of the finest London-Irish musicians,
was recorded there in 1968. Other recordings by
Jimmy Power include his solo Irish Dances (196 7),
Irish Music from The Favourite (1975), another solo,
Irish Fiddle Player (1976), and his last recording,
Fifty-Odd Years (1985), with Josephine Keegan.
[JLO]

Power,John 'The Miller'. Singer. From Tramore,
Co. Waterford, his interest in singing began in
early childhood. He worked on building sites in
England for nine years, at which time he immersed
himself in the traditional music scene. He has performed at a wide variety of events nationally and
internationally, winning the All-Ireland ballads in
English in both 1996 and '97 with a local song 'The
Kilmacthomas Girl'. He took part in CCE's Tour
of Britain group in 1998, and has a solo album,
Sweet Tramore (2006).
PPI (Phonographic Performance Ireland).
'Recording-performance' rights for compositions
are nothing to do with the original composers,
but are an invention of and the property of the
recording companies who have issued the records.
Recording-performance rights regard the album or
track as itself a performer. Charges for these rights
are levied on public-broadcast users of music .
Wherever a sound-recording (tape, en, video etc.)
subject to PPI's control is broadcast on the public
airwaves or in a shopping centre, etc., a PPI licence
is required. Established in 1968, PPI centrally
administers and controls such broadcastin gperformance rights by issuing licences to Irish

programme piece

public-performance users and broadcasters on
behalf of its member record companies. PPI is run
by and on behalf of the Irish record industry; it
differs from IMRO, which is run by and on behalf
of member songwriters, composers, and music
publishers. [ANM]
practice set. An uilleann pipes bellows, bag and
chanter, the essentials for melody to be played on
the instrument, so-called only in relation to the
practising of control over bellows, bag and chanter
pitch. As an introduction to the pipes, a practice
set need not always be of high quality, but in order
to sustain music interest it is better that it should
be so.
See half set.
programme piece. A composition, most often

s~

created for performance on the union pipes, which
is intended to provide a musical portrayal of some
event or activity. Although not the earliest, the best
known of these pieces is 'The Fox Chase' which was
created by the Tipperary piper Edward Keating
Hyland in 1799, and published within a decade in
O'Farrell's Pocket Companion. Typical of the form,
this opens with the song-tune 'An Maidrin Ruadh'
and concludes with the slip jig 'The Foxhunters'
Jig'. Between these two items musical treatments
of the various phases of a foxhunt are introduced,
including the galloping of the horses, the sounds
of the horns and the dogs, the lament for the fox
and s o on. Published versions of this are also to
be found in the collections of Goodman, O'Neill,
Roche,Joyce, Fitzmaurice and Smollett Holden. It
has been recorded on the pipes by Seamus Ennis,
Leo Rowsome, Fi.nbar Furey and Liam O'Flynn,
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pub

among others. A version recorded by Felix Doran
contains merely imitations of farmyard sounds.
'The Fox Chase' also entered the fiddle repertoire
and has been recorded from players in Donegal.
It has crossed the Atlantic to appear in the repertoires of American fiddle players and harmonica
players, including Sonny Terry and Isaiah Ross.
oldest piece. The oldest programme piece is
'Mairseail Alasdruim', which describes musically the battle of Cnoc na nDos in 1647. In this
action Lord Inchiquin defeated Viscount Taaffe's
Confederate forces, which included a Scottish
detachment under the command of Alasdar
Mac Domhnaill. This piece is attested as early as
1750, and several subsequent writers refer to it
as being a particular favourite of Munster pipers.
Before the twentieth century the last reported
occurrence of the piece was the portion entitled
'Gol na mBan san Ar' played by Mfcheal 'Cumba'
6 Suilleabhain at the Feis Cheoil in 1899, and
recorded on a cylinder. In the 1960s this rendition
was transcribed and published in the magazine
Ceol, from which it was learned by Pat Mitchell
and included by him on his Topic LP in 1976. It
has since re-entered the tradition, having been
taken up by several players. A third piece said to
have been popular among pipers was 'The Battle
of Aughrim'. A version of this, learned from the
piper John Reilly of Dunmore, was recorded by
the McPeakes.
new composition. A newly composed programme piece entitled 'The Road to Lough
Swilly', commemorating the life ofHugh O'Neill,
was commissioned in 2001 from the composer
Michael Holohan by Na Piobairi Uilleann.The
composer collaborated with piper Michael O'Brien
while working on the piece which was performed
at the Botanic Gardens in Dublin in 2001. The
Chieftains have recorded several newly devised
programme pieces on their recordings. These are
composed of medleys of already-existing airs,
and include 'The Battle of Aughrim', 'Bonaparte's
Retreat' and 'The Foxhunt'. [TEM]
instruments. A programme piece means much
more (and may be made quite long) on the uilleann
pipes on account of the availability of extra melody
and harmony on regulators, and the potential to
switch the drones off and on, all this in conjunction
554

with the use of significant variation over several
rounds. Accordion can be quite dramatic on such
pieces too (for instance in the playing of Tony
MacMahon), as can concertina. The fiddle is
also suitable for performing such pieces to good
advantage, and with reasonable duration, by using
double stopping. While flute and whistle have
fewer options, nevertheless, by altering volume and
timbre in conjunction with variations and tempo,
'showy' credible displays can be given.

pub. Short for 'public house', a bar. 1he institution was once everywhere, and typically of small
size, catering only to a specific local clientele
for whom the venue offered respite from poor,
restricted living conditions and overcrowding. A
male establishment, women were initially not permitted, or might be obliged to remain hidden in
a 'snug' until as late as the 1980s in some places.
A continuation of the apartheid was the practice
still used in some Dublin pubs of refusing to serve
women pints of beer. However, the pub has been
an important locale in the revival and development
of traditional music for several important reasons:
1. It provided space where music could be played
away from home distractions, among like minded aesthetes.
2. It gave players the opportunity of a criticallyapproving audience.
3. It suited the undemanding, small scale of traditional music art, and established intimacy
and communitas in the 'free space' the pub
represented.
4. It conditioned all listeners, whether aficionados or not, to both the sounds and the presence
of traditional music in Irish cultural life; this
generated a familiarity which is on a par with
the music's earlier essential function as a community music.
5. It has given practically every Irish person the
chance to hear and observe the process of some
aspect of the genre live and at close hand at
different times in their lives.
6. The open-ness of pub culture made it easy
for newcomers and learners to enter and sit
in, without self-consciousness, on communal
music-making.
The expansion of the small pub to suburban

purist

lounge-bar scale did not suit anything but larger,
fleadh-scale sessions, and modern state regulations
against various forms of personal self-destruction
have now rendered full participation in pub sessions
illegal for youngsters, and either prohibitively
expensive or impractical for older age groups.

Pure Drop, e. Euphemism for uncut whiskey,
poitin, etc., so implying 'undiluted' and 'unpolluted '. The term was used by RTE television
producerTony MacMahon for his series on traditional music begun in 1989. Over its seven years it
covered a huge spread of players from all parts of
Ireland. It also dealt with Irish musicians abroad
and devoted editions to Scotland, Brittany and the
USA. Notably it gave due time and importance to
performers like Micho Russeli,Junior Crehan and
Con Greaney. During its years it used musicians
such as Noel Hill, Sean Potts (sen.), Sean Potts
(6g) and Fin tan Vallely as its researchers, and it had
various presenters including Dolores Keane,James
Kelly, Paddy Glackin and Martin McGinley.

purist. A person dedicated to maintaining the
purity of a specialised, usually artistic, pursuit.
While the term may be used genuinely by those
lacking more appropriate terminology, it usually
indicates criticism rather than compliment. Used
in relation to traditional music, it often reflects
reluctance on the part of the user to accept the
artistic integrity of a person so described. It is
generally applied to those players, organisers or
aficionados who are cautious about or abhor commercialism, fusion and borrowing between music
genres, adulteration of the centrality of melodic
line, and popular or classical music ethics and
instrumentation. During the 1960s revival period
when there was active hostility to the music, use
of the term indicated intolerance, if not abusiveness. Indeed, one Irish Press report on a fleadh in
the 1960s suggested that perhaps fleadh organisers
should organise special events 'for the purists'. US
writer H.W. Fowler challenged its implicit derision
in relation to literature with the remark: 'readers
who find a usage stigmatised as purist have a right
to know the stigmatiser's place in the purist scale.'
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'The Pure Drop' reel as notated in A. M. Levey's 1858-73 The Dance Music of Ireland. This tune is more typically
played in Din the present day, also titled Tom Steele, as it appears in O'Neill's Dance Music of Ireland (1907) and
Breathnach's Ceol Rince na hEireann 2.
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Q
of manuscripts and printed material relating to
Edward Bunting and Thomas Moore. The university also has strong scholarly programmes in music
technology, ethnomusicology and Irish studies,
offering opportunities for interdisciplinary study.
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One of a number of quadrille instruction books published
in Ireland in the nineteenth century, from c. 1815 onwards
[courtesy ITMA]

quadrille. A form of social dance developed in
France in the later 1700s, it was introduced to
popular dancing in Ireland c.1816, and today is
the key element of set dancing.
See under dance: social dance; lancers.

QUB. Qyeen's University of Belfast's School of
Music and Sonic Arts offers two undergraduate
degrees, the BM us with emphasis on performance,
composition and musicology, and the BSc in music
technology and sonic arts. With the appointment
of Martin Dowling as lecturer in Irish traditional
music in 2006, the curriculum for both degrees
expanded to include modules for performance,
history and analysis of Irish traditional music. At
postgraduate level, historical study is a key feature,
capitalising on the university's significant holdings
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Qy een's/King's shilling. A metaphor for the
earliest wage paid for working in the army or navy
of the British monarch. A common term in British
and Irish ballads of conscription, soldiering and
betrayal, 'Taking the Queen's shilling' may have
been considered a desperate measure for survival,
and necessary in times of poverty, but in Ireland
the term was also a judgement on one's Irishness.
Qyinn , Hugh . (1885-1956). Song collector. Born
in Co. Tyrone and moved to Belfast, his society was
the mill and factory workers of the linen industry
who had recently swarmed to Belfast from the
shores of Lough Neagh. Qyi n n became a schoolmaster, working as an 'infant teacher monitor' at
the Milford Street School in the Lower Falls Road
in the 1890s. He collected 'old' Belfast songs and
children's singing games, and wrote about these in
1he Bell magazine (February 1941) and 1he Rann
magazine (summer 1952). In 1955 at the age of
seventy-one he contacted Peter Kennedy to come
and record him, as he believed the songs were on
'their final departure to the land of silence'. This
recording, together with his writings, gives a vivid
account of the singing tradition in Belfast, particularly those songs associated with female workers in
the linen mills. A playwright, he drew his themes
from his immediate world, producing works like
Mrs McConaghy's Money and The Quiet Twelfth.
These were performed by the Group Theatre in
Belfast and the Abbey in Dublin. David Hammond
knew him well and recorded several of his songs on
his 1959 LP I am the Wee Fafoorie Man (Tradition).
It was the first time that these Belfast songs had
guitar accompaniment and it heralded the era of
folk music and folk clubs in Ireland. Quinn's songs
were occupational- of weavers, doffers, tenters,
watchmen- and the children's anthology included

Ouinn, Toner

jokes, riddles, irreverent parodies and sectarian
chants. Some of the verses collected were tender
versions of narrative songs that were as old as time.
Other people have drawn freely on his work, but
he never published a collection of his own. The
Linen Hall Library, Belfast and BBC Northern
Ireland both have copies of his written articles and
examples of his broadcasts ofhis own songwriting.
[DAH,MAL]

Quinn, Mick (Micil). (1926- ). Storyteller,
singer. Born in the townland of Carrignagavna
in the parish of Mullaghbawn, Co. Armagh, the
eldest of ten, he was the son of John Qyinn, a wellknown singer in the locality who recorded 'You
know I am a Stranger' for Outlet recordings at the
age of eighty-two. 'The Qyinns owned the biggest
loft locally, and it was the venue for any gathering
in the townland - American wakes, returned Yanks
and, in particular, flax-pulling dances in August
to celebrate the end of what was an arduous task.
These events were the sources of many of Qyinn's
songs, though subconsciously so, for, as he says:
'You'd have little heed on the singers- sure we
thought that the way to sing was what we heard
on the gramophone records, John McCormack,
Michael O'DuffY and the like.' He attended some
of the first fleadhs in the 1950s but then 'got
married and with children being born ... couldn't
get away'. He was one of the founders of the Ring
of Gullion CCE in 1973, and later the Slieve
Gullion Festival ofTraditional Singing and the

Mick Quinn, storyteller, from Muliaghbane, Go. Armagh,
reminiscing at a seminar during Forkhi/1 Singers' weekend,
c.2000

Stray Leaf folk club. He was fear a ti at the Stray
Leaf and both put manners on the odd performer
who had inflated ideas about themselves, and put
the fear of God into anyone who didn't give due
respect to the proceedings. With the advent of
singing festivals his fame as a singer and songwriter, and particularly as a storyteller, grew, and
in tandem with it, the opportunity to find eager
audiences all over these islands and in America
- most recently the Smithsonian in Washington,
2007, and the Catskills Festival, 2009. He was an
All-Ireland winner for newly composed ballads in
1993 with 'The Still at Cargan Pass', he was given
the tradition award at the Makem International
Festival of Song 2003, the Gradam Speisialta at
the All-Ireland in 2006, Keeper of the Flame at
Cork Singers' Club 2009, and is honoured as a permanent guest at the Inishowen International Folk
Song and Ballad Festival. A noted dancer too in
his prime, Qyinn has been consulted by collectors
interested in saving the old dances of the south
Armagh area. His recordings are the LP Time to
Make the Hay and the CD The Man that Shot the
Dog; the title track of the latter is also sung by
Andy Irvine. [GOH]

Quinn, Sean. (1942- ).Accordion; writer, lecturer,
music producer. Born at Newcastle, Co. Down, he
plays button and piano accordions and has been
in ceili bands since 1956 - first the D undrum and
then the Blackthorn (Co. Down), the lnis F:iil (Co.
Tyrone), the Ard Ri, Eddie Fagan's (Belfast), the
McElroy Brothers (Co. Down) and most recently
the Trasna (Co. Antrim). He cites the influence
of button accordionists Paddy O'Brien (Nenagh),
Ciar:in Kelly (Athlone) and James McElheran
(Antrim), and piano accordionists Fred Hanna and
Dermot O'Brien. A founder in 1990 of the Antrim
Glens Traditions Group which promotes singing,
set dancing and traditional instrument classes, he
also set up Glens Music, which produces recordings
of local traditional music and songs. A composer,
he has a collection in publication and has written
on Northern Irish topics for Treoir magazine.
Quinn, Toner. (1974- ). Fiddle player, founder
and editor of magazine the journal of Music in
Ireland, re-titled the journal ofMusic.
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radio. This has been a powerful medium in the
dissemination of traditional music, both in Ireland
and among Irish communi ties in the USA. At
home, it gave voice to that which was considered distinctive- indigenous music- and which
was then still popular music. Among emigrants
it was part of the fare of specialised programmes
targeted on the Irish as a section of the populations
in various cities and regions. Since early radio in
Ireland was state-controlled, it carried authority,
and to be asked to perform on it was of major significance. Through it, people heard - often for the
first time- how the music was played in regions
other than their own. This instilled awareness of
variety within the art form, and contributed to
the ideological and aesthetic reasoning which
prompted and promoted the music's revival. The
main telecommunications agency promoting traditional music has been RTE and its predecessors,
and BBC, RnaG, Lyric and D owntown in later
years. Television in both parts of the island has also
played a significant role.
Radio 2 RN. This was the title of the first Irish
radio station, so described in its initial test broadcast in 1926: 'Seo Radio 2RN, Baile Atha Cliath
ag tastail' ('This is Radio 2RN, Dublin testing').
The first regular broadcasting began on the following new year's day from a studio in Little Denmark
Street, Dublin. At that time, and until the advent
of offshore pirate broadcasting in the 1960s, it was
simply known as 'the wireless'. Seamus Clandillon,
the station's first director, had a keen interest in
Irish music and song and so the programme schedules frequently included Irish material, including
what is now known as traditional music. Part of
the Department of Posts and Telegraphs, the
service was initiated in the period of the first
Cumann na nGaedheal government by its ardently
nationalist minister, Willie Walsh, initiator also of
Aonach Tailteann (1924). The inaugural broadcast
in January 1926 was made by Douglas Hyde, one
of the founders of the Gaelic League, and later to
become the first president oflreland. Significantly,
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in music he was also known for his 1893 song collection Abhrdin Grddh Chtiige Connacht (Love Songs

if Connacht).
first broadcast. On 1 January, 1926 this took
the form of an opening 'studio concert'. It was
addressed first by Douglas Hyde for about thirtythree minutes. The music and song which followed
was credited as to origins and/or arrangement. It
represents a cross-section of taste at the time, but
Irish origin is firmly established, even if mediated
by classical or trained performers. The symbolic
instruments- harp and uilleann pipes- are present,
as is a lyric by Thomas Moore, the nineteenthcentury 'National bard'. There is no concession to
religion or to political anthems save 'Lord is my
Light' and 'The West's Awake'. The times allocated
to each piece, allowing for introductions, indicate
balance also. Allowing for the nature of the times,
and of the cultural insecurity in music which was to
prevail nationally until the 1950s, the programme
below can be interpreted as an initial commitment
by the radio station to a national music culture. All
spellings are as per the original script.
No. 1 Army Band: First Iri sh Fantasia ([Fritz]
Braze) 7'
Seamus Clandillon: An Goirtin Nornan,
Brighid Gheal Ban, Cill Mhuire ('Trad') 11'
Arthur Darley (violin/fiddle): O'Donnell Abu,
Savourneen Deelish, "Ire West's Awake ('Old
Irish') 11'
Miss]. Burke (contralto): Down by the Sally
Gardens, I Wish I were on Yonder Hill, The
Minstrel Boy ('Old Irish') 14'
Miss A. Fagan (harp): Go Where Glory Waits
thee, Battle Hymn, Avenging Bright ('Old
Irish') 8'
No. 1 Army Band: Lament for Youth (Larchet);
Molly on the Shore (P. Grainger) 7'
}os. O'Mara (tenor): The Willow Tree ('Irish
Air'), Turn Ye to Me ('Scotch Air'), Bard of
Armagh (Larchet) 12'
Union pipes [James] Ennis and Anarevs [?]:
Air, Jig, Reel and Hornpipe ('Old Irish') 10'
Maighread Nf Annagain: An Bcinsin Luachra,

Radio Eireann

Cois Abha M oire; Caoin e Cill Cais ('Old
Irish') 12'
Miss Dina Copeman [piano]: N octurn e in C
No. 12 (Field); Polonaise in E Flat (Chopin)
12'
Intermission for the weather forecast. 2'
J.C. Doyle: Love Thee D eares t (Moo re), Little
Mary Cassidy (Somerville), Lord is my Light
(Allitsen) 11'
Arthur Darley: Romance in A ['] (Wo lff);
Boree (Moffat) 13'
P ales trina C h oi r: Mi ssa P apae Marcelli
(Palestrina), Regina Coeli (Albenger) 13'
No. 1 Army Band: Tristan & Isolde, Prelude
Liebestod (Wagne r); Soldier's Song (Erase)
(Fritz Erase, th e first director of th e Army
School ofMusic, 1922]
(courtesy RTE archive)

Radio Eireann (RE). The Irish state broadcasting
company, begu n as 2RN in 1926, and which was
renamed in 1937, the year in which the new Irish
constitution was adop ted . A period of expansion
followed the Second W orld W ar, when mobi le
reco rding units eq uipp ed with di sc- recording
facili ti es were acq uired to enable programme
makers to collect broadcast material throughout
the cou ntry. The music held in the station's sou nd
archive dates to thi s era, with recordings made by
Sean Mac Reamoi nn , Seamus Ennis, Proinsias
6 Conluain, Padraig 6 Rag hallaig h, and later
Ciaran Mac M athuna and Sean 6 Riada. Radio
was complemented by the new television service,
Telefis Eireann, in 1961 and both were combined
in 1966 as Radio Telefis Eireann. In 1972 th e
service moved to a cus tom-built radio centre in
Donnybrook. [HAB, RIC , EDI]
outside broadcast unit. The national radio station
changed hugely in 1947. Among many significant
innovations were the establishment of a Mobile
Reco rdin g Unit (MRU) and th e appointment
of scriptwriters and Outside Broadcast Officers.
These could now reco rd in situ material from all
over Ireland and thus assemble radio programmes
which up to then could only have come live from
studios in Dublin or Cork, or wherever there was
a land line available.
equipment. The broadca sters were in place

Radio Eireann OBU team in Casla, Connemara, 1-r:
Seamus Ennis, Proinnsias

6 Conluain, Terry O'Sullivan

(Sunday Press) , Dermot Maguire (technician) [courtesy
RTE archive]

before the Mobile Unit was fitted out and roadworthy, and it thus came about that the first MRU
was in fact Seamus Ennis's Ford Tudor 14.9 HP
car, into the back of which the necessary recording equipment was packed before the two OBOs
- Ennis and Scan Mac Reamoinn- with Joe Lacey
as sound engineer, set out on their pioneering expedition. The first recordings done were of a group of
Spanish sailors singing their own songs on Valencia
Island, Co. Kerry, and an interview with Peig Sayers.
The recording apparatus itself was a disc-cutting
machine recording on acetate disc at 78 rpm. Ths
was to be replaced by the tape recorder.
Earlier recording apparatus was heavy and cumbersome, particularly so in the days before rural
electrification, when wet batteries supplied the
MRU with power. The first recording car was a
Ford V8 of the type then in use by the Department
of Posts and Telegraphs, fairly unstable when all
the mach inery, transform ers, microph ones and
stands, cables, boxes of discs and a supply of batteries were on board, particularly so in winter
conditions or on potholed roads. Qyite a number
of recording expeditions in early days ended up in
mishap, being rescued by a tractor and a meitheal
of strong men.
tape. The invention of the tape recorder
provided the facility for much more efficient
editing of material for broadcast, and the portable
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tape machine allowed the radio producer to work
completely independently of the Mobile Unit in
certain circumstances - to travel in his or her own
car and to carry all the equipment needed. 'Ire first
such machine used by Radio Eireann was the EMI
British-manufactured L2, a box-like affair, heavy
by today's standards, but producing good-quality
sound. Since its only playback facility was an
earphone which gave little indication of the actual
quality of the tape, one had to play it in a studio
machine before making a judgement as to the
quality of the sound. Improved versions of the L2
followed, soon superseded by the Uher and other
smaller and lighter machines, all capable of providing material of broadcasting standard. For longer
recording sessions in the early 1950s the transportable EMI TRSO was invaluable. One of its earliest
uses, and the first on an offshore island, was in
1953, when the recording engineer Jimmy Mahon
and Proinsias 6 Conluain brought it to Arranmore
Island to record about sixty songs, in Irish and
English, from R6ise Bean Mhic Ghrianna (R6ise
na nAmhriin), then seventy-four years of age. A
selection of these songs, re-mastered by Harry
Bradshaw and transcribed, with translations from
the Irish and notes by Cathal Goan, was issued on
both cassette and CD by RTE in 1994. [PRO]
regions. Early radio broadcasts were dominated
by musicians in close proximity to Dublin but the
acquisition of the Mobile Recording Unit in 1947
led to a greater appreciation of regional diversity
in Irish traditional music. Through their work for
radio, Seamus Ennis and Ciaran Mac Mathuna
played an important role in disseminating recordings of musicians of different styles and from
different regions, but more focused on the west
of Ireland. Some of their recordings were later
released as commercial recordings in cassette series
by RTE, later on CD.
radio, local. Ireland has twenty-one local radio
stations which were established under the Radio
and Television Act of1988, under the control of the
Independent Radio and Television Commission
(IRTC) which is known now as the Broadcast
Commission oflreland (BCI). Trese give coverage
of traditional music in varying degrees depending
on the county. See under each county by name.
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Raidio na Gaeltachta (RnaG). The major Irishlanguage Irish radio station which commenced on
Easter Sunday, 1972, this is a subsidiary of RTE.
From its inaugural two-hour broadcast, traditional song and music and the Irish language have
been central to the station's ethos and output. All
speech content on the station was and is in the
Irish language, and English-language song lyrics
were not broadcast until2005, to cater for Anocht
FM, a dedicated youth service broadcast between
9 p.m. and 1 a.m. Initially, RnaG was broadcast
to a specific Gaeltacht audience on medium wave,
but this was expanded to FM in 1973, giving the
station nationwide coverage. It has three main
studios - Casla, Connemara; Baile na nGall,
Kerry and Doiri Beaga, Donegal. Its personnel also
broadcast from Montrose, Dublin and the RTE
studio in Castlebar, Co. Mayo. Since 2001 RnaG
broadcasts for twenty-four hours a day.
sean-n6s. Many of the programme presenters
and producers are musicians whose knowledge
adds greatly to the quality of the station's music
output, prominent among them Padraig 6 Se,
Sean 6 hEalai, Meaiti ]6 Sheamuis, Neansai Ni
Choisdealbha, Caoimhin 6 Se, Peadar 6 Riada
and Sorcha Ni Cheilleachair. RnaG broadcasts
live from many festivals throughout the country,
and records material for later broadcast at others.
It has broadcast the sean-n6s singing competitions
at Oireachtas na Gaeilge since 197 4, and music
and song from the Willie Clancy Summer School,
Fleadh Cheoil na hEireann and Eigse Dhiarmuid
Ui Shuilleabhain are covered annually as well.
archiving, access. A huge quantity of studio
and field recordings have been preserved, notably
that from the c.fifteen years ofMeaiti ]6 Sheamuis
6 Fatharta's country-wide series Ldn a'mhd!a.
Several albums of archival music and song have
been issued from this and other material, including most recently Scoi! Samhraidh Wi!!ie Clancy and
Corn Ur Riada- Buaiteoirf 1972-2007 (Oireachtas
winners' songs). A playback facility on the RnaG
website (rte.ie/rnag) which is accessible for a week
following broadcast opens accessibility even further,
and listeners abroad can listen to the station live
online. [SEO]
See BBC; Downtown; television

Rea, John

Raiftearai,Antaine. (1784-1835). Lyricist, singer.
Raiftearai was born at Cill Liadain near Kiltimagh
in Co. Mayo, a place made famous by his song
'Contae Mhaigh Eo'. Blinded by smallpox in early
childhood, he spent his adult life wandering about
Co. Galway, playing the fiddle, singing and composing songs. In the decades before the famine his
intriguing and fearless personality and extraordinary poetic ability made a deep impression on the
people of the west. Ever since, he has been
commonly regarded as the greatest Gaelic folkpoet of that region. His reputation was greatly
augmented by Dr Douglas Hyde's anthology of his
work, first published in 1903, one of the most
widely read books in Irish ever published.
Raiftearai's most ambitious work was Seanchas na
Sceiche, a folk- history of Ireland based on oral
Gaelic tradition, apparently derived from Seathrun
Ceitinn's 'Foras Feasa ar Eirinn'. His song ~nach
Chuain' concerning a boating disaster in Lough
Corrib (1828) is justly famo us. Other songs of his
still heard in Co. Galway and elsewhere include
'Caoineadh Thomais Ui Dhalaigh', a lament for a
piper from Cashla, 'An Tailliuir Druisiuil', an
uncompromising criticism of adultery, and songs
in praise of women, 'Peigi Mhisteal', 'Bridin
Bheasaigh' and 'Maire Ni Eidhin'. Versions of the
latter were collected as far away as Co. Waterford.
[EAB]

Rainey family. Fiddle, flute, whistle, pipes, song.
Living in the Co. Galway area, these hereditary
Traveller musicians travelled in Connemara in the
summer and spent the winter around Tuam in the
east of the county, thus fulfilling a key role in provision and transmission of recreational music. By the
1950s brothers Paddy and Stephen R ainey were
famous for busking and playing together on fiddles
in bars as the professional traditional musicians of
their time, with contributions collected by the elder
brother's wife, Grace. They lived by the roadside
on their travels, and their fiddles were unsophisticated: at one point Paddy's is described by recordist
Tony Knowland as being without varnish and
having a hole in the belly, the bow strung with
carpet-fibre thread. Photographs of the musicians
had been taken casually by Prof. Brian Boydell
at Doonlaughlin races, Ballyconneely, Clifden in

The Raineys

eo sleeve of John and Pat Rainey performing at Rosses
Point, Go. Sligo in 1956 where they were photographed
by Brian Boydell who was there on holiday [ITMA]

August 1956; now in the ITMA, these indicate
two strong, eager personalities with a relaxed, confident stance. In 1956 Tony Knowland, a lecturer
in Magee college, Derry, and part-time collector,
heard the brothers by chance in the Letterfrack
area where his family had a house, and set up an
afternoon's casual recording in Freeny's bar. This
was issued in 2006 as a CD by Pavee Point, Dublin,
following a documentary which was researched by
Ita Kane with John Rainey's daughter Margaret.
On this snapshot album the Raineys' music is passionate and enchanting, and the tensions of the
recording environment are professionally fielded
without pause. The music is mantric, with instinctive interplay and a rich body tone reminiscent of
older stylists like John Loughran ofTyrone, but
the playing is classic as itself and a scarce commodity fifty-three years on.
Rea,John. (1922-83) . Dulcimer, fiddle. Born at
Carnalba, near Glenarm, Co. Antrim, he came
from a family of ten, all of whom played fiddle.
His father taught them, but in the absence of an
instrument for John, he had a dulcimer made on
the pattern of a model then popular in the area.
Proximity to the sea possibly brought the instrument there in the first place, via boats from the
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Readoirf, Na

for recreation. He is recorded with Sean McAloon
on Drops of Brandy (1976) and Traditional Music
on the Hammer Dulcimer. His repertoire incorporated that of his father, including tunes attributed
to eighteenth-century piper Walker Jackson, and
also many of Scottish origin.
Readoiri, Na. Competition series run by the
(Catholic) Pioneer Total Abstinence Association
of the Sacred Heart (temperance organisation). It
mixes all kinds of music, regarding music as music,
song as song. But many young traditional musicians
take part, particularly in the set-dancing competitions. Regional events take place in November,
diocese-based in December, provincial in January,
All-Irelands at the end of February.

John Rea plays hammer dulcimer with ivory flute player
James MacMahon at Belfast CCE session in Derryvolgie
Avenue c. 1966 [courtesy Tom Hartley]

Baltic. A labourer initially, he went to sea working
on coal-coasters when in his twenties, later on
tug-boats in Belfast harbour when, living on board
during the week, he would play dulcimer on deck
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Reavy, Ed. (1898-1988). Fiddler, composer.
Born at Barnagrove, Maudabawn, Co. Cavan, his
Monaghan-born mother Sarah (nee Dawson) was
a champion lilter. In 1912 he emigrated to the US
and eventually settled in Drexel Hill, a suburb of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, where he worked as
a plumber. One of the greatest and most prolific
composers of Irish music during the twentieth
century, his first recordings date to the 1920s when
he cut some 78s for the RCA Victor company. He
also made many six-inch 78 rpm discs of his compositions at home. Some 128 of his tunes have
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'The Hunter's House' reel , typically known as 'Reavey's' [courtesy Reavey family]
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been saved from over 400 he wrote. In 1971, Where
the Shannon Rises collected in book form many of
his most popular melodies, and all of those, plus
many others, were later published in Ihe Collected
Compositions ofEd Reavy assembled by his nephew
Joseph. Still another book, Music of Corktown,
named for what was once considered the most Irish
section of Philadelphia, offered 100 dance tunes
picked by Reavy, including seven of his own. In
1979, a tribute album entitled Ed R eavy featured
such musicians as Liz Carroll, Martin Mulvihill,
Mick Moloney, Paddy Cronin, and Armagh-born
friend Louis Qyinn performing his tunes, with Ed
featured on six tracks of his own. A medley of six
Reavy tunes set to a tribute poem can be heard on
Ihe Green Fields ofAmerica: Live in Concert. 'The
Hunter's House', 'Maudabawn Chapel', 'Never Was
Piping So Gay' and 'The Wild Swans at Coole'
are among his tunes played every day as part of
the traditional repertoire. A memorial plaque was
unveiled at the former Reavy home at Maudabawn
in 1990. [EAH]
record. Abbreviation for 'a recording of music, etc.',
it came to be regarded as meaning a 78 rpm, 45 rpm
single or EP, 33l!J rpm or LP flat disc. It was revived
with a younger generation to indicate a en.
recording. The exact (or nearly exact) preserving of a particular performance on some kind of
medium from which it is possible to reproduce it.
This factor profoundly
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shaped, directed, opened
up, preserved and developed all forms of music
during the twentieth
century. Its science
amounts to the ability
of a device to capture,
store and reproduce
music sounds .
This has been
done by a
variety of technologies, each

Nineteenth-cent ury mechanical music player with
changeable discs

one of which owes something to its predecessors. The sequence is phonograph (wax cylinder),
gramophone (shellac and vinyl flat record discs),
tape (reel-to-reel and cassette) and digital (en and
computer).
history. Up to 1877 music was passed on by one
of three means: aurally/orally, graphically and by
mechanical simulation. Aural processes involved
learning by ear in community situations. Graphic
methods used some kind of visual, book representation of music notes which indicated melody,
time signature, key signature, tempo and accenting.
Each of these processes involve human attributes
and judgement, whereas true recording methods
involve a 'machine'.
sim ula tion. Mechanical simulation was first
used in music boxes and player pianos. In the music
boxes, a 'comb' of tuned metal teeth was activated
in sequence by a series of melodically patterned
protrusions on the surface of a rotating cylinder;
larger devices were cabinet sized, could mimic
several kinds of instrument and used changeable
brass discs which were patterned for different
tunes. In 'player pianos' a moving cardboard belt
which was punctured with holes in a melodic
patterning engaged pins that activated the piano
keys.
wax cylinder. None of those technologies could
be called recording, but in 1857 Paris typesetter
Edouard-Leon Scott de Martinville's phonautograph took a step towards such a goal, in the form
of a machine that could trace a linear sound pattern
in soot on a moving cylinder - rather like lie-detector or seismograph printout. Though originally
considered to be no more than a representation
of sound, one such recording- ten seconds of the
inventor singing 'Au Clair de la Lune'- which
was discovered in 2008, was digitally converted to
sound by researchers in California, and broadcast
on the world's media. The idea of playing back such
visually imaged sound was mooted by Frenchman
Charles Cos in 1877, his speculated device named
Paleophone. American research overlapped with
his thesis however and Edison was the first to
realise such a machine in the form of what he
called the phonograph. A competitor to this was
called the Graphophone; both could cut a sound
pattern on a moving wax cylinder and reproduce
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Early gramophones [Musee du Son]

the original sound by re-running the cylinder with
a sensor needle attached to an amplifying horn .
Competition and rivalry resulted in the perfection of the 'wax cylinder' recorders, with domestic
models being produced in great variety and style.
Ultimately they were eclipsed for quality by flat
disc recording. [EDI]
See also Ediphone; phonautograph; phonograph.
flat discs- the ·record'. In 1887 a German immigran t to the US, Emile Berliner, filed a patent for
a 'gramophone' player using a flat disc rather than
a cylinder (from the Greek 'gramma', writing and
'phone', voice). The disc was coated in a material
called shellac, and on this sound-grooves were
gouged in a tight spiral in a lateral 'meandering river' motion. The process was developed to
permit the pressing of multiple copies from such
a 'master' disc. From its public availability in 1897,
this became known as the 'gramophone' in Europe,
and 'phonograph' or 'Victrola' in the US. Berliner's
brother opened a disc-pressing plant in Hamburg.
In the US the Berliner company grew into the
Victor label. The recording process was constantly
improving- developing to electroplated wax and
leading in 1902 to Victor and rival Columbia
pooling their patents to capitalise on newer
methods. Columbia issued ten-inch diameter discs,
and shortly after this the Victor company began
issuing three-and-a-half-minute, twelve-inch discs.
European companies began making double-sided
discs; these were adopted by Victor in 1923. The
first electric gramophone recording was made at
Westminster Abbey in 1920; by 1925 this method
had replaced the mechanical recording process.
standards. Early records revolved at speeds
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from 60 rpm to 120 rpm, and the earliest seveninch operated at c. 70 rpm, but speeds of records
were standardized at 78 in 1925. However, the
USA (78.26 rpm) was slightly faster than the rest
of the world (77.92 rpm).
technology. Technologies developed during
the Second World War led to Columbia Records
(CBS) in 1947/8 perfecting the flexible, vinyl,
33 113 rpm record which could play for up to thirty
minutes a side. The seven-inch, single 45 rpm and
EP, which could play for up to eigh t minutes a side,
had been developed by RCA, leading eventually
to the twelve-inch, long player (LP) micro groove
(reportedly the result of pressure put on RCA by
the conductor Toscanini in 1951). For most Irish
music the three or four minutes of the 78 rpm was
adequate, but larger symphonic works had to be
put on five or more discs and bound in an 'album'so creating the term we still use today. The grooves
on the LPS were much finer and more detailed than
on the 78s, this demanding slower play speeds.
playback. Because of the different standards and
materials in recordings, playback equipment came
with a choice of speeds: 16213, 33VJ, 45 or 78 rpm. In
older gramophones the turntable was driven by a
wound spring, but electric motors became standard.
Sound reproduction too had moved from being
purely mechanical to electronic; volume control
followed suit, originally having used horns or, on
'parlour' machines, an ingenious systems of doors
and deflectors. 78 records, however, were rugged,
the machines easily maintained and parts could
be improvised; they stood up to dusty conditions
well. This gave them a much longer life in hotter
and poorer countries like India where vinyl was too
delicate, its machinery too expensive. [AOO]
vinyl LP. The standard medium for recorded
music from c.1955 to 1985, the 'long-play' record,
or LP came about as a consequence of the production of vinyl plastics in the late 1940s. Their much
finer groove gave a superior sound quality, and also
allowed more than one track to be recorded on
each side of the record . In Ireland, the first vinyl
recordings of traditional or folk music did not
appear until the mid-1950s, and the first reliably
dated recordings are two made by Patrick Galvin,
the Cork playwright and poet, for the Riverside
company in 1956, entitled Irish Street Songs and
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Irish Humour Songs. David Curry's Irish Band and
singer Margret Barry both recorded albums around
the same time. 78 rpm recordings were still being
produced in Ireland after this date, since many
of the consumers would still have been using the
old 'phonograph' equipment. The series of 78s
produced by Gael Linn around this time are highly
significant, competing as they did with vinyl LP
recordings.
Although the new format allowed up to
around twenty minutes of uninterrupted music
to be recorded, in the fields of popular music and
folk music the three- minute standard, which had
been established by the physical restraint of the
78, continued to be the normal length of recorded
pieces, thus allowing normally twelve tracks to
appear on one recording. This in turn allowed an
expansion in the type of material, and the number
of performers that could be accommodated on
one recording. Thus we see the appearance of the
compilation album, where artists from any number
of instrumental or stylistic backgrounds can be
accommodated. This facility was and is commonly
used by recording companies to produce 'samplers',
which con tain a selection of their various artists.
traditional music. From the earliest days of
commercial recording, Irish material was available, but usually restricted to parlour songs, Moo re's
Melodies and arrangements of stock Irish airs. It
was not until the early 1920s that performances of
what we now know as 'traditional' music became
widely available, mainly from American and
English record companies eager to exploit large
immigrant markets. English companies came to
Ireland to record traditional material from the late

Vinyl LP (on top) with separate tracks visible, and 78s
(below) with no track spaces

:J. 920s, HMV/ EMI setting up an Irish branch in
Dublin in 1936. Most Irish country towns had
shops which sold records, and houses which had a
gramophone and a supply of records were often the
centre of attraction for local musicians. [HAB]
78 rpm recording artists. The boom in the
recording of ethnic music in the USA saw a huge
number of recordings of Irish traditional dance
music made for the first time. Although song
features largely on these, it is very seldom, if ever,
traditional song in the modern sense, but rather
classical and vaudeville interpretations of IrishAmerican material and ballads. Some forty diflerent
recording companies, dominated by Columbia,
Decca and Victor, released almost 1,400 78 rpm
recordings between 1899 and 1942, the great
majority between 1922 and 1932. The recordings
were divided almost equally between instrumental and vocal, and the instrumental music was
approximately 50 per cent solo, 20 per cent duet
and 30 per cent bands or ensembles. All the main
traditional instruments are represented, pipes and
accordion dominating solo recordings, presumably
due to their harmonic capability, and fiddle and
accordion well above the others in accompanied
solos. In much smaller numbers we find the flute ,
whistle, piccolo and banjo, while some traditional
instruments common in the modern period, such
as the concertina and tambourine, make only brief
appearances.
Many of the performers who recorded this
music are still household names in the traditional
music world, and the tunes and sets of tunes they
recorded still widely played . Definitive stylistic
markers were laid down by many of the musicians
such as Coleman, Morrison and Killoran on the
fiddle, McKenna on the flute, and Kimmel on the
accordion. The ensembles have fared less well in
memory. A few aficionados may be familiar with
the Flanagan Brothers, or with Dan Sullivan's
Shamrock Band, through the re-recording of
some of their music by modern performers, but few
will hear of such as Martin Beirne and his Irish
Blackbirds Orchestra, or Packie Dolan's Melody
Boys.
Several interesting observations can be made
about the musicians who recorded. Almost
without exception they were Irish-born, although
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there were already fo ur or more generations of
Irish-Americans at the time. In fact non-lrish
players were more common than Irish-American.
Although emigration at the time was fairly evenly
distributed, with people arriving to the US from
all over Ireland, it is the stylistic region of the
mid-western counties such as Sligo, Leitrim and
Roscommon which is overwhelmingly represented
in the recordings. The reasons for these observations await elucidation. [HAH]
Irish companies. Ireland, and indeed Europe too,
was much slower in changing from the 78 to the
newer, slower speed, but LPS were being issued in
Ireland by the late 1950s. In 1958 the RCA-Victor
label in the US issued stereo LPS and introduced a
cartridge-format, stereo tape player. In the same year
Aindreas S. 6 Dubhghailllaunched Comhlucht
Ceirnfnf Eireann, issuing two ten-inch LP records
- Sedn Maguire (fiddle and uilleann pipes) and Sedn
6 Tuama with An C!aisceadal- both of which were
pressed by Deutsche Grammophon Gesellschaft
(DGG) in Germany. Shortly afterwards the twelveinch LP became the norm. By the late-1950s two
very important Irish companies, Ceirnfnf Cladaigh
and Gael Linn, had appeared. These, along with
the English company Topic, were of exceptional
importance in the early revival period. Run by
individuals who were mainly culturally, rather than
financially, motivated, many recordings of authentic
traditional music were made available to the public.
Vinyl recordings were also the first to feature stereo
sound. This began to appear on records on the Irish
market in the 1970s, but its relevance to many of
the records that were being made at this time was
limited, and mono recordings of Irish traditional
music were still being made after stereo became
the industry standard in other genres. The complex
technology associated with the production of vinyl
records meant that it was an expensive process and
as such traditional musicians were denied access to
it except via the medium of recording companies.
The advent of the cassette tape in the 1960s was the
beginning of a gradual opening-up of the access to
the recording medium for the traditional musician,
and the demise of the vinyl recording (c.1991) coincided with a significant increase in the number of
independent recordings. [AOO]
See also g ramophone.
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tape recording. The principles of recording
sound magnetically were understood already by the
late 1800s when steel wire was used as a recording medium. Experimentation with impossibly
weighty and bulky steel tape followed; loop systems
using wire and steel tape had various routine uses.
The technology to produce a practical linear, longrunning system had to wait on the development
of suitable plastics and technologies; this was done
by two German companies in the late 1930s. A
quarter-inch wide ribbon of plastic tape, coated on
one side with ferric oxide particles, was magnetised
by a processed audio signal as tape passed across
the heads of the Magnetophon recording machine.
On replay, the spool of tape retraced its path and a
playback head reproduced the magnetically stored
audio signal which was then amplified. Magnetic
tape had important advantages over disc recording. The system provided high-fidelity recordings,
tape was robust, could be erased and re-used, and
allowed longer recordings to be made. [HAB]
tape editing. Perhaps the greatest advantage of
tape was the ease with which a recorded performance could be cut and edited. Magnetic recording
machines were in use in German radio stations
during the Second World War and these were
copied and further developed by the Allies. By
1947, reel-to-reel, linear magnetic tape recording machines were in production by English and
American manufacturers, and in 1952 Radio
Eireann took delivery of its first machines. Tape
running speed was originally thirty inches per
second (ips), but constant development produced
machines with ever-improving performance specifications that allowed speeds to be reduced to 15
and then 7.5 ips. Home tape recorders were on
the market in the 1950s, and valuable collecting
work was done locally by music enthusiasts who
acquired them. Despite the recent advances by
various forms of digital recording on tape and
hard disc, there are within the recording industry
those who prefer the sonic qualities of magnetic
analogue recording. [HAB]
cassettes. Between 1962 and 1964 the Phillips
company of the Netherlands perfected the
compact cassette, a portable tape recorder using
a small cartridge with a 0.15-inch (3.8mm) tape
that was wound from reel to reel. The quality and
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dependability of this varied, but the technology
was perfected by 1975 making it then the major
competition for vinyl LPS. In 1969-70 DuPont and
BASF began offering chromium-dioxide recording tapes, this improving quality and durability in
cassettes.
Do/by, Walkman. The introduction in 1969
of Dolby Noise Reduction, which reduced tape
'hiss', aided cassette popularity, and it took over
as the popular in-car system. Its position was
further advanced by Sony's 1979 introduction of
the flexible and convenient cassette Walkman. By
1984 audio-cassette sales were exceeding those of
LPS. But the easy-record facility of cassettes invited
copying of LPS, pirating of albums and 'bootleg'
recordings of concerts. Countries where copyright
laws were not as stringent as those ofWestern
countries - such as 1l1ailand - marketed cheap,
pirated cassette versions of popular music, including that ofThe Chieftains.
democratic. This form of recording has been
valuable to traditional music since 1949, and the
introduction of domestic reel-to-reel machines
made recording as well as playback possible for
the public. Cassette tape machines further revolutionised- or democratised - this position, making
it possible to record selected, or exceptional, performances - or, indeed, one's own performance
-for personal analysis, learning or pleasure; it gave
personal and local choice in listening. This 'democratic' quality of domestic recording has been a
major factor in the post-1950s spread of traditional
music learning in Ireland and other countries. In
its own time, this new impact of tape and cassette
on traditional music appreciation was as significant
as was the introduction of the phonograph. In the
music they could make available, all forms of flat
discs had provided a fixed and limited referencepoint: they were 'colonial'. Tape, and in particular
cassettes, could repatriate old recordings, preserve
ephemeral radio performances, and undermine the
dominance of radio station and record-company
choices in style; it is thus 'democratic'. Digital
technologies are ever more so, and even have covert
potential. All of these factors have implications
for the idea of authenticity and taste in traditional
music. [EDl]
8-track stereo. Loop-tape systems were in

use from the early days of recording. They were
convenient and popular for brief announcements,
advertising and jingles - on sturdy tape cartridges
('carts'). In 1965 the Ford and Mercury Company,
in conjunction with Motorola and RCA-Victor
records, adapted this format to create the '8-track'
stereo. This became the first successful form of
compact tape-playback music in the US, with
major popularity among motor vehicle users. A
brief, but revolutionary, system, it used %-inch tape
divided into four stereo tracks. The loop format
meant that it had to have a complex mechanism
built into its chunky cartridge, making it both
delicate and expensive. RCA Victor issued its full
catalogue on this medium, which peaked between
1970-7 4, and was pushed aside by advances in the
linear, reel-to-reel compact cassettes. The 8-track
was gone by 1983, but some country music was
still being issued on it in the US and Tejano in
Mexico up to the end of the '90s. The expense of
the equipment, and of the cartridges, meant that
only a dozen or so Irish albums made it onto the
medium, and Irish labels had little incentive to
publish anything other than big sellers. Claddagh
issued The Chieftains 1 and 2 on the medium;
their Bonaparte's Retreat was popular in 1976
(still available online), and Shanachie released
Chieftains 5 on it in 1989. Joe Burke and Charlie
Lennon's Traditional Music ofIreland was put on
it by Shaskeen in Galway, Na Fili's Farewell to
Connacht was done by Outlet, who also released
lhe Best of Seamus Tansey in 1971. On the more
popular end Horslips' Drive the Cold Winter Away
was on 8-track, the Cu Chulainn label had Grog's
Traditional Songs of Ulster Vol. 1, Phillips offered
Clannad in 1973, and Karussel released the band
Shades ofMacMorrough's Carrig River.
compact discs. The standard recording technology for the latter fifteen years of the twentieth
century, they were introduced in Japan in 1982,
becoming available in Europe and the US the following year. Initially only major performers like
The Chieftains could afford to record on it, and
in order to satisfY audiences' equipment standards,
cassette tape copies of such albums were also made.
Riverdance was issued on both CD and cassette, and
cassette players were still standard in new budgetrange motor vehicles in Ireland until c.2002. The
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convenience and quality of eo digital reproduction,
however, gradually led to its taking over. eo technology uses a revolving, 4W' (12 cm) digital disc
that is 'read' by a laser beam that makes no physical
cont act. Compared to the needle-in-groove 78s
and LPS and the abrasiveness of tape-heads, there
is almost zero wear and tear. Nor can their clear
resolution and wider dynamic range be matched
by cassette. For recording studio use, digital audio
tape (DAT) was introduced in 1987 and by the
1990s had gradually come to almost totally replace
quarter-inch, reel-to-reel tape. 'Ire digital compact
cassette tape (DCC) by Philips and the mini disc
(MD) by Sony challenged cos and cassettes for
domestic use- both offering digital (eo-quality)
recording. Digital video disc (ovo) technology,
which has pushed aside VHS in image recording,
now offers the potential for a new generation of
recording of music - a move away from sound
alone, towards visual performances.
recording archives. Throughout the nineteenth
century folklorists and musicologists had collected
and published written transcriptions of music,
information on instruments and documents on
playing practices. The invention of recorded music
made it possible for the first time to preserve also
the sounds from the past, and so folklorists and
antiquarians moved to set up sound archives. First
of these was the Phonogram m Archiv in Berlin in
1900.lt was followed by the Archive ofFolksong in
the US Library of Congress ( 1928) and the Archive
of Folk and Primitive Music, Indiana (1948).
standards and democracy. The phonograph
made available the repeated reproduction of music
performances. Initially it was seen as of value to
collectors- they recorded an informant, took away
the cylinder, played it back and noted the words/
music. Another person could also cross-check
this for accuracy. Prior to this, performances had
to be repeated over and over until the transcriber
was satisfied that they had got it all down, and
no checking of accuracy might be possible. The
Ediphone cylinders were primarily a recording
machine, the cylinder could be smoothed over
and re-used. But they provided both recording and
playback. Gramophones did not have this flexibility
- the recording process was specialised and vastly
expensive; recording and playback were separated
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- the concept of the 'studio' was created to provide
for this. The public purchased pre-recorded records
in order to listen only, to consume. The idea of a
music performance as a 'product' was born.
recording in culture. Recording has changed not
only how music is consumed, but also how it is
produced and, as well, the nature of music itself.
Recordings, however, are sound documents, and
their preservation or retention demand similar
safety, access, care and filing systems as apply to
books. The twentieth-century age of recording is
therefore the age of the discography. For traditional
music in Ireland this was initially a simple undertaking, for there were few albums available. This
affected airplay of material - as a radio producer
could exhaust the record supply in a week. But
the revival of the music after the 1950s, paralleled
by economic changes and touring, created a new
domestic market and an export market, both of
which were catered for by the production of new
albums. Native demand was filled first by Gael
Linn, later by Claddagh Records, by Topic and
Shanachie, added to since then by Green Linnet,
Greentrax, Tara, and dozens of'me fein' and other
labels. Up until c.1990 new traditional material was
released on LP, cassette and eo, but after that time
the latter gradually took over. Used record players
are inexpensive and there is a huge amount oflrish
material available on second-hand recordings. But
most albums of stylistic value were later re-issued
on cassette, then eo, often by difierent companies.
Recording is widely available in the modern
world, although high standards in it remain labourand skills-intensive. But actual album production is
inexpensive, and has indeed been practically sidelined by digital transmission and storage media.
Once a wonder, the age of the recorded object has
almost passed, and again, as prior to 1900, it is the
performance alone that is passed on. [EDI]
stylistic significance. The recording industry has
been motivated by the desire to present an authentic product, reinforced through a connection to
rural traditions. Early twentieth-century recordings predominantly featured musicians from north
Connacht, leading to fears of stylistic homogeneity within the tradition. Later recordings made in
Ireland in the second half of the twentieth century
created a new pantheon of musicians who came
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to represent regional traditions, including Padraig
O'Keeffe in Sliabh Luachra, Paddy Canny in east
Clare, and John Doherty in Donegal. However,
these musicians all do show the influence of nonlocal musical styles in their playing. 1te marketing
value of regional musical styles on commercial
recordings is exemplified by the popularity of
artists including Jackie Daly and Seamus Creagh
and later groups such as Altan and Sliabh Notes,
who were influenced by the music of Donegal and
Sliabh Luachra respectively. [DAK]
impact on song. Current market expectations and
industrial standards have led traditional song performers to adapt popular music recording practices.
While multi-track recording has enabled another
level of creativity in arrangement, the orientation
of the product to the consumer has increased the
standardisation of performance in regards to song
choice, language use, performance length and song
arrangement. The input of the producer to the
recording process often results in the performer's
loss of control of the final product. Sometimes this
leads to the re-orientation of the artist's sound
towards 'world' music or crossover genres.
professionalism. The advent of recording has
also facilitated professionalisation; indeed, the
success of Delia Murphy's 193 7 HMV recording
gave her national fame. The evolution of music
technology has led to the democratisation of
music, enabling musicians to create relatively cheap
recordings at home. Digital formats and improved
broadband capabilities have enabled the musician
to act independently of the major companies, by
providing a means of marketing and distributing their music globally. Traditional musicians are
slowly adapting to these new mechanisms. While
once a symbol of artistic achievement, recordings
are now re-valued as commercial products which
can be marketed automatically from performers'
websites. Aside from improving income, websites
also maintain and enhance links to audiences and
offer contact with festival organisers, teaching
opportunities and tour operators. [SUM]
See wire recorder.
Redican, Larry. (1908-75). Fiddle. Born in
Boyle, Co. Roscommon. His family moved to
Dublin when he was young, his father from Co.

Roscommon, his mother, a whistle player (nee
Kielty), from Sligo. In Dublin Larry took fiddle
lessons from Arthur Darley before emigrating in
the 1920s to Toronto, and then settling in New
York City. For more than thirty years he worked
in a Long Island fac tory for Elizabeth A rden cosmetics, but his spare time was spent playing fiddle,
often at home in Brooklyn and later in Qyeens,
New York. From the 1950s to the 1960s, he
played for the Bronx-based McNiffirish Dancers
and also for dancing at the weekly Gaelic League
ceilithe, where he met many of the musicians who
would go on to form the New York Ceili Band. In
1960 he won the All-Ireland senior trio competition with New York Ceili Band colleagues Jack
Coen and Paddy O'Brien. In America, in 1962
and 1966, Ciaran Mac Mathuna made a number
of field recordings of Redican (and other musicians). Broadcast by Radio Eireann, these helped
to spread his reputation in Ireland. Several of those
tracks appeared on the cassette A job of]ourneywork
issued by RTE in 1989. Redican also composed
tunes, including the well-known 'Redican's Reel'.
Adept on the tenor banjo as well, Larry Redican
suffered a heart attack while playing the fiddle in
Mineola, New York, and subsequently died. Tracks
can be heard on RTE's Ciaran Mac Mathuna
albums. [EAH]
Redmond, Leo. (d.1982). Founder and conductor of the Austin Stack Ceili Band. A pianist,
and composer of'The Tostal Hornpipe' and 'The
Duckpond', he arranged his band's music for
broadcasting.
See A ustin Stack Ceili Band.
reed. The sound-generating device in a large group
of aerophone instruments. While accordions, harmonicas and concertinas use a metal 'free' reed, all
pipes use some form of'beating reed' made generally of natural materials- either a single or double.
The sound of a single reed (also called idioglot)
is softer and bleating, a double reed is harsh and
commanding. Breton 'bombardes', medieval
'shawms' and 'oboes', Italian 'ciaramella' and
Bulgarian 'zurna' all use double reeds. Bulgarian
'gaida' bagpipe, Mediterranean 'aulos' double pipes
and Sardinian 'launeddas' triple pipes all use single
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together; the air pressure causes the adjacent faces
of thin wood to vibrate, so generating a sound. Ths
sound is modified by the length and diameter of
the pipe it is inserted into, the note is changed by
means of the fingering holes.
free reeds. Made from metals generally, these
are described under 'free reeds' and in relation to
accordions and mouth organs.
Reeds- clarinet reed (single slip of cane), single reed as
used in pipes drones, and double reed as used in pipes
chanters and regulators

reeds. Simplest is the single reed, which is made
by making a slice in a piece of hollow cane or
reed (hence the name). All reeds sound when air
is passed into them from the outside. A double
reed is formed by two 'lips' of cane being spliced

reel. 1. A variety of solo or group step dance, done
to the music of a tune-type of the same name.
2. The most popular tune-type within the Irish
tradition. Typically notated in 4/4 time it consists
largely of quaver movement with an accent on the
first and third beats of the bar. Most reels follow
the standard AABB form where the first eightbar part of the tune is repeated before the second
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eight-bar part - the turn - is introduced and
repeated. This 32-bar 'round' is repeated usually
two or three times before a second reel is introduced. The grouping of two or more tunes together
in this manner is typical. It is likely that the reel
originated in France in the early 1500s as the haye.
It was being played as 'reill' in Scotland in 1590
and its modern form was brought to Ireland from
there in the late 1700s. Many of the older reels in
the Irish tradition are borrowings from Scotland
and the tunes are often found in more than one
variant in different parts of the country. Today, the
many Irish reels are supplemented with new compositions and by tunes from other traditions which
are easily adapted as reels. [LID]

Reel Deal, e. A traditional music series begun on
RTE1 in 2009 which showcases young performers, typically in band settings, playing sometimes
straight, but typically upbeat, and often crossover/
fusion styles in a staged, edited competitive format.
It acknowledges that the 'sound and style of the
younger musicians certainly draws inspiration from
the past generations', but its aim is to show how
younger players' music is 'constantly changing and
reflecting an air of confidence and experimentation not always found with older musicians'. While
that is somewhat presumptuous, the presenters Aoibhinn Ni Shliilleabhain, Brian O'Connell and
Blathnaid Ni Dhonnchadha- understand music,
and are considerate to those featured. The show
is filmed on location throughout Ireland in the
magazine format used for Eurovision profiles,
and points to regional associations in music. It
provides performer documentaries, music videos
and a featured spot which has two musicians from
different generations playing together.
Reel U nion. Mid-1970s, London-based band
with Dolores Keane and John Faulkner.lt featured
Monaghan piper Eamonn Curran, Dublin fiddler
Ciaran Crehan, and Terry Yarnell. In 1978 it had
Peadar Mercier and Mairtin Byrnes as backing
on Dolores Keane's album There Was a Maid.
Returning to Ireland in 1981 the band continued,
but with Mairtin O'Connor, thenJackie Daly and
Dolores's brother Sean Keane. With O'Connor
the band reputedly holds a record for the longest

between-gig, motor-car drives: while on a fivemonth tour of North America they travelled from
Santa Monica to Edmonton, and from Winnipeg
to Vancouver.
regional style. The music style associated with a
particular part oflreland. The term does not literally indicate a stable musical region with a fixed
boundary created by geographical obstacles, in
which communities of musicians developed in
isolation, inhaling the same air, exhaled the same
style. In reality, regional style is a literate term
imposed onto an oral tradition, often describing
the music originated by only one musician, or
by a small group of musicians from an area who
have gained national popularity and thereby are
ascribed regional identity. More accurately, the
term describes a cluster of local and individual
styles centred on one area (but the similarity of
these styles might also be accounted for by the
influence of recordings). [VEC]
Regional styles are distinctive, and apply to
song, to instrumental music and to dance. In
instrumental music they are most clearly defined
on fiddle, with the major types being Donegal,
Sligo, east Galway, west Clare and Sliabh Luachra.
However, they are easily adapted by free-reed
instruments, classically so by accordion in Kerry,
and by concertina in Clare. Flute and whistle too
can reproduce regional styles accurately- such as
the detailed Sligo/Roscommon flute style of Matt
Molloy, or the halting rhythm ofMicho Russell on
whistle. In song, the melismatic sean-nos style in
the Irish language is associated with Connemara
and west Mayo, there is a quite 'bel canto' Munster
style in both Irish and English, and there is an
Ulster ballad style. There is also an urban, Dublincity style, and indeed a modern-day 'ballads' style,
among others, all of them coexisting in spillover
variations within an overall general 'traditional
Irish' singing style which is distinguished by the
use of features found in each of the individual
forms. The idea of regional style can have mystical
connotations, but all styles can be broken down to
a combination of variations among three sets of
factors - social, material and aesthetic.
social factors. These are not only diverse, but
also have wide span of variation. Thy include such
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as geographic location (from central to remote),
economic (forefront to marginal, professional to
personal), social (isolation to communal, deprivation to opportunity), wealth (abundance to
improvisation), personal (aesthetic sophistication
to populism)- and even political (complacency to
activism). All of these affect such as the incentive
and opportunity to play, the frequency and location
of playing and the players one gets to hear.
material factors. The instrument used is a major
factor in style. Most basic is the voice. Totally
flexible within any culture, it can be trained to
spread itself across many cultural 'sounds'. The
fiddle too is universal to all regions since like the
voice it possesses unrestricted variety of intonation;
everything about it is bendable - note creation,
attack, tuning, loudness, ornamentation, timbre.
The accordion too is a universal and has surprising
access to subtlety. Its features and dynamics can be
manipulated by skilled players in many different
cultures to present different local 'attacks'. Styles
associated with the accordion are named after
individual mentors. The uilleann pipes too have
a fairly universal sound within Ireland, but their
technology encourages players to aspire to technical perfection, rendering variation mostly personal.
The history of piping within the last centurycycles of commercial popularity, decline, rescue,
revival, and now again commercial popularityhas led to a piping practice which quite logically
dismisses or bypasses the notion of regional styles,
instead incorporating idiosyncrasies of former local
styles as piping 'technique'.
aesthetic factors. These are related to social
and material factors, but involve tradition, choice,
judgement, motivation and ability, and are what
actually creates the sounds of regional difference.
They include:
1. way of playing. This is definitive: how one
blows, bows, pushes the bellows, plucks the string,
holds the instrument are all critical to sound and
appearance.
2. tune type. Some regions have preferences for
particular tune types - Donegal is associated with
mazurkas and highlands; Cork and Kerry have
slides and polkas in their popular culture, these
linked to body movement and dance.
3. repertoire. Certain tunes are popular in areas,
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either because they are simply good, have been
created locally, or were played by custom or by
iconic musicians. Today, all players have access to
tune-types and particular tunes from styles other
than their own, and may favour one type or set of
tunes over another. But not all time-signatures and
tunes are suited to all instruments, or to adoption
by players from a different stylistic background
4. use. What the function of music is may
actually be a differentiating factor. For instance
the Sliabh Luachra rhythm is still bound up with
dancing, while most urban music is for listening,
and may or may not have any association with life
rituals like weddings.
5. demeano ur. The style of the performer,
such as 'letting go', or 'getting into' the music, the
shoulder-swing of Sliabh Luachra players versus
the often stoic demeanour of northerners are
significant factors. While such may be personal
idiosyncrasies, they can also become fashions, if
not - like the sympathetic head movement of the
guitarist/bouzouki player- obligatory routines.
6. attack. How the player 'goes at it'. Stylists
use very different personal approaches which mark
such as the playing of Paddy Canny versus that
of Liz Carroll, Joe Cooley versus Paddy O'Brien.
Seamus Tansey versus Peadar 6 Lochlainn, Micho
Russell versus Mary Bergin. [EDI]
creation and retention. Regional and personal
styles are generated, embedded and preserved by
the same kinds of external forces which dictate
local speech accents, idiom and cultural practices.
Some are historical, but once a regional style or
'voice' is established it tends to persist. There are a
range of factors involved.
1. sense of local place. A strong element within
the idea of regional style is that of specific local
meaning.Johnny McCarthy (lrish Music Studies,
1996) gave evidence of deep-seated local relevance
for a way of playing- suggesting that the achievement of ritual trance was the original objective
of the playing of simple, repetitive but engaging
melodies and rhythms in west Cork.
2. spiritutality. Tony MacMahon (Bringing
it All Back Home) voiced a belief in a relationship
for music with non-urban, remote, spiritual place.
Peadar 6 Riada believes that older music was
slower, free from the restrictions of dance time,
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reflective of spirituality and, by inference from his
work, also of place. These ideas suggest a view of
music as an alternative form of communication,
transmitter of spirituality, or umbilical cord to the
ancient past.
This kind of intensity experienced in listening
to particularly fine players has perhaps much to
do with musicianship, with a suitable instrument
driving a player who is capable of seemingly limitless refinements of style and technique. That same
emotional power, when brought on by technically
weaker musicians, may be related to the listener's
pre-disposition to 'let go'- empathy, occasion and
context are important in this.
3. identity. Regional style is both a reassuring
landscape for a returned migrant, and a soundscape
pleasantly different for a music tourist. It is also
that which people in a particular area feel most
comfortable with, like relaxing among the accents
of a home place, within a parish accent in a county
setting, or any Irish accents at all when abroad.
Outside of the music voyeur and the academic, a
regional style is of most meaning to local identity
wherein it can be invested fully with the experience
of its people's earlier lives.
However, like the 'beauty spot' in tourism,
regional styles make music particularly interesting
to discerning consumers- the record-buying and
concert-going, dancing public- and provide their
exponents with a distinct economic niche. The
totality of styles represents all the technical expertise, the possible and the favoured ways of doing
things . They are, collectively, the bible, the stylistic manual of traditional music. They may also be
'songlines' of a kind, but while no longer useful as
a route by which to identify locality within Ireland,
they may be, for individuals, a path back to the
ancestors for those compelled to invest the playing
of music with personal or collective spirituality. On
another level, regional styles may also be 'songlines'
in the sense that their differences, their interfaces
and their overlaps chart a great weft and warp of
history, change, variety, ingenuity and possibility
within the music genre. [EDl]
radio. The first significant investigation of
regional styles in Irish traditional music was the
radio series Our Musical Heritage (1982). Presented
by Sean 6 Riada, the series of six programmes was

likely influenced by 6 Riada's experience of hearing
musicians from different parts of the country who
gathered in Dublin and motivated by what he saw
as the homogenising influence of the radio and
gramophone recordings. 6 Riada recorded and
used existing recordings of musicians and singers
from various parts of the country, commenting on
aspects of their music. The radio continues to influence the identity of regions within the Irish music
tradition. Raidi6 na Gaeltachta, launched in 1972
and based in the Gaeltacht areas of Galway, Kerry
and Donegal, placed a heavy emphasis on traditional music and, in particular, the sean-n6s singing
traditions of the gaeltachtai. In the 1980s the radio
programme Cei!i House began broadcasting from
different parts of the country, contributing to the
acknowledgement of regional diversity in the tradition. Producer and presenter Peter Browne has also
presented radio programmes concerned with the
historical narratives of regions. The advent oflocal
radio stations has allowed radio programming to
reflect local music-making in some regions. [DAK]
personal styles. Most players today adopt
personally favoured combinations of different
techniques which individually may have originally characterised particular local styles. They
also play tunes drawn from the repertoire of other
instruments and from all of the style-centres. In
the session social scene, players hold onto, or lose,
music accent in a similar way to any individual's
ability or desire to hold on to speech accent in a
different social environment. Yet however strong
the pressure to conform (which is exerted on local
styles by the compelling influence of others' tastes
and by flawlessly engineered and absolutely unreal
recordings), all evidence suggests that, almost
paradoxically, but by dint of artistic quest for difference and uniqueness of expression, regional
styles will persist. This is also the case because
their initial development has had a strong link
with personal styles of playing, going back to an
age when there were fewer musicians and instruments, before the levelling format of the session
came into vogue. If dancing masters exercised a
strong influence on dance steps and figures, then
the better players also defined something in music.
Thus the ultimate variant among regional styles
is the 'personal' style, attached to an individual
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regardless of where they were born and ultimately
settle. Witness Tommy Peoples (Donegal-Clare),
Seam us Creagh (Westmeath-Cork), Mary Bergin
(Dublin-Galway), Tom Treanor (Armagh-Kerry),
Brendan Begley (Kerry-Dublin), Kathleen Smith
(Antrim-Meath), Lucy Farr (east Galway-Britain),
Seamus Tansey (Sligo-Armagh), etc. If regional
styles have become scattered, they also remain
located in the playing of individuals.
revi val. The major outside influences on
regional styles have perhaps come about since the
1960s. Revival produced our central 'standard of
perfection' (broadcasts, recordings and competition).
This undoubtedly has contributed to the undermining of regional identities. Adjudicators' comments
and demand for conformity in competition have
not always favoured Donegal-style fiddling, Ulsterstyle singing or Sliabh Luachra fiddle style in the
past. On the other hand the revival has preserved
the techniques and repertoire which all local styles
collectively draw upon. But it has also marginalised song in live music sessions. While sean-n6s is
still a strong regional style in everyday use in the
west, other vocal styles struggle for context, and so
survival. There is also much ambiguity about what
is acceptable as traditional song.
Irishness. Revival is built on a new ex-rural,
comparatively wealthy middle class. Migration of
the 'traditional' rural culture and values associated
with its pre-1970s incubation have altered the composition of the bourgeois 'centre' of Irish society,
and thus its formal notion of what is 'proper'. In
an age of emblems and icons - visual, culinary
and tonal - where traditional music has simultaneously taken on and been ascribed an identity
as the distinct cultural badge of'Irishness', it has
become extremely important within the scale of the
European and world-wide field of regional identities. For Irish people in England or the US, and
among scattered emigrant groups on the European
mainland, consuming Irish music is as important
as socialising with people with Irish accents. This
is in spite of the fact that, due to education system
deficiencies, the majority of such people often
don't know the difference between one tune type
and another, let alone different tunes. [EDI]
See also style; scales, Irish scales.
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Reid , Sean. (1907-78). Fiddler, piper, organiser. Born Castlefin, Co. Donegal. His father, and
uncle John Reid, played fiddle; the family home
was a meeting place for musicians throughout his
childhood. This listening was supplemented by 78
recordings and he learned fiddle and was taught
'classical' piano. School life involved Irish dancing;
local fiddler Eddie Toland provided music for this.
Raised by his mother, in 1927 he went to Queen's
University Belfast to study civil engineering and
science; while there he learned to play bagpipes in
the Officer Training Corps, and was a committed
and successful athlete. Interested in literature, his
regular browsing in the city's famous Smithfield
market yielded a Tom Ennis 78 rpm record
and kindled his passion for the uilleann pipes.
Competing in an athletics event at Feis na nGleann
in Cushendun soon after brought him into contact
with Meath-born piper R.L. O'Mealy. A period
in Dublin brought him in contact with John
Potts's family and friends, a circle which included
Breand:in Breathnach and Tommy Reek.
Clare. In 193 7 he began work with Clare
County Council as a civil engineer. A friendship
with fiddler Martin Rochford of Bodyke resulted
in the two of them working together at learning
uilleann pipes. Leo Rowsome was one of their
mentors, as was Johnny Doran whom Se:in visited
regularly.Joe Leyden, who worked with Se:in, was
another invaluable contact in those years. Se:in
Reid's presence in Clare was to have an important
influence on the music and its players. From his
house in Ennis he was a catalyst and voluntary coordinator for many of the musicians in the county
and he played an important role as musician and
leader in the Tulla Ceili Band. He brought players
together at a time when transport was scarce and
communication difficult, often taking them to
competitions as far away as Dublin. Humorously
described as one of the 'driving forces ' in Clare
(one of the few who had a car), he frequently
endured personal sacrifice and expense supporting
issues in which he believed, never afraid to speak
out where he felt it necessary. His application and
commitment to traditional music as an Irish art, as
a bridge across political division, and to piping in
particular, marks him as critical in the traditional
music revival.

Return to Camden Town

Piper and Tulla ceilf bandsman Sean Reid

dedication. He was involved in the early CCE,
in 1956 a key figure in introducing it into the northeastern counties through the Derry and Antrim
Fiddlers' Association, and he was the proposer of
setting up a Piobairi Uilleann in 1968. His work
in the field of piping has been extremely valuable.
In the years when pipes were held in little regard
he collected several sets, passing them on to pipers
when interest had revived, thus ensuring that
players would have good instruments with which
to continue the tradition. A gentle personality, a
careful researcher and collector, a tireless organiser and a humble, caring, scrupulously honest
man, he impressed and succeeded by conviction
and discussion: one of music revival's most fondly
remembered mentors. [JIO, EDI)
Reilly,John ('Jacko'). (1926-69). Singer. Born
to a travelling family at Carrick on Shannon, Co.
Leitrim. Both his parents were singers, his childhood night-time entertainment was of songs
and singing around the fire in the open. Their

repertoire was eclectic- popular songs, music-hall
pieces and classic ballads- but from his father he
learned songs of the status of 'Lord Baker'. The
family's route was Leitrim, Sligo and Roscommon,
a routine peregrination that denied regular formal
education, but was intensely involved with practical
survival, bearing ostracisation from settled-community labour. Having served his apprenticeship
as a tinsmith, he moved the family to Belfast, but
returned to the Leitrim area in 1953. He settled
in Boyle in 1962, and spent some time in nearby
Gurteen, Co. Sligo, both strongly associated with
traditional music. Poverty dominated his existence
despite his skills; ill health diminished his chances
of employment, and the introduction of massproduced enamel household and farm utensils
undermined his livelihood further.
·discovery". Collector Tom Munnelly brought
him to Dublin to sing at the Tradition Club in
Capel Street, but otherwise in those years his
talent was unrecognised: the 'folk' world did not
respect unaccompanied singers, his lustre was not
of the hue favoured by competition aesthetics .
With the co-operation of D.K. Wilgus, professor of Folksong at the University of California,
LA, Munnelly recorded some thirty-six songs
and ballads from John Reilly in Grehan's pub in
Boyle. Six weeks later, at age forty-three, he died
from pneumonia, brought on by cold and malnutrition. He was buried in an unmarked grave in
Ballaghaderreen cemetery. His songs are available
on 1he Bonny Green Tree, a selection archaic and
mesmerising, loaded with all the more importance
because of the indifference with which his world
dismissed this transmitter of the art of past centuries. [TOM)
religious song. See under song.
research dissertations and theses. See bibliography.
Return to Camden Town (RCT). A festival
eo-founded in 1999 by musician Karen Ryan, set
dancer Geoff Holland and London Irish Centre
director Jerry Kivlehan in an attempt to provide a
focus for the capital's traditional Irish music, song
and dance community at a time when there were
very few venues catering for the genre. Camden
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Town is recognised as having played an important historical role in nurturing the music, as many
Irish immigrants played together in the local pubs
during the 1950s and '60s. RCT has provided a
dedicated focus for practitioners and learners alike,
and has highlighted the fact that London is an
important stop on Irish musicians' international
circuits. It has also served to display Irish music
to London's wider multicultural population. The
current fe stival format is ten days of co ncerts,
ceilis, album launches, workshops, sessions and
talks during the autumn half-term break (end of
October). It also hosts preview events throughout
the year, including collaborations with Camden
Lock Market and the BBC Proms. The festival is
based at the London Irish Centre and uses other
satellite venues in the borough of Camden. It
gained an international profile on account of the
high calibre of featured performers and organisational rigour, as well as a consistently friendly
atmosphere. Its highlights have included a first
performance together by Donegal fiddlers James
Byrne, Danny Meehan and Tommy Peoples,
Brian Rooney's debut launch, and a Bobby Casey
memorial night.
revival. This amounts to the revitalisation and
repopularisation of traditional music, song and
dance practices. Since economic and social change
are driven by inevitable technological and intellectual shifts, music revival cannot turn back the
clock. What it has achieved in Ireland, however,
is the installation, for a significant secion of the
population, of cultural confidence in the aesthetic
and artistic merits of indigenous music. A process
as much as a practice, it has involved attitudes,
skills, ideology, commitment, retrieval and events,
all of which were set in motion and galvanised by
the se tting up of Comhaltas Ceoltoiri Eireann
in 1951.1he thinking drew on established ideas
already generated by the political and cultural
movements from the late 1700s onward, particularly those which led to and followed the setting
up of the Gaelic League at the end of the nineteenth century. The phenomenon is not restricted
to Ireland, and in other forms it was a force in
Britain also where folk music revival has pervaded
the entire twentieth century. Folk music has been
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of significance too in the USA, and research shows
that revivalism is an ongoing phenomenon in all
musics, in all ages. Revivalism -or 'revitalisation'
- is a cocktail of awareness of artistic and heritage
value, politics, reaction to technology, conservatism,
nostalgia, music and commitment. Essentially it
involves much more than music, for it can build
sub-cultures and new myths which may eventually so obscure the vision of some of its passionate
creators that sight is lost of the object of central
importance - the art of music.

Reynolds, Willie. (1916-2003). Piper. Born at
Walderstown, Athlone, he was influenced by his
father's concertina playing and began playing it at
age seven. He was later helped on melodeon by
neighbour Kate Kerrigan, and was self-taught on
the uilleann pipes by twenty-two. He began on a
Crowley practice set, directed by Harry Bryan. He
founded the Walderstown Pipers' Club in 1934,
and others in Lissdoughan and Moyvore; these led
into the setting up of CCE. He was secretary of
the first standing committee ofCumann Ceoltoiri
Eireann in 1951, and one of the founders of
CCE. He played with Leo Rowsome and Johnny
Doran, and taught music all his life throughout
Westmeath, Roscommon, Offaly and Longford

Willie Reynolds, piper, pipes teacher and first secretary
of Cumann Ceolt6iri Eireann (forerunner of CCE) [courtesy
Seamus MacMathuna]

Riverdance

under the local Vocational Education Committees.
In 1997 he was honoured at Tion6l Leo Rowsome
for his contribution to music and to CCE.
rhyme. Regular correspondence of sounds, this is
a common device in song, and may occur at line
ends, or at phrase ends:
Oh Mrs McGrath, the sergeant said
I'll make a soldier out of your son Ted.

Internal rhyme is when two or more words rhyme
with each other within the one line or phrase:
No maid I've seen like the sweet colleen
[sane]
[swate coll-ayne]

See also assonance.

RIC. The Royal Irish Constabulary. Ireland's
police force under the British administration up
until the founding of the Irish Free State in 1922.
The Irish Constabulary, founded by an act of parliament in 1836, united earlier local forces which
had policed the country prior to that time. In
1867 Queen Victoria decreed that the title Royal
be added to the force's name. The force recruited
young men from all parts of the country, many of
whom played music. As a matter of course, recruits
were not stationed in their home area and in this
way 'musical policemen' inadvertently helped music
transmission and to cross-pollinate repertoires and
playing styles. (HAB)
Rice-Walsh MS. A later-1800s collection of music
from the repertoire of sightless north- Kerry fiddler
Jeremiah Breen who came from between Listowel
and Ballybunion. Its tunes were notated by Breen's
pupil, Thomas Rice, and later copied by his friend
James P. Walsh in Chicago. The MS was passed on
to fiddler Patrick Stack, who added his own tunes.
O'Neill, in his WaijS and Strays ... noted the collection as 'most valuable'.
Rimmer,Joan. Ethnomusicologist and organologist, she has conducted much research into the
history of instruments. Her work on the harp in
Ireland has been particularly valuable, notably her
1969 book 1he Irish Harp.
Ritchie,Jean. (1922- ). Singer, collector, writer,
dulcimer player. Born in Viper, Kentucky, she

grew up in a traditional Appalachian family where
singing was a part of daily life. This is described in
her Singing Family of the Cumberlands, which has
been kept in print since it first appeared in 1955.
She has collected in Ireland and Britain as well as in
America. Material gathered in Ireland in the 1950s
is well represented on the LP As I Roved Out. This
contains recordings of Elizabeth Cronin, Sarah
Makem, Seamus Ennis, Maire Aine Ni Dhonncha
and others at their peak. In the past four decades
she has published a myriad of recordings, singing
solo or with others such as Doe Watson. Whereas
the majority of her songs have been traditional
and frequently sung unaccompanied or with her
mountain dulcimer, she has proved that she can
adapt gracefully to modern settings with electric
backing on discs such as None But One (1977). On
this she also highlights her considerable talent as
a songwriter. Her husband, photographer George
Pickow, has been documenting the singers, musicians and folklife they have encountered over the
years. The sound recordings and an extremely
valuable photographic record of their fieldwork in
Ireland in the 1950s were donated to the archive
of University College, Galway. [TOM)

A River of So und. A seven-part television series
on contemporary Irish traditional music broadcast
on RTE and BBC in 1995. Presented by Micheal
6 Suilleabhain, it generated an ongoing debate
around the issues of change and continuity intraditional music. Performance-led, and involving 130
musicians, it set out to portray Irish traditional
music under several categories: the voice, dancing,
traditional instruments, the classical influence,
repertoire, structure, etc. It introduced many
young musicians to a popular TV audience for
the first time. Central to it was specially commissioned music by 6 Suilleabhain and D6nal Lunny,
including 'River of Sound' with chamber orchestra,
bodhran, harp, keyboards, saxophone, harmonica,
bouzouki, fiddle and kora (Mrican harp).
Riverdance. A spectacular Irish step-dance
stage show, with traditional-ethos orchestra and
Irish choral group Anuna. Initiated as an intermission piece of seven minutes during the
Eurovision Song Contest, 1994, it was extended
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into a ninety-eight-minute stage show due to
critical acclaim on the night. According to
producer Moya Doherty, Riverdance was an
attempt to promote a more modern image of
Ireland. Its theme is one of seduction; the river
(symbolised in the first shows by step dancer Jean
Butler) seducing with a graceful, flowing slip jig,
the land (symbolised Michael F latley). It works
on contrastive elements in both the dance movements and dance types in emphasising male/
female gender roles. The pacing and momentum
mounts from the solo entry of}ean Butler's slip
jig in 9/8, to the fast, percussive performance of
Michael Flatley in 2/4, to the final line-up of the
full company with its hard percussive unison performance in 6/8. The show has a cast of eighty,
including Irish step dancers, American tap
dancers, a Flamenco dancer and a Russian dance
company. All these explore visual, percussive and
auditory elements of their respective genres, all
belonging to a percussive dance community.
postm odern. Riverdance is postmodern in
its spectacular, patchwork and image-oriented
appeal, and is located within the world of popular
culture. From Radio City Music Hall, New York,
to broadcasting stations and use in homes, it has
had a transcultural mass appeal. The Irish stepdance element of the show uses motifs from Irish
step-dance vocabulary, but in a different way to
that used within the competition; the strictness of
'hands to the sides' is relaxed too. A primary reason
for this lay in the influence of the lead dancer,
Michael Flatley, who in response to his cultural
environment had already taken artistic licence
with the genre prior to Riverdance. The music's
composer, Bill Whelan, did not confine himself
to the usual eight-bar structural accompaniment
oflrish traditional music, but introduced irregular,
east European phrasing, this allowing for alternative choreographic possibilities. Therefore, although
foot movements are those already known within
the Irish step-dance world, it is the phrasing and
repetition of these movements, faster and harder,
functioning in a more spectacular and dramatic
way, which has contributed to its success.
precursors. Riverdance had already been anticipated in the work of Siamsa Tire (the National
Folk Theatre in Tralee) with its production of The
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Seville Suite, also composed by Bill Whelan, and
performed in Seville in 1994. It also drew much
from developments in competition step dance,
particularly that in the US, out of which Michael
Flatley comes. The Riverdance success was therefore determined by economic, temporal and dance/
music developmental structures already in place.
But it is its particular combination of dance, music,
sound, lighting and costume- all on a 'big stage'
- which assisted in bringing Irish step dance to a
level acceptable to popular culture. Like Lord of
the Dance, Riverdance was eventually divided into
several touring shows, providing work in theatre
for Irish step dancers on a previously unimaginable
scale. Hitherto, step dancers had few options but
to teach or retire; the big shows have supplied an
alternative. [CAF)

Roche, Frank. (1866-1961). Dancing master, collector. Born at Elton, Co. Limerick, son to dancing
master and classically trained violinist John. Frank
was sent to Cork city by train each Saturday for
piano and violin lessons. The family opened a dance
academy at Charles Street (now ClontarfPlace) in
Limerick c.1900, the sons playing music, the father
teaching ballroom dance. The school declined after
the father's death in 1913. Frank and Jim returned
to Elton, from where they taught dance in a wide
circle ranging as far as Kanturk and Herbertstown.
Gaelic League interest in music led Frank to learn
Irish, this prompting him to stay in Kerry where
he collected tunes. Friendship with a Fr Brennan
in Millstreet led to the priest writing the foreword
to Roche's collection.
adjudication. Frank spent his life adjudicating at
feiseanna and writing for the Limerick Leader newspaper. Interested in collecting, he was friendly with
such as Mairead Ni Annagain, Seamus Clandillon
and Carl Hardebeck. His 1911 collection was an
attempt at avoiding material already published,
and excluding 'pieces of doubtful national origin'.
He differed from many Gaelic League enthusiasts
of the time in that in the preface to his book he
defended set dancing:
It may be objected to by some that the work
contains matter foreign to a collection oflrish
music, such as Quadrilles, or 'Sets', as they
are popularly called ... 1l1e objection may be

Roche, Frank

John Roche's Favourite (fling) [from The Roche Collection, 1927/1982]

admitted as regards their origin, but they have
become Irish by association, and so long as the
people dance Sets, etc., it is better they should
do so to the old tunes in which their parents
delighted rather than be left depending on those
books from across the water containing the
most hackneyed ofMoore's Melodies mixed up
with music hall trash, and, perhaps, a few faked
jigs and reels thrown in by way of padding.
books. He believed that music should be committed to print in order to be used. His dream
was evidenced in the 1927 notes to vol. 3 of the
collection:
Our policy and ambition for the future should
be to make full use of the great store already in
our possession, and to found and equip a truly
national School of Music which may yet give
us a Chopin, a Grieg, a Sarasate, a Weber or a
Wieniawski to bring to fruition the seed that has
been garnered by the devotion of the collector.
His 'Notes on Irish Dancing' are an interesting document of his way of thinking and the
nature and intensity of his involvement in music
and dance life of the new Irish state. Therein he
favoured social dance, and criticised the outlawing
of quadrilles (sets), lancers, valse, polka, schottische

(barn dance), two step and mazurka:
These were all banned and nothing put in their
place but a couple of long dances ... A few years
later, however, the 'Bridge of Athlone', 'Siege of
Ennis', and an incomplete form of 'Haste to
the Wedding' were introduced, but, as might
have been expected, these simple contre dances
proved inadequate as substitutes for all those
that had been prohibited. The showy and intricate four and eight-hand jigs and reels of the
Revival, although interesting to the spectator,
were generally looked upon as designed only
for competition or display ... and, consequently,
had no appeal as social dances.
However, he remained hostile to the then-modern
music and dance forms:
Pernicious and degrading foreign influences
must be combated and suppressed if our
dancing and music are to be restored to their
rightful place in the social life of our people.
His three collections of music are unique for their
variety of tune-type: they contain airs, reels, double,
single and hop jigs, long dances, old dances, hornpipes, set dances, quadrilles and marches. These
have been re-published by Ossian (Cork, 1982) in
one volume.
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Rochford, Martin. (1916-2000). Fiddle, whistle,
pipes. Born at Ballinahinch, Bodyke, east Co. Clare.
The concertina was very popular in his childhood,
had many fine players, and could be purchased
for seven shillings and sixpence in local shops.
Preferring fiddle, he took this up on a borrowed
in strument at the age of ten, getting his own
in 1927 for a pound from Solons of Whitegate
through fiddler and step-dance teacher Margaret
Malone. His interest in fiddle was whetted by
experience of players such as Johnny Allen of
Laccaroe, near Feakle, Michael Touhey and Patrick
Moloney of Feakle, and Pat Canny of Glendree,
all of whom had learned from blind fiddle master
Paddy McNamara. Local dance in his teenage
years was the four-figure reel set; step dancing
was popular, and 'battering' with nail-tipped shoes
was fashionable . Locally the 1935 prohibition of
country house dances provoked the ploy of'gamble
dances', where a card game or a raffie was going
on in one room, the prize being a gramophone or
valuable item, while people danced in the kitchen.
Legally the event was above board. Martin could
recall prosecution by plainclothes police on one
such occasion and, on another, a Bodyke Sunday
afternoon dance was sabotaged by the parish priest
'reading it out' from the pulpit with the words: 'The
vultures will sweep down on Kilnoe and pick up
the last of the bones.'
In the 1930s he began playing whistle, then
developed an interest in pipes in 1936 after hearing
Galway travelling piper Tony Rainey (1880-1958)
playing in the square in Ennis. He met Felix and
Johnny Doran playing for local dances, and in 1937
he got his own practice set from Johnny. Meeting
Sean Reid and then Willie Clancy furthered his
interest up to 1940. His first full set came from Leo
Rowsome, and with Reid he played all over the area.
The precursor of the T ulla Ceili Band was formed by
them in his home as 'The Ballinahinch Ceili Band'.
Martin Rochford was a fund of keen observation
and memory, an acerbically intelligent commentator
on traditional music and life. He is interviewed at
length in vol. 4 of Dal gCais (1978), and immortalised in Eugene Lamb's satirical lyric, 'Martin's Bee'.
Roise na nAmhnin (Roise Bean Mhic Grianna).
(1879-1964). Born on mainland Donegal, she
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spent most of her life on Arran more Island . Her
teenage years were spent working 'in service' in
Tyrone and 'the Laggan'; harvesting took her
'tattie-hoking' in Scotland. This, and visits by US
exiles, gave her a mixed Irish and English song
repertoire. Fifty items from this were recorded by
Proinsias 6 Conluain for Radio Eireann in 1953,
and were subsequently consigned for dumping but
retrieved by him and eventually issued in 1994 as a
eo. This includes 'Bacach Siol Andai', a song about
NapperTandy's landing on nearby Rutland Island
in 1798. Padraig Ua Cnaimhsl has produced a
biography of the singer, R 6ise Rua (1988).
roll. One of the most common forms of decoration used in Irish traditional music.
See ornamentation .
Rooney, Brian. (1951- ). Fiddle. Born at Kiltyclogher, Co. Leitrim, his father played fiddle and
flute; Co. Fermanagh fiddle player John Timoney
was another influence. He emigrated to London
in 1970 where Donegal fiddler Danny Meehan
made a deep impression. He became very much
part of the Irish music scene there, playing with
the group Sliabh Luachra which had John Carry
(banjo), Michael Hynes (flute) and Mick C asey
(guitar). An important figure in music in London
and source of much inspiration to a younger generation of players, his bowing style has a moving
delicacy. He played duet for many years with Paddy
Hayes (button accordion) and with Gregory Daly
(flute), and is featured on the 1994 album Across the
Waters. His solo albums are Ihe Godfother (1998)
and Leitrim to London (2002). He is on compilations with the Lennons (Within a Mile of K ilty,
2005) and with John Carty (At Complete Ease,
2011) [GRD]
Rooney,John. (1955- ). Pipes. Born in Drogheda,
he spent his younger years in Crossmaglen, Co.
Armagh, where he began playing the whistle at
the age of twelve, then uilleann pipes, inspired by
and under the direction of his father's uncle, Felix
Doran, a regular visitor to the home. With the
family's move to England, Rooney played there
with Doran and in partnership with Felix's son,
Michael. His style has a legato drive and percussive,

Roscommon

rhythmic regulator work similar to Doran's. Rooney
in turn has passed on the Doran tradition and style
to his sons Felix and Larry. [TOF]
Rooney, Michael. (197 4- ). Harp, concertina,
composer. From Scotstown, Co. Monaghan, and
living in Co. Sligo, he has composed six suites of
music including 1he Famine Suite (1996),Aifreann
Gaeilge 1 (1997), 1he Millennium Suite (2001), 1he
Battle ofthe Books (2006),Aifreann Gaeifge 2 (2007)
and Suite for Harp and String Quartet (2006). He
published Harp Tunes, a book of twenty-three of
his compostions, in 2006, and performs with flute
player June McCormack as Draiocht; they have two
albums- Draiocht (2004) and Land's End (2006).
Roscommon. Best known today as the home area
of Chieftains flute player Matt Molloy, and as a
region of flute players, this county has had a deep
historical engagement with Irish music. The seventeenth-century harper Turlough Carolan spent
much of his life at Alderford, Ballyfarnon as harper
to the McDermott- Roe family and is buried in
Kilronan cemetery there; forty-six of his tunes (a
third of all those he made for identifiable patrons)
are dedicated to Roscommon figures.
style. In the next age oflrish music, that of the
uilleann pipes, the professional travelling piper
and fiddle player 'Jack the Piper' Johnny Gorman
(d.1917) lived at Loughglynn. Like Carolan, he
travelled counties Mayo, Roscommon, Sligo and
Leitrim. He also taught music, and is reported
to have passed piping techniques to Sligo fiddler
Michael Coleman and to others in the Killavel
area of Sligo. A tribute to the one-time significance of local music here is that tunes are named
after local places and players: 'The Roscommon
Reel', 'The Roscommon Polka', 'The Strokestown
Reel', 'Jim Donoghue's Reel' and 'The Plains
of Boyle'. The music of the north of the county
features in Bernard Flaherty's book Trip to Sligo,
and Knockcroshery researcher Declan Coyne documents music history of the south in 1he Lifting
Sons of Country Folk (2000), and song style in
Alone by the Wild Wood (2006), a book and CD of
Roscommon songs with Johnny Johnson, Rachel
Garvey, and Pauline Hanly.
flute. In modern time this likely descends from

the nineteenth-century prevalence of marching
band practices in Connacht. It remains prolific,
with outstanding players in such as Patsy Hanly,
Frank Jordan, John Carlos, Tommy Guihen and
Lorraine Beirne. A distinguished panel of past
musicians has left a considerable stylistic legacy
in the county, among them John Reilly and Paddy
Beades (song), Annie 'Ma'McNulty (song, accordion), Frank Browne (song, flute), Peg McGrath
(flute), Larry Redican (fiddle, composition), Tom
McHale and Jim Donoghue (whistle), Frank
McGann (bodhnin, song), Michael Daly (flute,
collecting) and Andy Conroy (pipes).
professionals. The county also has some oflrish
music's top instrumentalists and singers - Matt
Molloy, Brian Duke, John Wynne and Catherine
McEvoy (flute), John Carty (fiddle, banjo, flute),
Cathy Jordan (singer, bodhr:in, bouzouki, guitar)
and Alan Kelly (piano accordion). Other outstanding Roscommon musicians and singers who have
contributed to the development of traditional
music include Paddy Ryan (fiddle player, teacher,
music collector and broadcaster), Kathleen Nesbitt
(fiddle), Bernard Flaherty (flute, collection) and
Jimmy McGreevy (accordion).
CCE. This was started in the county in
19 54 and now has eight branches, at Athleague,
Athlone, Ballaghaderreen, Castlerea, Elphin,
Keadue, Roscommon and Strokestown. The county
fleadh cheoil is the first of the year nationally, a
distinctive music event which embodies all of the
county's reputation. The county has had two CCE
presidents (Micheal O'Callaghan and Seamus
de Brun), and Paddy Ryan is the organisation's
music officer.
events. Aside from the Easter weekend fleadh,
Roscommon has the Clogs Gallagher weekend at
Ballaghaderreen each March which commemorates a noted local fiddler and dancer. There are two
summer schools: the Douglas Hyde which has run
at Ballaghaderreen in early July since 1996, and the
O'Carolan Harp and Traditional Music Festival in
Keadue at the end ofJuly since 1978. Boyle Arts
Festival each July has traditional music, song and
dance with participation by the Boyle Singers'
Circle. Feile Frank McGann has taken place in
October at Strokestown since 2003, a major session
event. The Douglas Hyde Conference (Comhdh:iil
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an Chraoibhin) each October at Ballaghaderreen
has lectures, talks and discussions on aspects of
Irish culture, heritage, history, society and music.
South Roscommon Singers' Circle hold a singers'
session on the first Saturday of every month from
June to September at Murray's of Knockcroghery.
radio. This caters well for traditional music.
Shannonside has The Wind that Blows each Friday
with Martin Donohoe, The Heathery Breeze with
Paddy Ryan on Saturday, Shannon's Corner with
Seamus Shannon on Sunday. Ros FM community
radio has Rolling in the Ryegrass on Tuesdays.
initiatives. Cumas is a traditional music in education programme sponsored by the Roscommon
Arts Forum. This began in 2007, and facilitated by
Mary Nu gent it explored new ways of teaching traditional arts in the classroom, based in the revised
music curriculum elements of performance, composition, listening and response. In Roscommon
the group includes Patsy and Pauline Hanly (Wring,
singing and traditional tunes of Roscommon),
Bernard Flaherty (instruments of Irish music),
Mossie Martin (tin whistle) andJames Donoghue
(rhythms and beats in traditional music). Scars
from the Mountain, a 2009 CD produced by two
local musicians, Colin Beggan and Frank Molloy,
has newly composed songs and tunes portraying
all aspects of the lives of coal miners in the Arigna
region.
sessions. There are many of these in the county,
most established in: Roscommon town (Doorlys,
J.J. Harlow's, Hannon's Hotel); Lecarrow (Cotrey's);
Athlone (Sean's Bar); Brideswell (Hamrock's);
Athleague (The Bridge House); Castlecoote
(Cattigan's); Strokestown (Hanly's); Castlerea
(Carthy's, Hell's Kitchen); Ballaghaderreen
(Spell's); Fairymount (Pat Boland's); Loughglynn
(Creighton's); Rathallen (1he Four Provinces); Boyle
(Paddy Daly's, Wynne's, Clarke's); Drumboylan
(The Bog Side Tavern); Eastersnow (Dickie
Byrne's); Keadue (McCabe's, Harp and Shamrock);
Rooskey (The Weir Lodge); Battlebridge (Beirne's);
Carrick on Shannon (Andersons Thatch); Elphin
(various bars).
composers. The volume of music played inevitably inspires composition, as does the presence
of high-calibre 'outside' musicians living here, for
instance Co. Galway composer and fiddler Eddie
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Kelly lives in the county, as does Belfast flute player
Harry Bradley. Noted composers and their music
include: Larry Redican, 'Culfada Reel'; John Carty,
'Seanamhac Tube Station'; John McEvoy, 'Kilglass
Lakes'; Alan Kelly, 'Trip to Dingle'; Brian Duke,
'Guitar Island'; Catherine McEvoy, 'The Corsceagh
Lasses'; Matt Molloy, 'The Humours of Max';
Mossie Martin, 'The Himalayan Hornpipe'. (JOW]
Flaherty, Bernard. Flute, fiddle, writer. Born in
Boyle, Co. Roscommon, he learned to play from
his father, also Bernard. He teaches flute and fiddle
and is the author of Trip to Sligo (1990), an ethnography of south Sligo music and musicians, with
a collection of 260 tunes played there.
Roscommon Flute Players Society (RFPS). 1his
was formed in 2004 out of the Roscommon
Traditional Arts Forum, a project co-ordinated
by Liz Doherty (then of the Arts Council) and
involving the county arts officer, Philip Delamere,
flute players John Wynne and Patsy Hanly, Mick
Mulvey and fiddler John Carry. Inspired by
Cairdeas na bhFhidleiri in Donegal, and by the
regional integrity of music in Co. Clare, its aim
is 'to celebrate the role of the flute in the county,
and to further encourage its development as well
as promote its uniqueness worldwide'. Its initial
activity was the production of recordings of county
flute players: The Flute Players ofR oscommon Volume
1 (2004), followed by a second volume in 2008.
Volume 1 features new recordings of twelve
Roscommon-centred players of varying age and
status, including Patsy Hanly, Tommy Guihen,
Catherine McEvoy, Bernard Flaherty, Brian Duke,
John Kelly, Frank Jordan and John Carlos. They
used no accompaniment, and played mostly solo,
with a few duets, in order to represent the music in
its 'purest, most uncomplicated form'.
The second volume's twenty-three tracks mix
new recordings of Mai (Harte) Baxter, Mick
Callaghan, Liz Wynne, James Carry, Finbarr
McGreevy, Aidan and Breda Shannon and Aine
O 'Connor, with archival material by such as Packie
Duignan, Peg McGrath, Tom McHale and Jim
Donoghue. These albums, and the ongoing work
of the RFPS, show a substantial tradition of older
stylists and young, enthusiastic, able learners who
have picked up and developed their skills in the

Rowsomes of Dublin and Wexford

continuity of a well-established regional tradition.
A weekend festival- Ceol na Buille -was initiated in Boyle in 2009, with master classes in fiddle
and flute and a fiddle/flute concert. Practically, the
society's funds have been used for the purchase of
flutes (which are given cost-free to young learners
for six-mon th terms) and for scholarships to
developing young musicians for tuition at various
summer schools and workshops. It is also planned
to research and promote the 'special relationship
between fiddle and flute', and to establish an
archive of Roscommon flute and whistle playing.
Rosslare Singers' Weekend. A February traditional-song festival run by Wexford Traditional
Singers' Club, this was begun in 1990, an initiative by Paddy and Phil Berry, in order to promote
singing and celebrate the Wexford song tradition.
It features much impromptu session performance
of traditional song in addition to seminars and
workshops located in the environs of Rosslare.
Rowsomes of Dublin and Wexford. The family
name at the core of uilleann pipes teaching, making
and revival at the beginning of the twentieth
century.
Sam uel. Born Ballintore, Co. Wexford in the
1820s. Huguenot by origin, he was well respected
locally as a formidable recreational piper who,
Francis O'Neill relates, once 'gave eighty four
couples dancing enough' at a ball in the Harrow,
Wexford. He may have developed a taste for the
pipes from Wexford's 'gentlemen pipers'- the
Brownriggs ofNorrismount. Sam was taught by
the professional Carlow piper J emmy Byrne Jr,
and was both patron to and associate of the great
travelling piper John Cash. He became a Catholic,
and married dancer Mary Parslow of the adjoining Ballyhaddock townland, whose own brother
also played pipes. Skilled at pipes maintenance,
Sam passed both this and musicianship on to his
three sons, John, Thomas and William, whom he
also had taught more formal music by a German
music professor who lived then in Ferns. Tom
went on to become a renowned piper all over these
islands, winning first prize at the 1899 Feis Cheoil;
William moved to Dublin with no resources
beyond his skills, and rapidly became a well-known

instrument maker and repairer, earning recognition
too as a piper. He had one daughter, May, and five
sons- Samuel, John, H arry, Tom and Leo, all of
whom had music. John played pipes, but Samuel
was the early talent on them by age sixteen, photographed with and quoted glowingly by Francis
O'Neill, ultimately to follow him to America where
he died young. Tom was an accomplished piper
too; he ran a drapers' shop in Thomas Street and
was a vital link in the Pipers' Club and early CCE,
with one of the few cars available at the time.
Leo. (1903-70) He was both an uilleann pipe
maker and player. The third generation of pipers,
son of William, he inherited the family pipemaking and repair business. A dedicated teacher
and organiser, through his pupils he re-initiated
the Dublin Pipers' Club in 1936, became its first
president, and with brother Tom he was a founder
ofCumann Ceolt6iri Eireann in January 1950. The
brothers were also key to the planning that led to
the first national music gathering at Mullingar
in 1951 and the inauguration of CCE. A master
craftsman, Leo was also a professional musician and
took great care to present the pipes with dignity, to
help the instrument overcome the beggared image
it had come to have. Like his uncle Tom before
him, he won a first in the Dublin Feis Cheoil, in
1921, and was a part-time teacher of the pipes in
the Dublin Municipal School of music in Chatham
Row from the age of seventeen for fifty years.
tutor. He produced Leo Rowsome's Tutor for
Ui!feann Pipes in 1936, which was reprinted often
in the years since and was re-issued as a new edition
in 1999. His playing took him to many places notably before an audience of 6,000 in Carnegie
Hall in New York in the 1960s, and on to television there. He made many recordings - from the
early days of 78s up to his vinyl LP on Claddagh,
King ofthe Pipers, and the Topic two-volume compilation Classics ofIrish Piping. Living in the age
before recognition of traditional music as an art,
Leo's economic dependence upon playing concerts
and teaching was precarious, but made viable by
his wife Helena's working as a national school
teacher. All his family are musically talented;
his grandson Kevin is a 1996 Oireachtas winner
and a pipe maker. His son Leon (d. 1994) was a
talented musician and pipe maker who took over
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RTE
Radio Eireann was amalgamated with nation al
TV, Telefis Eireann. It gave attention to traditional
music largely through its own specialist regular
television programmes Bring D own the Lamp,
A isling Geal, 7he Pure Drop and 7he High R eel. Many
other series featured traditional music also, including 7he Late Late Show and various documentaries.
A short-run series 7he Willie Clancy Sessions covered
music at the Willie Clancy Summer School in
1997, and the long-running Come West Along the
Road has been the station's longest-running such
series (1994 to date).
See under show titles.
See also Carolan, Nicholas; MacMahon, Tony;
radio; Vignoles,Julian.
RTME. Registered Teachers Mainland Europe,
affiliated to CLRG, an association of twentyfour teachers oflrish step dancing across thirteen
European countries.

The Leo Rowsome Collection of Irish Music, 2002

the family business; daughter Helena was a piper
and tireless worker for CCE and contributor to
Treoir magazine through the 1960s and '70s. Leo
Rowsome practised both his art and his craft in
the difficult years oflrish music's transition from
necessity of life through practical redundancy into
revival. He has been one of the architects of that
comeback. He died suddenly at age sixty-seven
- having just adjudicated Paddy Glackin in the
Fiddler ofDooney competition at Riverstown, Co.
Sligo. The book 7he Man I Knew by his son Leon
(1996) details his life, and his daughter Helena
and grandson Kevin Rowsome carry on the family
piping tradition today. A collection of 428 of Leo's
tune transcriptions was edited by Helena in 2002,
a repertoire much of which Leo had collected in
his own playing experience, and some of which
had been handed down from his grandfather. The
publication also includes the full text of the 1936
uilleann pipes tutor.

Russell, Micho. (1915-94). Flute, tin whistle,
song. Born at Doonagore, Doolin, Co. Clare,
overlooking the island oflniseer, an area then still
suffused with folk custom. H e was influenced in
his youth by his mother Annie (nee Moloney) and
aunt, as well as Patrick Flanagan (all 'German' concertina players). His father, Austin, was a sean-n6s
singer- indeed about a third of the people in his
locality spoke Irish when he was growing up, and

Micho Russell playing with Liam O'Fiynn in Norway
during a joint Norwegian national TV and RTE produc-

RTE. Radio Telefis Eireann, the Irish state radio

tion titled Golden Harp, c. 1977; coordinated by Ciaran

and television broadcasting service oflreland, formalised in 1966 when the national radio station

and Norwegian musicians [courtesy Tellef Kvifte]
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MacMathuna, this also involved harpist Deirdre O'Brien
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Micho Russell's version of the reel 'Boil the Breakfast Early'

there was constant contact with lrish-speaking
lniseer. House dances introduced him to tin
whistle; his father purchased a Clarke model for
him at a fair, and at age eleven he began to teach
himself to play. Flute player John Darcy was an
influence too; the remoteness of the area from
gramophone technology gave him a strong local
repertoire to learn from. At fourteen he left school
to farm. An uncle got him a wooden flute and
brothers Packie and Gussie began playing concertina and flute too. They played music for house
dances locally and further afield in later years in
O'Connor's pub in Fisher Street, Doolin, then
McGann's and McDermott's. The 1960s revival
brought new attention and demands. Playing in
Slattery's, Dublin, led to other performances, to
radio and TV work- the freshness ofMicho's style
both startling and captivating.
style. His melodies were neither cluttered with
ornament nor driven by beat. Instead he had a
rudimentary tune-line -deceptively simple but
rhythmically complex. A thoroughly individual player - subtlety was his hallmark- he was
influenced by 'push and pull' concertina style and
kept double time with both feet. He played with
The Johnstons in London, and with Tim Lyons
in Europe in 1972. Winning the All-lreland

whistle in 1972 led to playing in Germany over
many years; he played in Holland, Scandinavia
and Austria, and at the Smithsonian Institution's
Bicentennial festival in Washington in 1976.
Tales of his travels are legendary; he survived by
his wits, and often by miracle, with a surprising,
calm and straightforward intelligence. Through
him and his brothers, the external world of Irish
music colonised Doolin. An engaging and charismatic communicator, Micho Russell's performance
typically involved lore of the tune, tales about its
source performers and references to where it had
been played. Natural and unaffected in his manner,
he was as much at ease with a festival audience of
thousands in Germany as with a handful of listeners in a pub corner at home. His best-known
songs were 'John Phillip Holland' and 'The Well of
Spring Water' and his repertoire included satirical
and place-praise lyrics. He had a large collection
of local dance tunes many of which were used
in Breathnach's collections. He can be heard on
Ireland's Whistling Ambassador, and on video PWV
80001; on both his life is chronicled by Bill Ochs.
Ryan, Connie. (1939-97). Set dancer and dance
teacher, the central figure of his era in set dancing.
Born at Clonoulty, Holycross, Co. Tipperary, he
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learned to dance from his parents who were the
main dancers in the area. He developed his skills
by acting as fear an tf at local ceilithe. Passionately
interested in set dance, his name is synonymous
with its revival.1hroughout the 1950s he organised
classes and dances at Cappaghmore, Co. Tipperary,
often bussing in participants. Expanding his influence to Dublin, his first workshop was given at
Church town in 1969; others followed at such as the
1977 Cork Folk Festival, in Ennis, Dingle, the Aran
Islands and Tory Island. His charismatic personality expanded this work, resulting in huge demand
for his talents. Unimpaired by serious eyesight
deficiency and, later, chemotherapy, his workshops
continued up to the time of his death, at which time
he had a full year's teaching programme planned at
home and abroad. He took awareness of set dance
to social circles and places where it might have been
otherwise unknown - to the annual Merriman
Summer School, the Irish communities in Britain,
in the US, Canada and Australia. A student of his
art, he was responsible too for reviving and encouraging research on many old sets.

Ryan, Darby. (c.1777-1855). Lyricist, singer.
Author of'The Peeler and the Goat', he began life
as Diarmuid 6 Riain, son of well-to-do farmers, at
Ashgrove, near Bansha, on the brink of the Glen
of Aherlow, Co. Tipperary. Educated in the hedgeschool, Ryan was an avid reader and had access to
'big-house' libraries. Involved in land agitation, he
wrote 'The Peeler' in revenge after his unjustifiable
arrest. It was performed off the back of a horse a
week later and spread like gorse-fire throughout
the country in the tinder-dry political climate of
the times; its town-name- originally Bansha- was
adjusted to fit different places such as 'Bantry'. His
most dramatic piece, 'Ireland 's Lament', survives
printed in The Tipperary Minstrel (now in the
British Museum). He wrote many florid recitation s, in glowing praise of place, notably 'Shades
of Ashgrove'.
Ryan, Joe. (1928-2008). Fiddle. A native of
Inagh, Co. Clare, an area where the Irish language
survived into the twentieth century, the birthplace
of piper Garret Barry, he was one of the most
respected fiddle players of his time. He played
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in Ennis, Dublin, London and Co. Meath and
was a member of the Fiach Roe, the Shamrock
and the Castle ceilf bands. He came to work in
Dublin in 1951 on the construction of Crumlin
Hospital, playing with Willie Clancy and Bobby
Casey in the Pipers' Club. Friendly with Tommy
Potts, Ryan absorbed some of the innovator's style
- notably body movement in slow air playing. He
won fiddle, duet and trio awards at the first AllIreland at Monaghan in 1952, going to England
for work the same year. An award winner too in
many Oireachtas competitions, in duets he partnered such as Michael Crehan (pipes), Michael
Tubridy (flute), Mfcheal 6 hAlmhain (flute),
Liam O'Flynn (pipes), Paddy O'Brien (Offaly,
accordion), Matt Molloy (flute), Tommy Reek
(pipes) and Eddie Clarke (harmonica). On one
occasion he won fiddle, fiddle and flute, fiddle and
pipes and was in the winning Castle Ceilf Band. In
his time abroad, 'London was teeming with topclass musicians from all over Ireland ', including
Roger Sherlock (flute), Sonny Murray (concertina), Paddy Taylor (flute), Seam us Ennis (pipes),
Mairtfn Byrnes (fiddle), Kiernan Collins (whistle),
Paddy Breen (flute), Michael Gorman (fiddle) and
Maggie Barry (banjo and singer). In 1963 an invitation from Tony MacMahon sparked an iconic
fourteen-year residency at O'Donoghue's with
John Kelly, then eight years at The Four Seasons,
latterly at Beck's of Ashbourne. An important link
to an older tradition and distinctive Clare style, he
taught also at the Clancy summer school from its
inception, and for his contribution to Irish music
he was the subj ect of a 2004 TG4 Se M o Laoch.

Ryan, Karen. (1973- ). Fiddle, whistle, banjo.
Born in London, she started playing the tin whistle
at the age of nine, progressing to fiddle and banjo
under the tuition of the late Tommy Maguire
from Co. Leitrim . Her fiddle playing reflects a
Connemara tradition of melodeon players and
sean-nos singers. A teacher oflrish music since the
mid-1990s, she conducts workshops and adjudicates at fleadhs in Britain and Europe. A founder of
Meitheal Cheoil, she is also a member of the band
The London Lasses and Pete Quinn, with whom
she has made three albums. She is eo-founder
and director of the Return to Camden Town

Ryan , Sec'm

festival, and director of the youth project 1he Trad
Gathering, formed as part of the first BBC Proms
Folk Day, for which she acted as a consultant.

Ryan, Paddy. (193 7- ). Fiddle, broadcaster,
teacher. From Ballinagare, Co. Roscommon, there
had been several generations of musicians in his
mother's family. He learned to play local music
on his own, starting on whistle and mouth organ,
moving on to fiddle at eleven. He was a founder of
the Killina Ceili Band in 1957, began adjudicating
in 1964, and lived in Birmingham from 196 7 to
1976 where he played with the Birmingham and
the Coventry ceili bands, taught music and was
chairman of the provincial council of CCE for six
years. He has taught music in his home area since
1976, has taught and lectured at summer schools
since 1985' and having worked in cc:E at all levels
was appointed its national music officer in 1986.
A member of its Ard Comhairle, he was awarded
Gradam an Chomhaltais in 2006, and is widely
known for his presentation of The Heathery Breeze
on Shannonside-Northern Sound local radio.
Ryan, Sean. (1919-1985). Fiddle, composer.
Born Nenagh, Co. Tipperary, as a child Sean
learned to play fiddle and flute; he also sang and
was a champion step dancer. His father, Tommy
Ryan, played melodeon and fiddle, and his

brothers played too: Tomas, accordion, and Joe,
whistle. In later years Sean's fiddle playing and
compositions brought him high standing among
traditional musicians. Between 1949 and 1956
he won numerous awards in solo competitions,
including All-Ireland fiddle in 1955 and '56, the
1954 Oireachtas, Feis Maitiu (Cork, 1960) and
Feis Cheoil (Dublin, 1961). He also won the AllIreland duet with Galway flute player P.J. Moloney
in 1956. During the 1960s he appeared frequently
on television and radio broadcasts and toured the
USA in 1968 and 1969. His playing was marked by
a steady and relatively unsyncopated rhythm and
long and controlled bow strokes, with an emphasis
on crisply fingered embellishment. He composed
more than 250 tunes, some of which won him the
newly composed tune section of the All-Ireland
fleadh in 1960 and '61, and many of which had
already become standards of the traditional repertoire by the 1970s. This music was published as
The Hidden Ireland (eighty-two pieces, 1991) and
Sedn Ryan's Dream, tune collections compiled,
edited and published by his wife Kathleen (piano)
and son Brian (piano/flute). Included in the first
collection are such tunes as the jig 'A Thousand
Farewells' and the reel 'Glen of Aherlow' both of
which, though widely played, had not previously
been widely associated with their composer. Ryan's
earliest recording was on 78 with Gael Linn (Port
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'The Reel of Rio' by Sean Ryan, originally titled 'Reel of Ryo', so named by Rev. John Quinn for its samba-style feel
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Ryan, William Bradbury

Gael Linn); the next was an LP, Ihe Cliffs ofMoher
(1971/72). Sean was joined on this recording by
P.J. Moloney (flute), Pat Lyons (accordion) and
Kathleen (piano). [MAD, EIO]

Ryan, William Bradbury. (1831-191 0). Collector,
publisher. Born at Lyndon, Vermont, USA. He
worked for his uncle's grocery in Boston in 1850
and enlisted in the Union army as a musician in
1861. Involved in the first Battle ofManassas, or
Bull Run, he was captured by Confederates but
released after a year, taking up employment with
publisher Elias Howe in 1865 and working with
him for thirty years. In 1883, with Howe, William
Ryan published Wiffiam Bradbury Ryan's Mammoth
Coilection, of More than 1,050 Reefs and jigs,
Hornpipes, Clogs, Walk A rounds, Slip jigs, Essences,
Strathspeys, Highland Flings and Contra Dances with
Figures, this drawing on previous Howe publications such as Howe's 1,000 jigs and Reels, which in
turn had borrowed from others such as Pfayford's
English Dancing Master (1716) and Rifey's Flute
Melodies (1814). The collection credits thirtynine composers; many were minstrel performers,
banjo players, fiddlers or clog dancers. It remained
in circulation for more than fifty years as Ryan's
Mammoth Collection. After Howe's death, Ryan
published on his own for five years, with collections
of music and some twenty personal compositions.
Ryan's Mammoth Collection. Through the 1890s
and early 1900s the book was offered for sale
through the Sears mail-order catalogue, therein
described in 1897 as 'A very popular collection of
lively music arranged for the violin'. Since Sears'
customers numbered millions, and it only dealt
with top-selling items- including banjos, guitars
and many other music instruments, music for zither,
violin, harp and dulcimer - it is likely that Ryan's
collection sold hugely all over the USA. The book
was released again -without credit to the original
compiler or publisher- in 1940 by the M.M. Cole
Company as One Thousand Fiddle Tunes, and so
is referred to sometimes as 'Cole's collection'. It
was reprinted in a mass, cheap edition up to the
1980s. In 1995 the Mel Bay company re-issued it
yet again, with a new copyright, and a thorough,
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(above) Ryan's
Mammoth Collection
(left) Riley's Flute
Melodies [PAS)

scholarly introduction to its history by US uilleann
piper Patrick Sky.
Patrick Sky sees Ryan and Howe as 'the most
important collectors of Irish dance music in
America before Francis O'Neill'. He considers
the Mammoth Collection to have been a substantial
portion of the surviving written records of the midnineteenth century, and 'one of the most important
repositories of nineteenth-century American
music created for or by blackface minstrel shows,
songwriters, instrumental musicians, singers, and
dancers, trained or traditional - the music that
eventually developed into such twentieth-century
forms as blues, country music, ragtime, etc'. Of
the period of its production, he quotes Kenneth
Goldstein's opinion that
the 1860s was a musically creative and turbulent
period. Songsters 'sold by the truck loads' ... Th
minstrel show had reached its popular zenith,
and road shows of every description were travelling all over the United States ... a music boom
took place in the middle of the nineteenth
century that included not only song and dance
but also instrumental music and especially
music for the violin and for the banjo.

The importance of Ryan's collection to Irish
music is that, in compiling his own tune collections, Francis O'Neill was undoubtedly aware of
or familiar with it, Patrick Sky noting that some
tunes- for instance 'The Cameronian Reel', and
'Miss Johnston's'- would appear to have been taken
directly from it. It seems likely, too, that some of
O'Neill's informants would have been playing
tunes originally sourced in the earlier Ryan's collection and absorbed by the oral tradition.
See Howe, Elias.

s
St Mary's Music Club. See Church Street Club.
Sam Henry Collection. From 1906, or before,
until his death, Sam Henry collected songs. About
500 of these appeared first in the Songs of the
People collection and have been published in book
form. The rest remain in typescript or manuscript,
though they have been listed and systematised
and are eventually to be published. This remainder
contains about 500 more songs and song fragments
but has a lot more information about singers and
the song tradition, some of it contained in letters
from singers themselves. Sam Henry made lists:
of the repertory of a few singers (many more titles
than the songs he collected); of the singers in the
north Co. Derry/Co. Antrim area (many more
names than those from whom he collected); of the
collections of other people in his area, some whose
collections, like that ofMrs Houston of Coleraine,
are since lost. He investigated the stories and
origins of songs; he recorded information about
singers; in a few cases he took their photographs.
He collected books of songs and noted versions of
songs or the name of the person who, in his experience, sang that song.

Sam Henry playing a cellulose whistle on Rathlin island
1930s-40s [courtesy Gordon Craig and the Henry estate]

collectors. He kept his correspondence with
other collectors: with Archie McEachren of
Kintyre, Scotland; with Francis Collinson, music
editor of the BBC radio programme Country
Magazine and later a fellow of the School of
Scottish Studies; with the English collectors Walter
Pitchford and Harry Albino; and the Americans
Alan Lomax and Helen Hartness Fanciers. He
kept his BBC contracts and scripts, cuttings of his
newspaper articles and lectures. He retained the
books he learned fiddle music from. Altogether, the
collection amounts to a tantalising, but incomplete
(unfortunately, it is likely that a lot of paper was
sacrificed to be pulped when it ran short during
the Second World War) series of glimpses into the
singing and traditions of a fairly small area (within
about twenty miles of Coleraine) in the first half
of the twentieth century. However, given that Mrs
Houston's collection was from the late nineteenth
century, and that both Len Graham and Hugh
Shields's collecting and much of John Moulden's
researches have been in or near this area, coverage
is extensive if less than comprehensive. []OM]
See also Henry, Sam.
Sands, Colum. (1951- ). Born in Mayobridge
near Newry, Co. Down, one of the multi-talented Sands family. His own songs are minutely
observant, humane and cleverly written. Three
solo albums - Unapproved Road, The March Ditch
and All My Winding journeys - demonstrate him
as a songwriter of great lyric melodic power and
integrity. Best-known songs include 'The Man
with the Cap', 'The Last House on Our Street',
'Almost Every Circumstance' and 'Whatever You
Say, Say Nothing'. A radio presenter on BBC
Radio Ulster, he presents Folk Club and Sands of
Memory. Also an accomplished record producer,
he runs Spring Studios in Rostrevor which has
recorded much traditional music. His five solo
albums are Unapproved Road, The March Ditch,
All My Winding journeys, The Space Between the
Notes, Live in Concert and Look Where I've Ended
Up. []OR]
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Sands, Tommy

Sands, Tommy. (1945- ). Singer, songwriter, storyteller, social activist. Born in south Co. Down into
a musical family, he has achieved something of a
legendary status in his lifetime. His younger years
were spent on pioneering music and song tours
with his siblings as The Sands Family, which was
a strong force in Europe among traditional groups
of the early years of traditional music revival. One
oflreland's most applied songwriters and engaging
performers, he enjoys celebrity status in many parts
of the world, this a legacy which is part artistic
integrity, part effective personal engagement with
large-scale human traumas. Walking the road
between two cultures in Ireland conditioned his
consciousness, creating for him the vision of an
ideal world as being one without conflict. His songs
speak to all that Ireland is- from its troubled past
to a future in hope, and his work around the globe
speaks to a common human heritage, using music
to bridge cultural differences. In this way he shares
the vision of many other idealistic songwriters who
were important in instigating social change- such
as Phil Ochs,Joan Baez and Pete Seeger. For many
years a soloist who has played in both New York's
Carnegie Hall and Moscow's Olympic Stadium,
Sands' music represents and blends traditional Irish
and contemporary folk. His lyrics are biographical:
1here were Roses, and Daughters and Sons (recorded
by Joan Baez, Kathy Matthea, Dolores Keane,
Sean Keane, Frank Patterson, Dick Gaughan, The
Dubliners and many others) have been translated
into many languages and are currently included in
the English-language syllabus of German secondary
schools. Now using his talent to bring a template
of possibility to areas of political and social unrest
with his words and music, one of his projects has
been teaching underprivileged prisoners in Reno,
Nevada to write their own song with which to
defend themselves in court, something which
causes a stir in the world of community art in the
United States; at home he produced an album of
songs written with Protestant and Catholic schoolchildren about their own areas. He has recorded
and plays on many albums, among them the solo
cos Let the Circle Be Wide (2009, with daughter and
son,Moya and F'ionan);To Shorten the Winter(2001,
with Dolores Keane, Liam O'Flynn, Steve Cooney
and Arty McGlynn), Sarajevo-Be!fost (2000, with
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Vedran Smailovic, Pete Seeger, Joan Baez and
Dolores Keane); The H eart's a Wonder (1995,
with Pete Seeger) , Beyond the Shadow s (1990),
D own by Bendy's Lane (1993), H edges if County
Down (1989) and Singing of the Times (1985). In
1998 his 'Where Have All the Flowers Gone?'
was the lead track on the Pete Seeger Tribute Album
wherein he joined with such diverse, symbolic
company as Jackson Browne, Bonnie Raitt, Sweet
Honey in the Rock, Billy Bragg, Eliza Carthy,
Peter, Paul and Mary, Tom Paxton, Nanci Griffith
and The Weavers. In 2002 Sands was awarded an
honorary doctorate from the University of Nevada,
and in 2006 his autobiography 1he Songman -A
journey in Irish Music was published.
saxophone. Invented by Adolphe Sax in the 1840s,
this single-reed aerophone has a conical body,
usually made of brass. It over blows on the octave,
allowing the same fingering to be used for both
octaves. The C (often called the C melody) model
of this crept into use in Irish music on account of
its use by popular and Irish dance music groups in
the 1920s and 1930s in the US. Among the early
recordings with saxophone are Paddy Ki!!oran and
his Pride if Erin Orchestra (1934) and Ed Reavy's
Erin's Pride Orchestra (1948). It found an occasional place in ceili bands in Ireland, including the
Gallowglass and the D6nal Ring in the 1950s-60s,
later enjoying a revival in the hands of Seamus
O'Donnell with the group At the Racket. Flute
players such as Josie McDermott, Paul Roche,
Lawrence E. McCullough and John Blake among
others have all played Irish music on the saxophone.
The instrument has appeared in many arrangements
and compositions within the broader reaches of
traditional music. Scullion recorded a song which
united tenor saxophone (Sonny Condell) and
uilleann pipes (Peter Browne), and that combination
was explored and expanded in Moving Hearts with
piper Davy Spillane and sax player Keith Donald.
It continues to be used in more contemporary
arrangements and compositions such as those in
the shows Riverdance and Lord if the Dance. (JIO]
Scahill, Adrian. (1973- ) Button accordion,
piano. From Corofin, Co. Galway, he learnt accordion locally from Bernie Geraghty and Cepta

scale

Byrne, studied classical piano and organ, and
won se nior All-Ireland titles in accompaniment
(1994) and piano (1995) . He did postgrad studies
at NUIM and QUB and was awarded a PhD by
UCD in 2005 for his thesis on harmonic accompaniment in traditional music. A lecturer in music
at NUIM, he is a member of the editorial board
of 1he Encylopaedia ofMusic in Ireland(2011) with
responsibility for traditional music.

Scahill, Enda. (1976- ) Banjo. From Corofin, Co.
Galway, he was stylistically influenced variously by
the Irish-American Flanagan Brothers, by John].
Kimmel, by old-timey American, bluegrass and
ragtime banjo musics and by contemporary Irish
players.1hree-times All-Ireland under-18 award
winner on banjo, he has a solo album (Pick It Up,
2000) and as a teacher of his instrument developed
Enda Scahill's Irish Banjo Tutor book in 2008 in
which he 'se ts out the first systematic method for
Irish banjo playing'.
scale. A note progression or 'octave' of eight notes,
e.g. C D E F GAB C. 1he intervals between these
notes are not equal, and- in western music- some
D

('

F

E

of them are half notes- semitones. 1hus each note
can have two different pitches- 1. the normal, or
'natural' note, and 2. the 'sharpened' note, this indicated by the '# 'symbol placed after it.
Music systems over centuries have determined
the interval between E and F, and between B and
C on the basic 'scale of C major' are semitones:

C D

E_ F

G A

B C

i.e. the intervals between third and fourth notes
(E_F), and seventh and eighth notes (B_ C) are
semitones. 1his is indicated at the beginning of the
staff by the absence of# symbols.
The other 'major' scales are derived from this, each
starting on a different note -but always keeping
the 3rd-4th interval, and the 7th-8th interval a
semitone. Thus the scale of D major runs:

D E

R! _ G

A B

Ol _ D

This is indicated at the beginning of the staff by#
symbols on the uppermost C and F positions.
The scale of G major runs

G A

B_C

D E

R!_G

The scale of A major runs
A B
Ol D
E RI
G# A
This is indicated at the beginning of the staff by#
symbols on the uppermost C, F and G positions.
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schools

Irish scales, Henebry's research. While this
applies generally to Irish music, it is an inadequate
explanation for many tunes. Listening to such
music being played throws up contradictions. Trese
are described by Richard Henebry in his 1903 Irish
Music- Examination of the Matter of Scales ... as
the Fll often demanding to be played a quartertone flat, the
played flat: the Irish C natural,
three-quarters of a tone above B, and three-quarters of a tone below D. He revised the basic D
major scale of Irish music, using Gaelic letters 'F'
and 'C' to indicate replacements of the modern; in
this the Fll and
are a quarter-tone lower than
standard Fll and
These two notes of difference
are not achievable on fixed-note instruments like
accordion or concertina (unless the player has them
specially tuned so), but in slow airs, and other such
contemplative playing, are achievable on pipes,
flute and whistle by partially covering a hole, on
the fiddle by marginally altering finger position,
and with the voice by adjustment. Awareness of
the implications of this scale gives some idea of
where the 'sound' and 'feel' of older music and
playing stem from. Henebry asserts that: 1. most
Irish airs are based in such a scale, and 2. RI and C
natural are the normal values ofF and C employed
in them - F natural and
occurring as mostly
unaccented, 'passing' or 'slid' notes. Translating
this into other keys, and deriving modes from this
scale, Henebry produces D, G and A modal scales
with different intervals, which contrasts with the
modern tempered scale.
Such an idea has implications for the overall
sound of Irish music, and, theory aside, reinforces
the belief of all older players that the music can
only be properly learned by listening if not that
true old music cannot be accurately reproduced
on fixed-tuning instruments like accordion, or on
fretted instruments. Henebry develops this further,
pointing to a set of tunes of all kinds which end
in G, but follow none of the modern temperament rules, producing instead a different tone and
colour: 'But here the airs are of a piercing clang
that is ineffable. They reveal a closeness of suggestion and an almost awful directness of appeal,
with a complaining reproachful calling to mind
of something we never knew or remembered.'
'Taimse 'mo Chodladh' is one such air, as is the jig

a

a
a.

a
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'Strop the Razor'. In these tunes Henebry identifies (Irish) F and C natural, and B!,, as critical. He
points out that in each of these cases the only notes
that diverge from the standard scale are those with
two values, the others utilise no semitones.
schools. Summer schools and winter schools are
effectively the universities of aural music skills.
Several have been running for many years and are
an established part of individual, family, visitor and
town lives. The schools vary in size - some may have
a couple of dozen participants only, others may have
more than a thousand. All such seasonal schools
have ample web presences which demonstrate their
commitment and programmes. The biggest are:
February: Ceol Chairlinn, Carlingford, Co. Louth;
Scoil Cheoil an Earraigh, Ballyferriter, Co. Kerry.
May: MichaelJ. Murphy School, Mullaghbane, Co.
Armagh; Scoil Leacht Uf Chonchuir, Lahinch,
Co. Clare; Skerried Traditional Music Weekend,
Co. Dublin.
June: An Cuirt Chruitreachta, Termonfechin, Co.
Louth (harp).
July: Blas Summer School, Plassey, Limerick;
Ennis/IMRO Composition Summer School,
Ennis, Co. Clare;Joe Mooney Summer School,
Drumshanbo, Co. Leitrim; Maoin Cheoil an
Chlair Summer School, Ennis, Co. Clare; Dr
Douglas Hyde Summer School, Ballaghaderreen,
Co. Roscommon; Scoil Samhraidh Willie
Clancy, Miltown Malbay, Co. Clare; South Sligo
Summer School, Tubbercurry, Co. Sligo.
August: Cairdeas na bFhidleiri, Glencolumcille,
Co. Donegal; Queen Maeve Summer School,
Ballinode, Sligo town; Clairse6irf na hEireann,
Glenariff, Co. Antrim; O'Carolan Harp Summer
School, Keadue, Co. Roscommon; Scoil Acla,
Achill, Co. Mayo; Scoil Eigse, Fleadh Cheoil na
hEireann.
October: Scoil Samhna Sheamuis Ennis, Old town,
Co. Dublin; Scoil Cheol na Botha, Scotstown,
Co. Monaghan.
November: Scoil Shliabh gCuillinn, Mullaghbawn,
Co. Armagh; William Kennedy, Piping Festival,
Armagh; Tion6l Tommy Kearney, Co. Kilkenny.
December: Scoil Gheimhridh Frankie Kennedy,
Derrybeg, Co. Donegal
See also under names, counties.
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Biddy Barry (schottische)

schottische. A polka-like round-dance and tune
dating to the mid-1800s which originated in
Bavaria as the 'Rheinlander' or 'Bavarian polka'.
In 2/4 time, it is played slowly so that it resembles
4/4.
Scoil Acla. A summer school originally founded
in Dooagh village, Achill Island, Co. Mayo in 1910
to promote all aspects of Irish culture by teaching
the Irish language, music, song, dance and drama.
It was revived in 1985, running each July with
a programme of traditional mu sic, singing and
creative writing workshops, lectures, recitals and
poetry readings. It has c.300 students and thirtyfour teachers and is a major event on the island
which has a population of c.3,000.

Scoil Cheoil na Botha. An October school
held since 2007 at Scotstown, Co. Monaghan, an
area where fiddle and flute playing was strong in
the nineteenth century. The school builds on the
memory of 'fiddlers' parties' which were a regular
occurrence in the earlier 1900s, and follows a
1940s initiative by Canon Maguire who set up a
piping class in Knockatallon with Sean McAloon.
This had six or seven students and celebrated its
success with a 1952 concert in Urbleshanney
which included Willie Clancy,John Kelly (fiddle),
Sean Seery (pipes), Sean McAloon (pipes) and
Bobby Casey (fiddle). In 2009 the school provided
tuition in fiddle, banjo, flute, harp, uilleann pipes,
button accordion, piano accordion, concertina and
singing.

Scoil Cheoil an Earraigh. A five-day traditional
music school held in the Dingle Peninsula Gaeltacht
of Corca Dhuibhne. Breanndan 6 Beaglaoich and
Niamh Nf Bhaoill established it in 2005 to build
an awareness of the music and song of west Kerry.
Organised outside the tourist season, the event
aims to aid local re-engagement with the tradition,
to celebrate local performers, and revive the traditions of sean-nos dancing and bagpiping which
once flourished in th e area. The course, which is
delivered predominantly through the local dialect of
Irish, caters for a wide age group and has a significant international student profile. Nightly concerts,
lectures and impromptu sessions provide additional
experience oflocal style. [SUM]

Scoil Eigse. CCE 's ann ual summer school,
established in 1972 and associated with Fleadh
Cheoil na hEireann. In 2009 the school enrolled
800 students in seventy-two classes, including
fiddle, concert flute , whistle, two-row accordion,
concertina, uilleann pipes, harp, banjo, piano
accordion, traditional singing in English and Irish,
set dancing, ceilf dancing, accompaniment and
Irish language. The week's activities are balanced
between formal instruction and performances and
informal sessions. CCE scholarships are offered to
those qualifYing for Fleadh Cheoil na hEireann
in the 12- 15 and 15-18 grades in the singing and
solo instrumental competitions. [BRK]
Scoil Eigse fees in 2009: one perso n, or first
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member of a family, €115; second member of
family, €100; all other family members, €90.

Scoil Samhraidh W illie Clancy. See W illie
Clancy Summer School.

Scotland. There are great similarities between the
music of Scotland and that oflreland, with Gaelic
culture shared all over the island, and Lowland
Scots influence prevalent in Ulster. 1k diversity of
song, instrumental music and dance follows similar
drifts - having moved from one-time everyday
popular culture into the realms of cultural value
and identity. The history of Gaelic Scotland is of
great interest in Ireland, on account of language
and song, but Scots song is also subtly pervasive
throughout the whole of Ireland. In particular,
however, the ceili dance culture of Ireland owes
much to Scotland in that the Scottish Gaelic
League was the role model for Irish cultural revival
in the late 1800s. [EDI]
history. Scotland originally takes its name from
the Irish who migrated from Co. Antrim between
AD 300 and 400 to the west coast area known today
as Argyll ('Earraghail', 'coastland of the Gaels'). By
c.SOO the Kingdom of the Scots was established
under Fergus M6r mac Eire of Ireland's royal
dynasty, Dalriada. Their language was Gaelic and
they adopted the Christian religion after the Irish
missionary Columba had established the centre of
Christianity in Iona in 563. In 843, D alriada was
united with its Celtic neighbours to the north and
east, the Picts, under one king, Kenneth Mac Alp in,
whose people, by that time, had also converted to
Christianity. This new kingdom, which took the
ancient name Alba (Scotia, as the Romans called
it), extended south to the Forth-Clyde line. The
Latin designation for the people, Scoti, anglicised
to Scots, ultimately gave the name Scotland to the
entire country.
language. Historically united and connected,
rather than divided, by a highway of sea, Ireland
and Scotland shared a common language until the
seventeenth century. It is understandable, therefore, that they shared a common culture which
continues to be reflected in many aspects of the
way of life to this day. The area of Galloway in the
south-west of Scotland was also G aelic- speaking
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until at least 1700, and though the traditions of the
Scottish Gael have been rooted for several centuries in the Highlands and Islands, their language,
sgeulachdan (stories), songs, music and art have
more in common with Ireland than with the rest of
Scotland lying to the south and north-east of the
demographic divide known as the 'Highland line'.
In the twentieth ce ntury the boundary of spoken
Gaelic receded to the point where, in the 1990s, it
no longer includes Perthshire. The stronghold of
the Scottish Gael is now in the Outer Hebrides,
since its cradle in Argyll has largely been taken
over by non-Gaels who are increasingly populating the Highland mainland and Inn er Hebrides.
While a few learn the language, most do not. Thus
Scottish Gaels still regard Ireland as the home of
their closest cultural connections. [MAB]
Irish links. There are many of th ese within
and beyond th eir common Celtic background.
Harpers and poets crossed back and forth from at
least the thirteenth century, some having patrons
in both countries. Later, celebrated harpers such
as Rory Dall 6 Cathain and Denis Hempson of
Derry spent considerable time in Scotland whereas
Scots counterparts like Ruadhri D all Morison are
repu ted to be buried in Ireland. The Jacobite cause
gave rise to a vast body of poems and song with
mutual sympathies. Following the plantation of
Ulster in the seventeenth century the influence of
Lowlands Scots became more pronounced. English
or Scots-speaking Lowlanders brought with them
cultural innovations such as balladry which differed
from the non-narrative Gaelic songs. Instrumental
traditions shared by Ulster and Scotland are particularly evident in the fiddle music of Donegal
and musical exchanges, facilitated by ease of travel,
are even more com mon nowadays.
seasonal w ork. For more than a century navvies
and seasonal migratory workers have gone from
I relan d h arves ting and tatti e-ho ki ng (potato
picking). The extent to which Scots farm workers
absorbed the songs of the Irish, and vice versa, can
be seen in such major collections as John Ord's
Bothy Songs and Ballads (1930). (1he Bothy Band
took their name fro m an illustration in this book.)
Scores of Irish songs in this collecti on will be
familiar to Scots singers and many of the Scots
songs will be found in the Irish repertoire. 100ugh

Scotland
the balladry of Scotland has received scholarly
attention for centuries, recent research in the Irish
field has discovered many ballads once believed
to be known only in Scotland. A factor in this is
the interchange between Scots and Irish travellers.
Celebrated singers and musicians such as Davie
Stewart and Jimmy McBeath travelled the Irish
roads. Sheila Stewart ofBlairgowrie was even born
here. [TOM]
Scottish song. Scottish song exists in Gaelic,
Scots and English, with some unique historically
developed genres of Gaelic song such as canntaireachd, Ossianic ballads, panegyric, psalm-singing,
puirt-a-beu/ and waulking songs, some of which
are related to the historical bardic tradition of
the Gaelic clan system. The Scottish Gaelteachd
relates roughly to the western and northern half
of Scotland - to the west of a line drawn from
Inverness to Glasgow. Scots - or Lowland Scots
- music, songs and singing are from the Lowlands
-the area roughly to the right of the InvernessGlasgow median that includes towns and cities as
far north as Aberdeen. Agricultural bothy ballads
are a distinct part of this, as is the older ballad tradition, much of which survives in the Greig-Duncan
Folk Song Collection. 1be Scots ballad tradition
strongly relies on the supernatural and was firmly
embedded in the travelling community; many of
whom - such as the Stewarts of Blairgowrie passed it on as major figures in the folk revival.
[EDT,SIM]

The social process of 'waulking' lengths of tweed on
Barra [courtesy School of Scottish Studies, Edinburgh]

canntaireachd. In Scottish Gaelic usage, this
refers to the complex syllabic notation used in
teaching the highland bagpipe. Throughout the
history of th e instrument, both tunes and techniques of the playing were handed down via this
traditional method. The learner not only picks up
the tune but also acquires the fingering of it on
the pipe chanter. Even today in Scotland, skilled
pipers sing canntaireachd versions to their pupils
while teaching them to read the printed musical
notation that has become second nature to every
twentieth-century piper.
Gaelic lyrica l songs. These post-date the rare
Ossianic ballads. Vast numbers were composed by
both literate poets and non-literate 'folk-poets',
all strictly conforming to the dictates of complex
metrical styles. Many have choral refrains of
meaningless vocables which fit the chosen metre
and remain true to the style. Some of the motifs in
them are traceable to literary origins (the ScotoIrish inheritance of classical Gaelic), and specific
songs that continue in oral tradition can be dated,
some approximately, some accurately, by the
central theme of the song. For example, variants
of 'Seathan mac Righ Eireann' (Seathan son of
the King oflreland) were first written down from
singers in the late 1800s by Alexander Carmichael
( Carmina Gade/ica, vol. 5, pp. 60-83). 'An Br6n
Binn' (The Sweet Sorrow), which survives both
in manuscript and oral tradition, sings of King
Arthur and his knights of the Round Table. While
its roots are in Ireland, it has Scottish influences
from clan Campbell bards, who trace the lineage
of their chiefs to King Arthur with his court at
Dunbarton. More precise dates can be attached
to songs such as 'Griogal Chridhe', the lament
for Gregor MacGregor of Glenstrae, beheaded in
Perthshire in 1570.
Ossianic ballads. Called 'heroic' ballads, because
many are attributed to Ossian, son ofFionn, these
are the most ancient songs to be found in Gaelic
Scotland. Composed in a distinctive syllabic form,
they recount and celebrate the feats of ancient
warriors such as Fionn, Oscar and Cu Chulainn.
Some of the themes can be identified as having
a literary origin, traceable to twelfth-century Irish
sources, though they have been popular in the
Scottish oral tradition from at least the fifteenth
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century. Now very rare among singers, they were
traditionally regarded as having the highest status
in any repertoire. Fragments of Ossianic ballads
inspired James MacPherson to produce his collection of poems which he claimed to have been
composed by Oscar. Misleading as the claim may
have been, translations of the work became world
famous (Napoleon is said to have kept a collection
in his pocket) and must be credited with influencing
subsequent generations of composers, writers and
travellers. Ossianic ballads are outside the corpus of
international balladry (Child ballads) that can be
claimed by north-east and lowland Scotland as the
'jewel' of their oral tradition - the 'classic ballads'
known in Scots as the 'muckle sangs'. Nevertheless,
they too have a strong link with Ireland, which
could be regarded as travelling in the opposite
direction, for, since the sixteenth century, political and historical events account for the wealth of
Scots balladry that exists in the north of Ireland.
Recordings: Mrs Archie MacDonald of South Uist
singing 'Latha dha'n Fhinn am Beinn Iongnaidh'
(A Day when the Fenians were in the Mountains
of Marvels), 1960,Music ofthe Ui>stern Isles, Scottish
Tradition, Vol. 2, Greentrax Recordings.
panegyric. 'Praise songs and poems', these were
the stock-in-trade of every clan and district in
Gaelic Scotland, even after the breakdown of the
clan system (1746). Composed by both literate and
non-literate song-makers alike, subjects ranged
across a wide spectrum while retaining ancient
themes and motifs. From the 'high age of vernacular poetry' (approx. 1645 to 1800) are countless
compositions which are still sung. For example, the
songs of the phenomenally productive, non-literate
Duncan B:in Maclntyre may be as highly valued
among Gaels as those of the eloquently literate
Alexander MacDonald (c.l700-70), and compositions of both remain vibrant in oral tradition to
this day.
psalms. Sung in iambic pentameter metre,
these date from the Reformation of 1560, as they
were part of the Genevan order of service. They
were introduced into Gaelic Scotland when the
Synod of Argyll proposed the first translation in
1653 and, though fifty psalms appeared in print in
1658, the first complete edition was published by
the Rev. Robert Kirk of Aberfeldy and Balquhidder
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in 1684. (Kirk also published the Irish Bible in
Roman type in 1690, the basis for the Scottish
Gaelic Bible, though he may be better known for
his treatise on fairies, 1692.) 1he striking quality
of Gaelic congregational psalm-singing grows out
of a complexity of features: there is no instrumental accompaniment to the pan- European tunes
which make up the Scottish psalter. While very
few are actually Scottish in origin, all the tunes
are in ballad meter, and thus they are interchangeable from psalm to psalm.1he minister announces
the chosen psalm 'to the tune of [named]' then a
precentor leads the singing. He 'lines out' (in chantlike melody) and, after each line, is followed by a
surge of congregational singing that seems to defY
the metre of the set tunes which are standard to the
English-speaking churches. Because 'ballad metre'
is not part of Gaelic tradition, each congregation
elongates notes and ornaments lines according to
local tradition, thus producing the unique sound of
Gaelic psalm-singing.
puirt-a-beul. Scottish Gaelic mouth music. Ths
has two functions: to provide music for dancing,
and to facilitate learning or teaching tunes for the
bagpipes or fiddle. All have texts, usually catchy,
comic, witty, clever, often tongue-twisting ditties,
and many have lines or choruses of meaningless vocables. All require vocal agility, as they are
composed in strong, often complex rhythms, which
precisely fit the notes of a reel, strathspey or jig.
Most are very ancient, and there is no basis whatsoever for the common, but senseless, notion that
they were 'invented' post-Cullodcn. Most are by
unknown composers; titles and texts may vary from
area to area, and several melodies can be identified
as sharing a common history with tunes popular
in Ireland.
waulking songs (Scottish Gaelic: orain luaidh).
These are work songs for keeping the rhythm
steady during the 'fulling' of hand-made woollen
cloth, c/6 m6r (heavy tweed). The aim is to shrink
and thicken newly woven tweed to make it warmer
and more wind-proof. In Scotland the process was
exclusively done by women rhythmically beating
the wet cloth on wooden boards till it attained
the required width and texture. 1hough the prime
function of waulking songs was work, the social
aspect allowed women to get together and express
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themselves through singing. The songs are by
unknown women composers, and while some can
be dated to the end of the sixteenth ce ntury, collectively they are more ancient. Floating lines and
motifs are characteristic; some can be identified as
borrowings from rowing songs, entering the repertoire as 'men's songs', and adopted for their suitable
rhythm. Waulking songs form the largest body of
Scottish Gaelic song in existence and are known as
'milling songs' in eastern Canada where it became
the custom for men to join in. [MAB)
bothy ballads. This is a unique body of songs
composed mainly in the farming areas of the northeast of Scotland between 1830 and 1890 and perhaps
up to the First World War. They were precisely
defined by the Aberdeenshire folk-song collector
Gavin Greig (1856-1914) as: 'that kind of ditty
which recounts the experiences of a farm-servant
while fulfilling his half-yearly engagements at some
"toon" [farm unit]. Its form is largely stereotyped. It
deals mainly in characterisations ... the farm and
the farmer, fellow servants, male and female, the
horses, the work, and sometimes the food.'
bothies. The term 'bothy ballad' is not recorded
until the turn of the nineteenth century, and
appears first referring to the sort of song sung
by the lower class of men such as Travellers and
navvies. Early collectors used the term 'ploughman
songs'. The agricultural revolution had transformed
north-east farming. The old, democratic run-rig
system was changed by creating larger farm units
-the 'ferm touns', run by a farmer, his family, and
if needed, hired labour known as 'farm servants'.
These servants were young men and women from
the neighbouring 'cottar' families; they had the
ambition of owning or renting a farm of their
own in turn, and expected kindly relations from
their employers. When some of the bigger farmers
began to ape the gentry, or were hit by hard times,
the treatment of their workers could be harsh, and
this could give rise to much resentment. Servants
were hired for a six-month fee, usually at hiring
fairs in the larger country towns. It was the heyday
of the skilled horsemen, who worked the two-horse
plough with pride, and regarded themselves as an
elite. Many 'In Praise of Ploughmen' songs were
the result. The vast majority of bothy ballads were
composed and sung for pure entertainment- more

often than not in the farmhouse itself where the
farmers and their families might join in with gusto.
There was a particularly rich seam of comic songs,
some very old such as 'The Muckin' o' Geordie's
Byre' (c.1700).
survival. Only some fifty of the old bothy
ballads have survived, many fragmentary, and are
mostly recorded in the Greig-Duncan Folk Song
Collection . The songs were extremely occasional
in form and, unless very catchy, or the singers
migrated outside their farm area, they did not
survive. Probably many thousands had a brief
mayfly existence, and will never now be known.
During the early twentieth century, migration
from the countryside to the towns increased, and
performers appeared on the scene to entertain
such exiles with music-hall or concert-hall songs
- largely comic - celebrating the old country way
of life. There were no references, of course, to the
harshness and misery that had been part of life
on the 'ferm touns', and this very popular, sanitised form of nostalgic comic song was promoted
by concert performers such as George Morris and
Will Kemp. They were also issued as gramophone
recordings, and later broadcast on early radio.
Soon not even the farms and chaumers (parlours)
were without a wind-up gramophone and weekly
purchases of such recordings. Morris and Kemp,
however, did sing half a dozen of the old songs,
and it is only these few which have survived to the
present day.
popularity. The concert-hall bothy ballad continues to thrive, and retains a vibrant contemporary
writing and performing tradition. Many of the
older songs were set to Gaelic-style airs. The stillpopular 'Drumdelgie'was set to 'The Irish Jaunting
Car', for example, and the 1843 'Bogie's Bonny
Belle' was carried by the haunting air known as
'Eilean N. Cheo'. 1he Highlands of Scotland border
the north-east, and may well have been the source,
but the nineteenth century, which saw the rise of
the bothy ballad, was also the time of massive construction in the north-east- roads, canals, railways
- which brought in floods of migrant workers,
especially Irish navvies. Unlike in other parts of the
country, these navvies lived within the local communities where they mixed well (often settling) and
it seems likely that the already musical north-east
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folk rapidly absorbed and took over Irish and other
tunes and songs. [IAO]
Greig-Duncan Folk Song Collection. The major
Scottish song collection, with more than 3,000
tunes and texts, this was amassed largely from
sources in the north-east of Scotland in the decade
before the First World War. It was initiated in 1903
by Gavin Greig (1856-1914), a parochial schoolmaster in New Deer, Aberdeenshire, as a survey of
the musical culture of the north-east of Scotland. In
1906 he published his findings and analysis as FolkSong in Buchan. Aided by Carnegie Trust research
grants, with James Bruce Duncan, he gathered
more data via lectures, correspondence and a weekly
folk song column in a local newspaper, the Buchan
Observer, from 1907 to 1911. Grieg died in 1914,
and D uncan in 1917, before the first volume Qust
13 per cent of the whole collection) was finished.
Aberdeen University library preserved this selection, however, and it was completed by Alexander
Keith (1895-1978) under the close supervision of
the Scottish ballad authority William Walker of
Aberdeen (1840-1931), and published in 1925 as
Last Leaves of Traditional Ballads and Ballad Airs
Collected in Aberdeenshire by the Late Gavin Greig.
The remaining 87 per cent of the material was taken
on by the English Folk Dance and Song Society's
editor Pat Shuldham-Shaw, for what became an
eight-volume publication started in 1981.
significance. The importance of the collection
lies not only in its sheer size and quality, but in the
fact it was made by collectors who were themselves
born and bred in the region, who had spent their
lives there, who spoke the local Scots, and who
had the trust and confidence of their informants.
Furthermore, these informants comprised an unusually wide range of age, sex, occupation and social
class, from schoolgirls to pensioners, housewives
to farmers, doctors to farm labourers. Yet the song
transcends local, Scottish, British and even international boundaries (it has both European and
North American items) for while some songs (the
'bothy ballads') were unique to their region (often
with known composers and locations), the majority
were not. None of the 3,000-plus songs collected
was by Robert Burns or National Songbook
(popular) composers either, confirming that the
area had a unique richness of traditional song, with
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many great 'classical' or 'traditional' ballads. 1he
fact too that many songs in the collection's mass
of'ordinary' nineteenth-century songs had Gaelic
airs suggested to Greig a lasting Scottish Gaelic
influence, but undoubtedly shows the influence
of the massive numbers of migrant construction
workers - including many Irish - who flooded to
the area in the early nineteenth century. [lAO]
Stewarts of Blairgowrie. There has always
been a strong sense of kinship between Scotland
and Ireland and many songs and tunes are held in
common or have gone back and forward between
the two countries. This is particularly true of
the west of Scotland, where many people have
Irish family connections. The Scottish Travelling
people also tend to have links with Ireland. For
example, in the early 1900s members of the famous
Blairgowrie, Perth shire Stewart family of singers,
pipers and storytellers intermarried with Irish
Travellers. In 1915 when conscription was introduced, they, like many Scottish Travellers, did not
want to go to war for the country that did not recognise their place in Scottish society, although they
were descended from its aboriginal inhabitants.
visits to Ireland. Consequently, they crossed to
Ireland for the duration of the First World War and
continued to visit frequently through the 1920s
and 1930s. Their traditional culture found them
many friends among Irish Travellers, with whom
they mixed everywhere they went, and their songs,
stories and piping helped to earn them a living on
the roads in Ireland. 1hey have many accounts of
ceilis at crossroads, good crack around the fire at
fairs and markets, weddings and funerals. Old John
Stewart played his pipes both on St Patrick's Day
and on 12 July. They learned many Irish songs and
stories which became an important part of their
repertoire and after the war they also encouraged
squads of Irish workers to come to Perthshire for
the berry-picking and potato-lifting harvests,
when this cultural exchange would be continued.
Songs brought over to Scotland by Irish berryand tattie-squads in the 1940s and 1950s include:
'There was an Old Man on Kellyburn Braes', sung
by Harry Dufl:}r, 'The Penitentiary Song' and 'Mo
Bhuachaillin Donn'.
Belle Stewart (1906-97) came to Ireland with
her brothers Donald and Andy MacGregor and
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their uncle Jimmy Jack Stewart, at the invitation
of their cousins the Stewarts, and she was married
to Alec Stewart in Ballymoney in 1925. She did
not take so happily to life on the road in a bowtopped wagon- she had grown up in Blairgowrie,
where her mother settled after the death of her
father in 1907.
The Stewarts had also led a croft-based existence in Perthshire, but they found the fresh-water
pearl-fishing in the Irish rivers excellent, and even
after the Troubles started, they continued to travel
among the Irish people. Belle went backwards
and forwards between Blairgowrie and Ireland for
quite a number of years, before she and Alec settled
permanen tly. The Irish songs in her repertoire
included 'The Banks of the Foyle', 'The Rambling
Irishman', 'Ifl Were a Blackbird', 'The Galway
Shawl', 'The Dawning of the D ay', 'The Maid
of Culmore', 'John Mitchell', 'Th e Lonely Banna
Strand', 'Ballyjamesduff', 'Glen Swilly', 'Terence's
Farewell', 'The Real Ould Mountain D ew', 'Blue
Bleezin Blind Drunk', 'The Bonny Iri sh Boy',
'The Blarney Roses', 'Master McGrath', 'Kathleen
Mavourneen' (a comic bawdy so ng, not the wellknown love song) 'Blackwaterside' and 'Mary on
the Banks of the Lee'. From this selection it is
clear that the Stewarts sang songs because they
liked them as songs, not because of their political associations. There was also in their repertoire
a broadside ballad called 'B looming Caroline',
which seems to be popular in Ireland among old
singers. Since 'Caroline' belonged to Edinburgh,
it might be that the Stewarts took it to Ireland .
It is also possible that Belle might have passed on
her version of the ballad 'The Twa Brothers', for

it has been collected in Ireland in the area where
the Stewarts travelled, yet in Scotland it has been
recorded only from their family.
Another song which found its way into the
Stewart repertoire from that of their Aberdeenshire
cousin Jeannie Robertson- 'Jock Stewart' - seems
to be adapted from the Irish, 'A Man You Don't
Meet Every Day' , which they claim was written
about Alec's father, John Stewart, a noted piper
and storyteller. 'The Mountain Streams Where the
Moorcocks Crow', which Belle also sang, has been
recorded from Irish singers such as PaddyTunney.
Belle passed on many of these songs to her daughters Sheila and Cathy. She used the tunes of Irish
songs for one or two of her own songs, for example
'The Banks of the Foyle' for 'The Canty Auld Wife',
a song about a Blairgowrie mother who lost three
sons in the war and 'D own by Glen side' for 'Down
by the Sheiling', a song about her two brothers.
Recordings of the Stewart family's songs, stories
and tunes are contained in the Sound Archive of the
School of Scottish Studies, Edinburgh, recorded by
Maurice Fleming, Hamish Henderson and Sheila
Douglas. They were also recorded by Topic and
Lismor and these recordings have been re-issued by
Ossian in Cork. Perhaps the most remarkable piece
oflrish tradition found in the Stewart family repertoire was a version of the ancient Irish immram
'The Voyage ofMael Duin' told by Alec Stewart's
brother John as 'Jack and the Seven Enchanted
Islands'. This his father learned in the 1920s from a
Donegal storyteller called Mosie Wray.John, born
in 1910, remembered this story and recorded it in
his seventieth year. The Stewarts can be heard on
1he Stewarts ofBlair album. [SHD]
D ouglas, Sheila. (1932- ). Born in Renfrew,
she was involved in the folk revival as a club organiser, singer, songwriter and through the Traditional
Music and Song Association of Scotland, of which
she was a chair. She has edited several song collections, including the Greig-Duncan, Vol. 7, and
has published stories based on her field recordings
of the Stewarts of Blairgowrie. A Seats-language
activist, she taught Scottish music students at the
RSAMD.
instr umental music. The major Scottish instruments historically are harp, bagpipes and fiddle,
each linked to particular periods and regions. Of
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them the harp is likely the oldest, but pipes took
on a huge symbolic role following the merging of
Scottish and English crowns in 1707, and they
remain emblematic. Fiddle is the harbinger of
modernity, and its huge potential, allied to the
complexity of indigenous melody and rhythms,
carried Scottish dance music out into the fashionable and popular music of Ireland and North
America, where it went on to variously be absorbed,
fuse and blossom in fresh genres. [EDI)
harp. This has been played in Scotland for
more than a thousand years. The first indisputable
representations anywhere in the world of threecornered pillar harps occur on Pictish stones
on the east coast of Scotland. These include the
eighth- or ninth-century stone at Nigg in Easter
Ross, the stone at Dupplin in Perthshire which has

a pre-820 date, and ninth- or tenth-century stones
at Monifeith and Aldbar in Angus. Some of these
show players with their harps, and depict large,
floor-standing instruments, apparently lightly
built, with a straight string-carrier and a straight
or slightly curved pillar. They do not appear to be
sufficiently strongly built to sustain the pull of
high-tension metal strings, and thus may have been
strung with another material- possibly horsehair.
Between the sixth and ninth centuries, waves of
emigration from the Picto-British tribes of southeastern Scotland, which carried their poetry and
language to Wales, may also have taken with them
their harps, which, until the tenth to twelfth centuries, were strung with horsehair (from the tails
ofEriskay ponies).This material was superseded in
Wales by gut strings, and it is likely that Anglian
influence pushing up into south and eastern
Scotland had the same result in that area.
The literary references and pictorial representations appear to show a movement of the
three-cornered gut-strung harps south and eastwards through England and the continent, while
the Scottish stones also show a movement westwards to the areas of Gaelic influence. Here the
harps become smaller and sturdier and of the typical
construction which was necessary to withstand the
high tension of metal strings. Metal was a material
known to be favoured by the Gaels, but Irish representations until the eleventh century show only
four-cornered harps or lyres of various shapes. In
Scotland, the metal-strung harp was referred to as
a 'clarsach'. A distinction was made between the
two different harps, as in the Treasurer's accounts
of payments to harpers at the court ofJames IV:
1501, April13, Pate harpar on the harp, Pate
harpar on the clarsach, James Mylson harpar,
the Ireland clarsach and English harpar, each
received ... xiijs

Te nth-ce ntury sto ne image of harp fro m Du pplin,
Perthshire [courtesy Keith Sanger and Alison Kinnaird, Tree
of Strings, 1992]
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1260. The first player named in a contemporary context was Ad am of Lennox c.1260. He was
porter at Melrose Abbey and subsequently abbot
at Balmerino in Fife. He had a great reputation for
holiness and would spend 'the greater part of the
winter nights in playing the harp [in citharizando]
and singing songs which are called "Motets",
written in honour of the holy virgin-mother.' He is
likely to have played a small gut-strung instrument.

Scotland
The small gut-strung harp was widely used in
the Lowlands by travelling harpers and harpers
attached to families of Norman or Flemish origin,
such as the Fitz-Alans (later Stewarts), whose
harper held the 'Harperland' at Kyle-Stewart near
Ayr in 1373. 1he music played on gut-strung harps
is likely to have reflected the classical music of the
European aristocracy, both solo and in consort.
There are fine ceiling paintings dating from the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, along with
lute, viols and other instruments, at Dean House
and Crathes Castle. As well as this music, travelling
harpers, often mentioned in the great Scots ballads,
played the indigenous music of the Lowlands:
And by there cam a harper fine
Wha harped tae the King at dine.
exit from court. The reign of James VI, with
its shift of cultural emphasis to England, marked
the end of any appearance at the royal court of
the Scottish harp. The last specific reference to a
Lowland harper was in the accounts of Camp bell
of Cawdor in Glasgow on 1 October 1591: 'giffen
to the Lowland harper- 6s 8d'.The metal-strung
clarsach was played in the Highlands, in the hands
of aristocratic amateurs, sometimes women, or by
professional harpers attached to clan chieftains.
Some families held the post as an hereditary
office, such as the MacGhille Sheanaichs, who
served the MacDonald Lords of the Isles, and
held lands in Kintyre from the fifteenth to the
eighteen th century. The harper's declining status
may be followed in the family's economic decline.
Other families who employed harpers include the
Campbells of Argyll, served by the MacVicars
in the sixteenth century, and the Lamonts, who
employed the MacE wen family of harpers. One
of these MacE wen harpers apparently moved to
Atholl with a member of the Lamont family and
settled there, serving th e Roberrsons from the
fifteenth to the seventeenth century. Other clans
associated with harpers include the Campbells of
Breadalbane, and of Auchinbreck, and of Cawdor;
the Mackenzies of Applecross; the Frasers of
Lovat; the Grants, the MacLeans of Coll; the
MacDonalds of Sleat, and of Keppoch; and the
Gordons of Huntly. There appears to have been
a great deal of harping activity in the Highlands
until the seventeenth century.

Irish harpers. Irish harpers, such as Ruairi Dall
6 Cathain, travelled to Scotland 'where there
were great harpers' (Arthur O'Neill). 6 Cathain
seems to have settled in Atholl in the first half
of the seventeenth century and died there. The
O'Connellan brothers, Lawrence or William,
and Thomas, travelled to Scotland where Thomas
was made a burgess of Edinburgh, apparently
for his harp playing. Tunes such as 'Killiecrankie'
and 'Lochaber no More' are associated with him.
An Irish harper was executed for the murder of
Angus 6g of the Isles in 1490. Other players are
recorded in the Royal Accounts as attending court
in the 'tail' oflrish chieftains, while some, like J ago
McFlaherty, were employed in aristocratic households such as that of the Duke and Duchess of
Hamilton in the 1680s. Denis Hempson toured
Scotland in the mid-eighteenth century, as did
Echlin 6 Cathain, some of whose repertoire was
taken down by Scottish collectors before his death
around 1790. In the opposite direction, Scottish
harpers such as Ruaidhri Dall M orison apparently
travelled to Ireland to train as musicians. Ruaidhri
Dall Morison, the most famous Highland harper
bard, was born c.1656, and was blinded by smallpox
while a child. Mter returning from Ireland where
he apparently went to expand his musical knowledge, he was employed by lain Breac Macleod at
Dunvegan on Skye. He composed many songs for
his patron such as 'Oran do lain Breac MacLeod',
'Creach na Ciadaoin' and 'Oran do MhacLeoid
Dhun Bheagain', which have survived in the oral
tradition. His Jacobite sympathies, voiced in 'Oran
mu Oifigich Araid', may have led to his banishment to Glenelg in 1688. Mter lain Breac's death
in 1693, he travelled in Scotland, and found
another patron for some years in John MacLeod
ofTalisker. Morison apparently returned to Skye at
the end of his life, where he died around 1714.
clarsach demise. The social upheaval of the
Jacobite risings in the mid-eighteenth century
marked the demise of the Highland harp, though
it had been in decline for a century or so, probably
because of its association with the old formal
orders ofbardic poetry. The defeat of the Highland
clans, some of whom had been patrons of harpers,
meant that there were no longer households of
the old style in which a harper would have been
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employed. The clarsach survived in the hands of
versatile mu sicians such as William M cMurchy
until the end of the eighteenth century. After this,
its music was occasionally played on gut- strung
harps by classically trained harpists who had an
antiquarian interest in the ancient harp repertoire, such as the MacLean-Clephane sisters of
Mull, Elizabeth, Lady D 'Oyly, or Joseph Elouis,
a French harpist who taught in Edinburgh in the
late nineteenth century. Travelling harpers were
still occasionally heard, such as P:idraig O'Beirn,
a blind Irish harper, who visited Edinburgh in the
1840s, and William ap Pritchard in Llandegai of
North Wales, who frequented south-west Scotland
in the early nineteenth century.
revival. The Celtic revival of the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries led to the commissioning by Lord Archibald Campbell of harps to
be made, so that a competition for self-accompaniment might be held. Several harps were made by
Robert Glen, copied fro m the ~een M ary Harp,
and strung with wire. Other harps were also made
by Robert Buchanan and H.D . Harnaack (later
taken over by J. Morley) which were strung with
gut. In 1831, Comunn na Clarsaich (the Clarsach
Society) was formed and included in its members
Mrs Hilda Mary Campbell of Airds, Heloi se
Russell- Ferguson and Patuffa Kennedy- Fraser
Hood (daughter of Marjory Kennedy- Fraser),
and Jean Campbell, who was particularly active
in teaching on small gut-strung harps during the
next thirty years. This harp has seen a tremendous
revival since then in Scotland, and a revival of
the wire- strung clarsach is also showing signs of
gaining momentum.
new role. The music played on harps was never
written down by any harper. In the areas of Scots
influence, it played its part in the European-style
classical music of the day, as well as the native traditions shared with other instruments. It was used
for song accompaniment- one of the major functions of the Highland clarsach.The harper would
originally have accompanied the 'file' poet, or been
a bard him self, able to co mpose lesser forms of
poetry and accompany his performance of them .
During the sixteenth century the ge neral trend
towards instrumental music grew. 'Ports'- a type
of harp tune also popular with lute players who
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wrote them down - may be dated to this period.
The clarsach also played a form of music comparable to the 'ceol m or' of the bagpipes. This is a series
of variations on a theme, which are constructed by
formalised decoration of the main melody notes.
Laments, salu tes and marches are the main categories of clarsach music. Dance music was not a
feature of the repertoire until recent years, when
several players took a particular interest in it. A
large number of recordings were made in the 1960s
by players such as Alison Kinnaird, Wendy Stewart,
Isobel Mieras, Patsy Seddon, Mary MacMaster,
Savourna Stevenson and Bill Taylor, representing different approaches to the music. These along
with harp fest ivals, sum mer schools, mods and
feisean, as well as the availability of harps made in
Scotland, con tinue to encourage the revival of both
gut-strung harp and wire-strung clarsach. [ALK]
pipes. These have been made in different varieties, the inspiration p rompted by politics and
practicality, ingen ui ty and custom. They roughly
divide into highland and lowland forms.
I. highland pipes, which can be subdivided into
three types:
(a) the great highland pipe (see description below),
with a loud, conical-bore chanter. Originally
a folk instrument, this was adopted by the
military in the late eighteenth century with
the formation of th e Scottish regiments in
the British army, and has been associated with
them and with competitions ever since.
(b) the highland 'small pipe' or 'chamber pipe',
eith er mouth- or bellows-blown, using a
more mellow, parallel-bore chanter. It became
increasingly popular after 17 46 in response to
the Act of Proscription's outlawing of pipes- it
could be played quietly indoors for recreational
purposes. A revival of this instrument, centred
around pipemaker H amish Moore, has been in
progress since the early 1980s.
(c) the 'reel' pipe, used for dance music. With a
conical chanter in the key of A, this is louder,
and may be either mouth- or bellows-blown.
2. lowland pipes, mouth and (mostly) bellows
blown, with a different repertoire to that of the
highland instrument. These are subdivided into:
(a) 'border' pipes, with three drones. Quieter,
they are used for dance music also, and may
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lain MacDonald prepares to lead a revel with pipes on
The Muir of Ord

be blown with either the mouth or a bellows.
They have a conical chanter. Players on these
were once employed by border towns to sound
morning call and evening curfew.
(b) 'small' pipes, like Northumbrian pipes, and
with the same closed fingering, a chanter in
the key ofF or G, these were developed in the
eighteenth century, but were almost extinct by
the turn of the twentieth. 'Small' pipes were
reconstructed, revived and played initially by
Hamish Moore in the 1980s. With a very
mellow tone, their scale runs F GAB CD E
H G' ; the drones are pitched F C F, and the
instrument's repertoire draws on dance music
and paced airs.
gr eat highland pipes. Scotland's earliest depiction of pipes was at Melrose Abbey, possibly dating
to 1136; another is at Roslyn Chapel (1440).
Originally an instrument connected with the
clans system, since c.1850 pipers have been more
popularly associated with regimental bands, with
'pibroch' music retaining the artistic dimension.
The instrument has a blow pipe, a skin bag as air
reservoir, a chanter for melody, and three drones.
Usually associated with the outdoors, it is played
standing or sitting, the drones up over the player's
shoulder. Originally with one drone, a second is
supposed to have been added around 1500, and the
bass drone possibly around 1800. Originally the
chanter was pitched to A, but in the present day it
is sharp of Bb , a gradual rise in pitch dictated by

fashion in brightness and volume. It has a lower G,
and has nine notes in an individual scale - G A B
C# D E F# G# A' -in which the C is not quite
C# , the D is slightly sharp, high G# is slightly flat,
this leading to difficulties in playing with other
instruments. Designed to play solo or in unison,
the bagpipe is intended to harmonise only with its
own drones. It has two tenor drones tuned to the
N. of the chanter, and a bass drone tuned to A in
the octave below.
bagpipe music. This is divided into 1. Ceol
M6r (or piobaireachd), a sophisticated art form
music, and 2. Ceol Beag - the dance music of
reel, jig, strathspey, etc., the music also played by
the pipe bands. Piobaireachd structure could be
described as a suite with theme and variation; it
has numerous parts. Writer Francis Collinson
(1966) summarises them as 1. the urlar (ground,
a slow melody, decorated); 2. the siubhal (literally
'walk', with doubling or trebling, a speeding up of
the urlar melody); 3. the taorluath (a falling-note
figure, related to practice in older harp music);
and 4. the crunluath (a 'crowning', completing
movement). The highland pipes and their printedmusic repertoire have now become the standard
marching-band instrument in Ireland, and all over
the world, even in India, which has its own form of
bagpipe, and Brittany, whose indigenous bagpipe is
the biniou. In Scotland, however, the bagpipe has
been undergoing a cultural renaissance, as artistically aware, stylish players (among them Allan
MacDonald, Fred Morrison and the late Cordon
Duncan and Martyn Bennet) attempted to break
out of the disciplinarian, literate code that has been
imposed over a couple of centuries on the instrument's practice and image by army bandmasters.
All three varieties of Scottish pipes are heard on
Hamish Moore's Dannsa'air an Drochaid. [EDI]
fiddle. The Italian form of violin was introduced
to Scotland in the 1680s as a cultural feature of
anglicisation. But it was rapidly indiginised, and
had become synonymous with Scottish dance
music by the middle of the eighteenth century.
Jigs and reels were most popularly played on it,
but its art music associations have left the fiddle
with notational and technical aspects linked to
classical music, particularly in the north-east. By
contrast, west-coast fiddle shows the influence of
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the transfer of piping styles in the period of the
post-Jacobite Act of Proscription's hostility to
pipes. Four distinct socio-geographic fiddle-playing styles evolved in Scotland- north-east, west
coast, Shetland and Orcadian, and Border.
composers. The major known composers were
James Oswald (c.1711-c.1769), William McGibbon
(c.1690-1756) and Niel Gow (1727-1807), the
latter Scotland's most famous fiddler/composer
of the eighteenth century. Gow also played cello
(or 'bass fiddle'), which was typically paired with
violin at that time. Based in Perthshire, Gow had
a distinctive style which involved the use of 'updriven bow' (used for rhythmic accent -where the
first note in a reel is played on a down bow, and
the three following ones 'driven' up with an accent
on the second note) . Among his tunes are 'Farewell
to Whisky', 'The Marquis of Huntly's Snuff',
'Niel Gow's Lament for the death of his second
wife' and his final one, 'Dunkeld Bridge'. His son
Nathaniel (1763-1831), also a music publisher and
instrument seller, was equally famous as composer
and player. Rapid urbanisation and industrialisation at the turn of the nineteenth century led to
changes in performance and the rise in popularity
of the north-east players led by composer William
Marshall (1748-1833) ofFochabers, music teacher
and performer to the Gordons, who published his
own tunes in 1781 and 1822.
collection. The fiddle tradition changed in
the nineteenth century, partly in response to
the Enlightenment and Romantic ideals, with a
decline in composition and an emphasis on collection. Simon Fraser (1773-1852) assembled the
1816 Airs and Melodies at this time, an important
Highland collection and insight into the aural tradition of the time.
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Scott Skinner, lames. (1843-1927). A most
influential fiddler-composer, he came from a
musical family on Deeside (west of Aberdeen), and
learned first to vamp on cello to accompany his
brother, then began to play at dances to supplement
family income. He learned strathspeys at a young
age. Then, at twelve, while at school in Aberdeen,
he played with 'Dr Mark's Little Men', a group
of exceptionally talented boys who gave concerts
throughout Britain; he played with them for six
years. In 1861 he returned to Aberdeen to make
his living, as his father had, as a dancing master.
Based on the ~een's estate at Balmoral he taught
throughout the north-east, now performing his
own music as solo violinist. He styled himself'The
Strathspey King', and remains famous for such as
'The Mathematician', 'The Laird o' Drumblair' and
'The Iron Man'.
style. The greatest changes in fiddle music
came in the twentieth century, when individual
fiddlers were no longer confined by local teachers
and mentors, and could adopt stylistic traits from
elsewhere in Scotland and beyond. In this way
Tom Anderson of Shetland (1910-91) mixed
strathspeys into his local reel tradition. An influential composer, and a teacher among whose pupils
was Aly Bain, from the age of sixteen he had also
collected local music, thereby marking out its
distinctiveness. The west coast style is typified by
Angus Grant (b.1931) who learned among fiddlers,
pipers and singers around Fort William, where as a
ghillie on various estates he played for local dances.
His repertoire is coloured by the bagpipes, but with
tunes which are no longer current on that instrument. Bill Hardie (1916-95) remains an east coast
mentor, born in Aberdeen, with teaching links to
the Gows, and heavily influenced by Skinner. In
the same tradition was dance-musician and soloist
Hector MacAndrew (1903-80) of Fyvie whose
father was a piper and fiddler, his grandfather also
associated with Neil Gow.
influence. There is a fiddle tradition of considerable strength and reputation in Scotland's past,
one which indeed has made an impact on Irish
music through repertoire (many ofColeman's tunes
were Scottish), style (Donegal has the strathspey)
and popularity (accordionist Jimmy Shand influenced Irish ceili bands). There was a lull of some
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four decades up to the mid-1900s, but following
the 1950s-60s revival and the new professionalism, Scottish fiddling is re-developing. It now has
new forms and global audiences, and is marked
by stylistic diversity, modal variety, pipes-related
syncopation and new composition. [SlM]
dance. In the twenty-first century this has solo
and group forms, including several genres of social
dance and competitive dance. Reels are one of the
earliest forms of Scottish dance and some versions
may be indigenous. Existing in various structural
forms, the most common are for 4, 6 or 8 dancers
with a recurring pattern of a figure (circle or figure
of eight) alternating with steps danced on the spot.
Distinctive forms were danced on the Scottish
west coast, in the Hebrides, and in Orkney and
Shetland. The most commonly seen reels feature
in highland dance competitions as strathspey and
highland reel, and the reel ofTulloch.
solo and group dances. These include competitive
highland dances (e.g. 'Highland Fling', the sword
dance 'Gille Calum' and character dances such as
'The Sailors' Hornpipe') and national dances including 'Flora MacDonald's Fancy'. Maintained in the
repertoire of the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century dancing masters, these dances have developed
into an athletic genre influenced by ballet technique.
Some of the Highland dance repertoire, together
with broadsword dances and highland reels, was
once performed by soldiers in Scottish regiments,
each with distinctive features. Other solo dances
(soft and hard shoe) originated in the Hebrides,
such as 'First of August' (Latha Lunasdail) and
'Highland Laddie' (Mac lain Ghasda), and are
known as Hebridean dances. Two main organisa~\om, \)'omote '3."-~ -sove'n t\\e c.om\)e~\twe ~ty\e~
-the Scottish Official Board of Highland Dancing
(SOBHD, 1950) and Scottish Official Highland
Dancing Association (SOHDA, 1947).
step danc ing. This hard shoe, close-to-thefloor percussive style with both set and improvised
routines in strathspey and reel, and sometimes jig
time, features in a few historical references and on
the periphery of oral transmission. Since the early
1990s interest in percussive step dancing has been
encouraged through invited step dancers and musicians from Cape Breton Island, Canada, sharing
their traditions.

Scottish country da ncing. This became popular
in the eighteenth century and is based on English
social dances or country dances. Now a distinctive form of mixed group dances featuring various
formations (for example, longwise or square 'sets')
where dancers perform, commonly in reel, jig and
strathspey time, progressive patterns determined
by each choreography. With over 10,000 dances
on the list, and with new dances continually being
devised worldwide, on ly ahout 1,000 can be said to
be traditional. The Royal Scottish Country Dance
Society (RSCDS) was established in 1923 to
promote the dance form and encourage a particular set of techniques. Alongside RSCDS branches
and clubs, the dance genre exists in different levels
of formality and demands for technical execution.
One form is known as 'reeling'.
old-time da ncing. This includes many roundthe-room couple dances, initially introduced from
Europe in the nineteenth century by dancing
masters: waltzes, two-steps, schottisches and barn
dances are often danced alongside Scottish country
dances, circle dances and quadrilles. The style of
music used and transformation of the repertoire
has created many distinct regional variations.
A common national and quite vigorous style is
referred to as 'ceilidh dancing'. [MME]
organisations. Scotland has a range of bodies
dedicated to or dealing with traditional music in
all its expressions. Most visible is the pipe band
movement, with a huge and growing international
dimension, represented by the Royal Scottish Pipe
Band Association and the Competing Pipers'
Association. But traditional music- dance music
and singing- at an organisational level is overseen
'3.n~ \)tOmote~ 'b-y ~\lC.Il '3.~ '£h~e'3.n n'3.n C:.\\l~'he:~., t'he
Traditional Music and Song Association (TMSA),
dedicated individuals and local and national festivals of traditional music. 'Ire Scottish Arts Council,
for which traditional music is a named priority,
allocated more than £5m to the music in 2009/10.
There are also many independent cultural workers
in this field, who, like their counterparts in Irish
music, are the source of many initiatives. Education
is provided by Feisean nan Gaidheal, Feis Rois, the
Glasgow Fiddle Workshop and growing opportunities in third-level education.1here is much local
activity in Scotland's regions, some of it connected
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with Gaelic and Scots languages, and 2009 saw
the introduction of a dedicated publicly funded
Gaelic-medium television channel (BBC Alba).
There are live links to traditional music in Ireland,
particularly through An tOireachtas, Glasgow's
CCE branches, Feis Rois and the various Irish
singers' festivals.
Celtic Connections. The major Scottish festival
of traditional, folk, and 'roots' music from Scotland
and further afield. Promoted by Glasgow Concert
Halls, and founded in 1994 to fill the Glasgow
Royal Concert Hall's post-Christmas lull, it takes
place over three weeks each January, and had
32,000 people at its inaugural event. The programme has concerts, ceilidhs, talks, free events,
late-night sessions and workshops, and the nightly
festival club is not pre-determined, renowned
for impromptu sessions among performing and
non-professional musicians alike, and for vital networking among the music community. The BBC
broadcasts live radio each day. The artistic adviser
since 2006 is Donald Shaw of Vertical Records, a
founding member of the band Capercaillie. Many
Irish artistes have performed at the festival over
sixteen years, including Altan, Lunasa, Paddy
Keenan, At First Light, Tommy Makem, Dervish,
Liam O'Flynn, Arty McGlynn, Matt Molloy, Paul
Brady, Sharon Shannon, Cara Dillon, Oige, Liam
6 Maonlai, Solas, Karan Casey Band, Mairtin
O'Connor/Cathal Hayden/Seamie O'Dowd,
David Munnelly Band and Jarlath Henderson.
impact. The festival's promotion of connections with traditional and 'Celtic' music of other
countries through Showcase Scotland, a Scottish
Arts Council project, in 2007 brought 200 music
industry delegates from thirty-five different countries to Scotland, scouting for Scottish bands for
international festivals. In 2006, over 100,000 people
filled ten venues for Celtic Connections concerts,
and in 2008 its fifteenth year was marked by an
attendance of 120,000 at events in fourteen venues
throughout G lasgow city over nineteen days . Celtic
Connections is a major international attraction,
and each year forms not only a dynamic component of Glasgow's cultural heart, and awareness of
Scotland's music, but boosts the city's economy: in
2007, for instance, the economic injection was £5.8
million.
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sponsorship. The main backer is the Scottish
energy company Scottish Power, with others such
as the Scottish Arts Council, Glasgow City Council
and Culture Ireland (which promotes Irish artistes
internationally). Key to the festival's success also
is media partnership with the Sunday Herald and
the Evening Times, the former supporting the New
Voices commissioning series, which ofl:ers a national
platform in composition to promising artists in
the early stages of their careers, and the latter the
Danny Kyle Open Stage, which provides a showcase
platform for lesser-known artistes and bands.
education. An education programme funded by
the Arts Council and various trusts and foundations provides free workshops and performances
to school children, thus broadening the base of
influence to younger generations. In February 2004
Celtic Connections received BBC Radio 2 Folk's
Good Tradition award, and has also won a Nordoff
Robbins Tartan Clef award, both for contribution
to traditional music. [FRM]
Ceolas. A music and dance summer school on
the Gaelic-speaking island community of South
Uist, this has tuition in 'piping, fiddling, singing,
Scotch reels and quadrilles, step dancing and the
Gaelic language'. It explores and promotes connections between Scottish traditional music, Gaelic
song and dance in an environment of learning, and
ceilidh socialising. Based in Hebridean tradition, it
has a strong Cape Breton dimension, a 'bringing
it back home' exploration of 200-year-old cultural
links across the Atlantic. [EDl]
Feisean nan Gaidhea1 (FNG). An independent
organisation established in 1991 which aims
to make Gaelic arts, language and culture more
accessible and more widely appreciated through
the support and development of communitybased tuition- feisean, primarily for young people
-which takes place throughout Scotland.1he Feis
Movement, as it is known, offers tuition in Gaelic
song, drama, language, traditional music and
dance to over 6,000 young people annually. It also
provides traditional music tuition to 5,500 pupils in
primary schools through the Scottish government's
Youth Music Initiative (YMI). Meanbh-Chuileag,
the organisation's Gaelic-language theatre-ineducation service also ofl:ers drama work to around
2,300 school pupils annually.
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Bias Festival. This is also organised by Feisean
nan Gaidheal, in partnership with the Highland
Council and the Promoters' Arts Network, and
attracts some 10,000 people to over seventy events
across the Highlands in early September each
year. Ceilidh Trails, organised by seven individual feisean, reaches an audience of nearly 10,000
during the summer months.
strategy. This activity takes place in the context
of the Gaelic Arts Strategic Development group,
as part of a National Gaelic Arts Strategy and the
Scottish Traditional Music Forum. Close links are
maintained with the RSAMD and the National
Centre of Excellence in Traditional Music. A key
project under development is a Feis Academy, in
partnership with the RSAMD, the University of
the Highlands and Islands and Sabhal Mor Ostaig
(on Skye). The Feis Movement is now a key part
of the fabric of Scottish cultural life. It delivers
a social and economic impact through improving
young people 's social and music skills, generating a confidence which strengthens communities.
Feisean have nurtured a large number of performers and players who are now in the top flight of
Scottish music as professionals in Highland music
and Gaelic song. They have also generated thousands of competent musicians and a huge number
of people who simply get pleasure from playing
a tune, or singing a song, in their own home or
community. FNG creates employment for many
hundreds who teach at feisean and in schools,
and who take part in gigs, and it directly employs
eighteen people. [ARCl
Mod Naiseanta Rioghail, Am (Royal National
Mod) . Identified as 'Scotland's biggest Gaelic
festival', this has run as an annual competitionbased celebration of'Gaelic linguistic and cultural
heritage' since 1892. It is organised by An Comunn
Gaidhealach (ACG, the Highland Association),
which was founded in Oban in 1891. Similar to
the Irish An tOireachtas, Am Mod sees itself as
setting 'standards, which act as benchmarks for
excellence'. It encourages links between Scotland
and other Celtic countries, and like CCE's 'fleadh'
in Ireland it attracts participants from overseas, has
satellite Mods in America and Canada, and twenty
provincial Mods throughout Scotland. Managed
by a board of directors, it is based in Inverness with

staff in Oban and Stornoway, and has an international membership of 2,500 and a network of
eighteen affiliated Gaelic choirs in Scotland. Its
work in music is overseen by a music committee,
one of several, as music and song are part of a competion palette which also has highland dancing,
drama, sport and literature. The parent organisation ACG has a structure of twenty-eight branches
in Scotland, and one in Manchester. Am Mod
is sponsored by the ferry company Caledonian
MacBrayne, while ACG is financed by member
subscriptions, Bord na Gaidhlig, Events Scotland,
the Royal Bank and Royal Mail. [EDI]
National Piping Centre. Established in 1996
under the patronage of the monarchy, its aim is
to increase students' pleasure and involvement in
the art of piping, and to raise the overall standards of certified skill and musicianship. Open to
students of all abilities and ages, it has day and
evening classes and seasonal piping schools at
Easter and in summer, which cater primarily for
the highland pipe but also include the Scottish
small pipe and uilleann pipes. Internet tuition is
used for learners abroad, and international schools
are run in the USA and Europe. It offers an
academic and performance-based degree course in
piping in Scottish traditional music, run with the
RSAMD. It has also hosted the National Youth
Pipe Band since 2002, a non-competing band for
10-25-year-olds. Its premises has a restaurant and
hotel, and it regularly hosts events such as ceilidh
and weddings. The NPC's major festival is Piping
Live!, held each August since 2004 in the week
preceding the World Pipe Band Championships.
In 2008 this had 560 performers from thirteen
countries, and an attendance of 25,000, a quarter
of whom were international. It attracts the major
pipers and traditional musicians from all piping
cultures around the world. Paddy Keen an and John
McSherry have played there, as have players from
Brittany, Pakistan, Galicia and Asturias. [FRM]
R SAMD, Glasgow. The Royal Scottish
Academy of Music and Drama (RSAMD) Scotland's national conservatoire - since 1996
offers degrees in Scottish music and, since 2004,
in Scottish music/piping, in association with the
National Piping Centre. Fiddle, Gaelic song, Scots
song, clarsach, flute, accordion, piano, highland
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pipes, snare drum and guitar are the primary
instruments, with second study options including
bodhnin. Entry is by audition, and the degree is
both practical and academic- instrumental tuition,
Gaelic, Scots and Scottish history, musicology,
group performance and teaching techniques. Other
courses offered include a postgraduate diploma in
Scottish music and PhD by research. The teachers
are all high-calibre performers and scholars, originally including Jo Miller and Peggy Duesenberry.
The artistic director of the course is accordionist
Phil Cunningham, its first head was singer and
multi-instrumentalist Brian McNeill, and the
current academic co-ordinator is Joshua Dickson,
an Alaskan-born piper. [FRM)
Scottish Arts Council (SAC). The Scottish
Arts Council (Comhairle Ealain na h-Alba) is a
public-sector organisation that came into being
after a restructuring of the Arts Council of Great
Britain in 1994. As the leading national body for
development, advocacy and funding of the arts in
Scotland, it is mainly provided for by the Scottish
government and the National Lottery. In 2009 it
was replaced by a new body, Creative Scotland.
Arts Council's aims are to support the creativity
and economies of all artists and arts organisations,
to increase participation, and bring culture and
creativity into education. It has no separate agenda
for traditional music, but in 2005 put funding in
place for three major organisations: H:isean nan
Gaidheal, Feis Rois and Proiseact nan Ealan (the
Gaelic arts development agency). Funding is given
also to TMIS (Traditional Musicians In Schools)
under which Feis Rois provides groups of performers to give workshop sessions in schools in
every area of Scotland. In 2006 the SAC logged
209 classes with 11,725 children in 197 schools.
Another project, on tradition-bearers in Shetland,
brings young people and learners to study with
older fiddle stylists. Grant aid is also available for
individual artistes for education and outreach, new
music, recording and touring. [FRM)

m

TMSA (Traditional Music and Song Association). The oldest of the Scottish traditional music
organisations, it was established in 1966 'to promote,
present and preserve the traditional music and
song heritage of Scotland'. The first organisation
to run major traditional music festivals, beginning
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at Blairgowrie, it set a new standard by hosting
Gaelic singers such as Flora MacNeill, and source
singers like Jimmy McBeath, Davy Stewart,Jeannie
Robertson, Willie Scott and Lizzie Higgins. It
promotes the full span of Scottish traditional music
by running festivals, ceilidhs, concerts, workshops,
tours and competitions, and is open to old and new
interpretations of traditional music and song. Its
membership of 1,000 is organised in ten branches,
between them organising or involved with 144
events annually.[EDl)
Gaughan, Dick. (1948- ). Scottish singer,
guitarist and songwriter of part-Irish ancestry, possessor of a distinctively powerful voice and guitar
style, passionately committed to both the great
traditional Scots songs and his own and others'
radical songs on contemporary social issues. His
debut album was released in 1972; Coppers and
Brass (1977) was the first whole album of Irish
(and Scottish) tunes played on guitar; A Hanciful
of Earth (1981) was rated 'album of the decade'
(1980s) by both readers and critics in the magazine
Folk Roots. He has also been a member of
Boys
of the Lough, Five Hand Reel and (as founder)
Clan Alba. [EDl)
Henderson, Hamish. (1919-2002). Folklorist,
poet, translator, songwriter, political activist. Born
Blairgowrie, Perthshire, Scotland. He served in
the Italian and Western Desert campaigns of
the Second World War, which inspired his 1948
cycle of poems Elegies for the Dead in Cyrenaica.
Immediately after the war be worked as district
secretary for the Northern Ireland branch of the
Workers' Education Association. This brought him
into contact with singers in places like Maghery,
Co.Armagh.
collecting. In 1950, Alan Lomax asked him
to accompany him on his epic collecting tour for
the Scottish leg of the Colombia world series of
recordings. Through this he met Irish Folklore
Commission worker Calum MacLean, and also
Armagh song collector Se:in O'Boyle with whom
he travelled in the Scottish western isles. Joining
the School of Scottish Studies in 1952, his fieldwork brought many magnificent but previously
unknown singers like Jeannie Robertson to international notice. Known as the father of the Scottish
folk revival, he organised e<~ili the in Edinburgh and
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Seery, Desi

elsewhere from the early 1950s at which urban
folk song enthusiasts were brought into contact
with rural and traveller singers who were carriers
of Scotland's ballad tradition.
writing. A champion of bawdy song, his
Ballads if World War II (Glasgow, 194 7) was far
before its time in the history of the publication
of unexpurgated folk song. The broad sweep of
Henderson's mind can best be appreciated in Alias
MacAiias: Writings on Songs, Folk and Literature
(Edinburgh, Polygon, 1992). His involvement
with the revival continued until his death, as did
his writing, notably his cycle, Auld Reekie's Roses.
A collection of his work, Freedom Come All Ye: 7he
Poems and Songs of Hamish Henderson, was published in 1977 by Claddagh. 1h:: eponymous songs
and others from his pen like 'The 51st Highland
Division's Farewell to Sicily' and 'John McClean's
March' have themselves passed into the oral tradition. [TOM)
seanachie. A storyteller. The term is an anglicisation of the Irish word seanchai (sometimes spelt
as 'shanachie'), and is related in part to the word
'sean-n6s'which is often used to define a particular
style of traditional singing in Ireland. The dictionary definition of seanchai is 'custodian of tradition
... traditional story-teller' (6 D6naill, 1977). The
term is also used to refer to a narrator of the longer,
somewhat more formal genres of oral literature
requiring a special skill - such as folk tales and
hero tales. The seanchai is most typically male,
although not exclusively so. [BAN)
See storytelling.
sean-nos. Literally 'old style', this refers most
often to style of song (sean-n6s song), but is also
used by many for the freer, old style of solo step
dance (sean-n6s dance).
See under dance; song.
Scan Reid Society, The. The Sean Reid Society
was founded in 1998 by Ken McLeod with help
and articles from several other pipers. Tie plan was
to document for posterity the results of historical
and technical research concerning the Irish pipes.
The first two volumes of information were issued
in en format because of low cost, no restriction

on article size and the ability to include sound
recordings. The members are the contributors, it is
open to all and no payments are made or received.
In July 2009 the society published volumes 1 to 3
on a dedicated website (seanreidsociety.org) and
in June 2009 NPU published volumes 1 and 2 in
book form. [KML)
Scor. A large-scale, traditional music, song and
dance competition framework set up within the
GAA in 1969 as a winter activity for local clubs.
It was a response to the association's constitutional
remit to 'actively support the Irish language, traditional Irish dancing, music, song and other aspects
oflrish culture'. Sc6r takes the form of a competition which runs from county to national level (like
the GAA's games), and similar to the CCE competition route. It has two sections: Sc6r na nOg for
under-17s, and Sc6r Sinsear for adults (the latter
initiated in 1973). The categories of performance
covered are: Rince Foirne (ceili or figure dancing),
Amhrdnaiocht Aonaoir (solo singing), Ceol Uirlise
(instrumental groups), Aithriseoireachtl Scealaiocht
(recitation/storytelling), Bailead Ghrupa (ballad
group) and Rince Seit (set dancing). Each county
organisation of the GAA is obliged under the
organisation's rules to organise for the competitions annually. Sc6r's categories mark it off as quite
different to CCE's fleadh system in that these
(with the exception of solo singing and recitation)
have a group or team ethos, whereas CCE's focus
is on music and song excellence with emphasis on
solo ability. Again unlike CCE, the community
aspect of Sc6r restricts participation to local club
members who must be local parish residents (or are
'declared natives of their club area'). Unlike CCE
also, Sc6r is not open to 'professionals' (who are
defined as 'artistes appearing commercially with
dance bands or in lounges'). Sc6r talent - typically set dancing, in club or county colours - is
often seen at the half-time entertainment at major
games.
See also Gaelic Athletic Association.
Seery, Desi. (1947- ). Flute, uilleann pipes and
low-whistle maker. Born in Bray, Co. Wicklow,
he made instruments for thirty years as a hobby,
turning professional only in 2002. Interested in
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Seam us Ennis's playing of the uilleann pipes from
an early age, and encouraged by local piper Noel
Gallagher, he began by making reeds. Friendship
with Matt Kiernan, Dan O'Dowd and Johnny
Bourke helped him begin repairing and making
pipes, using tools supplied by Kiernan. He has
explored alternatives to hardwood, particularly the
plastic material 'delrin', in which he has developed
high-quality instruments which are durable, low
maintenance and have tonal qualities which are on
a par with wooden equivalents. [HBR]

Tubridy; Brian and Eithne Vallely; PaddyTunney;
Davy Hammond.

Session Folk. A UTV traditional music series
screened in 1984/5 with Len Graham as presenter
and music advisor. There were two series, and there
was also coverage of contemporary folk such as
Scullion, Andy Irvine, Mary Black and Mary Stokes.
The first series was studio-based, while the second
was recorded in the Crosskeys Bar, Co. Antrim.
session. A loose association of musicians who

'Se mo Laoch. A TG4 (television) show designed
to celebrate the contribution to Irish society of
exemplary individual artists all of whom are in the
older age group, usually over sixty-five. It takes
its name, and its patriotic sentiment, from the
opening line of the chorus of'Mo Ghile Mear', the
an the mic Jacobite song by Cork poet Sean Chirach
Mac Domhnaill (1691-1754): "Se mo laoch
mo ghile mear'. Translated, the opening words
mean 'He is my hero', dedicated in the original
song to the Stuart king Bonny Prince Charlie,
in whom was vested hope for the cause of the
native Irish who had been excluded from public
life by the Penal Laws. The TG4 series (initiated
by the Kerry-based Sibeal Teo in 2001) accords
the tribute in a variety of short biographical films
released in a six-part series. Some thirty-six traditional musicians, singers and dancers have been
featured, typically those who have been stylistically
significant or inspirational. This complements the
'Gradam' awards which TG4 directly sponsors, and
several performers have received both honours.
Stylists, performers and influential personalities celebrated by the six 'Se Mo Laoch series have
been: Joe Burke; Jimmy and Vincent Campbell;
Johnny Connolly; Paddy Cronin; Con Curtin;
Frank Custy; Joe Derrane; Chris Droney; Frank
Harte; Kitty Hayes; Peter Horan; Ben and Charlie
Lennon; Sean Maguire; Cathal McConnell; Tony
MacMahon; Paddy Moloney; Maire Nf Cheochain;
Treasa NI Claifertaigh; Mick O'Connor; Rose
O'Connor; Seamus 6 Dubhain; Joe and Siobhan
O'Donovan; J ohnny O'Leary; Peadar O'Loughlin;
Sarah Ann O'Neill; Sean 6 Se; Eoin and Dannny
6 Suilleabhain; Tommy Peoples; Sean Potts; Joe
Ryan; Roger Sherlock; Seamus Tansey; Michael
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meet, generally, but not always, in a pub to play an
unpredetermined selection, mainly of dance music,
but sometimes with solo pieces such as slow airs or
songs. There will be one or more 'core' musicians,
and others who are less regular. It has become such
an all-pervasive form of traditional music performance that it has led many to believe that it has a
much longer pedigree than is actually the case.
solo. Irish dance music was generally performed
solo in the past, a single instrument playing with
no accompaniment, and this was the case up until
the late nineteenth century. Playing together did
take place, and is represented occasionally in earlier
art, but seems to have happened more as a customary practice among emigrant musicians in America,
who in many cases were playing dance music for
their own amusement or for theatre audiences,
and not for dancers. The development of non-solo
playing had two phases. First, an essentially solo
musician playing with an accompanist, and second,
two or more melody musicians playing together.
While there is some evidence of the tambourine
being used as accompaniment as early as the 1830s,
the concept of 'backing' was strongly reinforced

Session in Griffin 's bar, Ennistymon, Co. Clare, 1999

set

when Irish music began to be recorded in America
in the early 1900s. Accompaniment, normally
piano, but occasionally guitar, very quickly became
a standard feature of all 'solo' recordings. Organised
ensembles begin to feature around 1922, and they
became one of the major features of recorded Irish
music in the 78 era.
en semble. At home the development of
ensemble playing was focused in the ceili band
after the 1920s; this provided music for the newly
developed ceili dances. The commercial forms of
ensemble playing do not seem to have had much
of an effect on amateur performance at this stage;
that was still based on musicians playing individually, and still normally for dancers.
The association of sessions with pubs is important, for the session developed at the same time
as the pub became an important feature in Irish
social life, this essentially a post-Second World
War phenomenon.
origins. It is almost impossible to give a precise
date of birth for the pub session. In some areas,
notably the Sliabh Luachra region of the Cork!
Kerry border, there was traditional music in some
pubs by the late 1930s, but within the country as a
whole, this seems to have been ahead of its time by
several decades. 'Ih: concept was given a great boost
by the music revival post-1950s, where the idea of
playing music for listening to and not for dancing to
became important. An input from returning emigrants, particularly from England where sessions
were a feature in Irish pubs from the late 1940s, was
of particular importance. 'Ih: fleadh cheoil from the
early 1950s, however, crystallised the importance of
the session, as musicians from different parts of the
country met and swapped tunes.
revival. Thus the session is essentially a phenomenon of the revival. Initially, sessions were a
purely amateur event, and the most the musician
could hope for was a complimentary drink. As the
session became a standard aspect of Irish musical
life, publicans, keen to have their bars known as
centres of good music, began, from around the
middle of the 1970s, to pay one or two musicians
to turn up on a regular night, to ensure that a
session would happen. If this 'seeding' worked, the
publican was guaranteed a regular core of perhaps
half a dozen musicians at a small cost. Almost all

of the current regular sessions are based on this
principle, but at festivals and other like events,
sessions are still normally impromptu and not
commercially controlled.
behaviour. Although to the outsider, a session
appears to be a random event, where the instrumentation, the location, the duration, the number
of musicians present, the music played, etc. all seem
to be highly variable, in fact there are controlling
factors. The musical behaviour in a session is largely
controlled by the relative status of the people
playing, with the higher-status musicians exercising more control over the way it develops. Status
is conferred by such factors as instrument played,
ability, reputation and age. 'Ih: way in which musicians react to this is largely unconscious, but it is a
useful tool in making sense out of what can seem
to be a confusingly random series of events. The
term 'session' seems to have been derived from the
jazz-based term 'jam session' and was not originally
applied to what we now call a session. Newspaper
reports dating from before the 1970s tend to refer
to 'impromptu concerts' but even by the mid-1960s
fleadh musicians were already using the term
'session' freely among themselves in Ireland and
Britain. [HAH]
set. 1. a set ofpipes. Used for uilleann pipes which
may be played in three forms: instrument with
chanter only (practice set), with drones and chanter
(half set), and with chanter, drones and regulators
(full set). Hall (1840) speaks of a 'pair' of pipes.
See uilleann pipes.
2. a set of quadrilles. A 'set' was originally used as
an abbreviation, but has now replaced the original
phrase, referring to the eighteenth-century French
dance form which is the basis of set dancing. A
'half set' in the dance context means the dance done
with two couples rather than the customary four.
See under dance: social dance: quadrille.
3. set of tunes. A tune is seldom played on its
own. The exception is a multi-part tune which
contains sufficient contrast and challenge to make
the performing and listening experiences fulfilling
or complete. Playing tunes in groups - called 'sets'
- as opposed to singly has two dimensions, these
relating to dance, and to recording. Underlying
both of these is also a musician's aesthetic sense.
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set dance

dance-related. The length of a period of playing
is related to the duration of an individual dance's
routine. For the relatively short duration of the
individual danced 'figures' in set dancing one tune
on its own, played several times, may suffice for
each. But with the introduction of ceili dances of
definite length, where all participants get to do all
the motions, or must progressively engage with
all the dancers on the floor, the musicians had to
perform the one kind of tune without break for
five or more minutes. This in itself suggested the
compiling of groups of tunes in order to keep the
music interesting. Any one band's 'sets' of tunes
became familiar, and would pass into other musicians' repertoires, especially when recorded. The
beginnings of the modern session (where listening was prime) involved musicians whose previous
experience was typically with dance contexts, so
it was natural that they would play tunes in that
format. [EDI)
recording- dictated. Many sets of tunes definitely date to the first recordings of Irish dance
music, wherein the obligation of the recording
companies was to make best use of the amount of
time available on each side of a 78 disc. The association of particular tunes, combined in twos or
threes in sets on records, held authority, especially
when played by high-calibre musicians. In this way
recorded sets of tunes became a standard feature
of performance, and the appreciation of a wellchosen set became established as an important
aesthetic. One such set is that made popular by
Michael Coleman- the reels 'The Tarbolton', 'The
Longford Collector' and 'The Sailor's Bonnet'. As
with ceili bands for dancing, solo players choose
sets of tunes carefully so that each is different to its
predecessor in key and/or mood and/or rhythm.
tunes played. Which actual sets of tunes get to
be played in a particular session can involve:
1. the musicians, most often the core musicians,
2. influence of commercial recordings,
3. requests from listeners, and/or
4. an extension of the set just played, for example
tunes by the same composer, other tunes associated with the musicians the tunes were learned
from, or tunes which resemble or contrast
with the last set- and 'just' occur to one of the
players.
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occasion. The nature of the session can determine to a great extent what is played. Regular
sessions in consistent locations will have a core
of sets of tunes which will be played on a regular
basis, although not in any predetermined order. In
many cases these core tunes will have a strong local
or regional flavour. In more impromptu sessions
such as those at festivals, where the personnel may
not be known to each other, musicians may often
be asked to start a set, and if unknown to others
present, they will pause at the change to allow the
initiator to complete the set. As for tune types,
reels will generally predominate, with some selections of jigs and more rarely hornpipes and other
tune types. Where a tune type is regional, such as
slides and polkas in the south-west, or mazurkas
and highlands in Donegal, they may form a major
component of the session repertoire. In any session,
the presence of an important musician or musicians
may strongly influence the repertoire. [HAH)
set dance. A tune type, literally a dance tune which
was composed or arranged by a dancing master to
accompany a specific, set choreography, the better
to display to greatest advantage their own or their
finest pupils' footwork skills. Such tunes were
often in 2/4 time ('The Blackbird', 'King of the
Fairies'), sometimes 9/8 ('Is the Big Man Within?'
[the second part of which is in 6/8], 'The Barony
Jig'), but generally resembled 6/8 double jigs
('Orange Rogue', 'St Patrick's Day') or 4/ 4 hornpipes ('Garden of Daisies', 'Job ofJourneywork').
Typically the set dance might have a doubled first
part, with a second part which leads back into
repeating the first and is played only once. Some
of them ('The Blackthorn Stick') have but one part;
'The Downfall of Paris' has four.
setting. A particular version of a tune. Most tunes
exist in different versions, some close to the original,
or to a most popular form, others quite different
in rhythm, decoration or melody. A tune setting
which is significantly different may be regarded as
a new tune; such is the practice in Scottish music
when a setting may be given a different name .
Since solo players have the freedom to be more
adventurous with tunes, they are likely to have their
own settings of one or more pieces, but such will

Shannon, Sharon

always be recognisable as a particular named tune.
One does not play a 'setting' in a session environment where others are playing the standard version.
A setting is typically known by the name of the
person who devised it, from whom it was first
heard, or who is known to play it often.
Shanachie. US-based record label founded in
1972 by Daniel Michael Collins and Richard
Nevins, it has played a key role in promoting Irish
traditional music in America. Shanachie started out
in the Bronx, New York, and expansion prompted
relocation to Ho-Ho-Kus and then to Newton,
New Jersey. Now the Shanachie Entertainment
Corporation, it has a catalogue encompassing
Irish music (its founding speciality), vintage rural
American and ethnic music (especially on its
Yazoo imprint), traditional blues, R&B and soul,
gospel, folk and singer-songwriter, contemporary
jazz, reggae, Mrican, and other 'world music'. Irish
artists who have been recorded or distributed by
Shanachie include The Chieftains, Planxty, De
Dannan, Danu, Solas, Andy McGann, Liz Carroll,
Seamus Egan, Karan Casey, Cathie Ryan, Tommy
Peoples, Paddy Keenan, Tom my Make m, Laurence
Nugent, Phil Coulter, The Wolfe Tones, and the
trio of James Kelly, Paddy O'Brien and Daithi
Sproule. In recent years Shanachie has also released
a number of documentaries, feature films, concerts,
and music-related TV shows on DVD, as well as a
DVD, CD and booklet multi-pack for Out ofIreland,
a documentary and CD originally issued in 1994.
[EAH]

Shannon,Joe. (1919- ). Uilleann pipes. Born
near Kiltimagh, Co. Mayo, he and seven older
brothers played music; they were cousins of piper
Eddie Mullaney whom Joe first heard shortly after
the family moved to C hicago in 1929. Mullaney's
encouragement, and the loan of a practice set
from flute player Paddy Doran, led Joe to take up
pipes while still in primary school. 'I was so small
I had to stuff books around my stomach to keep
the pipes from falling off me!' Pipe maker Patrick
Hennelly made him his first full set, and in 1934
Joe played with Pat Roche for the Chicago World's
Fair. He played all over the city until family and
work pressure as a fireman forced him to retire but

he was lured back by Mullaney's gift to him in
1967 of his 1880 Taylor set of pipes. PatsyTouhey
and Chicago-born Tom Ennis were Shannon's stylistic models; vaudeville piper Charles McNurney
advised him on Touhey's technique, which he
can reproduce note-for-note, chord-for- chord,
yet he is closest in style to Tom Ennis. He was
impressed by Leo Rowsome too. Considered as
having an 'American' style, typically his playing has
frequent staccato triplets interspersed with single
rolls, double-cut rolls, trills, crans and single and
double grace notes rendered with generally legato
phrasing. His articulation of jigs is more staccato
than with reels and hornpipes. He uses regulators
occasionally to heighten contrast; each tune is
approached differently. He appears on the recordings Irish Traditional Instrumental Music in Chicago
and 1he Noonday Feast. He was a featured artist
at the Smithsonian Festival of American Folklife
in 1976 and received the National Heritage
Fellowship Award in 1983 from the National
Endowment for the Arts. [LAM]
Shannon, Sharon. (1968- ). Accordion, fiddle.
Born in east Co. Clare, her brother Garry (flute)
introduced her and her sisters Majella and Mary
to music when she was six. Her father played
Jew's harp, he and her mother danced; both sets
of grandparents played concertinas - her father's
parents from Wellbrook, Corofin, her mother's
from Ballinacally, near Kildysart. Sharon was
taught whistle by Tony Linnane, later moving on
to accordion. Frank Custy's Friday night ceilis in
Toonagh were the academy - dancing sets and
playing for dancers. In her early teenage years she
gigged with showband-style groups for sets, jiving
and waltzes, and was in school with the Custys
(fiddlers), Siobhan Peoples and singer Maura
O'Connell. While in college at UCC she played
with Aidan Coffey, and in sessions outside with
Matt Cranitch and Dave Hennessy, and took up
fiddle. She moved for gigs to Doolin, Co. Clare,
where Micho Russell became a great friend. She
began touring with the music for Behan's The
Hostage at the Druid Theatre in Galway, joined
Johnny Ringo McDonough in Arcady, and sessioned weekly with Sean, Breda and Cora Smith
at Winkles' Hotel in Kinvara. Playing with The
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Sherlock, Roger

Waterboys (modern music) brought her to festivals all over Europe and led to her solo recording
in 1990. Rooted in a steady, contemplative and
highly rhythmic traditional style, she branches
into swing, Cajun, French Canada, Cape Breton.
Her own band in the late 1990s had sister Mary
(banjo, fiddle, bouzouki), Gavin Ralston (guitar)
and Sligo bass player J ames Blennerhassett.
Shannon continues to play in a variety of ensembles, including with rock musician Steve Earle, her
own band The Woodchoppers, with Donal Lunny,
Mundy and Desi O'Halloran among others. Her
albums include: Sharon Shannon (1991), Out the
Gap (1994), Each Little 1hing (1997), The Diamond
Mountain Sessions (2000), Libertango (2003), Live
in Galway (2004) and Tunes (2005).

agent. His interest in song and music was sparked
by exposure to records of The Dubliners and
The Chieftains when a child. From 1982 to
1997 he worked with traditional music label
Claddagh Records, where he was responsible
for recorded output. He was involved in setting
up and managing the Claddagh retail outlet in
Temple Bar. Since 1997 he has worked in artist
management and promotion and has represented
Altan, Liam O'Flynn, Maighread and Triona Ni
Dhomhnaill, Seamus Begley, Karan Casey and
Paddy Glackin among others. The scale of his
international contacts in this field reflect both the
changed fortunes and consumption patterns of traditional music, and also musicians' need for such a
specialised mediation.

Sherlock, Roger. (1932- ). Born at Cloonfeightrin,
Co. Mayo, close to Gurteen, Co. Sligo. Encouraged
by his grandfather, he began playing a Clarke
whistle while still at school, absorbing repertoire from such fiddle players as Pack Spellman,
John Henry, Pat Kelleher, and particularly flute
player Paddy 'Jim Frank' Hunt. He emigrated to
London in 1953, there playing with all the great
names oflrish music exile of the 1950s-60s - in
particular Michael Gorman and Margaret Barry,
Jimmy Power, Paddy Taylor, Bobby Casey and
Willie Clancy, Mairtin Byrnes. He recorded
with accordion player Kit O'Connor for RE's job
ofjourneywork, this introducing his name and
original style back in Ireland. He worked at fitting
out bars for Kerry entrepreneur John Byrnes, often
performing in his halls by night with the Dunloe,
Hibernian and Thatch ceili bands. He played too in
The Favourite bar with such as Raymond Roland
(accordion), Vincent Griffin, Sean Maguire, Liam
Farrell and Brendan McGlinchey (fiddles). He
recorded At Their Best with Maguire andJosephine
Keegan in 1969 and Memories of Sligo with Mary
Conroy in 1978. He featured with Bobby Casey on
Bringing it All Back Home and was the subject of a
'Se Mo Laoch on TG4; he returned to live in Ireland
at Balbriggan in 1996. In 2007 he was honoured
with TG4's Gradam for composition.

Shields, Hugh. (1929-2008). Singer, collector,
researcher, writer and publisher, leading authority on Irish traditional song with an international
reputation. Born in Belfast, he spent most of his
life in Dublin, where he studied at Trinity College
and became a senior lecturer in French there. He
was an emeritus fellow of the college. A specialist
in medieval French and other European languages,
he had a particular interest in questions of orality
and dialect which were common to his professional
studies and to his lifelong and highly productive
interest in Irish and other traditional song. From
1982 to 2002 he also lectured on Irish tradi tional music in the School of Music, TCD, with
Breandan Breathnach, Caitlin Ui Eigeartaigh and
Nicholas Carolan, and in 1985 spent a period lecturing in the Department of Ethnomusicology in
the University of California, Los Angeles. He also
lectured widely at traditional music festivals and
summer schools.
song. Shields's parents gave him his initial
interest in singing. As a young graduate teaching
in north Co. Derry in 1953 and beginning his work
of collection, he first met with the road-worker
Eddie Butcher, his main source-singer and friend.
Butcher was central to his publishing of traditional
song in print and on sound recordings for the next
five decades. With his wife Lisa, Shields also collected in Donegal, Down, Wexford and Wicklow,
in France, and elsewhere, and he collaborated with
the Dublin collector Tom Munnelly. He edited

Sherlock, Tom. (1959- ). Dublin-born artist
manager, traditional music promoter and booking
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Siansa Gael Linn

selections from his field recordings - among them
Adam in Paradise; Shamrock, R ose and Thistle 1-3;
Old British Ba!!ads ofDonegal and Derry, and Chants
Corriziens: French Folk Songs from Correze- for the
record companies Topic and Leader Sound, for the
Ulster Folk and Transport Museum, and for his own
cassette label European Ethnic Oral Traditions.
publications. His many seminal published
studies of Irish traditional song, which were
complex and detailed, appear in leading national
and international journals including Ceol, Ulster
Folk!ife, Hermathena, Long Room, Folklife, Folklore,
and the Yearbook of the International Folk Music
Council. His books include Shamrock, Rose and
Thistle: Fol.~ Singing in North D erry (1981), Ballad
Research (1986 ), Narrative Singing in Ireland· Lays,
Ba!!ads, Come-A!!-Yes and Other Songs (1993), all
standard works. Shields had a particular involvement with the Folk Music Society oflreland -of
which he was a founding member in 1971 - and
was the editor for it of its newsletter Ceol Tire
(1973-89), its journal Eigse Cheol Tire- Irish Folk
Music Studies (1973-2001), and other publications. He was also a founding board member of
the ITMA from 1987. His varied contributions to
its development included the donation to it of his
large collection of field recordings, and the editing
of its publication Tunes of the Munster Pipers:
Irish Traditional Music from the james Goodman
Manuscripts (1998). The 2011 book A!! the Days of
His Life: Eddie Butcher in his own words: songs, stories
and memories ofMagi!!igan, Co Derry, was his final
work, jointly edited by he and his wife Lisa. [NIC)
SiamsaTire. The National Folk Treatre oflreland,
this was founded in 1974 with the mission to
present Irish folk culture on stage through the
medium of music, songs, dance and mime. It was
motivated by the founder and artistic director Fr
Pat Ahern's reaction to evidence of change in Irish
culture and the perceptible decline in inherited traditions during the 1960s. While the preservation of
folk culture as a symbol of the national recalls the
collection of folk song in Europe during the nineteenth century, Ahern moved beyond the principles
of comparative musicology to present these individual pieces and dances in their (staged) cultural
context. Influenced by the folk theatre tradition of

the Balkans, he devised a plan to develop the folk
theatre idiom in Ireland. This led to the establishment of the Siamsa Tire Theatre in Tralee, the
development of two training centres at Finuge and
Carraig, the establishment of a professional
company, and the development of a BA programme in Folk Theatre Studies (in conjunction
with ITT). Now under the direction of]onathan
Kelliher, the company has performed its folk theatre
internationally and has earned many awards including the European Folk Art Prize. [SUM)
Siansa Gael Linn. Literally meaning music
'strains' or 'melodies', this group-performance competition was initiated in 2005 and seeks for fresh,
young energy in traditional-music song and music
bands. Organised by Gael Linn with sponsorship
from RnaG and Irish Music Magazine, it involves a
process which encourages young traditional groups
to use imagination to work towards developing a
distinctive style (in the manner of such as Teada,
Altan, Dam1, Dervish and Solas). The eligible age
span is between twelve and nineteen years, and the
groups may have between five and eight members.
A ten-twelve-minute original programme which
includes one old or newly-composed traditional/
traditional-style, Irish-language song is required,
submitted in digital format.
Adjudication is done by a panel of prominent
musicians to whom bands initially submit their performance on en. All are given written critiques, and
from these a certain number who are felt to be of a
sufficiently high standard are chosen to take part in
an early-Spring workshop with a panel of top traditional musicians. Eight are chosen to take part in
the final, which is organised as a major concert. At
this the major judging considerations are singing,
arrangement and ensemble work- the opposite
to fleadh completion which ranks personal music
skills as most important. Incentives to participate
are provided by a prize fund (1st, €2,500; 2nd,
€1,500; 3rd, €750), live broadcast of all finalists on
RnaG, and the national visibility of the winners. Th
didactic nature of selection - as a process - renders
Siansa distinctive in that it is designed to promote
learning and imagination.
event is run in thirtytwo county heats, which in 2010 culminated in a
finale at the National Concert Hall in Dublin.

m
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single jig. See jig.
Sky, Patrick. (1940- ). Singer, uilleann piper,
writer. Born at College Park, Georgia, USA, he
began singing and playing five-string banjo, guitar,
bouzouki and uilleann pipes in 1959, making solo
albums with MGM and Vanguard and performing throughout the 1960s. In 1970, a meeting with
Liam O'Flynn at the Philadelphia Folk Festival
resulted in him obtaining Rowsome pipes from a
bar in New York City. While learning on these he
became smitten with Irish music, and with folklorist Lisa Null he founded Green Linnet records in
1972, now a leading label in popular Irish music.
For that label he produced and recorded Seamus
Ennis- Forty Years ifIrish Piping, Tommy ReekA Stone in the Field, Tim Lyons- Easter Snow, and
Joe Ryan and Eddie Clark and many others. He
has produced another fifty albums for other labels
also. During this period he began making uilleann
pipes at a time when he only knew of five pipers
in the USA. In 1980 he designed a tin whistle and
opened the Feadan company in Ennis, the first
such enterprise in Ireland; 10,000 instruments were
sold over its inaugural year. He studied postgraduate cultural studies and folklore at the University of
North Carolina; his thesis became the introduction
for the re-release of the nineteenth-century tune
book, Ryan's Mammoth Collection. He published
A Manual for the Uiffeann Pipes and in 1997 he
republished and re-constructed the 1804 edition of
O'Farreff's National Irish Music for the Union Pipes,
and later O'Farrell's Pocket Companion for the Irish
Union Pipes. He lives in North Carolina where he
makes pipes, writes and plays.
Slattery's (Paddy). Capel Street, Dublin bar
which from 1968 hosted the Tradition Club, in
the process becoming a major centre for traditional
music in Dublin.
Sliabh Luachra. Literally 'the rushy mountain',
this is a definitive style of music, 'a state of
mind' (Con Houlihan) and a loose geographical area spanning both sides of the Cork!Kerry
border. Its centre could be said to be between
the towns of Killarney, Rathmore, Millstreet,
Ballydesmond and Castleisland. It had a noted
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The Sliabh Luachra region of Munster

literary tradition (Aodhagan 6 Rathaile, Eoghan
Rua 6 Suilleabhain) and its most famous music
personality was Padraig O'Keeffe - the last of the
fiddle-masters. Nowadays it takes in a large part
of east Kerry, north Cork and west Limerick and
is identified with those places where the Sliabh
Luachra musical style is prevalent.
style. This has certain hallmarks - local tunes
played and danced to in a particular way, including slides Qigs in 12/8 time) and polkas. There is
a large body of local tunes not played elsewhere
except where they may have spread from Sliabh
Luachra, and there are distinctive local versions of
tunes well known nationally. The fiddle and accordion are by far the most common instruments and
a common practice was for one fiddle in a duet
to play an octave lower than the other (bassing).
Lightness, liquidity and warmth are said to feature
in this style, as well as a pulsed rhythm (Johnny
McCarthy); there is also a tradition of slow-air
playing. Some of the famous players in what
has been called a 'golden era' of Sliabh Luachra
music are Padraig O'Keeffe, Denis Murphy, Julia
Clifford, Paddy Cronin, Johnny Cronin, Jerry
McCarthy, Mikey Duggan and Maurice O'Keeffe
(all fiddle players) as well as Johnny O'Leary and
Dan O'Herlihy (accordion). Sets have been danced
here since the end of the last century.

Sligo

Padraig O'Kee e. Particularly strong is the stylistic legacy of fiddler and teacher Padraig O'Keeffe.
Already having guru status by the time of his death
in 1963, he himself had been more fond of reels
and airs, more fastidious about melody and detail,
and had invented his own form of staff notation to
teach tunes. Two of his best-known fiddle pupils
from the late 1920s were Julia Clifford and Denis
Murphy, of Lisheen, Co. Kerry. They carried his
music abroad to London and New York respectively,
and at Seamus Ennis's instigation in 1952 recorded
with their mentor the material which was eventually
published as the seminal K erry Fiddles Topic album
in the 1970s. Claddagh's Star Above the Garter is
the other symbolic album from the area, and ens of
Denis Murphy, Padraig O'Keeffe and accordionist
Johnny O'Leary also attest to the distinctiveness
of this major style-region. Festivals of music commemorate these iconic figures annually. [PEB]
The character of the music and the place are
displayed in Donal Hickey's 1999 book Stone Mad
for the Music: The Sliabh Luachra Story. Much of
the music is fo und in Terry Moylan's 1994 ] ohnny
O'Leary of Sliabh Luachra.
See also Kerry.

slide. 1. See jig: slide. 2. Moving seamlessly from a
lower note to that above it on fiddle, flute, whistle
and pipes, this a form of decoration of melody,
especially on slow airs. 3. The name of an innovative band formed in 1999, featuring Aogan Lynch
(concertina) Eamonn de Barra (flute), Daire
Bracken and Mick Broderick. They have recorded
three albums: The Flying Pig (2000), H armonic
Motion (2003) and Overneath (2007).
Slieve Gullion Festival ofTraditional Singing.
Started in 1982 in the villages of Forkhill and
Mullaghbawn, so uth Co. Armagh, by Mick
~inn, Brian Murphy, Patricia Flynn and Gerry
O'Hanlon in response to the lower status accorded
to traditional singing in local sessions. 1h: guiding
principle was that the song was the important
thing rather that the quality of performance,
although many of the finest singers in Ireland
took part over the years. The initial weekends
were attempts to replicate the sort of impromptu
session that might develop in a quiet venue but as

time went on the numbers increased dramatically
and towards the end as many as a hundred singers
might attend. Lectures became an integral part of
the weekend and many of them were recorded for
the ITMA. There are also extensive recordings of
the singing sessions in the archive, most notably
those compiled by Tom Munnelly who attended
the majority of the weekends. On his first visit in
1983, when asked if it had been worth the long
journey from Clare, he responded that he would
have travelled ten times as far for the opportunity
to record local woman Brigid (Nelly) Murphy sing
'The Dewy Glens ofYarrow'. This recording can be
heard on Early Ballads in Ireland, published for the
FMSI, edited by Munnelly and Hugh Shields. 1h:
festival was cancelled in 2006 because of the death
oflocal man, friend of the festival and revered storyteller, John Campbell. While it was intended to
resume the following year the organisers decided
not to do so. It had run its course. [GOH]

Sligo. This county has evolved as the central stylistic reference point in Irish traditional music,
on account of the fact that Sligo fiddlers were
foremost in the early recording of Irish music.
Among these, Michael Coleman made a unique
name for himself. But even though the county was
put on the map in modern time by the recording
industry, that could only have happened on account
of the presence of a substantial music heritage. The
harper Arthur O'Neill reports that in the course of
his peregrination in the late 1700s, at an organised
music gathering in the home of one ]ones lrwin
of Streams town, he found the four sons and three

Monument to musicians at Doocastle, a pocket of Co.
Mayo trapped in south Sligo
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daughters were proficient on all instruments, and
in addition thirty-nine musicans were present. Of
them all, six played flutes, twenty fiddles, and ten
were 'common pipers'. While this was a house of
minor gentry, the repertoire of such families at that
time, even in Dublin, included Irish dance music;
since O'Neill 'never spent a more agreeable night'
than there, he was likely among music that was
more familiar than not. Such numbers of players
suggests that music had a high status locally, something that was still being reported well into the
twentieth century. The fiddle is the iconic instrument in Sligo county, but flute is also a key part
of its music heritage. Additionally, the tambourine
has had an established life here in music dating to
the earliest twentieth century. [EDI]
music centres. Much activity is centred on
two purpose-designed music facilities - Ceohiras
Coleman and the Morrison Teach Cheoil - in
addition to that in a large number of commercial
and community premises.
Ceol;iras Coleman. At Gurteen, Co. Sligo, built
on a site donated by the local agricultural
co-operative, this building was initially developed
to commemorate the memory ofMichael Coleman,
who was born in the area. It was opened in 2000
with a theatre, shop, and classrooms. It was taken
over by cc£, and in 2005 was designated as its
regional resource centre for counties Sligo, Leitrim,
Fermanagh, Roscommon and Mayo. The theatre,
teaching and recreational features were expanded
and a recording studio added . Music activities
include instrumental and singing classes, concerts,
and two annual traditional festivals. A bodhran
summer school organised by Junior Davey is held
in the centre each summer. The centre's local
archive, with material researched and collected by
Gregory Daly and P.J. Hernon, is a significant
collection, and there are plans to make the cc£
national archive available online.
See also Coleman, Michael; Coleman Traditional
Society.
Morrison Teach Cheoil. At Rivers town, Co. Sligo.
Built by the local CCE on a site donated by the
council, this was funded by CCE, Sligo County
Council and Sligo Leader Partnership. It has a
function room and administrative spaces which
cater for music and dance classes and music sessions.
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A festival is held in James Morrison's honour each
July in Riverstown.
See also Morrison,James.
fes ti vals. Eight of these take place annually
including the June county fleadh. Some are dedicated to the memory of significant musicians:
Ceiliuradh an Earraigh - in Ceolaras Coleman,
Gurteen, in May, with concerts and recitals.
Paddy Killoran Traditional Festival- in Ballymote,
in June; a concert, ceilithe and pub sessions
(CCE).
James Morrison Traditional Festival- Riverstown,
July; concert, ceilithe, workshops, street and
pub sessions (CCE).
Coleman Traditional Festival- Gurteen, August;
concerts and fiddle competiton (CCE).
John Egan Traditional Festival- Ballintogher,
October; concert, ceili, workshops in music
and dance, sessions (CCE).
Fiddler ofDooney- Sligo, in October (CCE and
Sligo Live Festival).
South Sligo Traditional Festival- Tubbercurry, in
November; workshops, ceilithe and a concert
(CCE).
Sligo County Fleadh- a week-long event with
workshops, competitions and Irish language
promotion. The venue rotates, and in the
2000s has been in: '09- Dromore West; '07,
'08- Gurteen; '05, '06- Strandhill; '03, '04Riverstown; '01, '02- Ballintogher.
CCE. There are eight branches in Co. Sligo,
several of them associated with festivals: Fred
Finn, Sligo town (John Egan festival); Ballymote
(Paddy Killoran festival); Sligo town (Fiddler of
Dooney); Tubbercurry, south Sligo (South Sligo
festival); Coleman, Gurteen (Coleman festival);
Father O'Flanagan, north Sligo; Tireragh, west
Sligo; Riverstown (Morrison festival).
singing. Durkan's of Ballinacarrow hosts a
weekly session, and the Sligo traditional singing
weekend runs each October with grant support
from the Arts Council.
players. Sligo groups which are very visible
on the traditional music scene nationally and
internationally include Dervish, Teada, Drafocht,
Swallow's Tail Ceili Band and the Spinning
Jennies. The county has many top-class musicians,
among them several older players of significance

Sligo
such as Peter Horan (fiddle, flute; TG4 Gradam
winner) ofKillavil and Paddy McDonagh (fiddle),
Riverstown who link the earlier and the modern
eras of the county's reputation.
teaching. Many of the CCE branches run
regular music, singing and dance classes. In
addition traditional music is taught in a number of
primary schools in south Sligo by Michael Hurley
and Fiona Doherty, and in one large primary
school in Sligo town by Seamus McCormack.
Many other musicians teach music in their own
homes or to small groups. Among these are P.J.
Hernon (Gurteen), Teresa Payne (Tubbercurry)
and Kerri Herrity (north Sligo).
sessions. Major venues include: Sligo (Harp
Tavern, Earley's); Ballisodare (O'Connor's);
Ballinacarrow (Durkan's); Ballymote (Hayden's);
Aclare (the Border Collie); Gurteen (Raisin Dubh,
Teach Murray); Cliffoney (Gorevans); Tubbercurry
(Brennan's).
radio. Ocean FM, the local radio station in
Sligo, has traditional music on Sundays. Mid West
Radio is also received in most of the Sligo area,
whereJoe Byrne is heard on Saturdays and Seamus
6 Dubhthaigh on Sundays. Shannonside/Northern
Sound can also be received in parts of Co. Sligo,
with Paddy Ryan's Sunday programme. [JUN]
south Sligo. So-called 'Coleman Country', and
related to adjacent north Roscommon and northeast Mayo, it contains the village of Killavil, close
to which fiddler Michael Coleman was born.
The regional title indicates the respect in which
the fiddler is held and the value placed locally
on music as a marker of place and element of
local cultural self-image. It also marks Coleman's
status as a most influential musician in the period
of revival. The area has had a strong expression
in music for more than 150 years, involving fife
and drum bands, fiddle playing for dancing, flute
and tin whistle. In the 1950s there were two ceili
bands - the Glenview and the Coleman Country,
sometimes exchanging members. The Coleman
Country had Peter Horan (flute, fiddle), Alfie
Joe Dineen (accordion), Seamus Tansey (flute),
Fred Finn (fiddle), Peg McGrath (flute), Tommy
Flynn (whistle), Noel Tansey (drums) and Mary
Mulholland (piano). They recorded on Heritage.
Another album from the area is Music from the

Memorial to Michael Coleman close to the site of his
one-time home near Killavil

Cofeman Country, with, in addition to some of the
above-named players, Andrew Davey,John O 'Gara,
Jim Donoghue,JohnJoe Mooney (whistle), Bernie
Finn (flute), Tommy Toolin (tambourine) and
Oliver Killoran (guitar). Music is passing to a

Ted McGowan at his R6isfn Dubh pub in Gurteen
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younger generation in the area, with Boyle flute
player, music teacher and writer Bernard Flaherty
being a mainstay. Musicians like Gregory Daly
(flute) and John Carty (fiddle) live in the vicinity,
this contributing to a music continuity which is
exemplified by Ted McGowan (bodhnin player)
having music sessions running in his Roisin Dubh
since 1973.
Sligo style. The Sligo fiddle style is inextricably
linked in the public imagination to three key early
twentieth-century Sligo emigrants to New York
- Michael Coleman,James Morrison and Paddy
Killoran. The stylistic individualism embraced by
these players hints at the complexity of regionalised analyses of style, though a clear similarity
of musical expression has been distinguishable in
the area referred to as 'north Connacht', encompassing south Sligo, north Roscommon, Leitrim
and east Mayo. Widespread use of a flowing
bowing style appears to have been influenced
by common musical interaction with the flute,
an instrument that in terms of prolificacy has
tended to overshadow the fidd le in more recent
times. The rhythmic inventiveness found particularly in passages involving string-crossing and
multiple triplets illustrates a keen awareness of
rhythmic nuances, linked perhaps to the propensity for dancing among Sligo fiddlers, most notably
Coleman and Morrison. Despite a marked absence
of notated manuscript sources, repertoire observation from early-recorded evidence suggests reels
and jigs as dominating repertoire, with occurrence
also of hornpipes, barn dances and occasional
polkas. Embraced by an ethnically focused US
recording industry from 1921 onwards, Sligo
fiddle playing was catapulted by technology and
emigration from a primarily house-dancing role
to the forefront of music-for-listening throughout Ireland and abroad. The resulting influence on
fiddle performance styles far beyond the region
was deeply significant and long lasting. [OIM]
Fallon, foe. (1935- ). Button accordion. Born
at Collooney, Co. Sligo, he began to play the
melodeon at age seven. He was taught by his father
Michael (also a melodeon player) and his early
influences were Frank Reilly (melodeon), Bernie
Flynn (tin whistle),John Fallon (flute) and Danny
Fallon (fiddle). He played with the Glenview Ceili
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Band during the 1960s, but later played regularly
with Harry McGowan (flute), James Murray
(flute/fiddle) and Jimmy Murphy (fiddle), from
the 1970s to the early '80s.
Davey, A ndrew. (1928- ). Fiddle. Born at
Cloonagh, Gurteen, Co. Sligo. His father played
fiddle, accordion and whistle and his mother, the
accordion. Local musicians Benny Coughlan and
James 'Sonny' DuffY were a big influence, this in
an area with many fine players. He played in the
late 1960s for the ceili band Celtic Cross with
Seamus Tansey (flute) and Francis Grehan (song
and guitar), then with Kevin Qyigley's band. He
played in duet with Seam us Tansey for many years
in concert and on television, and is featured on
Music from Coleman Country (1972). He has also
recorded for national and local radio. His area is
dominated by the legacy of Michael Coleman,
James Morrison etc., yet he had developed and
retained a most distinctive perso nal style. He
played with Declan Folan (fiddle), Noel Tansey
(flute) and often with his son 'Junior', four times
an All-Ireland bodhran title winner. [GRD]
McGettrick, Jimmy. (1909-98). Tin whistle.
Born at Aughris, Rathmullen, Ballymote, Co.
Sligo, he began to play music at the age of fifteen.
Early influences were Tom Shields (fiddle) and
Michael Gardiner (accordion, fiddle and flute).
Through the 1930s and' 40s, ceilfs in McDermott's
Hall in Bunninadden had fiddlers Frances
Scanlon, Charlie Scanlon, J ames Henry Scanlon
and Edward Healy as regular performers. Bernard
Flaherty's book Trip to Sligo speaks of Jimmy's
description of fiddlers Nora O'Gara (nee Hunt),
and Margaret Horan (nee Davey), whom he knew
from the old schoolhouse at Killavel during his
youth: 'This was excellent music, and the fiddle s
hummed an internal rhythm which he never heard
before or since.' One of Matt Molloy's main music
touchstones, he also played with fiddlers Willie
and John Joe Coleman .
McGowan, Harry. (1937- ). Flute. Born at
Carrowdore, Co. Sligo. His father John taught
Harry marches on a band fife when he was young;
Jim Henry (fiddle and flute) was his music partner
in later years. With James Murray (flute),Joe Fallon
(button accordion) and James Murphy (fiddle) he
formed the Countryside Ceili Band in 1972, and

slow air

and nationally, in the 1960s he played with the
Sonny Flynn Band; in 1977-8 he toured the USA
with Eddie Clarke (harmonica) and Maighread
and Triona Ni Dh6mhnaill. Later he played with
the Liffey Banks band, and is commemorated by a
monument in his home town.
Tansey, Noel. (1940- ). Flute, drums. Born at
Cuilmore, Co. Sligo, he started tin whistle at age five;
his earliest mentor was John Henry ofDoocastle.
In the late 1950s he played flute, whistle and drums
with a variety of ceili bands - the Doocastle, the
Rising Sun, the Martin Wynne Ceili Group and
the Coleman Country Ceili Band - the last of
which he toured North America with in 1972.

slip jig. See jig.

Jimmy McGettrick [GCE]

also played with the South Sligo Ceili Band. He
plays with Tubbercurry flute player Peter Walsh,
and sons Einri and Shane are also flute players.
M urray, lames. (1947- ). Flute, fiddle, tin
whistle. Born at Ougham, Tubbercurry, Co. Sligo, he
taught himself to play whistle at the age of eleven.
Early influences were his uncle Joe Murray (flute),
local musicians Peter Walsh (flute), Burke brothers
(fiddle) and John Feely (fiddle). He played with
Jimmy Murphy (fiddle), Harry McGowan (flute)
and Joe Fallon (button accordion) in the early
1960s. He formed the Countryside Ceili Group in
1970, and toured the US in 1972 and '74. He has
played flute and fiddle duet with Jimmy Murphy for
many years. A great exponent of Sligo flute-playing
style, particularly regarding tone and control, he has
recorded for television and radio. [GRD]
McD onagh, Sonny. (1926-91). Flute. Born at
Bunninadden, Co. Sligo, he began music at the age
of six, influenced by his mother Kate, a melodeon
player. He picked up music naturally from the
various players he came in contact with, in particular Master Bartholomew Henry (fiddle) and Willie
Mulligan (flute). A highly regarded player locally

SlOgadh. A major performance/competitionbased 'youth arts festival' series run through the
medium of the Irish language. Begun by Gael
Linn in 1969, it covered traditional music song,
solo instruments and ensembles and set dancing,
as well as pop, C&W, classical, choirs and musicals.
Sl6gadh ran in local heats which culminated in
a national final; associated with the bigger events
there were impromptu music sessions, discos, ceilis
and poetry readings. It involved some 50,000 young
people annually, and as a performance outlet contributed significantly to music inspiration all over
the island. Clannad, Hothouse Flowers, Altan and
Dolores O'Riordan are among those who gained
confidence and attention through it. As a competition series Sl6gadh, along with the all-Ireland
fleadh, was regarded as an important meter for
achievement-rating among young performers; as
a music activity focus it has been eclipsed by the
music-specific competition.
slow air. A piece of music in various metres, but
generally adhering strictly to none, the slow air
is an 'open-ended' melodic formula which has
great similarity to the performance of sean-n6s
song. Often a slow air will be simply the air of an
existing song (e.g. 'Dear Irish Boy', 'May Morning
Dew', 'Wounded Huzzar', 'Anach Chuain') but a
large number of classic pieces (including 'Lament
for Staker Wallace', 'O'Donnell's Lament', 'Gol na
mBan san Ar') appear independent of any original
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song. Many players and competition adjudicators
insist that to impart correct phrasing, one must
listen to the sung version of the air (if it exists),
but players will often adjust even that to suit either
their own hearing of the piece, or the qualities of
their instrument.
performance. Harp players have the facility for
harmonic accompaniment; pipe players likewise
use regulators to great effect; accordion and concertina players explore similar harmonic possibilities
afforded by the absence of hurry. The slow air is
played solo, is executed differently on different
instruments and individual players' interpretations
of it vary considerably too. Pipes lend themselves to
a peculiar vibrato which is unacceptable on fiddle,
flute can use a varying pulse related to use of diaphragm and embouchure, and accordion can utilise
its technical facilities and variance in pressure to
great dramatic effect. Harp demands another set
of characteristics since its notes are separate and
diminishing.
starkness. But the basic aesthetic is absence of
regular metre, vibrato, ornament and excessive trills.
Variation is acceptable if not desirable; this may be
in tempo, ornament, metre or dynamics or may
involve minute pitch change (on flute and fiddle).
Some players favour great, florid rushing passages;
others are minimalist. One is not complimented for
fingering and ornamentation in slow-air playing; it
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is emotion, or mediation of it, which is the desirable quality. The slow air is eminently suited to
uilleann pipes, and is usually part of the piper's
repertoire, much less often is it found in that of the
fiddler, demanding, as the air's qualifications do,
a steady, unwavering tone. Circumstances, venue,
audience attention and empathy are all vital ingredients, and so many players simply do not bother
with this type of tune. The slow air remains the
least practised of the tune-types; this is as much
a product of the noisy conditions of much session
playing as it is of the impatience and/or technical
levels of younger players. Slow airs can be heard on
a large number of albums. By their nature they are
acquired orally, but many appear in print, the most
ambitious collection being Tomas 6 Canainn's
Traditional Slow Airs ofIreland, which backs transcriptions with played examples of a hundred tunes
on CD.
follow- up. While thi s type of tune is selfcontained, players have become accustomed to
following it immediately with a dance tune. This
may indicate a lack of confidence in the slow air as
a vehicle for expression of instrumental expertise,
or it may be that the player wishes to demonstrate a contrasting level of expertise - especially
if the playing occasion affords only a single set.
This fashion of hitching on a jig or reel is noted by
commentators both within and without traditional
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Smyths of Mayo

music. Reviewing Paddy Tunney's The Mountain
Streams album in Irish Folk Music Studies 3 (1981),
Tom Munnelly says:
An idiosyncrasy of Paddy's is 'tacki ng on' pieces
oflilting to many songs. Frequently, as with 'The
Blackbird' and 'Ballinderry', this has the effect
of completely destroying the mood created by
the foregoing song. Perhaps thi s intrus ive habit
has been acqu ired from instrumen tal performers who follow slow airs with a fast reel or jig,
almost by way of apology.

Small, Jack.ie. (1946- ). Uilleann pipes, fiddle,
accordion; collector, editor and broadcaster. Born to
lrish-speaking parents on the outskirts of Galway
city, he has had a wide-ranging career as researcher,
collector, and performer. His grandfa ther, Sean
Rua 6 Beaglach, was a noted seanchai who was
an Oireachtas prize winner, and J ackie's father was
a coun try tailor who sang in Irish and in English,
and played melodeon, mouth organ and Jew's harp.
In his late teens Jackie was taught tin whistle by
Padraig 6 Carra in Galway; he studied uilleann
pipes in Dublin in the early 1970s at Na Piobairi
Uilleann with Pat Mitchell, with whom in 1986
he was co-author of The Piping of Patsy Touhey, a
book of transcriptio ns from archive recordings.
Small collaborated with Breandan Breathnach on
the tatter's thematic index of Irish dance tunes,
and after Breathnach's death edited two further
volumes (4 and 5) in the dance music series Ceol
R ince na hEireann.
From 1983 to 1991 Small worked as an archivist and music collector in the folk music section
of the Department oflrish Folklore at UCD where
his projects included field collecting and commercial releases from the Department's archive
of the music of uilleann piper Johnny D oran and
of Donegal fiddle-player Mickey D oherty. Small's
broadcasting work has largely been in association
with Harry Bradsh aw for RTE Radio 1, with
whom he made the documentary series The Dance
Music ofIreland (1987) which outlined the historical and cultural background of Irish dance music.
From 198 8 to 1990 Small was the weekly presen ter of the long-running radio series The L ong
Note, his tenure including a two-part documentary
on Johnny D oran. His work has included music

collecting and consultancy, computer notation,
setting, and digitisation, and his publications also
include sleeve-notes for many commercial sound
releases. He now works with the ITMA where he
is focused on the Breathnach collection.

Smith, T herese. Ethnomusicologist and head
of the School of Music, UCD. Her postgraduate
training was at Brown University, Rhode Island,
USA, and she taught in the USA for ten years. Her
primary field of research was African American
religious music; she has also published widely on
Irish traditional music. Among her publications is
a monograph, 'Let the Church Sing! ', a documentary recording, Mo v ing in the Spirit, two co-edited
volumes of Eigse CheoiTire, a co-edited book, Bias:
The Local Accent in Irish Traditional Music, as well as
journal articles and chapters contributed to books.
Her ongoing research focuses on Tom Munnelly's
English-language traditional song collection.
She was the inaugural chair of the Internation al
Council for Traditional Music, Ireland (2006-9).
Smyths of M ayo.
T.J. (Tommy) grew up at Blanemore, Straide,
Co. Mayo in a family environment of fiddles on his
father's side and melodeons among his mother's
people, the Flynns. His father played the fife in the
local band and taught the fiddle to neighbours and
listened a lot to Coleman's recordings. He gave T.].
his first fiddle lesson at age seven and brought him
to country house dances where he'd be playing.
78s were the source of some ofT.J.'s own early
music too and he went on to play in the Foxford
St Patrick's Ceili Band (run by Fr Pat Tuohy)
until the 1960s. Headmaster in the local national
school, he taught music there and organised a tin
whistle band. He married Nancy McGarry from
Ballaghaderreen, whose mother played melodeon
and her father the violin . Nancy learned piano
and studied music and teaching, taking part in the
organisation of local music events in addition to
her initiative in setting up the local commemorative centre for Land League leader Michael Davitt,
who also came from Straide.
Sean (1964- ) is the eldest of their children,
and as a youngster he witnessed Foxford and K.ilmovee ceili band practices in the home, wren- and
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straw-boys visitations, and sessions with Fred
Finn and Peter Horan. He was taught whistle by
his father, fiddle by Packie Tynan from age six
or seven, and classical music and violin by Nuala
Higgins in Kiltimagh; like his sisters Breda and
Cora he stayed with this until grade 8 at the age
of seventeen or so but didn't ever consider 'style'
a problem. He and his sisters worked out stylistic
techniques from major recordings - of Coleman
and Morrison, and such contemporary players as
Brendan McGlinchey and Paddy Glackin. They
took part in many competitions, Slagadh, Scar and
county and national fleadhanna: 'We lived music,
discussed it and played it all the time.' A medical
doctor by profession, he recorded The Blue Fiddle
in 1993, and plays on Ceol Tigh Neachtain, Music
at Matt Mol!oy's, Brendan O'Regan's A Wind of
Change (1991), Alan Kelly's Out of the Blue (1997)
and Mosaic (2000), Danal Lunny's Coo!fin (1998),
and on all of his band Lunasa's recordings.
Breda (1966- ) began learning whistle at
seven and the fiddle at nine, going on to share
the competition and travel social scene with
Sean and Cora. She played in a session circuit
all through her medical studies in Galway, with
Cora and with Jackie Daly, Charlie Piggott and
Garry 6 Briain, Kinvara singer Pat Kane, Mattie
Whelan and Tim Naughton. She went on to play
with Michael Flatley's dance shows for a decade,
also being the compere for RTE TV's annual
programme on the All-Ireland fleadh. Her first
recording was a session-style format with Andrew
McNamara (accordion), Jimmy Higgins (piano,
bodhnin and snare), Kevin Hough (guitar) and}im
Carry (piano) as The Lahawns. Like her siblings
a tunesmith, and best known for her flamboyant
whistle style, she has a solo whistle album, Basil
and 7hyme.
Cora (1970- ) also had an intense interest in
music from earliest years, always in the way of
listening to performance at solo and ceili band
competitions and rehearsals and at sessions. Her
father's and older siblings' participation in music
brought her around a circuit of up to fifteen houses
regularly for practices and when she herself began
to play, with Breda and Sean won the under-18
All-Ireland Scar and Fleadh group competitions in
1981. A medical doctor also, she juggled this career
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with fiddle performance in such as the group which
backed 1996 Eurovision song winner Eimear
Qyinn, later in the music ensemble attached to
Michael Flatley's Lord ofthe Dance show from 1999
to 2009. In 2010 she released a solo album Are We
There Yet? of mostly original tunes with blues, funk,
Dixieland, gypsy jazz and Latin influences.
snare drum. A small, metal-frame drum some
25 cm deep and 35 cm in diameter, it has a skin
on both heads, with the addition on the bottom
of a (lever-controlled) stretched, multiple-wire,
'snare', which, when engaged, gives a buzzing
quality to the music. It is played in a combination of single, double, triple and ornamented beats
with two knobbed-end sticks, sometimes with
brush-end sticks; its purpose in ceili bands was to
develop rhythm . Older drums (for instance that in
the Rising Sun Ceili Band in Killavel) were often
locally made with plywood shells; mostly, however,
the snare shell is of metal. The drum's origin is
probably in AD 400-500 Syria, Egypt and Iraq,
arriving in Europe through military use, but it has
been for almost a century part of the standard jazz/
dance-band drum kit adopted by Irish ceili bands.
It is increasing in use in sessions today, played
by ceili band musicians, but also by exceptional
soloists like Jimmy Higgins, who can be heard on
The Lahawns' Live at Winkle's (1997).
Society for Ethnomusicology. Founded in 1955
to promote the 'research, study and performance of
music in all historical periods and cultural contexts',
the Society for Ethnomusicology (SEM) currently
has about 2,500 members from six continents.
Governed by an eight-member board and a council
(both elected by the membership), the SEM is a
constituent member of the American Council of
Learned Societies. SEM has ten regional chapters
(all USA-based), most of which also host annual
regional conferences. It also has seven 'sections',
which support large areas of professional interest
(e.g. African music, or education) within the membership. There are also ten 'special interest groups',
smaller and less formal than sections, but similarly organised around scholarly areas of interest
(e.g. archiving, or Irish music). Both sections and
special interest groups advocate by networking,

song

proposing panels for, or organising special events
at, the annual SEM international conference which
is usually held in the USA. This event showcases
the interdisciplinary nature of the society, its international scope, provides for discussion of current
research themes and topics, and facilitates collegial exchange of ideas and analyses. It publishes a
peer-reviewed scholarly journal, Ethnomusicology,
three times per year, and a quarterly newsletter.
It also hosts online collections of current bibliographies, discographies and video/filmographies
- each tied to a particular volume and issue of the
journal Ethnomusicology. The society also publishes a Special Series - a listing of monographs,
bibliographies and discographies - and an AudioVisual Series. SEM periodically issues Position
Statements that take a public stand in relation to
significant national and global issues, and generally call for some form of action. One such, for
example, 'Music and Torture' in 2007, called for
full disclosure from the US governme nt, condemned the use of music as torture, and demanded
that the United States cease to use music in this
manner. Irish traditional music features occasionally in SEM's conferences and publications and the
organisation has a number of members in Ireland
and abroad who play Irish music. [THS]
Society for the Preservation and Publication of
the Melodies of Ireland (SPPMI). Formed in
1851 by a group of antiquarians concerned about
music, including George Petrie, William Elliot
Hudson and John Edward Pigot. Petrie was its
president, and Pigot and his brother-in-law, Robert
Dyer Lyons, were honorary secretaries. The society's only publication was the 1855 Vol. 1 of The
Petrie Collection of the Ancient Music ofIreland (the
first half only). They disbanded in 1855 leaving
behind a tremendous amount of material in manuscript form, most of which is contained in the
extant Pigot Collection. [ACB]
See Pigot; Petrie.
song. Irish traditional music has a rich variety
of song, much of which shares the same underlying stylistic features. It can first be separated by
language - that in Irish, and that in English, and
a class in between.

Luke Cheevers of Dublin singing in an open song session
at the Forkhill Traditional Singers' weekend, 2001

Irish language. This includes the historic 'lay'
and lyric song in Irish (known as 'sean-n6s'), love
song, the aisling and Jacobite song. There are many
forms drawn from or mixed among these broad
types, including choral and Gaeltacht-college repertoires and modern classical and popular song in
the Irish language. There are also regional variations in airs and singing styles, and typically too,
the airs of many of these songs have been applied
to later English-language ballads and other songs
-as has singing style itsel£
mixed language. Overlapping the Irish-English
continuum are two species of song, macaronic (in
both Irish and English), and (so-called) 'hedgeschoolmaster' (in Hiberno- English).
English language. This includes an even
broader range of song types which have at their
centre the fictional ballad, and the more modern
documentary come-all-ye. Ballads are- historically- in the English language only. This group
of songs contains types related to their circumstances and era of composition but addresses all
aspects of culture and the human condition -love,
war, hardship, dispossession, revenge, place-praise,
sentimentality, nostalgia, hope, despair, sport, social
conditions, politics, emigration, famine, national
upheaval and local events. The songs use a variety
of devices to present their message - lament,
exhortation, campaigning, humour, satire and
journalistic rigour. This makes their classification
difficult, if not impossible. Underlying all of the
expressions, however, is a core accent, or style of
singing which is mostly based in and shared with
the Irish-language performance style.
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song types. These are dealt with in the following
pages first with regard to structure - metre, accent
and style; issues such as song subjects, transmission
and collection follow. Much of this information
applies to song both in English and in Irish. Other
major named song types in Irish and English are
also covered in the main text alphabetically 1. aisling, 2. ballad, 3.lay.
song structure. Old Gaelic song metres were a
literary medium for Gaelic poetry from the sixteenth century onwards, but still persist in more
modern popular (traditional) song. This makes
understanding of Gaelic metre and rhyming conventions essential for the authentic performance or
appreciation of Irish folk song, or for the competent instrumental rendition of song melodies. The
determining principle is the number of stresses in
each line. However, rather than rhyming line-ends,
the distinctive characteristic of Gaelic song is that
vowel sounds on some or all of the stresses in a line
are repeated in corresponding lines in the same
verse . Thus simple or more complicated assonant
(i.e. rhyming vowel sounds without rhyming consonants) patterns are created and are very musical
in effect when sung. While the metres and assonant
rhyming patterns used in Gaelic song are many
and various, the following verse from 'Sliabh Geal
gCua' is offered as a simple illustration. If the
unstressed syllables are represented by X and the
following broad vowels:
(aw) as in straw
(ow) as in cow
(ay) as in day
(ee) as in meet
The verse scheme could be illustrated as follows:
X/(aw)X/(ow)X/(ay)X/
X/(aw)X/(ow)X/(ay)X/
X/(aw)X/(ow)X/(ay)X/
X/(ay)X/(ee)
X/(aw)X/(ee)X(ay)X/
X/(aw)X/(ee)X(ay)X/
X/(aw)X/(ee)X(ay)X/
X/(ay)X/(ee)
Applying this to the lyric by Padraig 6 Mileadha:
Mo ghni-sa thall na Deise
ldir banta glean nta sleibhte
0 shamh as anonn thar treanmhuir
Ta ceasta gan bhri
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Ach 6 b'aille Dia me ghlaoch as
Mo shlan-sa siar go hEireann
Is shin le Sliabh na Feile
Le saorghean 6m chroi.
(Padraig 6 Mileadha)

There is a tendency among some traditional singers
to emphasise the assonant stress very strongly;
this probably contributed to frequent attempts
to compose songs in English according to the
native conventions to which the ear had become
accustomed:
X/(ee)X/(oo)X/(ee)X/(oo)X/
X/(ee)X/(oo)X/XX/(i)
The sweet improvements they would amuse you
The trees are drooping with fruit all kind
The bees perfuming the fields with music
Which yields more beau ty to Castlehyde

In the literary song, assonant music can become
very rich and complex. In the song 'Im Aonar Seal'
the poet Eoghan Rua 6 Suilleabhain employed the
very straightforward, though ambitious, scheme of
eight stresses in every line, eight lines in each verse,
and each song has eight verses. This follows the
assonantal pattern: ay, a, oo, ee, oo, ee, ay, o:
Im aonar seal ag siul a bhios i drus oiche i
ngaorthaibh ceo
Lem thaobh gur dheacas fionnrion ag ionsai go
seimh ar seol
A ceibh ar fud ina buchlaibh ag tairt sios ar sceimh
an 6ir
Go craobh ach casta ci umhais-bhi u ina funn saibh
go beal a br6g. [EAB]

regional variation. Although thi s is often
mentioned and its demise freq uently predicted
or lamented, it has seldom been described and
never fully defined. While it is reasonably easy
to recognise the vocal styles of the major regions
of Donegal, Connemara and Munster, it is much
easier to recognise an individual voice than to place
an unknown one in a regional context. The topic
is so complex that present understanding could
quickly be transformed by a researcher in possession of an adequate set of analytical tools. lt is
possible that the most easily recognised of Irish
singing styles is that ofTravellers- those without
a region. Typically high-pitched and hard-edged,
placed far back in the throat and with a slightly
nasal tone, perhaps the most obviou s features
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are tone and accent and what Tom Munnelly
has called the 'exaggerated glottal stopping at
phrase endings'. At the same time it is possible to
find settled singers with some or all of the same
characteristics.
accents. However, regional styles must exist,
just as do regional accents and dialects, and these
latter, together with personal habit, temper every
performance in advance of any consideration of
regional singing style. Comparisons are most often
made from the single perspective of'melisma'the amount of melodic ornament used. In these
terms, regional differences of style in sean-nos
singing have been described byTomas 6 Canainn:
'a very florid line in Connacht, contrasting with
a somewhat less decorated one in the south and,
by comparison, a stark simplicity in the Northern
songs'. However, this ignores other stylistic factors,
especially in the north, the artistic effect produced
by variations of tempo and by stops - rhythmic
rather than melodic ornament. Vocal quality may
be altered too, and melodic changes - structural
rather than decorative - sometimes substitute one
note for another, or split a single melody note into
two or more notes. Some use of these dimensions
has been attempted by Janice Maloney-Brooks and
Julie Henigan in order to describe Donegal singing
in general and that ofNeili Ni Dhomhnaill in particular, but their application to practice elsewhere
has been slight, though Seoirse Bodley mentions
vocal quality and rhythmic variation in describing
Connemara singing. Hence, no firm comparisons
can be made. Although the examples and articles
cited have drawn their data from singing in Irish,
regional singing style in English is similar to that
of Irish singing in the same region. At present,
due to a variety of factors, especially modern communication methods and the fact that singers
no longer learn songs mainly from their own
regions, distinctions may become blurred. This is
not as threatening, however, to the continuance of
regional style as the tendency for singers to adopt
the styles of the American singer of country music
or of the conservatoire. (]OM]
songs and singing style. Sean 6 T uama felt that
the models for presently known Irish-language
folk song probably became established in Ireland
after the Norman period (1200-1600). He thought

it likely that the thematic material was transmitted
directly from the French, and not via English, this
before 1400. Irish love-song as we have it today
emanates ultimately from the aristocratic medieval
period; the models for much of our folk song may
ultimately date to the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries, and most of the songs sung, or in archives
today, were most likely composed between the
sixteenth and eighteenth centuries by professional
poets or poet-harpists of lower rank than bards.
The compositions mirror aristocratic values, and
are fusions of material shaped by French, English
and Irish literary classes, predominantly the former.
In Irish-speaking areas today many of these songs
are considered to be 'na hamhrain mhora' (great, or
'big' songs), representative of the high artistic point
oflrish literary and musical culture; their rhythms
have contributed to dance music. This fulfils the
comment by Richard Greene that many of our best
love songs are 'popular by destination' rather than
'popular by origin'. [SOT]
E nglish-lang uage style. With the gradual
replacement oflrish with English as the vernacular,
new English-language songs composed in Ireland
carried on thematic and melodic features from
old Gaelic song. In addition to this, ballad song
in English which had been brought into Ireland
was both part of many local repertoires and also
influenced local song composition in English.
So also with popular English (music hall) and
American (minstrel and vaudeville) nineteenthcentury song. Consequently lrish-origin songs
which were composed in the English language
have a wide stylistic variety, within which airs may
follow Gaelic rhythmic and rhyming structures, are
in a range of metres (3/4, 6/8, 4/4,2/4, 9/8) or have
an English, Scots or popular framework. Singing
styles in English vary from highly melismatic to
utterly unadorned, tightly focused to bel canto, and
performance demeanour may vary from reserved
to histrionic or affected. [EDI]
1. song in I rish : 'sean - n6s'. A singing style
developed over the centuries in Irish-speaking
Ireland and Gaelic-speaking Scotland. The term
is somewhat misleading. As the line of singing
has never been broken, the style is as modern as
it is old . It has been passed on from generation
to generation, hence the term 'traditional'; it is
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the traditional way of singing a song in Irish in
Ireland and in Gaelic in Scotland. The Scottish
poet Somhairle MacGill-Eain (Sorley MacLean)
describes this singing on his Gaelic-speaking island
of Raasay as 'that ineffable fusion of music and
poetry, in which the melodies seem to grow out
of the words and be a simultaneous creation'.The
style is deeply rooted in the rhythms of the Gaelic
language and in the metres and rhythms of Gaelic
poetry. In Ireland it has survived wherever the Irish
language itself has survived, in areas in Donegal,
Mayo, Galway, Kerry, Cork, Waterford and Meath;
it is at its most vibrant in the Connemara Gaeltacht
in west Galway. Outside the Gaeltacht some Irish
speakers from various parts of the country have
learned the craft and are fine traditional singers.
Songs in English are also sung in this style but,
while there are similarities between traditional
singing in English and traditional singing in Irish,
they are two different traditions and are generally
celebrated as such. The songs in Irish reflect an
outlook on life and a view of the world that is quite
different to the songs in English. [LIM)
technique. 'Sean-n6s' includes a range of traditional Irish singing styles whose diversity
reflects both regional and personal preferences.
Performance technique in sean-n6s consists of a
number of interrelated elements: tone quality, vocal
registration, ornamentation, rhythmic variation
and phrasing.
1. Tone quality, or 'timbre', may vary from
extreme nasality, to a hard or constricted tone,
to a relaxed, 'open' one.
2. Registration may exclusively use chest voice,
or have a preference for the highest register,
or head voice.
3. Melodic ornamentation or variation is the technical feature most frequently associated with
sean-n6s singing, particularly in Connemara.
This includes meli smatic ornamentation and
intervallic variation. In melismatic ornamentation, a single syllable is sung to several notes, as
in rolls or turns (in which the main melody note
alternates with adjacent notes above and below
it), 'shakes' or mordents (in which the melody
note is interrupted by a grace note a step or
half-step above or below it), and appoggiatura (the use of one or more grace notes to
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lead into a melody note). Intervallic variation involves the varying of intervals between
specific notes of a melody. Many other stylistic
techniques are available to the sean-n6s singer,
however, including the use of glottal stops (in
which the singer briefly interrupts the flow of
air through the windpipe); the act of subtly
sliding into a melody note - often involving
microtonal changes in pitch; manipulation of
the vocal break (as in the more exaggerated
yodel); and the 'sigh and sob' technique. This
last effect, which is more commonly associated with Scottish singing (where it is more
pronounced), is executed by 'leaning' on a grace
note leading into a melody note a step or halfstep below it. Marked attack or accentuation
of specific notes is also sometimes employed as
a means of conveying emphasis, as are subtle
variations in dynamics.
4. Rhythmic variation is another important
aspect of sean-n6s, especially the use of rubato
- a designation which includes the varying of
the value of notes within a musical phrase, the
holding or lengthening of notes beyond the
mathematically available time, or the use of
breaks or pauses within or between phrases .
Rallentando, or the gradual slowing of tempo,
is also occasionally used in sean-n6s, usually at
the ends of songs.
5. Of particular importance is the management
of 'phrasing'- the way in which the musical
phrases are presented, both individually and
in relation to each other- and, connected with
this, 'line', or the ability to convey not only the
notes of the melody but a sense of continuity
and of the melody's overall shape and feeling.
In both instances, rhythmic and melodic considerations are so intertwined as to be two
aspects of the same musical phenomenon.
variation. A sean-n6s singer may vary the
ornamentation - both melodic and rhythmicof a song from performance to performance, or
even from verse to verse within a single performance of a song, responding not only to the song's
exigencies, but also to his or her own mood, as
well as that of the audience. Variation is, like other
stylistic features of sean-n6s singing, a highly
individual matter, and its use or nature depends
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on a number of factors, including regional tendencies and personal tas te or facility. It is thus
dangerous to place undue stress on this or other
technical aspects of the tradition. (This is particularly true of melismatic ornamentation, whose use
as a hallmark of sean-nos singing has often been
over-emphasised.) Ultimately, the good sean-nos
singer uses technique not as an end in itself, but
as a vehicle for artistic and emotional expression.
1he late Donegal singer Aodh 6 Duibheannaigh
stressed the importance of communication - as
well as self-expression- in sean-nos singing when
he remarked in 1979:
The way I had it was the theme of the so ng,
whether it was a sad one or otherwise, I'd try to
put that feeling into it- my own feeling about
the words and the song and the theme - 1 tried
to put that into my si nging, and tried to co nvey
that to my listeners ... Th ere's so me sort of
story attached to every song, and you must put
that story across in your singing- and put your
own personality into the singing of it.

Expressivity in sean-nos singing is paramount,
though it is achieved not by means of melodramatic
or 'emotive' singing but through an understated,
relatively restrained presentation in which conspicuous dynamic variation and other features
of art and popular singing (such as pronounced
vibrato and glissandi) have no place and the song is
allowed, in essence, to 'speak for itself'. Because of
the importance of allowing for spontaneous variation - and hence, self-expression - instrumental
accompaniment is generally avoided in sean-nos;
and although some instances of duet or group
unison singing in the tradition exist, it is primarily
a solo form. [JUH]
style and influence. There are many types
of traditional songs in Irish, from the fast, the
topical, the humorous and the bawdy, to the slow
and emotional laments and love songs. Each of
the Gaeltacht areas tends to have its own repertoire but so me of the so-called 'amhrain mhora'
(big songs) are found in all the areas in differing
versions. Similarly, each of the Gaeltacht areas
has its own distinct regional style. These styles,
however, should not be defined by region alone, as
many styles, ranging from an elaborate ornate style
to a more simple subtle form of ornamentation, are

to be found in each region. Some of the airs of traditional songs are the oldest surviving form oflrish
traditional music. It is believed by some traditional
musicians that no aspect oflrish music can be fully
understood without a deep appreciation of traditional singing. Tomas 6 Canainn expresses it thus:
'It is the key which opens every lock. Without a
sound knowledge of the sean-nos and a feeling for
it a performer has no hope of knowing what is
authentic and what is not in playing and decorating an air.' [LIM]
composition . Relatively little is known of
composers of traditional song in Irish-speaking
Connacht until the demise of the formal Bardic
schools in the seventeenth century. Although 'folk'
songs must have existed before that time, they
were held in poor regard by the trained bards who
composed in highly structured, formal metres. For
this reason, there is very little documentation on
folk songs from the period of the Bardic schools.
Most of the songs heard in Connacht today were
probably composed some time between 1700
and 1850, and most of them are anonymous.
They include lyrical love-songs such as 'Bean
an Fhir Rua' (The Red-haired Man's Wife), 'An
Draighnean Donn' (The Blackthorn Bush), or 'Brid
Thomais Mhurcha'. One of the best-known poets,
Antaine 6 Reachtaire or Raifteiri (1779-1835),
composed songs which are still widely sung, such
as the love-song 'Maire Ni Eidhin', and the lament
about a drowning, 'Eanach Dhuin'. Many composers depict aspects of social history as did the Mayo
poet Riocard Bairead (1740-1819), whose mock
lament about a bailiff, 'Eoghan Coir', is still sung.
The names of some other song-composers are also
known and these are, for the most part, local poets
who made songs for their immediate audience,
some of which have survived. Poets of this kind
include Seoirse Osborne, from Moycullen,
composer of'Sicini Bhrid Eamoinn', and Colm de
Bhailis, composer of'Cuirt an tSruthain Bhui', for
example. However, it is probably true that many
songs, particularly those documenting matters of
immediate local relevance only, were never recorded
and have now disappeared. Song airs were and still
are, to a high degree, transmitted orally. It is not
possible to trace the origins of many of the songairs, and, in any case, a song is often sung to an air
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which is already well established. Indeed, this kind
of transference occurs in both the English- and
Irish-language song traditions. [RJU]
performance. Like story-telling, the context
most conducive to the performance of sean-n6s
singing is a quiet, intimate one, with an attentive
and sympathetic audience. Historically, sean-n6s
singing was almost entirely confined to community gatherings, such as house ct~ilis, dances,
wakes and weddings. With the decline of these
traditional contexts, the performance of sean-n6s
singing has become increasingly common in pubs,
at traditional music festivals and schools, at singing
competitions, and at specially organised singing
sessions. Despite the more public nature of most
of these, much of the interaction between singer
and audience found in the older, more intimate
settings still obtains. For instance, one still finds in
these settings the practices of:
1. vocal encouragement (in which a listener
interjects a phrase such as 'Maith thu' into the
song at an appropriate moment),
2. 'helping' the singer by joining in on a verse or
phrase of the song, incidental commentary by
a singer or audience member, and
3. the rhythmic squeezing, swinging, or rotating
of the hand by a listener (a practice most
common in Connemara).
Sean-n6s singers often assume an air of detachment when performing (as indeed do traditional
singers in many cultures). Some close their eyes,
some sing with their heads raised or thrown back;
others lower their heads or even turn towards
the wall. Still others, however, keep their eyes
wide open, engaging specific audience members
much as though they were narrating a story. Some
singers prefer to sit while singing; others to stand.
The singer is not usually demonstrative, however,
and hand gestures or conspicuous body movement
are rare in sean-n6s singing, although sometimes
employed in the performance of certain occupational songs. Speaking rather than singing the final
line or phrase of a song is a not infrequent device in
sean-n6s performance, signalling the song's completion. Since traditional Irish songs are primarily
lyric rather than narrative in composition, sean-n6s
singers also often give the narrative background of
a song, or 'udar an amhniin' (source of the song),
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before singing it, even when they can assume that
the audience is already familiar with the story.
context. It is a personal, ornamented and usually
unaccompanied style of solo singing. Its natural
habitat, as it were, is an Irish-speaking situation
where the listeners not only know the words of
the song but also know the background story, especially of the great love songs and laments. There
is a communal sense of place and a shared sense
of social history which often moves the listeners
to utter words of approval and encouragement to
the singer. The profound and intimate feelings of
love and of sorrow expressed in the lyrics, together
with subtle embellishment of the airs with delicate
forms of ornamentation, create a strong emotion
and form a bond of sympathy and affection
between singer and listeners. The audience refrain
from singing along with the singer, however,
except sometimes in chorus verses or in repeated
last lines. Otherwise, the 'one voice' rule is nearly
always strictly observed. [LIM]
regional di erence. Certain regional differences
can be identified regarding the use of stylistic and
performance practices in sean-n6s singing. For
instance, the kind of pronounced melismatic
ornamentation and attenuation of phrases often
found in Connemara sean-n6s is not characteristic
of the Donegal tradition, where rhythm tends to
be more regular and melodic ornamentation more
restrained. On the other hand, some Connemara
singers also use only a limited amount of melodic
and rhythmic ornamentation. Differences should
thus be spoken of in terms of tendencies rather
than hard-and-fast distinctions: there are too many
exceptions in matters of style (and still too little
known historically about the subject) to make
dogmatic statements on the matter tenable. While
individual variation has probably always made such
generalisations problematic, this is even more the
case in recent times, when competitions, radio
broadcast and recordings have exerted an increasingly powerful influence on singers throughout the
country, complicating not only the issue of regional
style but also the entire nature of the tradition .
Amhrdin ar an Sean-n6s, an anthology of field
recordings made between 1948 and 1965, before
such influences were prevalent, illustrates a broad
range of regional and individual styles and offers
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a well-documented introduction to the sean-n6s
tradition. [JU!-1]
r evival. Not until the foundation of Conradh
na Gaeilge (the Gaelic League) in 1893 and of
its national festival of Irish music and song 'An
tOireachtas', in 1897, did significant appreciation
emerge in English-speaking Ireland of these old,
unaccompanied Irish language songs. With the
decline in the traditional means of transmission
of the songs from parents to their children, voluntary organisations such as 'An Gaelacadamh' in An
Spideal in Connemara and 'Sean-n6s Cois Life'
in Dublin have seen the need to bring sean-n6s
singers to teach in the Gaeltacht schools and to
organise sean-n6s singing classes for adults in the
capital city. Whether one approves of competition or not, it is generally agreed that the annual
Sean-N6s Singing Competition at the Oireachtas
over the years, especially since its revival in 1939,
has done much to promote this vocal art form, as
has RnaG since its foundation in 1972 and Gael
Linn since the late 1950s. There was a renewed
interest in traditional singing in Irish in the last
quarter of the twentieth century and a measure of
its popularity in Ireland is that Cl6 Iar-Chonnachta
in Connemara, publishers and distributors of books
and ens, have produced some hundred 'sean-n6s'
titles in the first decade of the twenty-first century
alone.
Love song in Irish. This is a prolific and
definitive body of songs within the Gaelic song
repertoire. D6nal O'Sullivan regarded the best of
them as having the potential to be 'recognised as
ranking among the great love songs of the world'.
He found in them 'beauty and tenderness', 'deep
and passionate sincerity', a 'naturalness which
disdains all artifice', an 'exquisite feeling for
poetical expression' and a 'candour which is of the
essence of intimate human relations'. Th majority
express deep sadness, and their old airs and singing
style heighten the expression by being 'in perfect
concordance with the words'. [DOS 42]
Sean 6 Tuama has provided the most convincing deductions on the origins of the Gaelic love
song: popular Irish love-poetry began to surface
in great quantity in the early seventeenth century.
Most Irish folk songs collected in the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries are love-songs, composed

perhaps between 1600 and 1850, and based on
models dating to medieval times. Medieval scholar
W.P. Ker suggests that the twelfth century holds
the main sources and models of western European
poetry and song, that 'an old civilisation with an
elaborate literature of its own came to an end in
the eleventh century' and that there is 'great difficulty in understanding the transition. Modern
poetry, including the ballads, begins about the year
1100' (Form and Style in Poetry, 1928).
The man's love-lyric in particular seems shaped
by popular versions of French amour courtois
(courtly love) as practised by poets and entertainers after the Anglo-Norman invasion. Three forms
of this are found - (a) carofe (b) pastoure/le and
(c) chanson de fa Mafmariie.
(a) carafe. A form of rhyming love song with
repeating lines, associated with dance; the term
comes from the French. For example - 'Beidh
Aonach Amarach', 'Is Trua gan Peata an Mhaoir
agam', and 'An Paistin Fionn'. A more complex
form, the rondef, is used in many folk and literary
songs in Irish (e.g. 'Eibhlin a Run'). It was hugely
popular all through western European society
among all classes. Singing and dancing of caroles
is reported at New Ross in 1265; clerics are known
to have been disseminators of the fashion. High
society in England had begun to abandon the
love-song form- as distinct from the later devout
carol form- by about 1400. Today the love carole
is absent from collected English folk song, but
common in the Irish. 6 Tuama analyses the structure of the carole, noting its French metrical form
as chiefly A+ C (one line with refrain), 2A + C
(two rhyming lines with refrain), or 3A + B + C
(three rhyming lines with coda and refrain). The
refrain or 'burden' often contained nonsense words
such as haro, derin din, cling cling dong, avec la
tourloura, etc.; such nonsense words are found
in medieval English songs as well as in Irish folk
songs, and in origin were sounds used by dancers,
and possibly onlookers , to imitate the sound of
pipes and other musical instruments (sometimes
played as an accompaniment to the dance).
The A + C and 2A + C metrical forms, 6 T uama
suggests, seem linked to the most primitive type
of carole which has been traced back by French
scholars to archaic women's dances at May-time.
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It is noteworthy that many of the examples of
the A + C form extant today in Irish folk song are
also linked with the coming of summer: 1bugamar
Fein an Samhradh Linn is a widespread motif.
The form 3A + B + C, however, mostly became
identified with the carole in the high amour courtois
period (c.l200-1400), when this type of entertainment became an elitist court activity for both men
and women. Well-known troubadours and trouveres cast their chansons a dancer in this mould.
6 Tuama holds that Irish folk song and traditional Irish poetry in general utilise versions of
3A + B + C, among them simpler songs like 'Beidh
Aonach Amarach', 'Is Trua gan Peata an Mhaoir
agam' and 'An Paistin Fionn'.
He breaks the first of these down as follows:
Song:
Beidh aonach amaireach i gCondae an Chlair
(A X 3)
Cen mhaith dhom e, ni bheidh me ann (B X 1)
Refrain:
'Sa mhaithrin an ligfidh tli 'na aonaigh me? (x 3)
A mhuirnin 6, na heiligh e.

Such practice of casting the refrain in the same
general mould as the verse, he argues, had become
common already in medieval times:
My lady is a prety on, A prety, prety, prety on,
My lady is a prety on
As ever I saw.

He cites other songs still sung as having typical
carole verse and refrain, essentially dance music:
Is trua gan peata an mhaoir agam,
Is trua gan peata an mhaoir agam,
Is trua gan peata an mhaoir agam,
's na caoire beaga bana.
Is 6 goirim, goirim thu,
Is gra mo chroi gan cheilg thu
Is 6 goirim, goirim thu
'S tU peata beag do mhathar.

rondel. This is a complex form of carole which
came to be established in Ireland, commonly used
in many folk and literary songs in Irish (e.g. 'Eibhlin
a Run'), and in medieval French verse. 6 Tuama
concludes that the deep rooting of the carole form
in Ireland is supported by the fact that the presentday Irish words for dancing - 'rince' and 'damhsa'
-themselves derive from either English or Norman-
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French. He suggests that the foreign rounds, or ring
dances, in this way became the models for our subsequent older Irish dance forms.
Provence model. 6 Tuama considers that the
opening up of literary channels between Ireland,
England, France and Provence is important in
setting the tone and substance of Irish love lyrics.
The Proven<;:al convention of the 'man's love lyric'
is found throughout Irish folk-song literature collected in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
This means that many songs held faithfully in the
folk-memory were originally literary forms; in the
words of Alexander Krappe:
In periods of intense literary activity, literary
products will sink from the classes for which
they were intended in the first place, to lower
levels of the common people. When the songs
of the medieval troubadours had charmed the
knights and ladies, and even after they had
ceased to charm them, they still appealed to
(The Science ofFolklore, 1930)
the peasants.

].M. Cohen adds:
The vernacular literature of the twelfth century
was not designed for reading. The epic poems
were composed to the simple music of the primitive fiddle, and the lyrics for singing to more
complicated tunes, sometimes with refrains, or
as a voice and fiddle accompaniment to a dance.
There was, consequently, a very close relationship between the metre used and the traditional
dance steps; and since most of the dances were
popular in origin it was at this point that the
cultivated lyric touched the folksong with the
result that in some districts ... poems began
to be devised on less sophisticated subjects by
the jongleurs (strolling performers) themselves,
independently of the trouveres (lyricists), to be
sung at the festivities of the common people. It
was the dance that bridged the gap between the
art forms proper to each caste.
(A History of Western Literature, 1956)

love lyric. A large amount of popular Irish love
song is in the Provenpl mould of the love lyric set
to elaborate music. Dominant in the man's love
lyric is the concept of courtly love, and a high lyric
quality, but generally effusive, eulogistic, lacking
in poetic structure and owing some of its tone
to the rhetoric of praise poetry as composed by
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professional bards and other poets, perhaps, in the
medieval periods (1200-1650). 6Tuama sees lyric
utterances as appearing at random, but, nevertheless, astonishing:
When my lady moves towards me on her path
The moon awakens and the sun shines forth
A honey mist spreads by night or day
On each side of the road as she makes her way.

chanson s d"amo ur. Such thematic material,
he deduces, when taken together, can be seen to
correspond most accurately to that of French
and Provens:al chansons d'amour, both literary and
semi-popular, of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. He points out that there are changes in it in
response to Irish background and native literary traditions, notably praise poetry, and he notes that the
images are often of a non-courtly, non-philosophic
rural environment. As in the medieval prototype,
the object of the man's love is sometimes married,
thus making a secret fantasy of the matter. Special
names for the loved one like 'Little Dark Rose' or
'Pearl of the White Breast' are created; the man
imagines her rescuing him from his love-sickness
by a kiss, or by sleeping with him; there is no fear
of sin in this. 'Non-courtly' motifs also appear in
some of these songs - the lovers may contemplate
marriage, poverty may be an issue- and the woman
is addressed as the poet's equal (unlike the prototype with its feudal subservience). But present in the
Irish lyrics is the amour courtois tenet that without
woman's love God is unattainable, and only through
woman's love can God be fully experienced.
(b) pastourelle. A form of lyric found in Irish
folk-literature which was cultivated by Provens;al
troubadours or northern French trouveres. It
describes courtship advances by a young man
towards a woman whom he meets in a pleasant
landscape. Irish-language examples include 'An
Binsin Luachra'.This twelfth/thirteenth-century
French/Provens:al form is the opposite of the ideal
love of amour courtois; here the poet is of knightly
social standing, meets a young girl, generally a
shepherdess, and attempts seduction; a love-debate
ensues, she either yields to his advances or else
resists and is raped, either way boosting the poet's
macho prowess. This is the aristocratic prototype
of the 'As I Roved Out' model of song both in
French and in English, but in the latter the scene

is modified to conclude safely in marriage. While
many such songs may have entered Ireland in later
centuries, a significant core appear to reflect closely
the twelfth/thirteenth century French examples,
no prototype for which appears to be extant in
the English language. These songs in the Irish
language include 'Seoladh na nGamhan', 'An Binsin
Luachra', 'Eochaill' and 'Risteard 6 Bruineann'. In
such the Irish girl is likely to be plucking rushes
or herding calves, while in the French she is a
shepherdess, but the general structural and verbal
similarities between modern Irish examples and
the medieval French texts are striking.
There are eight different versions:
1. The poet names the location where the adventure takes place:
Antre Aras et Douai
[Between Arras and Douai]
Sor la rive de Seine
[On the bank of the Seine]
Idir Caiseal agus Durlas
[Between Cashel and Thurles]
Ar maidin inne cois Feile bhios
[Yesterday morning by the River Feale I walked]

2. The poet makes physical advances to the girl he
encounters, but she demurs:
N'atouchies pas a mon chainse
[Do not touch my chemise]
Is e duirt si 'stad is ni strac mo chl6ca'
[She said 'stop, don't tear my cloak']
Alleiz vostre chamin
[Go on your way]
Is duirt si liomsa, 'imthigh uaim'
[She said to me 'be on your way']

3. The poet invites her to sleep with him- giving
the lambs/calves the freedom of the meadows in
the meantime:
Qye nous dormons lez a lez
si lessiez voz aigneaux pestre avalles prez
[So we will sleep side by side
and let your lambs graze down on the meadow]
... cead sineadh sios led' bhiinchnis
Agus gheobhaimid na gamhna amiireach
[ ... leave to stretch out by your white body
and we will find the calves tomorrow]

4. She says she is too young; she fears her parents:
Trop per je sui jonete
[Because I am too young]
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Mar is maighdean me n:i t:iinig mh'aois
[Because I am a virgin, too young yet]
Je n'os por mo pere
[I dare not for my father]
Och mo dhaidf fein go duch insa mbaile
[Och my own daddy, disconsolate at home]
ni fheadaimse teacht ina l:ithair
[I cannot appear in his presence]

5. The poet promises her the lifestyle of a chatelaine:
Dame seras d'un chaste!
[You shall be chatelaine of a castle]
robes et biaux joiaus assez vos donrai
[dresses and a lot of fine jewels I shall give you]
Ta caisle:iin gheala im choime:id 's teacht iarlai im
chuirt
[I own bright castles and earls visit my court]
Gheobhaidh ru athru den fhaisiun sin a run go foill
Gunai geala, sciortai breaca, sfoda agus sroill
[You will get a change of fashion yet, my love
Bright gowns, dappled skirts, silk and satin]

6. When refused finally, the poet forces her violendy
into the sexual act:
Couchai la a terre
tout maintenant
levai li le chainse
lou jeux d 'amors sens atendre
le fix per deli t
Lors me sembla que fusse en paradis
[I laid her on the grass
immediately
lifted up her chemise
1he game oflove, without delay
I engaged in with delight
Then it seemed to me I was in paradise]
In eineacht chun tailimh a treascradh sinn
Rug me greim glina uirthi is leag me ar an drucht i
D'imrios cluiche den chleas nach neosfad ...
Do shaoil an rioghain gurbh i tir na nOg i
[We both tumbled to the ground
I seized her dress and brought her to the dewy
ground
I played a game of a business I'll not describe
The princess thought it was paradise]

7. She, exceptionally, wants him to repeat the sex act:
'Faites le moi encor amis'
lors recomensai san demor
le jeu k'elle m'avoit requis
[Do it to me again, my love
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at which I recommenced without delay
the game she had asked of me]
Shin agat cead saor, agus dein e arfs
[You have my full permission, do it again]
Aris gan mhoill nuair d'eirigh liom do rinneas an
sceal d'athnuachan
[Again, quite soon when I found it possible, I
renewed the whole business]

8. The poet, exceptionally, declares (despite her
pleadings) that he will never return to her again:
'Revenes arier, biaus sire'
mais por tot l'or de ]'empire
ne fuisse tornes vers lors
['Come back fine sir'
but for all the gold of the empire
I would not return to her]
Is e duirt mo stor liom filleadh aris
Agus siud mar a threigeas fein mo bhuion
Agus nar chastar im shli go br:ith f
[My love declared I should return again
And that's how I abandoned my loved one,
and may we not meet again]

(c) chanson de la Malmariee. A major song type
is a women's monologue on the unsatisfactory state
of her marriage and her desire for some younger
man. It is common in sixteenth-century English
and Scots folk song; it predates the Normans in
Ireland- as far back as AD 600. For instance: 'A
maid again I shall never be, till an apple grows
on a cherry tree' or 'Don all Og'. She typically
tells her own story, is young, blames her parents
for marrying her off to an older or unsuitable
husband (humped, crippled, coughs, impotent,
etc.), she declares her intention to run off with
a young lover, she curses him and wishes him
an early death. This was also a literary genre in
France, composed by male trouveres. It is found
in fifteenth- to sixteenth-century English broadsides, in sixteenth-century Scots, and in English
and Scots folk song. Examples in Irish literary
and folk composition (in the style ofMerriman's
Midnight Court) could date to anywhere between
the thirteenth and eighteenth centuries.
The young woman's love lament, believed by
some scholars to be the oldest type of love-song
extant in the romance languages, was possibly the
most popular song type before the advent of the
amour courtois type, and was directly opposed to
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the sentiment portrayed by trouvere and troubadour
who placed the man in anguish from unfulfilled love. The theme was used by the Normans
in caroles; versions of such song were sung in
English and in French to dance-tunes in Kilkenny
in the early fourteenth century. Already in Ireland,
however, before the Normans, was a highly-conscious and artistic tradition of the young woman's
lyric- possibly the only type oflove-lyric cultivated
between AD 600 and 1200. Thus it is possible that
a fusion of styles took place, but from a thematic
analysis, it would seem that the orman-French
models had a large influence on the lyric in Irish
folk song as it survives today. As distinct from the
man's bawdy chanson d'aventure type song, amatory
lingua franca is delicately deployed as a rule in the
young woman's love-lament: images and metaphors
referring to gardens, flowers, fruit-trees, dew, birds,
music and musical instruments nearly always have
sexual connotations.
folk song examples. There are innumerable
examples of such in late medieval French and in
English and Irish folksong:
1. My garden is over-run, no flowers in it grew.

Ta an gairdfn seo 'na fhasach,
A mhile gni ban, agus mise liom fein.
[This garden is a waste-land
dear loved one and I am alone.]
2. A ce poyrier y a ung fruict
de le cueiller il est temps.
[On this pear-tree there is a fruit
it is time to pick it.]
Ta crann amuigh sa ghairdfn le a bhfasann air su
craobh
Ma baintear barr an bhlatha de ni fhasfaidh se
go heag.
[There is a tree outside in the garden on which
raspberries flourish
if its flower is picked it will never grow.]
3. A maid again I shall never be,
till an apple grows on an orange tree.
(English folksong)
I mo mhaighdean 6g ni bheidh me go deo,
n6 go bhfasfaidh ulla ar adharca b6.
[A young virgin I shall never be
until apples grow on the horns of cows.]
4. Th music motif is common to both the man's
and woman's song:

jouns nous deux de cette cornemuse.
Let us both play on this bagpipe.
Tiocfaidh mo ghra-sa le banu an lae,
is seinnfidh se port a's is tig leis e
My loved one will come with the dawn of day
and he will strike up a tune, as well he is able.

dramatic. Despite the fact that it seems quite
likely that songs on the model of the young
woman's love-lament were mostly composed (as
in other countries) by male poets, the woman's
voice is vividly represented in them. The best of
them have a poetic quality of rare distinction. In
these generally one finds a dramatic stance, and a
tendency to develop the poem creatively from situation to situation (which is perfectly in accord with
our oldest literary tradition of the dramatic monologue). These songs are frequently tense, nearer
to life as lived, more assured in style, more finely
structured than our other folk-lyrics. Douglas
Hyde's Love-songs of Connaught has some remarkable examples of this type of song, supreme among
them 'A Oganaigh an chtiil cheangailte':
Ringleted youth of my love
with thy locks bound loosely behind thee,
you passed by the road above,
but you never came in to find me;
where were the harm for you
if you came for a little to see me;
your kiss is a wakening dew
were I ever so ill or so dreamy . ..

So too is 'Donall Og', known throughout Ireland
and in Gaelic Scotland, emphasising that the line
between folk song and learned lyric can be fine:
'D6nall Og', if you cross the ocean
take me with you, and don't forget,
and on market day you'll get your present:
a Greek King's daughter with you in bed!
Last night late the dog announced you
and the snipe announced you deep in the marsh.
You were ranging the woods, out there by your self
May you lack a wife until you find me!
(d) Other love-song forms. Found also in Irish
folk music are the reverdie (e.g. 'Fainne Geal an
Lae'/Dawning of the Day), the complainte, and
chansons dialoguees, fragments of aube (verse of'Ta
'na La') and serenade (e.g. the opening verses of

'Eamonn an Chnoic').
The above material is entirely sourced in, quotes
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at length and acknowledges Sean 6 Tuama's study
'An Gni in Amhr:iin na nDaoine' ('Love in Irish
Folksong'), originally published in 1960, reprinted
in Repossessions (Cork University Press, 1995).
religious song (in Irish) . Religious songs in
Irish belong to the private and domestic, not the
commercial world. Their themes come from the
elaborate Christian narrative tradition of medieval
Europe, on which so many painters drew, and from
the stirring sermons given by travelling preachers.
They include material from the apocryphal gospels
(unofficial, medieval narratives of the life of Christ),
such as the blind man said to have pierced Christ's
side with a lance as he hung on the cross, whose
sight was restored by his blood, or the roasted cock
that crew to announce Christ's resurrection.
Most religious songs in Irish focus on the crucifixion, unlike, say, Christmas carols in English,
many of which deal with the nativity. There
are exceptions, like 'Seacht S6l:is/Su:iilce na
Maighdine', which has been adapted from the
English-language 'Seven Joys of Mary', but in
general the songs are sorrowful or repentant, and
draw heavily on the diction of lament-poetry. A
whole cycle of songs is called variously, 'Caoineadh
na P:iise', 'D:in na P:iise', 'Caoineadh Mhuire',
'Caoineadh na Maighdine' or 'Caoineadh na dTri
Muire': variations on the idea of the Virgin Mary's
lamenting her son at his crucifixion. They depict
the grieving Mary not as the stoical, silent woman
of the Latin Stabat Mater Dolorosa, but as a furiously angry and eloquent Irish bean chaointe or
keening-woman, her hair streaming behind her
as she runs barefoot through the desert to reach
her son.
occasion. Religious songs were sung at wakes
and funerals, as well as during Lent, often by
women who stood clasping each other's hands
above the head and shoulders of the dead person;
they seem to have supplied an acceptable alternative when clerical opposition put an end to the
custom of keening. Although invariably sung in a
spirit of great devotion, the songs ofMary's lament
also contain a note of defiance, for their last lines
often promise a blessing to anyone who will lament
Christ's death on the cross; singer after singer has
told folklore collectors that this blessing means
it is right and proper to keen the dead, as Mary
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keened her son. Many of them wept as they sang,
and listeners were regularly moved to tears by the
pathos of the words and music: what Patrick Pearse
called the 'low, sobbing recitative' he heard when
M:iire Ni Fhlannchadha sang at Feis Chonnacht in
Moycullen in 1904. Seosamh 6 hEanai (d.1984),
who grew up only yards from M:iire an Ghabha
in Carna, brought several of these songs to a
wider audience through his recordings; M:iirtin
6 Cadhain compared his singing of'Caoineadh
na P:iise' to a Fra Angelica painting.
devotional. The songs themselves are sacred,
and earn special blessings for those who remember
and sing, or even say, them. In this they belong as
much to the tradition of praying in Irish as to that
of singing. Older singers who specialised in them
often knew many prayers and religious legends
as well, and a considerable number of song-texts
have been collected from non-singers, notably
Irish-language versions of'The Cherry-tree Carol'
(Child 54), only one version of which has been
published with music (Eigse Cheol Tire/ Irish Folk
Music Studies 3, 1981, 36-9). Ths special category
of oral poetry in Irish was recognised by revivalists
as early as 1906, when Douglas Hyde published
his Amhrdin Diadha Chziige Connacht! The Religious
Songs of Connacht. Like Enri 6 Muirgheasa's
Ddnta Diadha Uladh (1936), it contains both songs
and prayers, but unfortunately gives no musical
notation. The version of 'Caoineadh Mhuire '
written down by Patrick Pearse in 1904 appeared
in print at least four times during his lifetime (also
without music). After his execution in 1916, and
the foundation of the Irish Free State in 1921,
it was regularly included in anthologies of Irish
poetry for use in schools, usually under the name
'Caoineadh na dTri Muire'. It has acquired the
authority of print and prescription, so that other
religious songs, and other versions of this song
type, were almost forgotten until the 1960s, when
the Catholic Church's adoption of liturgies in vernacular languages inspired a revival. Meanwhile
the recordings made by Seosamh 6 hEanai in
the 1970s have ensured that his have become the
standard airs for more than one of these songs,
which are now often heard at funerals, sometimes
with harp or other accompaniment. Versions collected from oral tradition can be up to and over a
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hundred lines long, sung slowly, and with a refrain
after each line, but modern liturgies use quite short
versions of traditional religious songs, and confine
themselves to those which co nform to orthodox
religious teachings.
seasonal. In a broadcast on Raidio na Gaeltachta
in 1976, Seamus Ennis referred to such material as
song 'n:i raibh riamh go coitianta ach ag fodhuine
thall is abhus': so ngs that only a few people here
and there ever sa ng. A woman of hi s acquaintance in Co. Donegal had known five of them, he
said, and told him that people used to sing them
at the fireside long ago, during the days leading up
to Easter and Good Friday. This may have been
Nora Ni Ghallchobhair, of An Sruth:in, Gort
an Choirce, from whom Ennis collected several
prayers and religious songs in 1944, but she was
not unique: in every Gaeltacht area, for much of
the twentieth century, there have been women, and
sometim es men, who made a point oflearning and
transmitting traditional religious material, including songs. M:iire Ni Ghriofa (d. 1918), of An Aird
Thoir, Carna, Co. Galway, was known as a singer
of such songs; her daughter Nan, Mrs Gilmartin,
also sang for Seam us Ennis in the early 1940s, and
Nan's daughter, M :iire an Ghabha, Mrs Canavan
(b. 1905), recorded several religious songs in the
1970s, togeth er with prayers she learned while
sh aring a bed with her grandmother as a child .
M:iire's son, Michael Mh:iire an Ghabha, and his
children are noted singers and musicians too, who
carry on the rich Carna tradition; one of them,
Caitriona Ni Cheannabh:iin, was heard on the
soundtrack of Cathal Black's film Korea (1995).
studies. Caoineadh na dTri Muire: Tiama na
Pdise i bhFi!iocht Bhiil na Gaeilge (Dublin : An
Clochomhar, 1983) by Angela Partridge (Bourke)
is a full-length study of the songs abou t the crucifixion. See also Angela Partridge and Hugh Shields,
'Amhr:iin Bhean naithe as Co. na Gaillimhe agus
asTir Chonaill', Eigse Cheol Tire/ I rish Folk Music
Studies 3 (198 1), 18-44; Hugh Shields, Narrative
Singing in Ireland: Lays, Ballads, Come-All-Yes and
Other Songs (Dublin: Irish Academic Press, 1993),
has several references to religious song. For sound
recordings see Seosamh 6 hE anai; N oirin Ni
Riain's Caoineadh na Maighdine (Gael Linn, 1980)
is a compendium of religious songs from different

Gaeltacht areas, sung by Ni Riain with choral
accompaniment by the monks of Glens tal Abbey,
while Lasairfhiona Ni Chonaola, Breda Mayock
and Katie McMahon sing religious so ngs in Irish
on Hector Zazou, L ights in the Dark (Warner/
Detour 1998). [ABU]
Jacobite song. This is political song concerned
with the claims to the British throne of King
James II (deposed in 1688), his son (claiming to be
James Ill), and the latter's son Charles (who died in
1788). These three belonged to the Stuart dynasty,
and the term Jacobite derives from 'Jacobus', Latin
for James. During that hundred years the London
governm ent of King William and the Georges
strengthened its political and cultural grip on
Ireland, so that the Irish language continued to be
displaced by English. It is therefore not surprising that the Gaelic majority supported the Stuarts
and, consequently, that most Irish 'Jacobite' so ng
is in Irish .
aisling. Since there are very few Irish so ngs
that we can confidently date before c.1750, it is difficult to trace when this kind of song began. There
were of course Jacobite songs from the 1690s, but
not being the work of the literate class, most were
not written down and were therefore lost. The
best-known kind of Jacobite so ng is the aisling
(pl. aislingi), in the earliest surviving examples of
which the 'messiah' is J ames Ill. The three earliest
aislingi we have, the work of Aog:in 6 Rathaille
(6 Tu ama: 151-60), relate to the hop ed-for
return of J ames Ill around 1715. Because we do
no t have surviving tunes, the aislingi must be
treated as poetry only, even if some once were set
to melodies. Munster (wh ere the aisling apparently originated), south-east Ulster and north
Leinster were the main areas of production of the
aisling poetry in the eighteenth century. Ulster's
best-known example, 'Uirchill an Chreag:iin', identifies no messiah (6 Tu ama: 176), for o nce the
Stuart cause was finally overthrown at the Battle of
Culloden in 1746, the northern poets gave up on
them as potential saviours. In Co. Armagh Peadar
6 Doirnin (d. 1769) mocks both sides , Prince
Charles's Gaelic Highlanders and William, Duke
of Cumberland, the government leader:
Adeir lain is Eachann is Gilleaspaic mac Raghnaill
Nach bhfuil boinead n6 bear:id n6 hata dubh lisa
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N6 giolla bre:i fearuil d:ir cailleadh an la sin
Nach n-iocfaidh Sir Wully go huile le Catha! iad,
is iomb6!
Here the words 'is iomb6! ' tell us that this was to
be sung. Reputedly a popular song in Ulster, this
piece serves to illustrate that Jacobite song was not
confined to the aisling. One well-known Jacobite
song which is not an aisling is 'Bimse buan ar
buairt gach 16', the enthusiastic welcome to Prince
Charles by Sean Clarach Mac Domhnaill (16911754) in Co. Cork, one of the earliest songs known
to the tune 'An Cnota Ban' (the Scottish 'White
Cockade'). Today it is probably more popularly set
to a more modern tune.
M unster. But many of the Munster poets still
hoped for a Stuart return after Culloden. Eoghan
Rua 6 Suilleabhain (1748-84), born in Co. Kerry
when Stuart hopes were in reality over, is the most
famous of the aisling makers. His are set to beautiful
tunes, and use highly complex metrical ornament
giving minute attention to detail in describing
the woman's beauty, justifying John Jordan's 1982
remark made about his poetry in general that he
'often expires in a morass of loveliness'. His 'Im
Aonar Seal ag Siul Bhios', set to the tune of'An
Binsin Luachra', is a triumph by a master of words:
Im aonar seal ag siul bhios
I dtt1is oiche i ngaortha ceoigh;
Lem thaobh gur dhearcas fionn-rion
Im ionnsai go seimh ar seol,
A ceibh ar fad 'na buclaibh
Ag tabhairt sios ar sceimh an 6ir
Go craobhach casta ciumhs-bhui
'Na fonnsaibh go beal a br6ig.
Padraig U a Duinnin, his 1902 editor, credits
this writer with fifteen aislingi, including 'Ceo
Draiochta' and 'An Spealad6ir'. It was eventually accepted towards the end of the eighteenth
century that national salvation did not lie with the
Stuarts, but the aisling remained popular, and, as
English tightened its grip on the land in the same
period, we find examples of the aisling in English
- though not always up to Gaelic standards of
metrical precision:
Are you any of these dames who agreed to strip,
For Paris to view them on Ida's hill,
Where Vulcan's fair bride obtained the golden
prize,
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Which caused jealousy, spite, and dire revenge?
(Zimmermann, 1966)
allegory. The aisling is an allegory, and allegories were popular in the eighteenth century, and
not only in Ireland. Art Mac Cumhaigh holds a
political discussion with a little bird in his lovely
song 'Aige Bruach DhUn Reimhe', and he is not the
only poet to do so. The English (or Scottish) song
'The Blackbird' is an allegory where James Ill is 'my
Blackbird, wherever he may be'; it first appeared
about 1718 and quickly became popular in Ireland.
We must take it that songs of this kind in English
first arrived on the English-speaking east coast, and
gradually spread westward as the Irish language
receded. This is a useful reminder that the Stuarts
most certainly had considerable support among
English speakers, especially around Dublin.
Another English song which became popular in
Ireland is 'When the King Shall Enjoy his Own
Again', first printed to support King Charles II in
his exile from Britain in 1651-60; but this was
easy to rework in support of any exiled Stuart king.
Around 1715, some students at Trinity College
Dublin were brought to court for whistling its
tune (6 Buachalla, Aisling Ghiar, 1996), and in
17 45 Denis O'Hempsey, the Co. Derry harper
(1695-1807), was presented to Prince Charles in
Edinburgh and sang to him:
... I hope to see the day
When the Whigs shall run away,
And the king shall enjoy his own again.
Scottish imports. The English-language Jacobite
songs that are still sung today are mostly recent
Scottish imports. Mter Culloden the Stuarts and
the Highlanders no longer threatened the establishment, the tartan and the pipes became symbols
of Scottish national identity, and a literary industry
arose to manufacture much of what now passes
for Jacobite song. Robert Burns (1759-96) played
his part, but probably the greatest romanticisers
were James Hogg (1770-1835) and Waiter Scott
(1771-1832). A dramatic example of the produce
of this literary industry is 'Speed, bonnie boat, like
a bird on the wing ... ', in fact composed by an
Englishman and published in 1885 (Donaldson,
1988). The story of Jacobite song in Ireland
involves close links with Scotland and England ,
but it is primarily the story of Gaelic song during
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the last century in which there were still considerable enough numbers of Gaelic speakers to have
cultural confidence. [COO]
occupa tional songs. 'Work' songs associated
with particular solitary and communal domestic,
agricultural and craft activities were routine in
pre-Famine Ireland. Few survived, but some were
printed by Petrie and Joyce, and 6 Madagain notes
that collectors may not always have considered such
material worthy of record [OM 05 95]. O'Sullivan's
1981 'Songs of the Irish' (32-40) agrees that 'songs
of occupation' were onetime common, and that 'the
men in the fields or the smithy and the women at
the spinning wheel or in the byre would lighten
their labours with song'. This suggests a distinction between the function oflifting mental tedium
(in such as knitting, net-mending or pitching hay)
and that of actually aiding the rhythmic, physical
process (in spinning, churning milk, grinding corn
or rowing). Petrie deduced that the work song or
tune demonstrated 'the universal love for melody
which characterised the Gaelic race ... short and
simple airs which were invented and employed to
lighten their various employments'. [P/C 115] He
considered that the number of tunes which had
survived by his time was evidence that in 'no sort of
occupation or labour, whether indoor or outdoor'
was song not used 'as a sustainer of the spirits and a
lightener of the toil'. 6 Madag:iin cites the considerable value of song in easing the stress in a heavy
task like churning, and in the communal rhythmic
task of turning swathes of hay with pitchforks; he
links such lyrics to magic or superstition, especially
so the ploughman's music. [97, 100]
men's songs. Petrie describes and notes the
ploughman's whistles and chants, 'of a plaintive
and solemn character, suited to the quietness and
solitariness of such an occupation'. Ploughing was
indeed lonely, and slow, working with two horses
and two men, or on a larger scale with four horses
and three men. The associated music involved
routines for the workers and signals for the horses:
whistles and sung word patterns were useful for
instruction, warning and diversion as well as for
comforting the beasts. Petrie covers this in some
detail, offering notated melody and words which
were supplied by O'Curry. [P/C 67] O'Sullivan
deduces further that the often inclement weather

Ploughing with horses [courtesy Breandan 6 Madagain]

(wind and showers), along with the clump of
horses' feet, dictated that such songs 'are not in
general characterised by harmony and rhythm'.
His 'Ploughman's Lilt' shows a therapeutic refrain
mediated by words directed to the other two men
in the team:
H6
Ho
Ho
H6

b6, h6
b6, h6
b6, h6
b6, h6

b6
b6
b6
b6

b6, b6, Is [is
b6, b6, Is
b6, b6, Is
b6, b6.

=

and]

Brod is buail is tioma
Lairin rua na droch-mhna!
Do Chos ar an gceacht, a Thomais
Is feach 'bhfuil ar ndinnear a' teacht!

The modern-day ploughing practice- with up
to a ten-furrow machine pulled by a 170 horsepower tractor - is somewhat more rapid, and noisy,
but still involves song to ease the tedium for the
driver, albeit generally of the popular kind . All such
machinery has inbuilt audio equipment, and singer
John Waltham of Devon while ploughing his ancestral, leased 450 acres continuously developed his
Irish repertoire during the 1990s by singing along
to recordings he had made on visits to Ireland.
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Blacksmithing also offers quasi-onomatopoeic
chorusing, in the form of 'Ding dong didilium'
(mimicking the single strike of the two-handed
sledge alternating with the double ring of the
one-handed lump hammer on the anvil in regular,
rhythmic sequence) as collected by O'Curry, a song
which, ironically, he found in use for soothing a
crying child:
Ding dong didilium
Buail seo, seid seo
[Strike this, blow this]
Ding dong didilium
Buail seo, seid seo
Ding dong didilium
Buail seo, seid seo
D'imigh mo bhean
[Off went my wife]
Leis an tailliuir aerach
[With the 'aisy' tailor]
Ni maith a nim fein
[I can't right make]
Tua mi comin
[An axe or sickle]
Ni maith a nim fein
[I can't right make]
Ramhan na slean
[A spade or slean (turf spade)]
6 d'imigh uaim
[Since she went from me]
Mo stuaire mna
[My noble wife]
Le gaige trua
[With a pitysome yoke]
Gan bhuar gan sparan
[Without gold or kine]
Ding dong didilium &c.
The lyrics of the song - wherein the smith has
lost his wife to the tailor - have an independent
association with work as hazard. For, as O'Sullivan
notes, the travelling tailor would call to the farmhouse and stay for a day or so to complete his
work, indoors, while the farmer worked long hours
outside, circumstances in which 'opportunities for
dalliance must have been considerable'. [40) None
of the older surviving or collected male occupational songs are associated with rowing, but
there are several of these in the western isles of
Scotland.
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women's songs. Lullabies might in most case be
regarded as female occupational songs (see below)
but women engaged with diverse forms of outside
work including milking, churning, winnowing
and grinding grain, references to some of which
survive in song. Milking songs were used to both
ease the task of the milker and also soothe the cow
or nanny goat, as seen in the Co. Clare lyrics of
'Gri mo Chrof mo bh6 bheag dhflis'. [OM OS, 103)
Eugene O'Curry reported on the coming together
of women to spin flax and wool, either 'daughters of
the house, and neighbouring poorer girls', or local
females taking part in 'comhar', or 'meitheal' reciprocal co-operation. At such assemblies singing was
done, either popular songs or luibfnf- 'extemporaneous verses to peculiar airs', these using vocables
such as 'maile6 ler6' and 'high diddle diddle' which
acted a punctuation to the songs' dialogues. [P/C
117) See luibfnf; song in English, work.
luibfnf. This singing practice has a pre-composed verse and melody which are passed (sung)
from singer to singer in turn, each of whom adds
in their own personal extemporised line. Petrie
quotes Bunting on such 'loobeen' (luibfnlf) female
work song as 'a peculiar species of chaunt, having
a well-marked time, and a frequently recurring
chorus or catch-word ... sung at merry-makings
and assemblages of the young women, when they
meet at "spinnings" or "quiltings", and is accompanied by extemporaneous verses which indicate
favour for or criticism of certain local young men,
to which each singer successively furnishes a line'.
6 Madagain adapts one of these from Petrie, 1855,
[84) 'Maile6 Ler6':
Maile6 ler6 is im b6 ner6
Shiuil me an choillle heiri an lae ghil
[I crossed the wood at the break of day]
Maile6 ler6 is im b6 ban
Maile6 ler6 is im b6 ner6
Ar Shean 6 Cearuil a thug tU an reim sin
[For Sean 6 Cearuil you wandered so early]
Maile6 Ier6 is im b6 ban
Bunting noted that' ... the intervention of the
chorus [in this case the two vocable lines] after
each line of text gives time for the preparation of
the succeeding one by the next singer, and thus
the loo been goes round, and the chain of song is
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comple ted .'This related to Co. Mayo, but close
on a century later Tomas 6 Broin described this
process in Co. Galway as still being associated with
carding wool or knitting, and was competitive: 'the
luibin would give them the chance to drip hints or
make jibes about each other'. [B, 98-99] Luibini is a
feature of Oireachtas competition each year.
In a related fashion, some better-known songs
are passed 'around the house' in the west Cork
Gaeltacht, with, for instance, 'An Poc Ar Buile'
involving many voices on the chorus, but individuals on the separate verses which, though set, may
be extemporised. The song 'Beauty Spot Glanlea'
-though not a luibini-style song- is often passed
around from voice to voice by Coolea singers using
a variety of timbres and volumes to similar aesthetic effect. [EDJ]
See also meitheal
lullaby. A type of song which is both an evocation of the singer's love for a child and a means
of lulling a ch ild to sleep. Of the type of song
described historically as 's uan trai', it might also
be used to soothe a sick or fretting child, and is
also conside red to have originally had a 'supernatural function, namely as a charm to protect the
baby from being abducted by the Si ... '.The 'si'
or 'sithichean' were not, as popularly translated,
mere 'fairies', but were of more formidable significance, being 'the gods of pre-Christian, Celtic
Ireland ... dwelling in otherworld palaces under
the hills and prehistoric mounds such as the socalled ring-forts with which the Irish countryside
abou nds'. [OM 89, 30] Some lullabies therefore
involve charms against abduction, seen in such
references as 'Gabh amach a bh6bobha' [Get out,
sprite]. Such otherworld si were attributed musical
powers, and thus music itself was seen as 'a supernatural instrument of power, as well as being
universally the medium for communication with
the supernatural'.[31] This is found in stories from
musicians who- as late as the 1950s in the logic of
Donegal fiddler Neillidh O'Boyle- reputedly were
given their music, a particular tune or the ability to
play an instrument 'by the fairies'.
Evidence for the supernatu ral association is
claimed for the repeated vocables which occur in
Irish lullabies, for example those in A Bhean lid
thi6s:

Se6 hin, se6 hin, se6 hin, se6 hin,
Se6 hu le6, se6 hu le6,
Seo hin, seo hin, seo hin, se6 hin,
Se6 hu le6, se6 hu Ieo.
While these are indeed soothing syllables for a
child, they 'occur almost invariably in the [typical]
lullaby chorus' but 'find no place in recorded speech
outside of the lullaby'. They correspond to 'the
characteristic magic chant .. . A repetitive, incantatory, intelligible formula [Corn 1909:13] which may
in fact be the original 'lullaby', and the common
lyrics a later development. [6M 89, 33] Supporting
this, some of the lullabies collected by Joyce, and
some of those collected in Scotland, contained
vocables only- 'to be repeated over and over'. In
his experience, for instance 'Shoheen-sho u-lo-lo,
shoheen-sho as thu mo-leanav' had only ever
been heard with just those words. [J 1873:74] For
6 Madagain this sugges ts that such might not
just be 'defective examples in which the verses
had been forgotten', but may be 'survivors of the
original formula'. Collector Sean 6 hEochaidh
of Donegal recalled that 'in his youth in Donegal
some of the old women ... regarded the lullaby as
a charm against the Si .. . "and the more beautifully
and the more sweetly and the more lonesomely
and the more plaintively it were sung, the better
would it be as a protection".' [6 M 35] Since this
is the only statement of such which has been witnessed by 6 Madagain, he can conclude only that
it is 'more than likely' that the protection factor
'was formerly a prime function of the lullaby'.
Lullabies were found in all parts oflreland, and
exist in all cultures, generally sung to children.
They have also been performed and composed by,
and are part of repertoire for, such as Padraigin Ni
Uallachain who has arranged, written and recorded
many. Examples are found in P.W. Joyce's Ancient
Irish Music, Petrie's Collection of the Ancient Music
ofIreland, and O'Sullivan's Songs of the Irish, and
are analysed by Breandan 6 Madagain in Caointe
agus Seancheolta Eile (2005).
lyrics. In D eirin di, found in Ireland and in
Scotland, a pastoral tranquillity is gently invoked
and paced by relaxed agricultural clock routine,
the supercession of sun by moon by sun, summer,
comfort, tranquillity and a world free of any hint
of pain or crisis.
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Deirin de, deirin de
Ta na gabhairin Oiche amuh san bhfraoch
[The nightjar/snipe calls upon the heath]
Deirin de, deirin de
Ta'n bunan donn a'labairt san bhfeith
[The bittern calls from the reeds]
Deirin de, deirin de
Ge6idh ba siar le h-eirghe an lae
[Cows will go west at the dawn of day]
Deirin de, deirin de
Is raghaidh mo leanbh 'a bhfeighilt ar fear
[My child will mind them while they graze]
Deirin de, deirin de
Eire6idh gealach is raghaidh grian fe
[The new moon greets the setting sun's ray]
Deirin de, deirin de
Tiocfaidh ba aniar le deire an lae
[The cows come home at the end of day]
Deirin de, deirfn de
Leogfad no leanbh a' pioca smear
[I'll let my child go gathering berries]
Deirin de, deirin de
Ach cod ail go samh go fainne an lae
[But sleep peacefully till the break of day]

An arranged version of this song can be heard on
Maire Nf Chathasaigh's 2001 album Dialogues:
Agal!aimh.
2. mixed-language song. This transitional song
category includes macaronic song, and so-called
Hiberno- English song.
macaronic song. In the Irish experience this is
song in which both Irish and English are used in
some permutation, such as every other phrase, line,
group of lines or verse being in Irish and English.
It came into fashion in fifteenth-century Italian literature, notably in the writings ofTeofilo Folengo.
This Italian macaronic verse has been described by
Symonds:
The jargon must consist of the vernacular, suited
with Latin terminations and freely mingled
with classical Latin words ... The name by
which it was known indicates its composition.
As macaroni is dressed with cheese and butter,
so the macaronic poet mixed colloquial expressions of the people with classical Latin, serving
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up a dish that satisfies the appetite by rarity and
richness of concoction. At the same time, since
macaroni was the special dish of the proletariat
and since a stupid fellow was called a maccherone, the ineptitude and vulgarity of the species
are indicated by its title.

Folengo's word was, after his day, applied to verse
in which one finds a mixture of languages or
dialects, correctly used in accordance with the prevailing rules of grammar and syntax. This kind of
macaronic verse is ancient and belongs to bilingual
communities. It was prevalent too when scholars
decided to have a little fun with both the vernacular and the language of the learned.
scolares vagantes. The macaronics of the cloister
are one of the glories of early English poetry, a
poetry influenced by Irish monks who were composing beautiful hymns in honour of saints, and
loricas against disease, since the seventh century.
Macaronic verse persisted in the literatures of
western Europe until the decline of Latin in
the seventeenth century. It gained impetus from
the compositions of the scolares vagantes, 'those
irresponsible college graduates and lighthearted
vagabonds who were equally at home in alehouses,
in hall, in market-place or in cloister ... if they compelled the rude folk-song to conform to the metres
of the Latin hymns they compensated for this by
reducing to these same simple metres the artistically fashioned stanza of highly wrought spiritual
songs, as well as by introducing the popular refrain
into lyrics of every kind' (Padelford, 1907-21).
macaronic verse types. Sean 6 T uama has shown
in 'An Gra in Amhran na nDaoine' how strong the
influence of medieval France was on folk song in
the Irish language. 1h:: influence likely persisted too
in the macaronic songs of the nineteenth century;
the striking echoes of the medieval in the construction of the macaronics of the later period simply
cannot be ignored or dismissed as mere coincidence.
Six basic types are found in both periods:
1. The line in which two languages lie side by side:
My reed was out of order is do thainig as mo
bheilteanna
And then she said 'my darling, na fag anois le feirg
me;

2. The song in which the language changes in
alternate lines:

song
I am a young fellow that ran out of my land and means,
Seanamhmi an bhaile na tabharfadh dom bean na spre
I placed my affections on one who had gold and store,
Is gur gheallas don ainnir go leanfainn lei fein go deo.
3. The lines in regular patterns- 2A + 2B; 4A + 4B

etc.:
Ta fleet bhrea Fhrancach ag teacht faoi ardbhrat
Anall thar saile do chabhr6dh linn,
Our Catholic boys will, without alarm,
Break the cursed laws of old tyranny.
Beimid go dilis inar sui i dtabhairni
Ag 61 fion Spainneach, ag glaoch na di;
Those cruel demons we will de-feat them,
And our loyal heroes will have liberty.

4. "The macaronic coda:
Areir cois na habhann ag taisteal do bhios,
In silence I rambled in raptures of glee,
Is ea do dhearcas an ainnir chiuin mhaiseamhail
mhin,
Agus fagaimis sit1d mar ata se.

5. Songs in which words or phrases are scattered
in a seemingly haphazard fashion. But the phrases
in the second language become an ornament rather
than a detriment to the songs:
La brea greine is me ag dui go hEochaill,
With locks and curls upon the way,
I met a comrade, a handsome buachaill
Ba e Muiris Og Mac Daith Ui She
'0 Kate,' says he, 'a chailin alainn,
Bimis pairteach and never say
Go bhfaigheadh do mhathair cliamhain nios
breath a
Na Muiris 6g mac Diith Ui She.'

6. The macaronic paraphrase, alternating verse and
translation:
Cois leaga do th6gas bord go beacht
Urn n6in roimh threascairt greine
Gan beatha dom shr6in na cor6in im ghlaic
Na c6ir ar bha le haoireacht
By an ancient fort reposed I sat
As the sun's resplendent beam shone;
To supply my nose no store I had,
or cattle to rake care of

transition to English. The bilingual song of the
nineteenth century is a product of a period when
people other than song-makers were happy to
use a foreign tongue. The sudden flowering of the
macaronic song coincides with the period in which

a variety of pressures led to the gradual dominance
ofEnglish.1he reduced economic condition of the
people, and the terrible disasters of the century,
gave rise to a situation in which many saw emigration as the only alternative to dire poverty; a
dependence on English was seen as the means of
salvation. The national schools and their clerical
managers were conspirators with the majority of
Irish parents in bringing the bilingual situation
into being.
In those places where the people were comfortable in both Irish and their new English, a certain
pride was shown both by the makers of the bilingual songs and those who sang them; the same
sort of pride that led to the clever linguistic mixes
heard in medieval taverns from the lips of the
wandering scholars. Connie Coughlan from Baile
Mhuirne in west Cork stopped his macaronic song
to alert the collector, Freeman, in the early days
of this century: 'Eist', he said, 'Ard-Bhearla ansa!'
(Listen: great English here!). In literature it might
be noted that]oyce's Finnegans Wake is the greatest
macaronic work of the twentieth century. [DIO]
hedge-schoolmaster song. This is a species of
Anglo-Irish folk song most conspicuously characterised by its use of classical and biblical allusion,
Latinate and sometimes florid or hyperbolic
vocabulary, and often by the use of certain Irish
verse forms - particularly ochtfhochlach, which
is marked by its metrically distinctive assonantal
rhyme scheme. The songs are so called because of
their initial association with the hedge-schoolmasters of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. An
example of a hedge-schoolmaster song in ochtfhochlach is 'The Boys ofMullaghbawn':
Now to end my lamentation, we are all in
consternation,
For want of education, I now must end my song,
Since without hesitation, we are charged with
combination,
And sent for transportation from the hills of
Mullaghbane.

The songs are also typified by their exploitation
of certain Irish and continental poetic genres, such
as the aisling, or 'vision poem'; the reverdie, a French
form in which the narrator describes the delights
of springtime, and usually of a woman encountered
among them; the conflictus, a medieval Latin form
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in which two parties debate the virtues of their
respective religious or moral perspectives; and the
geographical encomium, celebrating the glories of
a locality or property. An example of the hedgeschoolmaster reverdie is 'Lough Erne's Shore':
One morning as I went a-fowling,
bright Phoebus adorned the plain,
It was down by the banks of Lough Erne
I met with this wonderful dame,
Her voice was so sweet and so pleasing,
these beautiful notes she did sing.
The innocent fowl of the forest
their love unto her they did bring.
Some of the songs in this category display
genuine poetic skill, subtlety and erudition; others,
revealing negligible skill and only the trappings of
learning, give way, in their use of pedantic verbiage
and over-indulgence in classical allusion, to what,
as in 'The Colleen Rue', Frank O'Connor termed
'Babu English':
Oh, were I Hector that noble victor who died a
victim to Grecian skill,
Or were I Paris whose deeds are various an
arbitrator on Ida's hill,
I'd range through Asia, likewise Arabia,
Pennsylvania seeking for you,
The burning raygions like sage Orpheus to see your
face, my sweet Colleen Rue.
The term may be applied with equal validi ty,
however, to any song which exhibits the stylistic
features common to the genre, whether composed
by an actual hedge-schoolmaster, a broadsheet
hack, or a latter-day parodist. 'Moorlough Mary',
'Old Arboe', 'Castlehyde', 'Erin's Green Shore', and
'In Praise of the City ofMullingar' are some of the
better-known examples of the genre. (]UH]
3. song in English. This is loosely referred to
as 'ballad singing', but such a term on its own
addresses transmission more than style and
content. For many of the melodic and decorative
features of song in Irish are found in singing in
the English language, and the range of repertoire
in English is as varied and extensive are the facets
of cultural experience since the eighteenth century.
There is considerable crossover between its categories, and its styles might be looked at under the
headings of (a) subject matter, (b) singing style,
and (c) song type.
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(a) subject matter. Traditional song and singing
practices have been strongly representative of social
class, and the numerous kinds of song reflect such
things as contemporary politics, labour relations,
economics, trades, recreational activity, placepraise, emotions, courtship and religion. Each such
category may be deal! with in a variety of waysusing such as complaint, satire, documentation and
political opinion.
(b) singing style. This applies to all song areas
and types. Just as there are regional speaking
accents and regional music styles there are also
regional singing styles. These may have associated repertoires of melodies which are applied to
more than one song. Regional song differences are
rooted in the same kinds of features which apply
to such diversity in instrumental music, but with
more elemental and striking degrees of difference,
and additional exclusive features which directly
relate to language, and to social, political and
economic factors. Regional song is dealt with in
this text under the individual regions - the counties
of Ireland in particular, and also under England,
Scotland and Wales, all of which are close enough
to Irish traditional song to be considered important in analysis oflrish singing style.
(c) song type. This is a broad classification which
applies universally to all styles of traditional song
and singing. It concerns attitude, occasion, circumstances and emotional issues, and is about the
personality, slant or tack of a particular song. Such
broad, multi-dimensional types include humour,
love, politics, murder and disaster.
All of these categories overlap somewhat, and
so song in English, in addition to its regional treatment under individual counties, provinces and
related neighbouring cultures, will be illustrated
here by lyrics quotations under an alphabetic
sample selection of headings: comic/satirical, emigration, famine, GAA, hunting, horse-racing, loyal,
nationalist, place-praise, popular, sport, the First
World War.
( 1) comic and satirical. The use of satire is often
dated to the times of the bards, when one might
fear the lash of their cryptic tongue in revenge for
wrongs done or perceived to be done. For instance,
a fifteenth-century report sent back to England
on the state of things in Ireland had this to say
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broadsheets and postcards was being issued under
the authorship of such well-known figures as
Peadar Kearney ('The Row in the Town') and Sean
O'Casey ('The Grand Ould Dame Britannia'),
these often parodies of old national songs or
then-recent music-hall songs. Brian O'Higgins
composed satirical song verse prolifically, this
appearing in his Wolfe Tone Annual up until the
1940s. Satirical political song is still indulged in,
as in CorkmanJohn Maguire's exhortation on US
president Ronald Reagan's visit to Ireland:
Tim Lyons (centre) singing one of his topical comic songs
at the G6ilfn Singers' Club in Werburgh St., Dublin c. 1985
[courtesy Derek Speirs]

on song: 'There are other septes or professions,
namely ofbardes, which are in manner of poets or
rhymers, which do nothing but sit and compose
lies.' The fourteenth-century poet Gofraidh Fionn
6 Dalaigh could explain this as:
In poetry for the English we promise
that the Gael be banished from Ireland
While in poetry for the Gaels we promise
that the English be hunted across the sea.

As far back as the 1830s the genre is documented in service to political agitation. Darby
Ryan's 'Peeler and the Goat' is a prime example:
The Bansha peeler went out one night
on duty and patrolling-0
He spied a goat upon the road,
who seemed to be a strolling-0
With bayonet fixed he sallied forth
and seized him by the wizen-0
Swearing out a mighty oath
he'd send him off to prison-0
'Oh, mercy! Sir,' the goat replied
'Pray let me tell my story-0
I am no rogue or Ribbon man,
no croppy, Whig, or Tory-0
I'm guilty not of any crime
ne'er petty nor high-Treason-0
And I'm sorely wan tin' at this time,
for 'tis the ran tin' seaso n-0.'

The genre survives up to the present day, having had
an active life in service to the national movement
until well after the setting up of the Free State.
From 1915 to 1925 satirical political song on

Hey Ronnie Reagan, I'm black and I'm pagan
I'm gay and I'm left and I'm free
I'm a non-fundamentalist environmentalist
Please don't bother me.

Christy Moore's older lyrics provide the listener
with the facility to laugh at themselves by making
the plain and ordinary seem positively hilarious.
Tim Lyons's satire on the EEC takes a tongue-incheek swipe at a major political institution over
which he has no control:
We expected cheap whiskey from Scotland
Cheap wine from the depths of the lake
Thick slices of beef off the mountain
Olive oil, goose pate and cake
Cheap Chateau Margot from the Bordeaux
Cases of gold Avocaat
All we got was free love from Stockholm
And you all know the price paid for that.

Not all comic song is political. But it does
permit the writer to criticise objects of derision,
providing release for listeners, mediating unspoken
exasperation, defusing frustration, as in Micheal
Marrinan's 'Night Club Song':
Well I'll sing of the capers of the rockers and
shakers
That are out all the night 'til the break of the day
Some just out of the cradle and more hardly able
In every night club sure they boogie away.

Tim Lyons's 'Murder of Joe Frawley' parodies
the classic 'murder ballad' in order to drive home
observations on music and the bar trade:
When the week it starts
He has cards and darts
On Tuesdays there's nothing much
On Wednesdays there's a disco bar
With flashing lights and such
The local Comhaltas meeting
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Goes wild on Thursday nights
But it's when the weekend comes around Man, it's really out of sight.

Crawford Howard challenges the sanctimonious
and sacred in the parody of the sentimental ballad
'The Green Fields ofFrance':
But still I don't know now- I'm glad that you're
dead
With the green fields of France piled up over your
head
For the trouble you've caused since the day that
you died
Oh, shootin's too good for you, Willie MacBride.

The misery of one's neighbours is often a topic for
release, as in Brian McGuinness's 'Rangy Ribs':
H e was tubered for a fact
Pig- mouthed and humpy-backed
The warble fly had paid a visit too
Had there been a sale for lice
Sure I'd have doubled up the price
On that Rangy Rib s I bought from Mickey Dubh.

Patsy Cronin of west Cork wrote not out of
direct experience, but from things overheard,
books or magazines read. Song for him was a fantastic escape, not unlike cinema, which draws in
th e listener to experience it with him in 'Beau ty
Spot Glanlea':
The Lebanon mountains' highest peaks
W ere like McGillicuddy's reeks
And from their summits you could see
The lakes of Galilee
And likewise the river Jordan, and
The province of Samaria, and
Though it sounds contrary- Ah!!
The fairest was Glanlea.

Nothing is sacred in this so ng genre. All the
classic ballad types are mined for parody, or perhaps
an air which matches a particular sentiment. The
'place-praise' song, a noble genre established
through use of 'Hiberno- English' in the transition from Gaelic, is typical of the comic satire.
Therein the singer has the freedom to criticise, but
is exempted from judgement. Brian O'Rourke's
'Drumsnot':
Our hedge- master died, in eighteen-o-five
And since then we have had no school
And for all we see- of C.I.E.
W e might as well be in Kabul.
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This of course mimics the effusion of Glaswegian
W.J. Rankine who composed the ultimate praise
ofMullingar in 1874:
And then there's Main Street
That broad and clean street
With its rows of gas lam ps that shine afar
I could spake a lecture in the architecture
Of the gorgeous city ofMullingar.
[EDI]
(2) emigration. Ever since the late seven-

teenth century people of all religious groupings
have been leaving all parts of Ireland for Britain,
Europe, Canada, the USA, South Africa, Australia
and New Zealand. The experience of emigrants is
reflected in hundreds of songs (mostly in English),
a few reflecting the eighteenth-century migration of northern Presbyterians (the Scotch-Irish)
but most dating from 1820- 1900, almost all of
which are about going to North America. They
were made by local song-makers or professional
writers, in Ireland and to an extent abroad, and
spread on ballad sheets, in small song books and
by word of mouth. Many- for example 'Thousands
are Sailing', 'The Green l<l.elds of Canada' and both
of the songs called 'The Rambling Irishman'- are
widely sung today. The theme is also found in the
popular song tradition with songs like 'Good-bye
Johnny Dear' (Johnny Patterso n) and 'Cutting
the Corn in Creeslough' (Percy French). Songs
showing a modern perception of emigrati on are
still being made.
Although so ngs tend to show what people
thought happened rather than what actually did
happen , th ey survive to illu strate almost every
feature of emigration: the conditions which served
to push the emigrants away from the land of their
birth, the factors and beliefs which led them to
choose any particular destination; the 'American
W ake'; the journey to the port of departure; the
emig rants' treatment at the hand s of shippin g
agents or captains looking for fares; the shipboard experience; the dangers of the crossing; the
welcome or lack of it on the other side:
I remember the time when our coun try did
flourish,
When tradesme n of all kinds had both work and
pay
But our trade all has vanished across th e Atlantic,
And we, boys, must follow to America.

song

No longer I'll stay in this land of taxation,
No cruel task-monster shall rule over me;
To the sweet land of liberty I'll bid good morrow,
In the green fields of America we'll be free.
('The Green Helds of America')
hardship. 1hough most emigrants are shown to
become prosperous, some songs show the hardship
and rejection many suffered in the new land and
some even relate their return home:
No prospect of employment that caused me for to
mourn
I had what would enable us again for to return
When on board of an Irish vessel we did embark
once more
And thank Cod we soon arrived safe upon the
Shamrock Shore.
('Edward Connors')
Songs also show that even when well established,
the emigrant felt anger at having been forced to
leave and this attitude affected many of the political views recorded in the songs. The money which
emigrants sent home, to help support their families
or to help pay for the passage of other members,
became an important part of the Irish economy
and this is mentioned in song. By the 1870s emigration, once an escape, was more an aspect of
growing up:
It is Cod help the mother that rears up a child
It is now for the father he labours and toils
He tries to support them, he works night and day
And when they are reared sure they will go away.
('Thuusands are Sailing')
The dominant image of the voyage given by
songs of emigration is of people being crammed
into unsafe, easily wrecked, disease-ridden ships
run by brutal captains, crewed by villains and
preyed upon by pirates. Nevertheless, in some
songs the worst that is reported is seasickness,
while a few thank captains for safe passage and
kindly treatment:
Next morning we were all seasick- not one of us
was free
Qyite helpless on my bunk I lay, no one to pity me
No friends were near but strangers drear,
To lift my head when sore
None of my own to hear me moan,
Far from the Shamrock Shore.
('The Shamrock Shore')

At the height of the Irish emigration, between
1840 and 1860, exploitation was widespread,
indifference to hardship common and attempts
to regulate the trade half-hearted or subverted.
During the Famine many passengers, already
fevered, were allowed through a cursory medical
examination to infect whole ships:
We hadn't been long sailing till fever it seized our
crew,
Falling like the autumn leaves and overboard were
threw
The Ocean waves they rolled o'er our graves our
bed's the ocean foam,
Our friend may mourn but we'll ne'er return to
Erin's lovely home.
('Erin's Lovely Home')
hazards. The most serious abuses were practised in small ships, unsuitable to start with, which
left small, unsupervised harbours or small inlets,
overloaded, underprovisioned and without any
medical checks at all. However, ships leaving the
larger ports earlier, and all official ports later in
the century were better regulated, better run and
emigrants better treated (particularly in ships of
regular lines). Wrecks of ships were much less
frequent than the songs suggest and capture by
pirates almost (if not absolutely) unknown, while
disease was a feature mainly of the period around
1845-9, the years of the Great Famine. The
great danger was of contrary winds. Journeys to
America, normally of about six weeks, occasionally
took over 100 days and led to starvation of crew
and passengers alike. Once steamships became
common, journey time became predictable, food
was provided and the journey much less hazardous.
Songs- as would be expected- tend to emphasise
extremes. (]OM]
(3) famine song. The 'Great Famine ' lasted
approximately from 1845 until 1850, during
which time the population fell by a quarter (two
million), one million of whom were forced to leave
the country; another million died from starvation
and disease. Songs about the period are scarce,
some dealing with the effects of death and emigration, but few tell of'the great hunger' itself Ths
is explained by the contemporary comment: 'even
the birds were silent with grief'. Lyric comment
focuses on the sufferings of the Irish people at that
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time. 'Skibbereen' and 'Lone Shanakyle' record the
injustice of landlord to tenant in badly affected
west Cork and Clare. 'The Shamrock Shore'
and 'Slieve Gallen Braes' describe the effects of
the system of land tenure and the malice of the
absentee landlord. 'Lone Shanakyle' graphically
observes the physical manifestations of famine:
Dark, dark is the night cloud o'er lone Shanakyle,
Where the murdered lie silently pile upon pile,
In the coffinless graves of poor Erin.

Many songs tell of the forced emigration to
Canada and America, the hardships encountered
on what came to be known as the 'coffin ships'. In
'Edward Connors':
Nine more days we were at sea and our sea stores
were all gone
But for our captain's kindness when he freely gave
us more
We would all have died of hunger ere we reached
the other shore.

The Quebec, which left Derry in 1847, was
wrecked with the loss of 228 passengers. On the
Ceylon, out of 257 passengers 117 had died on the
voyage and 115 were infected with typhus when
they landed. There is comment too on the massevictions of families throughout the country, in
reaction to which the occasional landlord was
killed ('The Shooting of Lord Leitrim', 'Pat
Maguire').The topic is also viewed from a distance
in a number of pieces by the recognised poets of
the time- Sir Samuel Ferguson ('Inheritor and
Economist'), Aubrey de Vere ('Weal in Woe'),
James Clarence Mangan ('The Famine'). A poem
by Lady Dufferin, 'The Lament of the Irish
Emigrant', generally known by its first line as,
'I'm sitting on the stile Mary where we sat side by
side', became one of the most popular sentimental songs of the period both in Ireland and abroad
in America. Because of the large-scale emigration which resulted from the Famine, the bulk of
song relating to its consequences shades into more
explicitly 'emigration' song. [FRH]
(4) GAA song. Songs have been written about
hurling, football and handball since the 1700s,
and continue to be composed up to the present
day. This material finds expression in vocal renderings in pubs, in various GAA publications or in
local newspapers. The songs have traditional airs,
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national airs and those borrowed from popular
Irish song; not all airs are traditional but the mode
of singing is. Some airs are deliberately more jocose
than others, and any one song can be sung to different airs depending on rhythm and metre, the
singer usually adopting an air suited to their own
style of singing:
A tonic for all 'tis surest and best
Good for the arms, the legs and the chest
If you're nausey or needy or sickly or seedy
A cure that is speedy- the ash and the ball.
(From 'Game of the Gaels' by 'Sliabh Rua')
local meaning. Songs are usually sung locally.

The authors would have different literary backgrounds and some would be influenced by the
pattern oflanguage of a local area that had survived
from earlier times. 1his can be attractive and noble,
enriching, refreshing, original and eloquent. Sport
in song relates variously to: 1. the historical, starting
from before the foundation of the GAA in 1884,
until the end of the Civil War in 1923; 2. identity,
or wedding of territory to kin, creating a new voice
for self-esteem; 3. the cultural, or the learned ways
of feeling and thinking; 4. the values expected and
admired in a GAA society; 5. the hero.
The GAA had a stormy beginning in the climate
of agitation for Home Rule and such discomfort
lasted until the end of the Civil War in 1923. The
association was, and is, nominally non-party political, but its members were and are free to join any
political organisation; therefore it harbours all
strands of nationalist political opinion. There were
those who wished to gain independence through
constitutional means, and also the physical force
side which wanted a republic free from constraints,
and a united Ireland. The ballad-makers followed
the progress of the association with interest and
the texts reflect all political developments of the
early years:
Don't talk about soccer or rugby or cricket
Or such foreign games for they're not on my ticket
With our old-fashioned - pastime, their best we can
lick it
For all their amusements are lazy and lame.
ideals. The GAA fulfilled three very differ-

ent aspirations: it encouraged local patriotism, it
inculcated among its members an uncompromising hostility to foreign games, and it revived local

song

and national pride. Its philosophy is that love of
country draws its strength and vitality from love of
neighbours, fellow parishioners and fellow countrymen and women. Its strength comes too from
love of the scenes, traditions, culture and way of life
associated with one's home and place of origin, and
a club or county provides a sense of importance,
belonging and identity, a pride and a purpose:
No more shall lime-white goalposts soar tapering
and tall
Above the greatest goal man that ever clutched a

ball
Nor yet he'Ll rouse the echoes of ash in native air
Nor heed the throbbing thousands tense with pride
of Clare.
('Lament for Dr Thomas Daly', by Bryan
MacMahon)

style. All song-texts are equally charged with
such values and aspirations. The ballad-makers
write about hurling and the ash, the glory of
Munster final day as a symbol and inspiration
to the Irish nation, about hurling, camogie and
football and their association with the land, the
sea, the plough and the spade charging the atmosphere of All-Ireland day. They write about the
grief of emigration and the strong links that bind
the country with the exiles. There is description
of victory and despair, the joys of celebration in
music and drinking, sometimes to excess. They
write sometimes with religious zeal about the role
of the priest, the transience of life, the belief in a
resurrection, in a hereafter, a God and the power
of prayer. All these assumptions are woven into
a complex web of a shared understanding. While
there are ballads about the aesthetic pleasure that
playing the games can give, there are others that
say that hostile aggression is an accepted fact in
Gaelic games, that playing conventions condone
aggressive acts. There are writers also who applaud
the warlike skills and 'do or die' attitude of players
and teams, an appreciation which may encourage
players to push the rules of the game and perhaps
generate a willingness to hurt. But there is also the
view that there is more to play than this, that competition is at its best when it works as an occasion
of friendship: alienation is seen as negative. Shame
can be levelled at a player, a team and a community
when right is pushed aside and illegitimate tactics

or misconduct are condoned. The GAA heroes in
the ballads are painted as persons of renown, held
in respectful awe, existing in the imagination as
the highest and the best. They coincide to a large
extent with the images given to the heroes oflrish
folk culture and tell a story of strength, humanity,
elegance and determination . The authors give
players both human and divine qualities:
When we were young we read at school that in the
days of old
The young Setanta showed his worth with shield
and spear of gold
As hurling hard on Royal sward he'd Red Branch
heroes fling
But Slaney's plan must find a man to equal Christy
Ring.
('Christy Ring', by Bryan MacMahon)

heroism. Hero status is attributed to those who
are considered to have given special service to the
GAA outside of the playing fields. But a hero is
not necessarily one who has lineage, or moral or
physical attributes - the vulnerable and solitary
loner is sometimes cast as unbeatable, courageous,
skilled, generous, human and earthy, in control of
surrounding forces. These ballads have an instinctive sense of what is apt and give a clear picture on
a broad canvas. They give emphasis to the games
as a special ingredient in the make-up of Irish
nationhood and point to them as something not
so specifically celebrated by other nations. They
strive to use their subject as a means towards a
deeper understanding of the nature oflrish society
and the national personality; they reveal the contentment, independence and satisfaction that the
games bring into the lives of interested Irish people
at home and abroad. The GAA songs heighten
and enhance experience of the real world in their
own way- joy and sadness, serenity and tension,
humour and tragedy. They are well satisfied with
their great games, great heroes, great people and
great places. [JIS]
(5) hunting. This is evoked in many tune titles
such as 'The Boyne Hunt', 'The Foxhunters', 'The
Hunt' and 'The Hare in the Corn'. But the sport is
dealt with most vibrantly in songs which range from
the humble hunting with a hound to the glamorous, contested and politically symbolic hunting of
foxes on horseback. Most hunting songs in Ireland
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tell of local men's sport, each with his own dog,
pursuing the Irish hare on foot, enjoying the chase
for its own sake, honouring the hare and regretting
its death -which seldom occurred. Often the hare
is referred to affectionately as the 'puss', a name
used in England too. Stag-hunting is mentioned
in few songs while hunting the fox on horseback,
or at all, does not feature much . Occasionally, as in
'Farmer Michael Hayes', the hunt for a political
fugitive is described as if it were a fox hunt. Most
of the hare hunts seem to have taken place in the
north and were organised locally, mainly spontaneous affairs; there were few formal hunt clubs
and consequently these songs are intensely local
and personal (many of them little known outside
their own area) and, like 'The Granemore Hare', by
local song-makers, in this case Owen McMahon
ofTassagh near Keady, Co. Armagh, who names
himself in the song. They were sung in the pub
after a hunt, or, less often, where regular hunts were
organised, at formal hunt suppers. Some of the
songs at these events were imported from northwest England where, especially in Cumbria and
Westmoreland, a similar style of hunt existed, still
on foot, though in pursuit of foxes. Sam Hanna
Bell, in 'Erin's Orange Lily', describes a Boxing
Day hare hunt in Co. Down and quotes snatches
of some songs. There is a recently compiled typescript of hunting songs, again from Co. Down, in
the ITMA. (]OM]
(6) horse racing. This is celebrated in many tune
titles including 'The Curragh Races', 'The Five
Mile Chase' and 'Coming from the Races'. But
songs go beyond mere association and tell stories,
set up scenes and dramatically create a visual
dimension. 'Jackson's Grey Mare' is a fine example
of an historical, documentary, sporting ballad. The
structure is precisely laid out: the scene is set by
appealing to those from whom most loyalty would
be reasonably expected, the decency and pedigree
is established, the nature of the challenge set forth
wherein the story of the horse is allegorically
about its owner, the drama of the chase unfold s
through the medium of a discourse between horse
and jockey, victory is achieved, and local dignity
upheld.
You Monaghan sportsmen I pray you draw near,
To a few simple verses you quickly shall hear,
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It's the deeds of a hero that lives near Ballybay,
And they call him Hugh Jackson, I hear people say.
His mill, kilns and barns, they cut a great show,
His cloths to the north and the city cloth go,
For bleaching and lapping he exceeds them all,
And his cloth's first approved of at the Linen Hall.
And more of his praises I'm going to explain
If you will assist me, I will sing about Jane,
Search Ireland all over from Cork to Kildare
You'll not find a match for Hugh Jackson's grey
mare.
He went to the stable, these words he did say,
'The hour is approaching and we must away,
For a cup at Cootehill you have twice won with
fame
And this day I am challenged, you must run again .'
She turned in the stable, 'Kind sir, don't you know,
The cup is my own and I won't let it go,
For twice I have won it and I mean to do still,
And we'll roll it in splendour from the plains of
Cootehill.'
The jockeys were mounted and all in a row,
If you'd been there when away they did go,
The bets were a-making ten guineas to four,
That the cup back to Crieve would return no more.
When Jane she heard this, her mettle did rise,
Over hedges and ditches like lightning she flies,
And with a loud 'neigh' these words she did say,
'You Bellamont sportsmen, I'll show you the way.'
When Jane and her jockey were half round the
course
Miss Jane and her jockey began to discourse,
Said Miss Jane to her jockey, 'Kind sir let me know
Where are my opponents and are they in view?'
He turned in the saddle and he cast an eye round
'As for Squire Adams, he lies on the ground
I'm afraid that poor Corry by Spankers is threw
And the rest of your opponents, they are not yet in
view.'

song
When Jane heard this, she went in at a race
And into the scales the balance was laid,
The hall was surrounded, for Jackson and Jane,
And the cup went with honours to Crieve back
again.
[EDI]

(7) loyal song. Song of loyalty to the British
crown in Ireland has similarities to earlier productions of, especially, Restoration times in Britain,
when aggressively anti-Catholic songs were
common. Several books, all called Constitutional
Songs or Loyal Songs, that responded, often satirically, to the United Irishmen, the rebellions of 1798
and 1803, and the 'French invasions oflreland'were
published in Cork and Dublin between 1797 and
1803. Small song books, published 1750-1850, contained examples but most loyal songs are found in
semi-official 'Orange' songbooks. Around fifty of
these are extant, mostly published after 1850 but
one was published in Newry in 1811 and two in
1815 (in Huddersfield and Strabane). Such Orange
songbooks usually have over a hundred pages. 1h:y
tend to repeat one another's contents, for there are
relatively few Orange songs. Collections of ballad
sheets other than those printed by James Moore and
his successor, John Nicholson, of Belfast contain few
such songs. However, a collection made locally in
Down and Antrim for Abraham Hume (1814-84)
between 1846 and 1849 shows that substantial
numbers of songs, mostly about local skirmishes,
were written and printed for local use but have
not survived. The themes ofloyal songs range from
those taken over from Freemasonry, which tend to
be religious, to those that ridicule Catholic religious
practice and nationalist politics, and warn against
the danger of the lurking Irish; they praise Orange
heroes and celebrate Orange victories. There were
other topical songs, few of which have survived,
about events in local lodges. Loyalist songs, although
politically appositional, show the characteristics of
mainstream Irish culture; they have elements of
Gaelic prosody and use commonplace tunes. More
recent items such as 'I was born under the Union
Jack', tend to pastiche country and western songs.
[]OM]

(8) nationalist song. When one considers the
history of resistance to British domination of
Ireland over some 840 years, it would be surprising if a large number of songs did not reflect this.

Statutory discrimination, particularly in the seventeenth to nineteenth century period of the Penal
Laws (designed to discourage the Presbyterian as
well as the Catholic), foddered the politico-religious
cocktail of nationalist/republican, and, derivatively,
Orange/loyalist song that has been inherited. It is
very difficult to identifY just where a song oversteps
the simple social expressions of love, tragedy and
laughter and becomes 'political'. Often 'the lovers'
have been thwarted because he or she is of 'a low
degree', without land, or of the wrong religious
persuasion; many such conditions can be traced to
oppression and disaffection. 1h: 'tragedy' often tells
of those who were shot down by government forces,
evicted by the landlord with the assistance of the
forces of law and order, or transported to the penal
colonies of Australia where the inhumane treatment of the prisoners would have been seen in the
same context as that of a concentration camp today.
Among the songs of'humour and laughter', there
are many which were used in a political context as
a means of reducing those in positions of power
to objects of ridicule. Laughter and sarcasm have
always been used by the downtrodden who had
no other means of protesting against the injustice under which they lived, and so the songs were
written as a means oflampooning the posturing and
pomposity of those in power, quite often with devastating effect. An example in the 1800s is Darby
Ryan's 'Peeler and the Goat'; one in the early 1900s
is Brian O'Higgins's reaction to a fawning proposal
in March 1911 to collect subscriptions from all the
women in Ireland named 'Mary' for the purchase
of a coronation gift for the new British queen, one
of whose names was Mary:
0, then, fill the hat, with pence or pounds,
and sure if famine comes
When your loving England steals your loaf,
and hands you back the crumbs
'Twill ease the hunger pangs to think
that once when you were green
You bought a poplin hobble skirt
to decorate your queen!

Poetry, recitation, and song and even the slow airs
are in many cases so closely linked together as the
political expression of the people that they cannot
be separated and could possibly all be classified as
'political song'.
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'rebel' song. This poetry and song refers back
romantically to Cu Chulainn, to Fionn and the
Fianna, the victory ofBrian Boru over the Danes at
the battle ofClontarfin 1014, and to the laments for
Red Hugh O'Donnell and Eoghan Ruadh O'Neill:
'Did they dare, did they dare, to slay Owen Roe
O'Neill?'
'Yes, they slew with poison him they feared to meet
with steel.'

In the form that we still know them, anonymous
ballads were written at the time of the Battle of the
Boyne (1690) telling of this most important event
in Irish history. One such is 'The Boyne Water':
July the first in Oldbridge town,
there was a grievous battle
Where many a man lay on the ground
by the cannons that did rattle
KingJames he pitched his tents between
the lines for to retire
But King William threw his bomb-balls in,
And set them all on fire.

After the defeat of the native Irish and the signing
of the Treaty of Limerick (October 1691), many
of the soldiers left Ireland to serve under men
like Patrick Sarsfield in the 'Irish Brigades' which
fought with the armies in France. Known as the
Wild Geese, they gained fame on the battlefields
ofRamillies, Fontenoy and Landen where Sarsfield
himself was killed. Their deeds were celebrated in
poetry and published from 1842 in the Young
Irelander newspaper 7he Nation by Thomas Davis;
this was set to music and widely sung:
When on Ramillies bloody field,
The baffled French were forced to yield,
The victor Saxon backward reeled
Before the charge of Clare's dragoons.

The rebellion of 1798 was to inspire a great
number of political songs: laments from the insurgents and triumphalist songs from the Orange
yeomanry. Many were written at the time or shortly
after, sad songs such as 'The Croppy Boy' and
the triumphalist 'Croppies Lie Down'. "Ihe more
popular of these which are still sung today - 'The
Rising of the Moon', 'Boolavogue', 'Who Fears to
Speak of'98'- were written almost a hundred years
later to commemorate the rising.
The songs of the Famine time, the evictions, the
emigration and the shooting oflandlords and their
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agents all tended to take on a political aspect, in
that many of the landowners were absentee landlords living in England. In 1842 it was estimated
that £6m left the country to absentee landlords;
consequently the forces oflaw and order were seen
as protecting their property by enforcing eviction
notices. In many of the ballads such as 'Skibbereen'
the final verse calls for revenge for the injustice
meted out to the tenants, and the influence of the
Fenians (from 1858 onwards) is evident:
Oh, father, dear the day will come
when in answer to the call,
Each Irishman with meaning stern
will rally one and all,
I'll be the man to lead the van
beneath the flag of green,
And loud and high we will raise the cry,
'Revenge for Skibbereen'.

Many songs were written in favour of the Fenians,
some of which are still sung today, such as 'Alien,
Larkin, and O'Brien' and 'The Bold Fenian Men'.
The Land League (from 1879 onwards) was
originally set up by Michael Davitt to secure the
rights of the tenant farmer but eventually became
part of the 1880s' Home Rule movement led by
Charles Stewart Parnell. It too produced its own
collection of songs against evictions and land
grabbing ('The Wife of the Bold Tenant Farmer') as
well as those in praise ofParnell, who was referred
to in song as 'The Blackbird of Avondale':
Near to Rathdrum in the County Wicklow,
This brave defender of Grai nuaile,
First tuned his notes on old Ireland's freedom,
In the lovely woodlands of Avondale.

After this period the political songs focused
on the anti-recruiting campaign during the First
World War, the rebellion of 1916, the Black and
Tan war, and the terrible Civil War, where brother
fought against brother- although most of the
songs of this period were sympathetic to the republican rebels who refused to accept the treaty:
Four Republican soldiers were dragged from their
cells
Where for months they had suffered the torments
of hell,
No mercy they asked from their pitiless foe,
And no mercy was shown by the thugs of
Drumboe.
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Political songs are still being written today
about the 'Civil Rights March', the 'Battle of the
Bogside', 'Bloody Sunday', the 'Hunger Strike',
right up to Drumcree in 1996:
Ah, them people of Garvaghey,
sure you co uldn't keep them happy,
With all of them shouting 'chuckey'
though they never saw a hen,
But with the RUC before us
and their batons waving o'er us,
We will all join in the chorus,
'happy days are here again'.
[FRH]

(9) place-praise song. Every spot has generated
its praise songs, most likely originating with the
leisured classes who had time to reflect, particularly in the nineteenth century, open as it was to
the ideals of the Romantic movement. The principles embedded in the practice of'praise-poetry'
were established in earlier times, and the concept
is common to all cultures: like boasting, a part
of the human condition. Prior to mechanised
transport, one did not normally travel far, and the
beauties of other places, though not witnessed,
could be visualised by an orally conditioned society
from written or spoken description. Typically the
subject region is praised for its beauty and any
special features or reputation. The people are inevitably hospitable and gentle, the history proud and
resilient, the lands productive. Those pieces created
by the hedge-schoolmasters or their pupils might
often use the English language as they would have
the Irish; the rhyming structures can be similar
to older Irish song. Graphic song, the metrical
expression of place-praise, was not unlike the
exhortations of today's tourism industry. As song
collector Tom Munnelly once quipped: 'Clare
songs were written by travel agents.'Yet such lyrics
provided escapism, contributed to pride of place,
and could be a tonic for those enduring a bleak
life in industrial towns outside Ireland. Allied
to nostalgia for an imagined Gaelic utopia, they
could also be motivational. They were of their
time, and carry less significance today, but certainly are still popular. Such might be 'Doonaree'
(about Kingscourt, Co. Cavan) in the 1940s, or
the mildly country-and-western, ballad style
'Bailieboro' in the 1970s. Darby Ryan's (c.1830)
'Shades of Ashgrove' gives the picture:

Gay Flora with exquisite favour,
on her fields in all seasons bestows
111e lily, the violet, the daisy,
the tulip, carnation and rose
Here all kinds of flowers grow spontaneous,
in each sunny glade and alcove
In abundance without cultivation,
all along by the Shades of Ashgrove.

Today, where the eulogised area may have been
long obliterated by modern development, such
song may serve as a historical record:
Have you been to Killamey, to Causeway or the Qyay
The proud bay of Dublin, Loop Head or Kinsale?
The City of Cobh's but a shadow on glass
Compared with the proud rolling Falls ofDoonass.

In fact the Falls ofDoonass were rendered empty by
the Ardnacrusha hydro-electric scheme of 1927.
significance. There is a deeper significance,
however, behind this type of song in all cultures.
Various 'senses of place' are reflected: home, family
territory, historic association, burial place and the
rosy past.
1. Home place. A special reverence for this
is found in all cultures; poets tend to regard the
childhood location as perfect paradise. Since cities
in Ireland are historically associated with and are
seen as the creation of hostile invaders, it is not
difficult to appreciate an historically based sense of
alienation between the rural and the urban. Sean
6 Tuama relates this to the decentralised nature of
Irish society up until the recent past (Repossessions,
1995). Eoin MacNeill (Early Irish Laws and
Institutions, 1935) speaks of ancient Greek civilisation being 'organised like the Irish in small political
communities', but these based on walled towns,
while 'the Irish state remained a rural city, a city
of the fields'. Pre-Elizabethan Ireland was divided
into up to two hundred of such 'states', with their
chieftains regarded as being 'of' that land.
2. Family name and place. Regions oflreland are
still associated with these - McCarthy and Cork,
O'Doherty and Donegal, O'Neill and Tyrone,
O'Byrne and Wicklow. Town and family name
are often synonymous; townlands retain family
name associations over centuries, sometimes being
one and the same thing - for example the name
Soley and Artasooley townland (in Co. Armagh),
where the family of that name were traditionally
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sacristans, and in earlier times, lamplighters in the
church (Soley, from sofas= light).
3. Historic places. These are associated with
mythic and heroic figures, flora and fauna, and scenic
beauty. 6 Tuama relates this to the dinnsheanchas
of early medieval Ireland: its discipline informed
'the finest Irish literary works of medieval times'.
Once the high literature of the later middle ages
(and, as lays, a major popular entertainment in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries), this
resonates with place-names. Its pre-Christian
values are embedded with symbolism: 'hill'
connoting freedom, all wild nature, this opposed
to 'cill' (church, graveyard), Christianity, controlling
and hostile. Saints' feast-day 'patterns' and ancient
fertility festivals such as Lughnasa (Maire MacNeill
numbers 19 5 of these in 1he Festival of Lughnasa,
1962) which survived into this century reflect
such lore. Despite the clerical rooting-out of preChristian values, these remain embedded.
4. Burial place of the ancestors. This is fundamental to reverence for place, heightened by
emigration to the US and Britain, and by migration
to cities within Ireland (e.g. through marriage).
5. Past as ideal place. This has become of relevance through the progress of industrialisation
and consequent alienation. It is invoked by religious, whole-earth, environmental, cultural and
political awarenesses. Associated with this kind
of long-standing tie is a mythological, environmental, historical and familial 'sense of place', but
while this may fade over time, 'passion for place'
remains, evidenced for instance in the writings of
Patrick Kavanagh, Mairtin 6 Direain and Nuala
Ni Dhomhnaill. Such sentiment is now applied
to urban places through photographic records and
local histories. [EDI]
See also Ireland.
( 10) popular Irish song. This includes much of

what we know as Dublin 'street song'. It is both
'popular' and relatively modern- 'The Dublin Jack
of All Trades', for instance, lists city occupations;
'Monto' mixes prostitution, the drinking classes
and politics; Sylvester Gaffney's parody 'Three
Lovely Lasses from Kimmage', and writer Pete
St John's 'Do You Want Your O ld Lobby Washed
Down' carrying on this ki nd of 'traditional pop
song' in a traditional style. 1re presence ofWaltons
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music shop in the city cannot be ignored in this. It
has always published scores of cheap, chapbookstyle songbooks: songs ofThomas Davis ('Clare's
Dragoons', 'A Nation Once Again'), Leo Maguire
('Kevin Barry', 'The Foggy Dew'), Francis Fahy's
'Galway Bay', Johnny Patterson ('Shake Hands
with Your Uncle Dan', 'Good-bye Johnny Dear'),
Moore's songs, Sylvester Gaffney's classic parodies,
Robbie Burns's 'Flow Gently Sweet Afton', T.P.
Keenan's 'Hello Patsy Fagan'- these mixed with
such pieces as 'Nell Flaherty's Drake', 'The Star of
Slane', 'Lowlands of Holland'. Post- 1960s singers
and groups, among them 1k Wolfe Tones, Danny
Doyle, the Clancys and 1k Dubliners, mixed their
ballads with those from elsewhere - such as Sean
McCarthy's 'Step it out Mary', 'Highland Paddy',
'Shanagolden'- blending Dublin street song into
the melange we know today as simply 'ballads', still
popular among the old Dublin working class, and
still with a currency both for them and tourists
in pub performances. Frank Harte's book Songs of
Dublin (1978) lists a popular selection; his 1hrough
Dublin City album and that of Barry Gleeson are
both examples of the 'head-thrown-back' singing
style in the unapologetically Dublin accent which
is vital to the ethos of the genre. [EDI]
traditional as popular. It is difficult to assess
the exact status of traditional music and song in
popular usage at any stage prior to the availability
of recording and radio-play statistics. The known
collectors collected only what they considered to
be 'traditional' or 'authentic' material, and ignored
other forms of popular song. Literature can provide
indications in various form, but nothing which is
applicable in an across-the-board way.JamesJoyce
is an exception to this in that in his two major
works, Ufysses (1922) and Finn egans Urake (1939),
he uses song as leitmotif in elaborate pun and
parody. This is the most substantial use of any kind
of song in any literature. There are fifty-five Irishcomposed songs in Ufysses, fifty of them estimated
to be Irish-traditional-style ballad or political songs
(including 'Shan Bhean Bhocht', 'Boys ofWexford'
and 'God Save Ireland') , and an additional seven
Scottish. In Finnegans Wake alone there are about
1,000 songs referenced, 160 of which are lrish-style
ballad or political songs, with another twenty-five
being Scots ballads. In addition to these Finnegans
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Wake contains references to 122 out of the total
of 124 Moore's Melodies (all of which utilise old
Irish song airs, many collected by Bunting in the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries).
The traditional-style so ngs total about 25 per
cent of the songs represented by Joyce as, one may
deduce, commonly heard in his time in Ireland. 1k
fact that the total of 400 or so songs in U!ysses also
includes English music hall and Irish-American
vaudeville lyrics which were in vogue at the time
indicates both a 'moving on' and 'holding on': the
former on account of modernity, the latter due to
nationalist campaigning and the Gaelic League.
This renders Joyce's texts a valuable reflection of
Irish urban society at the beginning of the twentieth century. The status of many of the traditional
songs shrank in the years which followed, but they
were revived somewhat by ceilf band singers, and
then, but as a different repertoire, gained widespread popular currency with ballad groups in the
late 1950s. [HW]
See also ballad.
( 11 ) sport. This topic has songs of great antiquity, as in the Yola songs ofWexford concerning
hurling, and songs on obscure sports such as road
bowling which is played only in counties Cork and
Armagh. It has several examples on greyhound
racing, and many on Gaelic games. Wit and satire
are mixed in with the serious in this subject, for
sport by definition must have losers for whom
defeat cannot be viewed as the end. The boxing
epic is a feat of journalism:
And up into the t\venty-seventh,
hvas fall for fall about,
Which caused these foreign tigers
to keep a sharp lookout.
The Russian called to his second
to bring him a glass of wine,
Brave Morrissey smiles and then replies,
'The battle is surely mine.'
(Morrissey and the Russian Sailor)

High drama sports like boxing and greyhound
racing make gripping tales which in their premedia times were surely spell-binding. Master
McGrath is the tale of no mere greyhound race,
but a contest in which there is a truce between
Irishness and landlordism in a communitas surrounding Ireland versus England:

Eighteen sixty-nine being the date of the year
The Waterloo sportsman, they all did appear
To win the great prize and to bear it away
Never counting on Ireland and Master McGrath.
And when they arrived there in London town
The great English sportsman they did gather round
One of the gentlemen gave an, 'Ha ha
Is that the great dog you call Master McGrath?'
Lord Lurgan stepped forward and he said,
'Gentlemen,
If there are any among you have money to spend,
For your great English greyhound I don't care a
straw.
Five thousand to one upon Master McGrath.'
White Rose stood uncovered, the great English
prideHer trainer and owner were both by her side.
They led her away and the crowd cried, 'Hurrah!'
For the pride of all England and Master McGrath.
As Rose and the Master, they both ran along,
'I wonder,' said Rose, 'What took you from your
home.
You should have stayed there in your Irish domain
And not come to gain laurels on Albion's plains.'
'I know,' said McGrath, 'We have wild heather
bogs,
But you'll find in old Ireland we have good men
and dogs.
Lead on, bold Britannia, give none of your jaw;
Snuff that up your nostrils,' said Master McGrath.
The hare she led on, what a beautiful view,
As swift as the wind o'er the green fields she flew.
He jumped on her back and he held up his paw;
'Three cheers for old Ireland,' said Master
McGrath.
I've known many greyhounds that filled me with
pride
In the days that are gone and it can't be denied,
But the greatest and the bravest the world ever saw
Was our champion of champions, brave Master
McGrath.
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Somewhat less cultured is the hard-bitten practicality of the Cork coursing dog in 'The Armoured
Car':
Now to you I'll disclose, he had a check-proof nose,
And he never yet lost a hunt.
He had cast-iron jaws, and steel padded paws,
Every nail was like an iron bar.
[EDI]

(12)First World War(1914-18). Irish songs of
the Great War reflect the various (and changeable) political groupings and forces which existed
at the time. Republicans expressed their resistance to recruitment in bitter songs like Peadar
Kearney's 'Sergeant William Bailey', or those of
Brian O'Higgins (Brian na Banban). Unionists and
nationalists, who had a few weeks previously stood
ready to fight one another, and the British Army,
shelved their quarrel and voluntarily (there was no
conscription in Ireland) joined up and went to war,
taking with them books of songs produced especially to encourage their morale and sang either
the popular songs of the day or bitter parodies
of them. One detachment of troops, unwilling
to leave without making a statement, left Dublin
to the strains of'God Save Ireland', the unofficial anthem oflreland. In the trenches and on the
march they sang the songs most closely associated
with the war, such as 'Hanging on the Old Barbed
Wire' and 'Tipperary' (parodied as an anti-recruiting song: 'It's the wrong way to Tipperary'). The
unionist and nationalist recruits were, for most of
the war, segregated in the 36th (Ulster) Division
and the 16th (Irish) Division and each tended to
sing also songs sympathetic to their predominant
political tradition. Those left at home sang songs
such as 'Salonika', which condemned men who
failed to join up as 'slackers', or songs in praise of
particular regiments like 'The South Down Militia'
or 'The Dublin Fusiliers'.
newspapers. Large numbers of songs and verses
appeared in local newspapers - some of them
urging young men to join the army or condemning
those who didn't. Others presented a very graphic
and local or personal view of the war, its casualties
and local heroes, such as the VCs, Michael O'Leary
and Robert ~igg; very few of these survived in
tradition. The words of a very few songs about the
battles of the war, whether composed by those at
the front or those at home, survive in the diaries
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of serving soldiers or on scraps of paper; most of
those appear to be about the Battle of the So mm e.
Only a few songs, such as 'Neuve Chapelle', 'Bonny
Woodgreen' and 'The 1st ofJuly', from the northern
tradition, and 'Salonika', from the south, are still
known. During the war, Ireland itself was relatively
safe: only one place, Portballintrae, Co. Antrim was
shelled from the sea and this episode is mentioned
in a song, probably written later, about the 'Giant's
Causeway Tram'.
unemployment. Mter the war many who returned
found no work, while the health of others had been
shattered. Their discontent found expression in sets
of verses on postcards, some of which may have
been sung. At least 50,000 Irishmen, about equal
numbers of Protestants and Catholics, died during
this war, while many more were injured, and the
war still evokes powerful images of waste and sacrifice. This is shown by the popularity of recently
composed songs, especially Eric Bogle's 'The Green
Fields of France' and 'The Band Played Waltzing
Matilda'. At least one such song has its impulse
in the need of loyalist paramilitaries for historical
heroes: 'The Ballad of Billy McFadzean' praises
'Private Billy McFadzean of the UVF' (that is the
UVF of1912-14), who on the first morning of the
Battle of the Somme, 1 July 1916, earned a posthumous VC. A box of hand grenades was being moved
within the trench when it was dropped, and some
of the safety pins dislodged. McFadzean smothered the explosion with his own body, was blown
to bits but saved his companions. The tune which
carries his praise is also used for Patrick Galvin's
song 'James Connolly, the Irish Rebel'. []OM]
song transmission. Song words are transmitted
orally/aurally (in performance and by dictation),
visually (in manuscript and/or print), by recordings
(audio, video) and by broadcasting (radio/television, internet). All of these methods apply both to
the lyrics, or version of lyrics, and the air which the
performer uses. One-to-one teaching/learning, or
learning 'at the singer's knee' is the most accurate
way of passing on song, as it permits correction of the air, phrasing and accentuation of syllables,
and the singing and performance style. Audiovisual
ranks second in value, as it allows revision, but not
necessarily correction of any misinterpretation.
Printed words give an accurate verbal reproduction,
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but the learner may not have sight-reading ability,
may read inaccurately, or may decide to use a different, preferred tune. Broadcasting gives the
opportunity to hear only once, but with recording, its value lies in that a learner may accumulate
a large store of material to learn from, including,
possibly, different versions of a song from which
to choose, or to create, a fuller or preferred version.
However, even with full aural transmission the
initial singer may have forgotten or changed words
or notes, and the learner may either not have the
capacity to adequately reproduce the song, or may
alter it to their preference.
Aural/oral transmission in the past was done
without fJss within a community both by passive
(osmosis) and conscious learning. It was also done
by travellers who would bring songs to, and pick
up new songs from, other places. Occupations
favouring this include seafaring and soldiering,
travelling artisan trades, apprenticeships, fair-day/
market selling and buying, religion and policing.
Emigration, migration and relationships acted
as media of song transmission too, as did expulsion and imprisonment, immigration and formal
education. Typically too the various vehicles of
transmission themselves provoked the composition of new songs. [EDl]
See aural learning; ballad: ballad transmission;
oral tradition; transmission.
seasonal trades. This system of labour was generally the only economic opportunity available
to the landless class. Workers spent the summer
months working for farmers in better land in
Munster, Leinster, England and Scotland. In
Irish tradition and social history, music and song
played an important role in seasonal work. Titles,
contents and associated lore of songs and tunes
have mirrored the phenomenon of seasonal work
ever since the seventeenth century. They served as
a unifYing force among workers and as a cultural
term of reference for the spailpin or labourer who
was often hired at a local hiring fair. The landless
spailpin or 'tattie hoker', which was the name
given by the Scottish population to Irish migratory workers, contributed to the dissemination of
music and song. When the Donegal singer Neili
Ni Dhomhnaill was asked what she would like as
a gift from Scotland she requested a song. Much

of the interaction and exchange between Irish and
Scottish music stems from the custom of seasonal
work. Temporary migrant employment, which
took place largely from the eighteenth to twentieth
centuries, meant that workers were exposed to new
music and song and often workers returned each
year to the same farm where they heard similar
songs and music. 'Ireir principal entertainment was
music and song. Songs tell of the experiences of
the Irish migratory worker, frequently in negative
terms. The concept of migratory labour and associated lore occur in titles of well-known airs such as
'The Spailpin's Lament' and in songs in Irish such
as 'An Spailpin Fanach' [The Wandering Spailpin]
and 'A Spailpin a Run' [My Dear Spailpin] or the
Anglo-Irish song 'Ballisodare'. [RIU]
maritime. As an island, Ireland is rich in song
and lore of the sea. Only traces of work songs and
music survive but these may have existed formerly
in greater abundance and subsequently disappeared. Rowing songs and sea shanties appear not
to have been composed, in contrast to the seafaring singing traditions of other cultures. People
sang and sing as they row or travel by sea but no
songs survive that were deliberately composed to
suit the rhythm of rowing. Numerous songs were
composed, especially in Irish, in praise of particular boats and in memory of sea voyages. Some
of these are relatively recent. A case in point is
the song 'Gleoiteog John Dairbe' composed to
celebrate John Dairbe's boat, which won a boatracing competition. Laments occur in relation to
shipwrecks and associated lore and drowning. 'The
Wreck of the Leon', about a shipwreck in October
1907 near Qyilty, Co. Clare, has been well documented. In Irish, the song 'Anach Cuain' by Co.
Galway poet Antaine 6 Raifteiri is probably the
best known of these, in memory of a Lough Corrib
boat tragedy in 1828. In the eighteenth, nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries travel by, and work
at, sea was extremely commonplace among the
male population. It was also easier to travel by sea
than overland. This meant that the exchange and
dissemination of songs and music often occurred
as part of sea voyages. People from the Blasket
Islands, for example, remembered learning songs
from lighthouse keepers from Iveragh who were
manning the lighthouse on Tiaracht rock. [RIU]
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song collectors. Those who preserve words and
music of songs in a way which allows a succeeding
generation to perform them. While without the
slightest doubt all the collectors are of considerable value, in reality collectors have approached
their task with differing agendas. Some collectors,
interested in 'ancient Irish music', mainly preserved
song airs without texts, or provided airs of their
collection with new 'poetic' words; others, who
were primarily interested in the Irish language,
noted words without music. None of these collected adequately, though what has been preserved
may be used to 'mend' what is unclear in current
tradition or to construct songs anew. Edward
Bunting employed Patrick Lynch to notate texts;
some words proper to the airs noted by George
Petrie were preserved by Eugene O'Curry. [JOM)
collections. In anything approaching its modern
meaning, the collecting of song in Ireland began
with Cavan woman Charlotte Brooke. She translated the songs she collected into English for her
Refiques ofIrish Poetry, Consisting of Heroic Poems,
Odes, Elegies and Songs (1789). Musical antiquarian Edward Bunting (1773-1843) saw himself
as rescuing an old tradition, that of the harpers,
from oblivion. George Petrie (1790-1866) was a
fastidious and enthusiastic collector of music but
had little regard for the English-language texts
he encountered. The writings of Patrick Kennedy
(1801-73) are sown liberally with texts of traditional songs and ballads he heard in the Wexford
of his youth. This is particularly true of his 1he
Banks of the Boro (London, 1867). His work seems
to have inspired John McCall (1822-1902) to
jot down whatever songs he remembered from
his own boyhood in Clonmore on the Carlow/
Wexford border a decade or so later. More than 150
complete songs and fragments make up McCall's
unpublished manuscript which is held in the
National Library oflreland. Among the thousands
of tunes collected by William Forde (1759-1850),
Henry Hudson (1798-1889) andJames Goodman
(1826-96), we find airs to hundreds ofballads and
songs. Regrettably, in these collections there are
many songs whose existence is now known only
from their tune titles as their lyrics have vanished
forever. Patrick Weston Joyce (1827-1914), a
prolific collector and publisher, also had a lofty
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attitude to much of the material he collected in
English. Nevertheless, of his many publications,
Old Irish Folk Music and Song (Dublin, 1909)
remains a rich and diverse sampler of the music
and song of nineteenth-century Ireland. [TOM)
words and airs. The first publication to give
words and airs (without harmonies) was John
O'Daly's Poets and Poetry ofMunster (1849, 1860).
The j ournal of the Irish Folk Song Soriety, London,
started in 1904, contained the work of some otherwise unpublished collectors: Charlotte Milligan
Fox, Edith Wheeler, Patrick Cairns Hughes. Some
of them give airs only, but little in Irish until a full
issue was devoted to the work of Eileen Costello
(Eibhlfn Bean Mhic Choisdealbha) whose
Amhrdin Mhuighe Sed/a (1919) contains songs
collected around Tuam, Co. Galway when Tuam
was the centre of an Irish-speaking area. Under
D6nal O'Sullivan's editorship, the j ournal published mainly Irish songs, and, between 1927 and
1936, the larger part of the Bunting Collection,
some with texts. Martin Freeman, giving the words
in an odd and not very satisfactory phonetic style,
printed the results of his collecting in Ballyvourney,
west Cork in the j ournal of the Folk Song Society,
Nos. 23-25 (London, 1920-3). Maighread Ni
Annagain and Seamus Clandillon presented words
and music from Waterford and Galway in Londubh
an Chairn (1927). Many of the songs in the archive
of the Irish Folklore Commission from 1935 are
airless texts - though substantial collections of
complete songs were made in Munster by Liam
de Noraidh and Seamus Ennis in Ulster. Douglas
Hyde and Einri 6 Muirgheasa gave words only
but more recent collections by Nollaig 6 hUrmoltaigh, Lorcan 6 Muireadhaigh and Sean 6 Baoill
have presented text and tune, more often now in
recorded form.
English songs. Among the first to collect
English songs was John Hume, from south
Antrim. The Lancashire poet Edwin Waugh,
visiting north Antrim in the 1860s, noted some
scraps and perhaps the first oral text of the 'True
Lover's Discussion'; John McCall and his son
P.J. McCallleft the words they had noted to the
ational Library of Ireland; Patrick Kennedy's
writing includes song lyrics. P.W. Joyce's volumes
presented words and music only in sporadic unity;
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6 Murchu recording for Roinn Bhealoideas Eireann on the ediphone at Spuncan, Co Kerry, 1936 [courtesy CBE]

made. Video recorders now allow performance and
some unpublished material is in the National
ambience to be collected together. Many of the
Library oflreland. Herbert Hughes and his colfruits of the work of all these collectors is available
laborators only sometimes gave the proper words.
at the ITMA though some must be sought at the
Miss Honoria Galwey presented her collections
Department of Irish Folklore at UCD or at the
and recollections with fragmentary or no text. 1k
headquarters of CCE in Dublin. [JOM]
earliest presentations of numbers of singable songs
were the newspaper articles of Sam Henry and the
song and gender. Women feature very strongly
in traditional singing not just as performers
books ofFr Ranson and Calm 6 Lochlainn. Since
the advent of the tape recorder, the presentation of
but as collectors and composers. Some notable
women singers include Elizabeth Cronin, Neili
complete songs has become the norm: Alan Lomax,
Ni Dhomhnaill, Treasa Ni Mhiollain, Sarah, Rita
Diane Hamilton and Jean Ritchie, Peter Kennedy,
and Dolores Keane, Padraigin Ni Uallachain, Liz
Seamus Ennis and Sean O'Boyle made recordings
- some of which were transcribed - in the late
Jeffries. While it can be argued that every singer
is a collector, there are also those who are well
1940s and '50s, for themselves, or for BBC or RTE.
In the 1960s and recently, Robin Morton, Hugh
recognised as collectors. These include Charlotte
Brooke (the earliest in the Irish context), Elizabeth
Shields, Tom Munnelly, Sean (Vincent) McCann,
Cronin, Lucy M. Broadwood, Eibhlin Bean Ui
Seamus Mac Mathuna, Sean Corcoran and many
Choisdealbha, Diane Hamilton and Padraigin
others made recordings with documentary intent,
Ni Uallachain. Women also composed, however,
some of which have been issued. Many singers,
initially in the interests of their own repertory,
especially work songs which were made to help
alleviate the tedium of daily routine. Lullabies or
have made collections, among them Paddy Berry,
Frank Harte, Len Graham, PaddyTunney andJim
dandling songs were written to soothe children
Foley. Almost all singers now collect songs, mostly,
to sleep. Women feature strongly as the subject
however, from one another, though there are still
matter of many songs, from the idealised beautisongs unknown to archivists and new songs being
ful, unattainable woman of the aisling to the nasty,
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nagging wife or the wife who has left her husband
or has another lover - 'rocking the cradle that's
none of his own'. Women also often sing songs
which have been written in the masculine voice,
taking on the role of traditional singer as storyteller or narrator. []MD]
song festi vals. The major singing festivals
(singing weekends) are held outside the summer
or tourist season.
February: Mike Donoghue Weekend, Ballyvaughan,
Co. Clare; Rosslare Singers'Weekend, Rosslare,
Co.Wexford
March: Inishowen Folksong and Ballad Seminar,
Inishowen, Co. Donegal (inishowensinging.ie)
April: Geordie Hanna Weekend, Coalisland, Co.
Tyrone; Sean-nos Cois Life , Dublin, Co.
Dublin (seannos.ie)
May: Feakle Singers' Weekend, Feakle, C o. Clare;
Feile Chomortha Joe Einiu, Carna, Co.
Galway
O ctober: Eigse Dharach Ui Chathain, Rath
Chairn, Co. Meath; Sligo Traditional
Singing Weekend, Ro sses Point, Co Sligo
(sligot rads ing ers .i e )); South Ro scommo n
Singers Festival , Kn oc kcr og her y, Co.
Roscommon (dhalonproductions.ie); Oireachtas
na Samhna, Letterkenny, Co. Donegal;
Ballymore Eustace Singing Festival, Co.
Kildare.
November: Clare Festival ofTraditional Singing,
Bellbridge Hotel, Spanish Point.
December: Eigse Dhiarmuid 6 Shuilleabhain,
Coolea, Co. Cork
song sessions. These regular events are held
throughout Ireland, mostly monthly: Cushendall,
Co. Antrim; Forkhill, Co. Armagh, Crusheen,
Doonbeg, Ennis, Shannon, Spancil Hill and
Whitegate, Co. Clare; Cork city and Skibbereen,
Co. Cork; Derry city; Clonmany, Co. Donegal;
Portadown, Co. Down; An Goilin, Dublin city,
Ballyboughal and Howth, Co. Dublin; Ballinasloe,
Kinvara, Galway city and Shanglish, Co. Galway;
Dingle and Ballyferriter, Co. Kerry; Castleconnell,
Patrickswell, Limerick city and Abbeyfeale, Co.
Limerick; Ballyboy, Banagher, Ferbane (The
Bawlers) and Birr (The Crinkle), Co. Offaly;
Knockcroghery and Boyle, Co. Roscommon;
Ballinacarrow, Co. Sligo; Killea, Silvermines and
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Upperchurch, Co. Tipperary. There are specialist
singing elements at festivals and summer schools in
Ireland and abroad, sometimes programmed, more
often not. There are also singers' clubs associated
with Irish song in various states in the USA and
Canada. Many singing festivals and clubs maintain
websites and may network details of dates and
venues in a calendar fashion. (]OM]
songbooks. Songbooks were either cheap and
small, directed at the poor of socie ty, or larger
and more expensive. Thousands of cheap ones, a
quarter-sheet folded to give eight pages, and priced
at a halfpenny were produced between 1750 and
1840 (when ballad sheets became dominant).
About 1,300 survive in Irish and British libraries; their uniqueness suggests that great numbers
were produced. Mostly produced in the northern
and eastern counties- in almost every large town
except Ballymena - most were the work of small
printers, but others specialised in them. Many were
produced in Dublin, Dundalk and Drogheda, but
otherwise only Limerick and, later, Waterford
(Kelly) in the south were important. Minor producers were Parks of Longford, who was probably
of a Newry family, and in Clonmel, a scion of
the Goggins of Limerick. The most remarkable
examples, late eighteenth-century ones produced
by William Goggin (Limerick) and John Brown
(Monagh an), contain verse of high imagination
and quality, using occupational and ordnance
metaphor to describe sexual performance. Their
influence on repertory was relatively small; under
10 per cent of the so ngs printed were found in
the twentieth-century oral tradition and the songbooks need no t have been instrumental in that
survival. Larger and more expensive books, such
as Charms ofMelody, intended for an elite market,
were printed in the eighteenth century. Many
may now be found online. After about 1870 small
popular songbooks with up to sixty-four pages,
such as John Nugent's Blackbird Songster, or the
series published by Felix McGlennon, supplanted
ballad sheets. Books of political songs - like the
eighteenth-century Paddy's Resource or Orange and
Constitutional songbooks- tend to be of the more
expensive kinds. Small popular songbooks are still
produced, and may be found in local newsagents
and book shops. (]OM]
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Songs of the People'. A series of articles which
ran from 1923 to 1939 in the Coleraine weekly
newspaper the Northern Constitution. They were
instigated by Sam Henry, who edited the series
for all but the years 1928-32, the other principal
editors were James Moore (for about a year) and
Willie Devine (three years). This series comprised
the contributions of singers mainly from within a
twenty-mile radius of Coleraine- over 500 songs
- and was enormously influential in sustaining
a singing tradition in its area of circulation and
among singers and researchers who quarried the
scrapbooks Sam Henry presented to libraries in
Belfast, Dublin and Washington DC. 1h: contents
of the scrapbooks have now been combined in a
volume published by the University of Georgia
Press: Sa m Henry's Songs of the People. The collection of J ames Moore, part of which was made in
north Donegal, and that ofWillie Devine, who
was one of Sam Henry's contributors but whose
edited contribution was mostly plagiarised, are
presently being edited for publication. (]OM
Sources oflrish Traditional Music. This is a
compilation in one collection of all pre-1855 tunes
recorded in Irish manuscript and printed collections, together with related materials. It opens with
the first sources from c.1583 and runs forward
to Petrie's Ancient Music of Ireland. Proposed by
Aloys Fleischmann, professor of Music in UCC,
the project was begun in the 1950s by one of his
graduate students, Anette de Foubert. In the 1960s
Fleischmann involved Se:in 6 Riada and Pilib
6 Laoghaire. Later Mary Neville assisted, then
Mary Bollard and Noirin Ni Riain in the 1970s.
In 1975, Miche:il 6 Suilleabhain was brought
in as deputy editor as the compilation expanded.
Helen Walsh and Sarah Collins were involved in
the 1980s, and Nicholas Carolan, director of the
ITMA, acted as consultant after 1988. All these
brought the selection of material to completion by
the time ofFleischmann's death in 1992.
re-organisation. However, an inflexible layout
resulting from necessary, constant sub-sectioning and additions over the years, complicated
by changes in computer technology, rendered
the mass still unpublishable. In the same year,
the major task of organising it was undertaken
by Paul McGettrick (a postgraduate student of
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Suilleabhain). His re-entering of all of the
material in database format on computer rendered
it suitable for printing, and its indexing, bibliography and accession compatible with electronic
publishing systems. A profound memorial to
Fleischmann, this finally appeared in print in 1998.
The project also benefited from FAS trainees, UCC
Computer Department staff, individual members
of the British Library and National Library of
Scotland, School of Scottish Studies, the Irish
departments of UCG, UCD and UCC and the
Music Department of University College of North
Wales. Support grants towards publication were
given by the Ireland Fund, UNESCO and ACE;
it is published by Garland Inc., New York.
collection structure. Within the collection, the
tunes are presented chronologically with, for each
of the sources, details provided about the source
followed by the tunes taken from that source. For
each tune the following information is provided:
Tune No. and Title, Location in Source, Tune
Category, Tonality, Structure, R eferences to
Concordances and Variants, Composer/Arranger.
The indexes are a very important part of the publication. There are four: an index oflncipits (opening
notes), an index of Titles, an index of First Lines,
and an index of Categories. Prof. Fleischmann
considered the alphabetical index of incipits to
be its most useful component. In creating it he
adopted an approach which he discovered in use
at the Institute of Folk Music in Ljubljana in the
former Yugoslavia in 1967. It is not altogether dissimilar from the approach adopted by Barlow and
Morgenstern in their book A Dictionary ofMusical
Themes. The first twelve notes, excluding ornamental notes, are taken into account. Each tune
is entered in the index as commencing with the
note G above middle C and the next eleven notes
are then transposed automatically. Two incipits are
created for all tunes with upbeats (c. 70 per cent),
because of the variable nature of the anacrusis
lead-in notes. [PMG]
use of electronic media. Because the collection now exists as a corpus of tunes or computer
files, an electronic version of the Sources project
either on CD ROM or the internet is now possible.
An electronic corpus teamed up with a library of
musical pattern-matching functions and user-
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South Sligo Summer School

friendly interface becomes a versatile and powerful
resource. All of the following become possible:
1. powerful text and music searches (including
Boolean), e.g. for motives of any length in
any position (not just incipits) over the whole
corpus, perhaps revealing further links between
tunes that escaped the printed version;
2. identifYing all tunes having a certain structure
or in a certain mode;
3. perhaps analysis/comparison based on studying
just accented notes, etc.
This offers a huge advantage over printed
indexes. It will incorporate playback and print
facilities; updating, changing, adding information
can be done very easily on an internet version; it
will become a true multimedia project combining
sound, image, music notation and text; hyperlinking of cross-references is feasible. Tre titles index is
planned to be searchable on the web in a similar way
to the CELT project for Irish manuscripts. [PMG]
South Sligo Summer School. Held in Tubbercurry, Co. Sligo, this is based in the hinterland of
Coleman Country. It offers classes in fiddle, flute,
button and piano accordion, banjo, concertina and
traditional guitar, uilleann pipes, set dancing, traditional singing, bodhr:in, harp and traditional music
heritage. Classes are held each morning, lectures
on aspects of the music are delivered by prominent figures in the afternoon, and ceilithe, recitals
and concerts occupy the evenings. The school was
initiated in 1987 by Rita Flannery, and she now
runs it with Marie Flannery, Michael Severs and
Geraldine Murtagh. Beginning with ten teachers
and a hundred pupils, it expanded rapidly, and its
2009 sitting had some thirty teachers and 600
students. Funding is from student fees, the Arts
Council, the County Council and local businesses,
while the local VEC pays teaching fees .
spoons. The primary idiophone heard in session
music throughout the mid-1900s. The player uses
standard household cutlery; teaspoons for a bright
sound, heavy soup spoons for a bass. Regarded
short-sightedly as something of a 'chancer's' implement (like bodhd.n, its easy access often led to
abuse), 'the spoons' in the hands of a good musician
can be quite spectacular. Tommy Hayes is among
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the small number who have committed their
interpretations to record. Spoons were common
at country-house sessions during the 1960s but
declined in practice as access to instrumental
learning increased. Enterprising wood-turners
have created wooden dapper-like spoons designed
for session playing, but these are rarely seen, and
the general session etiquette dictates that brittle
dapper or spoon sounds may stir up agitation if
continued over lengthy periods. Bodhr:in players
often also play bones, but not incessantly, and their
occasional playing of these and spoons is appreciated, but typically only so as long as it is tastefully
intermittent, or restricted to being a 'party piece'.
See also idiophone.
SPP M I. See Society for the Preservation and
Publication of the Melodies oflreland .
Sproule, D aithi. (1950- ). Singer, guitarist,
composer, teacher. Born in Derry, he learned
his Irish and much of his song repertoire as a
teenager in Rannafast, Co. Donegal, where he
became friends with Triona and Maighread Ni
Dhomhnaill and their brother, Micheal, and with
them formed the group Skara Brae. Through that
and later touring and recording projects with
such people as James Kelly and Paddy O'Brien,
Liz Carroll and Billy McComiskey (Trian),
Tommy Peoples, and with Altan, he has been a
major influence on guitar styles in Irish music and
particularly in the use of the DADGAD tuning.
As well as touring and recording, he has been
active as a teacher of traditional music, old and
modern Irish, and Celtic culture and mythology
at various universities in Ireland and the US. He
has lived mostly in Minnesota since the early '80s.
His solo song/guitar work can be heard on A Heart
Made of Glass (1995) and his guitar compositons
on The Crow in the Sun (2007). His tunes have been
recorded by Altan, Liz Carroll, Paddy O'Brien and
The Bothy Band.
staff notation. See notation .
standards. The organised compet1t10n is the
context for the development of music standards.
Competition may well be as old as civilisation

Stanford, Charles Villiers

itself, and music competitions have a long history,
largely undocumented in Ireland until the twentieth
century. It is well known that musicians held important positions in the upper reaches of the aristocracy
in all European societies, implying that there were
standards of competence applied to those seeking
to fill these prized positions. Famous pre-classicalera composers such as Handel and Scarlatti are
known to have entered competitions for the post of
organist in Italian churches. 1h: Welsh Eisteddfod,
established in 1817 and continuing to this day, but
reportedly a revival of a competition of bards dating
to the seventh century, is perhaps the oldest known
music competition in Britain and Ireland. Little
is known about the standards applied to the Irish
harpers of centuries past who held elite positions
within Gaelic society. A 'Contention of the Bards'
was held in 1730 in Bruree, Co. Limerick, and the
careers ofTurlough Carolan and his contemporaries provide evidence of the competitive nature of
harping in the early eighteenth century.
motivation . Formal competitions and the
development of standards of adjudication in
Ireland appear to coincide with movements for the
preservation and cultivation of ancient, national or
traditional music. The first modern competitions
for the harp were held for the disappearing caste
of harp players at Granard in 1781, but the lack
of consensus about standards and the giving of
prizes, as evidenced by the noisy bickering between
and among sponsors and competitors, proved the
downfall of this event. The harp competition was
famously revived by United Irishmen in Belfast,
but this event in 1792 was the last of its kind.
Formal competitions do not feature prominently in
nineteenth-century Irish cultural life, though there
are of course accounts of face-offs between rival
dancing masters, and similar encounters between
rival balladeers and pipers at markets and fairs
must also have occurred. The standards of adjudication employed are lost to history, but it is safe
to assume that these were more quantitative than
qualitative in nature. The performer with the most
tunes, the most variations, the most steps, or the
most verses prevailed.
politics. The politically motivated revival of
Irish culture in the 1890s renewed concerns about
the standard of the nation's music. The modern

history of formal competition in Ireland begins
in 1897 with the first annual Feis Cheoil and
Oireachtas meetings in Dublin, organised by the
newly established Feis Ceoil Association and the
Gaelic League respectively. Debates over standards broke out immediately. Whether foreign or
foreign-born adjudicators were qualified to judge
Irish singing, whether 'country singers' should be
required to sing in Italian, whether competition
on stage was appropriate for 'traditional' singing,
were questions debated in the newspapers, journals
and private correspondence of the period. At the
Feis Cheoil, separate competitions for traditional
music evolved, including uilleann pipes and
'country' fiddling (in which Mrs Kenny of Dublin
made an impression). This must have allowed for
the development of standards of judgement, as
well as quality of performance, but little detailed
commentary has been found. In 1913 the Dublin
Pipers' Club wrote to the Feis Ceoil Association
to request that 'an actual player of the pipes' be
involved in the adjudication, and Eamonn Ceannt
eventually replaced the music historian (and
amateur piper) Henry Grattan Flood.
competitions. The next chapter in the development of standards opened under the auspices of
CCE, which has hosted annual county and national
competitions since the 1950s. By the late 1970s a
distinctive fleadh style of performance, presentation
and repertoire had evolved on every instrument,
and a mainstream style generally associated with
Galway, Clare and the midlands generally prevailed. Though ceilithe have long been replaced by
the sets revival, the ceili band competition remains
one of the most popular events at the Fleadh, sustaining interest in keen rivalries. Since the 1980s,
CCE has also sponsored adjudication workshops,
further regularising and professionalising the task
of setting standards. As ever, the competitions
serve the dual purpose of establishing and celebrating the musical achievement of the nation while
providing winners with an important credential for
the development of their musical careers, particularly in America where 'All-Ireland champion' is a
valuable promotional tag line. [MAD]

Stanford, Charles Villiers. (1852-1924). Composer. lrish-born, he spent the most part of his
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Stevenson , Sir John Andrew

career in England as composer, conductor of choirs
and orchestras, and professor of Composition at the
University of Cambridge and the Royal College of
Music, London. Although he was primarily influenced by the Leipzig School of Composition, a
number of his compositions and collections of
works from the late nineteenth century onwards
found inspiration in his homeland. 'This is seen in
orchestral, chamber, solo instrumental and vocal
works in the direct inclusion oflrish airs, melodies
or Irish dances. Other references are more subtle;
for example his use of modal harmonies. Stanford's
first overt use oflrish folk melody was in his 1887
'Irish' Symphony which used such airs as 'Molly
McAlpin', 'The Little Red Fox', 'Father O'Flynn',
'Leatherbags Donnell' and 'Emer's Farewell to
Cuchullin', many of which were drawn from collections which he had edited. Dance tunes are
prominent, with the second movement of the
'Irish' Symphony incorporating a jig, and Four Irish
Dances for solo piano using a march-jig and a reel
Additionally, the use of the harp in his first Irish
Rhapsody evokes a sense of Irishness, while Irish
romantic imagery inspired a number of his songs.
publications. While Stanford's comic opera
Shamus O'Brien successfully toured Ireland in
1892, it was his dedication to the promotion and
preservation of Irish folk melodies which renders
him visible in Ireland. He published five notable
collections of Irish folk melodies: Songs of Old
Ireland (1882), Irish Songs and Ballads (1893),
The Irish Melodies ofThomas Moore, the Original
Airs Restored (1894), Songs ofErin (1900) and The
Complete Collection ofIrish Music as Noted by George
Petrie (1902-5). Although Stanford worked from
Petrie's original manuscripts for the latter, the
reception to this publication was negative and the
choice of him as editor was condemned. Despite
the scholarly nature of the publication, Stanford
was criticised for including English airs, and for
not having recognised airs which were already in
the volume under different names.
works. Reaction to Stanford's Irish-based compositions was mixed. But the fact that his works
demonstrate his ability to combine folk melodies
with the European art tradition gave him favourable reviews in America, especially for his ability
regular programming
to infuse a Celtic idiom.

m
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of such works contributed to his international
reputation in the early twentieth century. His Irishsourced works include: 'Irish' Symphony (1887);
Six Irish Fantasies for Violin and Piano (1893);
Phaudrig Crohoore (1895); Shamus O'Brien (1895);
Irish Rhapsodies (1902-22); Four Irish Dances
(1903); St Patrick's Breastplate (1912); Ulster
March (1913); Six Irish Sketches for Violin and
Piano (1918); An Irish Concertino (1918); Irish
Airs Easily Arranged for Piano (1922); Six Irish
Dances (n.d.). [ADC]
step dance. See dance: display dance.
Stevenso n , S ir John A ndrew. (1761-1833).
Composer, arranger. Born in Crane Lane offDame
Street in Dublin, he created operas, songs, symphonies, catches, glees and accompaniments to airs.
The relevance of this classical artiste for traditional
music is his collaboration with poet Tinmas Moore
in the publication of Irish Melodies (1807-34),
The Sacred Melodies (1808-34), and National Airs
(1815).1he melodies have a wide vocal range with
minimal ornamentation and the intervals are strikingly traditional. [CME]
Stevenson's musical settings came in for sustained criticism from the moment of publication,
as he modified the airs he used to fit Moore's lyrics,
and constructed his arrangements and harmonies
on the modern musical system of major and minor
keys, a system which was incapable of properly
rendering airs that were created in the older modal
system. In using Bunting's settings, however, he
was relying on a source that was already compromised in this way. [TEM]
Stevenson's contemporaries criticised his
symphonies and accompaniments for not being
subordinate, for being too elaborate in their harmonies and extensively chromatic. But Moore
himself praised the composer for bringing a
'national feeling to task' with a clear 'vein of Irish
sentiment' apparent in the arrangements (Bum pus,
1893: 19). Elsewhere, Stevenson's arrangements of
other tunes - notably 'Carolan's Concerto' from
Bunting- alternate between simple arpeggiated
accompaniment patterns and homophonic progressions inherent in classical music of the time.
Ornamentation is basic, with occasional notated
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Stewart, Rosie. (1956- ). Singer. McKeaney to
her own name, from the townland of Cashel near
Garrison, Co. Fermanagh, her mother and father
sang, and she grew up in an atmosphere of singing
from her earliest years: her six sisters all sing, and
the art was prized also among the neighbouring families of Gallaghers, Timoneys, Burnses
and Joneses who performed at house parties, pub
sessions, ceilis and parochial concerts. Local influences included Lena Fox as well as her grandfather
Edward (who also played fiddle) and her father
Patrick (known best as a step dancer). Stewart gave
her first public performance at the age of nine, and
following a period in London came back to traditional singing around 1983 when she entered
a fleadh competition. The singing of Sarah Ann
0' eill and Geordie Hanna at the Metropole in
Derry deeply affected her subsequent style and
choice of songs, and her reputation gained her
the role as singer on the 1987 CCE tour ofNorth
America. She has sung on major shows such as
RTE's 1he Pure Drop, BBC's 1he Corner House and
on a Channel 4 history series. In latter years she
has favoured internal-rhyme comic songs such as
'Don't Go to a Funeral', Bill Watkins"The Errant
Apprentice' and the work of Keady songwriter
Sean Mone. She sings and teaches at festivals
in Ireland, including the Joe Mooney School at
Drumshanbo annually, and performs in England
and Scotland at such as Whitby Folk Week, Sutton
Bonnington's National Folk Festival and Glasgow's
Celtic Connections. She sang in the Galway Druid
Theatre's production of 1he Midnight Court, and in
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Part of John Stevenson's arrangement of Carolan's Planxty Drury

grace notes included. Features to note are the
unusual choice of key for traditional music (E-flat
major); Alberti-bass accompaniment; chromatic
movement in the bass line in bar 3 (A flat to A
natural); grace notes in bars 1 and 4. [CME]

)<

-

2004 was awarded TG4's Gradam for singing. She
has two albums, Adieu to Lovely Garrison (1998)
and On the Leitrim Mountainside (2009).
Stewart, Trevor. (1948- ). Pipes, song. From
Bushmills, Co. Antrim, his father sang, and his
mother's Magherafelt, Co. Derry family played in
pipe and flute bands. Influenced by The Dubliners
and later The Chieftains, Trevor played the guitar
and sang before his entree into piping via listening
to the playing of Seamus Ennis in 1966. The following year he bought a practice set of pipes for
£15 and took lessons from Frank McFadden, pipe
maker, of the Springfield Road, Belfast, to whose
grandson he gave his guitar. Stewart's playing was
also influenced by Sean McAloon of Belfast. His
singing of local songs with the group, the Country
Four, gained attention from A.L. Lloyd and Peter
Bellamy's Young Tradition in England. Ths resulted
in a Topic recording in 1971 which included such
as 'P Stands for Paddy', culled from Sam Henry's
collection, and other ballads from his father. He
won the 1976 All-Ireland uilleann pipes, and is one
of the sources credited for the Paul Brady and Andy
Irvine version of'Fred Finn's Reel' and 'Sailing into
Walpole's Marsh' on their 1976 LP. Stewart has performed on radio and on TV programmes such as
1he Pure Drop and 1he Gig in the Round He is also a
fine traditional singer in the northern style. In 2006
he acquired a set of O'Mealy pipes from ninetyone-year-old James Mackintosh who had lived on
the Shankill Road in Belfast. [MAL]
Stockton's Wing. A band formed in 1977 by Paul
Roche (flute), Tommy Hayes (bodhran), Keiran
Hanrahan (banjo), Tony Cullinane (guitar) and
Maurice Lennon (fiddle). Significantly, Cullinane
was replaced by singer-songwriter Mike Hanrahan,
and Steve Cooney was added on bass in the early
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1980s. The band went through several transformations until the late 1990s and re-formed for a
number of reunions. They were notably one of the
more traditional of the early rock-fusion bands, performing mainstream sets of traditional tunes with
a progressively 'rockier' accompaniment (especially
after the replacement ofTommy Hayes by drummer
Fran Breen and the addition of Peter Keenan on
keyboards in 1983). The band have made eleven
albums, including compilations, and are perhaps
best known for their popular songs 'Beautiful Affi.ir'
and 'Walk Away' from their most successful album,
Light in the Western Sky (1982). [NlK]
storytelling. This, like music, was an essential part
of the social fabric of life in traditional communities in Ireland as in many other parts of the world.
Various genres of oral narrative were to be found
among Irish storytellers, representing a wide range
of content and often differing greatly in function,
in stylistic features and in complexity. Some Irish
storytellers, or seanchaithe, included in their repertoire tales of warriors and adventurers such as Fionn
Mac Cumhaill and the Fianna, Conall Gulban and
others, whose exploits might be regarded as indigenous to the shared oral tradition of Ireland and
Gaelic Scotland. 1hese multi-episodic stories were
often long and elaborate and included elements
of magic and transformation. While they were
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South Armagh storyteller Mick Quinn utilises Tom Davis
and his minidisk recorder as a diversionary 'prop' in the
course of a story, to the amusement of his colleague
John Campbell
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found within a relatively small and well-defined
geographical area, their atmosphere had much
in common with the long international folk tale
or wonder tale (marchen), which spanned a vast
area of space and time, from India to the Atlantic
Ocean and beyond, with roots going back to early
literature. Ireland proved to be a remarkably rich
repository of material of this kind well into the
twentieth century, at a time when such stories
had disappeared from much of the rest of western
Europe, and the collectors of the Irish Folklore
Commission (1935-71) were quickly to amass one
of the largest archives of oral literature in the world,
as a result of their work with Irish narrators.
decline. This longer type of narrative was
usually found in its fullest versions in the Irishspeaking parts of the cou ntry, characteri sed as
it often was by stylistic devices such as runs and
other formulae which were embedded in the Irish
language and which were lost in the transition into
English. Typically, this narrative ge nre belonged
to men. As the Irish language con tinued to disappear throughout the twentieth century, and with
the continued erosion of the traditional social
structures which gave rise to and underpinned
this somewhat formalised type of storytelling, the
longer tales became increasingly rare, as did those
skilled in the art of telling them.
modern fo rms. Other genres of oral narrative
proved more resilient, however, and are still found
to a considerable extent in English-speaking and
Irish-speaking areas alike. 'Ikse include the legend,
for example, which can be defined as a relatively
short narrative, often focusing on a single episode,
and usually rooted in the day-to-day reality of life
for both teller and listener. While the longer tales
described above were told primarily for entertainment, and as an exercise in fantasy, legends were
and continue to be a part and parcel of everday life,
requiring no particular artistry or skill, the verbal
property of all and sundry. They require no special
occasion for telling and can be recounted at bus
stops and in pubs as well as in the home. Legends
can be told about a variety of subjects from local
landmarks and historical personalities to saints and
supernatural phenomena. In recent years, the socalled urban legend has emerged as a narrative type
in its own right, in Ireland and elsewhere, sharing

storytelling

many characteristics with older legend-types in
terms of function and means of transmission.
Other traditional narrative genres which continue
to thrive in Ireland as in other parts of the modern/
postmodern world include the humorous anecdote
and the joke. [BAN]
occasions. Neighbours would gather when the
seanchai visited, but certain house s were more
favoured for it- known as 'rambling' or 'visiting'
houses, 'ceili' or 'kayleying' houses in Ulster. This
activity usually took place between November and
May, when there was less work to be done in the
fields. Such a night of news and storytelling was
known variously as oiche airnedin, in Connemara,
oiche scoraiochta in the south, and courdekin (from
cuairdaiocht) in the English-speaking areas of
midland counties. This rich oral tradition exists in
association with the Irish language where its forms
are well defined as seanchas and scia/aiocht.
seanchas. This was the passing on of knowledge
orally, and could include local history, facts about
people, family lineage, relationships, real and supernatural experiences, local language and dialect.
person who transmitted the seanchas was known
as the seanchaiand he (they were mostly male) was
a welcome visitor to homes.
scialafocht. This was storytelling done by scia/aithe,
many of whom were women. The tales were usually
long and complex, often ancient in origin - such
as tales of the Fenian, Ossianic and Ulster cycles,
wonder tales, and tales of the otherworld. Women
were not encouraged to tell the long Fiannaiocht
(Fenian) tales which were considered to be the
domain of the male, but genealogical lore, music and
folk prayers were associated with women.
survival. The practice remained strongest in
Gaeltacht areas, where language skills and seanchas
were valued . Indeed, such as Bab (C:iit) Feirteir
in Kerry, Eamonn 6 Chonghaile in Connemara
and Neidi Frainc in Donegal and others were
sought out by students, collectors and lovers of the
language and the stories. M:iirin Mhic Lochlainn
still tells the stories sh e heard from her father
Beartla 6 Maoileoin of Ros a' Mhil, Connemara,
where their home was a 'teach cuairtiochta'. Since
the same visitors went to many houses, stories
and songs were passed on. Among Travellers too,
stories and songs survived where there was a strong

m

family culture, such as within the Collinses and

Joyces. However, over most oflreland, by the 1960s
it was dying, due to modernity- urbanisation, emigration, electricity, television and ease of transport
-which diverted listeners' needs and interest.
re-awakening. Se:in 6 Riada's Fleadh Cheoi/ an
Raidi6 brought the seanchai back from this brink,
on to the stage, with Eamon Kelly's 'In my Father's
Time' monologues. Eddie Lenihan and John
Campbell developed the concept professionally,
successfully and popularly, transferring the practice
to a recognised artistic domain. A new level of
interest in storytelling as an oral narrative art was
driven also by Liz Weir, a Belfast librarian who was
aware of storytelling being done in some British
libraries. She founded the Belfast Yarnspinners in
1985- a mixed-religion gathering- at the Linen
Hall Library. This encouraged natural yarn-tellers
and popular monologue reciters elsewhere, and led
to the formation of clubs in Derry, Newry, Cork
and Dublin, most of which meet regularly in a 'folk
club' performance format.
Dublin. In 1991 actor Nuala Hayes and flautist
and composer Ellen Cranitch set up Scealta
Shamhna, a series of evenings of stories, songs
and music in a traditional music venue, Mother
Redcaps in Dublin's Liberties. A seasonal festival
run each November in venues throughout the city,
this expanded over the next decade, storytelling
events taking place in different venues throughout the city and county. Backed by Dublin City
Council's arts office, the Irish Writers' Centre, the
Arts Council and Foras na Gaeilge, it developed an
international dimension. This saw storytellers from
India, Africa, Sri Lanka and the Caribbean working
in schools and libraries and giving concerts, and so
multiculturism became important.
professionals. Collectively these activities led
to a number of storytellers being able to make a
living as story collectors and performers. It generated a new creativity and established storytellers
as routine players in a variety of events, aided by
networking among storytelling organisers.
Derry. In 1995, the Verbal Arts Centre (VAC)
in Derry commissioned storyteller and academic Pat
Ryan to compile 'a report on the art in both parts
oflreland'. Storytelling in Ireland- A R e-awakening
had as its central proposal that there was a need
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for co-ordination and strategy, that VAC should
become an all-island storytelling centre. Liz Weir
was appointed Storyteller in Residence there in
1992, and storytelling festivals were run in Derry
and in the Sperrins. A recording project, Everlasting
Voices, was produced, with seventeen different voices
in Irish and English and in Ulster-Scots compiled
on CD and distributed to all primary-level schools
on the island.
today. There are specialised story events such as the Cape Clear International Festival,
and Story and Song at Farmleigh House, Dublin
- and regular sessions, such as those at Spirit in
Galway. Storytelling is now scheduled in many
arts events, and there are a number of long-term
collecting projects in progress in counties Laois
and Offaly, and in Traveller and immigrant communities. Wexford libraries provide training for
storytellers in collaboration with the George Ewart
Evans Centre for Storytelling at the University of
Glamorgan, Wales. Storytellers are part of Poetry
Ireland's Writers in Schools scheme, and in 2003
Aos Sceal Eireann/Storytellers of Ireland (ASE)
was founded, with a directory, 1he Irish Storytelling
Handbook, published in 2004. Deis, the Arts
Council's traditional arts fund, has facilitated oral
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narrative initiatives such as an ASE website, newsletter and performance and collection projects. Tre
context for the transmission of oral stories has
changed from the organic to organised. Stories and
performance styles have changed in response, with
a variety of routines from stand-up comedy to the
esoteric, but maintaining the original essential- a
live, attentive audience. 1he skills which were once
absorbed through experience - voice modulation
and projection, timing and repertoire - are now
taught. Contemporary Irish storytellers get their
material from folklore collections, books and the
internet, but still maintain orality by listening and
passing on to others at local, national and international sessions, gatherings and festivals.
storytellers. Fifty-four are now listed on
storytellersofireland.org. Those presently performing
in Ireland and abroad include Eddie Lenihan, Liz
Weir, Jack Lynch, Niall de Burca, Pat Speight, Nuala
Hayes, Billy Teare, Aideen McBride,Jack Sheehan,
Susie Minto, Richard Marsh,Joe Brennan, Clare
Muireann Murphy and Kate Corkery. [NUT-I)
See also seanachie.
strathspey. Originating in the valley of the river
Spey in Inverness-shire, Scotland, the strathspey
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evolved from a hybrid dance tune form known as
a strathspey reel.
first printed strathspey proper
appeared in an edition of 7he Caledonian Pocket
Companion by James Oswald in 1745. The strathspey was introduced to south Co. Donegal along
with other tunes which became popular from the
late nineteenth century onwards, although it never
functioned for the dance there. The strathspey is
in common time with each beat of a bar being
accented. 1he tune type is particularly noted for its
dotted rhythms, especially the 'Scots snap', where
the short note precedes the long note. In Scotland
these dotted rhythms are articulated in a particularly exaggerated manner, facilitated by the use
of the up-driven bow in fiddle-playing. Donegal
fiddlers tend to articulate the same rhythms in
a less jagged fashion. In Cape Breton music the
combination of strathspeys and reels is central to
the repertoire of the fiddler and the mainstay of
the step-dance tradition. Strathspey tunes popular
in Donegal (which have all come from the Scottish
repertoire) often include triplet passages towards
the end of parts. Slow strathspeys, popular in both
Scotland and Cape Breton, are not common within
the Donegal tradition. [LID]

m

Stroh fiddle. Invented by Augustus Stroh in the late
1800s, this is a fiddle in which the bridge is connected to a corrugated, light-metal diaphragm, and
the resonating body has been replaced by a metal
flared horn. Loud in volume, it was suited to early
recording and was also used by street players. Th late
Julia Clifford (Sliabh Luachra and London) played
on such an instrument. While it enjoyed a certain
fashion in Britain and the US, it has never become a
feature of traditional music instrumentation.
See Clifford,Julia
style. The sound of traditional music as played by
particular musicians or in a particular area. Style
is the element which makes a music distinctive. It
relates to the idiosyncrasies of the individual person
playing, to the region where they learned and to
the genre and era in which their playing is situated.
It is influenced by the instrument on which they
play, the tunes and kinds of tunes that are played,
and the ci rcumstances in which they perform.
Style involves the nature of the sound which is

generated on the instrument - its richness or
fineness, timbre and volume. The broader features
of a regional style are the product of many variables and make it instantly recognisable. In addition
to instrument-specific features, among these variables are 'decoration' or 'embellishment', a process
of ornamentation which uses various patterns
of grace notes. For Breathnach (1971), style is a
combination of particular forms of articulation,
ornamentation and variation according to heard
conventions. 6 Canainn (1978) extends awareness
of style to include the player's selection of'certain
traditional patterns or cliches' and ornamentation, conditioned by instrumental voice and sound
quality and by performance context.
literature. Attempts to isolate the more subtle
structural underpinning of these features have
been explored in print by Richard Henebry (1903),
Lawrence McCullough (1977), Tomas 6 Canainn
(1978), Daniel Cowdery (1990), Mfcheal
6 Suilleabhain (1990 and 2007), Niall Keegan
(1997) and Maire Nf Chathasaigh (1999).
Henebry's stylistic observations (Irish Music,
1903) note that in Irish tunes the H is required
to be played a quarter-tone flat, and the c~ to be
played flat: the Irish C natural, a quarter of a tone
above B, and three-quarters of a tone below D.
He revised the basic D-major scale oflrish music,
using Gaelic letters 'F' and 'C' to indicate replacements of the modern; in this the F~ and C~ are a
quarter-tone lower than standard H and C~ (see
scale, Irish).
McCullough (in Ethnomusicology, vol. 21, no. 1,
1977) set out to 'isolate various patterns and
criteria that can be useful in the discussion of style
... regardless of the state of accessible research
data'. For him, style has four main variables: ornamentation, melodic and rhythmic patterning,
phrasing and articulation, both occurrence and
non-occurrence being relevant. Additionally, he
observes instrument-specific variables- such as
tone quality on fiddle.
6 Canainn (Traditional Music in Ireland, 1978)
observed the effect of relative frequency of the
occurrence of certain notes, the view that inflection
(of C and F) rather than mode-change gives the
music some of its uniqueness, and the importance
of motifs in tune construction.
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Cowdery's work (The Melodic Tradition of
Ireland, 1990) is a detailed comparative melodic
study which 'sought to develop ... analytic tools
which .. . provide for an understanding of the
resonance which a given tune or performance may
evoke within its own tradition'. Rooted in experience, the ear and the eye, his major observation is
on variation, on sixteen different interpretations of
'The Blackbird' set dance where 'imaginative skills'
and 'melodic invention' could concur on where in
the tune variations might be applied, and on what
parts of the tune would not be varied.
6 Suilleabhain's 1990 article (Irish Musical
Studies 1, 1990) provides a formulaic method of
observation: elements of style in tunes as involving natural phrasing, an underlying motor rhythm,
modular motif structure, and the melodic contour
set by a tune's key notes, 'set accented tones' (SATs).
He demonstrates that motor rhythm drives a
tune, not time signature, related to the action of
the instrument used (and, hence, region), type and
volume of ornamentation (which has rhythmic
consequences), and the aural passing on of stress
patterns. Variation of rhythm gives what players
such as Ant6in MacGabhann term 'lift', generating a response, specific often to individual players
and performances. SAT involves occurrence and
non-occurrence of particular notes and stresses at
important points, melodic 'stepping stones' which
can carry any time signature. SATs are the limits
within which variation is possible, and outside of
which creation of new 'settings' of a tune happen.
Phrasing, motor rhythm and SATs involve tension
between the inaudible and the audible, and are the
basis of creative selection and alteration.
Keegan (Bias, 1997) observes the pragmatic
nature of the language of stylistic identification,
representative of what the performer experiences,
but: 'descriptive in nature and not operational as
in Western Classical music'. This reflects Henry
Glassie's (1982) concern that 'context' is in the
mental associations of the music maker, not the
interpreter.
Nf Chathasaigh (in this volume) sees the role of
modes as the distinctiveness of traditional music:
'the practice common in dance music of switching
between one mode and another in the course of a
tune, help to give Irish music its characteristically
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plaintive undercurrent .. . movement of the C
between natural and sharp'.
6 Suilleabhain takes up the issue of terminology again (in Clune, 2008), listing a dozen 'folk'
terms, including 'lift' and 'variation'. He contributes twenty-six 'new analytical terms' which have
been generated by his research, these relevant to
interpretation of traditional music style and variation, including 'traditional ears ... an informed
perception .. . within the mainstream'.
Some of these approaches concur on the 'plaintive', distinctive sound which variations on the
notes C and F yield in Irish music, and on the
pulsed, phrased and modular structure of dance
tunes. They all lean towards the style of analysis
that is applied to classical music, a goal which
is demanded by academic rigour and which
deconstructs what has heretofore been mysti cism . However, as Keegan notes, it is unlikely to
alter aurally transmitted playing styles, since it is
language applied after an event rather than being
a prescription for it. The book Bias: The Local Accent
(1997) also makes many observations relating style
to region.
See also fiddle, styles; harp, style and understatement; Henebry; ornamentation; regional style;
signature.
style and authenticity. 'Authenticity' in music has
always had an agenda, and what might be considered traditional by one set of ears may be heard
quite differently by another. Traditional Irish music
has a distinctive 'sound' that resonates even with
listeners just beginning to appreciate its nuance.
That 'sound', though collectively acknowledged,
may be selectively applied by different players,
or groups of players. Uninitiated listeners may
complain that traditional music 'all sounds the
same', but the music in reality differs greatly in the
hands of different players, in different parts of the
country. 'Traditional music' has often been thought
of as a body of tunes held in common by members
of a national group, or by those possessing affinity
for the music if not the ties of nationality. It is not,
therefore, primarily a music associated with individual composers or performers. Without losing
sight of the quality that makes the music identifiably traditional, individual musicians inevitably

style and authenticity

make tunes their own, imbuing melodies with their
own rhythmic or melodic variations and their own
ornamentation. This questions the view that there
is only one 'correct' form of a tune. And if the
manner in which a tune is decorated or modified
is passed on to other musicians along with the
basic melody, then this constitutes change to which
newer players can also be expected to contribute
in time.
stylistic variation. The evolution of traditional
Irish music can thus be viewed as a series of interconnected stylistic lineages, traceable to different
locales and master players within those locales. 1he
styles are likened to dialects of a single language.
If one is concerned with musical authenticity
and with tradition (and its evolution), one must
co nsider the origins of these different regional
styles of traditional practice. Prior to the 1950s,
Irish music was presented as a pan-Irish means
of expression, and not one immediately associated
with specific locales or regions. It may be that, at
the time of the great nineteenth-century music
collectors George Petrie and P.W. Joyce, such differences as existed regionally were as yet too slight
to be distinguishable. It may also be because some
collectors (Capt. Francis O'Neill, for instance)
gleaned material from very disparate sources as it
came to them, that regio nal or local styles were
diluted in the process.
limits to innovation. There are limits to the
amount of change acceptable as 'traditional'. While
such limits may call into question whether or not
a newly composed tune will enter the traditional
repertoire, they are more applicable to the playing
style in which a tune is presented, its 'setting'.
Traditional music thrives on the creation of new
tunes, so long as they conform to accepted patterns
of structure and content. Breandan Breathnach
observes: 'If a piece has been composed in traditional form by one totally immersed in the
tradition, and if it is accepted and played by traditional players as a part of their repertoire, it has
a claim to admittance which cannot be refused.
Meeting the first condition implies that the piece
conforms in content and structure to the body
of native folk music; fulfilling the second condition (in which the first is implied) confirms the
approval of the piece by the community.'

sta ndards. Communities, as Breathnach
implies, may be rigid in their application of the
strictures of traditional form; hence it has been
reported that some traditional composers have
couched a recent effort in the mists of the traditional past by reporting that a tune was learned
from a distant relative rather than admitting it as
their own. In this way, traditional music oflreland
has utilised 'new-ness' and personal contribution
to render the music forever different, progressively
more interesting. When such limits are accepted
by a community, or by consensus of traditional
musicians, they may be referred to as 'standards'
for acceptable traditional practice. By keeping
necessary variation and change within prescribed
limits, community standards maintain the continuity of the tradition and direct its evolution. For
most traditional musicians, standards represent
not only a lesson in how to play 'correctly' but also
a means of initiation into the traditional culture.
Blind adherence to a strict traditional standard is,
therefore, more a hallmark of musicians not born
into the culture (and therefore anxious for acceptance) than of natives who learn and play the music
as a portion of their heritage.
individual styles. Michael Coleman and
Tommy Potts represent significant departures
from the standardised norm of playing styles; it
is instructive to examine not only the ir diverse
approaches to the music, but also the acceptance of
their contributions by the traditional community.
Michael Coleman. Change is most often only
obvious in hindsight. Occasionally, however, there
occurs an event so stunning in its impact that it
rapidly changes the course of evolution. In the
recent history of Irish traditional music, such was
the experience following the release of the recordings of fiddler Michael Coleman. His technical
prowess alone would have been influential, but it
was the wide dissemination of his recordings in
Ireland and in America which made that influence so pervasive. In 1he Northern Fiddler, Feldman
and O'Doherty contend that few older fiddlers in
Tyrone in the late 1970s played in any style but
that which was derived from Coleman. 'Such,'
they say, 'was the combined power of Coleman's
virtuosity and of the new technology of recording
on the isolated musical culture ofTyrone.' Harry
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Bradshaw concludes: 'No other musician in the
history of traditional music has been so imitated.
His influence pervades the entire Irish tradition
today.' Many saw in the success of Coleman's
recordings the death knell of local and regional
fiddling styles in Ireland and in Irish-American
communities. But Coleman's influence, while
monumental, did not - and has not - obliterated
the local or individual approach to the music. In
practice, players can - and will - play 'Coleman'
medleys and 'Coleman' ornamentation, but will
return to a more personal or regional style and
repertoire afterward.
Tommy Potts. One of the finest examples of
the persistence of individual voice despite the
influence of Coleman is the music of this Dublin
fiddler. To ears accustomed to the Coleman
fiddling, Ports's music sounds at once familiar and
yet extraordinarily different. His tunes were often
recognisable as part of the traditional repertoire,
but were changed either subtly or more dramatically by the exploration of slightly different sounds
with the familiar traditional intervals. Caoimhin
Mac Aoidh describes Tommy Ports's approach to
the music:
He [Pons] felt there was a cycle in the music. It
started with the player hearing and becoming
interested in a tune. The next step in the
sequence was to learn it ... At this point, the
piece was very stable ... and could possibly
become stale and even boring ... Here is where
the magic lay for Tom my. When the player was
being lulled into disinterest with the tune he
or she would, at some unexpected time, hear
the same piece played by another player who,
by simply altering a note or two, completely
transfixed the complexion of the tune and the
fiddler's delight with it .. . He described it as
'the hidden note'. It was there all the time
waiting to be discovered and when all around
was like a tedious drone it struck the ear and
the imagination like a peal of thunder.

The music ofTommy Potts is a personal music;
it could not easily be made to blend with that of
fellow musicians in the local playing circle. The
fact that few players could play along with Potts
suggests that he may have breached the limits of
acceptable innovation in traditional Irish musical
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forms. Certainly he was aware of his outsider status:
in an interview broadcast on RTE in 1988, he is
quite open about his impatience with the propensity of most traditional players to follow standard
settings of tunes. He heard something different in
the music, something that called for quite different
settings.
observations. Micheal 6 Suilleabhiin, in his
dissertation on Ports's music, notes that Potts
placed himself outside of the mainstream of traditional music in Ireland due to his conscious
inclusion of influences from classical, jazz and
other traditional musics. 6 Suilleabhiin does not
predict, however, whether or not Ports's music itself
is peripheral to the stream of Irish tradition. But
considering the strength of Michael Coleman's
impact on the tradition through his recordings,
the music ofTommy Potts would indeed seem
peripheral. 6 Suilleabhain notes that at the time
of the release of Ports's The Liffey Banks album,
classical reviewers were more enthusiastic about
its merits than were traditional musicians. The
local playing-circle, and its standards, would seem
to have wanted little to do with the innovations
offered by this musician. And yet the influence
of Potts, although largely uncaptured by recording technology, has remained a part of traditional
fiddle-playing in Ireland and in America. If not as
broad as Coleman's impact, it is deep. It is heard in
Martin Hayes, acknowledged in the fiddling of]oe
Ryan and Paddy Canny, and in the accordion of
Paddy O'Brien of Co. Offaly. In this sense, Potts's
music shows traditional transmission changed by
a personal vision which has been given the imprimatur by masters .
innovation and change. The limits to innovation are conditioned by awareness that 1. the
music must inevitably change and be changing, as
individual players hear, interpret, and teach the traditional sound in their communities; 2. though the
traditional process of transmission may normally
be slow and gradual, radical departures from
the traditional stream may be incorporated into
the mainstream through the acceptance by local
playing circles; 3. future trends can be expected to
be centred around the individuals whose playing
sounds attractively different. [SAS]
See also regional style; place.

syncopation

suantrai (suantraighe). Ancient term for the music
of sleeping, lullaby. See Gaelic music.
summer schools. See schools.
Summers, Keith. (1948-2004). Collector. 'Ire first
editor of Musical Traditions magazine (1983-94),
he had a great enthusiasm for recording traditional
singers and musicians and a great appreciation of
their company. His collection of some sixty cos,
transferred from 1970s-2000s tape recordings,
mainly recorded in Suffolk, is housed in the British
Library Sound Archive. Between 1978 and 1983,
while working in Fermanagh, he collected many
hours of recordings oflocal singers in their homes
and in pubs, including Maggie Murphy, Jimmy
and Paddy Halpin and Packie McKeaney, father
of Rosie Stewart. Some forty tracks of these are
available on the 2004 Hardy Sons if Dan: Football,
Hunting and other Traditional Songs from around
Lough Erne's Shore. [PEW]
Surgeonor, Hughie. (b. 1907). Fife, whistle,
mandolin, fiddle. Born in Scotland of parents from
Tully, Portglenone, Co. Antrim who brought him
back to Moyasset at age six. Having left AhoghilJ
national school at fourteen he worked in a textile
factory, twice a week cycling to visit his uncle Willie
McCullough at Rasharkin to learn and play fiddle.
He played at dances, concerts and weddings and
house dances not only in Antrim and Derry but
throughout the country. He played for step dancers
on the occasion of Qyeen Elizabeth's visit to the
New University ofUlster at Coleraine in the 1970s,
and on radio and television. A fifer for Lambeg
drumming for many years, he was an active member
of the Counties Antrim and Derry Fiddlers'
Association. He taught and provided music for
marching and dancing in his locality. In his 'country
dance band' he played banjo and drums; the repertoire of the day covered music for quickstep, foxtrot
and waltz, Scottish and Irish ceili dances.
Sutherland,Alex. (1873-1967) . Ftddle player and
collector. Of Scottish ancestry, he lived at Toome,
Carrigallen, Co. Leitrim and like his neighbour,
Terry Reilly, was a local 'fiddle master'. He collected many tunes during the first half of the

twentieth century; much of this was accidentally
destroyed, but a small portion which he sent to the
Irish Folklore Commission survives. This includes
approximately 240 tunes, with some 100 reels,
40 jigs, 25 hornpipes, 10 slip jigs, and more than
50 instrumental pieces, which include airs and
O'Carolan compositions.
See also Grier, Stephen; Leitrim, south.
Sweeney's Men. Group formed in June 1966 by
Joe Dolan, Johnny Moynihan and Andy Irvine.
Dolan had studied art and played guitar with
the Swingtime Aces Showband. Moynihan had
renounced the study of architecture in favour of
music some years before, and Irvine had moved
from an early acting career to concentrate on his
instrumental and vocal skills. They combined a
broad knowledge of the various strands - Irish,
Scottish, English and American- which made up
the folk music revival and, under the management
of artist Eamonn O 'Doherty, organised this material
in arrangements and programmes which were intelligent and new to Ireland. A picaresque tour of
Ireland in the summer of 1966 heralded a financial
crisis which led to management by Des Kelly and
the production of a single, '1he Old Maid in the
Garret', which went to No. 4 in the Irish charts.
Dolan left the group to return to painting and
song writing. Many of his songs have been recorded
by Christy Moore. He was replaced by Terry Woods
(later ofThe Pogues) and then by guitarist Henry
McCullough, who had played withJoe Cocker and
with Wings. The style of Sweeney's Men had a
seminal influence on the make-up of future groups
such as Planxty, De Dannan and The Bothy Band.
The complete Sweeney's Men recordings have been
re-released on CD. [EOD]
symbolism. In song: see allegory.
syncopation. A rhythmic effect involving playing
'off-beat', or against the established pulse. It is
achieved by varying the position of regular stressed
or accented notes through the use of rests, ties,
accents on weak beats or, less commonly in the
Irish tradition, through changes in time-signature.
Syncopation is a feature of a number of recent
compositions in the Irish dance music repertoire
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'Bankers in Yonkers' by Joanie Madden [LID]

The Harvest Home, first part played normally [NIV]
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(e.g. 'The Guns of the Magnificent Seven', 'Trip to
Herves', 'Trip to Miriam's'). In these it often characterises one particular phrase or part as opposed
to dominating the entire tune; the regular motor
rhythm is resumed for the rest of the tune's duration.
Syncopation is also a popular feature of accompaniment on guitar, bouzouki, bodhnin, and in piano
playing influenced by the Cape Breton style where
it may add rhythmic interest and a degree of tension
in playing against the tune. [LIDl
synthesiser. This in strument is used in a large
number oflrish music recordings, the major reason
for its use being its potential 'sounds'. Its role is
very often to create atmosphere, especially in slow
music. It crosses over into the style of vocal music
and is generally used to layer sound. The earliest
example of synthesiser playing in traditional
music was Jolyon Jackson's recording with Paddy
Glackin; this used both melody and accompaniment. Likewise, Triona Nf Dhomhnaill ofThe
Bothy Band (mid-1970s) used a harpsichord-style
sound. Both were revolutionary in their own way,
as the synthesiser in the 1970s was at an early stage
of development. Early synthesisers were much less

sophisticated than the keyboards of today, which
have almost unlimited individual and combined
melodic-to-percussive tones.
The modern 'synth' covers a wide range of possibilities. It has keyboard, instrumental, string, layer,
orchestral, chorus and gimmick sounds, many of
them specific to each particular instrumen t. In
Irish music it is combined with most traditional
instruments and voice- for instance on Suit, Liam
O'Flynn's The Piper's Call, and more so on Declan
Masterson's Deireadh an Fh6mhair, where it is used
to give colour to the music. Synthesiser playing
style is generally chordal with very little movement.
It can also be used in a percussive way- as with
D6nal Lunny- but the selected sound is always
critical. Because it has more of a function in the
overall setting of tunes, the synthesiser is considered
most useful for bands in Irish music, performers choosing from a wide range of models, each
with its own range of possibilities. Personal sounds
can be programmed into these instruments and
recorded on multiple tracks. Unlike early electric
pianos, most keyboards are 'touch-sensitive'- the
player can control the amount of pressure placed
on the keys. [CAH]
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T
Tailteann Games. See A onach Tailteann.

Take the Floor. A radio programme brought on air
as a result of a very early RE survey in 1953 to find
out more about listeners' tastes. It had ceili and
old-time music, popular songs and monologues
with the unusual feature of dancing by a team led by
Rory O'Connor.
programme was intended primarily as entertainment, using presenter Corkman
Denis 'Din Joe' Fitzgibbon (1921-98) who linked
content items with comic material. His programme
opening was a signature: 'Lift the latch, open the
door, step right in and- take the floor!' Originally
intended as a six-week fill-in, it continued for
many years and the music could best be classified
as the popular Irish music of that time. I t featured
the Gallowglass, Ardellis,Johnny Pickering,Jackie
Hearst, Assaroe and Garda ceili bands. Singers
were such as Eileen Donaghy, Austin Gaffney,
Deirdre O'Callaghan and Willie Brady. The programme could be studio based in Dublin or Cork,
or it might move to dance or parochial halls around
the country where the bands already booked by the
venues would be engaged also by RE for broadcast.
The mix of music is typified in a programme from
October, 1961 where the ceili and old time music
was supplied by 'The Dermot O'Brien Ceili Band
and his Old-Time Group -The Clubmen'. It was
necessary for bands participating in both studio
and outside broadcasts to be on a list approved by
the RE music department. Take the Floors continuous run ended in December 1965. There were two
further series, one in 1969 and a final run of six
episodes in 1972 which were repeated. [PEB]

m

Talbot, William. (b.1781). Piper. Born at Roscrea,
Co. Tipperary, blinded by smallpox at age fifteen .
He travelled all over the country but eventually
opened a tavern in Little Mary Street, Dublin, and
played in another in Capel Street. He was invited
to play before King George IV and entertained
audiences at several London theatres. His experimentation is credited with the addition of the two
final regulators to the uilleann pipes.
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Talty, Martin . (1920-83). Uilleann piper and
flute player. Born Glendine, Miltown Malbay,
Co. Clare. A founder member of CCE in Clare
in 1954, and a close associate ofWillie Clancy, he
helped organise the first Fleadh Cheoil in Ennis in
1956, and those in Miltown Malbay of 1957 and
1961. With piper Sean Reid and accordion player
Paddy Joe McMahon he served on CCE's executive for several years and was a regular adjudicator
at fleadhanna and at an tOireachtas. An active
member ofNPU, and in the Fleadh Scoil Eigse, he
and Seam us Ennis were two of the stylistic fatherfigures of Scoil Samhradh Willie Clancy.
tambourine. Lit. 'little drum', from the French. A
small frame-drum, with loose, metal 'jingles' fitted
in slots in the rim, usually shaken, struck against
the knee, and played with the back of the fingers,
but in !slam-influenced cultures (southern Spain,
etc.) also in a friction fashion with fingertips.
Widespread in Asia, the instrument is referred to
in the Christian Bible, and is depicted in images
of ancient Greece and Rome, usually played by
women. In Calabria, southern Italy, tambourine
playing is a virtuoso art, sometimes the 6/8 tarantella time for dancing being played out on it alone,
using gracings and ornaments similar to those
employed by Irish bodhr:in players. Sometimes a
'snare' will be used under the skin, or in models
from China rings will be suspended loosely around
the inside of the frame to give a rustling effect. In
Portugal a square, double-sided tambourine-style
drum is used in folk music with beans or other
'rattles' loose inside - it is played suspended in
the palms with both sets of fingers. In all parts
of Ireland prior to the 1950s - and still in Sligo/
Roscommon- the bodhr:in was referred to as 'tambourine' and older models had jingles attached.
See also bodhnin.
Tansey, Seamus. (1943- ). Flute player, raconteur. One of traditional music's most outspoken
personalities, he was born at Gurteen, Co. Sligo,
his father a classical-style singer, his mother

TCRG

- nee Gardiner- a fiddle player and first cousin
of Kathleen Harrington and John Joe Gardiner,
from 'fiddle' country around Keash. His father
encouraged him on tin whistle, and he picked up
much first from local labourers working around
the house: 'there were a lot of spailpins [migrant
labourers] around this area, so with coming and
going to England they were in the way of getting
flutes and tin whistles. While they were waiting
for their dinner at the table they might take out a
whistle and play.' These were also 'wren boys', and
on Stephen's Day they played together with flutes,
whistles and tambourine. The area was noted for
its flute and whistle players. Tansey got his first
flute in 1961, won the All-Ireland at Thurles in
1965, and 6 Riada's 'champions' Fleadh Cheoil
an Raidi6 award the same year. In 1970 his first
album, Seamus Tansey and Eddie Corcoran, was
released; in 1971 came Best of Seamus Tansey, in
1976 King of the Concert Flute, in 1980 Reels and
jigs, in 1997 Easter Snow. His book The Bardic
Apostles of Innisfree was published in 1999, and
another a decade later. A committed teacher of his
instrument, he now integrates his perfomance with
spoken word in drama-style shows.

craftsman, Billy tested the instruments and had a
substantial collection of written music. The Taylors
made highland pipes too, and medals were awarded
to them for their work at the 1875 Philadelphia
Centennial Exposition. The brothers' work was a
major revolution in the instrument, and in piping
practice, in continuum with that ofTalbot and
Kennedy of the previous century.

Taylor, Paddy. (1914-76). Flute. Born at Loughill,

recorded in the 1930s with fiddle, flute and piccolo,
piano accordion, piano and drums. They played for
a ceili-style dance at the Sarsfield Club, Notting
Hill, London, on St Patrick's Day, 1918. Since this
was the first large-scale 'ceili', it marks the Tara as
possibly the first specialised ceili dance band.

Co. Limerick, his immediate environment was
one of music. His father sang, and his mother
Honora played concertina, her brothers flutes .
His most definitive early musical influence was
maternal grandfather Patrick Hanley, a flute player.
Widowed, in 1932 his mother moved the family to
Hammersmith, London where Paddy worked as a
TV/film lighting engineer which brought him all
over the country. He played music in London into
the 1940s, notably with the Garryowen band along
withJoe O'Dowd and Martin Wynne. With them
and Leo Rowsome he made a recording for HMV
studios in Hampstead in 1939. Never released,
this was lost during the war but he subsequently
recorded The Boy in the Gap for Claddagh. A fleadh
prize-winning player too, with his wife May and
other family members he helped to set up the west
London branch of CCE in the 1950s; the playing
of his son Kevin (1944-98) and daughters Nora
and Katie is also highly rated. A lyrical and emotive
player, Taylor's influence on the Irish music scene
in London in his lifetime was profound. He played
all over Britain at folk clubs and festivals.

Taylor, Billy. (1830-91). Piper, pipe maker. From

TCD. A strong student interest in Trinity College

the Alleys, Drogheda, Co. Louth, his father was
a pipe maker and piper also. He and step-brother
Charles emigrated to New York in 1872 where
they set up a workshop in piper Tom Kerrigan's
basement. They moved to Philadelphia, setting
up a pipe-repairing business. Performance conditions in noisy and large US venues prompted
them to develop a louder instrument, raising it
to concert pitch, this too making it more suitable
for playing with fiddle, piano and flute. Although
successful, their generosity guaranteed them
many fair-weather associates who dissipated their
fortunes in celebration. Charlie was a skilled

Dublin ran Eigse na Trion6ide for a number of
years from 197 4, and the college officially hosted
a course in Irish Traditional Music, lectured
by Nicholas Carolan and Hugh Shields. From
2009-11 an MPhil in Irish Ftlm, Music and Drama
includes modules in Irish traditional music.

Tara Cei1i Band. Director Frank Lee. The band

TCRG. The formal Irish dance teachers' qualification administered by both Irish dance organisations.
That of CLRG is titled Teastais De Coimisiun
Na Rince Gaelacha; that of CMRG is named
Teastais De Comhdhail Na Rince Gaelacha; they
are equivalent.
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Teada ('strings')

Teada ('strings'). A band formed in early 2001 by
Oisin Mac Diarmada, following an invitation to
appear on the TG4 series Flosc. It originally also
had John Blake, Tristan Rosenstock (bodhran) and
Sean McElwain (bouzouki, guitar).1he idea of the
initially string-based outfit was to counterbalance
the stylistic move to fusion then prevalent among
many young groups. International touring brought
the group a strong association with North America
where two albums were released with Green
Linnet. Broadening the instrumental line-up in
2003 to include Paul Finn (accordion), the band
won Irish Music Magazine's Best Traditional
Newcomers award, recorded with Gael Linn and
extended touring in Europe, the USA and Asia.
Damien Stenson (flutes) replaced John Blake in
2005.
Teahan, Terry ('Cuz'). (1905-89). Accordion,
composer. Born Castleisland, Co. Kerry. Exposed
to music at house and crossroads dances in that
district from earliest years, by his own account he
wasn't seriously involved in music, even though his
social life was saturated by it and he had taken a
number of concertina lessons from master fiddler
Padraig O'Keeffe. He emigrated to Chicago in
1928, married in 1938, and from 1936 until his
retirement in 1970 worked for the Illinois Central
Railroad. In the 1940s his daughters began to
learn Irish step dancing and he acquired a one-row
Baldoni accordion in order to accompany them.
After winning an amateur radio music competition
in 1942, he began to play publicly for weddings
and dances in the Chicago area, earning $5 a night
at the Sarsfield Limerickmen's Club, and from
1943 to 1966 he played for dances, bars and dance
schools. In the 1960s he put away his accordion for
nearly ten years. In the 1970s he resumed a public
profile, influencing a new generation of musicians
with his style, repertoire and compositions. This
style was rooted in the demands of the house
dances of his youth: driving, unsyncopated and
with a minimum of embellishment. He searched
out new tunes from manuscripts, and was a prolific
composer of polkas, slides, jigs, hornpipes, highlands and reels; unusually these were often crafted
for instruments other than his own. Many of them
are among the 63 that were published along with
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samples of his poetry and textile artwork in The
Road to Glountane, a tunebook he eo-wrote with
folklorist Josh Dun son in 1980. Teahan appeared
on the albums Terry Teahan and Gene Kelly: Old
Time Irish Music in America, Irish Traditional
Instrumental Music in Chicago and Chicago Irish
Musicians. [MAD)

Te are, Billy. (1951- ). Storyteller. Born at
Ballycarry, Co. Antrim, he began on Belfast's
comedy circuit, initially part-time, moving to professional touring by the 1980s. He has performed
with leading artistes in the field, notably Packie
Manus Byrne, Eddie Lenihan, Taft)r Thomas, with
BBC Proms (2008) and the Verbal Arts Centre,
Derry. He performs in early-years settings, schools,
libraries, community groups, council and cultural
venues, and has taken part in all the major Irish,
British and North American folk and storytelling
festivals, including Sidmouth Folk Festival (1999,
2001, '03 and '09), the International Storytelling
Centre,Jonesborough, Tennessee (2008), and storytelling festivals at Yukon (2000-6), Wales (2005)
and Toronto.
technology. This has had a variety of roles in
traditional music. At the most basic level the
development of all acoustic instruments has been
related to advances in engineering and acoustics
over a number of centuries. In the modern age the
term 'music technology' has been applied exclusively to the use of electronics, computers and
digital technology in the creation, recording and
analysis of music. This now includes areas such as
the physics of sound, generation and manipulation
of sound using analogue and digital tools, MIDI
technology and sequencing, recording technology
and computer-generated music (so-called generative music). In Ireland, these uses of technology in
music have been the focus of the Dublin Electronic
Arts Festival annually, and also of the International
Computer Music Conference (hosted by the Sonic
Arts Research Centre at QUB in 2008).1h: cutting
edge of this field is represented at these events by
art projects involving the creation of'sonic spaces'
with multiple sound sources which surround the
listener in a concert hall setting. These may be
accompanied by computerised visualisations, or

technology
-where such are not present- the concert space is
darkened in order to facilitate listeners' concentration and creation of personal inner visualisation of
the sound. Many of the concepts which have been
introduced by these fora have impacted hugely on
traditional musicians: in learning music, in recording and publishing, and in the sharing of musical
lives through online communities.
lea rning. Portable recording devices are
commonly used in traditional music both in
sessions and classes. 1hese have evolved from reelto-reel tape recorders in the early 1960s, through
cassette tape devices later in that decade, digital
minidisc recorders in the 1990s and, latterly, digital
MP3 recorders. Such have progressively advanced
in their functional potential while becoming more
widespread due to decreases in cost. It is now
possible for musicians to carry portable devices
such as those by Edirol and m-Audio which have
all the recording quality of a professional studio.
Even mobile phones now possess the capability
to record many hours of live music digitally, while
smartphones such as the iPhone support music
recognition software such as Shazam and Tunepal.
These devices can even simulate real instruments
using software such as Michael £skin's suite of
virtual traditional instruments for the iPhone
(tradlessons.com). Similarly, cheap and accurate
digital tuners are commonly used in traditional
music sessions. Many musicians also now make
use of software such as 'Amazing Slow Downer'
(ronimusi c .com ), which maintains pitch while
slowing the tempo of a recording, thus facilitating
the identification of the subtleties of playing.
preserva tion. Technology is the single most
valuable ally in the media used for the preservation of style references: wax cylinders, shellac
gramophone disks, magnetic tape and cassettes,
vinyl singles and LPS and cos. Since most of these
formats are subject to decay, it has been necessary to continually upgrade the media. And so,
with such as the ITMA and CCE, preservation
is paralleled by the digitisation of original recordings which can make them conveniently available
in-house and online. Of particular note in this
regard are 1. the CCE Archive and 2. iMASS,
the 'Interactive Music Archive Access System'
which is being developed by the ITMA and the

Audio Research Group at DIT. 1he increasing use
of the so-called 'home recording studio' (which
can be little more than a laptop with supporting
hardware and software) has also opened the world
of self-production and publishing to the wider
traditional music community. Recording in such
relaxed settings as one's home is often preferable
to the formal setting of a full recording studio. Of
great relevance to this is access to outlets, the major
one of which is the rapidly growing digital distribution of music though online sources such as
iTunes, Amazon and performer websites; these will
become the norm and displace the co.
consequences. But if the decline of the co means
loss of access to 'sleeve-notes', the accompanying
biographic information on performers and tunes
sources, compensating for this is the steady rise
of online virtual communities of musicians which
are dedicated to the collection and preservation
of musical heritage. Increasing numbers of those
involved in Irish music around the world turn to
YouTube to upload self-captured movies of sessions
and concerts -while viewing material uploaded
by their contemporaries elsewhere. Similarly,
Facebook communities link geographically diverse
aficionados of particular instruments, styles or festivals. 'Crowdsourcing' has also replaced the lone
collector and academic as the main source of biographic and discographic information on tunes
through websites such as thesession.org, where the
use of ABC notation has for many also replaced
the use of printed manuscript. In the 1960s tuition
on such as the uilleann pipes was occasionally,
symbolically, done one-to-one by telephone, and
by the 1980s some local communities in Munster
experimented with CB radio links in order to share
session music on land and water. But it is now only
a matter of time before musicians from different
continents will meet and play virtual sessions using
technologies such as 'JackTrip'which is currently
under development at the Center for Computer
Research in Music and Acoustics (CCRMA) in
Stanford University.
Other technological advances benefit and
influence traditional music society. The most significant of these is cheap, mass transport which
has facilitated two new norms: 1. musicians
playing traditional music all over the world, and
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Temple Bar Trad

2. international students attending music classes
at seasonal schools in Ireland. It is not difficult to
foresee an age where all information ever recorded
by humans in written, audio and video formats will
be available instantly for little or no cost to anyone,
anywhere in the world. But it is likely that the
travel of the live performer will continue to be the
supreme experience, for it is by no means certain
whether or not such a mass democratisation of the
resources of music collecting and archiving will
help musicians and academics to better understand
the narrative of traditional music. [BDU)
Television. See RTE; BBC; UlsterTelevision.
Temple Bar Trad. An annual Dublin festival
of traditional music initiated in 2006 by a local
business association to promote cultural tourism
outside of the summer season. 1be inaugural event
embraced the old and the new, with such as Skara
Brae and Sean McKeon and Liam O'Connor, and
its ethos was established between 2006 and '08 by
the inaugural programmer, singer Finbar Boyle.
Temple Records. Set up in 1979 by Robin
Morton, originally from Co. Armagh, and named
after the village of Temple, Midlothian, near
Edinburgh where the company is based. The aim
was to record and promote Scottish music that was
not recognised by more established record companies at that time. Temple's first album was Alison
Kinnaird's 1he Harp Key, followed by one of Gaelic
song by Christine Primrose. Though primarily a
Scottish label, it also has Irish traditional music
in a catalogue of over 100 titles, including Seamus
Tansey and Mirie Ni Chathasaigh. Temple's slogan
is 'Scottish Contemporary Music- 2,000 Years in
the Making'. [FRM]
tempo. A key element in traditional performance,
and often an issue in inter-age-group sessions
where younger, eager players are seen as playing
'too fast', and the older set may be seen by the
younger as 'too slow'.lt is commonly assumed that
in order to insert the required amount of decorative detail which is appropriate to a music style,
there is an ideal tempo for playing. What is a fact,
however, is that with inexperienced players - of
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any age - fast playing may be used as a smokescreen for poor playing. 1be basis of this is that the
faster one plays, the less audible are the gaps where
missing notes should be. But while 'speed' in the
end is a personal matter, every regular session does
have its established pulse, and even impromptu
sessions, at fleadhs or festivals, arrive fairly rapidly
at a consensus tempo. There are no rules, and the
closest one comes to such is the inclusion on the
Ceolas website of metronome settings: Double
Jigs = 126; Reels = 112/120; Hornpipes = 92;
Polkas = 132/138; Slides = 132/138; Slip Jigs = 144;
Mazurkas = 63; Highlands= 88. Musicians do not
use metronomes, and may play slightly slower or
faster on different occasions according to a host of
variable factors . But since step dancers are strictly
metered by tempo, there are stiff requirements for
their accompanying music, one such specification
reading: 'All musicians used should be competent
and willing to abide by the prescribed metronomic speeds laid down by An Coimisiun le Rinci
Gaelacha.' To most players this level of control
is authoritarian, and counter to the ethos of the
traditional musician . However, many professional
players can and do abide by such stringency in
dance shows.
tenor banjo. The standard banjo used in traditional music. With a pitch equivalent to viola, it is
generally tuned GDAE (as fiddle) and sometimes
will have a 'resonator' back of polished wood, this
giving a deeper sound.
See also banjo.

TG4. 'Telefis na Gaeilge Channel 4', spoken as
'T G Ceathair', this is the all-Irish-language television station which was set up as 'Telefis na Gaeilge'
(TnaG) in 1996. It has now become the main television presenter of traditional music. It commands
some 3 per cent of Irish viewing hours, but it is
seen regularly by 20 per cent of the population,
many of whom tune in for its music programming.
The station's core audience is 100,000, but it has
a casual viewership of 730,000; it invests €15m
annually in original Irish programming from the
Irish independent production sector, a reasonable
proportion of which features traditional music.
music quality. The policy has been pursuit of

TIDANZ

high quality rather than tokenism, and so standard
international entertainment formats have been
mirrored in Gaeltacht and music-related contexts
to signpost new directions for Irish music. One
such was the Faoi Ldn Cheoil series which set itself
the task of mentoring media personalities in how
to play and sing in traditional style. Another used
the TV 'gong show' format with tough adjudication of young hopefuls in pop, rock and traditional
genres. The station has a reputation in country and
western music too, having provided a talent-seeking
show, Gldr Tire, since 2003. The outsourced, longrunning Geantra{ series, however, is TG4's main
focus in traditional music, showing high-quality
playing in music session venues all over the island.
Many of the station's other documentaries feature
traditional music or musicians, and its jingles and
documentary backing-music represent it strongly.
Such usage is set in upbeat styles, adding to the
prestige of traditional music as music.
Gradam Ceoil. TG4 competes somewhat with
RTE, notably on the latter's 2009 eager, youngperformer show 7he Reel Deal, and in running a
version of RTE 1's didactic, archival flashback show
Come Wt?st Along the Road, in Irish, with the same
presenter, Nicholas Carolan of the ITMA (as Siar
An Bothair, 2001-). TG4's uniqueness includes its
flagship initiative since 1998, the annual Gradam
Ceoil award which is decided on each year by an
appointed independent panel chosen from the
broader field of traditional musicians and promoters. This has been a significant marker in quality
TV broadcasting of traditional music, incorporating professional performers with high-standard
up-and-coming young musicians and established
older performers of stylistic reputation.
See also Gradam TG4.
raison d'etre. TG4's promotion of traditional
music is on account of the station's brief within
indigenous Irish culture: music is, logically,
embedded in this. This has drawn criticism from
those who may be interested in the Irish language,
but have no particular interest in traditional music.
The inverse- the general (but by no means exclusive) dominance of Irish as the station's language
- has occasionally made for rather jagged, shallow
music representation in interviews. However, TG4
deals with this issue by comprehensive captioning

and use of English where appropriate - and by
permitting music to speak for itself. Additionally,
its very busyness - being a bright, fast-moving
medium which has cracked how to be compelling viewing - especially in music - regardless of
language, and its production values, all exclude
tedium and maximise the moment of performance,
thereby favouring the 'live' dimension of music
which viewers are increasingly unable to find (or
to access) in public spaces.

Thornton, FrancisJ. (Frank). (1908-97). Flute,
Chicago. Born five miles from Listowel, Co. Kerry,
he started on the flute at age eight, learning from
a cousin named Hanrahan who was prominent
in the local flute band and from a local player
named Furey. Frank's uncle, Miles Thornton, also
played the flute and was a dancing teacher and AllIreland step-dancing champion. At the American
wake held in his honour the night before he left for
Chicago in 1929, Thornton recalls sixteen musicians playing, all local. On a visit home in 1936, the
realisation that the music was disappearing led him
to devote a major portion of his next forty years to
teaching and promoting it. For eighteen years he
taught children flute and tin whistle and formed a
popular marching band. In August 1956 he called
together Irish musicians from Chicago, New York
and Philadelphia to a convention that led to the
foundation of the Irish Musicians' Association
of America. He served as its first president and
later was involved in the Chicago Irish Musicians'
Association. In 1959 he organised the first tour
of American Irish musicians to Ireland, and in
1969 he was instrumental in bringing musicians
and singers to the US from Ireland, among them
Paddy O'Brien, Sean Ryan, Peadar O'Loughlin,
and singer Eibhlin Begley. The group also toured
seven US cities and simultaneously raised funds
for the American Congress for Irish Freedom.Ths
became the model for future CCE tours of North
America. Thorn ton is featured on Irish Traditional
Instrumental Music in Chicago and Chicago Irish
Musicians. His son Jimmy plays flute and accordion. [LAM]

TIDANZ. Traditional Irish Dancing Association
of New Zealand, affiliated to CLRG.
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Tigh Neachtain

Tigh Neachtain. Pub on Cross Street, Galway,
first established in 1894 by Sean 6 Neachtain
from Spiddal who had been a successful businessman in Australia in the mid-1880s. It had a
grocery shop at one end and a bar at the other end.
In the early days there was very little Irish music in
Galway apart from a dockers' band and a fife and
drum band around the Claddagh, but by the late
1950s and early'60s, Tigh Neachtain had gradually
become known as a venue for traditional music.
6 Neachtain's granJson Jimmy Maguire remembers that among the early visitors to the premises
were pipers Paddy O'Connor, Mick Hessian
and Michael Padian. By the mid-1970s Tigh
Neachtain was a mecca for traditional musicians.
De Dannan, Seamus and Manus Maguire,Jackie
Daly and bouzouki player Brendan O'Regan were
regular visitors and in 1989 Gael Linn recorded a
live album of musicians who played there regularly
( Ceof Tigh Neachtain). Among those featured were
the Smith family, Patsy Broderick, Maureen Fahy,
Eilish Egan and Chris Kelly. The album's success
contributed to immortalising the venue. [MAO]
times. Expression used in Connemara and in the
islands for house-weddings and house dances.
time-signature. Traditional musicians over the
past two and a half centuries have used some of the
conceptual tools of classical music to explain and
transmit their own music. However, the adoption
of such related but different systems of words and
signs has always been problematic for musicians
from both the donor and recipient genres. This
is particularly relevant to the borrowing of timesignatures to account for different dance tune types
in the Irish tradition.
Time-signatures are often used as container metaphors for different dance tune types.
Musicians will often speak of jigs being 'in' 6/8 or
reels being 'in' 4/4. With some of the less common
dance tune types there is sometimes disagreement,

with slides being accounted for as being in 12/ 8 or
6/8 and hop-jigs sometimes accounted for in 9/ 8
or 3/4. However, the use of time-signatures, which
are partially defined by emphasis, is complicated
by the centrality and diversity of emphasis in traditional Irish dance music.
reels. Perhaps the most common anomaly that
is evident in the use of time-signatures by traditional musicians is the persistent view that reels are
in 4/ 4.1his has historical precedent that goes back
to the eighteenth century, and as such can represent past performance practices. But contemporary
practice is arguably better represented in 2/ 2 or
even 2/4.1his would present a 'feel' or movement
which generally emphasises the first of four notes,
rather than the first of two as would be implied
in 4/4.
However, even representing reels in such a way
is an oversimplification of performance practice.
Rhythm can be an equally important factor in
style, and it is expressed through the use of techniques of emphasis. A flute player from Galway
such as Paddy Carty would perform very much in
212 with a very subtle emphasis on the first note of
each group of four to maintain a feeling of 'flow',
whereas a flute player such as Harry Bradley from
Belfast will place a major and consistent emphasis
on the third note of the group of four, creating
what he would call a 'back-beat'. Indeed, the shape
of the melody itself can change the rhythm subtly.
For instance the repeat of the B part of the reel
'Scotch Mary' as performed by Belfast flute player
Desi Wilkinson and west Clare whistle player
Micho Russell would create the feel of 4/ 4 in
the penultimate bars with its stepped, two-note
sequence downwards.
This might be simplified by saying that what
is problematic is the different usage of the 'con tainer' metaphor in classical and traditional
musics. In classical music time-signature is part
of the vocabulary that informs and creates performance. In traditional music time signature is

&#ur f €! Ef FrILE a F El I[ r Fr f cEd1 J J3 J ,J
Second part of the reel Scotch Mary with the 'stepped down' penultimate bar bracketed
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Tipperary

a descriptor applied to a performance that has
happened. The concept of 'time-signature' does
not inform a good traditional performance but
partially explains it afterwards. As such, the use
of the 'container' metaphor is an approximation
and can be misleading, as it does not inform the
rhythmical complexity of performance which is at
the heart of this dance music tradition. This is an
issue that does not affect performers 'within' the
tradition - they simply know what to do - but can
be a major issue among those coming from other
genres. [NTK]
See also style; jig, slip jig; tempo.
tin whistle. See whistle.
tip. A form of ornamentation which involve s
separating two like notes by a note below. Also
known as 'pat'.
See ornamentation.
Tipperary. This county has extensive instrumental
and song traditions, most vivid in their twentiethcen tury influence being the prominent stylists/
composers Sean Ryan (fiddle) and Paddy O'Brien
(accordion). First cousins to each other, these
figures co ntributed much in their own time, and
have left an enduring local music heritage which
also has national and international dimensions.
O'Brien, who grew up in a family with deep and
broad local music roots, was a stylistic innovator on
chromatic accordion. His father was leader of the
Bridge Ceili Band which also included accordionists
Francie Brereton (Nenagh), P. Ryan (Coolbawn),
Tomas Ryan (Newtown), fiddlers Jimmy Creamer
(Por troe) , Sean Kennedy (Newtown) and Sean
Ryan, flute players Milo Burke (Nenagh) and P.].
Moloney (Portroe), pianist Christy Lally (Nenagh)
and drummer Mi chael Kennedy (Newtown).
Paddy O'Brien and Sean Ryan put the county on
the map in revival years by All-Ireland fleadh wins
and through their recordings.
teaching. Significant music revival took place
in the north Tipperary area during the 1970s.
There the VEC undertoo k an outreach music
class programme with O 'Brien as tutor in classes
in Ballinaclough, Toomevara, Portroe, Moneygall,
Roscrea and Ballywilliam. In 1975 he was joined

by his daughter Eileen, with whom he extended
classes to take in the villages ofToor, Newport,
Rearcross, Kilruane, Nenagh and Silvermines.
This programme resulted in a revival of traditional
music in the area, and produced high-calibre
musicians, some of whom went on to achieve AllIreland honours and music careers. Some of these
in turn began teaching music in the locality and
so have continued the revival. O'Brien students
include Willie Fogarty, Michael and Gerry (banjo)
O'Connor,John Connolly, Ned Kelly, the Costello
family the Kinsella family, Tom and Jim Lawlor,
Mike Har ty and Teresa Larkin. Today's music
classes are organised by CCE and by private tutors
throughout the county.
piping. In 2009 there were two dozen or so
pipers in Tipperary affiliated to the NPU, but the
history of piping there is more extensive. Michael
Cooney of Gortnahoe is one of the best-known
twentieth-century figures, as his family were
founders and lifelong members of the Sean Treacy
Pipe Band in Moycarkey. The accordion tended to
replace the uilleann pipes in dance music throughout the island in the late nineteenth century, so it
was somewhat symbolic that it was pipers Matt
Seymour of Portroe and Darby O'Kennedy of
Garrykennedy who during the 1800s passed on
their music to Paddy O'Brien's grandfather, Pat.
A piping festival is organised in Templemore each
October by piper Joe Barry who is also involved
with the local100mas McDonagh Pipe Band. Also
in the Templemore area piper Brendan Collins and
his accordionist brother John (nephews ofDublinborn accordionist Ted Brophy) mediate the classic
substitution by playing in duet together.
pipe bands. There has always been a strong tradition of marching pipe bands in Tipperary. This
includes the Ballagh War Pipers who were based
near Dundrum in the 1920s and had their instruments confiscated and burned by the Black and
Tans. The Sean McDermott Pipe Band was based
in Thurles during the 1930s, and in the 1940s the
Dr O 'Hurley Pipe Band was formed in Cashel.
In modern times, both the Sean Treacy and the
Thomas McDonagh bands still play for sports and
other events in the county.
singing. Nationally known names in vocal
music include such All-Ireland winners as Tom
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Gleeson (Ballinaclough), Nora Butler, John Ryan,
Eddie Ryan, Bernadette Ryan (Toomevara),
Donie Nolan (Cappawhite), Deirdre Scanlan
(Carrigatoher, formerly of the band Solas), Donal
Bowe (Templetouhy) and Tadhg Maher (Roscrea).
Singing is taught formally in Nenagh and Ballina
by Deirdre Scanlan and Nora Butler, and CCE
runs singing workshops during the year. 'Ire social
and public performance side of this activity was
arranged by the Nenagh Singers' Circle (one of the
first of these in the country, with such as Michael
Scanlan), and singing sessions are now hosted
by both Killea and Silvermines singers' circles
monthly.
sessions. During the mid-1970s and '80s
sessions led by Paddy O'Brien at Larkin's of
Garrykennedy were so well known that musicians
from all over Ireland and abroad travelled to be
present in this lakeshore village. These continue
at weekends still in the same venues, and also at
the Monk's Bar in Thurles. Dowling's session in
Earle on the Tipperary-Laois border is hosted by
accordionist Jimmy O'Sullivan (Castleiney) and
in Nenagh sessions are held at John Ryan's and
Rohan's Bar. Eileen O'Brien continues the family
tradition in sessions at the Skyfarmers' Bar at
Newtown, and CCE host sessions in the county
towns.
step dance. This has been extrememly popular
in the county, with a history of step dancing having
been taught by the Brett School in the Nenagh
area in the 1920s and '30s, followed by the Maura
O'Brien school in the '50s, then classes by Paddy
O'Brien's sister Mary, and latterly by a range of
schools including: the Fleming-Ball (Newport);
Moloney (Kilanaule); Browne (Roscrea); Celine
Penny and Whelan (Tipperary); Hogan, Callanan,
Slevin and Hayes (Nenagh); the Ryan (Cashel);
the Kelly (Borrisoleigh). Over the years the Nolan
and O'Rourke schools from Limerick also taught
dancing in Nenagh. This intense education pocket
has produced some award-winning performers,
including Bernadette Flynn ofNenagh (Browne
school) who has won a 'world' award and has led
Flatley's Lord of the Dance.
set dancing. A strong activity in Tipperary, this
is supported by a number of clubs: the Nenaghbased 'Club Rinnce Aonach Urmhumhan' runs
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classes through the winter and spring, Michael
Loughnane teaches at Thurles, and the Cashel
CCE holds classes in Bru Boru.
CCE. This was founded in the county at Cappawhite by fiddle player Sylvester Conway in 1953, a
committed figure who promoted music at all levels
in CCE, including as Munster Council chair and
national president. CCE has fourteen branches in
the county, at: Newport, Ballycommon, Ormond,
Roscrea, Borrisoleigh, Thurles, Loughmore,
Moycarkey-Two-Mile-Borris, Cahir, Cashel,
Powerstown (Clonmel), Tipperary, Holycross,
Cappawhite. The organisation's director general,
Senator Labhras 6 Murch(I, is a native of the
county also, and its major centre is the Bru Boru
centre close to the Rock of Cashel which runs
summer shows and is the base for local and provincial events and organisation. Many All-Ireland
fleadhs have been held in the county: Cashel 1969;
Thurles 1959,'65; Clonmel1992,'93,'94, 2003,'04.
[EIO]

O'Hannigan, omas. (b.1806). Piper. Born at
Cahir, Co. Tipperary, he lost his sight while in his
teens. He served an apprenticeship with various
Munster pipers and subsequently went to Dublin,
where he performed at the Adelphi and Abbey
Street theatres. He later played for Q!een Victoria
and at the Oxford University Commemoration.
He died in Bray, Co. Wicklow.
Wall-Fitzpatrick, Larry. (1894-1955). Piper,
singer, flute player and notable fiddler. Born to
musical parents at the Commons, Slievardagh,
Co. Tipperary, his brothers played pipes, fiddle and
flute. Frequently playing reels and slow airs- but
rarely jigs or hornpipes- Larry was recorded in
1955 for RE's Ceo/ta Tire. He and brother Thomas
were well known as a duet who played for crossroads dancing throughout Tipperary. A thatcher by
trade, and a member of the Commons Pipe Band,
along with four of his brothers and several other
relatives, he was a contemporary of fiddler Michael
Ryan, flute player Martin Cooney, fiddlers Neill
Cloore and Phil Delahunty. There is a plague to
his memory in Gortnahoe, and a commemorative
music event is held annually.

TMRF. Ceili dance teachers' qualification run by
CLRG.

Topic Record Company

Tobar Gle, An . A traditional music and singing
club founded by Seamus Ennis in Slattery's of
Capel Street, Dublin, 1970.
Toibin, Nioclas. (1928-94). Sean-nos singer. One
of the most admired and influential traditional
singers of the twentieth century, he was born in
Baile Ui Raghallaigh, Heilbhic in the Gaeltacht
parish of Rinn 6 gCuanach, Co. Waterford, the
youngest son of a family of eight, all of whom had
a deep interest in and propensity for music and
song. Nioclas's singing and repertoire were influenced and fostered by his parents, Seamus Toibin
and Maighread Ni Sheanachain, by his national
school teacher Pilib 6 Foghlu from Maigh Dheilge
and by his uncle, the scholar, writer and singer,
Nioclas Toibin (1890-1966).1he younger Nioclas
spent most of the 1950s working in England, but
returned home in 1960 to agriculaturallabour and
fishing. He came to national attention by winning
Corn Chomhlacht an Oireachtais for sean-nos
singing (the precursor of today's Corn Ui Riada)
over three consecutive years ( 1961-3) and through
subsequent recordings by Gael Linn in the 1960s
and an LP in 1977.
style. Toibin combined a tremendous vocal
ability, range and strength with clarity of diction
and dignified delivery which appealed to a wide
audience, whether familiar or unfamiliar with
sean-n6s singing. It is probable that various
musical influences which are not regarded as indigenous coloured his very personal style; he was, for
example, a great admirer of the tenor John Count
McCormack (1884-1945). While Toibin's delivery
of melismatic ornamentation was effortless, his
dramatic use of melodic decoration and variation
were distinctive features which portrayed a singular
musical creativity.
impact. His singing has had a most profound
influence on the sean-nos tradition of the Deise
and on younger generations of singers. Some have
estimated his repertoire to have been in excess of
300 songs, both in Irish and English, encompassing
local songs, songs from the now vanished Gaelic
tradition of the wider east-Munster area and songs
from the Gaelic literary tradition of the eighteenth
century. In many cases his repertoire was a sole
repository of songs, versions of songs and song-

melodies which, when delivered with such ability
and passion, had the effect of impressing on the
listener his importance as a tradition-bearer and
poignantly evoking a rich ancestral heritage now
all but lost. Two albums of his singing are available - Amhrdin Aneas (2007) and Rinn na nGael
(1999)- and he is the subject of Orpheus na nDr!ise,
a thoughtful and sensitive television documentary
made in 2006. [EAB]
Topic Record Company. The world's oldest independent record company, this started life in 1939
as a wing of the Workers' Music Association (a
Marxist organisation), with the aim to release
'gramophone records of historical and social
interest'. Initially the records were available only to
members of the Topic Records Club. Although the
earliest releases were by Communist activists and
Soviet recording artistes, the label began issuing
revivalist folk music in 1951 (Ewan MacColl
and Patrick Galvin), and skiffle and American
in the middle of that decade. The first recording
of traditional performers from these islands was
the 1957 Street Songs and Fiddle Tunes of Ireland
by Margaret Barry and Michael Gorman. Many
releases of British, Irish, Scottish and American
revivalist folk songs followed, interspersed with
those of a few traditional performers like the
McPeake family and Jeannie Robertson. Topic
did not release an LP by any English traditional
performers until 1963, with the seminal Roving
journeyman by the Willett Family, a then completely unknown family of English gypsies from
the south-east. 1hese recordings remain influential
among serious singers in England.
revi val. By the mid-1960s Topic had become
the label of choice for revivalist performers in these
islands, and was also releasing a growing number of
traditional records, including, in 1966, the important five-volume Folk Songs ofBritain series, and a
considerable number of superb records from Irish
performers. 1he output remained pretty similar for
the next three decades, though the rate of productions increased markedly when Tony Engle took
over as MD in 1973. In the 1980s there began
a shift in Topic's recording policy in favour of
English performers, the rationale being that since
Ireland and Scotland had by then both developed
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successful recording industries of their own, it
would be invidious ofTopic to keep adding to its
roster of performers from those countries.
twenty-first century. Topic now tends to work
primarily with a core group of English revivalist performers (The Watersons, Martin Carthy,
Waterson:Carthy, June Tabor, Martin Simpson,
John Tarns, Eliza Carthy) while continuing to
produce first-class recordings of important traditional performers (Walter Pardon, Sheila Stewart,
Joe Heaney, Michael Gorman, Harry Cox, the
Copper family). It also published the astonishing
twenty-eo set The Voice rfthe People, and is currently
working on a similar set of traditional recordings
from the recently acquired Peter Kennedy Archive.
In 2009 Topic Records celebrated its seventieth
anniversary.
Irish artistes recorded by Topic: Williarn Andrews,
Margaret Barry, Dominic Behan, Packie Byrne,
Mary-Ann Carolan, Robert Cinnamond, Willie
Clancy, Nora Cleary, Julia Clifford, Festy Conlan,
Ollie Conway, Eddie Corcoran, Siney Crotty,Jackie
Daly,John Doherty,John Doonan, Felix Doran,John
DuffY, Packie Duignan, Seamus Ennis, Tom Ennis,
Mick Flynn, Mick Gavin, Hugh Gillespie, Paddy
Glackin, Michael Gorman, Len Graham, Vincent
Griffin, Geordie Hanna, Frank Harte, Tommy
Healy, Joe Heaney, Joe Holmes, Arthur Kearney,
Frank Kelly, Gene Kelly, Tom Lenihan, John
Lyons, Tim Lyons, Sean Mac Donnachadha, Sarah
Makem, Sean McAloon, Cathal McConnell,Josie
McDermott, Tony MacMahon, Kevin Mitchell, Pat
Mitchell, Paddy Moran, James Morrison, Denis
Murphy, Rose Murphy, Paddy Neylan, Michael
O'Brien, Padraic 6 Cahain, Feichin 6 Connluain,
Padraig O'Keeffe, Tom as 6 Neachtain, Sarah Ann
O'Neill, Noel Pepper, Jimmy Power, John Rea,
John Reilly, Leo Rowsome, Seamus Tansey, Terry
Teahan, Joe Tunney, Paddy Tunney, Liam Walsh;
Boys of the Lough, Dan Sullivan's Shamrock Band,
John McGettigan and his Irish Minstrels, Jack
and Charlie Coen, John, Julia and Billy Clifford,
the McPeake Family, the Flanagan Bros, the
O'Halloran Brothers, the Russell Family, the Star
of Munster Trio. [RST]

Tory Island. See Donegal: Tory Island.
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Tostal, An. See An Tostal.
Touhey, Patsy. (1865-1923). Piper. Born Cahertinna, Bullaun, near Loughrea, Co. Galway, his
grandfather Michael was a piper, as was his
father, James, professionally so, in service to Lord
Dunsandle (an ancestor of whose was a noted
patron of Carolan). James emigrated to the US in
1875 when Patsy was three, and died at 35 just
seven years later, but not before the young Patsy
had begun piping. Working in a timber yard at
age 18, observing piper John Egan on stage in a
Bowery, New York music hall led Patsy to professional playing, first touring with Egan in 1886 in
ferry Cohan's Irish Hibernia show. Playing at the
West 42nd Street Pleasant Hour tavern owned by
piper Thomas Kerrigan followed (Kerrigan's pipes
were the first set made by the Taylors in the US) . ln
1893 he played at the World's Fair in Chicago to
great acclaim, and for a hefty fee at the Louisiana
Purchase Exhibition of 1903, where he socialised in the company of Lily Foley, wife of John
McCormack.
va udeville. It was 'vaudeville' music halls
however which gave him his bread and butter.
There he not only played, but did sketches and was
a comic, particularly involved with Charles Henry
Burke's material up to 1918. His wife, Mary Gillen,
was always included in these- Patsy playing pipes
to her dancing. He had contact with other noted
musicians of his day, and met the Kerry piper Mid
Cumba O'Sullivan in Worcester, Massachusetts.
recording. Having witnessed the Edison phonograph at the World's Fair in Chicago, Patsy
began using its commercial potential, selling his
cylinders mail-order to complement his stage performances. He advertised himself from 1901 as the
'Best Irish Piper in America', sold his wares for $1
each, $10 for the dozen, and had a catalogue of
150 tunes . These recordings were made sitting in
a sound-proofed cubicle with his loud Taylor set,
each cylinder recorded individually. A thorough
account of the piper's life is given in The Piping
of Patsy Touhey by Pat Mitchell and Jackie Small
(NPU, 1986). This also includes transcriptions of
fifty-eight of the tunes he played, and 'Touhey
Hints to Amateurs' (on uilleann pipes) dictated to
Francis O'Neill by Touhey and included in Irish
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Folk Music (1910). Six of his cylinders are in the
Department of Music at UCC. Two tracks can be
heard on Wheels of the World, also a full album of
revamped 78s, 1he Piping ofPatsy Touhey.
tourism. Ireland's entry into the European
Economic Community in 1973 helped to open
new tourist interests from the European mainland.
Included were folk music lovers from Europe, lured
by the attraction of sessions aml the fleadh cheoil.
This traffic also created a market for Irish music in
France, Germany, Belgium, Italy, the Netherlands
and Scandinavia. Heading the resultant export of
Irish talent were groups like The Sands Family,
Clannad and The Chieftains, smaller bands like
The Wild Geese and Oisin, and solo performers like Micho Russell found their own niche of
support there too. Complementary to this was
the development of Irish music communities in
European cities, particularly in France. Like the
many French and German intellectual 'revolutionary tourists' who, weary of their intense, native
commodity-cultures, emotionally or voyeuristically
visited the scenes of high political action in Belfast
and Derry in the 1960s-70s, the European 'music
tourists' of the 1970s-90s have often made several
trips to Ireland to learn directly from masters like
Paddy Murphy, Bobby Casey, Paddy Canny and
Junior Crehan. Today 'music tourists' come from all
parts of Europe, the US and] apan. See Irish bars.
townland . The smallest named land area in all
parts oflreland. See Ireland .
traditio n. Dictionaries give the word many
meanings and inflections, all of them illuminating and applicable in different ways to traditional
music: 'act of handing over', 'an act of delivering and surrendering something to another', 'an
inherited or established way of thinking, feeling
or doing', 'a body of doctrine or practice preserved
by oral transmission', 'a cultural feature preserved
or evolved from the past', 'a literary or artistic rule
or standard (as of theme, style, symbolism) or a
body of such conventions normative for a period
or group', 'a practice or pattern of events of long
standiPg', 'a technique or set of habits used in
making the artefacts characteristic of a period or

culture', 'a line of historical continuity or development marked by distinctive characteristics',
'cultural continuity embodied in a massive complex
of evolving social attitudes, beliefs, conventions and
institutions rooted in the experience of the past
and exerting an orienting and normative influence
on the present', 'the force exerted by the past on
the present', 'cultural inertia', 'inherited reputation
or memory', 'something existing only in popular
belief'. The term 'traditional' as applying to music
draws on all of these. But while people will refer to
'the tradition', meaning the music and its customary practice, the term tradition is not assumed by
everyone to be static, but a concept, which can be
quite elastic, if not plastic.
traditional m usic. The term used to denote the
older dance music and song in Ireland, that of the
pre-recording era up to which point change had
been both slow and organic. The music so designated is distinct from both nineteenth-century
'national' and 'popular' music, and late-twentiethcentury 'folk' music- although each of these has
exerted influences on it.
definitio n s. In its pamphlet What is Irish
Traditional Music? the ITMA provides a synopsis
of what is meant by the term 'Irish traditional'
music. As it is interpreted by musicians, it
is best understood as a very broad term that
includes many different types of singing and
instrumental music, music of many periods,
as performed by Irish people in Ireland or
outside it, by members of the Irish Diaspora,
and occasionally nowadays by people of other
nationalities. The different types, however, do
have in common an essentially 'oral' character.
That is, they belong to a tradition of popular
music in which song and instrumental music
is created and transmitted in performance, and
carried and preserved in the memory. It is a
tradition which is originally and essentially
independent of writing and print. The necessity
of being widely understood and appreciated,
and the nature of human memory, govern the
structures of the music and its patterns of variation and repetition.
It is impossible to give a simple defin ition of
the term. Different people use it to mean different things; the music shares characteristics with
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other popular and ethnic music, and with classical music; and, as traditional culture changes,
traditional music changes also, showing varying
features at varying times.
The ITMA also elaborates more fully on individual
points within this, many of which are, as acknowledged, shared across other genres of music.
contents of the genre. However, any description
of this genre is obliged to indicate clearly a music
which is known, is recognisable, is contemporary,
and is played widely, i.e. a music which has: 1. a
particular sound, and sets of sounds, 2. a large
number of melodic and lyric constructions, and
3. a comprehensive body of validating lore.
Each of these features exists both virtually and
in 'hard-copy', permanent form. Trey are 'virtual' in
that: (i) players of the music know and produce the
sound, and, like accent, pass it on, (ii) performers
know tunes and play them, and (iii) all players and
aficionados have learned relevant historical and
aesthetic information and methodology through
personal communication.
The features have a 'hard copy' form in that
each of them is widely preserved and archived
as, respectively: (a) recordings, (b) tune and song
collections, and (c) analytical, educational and
descriptive texts.
That collective body of sound, style, practice and
skills, recordings, transcriptions, knowledge, culture
and archived information is what constitutes 'traditional music'. Any more itemised definition may
be counter-productive, for over-prescription can
highlight unimportant dissonances. Thus it may
be best said that the term 'traditional' as applied to
indigenous Irish music indicates:
1. a particular set of music and aesthetics with
roots in all eras and strata of earlier Irish artistic
life;
2. evolution by reproduction, composition, borrowing and re-arrangement;
3. a product of intelligent minds and aesthetic
sensibility, with much composition and preservation contributed by privileged classes;
4. a conscious and subconscious passing on by
artistically driven, obsessive music lovers for
the entertainment of people for whom it is
familiar, meaningful, valuable and uplifting.
use of 'traditionar. This term was applied to
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Scottish and English music first in the 1760s
(Gelbart, 260) interchangeable with 'popular'
and 'national' in a period during which the idea
of investing the rural past with cultural value was
hotly debated (Gelbart, 260). For Ireland, Neal
used 'Irish' to identify music in 1724; Walker
in 1786 addressed the music of Ireland and the
instruments of the 'Ancient Irish' in a world by
his time coloured by awareness of the 'folk'. By
1796 Bunting used the terms 'Ancient', 'Irish' and
'Native' and referred to 'traditionary' stories, and
'National' airs, O'Farrell titled it 'National Music'
(1804), Moore talked of 'National' and 'Irish'
melodies (1818), Conran used the term 'National'
(1846), Petrie used 'Irish', the Spirit of the Nation
preface (1858) speaks of'old Irish' airs. In 1878,
Carl Engel, writing in Musical Times said: 'The difference between a national song .. . and a merely
popular song ... is not always distinctly observed ...
and the two terms are often used indiscriminately.'
But English collector W. Christie used the title
Traditional Ballad Airs for a collection in England
in 1876, possibly the first use of 'traditional' in
such a title, and Frank Kidson there also published
Traditional Tunes in 1891. In 1910 O 'Neill used
the term 'folk' music, but in 1913 had changed to
'traditional' without explanation: 'Traditional music
unlike any form of modern composition is not the
work of one but of many. Indeed it can hardly be
said to have been composed at all. It is simply a
growth to a certain extent subject to the influence
of heredity, environment, natural selection, and
the survival of the fittest.' While this occludes the
uniqueness of composition (and has blinded many
performers to the significance of that for a century)
it is similar to definitions of 'folk' music. The terminology changes with the political climate, but
the meaning remains roughly the same: like the
expression 'Irish culture', everybody more or less
knows what it is.
characteristics. The ITMA lists more practical
aspects of traditional music. Trese are not exclusive
to it, and some of them also apply to other genres
extant in Ireland, but collectively, and with their
specific forms in the traditional context, they are
clarifYing:
1. It is music of a living popular tradition.
While it incorporates a large body of material
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

inherited from the past, this does not form
a static repertory, but is constantly changing
through the shedding of material, the reintroduction of neglected items, the composition
of new material, and the creative altering in
performance of the established repertory.
It is nevertheless music which is conservative
in tendency. Change only takes place slowly,
and in accordance with generally accepted
principles. Most new compositions are not
accepted into the tradition, and only a relatively small amount of variation takes place.
Elements of the repertory perceived as old are
held in esteem.
Being oral music, it is in a greater state of
fluidity than notation-based music. Versions
of songs and tunes proliferate, skilled performers introduce variations and ornaments as the
mood takes them, and the same melody can be
found in different metres.
It is European music. In structure, rhythmic
pattern, pitch arrangement, thematic content
of songs, etc., it most closely resembles the traditional music of western Europe.
The bulk of it comes from the past, and is
of some antiquity. Much of the repertory is
known to have been current in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. Some is earlier
in origin, and it is likely that some very old
melodies and lyrics survive adapted to modern
forms.
It is handed down from one generation to the
next, or passed from one performer to another,
more by example than by formal teaching. 1h:
traditional learner normally acquires repertory
and style through unconscious or conscious
imitation of more experienced performers. But nowadays learning also takes place
in groups organised for teaching, and occasionally within the formal education system.
Printed and manuscript song and music has
had an influence on the tradition since at
least the eighteenth century. Throughout this
century books, sound recordings, radio and
television have played an important part in
the transmission of the music, and there are
always traditional performers with experience
of popular and classical music.

7. Although items of the repertory are initially
produced by individual singers and musicians, they are changed as they pass from
performer to performer, and they eventually
become the production of many hands, music
'of the people'. There is a community of taste
between composer, performer and audience.
The original producer normally receives no
financial reward, and is forgotten. Words of
songs are often written to existing tunes.
8. Repertories and styles have originally evolved
in given regions, but natural processes of
diffusion and especially the modern communications media have spread them more widely.
9. It is music of rural more than urban origins,
a reflection of earlier population distribution,
but many items and forms of the repertory
have come from towns and cities, or through
them from abroad. Much traditional music is
now performed and commercially produced in
urban areas.
10. It is performed almost entirely for recreation, by people who are normally unpaid.
There are relatively few full-time professional
performers.
11. Solo performance, in which subtleties of style
can best be heard, is at the heart of the tradition, but group performance is common.
Singing is normally unaccompanied . Unison
singing, in duet especially, is heard. Instruments
are played in unison in combinations of any
number. Counterpoint is not employed, and
harmonic accompaniment, when possible on
an instrument, is generally of a simple kind.
12. It is played in the home, in the public house and
at other social gatherings - parties, weddings,
dances, festivals - and latterly at concerts, and
on radio, television and record .
13. Written words or music are only used as an aid
to memory, if at all, and never in performance.
Most singers cannot read music, but many
players make some use of staff or other kinds
of notation.
14. It is a small-scale art form and its structural
units are typically symmetrical. Within them
are found variations and embellishments of
text, rhythm, phrasing and melody, but rarely
of dynamics.
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15. Songs are performed in Irish and English, but
those in English, the more recent, are the more
widespread. Songs can be quick or slow, strict
or relaxed in rhythm .
16. The bulk of the instrumental music played
is fast isometric dance music -jigs, reels and
hornpipes for the most part; slower listening
pieces composed for an instrument or adapted
from song airs form only a small proportion.
Melodies are generally played in one or two
sharps, and belong to one of a number of
melodic modes, which have mostly seven notes
to the scale, but sometimes six or five. Their
range does not frequently exceed two octaves,
and they end on a variety of final notes. The
dance music has associated solo and group
dances.
17. String, wind, and free-reed melody instruments predominate- especially fiddle, whistle,
flute, uilleann pipes, concertina and accordion,
and percussion instruments are of minor
importance. Certain timbres are considered
traditional, and certain stylistic techniques are
used which arise from the nature of the instruments. All are forms of instruments found in
western Europe.
One might add that there is a highly significant
non-Irish-national practice and consumption of
the music, which already drives its avant-garde
interface, and which will over time exert significant
change. But the over-riding quality is the music's
aural nature, its 'sound', which is why Ireland and
Irish communities remain at the centre of this
music's practice.
See also style; style and authenticity.
T radition C lub. Begun in 1967-8 by singers
Tom Crean, Se:in Corcoran and Kevin Coneff in
Slattery's Bar, Dublin out ofThe Press Gang, a
singing group that originally involved Crean and
Corcoran, Greg O'Hanlon and Niall Fennell.
Earlier, Crean and Coneff had run the Listeners'
Club, also in Slattery's bar, in 1965-6. Operating
on a Wednesday night, the Tradition Club gave a
platform to singers and musicians from all over the
country. All the major names in present-day professional traditional music and song played there,
often to capacity audiences, but the club more
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importantly was a bridge between them and older
artists:Joe O'Dowd ofSligo,Josie McDermott, Phil
Murphy, Fred Finn, Peter Horan,Jim Donoghue,
Willie Clancy, Packie Duignan, Solas Lillis,John
Kelly, Joe Ryan,John Joe Forde and Paddy Fahy.
Seamus Ennis performed many times, and it is for
singing that the venue became particularly well
known: Joe Heaney,Joe Holmes, Kevin Mitchell,
Ewan MacColl and Peggy Seeger, A.L. Lloyd,
M:iire Aine Ni Dhonnchadha, Caitlin Maude,
Darach 6 Cath:iin, Sarah and Rita Keane, Geordie
Hanna, Sarah Ann O'Neill and Niocl:is T6ibin
were among these. Siney Crotty, Se:in 6 Conaire,
Se:in 'ac Donncha and Paddy Tunney performed
regularly too. Club policy was to charge an
entrance fee to listeners, this partly to ensure attentiveness, but also to provide reasonable expenses
for performers. 1he surplus from well-supported
nights was used to subsidise those more poorly
attended. 'Silence!' was the radical, and legendary,
rule of the house. Corcoran worked with the club
until the mid-1970s, Dundalk singer Fin bar Boyle
was involved from 1972 until its demise. In 1985
Tom Crean stepped down, Frankie Kennedy and
Mairead Ni Mhaonaigh became organisers, and
the club finished in 1988 having run twenty years,
undermined by the commercial music scene which
it had been instrumental in building.
transcription. See notation.
transmission . 1. The conveyance of music sound
to audiences through radio, television, recordings and PA systems. 2. The process of passing
on music style and repertoire among peers during
a player's lifetime, in person, and/or to another
generation which may be distant in time and in
place. The most fundamental method of transmission is referred to as 'oral'- 'by way of mouth' (as
in song transmission). Complementary to this is
the 'aural'- relating to the ear. The other form s
of transmission are visual (written song lyrics and
music notation) and, related to the aural, audio
(recordings). Written music in Ireland occurs with
church music in the twelfth century, and recording began at the very end of the nineteenth. The
cylinder recorder and the wind-up gramophone
'stored' sound which could then be fairly clearly

transmission evolution: The Three Ages of Music

and repeatedly reproduced; these are mechanical
methods. More modern recording methods are
electromagnetic and electronic, and these provide
detailed reproduction of the original music, and
make it accessible, theoretically, almost indefinitely. In the Irish traditional music scene all four
transmission methods are utilised: oral, graphic,
mechanical and electronic.
See also aural learning; notation; oral tradition;
recording; song, transmission, tradition.
transmission evolution: e ree Ages of M usic.
The first age of music was the age of oral transmission. The second, which began for Europe only a
thousand years ago, was the age of written music.
We are now in the third age, which began about
a hundred years ago with sound recording. The
effect on musical style wrought by the medium
of transmission is enormous. In the first age, the
greatest virtue of the method of storage - human
memory- was faithful conservation; so the plainsong of the church was passed on unaltered for
a thousand and more years. We know that it was
unaltered by comparing the versions written down
when notation was invented; they are remarkably
faithful over a wide geographical spread. In the
second age, that of written music, faithfulness is
no longer a virtue; ink doesn't wander on a page,
and conservation is easy. Instead the challenge,
quickly exploited, was to use the method invented
for recording melodies as a method for composing.
'Composing' in its early sense means not so much
writing down a tune you have heard in your head,
as fitting together a counterpoint with an existing
tune. Within a few hundred years of the invention
of staff notation, counterpoint reached a stage of
incredible complexity that has been reducing gradually ever since. In the third age, the age of sound
recording, complexity of counterpoint is no longer
a problem, and musical invention moves into other
areas of interest.
The effect on music education of all this is that
teachers are finding it hard to discard the inflated
values of the second age, the third still being so
young. We see mistaken values everywhere, the
most extreme perhaps being the kind observed
by the ethnomusicologist Bruno Nettl in a dance
band in what was then Persia - a band playing

traditional Persian music, but with empty music
stands in front of the players, so that they looked
'western'. The same value is persisted in by teachers
and examiners who make their pupils pretend to
read music they know by heart, often taking into
an exam a book they have never actually handled
before. The absurdity of this is demonstrated by
the fact that a concerto soloist gets no kudos
for bringing a score on stage. The reason for the
pretence is the belief that reading is valuable in
itself. It has value, certainly, but it is the value of
convenience, the antithesis of aesthetic value. Staff
notation is good at clarifYing counterpoint, but
not good at showing the details of phrasing and
rhythm that constitute the living communication
- the energy, the taste of music. Compared with
painting, staff notation is painting by numbers.
All music is learned by ear; yet some teachers still
use 'playing by ear' as a disparaging phrase. Why?
Because it is a value inimical to the (recently superseded) age of written music.
One age does not die out when another succeeds
it- like the Tuatha De Dannan, it goes underground. The oral tradition, disowned by Gregory
the Great for church music, became the realm of
'folk music'. A curious anomaly of'folk music' is
that it has strong professional roots. Each past age
remains current as a constant critique of the new; a
counter-culture. Thus no sooner had counterpoint
reached its heights of artifice than artificiality
became a dirty word and composers were asked to
bring a more 'natural expression' into their work.
The history of western music from 1500 to 1900
is (broadly) a series of revolutions, each claiming to
make music that is more natural and more expressive. After Bach, counterpoint was despised as
'dry' (Bach's music was studied hut unplayed for
a hundred years) and after Beethoven 'form' was
subjugated to 'content'. An apogee of 'expressive'
music was reached in the late nineteenth century,
when suddenly the forest of'expression marks' on
the musical page was rendered obsolete by the
advent of sound recording.
Sound recording is good at filling in the details
of rhythm, nuance and accent that notation cannot
cover, and which make for regional or personal
difference. The opposite of the oral age's virtue of
uniformity, this celebrates diversity. Good news for
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'folk' musics; indeed without sound recording, ethnomusicology could not exist. Now it is the written
music which is the counter-culture, standing on
high moral ground as a critique of the new musical
values. It is most important to see and understand
that the culture of recording and electronic transmission has not the same values - is not the same
- as the oral culture. Recording has freed 'ethnic'
music from the haughty dominance of written
music, but only by, to some extent, devaluing both
oral and written music. There is no longer any
friction between 'composers' music' and 'people's
music', because both are fair game for exploitation
in the new medium; equally grist to the electronic
mill. [ANR]

Travelling People. Also called tinkers or itinerants, their preferred appellation today is Traveller.
1hough nomadism is (or was) a prime factor in
their lifestyle, as with gypsies, they have separate
ethnic identities. Opinion on their origins varies,
the most common explanations being that they
are descended from very ancient mendicant metalworkers or that they represent the remains of
the dispossessed small farmers and tenants who
were forced on to the road at the time of the
Great Famine. Invariably Roman Catholic with a
very strict moral code, they also have a complex
structure of traditional beliefs and familial infrastructures regimenting their lifestyle, belying the
chaotic superficial impression given to settled
people unacquainted with their ways. It is widely
believed that Travellers have a secret language.
Known as 'Shelta' by academics, Travellers themselves refer to it as 'Gammon' or 'Minker's Torri'.
However, it is a cant rather than a full language,
its primary use nowadays being to obscure the
meaning of what is being said to those not privy
to its secrets. As literacy was not common among
Travellers until recently, this helped the conservation of their oral traditions of storytelling and
singing. Lack of access to the electronic media
meant that long after the majority of rural people
were dependent on radio for their entertainment
and the seanchai had been rendered redundant, the
Traveller's camp-fire was still acting as a focus for
the dissemination of tales, songs and news.
mass media. The coming of the portable radio
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Johnny Doran (in cap) with Pat Cash and his son c. 1940
[John McCaffrey]

and, later, television had the same effect on the
Travellers as it had on the settled community,
though the Traveller's social isolation played its
part in keeping groups in closer contact than might
otherwise have been. This enhanced proximity
maintained a fertile environment for the diffusion of oral literature and other traditions. Work
on the collection of the folklore of Travellers in
Ireland has been minimal when compared with
the enormous body of lore and song recorded
from Scottish Travellers by the School of Scottish
Studies, notably by Hamish Henderson. Most collectors for the Irish Folklore Commission would
have some materials on or from Travellers but very
few worked in depth with them. Of those who did,
Padraig Mac Greine of Ballinalee, Co. Longford,
was the most diligent. Of his informants there is
no doubt that Nora 'Oney'Power (1861-1937) was
the most abundant source of tales. The foundation
of the centre for Travellers' rights and studies,
Pavee Point, in Dublin, fills a long-overdue need
for a focus for Traveller culture.
style. The style of singing preferred by older
Travellers is commonly high-pitched and nasal.

Treoir

It is more declamatory than most forms of traditional singing found in this country. Even if
this style was not specifically formed to suit the
trade of the street-singing ballad-seller, it was certainly an advantage to those Travellers who were
broadsheet peddlers. The use of a high pitch and
full voice was an excellent method of drawing the
attention of passers-by on busy, noisy streets and
fair greens. Elements which appear frequently in
Traveller singing are exaggerated glottal stops and
liberal use of supplementary syllables. The glottal
stop is used as a form of audible punctuation. Trese
devices may seem obtrusive when presented on the
printed page, but in actual performance they are
hardly noticeable as their function is to assist the
flow of the song. Song texts which appear disjointed in print can come across as perfectly good
narrative to the listener. Whereas a garbled song
remains unintelligible, it should be remembered
that there is a process in the oral transmission of
songs whereby they are reduced to their 'emotional
core'. That is, in their being passed from mouth to
mouth, superfluous material is jettisoned over time
until only the dramatic nucleus remains. So it is
with many Travellers' songs, particularly narrative
songs. They may lack end-rhymes, lines or even
complete verses and yet, in performance, retain
perfect intelligibility for the singer and listener.
singers. The most celebrated Irish Traveller
singer was Margaret Barry. Little known in his
short lifetime, the Roscommon Traveller John
Reilly's songs heavily influenced Christy Moore
and have been recorded by many more performers, some as unlikely as The Waterboys. Traveller
musicians have made their greatest mark on the
uilleann pipes, favouring an open or legato form
of fingering. The legendary Wexford musician and
horse dealer John Cash (1832-1909) is still much
remembered in piping circles. The influence of
his great-grandson, Johnny Doran (1908-50), is
inestimable, having inspired many musicians such
as Willie Clancy, Sean Reid and Martin Talty to
take up the uilleann pipes. Even today, elements
of Doran's fiery style are evident in the music of
Traveller or Traveller-inspired musicians such as
Paddy Keenan, Finbar Furey or Davy Spillane.
Examples of Traveller music and song are not
numerous but the following are cited as being

representative of the genuine tradition: The Bunch
Complete Recordings of]ohnny Doran
(CBE, 1986 ); John Reilly, The Bonny Green Tree:
Songs of an Irish Traveller (Topic Records, 1978);
Songs of the Irish Travellers (European Ethnic
Cassette compilation, 1983). A good comparative
anthology of the vocal traditions of the Travellers
of Britain and Ireland is on the eo Songs of the
Travelling People (Saydisc, 1994). [TOM]

of Keys: The

Traynor, Rena. (1955-95). Concertina. Born in
1955, Monmore, Kilrush, Co. Clare, and related by
marriage to Elizabeth Crotty, she was involved in
Clontarf CCE, then Leixlip, moving to Garadice,
Trim, in 1975. She taught tin whistle and concertina, and was mentor to many highly regarded
and prize-winning players. A competition commemorates her since her death. She began teaching
whistle by request in Dangan School, Summerhill
in 1976 as part of the school curriculum, taught
music at Summerhill GAA in the early '80s, then
with M:iire Ni Raghallaigh (fiddle) and her son
Phelim (flute) to learners from all over Meath.
Her influence brought concertina to many children
in Co. Meath, most vividly seen in Miche:il
6 Raghallaigh.
treble. A form of decoration used typically on fiddle
in which a long note is divided into three shorter
notes of the same pitch. See ornamentation.

Treoir. The internal magazine of CCE. Begun
in 1968, it has been edited since then by Labhr:is
6 Murchu. Of hugely varying content over the
years, it has published much written by, among
many others, Seamus Mac Mathuna, Tom:is
6 Canainn, Sean Qyinn, Helena Rowsome,
Mick O'Connor, Miche:il 6 Wuin and Gear6id
6 hAllmhur:iin. A strong photographic record, it
carries material relating to CCE's major activities,
branch events, instrumentation, and personalities
(differing hugely from the overwhelming commercial emphasis of Irish Music Magazine).lts strongest
feature has been the inclusion of notation of tunes
and songs not found in published collections, and
in this it has been a valuable disseminator of new
and rare pieces. Its literary style is anecdotal, but
eclectic, and while it does not pitch itself at an
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academic reader, nevertheless it may carry valuable
analytical material. Its editorials adopt a detached,
overseeing, pastoral, homily-like tone, appealing
to a sense of duty and common bond. At times
these are political, sometimes directly, often cryptically so, on occasions repeated in promotion of a
similar idea in later years. Tky address the music in
relation to the nation, and reflect the broad cultural
remit oflrish identity that is CCE's ethos. While
the magazine is mostly in English, it also carries
material in Irish . T reoir's format has changed
from simple folded sheet in the beginning, to a
large-scale colour magazine at present. It is not
sold commercially, but is sent to all individual full
members and to affiliated families; it is also available in bound annual editions. In this format it is
a thorough kaleidoscope of the progress of traditional music and the expansion of CCE.
triple pipes. Mouth-blown reed-pipe having two
melody pipes fingered by separate hands, and one
drone. This instrument is depicted on the tenthcentury Cross of the Scriptures at Clonmacnoise,
Co. Offaly, and in Scotland on tenth-century
stones on Iona, in Argyllshire and Perthshire. It
has not been played in these islands in historical
memory; its earliest representation in Europe is a
bronze statue from the eighth or ninth century BC
A figure playing a double-pipe version is found
on a bas-relief in St
Antioco catacombs
(Italy), this dating to
the lat e Byza ntine
period. Yet the instru'>
ment is still played in
Sardinia, where it is
/
made in several dif,,
··~·~~-'
ferent keys. There it is
1li
.,.
,.~
;,
considered to be the
.,
'na tional' instrument,
.
.1
:01
and is taught formally
,..,\'!
'
in a dedicated school
·~·~ ~
at Villaputzo; a sculp\.
~
ture of a player stands
Triple pipes player on the outs ide the archaeoCross of the Scriptures, logical museum at
Clonmacnoise [courtesy Ann Cagliari. In its Italian
Buckley, Early Music)
form thi s remarkable

•• ;·~
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instrument can be heard solo and in accordion
duet on the re-issued, mid-century 78 recordings
of Efisio Melis.
triplet. A form of melodic decoration which
is common to all instruments and all styles. See
ornamentation.
trombone, trumpet. Brass aerophones such as
these and french horn have not, in general, featured
in Irish traditional music except in an accompanying role. Of course examples can be found in
recordings oflrish music from the 1920s and '30s,
where the influence of popular music groups can
be heard. Among these, the Dublin Metropolitan
Garda Ceili Band used the complete forces of the
military band when it recorded in 1937, including trombone. Its 1997 recording, The Band ofAn
Garda Siochdna, uses trombone and euphonium
in its brass backing of traditional reels played on
wooden flute. Occasionally, well-known players
such as Johnny Carroll have featured a token Irish
melody on their otherwise pop-oriented repertoire.
Trombones and trumpets are sometimes included
in modern arrangements of recording artists such as
Frankie Gavin, Donal Lunny, Mairead Nesbitt, Liz
Doherty and Alan Kelly. Se:in 6 Riada used brass
instruments, particularly the french horn, to great
effect in his score for the film Mise Eire. []10)
troubadours. 1. Lyric poets or poet-musicians,
often of knightly rank, flourishing from the eleventh
to the end of the thirteenth centuries mainly in
Provenc;:e, southern France, and in northern Italy.
They developed a romantic, lyric poetry with intricate metre which, through the Norman invasion in
Ireland, can be deduced as having had an impact
on Irish song style, particularly scan -nos. 2. Casual
or strolling minstrels or singers, dating to eleventhcentury France. Related to these are the trouveres,
an eleventh- to fourteenth-century school of
northern French poets.
See song: in Irish: Gaelic love song origins.
trump. The term used in Ireland for what is
otherwise also called 'Jew's harp'. This is a metalframe idiophone played pressed between the teeth
with one hand, sound made by plucking its free-

trumpet

Heath's

1840
depiction
of a young
woman
playing the
trump

reed-style blade with the other. The 1861 census
oflreland recorded nine makers of Jew's harpstwo in each of Dublin and Cork, one in each of
Limerick and Tipperary, and three in Belfast. Once
reasonably common on account of its size and
accessibility, the Jew's harp has declined almost to
the point of obsolescence in traditional Irish music.
Also known as the trump- particularly in Donegal
-or by the misnomer the 'jaw' harp, it combines a
flexible tongue or 'lamella' with a metal frame that
is played cupped in the hand. Manual oscillation of
the lamella with the instrument held to the mouth
as a resonator produces a sound of constant pitch,
rich in overtones approximating the harmonic
series, and which can be varied by adjustment of
the tongue, larynx and mouth cavity. It is made
of resonant material which is made to sound by
bending and release or by friction.
early use . Ann Buckley's research (North
Munster Antiquarian Research, 25, 1983) indicates
that 1. Jew's harps are frequently found in postmedieval sites, 2. the great majority of finds date to
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries but some
are from as early as the thirteenth century, and
3. copious information from non-archaeological
sources shows widespread social and commercial
use from at least the late sixteenth to the late nineteenth century.1heJew's harp came to prominence
in Europe during the 1850s; it is found throughout
Europe, Asia and the Pacific, except Australia, and
no traces have been found in the pre-Columbian
Americas, or pre- European Africa. Materials of

which it may be made include bamboo, ivory, bone,
brass, iron and steel. In Ireland in recent years it has
achieved a media presence through its prominent
use in an RnaG jingle. Tommy Hayes was a noted
player on the late 1900s music scene, it was played
by storyteller John Campbell, and is currently a
feature of singer Len Graham's performances. John
Wright of Leicester has recorded two albums on
the instrument. [ANM]
See Wright, John.
terminology. The term 'Jew's harp' is a subject of
some academic discussion, for it has no history in
Jewish music. One derivation holds that the term
comes from corruption of the French 'jeu-trompe'
(toy trumpet), but from a narrative in 1591 it is
described as 'Jews-harp', 'trumpe' and 'Jews-trumpe'
(NMA], 28, 1986). Many players today refer to the
instrument as 'jaw harp', which (from being played
in the mouth) is considered to be a possible origin
of the name. But there does not appear to be musicological evidence to sustain this. 1hat term is also
preferred by those who wish to avoid accusation of
political or racial insensitivity.
images. H eath's 1840 travelogue depicts a
young woman playing a Jew's harp (a much-used
1838 engraving from a picture by Maclise) and
provides a valuable organological and social record,
describing her thus:
harp and harper, the latter a young peasant girl,
and the former an instrument composed of iron,
with a steel tongue, and about two inches long,
by an inch and a half at the greatest breadth. Ths
may be said to be now the only musical instrument of the Irish peasant, and it exemplifies in a
striking manner the degradation of his country.
(Heath's Picturesque Annual, 1840: 63)

A trump is depicted being played in an 1856
painting by Erskine Nicol titled 1he 16th, 17th (St
Patrick's Day) and 18th March. Installed at the NGI
in Dublin in 2009, this has people dancing to the
music of a flute player, piper, fiddler and trump
player at Malahide, Co. Dublin. The image is of
significance in that trump is seen as part of early
ensemble music. [EDI]
trumpet. An aerophone sounded by blowing
through pursed lips. No such instrument is generally used in traditional music, although trumpet or
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TICT (Teastas i dTeagasc Ceolta Tire)

Simon O'Dwyer performing on his replica copy of the
Loughnashade trumpet [SIO]

trombone have been occasionally played. However,
in ancient times various kinds were used, most
likely for hunting, signalling and civic or ceremonial purposes. O'Curry lists several instruments
which are likely to have been blown - bennbuabhal, corn, buine, guthbuine, stoc, sturgan. 'Buine' is
some kind of wind instrument, possibly (from the
Irish meaning of the word) a reed pipe, or horn
pipe, but derived by O'Curry from his examination
of its playing context, and deduced by Breathnach
(1971) to be a horn trumpet like those still found
on the African continent. More certainly trumpet
is 'corn' (in one of its meanings a drinking horn);
surviving examples have a long, curved metal body
and a flared end. One of these (part of the Bronze
Age Loughnashade trumpet hoard found in a lake
of the same name on the western side of Armagh
city) is used as the ITMA's logo. It is believed that
the three trumpets were deposited there as a religious offering at the beginning of the Christian
era. Stoc and sturgan are taken by O'Curry to be
indigenous Irish, or Celtic, trumpets.
horns. These are similar in playing technique
to trumpets. Some 122 bronze age horns have
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been found in many locations in Ireland - these
concentrated in Munster and north-east Ulster,
with examples in the midlands and in the upper
Shannon area. One hundred and four survive in
the National Museum oflreland. An arc-shaped
horn, made of bronze, originally side-blown, and
modelled on an example from the Ulster Museum,
was re-constructed by Simon O'Dwyer of Dublin.
With this he evolved various potential methods
of blowing, applying a didgeridoo style of circular
breathing and articulation, using various extended
mouthpieces. However, since the old instruments
produce their notes by overblowing (this, in the
end-blown variety, giving a maximum potential of
five) it is unlikely that they were used for recreational purposes. Yet their sound is a reproducible
effect dating to at least 3,500 years ago on this
island. O'Dwyer's music on 'adharc' and other
horns can be heard on the cassette Dord and the
2009 CD Overtone. A previous attempt to play
on one of the National Museum's horns in 1857
resulted in the death of the collection's curator,
Sir Robert Ball, from a ruptured blood vessel. The
instrument's distribution in Ireland, Britain and
continental Europe is documented by John M.
Coles in journal if the Royal Society ifAntiquaries if
Ireland, vol. 97, part 2, 1967, and O'Dwyer details
history and reconstruction in Prehistoric .Music of
Ireland (2004).
See also instruments, ancient.
TTCT(TeastasidTeagascCeoltaTire). Teachers'
course, Comhaltas Ceoltoiri Eireann. The minutes
of the first CCE meetings from 1951 indicate a
desire among the founders to have a training course
for traditional music teachers. TTCT, a week-long
diploma course for music teachers, was initiated in 1980. Designed and directed by Mfcheal
6 hEidhin, music inspector with the Department
of Education and himself a traditional musician.
By 2009, 700 had gained diplomas, these successful out of twenty or so applicants selected for the
course each year.
Tubridy, Michael. (1935- ). Flute, whistle, concertina. Born in Kilrush, Co. Clare, his parents had an
interest in traditional music; his mother played concertina. His maternal uncle played fiddle. He grew

Tulla Ceilf Band

up with music and set dancing, playing Clarke's tin
whistle. Mter secondary school in Kilrush, he took
a degree in civil engineering at UCD and settled
in Dublin. From the mid-1950s he frequented the
Pipers' Club, Th:Jmas Street, and John Egan's Club in
Church Street. He played with several small groups
including a quartet with Paddy Moloney, Anne
Walsh and Jack Dervan. In the 1960s he played
flute with the Castle Ceili Band, was a member of
Ceolt6iri Chualann and a founder member of The
Chieftains. He has a solo album The Eagle's Whistle
and is involved in set dancing. His A Selection of
Irish Traditional Step Dances (1998) is the first tutor
book in traditional step dancing. This contains his
original and unique method of graphically notating
step dance. He was honoured in the dedication to
him of a TG4 'Se mo Laoch programme in 2003, and
a 'hall of fame' presentation by the Willie Clancy
Summer School in 2008.

Tulla Ceili Band. One of the more famous of the
old ceilf bands, dating to 1945/6. Differences of
interpretation cloud its origins, but in Dal gCais,
1978, Martin Rochford states that the Tulla band
germinated with his and Sean Reid 's piping and
playing at house dances around east Clare in the
early 1940s. Impressed by the 'beautiful blend of
fiddles, flute and piano in the old Ballinakill Ceilf
Band', they formed a band, borrowing drums from
the Bodyke Fife and Drum Band. Reid, Rochford,
Jim and Jack Donogh ue, Mike Doyle,Jimmy Long,
Paddy Canny and Jack Murphy came together in
1944 as 'The Ballinahinch Ceili Band', named after
Rochford's home townland. 1he following year, he
says, they changed the name to Tulla, because of
a local wit's suggestion that the name fitted more
easily on the bass drum. Chris Keane's 1998 history
picks the story up at this point, with the band's reformation in 1946 in Minogue's pub at Tulla, to
take part in a Feile Luimni competition.
awards. With pianistTeresa Tubridy the inspiration, the other players then were fiddler Bert
McNulty, a Foxford garda stationed at Ballinakill,
Co. Galway, fiddlers Paddy Canny, P.Joe Hayes and
Aggie White and Sean Reid,Joe Cooley on accordion, Jack Murphy, Paddy and James O'Donoghue
on flutes. 11ey won the Feile award in that year- as
'St Patrick's Amateur Band' - and also, with Willie

Clancy, in 1947 and '48; in '48 the Oireachtas Corn
na Mumhan also. Under Sean Reid's direction now,
they broadcast with Radio Eireann, their signature
tune 'The Humours ofTulla'.1hey added drummer
Jack Keane in 1953, went on to become one of
the best-known bands in the country, playing Irish
emigrant venues in England and in America (first
in 1958). This continued into the 1980s, the setdance revival bringing them back to demand. 'Ih:y
won an All-Ireland in 1957, the first of three, and
recorded with HMV, later EMI. Over the years
the personnel has changed - the band has had
Paddy O'Brien ofTipperary, the McNamaras of
Crusheen, Martin Mulhaire, Dr Bill Loughnane,
Peter O'Loughlin, Francie Donnellan - P. Joe
Hayes alone remaining constant up to the band's
fifty years' celebration in 1996.
locale and radio. The band is an important
exemplar of the development and maintenance of
groups around recognition of talent and common
style, mutual friendships, and adherence to a
'sound'. It shows too the dialectical relationship
between demand for cosmopolitan entertainment
in a developing country (post-war 1940s Ireland),
the recognition of that demand, its fu lfilm ent
(provision of group music for dancing), and the
consequent cultural influence that the method of
fulfilment (the formation of the Tulla) was able to
exert on its public. Therein too is the commercial
exploitation - and development - of traditional
music, the incorporation of commercial recordings into the music's culture and the construction

Early Tulla Ceilf Band: (1-r) Sean Reid, Pjoe Hayes and
Joe Cooley; back right is Tony MacMahon [courtesy
Seamus MacMathuna, CCE]
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oflocal (Clare) image and status within traditional
music society. It demonstrates the power of radio
in moulding and confirming aesthetic taste and
national confidence. Above all, it demonstrates
the power of'tradition' itself, and the process of its
creation: 'the Tulla's own members believed in the
band, the county believed in it, the exiles looked
to it as a beacon of familiarity and comfort'- even
the country knew it well enough to permit comic
writer Frank Kelly to coin the popular caricature
'The Ayatulla Ceili Band'. The band is documented
thoroughly in The Tu/fa Ceili Band by Chris Keane
(1998), and has several CD recordings.
tune. An individual, complete piece of dance or
instrumental music; a progression of notes that
makes melodic sense in that it is in itself freestanding, satisfies the rhythmic ear and does not
(intrinsically) leave the listener expecting more.
The 'tune' might be described as having a sonata
shape- in that it has an organic sameness in sentiment and style, and follows a 'plan': it introduces
a melodic question, answers it, reiterates it and
wraps it up. The word 'tune' is derived from the
Anglo-Saxon 'teoun' (or 'tine' in the Forth region
of Wexford), the root meaning of which is 'to
enclose'; from this also comes 'town', a recognisable cluster of dwellings with a distinct population.
In dance music the structure of a tune is constant

within its type class- i.e. reels, double-jigs, hornpipes will generally have at least two parts, with
eight bars within each part. The second part of
the tune is known as the 'turn'- in the sense that
it goes in a different direction (not, as in music
theory, a decorative form.
parts. The second part typically takes off out
of the dominant motif of the first part in a similar
phrasing, but (in a two-part tune) it returns to the
opening melody, and, typically, the keynote; in this
sense, as Breathnach (1971) describes it, tunes
are 'circular'. Tunes may also have a more linear,
or elliptical, structure, with three or more parts,
in each of which the melodic theme is carried
progressively away from the immediately preceding part, but each time returns to either its own
beginning, or to a 'platform' which anticipates the
part following. The final part however will always
return to the opening melodic motif and keynote.
A five-part tune like, say, the slip jig 'Kid on the
Mountain' may work its way quite far from the
opening melody and even key, but returns in its
finalis to the keynote and tune 'feel'. Each part of a
tune is normally played twice, no matter how many
parts in the tune, and each tune is played at least
twice (never just once) and, depending on a particular local convention, often three, and maybe four
or more times . Some tunes which have a simple
melodic structure may have each part played only
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A five part slip jig, 'The Kid on the Mountain', which leads away in variation, but eventually returns to the A-part theme
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once; others may have the first part played once,
and the second part twice, or vice versa.
provenance. The greater number of tunes are
inherited. Most were conceived on the island and
were evolved from a relatively small number of
indigenous melodies or song airs. A good tune
will persist because it is a good tune, and weaker
material will be forgotten. A good tune may also
fall out of favour through over-use and be forgotten. But if it has been 'collected' or noted in print,
or recorded, it will effectively only be dormant,
waiting for an age for which it will be different and
fresh. A number of tunes in the Irish repertoire
are borrowed from Scotland, and demonstrably
date to printed collections there; among them are
several of the tunes played by the iconic Michael
Coleman. Most performers have composed or
'made' tunes which for them incorporate their particular melodic and rhythmic preferences; others
simply compose because that is their bent. The
challenge is to find a good melody and a satisfYing structure. A tune may be 'good' when played
by the composer or their group, among whom it
has been organically worked through as a vehicle
upon which to carry the particular combination of
instruments and abilities; but it may not work for
others, particularly in session or solo playing.
See composers.
tune types. The major forms, with specific timesignatures, are highland/strathspey, hornpipe, jig
(several forms), reel, polka, waltz and mazurka.
Those with various time signatures are slow airs,
planxties, marches and song airs. Other dancerelated forms are barn dance, fling, German,
schottische and two-step. Qyadrilles are of historic
interest, as is the minuet.
See under titles of individual tune-types.
tune names. These vary greatly and follow no
particular pattern. Older tunes tend to be recognisable by reference to various places, people and
happenings, and almost all are prefaced by 'The'.
The array of names in O'Neill's 1001 Gems is quite
an inventory of the artefacts of the late 1800s, and
a titles list of a specific composer's tunes (such as
that of Ed Reavy) shows that these are related to
major associations, experiences and events in their
lives. A casual breakdown illustrates the variety of
references:

1. Places - Dub lin Reel, The Humours of
Lissadell, The Killavel Jig.
2. Objects -The Blackthorn Stick, The Gold
Ring, The Ravelled Hank of Yarn .
3. People- Garret Barry's, Eilis Kelly's Favourite,
Patsy Touhey's.
4. Animals- The Geese in the Bog, The Lark on
the Strand, The Dogs Among the Bushes.
5. Fantasy -The Floating Crowbar, Upstairs in a
Tent, The Cat that Ate the Sidecomb.
6. Politics -The Rights of Man, Repeal of the
Union, The Congress.
7. Nature -The Sunny Banks, Long Hills of
Mourne, The Beauty Spot.
8. Domestic- The Cook in the Kitchen, Boil the
Breakfast Early, The Cup ofTea.
9. Clothing -The Frieze Britches, The Connemara Stockings, The Peeler's Jacket.
10. Sport -The Foxhunters, The Hurler's March,
The Curragh Races.
11. Work -The Maid Behind the Bar, The Jolly
Clam Diggers, The Merry Blacksmith, Speed
the Plough.
12. Women -The Blackhaired Lass, The Spike
Island Lasses, The Sligo Maid, The Woman of
the House
13. Courting - Toss the Feathers, Behind the
Haystack, Rolling on the Ryegrass.
14. Travel- Trip to the Cottage, Trip to Durrow,
The Road to Knock.
Most of these titles are from the later 1800s.
new tunes. A century later, tune names rarely
display the same poetic ring. With global communications and media now conditioning people's
lives, society is quite detached from local place and
happenings. It has new priorities and the player!
composers are often of urban provenance. While
mid-1900s tune names are similar to those of the
previous century, today's titles can be giddy, and
indicate a shift from the solidly familiar and community to media imagery and the personal. Modern
tune names thus usually sound modern: 'Guns of
the Magnificent Seven' (Fin tan McManus), 'Monday
Morning' (Josephine Keegan), 'My Guardian Angel
is a Space Cadet' (Larry McCullough), 'The
Humours of Bahrain' (Paddy O'Brien), 'The Hole in
the Sock, The Sock in the Hole' (Daithi Sproule),
'Dancin' in the Slurry' (Sandie Purcell).
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tune-set names. An extension to this lexicologicallicence is the tendency with younger or
professional performers to use the popular music
convention of ignoring individual tune names,
and giving cryptic or mood-identifying wrap-up
titles to their tune sets. While this is a break with
the tradition of crediting individual pieces, it suits
high-energy performance, and also modern audiences for many of whom matters of provenance
are unimportant. Set titles are allocated by ethos
(Altan's 1995 ']be Wedding Jig', a complex tune
set), by mood (Sharon Shannon's 1997 'The Bag
of Cats'; Eileen Ivers' 1996 On Horseback which
includes a dramatised version of the reel 'Jenny's
Chickens') or may be cryptic (Lunasa's 2006 'The
Dingle Berries') or just the name of the lead tune
(Altan's 1995 'Andy De Jarlis'). Usually, however,
the constituent tunes are given in liner notes,
or may be expanded on in the course of stage
commentary. But where it is not just the record
company's space-saving on cramped CD covers (as
with the Altan example), it marks a shift in performance protocol, as it focuses attention on the
playerls as opposed to the tunes.
tune recognition software . This has been in
standard use for many years, but in the early 2000s
was further developed by Bryan Duggan at Dublin
Institute ofTechnology for use by non-technologysavvy musicians. He brought his flute playing and
expertise as a games-software developer together
in PhD research which logged the characteristics
of traditional Irish dance music, enabled feature
extraction and mapped melodic similarity. From
this was developed a software system, 'Machine
Annotation ofTraditional Tunes' (MATT2), which
annotates recordings of traditional Irish dance
music with metadata such as tunc titles. He also
presented a new algorithm, 'Turn Annotation from
Sets using Similarity Profiles' (dubbed 'TANSEY'),
that annotates sets of tunes which are played segue,
as is the custom in traditional dance music. With
this software (from tunepal.org ) installed on computers or on phones, a musician can play in a tune
on a traditional instrument and have it identified
from an online database of more than 12,000
compositions which are drawn from the popular
collections. In 2010 this was launched as an iPhone
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'app'. The software and process offer potential for
future research into origins and transmission, as
well as alteration and development patterns in and
among Irish, Scottish, English and related folk and
traditional musics. [BDU)
T unn ey, Paddy. (1921-2002). Singer, lilter,
dancer, raconteur and author. Born in Glasgow, he
was reared at Rusheen, Templecarron, Pettigo, Co.
Donegal. He lived in Co. Fermanagh for part of
his youth. His mother was Brigid Tunney, herself a
highly regarded source singer for Paddy and many
others. He collaborated with the south Armagh
collector, Sean 6 Baoill, and Peter Kennedy of
the BBC. This resulted in two memorable recordings made in Paddy's home in Belleek in 1952,
one of his mother Brigid Tunney (with her brother
Michael Gallagher and son Paddy) and the other
of Paddy himself. Many fine songs entered the
wider repertoire from these recordings including
'The Bonny Bunch of Roses', 'Early, Early all in
the Spring' and 'Moorlough Mary' from Brigid,
and 'Lough Erne's Shore', 'When a Man's in Love',
'Johnny, Lovely Johnny' and 'The Green Fields of
Amerikay' from Paddy. [CYM)
iconic. Perpetually energetic, 'a dedicated hater
of pop and cant and shamrockery, a lover of old
ways and rare songs and raving poetry', his velvet
articulation of big, serious songs has hugely affected
repertoires of many new singers. His 'Moorlough
Mary', 'Mountain Streams Where the Moorcock
Crows', 'Highland Mary' are all gems. During
four years in a Belfast jail for political activities
this indefatigable singer turned to academic work,
studying Irish history and language. He trained as
a health inspector in Dublin and was later transferred to Donegal, Kerry, Letterkenny and finally
to Galway. His eventful life exposed him to a wide
variety of styles and repertoire which he has, in
turn, moulded and adopted in both his singing
and writing. He was the author of several publications: the autobiographical The Stone Fiddle- M y
Way to Traditional Song, a selection of songs with
anecdotal stories Where Songs D o Thunder, and two
volumes of poetry. A Wild Bee's N est is his definitive
recording, and he can be heard with his mother,
sons and daughter on Where the Linnets Sing.

tutor-books

tutor-books. 'Teach Yourself' manuals for the
learning of instruments. 'Ihse have existed in some
form for close on three centuries, but the earliest
with relevance to Irish music is Charles Egan's
H arp Primer (1729, reprinted 1822). 1hen there is
John Geoghegan's Complete Tutor for the Pastoral
or New Bagpipe, which was issued c. 1745. Dublinborn Luke Heron's A Treatise on the German Flute
(1771) had relevance for 'ge ntlemen' players of
Irish dance music which is found in Neal's and
other collections. The first tutor for the uilleann
pipes proper was O'Farrell's Collection ofNational
I rish Music for the Union Pipes (1804), with useful
and clear instructions for playing the instrument,
then his Pocket Companion for the Union Pipes
(c.1806). Henry Colclough's Instructions for Playing
the Bagpipe was published c. 1809. The fact that the
Pocket Companion - although obviously aimed at
musically literate readers- contains many traditional tunes as examples makes it the first Irish
traditional music tutor. While accordion and other
tutors appeared in the US and Britain during the
nineteenth century, for Irish music it is the harp
which leads the twentieth century, with the Loreto
Sisters' 1903, London-published Tutor for the I rish
Harp by 'MAC' (Mother Attracta Coffey).
The Violin Made Easy was the title of Batt
Scanlon's instructive 1923 collection published in
San Francisco, then follows Kerr's Violin Instructor
(c.1932, still being published), and Leo Rowsome's
1936 Tutor for the Uiffeann Pipes (Walton's,
reprinted many times, new edition 1999).1h first
accordion tutor with relevance to Irish music seems
to be Jerry O'Brien's 1949 Accordion Instructor published in Massachusetts. But the 'tutor-boom' as
we presently know it began with the publication
of the Armagh Pipers' Club Learn to Play the Tin
Whistle series which was initiated in 1972 purely
as an internal teaching aid, but in all of its editions,
bootlegs and offshoots has by now probably influenced more than half a million players world-wide.
The 'whistle' has scores of tutors, some of limited
service, but all potentially introductory to the
broader field of traditional music. Beginning to
match its numbers are bodhnin tutors, these involving both substantial works as well as rather slight
material. More specialised instruments like harp,
pipes, flute, fiddle, accordion and concertina have

Early pipes tutor from c. 1745

fewer books, possibly reflecting their non-beginner
status (tin whistle is often recommended as a first
instrument to achieve a grasp of the music structure). Step dance and set dance are well serviced
by video tutors, and by various publications, but
singing alone remains ignored: one can blow an 'N.
on a flute, or approximate it on a fiddle- but how
can one be told how to sing it? Singing remains
the last bastion of the truly oral tradition, and for
this reason is little documented. Se:in Corcoran's
2008 Sing Out tutor uses a web interface to communicate style.
Orality of course is stressed in the majority of
serious instrumental tutors, most state that the
book is only a guide, that the learner's most important ally is the ear. Tutors have moved apace with
technology through the years, and the Tin Whistle
Pack devised by Armagh Pipers' Club but taken over
by Appletree Press, was the first to include a flexible
45 rpm instruction disk. Tutors progressively used
cassette, then CD and video as teaching supplements
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- the latter, and soon its successors CD ROM and
the internet, bringing the teaching process close to
actual teacher-learner communication. [EDI]

H enry Colc/ough 's tutor for th e Union
Pipes. Published almost a hundred years after
Geoghegan's tutor, c.1830, no copy of this book
has survived with an intact cover. Henry Brocas
(1762-1837) painted Colclough's portrait, however,
retaining an image of the man and his instrument.
O'Neill states that Colclough was born in Co.
Wexford where the family had an estate of13,000
acres. The Colclough tutor has detailed instruction for the union/uilleann pipes and thirty tunes,
plus exercises. There are detailed instructions for
playing three regulators and a seven-keyed chanter
on a full set of pipes. There are tuning tips such as
the advice to avoid over-blowing the chanter to get
what we now call the hard D, a tone which he says
is too 'acute', preferring instead the soft D . He also
suggests a small bit of rush can be inserted into the
bottom of the chanter to improve the tone - like
his other advice, a technique still being used by
pipers of today. [PAS]
two-step and quick-step. Social dance-form
popular in the first half of the twentieth century.
These used 4/4, 'swung' marching time, and could
be danced to such as 'The Sally Gardens'.
Tyrone. This county has a historic association with
harping, the best account of the life and times of
the itinerant harper in the late 1700s having been
provided by Arthur O'Neill from near Dungannon.
Later connections of significance for music revival
include Strabane-born George Sigerson, president of the Irish Literary Society (1892-1925).
The plucked strings tradition may be interpreted
as having been preserved in the guitar skills of
such as Paul Brady (Strabane) and Arty McGlynn
(Omagh) in the present day, and the facility
in melody emerges again in New Yorker Brian
Conway whose father came from Plumbridge.
But the county has performers on all instruments,
including a score or so on uilleann pipes.
The region has a lowland eastern region adjacent
to Lough Neagh, separated by high land from an
extensive western area marked by half a dozen
rivers. The same size as Clare, Tyrone has half as
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many more people than that county, and borders
two Southern counties, Donegal and Monaghan.
Considering this, it is easy to appreciate the introduction to John McEvoy's 1802 Statistical Survey of
County Tyro ne: 'The people of this county in themselves differ as much, perhaps, as those of separate
kingdoms.' Accordingly, Tyrone music practices are
diverse, with song, instrumental music and dance.
There is an important twentieth-century resonance
in music revival too, for it is here, at Crewe, that
the Reid family lived, one of whom, John, was a
noted fiddler in the late 1800s, and whose nephew
Sean went on to take up uilleann pipes and play a
leading role in the Tulla Ceilf Band. [CLY/EDI]
singers. One of the few to study the west of
the county, Sam Hanna Bell, in his book Erin's
Orange Lily, noted 'the remains of a hedge-school
in a field close to the present school and arrived
a year too late to meet an old woman who h ad
sat at the feet of the hedge-schoolmaster'. This
was in the Derg valley between Killeter and the
Donegal border. Such a link suggests an influence
on song, and Tyrone has a strong reputation in this.
One performer,John Corry, picked up his repertoire and knowledge of local lore from his uncle,
singer and storyteller Johnny Hegarty; sightless
Paddy Harper had an active life as a singer at local
gatherings, and others include Tommy Gallagher
of Drumquin, and Joe and Desmond Ward, the
latter the carrier of the Plum bridge satire 'The
Duck from Drummuck'. Among these, Tommy
Qyinn from Tattykeel, Omagh, is remembered
for his sign-off lines:
Awake you melancholy boys, too long you have
been still
With blossoms spread on every tree and daisies
deck the hill
Sit down with me beneath yon tree and we'll be
sad no more
And tune our harp and sweetly sing the praises of
Glenmore.

Older singers today include Hugh Quinn, and
among the younger performers, Cathal Lynch of
Omagh has many songs sourced locally and rooted
in local style.
the Hannas. The major name in Tyrone singing
is Geordie Hanna ofDerrytresk. Today his daughters Alish and Rosaleen carry on that tradition,

Tyro ne
and organise the annual
Geordie Hanna Traditional Singing Weekend
at Derrytresk. Equally
well known is Geordie's
sister Sarah Ann O'Neill,
who has been recorded
for numerous broadcasts
and in 2008 was awarded
TG4's Cradam for song.
She sings several of the
co mpo sitions of Lough
Celebratory stone to Felix Neagh lyricist and fiddler
Kearney at Drumquin, Co. Jim McGurk (1904-78) .
Tyrone
Damien Molloy of
Dungannon and R6isin
McAliskey are part of the strong east Tyrone
si nging tradition , a lyricism which so mewhat
reflects the medium of poet Seam us Heaney, who
war born near Ardboe.
lyrics. Gaelic League organiser and writer Alice
Milligan (1866-1953) was born at Mountfield ,
and the Rev. William Forbes Marshall (18881959), 'The Bard of Tyrone ' and author of the
poignant 'Drumlister', grew up at Derrybard,
nea r Sixmilecross. Novelist William Carleton
(1794-1869), who documented much of folk life
in the earlier 1800s and whose mother was an Irish
speaker and singer, came from Prillisk, Clogher.
Satirical writer Flann O'Brien (1911-66) was
born at Strabane, and so ngwriter Felix Kearney
(1888-1977), author of the songs 'The Hills above
Drumquin' and 'The Mass Rock in the Glen', and
of the 1950s book Songs and Poems ofTyrone, was
from near Drumquin, where he is celebrated by a
festival.
collection. Much song collection has been done in
the county, including that by James Foley of Omagh,
who collected song over a thirty-year period, and
documented this with the NI Arts Council. A
modern-era, end-of-generation collection by Peter
Smith and Francis Clarke in the late 1980s was published in 2009 as Songs from the Sperrins: Traditional
Singingfrom Mid and North Tyrone.
instrum en ta l music. Tyrone has had much
music visibility over the years on account of Felix
Kearney, who left school at nine, was hired as a
farm boy from the age of twelve (at one point with

the same farmer as the Glenties writer Patrick
McGill), picked potatoes in lowland Scotland
and fought in the First World War. His son Felix
(1921-2004) played with the Pride ofErin Ceili
Band; his other son, Arthur, played fiddle and
accordion, sang and was the composer of several
tunes including 'The Centenary March'. Their
nephew, guitarist Arty McGlynn, carried on this
public engagement with music with them, and later
in show bands, in rock music and as an exceptional
accompanist to major traditional players, including
albums with Nollaig Casey. Present-day accordion
players include Stephen Hayden ofPomeroy, Paddy
McGovern of Omagh and Michael Curran of
Fivemiletown. Clodagh Holland of Clogher plays
flute, an instrument championed by three-times
All-Ireland winner Paul McGlinchey of Omagh.
The county has had much association with ceilf
bands, not least to cater for the popularity of ceilf
and old-time dancing through the middle years of
the twentieth century. [CLY/ EDI]
fiddle. This has many associations with Tyrone,
not least the memory of Des Donnelly (1933-73),
and the professional playing of his son Dezi with
Michael McGoldrick and others in Manchester.
Among the older fiddlers, the Johnston brothers,
born near the end of the 1800s, at Meencargagh,
east of Castlederg are remembered. Jimmy
(1890-1965), a thatcher, and his brother Pat,
like the Dohertys in Donegal, travelled around
houses to play; indeed Simey Doherty (18831961) lodged with them . Jimmy claimed to have
more than 3,000 reels, and had repute too after
winning an early revival-period fiddle competition at Drumquin in 1953. Other west Tyrone
fiddlers included Tommy Keenan and Tommy
Baxter from Castlederg who were both recorded
by RTE (Keenan was also recorded for the NI Arts
Council at the age of eighty), and Mickey and Pat
Gallagher ofMountfield have been noted for fiddle
and song. Better known in more modern times has
been Cathal Hayden (Four Men and a Dog) from
near The Rock. The many younger players include
Donall Donnelly (Galbally; the album Driven),
Michael Kerr (Coalisland) and, breaking it out
of the male stereotype, M:iiread Kelly (taught by
Arthur Kearney) who teaches at CCE's Dun Uladh
Cultural Heritage Centre in Omagh. [CLY]
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style. Eamonn O'Doherty and Alien Feldman
considered the Tyrone style to be matched to the
needs of dance: dark and elemental, 'Irish fiddling
at one of its earliest stages of development'.
However, it became increasingly difficult in the
later part of the twentieth century to find specific
regional styles of playing, as musicians modified
their techniques through listening to records
and the radio, and exchanged their repertoires of
tunes at fleadhs and festivals around the country.
Some areas, bypassed by main roads or otherwise
geographically isolated, resisted this homogenisation, and their regional characteristics survived
mainly among the older musicians. Among these
were smaller pockets like the Newtowncashel area
of Longford or Derrygonnelly in Fermanagh.
Another such area was sou th Tyrone, particularly
the mountainy area north of Ballygawley as far as
Carrickmore and Pomeroy.
Peter Turbit. Collecting for the Northern
Ireland Arts Council in Tyrone in the mid-1970s,
Feldman and O'Doherty were led by Pomeroy
fiddler John Loughran to a number of older musicians who were relatively unaffected by outside
influences. Among these was Peter Turbit, who
had learned his music from his uncle Ned not long
after the beginning of the twentieth century. T urbit
had many unusual tunes and an idiosyncratic style
which was rustic and slow, 'a raw open fiddling'
according to Loughran, though he also confirmed
that the tempo conformed to that of the older
dancing in that part ofTyrone. Feldman noted a
remarkable similarity between Turbit's style and
that of the Appalachian mountains in the US, but
also had this to say: 'One has to be careful in discussing diverse styles of fiddling within Counties
Donegal and Tyrone due to the decimation of
fiddlers through cultural change and death. One
has to distinguish between what is a purely personal
style of playing and what is a regional style - a
fiddling aesthetic shared by several fiddlers in the
same region. In Tyrone, due to the contemporary
scarcity of accomplished fiddlers who play in the
old style within each section of the county, these
distinctions were almost impossible to make.'
Ma ster M cDermott. According to a number
of musicians, a big influence on the music of the
area had been the Carrickmore schoolteacher and
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tune collector Master McDermott. One of the
few remaining fiddlers taught by McDermott was
John McKeown ofCappagh whose style was 'light
and quick, utilising a long bow style and delicate
harmonies reminiscent of Kerry fiddling'. Perhaps
because of its inland location, Tyrone was not
given the same attention by collectors as the more
scenically spectacular areas of the west coast, such
as Kerry, Connemara and Donegal. There is still
a huge repertoire of tunes, even among the musicians who have been affected by media exposure,
which are unique to the county.
John Loughran. Among the many noteworthy
Tyrone musicians was blind John Loughran, whose
infectious enthusiasm persuaded many older musicians who had put away their instruments to take
to playing again. He was also a fund of information
and entertaining anecdote. His riotous verbatim
interview in 'The Northern Fiddler' shows an aware
and crafted sense of understatement. OtherTyrone
musicians playing in the 1950s and '60s included
Johnny and Jimmy Comae from Donaghmore
(whose family had a ceili band) and the Gallaghers
from the other side of the county- Mickey who
ran a pub in Mountfield, and Paddy who settled in
Ederny, Co. Fermanagh. [EOD]
CCE. The coun ty has branches at Brantry,
Cappagh Badoney, Clogher, Coalisland Clonoe,
Dromore, Galbally and Omagh.
venues. Dun Uladh Cultural Heritage Centre
in Omagh, the Ulster regional centre of CCE,
hosts co ncerts throughout the year. The GAA
is also active in Tyrone in set dance and through
Scor competitions for ballad groups, solo singing
and instrumental music. There are many sessions
weekly, somewhat symbolic in the longest-running
session spot at Hayden's bar at The Rock, near
Pomeroy. Others are held in The Moy (Tomney's,
McLoughlin's, The Auction Rooms); Coalisland
(Central Bar); Dungannon (The Fort Inn,
McGrath's, Hagan's Bar, Bogan's, Bank House,
Grant's); Eglish (The Brantry Bard); Omagh
(Dun Uladh); Cranagh (Sperrin Heritage Centre);
Creggan (An Creagan Visitor Centre); Dromore;
Mountfield (Mickey Gallagher's); Clogher Valley;
Strabane (Felix's, Christie's, Sweeno McGinty's,
lonaid Pobail); Castlederg; Cortin (An Bosca).
[CLY/EDI]

Tyrone

Songs from the Sperrins: Traditional Singing
from Mid and North Tyrone. Song and speech
from the remnants of the Tyro ne Gaeltacht, this
fieldwork collection has forty-one tracks on a
eo and a fifty-page booklet of song lyrics, music
and source information. The songs in English, a
handful of speech items and some lilting were collected by Peter Smith and Francis Clarke in the
late 1980s and early '90s. The material is cross-referenced to other song collections and indices. The
featured ten singers are: Joe O'Neill (Broughderg),
Lizzie Clarke (Creggan, Carrickmore and, later,
Greencastle), Jimmy Devlin (Fallagh, Cortin),
Hugh Qyinn (Ballinasolus, Plumbridge), Ita
Loughran (Dunamore),John and Paddy Loughran
(Evisbrack, Dunamore), Sarah-Anne McCullagh
(Sheskinshule, Greencastle), Jimmy McGillion
(Droit, Newtownstewart and Omagh) and Sister
Bridgid Haughey (Creggan).
Jilting and speech. Mary Morris lilts old tunes
which she learned during her childhood in Fallagh
in the early 1900s, and two speech items- from
John Mickey Frank Tracey and Lizzie Clarke
- set the collection in context; almost all of the
performers had parents who could speak Irish as
well as English. The work illustrates how the shift
from Irish to English as a community language is
mirrored in the shift from lrish-language singing
to English-language singing. Comparison of this
material with Sean McCann's 1974 song collection from mid- and east Tyrone also shows how
traditional singing itself had declined as an integral
part of social gatherings in the home environment.
Smith's collection represents the 'tail-end' of a tradition of folk singing, the natural home of which
was the local ceili-ing house or the small, local
parish hall. rPES I
Con way, Jim. (1916-92). Fiddler. Born 1916
at Plumbridge, Co. Tyrone, he emigrated to New
York where he settled in the Bronx. Best known
of his family are son Brian- the 1986 All-lreland
senior fiddle winner- and daughter Rose who
recorded on the 1985 album Cherish the Ladies.
Donnelly, Liam. Fiddle. From Co. Tyrone,
he composed several well-played tunes and published a mimeographed collection of music in the
1960s. He is reputed to have made the reel 'Master
McDermott's' with Sean McGuire.

McGurk, Jim. (1904-78). Singer, poet, fiddler.
Born at Creevagh Lower, Carland, Donaghmore,
Co. Tyrone. A mason by trade, he was intensely
interested in local history and wrote satirical
songs, praise-poetry and sketches. Of these 'The
New Curate', and 'Banks of Sweet Lough Neagh'
are sung by Sarah Ann O'Neill, the latter specially
written for her. Close to many musicians, he celebrated the Comae family, who had a family ceili
band, with the sentimental lines:
When] ohnny took the fiddle down how happy we
did feel,
As his flying fingers graced the strings with
hornpipe, jig and reel.

M cM enamin, Joe. (1911-85). Seanchai, piper
and accordionist. Born in Tyrone, he and Charles
O'Reilly organised music classes in 197 4 in conjunction with the West Tyrone Culture Club
and Kiltyclogher CCE (now Cappagh). A music
teacher and organiser, he played in house sessions
and was associated with the Loughmacrory Band.

Tyrone fiddlers Paddy McEnespie and Peter Turbit
pictured in The Northern Fiddler, the 1979 ethnography
of Tyrone and Donegal music and musicians (seep. 489)
[EOD]
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UCC. The Department of Music at University
College Cork has a long and respected association
with Irish traditional music. Courses were introduced by Carl Hardebeck as part of the Bachelor
of Music degree in 1923. Then Annie Patterson
took over the curriculum, followed in 1935 by Sean
Neeson. Sean 6 Riada took up the post in 1963
and, after his death, Tomas 6 Canainn continued
the teaching until the appointment of Micheal
6 Suilleabhain in 1975. Mel Mercier became a
full-time lecturer in 1994, Liz Doherty joined in
1997, followed by Aileen Dillane who taught Irish
traditional music and ethnomusicology.
Since 2009 the department has been known as
the School of Music, with Mercier as head; courses
on traditional music are taught by Mercier, Matt
Cranitch, Mary Mitchell-lngoldsby and Aoife
Granville. A number of well-known music, song
and dance performers, including Bobby Gardiner,
Connie 0' Connell, Colm Murphy, Niall Vallely
and Peggy McTeggart, tutor in the school on a
regular basis. Courses in traditional music ensemble
are also offered, with workshops hosted by wellknown artists. The school promotes traditional
music studies at undergraduate and postgraduate levels through scholarship and performance:
it is part of both the BA and BM us degrees, and
may be taken at postgraduate level for MPhil and
PhD. Its study is aligned with the disciplinary
approaches of ethnomusicology and is positioned
alongside a diverse range of research and teaching
activities, including seminars. Since 1996 the Sean
6 Riada International Conference has been held; a
Traditional Music Society is organised by students,
as is Triantan- the Irish Harp Society. From 1991
to 1995, a major event, 'Eigse na Laoi', celebrated
Donegal Cape Breton and Shetland music, Irish
music in America and in England, and Irish music
worldwide with performances and recordings.
archive. The traditional music archive here run
by Mary Mitchell-lngoldsby has audio and video
tapes, periodicals, photographs and under- and
postgraduate student projects and theses. It also
has copies of the Henebry wax cylinders - some
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oflreland's oldest archival material- and publishes
the annual 6 Riada memorial lectures.

UCD. The School of Music at University College
Dublin offers two primary degrees: the BMus and
the BA with music as a major. Under head of school
Therese Smith these undergraduate courses focus
on four principal areas: musicology, ethnomusicology, theory and analysis, and performance. From the
first year, students take courses in Irish music and/
or ethnomusicology, these becoming more specialised in years three and four. The school also offers
a taught MMus (with a significant research component) with two streams: historical musicology
and ethnomusicology; the pure research degrees of
MLitt and PhD offer specialisations which reflect
the research interests of staff. The school has a
variety of performance ensembles which can be
taken for credit, and the university overall has an
active, cross-faculty traditional music society.

Ui Cheallaigh, Aine (McPartland). (1959- ).
Sean-n6s singer. Born Belfast, 1959 to P6ilin
Nic Craith, a native Irish speaker from Ring, Co.
Waterford and actor and singer Joe McPartland
from Belfast. Her mother's and Nioclas T6ibin's
singing were her earliest influences. She sang in
English from an early age, performed in school
choirs, learned classical violin and piano and
studied music at UCD. She went on to teach in
the Ring, Co. Waterford Gaeltacht in 1982, and
studied Medieval Chant at UL. She won Com6rtas
na mBan and Corn Ui Riada at the Oireachtas
in 1990 and the Ui Riada again in 1992, she has
sung in concerts with the RTE Concert Orchestra
at the National Concert Hall, with Hugh Tinney
and with Anuna. She sang in the first Riverdance
show (1995), later in the musical The Pirate Queen
in Chigago and on Broadway. Her recordings are
Idir Dhd Chomhairle/In Two Minds (1995) and
Binneas Thar Meon (2009).
uilleann pipes. Bellows-blown bagpipe with
chanter, three drones and keyed melody pipes

uilleann pipes

Uilleann pipes players at Tion61 Johnny Doran, Spanish Point, Co. Clare in 2009 (TOF): (1-r) Mickey Dunne, John
Rooney, Paddy Keenan, Finbar Furey, Larry Rooney [TOF]

capable of providing harmony simultaneous with
the melody. Evolved from the pastoral bagpipe
in the early 1700s, the instrument had taken its
present structure by the beginning of the nineteenth century when it was widely known as the
"rish' or 'union' bagpipe (as in O'Farrell's 1804 and
1806 books), this instrument is the most complex
of its kind. Essentially an indoor pipes - being
relatively quiet compared to most other bagpipes
- they are to be found in a variety of pitches, from
concert pitch (D), and 'flat' pitch, by semitone
down through C, to B and A. Such 'flat pipes' have
a characteristically sweet and mellow tone.
construction. The pipes are constructed from
hardwoods, the most common being African
blackwood , ebony or boxwood. Keys are generally made of brass or si lver, and mounts, previously
made from ivory, are now turned from artificial
ivory. The bag is made from a variety of materials
but leather is preferred. A full set of pipes consists
of a bag, bellows, chanter, three drones and three
regulators. The player plays while seated, with the
bag under the left arm (right-handed players); this
is linked to a bellows fixed under the right arm
(hence the term 'uilleann' pipes, uilleann indicating 'elbow').The chanter rests on the player's right
knee whi le the drones and regulators, arising from
a common stock, sit across the top of the player's
legs.
chanter. The chanter has a range of two octaves
and, ur.like the mouth-blown bagpipes, can be
'overblown', due to the fact that it can be stopped

by closing the end of the chanter on the knee. This
also enables the player to play notes staccato or
legato. Its scale ofD, E, fl:l, G, A, B, 0! essentially
limits playing to the keys ofG, D, E minor and A
minor (the main keys of traditional Irish music),
but the chanter is often made with keys which
enable semitones to be played, some chanters being
fully chromatic. The chanter reed is a double reed
made from cane rather like that in the oboe. It
is delicate and fine so that it can be readily overblown. It has to be prevented from gettin g wet
since it would warp on drying, hence the need for
dry air to be supplied by the bellows.
drones. The three drones, which can be turned
on or off with a drone key, consist of tenor, baritone
and bass, each tuned to the bottom note of the
chanter. Each drone consists of two parts, the
lower part sliding in and out for tuning purposes.
The drone reeds (guills) are single with a tongue
slit in the stem of fine lengths of cane or elder.
regulators. The three regulators lie on top of
the drones and consist of tenor, baritone and bass.
They possess keys which sound particular notes
only when they are opened. They are played with
the side of the hand and give a simple harmony to
the chanter. The tenor regulator has five keys while
the baritone and bass have four keys each. The keys
lie in banks across the regulators so that three of
them (one on each regulator) can be played as a
chord. They can be played as held notes, vamped
on the accent notes, or used in syncopation with
the rhythm of the tu ne on the chanter. If the right
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Uilleann pipes regulators and their note values from Wilbert Garvin's book The Irish Bagpipe

hand is free, individual notes can be played on the
regulators.
The regulator reeds are double reeds, similar to
the chanter reed. They are tuned by a tuning-stop
on their ends. The bass is furthest from the player;
it has four notes, from top to bottom, low C, B, A,
G. The baritone is in the middle; it has four notes
A, G, RI and Din the same octave as the chanter.
The tenor has five notes, C B A G RI, also in the
same octave as the chanter. Together the regulators
give the notes G A B C - D RI G A - B C. This
effectively extends the range of the pipes down to
the G below middle C. [WIG]
playing style. This is decided mainly by the
chanter fingering, but the use of regulators can
also have a profound effect. Chanter techniques
include popping (lifting the chanter off the knee
to accentuate a note), slurring or sliding of notes,
playing with chanter off the knee, ornamentation, cranning, vibrato, 'tight ' (staccato) or closed
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articulation and loose, open (legato) flute-style
fingering. The regulators can be used melodically,
harmonically, or in a crudely harmonic, percussive
manner like old-style accordion players' method on
bass buttons. Opinions differ as to the value of the
regulators. Most see them as a unique feature that
can be utilised to great advantage.
history. Evolved from 'pastoral', bellowsblown pipes, the first actual written reference to
these pipes places them in the hands of a Meath
musician, one Charles Lewis Reily, in 1749, being
advertised in Dublin a decade later, being made
there by 1767 (Carolan, 2007) and being played
on stage in London by one Mr Courtenay in 1788
(Carolan, 2004). In the mid-1700s the third drone
is believed to have been added to the uilleann pipes,
along with the first 'regulator'. The regulators made
it possible too for some Protestant clergy to use
the uilleann pipes as a substitute for a harmonium
or church organ. By the turn of the nineteenth
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century William Kennedy had developed chanter
keys to enable the convenient playing of sharps
and flats, and the two final regulators were added
to the instrument by William Talbot (b.1781).
Various modifications, notably the development
of the concert-pitch chanter, were made by the
Drogheda-born Taylor brothers in Philadelphia,
c.1875. All of this gave us today's instrument; the
'concert' uilleann pipes is the strongest colouring in
modern Irish dance music. The pipes' idiosyncrasies
-ornament, 'yelping' and cranning- are mimicked
on fiddle, accordion and flute. 1his is similar to the
way in which Scottish music on fiddle and piano
accordion reflects the shape and colour of the bagpipe's music. [EDI]
uilleann or union ? The earliest accounts of
the instrument such as those by James Kenna in
1770 and William Kennedy in 1808 use the term
'Irish pipes'. MacDonnell in 1770 was described as
playing a small ivory set which was referred to as
'Irish Organ' pipes by his biographer and this was
most likely before the advent of the regulator. The
name 'union' first appears in the 1780s around the
same time as the term 'regulator.'Timothy Kenna
called his pipes 'Grand Union Pipes' in his Dublin
advertisement of 1812; Francis O'Neill used the
name 'union' throughout his writings and on early
cylinder recordings ofPatsyTouhey the term 'Irish
Union Pipes' is used. 'Union' continued in use in
America until at least the 1930s. Walker uses the
term 'ullan' or 'uilean' in 1786 (received from the
antiquarian Vallancey), a term later regarded by
Flood (1913) as being that from which 'union' was
derived by mispronunciation. But it may be more
likely that it was simply an apt Irish-language,
colloquial term used at that time which indicated
the playing action of all 'bag' pipes. 'Uilleann' is
indeed found in history to describe a mouth-blown
bagpipe too, since the bag must be squeezed with
the elbow. Such was the case with the medieval
Irish war pipes, as seen in the sixteenth-century
images in O'Neill's IMM which show Irish pipers
who squeeze the bag with their elbows in front of
themselves. The context in which Vallancey used
the term 'uilean' to Walker, however, leaves it a
distinct possibility that he was merely translating
the word 'elbow' into Irish for Walker, as part of a
different speculation (Nicholas Carolan analyses

another aspect of this in Ceof, vol. 5, no. 1, pp. 4-9).
Thus the later use of the term 'uilleann' to describe
these pipes may have arisen by accident. 'Uilleann'
was brought to the fore, nonetheless, by the Gaelic
cultural renaissance.
Yet 'uilleann' (elbow) pipes hardly seems to
be a reasonable name for the instrument we are
dealing with today. The first maker who used the
term 'uilleann' would seem to have been William
Rowsome, and the practice has been followed by
most makers and players ever since, even O'Mealy.
The name was exported too to America and has
eventually replaced the old term 'union'. From
existing evidence there is little doubt that the
instrument was developed in Britain and Ireland at
around the same time and was not called 'uilleann'
outside oflreland until the early twentieth century.
The term 'Irish' pipes lives on with those who are
not sure how to pronounce the word 'uilleann'
(illen). [KML]
makers up to 1950. Egan of Dublin. One of the
earliest named makers produced the ivory set (with
a replacement wooden chanter) which is known as
the Lord Edward Fitzgerald set and can be seen
in the National Museum oflreland collection. Ths
Egan was probably making pipes in the 1760s and,
if the hallmark on a ferrule is genuine, the set was
made in 1768. If this date is correct, the regulator it
carries is the earliest datable regulator extant.
lames Kenna of Ballinacarrigy near Mullingar.
In 1770 J ames Kenna advertised bringing his
musical instrument manufacture from Leinster
to Mullingar. In this period pipes were small and
dainty and when the regulator came along the stock
was too small to take one or two regulators. Some
makers, particularly in Scotland, made a larger
stock to accommodate the regulators; however,
this introduced a problem. Single and double
reeds do not mix well and must be separated from
each other as much as possible to give the instrument stability.James (the elder) Kenna solved this
problem by mounting the regulators piggy-back
fashion onto the little stock, each with its own
reed cap. There are several examples of his work in
private ownership. The most complete example is
played in public by Ronan Browne.
William Kennedy ofTandragee. (1768-1834).
The blind maker and a famous man in his own
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time because of his achievements in manufacture, which inclu ded clocks, furniture and parts
for looms. H e was well known among pipers on
account of a newspaper interview relating to his
developments of the Irish pipes, which was published originally in the Belfast Monthly Magazine
in 1808. In that article he makes many claims to
inventions for the pipes, but there is little supporting evidence. A piping festival named in his
honour takes place annually in Armagh, organised
by the Armagh Pipers' Club.
R obert Reid of South Shields. (1784-1837). A
craftsman of great ability, he was contemporary
with Timothy Kenna of Dublin and William
Kennedy ofTandragee. Robert was mainly known
as a maker of the Northumbrian small pipe but
also made a considerable number of impressive
union sets, some of which are still played today.
Timothy Kenna of Mullingar and Dublin. He
advertised his arrival to Dublin in 1812 and claimed
to have perfected the Irish pipes. Nevertheless he
was a highly skilled instrument maker, and may
have been the person who introduced the bass
regulator and several other innovations. His instruments tend to be more complex and show greater
finesse than others of the period and indeed later.
Some of these ideas- such as thin-walled stocks
and reduced apertures supplying air to the regulators -were also utilised by Robert Reid, but their
actual inventor has not been identified.
Maurice Coyne of Dublin. His history and that
of the other Coynes and Kennas are well documented by Sean Donnelly in the SRS journal,
volume 2. There were three makers named
Coyne but it is Maurice who is the best known
today, probably because he was the most prolific.
He appears a little after T. Kenna but his work,
although still great, is less critical than that of
Kenna or Reid.
John Coyne of Dublin. No connection with
Maurice or the earlier John, a flute maker, has
been found. He was reportedly a railwayman in
the 1850s and made pipes in his spare time. He
seldom put his name on his work but there is one
fine example in private ownership in Australia.
Maloney brothers of Kif rush. These brothers
made a very famous set now in the NMI which has
two drones and five regulators. It is huge, complex,
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and is pictured in the hands of Professor O 'Leary
in O'Neill's IMM.
Michael Egan of Liverpool and New York. He
may have come from Co. Galway but lived for
many years in Liverpool, where he became quite
famous, and Irish pipers, such as Martin O'Reilly,
went there to wait for his set, probably in the
early 1850s. He emigrated to New York and kept
a workshop on 42nd Street. He may have tried
to make louder pipes because the throats of hi s
chanters are around 4.2mm in diameter whereas
Kenna and Coyne, for example, stayed around
3.8mm. He made some famous sets in America,
such as the unique and wonderful set in the Boston
Museum of Fine Art. Unfortunately he died in
poverty aro und the time of the Civil War, accord ing to Francis O'Neill.
Denis Harrington of Cork. A maker of beautifully designed sets around 1860. Two of his sets
are played by GeoffWoofF and Ronan Browne. He
emigrated to Australia where he vanished from
history although some of his pipes have turned up
there over the years.
Taylor brothers, Char/ie and Billy, of Philadelphia. Billy and Charlie Taylor came from
Drogheda originally. Well documented in O'Neill's
IMM, they invented the wide-bore, concert-pitch
chanter which we know today and were quite
prolific. They re-designed the appearance of the
pipes, making them shorter and often adding more
regulators. The exquisite mechanical work in their
keys is fascinating, but can make a set rather heavy.
Billy was the piper and Charlie the engineer.
Richard L. OMea ly of Belfast. (1873-1947).
Extensively covered in the Sedn Reid Society journal,
volume 3. A great maker who was born into a very
musical family at Templecross, Co. Westmeath .
He was not an innovator and stayed with the old
classic style of pipe bores, but he adopted many of
the Taylor mechanical designs beautifully.
William R owsome of Dublin. (1870-1925).
William, one of a line of pipers and makers,
adopted the wide-bore chanter from the Taylors
for use in Ireland and made many sets during the
early years of the twentieth century. He did not
copy the Taylors' radical key-work, however, and
stuck to the traditional style of earlier times.
L eo Rowsome of Dublin. (1903-70). Leo, a son
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ofWilliam, was a great piper, maker and teacher to
whom much credit and respect is due. One of the
saviours of the uilleann pipes, he bridged the gap
between its virtual disappearance and resurgence.
He made simple concert-pitch pipes for many
people and enjoyed playing old classics. [KML]
pipes in paintings. Visual art has much evidence
of the use and development of uilleann pipes, especially during the nineteenth century when scenes of
Irish rural life attracted the attention ofboth Irish
and foreign artists. An early work is Joseph Tudor's
mid -1700s View ofDublin from Chapelizod, an oil,
with 'pastoral' piper and dancers. Joseph Haverty's
The Blind Piper (oil, c. 1844, National Gallery
of Ireland) is the classic of the genre, showing
P:idraig O'Brien, who played in Limerick, in an
idealised rural setting, but his pipes are clearly
depicted. Haverty also painted a second portrait of
O'Brien (University of Limerick). Paintings with
pipers include: Frederick William Burton (Paddy
Conneely, the blind piper, watercolour, c. 1840,
National Gallery), 1homas Bridgeford (oil, c.1844,
National Gallery), and William Charles Foster (oil,
c.1850) . In the latter case the pipes are unusual in
not having drones.
Pipers are also found in genre paintings of rural
life, both accompanying dancing and playing to an
informal audience; instruments are often shown
with good detail. One such is Charles Henry
Cook's 'St Patrick's Day' which depicts a piper as
entertainer in a bar, with dancers, illustrating a
stitched-on popping strap on his right trouser leg
Pipers in nineteenth-century paintings are always
male and often blind. Except when the piper is
accompanying dancing, informal audiences are typically of women and children inside or immediately
outside their cottages. Maria Spilsbury's 'Harvest
Festival at Rosanna, Wicklow' (oil, c. 1813-20, sold
at Philips, London, 1988) includes a piper accompanying straw men at a harvest dance. Maclise's
piper (cover image) 'Snap-apple Night' (1833)
shows a blind piper, as has Erskine Nichol's Co.
Dublin image of' 16th, 17th (St Patrick's Day) and
18th March'. Examples of genre paintings include
Alfred Fripp's 'Irish Piper' (oil, c.1846, City of
Bristol Art Gallery), which shows an elderly piper
playing to a group of women and children outside
a row of cottages in a wild landscape, and Erskine
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Nichol's 'Over the Buckle' (oil, 1854) showing
a couple dancing to a piper outside a cottage.
Lisburn painter Samuel McCloy's 'The Piper'
(oil, c.1880), depicts the instrument in an unusual
setting with a backdrop of the river Lagan and a
Lisburn church steeple; his 1873 'The Arrival of
Ph:idrig na Pib', oil, shows a piper in conversation with children. The evidence from paintings
emphasises the central role which uilleann pipes
played in traditional music in nineteenth-century
Ireland. [BAB. EDl]
piping-related manuscripts. The following
are referenced under Hayes manuscript sources
subject index in the National Library's manuscripts
collections.
1. Captain William Kelly collection (MS 13562,
early nineteenth century): three pages from
the piper referred to by Francis 0' Neill in
IMM. It references piper Mrs Jane Bailie, a
granddaughter of Captain Kelly, and mentions
TCD steward John Kingston, a piper who was
a music associate of Canon Good man.
8116-18):
2. OO!mus 6 Casaide collection (
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Uf Mhaitiu , Aine (Nf Fhlaithbheartaigh)
MS 81 16 has pictures and some seventy letters
relating to pipers and piping from the period
1901-29; MS 8117 has correspondence and
postcards relating to music and piping, also
Henebry's article on piping; MS 8118 has MSS
and newspaper clippings relating to pipes and
pipers (including O'Farrell's Treatise on the
Union Pipes, A.D. Fraser's R eminiscences and
the Bagpipe, a typed copy of a 'Programme
Tutor for the Irish Bagpipes', and programmes
of Irish piping festivals and concerts between
1904 and 1914.
3. MS 10665 is a three-page document relating to
the Irish Pipers' Club in 1921.
4. MS 1962: an alphabetical listing of some 300
contemporary and past pipers, pipe makers and
Feis Cheoil pipes prizewinners, compiled by
Cumann na bPiobairi c. 1914.1his documents
only five pipers in Ulster, four in Munster,
twenty-two in Leinster, fourteen in Connacht
and twenty-one in the US.
5. MSS 13063-70: the papers of1homas Ceannt
relating his 1900-16 activities with the Gaelic
League and the Irish Volunteers, and including also documentation of his activities with
the Pipers' Club. [SIN)

Camp/eat Tutor for the Pastoral or New Bagpipe.
The earliest documentation for a bagpipe which
is at least a relative of the union and uilleann
bagpipes; very little is known about its writer.
Published c.1745-6 by John Simpson of London ,
it has thirty-eight rare tunes. It was the first tutor
to give an accurate account of the early Irish pipes
and contains the only eighteenth-century documented use of the word 'pastoral' to describe the
then new bagpipe. The instrument he describes as
the pastoral or new bagpipes has two drones and
a chanter with an extra long 'foot', and no keys. It
is worth noting that bellows-blown pipes, such as
the 'union', 'pastoral', 'Northumbrian' and 'lowland'
pipes, appeared in Lowland Scotland and Ireland
in the early to mid-1700s. But the fact that the
bellows-blown musette was already popular in
France in the seventeenth century leads woodwind
authority Anthony Baines to suggest that bellowsblown pipe makers in Ireland and Scotland were
definitely inspired by it. Dennis Brooks of NPU
supports the view, believing that uilleann pipes
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most likely evolved from the pastoral pipes that
were being played in Ireland at that time also.
[PAS)

Ui Mhaitiu,A.ine (Ni Fhlaithbheartaigh). (19392008). Sean-n6s singer. Born at T6in an Chnoic,
Ros a' Mhil. Local poet Paddy Beag 6 Conghaile
composed the song 'Mmi Speiriuil Ros a' Mhil'
(The Winsome Women of Rosaveal) about her
maternal aunt, Nan Rua Malone, now living
in America. At eleven, Aine remembers seeing
three neighbouring women 'keening' her paternal
grandfather at his wake in their hou se in 1950,
clapping their hands and singing his praises aloud
while walking around the coffin. She learned songs
from both her parents, and also in primary school
from teacher Tadhg 6 Seaghdha, who did much to
preserve local song. She won the women's competition and Corn Ui Riada at the 1966 Oireachtas,
and her songs can be herd on CIC's Grian an
Fh6mhair. [LIM)
Ui Mhuimhneachain, Cait Bean. (1922-94).
Piano, cello; organiser. B orn Mu lready, in
Mullingar, Co. W estmeath, she was the youngest
member of the Mulready family, all of whom spoke
Irish fluently; she, h er sister and brothers were
active in the Irish language scene of the town and
in the Midlands. Strongly nationalistic, they also
played music- her sister the violin and piano, one
brother the piano-accordion and violin - and the
sisters were also able singers and step-dancers. She
met Waterford-born teacher Eamonn Moynihan
(1911-61) through socio-political activities: he
acted, produced and directed a number of plays, was
interested in the promotion of the Irish language
and, as a hurler, was involved in the GAA (later he
was elected Westmeath's county board chair).11ry
were both interned during the Second World W ar,
after which they married .
CCE. C:iit, along with Philip Mullally and
Eamonn, was prominent in the running of Feis
L:ir na hEireann which was held annually in
Mullingar. In 1950 they met with members of the
Dublin Pipers' Club with the purpose of setti ng
up a branch of their organisation there. However,
it was suggested by the local feis committee that a
body catering for all traditional instruments would

Ulster song

be of greater benefit; this was agreed. Initially
(proposed by Eamonn) the grouping was titled
'Cumann Ceolt6irf Eireann'; Mrs K. Moynihan
(Ciit) was elected its first chair, a position she held
until1952. The following year, when it was decided
to change the name, Eamonn was part of an Irishspeaking sub-committee which recommended that
'Comhaltas Ceoltoirf Eire ann' be adopted. [COM]
Vi Ogain, Prof. Rionach. (1950- ). Director,
National Folklore Collection, University College
Dublin. She has lectured widely on traditional
so ng and music. Among her publications is an
edited compilation audio album of archive recordings entitled Beauty an Oiledin: Music and Song
of the Blasket Islands (1992), an article entitled
'Music Learned from the Fairies' (Bealoideas vol.
60, 1992-3), and the books Cldr Amhrdn Bhaile na
hlnse (1976), consisting of an index of traditional
songs collected in the west Galway area, Immortal
Dan: D aniel O'Conneff in Irish Folk Tradition
(1995), Faoi R othai na Greine (1999), Mise an Fear
Ceoil: Seamus Ennis, Dialann Taistil 1942-1946
(2007), Going to the Well for Water: The Siamus
Ennis Travel D iaries 1942-1946 (2009) .

UL. The University of Limerick was established
in 1989 out of the National College of Higher
Education and Thomond College of Education. In
1994 Mfcheal6 Suilleabhain took up the university's first chair in Music and established the Irish
World Music Centre, which initially was mainly
concerned with research into traditional music. The
centre went on to develop a number of postgraduate courses, including MAs in Ethnomusicology
and Ethnochoreology. In 1999 the first MA in
Traditional Music Performance was inaugurated,
and an MA in Dance Performance with a full
traditional dance stream. In 2002 a BA in Irish
Music and Dance was established, the first of its
kind in the country to be designed for traditional
musicians and dancers, and to place performance
practices at the centre of the educational experience. Now known as the Irish World Academy of
Music and Dance (IWAMD), the centre offers
research degrees , eleven postgraduate courses
(including a practice-based PhD) and two undergraduate programmes.

Ulster Folk and Transport Museum. At Cultra,
Holywood, Co. Down, this was initially established in 1958 and is now one of the constituent
parts of the National Museums Northern Ireland.
Its purpose is to collect and interpret materials
relating to the way of life, past and present, and
the traditions of the people of Northern Ireland.
The open-air museum consists of a rural and an
urban area in which buildings representing both
landscapes have been rebuilt within the museum,
having been dismantled and brought there from
various parts of Ulster. Various aspects of the
folklife and transport collections are also displayed
in galleries. The museum also collects non-material culture and its sound archive has material on
matters such as local history, folklore and music.
The traditional music content in the archive dates
to the early 1960s and covers both field and commercial recordings. Traditional music and dance
feature prominently in the museum's events programmes, with mu sic classes, recitals, concerts,
informal sessions, seminars and exhibitions being
hosted. There is also a collection of music instruments . There have been three curators of music on
the museum's staff since the early 1970s: Fionnuala
Scullion, Janet Harbison (1986-94) and Robbie
Hannan (1995-2008) .
Ulster song. The Ulster style of singing is well
attested over many years, a definite entity, but
difficult to describe, wraith-like in defYing threedimensional location. Its definitive exponents range
from the boundless repertoire and passionate, celebratory, glottal melodicism of Paddy Tunney's
'Mountain Streams where the Moorcock Crows',
to the parsimonious abruptness of'The Tamlaght
Stone' from Matt O'Hagan on Len Graham's collection It 's ofMy Rambles. Singers likeJoe Holmes
are well recorded and documented, Eddie Butcher
of Magilligan is legendary, Len Graham himself
their repository: for him, these and their contemporaries were the soundscape of childhood
and coming of age. John Moulden makes some
attempt at describing Ulster style: for him it is
'syllabic', 'rubato', 'angular', 'each syllable carefully
enunciated', with fluctuation in tempo. Such aural
characteristics have caused problems in adjudication at fleadhanna outside the province- Comber,
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Co. Down singer Jackie Boyce once being notoriously criticised by a Co. Mayo adjudicator in an
All-lreland competition: 'We have to break this
"Ulster Style" ... it's not singing at all. It should be
kept to the back rooms of pubs.'
repertoire. John Moulden describes the song
style more definitively, however, by repertoire. He
remarks on the strength of the tradition until recent
times, the current deep value it retains (compared
perhaps to English-language song in other parts of
the island) and the fact of the repertoire's meaning
for place (which is shared also with Connemara).
He notes that more than half of the song sung in
Ulster is either local, or localised, Irish song. Sean
O'Boyle identified, as early as 1955, three strains
in Ulster folk song- Irish (originating in the form
oflrish-language poetry), English, and Scottish
(from planters and other long- and short-term
migrants) . Moulden in Songs of the People put the
proportions at 70 per cent Irish (much of it local),
20 per cent English and 10 per cent Scottish in
origin. There are many fundamental recordings, a
lot made by Robin Morton - Archie McKeegan
of Cushendall, Co. Antrim, Robert Cinnamond
from the Co. Armagh shore of Lough Neagh,John
Maguire from Fermanagh, and Peter Donnelly of
Co. Tyrone.
collection. Peter Kennedy recorded much of this
too, for his 1950s' BBC radio series As I Roved Out
(named after, and signatured by, Sarah Makem's
song) and in his 1975 collection Folksongs ofBritain
and Ireland. He collected songs for the latter from
the Belfast McPeakes, themselves a vivid combination of song and traditional music, a forerunner of
the ubiquitous 'group'.
dance melodies. Love of melody, often in dance
time, is demonstrated by today's Ulster singers still,
utilising expert articulation of syllable and words in
a style akin to lilting: T unney's 'Rollicking Boys of
Tandragee' Qig time) has been taken up by Kilkeel,
Co. Down singer Roisin White; Derrygonnelly, Co.
Fermanagh singer Rosie Stewart sings 'Don't go to
the Funeral' (reel time), this learned from her father
Packie McKeaney. Fermanagh retains singers and
songs, these strongly part of community in several
areas still, documented in Sean Corcoran's Here's a
Health collection, its notable representative being
Gabriel McArdle of Enniskillen.
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variety. South Armagh honoured its legacy
of song and eighteenth-century Gaelic poets
in the annual Forkhill singers' festival, which
ran for several years in a purpose-built cultural
centre 'Ti Chulainn' at Mullaghbane, the rich
timbre of whose local singer Patricia Flynn is
highly regarded at singing festivals in Ireland and
Britain. Tyrone singer Catherine McLoughlin
of Drumquin contrasts with songwriter Damien
Molloy of Dungannon; both are different from
satirical/comic writer Sean Mone of Keady, Co.
Armagh. Brian Mullins ofDerry has an altogether
different gentle interpretation, Kevin Mitchell
high and intense, Rita Gallagher of Killygordon,
Co. Donegal has a different exceptional lyricism.
John Moulden of Portrush has made this song
territory his career- collecting and documenting,
distributing recordings of local singers unavailable elsewhere. The Antrim Glens traditional
group's Caitlin McElheron from Co. Antrim is
also involved in such local promotion, Maurice
Leyden has written on song in Belfast, and David
Hammond was a long-standing authority. In
Lurgan, Co. Armagh, the Ulster Society promotes
singing of old Orange song, and many Orange
Halls retain a tradition of singing, although this is
usually private, and therefore outside the remit and
society of traditional singing elsewhere.
Perhaps the most striking singer to emerge
from the Ulster milieu is the late Geordie Hanna,
whose family were singers from Derrytresk, Co.
Tyrone on Lough Neagh, and whose sister Sarah
Ann O'Neill still sings. He exhibited, as David
Hammond has described, a profoundly rich
personal intonation and considered 'way' with a
song which, while it draws heavily on the unique
antiquity of the English spoken locally, made him
his own singer. 'Ulster style' is a unified concept, but
an eclectic mix. Today it is undermined perhaps by
the pressure to learn repertoire which is universally
identifiable, this restricting the singing of the local
material to where it is geographically relevant- but
often without the necessary, sustaining community
base. [EDI]
so uth- east Ulster. Ann O'Hanlon, the last
native Irish speaker in Omeath in Co. Louth,
died in 1969. This was a finale to centuries of a
multifaceted tradition of storytelling, song, poetry,
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transcription of manuscripts, place lore and folklore
in Irish in south-east Ulster. Known as Oirialla
or Oriel, this region takes in parts of counties
Armagh, Louth and Monaghan, and has a legacy
of poets and harpers which dates to the period
c.1650-1860.1hese included Omeath poet Seamus
Dall Mac Cuarta, harper/poet Padraig Mac Giolla
Fhiondain and his harper daughter Mollai Nic
Giolla Fhiondain, Forkhill poet Peadar 6 Doirnin,
Creggan poet Art Mac Cumhaigh (1739-73) and
harpers Patrick Qyinn and Patrick Byrne. Ths tradition of harp and poetry became absorbed into
a vernacular oral tradition of music, storytelling,
recitation and song, within which it survived into
the early decades of the twentieth century.
As the Irish language which carried it began to
decline, however, concerned collectors chronicled
what survived of it. Among these were Lorcan
6 Muiri of Carlingford (who collected lore, text
and music), Luke Donnellan of Armagh (who
noted music and made cylinder recordings), Sean
6 hAnnain from Crossmaglen, Enri 6 Muiriosa
from Monaghan, and the photographer Peadar
6 Dubhda from Hackballscross, Co. Louth. They
found that most of the remaining Irish speakers
they encountered had rich repertoires of song
and story, with many able to recite over 1,000
lines of poetry and song from memory. The collected material marks Oriel as one of the richest
sources oflrish-language song in Ireland. Its main
carriers were Mary Harvessy and her daughter
from Clonalig, Co. Armagh, who claimed lineage
with Art Mac Cumhaigh; the McKeown and
Hearty families of Lough Ross near Crossmaglen,
Co. Armagh; Sarah Humphries from Doctor's
Qyarters near Mullaghban, Co. Armagh; Citi
Sheain Dobbin and Nancy Caulfield from Bavan,
Brighid Casserly from Drumlagh, the 0' Hanlon
family of Cornamucklagh (all near Omeath);
Tomas Corrigan from Lisdoonan, Co. Monaghan.
A wealth of material emerged as having originated in the Oriel region including such songs as
'Uirchill a' Chreagain', 'An Bhean Chaointe', 'Ceol
a' Phiobaire', 'An Chailleach Riabach', 'Amhran
na Craoibhe', 'Cuirt Thulaigh Alainn', 'Bidi Ni
Mhaoilduin', 'Cailin as Condae Lu', 'Aili Gheal
Chiun Ni Chearbhaill', 'Urchnoc Chein Mhic
Cainte', 'Seamas Mac Murfaidh' and 'Patrun Chill

Shleibhe'. Padraigin Ni Uallachain has analysed
the decline of the language and the associated
song tradition in her 2003 work A Hidden Ulster
(see below). She and her sister Eithne have also
recorded many of its songs. [PAN]
Ulstersongs. A small company, formed by John
Moulden in 1993, which published songbooks and
cassettes and distributed, at singing festivals and
by mail order, these and other books and albums,
mainly with the aim of promoting the social
singing tradition of the north oflreland. Most of
the stock reflected unaccompanied singing styles
or solo playing.
A Hidden Ulster- People, Songs and Traditions
oF Oriel by Padraigin Ni Uallachain (Four Courts
Press, Dublin 2003). A comprehensive work of
cultural restoration giving an account of musical
traditions of Oriel- a region that takes in parts of
Armagh, Monaghan and Louth. At the heart of
the book is a collection of fifty-four songs, linking
the author as singer to an inherited tradition which
spans centuries . The book also contains a wealth
of information about people who maintained this
tradition. Included also are transcriptions of local
dance music, published for the first time, including a rare 1817 collection of tunes transcribed by
Patrick McGahon from Dungooley, Co. Louth. Set
against a background of markets, festivals, calendar
customs and wakes, this book, in its third edition,
has prompted TV documentaries, a series of radio
programmes and varied publications. Songs from
the book have been recorded by the author on An
Dealg Oir (2003) and A Hidden Ulster: Gaelic Songs
ofOriel- 1 (2007) and 2 (2009).
Ulster Television. Ulster Television (UTV)
began broadcasting on Halloween, 1959 as part
of the UK- based Independent Television network
covering Northern Ireland and parts of the South.
The station's new animated logo had a music
jingle based on 'The Mountains of Mourne' by
Percy French, and Belfast singer, author and collector Richard Hayward was one of the guests on
the inauguration day. The first music programme,
With a Fiddle and a Flute, was screened in 1959,
and, despite the name, the programme consisted of
Peter Tomelty (tenor), Maureen Tyson (soprano),
Sean Maguire (fiddle), Mary McEvoy, Teresa
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Clifford (traditional singer), young twins Derek
and Elaine Thompson (singing a sea shanty) and
the Arthur Burns Irish Dancers. This blend of traditional music, song and dance with tenors and
sopranos ensured the programme had widespread
audience appeal. The series lasted for about two
years.
traditional. From the 1960s to the '80s the
music was dominated by Brian O'Donnell (The
O'Donnell) and Andy Crockhart. O'Donnell was
a friend of UTV's director Brum Henderson and
was able to convince him of the value of music
programmes with traditional content. Crockhart
had several years' broadcasting experience with the
BBC in the mid-1950s working with Sam Hanna
Bell (1909-90) before joining UTV in 1961.
He was studio manager, producer, programme
director and executive producer on features on The
Chieftains, Nanci Griffith and Roger Daltry, and
in 1989 made a documentary on the McPeakes.
Both he and O'Donnell were passionate about
getting traditional music to a wider audience and
travelled all over the island, to fleadh cheoils and to
Scotland in search of musicians and singers for TV
appearances. Other musical series followed until
the 1980s: From Glen to Glen, The Half Door Club,
A Drop in your Hand (early 1980s featured programmes like Me Da- the McPeakes and Friends)
and Session Folk (1983). [MAL]
Session Folk was initiated by Crockart and continued by David Donaghy; it featured 'folk' rather
than traditional music. Crockart also made features
on traditional players, notably 'Fiddler on the Road'
(1972) with Donegal fiddler Johnny Doherty. In
the 2000s there have been only sporadic presentations. Some of UTV's output has been made
available to the ITMA and been used as resource
material for RTE's Come West Along the Road.
(]OM]

Ulster-Scots/Scots Irish. These interchangeable
terms describe the language carried into Ireland
by Scottish planters in the seventeenth century
and recognised by the Scottish National Dictionary
(1937-76) as a variety of Scots. It originally dominated speech in Antrim, Down, Derry and parts of
Donegal. The Concise Ulster Dictionary (Oxford)
indicates that it is still dominant in Antrim (outside
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the Glens), north Down, the Mourne coastal strip
of south Down, and north-west Co. Derry/east
Donegal. Occasionally given as 'Scotch Irish', that
term more often indicates migrants from Ulster to
colonial America and their descendants. 'UlsterScots' is now being adopted to describe the culture
of those in Northern Ireland who are of Scots
descent and would resist being called Irish.
song. From about 1800, numerous 'weaver
poets' (some of them teachers), mostly Protestant
but some Catholic, published small books of
poetry. These, mostly from Down and Antrim,
used common speech and at least one, Hugh
McWilliams, used Scottish and Irish verse forms
to write songs, several of which became traditional
and are still sung. The planters introduced ballads
and other songs which spread throughout Ireland,
while others were introduced by seasonal migrants
to and from Scotland. Many are still sung though
even within the most strongly Scottish-influenced
areas, less than ten per cent of the present repertory
was originally Scottish. However, Scottish words
pervade Irish song and Scottish accents dominate
the singing style of some areas. Within the UlsterScots language area, the vocabulary and repertory
are shared.
High-profile traditional performers within
this genre are John Kennedy of Cullybackey
and Elizabeth McLeister of nearby Craigs. They
learned their art and songs within their families
and communities, and are highly accomplished
and well regarded. Others, such as the UlsterScots Folk Orchestra and bands Nae Goat's Toe
and Stonewall, tend to confine their performances
to 'Ulster-Scots' events such as those listed on the
website of the Ulster-Scots Agency. Some bands,
like the Low Country Boys, influenced by the probability that Ulster migrants were in strumental in
the formation of the music of the southern mountains of the USA, perform American old-time and
gospel songs, considering them a legitimate aspect
of Scotch-Irish and thus Ulster-Scots culture to
be repatriated. 'Loyalist' marching bands are often
represented as an aspect of Ulster-Scots culture;
pipe bands more certainly are. (JOM]
Ulster-Scots Agency. One of two agencies
of the North/South Language Body, a crossborder body established by the Belfast or Good
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Friday agreement of 1998. Together with Foras
na Gaeilge, the agency is funded jointly by the
Northern Ireland Department of Culture Arts and
Leisure and the Department of Rural Community
and Gaeltacht Affairs in Dublin. In its first decade
the agency has expanded its scope far beyond the
initial remit to promote Ulster-Scots as a living
language. Within the budget of over £2 million
in its business plan for 2006, the agency projected
expenditure of over £700,000 on its own staff and
running costs, another £500,000 on educational
institutions, and £180,000 on public relations. Of
the remainder of the budget, the agency was to
spend over twice as much on culture as on linguistic development. A wide range of music and
dance organisations have benefited from cultural
funding ring-fenced for Ulster-Scots, including the Royal Scottish Pipe Band Association of
Northern Ireland, the Ulster-Scots Folk Orchestra,
numerous festivals, and organisations teaching
Scottish highland and country dancing. [MAD]
Ulster-Scot. In his 1929 travelogue In Search of
Ireland, the travel writer H.V. Morton said of this
concept:
The Ulsterman is, I believe, less understood
in England even than the Southern Irishman.
You frequently hear him called an 'Ulster
Scot'. Were l an Ulsterman this would make
me see red. It is so ambiguous and so untrue.
An Englishman who has settled in Canada for
a generation or so becomes a Canadian, or if in
Australia an Australian, or if in New Zealand a
New Zealander. Why should the Ulsterman be
the only man to whom it is necessary to attach
an explanatory label? If upwards of three centuries of Irish life do not make a people Irish
what, I would li ke to know, does? During the
war [First World War] 75,000 Ulstermen
fought, not for England or for Scotland, but to
dialect of
defend their own part oflreland.

m

the orthern Irish is wonderful and a fascinating thing. Many of the words are pure broad
Scots, and many are obviously Irish. I believe
Burns could find it easier to understand the
speech of an Ulster countryman than of a
modern Dumfriesian.
(Morton, 1946: 256)

universities . See education; CIT; DIT; DkiT;
ITT; NUIG; NUIM; QUB; UCC; UCD; UL;

VU;WIT.
USA. 'America' has played a huge symbolic role
in traditional music history, not least because
of how vital it was to many people's survival.
Irish emigrant communities there had sufficient
strength and opportunity to become a significant
established community; music and dance became
central cultural features of that, so much so that
many of the key aspects of preservation and revival
emanated from there. Recordings in particular had
tremendous influence, and broadcasting and professional playing laid important foundations for
eventual revival in Ireland itself.
decline. But in the 1960s Irish emigration to
America had dwindled to a mere trickle following
the abolition of the European immigrant quota.
The halcyon years oflrish traditional music recordings in the United States had effectively ended just
before the Second World War. The old Irish dance
halls which provided a major social outlet for at
least one aspect of the music were no longer to be
found in urban America. With falling immigration Irish traditional music inexorably declined as
a force in Irish-American social and cultural life.
By 1960 Irish traditional music had become ghettoised, played by a diminishing number of Irish
immigrant musicians and appreciated by an even
smaller group of aficionados. There were few places
to play beyond the homes of the musicians themselves. Only a handful of American-born children
showed any interest whatever in the music and
indeed their parents rarely encouraged them to
take it up, convinced that it could not serve any
viable function in modern America.
upturn. Beginning in New York City in the
mid-1970s, however, there were a number of
developments that were to affect the future oflrish
traditional music. The television dramatisation in
1975 of Alex Haley's Roots, an epic saga of the
search of African Americans for ancestral connections back in Africa, set in motion a search for
cultural roots and heritage among Americans of all
ethnic backgrounds. Roots gave rise to a movement
that intensified in the bicentennial celebration of
American independence in 1976.1hat year became
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on Rounder in 1977. Remarkably, these were the
first field recordings oflrish traditional music in
America ever issued on commercial labels. By
1977 a separate Folk Arts Department had been
established within the Arts Endowment. It funded
several nationwide tours oflrish traditional artists
over the next ten years, these named 'The Green
Fields of America'. According to tour eo-director
Richard Shea:
Four distinct groups can be identified as having
been affected in one way or another by the tour
... the touring musicians themselves, the local

Sol as

an occasion for the celebrating of ethnic heritage
on a national level, legitimising ethnicity in a way
that contrasted sharply with the abiding principle
of Anglo-American conformity. In this climate
federal and state funding benefited all through
the 1980s. This began with the Smithsonian
Institution's Bicentennial Festival of American
Folklife in 1976 which brought together fifty-two
Irish traditional musicians, singers and dancers
for a variety of concert and thematic workshop
presentations.
recognition. Formal receptions for the performers were held by the Smithsonian Institution
and also by the Irish Embassy - the first time that
Irish traditional musicians from the United States
had been so honoured. In the course of the week
Irish musicians from different American cities met
each other- in some cases for the first time - and
numerous informal sessions took place. A great
sense of camaraderie was engendered; flute player
Jack Coen, a native ofWoodford, Co. Galway,
who had lived in the Bronx since 1949, observed
that for the American-based musicians it was the
first time their music had ever been officially recognised. He maintains that the participation of
the Irish-American musicians in the Smithsonian
Festival was a pivotal event in the validation of the
music among the community oflrish musicians in
his generation.
Funding. In 1976 the National Endowment for
the Arts funded field recordings oflrish traditional
musicians in the midwest and east coast and two
LP records with biographical notes were issued
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musicians ... in each city, the local organisers
and organisations ... and finally the local Irish
American communities who turned up in force
at each of the concerts and witnessed, many
for the first time, an eve ning of traditional
Irish mu sic and dance ... The warm, often
ecstatic reception that these audiences gave
them, in turn, produced a heighten ed sense
of self-esteem and self-co nfidence in the performers. 1heir years of practice and often lonely
dedication to this music were finally being
vindicated.

National H eritage A wards. These are awarded
in the area of folk cultures. When these were instituted by the National Endowment for the Arts
in 1982, Connemara sean-n6s singer Joe H eaney
(Seosamh 6 hEanai), then a resident of Seattle,
was among the first winners; nine others gained
them over the following twenty- two years [see
awards]. During the 1980s there was a steady flow
of federal and state funds for projects supporting
Irish traditional folk artists in a variety of contexts.
Several Irish-American organisations also received
federal or state public funds during this time for
presentation or support of Irish traditional arts.
These have included the Irish Fest in Milwaukee,
the Irish Arts Center in New York and the Greater
Washington Ceili Club for their festivals in Glen
Echo and Wolf Trap. One of the most concerted
efforts in the support oflrish traditional artists in
America has been the Ethnic Folk Arts Center's
sponsorship of the all-woman Irish music and
dance group, Cherish the Ladies. In all of these
cultural efforts on behalf of Irish Americans one
particular aspect of their culture was singled out for
revitalisation - the older instrumental and singing
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traditions carried to America by immigrants and
nurtured in Irish-American communities. Only
the folk or traditional aspects of the culture were
chosen for regeneration and support. This o rientation mirrored the definitions of folklife first
articulated in the American Folklife Preservation
Act of1976:
The traditional expressive culture shared with in
the various groups in the United States: familial,
ethni c, occupational, religious, regional; expressive culture includes a wide range of crea tive
and symboli c fo rm s such as custom , belief,
techni cal skiU, language, literature, art, architecture, music, play, dance, drama, ritual, pageantry,
handicraft; these expressions are mainly learned
oraUy, by imitation, or in perform ance, and are
ge nerally maintained without benefit of formal
instru cti on or institutional direction.

new interes t. This attitude encou raged a new
gene ration of young Irish Americans to take up
traditio nal music with th e encouragement of
parents from the las t wave of Irish immigrants
in the late 1940s and early 1950s. They all had
direct living links to Ireland, positive attitudes
to the homeland, links with living relatives and
the opportuniti es for travel back and forth which
had not existed for immigrants of past generations. They were in direct contact with an Ireland
where the traditional arts were now flourishing
and many emerged as accompli shed musicians.
Typically th e yo unger Irish-American musicians
have undergone a rigorous process of enculturation into the ranks of Irish traditional musicians,
learn in g approp riate style and repertoire from
exemplary senior musicians. All live in a world of
multiple mu sical cultures which are freely accessible. It is in the nature of young people to work
with whatever is available and they meet musicians from other musical cultures in a variety of
social circumstances: from Cape Breton, C2.!,1ebec,
Appalachi a and southern Louisiana. Sessions take
place, recordings are made and swapped, invitations to visit are issued, friendships are formed.
Ultimately music-making is mutually affected .
style. Competitive playing was crucial in the
latter decades of the twentieth century. Many
achieved success early in their musical development
in the region al and All-Ireland championships.

With his or her cultural credentials so validated,
the young musician often feels free to innovate
outside the context of competition. Sessions represent another key element. They ensure that change
will take place in a relatively leisurely fashion and
act as a brake, as it were, on the pace of innovation.
Constant exposure to stylistic role models from
Ireland is another factor encouraging stability and
continuity. A constant flow of recordings, formal
and informal, infuses the Irish-American 'scene'
as do sessions with musicians visiting or on tour
from Ireland. Irish music is typically performed in
a variety of situations including various fe stivals,
events sponsored by folk music societies, concert
series sponsored by a variety of arts organisations
and agencies, colleges, museums and historical
societies. National public radio and television
brings Irish traditional music weekly to millions
of Americans - a si tuation th at would h ave
seemed impossible twenty years ago. This creates
full- or part-time employment for Irish musicians.
Indeed some of the musicians who earn a full- and
part-time living playing Irish music are non-IrishAmerican. Non-Irish interest in the music creates
an audience with quite a different make-up to that
in Ireland . People these days are choosing what
kind of Irish music they want to listen to and be
involved in. [MIM]
fiddle. Irish-American styles of fiddle playing
are broad forms, similar to and derived from their
origins in Ireland . Many of the highly acclaimed
American-based Irish recording artists of the
1920s and '30s played music for their livelihoods
in the dance halls and feis dance championships,
playing reels, jigs, hornpipes, set pieces, waltzes
and other dance tunes. The two most celebrated
American-born Irish-style fiddle players of the
past areJohnny McGreevy (1919-90) of Chicago
and Andy McGann (1928-2004) of New York.
Although distinctly different in approach, both
of these men reflect traditional styles of playing,
chiefly due to the direct instruction they took from
prominent Irish fiddle players of their day. They
were influenced by musicians of the 1920s and '30s
who recorded for the gramophone companies and
who epitomise older Irish fiddle styles.
McGann. Of these two men, the most prominent and identifiable style of fiddle playing that
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can be labelled as an American style, and which
has been able to develop as a tradition of its own, is
the New York style which was played by McGann.
It is still largely popular in east coast cities and
is recognisable for its strong, clear tone, abundant
use of vibrato and adoption of the Sligo fiddle
repetoire. However, a multiplicity of Irish fiddle
styles have been played throughout the US. There
have been distinct stages in the development of
styles in Irish traditional music there and particularly of fiddle styles in the past decade. Without
difficulty we can distinguish specific stylistic
characteristics from both inside and outside the
Irish idiom which interlinked to form new fiddle
styles. Some modern players have emerged that are
set on fusing Irish fiddle music with other traditions and music types. Many of these players are
composing and playing their own music which is
finding its way into the tradition. Noted teachers
of the past are James Morrison, Martin Mulvihill
and Maureen Glynn. Present-day teachers include
Brendan Mulvihill (DC), Brian and Rose Conway
(NY),James Kelly (FL) and Jimmy Devine (RI).
[JES]

ballad singing. An outgrowth of the Scots-Irish
and Irish immigration periods of the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, ballads and ballad singing
are still practised in the Appalachian, Smokies and
Blue Ridge mountain ranges along the eastern
United States. Interesting corollaries can be traced
between Irish songs and Appalachian songs where
the plot, the characters and the tropes are nearly
identical (e.g. 'The Maid of Bunclody' [Irish] and
'Pretty Saro' [Appalachian]). Song collectors John
Lomax, Alan Lomax and Mike Seeger, in partnership with the US Library of Congress and the
Smithsonian Institution, have been instrumental
in preserving not only the songs, but many of the
interpretations and variations through live recordings of singers throughout the country. Recorded
in kitchens and front porches, at barn dances and
church socials throughout the mountain region,
these recordings are similar in nature to Irish field
recordings.
preservation. A representation of the relationship between mountain singer, song and song
collector was depicted in the 2001 film Songcatcher,
a fictionalised account of ethnomusicologists at
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the turn of the twentith century and the means by
which they transcribed the songs of Appalachian
singers. Loosely based on the lives of Cecil
Sharp and Olive Dame Campbell (who, with her
husband, collected songs in the mountains ofWest
Virginia and the Carolinas in the early 1900s and
who founded the John C. Campbell Folk School
in Brasstown, North Carolina), the film illustrates
the use of a phonograph recording machine for
the capturing and preserving of primary musical
texts. In the 1930s Helen Harkness Flanders collected thousands of songs in English and French
from New England men and women - farmers,
fishermen and labourers. Many of the Englishlanguage songs had roots in Irish or Scots ballad
traditions and ranged from nearly identical renditions to a combination of two or three songs with
similar storylines. Such was 'The Tanyard Side',
collected from Maynard Reynolds of Pittsburg,
New Hampshire, which appears to be a combination of'I Wish My Love Was a Red Red Rose' and
'Mary From Dungloe'.
The Flanders Ballad Collection is housed at
Middlebury College in Vermont and ethnomusicologist Dan Milner has released a thematic
album of selected songs sung by Frank Harte,
Len Graham, Martin Carthy, Robbie O'Connell
and others to bring the collection to the attention
of the public. During the early to mid-twentieth
century, local live radio became the means by which
'old-time' songs and music became accessible to
mainstream audiences. Musical families, such as
the Carters, included old Scots- Irish ballads in
their repertoire along with topical songs, gospel
hymns and newly coined ballads written by 'Ma'
Maybelle Carter. During the 1960s folk revival,
groups like The Weavers, Peter, Paul and Mary, as
well as singers such as Burl Ives and Joan Bacz,
drew upon the old ballads as part of their repertoire, learning them from groups like The Carters
who often sang at old-time and bluegrass festivals across the country. Mike Seeger credits his
family's interest in the old ballads to a southern
woman who looked after them when they were
young. He reports that she had a nearly inexhaustible supply of ballads and spirituals that she used
to entertain her charges. Today, ballads are still
being revisited and reinterpreted by artists such as
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Gillian Welsh, Tim O'Brien, Bruce Molsky and
Iris Dement, who sang 'Pretty Saro' in Songcatcher.
They are also being sung and collected at various
old-time and folk festivals, such as Falconridge,
the Old Song Festival, the Brandywine Festival,
and at summer schools such as Song Week at the
Augusta Heritage Workshops at Davis & Elkins
College in West Virginia and Swanannoa in North
Carolina. [ROO)
Chicago. This city has been particularly significant in Irish music of the USA. It had become
home to almost a quarter of a million Irish by
1900, most on the south branch of the Chicago
River in housing developments around the brickyards, slaughterhouses, rolling mills, lumberyards
and other industries. Here Irish music, song
and dance flourished most vigorously in the late
1800s. Several dance halls featured Irish music
and dance, but there were notable informal events
too, including dances in one butcher's shop. Irish
musicians and dancers were represented in the two
'Irish village' stands in the 1893 Chicago World's
Fair, and many associations dedicated to political change in Ireland organised concerts, rallies
and picnics that included a wide range of Irish
musical entertainment. Several noted Irish musicians attached to minstrel troupes and vaudeville
companies frequently passed through the city and
often supplemented their income by performing in Irish-owned saloons; pipers John Hicks,
John Moore, Eddie Joyce and Patsy Tuohey were
a few of the most frequent and popular of these
visitors. Undoubtedly, however, then as now, the
bulk of Irish musical activity in nineteenth-century Chicago was concentrated in private homes
at occasions such as weddings, wakes, christenings
and house parties.
recording. The period between the two world
wars saw a flurry oflrish music activity in Chicago
as several musicians made 78 rpm records for labels
like Decca, Victor, Celtic and Columbia. In the
1920s pipers Eddie Mullaney, Tom Ennis and Joe
Sullivan, fiddlers Tom Cawley, Paddy Stack, Billy
McCormick, Francis Cashin, Selena O 'Neill and
Michael Cashin, flute players Paddy Doran and
Tom Doyle and pianist Frances Malone appeared
on commercial recordings in an assortment of styles
and repertoire. Ths declined during the Depression

- the last commercial recording of Chicago-Irish
musicians before the 1970s was done for Decca in
1938 with Eleanor Kane, fiddler Jim Donnelly and
accordionist Packie Walsh. In 1934 Pat Roche, a
dancing teacher from Co. Clare, presented the Pat
Roche Harp and Shamrock Orchestra at the Irish
Village section of the Century of Progress World's
Fair. 1h: band was one of the first American ensembles modelled on the Irish ceili band and went on
to make several records for Decca. Included were
Jimmy Devine and John McGreevy, fiddles; John
Gaffney, accordion; Pat McGovern, flute; Joe
Shannon, uilleann pipes; Eleanor Kane, piano; Pat
Richardson, drums; and Pat Roche, step dancing.
The efforts of McGreevy, Kane and Shannon had
a big impact over the following forty years or so.
So too did Pat Roche, whose radio programmes
and organisational work influenced the city's Irish
music and dancing activities into the 1980s.
dance. Irish music could still be heard at benefit
dances for the Irish independence movement in
the early 1920s and during the Depression musicians played for open-air dances and in private
dance halls with specialised dancing: the hall at
Madison and Sacramenta had Kerry sets, that
at Root and Wentworth did Clare sets, the one
at Madison and California had the Mayo set, or
plain set. Gaelic Park- the GAA stadium - at
47th and California had separate outdoor platforms for Kerry, Clare, Mayo and American-style
group dancing. At various times during the 1930s,
'40s, '50s, and early '60s, Irish dances were held in
ballrooms, halls and parks.
players. The large number of music performers
of the 1930s, '40s and early '50s included fiddlers
John McGreevy, P.J. Concannon (who hosted an
Irish radio programme for many years) and Martin
Wynne, accordionist Terry Teahan, flute player
Frank Thornton, pianist Eleanor Kane Neary and
piper Joe Shannon. Yet even though there was
plenty of music to be heard, Irish music in Chicago
was at a low ebb of esteem within the Irish community there. Remuneration for performances
was slight and infrequent when steady engagements were available at all. Few young Chicagoans
had taken up the music, and it seemed to retreat
to the narrowing community of newly arrived
emigrants.
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1950s. This decade witnessed a new influx of
musicians emigrating to Chicago from Ireland
in a wave that lasted until the early 1960s. Kerry
fiddlers Paddy and Johnny Cronin, Galway accordionist Kevin Keegan and the Galway accordion
player Joe Cooley and his brother Seamus (flute)
were among the most widely acclaimed of the
recent arrivals. 1hough only Seam us Cooley would
remain in Chicago into the 1970s, each made a
substantial impact on the city's Irish music community. Inspired by the rise in Ireland of CCE,
the Irish Musicians' Association of America was
founded in August 1956 by sixteen musicians
attending a meeting at the Midland Hotel in
Chicago. Frank Thorn ton was the first president,
and, by the time of the first 'Irish Musicians' Ball'
held in 1957, sixty musicians had become active
members of the Chicago branch. The national US
organisation expanded to twenty-two branches
within the next few years but dissolved in 1964 due
to an inability to resolve matters of organisational
structure and procedure. The Chicago branch
survives, now affiliated to CCE. By the 1950s and
early '60s there were many other fiddlers, flute
players, accordionists and piano players involved,
including such figures as Noel Rice and Kevin
Henry in addition to several native Chicagoans.
venues and teaching. Music activity took place
in numerous Irish music bars on 79th Street and
63rd Street; these declined during the 1970s, dwindling to a handful of spots for weekend ceilis and
sessions - Flanagan's Tavern, Hoban's Tavern and
Hibernian Hall (which served as the meeting place
for the Irish Musicians' Association). A weekly
Irish Hour broadcast live on radio station WOPA
by Martin Fahey Sr provided another focus. The
Francis O'Neill Music Club, also affiliated with
CCE, became active during the 1970s, as did the
Emerald Music Club and Chicago Gaelic Society,
each sponsoring monthly ceilis and sessions.
Schools of Irish music instruction were begun,
and Chicago became a frequent host venue for
the Midwestern American Fleadh Cheoil competitions held each spring.
new market. Chicago-Irish musicians began
performing often for non-Irish audiences at folk
festivals, coffee houses and college concerts locally
and throughout the United States, including at
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the Smithsonian Festival of American Folklife in
Washington, DC. American folk labels issued LP
recordings oflrish music that included Chicagoans
Joe Shannon, John McGreevy, Seamus Cooley,
Terry Teahan, Noel Rice, Eleanor Neary, Kevin
Henry, Frank 1hornton, Jimmy 1hornton, Maida
Sugrue, Albert and John Neary, Frank Burke and
James Keane Sr. Eighty-year-old Chicago uilleann
pipemaker and Mayo native Patrick Hennelly was
the subject of a National Endowment for the Arts
research project in 1976-7.
new blood. Most importantly, a number of
talented young American-raised musicians emerged
in Chicago during the late 1970s, several of whom
went on to win All-Ireland championships and to
have national and even international impact on Irish
traditional music of the 1980s and '90s, as soloists or
group performers - fiddlers Liz Carroll, Kathleen
Keane, Kathleen Rice and John Cleland; piano
accordionist Jimmy Keane; flute player/dancer
Michael Flatley Jr; tin whistle players Maggie
Henry, Mary Mayer and Johnny Harling; button
accordionist John Williams; pianist Marty Fahey;
guitarists Dennis Cahill andJim DeWan; drummer
Tom Masterson Jr; and percussionists Kevin Rice
and Patrick Flatley among them. 1he local scene
was also refreshed during the 1980s and '90s by
'new blood' from Ireland, with musicians such as
Clare fiddler Martin Hayes, Fermanagh flute player
Larry Nugent and Dublin guitarist Pat Broaders.
new millennium. By the end of the twentieth century, Irish music was well represented
in Chicago's public cultural life. There were two
annual city-wide Irish music festivals (one sponsored by the City of Chicago Mayor's Office), two
active CCE branches, two large multi-arts cultural
centres (the Irish-American Heritage Center and a
revived Gaelic Park), nine weekly Irish music radio
programmes, fourteen Irish step dance schools with
forty-three branches and fifteen sessions and pubs
featuring Irish music and ceili and set dancing. 1he
annual Chicago Feis had been held continuously
since 1945 and, at close to 1,600 participants, was
North America's largest. The 1990s saw ChicagoIrish musicians on scores of commercial recordings
and in numerous Hollywood film soundtracks.
Mark Howard's Trinity Dance Company pioneered a dance fusion that presaged the format of
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Riverdance; Riverdance star and Lord of the Dance
creator Michael Flatley Jr, along with Joe Shannon
and Liz Carroll, have been recipients of the National
Heritage Fellowship Award from the National
Endowment for the Arts. The O'Neill Irish Music
Collection is now archived at the Hesburgh Library
at the University ofNotre Dame. [LAM)
Native Americans. Irish, Scots and FrenchCanadians who worked for the Hudson Bay
Company had introduced fiddle music to the
native peoples of Canada by the early 1800s. Dance
tunes like 'Haste to the Wedding', 'Soldier's Joy',
'Drops of Brandy', 'The Devil's Dream', 'The Irish
Washerwoman' and 'The Fisher's Hornpipe' were
played by Native Americans from the Mi'qmak in
Nova Scotia, the Saulteaux, Algonquins and interracial Metis in Manitoba, and Orcadian (Orkney
I slands Scottish/Norse style) fiddling became
popular among the Athabaskan people in Alaska's
Interior. During the 1890s Klondike Gold Rush
Irish fiddlers and pipers played for fellow prospectors in Dawson City, Fort Yukon and Fairbanks
and shared tunes and dances with native Alaskans.
A century afterwards, similarities still exist between
Irish and Athabaskan dance music. Both genres
are played for set dancing (quadrilles and contra
dancing are popular in Athabaskan communities), and both are still passed on orally. Slides and
double-stops ornament Athabaskan dance music,
and they use lilting techniques to memorise tunes
before transferring them to instruments. Like
many older set dancers in Ireland, Athabaskan
dancers favour 'close to the floor' stepping
styles. Fiddler Arthur Kennedy who lived in the
Koyukon village of Galena regarded himself as 'an
Irish-Athabaskan'. His repertoire included Irish
dance tunes as well as American old-time music.
Celebrated Athabaskan fiddler Bill Stevens, who
has been a guest performer with The Chieftains,
readily acknowledges a rich core of localised Irish
tunes in his repertoire. [GEO)
west coast. Although most Irish Famine
immigrants settled in urban centres on the east
coast of America, others set up rural communities in the Ottawa River Valley in Ontario, and
the Miramichi Valley in New Brunswick, Canada.
More travelled west to Texas -Irish settlements
San Patricio and Refugio were founded in the

1830s when Texas was still part of Mexico. Irish
music, song and dance contributed to the social
life of host communities - Canadian lumber
camps, Texan farmsteads, frontier towns throughout the American west. Thousands of Irish came
across the Sierras in 1849 after gold was discovered in California. Mining industries also brought
Irish workers to Montana, Utah, Nevada and
Washington. Butte's 'Little Dublin' had one of the
largest Irish settlements in the western states. Its
saloons and variety shows employed scores oflrish
musicians, singers and comedians in the 1880s and
1890s. William Bonney, otherwise known as 'Billy
the Kid', Butch Cassidy and ]esse James were all
of Irish extraction. Despite their notoriety, their
exploits were immortalised by Irish song writers
whose verse helped mould the iconography of the
outlaw in American popular culture. [GEO]
San Francisco. This city was isolated from other
centres of American industry until the railroad was
established in the 1870s. By the early 1900s it had
the largest branch of the Gaelic League in North
America, sponsoring Irish history and language
classes, weekly dance classes and Gaelic Athletic
Field Days. Ceilis were promoted by the Gaelic
Dancing Club, and Professor Batt Scanlan, the
self-styled 'leading exponent oflrish music in the
West', provided dance music. San Francisco had
its own pipers' club by the end of the 1890s and
a repository of music ample enough to prompt a
collection of tunes by Dr M.C. O'Toole; unfortunately O'Toole's collection project and the city's
pipers' club were eclipsed by the 1906 earthquake.
Two months earlier, Douglas Hyde had visited San
Francisco, where he applauded the interest in Irish
culture among both 'lace curtain' Irish in Nob Hill
and the working class in the Mission. In the wake
of the earthquake, some Irish began to move out
of the poorer areas of the city, yet those remaining
had quadrilles and ceili dancing at the Knights of
the Red Branch hall. Picnics organised by Irish
'county' associations bonded communities and
integrated new immigrants through Irish music
and dancing. No Irish recording stars like Coleman
were to emerge in San Francisco.
post- war. Clare concertina player Mary
Gavin - who played for 'kitchen rackets' hosted
by local hurling and football teams -was one of
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only a trickle of Irish players to arrive during the
Depression, but post-Second World War industry
attracted a large number oflrish. 'Ire 1950s brought
in Kerry fiddler Se:in O'Sullivan and accordionists
John Hickey, Con Dennehy and Tadhg Reidy, the
latter a past pupil of P:idraig O'Keeffe. Post-war
expansion of the city dispersed tight Irish communities however, dismantling what had been a
cohesive nucleus oflrish settlement in the Mission
district for over a century.
co unter-culture. A non-conformist literary
group 'The Beats' ('Beatniks') set the radical counter-culture in motion in San Francisco, followed
by the 'hippie' movement of the mid-1960s. Joe
Cooley's arrival in San Francisco during this era
drew many non-Irish into the music, and after
his death Kevin Keegan continued as a focus of
Irish music. But with Keegan's passing, traditional
music-making in northern California passed
to mostly non- Irish, many part of the hippie
movement. These lacked exposure to mentors like
Cooley or Keegan, and did not share a sense of
cultural identity with established Irish communities. For them, traditional music was just one exotic
art among alternative lifestyles and soul-searching
escapism.
dance. In the same period, Irish and IrishAmerican communities in the Bay Area
relinquished Irish music to modern popular
culture. They retained Irish step dancing, however,
which (unlike instrumental music) had a strong,
established institutional structure. With a myriad
of associated artistic activities, feiseanna offered
the prospect of full-family entertainment, while
dancing schools instilled discipline, reinforced
school-based learning and strengthened neighbourhood affiliations within Irish communities.
This social and cultural polarisation between step
dancing and instrumental music was also affected
by changes in Irish emigration in the 1970s. With
a healthier economic climate in Ireland then, fewer
Irish immigrants (traditional musicians included)
came to California and many older Irish pubs
turned to newer forms of entertainment to attract
non-Irish patrons. By the mid-1970s, older session
houses, like McCarthy's Pub in the Mission
district (which had hosted frequent sessions by
Joe Cooley and Joe Murtagh), had ceded their
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place to more folk-oriented pubs like the Starry
Plough in Berkeley, and the Plough and Stars
in San Francisco. These continue to be the focal
points of Irish traditional music in the Bay Area
today. [GEO]
Alaska. Irish traditional music has a large
consumer audience on the west coast, from Alaska
to southern California. This owes as much to its
accelerated commercial development as it does to
the immigration of players to the west coast since
the 1980s. The adoption of Irish music and dance
by non-Irish-born performers has also extended its
artistic matrix well beyond the cultural topography
of its former homeland. Despite its geographic isolation, Alaska has an expanding traditional music
scene centred on sessions in Anchorage, Juneau,
Haines and Fairbanks. The annual Irish Festival in
Anchorage, offering national and local performers,
has fostered indigenous talent by exposing it to
quality performers from out of state.
Pacific Northwest. Much of the Irish traditional
music played in the Pacific Northwest has been
centred in its cities: from Eugene, Oregon in the
south through Portland, Washington state's towns
of Olympia, Seattle, and Bellingham, and northward to Vancouver, BC across the border with
Canada. The region has seen a marked upswing in
Irish music activities -as has the rest of the west
coast- since the 1990s. 1l1e local similarity to the
Irish climate has sometimes been noted as a reason
for the flourishing of Irish traditional music, but
perhaps more important has been the continuing
presence of significant musicians from Ireland.
Among these have been fiddler Martin Hayes,
piper Tom Creegan and guitarist Finn McGinty
in Seattle, and fiddler Kevin Burke, accordion
player Johnny B. Connolly, and guitarist (the late)
Miche:il 6 Domhnaill in Portland.
song. The area has also continued to experience
the after-effects of the presence of Connemara
sean-n6s singer Seosamh 6 hEanai (Joe Heaney),
who lived in Seattle until his death in 1984. Many
of his former students have brought sean-n6s
singing into their performance repertoires, and the
complete documentation of his recordings is held
by the Ethnomusicology Archives of the University
ofWashington. While the Vancouver scene has
been primarily based on sing-along folk clubs, Irish
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musicians there have recently begun to build an
interest in instrum ental music. In addi tion, many
American musicians in the Pacific Northwest are
quite fami liar with Irish music, and have travelled
to Ireland multiple times to attend fes tivals and
generally enrich their playing and/or singing.'Irese
include fiddlers Randal Bays and D ale Russ, the
group Magical Strings, singer Colleen Raney, flute
player H anz Araki, and many others.
festivals. These and music camps continue to
draw Americans and Canadians into Irish traditional music in the north-west. Eugene Irish Fest
in south central Oregon occurs in March; the
Yachats Celtic Music Festival takes place on the
Oregon coast in November. The Friday Harbor
Irish Music Camp on Orcas I sland in Puget

Sound features a shifting array of Irish musicians
offering instruction on a variety of instruments
and sometimes sean-n6s singing and dancing. The
Puget Sound Guitar Workshop on the Olympic
Peninsula near Seattle often brings musicians
who teach Irish music. The Sean-N6s Northwest
organisation promotes both sean-n6s singing and
dancing - as well as the Irish language - through
classes and workshops in Portland, Olympia and
Seattle, and hosts a yearly sean-nos festival each
January in one of the three cities. These festivals
and camps draw musicians together from all over
the north-west (and beyond), and allow them to
share Irish music in a congenial setting that usually
attempts to mimic the feel of music festivals in
Ireland. [SEW]

Minnesota musicians and dancers on the occasion of the Green Fields of America visit to St Paul in May, 1979.
front, 1-r: Mary Maneve (Mooncoin Ceilf Dancers), Jack Coen (flute), Roger Cuthbertson (guitar), unknown, Mary Mac
Eachron (fiddle), Bob Douglas (mandolin); centre, 1-r: Sean McGiynn (accordion), Cindy Tritz (dance), John Moriarity,
Jenny Bach, Fr Charlie Coen, Virginia McBreide (dance), Liz Carroll; back, 1-r: Katy Long (dance), Tim White (flute),
John Anderson (bass), Laura MacKenzie (flute), Beth Vance (fiddle), Bill Ochs (whistle), Nick Lethert (dance), Mick
Moloney. Sue Golvish, Jamie Gans (fiddle), Myron Bretholz (bodhran), Tom Dahill (accordion), Daithf Sproule, Patty
Bronson (flute), Sam Dillon (fiddle), Ann Heymann (harp), Chuck Heymann (accordion) [courtesy NIL]
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Minneapolis. With St Paul this has been a
destination for Irish emigrants and visitors since
the cities' founding in the 1850s. The Irish of St
Paul formed alliances and gathered socially at
various venues, which have continued to increase
in number to this day. In the 1930s, fiddler Pat
Hill from Tipperary was the cornerstone of the
music scene, he and friends often playing at the
Irish Club on Prior Avenue, and other venues in
the vibrant Irish community. One of the younger
musicians of this era, box player Martin McHugh
of Co. Roscommon, went on to become a pivotal
personality in the area, maintaining promotion
of tradition al music almost single-handedly until
the 1970s. In the early part of that decade he
was approached by a number of young American
players, Tom and Barb Dahill and Ann and Charlie
Heymann, to join their band, The Dayhills. Martin
McHugh brought his tunes to this group, and
through it to many other young musicians including fiddlers Mary MacEachron, Sam Dillon and
Jamie Gans, flute players Laura MacKenzie and
Patty Bronson, and mandolin player Bob Douglas,
with whom he later joined to form the Plough and
Stars Ceili Band. This ensemble found themselves
in high demand supporting a revived interest in
ceili dancing in both cities.
Irish visits. The nucleus of this group made
annual pilgrimages to Ireland where they formed
many musical connections and friendships, most
notably at The Four Seasons bar on Capel Street,
Dublin, learning from such as John Kelly and his
sons John and J ames, J oe Ryan, Paddy O'Brien and
their associates. Thus St Paul came suddenly to be
on the map for travelling traditional players, as the
growing traditional revival community reached
out to invite musicians in various ways, including
throug h cc:E tours, and concerts at establishments such as McC afferty's, O'Connell's and
O 'Gara's. Residencies were created with players
such as Joe Burke, Andy McGann and the Coen
brothers, and contacts with established groups in
Chicago, New York and Philadelphia to bring Irish
as well as American-born artists like Cuz Teahan,
Eugene O'Donnell, Mick Moloney, Liz Carroll,
Billy McComiskey and many others to an increasingly informed and appreciative audience.
new blood. In 1978 the group Bowhand arrived,
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with J ames Kelly of Dublin, Paddy O 'Brien of
Offaly, and Derry- born Daithi Sproule. This
renewed friendships made at 1he Four Seasons, and
created a long- term relationship with the community and the area. O'Brien and Sproule eventually
moved to the Twin Cities, an d became major
influences on players throughout the mid-west,
teaching and playing in numerous projects for over
thirty years. Thus was laid a foundation which continues to be built upon by many young visionaries,
including Kate W ade Dowling from Chicago and
Jode Dowling from Milwaukee, who formed the
Center for Irish Music in 2006; Brian Miller, who
instituted a Traditional Singers club; Tom Klein
and his Great Northern Irish Pipers' Club; and
Natalie Nugent O'Shea and Cormac O 'Shea, who
built the Celtic Junction, not far from the site of
the old Irish Club in St Paul, which promises to be
a centre for Irish culture in the mid-west for years
to come. [NIL]
IMDA. The Irish Music and Dance Association.
Based in Minneapolis- St Paul, this is a charitable,
non-profit cultural and educational organisation set up to 'support, coordinate, encourage and
promote high-quality activities and programs in
Irish music, dance and other cultural traditions
within the community'. It organises social and
educational events, ceilis and dance lessons and
offers grants for research and study. It networks
via an online magazine and website.
honours. An annual award is given by the
IMDA in recognition of a lifetime of excellence
in and service to the Twin Cities Irish community. This has been awarded to musicians, including
wire-strung harpist Ann Heymann in 2009, dancer
Fred Kedney in 2008, and accordionist Martin
McHugh in 2006.
Center for Irish Music (CIM). An independent, non-profit school in St Paul, Minnesota that
is dedicated to teaching Irish traditional music.
Founded in 2004 by musicia ns Kate and Jode
Dowling, CIM was initially housed at the St
Paul Conservatory of Music. In 2009 CIM began
teaching in its own permanent facility at the Celtic
Junction in St Paul, a hub oflrish music and dance.
The school uses the services of fifteen professional
musicians and teaches more than 100 students of all
ages all year round in fiddle, whistle, flute, bodhran,

uu
harp, uilleann pipes, button and piano accordion,
piano, bouzouki, guitar and song. In addition, CIM
organises monthly group sessions, master classes
with visiting musicians, recitals and student performances. Its major annual event is the Young
Irish Musicians Weekend, which pairs leading
traditional music stylists with young learners over
an intensive three-day event each June.
IDTANA. This body offers $20,000 annually
in Irish dance scholarships for high-school and
college students.
North American Feis Commission (NAFC). A
body which sets out to 'promote Irish culture
through its support of the Irish arts including:
dancing, music, song, art, written and spoken word,
and sports'. Its main function is the organisation of
dance-based feiseanna which are themselves the foci
of considerable Irish-related involvement. [EDI]
National Heritage Fellowship. The supreme
State State recognition for cultural contribution
in the USA.
See under awards
Irish Music Academy of Cleveland. This began
with Sean Boland forming a CCE branch in
Cleveland, Ohio in 1989. Rita Lally organised
teaching workshops with such as Tom McCafferty,
Tom Byrne, Rasa Chambers and Tom Hastings.
Inside two years there were thirty students, and as
a result of the demand IMAC was established, the
first non-profit, community-based school for traditional Irish music in the US, teaching all major
instruments in weekly lessons. Funding is raised
by trustees and volunteers, by the P:idraig Pearse
Centre, 'Friends ofiMAC', the Ohio Arts Council
and the National Endowment of the Arts. In 1995
IMAC took over as the parent organisation for
the local CCE branch; it now has links with Scoil
Acla, and since 2002 runs an annual 'Hall of Fame'
awards. The recipients of these reflect past and
present music practice.
Cleveland Irish Traditional Musicians' Association
Hall of Fame. 2006: Jack Denihan, Frank Edgley,
Breege Kelly, Michael Kennedy, Phillip McGing.
2004: Sean Fallon, Mike Fleischer, Rita Lally,

Eleanor Kane Neary. 2003: Martin J. Byrne Sr,
Susan Cross, Michael J. Flatley Sr, Mick Gavin,
Thomas P. Masterson Sr, Johnny McGreevy,
Cindy Matyi, Bertie McMahon, Dan O'Kennedy,
Al O'Leary, Francis O'Neill, Pat Roche . 2002:
Al Purcell, Eoin McCullogh, Tom McCaffrey,
Tom Byrne, Frank Thorn ton, Jimmy Coyle, John
O'Grady, Terence McKinney.
Mid-Atlantic Hall of Fame. This CCE region's
honours list includes uilleann piper Mattie
Connolly, fiddler Johnny Cronin, flutist Mike
Flynn, and pianist, fiddler, and teacher Maureen
Glynn Connolly. [EAH]
Ennis, Tom. (1889- ). Piper. Born in Chicago,
son ofJohn Ennis, also a piper. A devotee of piper
PatsyTuohy, he fought in the First World War and
later ran a music business in New York. He made
several recordings, some with James Morrison,
most with piano backing.

UTV. See Ulster Television.
VU. University ofUlster, Derry. Inclusion oflrish
traditional music performance into the BMus programme at UU,Jordanstown began in 2001 under
Prof. Desmond Hunter with taught modules being
introduced by Fintan Vallely in 2002. UU's Music
School relocated to the Magee Campus, Derry
in 2003 and traditional music was established in
the core curriculum of the three-year BM us . Liz
Doherty took up a full-time position as lecturer in
Irish traditional music in the School of Creative
Arts in 2007.1he course model is similar to that
ofUCC where all students engage with a range of
music styles and disciplines, one of which is Irish
traditional music; 75 per cent of students opt to
specialise in this genre within performance and/or
musicology studies. The course attracts traditional
musicians, particularly from across Ulster. A student-led Traditional Music Society was founded in
2008 with associated sessions, concerts and a Trad
on Campus Day which draws in collaboration with
other third-level colleges.
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Vallely, Fintan. (1949- ). Flute player, writer,
songwriter, born in Co. Armagh . His father's
mother was a member of Carl Hardebeck's Gaelic
Choir in Belfast; his mother's father (a descendant of eighteenth-century harp-maker Cormac
O'Kelly) played fiddle with the local Banba ceilf
band at Ballinascreen, Co. Derry. Fintan took up
whistle at fourteen and was introduced to music
on the local and Co. Tyrone circuits. He took
up flute, then uilleann pipes, playing at fleadhanna and sessions throughout the country and
recorded two albums of flute music (1979, 1990),
and one of satirical song with Tim Lyons (1988).
As a result of teaching flute and working in print,
he produced traditional music's first flute tutor,
Timber - the Flute Tutor, in 1986. He was the
Irish Times traditional music correspondent and
reviewer 1994-8, wrote a weekly column in the
Sunday Tribune 1998-2002, and has variously contributed to, edited or written books and journals
on Irish music including The Blooming Meadows
-the Soul ofTraditional Music (1998, with Charlie
Pigott and Nu tan), Crosbhealach an Cheoil- Th e
Crossroads Conference Papers Uoint editor, 1999),
The Companion to Irish Traditional Music (1999),
Together in Time (a biography of Antrim flute
player John Kennedy, 2002), Sing Up! Comic Songs
and Satires of Modern Ireland (2008), and Tuned
Out- Traditional Music and Identity in Northern
Ireland (2008), and Tailor's Twist- Ben Lennon's
Life in Traditional Irish Music (2011). From 1995
to 1997 he was programme consultant for RTE's
traditional music productions Pure Drop, High
Reel and Willie Clancy Sessions. He was an initiating organiser for the 1996 and 2003 Crosbhealach
an Cheoil traditional music conferences in Dublin
and Derry, and was education consultant for the
Coleman Heritage Centre, Gurteen (1997). He
has been a contributor to many conferences and
seminars on music and cultural affairs, and was
on the board of the ITMA 1996-9. Since 1990
he has specialised in research and writing about
traditional music, lecturing at NUIM, UU, TCD
and Dklt.
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Vallelys of Armagh.
Brian. (1943- ). Uilleann pipes and flute-player,
teacher and organiser. He was born into an Armagh
family with strong Gaelic associations in sport and
language, and studied art in Edinburgh. He was
influenced initially by Ballad Makers Saturday Night
on RE, but hearing 6 Riada's music at a local Gaelic
League function in 1959 inspired him to play. Access
to recordings ofWillie Clancy, Michael Gorman,
Margaret Barry, Seamus Ennis and Leo Rowsome
led him to whistle, then flute; Glasgow uilleann
piper Pat McNulty introduced him to piping. The
Comacs ofTyrone developed this interest further,
and he became secretary of the Armagh branch of
CCE. Disagreements about the nature of traditional
music led him to set up the Armagh Pipers' Club
in 1966. A highly-acclaimed painter, the theme of
traditional music is dominant in his prolific output
of some four thousand canvasses.
Eithne. (1945- ). Fiddle, pipes, song. Nee Nf
Chiardha from a line of fiddlers in Co. Donegal,
Eithne's grandmother played fiddle and concertina; her grandfather, father and uncles also played
fiddle. Her mother's family from the Kilcar area
has fiddlers also, these including Francie Dearg
and Mickey Byrne. Taught whistle at national
school by Sean Brady (father of singer Paul), Irish
was her home language and she began on fiddle
at nine. While studying Irish at UCD, the Dublin
Pipers' Club introduced her to Seam us Ennis and
Tommy Potts, through whom she met Breandan
Breathnach for whom she transcribed tunes for his
CRE 1, and through Helena Rowsome, daughter
of pipe-maker Leo, began piping, taking lessons
from Dan O'Dowd. Living in Armagh since 1969
she has been central to the local Pipers' Club and
the author of its many tutor books for whistle,
pipes, fiddle and song since 1972. Teaching music
locally inspired her to instigate in 1997 a training
scheme for traditional music teachers, and through
the 1990s she was also involved in the NI National
Curriculum Planning for Music Education. An
organiser of Crosbhealach an Cheoil, she lectured
in traditional music at SPD (Dublin).

Voice Squad, The

Nia/1. (1970- ). Began playing concertina at
seven, and while studying music in Cork formed
Nomos in 1990. His solo album Beyond Words
came out in 1999, Callan Bridge (with Cillian) in
2002, Buille (with Caoimhfn) in 2005 and Buille 2
in 2009. His tunes have been performed by Lunasa,
Sharon Shannon and Michael McGoldrick; his
large-scale compositions include 'The Singing
Stream' (for four uilleann pipers), 'Flight- Imeacht'
(for traditional musicians and chamber orchestra)
and a commission for concertina and strings for
RTE Lyric FM and the Cork Folk Festival.
Ciflian. (1972- ). An uilleann pipes player, he is
New York-based and has performed and recorded
with the US band Whirligig. Since 1996 he has
toured with Lunasa, making several albums with
them and a duet album with Kevin Crawford.
Caoimhin. (1977- ). Plays fiddle and piano, and
eo-founded the group North Cregg in 1996. He
has a solo piano album, Strayaway (2005).
variation. Slight, but significant, alteration of the
melody and/or the rhythm of a tune by an individual player.
See ornamentation; style.
vaudeville. A term first used in the US in the
1870s to describe a form of variety show featuring
a minstrel troupe in Louisville, Kentucky. It has
associations with French immigrants, but outgrew
these as a genre which was similar to British music
hall. Like this, it was an entertainment form inextricably linked to rapid economic, technological
and social change. A development of what had
been simply called 'variety' performance from
the early 1860s on, the vaudeville format drew
on minstrelsy for some of its content, and (like its
predecessor and similar to later cabaret) supplied
entertainment to audiences who might be eating or
drinking in addition to venting approval or protest,
uproarious camaraderie and good cheer. Vaudeville
shows proper began in the 1880s in the American
cities, with certain venues having prestige ratings
and 'star' performers. It was a major entertainment business by the early 1900s, the beginning
of'popular' music in the US, inspiring memorable lyrics such as 'Shine on Harvest Moon', and
feeding many of its names - such as Mae West,

W .C. Fields, Milton Berle and Jack Benny- to
comedy and film. Irish performers found openings
among the large number of venues, among them
Patsy Touhey who played, sang, did sketches and
danced, Patrick Fitzpatrick and accordionist John
Kimmel, as well as Michael Coleman who performed for a major chain of such theatres . Like
modern popular music these circuits catered to a
variety of ethnically conditioned tastes and inspired
the coming together of bands such as the Flanagan
Brothers and the Dan Sullivan Shamrock Band.
Vaudeville became the first major professional
outlet and commercial-performance conditioning for Irish traditional music. The experience
supplied the banjo, gave status to mouth whistling
and opened the tide oflrish-American comic and
nostalgic lyrics -such as Maura O'Connell's 'My
Irish Molly', as sung with De Dannan.
Vignoles,Julian. (1953- ). Radio/TV production. Born in Co. Wicklow, he was a staffer at Hot
Press magazine from 1977 to '79, moving to radio
production with RTE 1979-95. His traditional
music shows include: Ihe Green Groves (with Philip
King, Radio 2) in the early '80s; Dance Movements,
a history of dancing in Ireland; and Call the Tune,
four of which were presented by Seamus Ennis in
the year before his death. He produced a four-part
documentary Ihe Seamus Ennis Story on the tenth
anniversary of the piper's death in 1992 (with Peter
Browne, Radio 1). Ihe Green Groves at Home with
... in 1984 featured, among others, the McConnell
family in Bellanaleck, Junior Crehan and Nora
Cleary. Moving to TV he produced the first series
of Ihe High R eel in 1996 (presented by Mairead
Nf Mhaonaigh) and the six-part Ihe Willie Clancy
Sessions in 1997 (recorded at the SSWC, presented
by Frankie Gavin). He also produced and directed
two high-end performance series: Christy Moore
Uncovered in 2001 and Ihe Paul Brady Songbook in
2002. A commissioning executive since 2003, he
worked on Eurovision entries from 2004, including that of Dervish in 2007.
Voice Squad, The. An a cappella song group of
Brian Leahy (bass), Gerry Cullen (tenor) and
Fran McPhail (soprano).They were first invited by
Finbar Boyle to sing carols at the Christmas night
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at the Tradition Club, Slattery's in Dublin, a role
previously fulfilled by The Press Gang. Following
Leahy's death Phil Callery filled his place. Cullen,
the musical director, took over the bass harmony
line and Callery the tenor. Callery was influenced
by Skara Brae and by the English singing tradition and repertoire ofThe Watersons, the Copper
Family and The Young Tradition. He brought this
influence to bear on the repertoire of the group.
They took the name The Voice Squad for their
first album, Many's the Foolish Youth, in 1989, and
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performances followed at folk festivals around the
world including Edmonton; Milwaukee; Dublin,
Ohio; Sidmouth; Whitby and Celtic Connections.
They made numerous appearances on television
and radio in Ireland, England and Europe. They
collaborated with many mainstream performers,
including Jimmy McCarthy, Mary Black, Dolo res
Keane, Elvis Costello, Shaun Davey and Rita
Connolly, Sinead O'Connor, John Renbourn, the
Clancys, The Dubliners, Phil Coulter and Van
Morrison. (JMD]

w
Waddell Media. Run since 1988 by a UTV

Walderstown Uilleann Pipers' Club. Formed near

former programme director, this TV production
company produced F!eadh Fever (1988), The Flute
(1988) and The Year of the Harp (199013, BBC)
which follows composer Shaun Davey through the
year in which he composed his 'Concerto for Two
H arps' for the 200th anniversary of the Belfas t
Harp Festival. [MAL]

Athlone, Co. Westmeath by Willie Reynolds in
1943 in an effort to revive the playing of the pipes.
It fused with the first local CCE branch in 1952.
Among its more notable members were Tommy
and John Healion, Pat Keegan, Michael Doyle,
Sean McCormack, Tommie and Bonnie Green.

Wade,Jack. (1913-67). Uilleann piper, born in
Dublin. The death of his father in the First World
War led to moving to Gormanstown, Co. Meath
where his stepfather taught him fiddle and sightreading, and the Greenanstown warpiper, uilleann
piper, fiddler, piano, harp and dulcimer player
Tom Matthews introduced him to uilleann pipes.
Working in Customs and Excise on the border he
had many opportunities to meet musicians and
pipers and notated the tunes he learned in his
youth in Co. Dublin; these were contributed to
Breandan Breathnach for his collections. A committed worker in music revival from the 1950s, he
was instrumental in setting up Roslea CCE.

Wales. Next to Scotland, Wales is Ireland's closest
direct neighbour. The country's greater distance
from Irish shores, however, and the absence of the
major human connections such as Gaelic ancestry
and plantation settlement which apply for Scotland,
have a visible, proportional effect in the scarcity of
obvious music linkages today. Music revival in the
second half of the twentieth century did not result
in any vivid links (such as those generated by rugby
football) and while Irish artistes continue to take
part in Welsh folk festivals and clubs, the reverse is
not often the case. Many features ofWelsh music
traditions are similar to the Irish, but there are
major differences, particularly in song and harp,
and the way in which traditional music persists in

'Singing to the harp and dancing', from Peter Roberts' The Cambrian Popular Antiquities (London, 1815), in Robin
Huw Bowen's Tro Llaw: A Collection of 200 Welsh Hornpipes from the National Library of Wales (1987)
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Ireland. Wales's umbilical proximity to England
and its role in the British crown have of course
much to do with this. Yet Wales retains the higher
number of speakers of its own language, and has
a distinctive choral tradition. Ireland and Wales
remain linked mainly through harp music, but
there are other instrumental overlaps too. [EDI]
Welsh harp (telyn). Wales is the only Celtic
country to retain an unbroken tradition of harping
since the Middle Ages, but there has been much
evolution and change over the years, and today
almost all harpists learn classical technique on
the orchestral pedal harp, a recent phenomenon. Historically, the harper occupied a special
position in Welsh culture, both as accompanist to
sung or declaimed poetry and as an instrumental performer in solo music or in ensemble with
the crwth. References to the harp occur as early as
c.950, and in the writings ofGiraldus Cambrensis
in the twelfth century. No instruments survive
from the earliest period, but evidence shows that
by the late Middle Ages there were several types of
harp in use- including an older all-wooden harp
with strings made from horse-hair, and a newer
leather-covered, gut-strung instrument. 1h: harper
had a defined place within the bardic order, and
there was a formal tablature for the instrument.
A copy of this dating from the early seventeenth
century provides a significant record of a sophisticated tradition, the music being quite unlike
anything else in the extant traditions of notated
western music. Many of the pieces are based upon
the repetitions of a two-chord ostinato in the lower
hand while the upper hand performs increasingly
complex variations, employing nail technique with
forward and backward strokes and repeated note
figures . The instrument for this music would most
likely have been a harp strung in gut, and different
tunings were used.
triple harp. By the eighteenth century, all recollection of the music of the bardic order had been
lost, and the ascendancy of the instrument that
came to be identified as specifically 'Welsh' rose
in prominence- the seventeenth-century Italian
chromatic triple harp with three rows of strings. A
versatile solo instrument, this was visually imposing,
many examples being more than six feet in height.
Of light construction, however, itinerant players
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could carry it on their backs. 1his instrument was
played by all of the great Welsh harper-publishers
of the eighteenth and early nineteenth century
-Blind John Parry (c.1710-82), Edward Jones
(1752-1824, known as 'Bardd y Brenin' or 'The
King's Bard'), and John Parry (1776-1851, 'Bardd
Alaw'), all of whom made their names primarily in
London, and were closely involved in the Londonbased Welsh societies, the Cymmrodorion and the
Gwyneddigion.
repertoires. Parry's Antient British Mus ic of
1742, and volumes by his colleagues, contain the
first published repertories of harp airs from Wales.
Despite being baroque in phrase and tonality, their
collections do provide an important link between
the fashionable music of polite society and tunes
popular among country harpists and fiddlers. The
triple harp flourished throughout the nineteenth
century, and its repertoire expanded to include the
newly fashionable waltzes, polkas and quadrilles,
but it was by no means a uniform tradition, having
numerous individual branches, many of which have
yet to be fully researched.
Romany influence. This has been strong in the
musical traditions ofWales. Welsh Romanies are
said to be descended from the famous Abraham
Wood (c.1699-1799), many of whose descendants
played the harp and fiddle. 1he best-known branch
of the family in the nineteenth century was headed
by John Roberts ('Telynor Cymru') who settled in
Newton in mid-Wales. He was a bastion of the
harp tradition, teaching all his nine sons to play
harp, fiddle or flute, and forming a band called
'The Original Cambrian Minstrels' which played
for local dances and toured Wales.
revi val. Harpists aspiring to a wider stage
adopted the modern double-action pedal harp,
creating complex and technically demanding
arrangements of Welsh melodies for it in the
'grand manner' of nineteenth-century instrumental
virtuosi. This music retains a place in the repertoire
of present-day Welsh harpists. Attempts to reinstate the triple harp as the 'national' instrument of
Wales were made by Augusta Hall (1802-96) who
promoted the dance, song and harping traditions,
even employing a 'court' harpist. In the twentieth
century, however, the pedal harp almost extinguished the triple harp, but the latter's tradition
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was preserved by Nansi Richards ]ones (18881979), who played it in the traditional manner, on
the left shoulder, and taught a number of highly
influential pupils such as the brothers Da£Ydd and
Gwyndaf Roberts (of the group Ar Log), and Llio
Rhydderch ofBangor.
recordings. The continued vigour of the solo
harping style inherited by Rhydderch can be heard
on her 1997 album Telyn. The Romany harp repertory survived too, in the playing ofEldraJarman of
Cardiff (on concert harp), and this music has been
researched and revived by Wales's only professional
triple harpist, Robin Huw Bowen, on his 1994
recording He!a 'r Draenog/Hunting the Hedgehog.
Younger musicians are now taking up triple harp,
with more playing it today than in the 1920s.The
concert harp and its technique are taught widely
in schools in Wales, the repertoire often including
specifically Welsh airs and melodies for cerdd dant.
Traditional instruments and techniques have not yet
entered the educational syllabus to any great extent,
but with the rapidly growing interest in the multifaceted harping traditions of the country, it may be
only a matter of time before the Welsh traditions of
the triple and bray harps take their place alongside
that of the classical concert instrument. [STR]
bagpipes. ('pibgod' or 'pibau cwd'). First mentioned in the twelfth century, this instrument was
known and played in Wales from the Middle
Ages onwards. Fifteenth-century carvings show
mouth-blown instruments with both double and
single chanters, and a single drone; a sixteenthcentury manuscript shows mouth-blown sets, one
with double chanter and no drone, the other with
single chanter and single drone. Also, poems and
antiquarian accounts from the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries mention the use of bagpipes,
especially in the context of weddings, mostly in
south Wales. A six-hole double chanter dated 1701
and said to have come from north Wales is preserved at the Museum ofWelsh Life in St Fagan's,
near Cardiff. Otherwise, there are no known surviving native-made bagpipes in Wales: all are either
lost or destroyed. Hundreds or more instruments
of all kinds were burned or buried in the fervour
of the successive Methodist revivals in the country,
culmimting in the biggest of all in 1905. All iconographical evidence, written descriptions, surviving

pipe music in MS, etc. are consistent with a typical
north-west European bagpipe, of the gaita, veuze,
biniou type. [STRICEM]
Both single- and double-chanter Welsh pipes
have been revived in recent years, made by Julian
Goodacre of Edinburgh and Jonathan Shorland
of Cardiff. Current exponents of Welsh piping
include Peter Stacey (of the group Aberjaber),
Jonathan Shorland and Ceri Rhys Matthews
(Saith Rhyfeddod, Fernhill).
crwth. (crot or crowd). A bowed lyre with three
or six strings, played in Wales from the Middle
Ages until the end of the eighteenth century.
Known in Cornwall as the 'crowd'- depicted in
stone on the 1326 Melrose Abbey - it was still
in use in Wales in 1770, but then almost became
extinct. In the early period, bowed lyres with and
without fingerboards were in widespread use across
Europe and were probably used to accompany the
declamation of poetry. There is some evidence that
similar instruments were also used in Ireland. One
of the closest relatives of the crwth is the Finnish
jouhikko, a bowed lyre without a fingerboard.
construction. The main characteristics of the
instrument are as follows: it is constructed within
a rectangular frame (sometimes carved out of a
single piece of wood); it has a fiat belly and back
with a relatively short fingerboard; the bridge is
fiat or nearly so, and set at an angle; one foot of the
bridge rests on the fiat belly, while the other passes
through one of the circular sound holes, making
contact with the back of the instrument and acting
as a sound post. Two of the six strings lie off the
fingerboard where they may be bowed as drones
or plucked with the thumb of the left hand. Held
against the breast, the instrument is supported by
a strap which goes around the player's neck. The
six-string instrument was tuned in octave courses
as follows: G-G'-C-C'-D-D'.
bardic instrument. The crwth and the harp
were the two principal musical instruments of

Crwth
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bardic society in Wales. 'Crowders' are noted as
early as the Cardigan Eisteddfod of 1176, later at
the Caerwys Eisteddfod of1567. By the sixteenth
century, there appears to have been a distinction
between players of the six-string crwth (crwth
chwethant) and the three-string instrument (crwth
trithant), the latter occupying a lower social status.
By the late eighteenth century the instrument had
died out in most of Wales, apart from the Isle
of Anglesey. Crwth experienced something of a
revival at the end of the twentieth century, with
modern makers such as Bernard Ellis of Hereford
and Gerard Kilbride of Cardiff making accurate
copies of the surviving instruments. The most
accomplished contemporary performer on the
instrument is Robert Evans, based in Cardiff, who
may be heard on the album Fjidil. [STR]
pibgorn. ('hornpipe'). A single idioglot-reed
instrument played in Wales certainly to the end of
the eighteenth century in Anglesey, and possibly
until the late nineteenth century in Pembrokeshire.
References to wind instruments occur in Welsh
writings from the Middle Ages onwards, but the
pibgorn was the one distinctively Welsh instrument
that survived. Essentially a pastoral instrument, it
was constructed from a wooden or bone tube (in
round or square outside section) with six fingerholes and a thumb-hole, a short animal-horn reed
cap at the blown end, and a more extended curved
animal-horn bell at the bottom, often cut with
serrated edges. The reed was made from a cylindrical tube of elder, similar to that used for bagpipe
drones; nowadays more resilient cane is used. Its
relatives include the Basque alboca and the Scottish
'stock-and-horn'. By 1770, it was noted that the
instrument was played only in Anglesey, and that
an annual prize for playing it could draw as many
as 700 competitors. One image of a player shows
his cheeks distended, suggesting circular breathing,
and modern reconstructions by Jonathan Shorland
of Cardiff confirm this. [STR]
song. Traditional styles here are similar to those
found elsewhere in Europe but the ways they
are used may be called characteristically Welsh.
Seasonal tradition began the year at the winter
solstice with the 'Mari Lwyd' horse ceremony
where a group goes from house to house, carrying a
horse's head and singing a verse of the Mari Lwyd
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song. Poetic contention also played an important
part in a Candlemas ceremony on 2 February, with
feat songs to test memory, songs with tonguetwisting words, or cumulative lyrics testing the
ability to sing long sections in one breath (in some
cases dancing at the same time). The wren-hunt
had its associated songs, as had Shrove Tuesday
with pancake songs, and the Cadi ha or Maydancing. May and Christmas carols were serious
in tone and doctrinal in nature, using popular
melodies and words by Welsh poets learned by
rote. The only carol which survived the Protestant
Reformation has very strong Catholic characteristics in both words and music and was collected
in oral tradition in the twentieth century. Welsh
ballads of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries often shared the same tunes as the Christmas
carols. Welsh poets revelled in assonance and alliteration and the ballads of that period are full of
these poetic devices.
subject matter. By the nineteenth century the
style of words and tunes was much simpler, and
many ballad tunes were imported from England,
Ireland and America. Love songs in the manner of
'chansons d'aventure' and night-visit songs abound,
occasionally with a reference to caru yn y gwely
(courting in bed), a practice known in the United
States as 'bundling'. In Welsh songs of sexual
metaphor the theme is usually mowing the hay.
Some love songs were macaronic, alternating lines
of English and Welsh. Songs of occupation include
Welsh oxen songs, distinguished by a 'call' to the
oxen at the end of each verse. Although many
Welshmen went to sea, only one Welsh shanty
has survived. Other songs of occupation describe
coalmining, work in the smithy, sheep-shearing
and fishing. [PH K]
penillion singing. Canu penillion (lit. 'singing
stanzas'), now also known as cerdd dant, 'the craft
of the string', involves the singing of verses to harp
accompaniment, and has been a unique feature of
Welsh tradition at least since the eighteenth century,
although its roots in the more ancient bardic tradition reach back to the Middle Ages. The musical
elements of the bardic crafts were passed on by oral
tradition. The only major written instruction for
the music is the 1617 harp tablature of Robert ap
Huw, which contains a much older repertory. The

Walker, Joseph Cooper

structures and networks of bardic patronage fell
into decline during the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, but the performance of verses by a solo
singer to harp accompaniment (penillion singing)
remained a familiar genre in both north and south
Wales: the harpist began by playing a recognised
air to which the singer added an improvised line,
often in counterpoint but sometimes more closely
related to the harp melody. Penillion practice was
codified in the 1860s, removing extemporisation
and limiting repertoire to pre-composed settings.
Nowadays, both harp 'accompaniment' and vocal
melody may be newly composed. For competition
purposes, a specific cainc (melody) is prescribed, and
the gosodiad (setting) is made by the performer(s).
Yet the term cerdd dant is now commonly used
for the genre in deference to the older, lost art.
Annual festivals attract audiences and performers
in large numbers; most Eisteddfodau have popular
cerdd dant sections, and despite the current highly
formalised performance context, the genre is
undoubtedly one ofWales's most visibly thriving
traditions. [STR)
hymn-singing. The stereotypical image of
Wales as a nation whose main musical tradition
is the singing of hymns has at least a basis in fact.
Such was the fervour of the eighteenth-century
Methodist revival that congregational hymnsinging became the major musical outlet for a
large proportion of the Welsh-speaking population. Most of the tunes sung in the eighteenth
century were not of Welsh origin, but came to be
regarded as such by adoption. This was aided by
the composition of memorable Welsh hymn texts
of considerable power, which in the nineteenth
century benefited from improvement in music education and the widespread adoption of Curwen's
new sol-fa notation. Few if any of these new tunes
could be said to demonstrate specifically 'Welsh'
music characteristics, other than perhaps a propensity for strong tunes in the minor mode. Popular
and traditional melodies were borrowed from
outside and inside Wales, and current hymn books
contain numerous harmonisations of tunes labelled
simply Alaw Gymreig ('Welsh air').1re puritanical
streak within Methodism -and the eagerness with
which the Welsh embraced nonconformity - had
an adverse effect on the maintenance of popular

traditions of song, dance and ritual; but even by
1806 comment could be made on 'the practice of
singing religious songs in public houses', a tradition which continues to this day. Despite the
current decline in religious observance, the hymn
still maintains its position as a genuinely popular
musical genre in Wales, many examples having
attained the stature akin to folk songs. [STR]
Walker,Joseph Cooper. (1761-1810). A Dublinborn clerk in the Irish Treasury, well read in
English, French and Italian, and familiar with
Latin and Greek. He compiled the first major
document on Irish music traditions, which, along
with essays by other authorities, was published in
London in 1786 as Historical Memoirs of the Irish
Bards and republished in 1818. It was significant
for having been conceived and published as one of
the intellectual consequences of early antiquarianism's key works: Thomas Gray's 1755 Welsh treatise
'The Bard', James Macpherson's Scottish Ossian
(1760) and Percy's 1765 English Refiques (Brooke's
Irish Reliques followed Walker's Memoirs in 1789).
As such it is an early window on the ideological
torrent of controversy and ideas set in motion by
the Scottish folk-music 'crucible' (Gelbart, 66) and
Herder's Volksgeist concept (1773). Walker's depth
of interest and standing in the field are indicated
by his being a member of the first elected council
of the RIA and of the Committee of Antiquities,
a Correspondent Fellow of the Antiquarian
Society of Perth, and honorary member of the
Etruscan Academy of Cortona (Italy).The fact of
his book being re-issued, revised and expanded, in
Dublin thirty-two years later by the Irish Press (a
subscription-based publisher with some 500 subscribers among whom were many society figures)
is a measure of the enthusiasm for Gaelic idealism
and folklore scholarship at the time.
An eager and intellectual communicator, Walker
was from a Protestant-Irish, coach-building background and Warwickshire grandparentage, yet
was passionately interested in his Irishness and
Irish culture. His lack of familiarity with the Irish
language may have had consequences, not least
the confusing of'goltraighe' and 'geantraighe', but
gaps in his Irish music knowledge led to him being
criticised for his choice of informants. Among the
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latter was Rev. William Beauford as his external
authority on the harp and instruments, whom
O'Curry said was 'an unscrupulous person ... who
unblushingly pawned his pretended knowledge of
facts on the well-intentioned but credulous Walker'
(Flood, 1905).
Yet Walker's work holds much of value to those
in music, being the first document with information
on early instruments, for having the first printing of
the Ossianic lay 'Laoi na Seilge', and for his transcriptions of poetry and song in Irish. His accounts
of bardic organisation, protocol among musicians, harps and harping, and lengthy appendices
(including a life of Carolan) remain interesting. Of
particular note is his 1786 documentation of the
use of the term 'uilean pipe' for the Irish bellowsblown pipes: 'at this day the Pipers call their bellows,
bollog na Cuisli, the bellows of the Cuisli, or veins
of the arm on the inside, at the first joint; and as this
joint on the outside is denominated Ullan or Uilean
(i.e. Elbow), Vallancey concludes that Ullan Pipes
and Cuisli Pipes are one and the same' (p. 104). He
only speculates as to the existence of an Irish flute,
however, tying it to the drum which itself he proves
only by allusion: 'the Tabour was always a favourite
instrument amongst the Irish, of which the Flute,
or an instrument of the same species, has ever been
the associate' (p. 124). Other resource-value in
Walker's work is his documentation of Spenser's
Elizabethan-era vilification oflrish bards and his
recommendation for their extirpation.
A friend of Charlotte Brooke, like her, Walker
'acted under the spell of the romantic movement',
bringing study 'away from the contemplation of
the remote past to observation of the contemporary Irish cultural scene' (Breathnach, 1965: 90).
But while Brooke is considered in the literary
world to have made an 'original contribution to
Irish learning', knew the language of the people
and collected song from them, he, being a 'dilettante ' with an absence of first-hand familiarity
with his subject (Irish music and poetry), and an
impatient student of the world, is more memorable
for 'his enthusiastic advocacy of Irish learning' at
a time when this was extremely important (ibid.:
97). In giving status to the music of the Irish
courtly past his work became an element in the
assembly oflrish 'national' culture. This eventually
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paid dividends for what came to be regarded as
'traditional' music, but, like Conran, he does not
provide any information on the actual vernacular
music of his time. Walker's other activities also
render him an interesting figure in early literature;
he is contextually documented by R.A. Breathnach
(1965), Monica Nevin (1996, '97) and Lesa Ni
Mhunghaile (2002).

Waltons of Dublin. For many years Dublin's
premier music shop, it sold instruments of all
kinds, sheet music and records, and is still thriving
with a strong export, publishing and instrumentmaking business. Its early popularity was boosted
by an institutional 'sponsored' commercial programme on RE from 1952 to 1981, presented by
Leo Maguire (1903-85). Born in Wading Street,
Dublin, Maguire began his singing career at ten at
a Citizen Army rally, eventually becoming a fulltime music teacher at the School of Music and
conducting church and school choirs. A popular
concert compere, he was involved also in the
Dublin Operatic Society, wrote songs and dramas
and broadcast with 2RN from 1927 onward. His
honeyed slogans: 'A weekly reminder of the grace
and beauty that lie in our heritage of Irish song,
the songs our fathers loved', and 'If you must sing a
song, do sing an Irish song', are the iconic memory
of the Waltons' programmes.
political impetus. Proprietor of the business
Martin Walton (b. 1901, a feis ceoil winner on
violin) was a member of Na Fianna at fifteen,
acting as courier between the GPO and Jacob's
Mills during the Easter Rising of 1916. Interned at
Ballykinlar camp with Peadar Kearney (composer
of the national anthem and 'Down by the Liffey
Side') he organised an orchestra there in the spirit
of the Irish provisional government's policy of
culture and education. Living then in Shanganagh
Road, Dublin he began publishing Irish songs
by Kearney, Joseph Crofts, Delia Murphy, Leo
Maguire and others, and in 1932 published Leo
Rowsome's uilleann pipes tutor. He also set up production of pipes and harps, republished Bunting
and O'Neill collections, these part of a wider catalogue oflrish material. From 1924 his base was the
Dublin College of Music at North Frederick Street,
this premises developing into a music shop that
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became nationally famous, not least because of the
commercial programme in later years. Emigration
created an export market for Irish material, this
giving the premises important status among those
interested in Irish music abroad. Waltons'Glenside
record label first produced 78s, then 45s with such
as Joe Lynch singing more popular Irish songs like
'Bould Thady Qyill', Leo Maguire, Noel Purcell,
Charlie Magee, Din Joe, Liam Devally.
artisles. Liam Dcvally and Joe Lynch (of
Glenroe) were the major artistes, between them
cementing a particular romantic, nostalgic and
sentimental identity of Irishness and style of
performance that challenged the ethos of older
unaccompanied song and lyrics. This was 'popular'
Irish music, complemented by the recordings of
the Glenside Ceili Band. Despite its 'light' taste
in music and song (by today's traditional music
standards) Waltons nevertheless provided a reference point for Irishness in music. By their supply
of collections of dance music, fiddles, flute s and
tin whistles by mail order, they contributed hugely
to making music accessible throughout the island
and in Irish communities abroad. Today Waltons is
best known in traditional music circles for its catalogue of book and video traditional music tutors,
its instrument supply business perhaps rendered
less significant by the proliferation of small, independent 'craft' makers.
waltz. A dance-form in 3/4 time, particularly distinctive for the strong accent given to the first beat
in each bar. Unrelated to the European minuet, it
has two possible sources.
1. It may be derived from one of a series of
southern Gennan upland folk dances, most likely
the Austrian 'landler', these all being round-dances
involving couples in close embrace and dating to
the fourteenth century. The tunes were sung, or
played on fiddle, but their main function was as
agricultural work-songs (Carner, 1he U'altz, c. 1948).
The dances that developed from these were often
erotic, degenerating sometimes to the point where
they were considered the work of the devil, inspiring the words:
Whoso the dance did first discover,
Had in his mind each maid and her lover,
With all their burning ardour.

Detail from 'A Waltz in Ballybay', lithograph by John Say
(1988) [courtesy John Say]

Urbanisation sanitised them somewhat in the
form of the 'allemande', then upon its redundancy
came the waltz's immediate ancestors, all named
after the action of turning in the dance (dreher,
weller, soinner) or the area in which they were
done (steirer = Styria, or landler, indicating 'Land
ob der Enns' =Upper Austria).
2. Alternatively, the waltz may be derived from the
old French valse or volta, also a turning dance in
3/4 time, considered in 1589 to be lascivious and
wayward for its common exposure of the knees of
the female dancers. Its nature indicated social class
- the minuet was the upper-class dance . In the
mid-eighteenth century, south German composers
incorporated movements and melodies from the
country dance into the minuet, the popularity of
this a result of some association between Austrian
peasantry and upper classes. The introduction of
English country dancing to France at the end of
the seventeenth century resulted in the corrupted
term 'contre-dance'; its spread to Germany brought
a classlessness to cross-society social dance. Mixing
with German dance forms produced ballroom
dance which, being in its homeland, became hugely
popular by the late 1700s. Irish singer Michael
Kelly wrote in 1786:
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accompanied the wage-earning and demarcation of leisure time of the Industrial Revolution.
It arrived in Paris during the Napoleonic Wars,
reaching Britain in the first decade of the 1800s
where it became so popular as to be slated by Byron
in 'The Waltz- an Apostrophic Hymn': 'With thee
even clumsy cits attempt to bounce, And cockneys
practise what they can't even pronounce'. But otherwise the dance masters promoted the waltz
as a 'promoter of vigorous health' and free from
the immorality associated with it in France or
Germany, superior indeed too to the forerunner of
the 'sets', supposed ly 'chaste in comparison with
Country dancing, Cotilloons and other species of
dancing'.
Irish airs. Some commentators consider that
the fallout from almost two centuries of the waltz's
popularity in these islands is that its rhythm has
modified all senses of rhythm (Qyirey, 1976).1his is

The people of Vienna were in my time dancing
mad ... so notorious was it that for the sake of
ladies in the family way, who could not be persuaded to stay at home, there were apartments
prepared, with every convenience for their
accouchement, should they be unfortunately
required ... The ladies of Vienna are particularly celebrated for their grace and movements
in waltzing of which they never tire. For my
own part, I thought waltzing from ten at night
until seven in the morning a continual whirligig; most tiresome to the eye and ear - to say
nothing of any worse consequences.
(Carner, 1948)

indecent. Pamphlets raged against the dance,
associating it with indecency: 'the main source
of the weakness of the body and mind of our
generation'. The dance craze complemented
the egalitarianism of the French Revolution, it
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because the waltz is fundamentally a work-rhythm
which is complementary to a large variety of tasks.
Waltzes were also taught in Ireland by the dancing
masters, but generally only to the children of the
well-to-do. The fact that these dances were among
those performed (to Irish airs) at the first ever Irish
ceili dance held in London in 1897 suggests that
the Catholic middle class might have seen their
European provenance as 'improving'. Waltzes and
foxtrots (an English dance of the 1920s) became
part of popular recreation in Ireland, challenging
'sets' dancing, the dance-form becoming incorporated gradually into what, since the 1960s at least,
has been known as 'ceili and old-time'- a mix of
ballroom dances (predominantly waltz) with ceili
dance. As is the case with marches, popular Irish
songs ('Gentle Mother', 'Boston Burglar', 'Molly
Malone', 'James Connolly', etc.), Moore's l\1elodies
('Oft in the Stilly Night', 'Believe Me if All those
Endearing Young Charms', etc.) and some traditional song-airs ('Flower of Magherally', 'Trip
o'er the Mountain', 'Rocks ofBawn', 'Erin's Lovely
Home', 'Shores of Amerikay', 'Sliabh na mEan',
etc.) have typically been recruited for service as
waltzes. Many continental and French-Canadian
waltz melodies have found a home among traditional musicians too, these, like the song-airs,
converted to a distinctly Irish style in the process.
Ward Irish Music Archives. Dedicated to the
preservation oflrish and Irish-American music in
all its forms, and established in 1992 as the educational arm of Milwaukee Irish Fest, it houses the
largest public collection oflrish music in America.
It currently has more than 40,000 Irish recordings and pieces of music memorabilia, including
rare 78s, LPS, sheet music, songbooks, instruments,
and concert memorabilia. All items are catalogued
on computer database, and information is used for
various programmes, exhibits and events, some of
them at Irish festivals and other events. 1his generates audiences of over 300,000 visitors each year.
The Archives host the annual American Sheet
Music Conference each October, monthly tune
swaps and other activities.
Ward, Pat. (1847-1928). Uilleann piper. Born
at Drumconrath, Co. Meath, he and his brother

were taught fiddle and were introduced to pipes
by Nicholas Markey and BillyTaylor ofDrogheda.
He was remembered by Seamus Ennis for his pipes
with a Taylor double chanter (these were eventually sold to R.L. O'Mealy). His home was a calling
house for pipers from all over the country, among
whom he was a noted reed-maker. His son Pat
played pipes and fiddle; his granddaughter Nancy
also played a double chanter set.
Waterford. The city has a well documented
tradition of music, notably in the form of the
twelfth-century stone carving of a harper, King
David, at Ardmore Cathedral.1here is also a 1413
tale of the mayor ofWaterford paying a Christmas
Eve visit to the chieftain of the O'Driscolls in
Baltimore, Co. Cork, and forcing everyone to dance
and sing. As a military town, the presence of pipe,
brass, and brass-and-reed bands in Waterford was
inevitable and it could boast of three temperance
bands in the city and two in the county during the
1830s and 1840s.
Ring. In traditional music Waterford is
probably best known for its lrish-language singers
from the Ring Gaeltacht near Dungarvan. Early
wax recordings in the county made by Richard
Henebry in 1905 include singers, lilters, fiddlers
and pipers. Although a collecting trip was made
by Charlotte Milligan Fox in 1912, more systematic collecting was carried out by Liam de
Noraidh, Seamus Ennis and Noirin Ni Riain in
the last century. Padraig 6 Mileadha, author of
'Sliabh Geal gCua' and other songs, was from west
Waterford. Labhras 6 Cadhla was a great repository of song, as was Oireachtas-winner Nioclas
Toibin. 1he tradition is carried on by Carthach and
Sean MacCraith, Aine Ui Cheallaigh and Ciaran
6 Gealbhain. Limerick singer Anne Mulqueen
moved to Ring in the late 1960s and her daughters, Sorcha and Odharnait (Odie), also sing; Liam
Clancy also lived there. A weekend festival of song
and piping is held there in February every year.
bands. On the more popular front the Flanagan
brothers who recorded in the USA in the 1920s
and '30s came from Waterford, and the Clancy
brothers were from Carrick-on-Suir. In the 1960s
and 1970s a number of ceili bands were formed,
including the Dungarvan, the Tramore, and the
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wax cylinder

Se:in Dunphy. Popular traditional groups featuring Waterford musicians include Danu (Donncha
Gough, Donal Clancy and Ciar:in 6 Gealbh:iin),
Solas (Karan Casey) and De Dannan (Aidan
Coffey).
piping. Francis O'Neill's Irish Minstrels and
Musicians places piper William Talbot as living
in Tramore for a time in the late 1700s while a
watercolour painting by Sampson Towgood Roch
(1759-1847) depicts a piper playing for dancers in
Dungarvan. A certain continuity can be claimed
in the piping of Jack Henebry in Portlaw, J ames
Byrne, Liam Walsh (who recorded extensively in
the 1930s and 1940s), Pat Donnellan (uncle of
fiddler Jimmy Power), Tommy Kearney, Tommy
Keane, Jimmy O'Brien Moran, Donncha Gough,
David Power and Caoimhin 6 Fearghail, with
younger players still coming on. The NPU has
twenty-six affiliated pipers in the county.
Evidence of fiddle playing in the county can also
be heard on Henebry's cylinders. The Waterford
fiddle tradition was maintained by Ned Walsh of
Passage East, the Mackey family and Jimmy Power
ofBallyduff. It continues with fiddlers like Martin
Murray, Peter O'Connor (born in Dundalk),
Fionn Mac Giolla Chuda, Leah and Neil Byrne
and, among the younger generation, Billy O'Brien.
Flute players include Matthew Fahy, Eibhlin de
Paor and Nora Kavanagh.
CCE has branches in Waterford city and
county at Rathgormack, Comeraghs, Dungarvan
and Ballyduff. These engage in teaching, with performance activities including the Ballyduffbranch's
summer show at the Booley House and Craobh
na gComarach's presentations at the Park Hotel,
Dungarvan. Dungarvan hosted the All-Ireland
fl.eadh in the very early years of 1957 and '58, and
regular sessions are held around the city. Thirdlevel teaching of traditional music is provided at
the Institute ofTechnology (WIT) where specialisation is facilitated in traditional music as part of
degree programmes. [JIO]
D eise, Na. Historically 'the Dei se' encompassed
most of Co. Waterford and adjoining areas of Co.
Tipperary. Its distinctive indigenous song tradition is now largely confined to the parish of Rinn
6 gCuanach, the only remaining area in the region
that is partly Irish-speaking. The singing style is
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also preserved and performed by a handful of
enthusiasts elsewhere. Its present paucity of exponents and limited geographic spread, however,
belie its cultural and historic importance. While
much material has fallen into disuse, a wide area of
Ossory and east Munster is represented in its stillextensive repertoire. 1hough intrinsic parts of the
Munster Gaelic-singing tradition are represented
elsewhere in the province, the Irish dialect of the
Deise and the area's noticeable melodic strength
afford it a distinctive regional identity. Many of
the 'big' songs common to the Gaelic tradition
elsewhere ('An Droighne:in Donn', 'Domhnall
6g', etc.) are represented in the Deise tradition
in beautiful versions, but the area also has a substantial repertoire of unique, impressive songs, a
signifYing feature being the number that are of
great historical interest. While the singing style
has many features in common with other southern
Gaeltacht areas, the singing ofNiocl:is Toibin has
had a profound influence on the younger singers
of the region; his vigorous and dynamic approach,
his dramatic melodic ornamentation and relative
restraint in the use of melismatic ornamentation
has added much to the regional distinctiveness.
Deise song is undergoing something of a revival
through such singers as Aine Ui Cheallaigh, Aine
Nic Mhurdhadha, C:irthach and Se:in Mac Craith,
Ciar:in 6 Gealbh:iin and Sorcha Ni Cheilleachair.
Representative recordings: Niocl:is Toibin (Gael
Linn, Clo Iar-Chonnachta), Aine Ui Cheallaigh
(Gael Linn). [EAB]
wax cylinder. The storage medium used on the
Ediphone and other phonograph recorders.
See Ediphone; recording.

Webb, Peta (1946- ). Singer, researcher, song
promoter; librarian at Cecil Sharp House, London.
A Londoner with an Irish background, she developed a passion for Irish traditional singing at
university on hearing singers recorded by Peter
Kennedy and Se:in O'Boyle during the 1950s BBC
project. She formed her own style through intensive listening and met singers by accompanying
several collectors on trips to Ireland. In the 1970s
she had a semi-professional career on the English
folk scene, recording Ihe Magpie's N est and other

Weldon, Liam
albums as well as singing regularly at the legendary
Irish pub session run by Jimmy Power and Reg
Hall at The Favourite, off the Holloway Road in
London. From the 1990s she became a frequent
visitor to Northern Irish traditional singing festivals. She, Ken Hall and collector Keith Summers
established the Musical Traditions Club in London
which hosts singers from oral traditions and gives a
platform to many touring Irish singers. Since 2002
she has been assistant librarian at the English Folk
Dance and Song Society.
web chat. The major mailing list catering for a
broadly based interest in Irish traditional music
and closely related matters was, for many years,
IRTRAD-L.The first message was posted to this on
17 December 1992 by the list originators, Hammy
Hamilton and Paul McGettrick, who were both
postgrad students in UCC Music Department at
the time. It was thus the first internet resource with
Irish traditional music as its base.
Originally a moderated list, it grew quickly and
exponentially, and for a period was the centre of all
internet exchanges about traditional music in the
widest sense. With the growth of other internet
bulletin boards and discussion lists, and particularly
after the widespread availability of Web resources,
IRTRAD-L has become a much less significant part
of the online community with, in 2010, just over
300 registered members.
websites. There are thousands of these relating
to Irish traditional music, and to all its related
forms such as Scottish, English, Welsh, old-time
American and Cape Breton musics. Such sites
cover all aspects of traditional music, song and
dance, including tuition, history, performers, events
and instruments, and are a compelling diversion
for any aficionado. All stylists, publications, festivals and schools have web information, and all
performers have websites; this is as de rigueur as
having a mobile telephone. Performer sites can
occasionally be interesting and useful, but many
are shameless PR.
search. As a rule of thumb, major performers and bands use their band name with a .corn
suffix (for instance thechieftains.com , teada.com),
or their full personal name (andyirvine.com ,

daithisproule.com, karancasey.com). Many Irish
players use the local .ie address (e.g. altan.ie,
dervish.ie, lizdoherty.ie). All performers, instruments and events can be located by the simplest of
searches, however, and popular players and subjects
are covered by a choice of web locations.
songs and tunes. The web is particularly valuable
for song and tune transcriptions, this information uploaded by dozens of patient, enthusiastic
aficionados to provide a generous sharing which
epitomises the ethos of traditional and folk musics.
Core sites are itma.ie (the archive), ceolas.org and
mudcat.org for a wide range of all kinds of information, and comhaltas.ie (CCE); listings are found
on irishmusicmagazine.com and many other sites.
Words of songs can be accessed widely, but this is
tedious to search, and is a minefield of commercial
swizz. Most useful site for songs is mudcat.org and
for performers searching for tunes is thesession.org.
For information on tunes, and indexes to all the
Ceol Rince series, and to Cole's and Kerr's collections, orpheusweb.co.uk is a valuable resource.
Access to all sites on all subjects can be made via
www.companion.ie.
See also internet tuition.
Weldon, Liam. (1933-95). Singer, songwriter.
Born in Dublin, a passionate interest in songs,
singing and singers was developed both from the
Travelling people who used to lodge their horses
and caravans in his parents' yard in Dublin's
Marrowbone Lane and from the last of the
street singers and broadsheet sellers. He went to
England at age sixteen, returning to Dublin in
1955 where he sang at the Central Bar, Aungier
Street. Through the 1970s he and his wife Nellie
ran the Pavees Club in Slattery's of Capel Street,
a Saturday singers' club in the Tailors' Hall, and
Sunday-morning sessions first in the Brazen Head,
then in Mother Redcaps. A forthright defender
of the rights of the poor and the unpropertied,
particularly of the Travelling people, this came
through in his song lyrics, particularly in 'The
Blue Tar Road' (an indictment of the eviction of
Traveller families by Dublin Corporation at Cherry
Orchard). Unsentimental too, 'Dark Horse on the
Wind', from 1966, criticised the hypocrisy of the
1916 commemorations in the face of emigration
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and poverty: 'In the ashes of our broken dreams/
We've lost sight of our goal/ Oh rise, rise, rise, dark
horse on the wind'.
collector. Always insisting on respectful silence
for singers, he is remembered too as an important
collector of old song, Tom Munnelly regarding
him as 'a most uncompromised source' of songs, his
handed-on version of'The Well Below the Valley'
in particular being a unique, otherwise-unheard,
survivor from the early nineteenth century. He was
a member of the pre-Bothy Band group '1691'with
Tony MacMahon, Trfona Ni Dhomhnaill, Peter
Browne and Donal Lunny. His songs survive on
the lips of many singers. He recorded solo, Dark
Horse on the Wind (1976), and with Pol Huellou
in 1984 and 1990. His collected songs were issued
on CD in 1999.

West Clare Ceili Band. Formed in 1935 at
Kilrush, Co. Clare by members of the Old IRA
in order to revive music and dancing in the area.
It was generated around the idea of a live radio
broadcast which took place in February 1936, but
continued to play at local ceilis and in Mrs Crotty's
pub. Band members were Micko Harrison (fiddle),
James Conway (fiddle), John Lillis (fiddle), Jack
O'Donnell (fiddle), Mick Ryan (concertina), Paddy
Cunningham (flute), Paddy Mclnerney (flute),
Micko Howard (drums), Frank McAuliffe (banjo,
accordion) and Peggy Howard (piano).
Westmeath. A harp sculpture stands on the
main street of Moate, Co. Westmeath, and traditional music makers are publicly acknowledged
by plaques elsewhere in the county: uilleann piper
and CCE founder Willie Reynolds is marked at
Walderstown, and Tom Kearney at Mullameehan.
In the nineteenth century, Scottish painter Erskine
Nicol, who left us the earliest painting of'trump'
playing in Ireland, and a precise image of ensemble
music, established a studio in the county too at
Clonave Island on Lough Derravaragh in 1862.
The county has major symbolic significance for
traditional music, having been the host to the first
revival efforts. Feis L:ir na hEireann at Mullingar
in 1951 (a Gaelic League feis which had been
held in the town for many years) was the focus
of the first national getting together of musicians,
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out of which was formed CCE. Three Westmeath
players were on the committee: C:iit Bean Uf
Mhuimhneach:iin from Mullingar (chair; she was
the first, and only, woman in almost six decades to
hold this position), piper Willie Reynolds (vicechair) from Walderstown, Athlone, and fiddler
Jim Seery, originlly from Rathconrath ( treasurer). The name Comhaltas Ceoltoiri Eireann
itself was proposed and adopted in the county
too, in St Mary's Hall, Mullingar, on 6 January
1952. The following year the All-Ireland was held
in the county, at Athlone, and again, in 1963, at
Mullingar. The first elected female chair of CCE's
Leinster Council, Katherine Mullally, lived in
the county also. These formidable associations
are perhaps matched too in the roll call of early
Irish popular music, in that showband and country
figures such as Joe Dolan, Foster and Allen, Ray
Lynam and T.R. Dallas all came from Westmeath.
In modern-day traditional music, however, one of
the best-known figures has been Seamus Creagh
who comes from Killucan. lEDI)
piping. Uilleann piping does not have a strong
presence in the county, but it has many historical
associations, notably for the fact that the Keena
family of pipe makers and organ builders came
from Mullingar in the eighteenth century. O 'Neill's

Harp sculpture in Moate, Co. Westmeath

Westmeath

Irish Minstrels and Musicians documents piper John
Beatty as coming from Drumraney about 1821,
prior to his emigration to America where he was
'incomparable' as a piper, lilter and dancer, and in
musicianship could express 'every tone and shadow
of the most complex tune'. In the second half of
the nineteenth century, Richard Lewis O'Mealy
(1873-1947) ofTristernagh, Ballynacargy was
highly regarded as a piper and pipe maker; his
father and grandfather were celebrated union
pipers and pipe makers. The Ballynacarrigy area
had a strong piping tradition, with Abbeyshrule,
Co. Longford piper Sam Farrar (d. 2007) coming
from there, as well as piper Joe Kilmurray. Brian
MeN amara's album Fort of the jewels notes that
two jigs, 'Hug the Bundle' and 'Maloney's' were
associated with Kilmurray. Westmeath piper Ned
Gorman played with the Belhavel Trio in the
1930s, and Willie Reynolds of Drumraney was
highly regarded as a piper and teacher from the
mid-twentieth century.
ins trumentalists. Concertina doesn't feature
prominently among twenty-first-century
Westmeath musicians, but it was popular there
in the past, and the earliest recordings of Irish
music on that instrument were made by William].
Mullaly from Milltown, Mullingar. Also from the
Mullingar area was the accordion player Michael
Grogan whose recordings on 78s and broadcasting
on 2RN were influential during the 1930s. This
free-reed tradition is continued in modern times
with Colin Nea, who plays in Paddy O'Brien's style
and recorded The Pure Box in 1999. Mouth organ
player Noel Battle too has recorded- Music from
the R eeds (2006).1he county has four recording
studios- at Rosemount, Athlone, Mullingar and
Moate- and technology is the medium of James
Donohoe's 'Fead6g Online' tuition website based at
Mount Temple; this won thee-learning category
of the Digital Media Awards, 2005. County ceili
bands began early with the Moate in 1929 (with
the possible distinction of having been the smallest
of such ensembles). Three other ceili bands are
associated with the county, all with longstanding
local music roots: the Esker Riada, Four Provinces
and Lough Ree.
CCE. The organisation's first branch in
Westmeath was Walderstown Uilleann Pipers'

Club, which was formed in 1943. Currently there
are six branches in the county, at Moate, Ballymore,
Castletown Geoghegan, Castlepollard, Milltown/
Rathconrath, and Mullingar. Traditional music is
also promoted by the GAA (Sc6r), Community
Games (competitions) and Ballymore Community
Centre (Irish dance feiseanna).
sessions. These are both ad hoc and organised, with regular weekly and monthly gatherings
in Athlone (The Olive Grove, McNeill's, Sean's,
Flannery's, The Castle Inn), Mullingar (Cosgrove's,
Finn's, Greville Arms, Clarke's), Moate (Egan's,
The Tanyard, Dun naSi), Glasson (Grogan's), Fore
(The Seven Wonders), Baylough, Athlone (Shine's)
Ballymore (Claffey's, Cunningham's), Rathconrath
(Gunning's).
teaching. This is mostly organised by CCE
branches with weekly classes for a variety of instruments; some players teach in their own homes.
Among the teachers are P.]. Kennedy in Castlepollard
(fiddle, whistle), Geraldine McLynn in Tang (fiddle)
and Ellen Costello in Athlone and Mullingar (piano
accordion). Basic music skills on tin whistle or
recorder are taught in several national schools, and
there is some peripatetic music teaching (by such
as Karen Gavigan and James Donohoe) in other
schools. More than 100 take part in Mullingar classes
alone each week, and throughout the county there
are a large number oflearners in the ten-sixteen age
group.
buildings. Two spaces are run by CCE. The
Mullingar Centre operates as a resource for music
locally and in neighbouring counties; since 1985
Dun na Si at Moate has been a purpose-built
centre for summer music sessions and meetings
of all kinds. It also has a regional music archive
covering Westmeath, Offaly, Laois, Longford
and Roscommon. Classes in set dance, ceili and
step dance, and monthly ceili dances and singing
sessions, are held here. The Tuar Ard Arts Centre
at Moate also hosts traditional music performances, including Music Network tours.
m usicians. Several of these have national
stature in modern times, including Paul Brock
(accordion), Seamus Creagh (song, fiddle) and
Pat Kilduff (lilter). Well-known names too are
Milltown button-accordion player Frank Gavigan
who was somewhat symbolically the very first
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All-Ireland fleadh winner at Monaghan in 1952.
Noel Battle has been among the more dramatic
repeat winners, on mouth organ, in 1985 and each
year from 2001 to 2004. Colin Nea ofCastletown
won on button accordion in 1993 and '94, Freda
Hatton ofMoate on harp in 1999, Padraic Keena
(song in English) and Audrey Murphy (flute slow
airs) in 2008 and Murphy again on whistle slow
airs in 2009. Since the Athlone branch competes
with Co. Roscommon there are other county
award winners, including Niamh Brett of Coosan,
Athlone on melodeon in 2004. Billy Henshaw
Sr (Athlone, b.1926) has been playing locally
for more than fifty years, half of that time with
Barney Dempsey (b.1927) on fiddle in Grogan's of
Glasson. Music families in the county include the
Sheerins of Moate/Castledaly, the Henshaws of
Athlone, the Connaires of the Downs.1h: fiddle is
rising in popularity, due to an increase in teaching
by Geraldine McLynn, but button accordion is the
most popular instrument at all sessions. Players
include Colin Nea, Bert McCabe (Multyfarnham),
Davy Joe Fallon (Castletown) andJerome Sheerin
(Castledaly). [FHA]
Ma nn family. From Drumraney, Co .
Westmeath, these were noted as instrumentalists at the beginning of the twentieth century. Pat
Mann played bass drum in the original Drumraney
fife and drum band, brother Jack was a fifer, Billy
and his sister Katie both played concertina, brother
Ned was a fiddler.
Gannon, John foe. (1938- ). Button accordion. From Horseleap, Co. Westmeath, he learned
music from his father,James, in the 1940s.James
himself and his brothers played concertina and
accordions, and had learned in turn from their
father and from Travelling fiddlers . The home
was a ceili house where dancing took place several
nights each week- the lancers, polkas, barn dances
and single jigs with special 'heel-and-toe' and 'flat'
steps. Local tunes included waltzes and marches.
Cannon played with the Moate Ceili Band for
thirteen years, performing on RE and recording
78s in the 1940s, servicing county dances in halls
and at carnivals in Westmeath and neighbouring counties (Cavan, Kildare, Leitrim, Mayo and
Tipperary). Working on the Ballyshannon hydroelectric scheme in 1949 led to him forming a band
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there too, indicating the compulsive sociability of
music-making even before sessions became the
norm. He moved to Dublin in 1979 where he plays
in sessions. [FHA]

Wexford. The county has well documented music
and song traditions. The oldest of these associations are with choral singing and dancing: in 1264
'carolling' (dancing to singing) is reported in a
poem about New Ross's fortifications. Through
the nineteenth-century writing ofPatrick Kennedy
one learns of the most consistent early use of the
'boorane' skin tray, the name of which was later
applied to the tambourine to become the modern
'bodhran' drum.The 1798 United Irishmen's rising
led to the creation of a body of commemorative
patriotic song at the end of the following century
which still retains power nationally. Overlapping
with that period, at Ballintore Samuel Rowsome
established not only a personal reputation for
uilleann piping as dance music in the county, but
a committed family line who contributed much to
the preservation and promotion of the instrument,
and to the revival of traditional music. So too did
the academic William H. Grattan Flood, author
of A History of Irish Music and other books on
music, who published from Enniscorthy in 1904.
Wexford's coastal position also gave its song body
a significant maritime flavour, in fishing and shipwrecks, and its association with hurling left behind
the oldest song concerning that sport. 1h: Clancys
revitalised 'The Old Woman from Wexford', The
Wolfe Tones had 'The Boys of Wexford', church
singing at Kilmore still retains the seventeenthcentury Wexford Carols, O'Neill had 'The Wexford
Lasses' reel and he could report on the high reputation of piping at Scarawalsh fair in the nineteenth
century.
Mumming, and its associated music, continues
as a tradition in the county, uninterrupted up to the
present day; this is documented in James Parle's
'The Mummers ofWexford'. Pipe bands also have
continuity here at both local functional and international competitive levels: the New Ross and
District Pipe Band has consistently been placed in
international competitions since winning the AllIreland Pipe Band Championships in 1987, and
has represented Ireland abroad on many occasions

Wexford

since it was founded in 197 4. CCE is organised
in Wexford town, at Enniscorthy and in Gorey,
running classes and sessions throughout the year.
Gorey was strong enough in music activity to host
the All-Ireland fl.eadh in 1962, and Enniscorthy in
1967,1999 and 2000. Carrick-on-Bannow has the
Phil Murphy Weekend each July (which highlights
the county tradition of harmonica playing) and
Rosslare has a singers' festival in the spring. Ceili
bands were strong in the county in that genre's
heyday, among the more popular being the Lar
Kinsella, the Gorey, and the Castleborough.
arts support. Wexford County Council Arts
Department is involved in traditional music initiatives. Artslinks is one of these, a partnership
involving Carlow, Kilkenny, Waterford, Wexford
and Wicklow county councils which provides
training and education workshops. Abair Amhd.n
is another, run in conjunction with the IWAMD
at Limerick, a workshop designed to help singers
with repertoire, style, traditions and resources. A
second programme by the same name, run with
the Arts Council, introduces primary-school-level
children to traditional singing by bringing in local
performers such as Paddy Berry, John Furlong
and Stephanie Black; supporting this is D'Aon
Ghuth, a collection of contemporary songs in Irish
composed specifically for primary school children,
with notes for teachers, compiled by Sue Furlong.
Another initiative by the council is 'Harbouring',
a choral work commission first performed in 2008
which incorporated Whisht!, a local traditional
music group. Promotion of this activity is aided by
Scallta Media in Enniscorthy which since 2007
has issued numerous albums and collections by
local singers and musicians.
singing. Songs collected in Wexford which
reflect the county's geography, history, politics and
culture are published as Wexford Ballads (1982)
and More Wexford Ballads (1987) by Paddy Berry,
while Ranson's Songs ofthe Wexford Coast deals with
maritime and fishing traditions. Diane Hamilton
and Hugh Shields both collected in the county
in the 1950s and '60s respectively; their recordings show that the repertoire ofWexford singers
has English-language song of antiquity, including
Child ballads such as 'The Nobleman's Wedding'
and 'Barbara Alien'. Singers of note today include

Paddy, Phil and Ronan Berry, Stephanie Black,
Anna Clooney, Matt Curran,Jim Dempsey,Jack
Devereux, Bridget Fitzgerald,John Furlong, Jack
Golden, Liz Jeffries, Colm Mac Confhaola, Joan
McDermott, Mary McGrath, Paul O'Reilly, Dick
Sheil, Art and Helen Sinnott, Jim Smith, Niall
Wall and J ames and Robert Whelan. []MD]
songs. The county has a varied culture mix
- from hillside farmers on the slopes of the
Blackstairs Mountain, through the fertile tillage
and grassland of the Model county, to the coastal
fishing villages. All have great variety of song
associated with them, little of it known about or
appreciated outside the south-east. Such was the
pride of song repertoire in Wexford that Ranson
(1937) could report a tradition of song challenges,
in one of which a Kilmuckridge singer was victorious with sixty-four pieces. Early references to
the county in song begin with the construction of
ramparts around the town ofNew Ross in 1265 on
account of a feud between Maurice Fitzmaurice,
chief of the Geraldines, and Walter de Burgo,
Earl of Ulster. The Ballad of the Entrenchments
of New Ross, composed in Norman French, was
translated by Mrs (George) McShane in 1831, and
first appeared in Crofton Croker's Popular Songs of
Ireland (1838):
But on Saturday the stir
Of blacksmith, mason, carpenter
Hundreds three with fifty told
Many were they, true and bold
And they toiled with main and might
Needful knew they 'twas, and fight.

Still older is the 'Song of Dermot', composed at
the time of the Norman landing of 1169.
1798. More recent history has produced a
great volume of song in the county relating to the
1798 rising, most of these penned in the generations since, with only a dozen or so contemporary
accounts surviving. Historian Nicky Furlong relates
that the details of the rising were of such profound
impact that they were not discussed or sung about
locally for some time - the folk memory developed a blind spot. An explosion of song relating
to it took place in the mid-nineteenth century,
however, this producing a song for every incident,
most popular having been 'The Croppy Boy'.
hurling. The study of hurling in the county
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surprisingly throws up song from an era before the
county's modern-day GAA fame, including 'The
1910 Hurlers' and 'The Bold Shelmalier' (1890)
ballad of the county's defeat of Cork. Further
back, in 1805, a ballad commemorates a celebrated
hurling game played between Duffry and the
Barony of Ban try, and in 1779 Paddy Devereux
tells his son about hurling at Carrigmanen:
Hurling we may from greatest authors find
To be of two Olympian games combined
Where strength of body swiftness in the race
These qualities in hurling still take place.
Song peels back the years, revealing the great
antiquity of the game locally through the 'Yola'
dialect song of a hurling game played in the 1680s
in the parish of Our Lady's Island at the Cross of
Lough:
A cluttering gathered all in pile and in heap
Tumbled over each other like flocks of wild sheep.
(Translation: Conchubhair 6 Cuileaniin,
Our Games, 1958)

song writers. P.J. McCall, the ballad-maker
involved in the setting up of the Feis Ceoil of 1897,
and well known for his 1798 songs 'Boolavogue',
'Kelly from Killane', 'Follow me up to Carlow',
etc., also wrote numerous place-praise songs: four
books of his material were published between 1894
and 1911. His work has been described as 'martial
in the hills, plaintive in the valleys, pathetic in the
glade, rollicking on the hillside and sentimental
in the groves'. Another ballad-maker of the 1800s
was Michael O'Brien who termed himself 'the
Wexford Bard', familiar at fairs, race meetings and
chapel gates, singing and selling his ballad sheets
for a penny. 'Ballyshannon Lane', 'The Alfred D.
Snow' and others, universal in the Irish song tradition, are his work.
sh ipwrecks. But perhaps it is the maritime
folk song of Wexford which, compared to other
counties, is its other strong legacy. Seventy-seven
items of this were gathered together, notated and
published in the decade after 1937 by Fr Joseph
Ranson as Songs of the Wexford Coast. These
document a deep involvement with the sea, its
treacherous waters, the drama of sea travel and
transport.
They launched their boat at Fethard Qyay
And outwards they did go
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For to save the shipwrecked sailors
On board the Mexico.
'The Hantoon', 'The Tinaberna Fisherman',
'Bannow's Lonely Shores' and 'The Fethard
Lifeboat Crew' are songs sung and appreciated
locally; others were known on the south coast
too. Ransom considered that the songs that had
currency from east coast Arklow to Curracloe were
all local, those from the barony of Forth were often
of English origin, and many from the Hook peninsula were American. New maritime songs are still
being written, but the era of the sailing ship and
the wreck-strewn Wexford coast shipping lane was
the song genre's prolific breeding ground. [PHB]
Creha n, Tony. (1943-95). Concertina. Born
at Mullach, Miltown Malbay. Son of renowned
fiddler Junior Crehan, he had a style distinctive
of west Clare. A composer of tunes, he was all
his life involved in music organisation for CCE
and was chair of, and teacher in, its Gorey, Co.
Wexford branch. His pupils took many awards
over the years, notably Pat Fitzpatrick on flute.
With Thomas Keegan, Tony was in the Gorey Ceili
Band and broadcast on radio and television. He
was the instigator of the Bobby Casey album Casey
in the Cowhouse, compiled its notes and oversaw its
production from his mother's tapes.
See also M ayglass Ceili Band; W hisht!
Wexford carols. The term refers to a set of eleven
Christmas songs published in 1684, two of which
are still sung to
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Luke Wadding's 1684 Carols

Whisht!

his Friends and Neighbours in their Ajftictions. Luke
Wadding was educated at Paris, and was appointed
parish priest of New Ross where, in 1674, he built
a public mass-house, no mean feat in Penal times.
He was consecrated bishop in the year he published his Smale Garland in Ghent, after which his
carols became very popular, and the Smale Garland
was reprinted in London in 1728 and 1731 for
James Connor, a Drogheda bookseller. Not long
after Wadding's death, his chapel fell and his successor was refused permission to rebuild it.
Devereux. Eventually carol-singing was given
a new impetus by Fr William Devereux, who, on
returning from the Irish college in Salamanca
because of ill health in 1728, composed a 'garland'
of carols. He was appointed parish priest of
Drinagh, and since he had no chapel the Register
of Popish Priests of 1731 reports that he said
mass in the corner of a field. Mterwards he built
a thatched mud hut at Killane to serve as a chapel
and his carols were first sung there. Fr Devereux
incorporated Wadding's carols with his own into
a manuscript which he called A New Garland
Containing Songs for Christmas.
copies. Manuscript copies of the se multiplied, and are still being transcribed in Kilmore
where the parish has kept up the singing of them
to the present day. Formerly they were sung in
Piercestown, Ballymore, Mayglass, Lady's Island,
Tacumshane and Rathangan, but they died out in
these parishes due to the neglect of priests who
preferred the formality, the chiasmi and the dogmatism of hymnody. The religion of the heart has
lost out to what Yeats called the 'dead hand of
decorum'.
authorship. Fr Devereux's Garland contains
three of Wadding's carols, but it is impossible to
say how many of the others he wrote himself.
Certainly he did not write 'Song For Jerusalem',
which is English; first printed in 1601, its author is
known to us only as F.B.P., a Catholic priest under
sen tence of death, according to English tradition.
The people of Kilmore believe that Fr Devereux
wrote the rest, as it is clear that they were written
by someone very familiar with the liturgy.
tradition. These carols are sung during
Christmas in Kilmore by a choir of six men, who
divide into two groups of three to sing alternate

verses. It is no small boast for a parish to say that
some of their carols have been handed down from
generation to generation for almost 300 years . To
hear them sung during mass can be a very moving
experience indeed, most eloquently described in
a letter to The People, a Wexford newspaper, in
January 1872: 'I have stood within many of the
grandest Cathedrals of Europe and under the
dome of St Peter's itself, but in none of them did
I ever feel the soul-thrilling rapturous sensation
that I did as a boy listening to six aged men on a
frosty Christmas morning sing the carols beneath
the low straw-thatched chapel of Rathangan.' The
attachment of the people of Kilmore to their very
special tradition is still strong; its guardians have
been generations of the Devereux family. Since Jack
Devereux retired from it at age eighty-seven, his
cousin has kept up the tradition that 'there must be
a Devereux among the carol singers'. [DIO]

W helan, Bill. (1950- ). Musician, composer and
record producer. Born in Limerick, he studied law
at UCD and King's Inns. He began by writing
music for the cinema, and in 1979 he joined
Planxty, playing keyboards. He produced albums
for artists such as Andy lrvine, Paul Brady and
Stockton's Wing, as well as several internationally known singers and musicians unconnected to
the traditional or revivalist folk fields. He became
known to Irish television audiences while leading
resident music groups on popular television
series such as Saturday Night Live. His commissioned orchestral works and film scores include
The 6 Riada Suite (1987), The Seville Suite (1992),
The Spirit of Mayo (1993), and Some M other's
Son (1996). Although in no sense a traditionalist by background, Whelan was aware of the Irish
musical heritage and incorporated elements of it
in his composition. In 1994 this approach led to
spectacular international recognition with the production of Riverdance. Whelan's music, abundant
in thematic appeal and rhythmic drama, proved
an ideal vehicle to carry what was a new concept
in the presentation of Irish dancing, and to some
extent dance traditions from elsewhere. [BIM ]
W hisht! An a cappella traditional singers' group
based in Co. Wexford including Paddy Berry,
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Helen K.irwan, Niall Wall, Darina Gleeson, Elaine
Gleeson, Aileen Lambert and Paul O'Reilly. An
ensemble of ages and backgrounds, they sing an
eclectic Wexford repertoire: songs 'of love and war,
of heartbreak and triumph; of sport and politics;
of emigration and re-union; serious songs; stupid
songs; fast songs; rebel songs; songs of the Wexford
Coast; songs about Napoleon'.
whistle. Known also as 'tin' whistle, this ts a
simple fipple-style flute where the sound is made
by blowing air through a channel against a sharp
edge. Without doubt the most popular instrument
in traditional music today. Its simple construction
and ease of playing make it cheap, almost disposable, yet equally suitable as an introduction to music
for beginners and for playing the most sophisticated airs and dance music. The principle of the
whistle has been around for a long time, in many
cultures, world wide, and bone whistles have been
found on archaeological digs in Dublin, and as in
other cultures, children are recorded as making
small whistles from corn stalks, elder (boor tree)
and by twisting the bark off fresh, young sycamore
branches. But the antiquity of the whistle as an
instrument oflrish music dates only to the nineteenth century. The precursor of the tin whistle
as we know it is the 'flageolet', often with a full
complement of chromatic keys, which appeared in
the late 1700s. The earliest tin-plate whistles were
being made in Britain from 1825, and appear
to have been used in Irish dance music
within the following twenty
years.

'Whist les' in a select ion
of keys and materials
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mass production. This reduced the instrument's cost sufficiently to give the instrument
mass popularity, and among the first such manufacturers was the Clarke company in 1843 (still
making whistles). Later the instrument was made
of white celluloid. Known as the 'penny' whistle,
these appear to have been relatively expensive for
their time - up to 31f2d at the beginning of the
twentieth century (possibly €15 in 2010), and two
shillings by the 1960s (c.€8 by 2010 standards).
Evidence suggests that all whistles in use in Ireland
up to the beginning of the 1980s were Britishmade. Tin whistle fortunes were boosted hugely
by the traditional music and folk revivals of the
1950s onwards, as it became the doorway into traditional music for many. Although still thought of
as a beginner's instrument, the appearance since
the revival of some virtuoso players has also created
for it a reputation as a serious instrument. Recent
classic recordings by players like Mary Bergin and
Sean Ryan, for instance, show that the instrument
is as serious as the player can make it.
materials. Such new-found popularity has led
to some developments in the detail of the instrument's construction. The older Clarke whistle
was a long, narrow, rolled tin-sheet cone with a
wooden fipple (plug). 1bis was normally available
in just one pitch, and its construction was copied in
cast, light metals for children's band use. Running
parallel with the Clarke, after the 1950s the brasstubed, cylindrical-bore, plastic-topped 'Generation'
type whistle appeared, made also in England. This
had both brass and nickel finishes, it was made in
several pitches and was more musically true than
its ancestors; its mouthpiece was separate from
the barrel and could be freed to facilitate tuning.
Its form has been the basis of dozens of brands
since the 1970s, many of these made in Ireland Waltons of Dublin have made them of lacquered
aluminium, brass alloys and high-impact plastics.
Other makers like Fead6g have produced them
in aluminium, stainless steel and bored synthetic
woods. Patrick Sky's Feadan model was made
of nickel silver and had an adjustable mouthpiece. Today indeed there is a bewildering range
of whistles in all pitches, colours, and materials,
with a major innovation being the inclusion of a
tuning slide in the more expensive models. The
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Drum kelly tin whistle band, 1960s, Co. Cavan [Tom Hussey; courtesy Dermot Healy)

D whistle (Shaw) is also produced in a conical,
one-piece, nickel-plate format. In 2010 whistles
ranged in price from €5 through to the expensive
ultimate contradiction- the 'wooden tin-whistle'.
Manufactured first in the USA, this can cost several
hundred euros, and indeed completes the circle of
progress back to its expensive eighteenth-century
ancestor, the wooden flageolet. [HAH/EDI]
low whistle. This is a whistle, in keys such as A,
G or D. A relatively recent development in Irish
traditional music, it emerged out of 1957-1970s
experimentation by pipers Paddy Keenan and
Finbar Furey using copper and brass tubing and
old TV aerials when they were available; most of
these were close to Din pitch. Furey collaborated
with the English maker Bernard Overton on this,
in or around 1971. Aluminium is the commonest
material (a question of availability of tubing), but
some makers now provide wooden instruments.
The D version is simply a whistle (originally with
a parallel bore) which is large enough to play an
octave below the standard D whistle (in the same
pitch as a flute) . It normally has a proportionately
wider bore and larger finger holes, and is commonly
played with the middle part of the fingers in 'piping'
style. Though it is easier to play than the concert

flute, the fingering style and the great demand for
wind tend to give it, in inexpert hands, colourless tone and render dynamic expression difficult.
Nevertheless, it has become an immensely popular
instrument, breaking away from its initial association with pipers such as Furey and Davey Spillane,
whose recordings spread its popularity. Furey's 'The
Lonesome Boatman' was seminal in this respect,
although played on a low G whistle. Now made
by many makers in different styles and pitches
(as low as GG), the 'low whistle' may also have
a conical bore. Though derided by some as a poor
person's flute, this instrument's characteristic sound
is now established as iconic of 'Irishness', a role
in which it is commonly featured in advertising
and film music. Now close to its fortieth birthday,
even though the low whistle still isn't considered
a mainstream traditional instrument, it has established a firm place for itself in professional stage
performance and recordings. [HAH]
See also flute.
Clarke tin whistle. A conical-bore duct flute
made of tinplate with a wooden end plug, the
oldest commercially produced tin whistle still on
the market. The tone may vary significantly from
one to another- from robust and flutey to bright
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key of C whistle was the only tin whistle available in rural areas for many years. Many famous
traditional players got their start in music on it and
some- notably Josie McDermott of Roscommon
and Jim Donoghue of Sligo - continued to prefer
it even after other brands of D whistles became
widely available. 'Ire Clarke Tin Whistle Company
reintroduced a key ofD model in 1989 after many
years absence from their line. They also created
two new lines, the Sweetone and Meg respectively.
These feature a conical metal body with a moulded
plastic mouthpiece. The Clarke 'Original'- as they
now call it- and the Sweetone are made in Kent,
England, and the Meg is made in China. [BIO]
whistling. This rudimentary instrumental form
was learned intuitively and from aural example
in the past. Petrie (1855, 1882) gives transcriptions of 'Ploughman's Whistles', note patterns
made by men while engaged in the collaborative
work of synchronising the motion of two horses
tethered to a plough and the actions of the two
handlers. Part signal, part pastime, the practice and
the melodies are considered likely by Breandan
6 Madagain to also be 'echoes of old superstitious rituals'. Whistling has likely always been
used as a signalling, calling or warning device in
domestic, agricultural and military affairs and in
bird-trapping for centuries, but it is indicated as
an important carrier of melody in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. References are made to
'errand boys' whistling the latest music-hall ditty,
and young children can make quite an issue of
wanting to be able to whistle. Musicians often
whistle melodies to each other by way of indicating
a tune, or as diversion on journeys, but the actual
study of the art, practising it, learning repertoire
and performing has for many decades been an
obscure activity.

.... ,...~. - -. _:.....~~.

A whistle player performs for dancers c. 1840. From
Hall's Ireland -Its scenery, character and history

and responsive. But a player can alter the tone of
the instrument to suit personal taste by adjusting
the height of the windway, an operation that can
be performed on the malleable tinplate without
any specialised tools. The earliest Clarke whistles
were made by Robert Clarke, a farm labourer
from Coneyweston, Suffolk, England, c.1843. It
has been claimed that Clarke invented the tin
whistle or penny whistle, but both terms appear in
literature well before he is reputed to have manufactured his first whistle. He eventually established
a factory in Manchester and exported tin whistles
all over the world. Nowhere were the instruments
more popular than in Ireland, where the Clarke
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method. The basis of whistling is that the lips are
used to produce a sound, and the mouth cavity is
the resonant body which alters it. Lips are pursed
in a 'fish-mouth' shape used in saying the word 'two'
or 'poo', the tongue is pushed forward to tip the
bottom teeth, and the performer blows. The pitch
of the note is altered in three ways: 1. by increasing
the blowing pressure, 2. by widening and narrowing the lip opening (same effect as altering wind
pressure), and 3. by moving the tongue back and
forwards. Decorative triplets are achieved by either
breathing out-in-out in rapid succession, or by using
a quick back-forwards-back motion of the tongue,
and rhythmic-effect rolls are made by supplementing the triplet tongue movement with a speech- or
lilt-pattern sound like 'idd-ill-y'. Fast vibrato is got
by fluttering the tongue, and a slow form by pulsing
the diaphragm. Other effects are achieved by using
cupped hands around the mouth. Expert whistlers
have their own idiosyncratic techniques, and different
tune types will demand different approaches. Internal
mouth and throat adjustments which are used in flute
articulation apply here, with such as epiglottis and
diaphragm control important to rhythm. Volume is
dependent on the performer's expertise as much as
on the physical characteristics of their lips, mouth
shape, oral cavity, palate- and teeth condition.
Since the early days ofCCE competitions whistling has been included as a 'traditional art form', a
recognition still not accorded those most common
instruments guitar and bouzouki. However, the
precedent was there already two decades or more
before CCE, for Feis Mhaitiu, Cork, in its seventh
year listed a whistling competition in 1933. That it
should be included at all likely relates to its one-time
ubiquitousness, the fact that this came through the
music hall and vaudeville eras and survived into
the recording and radio eras as a quirky form of
virtuosity which involved no expense, just copious
practice. Ronnie Ronald was a major star of popular
music in this, his recording of Delia Murphy's 'If
I Were a Blackbird' being in the British Top 20
for six months in 1950. The actor Harpo Marx
used communicative whistling as his hallmark,
and many mainstream singers have used whistling
routines, notably Bing Crosby on his 1942 recording oflrving Berlin's 'White Christmas'.
role models. William Carleton reported in 1841

that a certain William Graissey was an expert
whistler, that 'flocks of the country people used to
crowd about him for the purpose of hearing his
performance upon the ivy leaf, which he played by
putting it in his mouth, and uttering a most melodious whistle' (Irish Penny journal, 1840-41: 378).
Today, females dominate mouth whistling in competitions (a turnaround from past decades) with the
senior All- Ireland 'feadail' won in 2009 by Claire
McNicholl from Bellaghy, Co. Derry.The same is
reflected in younger age-groups, but as a performance category mouth whistling is now among the
least popular at All- Ireland level. Wexford singer
Paddy Berry was a winner in 1975 and '77, as was
Westmeath whistle player Tom McHale in 1966.
Whistled 'tunes' are scarce on recordings of traditional music, perhaps making live performance in
competition a special thrill, as is conveyed by Pat
Brosnan's lyrics concerning the 1999 All- Ireland
win of a Co. Antrim whistler:
There are people of great talent here
within our Emerald Isle,
Musicians, singers, dancers too
of elegance and style,
But when it comes to whistling
one performer stands alone,
And his name is John O'Connell,
the big man from Portglenone.

Joe Byrne's 2010 eo collection Ceol agus ealaion:
Music and Musings from Mayo has whistling by John
Joe McDonnell.
White, Roisin. (1952- ). Song, concertina. Born
near Kilkeel, Co. Down. Her mother sang ballads
and R6isin heard song locally and on RE. She began
performing following a Beleek, Co. Fermanagh
event in the 1970s, and was hugely influenced
by meeting Nioclas T6ibin, Darach 6 Cathain,
Joe Holmes, Len Graham, Sarah Ann O'Neill
and Geordie Hanna at a 1977 Clogherhead, Co.
Louth, singers' weekend. Through meeting Jerry
Hicks, Sean O'Boyle and collector Peter Kennedy,
she developed a considerable repertoire of Ulster
song, rendering her one of its distinctive voices
today. Now singing increasingly in Irish, she is a
popular contributor to folk festivals in Britain, and
song festivals in Ireland. Her definitive album is
1he First ofMy Rambles (2001).
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W hose M usic? The title of a conference hosted
by Co-operation North (CN) at Enniskillen in
1991. It was designed to 'look at, to explore and
discuss the origins and the many and varied influences which have acted upon and shaped the
development of traditional music on this island,
in the hope that such a discussion would make an
important - and a much needed - contribution
to a greater awareness of both the nature of the
music and its effects upon people today'. It was
proposed by painter Constance Short (who was
then working with CN) and piper Tommy Fegan,
inspired by other Northern Ireland Community
Relations Council initiatives. The participants and
programme were arranged by Ciaran Carson (then
the ACNI's traditional music officer) and Dermot
McLaughlin (with the same role in the ACI). The
event involved invited speakers from both parts
of Ireland and Scotland, from inside and outside
of traditional music. Speakers included Richard
Parkes (Field Marshall Montgomery Pipe Band),
Flora MacNeill and Mary Jane Campbell (singers,
Scotland), Leslie Bingham (flute), David Bushe
(Ulster Society), Ciaran Carson (ACNI), Sean
Corcoran, Paddy Glackin, Cathal Goan (RTE),
Piers Hellawell (composer), Michael Longley,
Ciar:in Mac Mathuna, Tony McAuley, Maighread
Ni Dhomhnaill, Tom Munnelly, Fintan Vallely and
Desi Wilkinson. The panel addresses and discussions were published in 1992 as Traditional Music
- Whose Music? and Fintan Vallely's 2008 book
Tuned Out - Traditional Music and Identity in
Northern Ireland was sparked by the event.
Wicklow. Wicklow county is associated with
the oldest speculated music instrument to have
been found in Ireland, the 'Wicklow pipes', dating
to c.2,100Bc, unearthed during an archaeological
dig near Greystones in 2003. P.W. Joyce collected
music from miners near Glenmalure, from close to
which came the hero of the song 'Billy Byrne of
Ballymanus', a 1798leader ofbig-house origins who
was eventually hanged in Wicklow town in 1798:
Come all you brave United Men, I pray you lend an ear
And listen to these verses few I now will let you hear
Concerning noble Billy Byrne, a man of high renown
Who was tried and hanged at Wicklow town, a traitor
to the Crown.
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The tune remains popular, played still by beginners
and as a ceili band march. Wicklow's song traditions are indeed reflective of some of the terror
and drama of the crown's retribution during the
1798 rising, with nationally-known lyrics such as
'Dunlavin Green' and 'Michael Dwyer':
He baffled his pursuers, who followed like the wind.
He swam the river Slaney, and left them far behind.
But many a scarlet soldier he promised soon would fall
For those, his gallant comrades, who died in wild
lmaal.
But Wicklow is internationally known for its associations with the more polite words ofThomas
Moore in the timeless 'Meeting of the Waters'
(about the Vale of Avoca), also in the late nineteenth century allegory about Charles Stuart
Parnell 'The Blackbird of Sweet Avondale':
In the fair counties Meath, Wexford, Cork, and Tipperary,
The rights of Old Ireland, my Blackbird did sing
Ah, but woe to the hour, with heart light and airy
Away from my arms, to Dublin took wing
The county's prestige as a mountainous tourist area
of great beauty and with Ireland's second-highest
peak, Lugnaquilla, has sparked a variety of more
modern songs, but its visibility in music is tied up
with its dormitory proximity to Dublin as Ireland's
capital city. Bray has had long-running sessions,
but those at Toohey's and Tutty's in Hollywood
acquired significance in the 1970s through participation by prominent players. Many musicians
have made the county their home, including
Kevin Conneff (Chieftains), Joe and Antoinette
McKenna (pipes/whistle and harp), Cormac
Breatnach (whistle, flute), Ronan Browne (pipes),
Gerry O'Donnell (flute), and singer Grace Toland,
with Donegal roots, was born and lives there; flute
maker Des Seery is based in Bray, as was Martin
Doyle.
CCE. The east of the county has the most
music activity, and the largest CCE branch has
been in the county town, Wicklow, since 1973. A
dedicated premises, the former RNLI Boathouse
on the seafront, the 'Teach Cheoil', hosts classes in
music, step dancing and set dancing. A twinning
with the French town ofMontigny-Le-Bretonneux
(near Paris) provides links to performance abroad.
The tourism spectacle of the county is marked by
holding a summer 'picnic' (a popular traditional

Wilkinson, Desi

music pastime in the early-1900s) and session
each year at Glendalough. Various towns host
the county fleadh, and Wicklow itself was the
location of the Provincial Leinster Fleadh in
2009. Gerry O'Donnell has been credited with
revitalising the Bray branch in 2010, and tuition
is given at Donard where a 'mini fleadh' is held
each spring and autumn and a cc£ concert in
October. A county of modest senior-level AllIreland achievement, Paddy Blake won with new
ballads in 1985, and the Ballishall group in '87.
CCE is also present in Tinahealy, Aughrim and
Bray with smaller branches in six other areas.

piping. As an adjunct to Dublin, the county has
a similar population density to Meath, and also
has a similar number of uilleann pipers affiliated
to NPU (c.SO). But its past piping associations
are stylistically significant, notably for the great
Traveller pipers Johnny and Felix Doran who
played at fairs and sporting events in the 1930s
and '40s, and contributed much to the survival and
future popularity of the instrument. Johnny was
born at Rathnew, near Wicklow town; his father
John was also a piper, as was his great-grandfather
John Cash ofWexford. Felix went on to win the
1963 All-Ireland, and like his brother is buried
in Rathnew in County Wicklow. His national
prowess is reflected for Co. Wicklow in the 2009
success ofLottie Ni Chulainn ofBray in the 12- 15
All-Ireland uilleann pipes.
sessions. These are organised both in bars in the
towns and under the auspices of CCE, in Wicklow
(Nell Keenan's 'The Forge'); Roundwood (Coach
House); Bray (Hibernian Inn [with fiddler Ger
Doyle], Katie Gallagher's, Harbour Bar, Clancy's
[with singer Al O'Donnell]); Greystones (Dan's);
Redcross, Arklow (Mick Cullen's); Wicklow
(The Boat House); Roundwood (The Vartry I
Kavanagh's). Set dancing is taught and practised
throughout the county, and storytelling is heard
in the company of music at Bray Sailing Club.
Bray Singers' Circle meets monthly since 2008 at
the Strand Hotel, with impromptu singing and
guests, and An Bal Binn promotes singing in Irish
at Holland 's.
In west Wicklow the best-known event is
Hollywood's Music Under The Mountains festival,

run each September with major-artiste concerts
since 1991. One of its founding members Laura
Greaves has been commemorated since 1996 by
a Music Bursary for Hollywood National School
which enables children from Hollywood and surrounding areas to receive traditional music and
song tuition; 200 have benefited over the years.
Tutty's and The Hollywood Inn both have sessions
in the village, and accordion and concertina are
taught at weekends. Eimer Casey teaches music
further south at Baltinglass where she also hosts
children's sessions in Germaine's, while close to
the Wexford boundary near Shillelagh occasional
sessions are run at Egan's of Parkbridge, home to
concertina player Paddy Egan and accordionist
Larry ('The Kitchen Recordings', 2003, with Sean
0' Driscoll). [EIC, EDI]
Wilkes, Chris. (1959- ). Flute maker. Born in
Birmingham, and now based in Herefordshire,
England, he learned the highland pipes at the age
of ten, playing in pipe bands before being introduced to Northumbrian pipes and then Irish music
by fellow band members. Northumbrian pipes and
French musette maker John Addison influenced
him during the 1970s, and he began making flutes
professionally c. 1984. Instrument maker Brian
Howard advised him in tool making, and in collaboration with Kevin Crawford (Lunasa, then in
Birmingham) he produced a robust Rudall and
Rose inspired model designed for modern players.
Wilkes's flutes use hand-forged key-work and
tenon rings, and their bore constrictions create
a unique tone and response, particularly on the
bottom D , due to back pressure. His ethic is to
improve his skills with each instrument produced,
and he has been the subject of articles in The Times
and The Guardian newspapers, and he won a West
Midlands Arts Council award to develop a flute
design pitched in C. He plays Irish and Breton
music on flute and pipes. [HBR]
Wilkinson, Desi. (1954- ). Flute, bagpipes, song.
Born in Belfast, childhood friendships made him a
regular caller to the guesthouse ofFermanagh-born
fiddler Tommy Gunn where he regularly heard
traditional music and singing from such visiting
musicians as Aly Bain and Cathal McConnell. He
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had started playing whistle by the age of fifteen,
picking up some tunes from Gunn, and learning
through hearing music at Belfast sessions and
concerts. He travelled to hear music in Fermanagh,
Cavan, Tyrone and subsequently all over Ireland.
Training as a teacher in Belfast introduced him to
yet more players; his associates were such as Gary
Hastings, Gerry O'Donnell, Deirdre Shannon,
Ciaran Carson, Andy Dixon, John Hendry and
Paddy O'Neill. Hearing band recordings encouraged him to take up flute at nineteen and travel
in Brittany, so beginning an association which
saw him live there and play professionally in that
region from 1992 to '95 . With Gerry O'Connor
and Eithne Ni Uallachain he recorded Cosa gan
Bhr6ga in 1986, and in 1987 he made his first
solo album, The Three Piece Flute; the second was
Shady Woods (2001). He has several albums with
his group Cran: Crooked Stair (1991), Black, Black,
Black (1997), Lover's Ghost (1999) and Music from
the Edge of the World (2002). Buffalo in the Castlewith Mairtin O'Connor, Lena Ullman and Frank
Hall - was released in 2009. An academic of the
music also, from 1988 to 1991 he was the ACNI's
'Artist in the Community', his 1991 MA dissertation investigated flute styles, and his 1999 PhD
concerned the social world of traditional music in
Brittany. He currently teaches traditional music at
ICMUS, University of Newcastle upon Tyne.

William Kennedy Piping Festival. An annual
event held in Armagh city and the surrounding area
over a weekend every November. Run by Armagh
Pipers' Club, it was begun in 1994 as a one-off
project as part of a local council initiative, 'Armagh
Together'. It celebrates the eighteenth-century
blind pipe maker William Kennedy ofTandragee,
Co. Armagh, a key innovator in the history of
uilleann pipes
development.
The festival
focuses on the
piping traditions of Ireland
and Scotland
but has also
invited guests
William Kennedy Piping Festival logo
from all over
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Europe and from further afield in Algeria, Iran
and North America. It is centred around themed
concerts and has many organised and impromptu
sessions. Teaching is an integral part of the event,
with workshops focusing on different pipes and
traditions, and on pipe and reed making. The
festival also incorporates the William Kennedy
Piping Conference, which features lectures, discussions and exhibitions on various piping themes and
issues. 1he event attracts a diverse audience from all
over the island, Britain and North America. [CAV]

Willie Clancy Summer School (SSWC). A
week-long summer school in traditional music and
set dance held annually at Miltown Malbay, Co.
Clare. The first and biggest of such events, it commemorates the town's best-known uilleann piper,
Willie Clancy, and has been running since just after
his death in 1972. 1he idea was initiated by Clancy
himself, and implemented within six months by
teacher Muiris 6 R6chain in collaboration with
CCE's timire ceoil Seamus Mac Mathuna and
local musicians Martin Talty, Paddy Joe McMahon
and Junior Crehan. Now independent, the school
is focused around the teaching of instruments and
set dancing in formal classes, but stresses the value
of the oral/aural tradition .
In its fleadh-style volume of music-making in
bars it has become something of a Mecca in the
music, its retinue of up to a hundred teachers and
hundreds of improving and competent musicians,
dancers and singers drawing in thousands of listeners. The school addresses the cultural and intellectual
side of traditional music by the inclusion of daily
workshops on singing and the tradition, afternoon lectures and evening recitals. The 'Breandan
Breathnach memorial lecture', given by various
authorities in traditional music, opens the school;
a music tribute at Clancy's grave, launch of albums
and publications in traditional music follow. Scores
of impromptu sessions accompany these organised
activities, nightly set dance and ceilis complement
a routine of morning classes given by top players on
uilleann pipes, flute, tin whistle, concertina, fiddle,
button accordion and set dancing.
history. The school's beginning was modest and
all the classes were contained in the local vocational
school. About eighty students attended in 1973

Willie Clancy Summer School

Edel Fox hosting a concertina class at the 2009 Scoil Samhraidh Willie Clancy [courtesy Tony Kearns]

and the instruments taught were pipes, flute, fiddle
and tin whistle. Numbers increased rapidly to over
1,000 in 1995.1hey peaked at 1,500 in 2005, and
settled to 1,200 in 2009.1he first year it was run
in conjunction with CCE and since then it has
been run independently by a local committee. The
school was fortunate that some of the greatest traditional musicians were involved with it from the
outset, and the contributions of people like John
Kelly, Dan O'Dowd,Junior Crehan, Bobby Casey,
Seamus Ennis, Martin Talty, and Se:in Reid were
immense. No serious attempts have ever been made
at marketing; it is, like the music, oral recommendation only, based on satisfaction and goodwill.
funding. The school is totally non -commercial
and run with the minimum of bureaucracy. A fee
(€140 in 2009) is charged to include all tuition and
admission to lectures, recitals and seminars. Since
its inception, well in excess of 30,000 students
have attended the school, a high portion of whom
return annually. In 2009 there was representation
among students from forty countries worldwide;
Irish students make up 60 per cent of the total.
The main funding for the school comes from
the Arts Council oflreland in addition to some
funding from cultural bodies and assorted private
sponsorship. More than two hundred tutors, plus
several guest artists and lecturers, participate in the
school.

classes. Fiddle, uilleann pipes, whistle and
flute were the original classes. In 2009 the fiddle
(the largest individual instrumental group) had
thirty classes and in excess of fifty tutors, and
pipes, whistle and flute each had eighteen classes.
As enrolment grew, however, and in response to
demand, the range of instruments expanded over
the years with classes in 2009 as follows:
Concertina (first taught in 1981), fourteen graded
classes.
Button accordion (1987), eight graded classes.
Banjo and harmonica (2005), eight classes in banjo,
two in harmonica.
Harp (2007), six graded classes.
The tutors use a variety of teaching methods and
each section has a coordinator to oversee grading
and class size. It is remarkable that a number of
family groupings over several generations con tinue
to participate in the school as tutors; these include
the Kelly, O'Connor, Hayes, McCarthy, Peoples,
Glackin, McKeon, Crehan, McPeake and Ports
families.
Set dancing was introduced in 1982 with one
class; the numbers grew rapidly as the enthusiasm for set dancing increased. There are now ten
dance workshops and a wide variety of traditional
dance types taught and catered for by a team of
over thirty dance teachers. In 1984 a traditional
singing workshop was introduced and traditional
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Wilson, lan

singing in Irish and English are catered for. In
1986 a foundation course was set up to give a
week-long introduction to the Irish musical tradition. Classes for spoken Irish commenced in 2004
and are free to all. A beginners' conversational
course in Scottish Gaelic has run daily since 2005,
and many Scottish artists and guest lecturers are
regular participants.
format. Little has changed at the school since
the beginning. From 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. daily workshops are held (138 of these in 2009). During the
week lectures and seminars are held each afternoon
to discuss aspects of the musical heritage. Recitals
concentrating on a different musical instrument
are held each evening, and there are nightly ceilithe
with music by leading ceili bands.
participants. All available space within a
six-mile radius of the school is used: schools, private
houses, hotels, golf clubs, community centres, hired
prefabs and marquees. Thousands of people visit
the area during the week, creating a lively atmosphere and injecting a considerable cash flow into
the local economy. While the formal school is the
core of the week's events, visitors and students also
enjoy wonderful music sessions outside of it. Many
fringe events have built up around the school: in
2009, fifteen traditional music ens and three new
music publications were launched as part of the
week. Many artists and craftsmen have located in
the area as a result of the school and have enriched
the cultural life of the district.
reputation. The school established a name for
good music and high standards in tuition and
lectures from the outset, and was fortunate in
attracting many of the finest traditional artistes
in Ireland as tutors. It is now recognised worldwide as the forerunner of all traditional music
summer schools. The Irish Times in 2008 stated:
'The Willie Clancy school could be viewed as
a template on h ow such schools might be run:
serious work and relaxation offered in equal and
rewarding measure.' The school has elsewhere
been described as the 'unofficial university for
Irish music', and down through the years it has
advised and helped communities and groups that
wished to set up similar events. Among these
have been those at Glencolmcille in Donegal,
Drumshanbo in Leitrim, Tubbercurry in Sligo
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and Ceol an Earraigh in Kerry. Abroad, Ceolas
in the Western Isles of Scotland is directly based
on the SSWC. The school has informal contacts
with festivals at Odense in Denmark, Riga in
Latvia, Hamburg in Germany and Cape Breton
in Canada.
standards. The aim of the school has been to
promote high standards in artistic programming,
and excellence in the study and practice of Irish
traditional music, song and dance. It set out also to
develop an awareness of the importance of the traditional arts in education and in society in general.
The late Breandan Breathnach, scholar and collector of traditional music, was very involved; his
advice and guidance was invaluable. As a testimony
to his work, since his death in 1985 the annual
opening lecture is dedicated to him.
honours. Each year SSWC honours a major
music stylist in a public stage presentation of
tributes to their music by colleagues. This began
with Bobby Casey in 1997. Those honoured
since then have been: Johnny O'Leary, 2001; Joe
Ryan, 2002; Paddy Canny, 2003; Joe O'Donovan,
2004; Ben Lennon, 2005; Paddy Cronin, 2006;
Sean Potts, 2007; Michael Tubridy, 2008; Cathal
McConnell, 2009, the McPeake family, 2010.
[MUO]

Wilson, lan. (1964- ). Composer. Born in
Belfast, his music has been performed and broadcast on six continents. His composition output
comprises over eighty pieces including work with
traditional Irish idioms. His 2007 Harbouring uses
three choirs, accordionists and a traditional group
which interprets traditional idioms and an authentic approach to traditional singing. His 2009 An
Foras Feasa-sponsored work at DkiT investigates
interfaces between traditional Irish music, music
technology and contemporary classical approaches
to composition. This he explores in conjunction
with singer Lorcan Mac Mathuna and fiddler
Gerry O'Connor. He provides the performers with
a basic unembellished traditional-style melody and
then examines the ornamentation, embellishments,
timing, dynamics, tessitura and rhythmic variants
which the musicians instinctively apply to this in
performance. He catalogues these elements with
a view to deciphering their importance to and

Woods, Fergus

potential for the music end-product. This workin-progress is a novel approach that examines
the au thentic process of traditional performance
combined with the composer's creativity and music
technology. [CME]
wire recorder. In 1897 the Dane Vlademar Poulcen
invented the 'Telegraphone' wire-recorder which
could record for one hour, and is the ancestor of
the modern tape-recorder. The phonograph's basic
principle was the inscription of a lin ear soundwave pattern on a moving surface. With a needle
it scored this physically on a moving, wax-covered
cylinder or flat, shellac disc. The wire recorder
used the same principle, only it traced its soundwave magnetically on a wire being pulled across
a recording 'head'. Wire recorders were used by
folklore collectors and in business as dictaphones.
They reco rded through a small electric microphone; playback was through earphones. my were
in use up until the 1940s. Because of poor sound
quality they were of no commercial significance
after 1910, but were modernised by Pfleumer of
Dresden using paper tape instead of the wire reel.
Steel tape was th en used, and finally plastic, the
beginning of tape recording. [EDl]
WIT. Modules on Irish music at Waterford
Institute ofTechnology, practical and/or theoretical, are available on the BA (Hons) in Music
and the BA (Hons) undergraduate programmes.
In addition, postgraduate degrees by research to
MA and PhD level are also available. Recent and
current postgraduate research includes the Irish
music manuscripts of Philip Carolan, H enry
Hudson, George Noble Plunkett, John Edward
Pigot and Patrick W eston Joyce, in addition to
studies on fiddle playing in Newfoundland and
the ballad traditi on in th e south -east. Research
seminars are held under the auspices of the
WIT Creativity and Culture Research Group.
Research funding and travel g rants have been
obtained from the Arts Council, IRCHSS, th e
Fulbright Programme, HERA JRP Programme,
the Ireland-Newfoundland Partnership and the
Strand 1 Council of Directors Scheme. The insti tute has an audio archive oflrish traditional music
which contains recordings of musicians, singers

and dancers made in the last decade, particularly in the south-east region, and also the Bobby
Clancy Archive, which was recorded in the same
area in the 1950s. Key Irish music staff are Colette
Moloney, Bridget O 'Connell, Norah Kavanagh
and James O'Brien Moran.
wood block. Like a miniature of the Mrican 'slit
drum', an idiophone, this is a partially hollowed
wood block some 18 cm by 8 cm typically seen
mounted atop the bass drum, sometimes in the
company of a cymbal, in ct~ili bands. Slots cut in
the block give a variety of tones when it is struck in
different places with a drumstick. The instrument
was adopted into Irish bands along with the jazz/
dance-band drum kit, and has become almost the
cliched opening signal for dancing: two 'clicks' one per beat, in time - announce that reel music
will, on the third beat, begin with no further introduction; three clicks indicate a hornpipe .
Woods, Fergus. (1945- ) . Collector, singer.
Born in ewry, Co. Down and moved to Belfast,
hi s early influences were the Clancys and The
Dubliners. He attended the Belfast Folk Song
Club in the Continental Rooms, Donegall Square
South, where John Moulden and Robin Morton
performed in the early 1960s. A chance encounter on the way to his first fleadh at Cootehill in
1967 introduced him to singer Tommy McCabe
of Swan's Cross, from whom he later collected
many songs. Woods introduced Robin Morton to
the singer and three of his songs were published
in Folksongs Sung in Ulster, including 'The Lass
Among the Heather' and 'Jackson andJane' (words
from Eddie Smith but tune was from Tom my who
also gave Morton the history of the song, which
was recorded by Paul Brady in 1978). Woods continues in his father's footsteps by writing songs.
With Brendan Fulton he has devised and runs the
website belfastfolk.co.uk, a repository of anecdotes
and images of the 1960s-70s Belfast folk scene,
of which two period reunion concerts were run in
2006 and 2009 with many of the original performers. [MAL]
work-related songs. See song in Irish, occupational songs.
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World Fleadh

World Fleadh. This end-of-summer 'Irish and
Celtic Music Festival' has run in counties Kerry,
Laois and Mayo since 2006. It is styled as a
modern, upbeat music event with a dedicated
director (bodhnin player Eric Cunnigham), and
pitches itself at a non-specialist, but tastefully savvy,
audience: 'Do you want to dance a jig underneath
the pale moonlight? Have the crack at a ceili?
Host a hooley in a hot air balloon? Challenge the
champs in a busking competition or even compete
for a World Title in Set Dancing or Sean Nos?'
commercial event capitalises on the fleadh cheoil's
late-night, heady spontaneity, but offers it with a
rock-festival ethos of multiple events, variety of
styles and big-stage feel. All the major artistes
have taken part, the strictly traditional mixed with
singer-songwriters, punk and ballad singers. The
event is spread over several days, with a peak of
performance activity in the middle. In 2009 it was
the platform for the announcement of the IMA
awards for Irish traditional, folk and Celtic music,
as well as the ICMA country music awards. In
2009 it also offered 'The World Title Set Dancing
Competition', and 'The World Title Sean Nos
Dancing Competitions', with the proviso, quite
unlike the meaning of the fleadh (but marking the
age of technology) that music be provided 'on en/
iPod only'.

m

Wrenboys near Dingle, Co. Kerry, 1950s [CBE]

wren, the. The custom of 'hunting the wren'
during the twelve days of Christmas was known
throughout most of Ireland and elsewhere. It is
still observed on St Stephen's Day in many areas in
Ireland, especially in the south and west. Groups of
people dressed in disguise go from house to house,
singing and playing music and asking for money
in return. In former times, the wren-boys carried
a dead wren on a bush, usually a holly bush which
was decorated with rags and ribbons, and they
asked for money to 'bury the wren'. The following
verse is a typical example of the verse recited by
the wren-boys:
The wren, the wren, the king of all birds,
On St Stephen's day was caught in the furze,
Although he is little, his family is great,

World Iri sh D ancing Championships. As
Oireachtas Rince na Cruinne, this was established
in 1970 as the supreme merit level in Irish dancing,
and is held annually at Easter. It was inaugurated
modestly in the theatre of Colaiste Mhuire in
Parnell Square, Dublin, but has grown into an
international event which demands the largest
and most prestigious venues. Dancers qualify for
the world championships through their regional
Oireachtaisi held in November and December
each year.

World music. This term is the general shop-shelf
or web-sales classification under which all nonmainstream musics, including Irish traditional, are
filed or catalogued. It is intended to denote, collectively, the non-Western and non-classical musics of
the world, but does not denote a genre.
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So rise up, landlady and give us a treat.

The verse is based on the traditional belief that the
wren was responsible for indicating St Stephen's
hiding place under a bush to the pursuing Roman
soldiers by singing on that particular bush.
Although any musical instrument can be played by
the wren-boys, those which occur most frequently
are the accordion, melodeon, tin whistle, mouth
organ and bodhran. In parts of Munster, a more
formal, elaborate type of wren hunt existed and
this is still a vibrant part of the tradition in the
town of Dingle, Co. Kerry. Here, there are several
groups of'wrens', and each group is named after a
street in the town. Many participants are dressed in
straw costumes. Each group has an elected leader
called a captain, and the group carries a 'lair bhan'
(white mare) which is a wooden hobby horse. The
musicians participating in the Dingle wren play
fifes and drums for the most part. [RIO]

Wynne, Martin

Wright,John. Trump (Jew's harp), Welsh crwth,
singer. Born in Leicester, his father was a danceband pianist and his mother, whose grandfather was
of Co. Antrim descent, was a singer. John bought
his first trump out of curiosity when he was sixteen,
and was so moved by hearing a recording of Angus
Lawrie that he went to meet him in Oban, Scotland
in 1965. Contact with Irish people in London
(notably Patrick Devane of Carraroe, Co. Galway,
and Thomas McManus of Co. Fermanagh) had
a greater influence on his playing, however, and a
trip to Ireland with Catherine Perrier in 1966 was
pivotal. Tie couple recorded musicians at the Kilrush
fleadh cheoil, Willie Clancy in Miltown Malbay,
Johnny McDonough in Co. Galway, then singer
Vail 6 Flatharta at Carraroe. His interest in trumps
led John to move to Paris where he worked on a
large collection of the instruments from all over the
world, and engaged with French traditional music
revival. Later Wright taught his brothers Michael
and David to play the instrument, recording The
Lark in the Clear Air in 1974 with them and John
Doonan, oel Pepper and Paddy Moran. A solo
LP John Wright- Unaccompaniedwas made in 1976,
and a co Hempson in 1996 with Katrien Delavier on
the wire-strung Gaelic harp; this gained him two
French honours, the Choc du Monde de la Musique,
and the Diapason d'Or. His brother Miehael is also
a performer and authority on the trump. [MIW]
Wynne, John. (1970- ). Flute. Born in Roscommon, and playing from a young age, he was
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a founder of the band Providence with which he
recorded two albums - Providence (2000) and A
Fig for a Kiss (2001). His 2007 album Pride of
the West with fiddler John McEvoy has been a
platform for touring, but his main engagement
locally is with teaching whistle and flute. This
he does also in workshops and seasonal schools.
A founder too of Roscommon Traditional Arts
Forum, he was instrumental in the Flute Players of
Roscommon CD project, in Feile Frank McGann at
Strokestown, and 'The Reel Thing' concert series.
His solo albums are With Every Breath (2000) and
Ar Nos na Gaoithe- Like the Wind (2009).
Wynne , M artin. (1916-98). Fiddle. Born at
Bunninadden, Co. Sligo, he spent two periods in
England in 193 7 and 1946, playing in London
with the Johnny Muldoon Ceili Band in the
Garryowen Club, Hammersmith and the Shannon
Club, Kilburn with Paddy Taylor (flute) and Joe
O'Dowd (fiddle) with whom he made a recording. He emigrated to the USA in 1948. A deeply
sensitive player, knowledgeable on the origins and
stylistic features of music and a careful analyst
of repertoire, he learned much from Michael
Coleman,J ames Morrison, Paddy Killoran and Jim
'Lad' O'Beirne. He made a few non-commercial
discs with O'Beirne, and with Sligo player Vince
Harrison. He is best known for three outstanding reels, Martin Wynne's No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3,
these the best of half a dozen composed back in
the 1930s before he left home.
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Yeats, Gniinne. (1925- ). Harp, singer, researcher.
Born in Dublin and raised bilingually in Irish
and English, she learned her first traditional
song from Kerry sean-nos singer Maighn!ad Ni
Bheaglaioch. She studied piano, singing and Irish
harp at the RIAM in Dublin, and in extended
visits to Gaeltacht areas she acquired a repertoire
of traditional songs and music. She has developed
a particular interest in wire-strung harp, and has
written extensively on its history and music, and
was the first professional musician to revive and
record it. The pioneer of modern-day wire-strung
harp playing, as a soloist she has broadcast on radio
and television, has recorded with Gael Linn, and
played all over the world.
Her extensive research on the Irish harpercomposers and their repertoire, and on the
history of the instrument itself has led to much
publication, among which is the entry on Turlough
Carolan in the 1980 New Grove Dictionary of
Music and Musicians and her 1992 book The Harp
ofIreland. Her 1992 Gael Linn CD recording The
Belfast Harp Festival marked the bicentenary of
the 1792 festival with some 40 of the tunes of
the traditional harpers who played there, as taken
down by Edward Bunting.
Young Irelanders. A major 'Repeal of the [1801]
Union' political movement begun in 1842 which
addressed and developed a model oflrishness that
combined economics, history and culture. Many
of its members were Protestant intellectuals and
literati who wished to create a non-sectarian
national identity (though, like Yeats later, hoping
to have a leadership role themselves). They had
a sometimes troubled relationship with Daniel
O'Connell. Song, as a medium of news and ideas
transmission in pre-popular-press times, was a
central medium for them. The movement's leaders
wrote prolifically; their works were published
between 1842 and early 1845 in their newspaper
The Nation, and were released in the songbook
Spirit of the Nation (1845), republished fifty-eight
times, the last edition in 1934. One of its leaders,
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poet and editor of The Nation Thomas Davis, bound
song and political identity firmly in one package:
National poetry shows us magnified, and
ennobles our hearts, our intellects and our
country and our countrymen -it binds us to
the land by its condensed and gem-like history,
to the future by examples and aspirations. It
solaces us in travail, fires us in action, prompts
our invention, sheds a grace beyond the power
of luxury round our homes, is the recognised
envoy of our minds, presents the most dramatic
events, the largest characters, the most impressive scenes, and the deepest passions, in the
language most familiar to us.
(Spirit if the Nation)

Of an 1840s anthology of ballads and street songs
by Charles Gavan DuffY, Davis said it was 'a propaganda worth a thousand harangues'. Davis himself
wrote fifty or so songs and ballads, and The Nation
was at one point receiving twenty or more in the
post each week. A gauge of the popularity of Spirit
ofthe Nation and ballad song in general is seen in
the paper's claim in 1844 that the songbook had
a larger sale than any book published in Ireland
since the union.
The process of song composition is of interest
as DuffY describes Davis's method:
A song or ballad was struck off at a heat, when
a flash of inspiration came- scrawled with a
pencil, in a large hand, on a sheet of post-paper,
with unfinished lines, perhaps, and blanks for
epithets which did not come at once of the
right measure or colour; but the chain of sentiment or incident was generally complete. If
there was time it was revised later and copied
with pen and ink, and last touches added before
it was dispatched to the printer; but if occasion
demanded, it went at once. (1844)
The Young Irelanders were marginalised by James
Fintan Lawlor's assertion in 1847 that the land
question was superior to that of the union with
Britain. (They are not to be confused with the Young
Ireland Association, founded in 1933 as a successor
to the fascist-style 'Blueshirts' movement.)

z
Zimmerman, Georges-Deni s . (1930- ).
Researcher. Born Lausanne, Switzerland, educated
in Geneva where his PhD studies were based on
Irish political ballads. From 1951 he was in Ireland
annually, and in pursuit of his research he examined
some 12,000 Irish broadside ballads, these in every
major library in Ireland and England. His book
Songs of Irish Rebellion is the classic work in this
field . Illustrated with song texts it covers the theme
under: 1. blind violence and vain hopes, 2. popular
nationalism and unsuccessful risings, 3. political
realism and blood sacrifice, 4. romantic patriotism and literary imitations of street balladry, 5. the
form of the songs. He takes 100 song texts (eight
of these are Orange songs), lists sources and alternative versions, printers of broadsides, garlands and
songbooks. He gives an extensive bibliography of
nationalist, republican and Orange song sources,
and lists 1. nationalist newspapers which published songs, 2. books and articles on songs and
ballad singers, and 3. other books and literature
with political contexts. The book was republished
in paperback form by Four Courts Press in 2002.
Zozimus. (1794-1846). Singer composer and
character, born Michael Moran at Blackpitts, the
Liberties, Dublin. Blinded as a child by smallpox,
he had a profound memory, and acqu ired his title

'Zozimus' from his ability to recite his adaptation
of'S t Mary and Zozimus', the tale of the latter's
fifth-century conversion of St Mary in Egypt.
The singer's platforms for the presentation of this
and his own compositions were the present-day
Grattan and O'Connell Bridges, Grafton and
Henry Streets and Conciliation Hall at Burgh
Qyay. His finest piece is 'The Finding of Moses':
Bedad now says she,
'It was someone very rude
Left a little baby by the
river in his nude.'
His last public appearance was in the present South
Great George's Street; his last hours were spent in
a room crowded with his peers- the city's ballad
singers. A memorial to his memory was erected in
1988 over his pauper's grave in Glasnevin cemetery;
this carried part of a song written by singer Kevin
Molloy of the Dublin City Ramblers ballad group:
'Sing a song for us oul' Zozimus, As always from
the heart, Your name will live forever, As a Dubliner
apart'- a piece somewhat inferior to the bard's
own epitaph, and the circumstances of its erection
unsought:
My burying place is of no concern to me
In the O'Connell circle let it be
As to my funeral all pomp is vain
Illustrious people does prefer it plain.
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BC
5935
4500
3000
2500
2000
1100
700
500
300
250
51

First settlement in Ireland at Mount Sandel, Co. Derry.
Evidence of stone tools.
Megalithic tomb at Proleek, Co. Louth.
Newgrange passage grave (end of Stone Age)' harps developed in Mesopotamia (Iraq, between the rivers
Tigris and Euphrates).
Neolithic period- oldest (speculated) aerophone, Co. Wicklow.
Pre-Celtic, Bronze Age horns in NE, Offaly and SW.
Early reputed legislation accords the highest of social status to poets, judges, historians and musicians.
Eamhain Macha (Navan Fort).
Iron Age trumpets in Armagh, Down and Tipperary.
Incursions of Celts; end of Bronze Age.
Caesar's use of'Hibernia' for Ireland.

AD
150
432
c.440
500
c. 650
600s
700s

First map oflreland (Ptolemy's).
St Patrick's mission in Ireland .
Brehon Laws documented; including roles and rights regarding musicians.
Early medieval wooden horns in Mayo and Fermanagh.
Book ofDurrow, first illuminated manuscript.
Fiddles mentioned at Fair of Carman.
Earliest harp-lyre and triple pipes depictions, on St Muiredach's Cross, Monasterboice, Co. Louth, and at
Durrow.
795
First Viking incursion, Antrim .
841
Vikings set up at Dublin (leave in 902)
Vikings (Danes) in Dublin.
925
c. lOOO Triangular harp depicted on St Mead6g's shrine; Brian Boru defeats Vikings.
1100s Bow fragment from Dublin, earliest in Europe; earliest image of a bowed lyre in Ireland, Kerry; triangular
harp carving, W aterford; I rish triangular harp established.
1170 Dublin occupied by Normans.
1171
English King Henry II claims Ireland .
1172 'Drummond' missal has earliest Irish notated music.
1188 Cambrensis publishes information on Irish harp style.
1200s Flutes made of bird bones in Dublin .
1265 New Ross's fortifications: reference to carolling on the ramparts.
1297 Gaelic dress forbidden for English colonists .
1300s Trinity College harp, oldest surviving Irish chordophone.
1366 Statutes of Kilkenny against Gaelicisation of Anglo Normans; obligatory English language, dress and
customs.
1375 M ac Morrough's Gaelic rebellion in Leinster.
1395 Richard II regains English con trol.
1413 Dancing described at Baltimore, Co. Cork.
1420 Moving pictures antici pated by Johannes De Fontana's camera obscura.
1446 'Pale' established.
1460 Drogheda parliament decrees 'Irish law fo r Irish people'.
153 1 Henry VIII head of Church of England; Reformation.
155 1 Violin design invented by Amati in Italy; first book printed in Ireland - Book of Common Prayer, 'moving
pictures', as described by Leonardo Da Vinci in 1500, the 'camera obscura' used to view live theatre.
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1571
1588
1592
1599

'Execute th e Harpers' (edict, Ge rald, Earl of Kildare); first book in Irish printed in Ireland.
Spanish Armada. Rebellions culmination in Battle ofYellow Ford, 1598.
TCD founded.
Scott's Lame ntation composed,]ohn and Harry Scott.

SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
c. 1600
1601
1605
1607
1609
c.1610
1636
1649
1674
1686
1689
1690
1691
1695
1697

Ruaidhri Dall 6 Cathain composes 'Tab hair D om do Lamh'; Baroque music period begins.
Defeat oflrish at Kinsale.
Compulsory attendance at established church; Catholic clergy expelled.
Ulster Gaelic earls leave Ireland (Flight of the Earls).
Plantation of Ulster.
1he F itzwilliam Virginal book, with some Irish airs including 'Cailin 6 Chois tSiuire me'.
'Annals of the J(jngdom oflreland' (Four Masters) completed.
Oliver Cromwell in charge of English forces in Ireland.
Fiddles and dance reported as popular in rural Ireland.
Ftrst music to be printed in Ireland (songs with notes engraved on copper) by Robert Thorn ton in Dublin
[NICll].
Apprentice Boys resist the siege of D erry.
Battle of the Boyne, largest battle in Ireland: pipes and drums used; King William triumphs.
Siege of Limerick; 'Old Engli sh' Irish leave for Europe (Wild Geese).
Penal Laws forbid education of Catholics (ends in 1829); 'Ar Eireann ni 'neosfain ce hf' air appears in the
Leyden MS, 75 , Newcastle-Upon-Tyne, as 'Twide Syde' (Tweedside) [AF8].
Expulsion oflrish Catholic clergy.

EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
1701

First Irish music or song to be published as such: the song 'Sin Suas agus Suas Liom', in John Abell's Collection
IC16].
Classical music era begins; prohibition on Catholic purchase ofland.
Jonathan Swift installed as dean of St Patrick's in Dublin; 'An Cruiscin Lan' appears in print in John Young's
1he Dancing Master, Vol. If (London) [AF7].
Fiddles adverti sed for sale by Neal in Dublin.
First lrish-music collection printed in Ireland, M ost Celebrated I rish Tunes, in Dublin by John and Wm .
Neal.
Neals begin publishing a series of five collections of country dances, including Irish dances 'Larry Grogan'
and 'Humours of Dublin'.
John Gay's Beggar's Opera in London, with two (likely) Irish tunes.
H arp Primer by C harles Egan; Beggar's Wedding opera in Dublin includes Irish tunes, including th e first
printitng of'Ellen a Roon'.
Con tention of the Bards (harpers), Bruree, Limerick.
First Irish daily newspaper, Dublin Daily Advertiser.
First publication of Belfast N ews-L etter, Ireland's oldest paper.
Death ofTurloch Carolan.
Famine; 400,000 die, 16 per cent of population.
Trumpet and flute player Burke Thumoth publishes Twelve English and Twelve Irish Airs, and Twelve Scotch
and Twelve I rish Airs in London; among these are 'Eamonn an Chnoic', 'Sile Ni Ghadhra' and 'Thugamar
fein an Samhradh Linn' [NIC9].
Battle of Cullodden marks defeat of Scottish Jacobites.
Piper John Geoghegan's Compleat Tutor for the Pastoral or New Bagpipe.
George Brown advertises 'German' (concert) flutes in Dublin.
Second Burke Thomoth collecti on; Carolan: 1he Celebrated I rish Bard published by John Lee.
First written record oflrish bellows pipes.
Early image of a bellows-blown bagpipe in Ireland (Joseph Tudor).
First canal begun, from Dublin to the Shannon.
First adve rtisment for Iri sh (uilleann) pipes in a daily newspaper.

of Songs in Several Languages [

1704
1713
1721
1724
1726
1728
1729
1730
1736
1737
1738
1741
1745

1746
c.1746
1747
1748
1749
1750
1756
1759
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1763
1778
1780
1781
1782
1785
1786
1788
1789
1791
1792
1795
1796
1798
1799

Freemansjournal published (until1924)
Concert flute performances and teaching advertised by Pye in Belfast and Luke Heron in Dublin.
jacksons Celebrated Irish Tunes, Waiter Jackson.
Granard harp festival.
Education Act licenses hedge schools.
Foundation of Royal Irish Academy.
Historical memoirs of the Irish Bards, Joseph Cooper Walker.
Irish bellows pipes being played on stage in London.
Reliques ofIrish Poetry, Charlotte Brooke; French revolution begins with fall of the Bastille.
Foundation of the Society of United Irishmen in Belfast; harp adopted as the ir logo.
Belfast Harp Festival.
Foundation of Catholic seminary at Maynooth; Orange Order formed in Co. Armagh.
Ancient Irish Music, Edward Bunting.
United Irish rebellion.
Napoleon in power in France.

NINETEENTH CENTURY
1800
1804
1804
1804
1808
1809
1815
1817
1818
1822
1823
1826
1828
1829
1831
1832
1833

1836
1837
1838
1840
1841
1842
1843
1845
1846
1848
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Romantic music era; Irish parliament dissolves; power passes to London.
Belfast Harp Society founded.
Collection ofNational Music for the Union Pipes, O'Farrell.
O'Farrell's Pocket Companion for the Irish or Union Pipes.
Moores Irish Melodies first published.
Ancient Music ofIreland, Edward Bunting.
First planned public transport, Bianconi carriages in Co. Tipperary; first sets (quadrilles) danced in Ireland .
First 'set' composed In Ireland: 'The Lancers'; first Temperance society in Europe formed in Cork.
Historical memoirs of the Irish Bards, reprint of 1786.
Harp Primer (reprint of 1729), Charles Egan; first accordion devised.
Daniel O'Connell's Catholic Association formed.
First permanent photograph taken.
O'Connell wins Clare election; his Catholicism prevents him taking the seat; boat tragedy in Co. Galway
inspires Raftery to compose the song 'Anach Chuain'.
Symphonium patented in London, leads to the concertina next year; Catholic Emancipation Act abolishes
penal laws (of 1695 onward); O'Connell the first Catholic MP at Westminster.
Irish Minstrelsy, Hardiman; accordion in troduced to Ireland; agrarian agitation against 'tithes' paid to
Established church begins.
Earliest image of a dance-music ensemble (with pipes, flute, fiddle and tambourine) painted by Maclise in
north Cork (also the firs t imaging of the tambourine in Irish music).
First record of improvisatory use of bodhr:in (skin tray) as tambourine in Kilkenny; Dan Em met initiates
Irish minstrelsy in USA.
First constabulary police formed.
Victoria installed as British monarch.
Fr Mathew's Irish temperance movement begun; tithes war ends.
The Ancient Music OfIreland, Edward Bunting; earliest image of the trump being played; O'Connell's Repeal
Association formed.
Census reports a population of more than 8 million; publication of Cork Examiner, O'Connell is first Catholic
Dublin lord mayor in 150 years.
Dungiven Harp Society; 'Repeal of the Union' campaign started; The Nation, paper of the Young Irelanders
with song texts published.
O'Connell's 'monster' meetings for Repeal; first minstrel troupes touring Ireland.
Spirit of the Nation, songs from The Nation newspaper published; Qpeen's universities established at Belfast,
Cork and Galway; harper Patrick Byrne the first Irish musician to be photographed.
Total failure of potato crop; ensuing 'Great Famine' until1849.
National Music ofIreland, Michael Conran.; the 'tricolour' Irish flag created.
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1849
1851
1852
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
1863
1864
1867
1873
1874
1875
1877
1878
1879
1882
1883
1884
1887
1890
1892
1893
1894
1895
1897
1898
1899

John O'Daly: Poets and Poetry ofMunster prints tunes and texts together for the first time; a poem in this text
celebrates the improvisatory use of bodhr:in (skin tray) as a marching instrument.
Society for the Preservation and Publication of the Ancient Music oflreland (George Petrie)
Folk Melodies ofIreland. William Allingham.
Concertinas offered for sale in Dublin; foundation of Catholic University of Dublin (later UCD).
Ancient Music oflreland (2 vols.). George Petrie; first music hall opened in Dublin,
First image of trump!Jew's harp played with other instruments (in north Dublin).
Hohner begi ns mass production of harmonicas; first music hall in Belfast.
The Dance Music ofIreland, RM Levey; establishment of the Irish Republican Brotherhood (Fenians).
Irish Times published.
Joly collection, including music images, committed to a national museum project.
Opening of The National Gallery oflreland.
Fenian rising; 'God Save Ireland' song written byT.D. Sullivan in commemoration of the Fenian 'Manchester
Martyrs'.
Ancient I rish Music, P.W. Joyce; Musical Instruments of the Ancient Irish, Eugene O 'Curry; The Dance Music of
Ireland, R.M. Levey (reprint).
Fifty-nine Irish Home Rule MPs elected.
Full regulators developed for pipes byTaylors ofDrogheda, in USA; Parnell elected MP for Meath .
Music ofIreland, Francis Hoffman; invention of the Ediphone recording machine; Act setting up the National
Museum.
First phonograph on public demonstration in Dublin; first demonstration of electric light.
Formation of Land League by Michael Davitt in Mayo; apparition at Knock; vaudeville taking over as popular
music in the USA.
Land War ends; Graves and Stanford publish Songs of Old Ireland.
Ryan's Mammoth Collection, William B. Ryan.
Gaelic Athletic Association (GAA) sporting organisation set up.
Invention of the gramophone record.
National Library and National Museum open in Dublin.
National Literary Society formed.
Gaelic League formed; Amhrdin Grddh Chtiige Connacht, Douglas Hyde.
I rish Song hook, Alfred P. Graves.
Irish Dance Teachers' Association formed, Cork.
First ceili held (London); first Oireachtas; first Feis ceoil.
Cork Pipers' Club founded.
First cylinder recording made of piper Dinny Delany; foundation of Irish Literary Theatre.

TWENTIETH CENTURY
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909

1910
1910

Dublin Pipers' Club established.
PatsyTouhey selling cylinder recordings of his music.
Petrie Collection, ed. by Charles Villiers Stanford; A Handbook ofIrish Dances published.
Irish Music, Richard Henebry; Tutor for the Irish Harp, Lore to Order; The Music ofIreland, Francis O'Neill's
first collection of dance music published in Chicago; first recording oflrish music on accordion.
Irish Folksong Society founded; opening of the Abbey Theatre.
A History oflrish Music, WH Grattan Flood; Sinn Fein founded.
Irish Peasant Songs, P.W.Joyce.
The Dance Music ofIreland, Francis O'Neill; O 'Neill sends cylinder recordings to Henebry from USA.
Cylinder recording made of Fiach 6 Broin in Dublin for the Sterling Company (not released).; Gems of
Melody/Seoda Ceoil, Car! Hardebeck
Dublin Feis Cheoil founded; Old Irish Folk Music and Song, P.W. Joyce; Irish Transport and General Workers'
Union formed by James Larkin; first cinema in Ireland (The Volta, Dublin); Luke Donnellan publishes Oriel
Songs and Dances.
Annals of the Irish Harpers, Charlotte Milligan Fox.
Irish Folk Music, a Fascinating Hobby, Francis O'Neill.
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1911
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924

1925
1926

1927

1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936

1937
1938
1939
1939
1942
1943
1947
1948
1949
1950
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Irish Music, Richard Henebry; as th e first Irish espousal of ethn omusicology he also record s cyli nders in
Waterford for Berlin P honogrammarchiv.
Irish Minstrels and Musicians, Francis O'Neill; H ome Rule bill passed, co nseq uent formation of U lster
Volunteer Force in Belfas t; Dublin lockout against ITGWU.
7he Feis Ceoil Collection; First W orld War breaks out.
Cead de Cheoltaibh Uladh published, Enri O'Muirgheasa; political control of Gaelic League.
Amhrdin Airt Mhic Cubthaigh; first recording on banjo; Easter Rising, Dublin; Battle of the Somme.
Peter J. Conlon makes first accordion recording.
Car! Hardebeck appointed to th e Chair oflrish Music at UCC; Frank Lee's 'Ceili' music group formed;
Franchise extended to men over 21 and women over 30.
Sketch of Irish Musical H istory, W .H . Grattan Flood; W ar oflndependence begins; first fiddle reco rding
(Patrick Clancy)
I rish folk songs from Ballyvourney, Martin Freeman; Partitioning oflreland Act.
Michael Coleman makes his first commercial fiddle recording.
Waifs and Strays of Gaelic Melody, Francis O'Neill; official British handover of the 26-county state of Southern
Ireland; sectarian violence in Belfas t; civil war begins in the South; Irish Free State formalised.
Sam Henry's song in Northern Constitution paper (- '39); civil war ends; Leo Rowsome forms the Siamsa
Gael Ceili group.
Annie Patterso n appointed lecturer in Irish music at UCC; Departm ent of Education ce ntralises ed ucation
co ntrol; Leaving Cert established; Aonach Tailteann (T. 'Games') run at Croke Park; BBC Northern Ireland
begi ns broadcas ting.
Aughrim Slopes ceili group set up; Irish D ance T eachers' Association, Dublin; Ulster Songs and Ballads by
~ chard Hayward.
2RN national radio inaugural broadcast, 1 Janu ary, has a live concert, including James Ennis on pipes;
Ballinakill Traditional Dance Players formed; William Mullaly reco rds with co ncertin a; Fi ann a Fail party
set up; Free State population 3 million, Northern Ireland 1.3 million.
Aughrim Slopes grou p play on 2RN; R oche Collection ofI rish Traditional Music published; first recording of
tambourine in Irish music; first flute recordings on records, of John Griffin,John M c Ken na, Tom Morrison
and Michael Walsh.
H andbook of Irish Music, Richard Henebry; Irish M anuscripts Commi ssion set up.
An Coimisiun le Rind Gaelacha I Iri sh Dancing Commission formed by Gaelic L eague.
Vocational Education set up (VEC) fo r second-level technical education.
Publication of the I rish Press, Fianna Fail newspaper.
Fianna B.il win election; Eucharistic Co ngress attracts 1 million in Dublin; Blueshirts (fascist-style militia)
formed; NI parliament opened.
Cead de Cheoltaibh Uladh, Enri ~'Muirgheasa, reprint; Blueshirts led by Eoin O 'Duffy.
Dhd Chiad de Cheoltaibh Uladh, O'Muirgheasa, Enri, ed.; O'Duffy resigns as leader of Fine Gael.
Public Dance H alls Act; Sean Neeson lecturer in I rish music at UCC; Irish Folklore Commission set up.
Leo Rowsome's uilleann pipes tutor; piper Sean D empsey performs at the World Folk D ance and Music
festival at the Olympic Games; Fianna Fail returned to government; Ddnta Diadha Uladh, O'Muirgheasa,
Enri, ed.
Free State renamed 'Eire'; Radio 2RN renamed 'Radio Eirean n'.
D ouglas H yde elected first president; eco nomic war with Britain ends.
Ar Rinncidhe F6irne (O ur Native D ances). Irish Dancing Commi ssion handb oo k; ope ning of Shannon
airport; Second W orld War begins.
Irish Street Song, Colm 6 Lochlainn.
Seamus Ennis collecting for the Folklore Commission (-'47).
First examination in Irish step dance held; Westmeath piper R.L. O 'M ealy broadcast by BBC radio; Fianna
Fail returned to government.
Outside broadcast Uunits initiated in Radio Eireann; vinyl LPs invented.
Songs of the Wexford Coast,]oseph Ranson; inter party government return ed under Fine Gael leadersh ip.
Eire leaves British Commonwealth and declares itself the Republi c oflreland.
Ceolta Tire radio programme begun on RE.
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1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957

1958
1959

1960
1960
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1967
1968
1969

1969
1970
1971
1972
1973

1974
1975
1976
1978
1979

Cumann Ceolt6iri Eireann found ed; Catholic Church challenges government and precipitates return of a
Fianna Fail gove rnment; Arts Council fou nd ed.
First Fleadh Cheoil at Monaghan; Comhaltas Ceolt6iri Eireann adopted as CCE title; Radio Eireann begins
to use tape recording; BBC begin archive collection oflrish music in the field .
Gael Linn founded; As I Roved Out broadcast on BBC radio.
First Arts Council support for All-Ireland fleadh .
Ciar:in MacMathuna begins broadcasting on RE with Ceolta Tire.
Poet Patrick Galvin (1927-2011) records I rish Street Songs, the first Irish vinyl recording.
Job of]ourneywork begun on RE with Ciaran Mac Mathuna; first Irish music record (Margaret Barry and
Michael Go rm an) issued by Topic; Gael Linn's first recording (Sean 'ac Donncha) issued; Fianna Fail
returned.
Carolan (2 vols.). D onal O'Sullivan; The Dance Music ofI reland, reprint, R.M. Levey.
Ceolt6iri Chualann formed; The Dance Music ofI reland, 1 (O'Neill collection extracts) reprinted; first television traditional music broadcast, by UTV, With a Fiddle and a Flute; Claddagh Records founded; Clancy
Brothers and Tommy Makem forme d.
Cairde na Cruite founde d; BBC Northern Ireland radio begins schools' broadcasts with traditional music;
AC support for traditional music suspe nded.
Songs of the I rish, D onal O'Sullivan; first small-scale tune editions (O'Neill's) published by Waltons.
Songs of the People, ed. Gale Huntingto n; Ceolt6iri Chualann formed.
Telefis Eireann begins broadcasting; Clancys appear on American television; Geantrai na hEireann, Pascal
6 hUallachain, Brian Titley; Fianna Fail minority government.
The Dance Music ofI reland, 2 (O 'Neill extracts).
Ceol Rince na hEireann I, Breandan Breathnach; 1be Chieftains and 1be Dubliners formed; Ceoljournal first
edition; Sean 6 Riada takes over as lecturer in Irish music at UCC.
Cassette tape launched to the world.
Dance Music ofIreland (2 vols .). R.M. Levey (reprint of 1873), Waltons; Fianna Fail government.
Armagh Pipers' club formed; free secondary education an nounced; Radio Eireann and Telefis Eireann fu sed
as 'Radio Telefis E ireann' (RTE); Topic's Folksongs ofBritain series (with Irish artistes) .
Arts Council funds first traditional music literature, Ceol; Co. Fermanagh Dance Tun es, Liam Donnelly.
Tradition [folk] C lub begun in Dublin; Songs ofIrish R ebellion , Georges Denis, Zimmerman
Na Piobairi Uilleann form ed; Treoir magazine starts; civil ri ghts campaign hegins in NT; Merriman school
opens .
Ancient Music of I reland (compilation of Bunting), Waltons; Fianna Fail returned; Ddnta Diadha Uladh
and Dhd Chi!ad de Cheoltaibh Uladh, 6'Muirgheasa, Enri, ed., reprint; split in step dance organisation- An
Chomhdh ail and An Comisiuin the result.
Gael Linn's Sl6gadh and the GAN.s Sc6r competition series initiated.
A History ofIrish Music (reprint of 1905), W.H. Grattan Flood; Horslips formed.
Folk M usic and Dances ofI reland, Breandan Breathnach; Folk Music Society oflreland founded; 'Where the
River Shannon Rises', Ed Reavy; Learn to Play the Tin Wh istle, Armagh Pipers' Club.
Scoil Eigse initiated at Fleadh Cheoil na hEireann, Lis towel; Shanachie record label started; the band Planxty
formed; Radio na Gaeltachta inaugurated.
Initiation oflrish folk music studies series 'Eigse Cheol Tire'; Irish Folk Music, a Fascinating Hobby (reprint
of 1910); Scoil Samhradh Willie Clancy inaugurated; Green Linnet record label started; Ireland enters the
EEC (EU) .
Music From Ireland (vols. 1-3), Bulmer and Sharpley (the first cheap, 'popular', modern, session-oriented
collection); Bothy Band and D e Dannan formed.
Folk songs ofBritain and Ireland, Peter Kennedy; Micheal6 Suilleabhain appointed to Irish music at UCC;
C hi eftans win Oscar for Barry Lyndon film score.
Ceol R ince na hEireann If, Breandan Breathnach; The Dance Music of Willie Clancy, Pat Mitchell; The Irish
Song Tradition, Sean O 'Boyle; ACI funding of non-organisational TM projects scaled up.
O'Nei/l's Music ofIreland, ed . Myles Krassen; Traditional Music in Ireland, Tomas 6 Canainn.
The Northern Fiddler, Eamonn O 'D oherty and Alien Feldman; Songs ofthe People [Sam Henry selections] ed.
John Moulden; Cairdeas na bhFidleiri set up in Donegal.
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1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

1995

1996

1997
1998

1999

2000
2001
2002
2003

2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

2009
2010
2011
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Traditional offtcer appoi nted by AC I , Paddy G lackin, who records with synth. player Jolyon Jackson
(1948-85).
Shamrock Rose and Thistle [north Co. Derry song] Hugh Shields.
Our Musical H eritage, Sean 6 Riada; Play Fifty R eels, Armagh Pipers' Club.
CDs introduced for Irish music; Bob Qyinn's Atlantean film and theory.
Complete Ullrks ofO'Carolan (Waltons); The Darley & McCall Collection (reprint of 1917 Feis Cheoil collection).
Ceol Rince na hEireann III, Breand:in Breathnach.
O'Neill's Dance Music of I reland (reprint of 1907); Timber- The Flute Tutor, Fin tan Vallely; Pocket Guide to
Traditional Music, Ciar:in Carson; Most Celebrated Irish Tunes, John, Wm . Neal (ed. Nicholas Carolan); The
Piping of Patsy Touhey, Mitchell and Small.
Irish Traditional Music Archive set up; The Hidden Ireland, Sean Ryan; South Sligo Summer School initiated
at T ubbercurry; Kila formed.
Traditional music introduced to NI GCSE examinations.
The Pure Drop TV series begins; Joe Mooney Summer School begun in Drumshanbo; lMRO set up.
Songs of the People. ed. Gale Huntington (new edition of 1960).
Bringing it All Back Home, first analytical documentary to observe crossovers in song.
Compositions of Paddy O'Brien, ed. Eileen O'Brien Minoge; Trip to Sligo, Bernard Flaherty.
The Living Tradition magazine started; Shields' Narrative Singing in Ireland, analys is oflrish song.
B etween the Jigs and the Reels (Donegal fiddling), Caoimhin Mac Aoid h; johnny O'Leary of Sliabh Luachra,
ed. Terry Moylan; Mel Mercier appointed lecturer in traditional music at UCC; Irish World Music Centre
formed at UL; Riverdance launched.
Music for the Sets (3 vols.) D avid]. Taylor; Music for the Union Pipes, O'Farrell (reprint, ed. Patrick Sky; Paddy
O'Brien Tune Collection (oral, on cassette); Ryan's Mammoth Collection, W.B. Ryan (rep rint, ed. Patri ck Sky;
Traditional Slow Airs ofIreland, Tom:is 6 Canainn.
Ceol Rince na hEireann, IV, ed.Jackie Small; Collected Compositions (reprint) Ed Reavy; Crosbhealach an
Cheoil [Crossroads Conference] held in D ublin; Telefis na Gaeilge (TnaG, laterTG4) set up; 'Celtic Tiger'
economic growth decade begins.
LCM grades in traditional music set up; Liz Dohert:y appointed lecturer in traditional music at UCC.
A Pocket History ofIrish Traditional Music, Gear6id 0 hAllmhur:iin; Dear Harp of My Country [rle Thomas
Moore] James Flannery; Exploring Irish Music and Dance, Dianna Boullier; The Blooming Meadow's [biography
of musicians], Fin tan Vallely, Charlie Piggott, Nu tan; Tunes ofthe Munster Pipers (Good man collection, part
1), ed. Hugh Shields; CCE's SCT grades set up with RIAM; TG4 Gradam Ceoil award initiated.
Companion to Irish Traditional Music, ed. Fin tan Vallely; Sources ofIrish Traditional Music, eds. Aloys Fleischmann,
Miche:il6 Suilleabh:iin, Paul McGettrick; Crosbhealach an Cheoil Crossroads Conference papers published; Joint
[Oireachtas] Committee on Heritage and the Irish Language R eport on Irish Traditional Music published;
Joint [Oireachtas] Committee on Heritage and the Irish Language calls for submissions towards a report on
traditional music; IMRO and CCE sign a deal on licencing public performance oflrish traditional music.
Journal of Music in Ireland (JMI) magazine published; Colette Moloney, The Irish Music Manuscripts of
Edward Bunting; Daibhi 6 Cr6inin's Songs ofElizabeth Cronin.
First postage stamps depicting traditional musicians; Dorgan report on traditional music.
CCE Meitheal scheme initiated.
'Crosbhealach an Cheoil' (Crossroads Conference 2),Derry; lecturer appointed in Traditional music at DkiT
(Fin tan Vallely); A Hidden Ulster documents south Ulster song and the 1817 McGahon music collection;
Hastings ' With rlje and Drum, book on Ulster marching music.
Towards a Policy for the Traditional Arts, report.
Arts Council Traditional Arts Initiative, report; AC 'Deis' awards scheme initiated.
North ern Ireland Music Archive established by the ACNI.
Lecturers in traditional music appointed at QUE (Martin Dowling) and UU (Liz Doherty).
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Traditional Tunes. CCE, Dublin, 2007 [2nd edn.].
With CD
- -, Foinn Seisiun 2: 104 Favourite Irish Traditional
Tunes. CCE, Dublin, 2007 [2nd edn.]. With CD
- - , Foinn Seisiun 3: 108 Favourite Irish Traditional
Tunes, 2007. All by CCE, Dublin
Reavy,Joseph M., Ihe R eavy Collection ofIrish American
Traditional Tunes, Vol. 1, The Music of Corktown.
Drumshanbo: Green Grass, n.d.
Richards, Sue, An Irish Tu nebook. Mghan Press, Houston,
2000
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Rickard, Dave (ed.), Traditional Irish Music for the
Bagpipe. Mercier, Cork, 1987
Roche, Frank (ed.), The Roche Collection vols. 1, 2, 3 .
Ossian, Cork, 1993
Rowsome, Helena, Ihe L eo Rowsome Collection of Irish
Music. Waltons, Dublin, 2002
Russell, Micho, Ihe Piper's Chair. Ossian, Cork, 1989
[reprint of 1980 edn. published by Russell]
- - , Ihe Road to A ran. Micho Russell, 1988
Ryan, Danny (ed.), Old Time and Irish Waltz Book. DR
Music, Tipperary, 1990
Seattle, Matt, Airs for Pairs. M ally, Cleckheaton, 2006
--,More Airs for Pairs. Mally, Cleckheaton, 2006
Shaljean, Bonnie, Ihe Seven]oys: Two Ancient Irish Airs.
Blue Crescent Music, Cork, 2001
- - (ed.), William Mittell, His Book. Being a Collection
of Dancing Tunes for the Flute, Violin or Oboy With
Figures to Each Tune as Perform'd Over/eaf[1799].
Shaljean, Cork, 2011
Shields, Hugh (ed.), Tunes of the Munster Pipers: Irish
Traditional Musicfrom the James Goodman Manuscripts.
Duhlin Trish Traditional Music Archive, 1997
Sky, Patrick (ed.), Me! Bay Presents Ryan's Mammoth
Collection: 1050 Reels and jigs, Hornpipes, Clogs, /iVtz/k
Arounds, Essences, Strathspeys, Highland Flings and
Contra Dances, with Figures, and How to Play Ihem.
Me! Bay, Pacific, 1996
- - (ed.), O'Farrell 's Collection ofNational Irish Music
for the Union Pipes. Sky, Chapel Hill, 1995
Speckert, George A., Fiddle Tunes: Irish Music for Strings.
Barenreiter Kassel, Easel, 2000
Stanford, Charles Villiers (ed.), Ihe Complete Collections
ofIrish Music as Noted by George Petrie (1789-1866)
Parts 1-3. Llanerch, Felin Fach, 1995 [reprint of
1902 edn.]. See Cooper, above
Sullivan, William (ed.), Traditional Irish Music: Tunes
from the Repertory of William Sullivan. Sampler
Records, New York, 1989 [2nd edn .]
Tarbatt, Henry and Jenny Smith (eds.), Ihe Tune Books
Music Stand: Over One Hundred Cracking Good Session
Tunes. Merlin Music, Preston, 1997
- - (eds.), Ihe Tune Books Music Stand 2: More Cracking
Good Session Tunes. Merlin Music, Preston, 1997
Taylor, David J. (ed.), Ihe Crossroads Dance. Mallinson,
West Yorkshire, 1992
- - (ed.), Matt Cunningham's Dance Music of Ireland.
Mallinson, West Yorkshire, 1999
- - (ed.), Music ofIreland: Ihe Big Session. Mallinson,
West Yorkshire, 1992
- - (ed.), Music ofIreland.· Fire Away Now. Mallinson,
West Yorkshire, 1997
- - (ed. ), Music ofIreland: Give Us Another. Mallinson,
West Yorkshire, 1995
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- - (ed.), Music ofIreland: A Mighty Tune! Mallinson,
West Yorkshire, 1995
- - (ed.), Through the Half-Door. Mallinson, West
Yorkshire, 1992
- - (ed.), Traditional Irish Music: Music for the Sets: 1lx
Blue Book. Mallinson, West Yorkshire, 1995. With
audio
- - (ed.), Traditional Irish Music: Music for the SetsIhe Yellow Book. Mallinson, West Yorkshire, 1995.
With audio
- - (ed.), Where's the Crack ? vol. 1. Mallinson, W est
Yorkshire, 1989
Ted Furey Collection ofIrish Traditional Tunes vol. 1, Ihe.
Banshee Music, Dublin, 1992
Tubridy, Michael and Meabh Nf Lochlainn (eds. ),
Irish Traditional Music: Craobh Naith i. Naithf CCE,
Dublin, 1995
Tully, Terry (ed.), Collection ofTraditiona/ Irish Music.
Tully, Kildare, 1991
- - (ed.), Collection of Traditional and Contemporary
Irish Music, Book Ihree. Tully, Kildare, 1997
Tweed, Karen (ed.), Traditional Irish Music: Karen Tweed's
Irish Choice. Mallinson, West Yorkshire, 1994
Tyrrall, Cordon (ed.), Cordon Tyral/'s Irish Choice.
Mallinson, West Yorkshire, 1996
Vallely, Cillian (ed.), Lunasa N ota i: Music fr om the
R ecordings ofLunasa. SGO Music, New York, 2006
Voss, Richard, Me! Bay Presents O'Carolan's Tun es for
D escant/ Soprano R ecorder. Mel Bay, Pacific, 2001
--,Me/ Bay Presents O'Caro/an:r Tunes for Treble/A/to
Recorder. Bay, Pacific, 2001
Walsh,John B. (ed.), Ihe Cumann na bPfobairi Collection
of Pipe-friendly Tunes. Irish Pipers' Club, Seattle,
1997
Whelan, Bill Goff and Des I van Moore (eds.), Selections
from Riverdance for Pennywhistle. AMSCO, New
York, 2000
Winding Banks of Erne, The: The Traditional Music of
the Coldiste Cho/m Cille Area Including a Collection
of 59 Local Tunes. Col:iiste Cholmcille C:iirdeas na
bhFidleirf, 2003
Yeats, Gr:iinne (intra.), Ihe Complete Works ofO'Carolan:
Irish Harper and Composer (1670- 1738) . Ossian,
Cork, 1989 [2nd edn.]

UILLEANN PIPES
Armagh Pipers' Club, L earn to Play Uilleann Pipes.
Armagh Pipers' Club, 1998. With audio
Britton, Tim, My M ethod: A Step by Step Guide for
Constructing R eeds for the Irish Vi/lean [sic] Pipes.
Pied Piper, Fairfield, 1986
Brooks, Denis, The Tutor: Irish Union Pipes. Brooks,
Washington, 1985
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Clarke, Heather]., The New Approach to Uilleann Piping.
St Martin's, Galway, 1988. With audio and CD
Climo, Eddie, A Handbook for Uillean Pipers. South
Western Association of Uilleann Pipers, Cornwall,
1996
Em met, H (ed.), Chanter and Whistle, the Uilleann Pipes
and Whistle Collectors Series featuring Paddy Keenan,
Leo Rickard, John McSherry, Thomas Keenan, David
Power and Ronan Browne. Flaithulach, UK, 2009
Garvin, Wilbert, The Irish Bagpipes: Their Construction
and Maintenance. Garvin, Ballymena, 1988 [2nd

edn.]
--and Robbie Hannan, The Master's Touch -A Tutor
for the Uilleann Pipes by Seamus Ennis. NPU, Dublin,
1998
Kannmacher, Thomas, Alexander May and Kirby
McLcod, The Uilleann Pipes: The Instrument, the
Music and Playing Technique. Thomas Kannmacher,
Grafschaft, Germany, 1999
McNulty, Pat, The Piper's Dream: A Selection of the
Music and Poems of Pat McNulty. Dragonfly,
Northumberland, 1990
Mitchell, Pat (ed.), The Dance Music of Willie Clancy.
Ossian, Cork, 1993
--and Jackie Small (eds.), The Piping ofPatsy Touhey.
Na Pfobairf Uilleann, Dublin, 1986. With audio
Moylan, Terry, The Regulators: Regulator Maintenance,
Tuning and Use. Na Pfobairf Uilleann, 1991
Na Piobairi Uilleann, Art of Uilleann Piping, vol. 3:
Higher intermediate guide tutor manual. NPU, Dublin,
2000
Rowsome, Leo, Tutor for the Uilleann Pipes. Walrons,
Dublin, 1936
Sky, Patrick,A Manualfor the Irish Ui!leann Pipes. Patrick
Sky, Chapel Hill, 2000
- - (ed.), O'Farrel!'s Collection of National Irish Music
for the Union Pipes. Sky, Chapel Hill, 1995
- - (ed.), O'Farrell's Pocket Companion for the Irish or
Union Pipes. London, 1806 [Chapel Hill, 1997]
Spillane, Davy and Tommy Walsh, The Davy Spillane
Ui!!eann Pipe Tutor: Book One, Basic. Wa1rons, Dublin,
1996. With audio
Walsh, John B. (ed.), The Collection of Pipe-Friendly
Tunes. Cumann na bPfobairf, Seattle, 1997

WHISTLE
Coady, Michael, The Well of Sp1·ing Water: A Memoir of
Packie and Micho Russel! of Doo!in Co. Clare. Relay,
Carrick on Suir, 1999
Cotter, Gera1dine, Cera/dine Cotter's Traditional Irish Tin
Whistle Tutor, 1983. Ossian, Cork. With CD
Foxe, Tommy, Simply Tin Whistle: the Beginner's Easy
Instruction Book. Danmac, Dublin 1993

- - , Your Guide to Playing the Original Tin Whistle.

Feadog Teo., Dublin 1999
Kilduff, Vinnie (ed.), Fifty Irish Tin Whistle Solos.
Conway, New York, 1989. With audio
Larsen, Grey, The Essential Tin Whistle Too/box. Mel Bay,
Pacific, 2004. With CD
Long, Harry (ed.), Ireland's Best Tin Whistle Tunes for
Children. Wa1tons, Dublin, 2005
Mallinson, Dave, Instant Tin Whistle: Irish. Mallinson,
West Yorkshire, 1999
McCaskill, Mizzy and Dona Gilliam,Mel Bay's Complete
Irish Tin Whistle Book. Mel Bay, Pacific, 1996. With
audio
Maguire, Tom,An Irish Whistle Book. Ossian, Cork, 1985.
With audio
McKenna, Clare, Ireland's Best Tin Whistle Tunes, vol. 1.
Wa1tons, Dublin, 1999. With CD
Ochs, Bill, A Handbook for the C!arke Tin Whistle.
Pennywhistler, New York, 1990. With audio
Russell, Micho, The Piper's Chair. Ossian, Cork, 1989
[reprint of 1980 edn. published by Russell]
- - , The Road to Aran. M icho Russell, 1988
Ryan, John, How to Play the Irish Tin Whistle. Ryan
[Dinglc] 2001
Ryng, Mary C., Recorder Rules, Part If. Ryng, Cork,
1987
--,Whist/eA While. Ryng, Cork, 1986 [2nd edn.]
- - and Julie Ryng, Whistle-A-Way. Ryng, Cork,
1991
Sood!um's Tin Whistle Book: Fully Diagrammed EnablinJ[.
the Complete Beginner to Play Immediately. Wa1tons,

Dublin, 1988. With audio
Vallely, Eithne and John, Tin Whistle Tutor. Appletree,
Belfast, 2008
--,Learn to Play the Tin Whistle, Parts 1-3, Armagh
Pipers' Club, 1973
Wa1sh, Tom my, The Walton Tin Whistle Tutor: Book One.
Wa1tons, Dublin, 1994
- - (ed.), Irish Tin Whistle Legends. Wa1tons, Dublin,
1989
Whelan, Gavin (ed.), 120 Irish Traditional Tunes, selected
and performed on tin whistle by Gavin Whelan. Tallaght
Records, Tallaght, 2010
Whelan, Gavin (ed.), 120 Irish Traditional Tunes, selected
and performed on tin whistle by Gavin Whelan. Tallaght
Records, Tallaght, 2010

VIDEO & DVD RESOURCES
D VD tutors: instruments
The Art ofUil!eann Piping. 4 vols., 1995-2006, music; Na

Piobairi Uilleann
Bodhrdn Bones & Spoons DVD Tutor, Tommy Hayes,

2005, music; C.W. Productions, Waltons
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Bodhrdn DVD Tutor (Absolute Beginners), Conor Long,
2005, music; C.W. Productions, Waltons
Bodhrdn and Bones (video). Mel Mercier with Seamus
Egan, Interworld Music. 1995
A Bodhrdn Tutorial by Ray Gal/en, 2006, music;
Doonaree
The Floating Bow Hand, Jim McKillop, 2001, music;
OnLine Music School
1he Heart of the Instrument: Reedmaking Masterclasses,
2004, music; Na Piobairf Uilleann
Irish Button Accordion Techniques DVD Tu tor, Peter
Browne, 2005, music; C.W. Productions, Waltons
Irish Fiddle Complete Techniques DVD Tutor, Charlie
Lennon, 2005, music; C.W. Productions, Waltons
1he Irish Fiddle DVD Tutor (Absolute Beginners), Paul
McNevin, 2005, music; C.W. Productions, Waltons
Irish Rhythm Guitar: Accompanying Celtic Tunes taught by
John Doyle, 2004, music; Homespun
Irish Tenor Banjo Complete Techniques DVD Tutor,
Gerry O'Connor, 2005, music; C.W. Productions,
Waltons
Irish Tenor Banjo DVD Tutor (Absolute Beginners),
Gerry O'Connor, 2005, music; C.W. Productions,
Waltons
Irish Traditional Guitar Accompaniment DVD Tutor,
Gavin Ralston, 2005, music; C.W. Productions,
Waltons
Learn to Play Irish Button Accordion: Taught by John
Williams, 2005, music; Homespun
Learn to Play Irish Concertina: Taught by J ohn Williams,
2005, music; Homespun
Learn to Play Irish Fiddle: Taught by Kevin Burke DVDs
1-2, 2004,music; Homespun
L earn to Play Irish Tinwhistle :Taught by L.E. McCullough,
2005, music; Homespun
Learn to play the Band C Button Accordion DVD Tutor, P.J.
Hernon, 2005, music; C.W. Productions, Waltons
L earn to Play the Irish Bouzouki: Taught by Zan McLeod,
2004, music; Homespun
Learn to Play the Irish Mandolin DVD Tutor, Anthony
Warde, 2005, music; C.W. Productions, Waltons
Learn to Play the Tin Whistle DVD Tutor, Vinnie Kilduff,
2005, music; C.W. Productions, Waltons
1he Piper's Choice. 2 vols., 2007-08, music; Na Pfobairi
Uilleann
Wooden Flute Maintenance: A Practical Guide to Basic
Care. Cork: Hamilton, 2007

D VD tutors: dance
Buail cois ar: 1hrow a Step on it!, Mick Mulkerrin and
Mairead Casey, 2005, dance; Mulkerrin & Casey
Ceilf Cois Cuain: Irish Set Dancing, Pat Murphy, 2006,
dance; P.M
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Celtic Feet: Irish Dancing Masterclass, Colin Dun ne, 2003,
dance; Wienerworld
Celtic Feet: Original & Best, Colin Dun ne, 2007, dance;
Wienerworld
Damhsai Cuplai Thir Chonai/1. The Couple Dances of
Donegal, various performers, 2007, music, song and
dance; Cairdeas na bhFidileirf
Dance Sedn-Nds: Steps for Irish Traditional Improvised
Dance with Tuton Ronan Regan and M a/don M eehan,
2005, dance; Eyebright Media
1he Full Set, Padraig & R6isfn Me Eneany, 2006, dance;
Faoi do Chois
Irish Dancing Beginners Guide for Boys and Girls, 2003,
dance; Sharpe Music
Irish Set Dancing Made Easy, vols. 1-3, Matt
Cunningham, 2005, dance; Anim Music
Irish Traditional Step Dan ces , Celine and Michael
Tubridy, 2007, dance; Tubridy
jean Butler's Irish Dance Masterclass, 2005, dance; Tyrone
Productions
Learn to Dance with Maureen Culleton, 2007, dance;
Culleton
1he Pride of Erin: Popular Old Tim e Dancing in Ireland,
Pat Murphy, 2005, dance; P.M
Secrets ofthe Sole: Irish Dance Steps and Stories with Kieran
Jordan Featuring Kevin Doyle and Aidan Vaughan,
Kieran Jordan, 2008, dance; Jordan
Step by Step, vols. 1-2, Olive Hurley, 2004, dance; Hurley

Song
Sedn-ndsAmhrdin na nGaeL-A Study ofTraditional Singing
from Ireland and Scotland, 2003, song; Scoiltrad

Video & D VD performance
All Ireland Ciili Band Champions Reunion Concert, various
performers, 2001, music; Comhaltas [VHS]
Aos Og Concert, 25th May 2007 Gldr, Inis, various performers, music, song and dance; Comhaltas
Banish Misfortune: Irish Dance Tun es, Maebh O'Hare
and various performers [2006], music, so ng and
dance; Celtic Music
Bosca, various performers, 2002, music, song and dance;
Irish World Music Centre, UL
Celtic Rhapsody: Sedn Maguire with His Fiddle Orchestra
Live from the National Concert Hall, Dublin [s.a.],
music; Apollo Video
1he Chieftains Live over Ireland: Waterfrom the Well, 1999,
music and song; Eagle Rock Entertainment
Closing Time, Mickaleen Conlon and Friends, 2007,
music and song; Dark Horse Films
Dancing on Dangerous Ground, Jean Butler, Colin Dun ne
and Seamus Egan (composer), 2000, music and
dance; Warner Music Vision
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Dervish L ive at ] ohnny Fox's, 2005, music and song;
D oo naree
D ubliners Live: L egendary Concert of the Dubliners 40
Years R eunion [2002], music and song
Echoes ofErin, various performers [s.a.], music, song and
dance; Comhaltas [VHS]
Feet of Flames, Michael Flatley and various performers,
1998, music, song and dance; Polygram
F/eadh Cheoil na hEireann 1990-2007, 18 vols., various

performers, music, song and dance; Comhaltas [VHS
&DVD]
Frankie Gavin Live [s.a.], music; Apollo Video
From Mazovia to Meenbanad: The Donegal Ma zurkas,
various performers, 2008, music and dan ce; Ceo T eo
[accompanies boo k and cd]
Gael Force, various performers, 1997, music and song;
Tyrone Productions
Geantrai: Live Session R ecordings from the TV Series,
Brea nnd an 6 Beag laoi ch (p rese nter) and variou s
performers, 2006, music and song; Gael LinnffG4/
Forefro nt Productions
Grdda L ive in Dublin: Cloudy Day Navigation, 2007,
music and song; Compass Record s
H ell for L eather, various performers, 2005, music and

Micko Russet! and Friends, Susan O'Connor (presenter),

1989, music and song; Brooks Video [VHS]
The M usical H eritage of Clare, various performers, 1987,
music, song and dance; Brooks Video [VHS]
Old Style Traditional I rish Step Dancing, Joe Donovan
and Siobhan Donovan [s.a .], dance; Comhaltas
[VHS]
Once Upon a Time ... , K.ila, 2008, music, song and dance;
Jade Productions/Kila Records
The Pip er's Call, Liam O'Flynn, 1998, music;

Hummingbird Productions/Tara Music
Piping in Ireland, various performers, 2002, music; Na
Piobairi Uilleann and the Royal Scottish Pipe Band
Association
P/anxty Live 2004, music; Columbia/Sony Music
The Pure D 1·op. 4 vols., Tony Mac Mahon (producer)
and various performers, 1988-1993, music, song and
dance; RTE [VHS]
The R edcastle Sessions, Cara Dillon, 2008, song; Proper
R eu nion: A D ecade of So/as , 2006, mu sic and so ng;
Compass
R iverdance Live from Radio City Music Hall, N ew York,

Ireland's Whistling Ambassador, Mi cho Ru ssell, 1993,
music; Pennywhi stler's Press [VHS]

various performers, 1996, music, song and dan ce;
Tyrone Productions
So/as L ive , 2000, musi c and so ng; Shanachi e
Entertainment
The Sweets ofMay: Traditional Dance of South A rmagh.
various performers [2009], music and dance; Ceol
Camlocha
Yes ... Those Were the Days: Live at the Olympia Theatre,
Dublin 1992, Liam Clancy, 2006, so ng; D olphin
Zoe Conway Live, 2007, music and song; Con way

Irish j igs and R eels, Shaskee n, 2005, mu sic and so ng;
Musical M emo ri es oflrel and

Video & D VD documentary

dan ce; John Fennell School of Set Dancing
Highlights ofA onach Paddy O'Brien, various performers,
1992, music; Comhaltas [VHS]
Horslips: 1he R eturn of the Dancehall Sweethearts, 2005,
music; Horslips Reco rds
In ne Amdrach, Teada, 2006, music; Gael Linn

The I rish Scattering, Sean Keane, 2008, music; Circin Rua
Teo
Live at D olans, Sharon Shannon, 2006, music and song;

the Daisy L abel
Live in D ublin, Moving H ea rt s, 2007, music;
Rubyworks
The L ong Black Veil, the Chi eftains, 2000, music and
so ng; BMG
Lord ofthe Dance, Michael Flatley and various perform ers, 1996, musi c, so ng and danee; Polygram
M dire Begley's Kerry Christmas: Christmas Songs, Music
and M emories ji·om the West Kerry Gaeltacht, various
performers, 2005, music, song and dance; Dolphin
Press

A R iver of Sound, variou s performers, 1996, musi c, song
and dance; BBC
Bringing it All Back H ome, various performers, 2000,
music, so ng and dance; Hummingbird Productions
[VHS]
Come West Along the R oad: I rish T raditional Mus ic
Treasuresfrom RTE TV Archives 1960s-1980s. 3 vols. ,
Nicholas Carolan (presen ter), 2005 , music, song and
dance; RTE
Exploring Trad, various performers, 2005, mu sic; Arts
Council of Northern Ireland [DVD-ROM]
The F!eadh down in Enn is 1956: R emembering F!eadh
Cheoi! na hEireann Ennis 1956, various performers,
2006, music and song; Cois na hAbhna Archive
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From Shore to Shore: Irish Traditional Music in New York

Luke Kelly: 1he Performer, 2005, song; Celtic Airs

City, various performers, 2006, music and dance;

Michael Flatley Gold, 2000, dance; Universal

Cherry Lane Productions

Musical Memories ofDavy]oe Fa!lon 1985-2005,2005,

Harp ofMy Country.-A Musical Biography ofTl:Dmas Moore
and Ireland, Ambrosia Chorus and Niall Murray,

1987, song; Anner Communications [VHS]
Irish Music in America: A Musical Migration, Philip King

(producer) [s.a.], music and song; Hummingbird
Records [VHS]
1he Late Late Show Celebration ofIrish Music, various performers, 1994, music, song and dance; RTE [VHS]
Luke [Kelly], Noel Pearson (producer), Sinead O'Brien
(director), 1999, song; Ferndale Films [VHS]
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music; CCE
Songbirds: 1he First Ladies ofIrish Song, various perform-

ers, 2005, song; Glenshee Productions
1he Story ofthe Clancy Brothers and Tom my M akem, 2003,

music and song; Shanachie
Traditional Instruments ofIreland, Ben Corcoran (director

and producer), 1987, music; B.B. Video [VHS]
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This index lists people and bands only, as all other significant topics occur in the main text alphabetically. Instruments are
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Page numbers in italics indicate illustrations.
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Abbott, O.J. 100
'Ac a'Luain, Conall 215
'Ac a'Luain, Eoghan Phadraig 215
'Ac a'Luain,Johnny 215
'Ac a'Luain, Padraig 215
'ac Coilir, Diarmuid 168
'ac Dhonncha, Sean 7, 127, 130, 293,
311,419,472,523,690
'ac Dhonnchadha, Sein Choilm 419
'Ac Uidhir,John 214
Achesan, Moya 543
Acosta, Annmarie 484
Adamson, George 456
Adamson, Willie 300, 456
Addison,John 753
Aebi, Thomas 277
Afro Celt Sound System 50, 53, 468,
521
a'Ghabha, Peadar 503
a'Ghabha, Phiotair 502
Ahearne, Tom 251,295
Ahern, Fr Pat 9, 386,419,469,516,
615
Ahern, Pat 'Herring' 9, 150, 174,
283-4,311,510
Aileach 213, 443
Aiseirigh ceili Band 437
Aitken,Joe 139
Albino, Harry 589
Alderson, Isaac 122
Allen,Johnny 580
Alien, Mick 380
Alien, Sarah 271,271
Allingham, W. 427
A!tan 6, 10-11,11,32,52,96, 105,
117,154,178,213,214,287,313,
315,320,343,350,368,382-3,
422,474,487,550,552,569,606,
614,621,662,700
an Ghabha, M ai re 636,637
An Tor 305
Anam 74
Anderson, Alistair 175,245,246
Anderson, Gene 115
Anderson,John 355
Anderson, Michael 142,261,342
Anderson, Tom 604
Andrews, Avril 286
Andrews, Billy 510
Andrews,Jack 445
Andrews, Liam 27, 246

Andrews, William 686
Anger, Darol 110
Anish 123
Annbje~rg Lien Band 491
Aodha, Chuil 168
ap Huw, Robert 734
ap Pritchard, William 602
Araki, Hanz 725
Arbuckle, Roy 3 72
Arcady 6, 17,178,179-80,544,552,
613
Ard- Ri Ceili Band 62, 557
Ard Scoil Ceili Band 62
Ardellis Ceili Band 19- 20,192,676
Armstrong, Siobhan 333
Armstrong, Tom 514
Arthur, Scot Davey 290
Ash Plant 206
Assaroe Ceili Band 254, 402, 409, 676
At First Light 606
At the Racket 112, 500, 590
Athlone ceili Band 46, 430
Atkinson, David 236
Atkinson, Vincent 506
Aughrim Slopes Ceili Band 27,
27-8,46,52, 144,223,251,298,
299,470-1,501
Austin, Mike 122
Austin Stack Ceili Band 13, 28, 569
Baal Tinne 123
Bachelors Walk 519
Baez,Joan 61, 122,590, 720
Bailey, Derek 289
Bailey,Mick 410
Bailey, Roy 34
Bailie,Jane 711
Bain, Aly 315,604,753
Bain, Chris 122
Baines, Anthony 712
Bairead, Riocard 629
Baker, Etta 322
Balatti, Michel 366
Baldwin, Stephen 241
Balfe, Brendan 117
Ball, Sir Robert 696
Ballinahinch Ceili Band 580, 697; see
also Tulla Ceili Band
Ballinakill Traditional Dance Players
44, 44-5,46,52,223,298,299,
398,459-60,542,697

Ballinamere Ceili Band 115, 396,
500,513
Bamber, Ronnie 6
Banba Ceili Band 62
Banks, Tom 543
Bannister,John 477
Banshee 286
Barclay, Paddy 442
Barfoot, Billy 47
Baring Could, Sabine 244
Barley Bree 213
Barra MacNeill family 102, 104
Barren, Kerry 204
Barrett, Tom 204
Barrington,Jonah 304
Barron, Pat 57, 135, 521
Barry, Garret 129, 138,380,401,586
Barry,Jimmy 167
Barry,Joe 683
Barry, Margaret 43, 57, 57-8, 113,
228,289,434,537,565,586,614,
685,686,693,728
Barry, Olga 78
Bartley, Majella 460
Barton,James 403
Basker, Alex 104
Basker, Tommy 102, 104
Bates, Sid 62
Battle, Noel 326,743, 744
Battlefield Band 110,313
Bauman, Richard 18
Bax, Sir Arnold 550
Baxter, Mai 582
Baxter, Tommy 67, 703
Bays, Randal 725
Bazin, Fenella 174,426
Beades,Paddy 12,581
Beagan, Pat 33
Beagon, Laura 264, 460
Beagon, Monica 460
Beanda 366
Beatles, The 317
Beatty,John 743
Beaton, Donald Angus 102
Beau ford, William 736
Beggan, Colin 582
Beginish 60
Begley, Breandan 4, 60, 82, 286, 302,
311,385,574,593
Begley, Caitlin see Ni Bheaglaioch,
Caitlin
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Begley, Eibhlin see Ni Bheaglaioch,
Eibhlin
Begley, Maire see Ni Bheaglaioch,
Maire
Begley, Seamus 60, 66, 164,385,614
Begley, Seosaimhin see Ni
Bheaglaioch, Seosaimhin
Begley and Cooney 60, 117, 195
Begley family 60, 385
Behan,Brendan 13,226
Behan, Dominic 43, 222, 464, 686
Behan, Eamon 27
Beirne, Lorraine 581
Beirne, Martin 565
Belfast Harp Orchestra 65,324,341
Belhavel Ceili Group 401
Belhavel Trio 49, 66,403, 743
Bell,Derek 34,65,66,90, 109,123,

127
Bell, Sam Hanna 58, 650, 702, 716
Bell Harbour Ceili Band 223, 544
Bellamy, Peter 665
Benagh, Henry 435
Bender, Charles 543
Bennett,John 19
Bennett, Margaret 174, 175,236
Ben nett, Martyn 603
Benny,Jack 729
Benson, Frankie 101
Bensusan, Pierre 318
Berg, Kirsten Braten 490
Bergin, Antoinette 66
Bergin, Mary 66-7, 149,268,296,

311,312,380,500,572,574,748
Berle, Milton 729
Berliner, Emile 313,564
Bernstein, Elmer 514
Bernstein, Joel 326, 327
Berry, Austin 326-7
Berry, Chuck 83
Berry, Mark 238
Berry, Paddy 33, 67,583,659, 745,

747,751
Berry, Phi! 67,583 ,745
Berry, Ronan 745
Berto, I van 366
Best, An ita 100
Bettoni, Francesco 366
Bhreathnach, Maire 251
Bicego, Daniele 366
Biggar, Francis Joseph 15, 16
Biggins, Kathleen 483
Billinge, Mike 207
Billy Burns Ceili Band 62
Bingham, Ciaran 67
Bingham, George 67
Bingham, Leslie 63, 67, 67, 752
Bingham, Tara 67-8, 176, 272, 487
Bingham, Terry 67
Bingham family 221
Birkin Tree 365, 366
Birmingham Ceili Band 373
Bishop, Henry Rowley 426
Blace, Tony 442
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Black, Catha! 637
Black, Daniel 331
Black, D6nal 91
Black, Donald 340
Black, Frances 17, 117,251,440
Black, Mary 32, 59, 84, 85, 90, 178,

204,250,381,610,730
Black, Tony 208
Black, Stephanie 745
Black Diamond Ceili Band 401
Black Noise 349
Blacking, John 164,321,535
Blacksmiths, 1he 50,378
Blackthorn Ceili Band 62, 557
Blain, Aly 82
Blake,John 410,481,590, 678
Blake, Paddy 753
Blaney, Olive 62
Blarney Ceili Band 533
Blasket Sound 519
Bleazey, Phi! 277
Blennerhasset,James 283,614
Blessing, John 68,265,275-6,277,

401,444
Blin, Vincent 284
Bloom, Luka see Moore, Barry
Blue Haven Dance Band 402
Bodley, Se6irse 74-5,236,282,293,

473,627
Bogie, Eric 315,656
Bogue, Bernard 76
Bogues,John 62
Bohan, Harry 137
Bohlman, Philip 118,175,356
Biihm, Theobald 273-4, 276
Bohnet, Andra 140
Bohola 123
Boland, Padraig 27
Bolger, David 546
Bolger, Dermot 420
Bolger, Eddie 163
Bolger, Mercedes 515
Bollard, Mary 661
Bolton,Jane 127
Bonamy, Michel 222, 277
Bonnar,Jayne 15
Bono 222
Boorman,John 393
Borthwick, Norma 116
Borhy Band, The 23, 44, 50, 59, 78-9,

79,90,94,139,206,315,318,328,
365,378,389,397,408,416,458,
468,485,486,508,539,594,662,
673, 742
Boullier, Diana 80, 221, 235
Boullier, Nigel 80, 221
Bourke, Angela 236, 281
Bourke, Brian 172, 175
Bourke, Ciaran 222,227,509
Bourke, Dan 31
Bourke,Johnny 610
Bourree Texane 436
Bowe, Donal 684
Bowe,John 113,229,472

Bowen, Roin Huw 733
Bowhand 500, 726
Bowler, Sheila 386
Boyce, Jackie 81-2,221, 714
Boyce, Phi lip 20
Boyd, Ed 271,271
Boyd,John 67
Boydell, Barra 341
Boydell, Brian 561
Boyes, Georgina 174
Boylan, Clodagh 122
Boylan fami ly 14,208
Boyle, Andy 113
Boyle, Fin bar 82,680,690, 729
Boyle, Noreen 460
Boys of the Lough 32, 51, 60, 82,

254,280,301,313,320,323,350,
353,382,397,408,420,435,
466-7,500,505,608,686
Bracken, Daire 479, 617
Bracken, Pauline 512
Bradley, Harry 61, 176,296,582,682
Bradley, Kevin 32
Bradley, Maurice 208
Bradley, Paul 82, 296
Bradshaw, Harry 82-3, 119, 176,275,
311,413,506,560,623,671-2
Brady, Attracta 33,513
Brady,Jacq ueline 32
Brady,John 33,251,512,513
Brady, Lelia 513
Brady, Mi chelle 412
Brady, Paul 2, 11, 24, 58, 59, 83, 90,
94,117,252,315,317,318,319,
326,357,365,376,397,438,440,
458,518,547,606,665,702,747,
757
Brady, Sean 728
Brady, Willi e 676
Bragg, Billy 590
Brannigan, Paddy 415
Bravender, Mary 377
Bray,John 155
Bream,Julian 364
Breathnach, Breand:in 7, 18- 19,24,
25,83-4,85,89,90,118,119-20,
127, 164,218,220,222,224,235,
281,282,297,310, 367,369,370,
371-2,387,412,420,434,436,
459,468,471,473,480,481,491 ,
494,496,500,525 ,526,530,536,
551,574,614,623,669,671,696,
698,728,731, 756
Breathnach, D easun 174
Breathnach, Gear6idin 33, 213, 349
Breathna ch, Peadar 215
Breathnach, R.A. 736
Breatnach, Caoilte 236,251
Breatnach, Cormac 23, 53, 84, 173,
205,250,752
Breatnach, Maire 84-5
Breen, Fran 666
Breen,Jere miah 385,577
Breen, Paddy 113, 421, 586

Index
Breen, Tara 264,374
Breen, Tom my 28
Breffni Ceili Band 115
Brennan, Aine 224
Brennan, Ciaran 131,318
Brennan, Dick 229,342,355
Brennan, 'Enya' see Enya
Brennan, Helen 85
Brennan,Joe 668
Brennan,John 125,236,392
Brennan, Kathleen 543
Brennan, Maire 32, 131,203,485
Brennan, Pol 131,318
Brennan Grant, Catherine 438
Brentana Contraband 366
Brereton, Francie 683
Breschi, Antonio 85 ,222,541
Brett, Niamh 744
Breughel, Pieter 35
Brian Boru Pipe Band 167
Bridge Ceili Band 251,323,396,

501,504,513,683
Bridgeford, Thomas 711
Bridgeman, Martin 107
Briggs, An ne 80, 464, 469
Brinsford, Martin 240
Britton, Tim 500
Broaders, Pat 122, 722
Broadwood, Lucy 244,245, 659
Brocas, Henry 702
Brock,Paul 4,5,88-9,301, 743
Brock McGuire Band, The 89, 105
Broderick, Mick 479, 617
Broderick, Patsy 2, 17, 544, 682
Broderick, Vincent 33, 89, 117, 154,

298,311
Broderick family 421
Brogan,John 89,225
Brogan, Sonny 5, 89,1 21, 121,125,

229,236,420
Broken Pledge Ceili Band 123
Brolly, Ann 208
Brolly, Francie 208
Brolly, Nodlaig 207
Bronson, Bertrand H. 39
Bronson, Patty 726
Brooke, Charlotte 89-90,281,658,

659, 736
Brooke, Henry 89
Brooks, Dennis 712
Brophy, David 11
Brophy,Jimmy 381
Broph~Paddy
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Brophy, Ted 683
Brophy CC:ili Band 394
Brosna Ceili Band 433,434,469,516
Brosnan, Dan 385
Brosnan,John 385
Brosnan, Pat 751
Brosnan, Timmy 385
Brown,John 660
Browne, Frank 90, 117, 581
Browne, Carech 123, 126-7
Browne, Ivor 126

Browne,Jackson 590
Browne,Joseph 374
Browne, Maureen 17
Browne, Peter 89, 90, 126, 130,210,

350,387,388,393,538,573,590,
729,742
Browne, Ronan 176,521, 709,710,
752
Browne, Terry 434
Browne, Vincent 226
Bru Boru 300
Bruneau, Philippe 100
Bryan, Harry 576
Bua 123
Buchanan, Robert 602
Buckley, Ann 91, 257, 694, 695
Buckley, Richie 205
Buille 53, 158, 452
Bukkene Bruse 491
Bulger, Brendan 122
Bumblebees, The 105, 117, 211, 381
Bunclody Ceili Band 106
Bunting, Edward 17-18, 22, 64, 65,
66, 91-3, 97,109, 160,162,209,
324,331,334-5,338,339,340,
353,364,367,370,426,427,430,
437,450,455,465-6,499,502,
524,540,541,549,556,640-1,
655,658,688,736,760
Bunworth, Charles 463
Burach 315
Burchenal, Elizabeth 191
Burgess, Barry 174, 175
Burgess, Paul 240
Burke, Brendan 376
Burke, Charles Henry 686
Burke, Cianin 222
Burke, Claire 513
Burke,Frank 122,388,722
Burke,Joe 5, 32, 34, 66,93-4, 144,

149,162,211,229,296,299,311,
312,372,380,408,434,438,439,
498,501,506,537,567,610,726
Burke,Joe 'Banjo' 445
Burke,John 376
Burke, Kevin 34, 79, 94, 180,261,
266,315,318,365,432,454,469,
508, 724
Burke, K.ieran (accordion) 62
Burke, K.ieran (tin whistle) 43
Burke, Mary 315
Burke, Milo 683
Burke, Ronan 137
Burke McDonnell, Tara 203
Burns, Billy 62
Burns, Casey 277
Burns, Ciaran 221
Burns,John 387
Burns, Martin 113
Burns, Pat 19, 192
Burns, Robert 638, 654
Burton, Frederick William 159,711
Buschmann, Christian 287
Bush, Kate 416,514

Bushe, David 752
Bushnell, Suzanne 251
Bushwhackers, The 30
Buskers, The 290
Butcher, Eddie 58, 94-5 ,313,343,

415,471,485,488,504,614,713
Butler, Jean 95 , 96,315,578
Butler, Liam 310
Butler, Nora 33, 684
Butler, Piers 36
Butler, Tony 458
Buttons and Bows 6, 179,499
Byers, Sean 412
Byrne, Ann 43, 509
Byrne, Anthony 95
Byrne, Cepta 590-1
Byrne, Charles 340, 524
Byrne, Charlie 72
Byrne, Conor 249,464
Byrne, Dermot 4, 6, 10, 11, 96,213,

451
Byrne, Francie 263
Byrne, Gay 396
Byrne,James (fiddle) 95-6,213,214,

263,439,442,576
Byrne,James (pipes) 106, 740
Byrne,Jem 552
Byrne,Jemmy,Jr 583
Byrne,Jimmy 106
Byrne,Joe 96,430,431-2,619,751
Byrne,John 106
Byrne, Leah 740
Byrne, Martin]., Sr 727
Byrne, Mickey 106-7
Byrne, Neil 740
Byrne, Packie Manus 96,678, 686
Byrne, Paddy Hiudai 95
Byrne, Patrick 97, 97, 333, 334, 335,

462,715
Byrne, Sean 96
Byrne, Thomas 106
Byrne,Tom 213,727
Byrne, Ursula 221
Byrne Brothers, 1l1e 43
Byrne Whelehan, Eilish 410
Byrnes,John 614
Byrnes, Mairtin 142, 163,229,264,

299,376,409,434,439,515,586,
614
Byron, Lord 465
Byrt, George 160, 542
Byrr, Paddy 390
Cafferky, Paddy 296, 336
Cage, John 85,306,314,452,487,

514
Cahill, Den is 1, 23, 122,315,343-4,

722
Cahill, Phi! 386
Cahill, Sean 386
Cahill, Tom 110
Caine, P.W. 425
Caladh Nua 107
Caldwell, Michael 114, 115
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Index
Calico 98
Callaghan, J ackie 412
Callaghan, Joe 412
Callaghan, Mick 582
Callaghan, Mikey 380
Callahan, Mark 306
Callan, Fin tan 6
Callanan, Tony 348
Calle ry, Phi! 730
Calnan, Brian 468
Calthorpe, Nancy 210,335,381
Calvert, Denis 221
Calypso 444
Cambrensis, Giraldus 98-9,331,

338, 732
Cameron, Isla 27
Camp bell, Archibald 602
Campbell, Columba 214
Campbell, Hilda Mary 602
Camp bell, Ian 381
Campbell,Jean 393,602
Campbell,Jimmy 214,610
Campbell,John 95, 99, 99,252,313,

357,617,666,667,695
Campbell,John Lorne 427
Campbell,Joseph 15
Campbell, Mary Jane 752
Campbell, Olive Dame 720
Campbell, Peter 214
Campbell, Vincent 214,263,610
Cannady, Pat 122
Canny, Mary Ann 215
Cann~Paddy

9, 106,106,112,131,
133,160,169,298,311,320,343,
347,388,394, 401,421, 439,454,
521,543,569,572,580,672,687,
697, 756
Can tal, Herve 284
Cantwell, Leonard 506
Caples, Billy 78
Capran i, Vinnie 139
Cara 305
Carberry, Angelina 55,374
Carberry, Kevin 323
Carberry, Patrick 316
Carberry, Peter 33,316,323
CaRee!On 366
Carey, Benny 392, 500
Carey, Tom 135, 251
Carignan,Jean 100, 106
Carleton, William 344,379,538,
703, 751
Carlos,John 373,581,582
Carmel and the C hrystals 320
Carmichael, Alexander 595
Carmody, Tom 387
Carney,Jimmy 373
Carolan, Mary Ann 107, 107-8, 164,
686
Carolan, Nicholas 32, 82, 108, 110,
144,173,174, 236, 466,474, 482,
526,614,661,677,709
Carolan, Philip 757
Carolan, Turlough 89,108, 108-10,
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127,150,160,253,283,331,336,
345,385,399,411,426,462,463,
502,524,541,546,581,686,736
Carolan, William 462
Caronna, D aniele 365
Carr, Darrah 202
Carr, Eamon 352
Carr, Mick 95
Carr, Paddy 340
Carr, Peter 96
Carraig Dun 366
Carrick Ceili Band 114
Carrigan, Martin 391
Carroll, Andy 445
Carroll,Jim 236,306,308
Carroll, John (pipes) 138,458
Carroll,Johnny (trumpet) 694
Carroll, Liz 33, 34, 11o-11, 111,122,
149,154,261 ,294,311,315,343,
358,436,451,452,487,538,563,
572,613,662,722,723,726
Carroll, Paula 137
Carroll, Sharon 513
Carroll, Willliam 254
Carruthers, Margo 315
Carson, Ciaran 26, 61, 63, 111,235,
236,374,751,754
Carson, Fionnuala 281
Carswell, Bob 426
Carter, Maybelle 'M a' 720
Carter, Samuel 321
Carter, Sydney 413,414
Carters, The 720
Carthy, Eliza 241,590, 686
Carthy, John 365
Carthy, Martin 204,240,279,318,
464,686,720
Carthy, Tom 388
Carty, D es 111,224
Carty,].]. 62
Carty, James 410,582
Carty, John 31, 55,111-12, 179,312,
316,347,358,402,410,458,470,
500,581,582,620
Carty,John P. 111
Carty, Molly 136
Carty, Paddy 89, 112,112,298,388,
682
Casement, Roger 15
Casey, Bobby 112-13,133, 134, 142,
163,169,179,229,260,316,321,
377,381,382,409,420,434,439,
454,469,576,586,593,614,687,
746,755, 756
Casey, Daniel 166
Casey,Joe 19
Casey,John 'Scully' 112
Casey, Karan 113,113,287,315,342,
613,614,740
Casey, Mick 580
Casey, Nollaig 113-14,440,474,484,
487,547,703
Casey, Scully 172
Casey, Thady 129

Casey, Willie 409
Casey, Yvonne 67
Cas h,James 114
Cash, John 114, 219,583,693
Cash, Pat 692
Cashin, Francis 721
Cashin, Michael 721
Cash man, Pat 179
Casserly, Brighid 715
Cassidy, Andy 254
Cassidy, Con 213,214,263,443
Cassidy, Frank 214,263
Cassidy,James P. 195
Cassidy,Jane 114,221
Cassidy,Jimmy 430
Cassidy,Joe 539
Cassidy,Johnny 214
Cassidy, Paddy 214,263
Castle Ceili Band 229,376,381,394,

500,501,505,543,586,697
Castleborough Ceili Band 745
Cato, Pauline 243
Caulfield, Nancy 715
Cawley,Jakes 89
Cawley,John (flute) 247
Cawley,John Michael (fiddle) 346
Cawley, Tom my 392, 721
Ceannt, Ea monn 224,437,463,464,

482,663
Ceitinn, Seathrun 57
Celtic Cross 620
Celtic Orchestra, The 79
Ceolbeg 315
Ceolt6irf Chualann 23, 48, 49, 52, 61,

68, 71, 77,89,121,121,123,158,
293,341,376,381,421,456,459,
529,530,533,544,551,697
Ceolt6irf Laighean 51, 66,306,380,
500,515,530,534
Ceolt6irf Luimnf 203
Chambers, Evan 113
Chambers, Maggie 27,255,256,673
Chambers, Rasa 727
Chambers, Sarah 27
Chanting House, The 442
Charles II 181, 638
Chatterbox 499
Cheevers, Luke 287, 308, 625
Cherish the Ladies 49, 74, 104, 122,
313,315,458,718
Cherry, Rab 61
Chichester, Sir Arthur 60
Chieftans, 1l1e 11, 23, 33, 34, 49, 58,
59,61,63,65,66, 77, 79,90,95,
112,120,122, 123,127, 158,232,
269,280,313,324,368,376,380,
381,382,397,406,434,452,458,
459,462,463,485,487,505,515,
518,530,547,550,551,554,567,
613,614,665,687,697,716
Child, Francis James 39, 123-4
C hilders, Erskine 550
Chisholm, Angus 102, 104
Christi, Martin 543

Index

Christian, Emma 426
Christian IV, King of Denmark 331
Christie, Forbes 277
Christie, W. 688
Chuilin, Maire 291
Chulrua 500, 501
Cinnamond, Robert 126, 382, 504,
686,714
Cinnie 208
Clague,John 425
Clan Alba 301,608
Clancy, Bobby 128, 757
Clancy, D6nal 50, 129,202,740
Clancy,Joe 401
Clancy, Liam 42, 43, 113, 127-9, 129,
322,377,423,424
Clancy, Paddy (accordion maker) 406
Clancy, Paddy (bodhran maker) 72
Clancy, Paddy (Clancy brothers) 42,
127-9,322-3
Clancy, Tom (Clancy brothers) 42,
43,127-9,322,326,516
Clancy, Tom my (fiddle) 264
Clancy, Willie 23, 43, 66, 84, 90, 112,
129, 129-30,131,134,163,167,
169,170,172,176,219,323,338,
347,348,374,377,381,394,421,
422,434,439,454,472,486,500,
504,506,514,5 15,521,551,580,
586,593,614,676,686,690,692,
697,728, 754,759
Clancy Brothers, The 32, 42, 43, 44,
49,122, 127-9,128,290,317-18,
322-3,352,374,419,424, 445,
456,464,550,654,730,739,744,
757
Clandillon, Seam us 44, 46, 130-1,
291,342,405,558,578,658
Clannad 50, 59, 131, 213,304,305,
318,328,377,416,485,567,621,
687
Clarke, Eddie 115, 138,138, 165,
327,586,616,621
Clarke, Francis 703, 705
Clarke,John 125,229
Clarke, Lizzie 705
Clarke, Loreto 320
Clarke, Philip 115
Clarke, Robert 750
Clarke, Tom 372
Clarke, William 462
Clarkson, Michael 61,477
Claudy, Frank 175
Cleary, Dan 396,500,512,513
Cleary, Nora 139,474,686,729
Cleland,John 122, 722
Clifford, Billy 140,686
Clifford,Johnny 140,686
Clifford,Julia 113, 127, 139-40,140,
260,349,385,409,422,504,519,
616,617,669,686
Clifford, Tcresa 715-16
Clinron, Bill 324, 436, 538
Clinton,John 140

Clonmany Ceili Band 216
Cloonan, Patrick 122
Cloone Ceili Band 177
Clooney, Anna 745
Cloore, Neill 684
Clune, Ann 235,236
Coakley,John 82
Coburn, Tom my 506
Cocker,Joe 673
Cody,James 91,426
Coen, Charlie 140, 388, 397, 484,
686,726
Coen,Jack 34, 160,211,298,315,
388,422,438,484,569,686,718,
726
Coen, Tommy 298,406,516
Coen, Tony 251
Coffey, Aidan 172,204,301,474,
613,740
Cogan, Oliver 19
Coghlan, Ruth 529
Cohen,J.M. 632
Colclough, Henry 701, 702
Coleman, Jackie 179
Coleman, James 141,403
Coleman,Jim 141, 142,219,355
Coleman,John Joe 620
Coleman, Michael 7, 22, 83, 93, 94,
99,112,115,133,141-2,142-3,
150,153,173,219,260-1,268,
276,300-1,306,323,327,328,
342,343,350,353,355,373,381,
391,399,401,402,411,433,438,
441,442,454,458,462,463,464,
472,475,484,499,501,510,542,
543,565,581,612,617,618,619,
620,623,624,671-2,699,729,
759
Coleman, Mick 470
Coleman, Willie 143, 620
Coleman Country Ceili Band 46, 52,
268,276,351,483,619,621
Coles,John M. 696
Collins, Brendan 683
Collins, Daniel Michael 143, 613
Collins,John 683
Collins, Kathleen 143-4, 264, 343
Coil ins, Kevin 439
Collins, Kieran 295, 586
Collins, Michael 387
Collins, Miriam 135, 157
Collins, Sarah 661
Collins, Shirley 384
Coli ins, Tim 144, 159, 390
Collins, William 439
Collinson, Francis 589, 603
Collison, William 288
Colum, Padraic 10, 42, 196, 237
Comac,James 414,527, 704
Comac,Johnny 414,527, 704, 705
Comae, Malachy 414,527
Comas 410
Comerford, Ellen 513
Comhra na dTonn 437

Commane, Gerard 'Gerdy' 135, 150
Commins, Verena 150, 296
Commons Pipe Band 684
Comunn M6r 366
Con boy, Ann 229
Conboy,Jack 471
Concannon, P.]. 721
Condell,Sonny 590
Coneff, Kevin 690
Coney, Neillie 434
Confianr,Joe 102, 104, 105
Conlan, Scan 500
Conlon, Feisti 381,686
Conlon,John James 476
Conlon, Mickaleen 300
Conlon, Peter]. 3, 7, 159
Connaghan, An ne 212
Connaughton, Kathleen 434
Conneely, Bernadette 122
Conneely,Margaret 188
Conneely, Mick 81
Conneely, Patrick 159,461,500, 711
Conneely, Pauline 122
Conneff, Kevin 77, 123, 752
Connell, H enry 415
Conneii,John 237
Connellan, Thomas 160, 161,331
Connellan , William 160, 331
Connelly, Peaitin 347
Connemara Quartet 160
Conner, Patrick 344
Connery, Patricia 469
Con nick, Arthur 147
Connollan, Michilin 135
Connolly, Colman 410
Connolly, Edel 460
Connolly, Frankie 464
Connolly, Gary 410
Connolly,James 224
Connolly,John (Tipperary) 683
Connolly,Johnny (Galway) 4, 33,
310,347,610,724
Connolly, Mattie 460, 727
Connolly, Maura 251,396
Connolly, Owen 461,476
Connolly, Rita 514, 730
Connolly, Seam us 78, 94, 160,207,
211,261,264,343,408,434,439,
501
Connolly, Susan 350
Connolly, Tom 142
Connolly, Ursula 251
Connor,James 747
Connor, Thady 385
Connors, Dave 203
Connors, Johnny 78
Connors, PoUy 114,219
Conor, William 37
Conran, Michael 160-2, 294, 688,
736
Conrick, Libby 32
Conrick, Richard 32
Conroy, Andy 129,219,342,381,
581
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Index
Conroy, An ne 94,296,518
Conroy, Mary 614
Con way, Brian 162,211,229,438,
454,484,702,705,720
Conway,James 742
Conway,Jim (fiddle, Tyrone/New
York) 705
Conway,Jim (harmonica, Chicago)
327
Conway, Ollie 162, 686
Conway, Rose 705,720
Conway, Sean 178
Conway, Sylvester 684
Conway, Zoe 469
Conyard, Mark 410
Cook, Charles Henry 711
Cook, Marra 122
Cooke, Caoimhe 208
Cooke, Patsy 114, 115
Cooley,Jack 470
Cooley,Joe 5, 89, 93, 110, 112,
162-3,222,248,295,299,409,
420,422,470,543,572,697,697,
722,724
Cooley, Mick 470
Cooley, Seamus 163, 163-4, 436,
441,722
Cool fin 79, 113,416,485
Cooney,Joe 421
Cooney, Martin 684
Cooney, Michael 500,512,683
Cooney, Steve 2, 23, 164, 210, 250,
314,317,318,381,386,494,519,
590,665
Cooper, David 22
Cooper, Pete 241
Copeland, Michael 521
Copper, Bob 384
Copper Family, The 686, 730
Corbett, Chris 410
Corcoran, Eddie 686
Corcoran, Gay 43
Corcoran, Kathleen 342
Corcoran, Mary 542
Corcoran, Se:in 138, 164-5, 174, 175,
235,252,255,280,281,350,365,
415,458,659,690,701,714,752
Corcoran Brothers, The 43
Corelli, Arcangelo 108, 109
Corkery, Kate 668
Corkery, TI1eo 167
Cormac,Johnny 264
Cornia,Jon 277
Cornerhouse 31
Corr, Sally 139
Corrigan,Joe 254
Corrigan, Willie 414
Corrigan, Tom as 715
Corrs, The 34, 549
Corry,Jim 624
Corry,John 702
Cos, Charles 563
Costello, Cecilia 243
CosteUo, Eileen 658,659
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Costello, Ell en 743
Costello, Elvis 222,377,416,505,
730
Costello,John A. 24
Costello, Louise 435
Costello, Maureen 163
Costello, May 376
Costello1 Pat 137
Cotter, Eamonn 169, 170, 272, 277,
469
Cotter, Geraldine 2, 170,170,469,
541,542,544
Cotter, Sean 19,192
Coughlan, Benny 620
Coughlan, Bernadette 251
Coughlan, Connie 485,643
Coughlan, Danny 251
Coughlan,John 29-30,510
Coughlan, Mary 117
Coulter, Phi! 208, 613, 730
Country Four, The 665
Countryside Ceilf Band 432, 620,
621
Cowan, Kathy 122
Cowan, Terry 221
Cowdery, Daniel 669,670
Cowen, Brian 111
Cox, Harry 243, 686
Coyle,Jimmy 122, 727
Coyle,J~hnny 114
Coyne, Eamonn 170,170
Coyne,John 710
Coyne, Maurice 710
Coyne, Mick 175
Craig, Leslie 6
Cran 165,280,287,415,486
Cranitch, Brid 544
Cranitch, Ellen 667
Cranitch, Matt 171-2, 174, 175,264,
302,491,613,706
Crann Ull 366
Crawford, Alex 62
Crawford, Doris 62
Crawford,Johnny 435
Crawford, Kevin 89, 110, 137,311,
415, 729, 753
Creagh, Seamus 9, 165,172,179,
180,261,474,510,569,574,742,
743
Creamer,Jimmy 683
Crean, Tom 139,690
Creasey, Sharon 255
Creaven,John 122
Creegan, Tom 724
Creehan, Fr Bernard 466
Crehan, Angela 493
Crehan, Ciar:in 571
Crehan, Ita 493
Crehan,Junior 112, 113, 120, 131,
133,134, 172-3,260,344,381,
382,394,401,434,514,555,687,
729,746, 754,755
Crehan, Mick 296,389,586
Crehan,Tony 113,135,746

Creighton, Helen 100
Crillon, Pierre 175
Cristofori, Bartolomeo 541
Crockhart, Andy 716
Crofts,Joseph 736
Crofts, T.M. 541
Croker, Crofton 745
CromweU 50
Cr6nan 206
Cronin, Anrhony 13
Cronin, Bess 173, 248, 521
Cronin, Edward 261
Cronin, Elizabeth 577,659
Cronin,Johnny 168,616, 722, 727
Cronin, Mike 17
Cronin, Neilus 509
Cronin, Nessa 527
Cronin, Paddy 78,142, 143,173,261,
311,328,343,385,499,519,563,
610,616,722,756
Cronin, Patsy 168,646
CronnoUy, Michael 277
Crosby, Bing 751
Cross, Susan 727
Crosson, Se:in 527
Crotty, Elizabeth 66, 9, 120, 131,
135,157,158-9, 175,342,382,
420,421,434,521,693
Crorry, P.J. 113
Crorry, Siney 686, 690
Crowe, Bill 510
Crowley, Delia 380
Crowley, Denis 167
Crowley,Jimmy 175-6,315,510,528
Crowley, Pat 434
Crowley, Tadhg 167,509,528
Cuchulainn Ceili Band 506, 506
Cuigear Ban 538
Cuisle 446
Cullen, Emily 110
Cullen, Gerry 415,729-30
Cullen,Jim 430
Cullen,Joe 122
Cull en, Terry 90
Cullinane,John 176
Cullinane,John Joe 256
Cull inane, Tony 665
Culwick,James C. 427
Cundhun, Tadhg 5-3
Cunningham, Alice 217
Cunningham, Eric 757
Cunningham,]immy 62
Cunningham,Johnny 94,442,486,508
Cunningham, Larry 411
Cunningham, Paddy 742
Cunningham, Phi! 486, 508, 608
Curley, Dave 479
Curran, Catherine 174
Curran, Ciaran 10, 11, 126, 254, 343,
402
Curran, Eamonn 460, 571
Curran, Gerry 506
Curran,James 478
Curran,Joe Jack 487

Index
Curran, Matt 745
Curran, Michael 703
Curran, Murt 177
Curran, Tom my 115
Currie, Alex 102
Currie, Gervaise 410
Curry, David 58, 177-8, 442, 565
Curtain family 445
Curtin, Con 385, 610
Curtin, George see 6 Tuama, MicheaJ
Curtin, Hugh 129
Curtis, Cinzia 175
Curris, P.]. 13 7, 178
Cusack, Cyril 129
Cussen, Cliodna 311
Cussen, Tom (banjo, Limerick) 55
Cussen, Tom (banjo maker, Galway)
296
Custy, Catherine 31
Custy, Frank 131, 178,471,610,613
Custy, To la 98
Daffy, Michael 253
Dahill, Barb 726
Dahill, Tom 500, 726
Dallas, T.R. 742
Dalton, Grace 296
Daltry, Roger 716
Daly, Carthage 396
Daly, Gregory 146, 179,282,316,
400,580,618,620
Daly,Jackie 5, 7, 9, 17, 67, 94, 165,
172,179-80,197,204,312,365,
376,380, 474,499,510,569,571,
624,682,686
Daly,Jim 19
Daly,John 122
Daly, Liam 513
Daly, Michael (flute, collector) 581
Daly, Mick (teacher) 172
Daly, Mick 'the Black Dog' (song) 283
Daly, Orla 400
Daly, Pat 166
Daly, Rose 512
Dan Sullivan's Shamrock Band 54,
78,104,542,543,565,686,729
Danaher, Kevin 69, 71,220,381
Danu 50,78,202,488,613, 740
Darcy,John 585
Dares, Tracy 104, 544
Darley, Arthur 418,514,569
Davey, Andrew 619,620
D avey,Junior 74, 78, 171,220,320,
618,620
Davey, Margaret see Ho ran, Margaret
Davey, Shaun 113,202,440,514,
730,731
Davey, Sonny 71, 73,202-3
David,Johann Nepomuk 74
David Munnelly Band 53, 606
Davies, Helen 125, 488, 502
Davis, Gary 127
Davis, Mick 518, 519
Davis, Ted 78

Davis, Thomas 203, 482, 507, 652,
654, 760
Davis, Tom 456
Davis, Willie 300
D avitt, Maire 516
Davitt, Michael 623, 652
Davitt, Sibeal 139
Dawes, Anthony 264
Dayhills, The 726
De Angeli, Claudio 366
de Barra, Cormac 203,335,502
de Barra, Domhnall 203
de Barra, D6nal 33, 307
de Barra, Eamonn 479, 617
de Bhailis, Colm 629
de Brun, Darach 518
de Brun, Seamus 34, 581
de Buitlear, Eamon 66, 121, 380,
381,500
de Burca, Nan Tom Teaimfn 203, 444
de Burca, Niall 668
De Dannan 6, 32, 51, 63, 66, 67, 80,
85,112,179, 204,205,232,268,
280,301,313,328,376,408,417,
440,468,474,505,613,673,682,
729, 740
de Faoite, Padraig 503
de Foubert, Anette 661
de Grae, Paul 204
De Gyldne Lover 205
de hOra, Scan 176
D e Keyser, Arie 277
de Noraidh, Liam 281, 658, 739
D e Nuit, MirabeUe 205
de Paor, Eibhlin 740
de Valera, Eamon 12, 24,197, 199
de Vere, Aubrey 648
Deaf Shepherd 315
Dealga Trad 410
Deane, Lady Florence 92
Deanta 14, 15, 154,208
Deiseal 53, 205
Delahunty, Phi] 684
Delamere, Philip 582
Delaney, Brigid 389
Delaney, Dinny 205 , 298, 456, 497
Delaney,Joe 500
Delargey, Seamus 475
DeMarco, Tony 162, 436, 454, 483
Dement, Iris 721
D emian, Cyrillus 287
Dempsey, Barney 744
Dempsey, Damien 139
Dempsey,Jim 745
Dempsey, Martin 293
Dempsey, Sean 205, 294
Denihan,Jack 727
Dennehy, Con 724
Dennehy, Tim 137, 206- 7,307,308,
500
DeReelium 305
Derrane,Joe 5, 34, 78, 160, 207,211,
347,543,610
Derricke,John 36, 39, 91,293

Dervan,Jack 697
Dervilish Merry 436
Dervish 52, 74, 107, 110,249,320,
350,408,519,606,618,729
Derwin, Jack 229
Desmond, Ceili Band 433
Devally, Liam 117,737
Devane, Patrick 759
Deveney, Patrick 470
Devenney,Jackie 95,343
Devereux,Jack 745,747
Devereux, Paddy 746
Devereux, Fr William 747
Devine,Jimmy 720,721
Devine,John 410
Devine, Willlie 661
Devlin, Barry 352
Devlin,Jimmy 705
Devlin, Mack 215
Devlin Trew,Johanne 174, 175
DeWan,Jim 122,722
Di Nonno, Riccardo 366
Diamond, Dermot 61, 67, 68,487
Diamond, Tara 61,67
Dick Smith Ceili Trio 46
Dickson, Andy 67, 80,487
Dickson,Joshua 608
Die-Hards, The 176
Dillane,Aibhlin 175,706
Dillon, Cara 606
Dillon,John 203,482
Dillon, Larry 471
D illon, Mickey 256
Dillon, Sam 726
Dinan, Bridget 135, 136
Din an, Michael 133
Dineen, Alfie Joe 619
Dinkin, Rhona 460
Dinneen, Liam 386
Dixon, Andy 754
Dixon, Christy 394
Dixon, Jackie 221
Dobbin, Citi Sheain 715
Dobbs, Margaret 15
Dobson, Henry 54
Dr O'Hurley Pipe Band 683
Doegen, Wilhelm 501
Doherty, Bridie 215
Doherty, Charlie 214
Doherty, Dan 6
Doherty, Fiona 619
Doherty, Hughie 214
Doherty,Jimmy C. 215
Doherty,Joe 215
Doherty,John 120,210, 21Q-ll , 213,
214,216,259,260,261,289,306,
322,381,418,439,443,489,500,
569,686,716
Doherty, Kevin 213
Doherty,Liz 173,174,176,204, 211,
213,235,311,443,526,582,694,
706,727
Doherty, Mickey 27, 82,210,214,
281,306,463,623
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Doherty, Mickey Mor 439
Doherty, Moya 95,578
Doherty, Simon 210,214,703
Doherty, Tom (melodeon) 4, 484
Doherty, Tom (Foxford) 430
Doherty family 142,210,214,215,
263-4,439,463,703
Dolan, Brendan 162, 484
Dolan, Felix 93, 160, 162, 211, 438,
484,543
Dolan,Jack 442
Dolan,Joe 365,468,509,673,742
Dolan, Packie 542, 565
Dolphin, Frank 88
Domhnall de Barra Ceili Band 203
Donaghy, David 716
Donaghy, Eileen 676
Donahue, Bold Jack 29
Donald, Keith 357, 468, 590
Donegan, Lonnie 364
Donnan,Jackie 67, 80, 216-17,221
Donnan,John 67
Donnellan, Francie 401, 697
Donnellan, Luke 217-18,414,505,
715
Donnellan, Pat 740
Donnelly, Bill 300, 456
Donnelly, Dan 389, 463
Donnelly, Des 218, 314,703
Donnelly, Dezi 213,218,316, 703
Donnelly, Donall 703
Donnelly,Jim 482,483,721
Donnelly, Kathleen 63
Donnelly, Liam 256,435,705
Donnell~Maeve 88,138,261
Donnelly, Peter 714
Donnelly, Peter 'the Racker' 139
Donnelly, Sean 36,218, 335,341,
710
Donnelly, Statia 552
Donoghue, Bernie 431
Donoghue,Jack 697
Donoghue,James 582
Donoghue,Jim 179,219,278,458,
581,582,619,690,697,750
Donoghue, Martin 388, 430, 463
Donoghue, Mikey 135
Donoghue,Paddy 300,421
Donohoe,James 743
Donohoe,John 115
Do no hoe, Martin 115, 582
Donohue, P. 456
Donovan 63,547
Donovan, Bobby 445
Donovan,Joe 33
Doocastle Ceili Band 621
Doocey, David 264
Doohan, Hughdie 135,256,419-20,
475,521
Dooley, Margaret 135, 136
Dooley, Paul 208, 333, 336
Dooley, Seamus 139
Doon ceili Band 501
Doonan,John 545,686,759
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Doorley, Eamonn 50, 202, 489
Doorley, Tom 202,210,451
Doran, Felix 94, 113, 114, 129,219,
219,299 , 314,349,378,472,551,
580-1,686,753
Doran, John 219
Doran,Johnny 82,114,129,219-20,
281,349,355,381,413,438,552,
574,576,580,623,692,693,753
Doran,Michael 219,219,580
Doran, Paddy 613,721
Doran, Tom my 264
Do ran family 27, 219
Dordan 66,67
Dorgan, Theo 26
Dornan, Eddie 62
Dorney, Mike 211
Douglas, Bob 726
Douglas, Mona 425
Douglas, Olivia 513
Douglas, Sheila 599
Douglas Gunn Ensemble 109
Dowd,Joe 342
Dowd,John 142
Dowling, Andy 228
Dowling,Jode 726
Dowling, Kate Wade 726
Dowling, Martin 26, 174, 175,556
Downes, Mike 112,434
Doyle, Barbara 389
Doyle, Danny 43,509,538,654
Doyle,James 236
Doyle, Jimmy 385
Doyle,John 110,111,315
Doyle, Kevin 31
Doyle, Martin 222,277,752
Doyle, Mike 697,731
Doyle, Murt 430
Doyle, Paul 296
Doyle, Simon 375
Doyle, Tom 721
D'Oyly, Elizabeth, Lady 602
Draiocht 435,581,618
Drennan, An to 468
Drennan, William 65
Drew, Corney 385
Drew, Ronnie 32, 43, 84, 85,222,
227,365,381,509
Dromey, Paul 150
Droney, Ann 135
Droney, Chris 33, 67, 135, 144, 157,
158,159,223,438,610
Droney, Francis 35,223
Droney,James 135
Drury,Jim 27
Drury,John 219
Dubh, Tomas 181
Dubliners, The 30, 32,42-3,49, 63,
75,82,90,205,222,226,227,228,
268,290,304,315,352,374,382,
397,468,472,505,509,550,590,
614,654,665,730,757
Duesenberry, Peggy 608
Duff, Arthur 529

Dufferin, Lady 648
Duffy, Charles Cavan 203, 482, 507,
760
Duffy, Eddie 254, 255, 343, 353, 435
Duffy,Jack 228
Duffy,James 'Sonny' 620
Duffy,John 686
Duffy, Mark 229
Duffy, Seamus 431
Duffy, Vincent 255
Duggan, Bryan 700
Duggan, Denis 215
Duggan,Mikey 519,616
Duggan, Noel 131,305
Duggan, Padraig 131,305
Duhallow Ceili Band 417
Duignan, Dermody 399
Duignan, Eo in 204, 386
Duignan, Packie 179,227,275,323,
351,399,472,582,686,690
Duke, Brian 581, 582
Duncan, Adrian 140
Duncan, Cordon 603
Duncan,James 314,340
Duncan,James Bruce 598
Dundrum Ceili Band 557
Dungan,John 340,412,413
Dungarvan Ceilf Band 739
Dunleavy,Jimmy 113
Dunloe Ceili Band 614
Dunne, Col in 95,228
Dunne, Craham 287, 538
Dunne,Joe 506,506
Dunne,John 53
Dun ne, Mic key 707
Dunne, Paddy 19,192
Dun ne, Padraig 'Pecker' 43, 228, 228
Dunning, Brian 486, 508
Dunson,Josh 678
Dunton,John 181
Durack, Austin 137
Durcan, Paul 350
Durham, Con 386
Dusty, Slim 29
Dwyer, Finbarr 229, 311,439,469,
537
Dwyer,John 229,311,320,500
Dwyer, Melissa 476
Dwyer, Michael 229, 469
Dwyer, Richie 154,229,311
Dwyer, Robert 291
Dwyer Morris, Kathleen 229
Dysart Ceili Band 178
Eamonn Ceannt Ceilf Band 89
Earle, Steve 614
Early, Sgt James 230,345,346,351 ,
401
Eastlake,John 527
Eccles, Noel 468
Eddie Fagan's Ceilf Band 62, 557
Edey, Tim 302
Edgely, Frank 727
Edison, Thomas 230, 306, 540, 563

Index
Edmondson, Philip 341
Edward the Bruce 60
Egan, Charles 701
Egan, Eddie 300
Egan, Eilis 513, 682
Egan, Helen 413
Egan,John (flute) 125-6, 236, 392,

441,505,508,686
Egan,John (pipes) 686
Egan, Marian 431
Egan, Maura 513
Egan, Michael 710
Egan, Ned 456
Egan, Paddy 753
Egan, Pat 500
Egan, Seamus (Mayo/USA) 56, 105,

315,442,459,613
Egan, Seamus (Offaly) 513
Egan of Dublin (pipemaker) 709
Egar, Larry 336
Elizabeth I 181,331,385
Elizabeth II 6 73
Elliot, Jack 365
Elliot, Thady 331
Elliott, Adam 349
Ellis, Bernard 734
Ellis, Bill 526
Elouis,Joseph 602
Elsafty, R6isin 139,416,432,485
Elwes,John 341
Emerald Ceili Band 506
Emerald Isle Orchestra 440, 441
Emerald Valley Dance Band 402
Emmet, Dan 455
Emmet, Robert 465
Emmet Folk, 'D1e 43, 458
Emmet Spiceland 49, 50,416,538
Emmett, Kieran 227
Engel, Carl 688
Engle, Tony 246,321,407,685
Ennis, Aisling 502
Ennis, James 89,225,246
Ennis,John 346
Ennis, Seamus 7, 26-7,43,50, 59, 83,

84,89,90,113, 127,129,172,173,
176,217,222,226,245,246-8,
247,281,289,300,322,323,343,
347,374,377,384, 400,405,407,
420,421,427,434,442,443,459,
462,463,469,471,472,480,486,
494-5,497,499,500,501,502,
504,506,509,514,516,519,553,
559,559,560,577,586,610,616,
617,637,658,659,665,676,685,
6g6,690, 72g, 729,739,755
Ennis, Tom 346,543,613,686,721,
727
Enright, Barney 9
Enya 131,487,514
Epping, Rick 17, 248, 326, 327, 552
Errigal 123
ErrisLar.nan 206
Esker Riada Ceili Band 743
Eugene Leddy's Ceili Band 115

Eustace, Tom 169,256
Evan, Gusty 421
Evans, Evan 89
Evans, Estyn 69,322
Evans, Robert 734
Everly Brothers, The 85,514
Fabbri, Marco 365
Fagan,Brendan 62
Fagan, Brian 62
Fagan, Eddie 62
Fahey,Jim 163
Fahey, Marty 122, 722
Fahey, Paddy 32
Fahy, Annie-May 85
Fahy, Bill 501
Fahy, Florence 135
Fahy, Francis 116,250-1,654
Fahy,Jack 27,251,299
Fahy, Matthew 740
Fahy, Maureen 682
Fahy, Paddy 23, 27, 27, 85, 93, 144,

154,222,251,298,299,311,352,
388,470,500,690
Fairport Convention 50, 123, 280
Falc'her-Poyroux, Erick 285
Fallen Angels, The 1, 251
Fallon, Danny 620
Fallon, Davcy 123
Fallon, Davy Joe 744
Fallon, Frank 543
Fallon,J.J. 445
Fallon,Joe 432,620,621
Fallon,John 620
Fallon, Martin 251
Fallon, Michael 620
Fallon, Sean 727
Falsey, Michael 113, 394, 434
Fanciers, Helen Hartness 589
Fanning, Charles 331,340
Fanning, Loughlin 344
Fargher,].C. 425
Farmer, Edward 528
Farr, Lucy 113,251-2,252,298,407,

470,493,574
Farrar, Sam 743
Farrell, Eibhlis 210
Farrell,Liam 113,229,321,410,417,

439,614
Farrell, Ned 389
Farrell, Patsy 6
Farrelly,Joan 445
Farrelly, Kathy 412
Farrelly, Pat 445
Faulkner,John 297,376,380,571
Fay, Lynette 58, 59
Fay, Martin 77,121, 121, 123
Fay, Packie 114, 115
Fay, Seamus 33, 115
Fazzo, Luigi 365
Feely,John 621
Feeney, Martin 342
Feenish 347
Fegan, Tommy 752

Feirteir, Bab 667
Feldman, Alien 489,508,671,704
Fennell,John 112
Fennel!, Niall 690
Ferdafolk 491
Ferdia 439
Ferguson,John 253
Ferguson, Samuel 324, 648
Ferriter, Mairfn 324
Ferry, Michel 284
Ftach Roe Ceilf Band 256, 475, 521,

586
Fiddler's Elbow 366
Fiddlesticks 211
Fidil 213,479
Ftedel Michel 304
}!eld,John 127,549
Ftelds, WC. 729
Finley, Paddy 462
Finn, Alec 2, 66, 81, 112,204,268,

301,315,348,377
Finn, Bernie 619
Finn, Fred 120, 142,179,203,229,

268,342,350-1,372,414,432,
462,463,619,624,690
Finn,Joe 513
Finn, Kathy 485
Finn, Mary 430
Finn, Michael 268
Finn, Pat 220
Finn, Paul 678
Finnegan,Brian 20,271,271
Finnegan, Dearbhall 502-3
Finnegan, Pat 122
Finnegan, Tony 268,502
Fin tan Lalor Pipe Band 218, 224,
505
Fisher, Cilia 435
Fisher, Larry 336
Fitzgerald, Barney 6
Fitzgerald, Bridget 745
Fi tzgerald, J oe 31
Fitzgerald,John 166
Fi tzgerald, Larry 163
Fi tzgerald, Paddy 31
Fi tzgerald, Richie 6
Fitzgerald, Winston 'Scotty' 102, 104
Fitzgibbon, Den is 'Din Joe' 676,737
Fitzmaurice, Tom 441
Fitzpatrick, Cissie 115
Fitzpatrick, Pat 300,729,746
Fitzpatrick, Pee 401
Fitzpatrick, Sean 28
Five Hand Reel 301, 608
Flack, Roberta 418
Flaherty, Bernard 581, 582, 619
Flaherty, Terence 410
Flanagan, Ellen 251
Flanagan,John 81
Flanagan,Joe 7,54,159
Flanagan, Maggie 300
Flanagan,Mike 54
Flanagan, Patrick 584
Flanagan, Peter 435
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Flanagan, Rose 484
Flanagan Brothers, The 54, 83, 112,
306,505,543,565 , 591,686,729,
739
Flanders, Helen H arkness 720
Flannery,James 465
Flannery, Marie 662
Flannery, Rita 662
Flatley, Michael 34, 95, 106, 110,
122,123, 268-9,282,315,343,
397,413,578,624, 722,723,727
Flatley, Patri ck 722
Fleadh Cowboys, The 469
Fleischer, Mike 727
Fleischmann, Aloys 9, 109- 10, 270,
370, 466,516,529, 535,661
Fleming, Maurice 599
Fleming, Tom my 204
Flood,Johnny 378
Flood, P.]. 115
Flood, William Henry Grattan 271 ,
291,294,303,511,663,709,744
Flook 53,206,271,271-2,452
Flower & Frolics 238
F lukt 491
Flynn, Bernadette (L ord of the Dance)
413,684
Flynn, Bernie (tin whistle) 620
Flynn, Dick 224
Flynn, Honor 386
Flynn,James 394,437
Flynn,John 346
Flynn, Mick 471, 686
Flynn, Mike 727
Flynn, Molly 515
Flynn, Patricia 255,279,617,714
Flynn, Paul 26, 176
Flynn, Peter 459
Flynn, Tommy 619
Flynn's Men 437
Fodhla Ceili Band 394
Fogarty, Angela 471
Fogarty, Willie 146,500,683
Folan, D eclan 320, 620
Folengo, Teofilo 642
Foley, Catherine 201, 202, 279, 469
Foley,Jed 94,365
Foley,James 703
Foley,Jim 659
Foley,Joe 426
Foley, Lily 686
Foley, Pa 406
Foley, Patrick 279
Folklaender 304
Forbes, Rob 277
Forde, Gerry 264
Forde,JohnJoe 690
Forde, W illiam 159,283,375,427,
658
Forthill Ceili Band 216
Fortune, Billy 104
Fortune, H enry 104
Fortune, Jerry 104
Fortune, Pat 430
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Fossaert, Claude 286
Foster, Albert 425
Foster, William Charles 711
Foster and Alien 742
Fotefar 491
Four Courts Ceili Band 223
Four Men and a D og 6, 213, 283,
343,373,440,703
Four Provinces Ceili Band 442, 743
Four Provinces Orchestra 306
Four Star Trio, The 9, 283-4,287,
308,434,510
Fowke, Edith 100
Fowler, H.W. 555
Fowlis,Julie 488
Fox, Edel 159,311, 755
Fox, Lena 665
Fox, Mary 63, 284,372
Fox Strangeways, A. H. 383
Foxford Ceili Band 354, 623
Foxhunters Ceili Band 323,373
Frain, Se:in 543
Frainc, Neidi 667
Frank, Paddy Jim 346
Fraser, A. D. 712
Fraser, Fi 240
Fraser,Jo 240
Fraser, Simon 604
Fred Hanna Ceili Band 6
Freeman,Alexander 288,485,643
Freeman, Martin 245,658
French, Percy 53,288-9,455,646,
715
Friel, Brian 322
Friel, Mary 90
Frigg 491
Fripp, Alfred 711
Fromseier, Jonas 17
Fuller, Bill 387
Fulton, Brendan 757
Furey, Dan 194
Furey, Eddie 43, 49,290
Furey, Fin bar 32, 43, 49,290,290,
378,456,554,693,707,749
Furey, George 290
Furey, Paul 290
Furey, Ted 43,172,290,378,509
Fureys, The 290, 304, 509
Furlong,John 745
Furlong, Nicky 745
Furlong, Patty 484
Furlong, Sue 745
Gaffney,Austin 676
Gaffney, Collette 320
Gaffney, Francis 112
Gaffney,John (accordion) 721
Gaffney, John (flute) 373
Gaffney,Martin 115,174
Gaffney, Michael 54
Gaffney, Sylvester 654
Galantini, Carlo 365
Gallagher, Frank 208
Gallagher,Joe 351,400,401

Gallagher,John (fidd le) 214,216
Gallagher,John (flute maker) 277
Gallagher, John 'the Tae' 210
Gallagher, Mi chael (pipes) 403
Gallagher, Mi ckey (fidd le) 703, 704
Gallagher, Noel 610
Gallaghe r, Packie Batty 346
Gallagher, Paddy (Lond on) 410
Gallagher, Pat (Fermanagh) 256,
703, 704
Gallagher, Rita 96, 714
Gallagher, Rory 550
Gallagher, Se:in 455
Gallagher, Seth 277
Gallagher, Tom my 702
Gallanagh, Michael 213
Galligan, Bernard 294
Galligan, Brian 114
Galligan, Paddy 115
Galligan, Pete 294
Gallowglass Ceili Band 45, 46,409,
472,590,676
Galvin, Ellen 222, 295, 380,521
Galvin, Paddy 112, 394
G alvin, Patrick 166, 564, 656, 685
Galway, Hilary 62
Galway,James 66,458
Galwey, H onoria 659
Gambetta, Filippo 366
Gammon, Vie 246
Gandsey, James 385
Cannon, Helen 33
Gannon, James 142
Cannon, John Joe 299-300,456,
506,744
Gans,Jamie 726
G arda Ceili Band 300,403,676,694
Gardiner, Bobby 4, 5, 33,211,282,
300,405,439,706
Gardiner, John Joe 236, J00,30G-1,
341,342,355,384,422, 505,515,677
Gardiner, Kathleen see Harrington,
Kathleen
Gardiner, Lucy 341,342
Gardiner, Michael 620
Gardiner, Peter 164
Garnas, Agnes Buen 490
Garragher,John 344
Garvey, Mercedes 125
Garvey, Rachel 581
Garvey, Se:in 287,301 ,308,311
Garvin, Wilbert 247, 301 , 443
Gaughan, Dick 82, 114,279,301,
313,315,318,319,365,590,608
Gavigan, Frank 743
Gavigan, Karen 396, 743
Gavin, Frankie 20, 33, 51, 53, 88,
204,207,213,261,268,295 ,
301-2,302,311,312,349,466,
474,505,694,729
Gavin, Mary 723
Gavin, Mick 306, 686, 727
Gavin, Paddy 300, 456
Gavin, Se:in (accordion) 301

Index
Cavin, Scan (pipes) 122
Ceary, Patsy 380, 381
Ceddes, Bobbv 217
Ccehan, Tom~w 115
Celbart, Matth~w 280, 282
Celdot; Bob 34
Ceoghcgan, Ed 543
Ceoghegan,John 304, 701,702
Ceorge, Brian 59, 173,247
Ceorge IV_676
Ceraghty, Aine 299,517
Ceraghty, Bernic 590
Ccraghty, Des 139
Ceraghry, N6ra 139
Cerald ofWalcs sec Cambrcnsis,
Ciraldus
Cershen, Paulette 174
Chriallais, ora 299,517
Ciblin, Eugene 219
Ciblin,James 441,483
Ciblin, P.J. 305-6,346,437
Cibney, Peter 114
Cibson, john 521
Cibson, ·seam us 214,433
Cilchrist, An ne Ccddcs 209,425
Cildas, Br 129
Cildea, Pat 373
Gill, Marian 410
Cili,Mary 215
Gill, W.I 1. 424, 425
Gill en, Mary 686
Cillespic, Hugh 7, 213,306,373,
402,440,442,686
Ci!Jcspic,Jim 306
Cillespie, Lamond 410
Cilmartin, Nan 637
Cilmartin, Teres a 402
Cilmartin, Tom my 275
Cilmorc, Kieran 527
Ginley, Leo 62, 289
Cinlcy, Tom 62,289,524
Cinsberg, Alan 277
Ciraud, Philippc 286, 286
Ciuntini, J\1assimo 365,366
Cjermund Larsen Trio 491
Clackin, Kevin 210,250,468
Clackin, Paddy 25, 79, 85, 149, 150,
176,261,264, 306,323,378,380,
432,434,487,500,508,555,584,
614,624,675,686,752
Clackin, Tom 306,418
Glasgow, Dick 14, 16,307
Glasgow, Sabine 307
Classic, Henry 670
Cleeson, Barry 287,308,654
Cleeson, Darina 748
Cleeson, Elaine 748
Cleeson, Fionnuala 396
Cleeson,Johnny Tom 79-80,307
Cleeson, Robert 396
Cleeson, Tom 683-4
Glen, Rcbert 602
Clensidc Ceili Band 94, 163, 737
Clenview Ceili Band 620

Clovcr,J.W. 375
Clynn, Maurccn 544,720, 727
Coan, Carhal 174,485,560, 752
Codfrey, Arthur 423
Codley,Jamcs 288
Cogan,Johnny 112
Coggin, William 660
Golden, Deirdrc 431
Golden, Donny 34, 95,315
Colden,Jack 745
Golden, Mary 79
Goldsmith, Olivcr 308,411,412,502
Coldstein, Kenny 127, 588
Colly, Mickey 443
Con ne, 1\Iaud 475
Coodacre,Julian 243, 733
Coodman,Jamcs 308-10,364,367,
370,371,375,385,427,462,463,
553,658
Coodman, Philip 462
Cordon, John Joc 254,255,400,401,
402
Corcy CCili Band 745,746
Coria, Valerio 366
Corman,Johnny 261,581
Corm an, Michael 43, 57,57-8, 113,
163,321,371,409,432,434,586,
614,685,686,728
Cunnan, Ned 66,403, 743
Cormley, Maric 498
Cornali,Jim 545
Cough, Donnchdha 50,202, 740
Could, Ire ne 386
Cow, Nathaniel 604
Cow, Neil 102, 604
Cnida 120,315
Craham, Davv 80,318,508
Craham, Len. 32, 59, 81-2, 95, 95,
99,236,256,287,289,293,311,
313,343,349,350,357,376,382,
471,488,490,499-500,527,589,
610,659,686,695,713,720,751
Craham, Mark 326
Crainger, Percy 242,244
Cniinneog Ccili Band 163
Craisscy, William 751
Grant, Angus 604
Grant, Catherinc Brennan 93
Crant,Jimmy 215
Grant, Seamus 216
Cranville, Aoife 273,387,388, 706
Cranville, Deirdrc 387
Crappclli, Stephanc 301,322
Graves, A.P. 425
Cray,John 314
Gray, Kitty 216
Gray, Thomas 735
Crayson, Arthur 499
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C reen, Ian 315
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Creen,Tommy 731
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459,503,718
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483
Creene, Pat 28
Creene, Richard 627
Creenleaf, E lizabeth 100
Creevy, Bcrnadette 75
Cregory, Lady 470
Cregory,John 280
Crehan, Francis 620
Crehan Sisters, The 43, 509
Creig, Cavin 124,597,598
Criallais, Nan 315
Griallais, N6ra 315
Griallais, Sarah 315
Crier, Stephen 316,399,401,412
Griffin, C!aire 390
Griffin, Frank 135
Griffin, Kevin 67
Griffin, Lourda 135
Griffin, Mossy 74
Griffin, Scan 390
Griffin, Tim 380
Griffin, Timmy 380
Griffin, Vincent 133, 614,686
Griffin, Yvonne 135
Griffith, Nanci 114,590, 716
Grinrer, Michael 277, 316
Grogan, Dermot 179,316,445
Crogan, Michael 5, 316,472, 743
Crogan, Tom my 247
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423,659,745
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Hanafin, Patricia 386
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Hand, Mick 66
Hands, Bobby 115
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Hanly, Mick 24, 59, 90,306,318,
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468,509,514,547,547,610,665,
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James I 181,331
James II 637
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Jarman, Eldra 733
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Jimmy McNamara Ceili Band 509
Jimmy Mullarkey Band 31
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L e Bot, Glen 277
L e Breton, Heli:ne 286
Le Cheile 410
Le Coant, Yvon 277
Leach, M acEdward 100
L eadbelly 407
Leader, Bill 321

Leahy, Brian 729-30
Leahy, Donnell 103
Leahy, Helen 350
Leahy, Joe 229
Leahy, Mick 410
Learai,Johnny Mhairtin 301
Leary,Joe 89
Leary,Johnny 506
Lech, Tin a 78
Leddy, Eugene 114, 115
Lee, Eddie 398, 543
Lee,Frank 46,116,398-9,542,677
Lee,Joe 398
Lee,John 109
Lee, Kate 244
Leerssen,Joep 110
Legget-Byrne, Talbot 195
Lehane, Danny Tom 168
Lehart, Gilles 277
Leighton Stowell, Philip 425
Leitrim Cc'ili Band 93, 160, 401, 409
Lejeune, Geert 277
Lemaitre, Christian 94
Lenagh, Bill 436
Lenihan, Eddie 667,668, 678
Lenihan, Tom 281, 401,474,686
Lennon,Ben 254,255,311,400,

401-2,402,580,610,756
Lennon, Brian 402
Lennon, Charlie 20, 23, 33, 94,

154--5, 160, 170,254,255,301,
311,320,400,402, 402-3,466,
486,499,501,505,506,541,543,
567,580,610
Lennon,John 34
Lennon, Maurice 400, 402, 402, 665
Lennon, Sean 27
Leonard, Aimee 74,249
Leonard, George 355
Les Freres Morven 86
Lesouef, Solen 277
Levey, R.M . 403
Leyden,Joe 574
Leyden, Maurice 60, 114,221, 403,
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Liam Magee's Ceilf Band 62
Liddy, D6nal 146
Liddy,Joe 66,300,399, 403
Liddy, Tommy 66, 392, 403
Liederjan 304
Lien, Annbjorg 487, 491
Lilfey Banks Ceili Band 621
Light, Karen 101
Lillis, John 742
Lillis, Solus 135, 157,382,421,434,

690
Lind,Jenny 194
Linder,Joe 392,543
Linehan,John 385
Linnane, Kitty 223, 390, 406, 542,

543
Linnane, Sinead 410
Linnane, Tony 158,264,348,547,
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Littlewood,Joan 418
Liverpool Ceili Band 170, 170, 402,
502
Lloyd, A.L. 42, 63,243,418,665,
690
Lloyd,J.H. 291,466
Lloyd, Owen 292
Lloyd, Peter 517
Loch Lurgan Ceilf Band 406-7,
459-60,516
Lockhart,Jim 352
Loefke, Thomas 305
Lofrus, Mick 432
Lohan, Mick 374
Lomax, Alan 57, 173, 322, 384,407,
502,589,608, 659,720
Lomax,John 407, 720
London Lasses and Pete Qyinn, The
408,410,586
Long, Donna 544
Long, Harry 235
Long, Siobh:in 150, 413
Long Notes, The 410
Longley, Michael 26, 111, 752
Longridge Ceilf Band 513
Looney, Tom 129, 130
Loose Connections 538
Louis XIV, King of France 181,331
Lough Derg Ceilf Band 501
Lough Gill Qyartet 89
Lough Ree Ceilf Band 743
Loughnane,Bill 106,112,697
Loughnane, Kathleen 160, 335
Loughnane, Michael 684
Loughnane, Vincent 30
Loughran, Ita 705
Loughran,John 222,414,414,434,
463,527,561,704,705
Loughran,Paddy 705
Lover, Samuel 427
Lovett, Mary 296
Lovinne, Rosina 66
Low Country Boys 716
Lowe, Vincent 6
Lowrey, Dan 415
Lowry, Amy 11
Lowry,John Joe 74
Lucid,John 385
Ludlow Trio, The 43, 468
Lunasa 113,315,415-16,436,452,
606, 700, 729
Lundy, Miliosa 163
Lunny, Donal 2, 23, 32, 33, 44, 50,
51,52,53, 73, 78, 79,80,81,84,
113,117,154,204,206,250,306,
317,323,343,358,365,378,381,
389,397,416, 416-17,440,458,
464,468,485,486,506,512-13,
514,547,547,577,614,624,675,
694, 742
Lunny, Manus 79, 81, 213
Lupari, Gino 208,283,373
Lustig,Jo 123
Lynam, Michael 500
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Lynam, Ray 742
Lynch,Aog:in 60,159,417,479,617
Lynch, Bob 43
Lynch, Catha! 702
Lynch,Jack 668
Lynch,Joan 211
Lynch,Joe 80,417,737
Lynch,John 390
Lynch,Johnny 373
Lynch, Mattie 115
Lynch, P.J. 390
Lynch, Pat 390
Lynch, Patrick 91, 430, 658
Lynch, Sean 179
Lynn, Maria 430
Lynott, Phi! 268, 550
Lyons, Cornelius 331,385,524
Lyons, Dinny 251
Lyons, Gerry 481
Lyons,Jack 386
Lyons, John 417,686
Lyons,Jimmy 214
Lyons, Neil 171
Lyons, Robert Dyer 625
Lyons, Tim 204,308,417,585,616,
645,645-6,686,728
Lysaght, Patricia 236
Lytt!e, Keith 453
Mac a'Bhaird, Alphonsus 214
Mac a'Bhaird, Donall 214
Mac a'Bhaird, Fionnuala 214
Mac a'Bhaird, M:iire 214
Mac a'Bhaird, Seamus 215-16
Mac a'Bhua, Gear6id 502
McAdam, Geordie 67,221
McAfee,John 349
MacAlasdair, Liam 127
McAleer, Shane 498
McAleese, Mary 324
McAliskey, Raisin 703
Macalla 60
McAloon,Sean 21,61,254,323,342,
381, 433,467,476,477,562,593,
665,686
Mac Amhlaoibh, Feargal 388
Mac an lomaire,Joe John 291,301
Mac an Leagh, Proinsias 281
MacAndrew, Hector 604
Mac Anna, Tom:is 233
Mac Aog:in, Mfcheal 33
Mac Aoidh, Caoimhfn 174, 175,264,
418,433,672
McArdle, Frank 33
McArdle, Gabriel 254,255,402, 714
McArdle,Jim 350
McArdle, Peter 67,505
McArdle, Tommy 505
McAtavey, Kate 22
McAuley, Brendan 410
McAuley,Jim 391
McAuley,John 447
McAuley, Mick 391
McAuley, Oisin 50, 78

McAuley, 'Thomas 71
McAuley, Tony 21, 58, 59, 752
McAuliffe, Anne 374,385,387,
433-4
McAuliffe, Frank 742
McAuliffe, Nicky 33,374,387,
433-4
McAuliffe, Orlaith 320
M cBeath,Jimmy 595,608
McBride, Aideen 668
McBride,Jimmy 95,213,215
M cBride, Sean 219,510
McBurney, Billy 537
M cCabe, Bert 744
M cCabe, Catha! 62
McCabe, Pat 115,460
McCabe, Thomas (harp) 65-6
McCabe, Tom my (song) 757
MacCafferty,Joyce Ann 470
M cCafferty, Paddy 208, 442-3
McCafferty, Tom 727
M cCaffrey, Leo 289
McCaffrey, Owen 461
M cCaffrey, Paddy 62
M cCaffrey, Tom 727
M cC ague, Don a! 460
M cCague, Melissa 460
McCague, Sabina 460
M cCall,John 658
McCail, P.]. 253,658, 746
McCallion, Paddy 215
M cCann, Anthony 175
M cCann,Brenda 264,498
McCann, Eamonn 75
McCann,John 414
McCann, Leo 20
M cCann,Se:in 281, 434, 659,705
M cCarrick, Gerard 439
M cCarrick, Packie 439
McCarrick,Tommy 439
M ac Carthaigh, Miche:il 147
M cCarthy, Benny 50, 202
McCarthy, Bernadette 434, 435
McCarthy, Dee 176
McCarthy,Jacqueline 135, 158,377,
434-5
M cCarthy,Jenny 527
M cCarthy,Jerry 616
McCarthy,Jimmy 204,251,730
McCarthy,Joe 283,302
M cCarthy,Johnny 9, 126,283,417,
434,510,572,616
McCarthy, Marie 175
M cCarthy, Marion 374,434,435
McCarthy,May 167,169
McCarthy, Scan 654
McCarthy, Terry 519
McCarthy, Timmy 195
McCarthy, Tom 385
McCarthy, Tom my 112, 135,377,
434,472
McCarthy,Tommy,Jr 434,435
M cCarthy, To ny 283, 302
McCartney, Gerry 68, 487
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McCarville,Johnny 476
McCaul, Francie 114
McCauley, Oisfn 202
Mac Cinna, Sean 270
Mac Cionnaith, Paid 270
McClean, Niall 221
McC!oud, Zan 79, 486
McCloskey, Paddy 349
McC!oskey, Smmp 14
McCloy, Samuel 711
Mac Coisdeala, Liam 248
MacColl, Ewan 27, 42, 43, 63, 243,
245,381,384, 418,464,685,690
McCollam, Frank 14, 16,435,500
MacColuim, Fionan 482
McComiskey, Billy 162,211,315,
662, 726
Mac Con Iomaire, Liam 418, 516
Mac Con Mid he, Giolla Bhrfde 56
Mac Confhaola, Colm 745
McConnell, AJec 216
McConnell, Catha! 21, 61, 67, 82,
139,254,255,256,311,320,343,
353,374,435,466,488,498,505,
521,533,610,686,753,756
McConnell, Cormac 150, 254, 435
McConnell, Maura 254, 435
McConnell, Mickey (fiddle) 216
McConnell, Mickey (song) 150, 254,
435

McConnell, Sandy 254, 435
McConnell, Sean 254, 435
McConnell family 254, 263
McCormack, An ne Marie 390
McCormack,John 83,292,549,557,
685,686
McCormack,June 311,320,435,581
McCormack, Liam 396
McCormack, Martin 460
McCormack, Seamus 619
McCormack, Sean 731
McCormick, Billy 346, 721
McCormick, Chris 15
McCormick, Francie 62
McCormick, Hugh 346
McCoy, Betty 195
McCracken, Henry Joy 340, 450
McCracken, Mary Ann 65, 114
Mac Craith, Carthach 739,740
Mac Craith, Seamus 311
Mac Craith, Sean 739,740
McCrann, Aibhlin 125,374,380,
435,500,502
McCrickard,Janet 68,69
McCrickard, Niall 221
McCrudden, Tom my 62
McCrystal, Maureen 208
Mac Cuarta, Seamus Dall 715
Mac Cuinneagain, Condaf Phroinnsfs
214
McCullagh, Sarah-Anne 705
McCullough, Eoin 727
McCullough, Henry 213,673
McCullough, Hughie 346

McCullough,Joe 62
McCullough, Lawrence E. 436, 590,
669,699
McCullough, Seamus 62
McCullough, Willie 673
Mac Cumhaigh, Art 638, 715
McCurry,Jimmy 209
McCusker, Barney 436
McCusker, Benign us 436
McCusker, Brendan 436, 436
McCusker,John 436
McCusker, Kevin 436, 545
McCusker, Malachy 436
McCusker, Mary 436
McCusker, Sean 6, 439
McCusker, Teresa 436
McCusker, Tom my 436
McCusker Brothers Ceilf Band 20,
45,46,196,409, 436-7,545
McDade,Jimmy 54
McDaid, Corney 215,455
McDaid, Den is 215
McDermott, Cormac 331
McDermott,James 255
McDermott,Joan 251, 745
McDermott,Josie 199,229,276,
277-8,437,442,483,524,590,
686,690,750
McDermott, Paddy 115
McDermott, Philip 255
McDermott, Red Mick 255
McDermott Roe, Ned 340
McDermott Roe, N6ra 524
Mac Diarmada, Oisfn 210,678
Mac Domhnaill, Sean Clarach 610,
638
McDonagh, Anne 224
McDonagh, Brian 518
MacDonagh, Donagh 418-19
McDonagh,Johnny 'Ringo' 17, 73,
171,204,220,268,613,759
McDonagh,Josie 73
McDonagh, Liam 7, 431
McDonagh, Mary 163
McDonagh, Paddy 619
McDonagh,Sonny 179,462,463,
621
McDonagh,Tom 518,519
MacDonald, Alexander 596
MacDonald, All an 36, 208, 603
MacDonald, Catrfona 246, 487
MacDonald, Dan R. 102
McDonald, Gus 407
MacDonald, lain 603
MacDonald, Mary 'Hughie' 102
Mac Donncha,Josie Sheain Jeaic 32,
315, 419,498
Mac Donncha, Mairtfn 447
Mac Donncha, Mairtfn Tom
Sheainfn 33,310
Mac Donncha, Padraig 453
Mac Donncha, Seamus 270
Mac Donnchadha,Johnny Mhairtin
Learaf 32, 419

Mac Donnchadha, Dara Ban 299,
311,419,517
Mac Donnchadha, Sean 686
McDonnell, Barbara 15
McDonnell, Conan 410
McDonnell,James 64,340, 437-8
McDonnell,John Joe 751
McDonnell Garvey, Maire 149,220,
437

McDowell, Fred 407
McDowell, Wilcil 6
McEachren, Archie 589
MacEachrain, Brendan 543
MacEachron, Mary 726
McE!duff, Francis 61
McEleney, Margaret 215
McE!hatton, Mickey 14,384
McElheran,James 6, 62,557
McElheron, Caitlfn 714
McElhinney, Laurence 306
McElroy, Dan 62
McElroy, Gus 62
McElroy, Willie 254-5
McElroy Brothers Ceili Band 557
McElvaney, Paddy 34, 476
McElwain,Sean 210,460,678
McEnespie, Paddy 705
McEntee, Patrick 115-16
Mac Eoin, Tomas 33,310
McEvilly,John 431
McEvoy, Bill 34
McEvoy, Catherine 176,211,272,
438, 581, 582
McEvoy, Conor 312,446
McEvoy, Eleanor 357
McEvoy,Jacinta 210,235, 438
McEvoy,John (fiddle) 139,211,438,
582, 759
McEvoy,John (writer) 702
McEvoy, Mary 715
McEvo~Paddy 280,458
McEwan's Export 205
McFadden,Frank 16,422,665
McFadden,James 345,346
McFadden, Peter 16
McFarland,Jim 82,208,213,287,
308
McFiaherty,Jago 601
Mac Gabhann, Ant6in 33, 115, 264,
419,445,446,524,670
Mac Gabhann, Bernie 445
Mac Gabhann, Risteard 208
Mac Gabhann, Seamus 33
Mac Gabhann, Seosamh 220
Mac Gabhrain, Aodh 109
McGahon, Patrick 414, 715
McGann,Andy 83, 93, 94,142,143,
162,211,229,371,438,454,475,
484,499,613,719-20,726
McGann, Eileen 315
McGann, Frank 438,581
McGann,John 160
McGannon, Mary 280
McGarrigle, Shauna 513
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McGarry, Denis 167
McGarry, Nancy 623
McGarvey, Felix 254
Mac Gearailt, Paidi Mharthain 311
McGee, Maggie 215
McGee, Terry 140,277
McGerty, Con 115
McGettigan,John 306,686
McGettrick,Jimmy 620,621
McGettrick, Paul 174, 175,210,321,
661, 741
McGhee, Brownie 127
McGibbon, William 604
McGill, Colin 396
McGill,Jim 16
McGill,John 14, 16
McGiU, Patrick 703
MacGill-Eain, Somhairle 628
McGillion,Jimmy 705
McGing, Phillip 727
McGinley, Cathleen 214
McGinley,John Mh6saf 95,214,

438-9
McGinley, Martin 213,214, 439,555
McGinley, Tom 27
McGinty, Ftnn _724
Mac Giolla an Atha, Padraig 504
Mac GioUa Bhride, Dominic 212,
213
Mac GioUa Chuda, Fionn 740
Mac Giolla Fhiondain, Padraig 715
McG lennon, Felix 660
McGlinchey, Brendan 20, 113,261,
373, 439,614,624
McGlinchey, Paul 439, 703
McGlone, Maureen 208
McGiynn, Arty 2, 59, 112, 114,283,
301,319,343,365, 439-40,458,
484,590,606,702,703
McGlynn,Jim 314
McGlynn, Sean 484
McGoldrick, Michael 53, 206,
271-2,415,703,729
McGonigle, Charlie 215
McGonigle, Dan 215
McGonigle, Michael 215
McGonigle, Pat 215
McGonigle, Roseanne 215
Mac G6niin, Riob:ird 174,516
McGorman, Fergus 438
McGorman,Jane 438
McGorman, Ruari 31,438
McGorman, Tom 438
McGovern, Brian 179
McGovern,John 401
McGovern, Paddy 703
McGovern, Padraig 115
McGovern, Pat 721
McGowan, Dan 351, 401
McGowan, Einri 621
MacGowan, Geraldine 305,518-19
McGowan, Harry (fiddle) 298
McGowan, Harry (flute) 276, 432,
620-1
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McGowan,Jim 392
McGowan, Shane (flute) 621
McGowan, Shane (Pogues) 222
MacGowan, Shay 518-19
McGowan, Ted 73, 440, 620
McGowan, Tom 374
McGrane, Tom 117
McGrath, Aine 389
McGrath, Ben 'Sketch' 255
McGrath, Biddy 135
McGrath, Brian 56, 111, 112, 204,
283,295,543
McGrath, Bridget 390
McGrath,Jim 6, 155,251,255,311,
343
McGrath, John 143, 250, 440-1
McGrath, Mary 745
McGrath, Mercedes 335
McGrath, Peg see Needham, Peg
M cGrath, Vincent 441,534
McGrattan, Paul 120, 176, 441
McGreevey,Jimmy 33,581
McGreevy, Finbarr 582
McGreevy,Johnny 110, 122, 163,
343,436, 441 ,483,719,721,722,
727
MacGregor, Andy 598
MacGregor, Donald 598
MacGregor,Jimmy 63
Mac Greine, Padraig 692
McGrory, Raisin 213, 264
McGuinness, Brian 646
McGuinness,John 95
McGuinness, Michael 316,412
McGuire, Manus 88, 264
McGuire, Seamus 264
McGuire, Sean see Maguire, Se:in
McGuire, Tom my 113
McGurk,Jim 527,703,705
McGurran,John 6, 524
McHale, Tom 27, 68, 441-2,581,
582, 751
McHugh, Brendan 306
McHugh, Catherine 396
McHugh, Frank 214
McHugh, James Josie 214, 216
McHugh,Jimmy 306,442
McHugh,John 220,43 1
McHugh,Joseph 208
McHugh, Marie 431
McHugh, Martin 454, 725-6
McHugh, Patrick 306
Mclnerney,James Harry 114, 115
Mclnerney, Paddy 742
Maclnnes, Kathleen 315
Maclnnis,Jamie 102
Maclntyre, Duncan Ban 596
Mclntyre,Jimmy 115
Macisaac, Ashley 104
MacKay, Alex Francis 315
McKeaney, Packie 255,673,714
McKee, Damien 6
McKeegan, Archie 714
McKelvey, Connie 212

McKendry,Jim 62
McKenna, Antoinette 752
McKenna, Barney (Dubliners) 32,
43,55,61, 126,222,227,374,445,
509,510
McKenna, Barney (mandolin) 445
McKenna, Frankie 476
McKenna,Jack 306
McKenna,James T. 143-4
McKenna,Jim 445
McKenna,Joe 66,752
McKenna,John 82,227,275-6,276,
323,342,372,399,400,403,442,
462,463,464,515,543,548,565
McKenna, Neill 461
McKenna Folk, The 43
McKenzie, Annie 255
Mackenzie, Pat 236, 308
MacKenzie, Car! 102
MacKenzie, Laura 726
McKeon, Con or 311
McKeon, Gay 481
McKeon, Maeve 16
McKeon,Sean 139,311,680
McKeown,John 704
McKeown, Susan 442
McKiernan,Jimmy Joe 400
McKiernan, Se:in 126,312
McKiUop,Jim 14, 16,264
McKinney, Brendan 122
McKinney, Siobhan 122
McKinney, Terence 727
Mackintosh,James 665
McLachlan,John 374
McLaughlin, Barry 264, 439
McLaughlin, Dermot 25, 174, 176,
208,213,374,442-3,506,752
McLaughlin, Dinny 211, 213, 443
McLaughlin, Finbar 208, 480
McLaughlin, Joe 208, 442
McLaughlin, Mary 443
McLaughlin, Se:in 'The Shadow' 14,
16
McLaughlin, Vincent 418
MacLean, Calum 608
McLeister, Elizabeth 716
MacLeod,Bobby 442
MacLeod, lain Breac 601
MacLeod,John 601
McLeod,Ken 443,609
MacLeod, Kevin 315
McLeod, Zan 459
Maclise, Daniel 68, 69
McLoughlin, Carherine 714
McLoughlin, Dermot 96
McLoughlin, Dinny 487
McLoughlin, Gus 16
McLoughlin, Helen 171
McLoughlin, Mick 27
McLynn, Geraldine 743, 744
McMahon, Bertie 727
M cMahon,Brendan 251
MacMahon, Bryan 68,385,529,649
McMahon, De!la 543
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Mc!\lahon, Denis 524
MacMahon, Dolly 127, 421, 443-4,

472,538
McMahon, Fintan 390
1\lcMahon, Franci s 460
McMahon, Gery 406
McMahon,Jack (Aute) 273
McMahon,Jack (pipes) 421
McMahon,James 62, 67,254,256,

422
McMahon,Joc Mikcy 474
MacMahon,John 135,476
McMahon,Johnny 66
McMahon, Katie 436,637
1\IcMahon, Michael 256
McMahon, Mi ck 256
1\IcMahon, Owen 650
Mcl\tlahon, Paddy (Belfast) 254, 422
McMahon, Paddy (Meath ) 445
lcMahon, Paddy Joe 394,676,754
McMahon, Robbie 287
MacMahon, Tom my 135
MacMahon, Tony 5, 9, 79, 126, 131,
144,163,164,174,195,311,348,
374,377,378,397,413, 419-20,
422,469,504,506,509,521,533,
554,555,572,586,610,686,69~

742
McManus, Fin tan 126, 154,253,255,

320,699
McManus, Henry 461
McManus,John 253,255,320,435
McManus,Pat 253,320
McManus, Thomas 759
McManus,Tony 315,318
MacMaster, Buddy 102,315
McMaster, Clare 550
MacMaster, Mary 602
MacMaster, atali e 103, 104,315
Mac Matht1na, Cian\n 22, 106, 117,

120,175,229,294,311,372,376,
394,405, 42Q-1,439,443,472,
473,504,559,560,569,752
Mac Mathuna, Ciadn Og 421, 443
Mac Mathuna, Darach 447
Mac Mathuna, D ei rdre 421,443
Mac Mathuna, Lorcan 756
Mac Mathtma, Padraig 421, 443
Mac Mathuna, Seamus 33, 34,146,
175,404,421-2,480,515,533,
659,693,754
McMenamin,Joe 705
McMurphy, William 602
MacMurrough 50
McNabb, Dominic 15
McNamara, Andrew 313,624
McNamara, Brian 115,144,400,
-!44, 743
McNamara, Ciar:in 444
McNamara, Deirdre 444
MacNamara, Donnchadh Ruad h 344
Me amara, Enda 264. 444
McNamara, Frank (bodh ran maker)
72

McNamara, Frank (convict-poet) 29
MacNamara, Geraldine 430
M cNamara, Katie 387
Me amara, Mary 131, 135, 157,

158, 159
McNamara, Michael 33, 275-6, 444
MacNamara, Sean 33
McN amara, Paddy 112, 580
McNamara, Pat 106
McNamara, Ray 115, 444
McNamara Ceili Band 410
McNamara family 112, 444, 697
McNeela, Padraig 72
MacNeice, Louis 58
McNeill, Ada 15
McNeill, Brian 519,608
Mac eill, Eoin 15,482,653
MacNeill, Flora 608, 752
MacNeill, Hugo 12
Mac eill, Maire 654
MacNeill, Paul 102
McNelis, Eileen 445
Mac Niallais, Eoghan Og 215
McNicholl, Claire 208,751
McNulty, Annie 'Ma' 581
McNu lty, Bert 697
McNulty, Pat 728
McNurney, Char lie 346,613
McPartlan, Mary 139,311,400, 444
McPartland,Joe 706
McPartland, Pat 122
McPeake, Francie 'Middle' 62,289,

444
McPeake, Francie 'Young' 62, 289
McPeake, Frank 444
McPeake,James 289,444
McPeake, Seam us 62
McPeake family 23, 27, 32, 49, 61,

62,300,374,421, 444,524,554,
685,686,714,716,756
McPeake Trio, The 289
McPeakes' Ceili Band 62
McPhail, Fran 415, 729
MacPhce, Catherine-Ann 315
McPhelimy,Johnny 256
MacPherso n,James 90,280,596,735
Mac Philbin, Sean 226
McQyaid,John Charles 12
Mac Reamoinn, Sean 420, 559
MacRory,Joseph 199
MacRory, Lo}lis 92
Mac Ruairi, Eamonn 215, 216
Mac Ruairi, Eamonn Dooley 216
Mac Ruairi,Jimi Sheamuis Bhain
216
Mac Ruairi, Padraig na Faiche 216
Mac Ruairi, Patsy Dan 215
Mac Ruairi, P61 215
McShane, Mi ck 214
McShane, Ronnie 77,121,121,381
McSherry,John 61,415
McSherry, Paul 208
Mac Suibhne, Padraig 168
Mac Suibhne, Toirdhealach 422

McSweeney, Flo 468
McTaggart, Fergus 62
McTeggart, Peggy 706
MeTell, Ralph 63,377
McTiernan,Jimmy Joe 399
M cVeigh, Rod 283
McWilliams, Hugh 444-5 ,716
Madden.Joanie 118,122,162,176,

229,236, 422
Madden, Joe 484
Magee, Bridget 255
Magee, Charlie 737
Magee,Johnny 255-6
Magee,Paddy 256
Magennis, Peter 255
Magical Strings 725
Maguire, Big John 255
Maguire, Cyril 255
Maguire,J?ermot 559
Maguire, Eamon 72
Maguire, Frank 256
Maguire, Jimmy 255
Maguire,John (ballads, Cork) 167,

645
Maguire,John (fiddle, Meath) 445
Maguire, John 'Jock' (song,
Fermanagh) 254, 422, 46 7, 504,

714
Maguire, John Joe (flute, Fermanagh)

435
Maguire,Johnny (flute, Belfast) 115
Maguire, Leo 654, 736,737
Maguire, Manus 499,512,682
Maguire, Mary 389
Maguire, Mic key 389
Maguire, Paddy (Coleman Traditional
Society) 142
Maguire, Paddy (harp) 340
Maguire, Pat 28
Maguire, Peter 115
Maguire, Robert 253
Maguire, Seamus 499,512,682
Maguire, Sean 16, 32, 61, 62, 93, 113,

114,229,261,342,373,382,408,
422- 3,432,434,439,472,524,
537,543,610,614,705,715
Maguire, Tom my (accordion) 6, 62,
67,435,524
Maguire, Tommy (teacher) 409,586
Maher, Dan 458
Maher, Mary 139
Maher, Tadhg 684
Mahon,Jimmy (piano) 144
Mahon,Jimmy (recording engineer)
560
Mahoney, Seamus 552
Mahon»Stephen 385
Maire Bhui 168, 169, 423
Majorstuen 491
Makem,Jack 21
Makem, Peter 21,423
Makem, Sarah 21, 22, 27, 58,246,
322,384, 423,577,686,714
Makem, Stephanie 460
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Makem, Tommy 20, 21, 32, 33, 42,
43,44, 75,122,127-9,322, 423-4,
445,550,606,613
Malachy Doris Ceili Band 6
Malachy Sweeney Ceili Band 20, 22,
300,417,422-3
M alley, Bill 133
Mallon, Tommy 430
Malone, Frances 721
Malo ne, Margaret 580
Malo ne, Martin 394
Malone, Nan Rua 712
Malone, Paddy 394
Maloney, Darren 55
Maloney, Kevin 45
Maloney, Paddy 374
Maloney-Brooks, Janice 627
Mangan,James Clarence 324,648
Mann, Billy 744
Mann,Jack 744
Mann, Katie 744
Mann, Ned 744
Mann, Pat 744
Manning, Paddy 447
Marcus, Louis 293
Markey, Dan 462
Markey, Daniel 253
Markey, Nad ia 460
Markey, Nicholas 225, 246, 739
Markham, Fred 256
Markham, John James 256
Markson, Gerhard 550
Marrinan, Malachy 434
Marrinan, Micheal 645
Marsh, Pat 98
Marsh, Ri chard 668
Marshall, Willi am (fidd le) 102, 604
Marshal!, William Forbes (poet) 703
Marshalsay, Karen 175
Martin, Ire ne 90, 286, 429-30
Martin,Jamsie 506
Martin,Jim 67
Martin, Kate 340
M artin, Mossie 582
Martin, Phil 433
Martin, Tony 432
Martin W ynne Ceili Band 621
Martyn, Edward 291, 452
Marx, Harpo 751
Mary, Qyeen of Scots 181
Mary Custy Band 538
Masterson, Declan 52,365,468,675
Masterson,Jim 229
Masterson, Tom,Jr 122,722, 727
Matheso n, Karen 113
Matthea, Kathy 590
Matt hews, Ceri Rhys 733
Matthews, Tom 731
Matyi, Cindy 727
Maude, Caitlin 293, 430,690
May, Frederick 127
Mayock,Breda 637
Mayer-McHugh, Mary 122, 722
Mayglass Ceili Band 430
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Maynes, Ciarin 208
Mayock, Emer 432
Meachair, Colm 336
Meade, Don 327, 445 ,483
Meagher, Ned 167
Meaney, Ruth 135
Meehan,Danny 113,410,432,454,
576,580
Meeh an,John 475
Meehan,Martin 475
Meehan,Paddy 346
Meehan,Paul 415
Meehan,Seamus 6
Meek,Bill 150,450
Meenaghan, Aine 122
Meenan, Mary 216
Meeney, Brid 135
Melai, Gus 12
Melin,Mats 451
Menuhin, Yehudi 322, 423
Mcrcier, Me! 73, 74, 171, 175,282,
357, 358, 452, 706
Mercier, Peadar 73, 77, 121, 123,376,
452,571
Meristem 84, 205
Merriman, Brian 344
Merry, Angela 394
Mescall, Danny 382
Messer, D on 100, 106
Metcalfe, Granville 529
Meyer, Kuno 288
Mhic Choidealbha, Eibhlin Bean
452-3
Mhic Claifeartaigh, Teresa 216
Mhi c Cuinneagain, Kitty Seiin 214
Mhi c Dhonncha, Mairead 311,453
Mhi c Fhloinn, Bridie 215
Mhic Ghrianna, Raise Bea n see Ra ise
na nAmrhin
Mhi c Gionta.igh, Miire 216
Mhic Lochlainn, Mairin 667
Mhic Ruairi, H annah 216
Michael McGoldrick Band, The 113
Midnight Well 505
Mieras, Isobel 602
Mikkleborg, Palle 488
Miles to Go Band 31
Millar, Tom my 58
Miller, Brian 726
Miller,Jo 175,608
Miller, Kirby 453
Milligan, AI ice 291,703
Milligan Fox, Charlotte 92,340, 455 ,
658, 739
Milliken, Richard 166
Mills,Joe 27,470
Millwinney, Amanda 208
Milner, Dan 720
Minogue,Jim 113
Minto, Susie 668
Mitchell, Ellen 455-6
Mitchell, Kevin 315, 455-6, 686,
690,714
Mitchell, Mary 469

Mitchell, Pat 130,248,377, 456,468,
480,500,623,686
Mitchell-1 ngoldsby, Mary 706
Moate Ceilf Band 46, 52, 300, 456,
743, 744
Molard, Patri ck 284
Molloy,Anne 19,192
Molloy, Damien 703,714
Molloy, Frank 581
Molloy,John 222,509
Molloy, Kcvin 761
Molloy, Leo 46
Molloy, Matt 44, 66, 79, 83, 107,
112,123,220,266,269,275,276,
312,348,378,408,430, 432, 458,
469,521,547,571,581,582,586,
606,620
Molloy, Peter 7R
Moloney, Alice 459
Moloney, Ambrose 459,460
Moloney, An drew 458
Moloney, Carmel 459
Moloney, Colette 137, 174, 175, 458,
466, 757
Moloney, Darren 451
Moloncy, Eddie 406, 459- 60
Moloney, Evelyn 459
Mol oney,James, Jr 459
Moloney,J ames, Sr 299,459
Moloney,Jerry 44
Moloney, Kevi n 459,460
Moloney, Kieran 296
Moloney, Lily 459
Moloney, Lucy 459
Moloney, Mick 32, 34, 55, 78, 113,
122,174,235,280,287,315,31 7,
397,454, 458-9,483,563,726
Moloney, P.J. 587, 588, 683
Moloney, Paddy 23,32-3,49,121,
121,123,127,176,381,396,458,
459,480,510,518,551,610,697
Moloney, Patrick 580
Moloney, Stephen 44,459,460
Moloney, Thomas 458
Moloney brothers 458
Moloneys ofBallinakill 459-60
Molsky, Bruce 365,417,721
Molyneaux, Jeremiah 9, 386
Mon aghan , Brendan 11
Monaghan,Sean 500
Monaghan, Terry 202
Mon c,Sein 665,714
Money in Both Pockets 436
Monn ier, Ala in 285
Monroe 50, 508
Montague,Joh n 123, 126-7
Mooney, Bernadettc 513
Mooney,Joe 372-3
Mooney,John 22
Mooney,Joh n Joe 619
Mooney, Josie 112
Mooney, Paschal 148
Mooney, Rose 331,340
Moonlighting 213

Index
Moore, A.W. 425
Moore, Barry 464
Moore, Christy 23, 44,49-50,59, 84,
94,114,315,342,357,365,389,
390,416,435,440, 464,468,514,
518,547,547,645,673,692
Moore, Edith Cross 28
Moore, Ei lis 226,251
Moore, Ham ish 602-3
Moore,James 651,661
Moore,Jimmy 122
Moore,John 721
Moore, Thorn (song) 139,505
Moore, Thomas (writer, composer)
162,203,339,426,427,462, 464-6,
540,556,558,654,655,664,688
Moore, Tom (dance teacher) 386
Moore, Tom my (pipes) 456
Moorehead, John 384
Moran,] ackie 122
Moran, Margaret 410
Moran, Michael see Zozimus
Moran,Paddy 686,759
Moran, Paul 327
Moran, Tom 224
Morandini, And rea 366
Morgan, Fredrick 316
M organ, lrene 201
Moriarty,John Benny 385
Moriarty, Mick 222
Moriyasu, Isao & Masaka (aka 'Paddy
& Bridget') 150
Moroney, Mic 150
Morris, George 597
Morris, Henry 466, 504
Morris, Mary 705
Morrison, Fred 603
Morrison, Geo rge 293
Morrison,James 83, 94, 100, 133,
150,159,173,259,301,306,323,
327,342,343,373,387,391,400,
402,441,442,463, 466,472,475,
484,542,543,565,618,620,624,
686,720, 727, 759
Morrison,John Willie 104
Morrison, Ruadhri Dall 594, 601
Morrison, Sophia 425
Morrison, Tom 107
Morrison, Van 34, 114,322,416,440,
550, 730
Morrissey, Liam 224
Morrissey, Mollie 167
Morrow, John 115,400
Morrow, Tom 400,451
Mortimer, Paul 'Mort' 31
Morton, H. V. 197-8,717
Morton, Robin 61, 63, 82, 174,254,
320,393,422,435, 466- 7,659,
680,714, 757
Morvan, Stefan 88, 277
Moryson, Fynes 36
Moulden,John 63, 174, 175,236,
445,466, 467,527,589,713-14,
715,757

Moving Cloud 48, 88-9, 195,206,
315,542
Moving Hearts 23, 51, 52, 53, 79,
114,206,416,464, 468,547,590
Moylan, Kay 90
Moylan, Kieran 456
Moylan, Terry 90,195,235,236,308,
369,371,387, 468,481,520,617
Moynihan, Deirdre 98, 264
Moynihan, Diarmaid 98
Moynihan, J?onncha 98
Moynihan, Eamonn 712
Moynihan,Johnny 43, 44, 80,204,
248,268,365,381, 468-9,509,
547,673
Moynihan, Padraig 385
Mozaik 53, 79,365,416
Mulcahy, Louise 469-70
Mulcahy, Michelle 311, 469-70
Mulcahy, Mick 469
Mulcahys of Co. Limerick 469-70
Mulkere, Brendan 406
Mulcrone,James 471
Muldoon,Paddy 543
Mulhaire, Brendan 296
Mulhaire, Martin 160,211,484,697
Mulhearn, B. 113
Mulhern, Pat 216, 443
Mulheron,Joe 175,208,527
Mulholland, Mary 526, 619
Mulholland, Patricia 188, 470
Mulkere, Brendan 31, 111,408,410,
470
Mu lkere, Des 163
Mulkere,Jack 27, 144, 178,299,460,
463,464,470- 1
Mulkerrins, Mick 195
Mullally, Katherine 471,742
Mullally, Philip 712
Mullaly, William]. 135, 156, 157,
158,159,398, 471 ,475,543,743
Mullane, Damien 386
Mullaney, Edward 346, 613, 721
Mullen, Brian 58, 59, 95, 175,208,
343, 471
Mullen, Helen 410
Muller, John 543
Mu !ligan, Alfie 472
Mulligan, Neillidh 20,219,320,472
Mulligan, Tom 125,236,381,412,
471-2
Mulligan, Tom,Jr 472
Mulligan, Willlie 621
Mullins, Brian 714
Mullins, Martin 178
Mullins, Paddy 223
Mulqueen, An ne 33,311, 472, 739
Mulqueen, Odharnait 739
Mulqueen, Sorcha 739
Mulqueeney, John 390
Mulready, Sean 381
Mulvaney, Maeve 43
Mulvey, Edward 316,412
Mulvey, Mick 410,582

Mulvey, William 316,412
Mulvihill, Brendan 720
Mulvihill, C harlie 211, 472
Mulvihill, Margie 484
Mulvihill, Martin 34, 472- 3,484,
563, 720
Mulvihill, Tommy 472
Mundy 614
Mungan, Dominick 331
Munnelly, D avid 204
Munnelly, Tom 32, 84, 131, 136, 173,
174,175,215,226,281,282,356,
436,468,469,473, 473-4,575,
614,617,623,627,653,659,742,
752
Murdoch, William McKenzie 210
Murison, Geord ie 139
Murphy, Amelia 460
Murphy,Audrey 744
Murphy, Bill 'the Weaver' 139
Murphy, Brian 617
Murphy, Brigid 617
Murphy, Claire Mu ireann 668
Murphy, Colm 72, 172, 204, 474, 706
Murphy, Dan 401
Murphy, Darragh 61
Murphy, Delia (ballad singer) 12,
418,462, 474-5 ,569,736,751
Murp hy, Delia (fiddle, melodeon)
476
Murp hy, Denis 90, 127, 139, 142,
173,176,229,260,328,349,385,
387,421, 462,463,472, 475 ,499,
504, 519,520,616,617,686
Murphy, Don a! 283, 406
Murphy, Eugene 412
Murphy, Francie 6
Murphy, Hailey 251
Murphy,Jack 697
Murphy,Jimmy 432,620,621
Murphy,John (Bunclody Gili Band)
106
Murphy,John (harmonica) 326, 327,
476
Murphy,John (song) 476
Murphy, Maggie see Chambers,
Maggie
Murphy, Mandy 251
Murphy, Martin 256
Murphy, Michael]. 99, 475
Murphy, Miko Dick 434
Murphy, P.J. 476
Murph~Paddy 131,134,135,144,
157,158,159,256,348,419,
475-6,521,687
Murphy, Pat 195
Murphy, Phil 326, 327, 476, 690
Murphy, Pip 326,327,476
Murphy, Richard 350
Murphy, Rose 476, 686
Murphy, Sean 438
Murphy, Tom Billy 385, 462, 463,
520
Murphy, Tom my 476
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Murphy, Trish 205
Murphys of Bannow 476
Murray, ~ndrew 204
Murray, J;:amonn (bodl)rin) 171
Murray, Eamonn (CCE) 270,461-2,
476
Murray, Freddie 85
Murray, Gerard 460
Murray,Jack 445
Murray,James 276,432,620,621
Murray,Jim 60
Murray,Joe 621
Murray,Johnny 445
Murray, Martin (fiddle) 474, 740
Murray, Martin (mandolin) 426
Murray, Sa m 61, 277, 296, 382, 477
Murray, Sonny 135, 169, 170, 421,
586
Murray, Tom my 472
Murtagh, Geraldine 662
Murtagh,Joe 163, 724
Mushroom 50
Muyllaert,Jan 336,502
Myers, Edmond 469
Myles, Chris 95
Na Casaidigh 480
Na Filf 51, 171,502,567
Na hAncairi 514
Na Mothuciin 446
Na Piobairi Uilleann 389
Nae Goat's Toe 716Naomh Padraig
Ct!ili Band 446
Naughton, Colm 296
Naughton,Jack 147
Naughton,John 135, 343
Naughton, Mary 380
Naughton, Tim 624
Nea, Colin 743, 744
Neai,John 108-9,257, 482,688, 701
Neal, Mary 244
Neal, William 109,482,688, 701
Neary, Albert 122, 722
Neary, Eleanor Kane 110, 122,
482-3, 543,721,722,727
Neary,James 441
Neary,John 722
Neary, Peter 431
Needham, Peg 276, 483, 483, 581,
582,619
Neeson, Se:in 706
Neilson, Samuel 340
Nesbitt, Kathleen 33, 581
Nesbitt, Mairead 694
Nesbitt, May 422
Nett!, Bruno 281-2
Neville, Mary 661
Nevin, Monica 736
Nevins, Richard 143,613
New Vi ctory Band 238
New York Ct!ili Band 211, 438, 501,
569
Newman, Chris 82, 114,484
Newton, Bob 175
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Newton, Wendy 315
Neylan, Paddy 686
Neylon, Anthony 390
Neylon, Frank 78
Ni Annagain, Mairghread 130,405,
578,658
Ni Bheaglaioch, Caitlin 385,417
Ni Bheaglaioch, Eibhlin 30, 60,385,
469,681
Ni Bheaglaioch, Maire 60,385,388
Ni Bheaglaioch, Maighread 760
Ni Bheaglaioch, Seosaimhin 60, 210,
250,385
Ni Bheirn, M:iire Johnny Johndy 214
Ni Bhaoill, Niamh 593
Ni Bhraonain, R6ise Mh6r 422
Ni Bhriain, Mairin 33
Ni Bhriain, Orlaith M. 202
Ni Ceilachair, Maire 324
Ni Charra, Niamh 387
Ni Chathailriabaigh, Eibhlin 125
Ni Chathasaigh, Maire 106, 107,
109,110,114,118,125,312,335,
337,339,358,474, 484,484,502,
642,669,670,680
Ni Chathasaigh, Nollaig see Casey,
Nollaig
Ni Cheannaigh, Treasa 203
Ni Cheannabh:iin, Caitriona 637
Ni Cheannabhain, Treasa 208,484-5
Ni Chearna, Eilin 385,388,488
Ni Cheilleachair, Sorcha 560, 740
Ni Cheochain, Maire 311, 485, 610
Ni Chiardha, Eithne 120
Ni Choisdealbha, Neansai 560
Ni Chonaola, Lasairfhiona 637
Ni Chonar:iin, Siobhan 33, 175,273
Ni Chongaile, Deirdre 388,527
Ni Chr6inin, Nell 287
Ni Chuill, Cait 488
Ni Chuill, Maire 488
Ni Chuimin, Carol 485
Ni Chulainn, Lottie 753
Ni Churraighin, Christine 214
i Churraighin, Deirbhile 214
Ni Churraighin, Yvonne 214
Ni Claifertaigh, Treasa 610
Ni Dhire:iin, Bairbre 487
Ni Dhomhnaill, Maighread 138, 213,
287,311,343,416,485,508,614,
621,662,752
Ni Dhomhnaill, Neili 79, 485--<>, 627,
657,659
Ni Dhomhnaill, Nuala 654
Ni Dhomhnaill, Triona 23, 50, 79,
139,213,250,287,306,313,343,
350,378,485,486,508,544,614,
621,662,675,742
Ni Dhonaile, Eithne 388
Ni Dhonnagain,Anna 214
Ni Dhonnchadha, Blathnaid 571
Ni Dhonnchadha, Maire Aine 127,
338,486,577,690
i Dhroighneain, Aine 498

Dhuigm;ain, Muireann 252
Dhuill, Aine 335
Eochaidh, Brid Bhan 215
Fhearaigh, Aoife 131
Fhlaithearta, Sile 402, 486
Fhlannchadha, Maire 636
Fhlatharta, Brid 7, 515
Fhlatharta, Mairead 17
Fhuarthain, Meabh 147
Ghallcobhair, N6ra 63 7
Ghn\da, Maire 486
Ghriofa, Mairc 637
Ghuairim, Sorcha 291- 2
hEidhin, Maire 299,517
Laocha, Siobhan 176
Laoghairc, Maire Bhui see Maire
Bhui
Ni Laoire, N9llaig 446
Ni Laoithe, Aine 385,488
Ni Mhainin, Raisin 487
i Mhaolchiarain, Brid 498
Ni Mhaonaigh,Mairead 10-11,11,
61,213,214,382,413,422,433,
487,690,729
Ni Mheal6id, Caitlin 446
Ni Mhioll:iin, Treasa 33,291,310,
311, 487, 659
Ni Mhunghailc, Lcsa 90, 110, 736
Ni Nunain, Brid 503
Ni Raghallaigh, Mairc 445-6,693
Ni Riain, N6irin 82, 294, 487-8, 520,
535,637,661,739
Ni Scolai, Maire 292
Ni She, R6isin 203
Ni Sheaghdha, Mairin 335
Ni Sheaghdha, R6isin 335
Ni Sheanachiin, Maighread 685
Ni Shuilleabhain, Aobhinn 571
Ni Shuilleabhain, Eilis 236,311,
488,534
Ni Shuilleabhain, N6irin 220
Ni Shuilleabhain, N6ra 522
Ni 1huathail, Deirdrc 140
Ni Uallachain, Eithne 286,394,415,
488,505,715,754
Ni Uallachain, Padraigin 32, 59,218,
235,236,293,311,313,343,350,
421,488,500,641,659,715
Nic a'Luain, Ann a 215, 216
Nic a'Luain, Maire 215
Nic Amhlaoibh, Muireann 50, 202,
311, 488- 9
Nic Bhriartaigh, Anna 214
Nic Chathailriabhaigh, Eibhlin 98
Nic Cheallaigh, Mairead 447,508
Nic Chormaic,June see McCormack,
June
Nic Diarmada, Nan Phaddy 512
Nic Dhonnchadha, Maire 489
Nic Giolla Fhiondain, Mollai 715
ic Mhathtma, Doireann 447
Nic Mhathuna, Eithne 447
Mic Mhurdhadha, Aine 740
Nic Ruairi, An ne Maric 216
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Ni
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Ni
Ni
Ni
Ni
Ni
Ni

Index
Nic Uidhir, Teresa 214
Nichol, Erskine 711, 742
Nicholl, Willie 343, 383
Nicholson,John 651
Nightnoise 486, 508
Nolan, Daire 413
Nolan, Donie 406, 684
Nolan, Eugene 251,396
Nolan,Jerry 386
Nolan, Neil 54
Nolan, Tom 106
Nomos 117,158,211
Noonan,Jimmy 78
ordafjeil s 491
Norland Wind 305
orman, Sean 33
Norris, Gillian 413
North Cregg 53,287,315,729
Northern Province Ceili Band 62
Northern Star Ceilf Band 454
Nay, Peter 277
Nuada 377
Nugent, Brendan 498
Nugent, Catherine 498
Nugent,John 660
Nugent, Laurence 122, 613, 722
Nugent, Martin 106
Nugent, Mary 28, 360, 480, 582
Nugent, Packie 254, 498
Nugent, Sean 254, 498, 505
Null, Lisa 315,616
Nunan, Mary 546
Nuiiez, Carlos 118, 123
Nyvold, Frodc 175,490
Oak 238,246
Obama,Barack 111,111
Q Baoill, Hugo 215
Q Baoill, Padraig 264
Q Baoill, Sean see O 'Boyle, Sean
Q Beaglack, Sean Rua 623
0 Beaglaoich, Breanndan see Begley,
Breanndan
6 Beaglafoch, Seamus see Begley,
Seam us
6 Beirn, Padraig 215,602
O 'Beirne, Dick 142,342
O'Beirne, Francie Dearg 443
O 'Beirne, Gerry 365
O 'Beirne, Hugh 283,401
O 'Beirne,James,Jr 342
O 'Beirne,James 'Lad' 112, 142,342,
472,475,484, 499,759
O 'Beirne, Philip 142,355, 391
O 'Boyle, eillidh 199,213,214,222,
260,299, 442,641
O'Boyle, Scan 21, 26, 59,245,282,
322,384,403,436, 499,504,608,
658,659,700,714,740,751
O'Breschi, Antonio see Breschi,
Antonio
6 Briain, Cillian 385
6 Briain, Colm 24
6 Briain, Donncha 499

6

Briain, Carry 126, 286, 297, 313,
374,402, 499-500,505,624
6 Briain, Micheil 518
O'Brien, Ann 383
O'Brien, Billy 740
O'Brien, Colm 101
O'Brien, David 277
O'Brien, Den is 506
O'Brien, Dermot 557
O'Brien, Dinny 501, 504
O'Brien, Eileen 374, 500,683,684
O'Brien, Elizabeth 505,506
O'Brien, Ena 101
O'Brien, Flann 13,197,703
O 'Brien,Jerry 7, 78,207, 701
O'Brien,John 139,506
O'Brien, Kate (fiddle, Antrim) 15
O'Brien, Kate (fiddle, Derry) 208
O 'Brien, Kevin 401
O 'Brien, Lorraine 135
O 'Brien, Michael (ballad-maker) 746
O'Brien, Michael (pipes) 401, 554,
686
O'Brien,Michelle 417
O'Brien, Mick 232, 306, 350
O 'Brien, Paddy (accordion, collector,
Offaly) 380,381, 50G-1, 569,586,
613,662,672,681,726
O 'Brien, Paddy (accordion, fiddle,
Tipperary) 5, 7, 93, 112, 153, 160,
163,211,229,298,299,347,380,
438,439,442, 501,504,557,572,
683,684,697,699,743
O 'Brien, Padraig 711
O 'Brien, Pat 112,392
O'Brien, Patrick 138
O'Brien, Tim 113, 721
O'Brien, Vincent 291,342
O 'Brien Butler, Thomas 119
O'Brien Moran,Jimmy 78,159, 175,
500 , 740, 757
6 Broin, Paddy Ban 21, 138,441,
471
QBrain, Seosamh see Byrne,]oe
0 Brain, Stiofan 171
6 Brain, Tomas 641
6 Br6ithe, Eamonn 236, 287, 296,
308,501
6 Buachalla, Tadhg 385
O'Byrne, Francie-Dearg 214,259,
728
O'Byrne, Mickey-Ban 214,259,728
Q'Byrne DeWitt,Jusrus 173
0 Cadhain, Mairtfn 636
6 Cadhla, Labhris 90, 501-2,503,
520,739
Q Cahain, Bridget 209
0 Cahain, Padraic 686
6 Cahain, Rory Dall 209
O'Callaghan, Cal 519
O'Callaghan, Deirdre 676
O'Callaghan, Margaret 519
O'Callaghan, Michael 581
O'Callaghan,Sean 166,167

6 Callanain, Niall

84, 205, 249
33, 172, 208, 233,
235,502,530,622,627,629,669,
693, 706
Caodhiin, Colm 248,405,419,

6 Canainn, Tom as

6
6
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Caoimh, Cormac 167
Q'Carolan see Carolan, Turlough
0 Carra, Padraig 623
O'Carroll, Audrey 388
O'Carroll, Michael 386
Q Casaide, Aongus 480
0 Casaide, Ciarin 480
Q Casaide, Feargus 480
0 Casaide, Fionntan 480
6 Casaide, Odhrin 210,447,480
6 Casaide, Seam us 353, 427, 482,
711-12
6 Casaide, Scan 480
6 Casaide, Seathrun 480
Q'Casey, Sein 139,226-7,645
0 Cathiin, Darach 236, 252, 293,
446,447, 503,690,751
6 Cathain, Diarmuid 385,387, 503
6 Cathain, Echlin 207,331,601
6 Cathiin, Ruaidhri Dall 207,331,
524,541,594,601
6 Cathiin, Seamas 236
6 Cathain, Scan 'Cheist' 385
6 Cathain, Toal 207
6 Cathiin Ceili Band 62
Q'Cathan, Bridget 344
Q Ceallaigh, Aindi 447
Q Ceallaigh, Cormac 207,345
Q Ceallaigh, Padraig 33
Q Ceallaigh, Sean Og 191
Q Ceallaigh, ScanT. 13
0 Ceannabhain, Michael Mhiire
Ghabha 33,310
6 Ceannabhiin, Micheil 311
Q Ceannabhiin, Padraig 160, 486
0 Ceannabhain, PadraigTom Photch
33,310
6 Ceannabhain, Peadar 139,252,503
6 Ceannabhain, Peatsai 291
6 Ceannabhain, Tomis 160
QCearbhaill, f'adraig 503
0 Chongaile, Eamonn 667
Ochs, Bill 503
Ochs, Phi! 590
6 Cinneide, Barra 174
6 Cionnaith, Eoin 203
6 Conluain, Proinsias 282,311,
503- 4,559,559,560,580
6 Conaill, Sein Miistir 169
Q Conaire, Padraig 474
0 Conaire, Scan 204, 347, 690
QConghaile, Micheil 140,311
Q Conghaile, Paddy Beag 712
Q Conghaile, Pat Phidraig Tom 291
0 Conghaile, Sonai C hoilm Learaf
33,310
6 Conghaile, Tomai 58
O'Connell, Brian 571
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O'Connell, Bridget 757
O'Connell, Christy 385
O'Connell, Connie 261, 504, 706
O'Connell, Dan 195
O'Conncll, Daniel 159,549,760
O'Connell, Maura 114, 177,204,
613, 729
O'Connell,Tony 159,402
O'Connell, Robbie 128, 129,459,
720
O'Connellan, Lawrence 601
O'Connellan, 'TI10mas 601
O'Connor, Aine 582
O'Connor, Ann-Marie 504
O'Connor, Brian 519
O'Connor, Catherine 122
O'Connor, Charles 352
O'Connor, Calm 394
O'Connor, Dessie 125,381
O'Connor, D6nal (teacher) 366,374
O'Connor, D6nal (fiddle) 385,488,
516
O'Connor, Eilish 1, 31
O'Connor, Frank 644
O'Connor, Gerry (banjo) 55,283,
452,504,538,683
O'Connor, Gerry (fiddle) 80, 119,
139,210,218,264,286,313,374,
394,414-15,488,498,499, 504-5,
519, 754, 756
O'Connor, Hazel 203
O'Connor,Jerry 385
O'Connor, Kathleen 392
O'Connor, Kit 113,434,614
O 'Connor, Liam (fiddle, Dublin)
139,311,680
O'Connor, Liam (fiddle, Kerry) 504
O'Connor, Mairtfn 5, 32, 85, 114,
117,204,261,295,297,311,312,
343,376,468,474,499, 505,571,
606, 754
O'Connor, Margaret 233
O'Connor, Maria 202
O'Connor, Michael (accordion) 504,
683
O'Connor, Mick (banjo) 112, 113,
381,410,419,469
O'Connor, Mick (flute, historian)
148,176,500,505-6,610,693
O'Connor, Nuala 85,355,393,506
O'Connor, Paddy 385,682
O'Connor, Patrick 385
O'Connor, Paudie 9, 139,204,385
O'Connor, Peter 740
O'Connor, Rory 392,676
O'Connor, Rose 415,504-5,506,
506, 543, 610
O'Connor, Simon 375
O'Connor, Sinead 114,381,416,730
O'Connor, Yvonne 27
O'Conor, Charles 89
O'Conor,John 75
6 Coisdealbha, Tom Phaidfn Tom
204,301
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6 Criomhthainn, Tomas 387
6 Cr6infn, Daibhi 173,341
6 Cr6inin, Eanna 446
6 Croinin, Simon 446
Crualaoi, Padraig 168, 169
9 Cuaig, Michcal 252, 498
0 Cualain, C6ilfn Sheain Dhudara
503
6 Cuanaigh, Beairt!i 447
O'Curry, Charles 384
O'Curry, Eugene 9, 16-17, 76, 81, 85,
181,188,334,361,380,507,639,
640,658,696,736
9'Curry, Owen M6r 507
0 Da!aigh, Cearbhall (harp) 331
Da!aigh, Cearbhall (president) 98
9 Da!aigh, Donnchadh M6r 56
0 Da!aigh, Gofraidh Fionn 56, 645
6 Da!aigh, Muireadhach Albanach
56
Da!aigh, Muiris 385,387
0 Da!aigh, Tom 387
9'Daly,John 354,427,507-8,658
0 Danachair, Caoimhin 248, 281
O'Dea,Jimmy 225
Odetta 322
6 Direain, Mairrfn 654
O'Doherty, Eamonn 411,412,489,
508,509,671,673,704
O'Doherty, Eileen 90, 195
6 Doirnfn, Peadar 456,637-8, 715
6 Domhnaill, Aodh 485,508
6 Domhnaill, Michea! 23, 50, 78, 94,
281,306,318,343,485,486,508,
662, 724
6 Donaile, Scan 503
6 Donnchadha, Eamonn 446,447,
508
O'Donnell, Aidan 311
O'Donnell, Brian 67,289,508, 716
O'Donnell, Calm 320
O'Donnell, Daniel 349
O 'Donnell, Danny 96,214,418
O'Donnell, Eugene 459, 726
O'Donnell, Gerry 61,382,752, 753,
754
O'Donnell,Jack 742
O'Donnell,John 67
O 'Donnell, P.V. 213
O 'Donnell, Seamus 590
O'Donnell, Terry 410
O'Donnell, Thade 386
O'Donnell Sweeney, C. 300
O'Donoghue, Albert 192
O'Donoghue, Cyril 474
O 'Donoghue,James 697
O'Donoghue,John (arts mini ster)
518
O'Donoghue,John (collection of
airs) 427
O'Donoghue, Mary 453
O'Donoghue, Paddy 539, 697
O'Donoghue, Noreen 518
O 'Donoghue, Scan 401

9

9

9

O'Donovan, Brian 78
O'Donovan, Harry 225
O'Donovan,Joe 90,174,189,193,
195,284,3 11,509,610,756
O'Donovan,John 85,507
O'Donovan, Siobhan 90, 189, 195,
284,311,610
6 Doraidhcain, Seamus 215
O 'Dowd, Dan 480,509-10,610,
728, 755
O'Dowd,Joe 229,320,510,677,
690, 759
O'Dowd, Seamie 17, 505, 606
O'Dowda, Brendan 289
6 Drisceoil, Con 'Fada' 9, 155, 167,
172, 283, 311, 510
O'Driscoll, Paul 205
O'Driscoll, Scan 118,500,543
O'Duane, William 39
6 Dubhda, Peadar 715
Dubhgain, Seamus 216, 610
9 Dubhgain, Willie 216
9 Dubhghaill, Aindreas, S. 566
0 Dubhshlaine, Mairtfn 396
6 Dubhthaigh, Seamus 33, 619
6 Dufaigh, Padraig 33-4,513
O'Dufl}r, Eoin 198
9'Dufl}r, Michael 557
0 Dugain, Mairtfn 215
6 Duibheannaigh, Aodh 510-11,
629
Duilearga, Seamus 281
0 Du ill, Breandan 11 7
6 Duinnchinn, Tiarnan 20, 366, 460
6 Duinnfn, Sean 169
6 Dulaing, Donncha 117
O'Dwyer, Maria Cullcn 12,511
O'Dwyer, Pat 406
O'Dwyer, Robert 119,325
O'Dwyer, Sean 66
O'Dwyer, Si mon 12, 350, 511, 696,
696
6 Faolain, Scan 520
6 Farachain, Antaine 210, 511
O'Farrell, Anne-Marie 125,203,335
O'Farrell, Patrick 511-12,688,701,
712
6 Fatharta, Mairtin Sheamuis 512
6 Fatharta, Meaitf Joe Sheamuis 33,
311,419,512,560
Fearghail, Caoimhfn 740
9 Fearghaile, Sean 427
0 Ftaich, Tomas 141
9'Flaherty, Sheila 289
0 Flaithearta, Mairtfn Jaimsie 419
Flannagain, Peadaf Pheaitin 135
9 Flatharta,John Beag 513-14
0 Flatharta, Vail 759
6 Floinn, Liam 6g see O'Flynn, Liam
O 'Flynn, Liam 23, 32, 44, 50, 66, 75,
114,127,202,206,247,312,365,
377,389,391,440,458,464,486,
500,514,547,547,554,584,586,
590,606,614,616,675

9

9

9

9

Index

Q Foghlu, Mfcheal

520
Q Foghlu, Pilib 685
Q Gallachoir,Jit:nmy Dinny 487
0 Gallchobair, Eamonn 119,325,
514-15
O'Gara,John 619
O'Gara, Nora 620
6 Gealbhain, Cianin 202,311,474,
740
6 Gearachain, Tomas 116
O'Gorman,John 135
6 Grada, Conal 175, 176,474,515
O'Grady, Tom 727
O'Grady, Noel 139, 402
O'Grady, Patrick 385
O'Grady, Standish 324
O'Grady, Tim 316
Q'Growney, Eugene 466,470
0 Guairim,Jeaic Bacach 503
Q'Hagan, Matt 713
0 hAJJmhur:iin, Gearoid 476
O'Halloran, Desi 614
Q'Halloran, Sylvester 89
0 hAJJmhurain, Gearoid 693
6 hAimhain, Mfcheal 33, 171, 500,
515 .586
6 hA.iuin, Mfcheal 693
O'Hampsey, Den is see Hempson,
Denis
O'Hanlon, Ann 714
O'Han!on, Gerry 617
Q'Hanlon, Greg 690
0 hAnnain, Se:in 715
O'Hannigan, Thomas 684
O'Hara, Dermot 117
O'Hara, Mary 58, 335, 502, 515
O'Hare, Brendan 366
O'Hare, Kieran 122, 459
O'Hare, Meabh 311
O'Hare, Sean 122
QH~alai, Padraig 236
Q h~alai, Donal see Healy, Dan
0 hEalaf, Sean 560
6 hEalaithe, Donal 169
6 hEanai, Seosamh 7, 34, 252, 293,
296,300,347,374,397,417,418,
419,421,454,464,471,472,509,
515-16,636,637,686,690,718,
724
6 hEidhin, Micheal 33, 160, 233,
406,443, 516-17,696
6 hEidhin, Risteard 299, 517
6 hEinniu, Seosamh see 6 hEanai,
Seosamh
6 hEochaidh, Sean 216, 248, 281,
641
Q'Herlihy, Dan 616
0 hlarlaithe, Tadhg na Toinne 536
O'Higgins, Brian 226,645,651,656
O'Higgins, Frank 236,247,299,342,
445
Q high ne, Micheal 214
Q highne, Seamus 214
0 Higin, Tom as 261

Qh6gain, Daithi

33
Q hUiginn, Tadhg J?all 56
Q hUiginn, Tadhg Og 56
Q hUrmoltaigh, Nollaig 658
Oige 208, 407, 606
Oisin 518-19,687
O'Kane, Seam us 72, 207, 345
O'Keane, Padraig 398
O'Keeffe, Dan 195
O'Keeffe, Fionnuala 374
O'Keeffe, Maire 31, 105, 137, 174
O'Keeffe, Maurice 616
O'Keeffe, Padraig 90, 139, 142, 172,
173,179,260,261,263,314,344,
349,385,387,462,463,464,475,
491,519,520,569,616,617,678,
686,724
O'Kelly, Cormac 728
O'Kelly, Donal 350
O'Kelly, Thomas 119
O'Kennedy, Cathy 546
O'Kennedy, Dan 727
Q'Kennedy, Darby 683
Q Laoghaire, Colm 293
Q Laoghaire, Diarmuid 536
0 Laoghaire, Donnchadha 169,
519-20
6 Laoghaire, Pilib 127,270,487,
516, 520,661
6 Laoire, Lillis 174,213,235,236,
374,516,520, 527
Old Blind Dogs 407
Old Swan Band 238, 240, 246
O'Leary, A1 727
O'Leary,Alan 410
O'Leary, Chrisry 82, 204
O'Leary, Clare 410
O'Leary, Colette 6
O'Leary, Dan 520
O'Leary, Em ma 387
O'Leary, Ian 469
O'Leary,Jim 163
O'Leary,Johnny 5,84,90,311,385,
387,462,463,504,510,519,520,
520,610,616,617,756
O'Leary, Michael 656
Q'Leary, Patrick 29
Q Leorachain, Rory 326
0 Liarhain, Donal 168, 521
6 Lionaird, Iarla 311,348,374,377,
420,468,521
O'Loan, Dan 14, 16
6 Lochlainn, Colm 127,247,381,
659
6 Lochlainn, Peadar 256,311,572
6 Lochlainn, Tom as 447
6 Loideain, Feichin 419
6 Loinne, Amhlaoibh 168
Q Loingsigh,Aogan 311
Q Loinsigh, Donncha Ban 169, 423
0 Loinsigh, Pead Bui 169
O'Lough!in, Eamonn 101
0'1 ,oughlin, Peadar 160,421,476,
521,543,610,681

O'Loughlin, Peter 106, 169, 170,388,
394,697
Olwell, Patrick 277, 521
6 Madagain, Breandan 379-80,398,
521-2,639, 640,641,750
Q'Mahony, Danny 387
0 Maidin, Donncha 500
6 Maille, Tomas 109
Q'Malley, Marry 195
0 Maoileoin, Beartla 667
6 MaoJ:iin, Micheal 226-7
QMaonaigh, Ciaran 311
0 Maonaigh, Proinsias 213,214,
418,522
6 Maonlai, Liam 250, 606
6 Meachair, Eoin 107
6 Mealoid, Col m 'Dubh' 446
Q Mealoid, Calm 'Song' 446, 522
0 Mealoid, Sonai Sheamuis 522
O'Mealy, Richard Lewis 16, 27, 59,
61, 522,574,709,739,743
O'Meara,Joseph 292
O'Meara, Michael 233
O'Meara, Pat 251,396
6 Mianain,John Tom 216
6 Mianain, Kit 216
6 Mianain, Padai 208
Q Mileadha, Padraig 502, 522, 739
Q Mongain, Fiachna 311
0 Morain, Donal 292,522-3
6 Mordha, Daithi 388
6 Mordha, Mfcheal 388
6 Muimhneachain, Eamonn 147,
270
6 Muineachain, Donnchadh 33
Q Muireadhaig~, Lorc:in 658
Q Muirgheasa, Einri 215, 636, 658
0 Muiri, Lorcan 715
6 Muirfosa, Enrf 715
6 Muirithe, Diarmuid 117
6 Mullain, Donal 168
6 Murchadha, Daithi 331
6 Murchu, Alf 524
6 Murchu, Liam P. 110
6 Murchu, Labhras 26, 146,388,
480,523-4,684,693
6 Murchu, Marcas 208, 524
6 Murchu, Se:in 116, 117
QMurchu, 'l;'adhg 659
0 MurchU, Una 91, 233, 518
6 Neachtain, Sean 682
6 Neachtain, Seosamh 210,498
6 Neachtain, Tom as 291, 301, 686
O'Neill, Arthur 66, 91, 114, 160,257,
331,340,405,437-8,461,524,
601,617,702
O'Neill, Eoghan (bass) 468
O'Neill, Eoin (bazouki) 137
O'Neill, Fergal 264
O'Neill, Francis 18, 29, 84, 114, 143,
157,168,230,253,277,278,284,
294,298,303,345,352,353,370,
371,385,427,444,454,462,463,
493,499,504,512,519-20,524-6,
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525,536,540,541 ,553,577,583,
686,688,699,702,709,710,711,
727,736, 740, 742-3
O'Neill, Hugh 36
O'Neili,James 418,525,526
O'Neili,Jerry 167
O'Neili,Joe 705
O'Neili,John 6
O'Neill, Lord 66
O'Neill, Michael 297
O'Neill, Paddy 754
O'Neill, Padraig 306
O'Neill, Patrick 391
O'Neill, Peggy 442
O'Neill, Sarah Ann 59,252,279,
311,313,323,415,506,526-7,
527,610,665,686,690,703,705,
714, 751
O'Neill, Sean 221
O'Neill, Selena 525,541,721
O'Neill, Shane 167
O'Neill pipe band 21
Open House 94
9'Prey, Henry 62
0 Raghallaigh, Caoimhfn 176,311,
358
Q Raghallaigh, Ciaran 149,437
9 Raghallaigh, MacDara 264, 527
0 Raghallaigh, Micheal 158, 159,
527,693
Q Raghallaigh, Padraig 445, 527, 559
9 Raghallaigh, Phelim 419, 446, 693
0 Rathaille,Aodhgain 463,616,637
Ord,John 594
O'Regan, Brendan 624, 682
O'Reilly, Charles 705
O'Reilly, Ciaran 510
O'Reilly, Edward 353, 528
O 'Reilly,Jerry 9, 90, 139,308,468
O'Reilly,John 444
O'ReiLly, Martin 710
O'Reilly, Mike 474
O'Reilly, Padraic (piano) 544
O'Reilly, Padraig (fiddle) 412
9'Rcilly, Paul 745, 748
0 Riabhaigh, Eo in 172, 4 74, 528
6 Riabhaigh, Mfcheal 113, 165, 167,
168,486,515,528
QRiabhaigh,Mfcheal,Jr 528
9 Riabhaigh, Nora 528
0 Riada, Peadar 155,311,534,560,
572-3
6 Riada,Sean 5, 7,18,23,25,48,49,
50,52,68, 70, 71, 73, 77,89,119,
121,121,127,134,141,158,165,
209,268,270,293,300,341,376,
381,420,421,456,459,462,463,
485,499,502,514,521,528-30,
533,534,541,544,551,559,573,
661,667,694,706,728
6 Riain, Maelfosa 405
6 Riordain, Diarmuid 169,421,534
O'Riordan, Dolores 621
O'Riordan, Manus 139
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Ormiston, George 277
Ormond Ceilf Band 501, 504
6 R6chain , Muiris 174,175,176,
311,533, 754
6 Roideain, Sean 119
O'Rourke, Brian 533, 646
O'Rourke, Michael 400
O sborne, Seoirse 629
6 Se Caoimhfn 560
6 Se, Lena 33
6 Se, Maidhc Dainfn 311,385,388
Q Se, Padraig 385,560
0 Se,Sean 33,121,456, 533,610
QSeaghdha, Barra 374
9 Seaghdha, Tadhg 712
9 Searcaigh, Catha! 10
0 Seighin, Mfcheal 533-4
O 'Shaughncssy, Paul 10, 213
O'Shaughnessy, Pearl 126
O'Shea, Cormac 726
O'Shea, Eileen 543
O'Shea, Gildas 521
O'Shea, Helen 303
O 'Shea,Jerry 521
O'Shea,Joe 122
O'Shea, M aureen 122
O 'S hea, Natalie Nugent 726
O'Shea, Patrick 385, 391
O'Siadhail, Micheal 75
6 Sfochiin, Scan 80,293,417,472
9skay, Billy 486
9 Snodaigh, Rossa 78
9 Suilleabhain, Danny 534, 610
0 Suilleabhiin, Diarmuid 236-7,
534
6 Suilleabhain, Eoghan Rua 344,
463,534-5,616,626,638
6 Suilleabhain, Eoin 117, 488, 534,
610
6 Suilleabhain,Johnny Eoin a'Bhab
169
6 Suilleabhain, Maidhcf 169, 534
6 Suilleabhain, Mfcheal (piano,
composer) 2, 23, 33, 53, 69, 82, 94,
116,137,139,154,174,213,235,
236,270,306,311,341,374,377,
381,397,406,416,416,420,434,
452,466,469,474,535,535-6,
541,544,552,577,661,669,670,
672,706,713
Q Suilleabhain, Mfcheal (song) 488
0 Suilleabhain, Mid Cumba 130
6 Suilleabhain, Seamus 427
6 Suilleabhain, Sean 281
6 Suilleabhain, Sean Mhicillfn 385,
387
O'Sullivan, Anthony 19
O'S ullivan, Bernard 135,421
O'Sullivan, D6nal 109, 130, 253, 288,
466,502,536,639,640,641,658
O'Sullivan, Eoghan 204
O'Sullivan,Jerry 442,484
O'Sullivan,Jimmy 684
O'Sullivan, Kathleen 410

O'Sullivan, Margaret 205
O'Sullivan, Michael 'Cumba' 167,
385,686
O 'Sullivan, Mi chclle 387
O'Sullivan, Sean 724
O 'S ullivan, Terry 559
O'Sullivan, W. K. 507
Oswald,James 280,604,669
6 Tiomanaf, Tadhg 215
O'Toole, M.C. 723
QTuama, Aodh 6g 387-8
0 Tuama, Diarmuid 168
6 T uama, Mfcheal 168, 536-7
QTuama, Padraig 168,421,534
9 Tuama, Paitf Thaidhg Pheig 169
0 Tuama, Sean 127,225,627,631-2,
633,642,653,654
6 Tuama, Scan 6g 515
QTuarisg, Lochlainn 528
0 Tuathalain, Bernard 215
Orway, Caesar 538-9
Ourccau, Patrick 101, 284, 454, 500,
501
Overton, Bernard 749
Owenmore Ceilf Band 510
Owens, Annette 7, 498
Owens,Jesse 43
Pacifici, Caesar 162
Padian, Michael 682
Paddy Doylcs 205
Paddy Killoran's Pride of Erin
Orchestra 46,391,398,542
Palmer, G.M. 119
Pandula, Peter 305
Pardon, Waiter 243, 686
Parente, Skip 486
Parker, Charles 245,418
Parkes, Richard 221, 752
Parle,James 744
Parnell, Charles Stewart 652, 752
Parnell Folk, The 43, 458
Parov, Nikola 365 ,417
Parry, Blind John 732
Parry,John 732
Parslow, Mary 583
Parsons, Niamh 17, 139,287,315,
342,435, 538
Parton, Dolly 11,487
Partridge, Angela 637
Paton, C.I. 425
Patrick Street 6, 94, 179,326,365,
380,440,547
Patterson, Annic 252,291,539, 706
Patterson, Frank 480, 590
Patterson,Johnny 413,462,463 , 646,
654
Patton, Willi s 343
Paulson, Leone 203
Pavees, The 43
Pax ton, Tom 590
Payne, Teresa 619
Peadar Noone Ceilf Band 373
Pearce, Col man 117

Index
Pearse, Padraig 74, 130,224,291,
452,636
Pentangle 50,318
Peoples, Harrier Eda 288
Peoples, Siobh>in 469,613
Peoples, Tom my 9, 20, 33, 43, 66, 79,
83,94,96,107,133,213,214,223,
261,264,312,378,389,408,433,
458,469,486,506,538,539,539,
574,576,610,613,662
Pepper, Noel 686, 759
Percy, Thomas 89, 280,539-40, 735
Perilli, Gianni 365
Perrier, Catherine 759
Perrot, Tony 469
Peter, Paul and Mary 590, 720
Petmore, Andrea 410
Petrie, George 93, 159, 208, 253, 353,
370,371,375,380,427,507,540,
541,625,639,640,658,661,664,
671, 750
Phair, William 167
Phelan, Gary 518
Ph elan, Peter 380, 500
Phelan, Sharon 202
Pheter, Maire 291
Philbin,Jim 316
Phillips, Paul 221
Phoenix Ceili Band 515
Pickering,Johnny 6, 20,21-2,373,
423,439
Pickering, Margaret 22, 373
Pickow, George 384, 577
Pierce [Pierse l, Nicholas Dall 331,
385
Pigg, Billy 243
Piggott, Charlie 204, 357, 624
Pigot,John Edward 283,375,427,
545,625,757
Pilkington,Joe 509
Pine, Richard 550
Piogoid, Mairead 486
Pipers' Club CCili Band 505
Piston, Waiter 550
Pitchford, Waiter 589
Planxty 23, 43, 44,49-50,58,59,
61, 79,80,83,113,206,328,365,
376,380,382,389,416,417,440,
464,468,500,514,547,547,613,
673, 747
Playford,John 238,241
Plough and the Stars Ceili Band 726
Plunkett, George Noble 427, 547-8,
757
Pocock, Noel 139
Pogues, The 30,305,377
Poliier, Marco 451
Ponre, Daniel 366
Potter, Archibald Jarnes 98, 550--1
Ports, Fiachra 551
Potts,John 129,225,497,551,552,
574
Ports, Sean 121,121, 123,311,381,
441,551-2,555,610,756

Ports, Sean,Jr 552,555
Ports, Tommy 23, 90, 127, 142, 154,
174,229,261,343,358,381,471,
535,552,586,671,672,728
Poulain,Jean 434
Poulcen, Vlademar 757
Power, Brendan 326, 327, 552
Power, Bronwyn 264
Power, David 740
Power,Jimmy 113,321,409,552.
614,686,740,741
Power, John 'The Miller' 552
Power, Martin 417
Power, Nora 'Oney' 692
Power, Pierce 398
Pratten, Robert Sydney 274
Press Gang, The 50, 690, 730
Preston, Gene 78
Preston, Mike 484
Preston, Paschal 17 4
Price, Helen 502
Pride of Erin Ceili Band 6, 254,498,
703
Primrose, Christine 393, 680
Prince 251
Prior, Maddy 279
Proctor, Sam 410
Providence 158
Puck Fair 508
Pumpkinhead 248
Purcell, AI 727
Purcell, Leo 510
Purcell, Matt 137
Purcell, Noel 737
Purcell , Sandy 481, 699
Purtili, Marry 135
Fyne, Louise 135
Pyros, The 213
Qyemener, Nicholas 17
Qyigg, Robert 656
Qyigley, Debbie 101
Qyigley, Kevin 620
Qyigney, Anthony 390
Qyigney, Marie 374
Qyill, Thady 79-80
Qrine,John 425
Qyinn, Bob 27
Qyinn, Dan 242
Qrinn, Eimear 249,624
Qyinn, Francie 254
Qyinn, Frank 306
Qyinn, Hugh 60, 322, 556-7, 702,
705
Qyinn,James 401
Quinn, Fr John (fiddle, teacher) 316,
399
Qrinn,John (song) 557
Qyinn, Karen 408
Qyinn, Louis 162, 484, 499, 563
Quinn, Martin 374
Qrinn, Michael Ned 287
Qyinn, Mick 33, 279, 501, 557, 557,
617,666

Quinn, Nan 195
Qyinn, Patrick 715
Qyinn, Fete 408,410
Qyinn, Seamus 254, 255, 343, 402,
466,544
Qyinn, Sein 62, 557, 693
Qyinn, Tom (dance teacher) 195
Quinn, Tom my (song) 702
Qyinn, Tom my John (accordion,
melodeon) 6
Qyinn, Toner 176,374,375,557
Rafferty, Ann a 44, 542
Rafferty, Mike 34, 298, 484
Raftery 90
Raiftearai, Antaine 447,561, 629,
657
Rainey, Paddy 561,561
Rainey, Stephen 561, 561
Rainey, Tony 580
Rainey family 299, 561
Riatt, Bonnie 590
Rakes of Kildare, The 416,464
Rakish Paddies, The 280, 458
Ralston, Gavin 60,210,417,614
Ramsay, Ad am 280
Raney, Colleen 725
Rankin,John Morris 102
Rankine, W.J. 646
Ranson, Fr Joseph 659,745,746
Rasdale, Francie 255
Rathnaspeck Ceili Group 45
Rawi,Jim 400
Rawley, George 229
Rea, John 13, 61,228,289,313,433,
467,504,561-2,562,686
Rea, Stephen 228, 322
Reader, Eddie 117
Reagan, Celia 144
Reagan,John 306
Reardon, Clare 543
Reavey,Johnny 381
Reavy, Ed 7-8,23, 114, 153, 154,
352,397,472,499,541, 562-3,
699
Reavy, Sarah 562
Reek, Tom my 323,377,459,471,
551,574,586,616
Red Box 366
Reddan, Miko 112
Redding, Noel 463
Redican, Larry 93, 211, 372, 438,
472,484,569,581,582
Redmond,John 483
Redmond, Leo 13, 28, 569
Redpath,Jean 315
Reel Union 179, 376, SOS, S71
Reeltime 53
Reeve, Wiliiam 511
Reeves, Stan 175
Regan,John 210
Regan, Matt 113
Regondi, Giulio 156
Reid,John 574,702
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Index
Reid, Robert 710
Reid, Sein 112, 130, 178, 420, 421,

462,463,480,500,521,542,
574-5,575,580,676,693,697,
697, 702, 755
Reidy, Martin 474
Reidy, Patrick 191, 195
Reidy, Tadhg 724
Reilly, AI ice 466
Reilly, Frank 620
Reilly, Hughie 401
Reilly,John (pipes) 554
Reilly,John 'Jacko' (song) 464,474,
575,581,686,693
Reilly,John P. (fiddle) 115,314
Reilly, Michael 401
Reilly, Paddy 43
Reilly, Pat 401
Reilly, Se an 44 7
Reilly, Terry 401, 673
Reilly, Tommy 115
Reilly, 'Totty' 445
Reily, Charles Lewis 708
Relativity 486, 508
Renaudin, Dominique 285
Renbourn,John 23,318,508,730
Rennie, Valentine 66
Reynolds, Gerry 27
Reynolds,John 71, 107
Reynolds, Larry 34, 78
Reynolds, Maynard 720
Reynolds, Paddy 83, 162,211,397,
438,445,472,484,499
Reynolds, Willie 34, 71, 147,270,
576,576-7,731,742,743
Rhydderch, Llio 733
Ri Ra 107
Ri-Ril-6g 412
Rice, Davy 62
Rice, Kathleen 722
Rice, Kevin 122, 722
Rice, Noel 122, 436, 722
Rice, Thomas 577
Rice-Halliburton, Cathleen 122
RicharJ Fitzgerald Ceili Band 402,
409
Richardson, Dave 82
R.ichardson, Pat 721
Richardson, Tich 82
Rigby, Ros 245
Rimmer,Joan 577
Rinaudo, Fabio 365
Ring, D6nal 590
Rising Sun Ceilf Band 203, 621, 624
Ritchie,Jean 17,173,296,384,577,

659
Roberts, Daf}'dd 733
Roberts, Gwyndaf 733
Roberts,John 732
Roberts, Mark 79, 486
Roberts, Robin 173
Robertson,Jeannie 599,608, 685
Robinson, Andrew 137
Robinson, Eveline 313
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Robinson, Mary 173
Roch, Sampson Towgood 740
Roche, Frank 153,253,271,367,

405,493,553,578-9
Roche, Helen 410
Roche,John 578
Roche, Paddy 509
Roche,Pat 122,482,613,721,727
Roche, Paul 590, 665
Roche,Richard 122
Roche, T.P. 387
Rochford, Martin 112, 133, 134, 298,

344,574,580,697
Rodden, Paul 213
Roddy, Mona 33
Rodgers, Sean 62
Rogers, Brendan 291
Rogers, Harold 26
Rogers, Mary John 216
Rogers, Stan 100
Rogers, Tommy 417
Rohan, Kevin 297
R6ise na nAmrhan 560, 580
Roland,Jennifer 104
Roland, Oliver 469,472
Roland, Raymond 113, 163,229,299,
409,417,434,439,469,472,614
Ronald, Ronnie 751
Rooney, Aonghus 460
Rooney, Brian 112, 113,179,316,
400,402,410,576,580
Rooney, Fionnuala 460
Rooney,James P. 476
Rooney,John 219,58Q-1 , 707
Rooney, Larry 707
Rooney, Mack.ie 148,477
Rooney, Michael 335,435,460,469,

502,581
Rooney, Peter 447
Ros-na-Rf Ceili Band 62
Rosen, Hans Waldemar 74
Rosenstock, Tristan 678
Ross, Isaiah 554
Ross,Jane 209
Rost, George 432
Roth, Nick 432
Rowe, David 'Doe' 245
Rowsome, Helena 221, 584, 693, 728
Rowsome,John,Jr 583
Rowsome,John, Sr 583
Rowsome, Kevin 583, 584
Rowsome, Leo 46, 50, 90, 126, 129,

147,167,205,210,224-5,229,
264,373,391,434,439,456,459,
468,471,480,510,514,554,574,
576,580,583-4,584,613,677,
686,701,710-11,728
Rowsome, Leon 501, 583-4
Rowsome, Liam 66
Rowsome, Philip 583
Rowsome, Samuel,Jr 583
Rowsome, Samuel, Sr 583, 744
Rowsome, Tom,Jr 147,476,583
Rowsome, Tom, Sr 292, 583

Rowsome, William 46, 225, 456, 583,

709,710
Rowsome family 106, 114, 421
Rush, Billy 62
Rushe, Billy 6, 62
Rushe, Hugh 256
Russ, Dale 725
Russell, Austin 584
Russell, Gussie 131,585
Russell,John Joe 434
Russell, Micho 131,304,344,417,

474,515,555,571,572,584,
584-5,613,682,687
RusselJ, Pack.ie 131, 135, 159,585
Russell, Thomas 340
Russell family 401,686
Russell-Ferguson, Heloise 602
Ryan, Bernadette 684
Ryan, Cathie 613
Ryan, Connie 195, 585-6
Ryan, Darby 10,477,586,645,651,
653
Ryan, .Qenis 251,512
Ryan, Eamon 406
Ryan, Eddie 684
Ryan,Joe (fiddle) 112, 115, 133, 134,
138,142,150,252,256,260,264,
350,381,382,446,469,500,509,
586,610,616,672,690,726,756
Ryan,Joe (whistle) 587
Ryan,John 125,172,684
Ryan, Karen 409,410,575,586-7
Ryan, KathJeen 500
Ryan, Liam 445
Ryan, Mary 389
Ryan, Michael 684
Ryan, Michael Joe 346
Ryan, Mick 742
Ryan, P. 683
Ryan, Paddy 33,220,412,581,582,
587,619
Ryan, Pat 667
Ryan, Peig 33
Ryan, Roger 314
Ryan, Sean (composer, fiddl e) 153,
298,323 , 352,380,439,474,500,
587-8,681,683,748
Ryan, Sein (pipes) 122, 251
Ryan,Stack 382,421
Ryan, Thomas (flute) 432
Ryan, Tomas (accordion) 587, 683
Ryan, Tom my (melodeon, fiddle) 587
Ryan, Tony 297
Ryan, Verona 320
Ryan, Willi am Brad bury 352, 353,
588
Rynne, An ne 390
Rynne, Padraig 2, 135, 158, 159,451
Sachs, Curt 138
Sadleir, T.U. 427
St Clair, Isla 315
St Flannan's Ceili Band 169, 178
St John, Petc 654

Index
St Patrick's Ceili Band 623
Salt 491
Sampson,Johnny 435
Sands, Benny 435
Sands, Colum 58, 589
Sands, Tommy 33, 222, 459, 590
Sands Family, The 32, 50, 58, 221,
304, 590, 687
Sanger, Keith 393
Sangineto, Michele 366
Sargent, Tad 410
Saunders,Jon 386
Savage, Willie 217
Saw Doctors 376
Say,John 410
Sayers, Peig 387,559
Scahill, Adrian 22, 3 74, 498, 590--1
Scahill, Enda 55, 89,296,591
Scanlan, Deirdre 684
Scanlan, Maisie 514
Scanlon, Anne-Marie 381
Scan Ion, Batt 385, 388, 701
Scanlon, Charlie 620
Scanlon, Frances 620
Scanlon,James Henry 620
Scanlon, Sean 167
Scarisbrick, Tony 62
Scates,Joseph 155
Sch iller, Ri na 174
Schlepper-Connolly, Benedict 375
Schrey, Cleek 122
Schutz, George 397
Scon, Cal 94
Scotr, Darby 331
Scott, Dave 466
Scott, Harry 331
Scott,John 331
Scott, Michael 445
Scott, Stan 236
Scott, Waiter 638
Scott, Willie 608
Scott de Martinville, Edouard-Leon
563
Scott Skinner,James 210,216,352,
439,604
Scullion 177, 393, 590, 610
Scullion, Fionnuala 713
Seachtar 306, 378, 486
Sealy, Arthur 235
Seamus White's Ceili Band 62
Se:in Dunphy Ceili Band 740
Sean Lynch Ceili Band 417
Se:in McDermott Ceili Band 402
Sean McDermott Pipe Band 683
Se:in Norman CeiJi Band 513
Se:in Ryan Trio 500
Sean Treacy Pipe Band 683
Seansuil 446
Searson, Michael 406, 513
Seddon, Patsy 602
Seeger, Mike 720
Seeger, Peggy 113,245,374,381,
418,690
Seeger, Pete 63,374,397,590

Seery, Desi 277, 609-10, 752
Seery,Jim 147,476,742
Seery, Se:in 342,476,593
Selig, Richard 515
Seoige, Coil in She:iin Dharach 487
Sergeant Early Band 377
Severs, Michael 662
Sexton, Michael 394
Seymour, Matt 501, 683
Shades ofMacMorrough 567
Shaljean, Bonnie 96, 208
Shamrock Ceili Band 586
Shand,Jimmy 5, 46,271,417,604
Shane, Martin 15
Shanley, Eleanor 204
Shanley, Michael 402
Shannon,AJdan 582
Shannon,Breda 582
Shannon, Deirdre 80, 754
Shannon, Gary 176, 390, 613
Shannon, Hazel 320
Shannon,Joe 34,122,436,441, 613,
721,722, 723
Shannon,M~ella 613
Shannon,Mary 2,374,613,614
Shannon, Mick 320
Shannon, Seamus 582
Shannon, Sharon 6, 7, 17, 53, 84,
105,110,114,117,232,294,295,
397,408,606, 613-14,700,729
Shannon Ceili Band 114,203
Shannon Star Ceili Band 227,351
Sharon Shannon Band, The 6
Sharp, Cecil 239,242,244,279,383,
720
Sharpe,John 64
Shaskeen Ceili Band 343,347,460,
542
Shaughnessy, Paddy 135
Shaw, Donald 606
Shaw, Fiona 452
Shaw, George Bernard 418
Shawcross, Neil 322
Shea, Richard 718
Sheachtar, Seoirse 168
Sheahan,John 43,222,227
Shears, Barry 102
Sheehan,Jack 668
Sheehan,John 510
Sheehy, An drew 386
Sheeran, Cassie 255
Sheil, Dick 745
Shepherd, Devin 122
Sheridan, Dave (Carlow) 107
Sheridan, David (Offaly) 513
Sheridan,J.J. 93,540
Sherlock, Paddy 219
Sherlock, Peter 219
Sherlock, Roger 113, 163,276,311,
377,409,434,439,446,469,472,
586,610,614
Sherlock, Tom 614
Shiel, John 108
Shiel, Tim 430

Shields, Hugh 14, 84,209,235,236,
282,310,435,473,474,589,61415,617,637,659,677,745
Shields, Lisa 614,615
Shields, Tom 620
Shine,John 122
Shooglenifty 315
Shorland,Jonathan 733,734
Short, Arthur 524
Short, Constance 752
Shortall, Peter 20
Shuldham-S haw, Pat 598
Siamsa Ceili Band 301,342,384,483
Siamsa Gael ceili group 46
Siamsa M or band 225
Sidney, Sir Henry 36
Sigerson, George 507-8, 702
Silva, Sandy 94
Silver Star Ceili Band 506
Simmonds, Pat 101
Simmons, Charlie 135
Simms, George Otro 58
Simpson,John (fiddle) 217
Simpson,John (publisher) 712
Simpson, Martin 686
Sindt,John 483
Sinnot, Declan 352, 468
Sinnott, Art 745
Sinnott, Helen 745
Skaggs, Ricky 85, 114
Skara Brae 50,318,485,486,508,
662,680,730
Skid Row 268
Sky, Patrick 315, 346, 436, 511, 588,
616, 748
Skylark 313,500,505
Slainte Mhath 315
Slattery,John 385
Slattery, Michael 390
Sliabh Luachra 580
Sliabh Notes 171, 569
Slide 120,479,479,617
Slip Jigolos 410
Slominski, Tess 175
Smailovic, Vedran 590
Small,Jackie 120,413,499,623,686
Smith, Breda 613
Smith, Cora 249,374,613
Smith, Eddie 757
Smith, George 507
Smith,Jesse 210
Smith,Jim (song) 745
Smith,Jimmy (choreography) 386
Smith, Kathleen 14, 139,325-6,483,
574
Smith, Peter 703, 705
Smith, Se:in 613
Smith,Terry 419
Smith, There se 174, 236, 623
Smith, Tony 264, 487, 499
Smith family 682
Smullen,Joe 251
Smyth, Breda 430, 634
Smyth, Cora 624
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Index
Smyth, Mikie 366
Smyth, Sean 415,430,623-4
Smyth, T.J. 623
Smyths of Mayo 623-4
Snee, Willie 300
So bell, Stefan 80, 126, 426
Solas 110, 113, 158,315,606,613,
718,740
Somers, Ciarin 107
Sommers-Smith, Sally 174,175
Sonny Flynn's Ceili Band 437, 621
Souers Goadec 87
Soul Flower 417
South Sligo Ceili Band 621
Spailpin Folk, The 43
Spandau Ballet 114
Speight, Pat 668
Spellissy, Sean 236
Spellman, Pack 614
Spillane, Davy 51, 52, 85, 118, 178,
358,468,519,590,693, 749
Spillane,John 58,251
Spilsbury, Maria 711
Spinning Jennies 618
Sproule, Daithi 10, 11, 23, 68, 110,
208,236,318,380,485,486,500,
501,508,613,662,699,726
Spruhan, Mick 106
Spud 50
Stacey, Peter 733
Stack, Paddy 385,577,721
Stafford, Brian 208
Stalstrenga, H ekla 491
Standuin, Mairtin 381
Standun, D6nal 160
Stanford, Charles 540,549,663-4
Star of Erin Orchestra 306
Star of Munster Trio 686
Starck, Henry 39
Steeleye Span 50
Stenson, Damien 678
Stenson,John 236
Stephenson, Dick 53
Sterrit, Richard 394
Stevenson, Sir John 162, 355, 427,
465,664--5
Stevenson, Sam 14, 16
Stevenson,Savourna 602
Stewart, Alec 599
Stewart, Belle 598-9
Stewart, Cathy 599
Stewart, Davie 595,608
Stewart, Edward 665
Stewart,Jimmy Jack 599
Stewart,John 599
Stewart, Margaret 315
Stewart, Patrick 665
Stewart, Rod 114,416,505
Stewart, Rosie 59,255,311,342,665,
673,714
Stewart, Sheila 595, 599, 686
Stewart, Trevor 61, 665
Stewart, Wendy 602
Sting 251, 552
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Stinson, Eddie 255
Stiubhart, Maighread 388
Stivell, Alan 50, 65, 87, 88, 118,208
Stockton's Wing 23, 53, 117, 178,
348,665-6,747
Stokers Lodge 528
Stokes, Martin 118
Stokes, Mary 610
Stonewall 716
Stopford Green, Alice 452
Stradling, Danny 240, 246, 255
Stradling, Rod 240, 246, 423
Straney, Hugo 101
Stroh, Augustus 669
Stubbert, Brenda 102, 104,315
Stubbert, Robert 102, 104
Stubseid, Gunnar 175
Sturla &Andreas 491
Sugrue, Maid a 722
Sullivan, Bill 179
Sullivan, Curly 410
Sulllivan, Dan 306, 387, 543
Sullivan, Dympna 135
Sullivan, Ed 423
Sullivan,Joe 346,721
Sullivan, Mareid 118
Summers, Keith 255,673,741
Sundstrom, Matt 122
Surgeon er, Hughie 383, 673
Sutherland, Alex 316,401, 673
Swallow's Tail Ceili Band 48, 347,
618
Sweeney, Denis 16, 62
Sweeney,).P. 208
Sweeney,Joel Walker 455
Sweeney, Malachy 20, 22, 439
Sweeney, Michael 208
Sweeney, Paddy 441, 442
Sweeney, Tom 386
Sweeney's Men 32, 43, 49, 50, 80,
228,268,365,468-9,509,538,
673
Sweet, Ralph 277
Sweet Honey in the Rock 590
Synnott,Andy 314
Tabor,June 686
Taheny, Brian 101
Tain Ceili Band 446
Talbot, William 676,709, 740
Talty,J.C. 394
Talty,]ack 374
Talty, Martin 112, 172, 354, 394, 676,
693, 754, 755
Talty, Michael 288
Tarn Lin 290
Tamalin 117, 549
Tams,John 686
Tannas 407
Tansey, Noel 619,620,621
Tansey, Seam us 20, 73, 143, 174,203,
219,229,269,275,276,342,377,
467,537,567,572,574,610,619,
620,676-7,680,686

Tara Ceili Band 116, 398, 542, 677
Tarrant, Liam 177, 386
Tarrant, Paddy 398
Tarrant, Richard 398
Tawney, Cyril 43, 384
Taylor, Barry 175,236
Taylor, Bill (Scotland) 208, 602
Taylor, Billy (pipemaker) 246,522,
677, 709,710,739
Taylor, Charles 522,677, 709, 710
Taylor,James 113, 122,251
Taylor,Joseph 242
Taylor, Katie 677
Taylor, Kevin 113,472,677
Taylor, Malcolm 244
Taylor, Nora 677
Taylor, Paddy 113, 127,434,472,
510,586,614,677,759
Teada 618, 678
Teahan, Terry 'Cuz' 197,678,686,
721, 722,726
Teape, M ichael 27
Tea re, Billy 668, 678
Teergoneen 503
Templehouse, The 195,542
Teniers, David 35
Terry, Sonny 127,554
Thatch Ceili Band 377,614
Theodorakis, Mikis 80
Thomas,Jean Luc 88
Thomas, TaffY 678
Thomas McDonagh Pipe Band 683
Thompso n, Danny 63
Thompso n, Derek 716
Thompso n, Elaine 716
Thompson, Richard 319
Thompso n, Robert 'Bob' 16 7
Thorns, Willam 280
Thornburg, Rob 431
Thornton, Frank 387,441, 681 ,721,
722,727
Thornton, Miles 681
Thornton,Jimmy 122, 722
Thorpe, Dave 410
Tickell, Kathryn 243, 246
Tickle Harbour 172
Tierney, Au stin 390
Tierney,Jamesie 390
Tierney, Loui s 226
Tighe, Vincent 33,114, 115
Timmons, Terry 308
Timoney,John 401,580
Tinney, Hugh 706
Tisdale, Erin 202
T6ibin, Niall 117
T6ibin, Nioc lis 66, 176,252,315,
415,421,471,501,503,685,690,
739,740, 751
T6ibin, Padraig 501
T6ibin, Seamus 685
Toland, Eddie 574
Toland, Grace 21 3, 752
Tomas, Otis 105
Tomelty, Peter 715

Index
Tommy Doocey Ceilf Band 417
Tonra, Brendan 78, 154,311
Toole,Jack 447
Toolin, Tom my 619
Topp-Fargion,Janet 174
Torkzadeh, Kuros 296
Tornielli, Tommaso 366
Torpey, Frank 73, 171
Touchstone 105, 486
Touhey,James 686
Touhey, Michael (fiddle) 580
Touhey, Michael (pipes) 686
Touhey, Patsy 84,231,261,298,345,
355,613, 686-7,709,721,729
Tourish, Cianin 10, 11, 213
Tourish, Martin 312
Tracey,John Mickey Frank 705
Tracey, Peter 208
Trad Lads 206
Trad Lassies 412
Tramore Ceilf Band 739
Trasna Ceilf Band 557
Travers, Mary 342
Traynor, Oliver 445
Traynor, Rena 252,445-6,537, 693
Treacy, Paddy 441
Treanor, Tom 574
Trench, Fiachra 11
Tresize, Artie 435
Treyz, J uergen 305
Trfan 110, 436
Tribes Ceili Band 347
Trim the Velvet 436
Trimble,Joan 253
Triogue Ceili Band 396
Trouble in the Kitchen 31
Tubridy, Celine 195
Tubridy, Michael 90,121, 121, 123,
158,195,381,500,586,610,
696-7, 756
Tubridy, Teresa 697
Tudor,Joseph 711
Tulca M6r 31
Tulla ceilf Band 45, 46, 48, 52, 106,
163,169,195,343,347,409,501,
521,542,574,580,697,697-8,
702
Tullassa Pipe Band 150
Tuly, Conor 298
Tunney, Brigid 700
Tunney,Joe 686
Tunne~Paddy 254,322,417,488,
599,610,623,659,686,690,700,
713, 714
Tuohy, Allie 476
Tuohy, Patsy 387
Tuohy, Sarah 346
Turbit, Peter 704, 705
Turkington, Tom 27
T urrisi, Francesco 432
Twomey,John 168
Tynan, I de 251
Tynan, Packie 624
Tyrrell, Paddy 67,68

Tyrrell, Sean 78, 178, 308, 444, 538
Tyson, Maureen 715
Ua Duinnin, Padraig 638
Ua Laoghaire, An tAthair Peadair
536
Uhlig, Car! 155
Uf Bhaoill, Nabla 216
Uf Bhaoill, Sorcha 216
Uf Cheallaigh, Aine 308, 706, 740
Uf Chearna, Sean Sheiin 388
U f Choisdealbha, Eibhlfn Bean see
Costello, Eileen
Uf Chonaill, Maire Bean 485
Uf Chonghaile, Tess 311
Uf Dhonnchadha, Eibhlfn 311
Ui Dhroighneain, Maire Pheter 311,
498
Uf .J?hubhgain, Gnlinne 216
Uf Eigearsaigh, Caitlin 282,283,614
Uf Laoi, Aine Bn. 311
Uf Mhaf,Maire Rua 215
Uf Mhaitiu, A.ine 379, 712
Ui Mhuimhneachain, Ciit Bean 147,
712-13,742
Ui Ogain, Rfonach 174,236,311,
356, 388, 713
U f Scanlain, Maire Bean 486
Ui Shuilleabhain, Tomas Sheain 195
Uf Theigneiin, Bairbre 396
Ullman, Lena 469, 754
Usher, Pat 107
Vacca, Martino 365,366
Valentine, Richard 240
Vallancey, Charles 89, 709,736
Vallely, Brian 21, 75, 480, 506, 610,
728
Vallely, Caoimhfn 2, 20, 544, 729
Vallely, Cillian 20,415, 729
Vallely, Dara 20, 75
Vallely, Eithne 21, 75, 173, 174, 175,
506,610,728
Vallcly, Fin tan 8, 75, 139, 150, 173,
174,176,236,272,311,417,555,
727, 728, 752
Vallely,J.B. 64, 175
Vallely, Kevin 436
Vallely, Niall 20, 158, 159,533, 706,
729
Vallely, Patricia 22
Vallely, Peter 22
Vallely, Sheena 410
Vallelys of Armagh 728-9
van der Zalm, Rens 365,417
Varttina 268
Vaughan, Aid en 394
Vaughan Williams, Ralph 244, 550
Veillon,Jean Michel 88, 176,284,
432
Venable, Elizabeth 201
Verling, Katic 176, 518
Vesey,John 83,409
Victoria, Qyeen 93, 97,385,684

Victory, Gerard 551
Vignoles,Julian 172,729
Vignoles, Michael 296
Vincent, George 422
Vincent Lowe Ceili Band 6
Voice Squad, The 1, 313,350,415,
729-30
Wadding, Luke 746-7
Wade, Jack 115,300,459,510,731
Wagels, Rolf 171
Walker,Joseph Cooper 89, 162,281,
294,353,502,688,709,735-6
Walker, William 598
Wall, Niall 745, 748
Wall Fitzpatrick, Larry 463, 464, 684
Wall Fitzpatrick, Thomas 684
Wallace,Jerry 211,438
Walsh, An ne 697
Walsh, Emer 221
Walsh, Helen 661
Walsh,James P. 577
Walsh, Liam 686,740
Walsh, Maire 387
Walsh, Margaret 9
Walsh, Ned (fiddle) 740
Walsh, Ned Batt (dance teacher) 386
Walsh, Packie 482, 721
Walsh, Padraig 83
Walsh, Peter 621
Walsh, Robbie 171,320
Walsh, Sean 460
Walsh, Tom my 432
Walsh, Willie 558
Walshaw, Chris 492
Waltham,John 639
Walther, Gudrun 305
Walton, Kathy 410
Walton, Martin 736
Ward, Desmond 702
Ward,Jimmy 394
Ward,Joe 702
Ward, John J. 541
Ward,Johnny 447
Ward, Larry 172
Ward, Orla 400
Ward, Pat 247,462,739
Ward, Sarah 400
Ward, Sein 399
Ward, Yvonne 400
Ware, William 64
Warner, Deborah 452
Waterboys, The 613-14
Waters,john 197
Waters, Muddy 407
Waterson, Norma 240, 279
Watersons, The 280, 686, 730
Watkins, Bill 665
Watkins, Kathleen 293, 335
Watson, Doe 577
Waugh, Edwin 658
Waugh, Isabel 407
Wayland,John Smithwick 'Sean' 167,
169
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Index
We Four 43
Weatherly, Fred 209
Weatherly, Margaret 209
Weavers, The 590, 720
Webb,Peta 95,246,255, 740-1
Weipert,John 511
Weir,John 388
Wei r, Liz 667,668
Weldon, Liam 79, 90, 378, 486, 509,
511,538, 741-2
Welsh, Gillian 720
Welsh, Peter 276
Welsh, Sean 138
Wesley, John 124
West, Carry 176
West, Mae 729
West Clare Ceili Band 742
Westenra, H enry 461
Westenra, Henry Robert 159, 461
Westenra, Warner Willliam 461
Wheatstone, Charles 155
Wheeler, Edith 658
Wheeler,James 54
Whelan, Bill 23, 55, 84, 113, 154,
300,374,456,469,505,549,578,
747
Whelan, Eugene 385
Whelan, Frank 146
Whelan, Gavin 417
Whelan, George 134, 138, 382, 385,
388
Whelan,James 745
Whelan,Joe 321,410
Whelan,John 48, 118
Whelan, Mattie 624
Whelan, Robert 745
Whelan, Susan 136
Whelan, Tommy 44,298,299,459
Whelans, Mike 82
Whelton, Sharon 410
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Whirligig 729
Whisht! 305,745, 747-8
Whisky Trail 366
White, Aggie 144, 406,421,439,
459,470,521,697
White, Freddie 63, 178
White, Paddy 386
White, Raisin 59, 82,221,279,308,
527,714, 751
Whiteside,James 461
Whyte, Aggie 44, 380
Whyte, Laurence 257
Whyte, Tommy 44
Wickham, Steve 417
Wild Colonial Boys, The 30
Wild Geese, The 687
Wilgus, D.K. 473,575
Wilkes, Chris 277, 753
Wilkinson, Desi 8, 61, 174,246,286,
382,415,477,488,505,682,752,
753-4
Williams, Buddy 29
Williams, John 122, 158, 159,233,
722
Williams,Jon 208
Williams, Sean 235, 236, 516
Williams, Tom 67
Wilmot,Johnny 102, 104, 105
Wilson, l an 756-7
Windele,John 283
Windridge, Paul 277
Wings 673
Winter, Paul 113
Witcher,Jay 333,336
Wolfe Tones, The 43,613,654, 744
Wood, Abraham 732
Wood, C hris 241
Woodchoppers, 1he 614
Woodley, Peter 32
Woods, Charlie 255

Woods, Fergus 757
Woods, Jim 213
Woods, Martin 133
Woods, Mick 275, 400
Woods, Nancy 399
Woods, Oliver 506
Woods, Terry 43, 44,468,469,673
Wooff, Geoff 710
Worrell, Pete 277
Wray, M osie 599
Wright, Bill 306
Wright, Catherine 322
Wright, D avid 759
Wright, Graham 306
Wright,John 695, 759
Wright, Mi chael 759
Wynne,John 139, 581,582,759
Wynne, Liz 582
Wynne, Martin 162,342,409,441,
483,484,499,510,677,721,759
Yarnell, Terry 571
Yeates, Ray 349
Years, Gnlinne 125, 333, 335, 336,
338,484,502, 760
Years, W.B. 470
Yndestad, Hanne Kjersti 490
Young, Arthur 60
Young, Robert M. 455
Young, Rose 15
Young Tradition, 1he 665, 730
Zazou, H ector 637
Zellner, Rainer 304
Ziegler,Jessica 122
Ziegler, Suzanne 357
Zimmerman, Georges-Denis 761
Zozimus 761
Zuelow, Eric 13
Zuk, Patrick 374

